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Las Vegas, Nev., Peeved

PETRILLO S

At

DALE CARNEGIE

Hollywood, June

3.

town, mecca of Coast funseekers, is up' in arms over what the
This

DEATH TO TALENT

chamber

newspaper and magazine reporting
of the burg's "wide-open" status.
James C. Petrillo, head of the District Attorney Robert E. Jones
American Federation of Musicians, has been asked to try and do something about it.
apparently is no longer brushing off
Newspapers and mags, finding the
the lack of love displayed by the
public and press toward his organ- town a colorful subject, have played
ization.
He wants to change the up the town's prostitution, gambling,
unfavorable tone of public reaction "gang wars" and other items of a
to the AFM snarls, which have been generally profligate nature.
Las Vegas; the chamber emphagiven front-page attention in recent
years. To do this he is using the sizes, has 22 well-attended' churches
proceeds from his victorious battle and a recreational center for kids
with the recording companies for a where Petrillo's tooters play gratis
for teen-agers' dancing.
royalty from each record they sell.

that platter-spinning has graduated
from the small indie station ranks
into a major boxoffice factor on a
coast-to^coast basis and is incubatlT3 a flock o' show biz millionaires,

That James C.

crippled

vets

To

AFM

at

Tell

UN Story

propaganda

ing the charity.

hints from his aides that
benefit from' a public re-

Now

under

is

needed

results;

that

to

achieve

when

UN

peace by adopting the
techniques used by General Foods
and Procter & Gamble to sell food

starts selling

who

campaign.

lations

maximum

an abrupt about-face for
has always disdained

is

and soap will

fire

it

contribution.

well as on

has already gone showminded
preparation for Charter Day,
June 26 marking the second anni
of the signing of the San Francisco
charier with plans to integrate the

state legislatures as
capitol hill in Washingprexy finally is mak-

AFM

—
—

UN

story into some of the top shows
on the air. The Advertising Council
has already pledged its support,
which means that the agencies will

U.S. Writers' Continued

Emphasis on War Limits

throw in their production weight in
tieing in Charter Day with the commercial shows that have the multimillion audiences. Similarly, the networks, scripters and directors are
getting behind the venture with fullblown dramatic shows to highlight
the significance of the event.
Up to now, it's generally agreed,
Story, in terms of sock rathe
dio coverage, has not been told, with
the networks and stations for the
most part merely paying lip service
to the overall job of keeping the na-

Material for Films

American writers' preoccupation
with the war and its repercussions

— widely

ascribed as a prime factor
in
the limited amount of fresh
story material currently available
for pix— is still channeling the U. S.
output after two years of peace.
That's Metro's conclusion at the
close
of
the company's $250,000
Novel Award contest last week for
the first half of 1947.
Peculiarly enough, according to
John McCaffrey, director of the contest. British authors have left the
war behind and are pushing into

(Continued on page 46)
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Talent WiU

Go

Be

ABC Wax

UN

144 plays in four seasons— 6, the first
year; 34, the second; 48, last year; 56
the current season to be tagged the
world's largest repertory company.

—

tion informed.

But it's felt that the real fault
to
apply the
lies in the failure
proper showmanship techniques in
place of the cut-and-dried spiels
new fields of peacetime scripting. that have prevailed up to now.
Comparison was possible between
the two nationalities because M-G,
for the first time, threw the arena Frequency Before Public
open to the British.
Surprisingly large number of w.k.
writers with previously established
reps submitted new novels, McCaffrey said. In all, number of submissions went far ahead of those
received by the company in its previous match which Mary Reneault
won with "Out of the Night." Britishers came through with approxi-

I

—

UN

in

ing a stab at getting himself a glow
in print to offset the attacks.

New

]

—

add up to a major

from sundry
ton, the

|

To Sea Again

The Show Biz Way

The United Nations" radio boys at
Lake Success, N.Y., are ready to
move' into high gear in giving a
showmanship hypo to its programand the like. But, for the press, ming in order to sell the peace
to the
public and the AFM's aims, the latnation and the world.
Most locals are
ter is emphasized.
There's definite recognition that
prepping press books to show the
something more than sledgehammer
boss how well they are drum-beat-

Move

!

Deal between NBC and the Guild
vance "blessing."
has been pending for some time,
Similarly, there are reports of
with CBS television having also
squawks from American Federation
shown interest in lining up the
of
Radio Artists quarters stemin the past. Since CBS tele's
Entertainment on ocean-going lux- Guild
ming from the same fears held by
national director Tony Miner is a
Petrillo— that every additional disk ury liners will resume in the fall, former Guild producer, CBS was
when the greater part of the cur(Continued on page 26)
thought
to have an inside track on
rent travel rush, which is mostly
the legit outfit. With the recent
confined to urgent business trips, is
elimination by CBS of all live stulikely to be over. Already scheduled
dio
however, that
programming,
Theatre
Equity Library
to book shows are the Cunard and
Holland-American lines which have deal went by the boards, leaving
named Nat Abramson, of the WOR NBC a clear field.
Seeks to Graduate To
NBC
also
current
arrangehas
a
Artists Bureau, as booker.
Cunard is slated to start off with ment with the Dramatists Guild,
Commercial Production shows
on the Mauretania and the whereby the latter showcases plays
By ARTHUR BRONSON
of
new
playwrights
tele
for the
on
soon - to - be-commissioned Patricia,
New York's Equity Library Thea- while the Holland-American line benefit of interested Broadway protre claiming title ot world's great- will have entertainment on the New ducers. Although that arrangement
est legit producer, with 56 plays Amsterdam and Vollendam.
has been in operation for more
staged this season has just finished
Pre-war cruises accounted for a than a year, however, only one
its fourth year of producing in pubhefty slice of the entertainment in- show, "Mr. Mergenthwirker's Loblic libraries, and thinks it's time to
Play was
Frequently, short cruises blies," has been staged.
dustry.
graduate into the more commercial booked an entire nitery show, in- purchased several weeks after its
field.
cluding lines, while the longer 14- t»le airing by Hollywood producerThe organizaSion, guided by Sam day cruises carried up to 20 enter- director S. Sylvan Simon, who
from tainers per trip.
assist
(with
an
Jaffe
plans to adapt it for the screen.
George Freedley, heading the N.Y.
Abrarnson is currently negotiating
Public Library's theatre division), is with the American Guild of Variety
looking for a theatre as a perma- Artists for a basic scale covering this
Jolson Would Like
nent home, and would like added type of work.
public financing- to put its producQuestion of musicians is still up in
tion on a paying basis.
To
Neighbor Of
the air, but it's hoped to be settled
Till now ELT has been staging by the fall. Rub in the tooter angle
shows with unpaid young talent, is in the ban on employment of forCrosby on
either from Equity or allied enter- eign musicians in this country by the
Hollywood, June 3.
tainment unions, with minimum out- American Federation of Musicians.
If ABC can line up a sponsor for
lay on set?, costumes, etc., putting on In retaliation the British musicians'
performances free at various public union has affected a similar ban on a transcription show to either preIt put on
libraries throughout N.Y.
Yank bandsmen.
or
follow
Bing Crosby, Al Jolcede

hos-

This entertainment, using
musicians in- each local at scale pay,
is being underwritten by the record
royalty fund. More than $1,000,000
has been earmarked from the fund
for such entertainment, which is
covering schools, veterans' hospitals

numerous
he would

IN TELE

Theatre Guild is currently negotieach week. NBC is donating the ating with NBC television to pro.
time and Music Corp. ot America duce a series of tele dramats over
will assist in the casting.
WNBT, NBC's N.Y. video outlet.
Format provides for a comedy Details of the deal, including a decU
dramatic
sketch and a straight
sion on whether the Guild will probriefie on each show. Glenhall Tayduce shows for an outside sponsor,
lor will direct. Studio orch will be
as it does its U. S. Steel sponconducted by Henry Russell. Showi
will originate
on the sored "Theatre Guild of the Air"
of course,
on radio, or will use tele to showCoast.
case its new productions, have not
yet been set. Final negotiations ai'«i
currently awaiting the; return to
N. Y. from the Coast of Guild codirector Lawrence Langner.
I

Petrillo,

is
stakes
continues
snowballing,
not expected from even the most
optimistic quarters, despite ABC's
assurance that the Boss Man gave
the Paul Whiteman whirl his ad-

pitals.

Petrillo,

from

prexy of
the American Federation of Musicians, will keep quiet for much
longer as the Disk Jockey Sweep-

press

entertain

expected

repercussions are
several fronts.

AFM

the work being done by the

THEATRE GUILD

3.

Dorothy Lamour instead of Al
Jolson who'll emcee the Army Recruiting summer show on NBC, teeing off July 6 in the Fred Allen SunThe manner in which American day night segment. Film star will
radio has 'gone disk- jock happy has get
"token payment" for her servhad the effect of creating alarm in ices, as will various other Hollywood
some quarters of the industry. Now personalities guesting on the stanza

local
of commerce describes as "inaccurate and vicious"

to

CENTS

25

It's

PITCH

impressed various
has
Petrillo
locals with the thought that
and public be told as often
and as brightly as possible about

.Gv«out

r t

r?

With Glamour tor Army

'Vicious' Reporting
Las Vegas, Nev., June

*
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Deemed Best B.O. Payoff
Demands "of certain film stars that
make only one or two pictures

they

'

a year, so as not to wear themselves
out in the public's favor, is gradually being proved a fallacy. Survey
rf the stars most popular at the
of

show

business proves that it's the
(.Continued on page 47)

ones

bnxofl'ice today
I

any phase

!

I

1

Production expenses have been
running between $100 and $200 for.
each play, all of which money, as
well as administration expenses and
salary for exec secretary, Benna
Franklin, have been donated by John
Golden,
Although neither Golden nor ELT
people wilf discuss the amount of
Golden's contributions to the organization, it's known to be in excess
Golden has no intention
of $40,000.
of ceasing his aid to ELT. but group
would like to dress up its productions, house them properly, charge
admissions, and pay the actors. Actors, directors and designers have
been content lo act for the experience, and on the chance of catching

some
J

prou'essioual

(Continued on

pr<
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er's

pa^e 55)
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N. Y. Bistros Evading Tax
With Danceless Dinners

A

possible

new

trend next

the after-theatre crowd comes
the spot would then go supper

Benny'*
I

click currently of Billy Reed's
.

Little Club. N. Y., where recording
pianist Walter Gross does his stuff, is

commanding -considerable

attention

that reason. Emphasis thus is
on the cuisine and atmospheie, at
least for the dinner seasioua.
for

letting

go with

Sunday

appearance on CBS' United Jewish
Appeal program.
He has no firm commitment with
Bjing Crosby for next season and
at this writing he isn't sure whether
he'll do any more guesting with The
Groaner.

When

The

its

is

pitch but so far only nibbles. Jolis eschewing all radio for the
summer with the exception of an

fall of

club.

Net's sales

crew
son

de-cmphasing dansapation in
niteries, in favor of a 20% tax-less
dinner clientele, with perhaps the
cabaret policy obtaining alter 10
p.m. is being widely considered in
cafe circles. Dario, for example, has
that in mind for his La Martinique,
class N. Y. spot, with a pianologist
only for the dinner entr'acte music.
in,

son will be interested.

i

'

88G

Weeks

for 2

Jack Benny's two-week

stint

at

the Roxy, N. Y., resulted in an alltime high for any stage attraction to

plav anv house with a total take of
$278,000.

;

Out of

this.

collect $88,000.

Benny and

his

troupe

MISCELLANY

Move

Wednesday, June

WB Story Head Says Writers Soppy,

a Better Income Tax

for

Break for People in Show Biz
By

L.

ARNOLD WEISSBERGEH.

(hie in 500 Originals

i

A recent story in Variety calls
attention to a situation that has
long been a matter of concern to
the entire entertainment industry
—the unfairness of the present income tax laws in their impact on
people in the entertainment field.
There are many individuals in
all professions and businesses whose
incomes differ from year to year,
but there are few businesses where
more prois
irregularity
such
nounced than in show business.
A star in a successful play that
earn
$50,000,
runs for a year may
and then not find another play for
two or three years. A producer
may have a series of flops for four
or five years, and then make a
quarter of a million dollars on a
success in the sixth year. The
writer whose play is produced successfully and sold to the movies,
all in one year, may have a huge income in that year and comparatively little for the next few years.
The same thing goes down the line
with directors and scene designers
and choreographers. It affects the
small earners as well as the larger
earners, because the person who
earns $10,000 in one year and $2,000
the next finds the disparity as great
from his point of view as the person who earns $50,000 one year and
During the years
$10,000 the next.
of large income, there is a large income tax to be paid— so large in
the upper brackets that it is difficult for the actor, or writer, or
producer to save any money for
the lean years that may follow.
What is more, he may have accumulated an indebtedness through
the preceding lean years In ordex to
repay he must use most of the surplus of the fat year.
The unfairness is not in the
amount of tax on large incomes:
every taxpayer has the same tax
The unfairness is that a
to pay.
man who has a total income for a
five-year period of $50,000, if he is
unfortunate enough to have it all
come in one year, pays a much
higher rate of tax than a person
who has the same income coming
in at the rate of $10,000 for each
It is not that a
of the five years.
high tax rate is objectionable, but
that the taxable income to which
the tax is applied is computed on
the t>asis of a period as short as 12
This constitutes the unmonths.
fairness not only to persons in
show business, but to persons in rH
businesses and professions whose
incomes are regularly subjer t to
sharp ups and downs.

Worth Using
Hollywood, June
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Gag

Explosive

Reisman's Decorations

Savoy and
were
Bert
I
playing at the Liberty theatre,
on Broadway, with the Raymond Hitchcock show and on
Christmas Eve, during the show,
there
noticed
was much
I
whispering among the chorus

Paris, June 3.
Phil Reisman, RKO International
veepee over sales, was feted at a
diplomatic dinner here last week.
Reisman was awarded knighthood
in the military order of San Gior-

'

Savoy: 'You
Florence ,
I

there

259TH WEEK!
"BLACKOUTS OF
El

'Yes.'

"said,

Savoy: 'Well, her boy friend
went to her apartment, turned on all the jets on
the gas range, and fell asleep.

Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal,
be back again. A great show."

MICKEY ROONEY.

across

The

8th avenue.
sent her

didn't

pened'

.

Brennan:

House Hears

stage

home.

what

her

tell
.

He
hap-

20% Tax Plea

.

'It'll

be

a

shock, won't it?'
Savoy: 'Yeh, but
gets the gas bill!'

—Jay

terrible

wait!U

she

From Legiters

Brennan.

Washington, June

3.

In a hearing yesterday (Tues.) on
the 20% admission tax on legitimate
theatres, the House Ways and Means

Truman Approval For

New Labor & Tax Bills

Committee was

told

by spokesmen

for the legits that the luxury levy
Still Doubtful was a "strangling tax" which would
cause continued falling-off of theatre
Washington, June 3.
attendance and "certain *death"_ for
Congress completed action last some legit houses.
week on two major pieces of legisWitnesses paraded before the Conlation which will affect show busi- gressmen
by James F. Reilly, exec

Held

be£ ome
,

g
.

g

gm

dent Truman will
them.

.

however, director of the National Assn. of
wnether pfesN Legitimate Theatres and of the
approve either of League of N. Y. Theatres, included
'
Ilka Chase, for Actors' Equity; Marc

First was the Hartley-Taft labor
bill, of particular interest to Holly-

Connelly, for the Dramatists' Guild;

Thomas Murtha, legislative commitwood; and second, the measure to tee chairman of the International
cut income taxes, effective July 1, Alliance of Theatrical Stage Emwhich would be a special boon to ployees,
and
Brock
Pemberton,
the bigrearners of show biz.
president of the League of N. Y.
The labor bill, which is figured Theatres, in behalf of producers and
to have better than a 50-50 chance managers.
Miss Chase said the tax on legits
of
becoming law, would outlaw
jurisdictional "strikes such as the
(Continued on page 55)
one which has been plaguing the
film studios off and on for the past
couple of years. Measure would Billie Holiday Weepily
also
ban
"feather-bedding,"
the
union requirements that employers
Pleads for Cure
carry more employees than needed.
Another angle of the bill, of parGiven Yr. on Drug Rap
ticular interest to Hollywood be
Billie
Holiday, 28-year-old Negro
cause of recent charges of widespread communism there, is the songstress, pleaded guilty to drug
addiction
Wednesday (28) in Federal
section which declares that employIncome Spreadover Needed
ers would not have to deal with a court, Philadelphia, and was senWhat the entertainment industry., union unless its officers first took tenced to a year and a day in the
as well as the other professions and an oath they were not members
of Federal Reformatory for Women at
|

When

businesses subject to great fluctu- the Communist party.
ations' of annual income, would like
There is no chance of an override
law
is to have Congress enact a
on the tax cut bill, if the President
that would average income over a
vetoes.
It passed the Senate with
period of five years. Various promuch less than a two-thirds vote
cedural methods have been sugand cannot gain any, if Truman
gested and there may be procedural
turns thumbs down. Except for the
But what
difficulties to overcome.
fact that the Senate makes the tax
is important is to have the princuts effective July 1, instead of
ciple accepted that income for the
Jan. 1, 1947, it is about the same as
prosperous years can be averaged the
House bill.
In
the
upper
with the income for the poor years,
brackets up to $80,000 a year, the
sq as to reduce the tax bracket to
taxes would be reduced by 20%.
that which prevails for the normal
From $80,000 to $302,000. the tax
average income of the taxpayer
rate would be eased by 15%.
over the longer period. Persons
spotty
incomes will then,
with
over the years, pay no more total
the subject of discussion over a
tax on the total income than is paid
by persons with the same income number of years. It has been sporadically brought to the attention
earned evenly over the years-,--The proposed legislation has been of Congress but so far it has never
been strongly pressed.
»-.<
The progressive work of the
American Bar Association in the

Alderson, W; Va.
Miss Holiday

was arrested by fedagents and local police two
weeks ago following a raid on a

eral

south Philadelphia hotel.
With tears streaming down her
Miss Holiday stood before
J. Cullcn Ganey and asked
for treatment at the reformatory to
rid her of the craving for drugs
which, she admitted, had made her
cheeks,

Judge

major addict. Judge Ganey said
the law would help her via cure

a

providing she aided authorities
tracking down sources of supply.

U.S.

Glamor Hits Paris

-

makes

it

a natural

for this assignment, if the presentation is put upon a broad basis and
it is made clear that
show biz seeks
no special advantage but only a
fair law for all taxpayers
similarly
affected.
ABA, for example, is now

sponsoring

legislation

By LUCETTE CARON
Paris, May

28.

Rita Hayworth, Linda Darnell
Eleanor Parker, Lily Pons, Vivien
Leigh... Parisians are delighted to
have them all here this week. Except for Lily Pons, they did not
know any of them. Their pictures
are on the front page of all the thin
tittle Paris magazines; and
big posters

of their films— "Gilda," "Anna
and the King of Siam." "Waterloo

would Bridge"— decorate the
Champs Elycorrect the notorious inequity
ex- sees.
isting in the case of non-community
Lily Pons was given the Legion of
property states, and that would
Honor by the President of the
permit husbands and wives in
all French
Republic, Vincent Auriol.
states to divide their income
for She looked very
girlish in a white
tax purposes as they now
divide it hat and veil and
white collar; and
in community

The

that-

property stales.
cooperation of all groups

similarly

situated is needed.
The
various guilds in the entertainment
industry
representing the artists'
Equity, AFRA, AGVA,
SAG: the
League of New York Theatres representing the producers the
Authors'
League
and
Dramatists'
Ciuld,
representing
the
writers;
Mid all the .-others must
coordinate
in this effort.

according

Warners

head.

This

to

Ellingswood

story

writers themselves,

department

directly

reflects

Kay

upon

maintains,

V;

From Air Travel

Current situation is brought about
by writers' unwillingness to devote
proper time and energy upon developing originals,

it is

indicated by

The crash of United Air Lines' Kay, whose experiences with
DC-4 plane at New York's La Guar- inals are typical of every

orig-

other
studio story editor. He points out
that these same writers would not
seemed to have little effect on film think of turning out magazine yarns
and stage personalities, who con- in -the sloppy fashion in which
tinued traveling back and forth from originals are presented to studios;
the Coast.
yet they expect story editors to acF. L. D. Strengholt, president and cept them and pay downright fabdirector of a film rental company, ulous prices.
arrived via Air France to see about
The untried writer who is submitobtaining three American- pictures ting his first piece
through an agent
for showing in Holland. They are
is not the only offender.
Many of
"Duel in the Sun," "Best Years*of the writing toppers—
the great maOur Lives," and "Monsieur Ver- jority, in fact— are as guilty of batdoux."
ting out material in only a few
Pianist Jose Ittirbi left for London
pages which, if purchased, would
for a month's concert tour of Enghave to be entirely developed. Many
land, Holland and France, and on his
of these top name writers attempt
return in the early part of July he'll
to cash in on their reputations in
visit Mexico.
selling poor originals, instead of letAllan Jones, singer, enroute to
ting hew material speak for itself.
Pittsburgh via Capital Air Lines,
will appear there in the Civic Light
Half-Baked Originals

blushed when she was officially
kissed on both cheeks bv the smiling President and had to make a
speech in French. She sang at the
Theatre des Champs Elysees May

30th to SRO.
Rita "ayworth is not too popular
with t!
Paris press. She never appears
"me and does not like to
talk to

woman;

uilists.

One

of

them

Opera C6*'s production of "The Cat
Tendency now, Kay says, is for
and the Fiddle."
writers either to sit back and let
Clark Gable arrived in New York their agents sell them for an
asfor a few days' vacation after attend- signment, or to spend too little
time
ing the Indianapolis auto races.
turning
out
for
submission
to
Bill Goodwin, NBC radio-film ite,
in from the Coast for a few. days"
visit.

Improved Originals

Actor Robert Cummings and his
left La Guardia in a twin Beech
craft for points unknown, with Cummings at the controls.
wife

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt

Hollywood, June
crease in original stories

arrived

inre-

is

ported by most studiG story editors. Feeling generally is that,
personnel shakeups durinp the
past year, with hordes of writers
off payroll as a result of the
economy wave, have resulted in

livered a radio address.

Marian Jordan departed via Air
France for Paris, enroute to Berlin,
where he will take over the management of the Motion Picture Ex-

the better originals.
Of the 463 screenplays currently being prepped, in production, or awaiting release. 235,

port Assn. activities in Germany.
Desi Arnaz and his band returned
to La Guardia after giving a Salva-

Army

benefit performance at
or more than 50%, are originals.
Constitution Hall, Philadelphia. Also
And screenwriters notoriously
with him was comedienne Vera
Belligerent
about
trumpeting,
Vague, who departed with the bandtheir own originality
would
leader for Chattanooga in time for
like it to stay that way.
Of
their regular NBC appearance on the
the remaining 22U properties,
Tuesday night (3) Bob Hope show.
1.87
are adapted from novels,
Seen around the airport was acmagazine stories or biographies,
tress Luise Rainer.
and 36 are from plays.
Child actress Margaret O'Brien
landed at the overseas base at La
Guardia after vacationing in Ber- studios an idea which is only an
idea, and not enough for studios to
muda.
go by. There is also a tendency,
more pronounced now than formerly, for 'agents to try to sell halfSTEIN
baked originals; then make a pitch
tion

—

—

WANTS TO HOUSE

MCA

IN

OWN N.Y. BLDG.

Jules C. Stein, chairman of the
board of Music Corp. of America,
is expected in New York withiji a
few weeks to complete a deal for
purchase of' a building at 598 Madison avenue.
Purchase price of
structure, at corner of 57th and
Madison avenue, wasn't disclosed.
If deal is completed. Stein plans
to consolidate MCA with Management Corp. of America, an MCA
subsidiary, and the Leland Haywood
offices.
Latter
two are located

away from the
Squibb Wdg.
Prewar

MCA

offices

in

the

for

studios to sign their scribbling

clients to come in and spend long
periods of time developing them. In
other
words,
situation
prevails
where the monetary deal and not
the quality of the story is the goal.
Were writers to get in and really
dig, with
resultant good material,
studios would be ready to pay high
prices for them to come along for
further
development of a yarn

which was of
a

sufficient

calibre 'for

sale.

Due

to the fact that studios

now

are making fewer pictures than
formerly, stronger story materia! is
essential,

and

this

calls

for

better

was dickering for a originals. Bestseller and play marstructure occupied by the Manufac- ket is not wide enough for studios
turers Trust Co., but deal failed to to depend entirely upon these for
jell

Stein

because

of

—

purchase their yearly output hence, originals
must be found which will round
out the season's program.
Raising of standards in stories is
Anti-Fascists, Perhaps?
paralleled by the calibre of people
in studio story departments. During
Brussels, May 28..
Recent recital of Italian tenor past two or three years, some of
Giacomo Lauri-Volpi at the Brussels the top publication editors have
Palais des Beaux Arts was poorly at- been brought out from the east to
tended, although critics raved about head story departments, where presinger's fine voice. "I am at loss to viously it was frequently the pracunderstand why so many people tice to install persons of less ability
were not interested," -wrote one re- in these positions. Result is, that
viewer. Singer was important mem- these personalities are searching for
ber of N. Y. Metropolitan in early higher-quality original story ma•30's.
terinl, and having hard time in ferLauri-Volpi, who came here from reting out yarns which would be
London, said that during the war he basis for top production values.
had sung in Spain. Portugal and at
This is main reason why studies
L;i Seala in Milan. The Germans, lie
have to comb book and play field
-siid, had twice invited him- to apso carefully, and take over properpear at opera houses, but he had ties which have
been proven through
refused.
audience reception.
$750,000

price.

,

<a

joke to her jn Spanish.
(Continued on paj;e 55)

3.

Marked Improvement and

from Milwaukee, where she had de-

'

in

'

field o£ taxation,

to studios is suitable for pur-

chase,

dia field last week, whfch took the
lives of 42 and injured six others,

There was a terrible explosion,'
and he was blown half way

manager

ters

Kay,

stories.

Deter Show People

1947"

"I'll

got drunk, and

3.

Only one out of every 500 original
stories submitted by qualified writ-

and not the studio's reluctance to
buy originals, for the market is
wide open and' picture companies
are more than willing to buy good

;

Plane Crashes Don't

KEN MURRAY'S

know Big Blonde

.

.

"

gio.

was something wrong. So Savoy came
into the dressing room and said,
'Have you heard the dirt?'
I said, 'No. What is it?'
girls. I felt that

1947

4,
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PICTURES

S

SLAP RANK'S ANGLO-U-S/CARm'
The Un-American Way
Show

Par Pledges More Bookings for Rank

business knows too well the ways of publicity to gaze

with other than a cold eye upon the Hollywood investigation by
Congress* Un-American Activities Committee. The newspapers
also are aware of the score, but when they can fit "Hollywood
Red Probe" into a page one head it means circulation.
blows up into quite a bawl of yarn which, nevertheless, is
neither a yard wide nor has it much wool. That's because the
Un-American Committee won't lay it on the line by mentioning

PLEA TO

names.

'

They say the picture business is full of Reds on the Hollywood
end. Well, name 'em. There isn't a studio that won't help chase
subversive elements off its lot. Yet all this has been said again
and again, hashed over again and again. That "again and
again." It has a familiar refrain. Are they going to blame pictures on him too?

Smile when you say that, Mister, or

Name

the pictur*.

Name

Put

up or shut up.

It's

time.

name names.
Name the scene.

the sequence.

POSTPONE

'RED'

Hollywood, June 3.
New indie producing company has
been organized by Robert Presnell,
and John Reinhardt. Tagged
Arpi Productions, it will concentrate on low-budget features.

INQUIRY

Sr.,

TILL FALL
Washington, June

John Reinhardt
Indie Firm

Form New

3.

Pair will co-produce, with Presnell to write screenplays and Rein-i
hardt set to direct. Negotiations are
on with Screen Guild for release,
with most of financing already ar-

Full public hearings on Red Influences in Hollywood may not take ranged.
Three scripts are ready,
place until fall, the House Un- "Rendezvous,"
"A b' u s h" and
American Activities Committee in- "Strawhat," with producers owning
dicated last week as it prepared for option on the Dudley* Nichols-Stuart
the first stage of the hearings June Anthony play, "Come Angel Band."
16.
At that time it expects to get
into the case of composer Hans
Eisler, brother of commy leader
Gerhard Eisler. Eisler has been
subpoenaed to show here as have
several other Hollywood figures.
The really big show, however,
which would call in 30 to 40 prominent industry figures, will not take
place for weeks, or even months,
because the committee wants plenty
of time to prepare its oase.

m

Albert Warner,

Kalmenson In

The

ABBOTT & COSTELLO MAY
DO ONE FOR REPUBLIC
Bud Abbott and Lou
do

one

feature

for

Costello

may

Republic

this

Yates
mentioned at a board meeting last
year,

Rep prexy Herbert

Thursday
tract
gives
year.

J.

Comedy duo's conUniversal-International
a

(29).

with

Big Stock Deals

subcommittee

three-man

Wbjcji .conducted the probe in Holly(Continued on page 22)

them one outside picture

Rep is also putting up 30% of the
money for "Red Pony," which indie

Philadelphia, June

3.

But Indie Circuits
J.

accidentally or otherwise, according to trade-wise observers, favoring Rank-affiliated film product, to
the detriment of non-theatre-owning U. S. producer-distributors such
as United Artists, Columbia,

and Monogram.

This

Repub-

may blow

the top off the U. S. anti-trust suit,
particularly as regards the theatre
divorcement phase;
The Justice
Dept., it is reported, may be presented shortly with complaints from
so-called Little 3 producers that this
claimed "cartel system" is working
to their detriment.

A

Presnell,

MAY

OF

Arthur Rank's theatres in
J.
England, in an accented endeavor
to woo U. S. dollar exchange, are

lic

But. accusations as to Reds and Roosevelt? are not the burnup.
Iu's when they claim that Hollywood has turned out pictures
detrimental to this Government.

D.

By ABEL GREEN

It

UA

number of
producers notably have been incensed by the unofficial embargo on their product.
Their sales representatives have
merely been told that there just
doesn't seem to be room for any
(Continued on page 20)

BYRNES ONCE
BEFOREREPPED

i

Par Sets Dodie Smith
To Develop James Yarn
Hollywood, June

Paramount
Dodie Smith

develop treatment of
Portrait of a Lady," from Henry

James Novel.
Fall

filming

is

Hollywood, June 3.
Former Secretary James F. Byrnes
has joined the Motion Picture Assn.
as counsel on industry matters, ac-

skedded, .^Charles

Brackett producing.

-

r

Belgians Sweet

cies.

Rank's emissaries emerged from
huddle equally certain that

the

Paramount would

stretch its bookBalaban had olfered "every cooperation," Benjamin declared,' and
the Rank officials were more than
satisfied with the meet's results.
Paramount's partners, according to
Benjamin, had agreed to play British
films as result of Balaban's plea for
Brussels, June 3.
Formal opening here yesterday a better break during the recent
(Monday) of the U. S. information Arrowhead Springs confab. Robert
center was a terrific success, deeply Wilby, one of Par's southern partimpressing the Belgians with the fact ners, had pledged that support in
that Americans are cooperating in behalf of his confreres after the
earnest with the International Film Balaban speech, Benjamin said.
"There isn't any question of U. S.
Festival.
Speeches were delivered by festi- exhibitors booking British films,
val boss Van Hecke, festival prexy once they click in opening runs,"
(Continued on page 22)
Pierre Vermeylen, who's minister of
the interior, former premier Paul

On Yanks Co-Op

ings.

AU

At Brussels Fete

Van_Zeeland and

PIC INDUSTRY

3.

set British playwright
to

Skeptical

Still

Paramount's theatre circuits and
those of its partners will extend
greater playing time i v the future to
British films, Barney Balaban, Par's
prexy, said this week.
Company
head, along with Leonard Goldenson, Par's veepee in charge of theatres, met with John Davis, chief
aide to J. Arthur Rank, and Robert
Benjamin, prexy of Rank's U. S. organization, to tal'- over the problem
last week. Balaban declared, following the meet, that he had no doubt
Par's partners would do their best to
book the Anglo pix but stressed the
fact that the parent organization
could not dictate the partners' poli-

jCol.

Frank Mc-

Carthy, Motion Picture Assn.'s European manager. All phases of the

opening
were handled in
(Continued on page 20)

good

RANK'S OLIVE-BRANCH

ENCORE ON THE COAST

Hollywood, June 3.
Arthur Rank did a repeat performance on his mass New York interview when he, along with Robert
R. Young, railroader who heads
Economic Post In
Pathe Industries, was introed to the
firms a Variety report on May 7.
local press by Eric Johnston, Motion
Previous attempt two years ago to
Picture Assn. pfexy.
As in the
With
Aleman
get Brynes to join the motion piceast, only the Dove of Peace was
Hollywood,
June
3.
ture industry was
frustrated
by
apparent with Rank telling the asDonald Nelson, head of the So- semblage that "the British motion
President Truman. Twenty years
ago, however, Byrnes, then a lawyer ciety of Independent Motion Picture picture industry
wants friendly coin Spartanburg,, N. C, did a job for Producers,
goes to Mexico City, operation instead of economic war."
Will Hays in helping to kill a state June 15, for two or three-week hud-Young again stressed the need for
censorship bill directed against the dies on assuming post as economic
free foreign trade as the best way
film industry.
adviser to President Miguel Aleman. to stamp out economic
distress
*In
July, 1945, then a Supreme He'll be accompanied by Francis throughout the world.
Court Justice, Byrnes was offered a Alstock, formerly coordinator of
With Rank and Young, film bigpost as head of the Motion Picture inter-American affairs and a close
gies J. Cheever Cowdin, Nate BlumExport Assn. by Hays. Truman friend of Aleman, .and Leo Morrison,
berg, Bill Goetz, Arthur Krim, Kenasked Hays to withdraw the offer as associate of both Nelson and Alneth Young and Aubrey Schenck
he wanted Byrnes to succeed Ed- stock.
(Continued on page 22)
ward Stettinius as Secretary of
Nelson has been working closely
State. Previous offer was understood with
President Truman and the
to be $75,000. Announcement yesterState Dept. on deal with President
day (2) did not mention salary, but Aleman, and it's not likely that any
it is reported the same as previously
announcements of whether or not
made.
he'll continue with SIMPP will be
Byrnes' background as a world forthcoming until after the Mexico
Trade Mark Registered
(Continued on page 20)
meetings.
FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
Published Weekly bj VARIETY, Inc.

announcement by Eric
Johnston, MPA prexy, which concording to

J.

Nelson to Discuss

Mex

'

Two transactions in Warner' Bros,
common stock topped the movement
of

film

securities

during the

past
Securities

month, according to the
and Exchange Commission.
Albert Warner acquired an addi-

tional 4,000 shares :o make his total
434.000. His trust reported holding
21,000 shares. Benjamin Kalmenson,
New York, unloaded 4.000 shares of

Warners.
Jack Cohn added 1,218 shares of
Columbia common while his trusts
acquired 666 more. Abraham Montague purchased 222 shares; Abra(Continued on page 20)

producer Charles K. Feldman is currently producing on the Rep lot.
Rep's share of the budget actually
constitutes a deferment on studio
IN 'PULITZER PRIZE'
overhead, with Feldman providing
Decoration
Crowds Boost Biz 'Carrolls,' 'Duel,'
Hollywood, June 3.
the other 70%. Meet, according to
"The Pulitzer
Negotiations for
a Rep spokesman, dealt mostly with
'Egg,' 'Barbaree,' 'Yearling' Pace Big 10
routine business matters, with an- Prize," original screenplay by G'eza
with
Long Decoration Day weekend is stretch" has moved up into the big
ticipated action on major policy Herczeg, are nearing a close,
changes being deferred until the Columbia the top bidder. Deal is giving biz a shot in the arm cur- money list. Same is true of "Honey"Ramrod," which places
next meet, slated for the end of on for Fredric March to play the rently, in nearly every key city, with moon."
leading role. Robert Oakley agency the overall total in keys covered by eighth in the Big 10 class, is pacing
June.
and showing unusual
is representing Herczeg. and Music
VAr.iETV greatest in several weeks. Louisville
handling Current week witnessed "Two Mrs. strength in Boston. Among newis
America
of
Corp.
Carrolls" (WB) forging ahead of comers, "Moss Rose" which landed
March's end.
SAG-Producers
Story deals with crusading jour- "Duel in Sun" (SRO) to land first in runner-up coin, is leader in Los
Joseph Pulitzer, Herczeg's coin. This is the first time in four Angeles. It shapes up so well on the
To Be Extended 30-60 Days nalist
nine years. weeks that "Duel" has not wound up basis of playing four houses there
in
screenplay
first
and one in Baltimore.
Hollywood, June 3.
March is lending a hand with the in first slot.
Although playing only in N. Y.,
"Duel" finished only slightly ahead
Screen Actors Guild is expected screenplay in New York, where he
to grant an extension of from 30 to just finished a run in "Years Ago.'* of "Egg and i" (U) which continues "Possessed" (WB) is showing such
60 days on its contract agreement Columbia plans making it after racking up great grosses wherever sock possibilities there that it's
with producers to permit completion March winds up a commitment for a opening. However, "Egg" currently counted on already as a future strong
winner. Another new picture, "Great
its initial weeks in
is not playing
of negotiations on the new pact. picture with RKO.
many keys but the sheer weight of Expectations" (U) is soaring to a
Present extension expires June 15
nine playdates plus a terrific $76,000 great $140,000 in second week at the
and unlikely negotiations can be
being registered in Chicago is ena- N. Y. Music Hall. "Cheyenne" (WB),
finished before mid-August.
Whodunit
Jackson
bling it to stay so high in rankings. while disappointing in St. Louis, is
Understood that minor demands
Other leaders in Big 10, in order fairly stout at $21,000 in Denver.
of actors have been agreed upon
Bought by Metro of money done and playdates. are
"Copacabana" (UA), which had its
already but producers will continue
"High Barbaree" (M-G), "Yearling" N. Y. opening moved back several
Hollywood, June 3.
to hold out for term contracts, as in
Metro bought "The Murder Mys- (M-G), "Calcutta" (Par), "Home- weeks, is lofty $20,000 in Detroit.
the past, as well as rights on re"Ramrod" (UA), "Framed" (Col) is doing nicely in
(20th),
issues, radio and television.
tery." whodunit with psychological stretch"
twist by Charles Jackson, from 70- "Honeymoon" (RKO) and "Farmer's N. Y. and San Francisco.
"Happened on Fifth Ave." (Mono),
page treatment. Yarn will be pub- Daughter" (RKO). Runners-up.
Sperling Re-Pacts Hyde
showing less than $73,000, are "Moss which opens in N. Y. next week,
lished as a novel in the fall.
Hollywood, June 3.
Studio is now repping for an Rose" (20th), "Odd Man Out" (U), shapes as sturdy in Providence
Donald Hyde has inked pact for
Irving Lazar, to "Sea Wolf"— "Sea Hawk" (WB^ (re- currently.
another year as veepee and general early filming with
(CoTiiplPie Bo.ro/Tice Reports on
and "Imperfect Lady" (Pan.
manager of Milton Sperling's United whom Jackson first sold the story, issues)
This is the first stanza that "Home- Pages 13-15)
as associate producer.

MARCH TO PLAY LEAD
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Nebenzal Hits

Wednesday, June 4, 1947

MPEA

Exhibitors Left to Bear the Brunt

Melon-Cutting

Of Pix Try to Reduce 20% Tax

Setup; Sees Indie Producer Hurt
Sharply attacking the Motion Pic-<
Export Assn.'s complicated
ture
method of divvying its foreign revenue melon, independent United Artists' producer Seymour Nebenzal declared last Thursday (29) at a press
confab that it would be better to
that
tlivide profits on the basis
"every picture should get what it
earns." He claimed the present set-

up

doesn't click for indie producers.

In certain countries, where you
face "dictatorship," Nebenzal said
that he felt its better to be represented by a group. However, he
indicated that there's a decided lack
solidarity by offering the
Of
estimate that since the MPEA's inception well over 100 films I>ave
toeen sold outside the organization.
Budd Rogers, producer's east coast
rep, also emphasized this point with
the statement that David 6. Selz-

MPEA

Hunt Stromberg, Howard
Hughes and Edward Small all had

n.ick.

closed deals with Holland's exhib
group, the Bioscoop Bond, after the

A

had inked

its

there.

own agreement

MayWWttyfor'Ram'
Hollywood, June 3.
Dame May Whitty has been set for
one of top roles in Irving Cummings'
'Sign of the Ram," for Columbia release.

Peggy Ann Garner

is

to

stars.

Ponder

Cut

May Not

If U.S.

Tax

Eventually

Open More Local Levies
With possible rollback of the 20%
Federal tax bite on film theaadmissions to their pre-war
tre
level, being considered by the House
Ways and Means Committee, oddly
enough such downward revision is
being viewed with anxiety by some
exhib groups. They feel "that if the
current tax tap is lowered it may
open the doors to local tax legisla-

Nebenzal said he didn't think pro- tion which, in the final analysis, may
duction costs have reached their be even heavier than the present
peak. Retroactive l^bor pacts make Federal impost.
it difficult, he said, to work out inReflecting the exhibs' dilemma, is
dividual film costs. He noted that the current bulletin of Allied Rocky
his present UA program calls for Mountain
Independent
Theatres,
five pictures to be delivered within which points out that "if we, as a
two years on an overall budget of unit, working with National Allied,
.

—

move

over on loanout deal from 20th-Fox
Susan Peters
same picture.

for

Indies

GEORGE GIVOT
Harry Crocker, Los Angeles Examiner says:

"I predict

a sensation

when George Givot sings in concert. ..."
Personal Management:

HARRY BESTRY

Seek to Drop 20%
For Kid Fans And
Low-Priced Nabes

Taking the cue from the House
should ask for a decrease in the
Nebenzal painted a dark picture Federal tax we will undoubtedly be Ways and Means Committee hearings
for the independent producer. More asked by the Government: 'If a de- last week, the- film industry will
and more of the indies will dis- crease in the tax is given, will you draft a comprehensive tax plan in
appear, he said, because they're find- as an exhibitor pass this saving
the hope that it will supplant the
ing it difficult to obtain financing along to your patrons?'
And it's only
"If
from the banks.
we answer that question," blanket 20% Federal bite now in
natural that they'll seek the ad- Rocky Mountain Allied says, "by an- force. New schedule; which is be*
vantages of deals with the larger swering 'yes," we will have to do ex- ing drawn on hint of the Federal
companies, he said. Of his own cur- actly as we say. But if on the other solons, will be proffered to the Comrent films, the producer noted that hand we do not intend to pass the mittee within the next month as the
$7,000,000.
.

"Heaven Only Knows" is slated for saving along to the patrons the attiAugust release while "Atlantis" will tude of the Government will probably be: 'Well,
"Heaven" is the first of Nebenzal's tax if the public
the advantage of
films under the UA pact.

follow in September.
five

why
is

decrease the
not going to get

it?'

"

industry's idea of a fair scaling
*
of rates.

down

Almost certain to be included is a
clause which would exempt all children's admissions from any tax
charge. Exhibs have been claiming

Attempting to
the
Skeptical about the value of the
Mountain Allied is quizzing for some time that the levy on mopcurrent vogue toward foreign pro- Rocky
its members on 1. whether they feel
pets* tickets has been a stronger deduction units, Nebenzal said he had
that National Allied should take a tracting factor than with adults betparticipating
in
for»o intention of
stand in favor of an immediate ter able to meet the charges. Also
eign, filmmaking.
Federal admission tax reduction and being considered is a proviso which
Producer has since returned to the
plan a campaign accordingly; 2. NA would start the tax running above a
Coast.
should submit memorandum in favor minimum so as to free low-price
of a reduction for future reference nabes from the nick.
without passing for action at this
Exhib leaders are talking a retreat
time; 3. NA should take no action to the pre-war rates of 10%
Refutes Nebenzal
as the
on this matter.
basic charge. House Committee sugNew Jersey Allied's prexy Ed- gestion which started the move was
With $250,000 Repayment ward
Lachman on Monday (2) de- dropped wliileTed Gamble, American
Charges by Seymour Nebenzal clined to comment on his organizaAssn. board chairman, was
hat the Motion Picture Export Assn. tion's attitude toward the proposed Theatres
making a pitch for a cutback in
indie
producers admission cut. He pointed out that
benefit
doesn't
taxes.
Consequently, ATA is frontbrought forth a disclosure from the the group would be represented at
ing for the plan.
MPEA this week that the organiza- Washington hearings by National AlJoseph R. Vogel, theatre head of
tion has already repaid its original lied counsel Abr"am F. Myers. New
loan to all member-companies. Loan, Jersey Allied, incidentally, recently Loew's; Malcolm Kingsburg, RKO's
paid back several weeks ago, totaled emerged victorious in preventing a top theatre man; Fred Schwartz,
topper in Century Circuit, and other
$250,000. MPEA's financial position is local New Jersey
admission tax
theatre
execs will be invited to join
now strong, and the next checks re- measure from becoming statewide.
in drafting the new plan.
While
mitted to members will constitute
ATA admits there's no great hope
profits on the operation.
that Congress will act during the
Nebenzal, according to MPEA of- Power's South-of -Border
present
there's a strong feelapparently
spoke
before
ficials,
Trip Powers Reissues ing thatsession,
the new schedule will be
learning that the organization "had
Hollywood, June 3.
o.o.d in the meantime -and come up
its
initi.il
investment.
returned
Reissues of Tyrone Power star- for action early
in the next cession.
Whether Nebenzal received a cut o f rers are popping up all over
South
that money is not known, the MPEA America
as a result of his aerial
spokesmen said, since it's not known vacation in that sector.
No less Broidy Setting
how United Artists, which releases than 13 of his old films are screening
Canadian
the producer's films, split the money
on the southern continent, with 10
Franchise Renewal
among its producers. It makes no In Rio de Janeiro alone.
Renewal of Monogram's Canadian
difference,
it
was pointed out,
Currently
on
exhibition
are franchise, held by
J.
Arthur
whether Nebenzal's films or the "Lloyds of London,","
Rank's
"In Old Chi- Monogram
Pictures of Canada, Ltd.,
product of some other company was cago," "Second
Honeymoon," "Alex- is imminent,
according to Mono
di^t'ibuted, since all member comander's
Ragtime Band," "Suez."
prexy Steve Broidy who's been
panies get the same division of re"Jesse James," "The Rains Came."
huddling
for
ceipts under the formula established
the past week with
"Day-Time Wife," "The Mark of
Rank's
when MPEA was first set up.
managing director John
Zorro," "Blood and Sand." "Son of
'n answer to Nebenzal's charges,
Davis and J. Earl Lawson, head of
"The Razor's Edge" and "The
MPEA officials declared that the or- Fury,"
Odeon Theatres of Canada, Ltd.
Black Swan."
ganization had proved of great beneAlso participating in the conferfit to indie producers, especially in
ences have been Mono veepees Ed
those countries with severe restricMorey and Norton V. Ritchey as
Mono's $260,991 Net
tions on the number of U. S. films
well as Oscar Hanson, Canadian
In its 39-week report for the fiscal
th t can be shown. Without the
Monogram's general manager.
MPEA. it was pointed out, the in- period ending March 29, Monogram
Broidy disclosed last week that
dies would be forced to compete Picture Corp. rolled up consolidated
nothing would be in production at
in the open market for the limited net profits of $414,042
after
all
amount of playing time available charges but before provision for the Mono studio after Monday (2)
and miuht find the going, pretty Federal income taxes.
Earnings except a few westerns. Pointing out
rough.
Those indies who operate compares with $511,176 for the same that the company had a substantial
abroad without the MPEA have done period last year.
After deducting film backlog, production chief said
so to obtain quicker liquidation of Federal taxes, consolidated net prof- the firm had some 10 pictures on
their product. In the long run, how- its reached $260,991 or about $12,000 this year's program ready for reever, they'll be no further ahsatl more than last year's equivalent
lease while three have been com39
than MPEA members, the organiza- weeks.
pleted on next year's program.
clarify

situation

MPEA

Mono

.

tion's spokesmen declared,
Report,
issued
by
Monogram
Most of the revenue collected by prexy Steve Broidy, pointed out
tho, MPEA to date has come from
that Mono's subsid, Allied Artists
Holland and Czechoslovakia in the which was set up to handle producway of gold payments. Other 11 tion and distribution of high-budgcountries which the organization eters, has five films completed
and
services are-able to remit payments awaiting release. First of the
slate
only to a very limited extent be- Roy del Ruth's "It Happened on
cause of their acute shortage of dol- Fifth Avenue," opens at the Rivoli,
lar exchange.
N. Y., soon.

find in the' medium of the motion
Washington, June 3.
Film industry has been making picture an economical means of
less than an all-out drive to get mass entertainment and enlightenits 20% admissions tax reduced, in ment.
House
"They are not organized, and as
the
before
presentations
Ways and Means Committee, which such are inarticulate with no authorized spokesman to protest or preis considering "hardship" cases in
the excise brackets, with a view sent their views here, but neverthetoward reducing some of these war- less, they ha?e spoken to us in no
uncertain terms at the boxoffice—
time levies next year.
Pictures, which have the biggest which is our barometer and our votTheatre admissions are
stake in the deal, have left their ing place.
The honeypitch strictly up to the exhibitors off— now 10% to 30%.
and with only two witnesses have moon is over, the war-swollen cities
and
industries
are returning to norapparently concluded their presThe theatre owners of the
entation of why the bite should be mal.
country
need
relief from these excise
Although the
cut for the theatres.
originally taxes now so that business and emPicture
Assn.
Motion
listed Eric. Johnston to speak, the ployment may return to a normal
Assn. contented itself with an ob- and livable level."
McSwigan, speaking for the amuseserver or two/ on hand for the hearing last Thursday (29).
Not even ment park operators, declared:
"Ours is an industry of Individual
a brief was introduced', hardly giving the exhibitors an impression owners, without holding company
that the studios and distributors 'domination and direction, and we
are at all interested in their Fed- respectfully address ourselves to you
and your committee for furtherance
eral tax headache.
The industry case last week was in the reduction of the present heavy
admission tax. May we suggest for
offered by Ted R. Gamble, chairman of the board of American your consideration the emplacement
Theatres Assn., and Julian Brylaw- of an excise tax on outdoor amusement parks, pools and beaches, for a
ski, of Warner Bros., vicepresident
trial period during the advancing
of Motion Picture Theatre Owners
taxable years of 1947 and 1948, of lc
of America, who appeared in the
absence of Herman N. Levy, gen- tax on each 10c admission, or major'
fraction thereof, if the admission
eral counsel for the association. No
presentation
was made by any price is in excess of 20c. This would
other exhibitor association or by produce a sizeable income to the
government, and at the same time
unaffiliated theatres.
In addition, A. B. McSwigan, of exclude from taxation, in the use of
Pittsburgh, president of the Nation- the simpler forms of healthful, outchildren
al Assn. of Amusement Parks, Pools door amusement devices,
and Beaches, asked a return to the and young people and section of the
old 10% admissions tax for those underpaid white collar class."

Mono does not plan to space out
it over while the
Broidy declared,
but will stick to the regular release
schedule.
Following consummation
of the Canadian franchise renewal
he returns to the Coast but is due
its releases to tide
studio's shutdown.

back in August to sail for England
for conferences with W. Ray Johnston who's already abroad.

places.

Gamble
business

declared

is off

from

that
15 to

theatre

35%, and

REELECT EDD RUSSELL

warned

that
tax reduction was
necessary to restore it.
"Theatre, business thrived during
the war years," he said. "The last
few months* however, have seen
business decreased' ranging from
15% to 35%, and any. corrective action by way of tax reduction would
be constructive and timely.
The
20% tax on admissions ia a continuing threat to this most sensitive
business and could become, in a
short period of business recession,
the proximate cause of business
1

PREZ OF EXTRAS GUILD
X

L. A. to N. Y.

"The 20% admissions tax is discriminatory legislation in that It is
tantamount to a 20% gross sales
tax and forces the motion picture
industry that bears it to compete
with other industries under an unfair handicap.
With the exception
of a downward revision in personal
income taxes, there is no tax reduction that would be so popular
with so many people as elimination
of the 20% admission tax on movie

Constance Bennett

Ralph Berger
Burlingame

Bill

•

John Ford
Ava Gardner
Herb Golden
Bill Goodwin
Freeman Gosden

Joe Gramby

Mark

"The
warrant
for
admissions
taxes
presupposes
that
motion
pictures are a luxury like furs and
jewelry, or a near-vice like nightclubs and racetracks.
This supposition
is
untenable.
'The overwhelming bulk of movie patrons is

Allan Jones

Robert Z. Leonard
Ruth McGough
Catherine McLeod

low income groups and
To tax this group is to

Arthur Murray
Pat O'Brien
William Perlberg

Roman

Pines
N. Peter Rathvon

to pay."
.

Up

MPTOA

Asserting that
speaks
for about half of the 16,000 theatres
in the U. S., Brylawski told the

for

payroll,

Cliff Stein'

N. Y. to L. A.
Robert Benjamin
Jack Benny
Steve Broidy
Ernest Cossart
Valerie Cossart
J. Geller
Phil Harris

James

film

Marjorie Kane
Jack Kapp
Robert Kintner
Carl Leserman
Harold Mirisch
Mildred Natwick

rental, or operating expenses.
Only
indirectly can it affect the producers
and distributors of the films used by

the theatres.

"There is good reason to doubt
that the tax on admissions is at all
passed on to the public, and there is
strong evidence that one of it is actually passed on. At least a large part
of this tax comes out of the gross
sales of the theatre, no matter how

Anna Neagle
Marjorie Reynolds
Steve Slesingcr
Rosalind I. Van
Herbert Wilcox
Bretaigne Windiist

you

figure it, before the theatre
his payroll and operating expenses.
"Classifying attendance at motion
picture theatres as luxury spending,
in the same category as spending for
expensive furs, jewelry, and liquor,
is an arbitrary conclusion not
supported by the facts. The great mass
of motion picture patrons are the
low-salaried working people who

Hal Roach, Jr.
Frank Rosenberg
William Saal
Ralph Samuelson

Lou Shapiro

committee:
"Please understand that this is not
a tax on the producers of motion
pictures nor on Hollywood salaries;
it
is a tax on the motion
picture
theatres, and the theatre patrons and
on the boxoffice receipts of every
theatre, taken out before any of the
gross receipts can be used by the

owner

Kaye

Jesse

modern theory of graduated taxation, in that to tax them
is to tax those who are least able

theatre

Hellinger

Paul Hollister
-Johnny Johnstone

of

Brylawski Talks

*

Saul Chaplin

Zanah Cunningham
--—
Roy Disney™

tickets.

children.
violate the

3.

Others returned to office for the
next year were Dick Gordon, first
veepee; Dulce Daye, second veepee;
Franklyn Farnum, third veepee; Doc
Evans, recording secretary, and Jeffrey Sayre, treasurer.

failure.

made up

Hollywood, June

Edd
Russell was renewed as
president of the Screen Extras Guild
at -the annual election.

owner can meet

N. Y. to Europe
.

Audrey Christie
Reg Connally
Dario
Alfred De Liagre, Jr.
Betty Doyle
Billy See

Jacques See

Margaret Sullavan
John van Druten

'
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PICTURES

EAR

BIDS SET SALES POLICIES ON
Ted O'Shea to Bear Down on

Paramount More
New

system

is

Selling

Metro Plans $125,000,000 Outlay For

START FEUDS

Expensive Items

10-Year Production Sked in England

being mapped byf

Paramount with the

blessings of
Barney' Balaban, Par's prexy, for
both the sale and exploitation of the

company's heavy-budget pix. Novel
technique kicks off within two to
three weeks when Ted O'Shea, former sales manager for Liberty Pics

PRC

Rents Studio
For Oater Filming

is

under

the

decree's

though

stay,

is

other.

Inc.

:

Things are such that one exhib

U Scraps Special

pany's cash planked into 12 top pix,
scheme was hit upon to push the
expensive product. That's all the
more urgent because Par is releasing
the Alms during a session of dwindling business. O'Shea's job will be
to handle the selling end of each
big film from the time it. first goes
Universal has junked its system of
into the can until the pic has been
thoroughly milked while Nathan- special field handling for J. Arthur
Rank pix and will henceforth book
son has the exploitation chores.
Concentrating only on one pic at a the British product through comtime, the new Paramount exec will pany exchanges in the same manIn a
line up a cross-section of test en- ner as its Hollywood films.
gagements for each Him to probe sudden move last week, which closely followed Rank's arrival in the
(Continued on page 49)
U. S., company let out four of its
five field reps and discontinued the
system.
Fifth staffer, Jules Weil,
s Air Disk Series
was switched back to the Prestige
unit of Universal.
Action was reportedly taken for
'Long Night' Bally
two reasons. U found the technique
of having field men peddle the pix
Technique for
separately from the exchanges unHollywood, June 3.
workable because considerable toeRKO's forthcoming "The Long steppitiig developed and resultant
Night" is being put on transcription friction between the two forces.
in a specially-treated dramatic form Additionally, while Rank's pix did
for use on radio stations as advance well in certain keys, U found that
the field men were unable to push
ballyhoo for premieras.
Series of six quarter-hour disks, sales in the hinterlands to a suf^_
composed of film dialog, lines spe- ficient degree.
William Hc neman, Rank's sales
cially written for the ether, plus
original new music, will have stars head, and Bernard Kranze, his top
aide, will push the big circuit deals
of the film in leading roles on wax
the
smaller
bookings
will now
but
Henry Fonda, Vincent Price,
also.
Barbara Bel Geddes and Ann be the concern of the exchanges.
Dvorak are being used in the dra- At the outset of organizing the Rank
unit
Universal,
Heineman
planned
of
matic series, which Don Thompson
12 to 20 field men but never widwrote and is producing under the
ened his personnel beyond the quinsupervision of Terry Turner, visittet
named.
Dick
ing RKO exploitation chief.
Aurandt wrote the original score
18-piece
an
conducting
and is
to Repeat 'Duel'
orchestra backgrounding the narration and dramatios.
Multiple
System
Studio has kept the idea under
wraps while quietly making platters
It will
at International Recordings.
'Paradine Case'
use them six nights running preced-

Field

Staffers

For British Pix

RKO

On

Preems

)

month.

it

selling, limited

scrambling the distribution setup to
a
point
of
unprecedented flux.
Hollywood, June 3.
of backbiting among the
PRC closed a long-term rental Plethora
majors is now under way with more
deal on the Highland Studio, to be
than one affiliate chain losing out on
used for interior filming of westwhat was previously assured proderns, starting this week with "Reuct. Result has been a rising merturn of the Lash."
cury on tempers of both theatre and
Studio is a reconverted war plant
distribution execs and the threat of
in the heart of Hollywood, with one
reprisals by one major against ansound stage. Lease was taken over

which Par recently acquired, moves
over to direct the operations under
sales
Par's
Charles M. Reagan,
veepee. In a parallel move which
aims to coordinate publicity with the
Nathanson,
method,
Mort
selling
from Filmusic,
Liberty's eastern pub-ad chief, has
been tagged by Curtis Mitchell, Par's
pub-ad head, to supervise the expublicity
ploitation end as special
and exploitation director.
With some $50,000,000 of the com-

Initial
ing preems in key cities.
usage will be in Boston for the spetheatre preem late this
cial 200

Competitive

leader last week expressed his reaction and that of his confreres- as
one of "utter amazement at what's
$oing on." "When we see the sort o f
deals that are being put through
now," he added, "we feel as though
we're standing on our ears. Never
before has the industry seen the
unpredictable and inexplicable book-

Metro

Metro Sets Montalban

As

Hollywood, June

3.

Metro's latest pitch for the Latin-

American market is "His Only Son,"
in which Jose Iturbi and Ricardo
Montalban will play father and son
roles.

Joe Pasternak will produce the
picture, slated to start in September
when Iturbi returns from his concert tour.

British

Waste

Bidding for Films
Philadelphia, June

3.

The Fox theatre, showcase for
20th-Fox here, which traditionally
bookings to first-run
its
product from the home studio, has
limited

Top outlay, running $12,500,000 a
year, will be spent in Metro's first
wholly-owned British
production
setup. Company rented space previously, making "Yank at Oxford,"
"The Citadel," "Goodbye Mr. Chips"
and "Busman's Honeymoon" before
and "Vacation from Marriage" during the war. New layout, which will

No Time Aiding
German Films

Wide-Open

sion.

the war, plus "Adventures of Tartu"

ings that have been made recently."
Other indie exhibs and officials
of theatre units seconded the sentiment in one way or another. It's
Washington, June 3.
not only that majors are selling
British are wasting no time in
away from old customers in a flock getting the German film industry in
of instances, even when the theatre
their zone of occupation reactivated,
is an affiliate, but that small houses
according to a British report on the
have, more than once, grabbed off
subject released last week by the
choice product from under the noses
War Department's Civil Affairs
of the plush showcases. Whether it's
Division. The U. S. Army has apbeen because the larger theatre has parently released this as a rebuke
been unwilling to meet terms de- to Americans who have objected to
manded or for some more obscure the German pix biz getting started
reason has exhibs wondering.
again in the U.S. zone. Situation in
Cited as an example is the recent the American territory is snafued
(Continued on page 47)
temporarily pending the return of
Assistant Secretary of War Howard
C. Peterson, who has just gone to
Germany to investigate several mat-

Philly's

cost $8,000,000 when finished, is a
consummation of Metro's original
plans to build -ts own studio in England, which the war interrupted.

"Young

Garden," co-starring Margaret
O'Brien and Claude Jarman, Jr. Currently in Hollywood discussing the
production schedule for next year
with Louis B. Mayer, Eddie Manriix
(Continued on page 18)

MPEA

Hollywood, June'3.

easier.

"Paradine"

is

a black-and-

for the
benefit of underprivileged children,
sponsored by the Mexican govern-

four-day

charity

festival

ment.
party were Ann Blyth,
Gloria De Haven,
Brian Donlevy, Betty Garrett, Jane
Greer, Danny Kaye, Dorothy MaMarie McDonMayo,
lone, Virginia
ald, Ann Miller, Cathy O'Donnell,
Larry Parks, John Payne, Olga San
Juan, Alexis Smith, Craig Stevens
and Robert Walker.
the

In

Joan

New

Qaulfield,

Indie Specializes In

Prof. Gessner's

Summer

Film Courses at

USG

of motion
Robert
pictures at New York University,
heads for the Coast this week to

Gessner,

prof,

Final decision on the date when
the Motion Picture Export Assn.
takes over distribution of U.S. product in Germany is expected to be
made within the next couple of

ters.

The report on the British situation
declared in part:
"Film production is limited by
the amount of rawstock, studio space

conduct a special 6-week summer
course at the University of Southern California on pix. While west
Prof. Gessner will also line up contributing authors for a textbook on
"The History and Technique of the

Motion Picture" since there

is

year as the fifth

production instead of the six originally planned, Enterprise announces
a total of six features for the 1947-48
season.
Next year's output will include "Proud Destiny," by Lion

Feuchtwanger, to be produced-diby Lewis Milestone; David

rected

Lewis' production of "Pursuit of
Love;" Ginger Rogers' "Wild Calenno
dar;" Bulwer-Lytton's "The Passion

With

such schoolbook available.
of Eugene Aram," Ladislas Fodor's
having film
"Cairo Incident," and an untitled
University
film set as a Barbara Stanwyck
Hollywood, June 3.
and other campuses planning same, starrer.
urgent.
Western Adventure Productions the need for such a book is
practical
also
a
is
Gessner
Corp., new indie outfit specializing
scripted for Warin oaters, was formed hereby Paul scenarist having
Curtsy to
While
WiUet with a program calling for ner Bros., among others.
Vancouver. June 3.
Lester Cohen's
six pictures annually. Films will be west he will occupy
J. Arthur Rank arrived here
Malibu Beach house and work on
shot in San Antonio.
and to bring attention
last
week,
"Our Bed Is Green,"
Officials of the company include his novel.
all the major houses
his
visit
to
John Mangham, John Franconi and which Simon & Schuster will pubin town played "J. Arthur Rank
although Harpers has been
J. Francis White, Jr., all holders of lish
Presents" pictures.
Gessner's publisher until now.
Screen Guild franchises.

NYU and USC already
Oaters; to Film in Texas courses, and Columbia

Rank

is still

awaiting

word

assumption that the

still

for

Future

confabs

will

will co-

Noel Jordan, named recently to
take over MPEA distribution activities

in

Germany,

Thursday

left

for Paris.
After several days
the French capital, he's slated to
If the
hasn't
made up its mind by the time he
reaches Berlin, according to an
MPEA spokesman, Jordan is expected to file a report on the situation
to Maas, which the latter will take
(29)

in

AMG

go on to Berlin.

to

Washington for a

with the Army.

final

showdown

s

MPEA

If the
does take over, distribution plans won't be ready by
July 1, originally announced date
for the
Organto move in.
ization will probably not be ready to
begin operations in Germany until at

MPEA

least late

summer,

it

was

said.

FILM BI0G SLATED

ON MAYOR 0'DWYER

a long road ahead. Negotiators,
instance, haven't yet reached

dectomy.

AMG

operate.

Hollywood, June

will
Axe will fall when Harry Sherman's agreement on whether Fabian
"They Passed This Way" winds up buy out UA, Jock-stock-and-barrel,
company sufficient
All or a slice of the
in the middle of this month.
hands will get about an eight-week to give him control.
Meet had its suburban setting belayoff until production resumes in
cause Grant was confined to home
September.
With "Passed This Way" winding as a convalescent from an appenfiscal

MPEA

weeks.

and equipment available. Efforts are from the Allied Military Governmade to build and equip stu- ment to the effect that it will comply with the stipulations laid down
(Continued on page 18)
by MPEA general manager Irving
Maas. Organization, meanwhile, is
proceeding with its plans under the
Si Fabian Continuing

being

.

up 1946-47

Distrib of U. S.

Pix in Germany Soon

UA

nating all departments at its studio
with exception of a skeleton staff.

Expects to Take

Over

notified all major distribs that it
wants a chance to bid for their films.
Talks With Att'y Grant
Dwindling biz is behind the move.
Tapering of extended runs caused a
(Pickford) for
Buy
dearth' of first-run 20th product and
Si Fabian's bid for United Artists
the house was unable to fill its playing time with 52 weeks of its own continues in the talking stage this
week. Circuit operator, who wants
company's pix.
With the Fox in the arena, four to buy UA control with the support
operators are now vying for opening of Serge Semenenko's First National
weeks on films. Other three are the Bank of Boston, will needle the
DOS
Warner Bros, chain, the Goldman project at continued powwows with
Decree Arnold Grant, attorney for co-owntheatre and Pix theatre.
Run
governing Philly, result of the Gold- er Mary Pickford, and Charles
man anti-trust suit, requires pix to Schwartz, repping for Charles ChapOn
be peddled competitively in this lin. Grant will take all details with
Hollywood, June 3.
locale.
him on his trip to the Coast July 1,
David O. Selznick's multiple-.run
for Pickford-Chaplin inspection. The
system, employed in the showing of
film attorney plans to summer in
"Duel in the Sun," will be repeated ENTERPRISE'S 8-WEEK
California,
where he'll open his
reon "The Paradine Case," to be
Delmar track Aug. 5.
'46-47
leased in autumn.
Get-together of all interested par5 IN
reTotal of 300 prints will be
ties was staged at Grant's Rye, N. Y.,
Hollywood,: June 3.
leased simultaneously, as in the case
home last Wednesday (28). Some
Paralleling announcements of a
with "Duel." but Selznick repreprogress was made at the huddle,
production cutback from six to five
sentatives figure the job will be
one participant said, but there's
pix for 1946-47, Enterprise is elmi-

white production, while "Duel" was
Hollywood sent a good neighbor in Technicolor, which required more
expedition to Mexico City for a time for processing.

Kerr

Deborah

Bess,"

starrer, is slated as the first film to
go.
Planned to follow is "Secret

SHUTDOWN;

STARS SOUTH OF BORDER
ON MEX CHARITY TREK

Hollywood, June 3.
spend $125,000,000 on a

will

10-year production schedule in its
studios at Elstree, England.
Newest overseas plant, comprising
122 acres, already has five stages
ready for production and two more
now are being readied. Studio is expected to be In full production by
early fall, with an additional 100
acres purchased for future expan-

new
Iturbi's 'Only Son'

3.

New York's Mayor O'Dwyer has
given Marathon Pictures permission
frame a -biopic around his career, Harry Brandt, Marathon chief,
to

hopes to get Pat O'Brien to undertake the lead. Film will be largely
lensed in Brooklyn, production to

be

start

held in the New York offices of
It's reeither Grant or Schwartz.
ported that Miss Pickford and Chapwould be willing to accept
lin
$2,750,000 each as down payment
with an unfixed balance on time.

around mid-summer.

Film as yet untitled, will be released through PRC.

'

Asking price

is

Galsworthy Play For

$15,000,000.

Brit.

For

1

Feature for

UA

Hollywood. June 3.
For the first time in 13 years William Boyd will step out of the Hopalong Cassidy character this year to
make one feature, costing $500,000,
for

directing.

Production

Fox leaves

United Artists release.

Picture will be made in association with Lewis Rachmil. who coproduces the Hopalong westerns, six
of which will be delivered to UA
for the 1947-48 season.

Filming by 20th

Hollywood, June 3.
Plans for 20th-Fox filming John
Galsworthy's play, "Escape," entirely in England, has been announced by Darryl Zanuck. William
Perlbcrg will produce, Rex Harrison starring, Joseph Mankicwicz

Boyd Abandons 'Hoppy'

this

manager F rederic 't
week for London- to

set production staff and prep for
arrival of Perlberg and Mankiewicz
Zanuck himself will go to
in July.
I

i

|

England in August and remain long
enough to tee off filing.
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PICTURES
Stockholder's Suit on

'Duel' 'Egg' and Tanner's Topped
Boxoffice Sweepstakes for
the Sun" paced the national bdxoffice during the month
©f May, according to reports from
"Variety correspondents in about 20

"Duel

May

|

2.

3.
4.

Big Nine

"Duel in Sun" (SRO).
"Egg and I" (U).

1.

key cities. Fact that this
Selznick production was. spotted in

leading

s

"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO).
"Best Years'! (RKO).

eight keys covered by Vauiety— in
the week of May 7-14 enabled it to
take a stranglehold on first position

7.

"Calcutta" (Par).
"Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB).
"Yearling" (M-G).

8.

"Macomber

and on

9.

in

of playdates

number

a

5.
6.

Affair" (UA).
"Dishonored Lady" (UA).

the

biz done the second week
month. It retained this top position
for three weeks running, and only
its
in the week ending May 28 was
hold being challenged as to total
of

U

(Rank) After

Asking for the recovery of profits
on option deals extended to the executive group of Universal, Stephen
Truncate yesterday (3) filed a stockholder's suit in the N. Y. federal
court against U, its officers and directors. Profits to U's officers based
on stock prices of February, 1945 already come to more than $1,230,500
with 148,285 options yet unconAccounting
verted, suit declares.
and counsel fees are demanded.

Chief charge voiced in the suit is
that Universal was allegedly caused
deto wrongfully waive its rights to
duct the -profits made on the stock
By
from its own taxable income.
that action, it's claimed, U paid a
full

coin obteincd.

Both "Egg and I" (U) and "Farmer's
Daughter" (RICO) were edging up
on "Duel" in this final session of
May, mainly because the Selznick
picture was mostly in holdover
'

spots.
-In the list of nine
leading grossers for the month was
s toSsup between "Egg" and "Daughcopping the honor
former
with
ter,"
largely because it finished the first
week in May holding the No. 1 po-

B'way Showcase

was second

"Daughter"

sition.

in

heap. Universal opus never dropped
below third all month and was second in week o' May 21. "Daughter'
that
also was in like category in
around several keys
it had been

May

prior to

1.

"Best Years" (RKOJ was hoth
contested for fourth place by "Cal
(Par) although the latte
cutta"
never got higher than fifth rankm'
May
all month. Because it teed off
t
in seventh slot, this relegated it
fifth

plugging for the larger house,
will supplant the Astor. Posof Samuel Goldwyrj, who
-rurrently uses the Astor for his top
ixoduct, also bidding strongly for
one of the new houses, has com-

U

which

Showing by "Egg" was all the
more marked because it had been
climbing steadily for two or* three
weeks in national gross business so
entirely a new
it was by no means
comer when it hit the top of the

made

••Yearling"

this

classification

trree times, being fifth the first week
of month and even in fourth stanza
made the runner : up rating. Barely
n aking ninth position was "Dishonored Lady" (UA).
Runners-up for the month but
showing future promise were "Sep
of Grass" (M-G), "Odd Man Out"
(U), "It Happened on Fifth Ave."
(Mono) and "Imperfect Lady" (Par).
"Sea Hawk" and. "Sea Wolf," the

Warner

oldies,

showed

reissues

for

strength

the

during

best
the

month, most reissued product not

up

Jiving

distributors'

to

expecta-

tions.

Start

warm weather

of

merous key

•

cities

in nuaround the mid-

dle of May cut deeply into grosses
as many regular patrons flocked outHowever, it did not matedoors.
leaders
three
the
affect
rially
"Duel," "Egg" and "Daughter." This
again substantiated the old exhibitor
saw that a good picture will make
money despite weather, opposing attractions or slowdown in public
spending. Weather moderated later
in month and many keys reported

near normal boom biz for Memorial
Day weekend.

U

Shooting 2 in N. Y.

Title of Mark Hellinger's new profor Universal-International

duction

been changed from
"Homicide" to "The Naked City."
latter the title of the book by the
w.k. New York news photog Weegee.
Hellinger arrived in N. Y. from the
Coast Monday (2) to supervise production on "City," most of which
will be filmed in the east, as will
another U-I pic, Nunnally Johnson's
"The Senator Was Indiscreet," which

release

^.

K

Wf
r

has

gels underway in N. Y. later this
week.
Actual shooting on "City"
started Monday as camera crews
shot activities in the Holland Tunnel. Film stars Barry Fitzgerald and
features Howard Duff, Dorothy Hart
find Don Taylor, latter twi newcomers. Jules Dassin direefs: "Senator," slated to go befbre the
cameras
tomorrow
(Thursday),
marks the screen debut of George
S. Kaufman as a film director. Pic-

ture stars William Powell and feaRaines, Arlene Whclan.
Peter Lind Hayes and Ray Collins.
tures Ella

Nate Blumberg; board chairman J.
Cheever Cowdin; exec veepee Matty
Fox; general counsel Charles D.
Prutzman; studio exec Cliff Work;
sales head William A. Scully, and
foreign chief Joseph H. Seidelman,
U lost $723,500
complaint alleges.
in taxes, it's charged/and has a reasonable expectancy of dropping anthe other oponce
other $1,900,000
tions are picked up.

Matty Fox, U's exec veepee, is
"ronting for the company. Fox last
week inspected models of the new
'louses which City Investing had
irepped especially for J. Arthur
lank. The British biggie left New
"r
ork for the Coast before the modIs were completed. He'll give them
he o.o. on his way back to England.
close the deal, house
Should
•ould play both U's Hollywood
'roduct and Rank's leading British

"Two

boy

school

in

The

Outlaw' Joins

'GWTW; 'Jolson'

Government permit.
Universal has also been taking
soundings in Washington with' a
view to leasing a showcase in the
capital city. Company is currently
flirting with Sam Cummins, circuit
operator, who owns a half - block
stretch of land on Connecticut avenue and intends building a de-luxer.
U would like to take a long-term
lease on the theatre and Cummins

showing interest in the proposi-

tion.

Indies Unworried

Price 'Rebellion
In Minn. Theatres

With most of the majors currently learning the hard way that
only a certain type of picture is
good for reissue purposes, there remain a particular few pictures that
continue to roll up big grosses no
matter how many times they repeat.
Such films as Metro's "Gone with
the Wind" and Columbia's "Jolson
Story" offer strong evidence, according to industry analysts, that
there is no saturation point for certain types of films. With the right
type of appeal at the start and cor-

hibitors

apparently

are

unmoved

and unworried. They say they're
giving
no consideration at this
time

reduction
in
scales,
although North Central Allied
heads assert "the handwriting is
now on the wall."
Highsctiool students at
Hawley
had to call off their picketing of
the Garrick theatre there when
town officials ruled it illegal. But
now, however, they're boycotting
the house.
They demand that the
40c price be lowered.
Manager R.
H. Veiths, however, is standing pat.
In this territory, largely dependent -for its eqonomic welfare on
farm prosperity, theatre business
continues to hold up relatively well
in the majority of situations; 'This
is
mainly due to the general high
agricultural
prosperity
and purchasing power.
Circuit heads and individual exhibitors justify the present scales
on the basis of •stiff operating costs.
They deny "excessive profits and
earnings'' from present-day operations.

to

a

you learn

former eastern division sales chief,
succeeds Connors as general sales
manager. William C. Gehring, former western division manager, was

of the classroom until

how much

it

Tom

While waiting outside, enboy who was late was
in, and the boy asted
is two and two,

other

was sent

(who

outside) said to the other boy.
"Don't go into the classroom—
just offered the teacher six and

she wouldn't take

it."

—Willie Howard.

Par-20th Merger

j

The two

companies which announced several
months back the formation of an
outfit to handle narrow-gauge have
made no progress towards its organization and things -are currently
at a standstill. What's more, chances
are better than even that the merger
will be abandoned entirely before

Company
legal complications.
legalites have refused to give a definite greenlight to operations beby

cause, it's understood, pendency of
the Government anti-trust suit has
made that course unfeasible. With
its

turn

Supreme Court,

the U. S.
fear
the

before

legalites

Rank

Up

To

Much

of the success of "Outlaw,"
to Hughes reps, is at-

according

tributable to the large-scale publicity campaign given the picture and
to its distribution setup. With its prerelease ballyhoo and day-and-date

openings in many situations, "Outlaw" predated in such ways the campaign given "Duel in the Sun'' by
David O. Selznick,

Five Starters, 4 Holdovers
In Columbia Hopper

assistant sates chief.

When he and 20th couldn't get toon the increase, Connors
elected to pick up the option retaining him as a consultant. Origfive-year pact also provided for
j na l
his estate to be paid $52,000, if he
died within that time. Connors,
meanwhile, has made no decision as
to his future plans. He left New
York yesterday (Tuesday) for a 10day fishing trip, and took no part in
the all-day meet held by Skouras
Monday (2) with his entire sales
force, at which the new assignments

gether

never

an appeal waiting

veepee
Smith, Jr.,

lar term.

On 16m Looks Nix
Those marriage bells may
ring for 20th-Fox and Paramount
on their planned joint 16m opera

sales

of

Andy

Connors, according to 20th prexy
Spyros P. Skouras, resigned because
he and the .company couldn't set
together on terms for his new conConnors' current five-year
tract.
pact, which expires Aug. 14, called
for him to receive $2,000 weekly.
Renewal clause provided for his salary either to be upped to $3,000
weekly for the next five years or
for him to stay on in an advisory
capacity at $52,000 a year for a simi-

so the kid said "four."

boy

J.

named

coming

him how much
So the

days earlier
Connors.

four

is."

jointly-owned" company
might be dangled before the nine
judges as evidence of unwonted
friendliness between the two companies. Dep't of Justice has claimed,
all along, that the majors do not
compete with each other.
Webb-Clayton Act permits joint
operations of U.- S. companies abroad
rect followups, such product can be under certain conditionsso the move
counted on repeatedly to do busi
One condition of
is legal per se.
ness.
that law is that any other firm deSurprising newcomer to the ranks siring to come into the combine
Hughes'
Howard
must be permitted to do so.
of the select few is
Picture has played reNew outfit was to have Emanuel
"Outlaw."
peat performances in almost every Silverstone, 20th foreign dept. exec,
inalmost
as prexy and Dan Frankel as mansituation, with the repeats
film
the
aging director of operations.
variably grossing more than
did on its first run. Despite the fact
it's been cut off from two-thirds of
Luncheon to
through
the important key cities
v
either censorship troubles or failure
of the Hughes outfit to get together
Winds
in Tribute
"Outlaw"
with exhibitors on terms,
has grossed nearly $3,000,000 to date.
Retiring Pat Casey
And with little likelihood that any
Hollywood, June 3.
censor bans on the picture will be
lifted, Hughes spokesmen predict the
Luncheon tendered Thursday (29)
th*an
film will have, grossed more
by the Motion Picture Assn. honornext
$5,000,000 in all within the
ing J. Arthur Rank turned out to be
year.
a grand tribute to Pat Casey, who
Fact that repeat engagements of was saying his farewell to the indus"Outlaw" so often gross more than try labor relations job after a quarter of a century of service.
its initial showing in each territory
With Rank and Robert Young,
indicates, according to the analysts,
that it's more than morbid curiosity head of Pathe Industries, the honthat lures the customers. Film, they ored guests, some 60 people seated
believe, is just a good western and at the tables in the Beverly Hills
the type of picture the public goes hotel anticipated a long number of
for.
Fact that the picture was speeches lauding Rank and Young.
banned by censors and panned by However, the greetings to the two
moreover, they men were 'short and simple, and they
critics
indicates,
point out, that critics and others in turn felicitated each other and
can't estimate the type of business a the motion picture makers of Hollypicture will do.

20th-

was announced by 20th on Monday
(2), fn the wake of the resignation

.

Minneapolis, June 3.
Although "rebellion" against current admission prices has broken
out in one Minnesota situation,
Hawley, near here, major circuits
and individual independent ex-

of

asked by the teacher, "How
is two and two," and the
boy answered, "six."
So the teacher' said, "Get out

long, according to reliable reports.
Scheme has been stymied so far

As Champ Reissue

realignment

Complete

Fox's sales force, including an increase in the company's divisional
sales territories from four to six,

was

much

tions in the foreign field.

Rank would have dickered on
ix.
is own for the house but he felt
he would have insufficient
'iat
mount of product to keep the the-tre running 52 weeks in the year.
:
nder the terms of the anti-trust
'ecree. the Britisher then would be
•ompelled to throw the house open
o competitive bidding on other
noduct.
Initial talks had City preferring
the smaller theatre to U while the
tatter insisted on the one supplanting the Astor. Recently, City has
switched and current huddles are
revolving about the larger theatre.
Building operations were to start
fiis June but have been pushed back
because of difficulties in obtaining

On

little

,

U

is

••

Down

Turned
A

Personal benefit accrued to prexy

I'icated U's case.

position nationally.

Sixth best money-maker was

deduction while

sibility

Mrs. Carrol's" (WB) which edged
out "The Yearling" (M-G) in fina'
weeks of month. "Macomber Affair"
<UA) was nearly in a tie with
"Yearling," former ending up in
eighth because failing to land in the
top nine grossers twice during May.

at 20th;

Connors' 52G 'Consultant' Contract

it-

the execs were thereby enabled to
score up their take as capital gains
at 25% rate rather than 70% under
personal income schedules.

two new theatres which City Investing Co. plans to orect on the present
site of the Astor and Victoria theatres. Deal has been in the talking
s-tage for a considerable stretch, with

ratings twice and in third place two
times.

income tax without availing

self of the possible

With an eye to gaining a deluxe
showcase in the Times Sq. area,
Universal is pushing negotiations for
a long-term lease on one of the

Second spot

Upped

Smith, Gehring

Andy

Officers' Option Deals

in

May

U

wood.

were mapped out.
Whether Smith
the

'

is

be m5dc a

to

company and

of the
board,

v.p.

both

elected to
positions which

probably be decided at the next board meeting.
Martin Moskowitz, meanwhile, was
named executive assistant to Smith,
filling the position Peter Levathes
held with Connors. Levathes. in
turn, was upped to shorts salesmanager, filling the spot left open by the
late William C. Clark. Clarence Hill,
former exec assistant to Smith, becomes supervisor of exchange operations. Morris Caplan was named
chief of sales statistics. Eddie Collins was appointed homeoffice aid*
for the southern, western and Canadian divisions, with Jack Bloom
getting a similar job for the mideast
and central divisions.

Connors

2

held,' will

New

Division Heads

Herman Wobber continues as
western division chief and Harry
G. Ballance as southern division
head, with Kansas City and St. Louis
added to Wobber's territory., Ray
Moon, former- New York district
manager, was named head of the
new Yankee division, comprising
N. Y., Buffalo, Boston, New Haven
and Albany. Jack Lorentz becomes
.

sales chief for the

new

central divi-

with Tom Gilliam, heretofore
Chicago branch manager, named to
succeed Lorentz as Great Lakes district manager. Joe Neger, Milwaukee branch manager, succeeds Gilliam and Joe Woodward, Kansas
City salesman, replaces Neger.
former Atlantic
C. E. Peppiatt,
district manager, was named chief
of the mideast division, heading the
Atlantic district and the newlycreated River district. Sam Gross,
Philadelphia branch manager, succeeds Peppiatt, with Herb Gil) is,
Philly salesman,
taking over as
manager of that exchange. Sydney
Samsofl, heretofore Canadian district
manager, has been upped to the post
of Canadian salesmanager.
Charles Kosko, Pittsburgh salesman, becomes Buffalo branch manager. William Graham, who been
sion,

Eric Johnston, head of MPA, who
presided,
suddenly
arose and
started eulogizing Casey, who was
a guest at the head table. It was a
surprise to the "Silver King" and
almost brought tears to the eyes of
the veteran showman when Johnston

filling

said:

Peppiatt in Philadelphia, and
son, Toronto.

"Everybody

in this

room has made

contribution to the growth and
prosperity of the motion picture industry. It is impossible to introduce
everyone, but I would like to mention one man whom I think deserves
a great commendation. He has made
an outstanding contribution.
For
many years he has. handled our labor
relations problems, and has done a
good job when it was most difficult

the

position

temporarily,

to Chicago as office manager
that exchange. Of the division
managers, Moon will headquarter at
the homeoffice. Lorentz is to headquarter in Chicago; Wobber in San
Atlanta;
Francisco;
Ballance
in

moves
of

Sam-

a

Hollywood. June 3
Five pictures, starling with "The
Mating of Millie McGonigle," get the
gun at Columbia this month, making
a total of nine in action.
Other to do a good job. He has always asnewcomers are "When a Girl's Beau- sisted the industry whenever his
tiful."
"Last Days of Boot Hill,'
energy and counsel would help the
"Six-Gun Law" and "The Straw- industry forward. I refer, of course,
berry Roan."
to Pat Casoy, whose selflessness is
Carried over from May are "It well known.
Had to Be You.'' "The Prince of
"He would resent my saying this,
Thieves." "Double Take" and "The but I think I ought to say it today—
Last Roundup."
(Continued on page 20)

Production

Up

to

10 Pix

June 9 For Metro
,

Metro's

Hollywood, June 3.
activities,
production

two pictures two months
upped to 10 on June 9.
when "Virtuous" and "Upward to

down

to

ago, will be

the Stars" arc slated to start simultaneously.
Others in work at that time will
be "On An Island With You.''

"Kilter McCoy," "The High Wall."
"Alias a Gentleman." "The Pirate."
"If

Winter Comes," "Cass Timb<

lane" and "The Kissing Bandit."

r

Wednesday, June

4,
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SLIDE RULE VS.
Majors Failure to Develop Stock
Stars Leaves
The Bs are taking

it .on

PRE-PRODUCTION

fZlETY

SHOWMANSHIP
'Quality of U.S. Films Is Getting Bad,'

REVOLT AGIST

Films Out in Cold

'B'

Plaint of N.Y. Indie Circuit Chiefs

the chin
•f

lately at the boxoffice because of a

new

of

dearth

bread-and-butter

Oaters Trailerize Supers
This

marquee names designed to draw
on their own to the scene of the
rough-and-tumbles. Failure of the
majors to develop new stock star
talent, claimed by house operators
isn't confined to the region of heavybudget pix. As with the top bracket
the studios haven't come
films,
across with a single new b.o. power
for the Bs since the war began, the
dual fare exhibs maintain.

In pre-war days,

it's

low

said, the

budgeters which then bulked much
higher in the studios' scheme of
things,
were studded with such

names

Edmund Lowe,

as

Laglen, Chester Morris,

Victor

Mc-

and quarters regardless of the pic
mazda on the marquee. Consequentan exhib could always figure a
cheapie to be good for an unvarying

may be hard

to

Metro is dragging in the customers to see its top-budget pix
lic oaters.

In short, M-G has found itself
inside the mirror, looking out,
in handling 16m releases. Company's fieldmen who penetrate
the foreign bush leagues with
narrow-gauge celluloid report
that
the
hinterlands
would
rather see a saddle opera than
Greer Garson in Technicolor.
Consequently, they lead off two
or three-day stands with Republic's cayusers and hope the

Metro product

will cash in on
the goodwill built up thereby.

Republic's 16m pix are distributed abroad by Metro under
a deal made some months back.

ly,

minimum

at the wickets.

Avers Art Directors

Fadeout of some of these names
and an exodus of others to greener
pastures has left a wide open hole

Are

steady-drawing
names which the majors have failed
the

in

roster

of

to plug. Adding to this gripe, exhibs assert that the studios' current
method of handling new personalities leaves the Bs out in the cold.
"As soon as a new face shows signs
of pulling in the customers," one
action peddler said, "the studio
so long as tHeir favorite was in
yanks him into bigger money films."

Overworking a Series
Another custom in the trade has
the exhibs peeving.#That's the business of consigning a star, lock-stockand-barrel, to a series of pix where
the star reprises on the same character. Number of action house operators think that the technique, for
instance, of slotting Dix for RKO's
Whistler series and Morris on the
Columbia chain of Boston Blackies
doesn't do the star or the boxoffice

much

too

good.

right to have two' or three
they'll
films in the same series
carry without too much drop in
"It's all

—

first," it was pointed
"But after the third, the customer comes to us and complains
that it's the same picture that he

grosses^ rom the
out.

before. After all, when a studio
gets out 10 or 12 in » row on the
same general subject, how much can

saw

they vary them?"

towards more location shooting on
Hollywood productions, according to
Urie McCleary, Metro art director
on recently completed "The Hucksters."
Underlying reason for the
new trend is not associated with the
current economy wave sweeping
across

the

studios,

McCleary

said,

but is part of ^Hollywood's object of
achieving more realism in their
films.
He pointed out that transactors and technical
to, point of shooting involved

portation

crew

of

much expense, if not more, than
construction of a replica on a sound
as

lot.

McCleary said that the art direcmost persistent cdmplaint was
lack of recognition. Even people in
the trade don't know what their role
is in the making of a film, McCleary
said.
"Most people think we're
glorified
interior
decorators.
In
reality we not only blueprint and
supervise construction of the sets,
but act as a coordinating link between the producer and director,
plan the sequence of the whole production and decide whether shooting
will be made in the studio or on
tor's

There
ing in
parts.

peats, foT instance, held up for the
long stretch because of the extended
lapse between releases, it's

time

claimed.
it's said,

is a lot of unrest fermentthe film industry in these

who ankled

the chain habit

ties up a valuable name in an unending series. Pointed out by exhibs
that thousands of theatres-, still play
double features regardless of how big
the A pix are now coming from the
lots. So long as that's so, exhibs assert, the companies should put in
more time and effort in digging for
new names to help along the Bs.
Illustrating their argument, flicker
operators point Jo the Rialto, traditional first-runner for Bs in the
Times Sq. area. That house is currently playing a double feature,
"Backlash" and "Jewels of Brandenburg," first run, for the price of
one. If those films had a strong
it
marquee name, it's argued,

wouldn't have been necessary
play off the two simultaneously.

to

Sept 20 Deadline For

'Amber' Tint Processing
Hollywood, June 3.
Technicolor has notified 20th-Fox
that
"Forever Amber" must be
ready for processing by Sept. 20, in
order to hold the commitment.
Film is slated for November release, either as a roadshow or in
the
Company
regular
manner.
executives are still debating that
question.

runs.

Fact that their business has
dropped off from 5%-8% during the
few months indicates, according
to
independent circuit operators,
that the slump is more than just a
decline in wartime tourist trade in
last

an

after

argument.

the keys. Indies emphasized, however, that grosses have dipped only
in relation to last year's all time

Used

Keep Studio

to

In

Contact With Locations

frequently to that effect since the
days when the film-makers -used to
answer them with the gag that
"pictures were still in their infancy." What is a little unusual is
that the people who make the pictures are beginning to complain
about the way they're made. Chief
complainants
are
the
directors.

Hollywood, June 3.
lots and location' troupes
within a radius of 25 miles have
been hooked up for immediate communication through an installation
of mobile radio telephone, devised
by Thomas Moulton, head of the
sound
department
at
20th-Fox.
Trucks and limousines are equipped
with sending and receiving sets by
the Southern California Telephone
keep
Co. so the studio may
in constant touch with traveling units by

Home

These gents, among them some who
have been shooting 'em by field and
stream since the days of Mack Sennett, all start out by saying "don't
." and quite eviquote me, but
dently are not yet up to open rebellion. Nevertheless, they feel that
1. Pictures' would probably be better if the budgets were smaller.
2. Producers
would be sure of
better boxoffice if they, didn't worry
so much about boxoffice.,
3. The same showmanship used to
get back negative cost on a stinker
based on a time-tried "surefire"
formula story would put over a
good picture that was off the beaten
.

.

conditions,

Howard Hughes is still ena vendetta with directors of "Vendetta," and is looking for No. 4 to finish -the job.
Max Ophuls directed the picture for the first three days and
was succeeded by Preston Sturges, who was replaced by Stuart
Heisler,

dialing long distance for the number
of a mobile telephone.
Currently the radius in this terrain is about 25 miles, although calls
are possible as far east as Palm
Springs, because of a chute through
the mountains in that direction.

.

SACHSON'S APPENDECTOMY

high and that biz is still far better
it was during prewar years.
While the majors blame the slump
on general economic conditions, the
indie chain officials have another
word for it. According to them, it's
the decline in quality of

Hollywood

product that's mostly to blame. General note of discontent gleaned in a
Variety survey was earmarked .by
Harry Brandt, owner of the Brandt
circuit,
who declared that the
"quality of American pictures is
getting bad." Spokesman for the
Randforce chain, N. Y., noted that
attendance in his theatres during
April was the lowest in the last

seven months and,, while conceding
that a temporary business recession
was in the works, declared that
"better pictures would certainly help
matters."

Century circuit, N. Y., has also
felt
the .slump, with a Century
spokesman noting also that attendance of kids had dropped considerably. This he attributed to the general factor of less

money

in circula-

Arthur Sachson, general sales
manager for Goldwyn Productions,
was hospitalized Friday (30) follow-

tion.
Reports from the smaller
towns, however, reveal that, while
attendance generally has fallen off
track.
.
ing a -sudden attack of appendicitis. slightly, attendance of kids in some
It might seem that,
what with
He's confined to St. Joseph's hos- situations has declined as much as
25% -35%. Reasons why the moppital, Far Rockaway.
(Continued on page 22)
pets, who can usually be counted on
to jam a theatre at least for Saturday matinees, are staying away now
were not immediately recognizable,
although one smalltown exhib voiced
the opinion that even the kids were
getting tired of the same type of
Hollywood, June 3.
yille location to finish "On the Old film week after
week. In their case,
Jessica Tandy signed for ' "The Spanish Trail" -on the Republic lot, it's marked in the western and seMortal Coil," to be produced by after, which -he will plane east to rial category.
Polo
"thrill
circus"
at
the
open
his
Universal-International with Charles
Expect Summer Upbeat *
joined
Helen
Walker
.
Grounds
Boyer starring and Zoltan Korda
Spokesman for the majors, meandirecting. .Arleen Whelan becomes the cast of "Nightmare Alley" at while,
conceded that the quality of
Hellinger
a femme heavy in "The Senator Was 20th-Fox
product might have
i

From

Briefs

the Lots

.

.

.

.

Mark

.

.

Indiscreet," which Nunnally John- switched from "Homicide" to "The
son will produce and George. S. Naked City" as the tag on his next
location."
Kaufman will direct for Universal- Universal-International release
Drew Colt, Warners borrowed Rory Calhoun
International. .John
role
Ethel Barrymore's son, makes his from David O. Selznick for a
Hume Cronyn
IN N.Y. film bow in "Imagination," to be pro- in "Mary Hagen."
duced by Michael Kanin for Univer- draws a comedy role in "Virtuous"
Argosy
Productions,
Metro
at
sal-International. .Sidney Lansfield
headed by Merian C. Cooper and
Problem of selling the Warner to direct Dick Powell starrer, "Sta- John Ford, will film "The Quiet
tions West," at RKO.
Bros, projected newsreel in a satMan," a tale of Ireland, authored by
Sidney Biddell obtained release Maurice Walsh
Winter producurated market will be the chief from his producer contract at Co^
tion stars Maureen O'Hara,
John
topic of the two-day meeting of lumbia
Marc Piatt drew comedy Wayne and Victor McLaglen.
district managers and h.o. executives lead in "When a Girl's Beautiful" at
Ella Raines signed by Nunnally
Columbia. .Darryl Zanuck's "Gen- Johnson for
to start tomorrow (Thursday)
in
the role of a girl reAgreement" troupe -retleman's
New York. Under general sales man- turned from eastern locations to porter in "The Senator Was Indisager Ben Kalmenson, plans will be shoot interiors' on 20th-Fox lot... creet" at Universal-International
drawn up for local salesmen in all Most of the filming of "Wild Calen- Edmond O'Brien, previously anconduct
exhibitor
areas to
an
sur- dar," Enterprise's Ginger Rogers nounced as co-star in "Black Bart,"
vey on what type of reel is pre- starrer, will be done on location in was shifted to "Imagination" by
Kanin Productions
.Richard Walsalesmen have alferred. Some
Denver, Chicago and New York, relace moved into General Service to
jumped
the
and
have
put
ready
gun
quiring about nine weeks away from
preliminary work on "The
start
the bee on exhibitors to sign up for the
home lot... Martin Mooney's Stray Lamb," which he will direct
which
will
the
reel,
hit
the new
1947-48 production program at Cofor William Cagney Productions
screen some time in November.
lumbia starts July 7 with "Devil Mary Jane Ward checked in at 20thStaffing of the newsreel division
Ship," the first of six features to be
Fox for production huddles about
with experienced hands is expected made at intervals of six weeks.
her book, "The Snake Pit." ...
to be eased by a moveover of the
"Her Husband's Affairs" is the re- Production was resumed at 20thdocumentary personnel into the
new setup. During the war, Warners lease tag on "My Awful Wife," Fox on "The Foxes of Harrow,"
with the return of Maureen O'Hara,
was among the most active studios Cornell Pictures production
•Walter
Compton succeeds Sam Rex Harrison and John M. Stahl,
in turning out special films and documentaries for the U. S. government Abarbanel as publicity director for who had been on the sick and inMickey Knox jured list
Jackie Cooper will
and armed forces. Production head- Triangle Pictures
quarters for the reel will be in New draws a top role in "The Crying star in two more pictures for Comet
York under direction of James Sisters," to be produced by Hal Productions, following the release,
Wallis for Paramount when he re- June 30, of the first of the series.
Allen.
'Dixie "Stork
George
Bites
Man"
Home office officials taking part turns from London
Land," story of a Mississippi show- Colouris drew the heavy role in
in the two-day session will include
Samuel Schneider, v.p.; Mort Blum- boat troupe, will be one of the four Triangle's "Sleep, My Love"
produced by Sam Robert Riskin signed Regis Toomey
enstock, v.p. in charge of ad-pub- musical films
Katzman for 1947-48 at Columbia and Ann Doran for featured roles
licity; division sales managers Roy
George Tabori, author of "Non- in "Magic Town"
Lionel Banks
Haines, Jules Lapidus and Norman
Ayres; Norman H. Moray, short sub- Frat," in town for huddles with is readying an educational twocharge of Leon Gordon, who will produce the reeler for war veterans, showing
in
ject sales manager
Milton Kras- how to build and decorate a house
newsreel distribution; Bernard R: picture for Metro
Joan Fontaine's next starrer,
Goodman, exchanges supervisor; Ed ner will handle- cameras on Kanin
Hinchy, head of playdate depart- Productions' "Imagination" at Uni- "Thunder Over the Hill," postponed
until autumn by Universal-Internament, and William W. Brumberg, versal-International.
Roy Rogers returned from Kern- tional because of casting difficulties.
field exploitation staff director.
.

.

.

WB

Neighborhood film houses, usually'
any change in boxoffice
have been hit by the
current slump several months after
Broadway and other key city first
first to feel

3.

gaged in

—

SALES MEET

.

ACCENTS NEW NEWSREEL

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WB

.

dropped off in
recent months. He declared, howand subsequent
run houses are being especially hit
now because the top product reever, that the nabes

leased in that period

is still

playing

.

.

.

.

.

\

Moreover,

Hollywood, June

An idea seems to be getting
around that there is something the
matter with motion pictures. In
fact, any number of directors, technicians, actors and an occasional
producer are threatening just at
present oft the recor d— to do
something about it. Mebbe even
comes the revolution, though no
one seems quite decided at the
moment how and what to revolute.
General idea seems to be that the
Hollywood product has become trite
and stereotyped. This notion isn't
new, the highbrow critics all over the
country having been squawking

.

Vendetta's Vendetta

3.

.

Practice doesn't hurt so much,
exhibs declare, when the series of
pix are spaced widely so that the
customer doesn't get that reminiscent
feeling.
Metro's treatment of the
Andy Hardy and Dr. Kildare re-

Set

There's

Unappreciated

Even Within the Biz
a pronounced trend

A

Hollywood, June

take.

by baiting the hook with Repub-

Bruce Cabot,

Richard Dix and others, all calculated to have their own devotees.
These followers were good for dimes

By FRANK FISKE

.

.

.

.

.

.

in first run situations and hasn't yet
hit the nabes. Such top grossers as

"Best Years of Our Lives," he noted,
had enjoyed such long runs when
they first opened that the nabes
haven't had a crack at them yet and
he predicted business would pick
up tremendously when such pix got
to the subsequents.

Most of the majors, moreover, are
gunning production now with an eye
on films with mass audience appeal,
which they hope will pull things up
at the boxoffice, this

homeoffice de-

clared. Summer months, he predicted, should see a raft of good
pictures hitting the first runs, with
the nabes getting those top grossers
now playing first run houses. Situation, therefore, should add up to
better grosses all the way around,

he said.

1

WB

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

FC Plans Roadshow

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Of 4 Reissues Yearly

Hollywood, June 3.
Film Classics will roadshow minof four important reissues
annually.
The Joseph Bernhard
organization tees off its policy with
"That Hamilton
Woman," Alexander Korda production starring
Vivien
Laurence Olivier,
Leigh,
with a Hollywood preem set for
June 11 at the Canon theatre in
Beverly Hills.
Broadway roadshow is set for later. Film will get
a new production campaign bally
for the big preem. Canon stay will

imum

serve as testing ground for other
houses.
Al Zimbalist, FC pub-ad
topper is here to supervise.
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Ealing on Belgian Spot
For War Pic Filming

So. Africa Mulls Feature for Big

Brussels,

Coin in Booming Oriental Market
•Johannesburg,

May

22.

-f-

Return here of Eric Marshall
Cut Into
from U. S. will tee off film 16m Pix Shows
production boom aimed at shoving
Ireland's Circus Biz
South African films into the rich
Dublin, May 27.
possibility
the
Orient market with
Road showing of 16m films in
that local films might be angled for
rural areas oh regular one-night
world distribution also. Marshall has stands is knocking circus biz in some
been on an equipment buying tour
areas of Ireland. Shows usually play
return
On
his
for Alexander Films.
districts once a fortnight and inhe will speed construction of Alexdications are that coin is being
ander's 80-acre plant at Bradford
diverted from tents to mobile boxPark here.
offices.
Also under construction is a new
Operators of 16m units claim that

'Everyman,' Plus

up with an

offer to

make

here as studio manager for

Alexander

home
the new

his

plant.

Color Fix Ideal in So. Africa
Understood Marshall's buying trip
mainly was concerned with acquisition of color equipment. Lush scenery locally lends itself to tint films.
Production boom here might be

aided by the fact that unions are
virtually non-existent and labor is
cheap. In addition te ready-made
local market of some 14,000,000 people, films made here could easily be
distributed throughout India and the

Buenos Aires Show Biz Plenty Boffy

29.

Ealing Studios of Britain are on
location here filming "Against the
Wind," whose story deals with Belgian parachutists trained in England
during' the war and their later adventures in occupied Belgium.

With Charles Crichton directing,
picture stars John Slater who has recovered from an injury recently
sustained in a- plane accident at Le
Bourget

field,

Paris.

Mex Oscar For
Dolores Del Rio

studio for rival African Consolidated

everything is not as bright as it
which, like Alexander, has its own sounds because of heavy rentals and
theatre chain as well as production impending increase in tax on adsetup. J. Arthur Rank has bought mishes. Hall rentals also are nearing
into African Consolidated and (fere's
which threaten profitable
levels
a chance that production boom here operations.
may be highlighted by the loan of
British players. Alexander is considering use of American players
and technicians where possible.
Marshall was aided in buying trip
in XJ. S. by Fred Casey, sound engineer and ex-vauder, who was here
recently on a visit during which he
temporarily resumed the vaude routine he formerly did under name of
Freddie Ernesto. Tour carried him
over the Alexander chain and wound

May

Mexico City, May 27.
Absent from the Hollywood scene
for many years, Dolores Del Rio has
been accoladed in her native Mexico
for performance in Mexican films.
Oscaring, a la Hollywood, is under
auspices of the Academy of Cinematographic Arts and Sciences.

Thanks to Flood of Imported Talent
Buenos Aires, May

Mozart Operas Jo

Tee Off Salzburg

Pic, "La Barraca" ("The Hut"),
based on the late Vincente Blasco
Ibanez's novel. Female star, Dolores

New

Labor Rows

Male

star,

Domingo

Soler.

Salzburg, May 25.
Female support, Lilia Michel. Male
Additional details of this year's support, Jose Baviera. Director, RoSalzburg Festival, July 27-Aug. ,31, berto Gabaldon. Script, none. Adaphave been released by Ernst Lothar, tation, Libertad Blasco Ibanez (novtheatre and music officer for U. S. elist Blasco Ibanez's daughter, for
Army's Information Service branch.
La Barraca"). Cameraman, Victor
Lothar, under Army directives, is Herrera. Music, Baltasar Tampet.
offering cultural and material assist- Pedro Armendariz got a special prize
ance to Austrians handling actual for doing most for Mexico in pix in

'

festival

activities.

The

traditional

1945.

Mozart operas will be "Cosi fan
Oscars for 1946 were: Pic, "Enamoand "Marriage of Figaro" ifada" ("Girl in Love"). Female star,
this year, with Lothar Wallerstein, Maria Felix. Male star, David Silva.
now guesting as stage director at Director, Emilio Fernandez. Female
Orient.
Currently, Alexander is concen- Vienna State Opera, supervising. support, Lilia Michel. Male support,
trating on documentaries and com- Otto Klemperer will direct preems Fernando Soto. Scripter, Alejandro
mercial films, which are strong here. of two operas new to Salzburg, Von Galindo. Adaptation, Jose Revueltas.
Commerical pix, known as Filmettes, Einem's "Danton's Death" and Rich- Staging, Jesus Bracho. Cameraman,
are part of the regular
South African theatres.

B.A. Opera Setting

300G Budget

to

Stars Despite

in

bill

Tutte"

all

Up
Land

Squawks

Buenos Aires, May 27.
The Buenos Aires Colon Opera

management is going all-out this
year to make the 1947 opera season
a memorable one. There's been
some protest by native singers

ard Straus' "Arabella." First will Gabriel Figueroa., Editor, Gloria,
be a world preem.
Schoeman. Music, Manuel Esperon.
Customary outdoor production of
"Everyman," which Max Reinhardt
originated in Salzburg, again will be Rank in Special
under direction of Helene Thimig
Reinhardt, now a U. S. citizen. New

airer.

These

Lingen, Viennese comic.
Also scheduled are eight sym
phonic concerts directed by John
Barbirolli (British); Charles Munsch
(French); Ernest Ansermet (Swiss);
Otto Klemperer (U.S.); Hans Knap(German);
Bernhardt
pertbusch

exponents

of the classics -have signed instead
with Radio El Mundo for sponsored

broadcasts

booked

for

and concerts are being
them in lesser theatres

Sandrew-Bauman Paces
Swedish Picture Sked
Stockholm,

May

25

With the Sandrew-Bauman Film
studio planning to make or distribute seven pictures, company's production schedule is pacing some six
other film-makers whose contemplated pix range from a lone feature
up to five or more.

Heading S-B's aspirations is "The
Poetry of Adalen," based on stories
by Pelle Molin, with Iver Johansson directing and Adolf Jahr as the
'star, plus "The Farms Around the
Sea," a comeback for actress AnneMarie Brunius.

Drive to

names in the cast include Fritz Kort
ner and Ernest Deutsch, both re
turnees from U. S.; Joanna Terwin
(Mrs. Alexander Moissi) and Theo

against the unusually high talent
budget, which will run into somePaumgartner (Austrian), and Anton
thing like $300,000 for stars such as
Bampton, Talich (Czech). Lothar hopes to get
Albariese,
Rose
Licia
and
Varnay, Marian Anderson, Ginette Niveu
Astrid
Marie
Caniglia,
Yehudi Menuhin, for recitals. MenuSlianna Pederzini, Beniamino Gigli,
hin was a smash at Salzburg's 1946
Bruno Landi, Ferruccio Tagliavini
festival but U. S. vocalists that year
and Set Svanholm.
were rated below European standThere was some clamor on the ards.
part of the extremists for the resigLothar has announced that Bruno
nation of the municipal secretary
Walter will conduct opera and con.responsible, Senor Raul Salinas, but
certs here and in Salzburg next fall.
latter is an appointee of Senora de
Lotte Lehman is also scheduled for
Peron and he has remained firmly
a return to Vienna; which is graduColon management
in the saddle.
ally picking up musical prestige, not
was able to show that local talent by producing new native talents but
would be amply paid for its piping, mostly through luring distinguished
and that it had even gone so far exiles back for guest shots with
as to pay the cost of passage from
State Opera or Philharmonic OrEurope for the return of Sara Men- chestra.
kes, an Argentine singer, to enable
Top names, including Fuertwangher to participate in the opera
ler (cleared for appearances in Gerseason.
many but still verboten in Austria),
Official circles have shown some
Clemens Krauss, also banned for
displeasure at the refusal of some
Nazi activities, and Herbert von
longhairs coming down from the
Karajan remain off the Salzburg
U. S. to book their recitals at the
lists despite prospects some or all of
official
in
view of the them soon may be rehabilitated
theatre,
by
Colon's insistence on the right to
native cultural committees.
broadcast their concerts over the

muncipal

Ambitious Plans Set For

New

Belgian Film Center
Brussels, May 29.

Plans to set up a Belgian "Hollydisclosed with the
purchase of a tract of 350 acres in
the village of Howardries by an or-

wood" have been

ganization known as Societe des
Studios Cinematographiques.
Decision to establish a studio there was
made when group attended a series
of shows put on for Gen. George
Patton's staff which had its camp
pitched there.
According to blueprints of SDSC,
it contemplates the erection of four
large sound stages and three small
ones. Company is mEpping''production of 30 to 40 films annually, including original pictures in Dutch as
well as educationals.

for Peace Plea

Woo Kid

Film Customers
"
London, May 29.
With

the
Christmas,"

made

screening of
"Bush
first feature especially

for children, J. Arthur

Rank

has reached a significant phase in
production for his Saturday Cinema
Clubs.
Realizing there's a dearth of British films strictly for children, Rank
formed a special department of
Gaumont-British
Instructional
in
1944, for the sole purpose of producing special films for children. They

were to be shown at the Saturday
Cinema Clubs of 389 Odeon and
GaumonK theatres, which have a
membership of more than 400,000
children between seven and 14, and
also would be available to 600 Saturday matinees organized by others
cinema owners. An advisory council was formed with representatives
of government and national bodies
interested in the leisure time of
children as members.
Films made by the Children's Entertainment Films are non-profit
making. Admission to these shows
is
10c, and less in poor districts.
When films have been shown
through Odeon and Gaumont-circuits, they are available in 35m and

16m

to

it lacks' good talent.
Bronenberg has another sock in a
revue, starring pomedian
Caplan and tango singer
Sofia Bozan, at the tiny Maipo theAt an
atre, capacity around 949.
admission scale of $1, this show has

as

musical

New

Marcos

Ballets

Brussels, May
Beiges,
Belgium's

Mexican Pix

grossed $30,000 for the first month.
At the Astral theatre, the
translated version of Somerset

Mexico City, June 3.
Maugham's "Rain," which got off to
Making of new Mexican pix is at a late start in the early summer

a standstill again in local studios be- months, has run into 270 performcause of yet another row in the in- ances, and has grossed over $25,000
producers' demand to cut
dustry
monthly for seven months. Brazilpay for some talent, and the demand ian actress, Dulcina de Moraes,
Only playing Sadie, acted in Spanish with
of some help for wage hikes.
current activity in the studios is
such success she plans to return to
continuance of making pix started
Buenos Aires later in the year.

—

before this quarrel.
Producers, through their

broke

tion,

off

talks

associa-

intended to

Pepe Arias Flop Again
Comedian Pepe Arias laid an egg

when carpenters in a comedy by Ivo Pelay at the
theatre.
It would be diffinixed an offer of a 30% pay hike. Comico
They want a 50% tilt and much less cult to say whether the play or the
settle

the row,

Peace is further snagged by
and writers ganging
up to nix the producers' proposition
to cut their pay. They say this prop-

work.

directors, players

osition

is

unfair ,because

them take the rap

of

the producers aver
save the biz.
Conflict has been

is

it

makes

retrenchment
imperative to

tossed

to the

mixed employer-employee-government commission to come up with
some sort of workable peace plan.
In some cases it's reported producers
are demanding 50%' pay cuts for
talent.

Production costs must be drastically pared if the Mex pic industry -is
to continue, according to Miguel
Angel Sana, manager of the producers group. He says that producers
must have bank coin if they are to
go on and the only way to get credits
is to show the banks that they can
make No. 1 pix at less cost. Producers have been shut out of bank
money for a long time. Big private
banks are holding aloof from lending
producers money because of several
big-coin pix flopping at the boxoffice

and

making

loan repayments

May

Muny

slow.

Dublin

Get

Theatre

Dublin, May 27.
Consideration is being given to
establishment of a Municipal Playhouse here to provide stages for
both professional and non-professional groups and also concert hall.
Project has support of Lord Mayor
John McCann. City has only four
houses normally operating legitshows and one seats only 100.

actor were responsible, but Arias
has not hit a jackpot in two years.
He is now readying a translation of

Marcel Pagnol's "The Baker's Wife*
in an attempt to' emulate Raimu.
Apollo theatre is running "sainetes"
Spanish-Argentine come(typical
dies) which grossed around $25,000
monthly, and turned away patrons
nightly. This type of entertainment
is patronized by the working classes,
who now have plenty of money.
Luisa Vehil's dramatic company,

Empire theatre, is grossing $12,500 monthly in a play by
Andres Borras, titled "The Blue
Since '.'Voice of the Turtle"
at the tiny

Rose."

and "My Dear Ruth" achieved their
record runs at this house last year
and in 1945, the miniature Empire
is considered a "lucky" theatre.
Tino Rossi, Corsican warbler, and
long a favorite of the Argentinos
via his disks, is making personal appearances at the Odeon theatre. He
has not turned out as good a boxoffice bet as expected.
Mexican songstress, Elvira Rios, is
singing nightly at the Embassy Club,
where the cover charge has been
upped to $3 without wines (a new
high for Buenos Aires), and Scotch
This
is ladled out at $2 the jigger.
nitery is equivalent to New York's
Stork Club or 21, and tables are
made available only for the smart
Not-so-wellcajfe
society
crowd.
kriowns are given the s.r.o. sign.

Snafu

for,

the Embassy owners

is

Elvira Rios' inability to turn up on
time for her stints. On opening night,
billed to appear .at midnight, she
made her appearance at 2 a.m.

Gon«; Rings Nicelyi
Two blocks away from the Embassy Club, the Gong is crowded,
every evening. This nitery has no
floor show, but Louis Vola's and
(Figures show week of run)
Oscar Aleman's jazz combos give out
with the dansapation. This boite
London, June 3.
"Birdseller," Palace (1).
does not serve dinners, but Scotch
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (6).
and champagne are charged at prices
"Born Yesterday," Garrick (19). as high as those at the Embassy.
"Clutterbuck," Wyndham (39).
Owners of this nitery have sold their
"Eagle Two Heads," Globe (16).
former Pancho's Bar on the famous
"Edward My Son," Majestys (1) Calle Florida for $200,000. They
"Guinea Pig," Criterion (68).
bought the place a few years back
"Here There," Palladium (9).
for only $92,500.
"Jane," Aldwych (18).
The Tronic a Spanish-type vaude
"Man Ministry," Comedy (22).
cafe, is "netting a $5,000 monthly
"New Barabbas," Vaudeville (13). profit, while shelling out large fees
"Oklahoma!," (5).
to
entertainers.
Mex warbler,

Current London Shows

children -anywhere.

Belgium's 1st Ballet Is
Set by Valentine Belova
27,
first

ballet troupe, has been formed here
by Valentine Belova. Russian^born
dancer was prima ballerina of the
Antwerp Royal Opera before the

Fleeing irom German inshe was caught and imprisoned in a concentration camp
Later she went to N. Y. briefly to
teach ballet, and returned to Belgium and her opera post in August
war.

vasion,

last

Stymie

to:

del Rio.

27.

The 1947 season here bids fair to
be one of the biggest bonanza years
the Argentine show
has ever
Documentary Pic known. The city is biz
In
flooded with
Rome, May 27.
Imported talent, and restaurateurs
Pope Pius XII has agreed to and show producers are gleefully
docuWar,"
Against
rubbing their hands as they scan
appear in "War
mentary picture being compiled by their balance sheets.
the Catholic Cinematographic CenAt the Presidente Alvear theatre,
City a Pondal Rios and Olivari
Vatican
according to
ter,
musical,
peace,
for
He will appeal
sources.
"Honeymoon for Three," scored by
speaking in seven languages, in Francisco Canaro and Marianito
PortuSpanish,
French,
Italian,
Mores, has turned in $50,000 for tha
besides
German,
guese, Polish and
first month, at an admission scale of
English.
This show stars Mexican
$1.55.
Documentary picture, which is to warbler Jorge Negrete and wife
run almost as long as a feature, has Gloria Marin, with a score of lesser
year.
over
a
been in production for
lights from Argentine legit.
July.
in
It will be released sometime
Enrique Discepolo has cleared
$37,500 on "Wunder Bar" at the
Politeama, on the first month's
showing, but this show is not expected to continue as flourishingly

Pope Set

A

dinner held at the El Patio
nitery here climaxed the awarding
for which the Picture Production
Workers union provided half the
cost of the trophies. Oscars for 1945

went

LONDON OPFICB

Martln'i glaee. Trafalgar Square

St.

year.

Her company gave its first program at Palais des Beaux-Arts
here last week, and was well re
ceived. Michael Charnley, former
ly
of Sadler's Wells and
Jooss
Ballet companies, is ;iead male star.

Others include Rita Van Kelst, Mia
Mertens, Maria Lamy,
Adrienne
Vander Beelen, Jose Nicola, Blanka
Doom, Corneille de Licvre,, Marc
Herstens and Ivi Tamar. '£

"Perchance

to Dream," Hipp (111)
"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales
(12)
"Power and Glory," Fortune (34).

"Present Laughter," Haym'ket
(7)
"Proudly Present," Yorks
(5).
"Romany Love," Majestys (13)

"She Wanted Cream," Apollo
"Sweelest Lowest," Ambass.

(14)
(57)'

"1066 All That," Sayville
(6)
"Together Again," Vic Palace
(7)
"Under Counter," Phoenix (79)
"White Devil," Duchess (13)

"Winslow Boy," Lyric

(54).

•Worm's View," Whitehall

(5).

Genaro Salinas, and Tip and Toe,
acrobatic

dancers,

are

currrently

billed.

BRITISH EXTRAS' HIKE
London, May 29.
Film Artistes Assn. and British
Film Producers Assn. have' been
conferring for some months, with
likelihood that film extras will get
$8 a day, a $2 raise over wartime.
British studios will then be spending an estimated $1,600,000 for extras
annually.

•

TABIETY'S' J.OXDON OFFICE
St. Murtln'l l'inca,
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Trafalgar Scjuar*

Italian

French Pix Distribs Combine in Pool

Chills

U.

S.

Producers

Paris,

Practice of the Italian

Aiming at Invason of Latin America
June

Paris,

French pix

*

3.

shooting

distributors,

for a large-scale invasion of Latin

State Concert Hall

America, have combined for pooled
release of top Gallic films in Spanish-speaking countries.
of following the

idea

by U.

selling' set

House Dublin Longhairs

With the
pattern

of

S. majors, distribs

To

Dublin,

May

30.

okay has been given, by

Official

Government

the

for the construction
ot a State Concert Hall in Dublin to
provide a home for performances by
the Radio Symphony Orchestra and
visiting longhair orchestras.

have formed a solo company to set
up exchanges in all important spots
south of the Rio Grande. The move
Site picked, the Rotunda, was once
has the blessings of the French
Government which is reportedly a fashionable concert hall now a
subsidizing the action as an added nabe picture house, and will take in
present
premises of the Gate theatowards balancing the exstep
tre.
Accommodation will be prochange.
French

distribs have already set
up offices in Venezuela and Cuba
with Argentine earmarked as next
Prior to the war, French
in line.
pix, "were peddled like hotdogs,"

franchise holders
snaring the best from the French
studios for a pittance.
Goal now
fixed is to funnel all top-budget
films through the exchanges with

percentage

terms

sought

in

Par

Chiefs Huddle

Jthe

deluxers.

flrstrun

Fiance is the third country to
the shift to Yankee tactics in
Latin America since the war ended.

make

Britain led off last year, when J.
Arthur
Rank product, released
through Universal, was withdrawn
from franchise holders who previously
handled
all
Anglo-pix.
Russian product is also being lined
up for exchange handling rather
than through franchise holders.

Studio

Int'l,

On

'47-48 Production

buy Italian properties or securities.
Only a distribution percentage is
available to subsidiaries of American film firms whose managers arc
meeting to vote a protest. Representations have been made to Italian
authorities in an effort to ameliorate
the problem.

Canberra,

May

25.

flavor

For Coast Film Talent,

Raw

Stocks, in Bilinguals
Vienna, May 24.

Slowdown

in

local

and

Paramount

foreign

dept.

studio

for

chiefs

to

1947-48 production

Par's

publicity chief in England.

Quartet of overseas staffers leave
Britain,

June 4.
Weltner

Committee indicated in its report
tabled in the House of Representatives that sponsored programs on
ABC transmission "would lower the

Queen Elizabeth,
traipse along with
to act as expert advisers on
their particular territories.
Studio
toppers will be briefed by Weltner
and his aides on what type of pix
are figured to knock out top grosses
in foreign lands.
via the
They'll

Par's rriasterminding at foreign
dept. production huddles got its in-

-

push two years ago and now is
set up as a regular company practice.
Current lineup of pix is partly
itial

the

fruit

of

these

confabs,

it's

for. this

on the Aussie network. Committee pointed out that such a tax
would only bring about upbeat in
advertising rates, which, naturally,
sponsors would pass on to the pubcials

quered," the Cecil B. De Mille spectacular, has Technicolor and shooting to make it palatable beyond the
borders.

NEW

LEGIT

COMPANY

lic.

It was thought at one time that
the government would give the
green light to a bid on sponsored
programs to cop some of the lush
trade coming to the commercials to
offset the ln-the-red bogey operational upbeat by the ABC.
The
Parliamentary Committee was given
the job of making the yea or nay
decision.
Apparently the prestige
angle means more to the ABC and
the men behind than making the

SKEDDED FOR DUBLIN
Dublin,

May

30.

Mercury Theatre Co., headed by
Kathrine Wainwright and Ward
Lloyd, has gone into production
here, presenting a seven-week season in the Limerick Play House. It's
brought over English players Lister
and Carolyn Swift to
Skelton
strengthen the company, which has
Allen P. Simpson, former stage

director for the Edwards-MacLiamits cut
molr Gate theatre, as director of
from license fees.
productions.
Most interesting part of the reOpening play of the Limerick seaport to commercial operators was
statement that 80% of Aussie listen- son is Shaw's "Arms and the Man,"
with Dublin star Cyril Cusack and
ers tuned to the commercial field.
Other
his wife Maureen as stars.

unit a paying proposition via

MEX FOREIGN HEAD TAX
Mexico City, June 3.
Theatre, nitery and other managers who employ foreign performers are protesting rule the National
Actors' Assn. has imposed on them,
effective June 1, that amounts to a

head tax. This is a levy, payable
by the managers, of $30 (Mex.) per
•

foreign

player

they

bring

into

Mexico.
said to have been estabform a relief fund for
Mexican performers who lose out
in work
because foreigners play
their spots instead.

Nick

lished

is

to

plays skedded include Kaufman and
Hart's "George Washington Slept
Here": Martin Vale's "The Two Mrs.
Carrolls." and Thomas Job's "Uncle

Harry."

head
film

limited to

Currently, production is
documentaries and unrest probably
will hold back feature production.

managing

Artists,

di-

make

to

starring
Carroll
Levis and
of the cast he has on the
including Avril Angers.

$600,0000.

Rank-UW

In

Judge Sez

Can.,

Toronto, June 3.
international suit over film

The
Films
tures

of

Rank and seven
with the Rank

organizations allied
interests

must be

in Canada, according to the
decision of Gordon Conant, master
of the Supreme Court here.
The
Rank interests had asked that the
action be heard in N. Y., but the

heard

and notified the de-

fendants to enter a conditional ap-

.

ceedings would
should not be

result

much

establishing
in
our
relevant law of the
State of New York."

and

there

difficulty

in

courts

the
neighboring

Defendants are: J. Arthur Rank,
J. Arthur Rank Organization, Inc.,
General Cinema Finance Corp., UniInternational Pictures, Eagle-Lion Films, Eagle-Lion
Films of Canada, Monogram Pictures
Pictures,

of Canada.

LONDON HEAT MAY WILT

TWO NEW

OPENINGS

London, June 3.
Current heat wave may hurt
chances of two new legit arrivals
the past week. "The Birdseller," an
elaborate operetta popular on the
opened at the Palace
continent,
Thursday (29 j. Directed by Richard

"Vienna Blood," "Sissy," "Schrammeln," "Spring Parade" and "Song
Latter two were
to Remember."
remade in Hollywood after European success.
Besides Miss Windisch, Marischka Tauber, it was enthusiastically rehas cast Paul Hubschmid, Josefstad- ceived despite an outmoded Vienter Theatre player, Hans Moser and nese story. Tuneful music was splenFritz Imhoff for "Island Wife." Pic didly sung.
is to be made in U. S, zone SieverRobert Morley's episodic problem
ing and Schonbrunn studios under play, "Edward', My Son," with the
Errna Film Co. aegis, with Marischka author in the starring role, preemed
producing and directing personally. at Majesty'* Friday (30). Excel-

British Pix Biz Dips
London, June
Reports
provinces

3.

London and the
reveal 15% to 20% refrom

lently acted, the controversial offering was well received with every
But the
success.
indication
of
weather looms as possible hindrance.

HOIGUIN'S SRO POST

Alfredo Holguin has been named
Reasons given are that people are
saving up for summer holidays; the manager in Mexico by Selznick Rehigher price of smokes, and money leasing Organization. He'll h.q. in
not being as plentiful as a year ago. Mexico City where SRO will shortly
set

Paul White, David O. Selznick's
continental representative, planes to
New York today (Wed.) after holding distributional huddles in Paris
on "Duel in the Sun."

studios in this
that films are

in

British

country,

realizing

among the highest

revenue producers at the least cost
of labor expenditure.
Licenses are
being granted for the complete re-

As a result oF negotiations just
completed. Britain has acquired a
second film power group on the J.
Arthur Rank scale, strongly backed
by American companies producing
in

this

Country.

New Combo

Supreme Court here has dismissed
thir application

versal

pictures

by Empire-Universal building ol many out-of-date Studios
and United World Pic- and the extension on a large scale
Canada against J. Arthur of many others.

rights brought

pearance this week.
Dispute arose alter the severance
of the 50-50 partnership of J. Arthur
Rank and Paul Nathanson when the
former bought out the Odeon thea>tre chain in Canada.
United World
mannerisms with intention of mak- Pictures
and
Empire - Universal
ing the English version thoroughly Films,
headed by Nathanson, seek a
acceptable
from Yank
audience legal
decision
for
specific
perviewpoint. She will arrive in N. Y.
formance of contracts which allegin August. Miss Windisch has played
edly give them the right to distribute
supporting roles in a number of eight
Rank features in Canada and
Viennese pix including the as yet
Newfoundland and to restrain the
unreleased Willy Forst Agfacolor
defendants from such distribution.
A Hedy The
musical, "Wiener Madeln."
Nathanson action also asks for
Lamarr.type. she scored heavily on an injunction
restraining the Rank
Vienna stages in past season.
affiliates from taking over distribuMarischka figures her a major tion
of such films.
find and plans a second starrer for
Conant ruled that, if the case were
her
immediately
after
"Wife's"
tried in Ontario and New York state
shooting
sked.
National Bank's
(as requested by certain of the Rank
viewpoint is that such development
affiliates who have offices in New
of Austrian star material for export
York City), a "multiplicity of promarket is a sound investment in

the economic side, with Austria
financially cut off from Germany's
80,000,000 population, it's felt that
exportable low cost English versions
are a possible out for the industry
despite comparatively low cost of
production here.
Ernst Hauserman, U. S. Army's
Films Officer, is cooperating with
Marischka in lining up bilingual talent in the states. Author was associated before the war with book or
direction of a string of European hit
productions including "In Flagrante,"

—

eration, in wider showing for British pictures on American circuits in
an attempt to help With Britain"!
"Bacon or Bogart" problem.
Sir Stafford, in return, has now
agreed to give every encouragement
to the rebuilding and extension of

National Bank's allotment also
covers trip of Ilka Windisch. cast
femme lead in "Island Wife,"
to the states where she will perfect
her English and absorb American

On

aimed at.
Topranking executives of all the
major companies are holding final
conferences with their chiefs on the
biggest
production
program this
country has ever seen
to be announced in the fall when the new
Film Quota Act comes before Paiv
The new quota will deUament,
mand a much greater showing of

Americans have given Sir Stafford
Cripps assurances of complete coop-

Suit

To Be Heard

29,

D

British-made
cinemas,

duction in film grosses in the last

additional studio space.

joint

United

of

Pic starts; shooting Aug. 18, at
Riverside Studios, with likelihood
of two Hollywood film stars being
imported to star with Levis. Thornton Freeland will direct, with epic
understood
to
involve over

few weeks.
Tel Aviv Production Indef
Tel Aviv, May 22.
Larger film production is in the
offing here, with Norman Lourie in
U. S„ acquiring additional equipment. Understood he expects to seek

Pic to Star Levis
London, May 30.

for

Accented for overseas
of the national service." claimed.
Committee suggested that the deficit allure are such future releases as
year should be financed "Emperor Waltz," "Golden Earrings,"
"Unconquered," "Perils ot
from Consolidated Revenue.
Red light against increase of Pauline— and 'Welcome Stranger."
"Waltz" and "Stranger" have the
license fee to fans from $4 to $5 per
annum was because It was felt by pull of Bing Crosby, whose pix drag future of presently staggering pic
committee that any increase would down heavy grosses on a worldwide industry here. Postwar product, all
"Earrings" couples Marlene of it made by Johnny-come-latelies,
be unfair to large numbers of low- basis.
hands
experienced
like
paid citizens, and the desirability of Dietrich with a middle-Europe set- while
Forst, Pabst, and Bolencouraging more listeners in order ting, while "Perils" features the life Marischka,
to educate public opinion and taste. of Pearl White, still widely known vary waited for better times, have
"Uncon- been an unrelieved string of flops.
Committee also gave the red light in the foreign sticks.
prestige

to proposal for a tax on all advertising matter aired by the commer-

600G

Nat Bronsten,

.

Americans are nearly ready for
the second celluloid invasion of England and
Day is. some time in
the autumn. The first invasion, before the war, proved disastrous to
the reputation of British pictures,
but this time, spurred on by the
British entry into the American
market, and the improved quality
of films, firstline pictures only are

—

rector of Alliance Films, has closed
deal
with Dave Coplan, London

studio sched-

due to the winter shutdown
caused by electricity and coal shortages in January and February made

May

London,

Bronsten-Coplan Set

of 1948.

chart is set for the latter part of
June.
Heading the eastern contingent which treks to the Coast will be

The Parliamentary Committee on

season.

To Aid 'Bacon or Bogart' Problem

most

recipe -an extra dash of international

pointed

—

Fall

ules

Joint meeting of

heads

Broadcasting,-

—

Majors To Invade Britain Again In

air,

Funds To Vienna Director

Marischka
cancel
the
original
August 1947 shooting date. He figures the wait will improve studio
facilities and provide plenty of time
to dicker with some former European players capable of working in
George Weltner, prexy of Paramount both German and English language
International.
He'll
be
accom- versions of "Island Wife." ,In addiAussie Air Board Nixes
panied by John B. Nathan, division tion to dough angle Marischka hopes
manager for Europe, North Africa that some former German or Ausand the Middle East; J. E. Perkins, trian players now on the Coast may
Commercial Bid Despite
managing director in Britain; F. E. be attracted by chance to revisit the
sales head under Perk- continent and work in the mother
300G Operating Deficit Hutchinson,
tongue.
ins; and T. C. Reddin, theatre and

a government - apsetup to probe radio in
Aussie, has nixed a proposal to
switch a section of the Australian
Broadcasting
nonCommission
commercial operators to commercial operation as a move to offset
the ABC falling into the red to the
tune of $300,000 for the 1946-'47

U.S.

27.'

In recognition of the potential
foreign exchange value of film export to Austria, the Austrian National Bank has allotted dollars from
Its scanty stock of valuta to Ernst
Marischka for purchase of raw stock
in the U. S. also for wages and
transportation for bilingual players
the author-producer-director expects
to engage in Hollywood for a comedy he will shoot here in the spring

with

said,

it's

May

government

compelling American film producers to deposit their revenue in
an Italian bank where it's solidly
frozen is blamed upon a badlyworded peace treaty. Situation is- so
had that U. S. companies cannot
transfer or even use the money to

in

vided for 3,000 people. Construction
can't begin until present building
material shortage has been eased.

11

Bank Freeze

up

Holguin

its

own

will

New SRO

sales

work

Reiner, general
Latin America.

sales

organization.

under Manny

manager

for

exec was formerly manager of Francia Films de Mexico.

Sir Philip Warter, o£ Associated
British Pictures, who was at the
Board of Trade during the war, and
Max Milder of Warner Bros., aro
now associated in the operation ot
a chain of studios almost on a par
with the Rank organization. When
the rebuilding of the Elstree studios
is completed towards the end of the
and Warners will have
year
18 sound stages at their disposal.

ABPC

As the building and extension of
these studios in a highly specialized
job, and can be only carried out by
firms engaged in special types ol
factory and theatre construction, the
nation's housing program won't ba
interfered with.
In addition to the ABPC studios
at Welwyn and Elstree, Metro will
have an ambitious lineup for its upto-date studios at Boreham
some of the largest in the country

Wood-

— and

20th-Fox

is

planning

even

its
small
greater
extensions
to
studio at Wembley than they had
Many of thai
originally intended.
old Wembley Exhibition buildings,
ideal for conversion to film studios,
are likely to be taken over by this

company.
Columbia is taking over Waltonon-Thames studios for six months
each year and Paramount is also
looking for accommodation.
In addition Korda, Bernstein and
the Ostlers, all with American links,
Korda, rewill be in the picture.
building at Shepperton, will have
10 sound stages to play with; Bernstein, who is associated with Alfred
Hitchcock in Transatlantic Films,
will want floor space for at least
three world market pictures a year,
and the Ostrers will announce detailed plans shortly.

Vice Gillespie

Littler

As Moss Empires Head
London, June

3.

Richard H. Gillespie, for many
years chairman of Moss Empires
theatre circuit; is relinquishing his
post end of the month, with Prince
Littler replacing him. With control
of Moss, which recently absorbed
the vaudeville section of General
Theatres Corp., comprising around
eight houses. Littler is now one ol
the world's top theatre controllers
as he is also chairman and managing director of Stoll Theatres
Corp. and other interests totaling
about 60 houses.
Meanwhile, as soon as "Annie Get
Your Gun" opens here and understudies for the musical are set,
Emile Littler is planning to fly to
"New York (probably on June 27) to

Ho
look over "Finian's Rainbow."
intends a London production of the
fantasy as soon as he can find a
suitable Irish star to assume the
.

Ella

Logan

role.
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L'VILLE STILL DULL;

News in Chi, Mighty $76

'Egg' Big

64G

IS

Memorial Day Ups N. Y.; 'Possessed'

'RAMROD' 156, TOP PIX

Kg

'Way Women -Kaye

2 Spots;

'

Louisville, June 3.
Business is on slow side this week.
While bulk of product at downtown

Wow

Big 45G, 'Expectations'

is new, exhibs say marquee
lure is lacking. Weather has been
cool and
favorable for the film
shops, but grosses are only average
or under. "Two Mrs. Carrolls" at
the Mary Anderson looks to grab
some attention, but of the big seaters, only "Ramrod" at State looks

145G,

houses

Chicago, June-

3.

Day weekend brought

Decoration

brisk traffic for three newcomers in
the Loop but only so-so action for
the holdovers. "Egg and I," at two
houses,, is soaring to terrific

Broadway Grosses

RKO

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
,$647,000
(Based on 18 ineatres)

$33,000 at the Grand and mighty
$43,000 at the Palace. "Dillinger," at
okayed for showing here after
being banned several years as derogatory to city, is doing a torrid $65,000 with stageshow at Oriental.
"That Way With Women," at the
last

Last Tear

at

Estimates for This Week
(Loew's-Fourth Avenue)

(m.o.).

"Duel, strongest of holdovers,
great at State-Lake in third
of

Xopa

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (G&K) (1,200; 95)— "Jolson
Story" (Col) (22d wk). Nice $13,500.
Last week, $13,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 95)— "Way
With Women" (WB) with Sammy
Kaye orch heading stageshow. Looks
great $64,000. Last week, "Calcutta"
(Par) (2d wk) with Jack Durant
headlining stagebill, $45,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)— "Calcutta" (Par) (m.o.). From the Chicago for third week in Loop. Fine
Last week, "Mighty Mc$16,000.
Guirk" (M-G) (2d wk), $11,000.

June 3.
Bolstered by the holiday weekend, business is p king up a bit
this stanza.
Also helping hand is
the influx of top films. Leading the
parade is "The Two Mrs. Carrolls"
at the Michigan, where teamed with
"Hit Parade of 1947."
Running a
Detroit.

close

(1,500; 95)— "Egg
Opened socko simul-

(U).

I"

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 95)—
(Mono) plus vaude.
"Dillinger"
Okayed for showing by city and

opening simultaneously with showing at Biograph theatre where original Dillinger episode took place.
Ton-id $65,000. Stageshow is standard vaude. Last week, "Dishonored
Lady" (UA) (J}d wk), with Ink Spots
on stage, nice $40,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)— "Egg
and I" (U). Day-date with Grand.
Mighty $43,000. Last week, "Farmer's
Daughter" (RKO) (2d wk), neat
$28,000.

65-95)—
and "Dracula"
Horror combo indicates hefty $16,000. Last week, "Mag"Stole a
and
(U)
nificent Obsession"
Mi'lion" (U) (reissues) (1 wk), $11,(Indie)

(1,700;

(U)

500.

(B&K)

Roosevelt

"Two Mrs.
Not bad

95)—

(1,500;

(WB)

Carrolls"

at $19,000. "Last

(2d wk).
week, strong

$25,000.

Stale-Lake

(2.700; $1-$1.50)

(3d

wk).

Strongest of holdovers with
Last week, $65,000.

great

—"Duel
•

(B&K)

in

(SRO)

Sun"

$60,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 95)—
"Sea of Grass" (M-G ) (2d wk). Tidy
$24,000. Last week. same.

Woods (Essaness) (1.200: 95-$1.80)
—"Best Years" (RKO) (24th wk).
Waning with another week to go,
$15,000.

Last week,

$16,000.

World (Playhouse) (Indie) (587;
75)_"Carmen" (Indie) (5th wk).
Nice

$3,000.

is

Last week, $4,000.

this

Leam" (WB)
days.

(2d

.

(2,400; 40-60)

(UA). Good
but way under expectations.
Last week, "Red House" (UA) fair

$6,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 4060)— "Blaze of Noon" (Par) and
"Fear in Night" (Par) mild $11,000.
Last week. "Homestretch" (20th),

its

week since "Egg and I." "Copacabana" looks lofty at Palms-State,
while "Honeymoon" shapes as stout
United
Artists.
at
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"Yearling" (M-G) (2d wk). Okay
$15,000. Last week, loud $18,000.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
(3,309; 70-95)
"The Sea Hawk"
(WB) and "Sea Wolf" (WB) (reissues) (2d wk). Tepid $10,000. Last
week, tall $18,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 11.50)— "Best Years"
(RKO) (9th
wk). Still steady at $11,000. Last
week, about same.
Cinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)—
Sweet, $2,300.
"Fantasia" Undie).
Last week, "Carmen" (Indie) (3d
wk), fair $1,300.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;
50-60 )— "Jolson Story" (Col). Swell
in 3 days.
Last week.
$ 2,500
Framed" (Col) and "Ladies Man"

big $19,000.
Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (700;
26-31)— "Joke, Son" (E-L). This one
showed at Strand several months
ago to mild biz. Currently on subseguent-run also shapes fair $2,000.

Last week,

"Untamed Fury" (PRC),

at

if

sixth.

in

combo giving house no material
upbeat, modest $6,500.
Last week,
"Blacklash"
(20th)
and "Jewels
Brandenburg" (20th). $5,800. "Scarlet Street" (U) and "Badman From
Red

Rochester,

et

al.,

high Memorial Day was $31,200.
"Great Expectations," at Hall, is
soaring above opening week figure
to land
great $140,000 as against

$11,500.

$135,000

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
40-60)— "Hit Parade 1947" (Rep) and

a

"Trail to San

Antone" (Rep).

Last week, "Trail
and "Beat Band"
(2d wk). fine $5,000.

Trim

$6,000.

Street"

(RKO)

(RKO)

first

new peak

stanza.
for coin

House touched
and attendance

thin

$14,500

open

session,

this

Wednesday (11) after gala benefit
proem for Cancer Fund on night of
June 10.
Roxy (20th) (5.886; 80-$1.50>—
"Miracle on 34th St." (20th) with
Jerry Lester, Art Emnd, Jan August,
Salici Puppets on stage.
Opens toFinal (2d) week of
day (Wed.).
"Brasher Doubloon" (20th) backed

I

R Ches-

by Jack Benny. Phil Harris,

ter, others, in person, hit sock $130.000: first week was terrific $148,000.
Combo hit all-time Memorial Day
high last Friday (30) at $31,200.
State (Loew's) (3.450; 43-fil.lO—

;

\

on Memorial Day, Friday (30). Par,
with "Imnerfect Lady" plus stage

"Fabulous Dorseys" (UA> (1st run)
Berry
Bios.,

show hea-.'ed by Buddy Clark. Boyd and Leo - Carrillo,
Raeburn band, Jan Murray, struck a Smoothies, Ross &
stout $50,000 for initial
holdover wicks, others, on
|

Stone. ChadFairish
stage.
Last week. "Janet
frame. "Sea Hawk" -"Sea Wolf." pair $25,000 looms.
of oldies, are holding fairly well at Ames" (Col) (1st run), with Lam$33,000 for second Strand week, nice berti. Buster Shaven, others. $24,500.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-S1.25)—
coin in view of lower top admis"Sea Hawk" (WB) and "Sea Wolf"
sion and absence of stage fare.
2-1
Fairly
wk).
Criterion opens "The Web" today (WB) (reissues).
(Par), fair $2,100 in 3 days.
(Wed.) after six solid works with steady at about $33,000 after $40,000
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;
"Odd Man Out." "High Barbaree." opener, which was under hopes.
70-951— "Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB)
with Guy Lombardo band heading Bath represent strong trade in view
and "Hit Parade 1947" (Rep). Sock
of
scale
and
absence
of
stageshow.
stagebill. comes into the Capitol toLast week, "Way With
$35,000.
morrow (Thurs.) after four highly "Cheyenne" (WB) and Ted Lewis
Providence, June 3.
Women" (WB) with Sammy Kaye
orch heading stagebill open next
profitable weeks with "Duel in Sun.'
Things are generally down to "Due!" likely will hit $36,000 in final; Friday (6).
orch, others, on stage, good $36,000.
Victoria (Maurer) (720-70-S1.20 )—
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.100; 70-95) normal with all stands down on eight days.
Lusty regular price scale. Loew's looks
(20th).
The Broadway tees off with "Jungle Book" (FC) (reissue). Do"Homestretch"
great with "High Barbaree" and is "Henry V" next Friday (£) after two ing sturdy $17,000 or near in first
$34,000. Last week. "Song Scheheranice disappointing weeks with ''Dishon- we ck. In ahead. "Patient Vanishes"
zade" (U) and "Philo Vance's Gam- pacing the town. Majestic is
Privates
Come
Home."
with
"Buck
(FC),
mild $11,000, and out.
"Duel'
ored Lady." On same day, Strand
ble" (PRC), fair $16,000.
"It
Metropolitan's
Happened On
in Sun" (SRO)
is
set to follow,
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,- Fifth Avenue" shapes stout with opens "Cheyenne" with Ted Lewis opening in about
a week.
band. "Happened on Fifth Ave." gets
976; 70-95)— "Copacabana" (UA) and bally
on
street
via
thinly-clad a preem benefit for Cancer Fund
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312: 60"Too Many Winners" (PRC). Lofty models.
next Tuesday (10) at Rivoli, with $1.20)— "Carnegie Hall" (UA) (5th
$20,000. Last week, "Verdict" (WB)
Still okay $28,000 or thereEstimates for This Week
regular run starting. June 11. It wk).
and "Love and Learn" (WB"), solid
supplants "Other Love." which is abouts after fine $31,000 last frame.
Albee
(RKO) (2,200; 44-65)
$13,000.
and "Dick down to $14,500 or near in third Set to stay a sixth session with
"Honeymoon" (RKO
United Artists (United- Detroit)
"New Orleans" (UA scheduled to
Tracy's Dilemma" * (RKO ). Mode l week.
(2,976; 70-95 >— "Honeymoon" (RKO
come
next.
in
Palace brings in
"Woman on
Last
week, "Farmer's
$15,500.
and "Philo Vance Returns" (PRC). Daughter"
(RKO) and -Devil Beach" next Saturday (7). "HoneyStout $23,000 on basis of former,
(RKO) (3d wk), moon.", now in third week there, is
Ride!.'
new Shirley Temple starrer. Last Thumbs
okay $18,000.
strong $15,000.
Bojis Mpls. But
week. "Sea of Grass" (M-G) and
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
Estimates for This Week
"Brother Talks To Horses" (M-G)
"George Apley" (20th) and "BackAstor (City Inv) (1,300; 95-$2.40)(2d wk), strong $15,000.
'Yearling Fast $21,000;
lash" (20th) (2d run). Steady $4,500. "Best Years"
(RKO) (28th wk)
Last week. '-Stallion Road" (WB) Memorial Day weekend helping this,
and "Three on a Ticket" (WB) (2d with brisk $33,000 likely after nice
'Calcutta'
]

Barbaree' Tasty

*

Prov.

in

—

I

—

Indpls. Races, Holidays

to

and stays only part of fourth frame;
second, was $23,000.
"Happened on
Fifth 'Ave."
opens next
(Moc.o)

boosting

tion for good $15,000.
Last week,'
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) and
"Undercover Maisie" (M-G), slow

40-60)—

(3,300;

(UA) and "Little Mr.
Jim" (M-G). Making some commo-

(reissues)

(UA-Par) (2.092; 60-$1.25)
Love" (UA) (3d wk.).

Rivoli

Down

.

(Loew's)

(Ui

Butte"
Friday (6).

many —"Other

run history.
Biggest coin currently is going to
the Roxy, Music Hall and Paramount.
First-named, with Jack Benny, Phil
Harris,

(594; 35-85)— "Isle
Dead" (RKO) and "Body, "SnatchHorror
(RKO) (reissues).

Rialto (Mayer)
of

ers"

ever.

"Ramrod"

State

this
frame;
Getting mild
$6,500
fourth was $7,000. Likely will go a

Lineup of dualcrs at
Strand. Gotham and Rialto also was
largest for that day in N. Y. first-

years,

is

figure, with big
this session: first

was strong $135,000. Holds,
Last Friday, (30) was biggest
Memorial Day ever here, both in
amount of coin and attendance.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)
—"Carnegie Hall" (UA) (5th wk).

"Jungle Book." with
Victoria's
around $17,000, and Gotham's "Magnificent Obsession"-"Stole a Million."
at $15,000, are both strong for reissues. Rialto also has a reissue dualer
but is not getting far. With Strand's
"Sea Hawk"-"Sea Wolf." this represents the biggest reissue display for

Broadway on Memorial Day

sight

stanza
natch!

the

"Brasher Doubloon" out of mire, will
finish its second week with smash
$130,000, far ahead of many first
weeks at house recently. Roxy's new

$2,500.

—

"Possessed."

week

of opening
$140,000 in

reports. Only other new picture to tee off was "Fabulous Dorseys," playing firstrun at the State,
with vaude headed by Leo Carrillo.
but it's moderate at $25,000.

$9,000,

"Homestretch," at

is

pectations* (U) and
wk). British picture

crix

wk), $5,000 in 6

(Standard)
—National
"Fabulous Dorseys"

session

)— "Great Ex
stageshow (2d
soaring ahead

(5,945; 70-$2.40

fellers )

Hollywood, where it looks to strike
rousing $45,000. Film was helped by
holiday crowds and uniformly good

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
40-60)— "Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB).
Lively $9,500. Last week, "Love and

best

(RKO) (2d wk), big $23,000, also
day-and-date showing with Palace.

Rlallo

second

the Fox, the large house having

taneously with Palace. Terrific $33,000. Last week, "Farmer's Daughter"

"Frankenstein"
(U) (reissues).

Lofty 20G,

Del; Temple 23G

<RKO)

Grand
and

Ldast
week
"Farmer's
Daughter"
(RKO)
"Devil
and
Thumbs Ride" (RKO) (m.o.) (3d
wk), big $4,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Lady in Lake" (M-G) and "Suddenly Spring" (Par). Average $3.000. Last week, "Nocturne" (RKO)
and "Nora Prentiss" (WB), $3,100.
$5,500.

still

week with $60,000. Remainder
Loop is mainly holdover.

|

(30). Expected big influx of out-ottowners accelerated trade on Friday
and Saturday. (31), nearly all houses
feeling impact. It tended to taper
off on Sunday (1). reflecting trek of
visitors back to their homes.
Outstanding among new entries

40-60)— "Homestretch" (20th)
Looks like one of the best
bets on this moyeover stanza, fine
(1,200;

with Sammy Kaye band
heading stageshow, looks great $64,is

i

promising.

all

Brown

.$721,500

(Based on 16 theatres)

Chicago,
000.

'Doubloon-Benny Sock 130G, 2d Wks.
Long Memorial Day weekend is Jan Murray heading stageshow (3dbooming business for Broadway first- final wk). Second round ended last
runs this week, with two theatres, (Tues.) night held to good $50,000 as
Roxy and Music Hall, establishing against $60,000 initial week,
Radio City Music Hall (Rockenew Decoration Day highs on Friday

\

|

)

j

)

j

Up

Hot

Biz; 'Yearling'

;

15G, 'Calcutta' Fat 14G
Indianapols, June

Estimated

165,000

3.

attendance

at

Speedway 500 Race on Decoration
Day was expected to slow downtown film biz this week, but long
weekend will tilt trade to best total
Loew's

Hawk"-"Sea

Wolf:'

Circle also are okay.
Estimates for This
Circle (Gamble-Dolle)

combo

at

40-

(WB) and "Sea
Wolf" (WB) (reissues). Nice $10,000.
Last week. "Imperfect Lady" (Par)
and "Seven- Were Saved" (Par),

60)— "Sea Hawk"

Law"

Blackie

$29,000 last stanza.

Minneapolis. June

—

—

The

i

take.
The top bracket contingent
its
entry comprises "The
Yearling," "Calcutta" and "Honeymoon." with the fust-named getting
top coin.
"Calcutta" also shapes as
nice entry. It's the fourth and final
week for the highly successful

making

j

,

"Farmer's

)

(1,300: 40-

Daughter"

Aster

I

(RKO)

(RKO) (2.000; 50-75)—
Capitol
"Boston Blackie Law" (Colt
"Stal- "Yearling" (M-G) (2d wk). Rousing
). Neat $6,000 Last week.
Road" (WB) and "Bringing Up $13,000 following big $17,500 getFather" (Mono) (m.o.). thin $4,500. away. Stays on.
50-7a)—
(1,400;
(RKO)
40-60)—
Grand
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450;
Hefty $15,000. "High Barbaree" (M-G) (2d wk).
"Yearling" <M-G).
$11,000
Last week. "Dishonored Lady' (UA) Trim. $8,000, trailing okay
and "Undercover Maisie" (M-G), pi'cpni
Keith's (UP) (1,542: 50-75)— "Odd
meagre $7,500.
$16,000, Holds.
.

and

(m.o

lion

]

State

(Loew)

(3,200;

"High Barbaree" (M-G
dog"

Dvummond Bay"

44-65)

—

and "Bull(M-G). Big
)

$23,000 or over. Last week, "Duel In
Sun" (SRO) (3d wk), so-so $19,500

strong $24,000.

Daugh-er"

and

second

sessions for "L.-ile George Anlev."
"Blaze of Noon" and "Smash-Up."
Estimates for This Weck

j

(Col),

3.

fact that there are only three

major newcomers and 'that spring
weather has arrived, helps to explain the current low aggregate loop

i

Keith's (Gamble-Dolle)

)— "Farmer's

Smooth 16G

run), $5,000.

j

ditto.

60

Man'

'Odd

'Homestretch'

I

week. "Farmer's Daughter" (RKO)

"Boston

16G,

i

blah $6,500.
Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3.300: 4060)— "Calcutta" (Par) and "Beat
Band" (RKO). Sturdy $14,000. Last

and

Better;

Sock

15G

Week
(2,800;

Cincy

Fay's (Fay) (1,400: 44-65)— "Bells
Broadway (UA) (1.895; $1.10-$2.40)
of San- Angelo" (Rep) and vaude
"Dishonored Lady" (UA) (2d-final
on stage. Favorite with kids and wk l.
Slumping to around $9,000.
holiday is helping to nice $8,000 or
meagre, and goes out. Opener was
near. Last week. "Bad Bascomb" thin
$14,000. "Henry V" iUA> opens;
Big 19G, 'Honeymoon'
(M-G) and vaude. steady $7,000.
Friday (6).
next
Majestic (Fay) (2.200: 44-65)
Cincinnati, June 3.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
and
Home"
(U)
general for downtown "Buck Privates
Biz
in
Abbott and —"Duel in Sun" (SRO) I4th-fmal
houses is the rosiest for some time, "Sister's Secret" (PRC).
.wk). Likely will land $36,000 or a;
a good draw here
holiday padding and extra new bills Costello always
over in final 8 days: third stanza
snappy $18,000. Last week, bit
beloing to snap slump. Of the new- and looks
was $39,500. "High Barbaree" (M-G)
(20th) and "Backcomers "Homestretch" is getting big- "George Apley"
with Guy Lombardo orch heading
lash" (20th). about same.
best coin but "Odd Man Out" is comstageshow opens tomorrow (Thurs.).'
(3.100: 44Metropolitan (Snider
resumption of flesh as.
parably stronger. "Honeymoon" also 65)—
This
"Happened On Fifth Ave." "Duel"marks
Holdovers of "Yearling"
solid.
played sans rostrum support.
is
(Mono).
and "Violence"
(Mono)
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700; 60-$1.25)
and "High Barbaree" are fat.
Given big exploitation with thinly- —"The Web" (U). Opens today
Estimates for This Week
clad models on streets. Very nice
(Wed.
after Six solid weeks with:
50-75)— $15,000.
(3,100;
(RKO)
Last week, "Guilt Janet
Albec
"Odd Man Out" (U). "Odd Man" hit
"Homestretch" (20th). Big $19,000. Ames" (Col) and "Millerson Case"
ticar $21,000 in final (6th) week; filth
Last week. "Ramrod" (UA). $12,000. (Col), fairly good $10,000.

weeks. "Yearling' at
several
and
grosser
top
looks
will hold. "Calcutta" at Indiana and
in

"Sea

Summer

—

(Par.)

(900;

30-44

)— "Tall

Timber" (Ihdiei and "Black StalGlobe (Brandt) (1,500: 70-$1.20
lion" (Indie) (reissues), Satisfactory
Fairly)
(Col) (2d wk).
Last week. "Back
in 5 days.
good at $20,000 after fairish $25,000 S2.200
Lash" (20th) and "My Dog Shep"
i

—

|

I

"Framed"

;

opener.

Stays a third.

Gotham (Brandt)

I

(SG), fair $1,800 in 5 days.

(900: 70-$1.4())—

j

|

)

,

!

Gopher

i

(Par)

(1,000;

44 )—
Good

"Brasher Double n" (20th
Last week, "Fear in Night"
).

i

.

—

ir.POO:
50-70)
Century
(Pari
"George
Apley"
(20th
(m.o.).
Last week. "AfModerate $6,00;:.
fairs Bel Ami" (UA), $7,000.

at upped scale.
(Ui and'
"Magnificent Obsession"
Strand (Silverman) (2.200: 44-65)
(U) (reissues).!
"Stole a Million"
—"Imperfect Ladv" (Par) and "King This
strong oldie combo is hitting
Wild Horses" (Col). Mild $8,500. extra solid $15,000 opening week,
Brunette"
"Favorite
week,
Smash
Last
Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1.600: 40-! Man Out" (U).
Holds over. In ahead, second of "The
60)— "Ramrod" (UA) and "That's' Last week. "Smash-Up" (U). six <P,ir) and "Thirteenth Hour" (Col) Guilty" Mono), thin $6,000.
$9,000.
(2d wk). ditto.
Mv Gal" (Rep). Okay $7,000. Last days on h.o., swell
Hoilvwood (WB) (1,499; 70-.S1.10).
Lvrlc (RKO) (1.400; 50-60)— "Fabweek. "Locket" (RKO) and "Wife
—"Possessed" (WB).. On initial week
"Devil's
and
(UA)
Dorseys"
ulous
$6,000.
Wanted" (Mono), mild
ending today (Wed.) looks to reacti
Playrround" (UA). Mild $5,000. Last
Grosses Are Net
rousing $45,000, with crix appraisal
week "Scarlet Pimpernel" (FC) and
as reestimates,
a help. Eighth week of five days for
gross
Film
"Return of Scarlet Pimpernel" (FC
"Carrolls" (WB) was $10,000.
ported herewith from the variLiridfors in 'Victor'
sorry $3,500.
I

$4,000.

okay

(Par),

Lyric

(

$3,700.

1.100;

50-7(1)

—

"Blaze

of

Okay $5,000.
(Par) (m.o.
(2d
Last week, "Boomerang" (20th
wk), satisfactory $5,500. giving it
brisk $19,000 for loop fortnight.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-S1.20 '—
)— "The
(190; 50-75
Pix
(Newsreel
"Honeymoon" (RKO) (3ri-final wk
,,,,
lRlh WK).
u ,u,
HnlHino
(litn
Molding
Outlaw
(UA)
n j:,„* f,„. ni,o v «inoofl in final
expected. Looks .okay
J?L «nnrifl for second «P better thanweek,
good $2,600.
(RKO) ooens W.0O0. Last
Badio City (Par) (4.000: 50-70),

Noon"

).

i

j

(reissues'),

Hollywood, June

3.

Second American role for Viveca
Lindfors, Scandinavian actress, will
be the temme lead in "To the Victor"
at

Warners.

based on a story by
is
Brodks, who is doing the
screenplay.
Picture

Richard

Palace

(RKO

)

50-7? >—
Solid $15,000

(2.600;

"Honeymoon" (RKO).
Last

week, "Blaze of Noon"

$7,500. season's low.

(Par.),

Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)—
"Undercover Maisie" (M-G). Slow
$4 000. Last week, "Farmer's. Daughter" (RKO). fourth downtown sesh,
nice $5,000.

ous key cities, are net, i.e., withDistributors
out the 20% tax.
share on net take, when claying
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
admission
parenthetic
The
prices,

however, as

inrh'"" 4 "''. in-

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

i

j

M

)

.

iff
„S„lm
"W™Ln

™

^

d y
Highly
Yearling"
Tar!mou „t (P^) (3.664; 70-*1.50 "The ^nd
looks big $ 1,000 Last
-"Imperfect Lady" (Par) and Poised(Continued
on page Z4i
Buddy Clark. Boyd Raeburn orch.

n

I

,

.

;

Walter Winchell said: "I fell in love with Cynthia/' Louella Parsons said
it and so did Hedda Hopper, and Jimmy Fidler said it on his nationwide
Everybody's saying

broadcast.

it

including Earl Wilson, Louis Sobol,

Dorothy Kilgallen, Erskine Johnson, Sheilah Graham and many other
nationally syndicated columnists whose names carry weight from Coast
to Coast*
U
too will say: I

You

because "Cynthia"
experiencing the

is

fell

in love

with Cynthia" and so will your patrons

the joy of living. She

first kiss,

the

first

is

sweet young

romance, the

first

womanhood
The

heart-ache.

trade press says:

"Up

front

among

season's- hits/'

-Boxoffice

"An unusual film for wide and popular appeal."
-M.

"Blanket approval from family audiences.

Word

of mouth build-up will be reflected
—Showmen's Trade Review

at box-office.'*

P.

Herald

"Homey

quality promises well for box-office

returns."

—Variety

"Packs plenty of entertainment." -The

Exhibitor

That vast American audience which packed theatres in big cities and small
towns for "The Green Years" will recognize that in "Cynthia" M-G-M
has again

and

made

motion picture of real people, their joys
and their dreams. It is the first starring role for beauti-

a wonderful

their troubles

ful Elizabeth Taylor, the "National Velvet" girl,

"Cynthia"

is

and her portrayal of

something to take to your heart.
..

M-G-M's "CYNTHIA"— ELIZABETH TAYLOR, George Murphy, S. Z. Sakall, Mary Astor with Gene Lockhart,
Spring Byington
James Lydon, Scotty Beckett -A Robert Z. Leonard Production - Screen Play by Harold Buchman and Charles
Kaufman . Based on
fa Play by Vina DeJmar .Directed by ROBERT Z. LEONARD Produced by EDWIN
•
H. KNOPF* A MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
Pictur*

——

Wednesday, June

1947

4,

PICT1THK GROSSES

Pitt Perking; "Yearling Tops,

Busse Tilts 'Attorney*
To Socko $23,000, Omaha

Lusty

Omaha, June
"Mr. District Attorney"

Temple 13G

$25,000, 'Carrolls 23G,
Pittsburgh, June 3.,
Things are looking up lor a change,
with holiday pushing biz up generally
to best level in several months. Pracrunning high
everything's
tically
•

Key

while "Two Mrs. Carrolls" is cashing in on its marquee names at
Stanley. Also good < are "Odd Man
Out" at Harris and "Honeymoon" at
Warner.

tres, chiefly first runs,

.

because house doesn't want to stick

week, "Buck Privates Come
(U), went to pieces after
weak $8,500.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—

Last

fine start for

been

waiting'' for this for a long time.
Sturdy $25,000, best here in a long

week,

Last

Holds.

$15,500.
(800;
(UA) (m.o.).

(Loew's)

40-70)— "Red
Only $3,000.

ast week. "Dishonored
(m.o.), $2,500.

Lady" (UA)

Eouse"

Senator (Harris)
"Thief of Bagdad"

(1,750;

(UA)

Socko

stage.

week, "Calendar Girl"
(Rep) and Frankie Carle orch on

$23,000. Last

'

stage, great $25,200.

(Based on

(RKO)

Brandeis

Same Week

$3,277,300
21 cities, 178 theatres)

week

(1,500;

16-65)

—

Ambassador (F&M)

Huge

55G, PhiUy

Week

(3,000; 50-75)

(Rep), $11,000.

Philadelphia, June 3.
the Sun" is hottest boxoffice film to hit Philly in months,
heading for house record at Fox.
Reports from nabes indicate that it
will hit the jackpot there also. "Two
Mrs. Carrolls" and combo of "Lost
Honeymoon" and Tex Beneke's band
are doing okay biz despite general
slump.
Estimates for This Week

"Duel

in

Fox (F&M)

(5,000;

'Rarbaree' Aces

C, Fine 17G

rolls" at the smaller Orpheum looks
equally as good. "Homestretch" and
"Carrolls" both may hold.

Balto

Week

Still

'Carrolls' Tall

opener.
Keith's

$18;000

Esquire (Fox Midwest) (800; 45Baltimore, June 3.
Irish Rose" (UA) and
"Back Lash" (20th). Topping averNo improvement in general trade
age biz at $6,000. Last week, "Mich- here. Lone exception is "Two Mrs.
igan Kid" (U) and "Trail To San
Carrolls" which is way out front
Antone" (Rep), modest $5,000.
with big session at the Stanley.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)
"Moss Rose," at the New, also is
."Bedelia"
(E-L) (3d wk). So-so
sturdy but rest of downtown list still
$2,500. Last week, sagged first few
.

—

is in the doldrums.
days but later climbed to $3,500, not
Estimates for This Week
bad for second- -Week.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20"High Barbaree" (M-G) and "Two 60)— "High Barbaree" (M-G). Looks
Smart People" (M-G). Fine $17,000. only $10,000 or near. Last week,
Last week. "Dishonored Lady" (UA) "Odd Man Out" (U), $12,500.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
tnd "Undercover Maisie" (M-G),
25-70)— "Corpse Came C.O.D." (Col)
14.000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45- plus vaude headed by George M.
85)— "Calcutta" (Par)
wk). Cohan, Jr., and Phil Brito. Not far(2d
Only holdover in town and solid at ing well at $12,000. Last week, "Mil$11,000. Last week, trim $15,000.
lerson Case" (Col) and vaude, $11,Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— 800.
"Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) and "Big
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20Town" (Par). First pair here to 60)— "Egg and I" (U) (3d wk). Starts
show anv strength in several weeks. third round today (Tues.) after
Last steady second sesh at $11,300 which
Solid $13,000, and may hold.
week. "San Quentin" (RKO) and followed a bell-ringing getaway of

Tower

Man" (Par), slow $9,000.
(2.100.
Uptown - Fairway

-

Torrid

Buffalo.

June

'

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
—"Calcutta" (Par). Torrid $22,000.
week, "Two Mrs. Carrolls"
(WB) (2d wk). okay $10,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2.000; 40-70)— "Boom
Town" (M-G) (reissue) and "Too
Many Winners" (PRC). Good $8,Last

"Moss Rose" (20th). Sturdy at $10,Last week, third of
close.
"Homestretch" (20th), $6,600.
(WB) (3.280; 25-75)—
Stanley
"Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB). Leading
town at big $18,000. Last week,
"Love and Learn" (WB). $9,200.
Town (Rnopaport) (1,600; 35-65)—

000 or

"Honeymoon" (RKO). Fairish

$14,-

Last week, fourth of "Farmer's
Daughter" (RKO) was $9,200.

3.

$12,000.

$23,000

50-94)

in Brooklyn"
(M-G)
(2d run).
Nice $8,500. Last week,
"Sea of Grass" (M-G), $7,800 second

run.

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360: 50-94)—
"Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB). Fine
Last
week,
"Farmer's
Daughter" (RKO), $16,000 for third

$30,000.

Stanley

(WB)

(2.950:

cutta" (Par) (2d wk).
big $23,000 or better.
hefty $32,500.

(WB)

Stanton

50-94)— "CalLooks like
Opener was

(1,475:

50-94)—

"Framed"

(Col)
wk).
(3d
Mild
Last week, great $12,500.

$9,000.

'Barbaree' Riding High

At $22,500

in Cleve.

Cleveland, June 3.
is
climbing to

"High Barbaree"

the top of ladder this week, giving
State a big session, "Two Mrs. Carrolls" looks weak at Hipp. Palace's
of

h.o.

"Farmer's Daughter"

and

25-55)— Allen's third week of "Egg and I"
(Hicks)
(980;
Mavfair
are strong.
"Ramrod" (UA) (2d wk). Down to
Estimates for This Week
preem at $7,500.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70) —"Egg
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

17G

Biz is more sprightly this session,
aided by the long holiday weekend.
"Calcutta" looks the big standout,
being torrid at the Lakes.
Estimates for This Week
40-70)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
"High Barbaree" (M-G) and "Mister
Jim" (M-G). Sturdy $17,000. Last
week, "Carnival Costa Rica" (20th)
and "Undercover Maisie" (M-G),

sock
(1,300;

of

$5,000 after slrong

22G

In Buff.; 'Barbaree'

heels

(Goldman)

—"Happened

$16,800.

—

"Homestretch"
45-65)
700;
(20th). Got off to a good start and
may stretch run to two weeks. Neat
$17,000 or over. Last week, "Song
Scheherazade" (U), $12,000.

ilcutta'

on

$20,000

Blah But

85)— "Abie's

8,043,

!

week, "Farmer's Daughter"
(RKO) and "Devil Thumbs Ride"
(RKO) (2d great wk), $8,000.

500. Last

50-75)— "Cheyenne" (WB) and "Web of Danger"
Mild $16,000.
(Rep).
Last week,
"Stella Dallas" (FC) and "Come and
"Love and Learn" (WB), sad $9,000. Get It" (FC) (reissues) (3 days).
40-70)— Only $3,500. "Cheyenne" (WB) and
Warner (WB)
(2,000;
Aldlne (WB) (1,303: 50-94)— "Dark
"Honeymoon" (RKO). Crix tore this "Web of Danger" (Rep) (4 days), Delusion" (M-G). Thin $6,500 Last
one apart but Shirley Temple starrer neat $13,000.
week, "Affairs Bel Ami"
(UA),
will be nice at $13,000 or over. Last
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— $7,500.
week, "Trail Street" (RKO), $11,000. "High
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 90-$1.80)
Barbaree"
and
(M-G)
"Brother Talks to Horses" (M-G). —"Best Years" (RKO) (9th wk).
Last week, "Great Okay $11,000. Lost week, $12,000.
Big $22,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "DisWaltz" (M-G) (reissue) and "Underhonored Lady" (UA). Fairish $20,cover Maisie" (M-G), $15,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— 000. Last, week, "Macomber Affair"
"Imperfect Ladv" (Par) and "Dan- (UA), $14,500.
Earle (WB) (2,760: 60-99)— "Lost
ger Street"
(Par)
Good
(m.o.).
Last week, "Stallion Road" Honeymoon" (E-L) with Tex Beneke
$11,000.
(WB) and "Buck Privates Home" orch. Looks great $34,500.
Last
week, "Undercover Maisie" (M-G)
(U) (m.o.), $10,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)— and "Hayloft Hoedown" on stage,
Kansas City, June 3.
"Mighty McGurk" (M-G) and "Lone fair $18,500.
Fox (20th)' ?2,250: 90-$1.25)— "Duel
Passable
Flock of new bills for Memorial Wolf in Mexico" (Col).
week, "Sea of Grass" in Sun" (SRO). Looks like all-time
Day weekend, and product is con- $8,500. Last
(M-G) and "Bulldog Drummond record for this house at huge $55,000.
siderably
improved over recent Bay" (Col), $8,000.
Last week, "Alexander's Ragtime
weeks. Long weekend with holiday
Band" (20th) (reissue), pale $12,000.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000: 50-75)—
prices on last Friday boosted figures "Calcutta" (Par) and "I Cover Big
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
"Homestretch" in the Town" (Par) (3d wk). Solid $7,500 —"Egg and I" (U) (4th wk). Good
ail around.
Tower-Uptown-Fairway
trio
and after $8,500 second stanza.
$15,000.
Last week, solid $17,500.
"High Barbaree" heading the MidKarlton (Goldman) (1.000; 50-94)
land look standout. "Two Mrs. Car—"Yearling" (M-G) (2d wk). Husky

"Ladies'

I

"Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) and
"Blondie's Holiday" (Col). Big $9,-

at the St. Louis.

Estimates for This

40-70)—
(reissue)

torney" (Col) and "Millerson Case"
(Col), about same.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)— "Two
Mrs. Carrolls" (WB). Lofty $23,000,
end likely holdover. Last week,

Estimates for This

3

2; 'Love'

|

Record At

third

and "Adventures Don Coyote" (UA). —"Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) and
Way below expectations at this site "Winter Wonderland" (Rep). Nice
it $3,000, which for a holiday stanza
week,
"Imperfect
Last
$13,000.
Last week, "Mr. District At- Lady" (Par) and "Danger Street"
,s sad.
f,

In K.

Fancy 41G,

Los Angeles, June 3.
"Vigilantes Return" (U). Okay $16,Firstruns are perking up consider- 1000. Last week, "Duel" (SRO) (3d
wk), good $16,800.
ably this week largely because of
Palace (D'town-WC) (1,237: 90sturdy weekend trade and new bills. $1.50)— "Duel in Sun" (SROl (m.o.).

.

"Red

House" (UA)
Ritz

Henry Busse orch on

'Spring'

—

Home"

time.

4 Spots; 'Ramrod' Stout 39G for 4;

—

—

(U). No sensation
but doing steady $14,000 after fine
That means extra days.
reviews.

Man Out"

They've

including
'3

•

jh "Boomerang" (20th) against such
tough competition. Down to $5,000,
but fancy $10,500 last frame.
40-70)
(2,200;
Harris (Harris)

(M-G).

band was well-liked and snagged
"Two Mrs. Carrolls" at
the Brandels is recording a big week
and "Song of Scheherazade" is not
far behind at the Omaha.
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-85)
—"Mr. District Attorney" "(Col) and

Memorial Day was very big but Trim $13,000. Last week. "Odd Man
sunny weather slowed up trade Out" (U) (4 days) (m.o.), good
$4,400.
slightly on Saturday and Sunday.
Fantages (Pan) (2.812: 50-$D—
"Moss Rose" is leading city in four "Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) (4th
wk) and "Millerson Case" (Col) (3d
theatres with very good $62,500.
"Suddenly It's Spring" is racking wk). Fancy $17,000 or over. Holds.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16Last week, smart $18,700
St. Loo Still Slow But
65)
"Sea of Grass" (M-G). Trim up a strong total with $41,000 in two
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l )
$12,500. Last week, "Happened in Paramount houses. "Ramrod" looks "Suddenly Spring" (Par) and "Seven
Brooklyn" (M-G), $8,500.
Oke $25,000.
'Barbaree' Big $22,000;
stout $39,000 or over in four small- Were Saved" (Par).
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)—
Last week, "Bells of San Angelo"
"Song of Scheherazade" (U) and "In- seaters. Combo of "Maisie" and (Rep) and "Trail San Antone"
'Cheyenne' Dull at 16G visible Informer" (Rep). Fancy $10,- "Brother Talks to Horses" is getting (Rep), light $12,900.
pleasing $47,000 in three houses.
000. Last week, "Egg and I" (U)
Paramount
Hollywood
(F&M) (1.St. Louis, June 3.
(m.o.) (3d wk) and "Leave to Rusty" "Love and Learn" is light $34,500 in 451;
50-$l)
"Suddenly Spring"
Biz took a slight jump over the
three spots. Reissue of "Great Waltz" (Par).
(Col), okay $8,000.
Stout $16,000.
Last week.
is landing great $10,500 at Four Star,
three-day Decoration Day weekend
"Bells San Angelo" (Rep) and "Trail
while "This Happy Breed" appears San Antone" (Rep), slow $6,800.
but robust grosses are still missing.
fancy $10,000 at Esquire.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50"High Barbaree" with "Brother
80)— "Farmer's Daughter" (RKO)
Estimates for This Week
Talks to Horses," at Loew's, has a 'Duel'
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$D— (4th wk) and "Millerson Case" (Col)
strong lead over "Cheyenne" and
"Stairway to Heaven" (U) and "Vigi- (3d wk). Likely big $16,000 or betlantes Return" <U). Neat $6,000. Last ter. Holds again. Last week, snappy
"Web of Danger;" at the Fox, for top
week, "Duel in Sun" (SRO) (3d wk), $17,000.
coin. "Calcutta" is wheeling into its
)—
N. Y.)
Total Gross
Last Year

Estimates for This Week
40-70)—
(Shea)
(1,700;
Fulton
"Angel and Badman" (Rep) (2d wk).
propping rather sharply but holding

"Yearling"

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$3,224,000
(Based on 22 cities, 211 thea-

topping

"Old

3.

being

is

lifted by Henry Busse bai.d on stage
at Orpheum to a big session. Busse's

fine reviews.

to rate holdover. "Yearling"
the town at the Penn

enough
jg

13

LA Climbs Up; 'Rose' Lively $62,500,

and

I"

(U)

(3d wk). Bright $15,000

smart $16,500
Hipp (Warners)

after

"Two

Mrs.

last week.
(3.700: 55-70)

(WB).
"Framed"

Carrolls"

$16,500. Last week,
click at $19,500.

—

Dull
(Col),

pleasing $3,000.

—

Ohio (Loew's) (1.200; 55-70)
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (m.
Big $9,500. Last week, "Last
of Mohican." (FC) (reissue) (PRC),
Learn"
st"rdy
$7,500.
500. Last week. "Love and
Palace (RKO) (3.000: 95)—
(WB) and "Big Fix" (PRC), $7,000.
(RKO) (2d
Lafayette (Basil) (3,100; 40-70)— "Farmer's Daughter"
"Egg and I" (U) (3d wk). Big $15.- wk). Warming up to very satisfacLast week, tory $12,500. despite "disappointing
000, and holds again.
o.).

,

|
1

$16,500.

Teck (Shea)

(1.400;

40-70)— "Fab-

ulous Dorsevs" (UA) and "The Guilty" (Mono). Nice $5,500. Last week,
"Thief of Bagdad" (FC) and "Ghost

$4,100.
$1

'.

I

j

I

Carthay Circle (FWC) (1.518; 50"Happened on Fifth Ave."
)

—

(FWC)

(1.370; 50-$l

"Web"

(U) (2d wk).
Dropping to $5,500.
Last week, fancy $11,000.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$t)—

"Web" (U)

(2d wk).

Steady $4,000.

Last week, okay $5,000.

United

(Mono)

(UA-WC)

Artists

50-$D— "Web"

(U)

(2d wk).

and

Okay

(2,100;

"Decoy"

$10,000.

Last

week, strong $20,000.

Uptown

Laying

It on the Line
Hollywood, June 3.
Boxoffice locally has taken a
slight drop, but probably not
more than is to be expected at
this time of year with outdoor
attractions getting under way.
Top pictures are still doing top
business and the theatres generally
are
holding
their
own
against the call of the open
spaces.

What's going on

amusement

the other
direct proof

in

fields is

that the peoole have money to
spend and will lay it on the line
for any show they want to see.

(Mono)

(m.o.).

week, "Odd

Fine

Man Out"

$8,500.

(20th).

(1,719:

50-$l

)

Hettv $12,000.

(Mono) (2d

Vojue (FWC) (885; 50-$l )— "Stairway to Heaven" (U) and "Vigilantes
Return" (U).
Good $6,500.
Last
wee';.
"Duel" (SRO) (21st wk),
$3,900.

•W'lshlre

(FWC)

(2,296:

50-$l

)

"Undercover Maisie" (M-G) and
"Brother Talks
Horses"
(M-G).
Pleasing $12,000. Last week. *High
Ba biree" (M-G) (2d wk), slow
$7,500.

Wiltern
(WB) (2.300; 50-$l)—
"Loye and Learn" (WB). Fair $11,000.
Last week. "Carrolls" (WB)
(3d wk), oke $7,500.

Last

(U) (3d wk-6

days), okay $4,200.

Chinese (Grauman-WC)' (2,048; 50$1)— "Moss Rose" (20th).
Hefty
$16,000.
Last week, "Fifth Ave."

(Mono) (2d wk-6 days), good

Downtown (WB)

(FWC)

"Moss Rose"

Lnst week, "Fifth Ave."
wk-6 days), good $7,000.

(1,800;

$9,500.

50-$D—

"Love and Learn" (WB). Fair $14,Last week, "Two Mrs. Carrolls"
(WB) (3d wk). oke $12,000.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen-

'Ramrod' Sock 28G,

Hub; 'Egg' 27G, 2d

000.

Boston. June 3.
"High Barbaree" day-date at State
and Orpheum, "Calcutta" at the Met
and "Ramrod" day-date at Paramount and Fenway are boosting
600.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538: 50-$D— overall take a little this week. Big"Undercover Maisie" (M-G) and gest coin will go to "High Barbaree"
"Brother Talks Horses" (M-G). Nice but
"Ramrod" is making best rela$12,000. Last week. "High Barbaree"
tive showing.
(M-G) (2d wk), fair $8,000.
Estimates for This Week
El Rey (FWC) (861; 50-$-)— "Stairway Heaven" (U) and "Vigilantes
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 74-$1.20)—
Return" (U). Good $6,000. Last week, "Best Years" (RKO). Second week
"Duel" (SRO) (3d wk), $3,300.
of downtown run, staunch $23,000
Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)— after fine $28,000 in first. Did 20
'•'This
Happy Breed" (U). Fancy weeks uptown on roadshow basis.
$10,000. Last week, "Brief Encounter"
Exeter
(Indie)- (1,200; 40-65)—
(U) (32d wk), finished long at "Stairway
to Heaven" (U) (2d wk).
okay $3,000.
Still sock at $6,000 after $8,500 for
Four Star (UA-WC) (900: 50-$D— first.
(reissue).
(M-G)
"Great Waltz"
Fenway
(M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
Great $10,500. Last week, "Home(UA) and "Big Fix"
stretch" (20th) (2d wk-4 days) (m.o.). "Ramrod"
(PRC). Nice $11,000. Last week,
closed at $1,800.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$D— "The "That's My Man" (Rep) and "Love
Web" (U) (2d wk). Fading to $3,000 and Learn" (WB), $8,000.
Majestic (Indie) (1.500; 30-74)—
or less. Last 'week, okay $5,700.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956: "Johnny O'clock" (Col) and "Santa
50-$D— "Ramrod" (UA). Good $7,000. Fe Trail" (Col) (2d wk). Day-date
Last week, "Fun on Weekend" (UA) with Translux, okay $6,000 after $8,000 on first.
(9 days), slow $4,800.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$D—
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Love and Learn" (WB). Fair $10,000. "Egg and I" (U) (2d wk). Great
Last week, "Carrolls" (WB) (3d wk), $27,000 after huge $32,000 opener.
oke $8,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen(Par)
"Calcutta"
and
"Likely
feld) (475; 50-85)— "Ramrod" (UA).
Good $6,0Q0. Last week, "Fun on Story" (RKO). Fine $25,000. Last
Weekend" (UA) (9 days), fa'ir $4,200. week. "Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB)
Iris
(FWC) (828; 50-85)—"Web" and "Big Town" (Par) (2d wk),
$20,000.
(U) (2d wk). Light $3,000. Last
Old South (Siritzky) (700; 40-80
week, sturdy $8,000.
Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85)— "Ivan, "All Rome Trembled" (Indie) (2d
Terrible" (Artkino) (3d wk). Down wk). So-so $3,000 after nice $5,500
first.
to $2,000. Last week, nice $2,800.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404;
Barbaree"
(M-G)
and
50-$D— "Moss Rose" (20th) and "High
Horses"
Talks
(M-G).
"Little Mr. Jim" (M-G). Nice $25,- "Brother
000. Last week, "Fifth Ave." (Mono) Stout $27,000. Last week. "Duel in
Sun" (SRO) (3d wk), $26,000 at ad(2d wk-6 days), closed at $14,000.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2.097: vanced prices.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
50-S1 ) "Undercover Maisie" (M-G)
(UA) and "Big Fix"
and "Broth?r Talks Horses" (M-G). "Ramrod"
Last
Excellent
$17,000.
Neat $23,000. Last week, "High Bar- (PRC).
baree" (M-G) (2d wk), slow $13,500. week, "That's My Man" (Rep) and
"Love
and Learn" (WB), $15,000.
Loyola
(FWC) (1.248; 50-$D—
40-80)—
State
(Loew)
(3,200:
Sturdy
$9,500.
(20th).
"Moss Rose"
and
Barbaree"
(M-G)
Last week, "Fifth Ave." (Mono) (2d 'High
"Brother Talks Horses" (M-G). Good
wk-6 days), neat $6,000.
Marcal (G&S) (900; 90-$1.50)— $16,000. Last week, "Duel in Sun"
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (m.o.). Fair (SRO) (3d wk). Trim $13,000 at advance scale.
$4,000. Last week, "Fantasia" IRKOI
Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)—
(reissue)
(10th wk-8 days), neat
"Johnny O'clock" (Col) and "Santa
$3 400
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2.210; 50- Fe Trail" (Col) (2d wk). Neat $4,$1)— "Stairway to Heaven'* (U) and 500, after $5,700 first.
(872; 55-$D— "Ramrod" (UA)
Last week, "Fun on
$20,000.
Weekend" (UA) (9 days), fair $11,-

feld)

Big

'

—

>

—

Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)
"Framed" (Col) (m.o.). Big $4,500.
Last week. "Smash-Up" (U) (m.o.),

000.

Ritz

finished at $3,500.

Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&SBlumenfeld) (824; 65-$l (—"Ramrod"
(UA). Good $6,000. Last week, "Fun
on Weekend" (UA) (9 days), light

$15,000 initial lap.
55-70)
(3.450:
(Loew's)
State
Flying
(M-G).
Barbaree"
"Hi^'h
high at $22,500. Last week. "Great
Waltz" (M-G) (reissue), fancy $20,500 but far below hones.

—

Goes West" (FC) (reissues), $4,000.
Stillman (Loew's) (2 700; 55-70)—
20th Century (20th Cent) (3,000:
40-70)— "Happened on Fifth Ave." "Blaze of Noon" (Par). Average
(Mono) and "Mr. Hex" (Mono) (2d $7,500. Last week. "Fabulous Dorunder
dribbled to
(-UA),
wk). Trim $9,000 or better. Last sev<"
$5,500.
week, big $15,500.

—

)

.

Bachelor and the
Hollywood, June*

3.

Dure Schary production.

o(

ivli'nae

Car>

Myrna

Grunt,

Loy,

Shirley

Temple; (.iiiurcH Rudy Vallee, Ray Collins, H-ury Davenport, Johnny Sands.
Directed hy Irving Hois. Original story and
•oreenplny, Sidney Sheldon; camera, Robert de Grusse, Nicholas Musuraca; music,
I*cigh KCariine.; editor, Frederic Knudtyon.
'47.
Tradefhmvn June
Running time,

MISS.

%>\

XMok

.

WtirKaret

Susan..

3Reemlsh

Thaddens

Myrna Lay

In addition to his dancing, Kelly
shines in his thesping chores, demonstrating a genial flair for comedy.
Miss McDonald, whose acting improves with each picture, does okay
as the. gal, ably abetted by her pin-

Temple

Bessie
Prescott

Anthony

.

-.Ray

Collins

William

up

Bakewel!

Bobby-Soxer"

;

IBoxer"

Bachelor
broad
is

strong

reception

Rim"
Tnnto
"Under
the
(RKO). Good western based on
Zane Gray novel,
ing situations.

tery remake of venerable story
and play, okay for dual bills.
"That's
My Gal" (SongsColor) (Rep). Weak filmusical
slated for dualers.

"Sear Murderer" (GFD). British-made so stagey and gloomy
that looks only okay as support

as Kelly's sidekick.
.
La Cava handles the cast with a
light touch for the best comedy results and the film is given adequate
;

to U.S. dualers.

"Bush Christmas" (GFD). J.
Arthur Rank's first children's

mountings by producer Pandro S.
Berman. "Fido" song by Louis Alter
and Edward Heyman hasn't much
commercial potentiality but serves
as a neat showtune for Kelly's terping. Camera work, under the supervision of Harold RoSson, is standout.

Myrna Loy and

Shirley Temple are
sturdy lures and other values are
equally strong.
Comedy aims are firmly backed
by Dore Schary's production and the
broad directorial treatment by Irving Rcis. Punchy dialog and situations grab sock laughs and it's all
done with deft timing that further

dubious

duction.

Joan

Crawford

Van Hellln
Raymond Massey
Geraldine Brooks

Stanley Ridges
late at night, he's in plenty of Dr. H. Willarrt.:
John Rlrtgely
trouble. Court psychiatrist proposes Marker
Dr. Ames
Moroni Olsen
that, rather than make Grant a Pauline Graham
Nana Bryant
martyr in Miss Temple's eyes, he be Dr. M. Sherman
Erskine Sanford
Gerald Perreau
essigned to escort her around until Wynn Gruliam
Klsie.
Lisa Golm
6he gets over her crush.
Dr. Craig
Don McGuire
Chuckles get heartier and heartier Jury Foreman
.....Douglas Kennedy
as adult Grant plays at being a ju- Xorris..
Monte Blue
Griff Barnett
venile at basketball games, school Coroner
picnics, etc. It's done with slapstick
Jerry Wald, taking his licks at the
touch that pays off.
6witch with Miss Loy going for psycho film cycle, has turned out a
Grant and winning him in the finale solid boxoffice item for Warners in
is an obvious development but well "Possessed." Film could coast into
the blue solely on the marquee lustre
done.
Starring trio wrap up assignments supplied by Joan Crawford, Van
in firstrate fashion, pleasing might- Heflin and Raymond Massey. But the
a
ily. Not to be discounted for comedy basic wicket-power is oiled by
screenplay
that's
been
playing is Rudy Vallee as an assist- gripping
ant d.a. who has his romantic eye translated into celluloid with unusual
on the judge also. Ray Collins (as frankness. It's a superlatively acthe psychiatrist), Harry Davenport, coutred production but the story it
Johnny Sands, Miss Temple's juve tells of a woman disintegrating into
boy friend. Don Beddoe, Lillian extreme insanity is not pretty.
Miss Crawford, who's been tackRandolph, Veda Ann Borg and others
ho'd up their end of the fun capably. ling a series of difficult roles in her
Production dress is strong. Lens- recent pictures, cops all thesping
injj by Robert de Grasse and Nicho- honors in this production with a virlas. Musuraca, art direction and set tuoso performance as a frustrated
decorations, editing, background .mu- woman ridden into madness by a
sic and other factors lend able back- guilt-obsessed mind. Actress has matured into a self-assurance that perBrog.
ing.
mits her to completely dominate the

Way

(ONE SONG)
Metro release

of

Pandro

S.

Berman

pro-

Harry Coleman.

Pinky Lee

Frank Jenks

Louie Koblentz

Mike
Helen McBride
Governor Thompson
Assemblyman McBride
Danny Malone
Pepper
Joshua Perkins
Judfcte

release

Stars

Herman fiehlom producHolt; features Nan Leslie,

Richard Martin. Directed hy Lew Landers.
Screenplay,
Xotntan Houston, based on
novel by Zane Grey; camera. J. Roy Hunt;
score, Paul Kuwtell; editor, Lyle Bbyer.
Reviewed N. Y., June 8, '47. Running time,
•fil

MINS.

Brad
Lucy

."7..

Tim Holt

.Van

chito

Leslie

Richard Martin
Richard Powers

Donnison
Juantta

Carol

Forman

Patton

Tony

Barrett

Sheriff

Capt.

•l°e

Curly

Clair
,t

&

1?.

Y.,

and

May

Edward
27,

'47.

He-yman.

Running

Previewed
time,

102

nine
Father

stan

27.

Tolhutsl

Pat

Mother
Jack
Narrator

Penny
tbigg

Thollria.

Old

Clyde Combo
..John Mcciillum
Helen UflevA

Nicky
.Morris

M Ichael

Michael

Neza

.Neza

Vnrdley
I'lilconiQ

Yardley
Saunders

camera

fore.
Overall production
values are on the modest side, but

who was

the Trucolor process stains the celluloid haphazardly.
Frail story concerns a group of

film

big-town

who

operators

swindle
into overinvesting in a burleycue show. Idea
was to put on a cheap turkey with a
quick fold and clean getaway for the
producers.
But after one of the
suckers dies, the estate executor
in to

build the

show

into

Dear Murderer

.

I'

Seven Keys

London, -May

Distributors'
release of
Kntert a lament

Children's

Film production.
Stars Chips Itaft'erty,
John Femsldo, Directed hy. Ralph smart.
Camera, George Heath. At GaumonUBrh>
ish theatre.
Running time, HP MINS.
Long Bill
..:
Chips Rafferty
Jim
...John Kernside
,

under the direction of J. Arthur Rank's Children's
Film Production Dept. this is the

steps

-~

Christinas

STRAUAN-M ABE

John

Vilova

Don Graham

a

time.
Hefiin's part of a footloose engineer who romances his ladies with
one eye on the railroad schedule is
not drawn with equal sharpness. By
HI INS.
Gene Kelly sheer power of personal wit, howLeo Uogarty
Marie McDonald ever, Heflin infuses his role with
JVTargnUd Morgan
charm and degree of credibility deI). Rutherford Morgan. .Charles Winninger
Phyllis Thaxter spite a lack of clear motivation for
•Peagy Randall
so that his fellow prisoner takes him
...Spring Byington
Morgan
Jn*rs.
(BRITISH-MADE)
his behavior. Massey, as the unlucky
Jean Adair
to
Altljpiil Morgan
gang hideout. Conclusion of
husband of two mad women, is sol- the the
London, May 29.
Jivi rcit Hanover Smythe. .Clinton Su.ndberg
story is obvious after that.
General Film Distributors'
John Warburton emn, strong and dignified, his thespCKunrl
ot
The cast gives standard perform- Gainsborough production. Stars release
William Phillips ing in this case being marked by
Bchnlli!
Eric Portances with Holt sufficiently impres- man. Greta Gynt; features Dennis Price
more polish than emotional power.
Jack Warner, Maxwell Reed.
"Living in a Big Way" represents
Despite
its
overall
superiority, sive as hero of the piece. Nan Les- Arthur Crabtree. Screenplay, Directed liv
Muriel
anil
lie
is
picturesque in a slight role in Sydney Box, Peter. Rogers
more than anything else an attempt "Possessed" is somewhat marred by
from play hy
by Metro to reintroduce Gene Kelly an ambiguous approach in Curtis which she provides love interest and St. John Legh Clowes. Camera, Stephen
to audiences after his absence in the Bernhardt's direction. Film vacil- Richard Martin provides comedy re- Dade. At Marble Arch Odeon, London.
time, 94 MINS.
Navy and, as such, it succeeds. Un- lates between being a cold clinical lief. The baddies, Tony Barrett and Running
Wu "; ,!n
Brki Porimnn
inspired story serves chiefly as a analysis, of a mental crackup and Richard Powers, give routine char- \rV,
vlen
Warren.....
Y,
c.reta Gynt
peg on which Kelly can hang his in- a highly surcharged melodramatic acterizations.
Richard Fenton
Dennis Price
Far above average for westerns is Jimmy Martin
spired dance routines, demonstrate vehicle for Miss Crawford's histriMaxwell Reed
Pembury
In( k Warner
bis affable acting and generally en- onics.
As pure psychiatry, film the photography by J. Roy Hunt. Inspector
Avis Fenton,
Haiel Court
Joy a lour de force such as is seldom achieves a strong quality of direct- The long-range desert shots some- Sergeant ox
Andrew Crawford
given an actor. He gets nice support ness up to the point where the melo- times give an arty air to the proJan » Hylton
5 ,
from Marie McDonald, Charles Win- dramatic flourishes negate its scien- ceedings, but never slow up the ac- Irlson
Warder
Charles Rolfe
Secretary
jiint*er, Phyllis Thaxter and the rest tific accuracy.
As melodrama, the tion. Lew Landers' direction allows American
ludttk C*rnl
Warren's Secretary
Valerie Ward
c.f the cast but the picture is all his.
clfnical approach interferes with the little time for letup and Norman
It should do okay in most first-run steady forward progression of the Houston's screenplay contains a minFirst of Betty Box's films under
situations.
plot mechanism and makes the film imum of cliches.
Jose.
r nL
contrae
t as producer, this
Navy service apparently kept lose that mounting line of tension.
S
l*
adaptation
of a popular stage drama
Kt lly in good trim because he has
Unfolding via flashback technique,
should earn its cost in this country.
in
never danced better. He does three film opens with a terrific bang as the
Story has a novel angle, but is alHollywood, June 3.
outstanding numbers, staged by him- camera picks up Miss Crawford wanRKO release of Herman Senium produc- ways plausible. It is played with
self and Stanley Donen, best of which dering haggard and dazed through
tion.
Features Phillip Terry, Jaeo.ue.Hlie conviction by a good all-round
is one he terps with a live dog as Los Angeles until she collapses. In
cast.
White, Kduardo Olar.oelH, Margaret Mnd. American
audiences may find it too
partner to an original song, "Fido the psychiatric ward of the local say, Arthur Shields,
Jimmy Cotflm.
stagey and too gloomy. Nor has it
end Me." He demonstrates neat agil- hospital, under narco-hypnosis, she ed by Lew Landers. Screenplay, LeeDirectLoch;
emotional momentum
ity and tumbling technique In an- relives the series of personal blows from novel by Karl Derr BlKgers ami enough
to
the
dramatization
make
by
George
it
universally
M, Cohanother routine in which he plays hop- that ultimately reduced her to schizoacceptable
It
Jin* MacKen/.le; editor
may do as supporting fare in U. S
j
ft'
scotch with a bunch of moppets and phrenia. Desperately in love with camera.
Whitlredge. Traderhown June
'47
RunNeither a whodunit nor a psychothen hops across the rafters of an Heflin. who brushed her off, she mar- o.ng lime, to MINS,
logical study, picture tells a straight
unfinished house with the greatest ried Massey whose first wife comPhillip
Te,ry
'ii'T*
**>rv
of ease. Other number is a nifty bit mitted suicide. Already
Ine'pieiino
While story of revenge and planning of a
slightly un- '"Kan
B'luardo-flamielll perfect crime. But the adaptors
of ballroomology, marked by the fact balanced by Heflin's
apcoldness, she
.M*r*»r*t Lindsay pear to have been
that. Miss McDonald keeps up with becomes deluded
obsessed by the
with the idea that >'""<"
...»
Aithcir
Shields limitation
Kr-'ly's stepping all the way.
of the original stage' play",
she murdered Massey's first wife.' """nil
Iirnrof
Cr.nlln
,j
M.-u
Screenplay by Gregory LaCava Her grip on reality becomes
.Tony Barrett tor much of the film, duolog follows
."($..-<
duolog, and the economy in
Klr'huril
and Irving Ravetch, based on an nlclcly lost when she discovers eomI'oweij,
lightthat' Hayrten
(oson ftohatdn ing is very apparent.
original story by LaCava, is enter- Heflin is set on marrying
Massey's
Wit
'ith popular, comic Jack
taining enough but most of it's been 'daughter and. after
Warner
unsuccessfully
"SfVfrn Keys to Baldpate" if, back ns a
told before. Kelly is seen as an Army trying to poison that
Scotland Y;ird detective, there
relationship, for its fi/th wri'Cn version and the
should have been scope for some
fl.'er
who marries Miss McDonald, .she kills Heflin and flees to L. A.! third
wri»ke of vcrjernMe Ktsao legitimate comedy,
an unassuming young miss, just a where the picture opens.
But he raises
piece by RKO. Thi-; one ...hapc;: up
,wj laughs;
ffw hours before he heads overseas.
To prove that he can
Geraldine Brooks, scrfen
He returns, after his discharge- to his comer who tops the supporting,new- only fi=i -upporting P'>m«l,v-my;t<!ry. flay a straight part, is a wtiste of
Alter

At'

"That's My Gal" is a lowercase
filmusical that'll serve its intended
purpose as program filler in nabe
situations. Conventional plot centers
around backstage antics of a shady
crew of legit producers. Slight r.elief
is supplied by a series of vaudeville
acts
sporadically
thrown to the

The plus values in "Under the smash hit. Some absurd
political
Tonto Rim" are contained in a good angles and romantic
mooning begrade of production and exploitation tween gal
executor and the No. 1
values contained in Zane Grey's name
easy-money
upon which the film is based. Action- percolate. guy fail to make the film
wise, "Tonto" meets the requireIn lead roles, Lynne Roberts and
ments of the western trade more
Donald Barry give weak performthan adequately. Pacing is fast, and
ances. Pinky Lee and Frank Jenks
picture contains a sufficient amount
register better in secondary parts,
of gunplay. In addition, yarn is cadoing their best with lfmp lines.
pable of maintaining interest.
specialty acts, the Four Step
Name value is contained in Tim Among
Bros, are most impressive with a
Holt, cast as the owner of a stagecoach line which is victimized by a snappy acrobatic dance routine. Jan
Savitt's
orch, Guadalajara Trio, Judy
gang holdup in which his bosom
Clark
and
other acts are on briefly
buddy is killed. He consequently
Musical score has
tracks down the gang, through fairly and do okay.
Herm.
ingenious- methods. First, he gets nothing to recommend.
himself jailed with a member of the
gang as a prison mate and escapes

Miss Crawford teeters precariously,
on the outer edge of sanity, she projects with an intensity that's unpleasant and fascinating at the same

(

Know

some goggle-eyed angels

Harry Harvey
lyson Robards
Robert Clarke
Jay Norrls
Lex Barker
Steve Savage

McLean

Hooker

Andy

Bush
Ceneral Film
Gnumont-Hrttlsh

Helen....,

Four Step Bros.
St.

of

Tim

Curloton

Isabelita

Dolores

Under the Tohto Rim
RKO

Ray Walker
Marian Martin
lilmer Jerome
.t.ieo"rge

and His Top Hatters

SaA'itt

Guadalajara Trio

Massey's daughter, shows big
promise on her small part with a
combination of striking looks and
controlled thesping talent. Rest of
the players an; all firstrate. Herm.

tion.

lddward Ghtrgan
ludy Clark
l'aul Stanton
John Hamilton

.

as

screen even vis-a-vis such accomplished players as Heflin and Massey.
During several sequences in which

duel ion. Stars Gene ICelly, Marie McDonald; features Charle.s Winninger, Phyllis
Directed by
^Thaxter, Spring Byington.
Gregory T.aCava. Screenplay, LaCava and
triing R* vetch, biised on original by La
i'ava: editor, Ferris Webster; camera, Hariilil
Ronsnn; dances, Kelly and Stanley
tounen; song, "Fido and Me," by Louis

Lynne Roberts
Donald Barry

.

Romance

a Big

MINS.
Adams
Benny Novak
(id

Natalie

Jan

*

Gal

Frances HyUind, Bernard Feins: son^s,
Jack
Elliott;
Bud
camera (Trucolor),
Thaekery; editor, Arthur Roberts. Tradeshown, N. Y., May 28, '47. Running time,

surefire for sureseaters.

.

.Living in

Dance"

"Killer
Large"
(PRC).
at
thriller, with the vet
housing situation as a side-issue;
for supporting situations.
"Too Many Winners" (PRC).
Good supporting product projecting further screen adventures of Michael Shayne.
"The King's Jester" (Superfilm).
Standout Italian melodrama based on "Rigoletto";

features Raymond 'MaBsey.
Directed by
Curtis Bernhardt.
Screenplay by Silvia
Richards and Ranald MacDougall, based on
story by Rita Weiman; camera, Jos. Valentine;
editor.
Rudi Fehr.
Tradeshuwn
X. V., .May 22, .47.
Running time, 108

has already had a brush with MINS.
ionise Howell
the judge, Myrna Loy, so when the Davi'd
Suttuu
judge's kid sister, Shirley Temple, Dean Graham
is found in the artist's apartment Carol Graham

My

Australia;
U.S.

in

in

Barn

Formula

Bros, release of Jerry AVald proStars Joan Crawford, Van Heflin;

ertist,

appeal

"Hollywood

(Musical) (SG). Rural comedy,
loaded with 18 hillbilly tunes,
okay for corn belt areas.

Stal.

glosses farce mood.
Solid script, by Sidney Sheldon
poses a plot easily adapted to fluffy
situations.
Tossed together are a
lady judge, a playboy artist and an
Jmoressionable teen-ager. Grant, the

made

feature film,

Possessed
Warner

.

"Seven Keys to Baldpate"
(RKO). Standard comedy-mys-

•

m

.

support-

for

1947

_

results.

figure.

ald's
understanding grandmother.
William Phillips also does a nice job

and the Bobbyfarce slated lor
as summer film

tare.
It will brighten, hot weather
boxoft'ices in all situations.
Fun is
elickly projected to keep entertainment light and fast, and cast troupes
it to the hilt.
Names of Cary Grant,

b.o.

Way" 'One

Gene Kelly,
(M-G).
Song)
Marie McDonald in entertaining comedy; strong b.o.
Joan
(WB).
"Possessed"
Crawford and Van Heflin in
solid psycho-meller for top b.o.

as the widow of one of
Kelly's Army buddies, contributes a
neat touch of pathos. Clinton Sundberg turns in an outstanding bit as
the family's outspoken butler, and
Jean Adair is good as Miss McDon-

Gregory Gay

'.

hefty

4,

m

taken
garbing and photogranhinGreta Gynt is well rewarded „ n S
shows how best use can be mart. .
*
this promising aetress.

13 agf in cast in a r ole
head cast. Terry is only adequate
with
u? u u
)
v.
as the mystery writer who seeks out- which he is becoming too closeiS
of-season Baldpate Inn to knock off associated. But he plays it well ft
another chiller in 24 hours to win a would be unfair to judge Maxell
U
bet. Miss White appeal's to slightly Reed on his acting in this
N e?v
better advantage as the secretary of comer, to stardom, he exhibits tho
the inn's owner, who has made the necessary physical qualifications hut
bet with Terry and is trying to is cast as such a dull, unemotional
frighten him off. Standard sliding lover that one wonders whv Oet.
a
panels, dead bodies, black cats and Gynt fell in love with him.
Yarn tells how a successf id busi.
mysterious characters clutter up the
scene without generating too much ness man hurries home from Amer
ica
excitement.
on
suspicion
that his wife hat
suspense or
Gang of jewel thieves, which has been unfaithful. Finding evidenci
unaccountably sought the bid inn as in his apartment that a lawyer i«
payoff place, furnish menace for one of her lovers, he calls on him
piece. Eduai'do Ciannelli heads the and makes a so-called sporting offer
gang, with Margaret Lindsay, Tony Husband has decided to murder him
Barrett, Richard Powers and Jason .and has planned the perfect crimt
Robards as the other crooks. Arthur so as to look like a suicide. If th*
Shields is' the undercover insurance victim can find a loophole, the husdetective who adds some mystery to band will let him go scot free. But
proceedings and Jimmy Conlin is the the lawyer can see no way in which
addle-pated hermit who sticks his the murderer will incriminate himnose into the skullduggery.
self and so pays the penalty.
Lew Landers' direction puts plot
Having committed the murder the
and cast through standard paces and man discovers that his wife has
Herman Schlom's production guid- new lover, and he takes the evidencea
ance is average for release inten- so that everything points to this one
tions, as are other production credits. as the guilty man.
To complete his
Brog.
revenge, husband reveals to his wife
that he is the murderer, and gloats
over the arrest of her boy friend.
That's
But, deadlier than the male, the'
(SONGS—COLOR)
wife spins a cunning web around
Republio release of Armund Schaefer production.
Stars
Lynne Roberts, Donald her husband, and ends up by poisonBarry; features Frank Jenks, Pinky Lee, ing him. Last shot sees her leaving
Euward Garyan. Directed by George Blair. with the police.
Cane.
Screenplay, Joseph Hoffman; original story,

Bright

(RKO).

farce comedy with
prospects.
"Living in a Big

project.

Thaxter,

Irving Baron
..Ian Bernard
Carol Hushes
Wiiliam Hall

,

Herman

Mnitre d'Hotel

"The

Vallee

Miniature Reviews
"The Bachelor ftiiu the

Winninger and Spring Byington add to the fun as her nouHansom Sherman veau-riche
Phyllis
parents,
and

,

Walters...
Jii'lue Treadwell
>V inters
Melvio
t'nry
IHofenee

Rudy

.Harry Davenport
Johnny Sands
Don Beddoe
Lillian Randolph
Veda Ann Borg
Dan Tobin

,

Jerry

Tony

Agnes

a

Shirley

Tommy

new

.Cary Grant

Production and direction don't give it much treshness
or zip to overcome age.
Phillip Terry and Jacqueline White

over the years.

unkissed bride but finds that her
lather coined a mint during the war
and she's .now a society hello who's
interested only in divorcing him with
the least amolint of publicity. Rest
of the tale revolves around his reromancing his wife for inevitable
success. Intermingled with the romance is a sub-theme based on the
vets' housing shortage, in which Miss
McDonald's
family
now-wealthy
back Kelly's Army pals in building

llobby-Soxer
RKO

•Uu»
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Baldpate

.'I

1

Made

in Australia

feature

first

film

pro-

specifically

duced for Rank's Children's Cinema
Club.
Shot in Blue. Mountains of
New South Wales, it -has an all-Australian staff and cast. Ralph Smart,
associate-producer on "Th$
Overlanders," and George Heath, vet

cameraman

in Australia, helped

put over the picture. This may interest some U. S. exhibs who go in
strongly for kid matinees but th*
accent likely will be a slight handl«
cap.

"Bush Christmas" may

attract the

of Hollywood producers.
is nothing childish about this
western, which should get real support from all those groups clamoring
for better and more suitable films
attention

There

for juveniles.

Story is about a family of Australian children who, riding home trom
school for Christmas holiday, inad*
vertently give horse thieves information about their father's prize horses.
The horses are stolen and the children track the thieves through the
wild mountain
Climax
country.
comes in a gold mining ghost town
where the youngsters catch up with
the robbers.
Kids finally are rescued by the police.
There's no playing down to children in any way. Nor is instruction
rammed down their throats. Every
custom and every authentic touch
is introduced in a natural manner.
Tolerance is certainly one of the lessons taught here.
Acting of the professionals is
first-rate, and that of the children
natural.
Film's success in England
is a foregone conclusion.
Cnne.

Hollywood Barn Dance
(MUSICAL)
Hollywood, June

3.

Screen Guild release, of Jack Schtvarz proFeatures Ernest Tuhh. i.orl Tsl»
Helen Boyce, Karle Hodgios. Franlj
McGlynn, Phil Arnold, Red llerion. Pal.
Combs, Jack Outhrie. Directed hy B. B.
Ray. Adaptation and screenplay, Dorothea
Knox Martin; original, Ray; camera. Jac*
Greenhalgh; music, Walter Greene: songs,
F.rnoot Tubb. Zeb Turner, Henry Stewart.
T. Texas Tyler, Sam Neuman * Michael
Breen, Jlramie and Leon Short, Willis lbos.,
Al Clauser & Tex Hoepner. B"b Nolan.
Johnnie Tyler, Helen Bolce; editor. Robert
duction.

bott,

'

Crandell.
time, 18

Trevlcwed May

'47.

27,

Running

MINS.

T'lrnie

Helen
Rzzy
Cartwrlght

,

Pa Tubb

Ernest Tubb
Lori Talboti
.Helen fW>'4
Baric Hod'tlua
,

tt.-Glym
phli A rnol<

Frank

Toppltt
Pete Dixon

Jack

;',*.

Ma Tubb

.

:

Larry Red
Hen on

[ted

Acne Knndi

Ma

Perkins
Theatre Manager
Hotel Clerk
Croupier

Beiiy
Albin

Roper
Philharmonic trip.
Hrnle (boy).;
Specialty Act...,

Mtnlg*
' :in 0

t'y

Frank

Bristol*

Robeling

lleeketf
philharmonic Trie

Dolii

Conin*
I'ai
fink tiulhrl*

,

\

i

,

,

|

.

.'

!

I

;

cas.l

;

plot

hiiv.ng

loot

rr.tich

of

if;,'

thn'li

good character comedian.

"Hollywood
Only
resemblance
Barn Dance" bears to the radio show
is the title and generous load of prairie ballads.

Strictly for the

swing-

yure-partner trade. The 18 tunes
guarantee the square-dance fan'
plenty of listening in 73 minutes running time. Best asset is the music,
whieh is good hillbilly, well done by
Ernest Tubb and other professional
Trouble
(Continued on page 18)
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by David Goodis and Jamas Dunn • Music by Max Stalnar
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New Bldg. Trend Veering Towards

SmaS-Seater Theatres for
Trend towards small-seater thea-<
through the sale of present houses or construction of new
ones, for firstrun playdates now is
being forecast in the industry for
about six months hence.
Actual
building of new houses of 500-700
seats, of course,
is
predicted on
stabilization of construction
costs
during the next six or seven months.

tres, either

Recent survey of .U. S. theatres revealed that the average house today
Is about 25 years old, with new construction virtually at a standstill
during the war. Result is that there
are many film theatres which are
outmoded, requiring plenty of facelifting or complete new construction.
Actual new theatre construction 'in
most key cities in downtown sectors have been held back thus far
by the fact that building costs have
virtually
doubled
since
present
structures were put up,
Fact that Selznick, with "Duel in
Sun," and Universal, with "Stairway
to Heaven," have gone into smaller

houses on long-run even though at
comparatively small weekly gross,
tips the trend towards this smaller
type of operation.
Some distributors, based on SRO's test dates for
"Duel" and U with "Stairway" experience, are nearly convinced they
don't have to worry too much about
first-run
playing time.
In like
fashion, the leasing of small houses
cr ex-legit theatres by United Ar"tists for "Henry V" likewise paid off
in a resounding manner.
Because of this experience certain
distribs are looking more and more
towards this- smaller type of operation even if in the nabe category

First

Runs

•

stadium- type seats for persons without cars will be built seven miles
from downtown Louisville on Preston Highway. Land for the project
has been rented for 15 years.
Franklin L. Sieveking, Jr. of New
Albany, Ind. plans to spend $125,000
on the property which will be called
Sieveking,
Southway Movie Park.
who's been connected with Cantor

Film Reviews
Continued, from pat* 1<

ISolIywood Barn Dance

&S

satistertainment will be more than

who

of house which is expected
to be ready in about seven months.
Construction is" expected to get
under way here soon on a new 650seat theatre to be built by Joe
Joseph, local theatre broker. House,
to be called Cedar Crest, will be in
the new Cedar Crest section.

manager

$100,000
>

850-Seat Monti Nabe

Montreal, June 3.
Stressing the latest in theatre design,

Avenue

theatre, in residential

Westmount, opened here on May 30.
Owned by the Westmount Theatre
Co., this 850-seater is another link
in United Amus. Corp. chain and

rated one' of most

House

in Clinton. N.C.
Raleigh, N. C, June 3.

modern houses

Winston Curry

Canada.

is

in

manager.

theatre

for

Clinton

to

how winning pari-mutuel tickets ar*
being counterfeited. John Sulh«rland script has the detective punched
around plenty and a number of murders tossed in lor extra measure to
provide thrills while private eye is
will
sung by unraveling case. It doesn't take him
include "Oakie Boogie,'
Jack Guthrie; "Old Indians Never long to spot the culprit as the race,
Short;
Leon
track manager and case is closed
Die," by Jimmie and
Right,
a
Make
with chief suspects and main heavy
Don't
"Two Wrongs
Teasing all bumped off.
"If It's a Dream" and "Only
;

Me."
William Beaudine's direction of
Only acting in the cast is delivered the Sutherland production spots
by Earle Hodgins, ham actor who plenty of action for whodunit flavor

Announcement of
Los Angeles, June 3.
takes the Ernest Tubb troupe under Ralph Dunn is the blustering cop!
Carleton
adds some s.a!
plans was made by Mrs. J. M. Dick
Drive-In Theatres will hi. managerial wing when the boys Claire
Pacific
for- Charles Mitchell does- bad job
of Raleigh, and J. Leland Young of build two more houses, one near El leave home to seek fame and
of
strictly ama- Shayne's
newspaper friend. John
Clinton, manager of the Casino and Monte and one in San Fernando tune. Otherwise cast is
Grandon Rhodes, Ben
'
teur excepting when vocalizing or Hamilton,
Broadway theatres.
Valley.
Knox
Welden, Byron Fougler and others
guitar strumming. Dorothea
C. A. Caballero, company prexy, Martin scripted from an original by in cast deliver acceptably. Lensing,
$150,000 Wabash, Ind., House
announced a $50<M)00 budget for the B B. Ray who directed adequately editing and other production factors
Br 0 g.
Wabash, Ind., June 3.
v
theatres.
enough. Plot has Tubb and his pals are standard.
about

$100,000.

'

.

farm settlement to earn
to replace village church
which they had accidentally burned

Construction of^the new $150,000
Esquire theatre here will begin
about July 1. It will be built on the

leaving

money

Tremont hotel, which
will be torn down. Plans for the
house were drawn several years ago
but the war delayed construction.
site of the, old

—

German

Continued from page

5

Lori Talbott carries femme
canary with group. Helen Boyce insome doubtful comedy. Frank
McGlynn and Anne Kundi portray

lead as

jects

the United States and Soviet Zones

Tubb's parents and Pat Combs- does
the hillbilly artist as a lad. The Jack
Schwarz production values are acceptable for market aims, as are
Broy.
lensing and other credits.

are being reactivated.
"In the British zone Ave production

licenses

have been issued; ac-

car

curate figures for the other zones
are not available. Three films have
been made so far in the British
zone and four in the Soviet zone,
while none have yet been made in
the French and "United States zones.
"Cinemas are privately owned except those owned by UFA, the former German State monopoly. The
tween Lake George and Warrens- latter are run by German custoditions.
Sale of these smaller houses or burg. He also will relight, for the ans, responsible to Property Control
construction of same is looked for third season, a combined drive-in Branch. Cinemas, laboratories and
within six months. Banks now have and walk-in theatre at Leeds, Cat- studios are maintained and equipped
from existing stocks, and by a cermarginal coin available for such skill mountain village.
tain
amount of newly" produced
Also it's reported that even
deals.
equipment. This is unsatisfactory
New Dunlap House in Texas
people not so familiar w.ith actual
eventually
equipment will
Port Aransas, Tex., June 3.
since
theatre operations are not adverse,
Forrest Dunlap announced open- need replacement faster than the
to going into the film biz by building theatres and leasing them to ex- ing of new Port Airdrome this supply of new spares will permit.
hibs or film companies requiring month. Bill Horton, of the Dunlap
"Rawstock, Which is in very short
forces, was here aiding installation supply, is obtained from Wolfen in
theatre outlets.
Even where new theatre construc- of equipment.
the Soviet Zone, or from stock protion is started in midtown areas,
duced at Munich, from materials
tendency is expected to be towards
supplied from the British zone.
New $125,000 Miss. House
the small-seater or house with less
Memphis, June 3.
"The basic distribution policy is
than 1,000 seats, preferably one with
'David Flexer has started work on that there shall be free choice by
600 to 800 seats.
the $125,000* Magnolia theatre at the exhibitors and renters within
Banker yen towards giving coin New Albany, Miss., with opening set certain restricted limits. As an infor theatre deals stems from fact for early fall. House is 1,000-seater.
terim measure in the British Zone,
that banks rate this as real estate,
Flexer will also continue to operate a German comp*any, Atlas Filmverwhich always has been on the pre- his'Ritz in same city.
leih GmbH, has been formed to act
ferred loaning agenda.' Attitude of
as the main channel for distribution
some distribs is that what is the difunder British supervision. As soon
Two N.C. Spots to Open
ference if the house has a small,
as possible independent distributors
Charlotte, N. C, June 3.
capacity when it can get 12 to 15
Rio theatre, Snead's Ferry, N. C, will be ..registered who will handle
weeks in a single location or an
new German films and any old Geramount comparable to four or five has opened here. It is owned by man films to which
they can prove
R. E. Cuthbertson.
weeks in a larger house.
rights
Midway theatre, North Charleston, tributesof ownership. Atlas also disBritish films, ne\vsreels and
S. C, owned by Dr. G. F. Taylor,
'
2 New Ones for Colo.
documentaries.
has reopened here after complete
Denver, June 3.
"An Anglo-American joint newsNewly formed Denver Drive-In remodeling and renovations.
Plans for 500-seat $100,000 thea- reel. Welt im Film, is shown in
Theatre Corporation, headed by
every cinema in the Anglo-AmeriJohn Wolfberg, Broadway manager, tre" in North Charlotte have been re- can zones. This reel averages
1,200
and his cousin, Harold Cohen, vealed by R. P. Pinson, owner of feet in length,, covers world and
former film salesman, will have the Carolinas branch of Astor Pic- local news, and is issued
weekly."
Drive-In ready by tures Exchange. Pinson says work
their 750-car
Being built near Auroa, has already begun on the house. It
June 15.
should be open by July'. Theatre will
Colo., Denver suburb, it is the city's
have an exceptionally large stage.
first Drive-In.
Brit.
I
Panayes G. Dikeyou has picked Pinson for 18 years was associated
Theatres, as head of
-1
Continued from page
architects who will draw plans for with Kincey
„
booking department.
a $500,000 first-run 1,700-seater on
and other studio chiefs are Alfred
land bought here three years ago
Junge, top art director, and Hugh
1,100-Seater Opens in Dallas
purpose.
A • television
for
that
Findlay, publicity chief for Elstree.
Dallas, June 3.
tower will be included, with conThe Inwood, newest house of In- They will be here a month. Latter
struction to start soon.
terstate Theatres opened here.
Joe are part of the studio's complete
Jackson is manager of the 1,100- executive roster beino sent to the
1,000 Seater in Warsaw, Ind.
U. S. by Ben Goetz, Metro managing
seater.
Warsaw, Ind., June 3.
director in Britain, .for instructional
Construction of a new $200,000
confabs at Culver City.
theatre here has been announced by
New Salt Lake City Drive-In
Others who've huddled here reMailers Bros., who operate several
Salt Lake City, June 3.
houses in Indiana. New house will
Motor Vu theatre is new tlrive-in cently include Matthew Raymond,
studio manager; Hector Williams,
It will be a 1,000be the Lake.
here, owned and operated by Erick
seater and air-conditioned
Reputed to have cost chief engineer; Tom Howard, special
C. Peterson.
effects' man; Frank Gibson, construc$65,000 to build.
tipn engineer; and A. W. Watkins,
Seguin, Texas. June 3.
sound director, who came over folH. A. Daniels, who operates two
Cleve. Nabe Opened
lowing Douglas Shearer's trip to
theatres here, plans a third house
Cleveland, June 3.
discuss the installation of Wc>tern
New theato be constructed soon.
Warner Bros, new Vogue, built in Electric equipment. Others will fbltre, will feature Mexican pictures.
the
wealthy
suburb of Shaker low this summer.
J. U. R. Rciilty Co.. of which E. H.
Rowley, is prexy. bought a-'lot ad- Heights, was given a gilt-ddged
Technicians are making equipment
joining its Texas at Son Angelo'at a opening on May 29 by chain's execs in their own Elstree plant
from
Nabe blueprints
reported price of $45,000. Plan to and community's brass-hats.
supplied
from
here.
Harold 'British
build either a 10-story office build- house has 1,565 capacity.
layout was built as a studio
ing or a theatre, with five floors of (Bud) Friedman, formerly in
by another firm before the war bat
exchange booking department, made
'
offices above.
,
\„. *
never was equipped. II later was
house manager.
turned into a war plant. Since the
2 New Theatres For Dallas
war's end, the roofs have been
Dallas, June 3,
$125,000 Drivc-In for L'ville
raised, and
strengthened to take
Construction is expected to start
Louisville. Juno 3,
Technicolor lighting equipment.
here soon on a new $100,000 house
First Drivc-In near here to com- Other pxpen.-ivc improvements also
as a unit of the Phil Isley circuit. bine
space
for
motorists
and have been made.

Running

'47.

Kddie

McManus

Girl

The vet housing

I

Adapted from Verdi's "Rigoletta,"
but retaining only some incidental
music from the opera, the film has
recreated the familiar story on a
vast, elegantly brocaded canvas. The
depth, solidity and splendor of the

status could easily

but not along the lines of "Killer at
Large." PRC has turned this situabackground settings make for striktion into a little better 'than routine
ing work of art in themselves while
meller in which a crusading newspaper reporter tracks down the iiead the rich profusion of costuming detail on the immense gallery of playof a ring preying upon the GI need
ers make it difficult to believe that
of shelter.
such a film could be turned out of
Just how the top man does the war-devastated Italy.
Technically,
preying or how he gets his end of the production is marked by clean,
the loot isn't made clear exactly. It's well-lighted camera work, fluid editjust known that he's an evil force, ing,
excellent sound and competent
has hirelings bump off recalcitrants English subtitling.
in wholesale manner and causes the
Equalling the physical setup in
suicide of a housing administrator.
perfection, the players perform with
Newspaperman Robert Lowery the full sweep of grand emotion dethen gets on the story and ultimately manded by the operatic story. Toptracks down the top man.
Other ping' the cast is Michel Simon who
complications enter the yarn, such as brings to
the. role of Rigoletto prothe ring-chief, owner of the major
found thespic resources of character
stock in the newspaper, getting his
mobility.
Playing a hunchbacked
daughter a job on that sheet. It's buffoon,
he ranges from acidity to
expected that Lowery falls for the tenderness
and from arrbganee to
gal which makes it all the more diffibroken --pathps with sure control.
cult to get to the topper. It's worked
Simon is a superVactor- and only
out by the end of the film.
lacks the gift 'of tears to make him
Lowery as the reporter and Anabel preeminently greatr As the young,
Shaw as the love interest do perfunc- dissolute medieval French monarch,
tory jobs. Charles Evans as the big Rossano Brazzi is a find. He's handshot and Leonard -Penn assume the some, flashing and talented with the
other major roles in satisfactory sensuous qualities of Rudolph Valenmanner. Other aspects of the pic are tino. Main femme part is handled by
okay with William Beaudine's direc- Maria
Rigoietto's
Mercader,
as
tion setting a fast pace.
The Fen- daughter, with appropriate beauty
ton Earnshaw and Tom Blackburn and innocence, but' Doris Duranfi in
story and dialog follow a conven- a brief part as a gypsy femme fatale
tional pattern.
registers more graphically. Rest of
Jose.
the cast, playing the court's entourage, is uniformly excellent.
Screenplay unfolds with a mountJune 3.
ing pace, the gears of melodrama
„„„ release of Hollywood,
PRC
John Sutherland produe- meshing
in high along the lines of
I'on,
Features Hush Beaumont. Trudy
court intrigue, love, dishonor, reMarshall,
Ralph Dnnn. Claire Cavielon
Oiarl.-s Mlliliell, Join. Ilanilllon. Grandon venge and death. Rigoletto, jexkr to
tliodes, Reh Welden.
Dli-ecled hv \\ IIHnm
the profligate King Francis oi Valois,
lieumllue,
Screenplay,
John Sutherland: is a notorious figure who eases the
adnplatioo,
Fred Myton. Scot! tlarlingpath of the noble ladies to his
based on original characters and storv
hy
lUeit ll.iiiiday; camera
At the same
Jack Greenhalgh: masters chambers.
,

I

,

I

Harry Reynolds.

"dllnr.

lyw

|

May

I,

27,

Previewed

Runnlng

'17.

M1NH.

I

Michael Sbnvne

.Hugh

j

I'h.vllls

;

Hamilton

Itafferly

Mayme
Tim

!

: '-Vf,

Martin

,".

Rourlte

.".'.'.Charles

<,n

.Madden

I

'

j

WB

keeps his own beautiful
away from the king's
clutches by secretly housing her at
another part of town.
After the court cuckolds uncover
Rigoietto's secret, they trick him into

he
daughter
time,

HnlBO

Mllohell

John Hamilton
Grnmton Rhodes

,
Hardeman

'

at

time,

Be:, mil. nl

..Trudy M: -shatl
Ralph Dunn
.flaire. Ca

:

kidnapping his own daughter wh" is
brought to the palace for the w.k.
fate worse than death.
Rigoletto
swears revenge on the king and hii'es
AnrlreiT
The
Goor;
Meadel a gypsy assassin to dq the job.
Frank I-lagney..gypsy gal, however, falls for the
I'll'nk.:
.Maurice b. .\tosuHc king and when Rigoletto comes for
his body, he's handed a sack with
„
"Too Many Wi
s
farncs on -someone else's. corpse. As Rigoletto
the sm ,
lt " rcs
ot M chae1 * «bout to dump the sack into the
,
rf2t«P«o- in okav
Shayne.. detective,
st vie for
river, he hears the king singing in
supporting
1

j

!

exhibition

Too Many Winners

.

j

the sureseater trade and bids
over into more general
ths
channels
despite
language barrier.

fair to spill

rate a thorough going-over in films,

i

artistry.

for

Jack Cheatham
Hazel Kerner
Hlldegard Ackerman
Charles King
Brooks Benedict
Phil Arnold

Bartender
Croupier
Taxi Driver

i

I

Parka

Stanley Blystone
Howard Mitchell

Miss Riley

Plan

continental

—

Margo

Wnlteman
Haft-hock

of

With this achievement, Italian film
makers will secure the beachhead
which they established on the AmerDick Rich
Ann Stanton ican market with "The Open City"
f.Irfonard Penn more than a year ago. It's surefire

Rrent Maddux
Clerk
Captain

brilliance

Robert t.owery
Anabel Shaw

Charles Bvons
Frank Ferguson
George Lynn

Brandon

.

;

"The King's Jester" is a powerful
melodrama executed with the full

MTNS.

time, 01

Kimberly

Anne Arnold
Vincent Arnold
Edward Denton
RandBull Callahan

I

t

Pflrvo

Carlo Xlnoht
I, undo

(In Italian; English Titles)

Fenton Karnshaw. Tom Blackburn; camel's,
Brown; editor. Harry Reynolds;
music. Alvin Levin. Reviewed N. Y., May

21),

i

Kili

release of

James
Paul

RvhxssI

....Maria Mercader
Paoia liarbara'
Doris >u aoti

Juan Do

Sparafuclle

Buck Gottlieb production,
Features Robert Lowery, Annuel- Shaw. DiScreenplay,
rected by "William Beaudine.

.

WB

Rossano

I.

Marchess di Cosse
Margot
Gypsy
Count St. Valller

Killer at Large
PRC

'

M-G's

,

Francesco
Gllda

-.

.

S

Superftjm release of Scalera Film producstars Michel Simon; features Rossano
Maria Mercader, l'aola Barbara,
Brazil,
Doris Durantt, Elli Parvo, Carlo Nmchl,
Juan &e Lando. Directed by Matin n»nnard.
Story and music from ("lolsepiie
Verdl'» opera. "Rigoletto''; camera, l-baldo
Arata; English titles, Armando V. .Maraluso. Previewed, N. T., May 28, '47. Running time, KM SUNS.
Rigoletto
Michel Simon
tion,

village.

,

Middletown -Drive-In Company, in
which Harry Lamont is heavily interested, plans construction of a 350-

(ITALIAN-MADE)

,

^

dios to the British and French zones
as none exist at present. Studios in

3 Drive-Ins For Upstate N. Y.
Albany, June 3.

The King's Jester

while practicing their tunes. It's a
cross- country saga to Hollywood and
fame with a return as heroes to the

Films

outdoor theatre near Middletown. It has been licensed by Parkwhose
Corporation,
Theatres
In
president is W. W. Smith, of Camden,
N. J., to operate in the 'Sullivan
since rated a sure means of, obtain-,
County summer resort town. The
ing revenue return.
Prestige Picdrive-in will be. the first in that area.
tures, for one, is taking nabe house
Lamont has opened, for the
and making them into first-run opdrive-in beerations for J. Arthur Rank produc- second season, a small

•

his secretary looke*
to turn in
a quick job of solving mystery 0 f

Trudy Marshall. He has

the
Best display is given "Wa king
Neatly
Floor Over You" .and 'You
Lose Your Mind." While all numbers
well
please, others showing up

Plan 2 Drive-Ins Near L. A.

cost

Beaumont and

fied.

Tubb has six of his solo composia numtions in the score as well as
others.
ber of tunes written with

Plans have been drawn for a picture

,

keep things moving. Latest entrv
has good production dress for budgA
and should be readily acceptable in
'
its market,
This time crime threatens to halt
duck-hunting vacation planned bv

cleffing.

exDoneiits of guitar-gaited
fpr
offeringsT leave little room
expenditure
story or other budget
type enbut those who go for tins

will seat 1,000. C. V. Caver, Circuit, Indianapolis, for 12 years,
operates the Rita here in associ- hopes to open in July.
ation with the Isley circuit, will be

House

I947

4,

.

Hdwants

Iten

Kyi

,

Mrs. Kdwords
Clarence
Ice

Wehlei
Fonlger

.

.

j

I

m

"

.

,

bookings.

PRC

series

is

the

distance.

been

Realizing he's
iiitlt'd measurably by
excellent work duped, he tears open the sack and
and personality of Tin - h Beaumont
finds the body of his daughter.
the private eye whose heroics
He nn.

las

.
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From coast

to coast

war drums

of

... from border

SHOWMANSHIP

to border

are thundering

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

with

renewed vigor!
In the tepees of the Big Chiefs of the industry

advertising

pow- wows herald the coming

From the campf ires

comes news

activity

.

.

.

.

as action-hungry

. .

of eager patrons

with their trusty weapons of eye-and -ear-compelling

.

BALLYHOO
It's

I

your cue

WHOOP

to

IT UP, brother!

back into the **batt(e-of-the-Box Office"

MANSHIP away-from -theatre
into

camp

.

.

Get started
to profits
at the

...

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

with

.

to get

SHOW-

to bring your patrons

and TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES at

.

POint-of-contact

.

..to

NOW
with

.

.

bring
.

them back again

and lead

ADUERTISING

this

grand campaign

that hangs up scalps

BOX OFFICE!

SHOWMANSHIP
got

.

Showmen ..

of great tribes of

renewed

of

warriors invade the hunting grounds
.

.

and exploitation campaigns!

tising

.

.

of great adver-

is

BACK! and The PRIZE BABV's

it!

He's the PRIZE

"Papoose"

of the Industry!

SERVICE
'OFrntmousmr

.'

Wednesday, June

PICTURES

Home

Plans Afoot for

Maugham's 20th Encore

Projector

Hollywood, June 3.
W. Somerset
novel written years ago,
has been purchased by 20th-Fox for

New

4,

I947

Lens Being Studied

Plastic

MacAdam,"

"Neil

Maugham

Worry

Mfrs. to Really
Mounting competition from a flood +
of narrow-gauge projectors currently being prepped for the U. S. market by manufacturers may confront
exhibs within the next two years.
With the rock-bottom price on the

16m machines now
scale

fixed at $450,
high for public

too
consumption to warrant furrowed
brows. But the equipment factories
in droves are tooling up for projectors at the $250-$300 range and a
concentrated drive will start soon
to
popularize
hearth-and-slipper
still

is

flickers.

Encyc Britannica In
Prod. Shift to

educational film company are in
Chicago, and it was decided to bring

Col. Sales

Map

3.

Montague, company's general
manager, beat the drums
around Columbia's recent tieup with
Gene Autry Productions. He announced plans for eight high-budget
musical westerns starring Autry for
next two years. Full roster will be
done in color and will be sold in-

A.

sales

knows that the
RCA, Bell

and Eastman Kodak aim

dividually.

Coming up

review are plans
for presenting "The Jolson Story" in
encore
engagements around the
country similar to the one just concluded at the Victoria, N. Y. Bookings have already been made to reopen the film in Baltimore with
other cities now being scheduled to
replay the Technicolor musical.
H.o.
execs attending the con-

Mexico City, June 3.
is waging a protracted

with

first-run

exhibs

Hollywood, June'

for

clave

are

Rube

Jackter, assistant
g.s.m.; Louis AstOr, Louis Weinberg,
Irving Wormser, circuit sales execs;
H. C. Kaufman, exchange operations
manager, and others. These execs
will also meet with various branch
and district managers to discuss local distribution problems.

wrangle.)

As

a result of differences over
first-run bookings, no Paramount

product has reached subsequent runs
and the company is collecting, only
on pix released prior to the fracas.
U. S. majors are generally good for
$'450,000-$500,000 yearly
from the
Mexican market.

TOP FILM EXECS WILL
ATTEND KIRSCH DINNER
Flock of industry biggies have
accepted the bid of Allied Theatre
Owners of New Jersey to attend
the testimonial dinner feting Jack
Kirsch, National Allied prexy, June
26 at Atlantic City. Among those
putting in an appearance will be
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy;

1

Continued from page 3

Ren Kalmenson, veepee in charge
Rank's
of sales for Warner Bros.; 'and Joseph Bernhard, prexy of Film Clas-

of Rank's

sics.

Odeon

circuit, its execs aver that
playdates in Britain have been

Open forum
lems which

to talk industry

New

Jersey

prob;

Allied

is

much below par. The Odeon, like planning as part of its three-day
the Gaumont circuit
which confab will be attended by several
(in
20th-Fox is 50% partner) and the hundred exhibs. Theatre equipment

ABC

chain
(owned by Warner display will also feature the meet.
puts increasing emphasis on
(British)
along
product,
with
playdating
Universal
and Martin Johnson Repeats
Eagle-Lion,
are
both of which
Pictures, newly
Rank affiliated, the 'UA-ites aver.
formed distrib outfit, has acquired
Universal comprises the third of
U. S. rights to four Martin Johnson
the Little 3, along with UA and Col. features which detail the explorer's
But Rank and Universal are part- African adventures. New company
ners, and while U owns no U. S.
is headed by Max A. Goldberg with
theatres,
dollar
reciprocity
the
Irwin Lesser in the sales manager
comes via a healthy co-ownership spot. Three of the Johnson pix were
in a common venture.
originally distributed by 20th-Fox
From Rank's viewpoint, the de- while the fourth was peddled by
sire to maintain and build up dolColumbia.
lar balances is sound economics.
Dual package consisting of "ConBut the
producers of which gorilla" and "Borneo, Land of the
there are 23, producing scores of Devil Beast" will preem at Loew's
films per annum may take the is- New Haven early in July. Quartet
sues to Washington, protesting that of pix were acquired from Mono
Rank seems partial to product of Films.
the theatre-owning film companies
which, in turn, may accord Rank's
pix U. S. playdates.
UA, like
Columbia and the others, can't,
equalize that dollar exchange beContinued from page 6
cause there is no reciprocity. When I'
),

native

LA. Takes Hughes To
Court

in

Land Fight

Hollywood, June 3.
Water & Light of

of

charitable

.

Claims Against Distribs,

A New
A new

—
"

—

,

I

Casey Tribute

=

j

|

UA,

Col. Rep. etc., take dollars out
of Rank's British theatres, it's finis.

has helped many, many
His friendly
brain
and
golden heart are known to all. His
charities are multitudinous. He has
always desired that this be confidential, and I know he would resent my
mentioning this, but I want you
people to know about it. And. incidentally, I have heard these things
not from him, but from the many
he has helped. I don't know a more
generous man.
"Pat is retiring but he is going to
be called frequently. We want his

that he
people.

Meantime Rank has been holding
the olive branch, with the
picture companies concentrating
on a campaign to give
Rank's British pictures more playing time on the U. S. screens.

lorth

major

Six

at

WB

Hollywood, June

3.

Three new productions get the
gun at Warners this week, making
£ total
Starters

of

six

before

"Head
Hagen" and

"Mary
High C."

are

the

assistance, we want his counsel, we
his mature judgment, and as
as Pat is alive— and I know
that will be many, many years we
will be calling upon Pat. The industry is proud of Pat Casey and I am

lenses.

Over Heels." want
"Romance in long

Holdovers
are
"Silver
River."
Treasure of the Sierra Madre.''
"Ever the Beginning" and "The proud
j

—

to

be his personal" friend

:

i

j

'

,'

Thus far, however, some flaws
School of Attys.
have developed and would have to
of legalites who

school

be

suits

anti-trust

in..-exhib

specialize

;

shooting are especially interested in
the possibilities where large telephoto lenses are needed. Such long
focus le'ns works out at less than
half what similar focus glass lenses
cost, although .subject to some disadvantages.

Trust

In

Specialists

out before found

ironed

satis-

factory for motion picture usage.
The temperature coefficient is very
high which means that a telephoto
lens focused
on a cool morning
would be out of focus on a warm

against the majors on a circuit-riding route has sprung into being.
The sudden shift to successful
prosecution of the triple-damage
headaches which- teed off with the
G61dman victory in Philadelphia has
created the select legal group of
giant-jousters who've lately found

To date

afternoon.

overcome by adding

this has
a glass

beep
com-

ponent, which, although it adds to
themselves swamped with exhib biz. the weight and cost of the plastie
These lawyers' have discovered that job, still is far less than a glass asone victory or even a nearly-won sembly.
Resolving power of plastic lens
result has Hocks of other exhibs
beating a path to their office doors. also is inferior to glass lenses. It's
Topping the group of writ scrip- been found also that plastic lens,
its
at
best, is much softer
ters who represent the promise of even
cash balm to the griping theatre op- than a glass one but doubtful if
erator are William A. Gray of Phila- cleaning of a cine lens would redelphia, Thomas C. McConnell of quire any greater care than a glass

Monroe Stein of New York, lens.
Industry experts §tiU are studyS. Ryan of Boston. Gray
started the ball rolling by winning ing the reflection loss of plastic surfaces since long focus plastic lenses
$375,000 damages in the Goldman
Hughes' onetime television site on suit and currently reps for Bordan- show slightly higher contrast loss
Mt. Cahuenga in the Hollywood, aro Bros. Theatres which is pressing in the picture.
But discussions to
date indicate that it will be possible
hills. The city took a chunk of it as a treble-damager
in Buffalo.
,
right of way for power transmission
McConnell who grabbed off a po- to develop, and extremely cheaply,
lines, assessing a value that Hughes tent decree against
the majors in a wide-angle cine lens with about.
protested in 1942 as unfair.
18m focus from the plastic system.
It's, Chi for the Jackson Park theatre is
dragged along since then, with the also operating in Buffalo. He's at- While this might not Have the deficity attempting a settlement, but torney
for
the Rivoli
Operating nition equal that of 25m equivalent
with Hughes still dissenting, despite Corp. which claims its Rivoli thea- glass Isms, it would be so good that
his withdrawal later from the local tre has been squeezed dry
by af- it is rated worthwhile for possible
video scene.
filiates.
Ryan has taken on the Kur- freak wide angle shots not obtain-

the City of Los Angeles hauls Howard Hughes' reps into superior court,

on Thursday
the

(5),

!

Chicago,

and George

for a tussle over

municipality's condemnation of

Hughes is asking for a sum in excess of $60,000 for the half acre the
city acquired of his 130-acre site.

Though the sum was not

disclosed,

muny authorities sought to rethe. basis of original cost of the property. The city
the

imburse Hughes on

managed over the years

to

settle

with

all other objecting landowners
the vicinity.
Hughes not only protested the
seizure on the real estate value
grounds but seeks Jamages due to
what was anticipated interference
from the power lines with his thenplanned television station operations.
City has' had independent electronic
engineers
surveying the Hughes

in

claims,

for

.

Continued from page

3

have developed

Attending the opening were Paramount's John B. Nathan. Harry

Novak, plus all local fllmites and
Warners star Eleanor Parker. Nathan
sails to the U. S. today from -England
and Novak is slated to go from here
to Spain via Paris. Unprecedented
success of the opening cues the future of U.

a better taste and
a desire to See better pictures, said

<

screen.

Byrnes

Continued from page

total

,

Frteman

left

".-

,,,„,
Hollywood
Sunday

for New York, It is expected
he will give the MPA part of
time in addition to his ftudio
duties. Lately, the Paramount exec
has been active in labor negotiations,
(1)

particularly
a

new

in

contract.

associations'

documentary on the

Columbia common.

in

by Nathan

Blumberg, making his

J.

»10Unt
!

j

:

i

|

I

reports

shar^ a

I

:

Universal stock was
the sale of 500 shares

Paramount Pictures execs made

j

j

in

total. 28.700.

belated

j

that

968

Movement
reslrictec.".to

the
hoard of organization, filling
post unoccupied since Byron Price

his

FDR Film's Brussels Preem
"Roosevelt Story," feature-length

5

acquired 324, while'
the Nate B. Spingold trust bought
400 shares.
Donald S. Stralem's
newly acquired 23 shares made his

Committee hearings in Washington.
Announcement of Byrnes' selection
was made at an MPA meeting at
which Y. Frank Freeman. Paramount v.p„ was elected chairman of

Nations

3

ham Schneider

Byrnes also will work with Johnston preparing the industry's case at
the House Un-American Activities

March to become assisty Ke " en " °'
U " ited

other

body love America."

Warner Stock

also

will take on added stint of representing 20th-Fox before U. S. Supreme Court in the anti-trust decree appeal.

resigned in

in

note with the observation that "seeing American films makes every-

.

American

cooperation

Theodore Achilles, American charge
opened the Motion Picture
Assn. of America information center
last night at the Palais des Beaux
Arts and expressed his best wishes
for the success of the current. Film
Festival.
Former Belgian Premier
Paul van Zeeland struck a friendly

d'affaires,

"

the

S.

fields.

_

diplomat

code for members of the association,
and (2) protecting the freedom of

;

RKO

Toronto, June 3

—

3

chief
European flack. Group
sent out novel invitations, took halfpage ads in the dailies and did a
good job of catering and gladhanding the visiting celebs.

BETTER THEATRE MGT.

J.
is expected to be utilized
J.
Fitzgibbons,
president
of
by the MPA in talks with the State Famous Players-Canadian, in calling
Department regarding foreign mar- for better and more imaginative
kets and world conditions. Two mat- house management.
ters in which Byrnes' talents defHe was speaking at a testimonial
initely will be used already on the luncheon in the King Edward
hotel
association's agenda for immediate here to Ivan Ackery, manager
of
discussion:
(1)
Undertaking de- the Orpheum of Vancouver.
velopment of a fair trades practices

Continued from page

by the committee comprising
Louis Ascarelli and Joe Westreich
and chairmanned by Elias Lapinere,

The lush days of wartime revenue
enjoyed by film houses is beginning
to fade and there is anxiety in Hollywood, because of the knowledge
that people who buy tickets today

.

Jimmy Byrnes
;

Brussels Fete
;

fashion

FITZGIBBONS URGES

which he wants added

coin.

able with present equipment.

son theatres suit in Vermont following his court battle with the majors
in Boston over the Momand case.
Stein does his litigating in New
York where he is currently pushing
two suits in the Federal court. Attorney reps for the Jaycock's circuit
which has brought action as owner
of the National theatre, Louisville,
Ky.
Another of his plaintiffs is
Capan Amusement Co., operator of
a house in Taunton, Mass.

.Commander

UA

3.

in

U. S. company has refused
to release a single film in this country since the beginning of the current year.
(Paramount homeoffice
officials confirmed the withholding
of all films in Mexico since the outset of 1947 and said it was "for business reasons." Company refused to
make further comment on the

Department

3.

Hollywood Canteen Foundation,
based on a wartime patriotic enter- cameras. The newly produced
plasprise, made its first postwar dona- tic
lenses, turned out by Plasta
be Works near Stough,
tion, amounting to $25,000, to
have been used
used for the completion of a thera- fhus far mainly for spectacle
lens
peutic salt water pool at the Birm- and special jobs such as lenses
for
ingham hospital for war veterans.
television cameras, long-focus jobs
Check was signed by Bette Davis, for aerial cameras, and various
chairman of the board of trustees of types of magnifying glasses.
the foundation, which is turning
Understood that newsreel people
over all its funds in a series of
and producers doing much outdoor
enterprises.

•

Rank's 'Cartel

Bros

Paramount

Pool to Vets' Hospital

Mexico.

Run

Chicago, June

to pull off an invasion of the market
in the not remote future with a
batch of cheapies scored at $250 per,
or thereabouts. It's figured by the
smart money boys that , the small
fry will have to get into the market
quickly, flood their distribs, take a
fast profit and then retreat just as
pronto. Same thing happened in
television.

owns 27%

'Jolson Encore

Pix in Mexico

Its

in Chi

Color Oatuners;

At four-day Columbia sales meet
being held at the Drake hotel here,

trio of top manufacturers,

UA

was

screen',

Par Withholding

.

financial wizards.

Although

London, June

Plastic lens',
weighing about a
third as much as glass lens and
costing considerably less, is being
studied by U.S. and British Industry experts to see if they can be
satisfactorily used in motion picture

H'wood Canteen Gives

Maugham

last

brought to the
also produced by 20th.

battle

Ahother company planned to
turn out a machine at the unheard
of price of $200, but outfit's cost accountants have upped the nick to,
less than
any
$300, still a third
model on the shelves now.
The (By-by-nights, so far, have had
no luck with the Wall Street boys
on backing their plans. One manufacturer fruitlessly sought a $200,000
stake from the Street to bankroll
tooling up for the cheap* projectors.
Other of the smalltime ventures
have met the same brushoff from the

its

Confab

On Autry

less.

playdates of their product in

Edge,"

'•Razor's

novel

Production work has been handled in New York since 1929.

competitors, it's reported that four
outfits in the east are ready to market projectors for $275 retail, and

theatres.

For Motion Picture Camera Use

Markey,

production

Dairy 1 F, Zanuck, will produce the film, which deals with a
love triangle set against a Borneo
background.

activities closer together.

on cheap tele sets.
With equipment companies operating undercover to conceal steps' towards low-priced equipment from

the Street

Illinois

Chicago, June 3,
Encyclopedia
Britannica* Films
moved its production and research
o'flces to Wilmette, 111., from New
York last week. Headquarters for

tures to supply the jitney projectors.
Deal almost jelled between the concern and one of the top projectorradio-television equipment manufacturers for bulk deliveries of a $200
gadget. Manufacturer reneged at the
last minue, however, to concentrate

is

to

sold

chief

gauge equipment have made over-

Point

Gene

production.
the idea

early

who

Indicating the extent of the move
for cheap projectors, one mail-order
house with 250 photo departments in
"its stores reports that more than 30
different makers of the
narrow-

& Howell

the Exhibs

on

2^^,*
their

holdings

common. The RocheUe
'

|

I

I

in-

vestment Corp. acquired 6,750 shares

in the splitup. making
its total
in
Paramount stand at 13.500. Adolph
Zukor and E. L.' Weiscl added 500

and 100 shares, respectively, in
the
splitup.

j

Loew's,

Inc.,

continued

talk.1

to''

up stock
I

Imj!

Film Festival in Brussels,
June 14. Film, produced by Tola
Productions (Harry Brandt. Martin
Levine and Oliver Unger), is the
only independent feature invited to
compete in the Festival,
Compiled from newsreel clips and
new material gathered by the' Tola

'national

group,
o--..^. the picture covers the 40
years of Roosevelt's life from his
marriage to his death. Script is reportedly the only one bn Roosevelt's
life approved by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
and has been endorsed by
Trygvie Lie, secretary-general of
the United Nations. First U. S. showing is slated for Aug. 30 at the
Gotham, N. Y.
Tola is currently negotiating for
of

it.«

total

122,167.

'

the

'
I

life of the late

President Roosevelt, will have its
firsKpublic screening at the Inter-

interest.

distribution, with several
majors reportedly showing
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F-WC Workers Form

Pruitt Elected Head of Allied theatre

New

Orleans.
W. A. Pruitt. Bay St. Louis, Miss.,
was elected head of the new Allied
"Hieatre Owners of Gulf States at
Alexandria, La. Other officers chosen
•were Don George, Shreveport, La.,
veepee; Abe Barenson. Gretna, La.,
secretary, and Bill Butterfield, Ruston, La.; M. A. Commett, Newton,
Miss.; Frank Corbitt, Laurel, Miss.;
Milton Guidry, Lafayette, La.; Nick
Lamantia, Bogalusa, La.; Joe Guillory, Oakdale. La.; D. B. Fisk, Oak
Grove, La., and Harold Bailey. New
Orleans, directors.
New independent theatre owners of New Orleans
exchange area joins National Allied.
It will headquarter here.
About 25
operators owning more than 100
theatres attended session.
Screen
Productions
of
Guild
Louisiana and Film Classics of the
southeast recently were acquired in
full by George Pabst. He purchased
the interests in the companies held
- by Joy
Houck and E. V. Landaiche.
•

New

salesman for Screen Guild is
Bill Thomas, formerly with Republic.

WB,

Fabian Albany Pool to End
Albany.
Warner-Fabian pool, embracing all
houses of the two. circuits in Albany
«nd Troy except their local flagships,
ftrand and Palace, will be dissolved
une 15. Pools are outlawed under,
the consent decree. Present pool, in<
effect for some years, is on bookings

and

receipts.

Turner To

PRC

in Philly
Philadelphia-

but after ceremonies house will be
Occasion
called
the Paramount.
will be marked by a special benefit
preem for the Jackson County Cancer Fund.
Colonial, N. C. Chain's 11th
Charlotte, N. C.
R.
Glenn Davis of Louisburg,
N. C, sold his Louisburg theatre to
Colonial Theatres, Inc., of Valdese,
N. C. Louisburg, a 750-seater, is the
11th house in the Colonial chain.

Mel Mann Back To

RKO

WB

|

that both are seeking affiliation with

1

union, a

York Theatres

to

JOAN CRAWFORD

, Bruce Bennett
Bros. Hit
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THE BEST FILM
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Winner ol Nine

Academy Awardi
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More Rank Bookings Pledged
Continued from pace 3

Shepherd Drive-In for Houston
Houston, June 3.
The Shepherd, third Drive-In theatre of Underwood & Ezell, of Dallas, has been opened here. Several
weeks ago the company opened the
Winkler Drive-In. Each car is provided with an individual speaker.

;

made good

strides in diminishing the
accent, which nabe audiences particularly don't relish, and have also
improved greatly their recording
techniques. Best bet for the Britishers, it's believed, is a greater number of American names in the pictures, so that U. S. audiences may

Benjamin

.

become accustomed gradually
British stars

who appear

to the

with the

U. S. stars.

'Red' Inquiry
Continued from page

wood early
to

the

May

in

full

3

issued a report

committee

week

last

which asserted that "there is no
question as to the serious inroads
that the Communists have made in
the motion picture industry."

Want Square Deal
Hollywood, June 3.
Square deal for Hollywood was
asked by Eric Johnston, president of
"There used to be something
Indie
feel dif- the Motion Picture Association, in
called showmanship in this busi- ferently about British product. Acthe Congressional "red" hunt, folness. A man got a story he knew cording to Harry Brandt, prez
of
was packed with drama and enter- Brandt theatres, there's "no kind of lowing an announcement that 30
film industry leaders will be subtainment value, got a good cast and market now for the run-of-the-mill
poenaed for hearings in Washingdirector and made the best picture British picture." Any British
film ton June 16. Johnston said:
he knew how. If he was a show- must be very good or its
star well
"In the best American tradition,
man it was a good picture and it
and Orpheum, Kansas

Dallas;

survey:

City.

Indies' Stance
circuit operators

he was a showman he could sell it.
Now they try to figure everything
out in advance, take a lot of polls,
ask questions of housewives, store
clerks and men on the street and
come up with the startling information that a picture just the type of
the last one screened will go over

known

to

top

rate

playing

time,

Hollywood

is

entitled to a fair trial

Brandt observes. When the British before it is convicted. The millions
turn out an outstanding production of
Americans who go to the movies
like "Expectations," though, Brandt
'every week would not tolerate Comsaid it would be run to the full
munism on the screen. Neither
amount of its playing time.
would Hollywood producers. They
Consensus among other indie op- have come
up the hard way. They
erators was that British product
know the benefits of the American
would be played as it came along, system
and are deeply concerned
that a certain 'trend' is surefire.
with its slot on the bill depending with
protecting and advancing it.
Well, it's the producer who takes a
on its merit. Spokesman for the
"That is the reason they are offerchance on his own showmanship Randforce
circuit, N. Y., noted that
ing the fullest cooperation to the
and turns out a picture that's dif- audience
reaction on British films to House
Un-American Activities Comferent who starts the trend and
date depended on both the type of
mittee. They are just as anxious as
cleans up."
film and the neighborhood, with acany member of the committee to exMeanwhile, the exhibs are adding tion pix naturally getting a bigger pose
any threat to the screen and
their voices to the general com- play among the low-income groups,
to the American design of living.
plaint. During the recent Variety and pictures like "Brief Encounter"
"We know that there are ComClub convention here exhibitors drawing more among the intellimunists in Hollywood, as in other
from various parts of the country gentsia.- This factor, too, must be
American industries. They would
could be induced to tell what they taken into account in booking Britlike to capture the American screen
thought of the current situation with ish product.
as they would like to capture the
no difficulty at alt. They weren't so
Official of the Century Circuit,
screen of any free country. Awareinclined to sing the blues as the N. Y., declared the few British
films ness is the first step to combat Comlocal boys of the studios.
They played in his theatre to date have munism, and Hollywood is aware.
seemed to think that the boxoffice met with mixed audience reaction.
"We agree with the House Comis going to continue pretty healthy Circuit presently is holding
in abey- mittee on Un-American Activities
if they can give the public the kind
ance any set policy on giving Engthat the proper way to fight Comof pictures the public wants.
And lish product more playing time, but munism in this country is to expose
the snapper line to
has a
"
.

.

comments

He

"substantial plan in the

works

fearlessly. Turn the spotlight on a
Communist and he becomes ineffec-

it

tive.

it had no star
value.
Affiliated
circuit
chiefs,
meanwhile, believe that any
prejudice
existing against English

Continued from page 3

—

were on hand to be presented by
Johnston.
Young pitched into the
current
un-American
Activities
Committee's
fluster
over
Hollywood's communists, declaring that
an investigation of Washington's reactionaries would be more In order.
He reiterated his opposition to making
loans
to
foreign
countries
"which will never br paid back" «>
a substitute for the It. S. opening it<
doors to overseas trade,

Rank denied nimori: (hat In
would buy into Republic in .Monogram and expressed hirri.'.elf salc.fied with his organization':; Iijt. wiiti
Universal and Eagle-Lion. lie again
off on
hi-.
<)i':.,i!i' faction
with the playing lime iieniided

sounded

British pix but

was being made.

added that iiiogK v

st; 1

publicity-seeking.

Only

a

fair,

facte.
We wholeheartedly
invite
such an investigation and
pledge our complete aid."

will disappear as the
qualify of the
films improve. British

have already
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best

"Nothing can be accomplished by
and
script-burning,
head-hunting

'

Rank's Encore

Like any termite, he works

in the dark.

because

I

"GREAT EXPECTATIONS" X

___

—

'

"They'd always
added.
play ball on those pictures. But the
honest difference of opinion lies in
the unproveh films which we claim
must get proper booking to establish their boxoffice appeal."
Bearing out Benjamin's statement,
from other sources
it was learned
that "Great Expectations;" Rank's
filmization of the Dickens novel, on
the heels of its $132,000 take in its
What brought this remark up was first week at Radio City Music Hall,
the fact that British films recently was already forging ahead of any of
released in. this country have put its predecessors in bookings and
over the impression of solid, re- preferred playing time.
Pic, for
alistic settings with the use of in- which many choice de-luxers are on
expensive and almost flimsy ma- the make, has entry into a number
terials.
of houses which other British films
The matter of boxoffice worries, couldn't crash.
Aside from the Music Hall, some
in advance of production, is blamed
other top houses which
for a lot of the sameness that the of the
squawkers profess to see in Holly- booked it as a first in British prodwood product. Here's a quote from uct are the United Artists, Chicago;
Artists,
Detroit;
United
a writer-producer who had just United
come from a front office briefing on Artists, San Francisco; Earle and
Washington; Palace,
the results of an advance audience Ambassador,

I

HOBSON

in J. Arthur Hank's

ART LUND

JAN AUGUST

make you more likely to see it, or less likely to see it?," the score was as
follows: No difference, 41%; more likely, 36%; less likely, 19%; no opinion,
Poll also indicated most people who do not think censorship is strict
enough, do not stay away from a picture that has had censorship trouble.
More women than men are less likely to see a picture when it has trouble
with the censors,
4%.

declared also that the spot on
"It's time the studios put some- the bill would depend on the picture,
body who knows boxoffice on the noting that "Stairway to Heaven"
rated the top half of a
production start."
double bill
4
whereas "Encounter" didn't rate that

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAIL

b.o. for a picture, according
to

'

their

Street'

on 8la»e— JERRY

7

was generally—

Maureen 0'H«r«, John Piyne, Edmend fiwenn

more

trouble, the

'

PERSON

Earl

['My Favorite

Extra!

•

XXZEL HCHLYWOOD

•

IS

(bob hope

Mnssejr

Directed by Curtis Bernhardt
Produced bj' Jerry Wald

WABNERS'

BROADWAY

•

VAN HEFLIN

Bros. Hit

POSSESSED"

In Person

TED LEWIS
and Bis World-FamotiH Orchestra
ami Bevue

Plm

Warner

Wurner

The more censorship

survey just completed by a California poll. Biggest group of filmgoers
interviewed say picture's censorship difficulties has no effect on whether
they will see the pic, but twice as many say they're likely to see a picture
that has censor trouble as say they are less likely to see it. In answer to
question: "When a movie does have trouble with the censors, does that

organization.

producers hollering that production
costs have to be trimmed, there
wouldn't be any need to suggest
smaller budgets. But one director
who has been in the business for
about 25 years and knows most of
the angles, puts it this way.

.

Morgan Jan* Wyman

Janis Paige

CIO

.

Wilson Turner, formerly with UniCharlotte House Chances Hands
become upstate salesman
Charlotte, N. C.
for PRC-Eagle-Lion exchange. Clem
Astor theatre, now ' being conReck and Harry Dressier have re- verted
from a store building, has
signed. Max Bronow, former salesbeen sold by Astor Pitcures Corp.
man, becomes circuit booker. Mary to Colonial Theatres, of Valdese,
Meadowcroft becomes office mana- N. C. This 500-seater should be conger.
verted into a modern house by August. Conversion should cost $100,000.
Upstate Theatres Adds Four
Pitt.,. Kans., Gal Made Queen
Albany.
Kansas City.
Upstate Theatres, Inc., buyingChristine Cottrell, head cashier at
booking organization, has added four
theatres, all in Vermont, to list it Midland theatre. Pittsburg, Kans.,
covers. They are the Arlington, East and senior at Pittsburg Teachers
Arlington, Modern and Colonial in College, was named Queen of CamManchester Depot and Playhouse in pus for 1947 in a photograph contest
Manchester.
Upstate now has *19 judged by John Powers. -She has
houses^ John Stoops, former pro- been at Midland her full four years
jectionist in Montreal, recently pur- at college. She' was lauded by Tom
chased the Arlington frorh Joseph Steele, manager, for her good work
W. Bird, who also operates the both in the theatre and college.
Modern and Colonial.
Lloyd Mills to Buff. Midtown
Buffalo.
K. C. Newman To Be Par
Lloyd M. Mills succeeds David
Kansas City.
Long-planned change in name of Goldstein as manager of Midtown,
Mills, formerly supervisor of 20th
Paramount's firstrun house here has
Century
Theatres,
Canadian
chain,
been set for mid-June. Theatre has
(Continued on page 46)been the Newman since built in 1919,

Dennis

Workers

the Office arid Professional

Making 'Em for the Bankers
Dave Silverman appointed city
salesman for RKO; succeeds Ike
"I'd like to work on a picture
Sweeney, who resigned to become where all I had to worry about was
branch manager Jiere for Republic. getting top performance out of the
actors and top dramatic effect out
III. Town Uses Pix To Up Biz
where I didn't have
of the script
St. Louis.
to handle the scenes to show how
Merchants in Bethaldo, 111., are expensive the sets were, so that
sponsoring film shows once weekly
who
put
up first money, or
someone
park
in the town's American Legion
as a means of hypoing biz and creat- second or third money, could see
ing good will.
Screen is arranged what his dough was used for. More
so motorists can remain in their than one picture is made for the
cars and watch the program.
bankers instead of the audience."

versal, has

New

Inside Stii-Pfctures

Theatre
New "This Is America" short pictures Alcoholics Anonymous at Wort
Los Angeles, June 3.
and points up the good deeds being done by this 12-year-old organization.
doormen, ushers and Picture strives to get away from being a temperance lecture; rather »
Cashiers,
Fox-West
down-to-earth picturization of what the organization has accomplish.?
candygirls in Los Angeles
liqupr addicts back on their feet. Camera
Coast theatres have formed a union and still is doing to assist
foi
examples of folks who have let drink get the best
ol
with the aid of the Associated Thea- lows several typical
them and then follows them into the "cure," showing how those who have
tre Operating Managers. New group
reformed go ahead and try to do the same for other individuals.
is called the Associated Theatre EmAlcoholics
treat
the
reformation of their
Angle that key members of
**
ployees.
same
as
a
volunteer
fireman, is cleverly
fellowmen as a hobby, or about the
While ATE and ATOM are not pointed up. Pro actors are used to carry out the Actionized account
of $
directly connected, it is understood true Alcoholics Anonymous story and do fairly well.

in Pitt

Pittsburgh.
Melvin Mann back to RKO as a
booker, a post he held before the
war.
personnel
Velichko,of
Helen
office, has resigned to help care for
her invalided father and Wilma
Daschbach is replacing her.
Jimmy Alexander, Jr.. fresh from
Northwestern joined his father's
theatTe equipment firm here.
Tommy Bello, Jr., joined the staff
of Strand theatre, Altoona.
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Why the Railroads Can't Afford
NOTt° Modernize!
A

Dollars-and-cents Example That Will Interest
Travelers,

_

OR

Labor and Investors

&

a long time the C
0 has been saying
that America's railroads must modernize their
passenger

equipment— or

forfeit a great

opportunity.

In print and in private we have lampooned
the "rolling tenements" that still pass for
sleeping cars.

We

have stumped for modern

streamlined trains to replace tired, creaking
old day coaches. And over and over we have
stated the conviction that, given attractive
equipment, and new comforts and services,
the railroads could open the door on a new
era of travel.

C&O

As an earnest of that conviction the
day coach
diner, on all our main lines, with modem
streamlined cars. The orders have all been
placed. If every railroad were doing as much,
there would now be 21,000 new passenger cars
on order instead of a mere 3000.
is replacing every old sleeping car,

and

But

Is It

Practical?

The standpatters in the industry are still
shaking their heads. And lately more reasonable people have been asking, "How can the
large-scale replacement of old trains be
practical?"

They point out that several of our largest
systems had serious deficits in 1946. And
everyone knows that the railroads are caught
between rocketing costs and lagging rates.
"How," they ask, "can such an industry
afford large outlays for new equipment?"

The answer is that the railroads can't
afford not to make these outlays. And here is
a dollars-and-cents example:
Which

The Investment That
Returning

Its

Is

Last August one of the C&O lines, the Pere
Marquette, installed two ultra-modern trains
on its run between Detroit and Grand Rapids.
These new daytime streamliners were the
last

word

in passenger attractiveness.

Since they have been in operation the new
trains have carried '86% more passengers than
old trains carried over the same route during
the same period of the previous year when
traffic was still swollen by war emergencies.

it

be— modernisation

increase in passenger receipts will equal the
total cost of the trains!

Modern equipment

not a luxury that
only a few fortunate systems, like the C&O,
can afford. Even a bankrupt railroad can
borrow money today to buy such equipment
at 2% interest. Since) that is the fact, it is
almost incredible that less than 100 new pas-

here is the proof of the pudding: In
less than 4 years, at the present rate, the

is

senger cars have been ordered this year!

—

And

will

or continued deficits?

Fast

Cost

WhichWayDoWeGo?
To

investors, the labor brotherhoods

traveling public, the-

C&O

repeats

and the
its

con-

viction—that our railroads face one of the

most

critical choices in their history.

If-pessimist thinking, old-line practices

But, if, on the other hand, these liabilities
are replaced by modern ideas and modern
trains, our railroads can again be a credit to
our country. They can also be a bulwark of
our national defense, which, as every citizen
knows, depends on a flourishing transportation system.

The Chesapeake and Ohio Lines
Terminal Tower, Cleveland

t,

Ohio

and

Toonerville equipment continue to be tolerated, then, regardless of rate relief, further
deficits and bankruptcies are certain.

Over

Washington, June

"Government by

Claims Vs. Circuits and Distribs
Anti-trust blues hit the fortissimo
notes in the past two weeks for the

majors when five exhibs, scattered
throughout the country, slapped
treble-damagers totalling a grand$8,087,000 in legal balm. Those

Seattle,

actions, added to the 30 or so already pending in the courts, pushed

up

the total possible recoveries in
privately instituted suits beyond the

It's

June

3.

okay for the theatre patrons

in Seattle to eat while they take in
a pic, according to Dr. Emil E.
Palmquist,
health
director.
city

Doc's opinion was asked by the
mark.
The stepped-up
frequency
in city council's safety committee in
which the actions have been filed in reply to a request by Roland Koepf
the past few months has industry Of the park bpardfor more strinheads continuing to mull ways of gent controls on the sale and eat$30,000,000

•

.

further litigation. One
characterized the
"continually
getting
"Where in past years," he

forestalling

ing

company

Koepf had declared that the practice was leading to a public nui-

legalite

situation

as

worse."

"we averaged one

said,

month,

suit

per

now reached

the one-aweek pace. That sort of increase
poses a real problem to the big companies."
Any permanent decline in grosses,
industry execs fear, would spark an
even greater rush of cases. Generally, all an' exhib wants is product,
it's said, and that can be straightened
out before matters reach the suing
stage. But that custom no longer
holds, and the rush to the lawyers is
really on. Coupled, of course, is a
recent string of victories for the
theatre operators which has cleared
S number of legal hurdles which
previously blocked the route to the
it's

of

refreshments

ace,

Bros.,

attacked the Newark
majors.
It
clearance system.' In a new twist,
chorused by several of the other actions, Reade also demanded a divorcement provision in the judgment.
Dickinson circuit filed in Kansas
City for $1,575,000 damages in two
suits which hit National Theatres
and four of its subsids besides the
majors. In San Francisco, a fortnight
and
J.
William, Raymond
ago,
Pauline Syufy, owners of the Victory and Rita theatres in Vallejo,
Cal., pitched in with a $1,050,000
clamager against * Fox-West Coast
'

.

.

and

Case for

however,

Palmquist,

according

who

said

Dr.
theatre

New

Hearing

to

that

In

refreshments with them if
weren't sold in the theatres.

Argument in the U. .S. circuit court
of appeals on petition by Warner
Bros, and eight major distributors
for a rehearing on the $425,000 antitrust verdict awarded to William

they

Goldman was completed today

n AMUS. TAX

Atlantic City, June

(3)

sioner to levy a

3%

"luxury" tax on

amusement admissions,
room bills, liquor checks

hotel

Chicago, June
Corps.,
650,000

in

trust' suits

against

Chi
3.

Middle

major

States
totaling $2,distributors,

settled out of court. Suits were
filed because of alleged discriminatory action in booking films. Settlement sum was not disclosed, but

have

is

reported considerably lower than

suit figure.
Suits were entered by Riverside
Corp., operator of a pic house in
Milwaukee, and Middle States Corp.,
operator of a theatre in Minneapolis and former owner of the Riverside, against major distributors,

and

former case,
against 20th-Fox and Fox-Wisconsin
Theatres, and in latter instance, Minspecifically,

in

nesota Amus. Corp.

Cleve. Baptists Reject

Pix Bid for Church Hall
Cleveland, June 3.
Hopes by a film syndicate o£ renting the huge auditorium of downtown Baptist church, for purpose o£
turning it into a week-day theatre,
evaporated when church trustees
finally turned

down

a flattering offer.

Rejected deal was a surprise to
bidders, since it had originally been
suggested by two or three backers
of the church. Although the latter
is in

tough financial

straits,

due. to

high costs of maintaining $1,500,000
ediface almost in heart of theatrical
zone, majority of conservative pa
rishoners bitterly fought the pro
posal of theatre interests.

50-70)-

(1,600;

(RKO)

(4th

week

Last

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)-':CalFancy $16,000 indicutta" (Par).
cated. Last week, "Blaze of Noon
(Par), $9,000.

'EGG'

SMASH $29,000
DENVER SPOTS

IN 2

Denver, June 3.
"Egg and I" is having no trouble
copping town's best gross at Paramount with total upped to terrific
.

Ustwet?

"Dishonored Lady"

(UA) (2 d wk)'
disappointing $8,500.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)"Yearling" (M-G) (2d wk). Held
ud
to strong $25,000. Last week, terrific
*•
'

$30,000.

'Daughter'

lUA)

Last week, "Macomber Affair"
(3d wk), brisk $2,000.

$9,000 or over.

United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1
207; 55-85)—"Road to Hollywood"
(Indie) and "Second Chorus" (Indie)
(reissues). Solid $12,500. Last week-

Huge $18,000,

D.C.; 'Carrolls'

Wow

24G

Washington, June 3
Holiday
weekend
plus
cool
weather gave biz along the main
stem a welcome shot in the arm
lifting it from doldrums of recent
weeks. But the general average still
is this

for

side of sensational.

week

is

Standout

"Farmer's Daughter"

at

Warner's Metropolitan, with that
small-seater
doing
sock
$18,000.
"High Barbaree," with vaude, looks
good at Loew's Capitol. "Duel in
the Sun" at Loew's Palace took a
nose-dive in second frame.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)—
"High Barbaree" (M-G) plus vaude.
Fine $30,000, best here in some
weeks. Last week, "Blaze of Noon"
(Par) with vaude, mild $20,000.
•

—

and
Both
Republican
and
Democratic machines are behind it.
tobacco:

Seeks to Kill Ohio

3%

Columbus, O., June 3.
Oh\o Assn. of Local Government
Officers has asked the Ohio Legislature to kill Gov. Thomas J. Herbert's plan of repealing the state's
3% admissions tax so that the same
tax could be levied locally by cities.
The association took the position the
state should continue to collect the

•

MEX PRODUCER SET
FOR RKO

tax, 'approximately $3,000,000 a year,
and apportion this amount back to
local
communities,
avoiding
a

system

"spotty"

of

'

locally-levied

amusement taxes of different types
and rates.
The bill repealing the state admis-

lish

languages,

Studios,

sions tax so that cities could levy
their own tax has already passed
the House. Member's of the Inde-

at

the

Mexico City,

'

Churubusco

starting Sept.

Heretofore, Noreiga has handled
only Spanish versions of RKO pro1.

ductions.

pendent Theatres Assn. of Ohio opposed the measure in the House.

"Mystery"

will- be'

made

with a Hollywood director and cast.
Picture was originally slated for
production by J. Robert Bren, who
checked off the RKO lot /about six
weeks ago. If "Mystery" clicks,
Noreiga may be handed production

•

and

RKO-Pan (RKO)

.

.

the distribs.

Riverside

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (1,600; 50Good
70)— "Honeymoon" (RKO).
Last week, "Smash-Up wk^Fast

$11,000.
(U), $8,000.

WB

3.

Voter,s here today (3) are casting
their ballots on an ordinance which

Meanwhile, Mena»na Theatre Co.,
Brin theatre operator in Menasha, Mirisch-King Bros. Deal
Wis., launched action in Milwaukee
*
for $600,000.- Again an NT circuit
Cold, 'Black Gold' First reins on "The Road to Carmichael's,"
affiliate, Fox- Wisconsin, was named,
which was also on the Bren proHarold J. Mirisch, newly appoint- gram.
as were the majors on the charge
that the Brin was forced to shutter ed Allied Artists veepee, last week
disclosed that, a deal to partner with
because it couldn't get product.

Settle $2,650,000
Trust Suits in

w5b

with verdict taken under advisement
figure by day-dater, the Esquire. Film
by the three-judge court. Goldman holds at both houses.
Vacation
was awarded $375,000, plus $50,000 weather sent many out of Denver
in counsel fees, after lower court over long weekend and hurt most
found a conspiracy among
and theatres.
Estimates for This Week
the majors to freeze him out of
Aladdin (Fox) 0,400; 35-74)—
exhib picture by depriving him of
"Smash-Up': (U) and "Sarge to Colfirstruns.
lege" (Mono), after week at Denver,
Defendants, represented by Ber- Webber.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
Fair $5,000.
Last week,
nard A. Segal, for the distributors, "Song Scheherazade" (U) and*«'Blind —"George Apley" (20th) (2d run).
Average $8,000. Last week, "Caliand Judge Joseph Proskauer for ,WB, Spot" (Col) (m.o.), nice $6,000.
Broadwav (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74) fornia" (Par) (2d run), $6,500.
argued today that -Goldman has disEarle
"Tarzan
and
Huntress"
(RKO)
and
(WB) (2.154; 44-85)—"Two
proved his own case by his failure
"Likely Story" (RKO). Good $6,000. Mrs. Carrolls" (WB).
Strong $24,to open the Erlanger theatre after
Last week, "Brother Talks Horses" 000.
Last week, "Calcutta" (Par),
firstrun pictures were made avail(M-G) and "Lighthouse" (PRC) (3d slow $17,000 and below hopes
able to him. Goldman's attorney, wk)^ fair
Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 44-85)—
$5,000.
William A. Gray, claimed that the
Denham(Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)— "Angel and Sinner" (Indie). Neat
present situation was irrelevant to "Blaze of Noon" (Par). Fair $7,000. $3,000. Last week, "Brief Encounter"
the case since the original facts on Last week, "Imperfect Lady" (Par), '(U) (5th wk), $2,500.
which the case was based happened- thin $8,500.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)Denver (Fox)
35-74)— "Egg and I" (U) (3d wk). Okay
(2,525;
more than five years ago.
"Cheyenne"
(WB) and "Jewels $14,000,
Last week, big $18,000.
Brandenburg" (20th), day -date with Skedded to move on, but may get a
Webber. Nice $17;500. Last week, last minute reprieve.
"Smash-Up" (U) and "Sarge to ColMetropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-70)
lege"
(Mono), also Webber, fair —"Farmer's
Daughter"
.(RKO).
$14,000.
town's- champ-with socko
BILINGUAL Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Egg Definitely
$18,000.
Last week, "Stairway to
and I" (U), day-date with Para- Heaven," $9,500.
Hollywood, June 3.
mount. Smash $7,000 or over. Holds.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 90-$1.25)—
RKO signed Joseph Noreiga, Mex- Last week, "Stallion Road" (WB) "Duel
in Sun" (SRO) (2d wk). Down
ican producer, to make "Mystery in and "Millie's Daughter" (Col) (2d to $24,000, disappointing
in view of
Mexico," both in Spanish and. Eng- wk), also Paramount, $3,000.
last week's terrific $48,000.

ATLANTIC CITY VOTES

ON

3.

^
^

week, "George Apley" (20th), good
$15,000.

"Farmer's Daughter"
Fancy $8,000.
wk).
same.

,

Hefty $3,700. Last
0k»
"Captive Heart" (U), $3,200
St. Francis (Par) (1,400- fin
"Odd Man Out" (U) (3d wk)
8
$10,500. Last week, good'$ 1900
United Nations (FWC) (1 149. an
$1.20)-"Duel in Sun" (SRO) '(Uh
issue).

425G Goldman Verdict
Philadelphia, June

exceptions do not warrant the punishing of all managers.
He added
that people would probably bring

Continued from page 13

MINNEAPOLIS

Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)—
"Dead Reckoning" (Col). First nabe
showing. Good $3,800. Last week,
"Stallion Road" (WB), $3,500.
World (Mann) (350; 50-99)—
"Smash-Up" (U) (m.o.). Mild $1,800.

WB and Majors Complete

managers were cooperating with
the department and that occasional

all

Warner

of

'

BKO,

Paramount^

and radar, many
which are known to FCC.

1

would authorize the City Commis-

United Theatres and E. V. Richards,
Par's partner. Triple-damages
•of $962,000 is sought in the action
which voices the usual complaint
that United's Beacon theatre got all
the breaks on product.
Four other actions have clipped
the majors in less than a fortnight.
Teeoff was by Walter Reade, New
Jersey and New York operator, with
a claim for $3,900,000 against all

told

television

Popcorn munchers are no men-

Latest trust-buster was filed recently in the New Orleans federal
court by.Lakeview Theatres against

Jr.,.

TBA

Brown,

an

of

theatres.

in

sance and health danger.

.

companies' moneybags.

in

initiation

attorney Thad
the FCC last
week in an effort to stave off
loss of relay channels.Brown's statement aroused a
furor in the press, but when
questioned he became vague on
beyond outlining the
details
tremendous potential of a tale
network in coordinating government plans during a national
crisis. Both the Army and Navy,
was reported, are hard at
it
work on new applications of

Eating Pop in Theatres
'Ain't No Health Menace'

slam

Picture Grosses

3.

television is
event of

the

contemplated
the sudden
atomic war,"
Jr.,

X94?

4,

War

Tele's Place in

m New Anti-Trust

$8,000,000

Wednesday, Jane

pmmff
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the King Bros, in their indie production unit has definitely chilled.
Mirisch, former head RKO film
buyer, was to have handled the dis-

7 Producers Get 11 Pix

first Allied Artists chore,
declared that he'll take"
of
launching
the
firm's
"Black Gold," an Anthony Quinn-

his

Mirisch
charge

sold

territorial-wise

troupes of Indians,

with

I

Tint Quota Okayed For

week,

Terrific $22,000. Holds. Last
"Stallion Road" (WB) and
e S Daughter " (Col) (2d wk
><
'

$8000

Riaito (Fox) (878;
ible Informer" (Rep)
of Swamp" (RKO).

35-74)— "Invisand "Strangler

Good

$4,000.

Last week, "Bedelia" (PRC) and
Joke, Son" (PRC), fine $4,500.

$6,000.
Last week, "Kings Row"
and
Bm Hickock Rides"
(WB), good $8,000.
Webber
(Fox)
(750;
35-74)—
Hollywood, June 3.
'Cheyenne"
(WB) and "Jewels
Seven producers drew 11 pictures
and^" b " r S' (20th >. also Denver.
?J
on their summer programs at Para- Nice $3 500. Last week, "Smash-Up"
Sarge t0 C ° llege " (M °" 0)
mount, according to Henry' Ginsfair' $ 2
1oo
burg, production chief.
Robert Fellows heads the list with
three:
"A Connecticut Yankee," H.0.s, Reissues Slow
"The Sealed Verdict" and "The.
Long Grey Line." Other producers
Frisco; 'Framed'
and their assignments are: P. J.
San Francisco, June 3.
Wolfson, "Web of Days" and "Jed
xi i-j
Holiday biz is listless here with
Blaine's Woman;" Richard Maibaum,
"The Great Gatsby" and "The reissues and holdovers not helping
a y
T?5? newcomer looks to be
Sainted
S
Sisters;"
Robert
Welch,
framed,
at Orpheum, but it is not
"Paleface;" Val Lewton, "My Own smash. 'Yearling"
is still big in secTrue Love;'* Charles Brackett, "For- ond week at Warfield.
eign Affairs," and Endre Boehm,
Estimates for This Week
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)— "This
"The Night Has a Thousand Eyes."
Happy Breed"
<U)
(6th
wk).
Hearty $2 400. Last week, $2,600.
'

•

Film Salesmen Ask
Recognition by NLRB
Chicago, June 3.
President of the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen of America,
A. M. Van Dyke, revealed here last

week

that

CMPSA

has petitioned
National Labor Relations Board for
Bergman's Film 'Joan' recognition as a bargaining unit for
film salesmen.
Hollywood, June 3.
NLRB has asked
Sierra Productions, the Wanger- CMPSA for proof of membership.
Bergman-Fleming combination, ob- Van Dyke, Chi 20th-Fox sales mantained a Technicolor commitment ager, said that joint conferences with
for the Ingrid Bergman starrer, NLRB were held in New York with
"Joan of Ldrraine," which rolls July homeoffice
reps
of
Paramount,
Loew's, Republic, United Artists,
14 on the Hal Roach lot.
Picture, to be directed by Victor 20th-Fox, Warner's, RKO, PRC and
Fleming, has a 120-day shooting National Screen.
schedule.
Prexy also said that branches had
Roach studio has sets in process of been founded in Albany, Des
Moines,
reconstruction for filming of "Joan." Denver, Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia.

'Duel/ 'Dorseys' Each

$11,000, Seattle

Wows

Seattle, June 3.
First heat wave of the year always
hits show biz hard, and that's what
happened here last week. Holdovers

and reissues are slowing pace currently despite holidays.
"Duel in
Sun" looks standout, playing the
small Music Box.
Estimates for This Week

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)— "Lost
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
Honeymoon"
(E-L)
and "Hard- "Suddenly Spring" (Par) and "13th
gpiled
Mahoney" tMono).
Fair Hour" (Col) (3d wk). Good $4,500.

21G

horses,

etc.

Mirisch added that although he
has plans for a theatre circuit,
they're temporarily "in abeyance. In
association with Arthur Steele he
acquired Keith's Indianapolis for
what was to have been the chain's
first unit but it was sold to Ted
Gamble, who took over the 1,300seater May 1 for a reported $230,000
in cash. Mirisch leaves for the Coast
the end of the week, according to
his present plans.

quire.

:

Katherine DeMille starrer slated for
release Aug. 1. Picture will be handled, he said, similar to the promotional technique used by RKO in
ballying "Hitler's Children." It'll be

still

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G) and
"Code of West" (RKO). Sad $14,500.
(M-G) and
"Crime
Manhunt" (Col)
(2d wk), good $13,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
"Egg and I" (U), day-date with EsLast week, "Yearling"
Doctor's

On Par Summer Sked

tributional end of some 18 pictures
on the then pending arrangement
with the Kings.

As

.

Last week, $4,900.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349: 45-80)
—"George Apley" (20th) and "San
Demetrio London" (20th).
Okay
$10,000.

Last week, "Duel

Sun"

in

(SRO) (3d wk), strong $12,300 at
90c-$1.25 scale.
Liberty (J
vH) (1,650; 45-80)—

&

"Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) and "Adventures Don Coyotte" (UA). Big
Last week, "Wonderful Life"

$11,000.

(RKO) (4th wk), fine $6,400.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 90-$1.25)—
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (4th wk).
Great $11,000. Last week, "Westerner" (FC) (reissue) (2d wk), slow
$3,000 at 45-80c scale.

Music Hall (H-E)

(2,200:

45-80)—

"Yearling" (M-G) (3d wk).
$11,000 after $11,500 last week.

Orpheum

(H-E)

(2,600;

Huge

45-80)—

"Sea Wolf" (WB) and "Sea Hawk"
(WB) (reissues). Nice $10,500. Last
week, "Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB),
good $10,100.

Paramount (H-E)

(3,039; 45-80)

—

*<FWC) (4,651; 55-95 )-"Home- "Homestretch" (20th) and "Fear in
*20thi > and "Way With WomNight" (Par), Oke at $10,000. Last
en" (WB.) (2d wk). Sad $15,000.
Last week, "Trail Street" (RKO) and
week, thin $18,500.
thin
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; 65-$l) "Devil Thumbs Ride" (RKO),
$6,300.
Magnificent Obsession" (U) and
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-801—
Stole a Million" (U) (reissues)
plus "Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) (m.o.).
aU
h ad< d
Da,e Eva "s- Oke Passable $3,700. Last week. "Odd
«i Q nrTn
T
;
W k
rm «'s Daugh- Man Out" (U) (2d wk), iust average,
ter^, y^KO)f ,^
(3d wk) plus vaude
headed by Ilona Massey and Johnny but good for a British film at $4,200.
Fo

t
sti-etch

'

—

F

H "^

%Kn

Downs, oke

'

$19,000.

Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
Lucrezia Borgia" (Indie). Good
$2,-

T), \\%7

eK

TarasFamily

"

,In -

SMITH EXITING SMPE
Harry Smith,
of the Society of

Jr.,

exec, secretary

Motion Picture En-

Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55- gineers and editor of the Society's
85)— Framed" (Col). Fine
$21,000. monthly journal, has resigned from
Last week, "Egg and
wk), pleasing $14,000

1"

(U)

(4th

Paramount (Par) (2.646; 60-85)—
Two Mrs. Carrolls" WB) (2d wk).
Fairish $17,000. Last week, fine
$24,(

the organization, effective July
to go into business for himself.

1>

Smith was previously associated
with the Hays office "for several
years before joining the SMPE in
Smith's business venture is
90- 1943.

t a cdoor
( Ackermnn)
(350;
d.,o „ 5
$1.20)—
"Thief of Bagdad" (FC) (re- outside the film industry.
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SUMMER SHOWS EASTWARD-HO
Why Blame the Audience?

'Double Profit'—On Time

Some q£ radio's top comics who, in recent weeks have been originating their shows out of New York, have been complaining out loud
that Manhattan studio audiences aren't sufficiently receptive; that
compared' with Hollywood audiences the laughs are too few and too
far spaced. What particularly vexes them is that the studio reaction-'
to those yoks Isn't bouncing bacfc into the microphone and into the
And that, they complain, Is the shortest route to
listeners' homes.
oblivion.
In answer to the squawks, however, it's contended by some in the
trade that a three or four-week Gotham-origination should become a
seasonal "must" for the comics as a means of sharpening up the shows;
that their desire to scram back to the Coast is taking the easy way out
by succumbing to studio audiences that laugh at the slightest provocation, and that basically the fault lies in the material, not with, the
audience.
As one put it: "Give a New York audience a funny show and, brother,
But give the home listener those artificial 'command'
it'll laugh.
laughs coming out of the Coast, that are out of all proportion to the
gags, and it leaves the dial twister baffled and resentful and wondering what all the noise is about.''

Scripters Threaten Strike Vs,

DUE THIS SEASON
Summer

shows

are

—

greater

proportions than ever before.
A tally of the strawhat
stanzas
(not counting round-thecalendar airers) scheduled up to
yesterday (Tuesday) showed 32 set
to originate
from New York as
against 25 from Hollywood and a
dozen from other points.
Reason for this strong shift in the
production wind is put down chiefly
tightened
to
budget belts, both
around the networks and the sponsors.
Big names and comedy-show

BBC

Seen in Network Accent on Show Biz
f

eastward-

bound this season. The way the
coming warm weather semester is
shaping up, the exodus to the Coast
of network programs a movement
which has been steady since 1932—
is due for a reversal this summer of

more plentiful in Hollywood, it's pointed out, but shows are
generally cheaper to produce in the
East
and low-budgeted summer
fare, is what the bankrollers have
shopped for this spring more than
ever since the war-lush years.

Hep Farming
..."

How

an agency succeeded in
getting a free network ride to

test a pre-sold

show

for a client

has been brought to light.
Agency built the show, got a

Current all-out scramble of the
major networks to get back into
show business via bigtime production of "house-built" shows as opposed to agency programming stems
primarily from an economic factor.
That, at least, is the opinion of key
In the wake of the
operating costs, the web»
can help balance the books
by turning a big profit on the shows
they sell, over and above the time

agency execs.

conditional sale from the spoil,
sor depending on the test run,
then farmed the program out to
an indie package producer. Latter, in turn, made a deal with
a metwork to put it on sustaining.

First

spiraling

feel they

charges.

few weeks convinced

That's one of the reasons, say the
agency men. why the networks are
willing to dangle a choice evening
time segment to a client who buys a
network-built show in preference
to handing it over to an agency

the sponsor he had a good property, with- the subsequent network-agency negotiation.
Network chalks it up as the
payoff of its own foresight.

client.

One agency exec was particularly
resentful of a network turning down
a package show purchased by the
agency, after a sponsor had already
been wrapped up. The network, in
turn, tried to make a side deal with
the package owner in the hopes that
could bypass the agency.
it
The
agency spotted the show on another

talent are

For

Its

Penny-Pinching Policy

May

London,

30.

'

+

BBC,

for the first time in its hisfacing a writers' strike crisis.
Radio writers have threatened the
corporation with a complete boycott

tory,

Grass Not Greener

is

Chicago, June

or strike action. Over 4,000 authors,
supported by top dramatists and
screen writers, have sent a combined
protest to Sir William Haley, director-general of BBC, ageusing it
of being "one of the worsfsjiational
misers and making a deliberate pol-

several
again.

A

St.

(E. P.

others.
Sir Osbert Sitwell, presiding, said
that negotiations lasting for years
had been intensified in the past
months, and the Society of Authors

had now decided on a

ago

now. back

are

Writers Guild

definite line

of action.
He didn't say what it
.was at present, "but if it comes to
it there will be a strike of authors."
Variety was also informed that this
"line of action" also includes a complete Parliamentary campaign which
'will 'be under the direction of E. P.
(Smith.
Tile affiliated League of
Dramatists own the television rights
on many leading dramatists.
The Screenwriters Assn., which is
also associated in the matter, described BBC fees as "penny-splitting,

(Continued on page 32)

Menser Defends
'Right to Listen

Gain-in-Part
Nulls Strike
There

|

Chicago, June

3.

CORWINS HONEYMOON
Norman Corwin and

his

recent

bride,

actress
stage
radio
and
Kathryn Locke, will indulge them-

honeymoon trip complete
with old-fashioned visit to Niagara
Falls.
Couple depart this week by
motor.
Will cross Canada, come
down through Dakotas and various
national parks, ending in Hollywood
selves in a

st June's end.

his present absence from
CBS, Corwin will work on film
adaptation of old Columbia Workshop piece, "Mary and the Fairy."

During

network.

Now

the original network, realizing it lost out on a valuable property, has been trying to romance the
agency and client in the hopes of

Ameche, Langford
Hollywood, June

3.

At a time when talk in the trade
is
about reduced budgets for fall
shows, Lennen & Mitchell wrapped
up a new Old Gold entry that will
stand the sponsor around $17,500 a
billing agencies, Young & Rubicam,
week.
Replacing Frank Sinatra
which had four Coast-originated when the new season starts rolling
strawhat shows last summer, will will be
comedy-variety stanza
a
have none at all this year. One of topped by Frank Morgan, Don
the Y&R warm weather items, "Sil- Ameche and Frances Langford, with
ver Theatre," has always originated Phil Rapp as chief scripter. Musical
from Hollywood. This year it will content will be highlighted by a
come out of Manhattan.
new presentation of guest musical

be a

definitely won't

strike

Result of the- seasonal exodus-inreverse is that -one of the top radio-

luring the

show

into

its

camp.

such a trend, N. Y. would compete Takeoff
more heavily with Hollywood as a
production center.
Among the four networks, only
ABC will continue to have a great
Coast-produced
of
the four networks have 'agreed to preponderance
recognize the Guild as the bargain- shows through the summer. Out of
shows set
ing agent unit for freelance writers 14 replacements or new
summer airing, only
as distinct from individual contracts. thus far for

Both sides are now working out a
mutual definition of those terms,
with the anticipation that while
there will still be a number of individual contracts, they will only be a
basic

doubtedly

agreement

eventually

will

influence

un-

—

two a sustainer called "Candid
Microphone" and Winchell's fillin
team of Ben Graue'r and Ed Thorgensen will come out of Gotham.

—

CBS and NBC, however, both
have heavy N. Y. production slates
for the dogdays.

NBC's

includes:

St.

Louis,

June

St. Louis,

was sold

last

week

to

On-

the-Air. Inc., owned and managed by
Latter also
Col. Henry B. Walker.
operates stations at Evansville, Indianapolis and Terre Haute. While
disclosed,
officially
been
not
has
sum

reported sales tag was $320,000.
Seller purchased the station several years ago at a price reported

it's

slightly over $100,000.

Clarence

J.

Leich. who will manage the station
for the new owner, said there would

be no change

in policy.

show on NBC,

•

Hollywood, June

its

Kraft
in the

his

.

Abbott and Costello, as was expected, are parting company with
Camel cigarets and the Esty agency
June 26 after a four-year association.
For some weeks they had sought

(Continued on page 34)

IRISH EDITORS'

a device for their radio
enhance the campaign
to
against juvenile delinquency, but it
would not have been compatible
a
sponsored product as a
with such
cigaret. Idea
is
to spotlight each

Mention was made at the
ing of the presentation last
of T. S. Eliot's abstract poem

meetyear

"Four

Quartets." which was broadcast for
the first time in America by the
Columbia Workshop using two readers and allowing the poetry to be its

own music and

its

own drama.

HUNT

sidering

FOR A MARTIN O'BLOCK
Dublin, May 30..
Sponsored by a leading radio
magazine in this country, Radio Review, a hunt to find a new ace disk
jockey is being continued here.

his townspeople.

tions.

activities.

—

action or deed

Carl Carmer, Millard Lampell and
Rosten, three radio writers
lengths of experience
of varying
united last Thursday (29) in addressing the Poetry Club of New
York on the subject "Poetry on the
Air." Lampell's general slant was
that too few poets have studied the
radio medium or adapted to Us requirements for verse cast in reasonably short dialog form. While poetry
is a fine art that does not blend
easily with a popular art like radio
it was argued that much more could
be done even under existing condi-

wartime

—

3.

week some youngster who by some
won acclaim among

MEDIUM

will set

Chevalier package itself is said to
be no more than $7,500 after Kraft
has persuaded the singer to come
down in his price but it's reported
that a good chunk of the Kraft coin
will go into the goodwill promotional campaign.
Eddy Into Summer Spot
Nelson Eddy will be the summer
replacement :'or Kraft Music Hall,
taking over for 13 weeks, starting

show

RADIO AS

up

Music Hall stand on the Coast

Fall.
(That's where it was during
the 10-year Bing Crosby showcase).
Kraft has practically completed negotiations for Maurice Chevalier to
take over the program.
The deal has thus far been kept
under wraps because Kraft realizes
it has a job to do— that of launching
a nationwide public relations job on
behalf of the French singer in view
of some confusion still existing in
scattered parts of the country as to

By Borden, Texaco

when option date fell due.
Comedy team have long been con-

,

3.

To Chevalier Deal
Kraft, which is scrapping the Eddy
Duchin-Edriie Foy N. Y. -originating

Scram, Eyed

POETS MULL

Norman

WTMV, owned by the Mississippi
Valley Broadcasting Corp., and with
studios in the Broadview hotel, East

Job As Prelude

10.

their release to entertain other firm
offers but no action was taken On
last Thursday
their request
until

Now that the basic agreement has
been arrived at, the Guild spokesmen are resuming their talks with
the individual networks as to scale
and other conditions.

100G, FETCHES $320,000

set for Sept.

(Continued on page 32)

tive penetration.

WTMV, BOUGHT FOR

is

A&C

the

entire industry in future negotiations with Guilds, in regards to outside package shows, etc., although
in the case of the current talks it
was specifically limited to the netWhat is important to the
works.
Guild is that it has made some posi-

Kraft s Goodwill

stars, The Jubalaires, male quartet,
Cue a Fall Trend?
and an orchestra to be selected.
While it's unlikely that the seaShow's format will follow the patsonal pre-eminence of N. Y. will be
any factor in itself in stemming the tern of the' old Maxwell House
westward trek of bigtime shows, the program when Mann Holiner, radio
possibility is seen that economy- head of L&M, Morgan and Rapp,
minded sponsors, barring a sharp were associated with that top comupswing in business conditions, may edy stanza. Ameche and Miss Langbe inclined in their fall program ford will continue in the "Bickerson"
shopping to latch on to less expen- spot, comedy standout of the Drene
sive packages, built more on fresh show, and Morgan reverts to his
format than headliner talent.
In old character as spinner of tall tales.

and a basic agreement has been worked out which
adds up to a compromise victory for
the Radio Writers Guild.
There won't be a closed shop, but

The

ny2G

ShowWithMorgan,

of radio writers,

small exception.

Defending NBC's position in the
rejection of time requests by small
groups, Clarence Menser, v. p. in
charge of programs, last week (28)
told w.estern affiliate program directors
"the right to
often
listen
transcends the right to be heard."
He was referring to the insistent demands of certain organizations to be
heard on their pet projects and
Weighed their small numbers against
the millions of.regular listeners.
The public is entitled to protection by the network, Menser said.
"The 90% have the right to hear
What they want, and should get first
consideration."
Special programs
are often taken at a loss of audience
to competing networks, Menser declared, and those with a message
for the majority of listeners are
often given time, if not the peak
hours they demand, he declared.

They've shopped generally until
they found a package for $3,500 or
less.
In addition to the cost factor, of course, production of shows
in N. Y. permits closer control over
them by advertisers and agencies in
the case of sponsored programs and
by the networks in the case of sus-

old Golds

tainers.

the programs. Returnees also say
that Coast is "platter happy" and
that on some stations it's uot uncommon to have 10 or 12 hours of
jockey time.

Johns Saunders, EdSmith, MP.) and
Rosamund Lehmann. Messages were
read from John Masefleld, St. John
Ervine, James Bridie and many
•

years

Most common plaint is that the
Hollywood "honeymoon" is over and
same people are used on most of

icy of underpaying writers."
strike action meeting in London
was attended by J. B. Priestley, Ian

Hay, Hilary
ward Percy

3.

First reversal of the Chi exodus of
radio talent to N. Y. and the Coast
was apparent in the listings in radio
talent directory which came out last
week. Many of the actors who left

—

& Programs-

He would be brought to Hollywood, appear on the program in
which the deed •is dramatized and
entertained by Abbott and Costello
at their homes and otherwise given
the grade A Hollywood treatment.
Youths selected would also be given

it

Selection board is unusual because
consists of the radio critics of the

—

Irish
newspapers Phillip
Rooney, Irish Times; Eamonn AnIndependent; P. P.
drews. Irish
O'Raghailligh. Irish Press; Lochlinn
McGlyrm. Evcniug. Mail, and Osmond G. Dowling, Evening Herald.

leading

$1,000 scholarships.

Both Borden. and Texaco are said
to be interested in A & C and their
project to combat delinquency.

Another 'One World' Tour?
William Winter, prewar San Francisco

OOPS, SORRY!
WNEW, N. Y., programmer Ted

York

starting this

news commentator, is in New
showcasing a documentary

series built on on-the-spot recordings made by him and his wife on a
CBS
recent round-the-world tour.
is among those, interested.

Colt is looking for a new title for
the "So You Want To Be A Disk
Jockey?" stanza to be aired weekly

month.

Series is being put together by
Announcement of the show last
week caused fellow Gotham indie Teleways. a Hollywood outfit. WinWHN to protest they had it first. ter did Government 3hortwave
Title was used on a segment of broadcaMs from the Coast during
Robert. Q. Lewis' disk spinning show the war. He was formerly in radio
.

|

on

WHN.

at Charlotte, N. C.
I

"

Radio Puts

Wednesday, June

PftRIETY

RADIO
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.

On a

Seminars on Kid Shows to Be

'Block Party That

Sponsored by N. Y. Parents Groups

Even Out-Hollywoods Hollywood

—4

Despite

By GEORGE ROSEN
only

happen

in

3.

Holly-

wood.

What was

counterpart to

radio's

one of those fabulous pix premieres
A new type of survey is being conhad Hollywood practically standing
on its ears Sunday (1). Harry Maiz- ducted by ABC's Central Division
lish unwrapped some of that super to determine specific news requireKFWB showmanship to officially ments of some 100 radio editors in
launch his Million Dollar Babythe midwest. Survey intends to esMartin Block. And that Block Party
on the lawn of his Encino mansion tablish a cooperational basis of op(a mansion spun from gold platters) eration between the publicity deKLZ National Ad Manager
will long be a topic for discussion partment and the radio eds, since
here.
many midwestern papers are either
For three hour ; on Sunday in what
revising their
Helping national advertisers to
will probably go down as the most adding, reinstating, or
unbelievable "radio preview" in his- columns in format, content and style gear their selling with local distripractically because of the popularity of several bution facilities is a major service
paraded
Block
tory,
national advertising deevery topflight recording artist on syndicated columns which originate of KLZ's
partment.
..
the Coast before the KFWB mikes in in the east.
KLZ, DENVER
an outdoor setting that was strictly
El Henry, publicity manager, is
out of Cecil B. DeMille. Everybody making a roundrobin trip visiting
who was anybody showed—to help radio eds in the area in connection
Maizlish welcome home the prodi- with the survey which will be an

U.

who was

given the

KFWB

Coast indie.

And

Maizlish,
wrapped up the

now

he's
that
Mutual N. Y.-to-

Honolulu 60-minute semester starting June 16 which will give Block a
five-times-a week income of $1,400
per hour, gave it all the pre-preem
trimmings that befits a Millionaire
Disk Jockey. (That's a tag, incidentally, that will probably soon be

amended

to

the

First

Millionaire

Disk Jockey on the wave of the current Fabulous Era of the Platter

Audience

his 2,000,000 Southern California
Chesterfield network
"Sugper Club" chore, his three-anda-half hour cross-the-board "Make
Believe Ballroom" on WNEW, Mutual's promise to deliver 22,000,000
daily, etc. And that's aside from his
shortwave activities.
The Encino (in the valley) shindig climaxed a Maizlish super promotion-bally campaign spanning the
past couple of months to make California Block-conscious; a campaign
that even included a.N. Y.-to-L. A.

on

audience; his

junket for the preem here.
Strange anomaly of the whole
thing (cued to the Maizlish technique as the premier Premiere Promoter) is that it took a disk jockey
to inspire Hollywood's all-time top
musical live show.
Top bit of the three-hour parade

was Dinah Shore's

contrib,

WNEW

represents

groups claiming a

total

225,000

the

in

State Dept. 'Voice

Rapped by Cooper

AFM

AFRA

KWK

WNBC

i

chimed

effort to offset

To

Seen
& Rubicam

Via Quiz Technique

ABC.

has offered U. S. Steel a halfhour earlier time period, Sundays at

,

Y&R

GRS Hypos 'News

strong CBS bidding for "Theatre on
the Air" for next season. Steel execs
are said to feel the earlier time
would improve the show's rating, but
up to last night (Tues.) had still not
made a decision between CBS and

ARC

ABC

"Theatre" will definitely be back,
either way, as (he sponsor has reits contract with the Guild.

parents

Disk Jockeys

a factor in boosting sale of recordings, their emergence as bigtime network shows (Tommy Dorcey, Paul
Whiteman, Block, et a!.) may have
just the opposite' effect.
As one
exec put it: "How many times can
you play 'Heartaches' without reaching the saturation point? There are
just so many favorites you can play."
And as for the networks going
for the disk jockeys, same source

newed

which

Organization,
265* parent

membership of more than

WNBC

;

New

an

City, starting in the fall.

WHB

celled off their own programs. It's
Brenaman, Ralph Edwards, Page
argued that when ^ou can hear
Cavanaugh Trio, Woody Herman &
them day after day. cross-the-board,
Four Chips, Paul Weston Orch, Anita
why get excited about waiting for
recsome
Ellis, Frankie Laine. And
their half-hour live show once a
ords, yet.
week?
While up to now the local disk
jockey shows have been regarded as
U.S. Steel Mulls

9:30-10:30 p.m., in

in

WOR

bid given an opportunity to buy a solid
reprising her one-time
for the bigtime. The others, reading package.
like a 'Who's Who,' came on in this
Step Backward?
order:
On the other hand, many see the
Connie Haines,
Cantor,
Eddie
Disk Spinning Era as representing a
Helen Forrest, David Rose, Richard step backward in aggressive proNey, Andy Russell and Delia (Mrs. gramming; that when the networks
Russell) Norrell, Larry Adler, Dick start using a technique' that was
Haymes, Bill Burton, Bullets Dur- strictly within the exclusive domain
Freddie Martin, Betty of the small indie taking the easy
gom,
Spade Cooley, Delta way out, then regardless of how
Rhodes,
Rhythm Boys, Russ Morgan, Jane much it's dressed up with showmanPowell, Lina Romay, Dinah Shore, ship, it still comes out as carbonGeorge Montgomery, Horace Heidt, copy programming.
Xavier Cugat, Al Dexter, Buddy
Question .has been raised, too,
Cole, Nat "King" Cole, Clark Denwhether the multiple spinning of
nis, Matt Dennis, Hal Derwin, Frank
the platters hasn't been a contributDuvol, Jo Stafford, Diana. Lynn,
ing
factor in the "live" demise of
Whiting,
Paul Weston, Margaret
the Frank Sinatra, Dinah Shore
Chuck Newton, Dan Anderson, shows and other disk favorites canDave Dexter, Mark Warnow, Tom

Time Offer From

good or

meantime sought Mason for trates in these cases on getting staagencies to alter
a series of half -hour dramats to be tions, sponsors and
titled "The James Mason Theatre." or drop the shows.
Organization also commends proThen it developed that Mason had
likes
and
urges
stations to
it
grams
adaptation
radio
do
a
to
a hankering
St. Louis, June 3.
of Victor Hugo's "Les Miserables," do more of same. Recent instance of
The disk jock champ crown of tlie so the Mutual key station dug up a this involved WNBC, NBC's N. Y.
U. S. is being claimed by Rush seven-part air version of the classic flagship.
"Checking murder and
Hughes, son of novelist Rupert which Orson Welles did back in 1937 mystery thrillers that are on the
Hughes, who, as head of his own
and pitched it for Mason's considera- air before 9 p.m. daily," Mrs. Robert
disk syndicate, has 73 customers in tion as the basis for a four-week wrote the station, "our committee
the area from Cincinnati to Portis the only one of
finds that
series.
land, Ore., and from Minneapolis to
As of yesterday (Tues.), Mason the network stations that does not
New Orleans. Hughes began his had made no decision.
broadcast any of these programs that
in Kan
disk jockey career at
might prove harmful to young lissas City three years ago. KWK, St.
teners, before 9 p.m. This method ot
Louis, liked his style^ and invited
programming is excellent, and one
him to supply it with programs by
which we are asking all stations in
Continued from page 1
transcription.
this area to follow."
The series clicked and Hughes
jockey show means that much less
She commended WNBC's quartet
conceived the idea of establishing
of Saturday morning shows, but
live talent.
his own syndicate. Six months later
added a plea: "Won't you please
Hence, goes the word, don't be
stations in Texas and Oklahoma
five
allot
more time to children's proand
surprised if both Jhe
bought it In a block and have had
grams? Except for Saturday morngo into organized action in
it
on the air continuously ever
Chicago, June 3.
ings, your station does not have
the very near future.
since.
anything
Associated
Press
head
Kent
suitable for them on the
Two schools of thought have deWhen
objected to Hughes
veloped over the emergence of disk building up his own syndicate, he Cooper rapped State Dept. radio in air, devoting the time primarily to
adults."
jockeying into big business and as a chucked
the local stint and spent an address given at 25th anni of
execs pointed out in reply
major programming operation. On the the next 12 months signing contracts Northwestern Univer.'s Medill School
that their 2-6 p.m. weekday periods
one hand there are those who see a all over the country. Several- months
of Journalism here May 27. Cooper are network time over which they
whole fresh school of radio personago he moved to St. Louis and
claimed that Government-sponsored have no control, but D. L. Provost,
alities emerging from the plattersigned a contract with KXOK, local
program manager, reported that two
gabber sessions. These same proABC outlet. Hughes claims to be programs couldn't turn Communism new kiddie shows were in preparaponents argue that if a Martin Block,
the No. 1 man to offer such services away from Russia; that the "Voice tion for the fall.
for example, has what the listening
to stations five times a week on a of America" was no "Superman."
Mrs. Robert reported the UPA republic wants, and if the Block-Harry
participating
basis
further
and
He said that such broadcasts were cently met with the Parent*' League,
Maizlish (KFWB, Hollywood) technique makes good common com- claims to be the only one with a inadequate, being one-way proposi- a group representing parents of primercial sense for the artist and three-year history of success in this tions. Only through American news vate school pupils, to discuss joint
line.
agencies
could
free
intercharge of future action on radio programming
the station, who is to deny Block
During his disk jock career ideas and news be obtained. Speak- for children.
the right to a following as a coastto-coast attraction instead of pro- Hughes has copped a three-year ing as an individual, and not AP
As average of 12.2 Hooper with a peak rep, Cooper said that he was sure
jecting him on a local level?
that
the
State
Dept.
would
continue
Maizlish himself points out: With
Dishing Price
(Continued on page 34)
to broadcast, but he hoped that such
the emergence of top 'personalities
a program would be only temporary.
maestro transcontinental disk
to
Gulf; 'People's' Shift
shows, it can only have the effect of
Review' The "Voice of America" has no
right
use
to
such
a name, Cooper
giving a showmanship hypo to the
Bid for U.S. Steel
said, and indicated that the title had
now
on
stations
platter-turning
.

55,000,000

is

Jockey Crown

periods; technical material relative
to public interest in productional
features of industry; human interest
material on hobbies and activities of
radio.- folk; queries and suggestions
on the desired length of copy material; and suggestions for overall
improvement of copy. Results of
completed survey will be available
to the radio eds.

That creamy segment of the diskmusic-radio business that populated
the Encino Block Party on Sunday
had figured out (thus adding to the
incredibility of the whole Block
Saga) that through his multiple programming activities Block will be
speaking to more' people (55,000,000)
on a day-to-day basis than any other
man in the world. That's reckoned

of stars

Claims Disk

umns, as for Christmas, New Year's,
etc.; guest columns during vacation

Spinners).

what

metropolitan area,
invite authorities to address the
any willothers, but without reaching
parents to instruct them in how to
terms yet. It's believed likely, how- evaluate kid shows. Plan is to hold
of the
seminars monthly, or even
ever, that he will do a series
radio shows some time before the weekly,' depending on interest.
summer is out, unless his hopes of
UPA already Is attempting to guide
independently producing a film in juvenile listening via a continuous
this country begin to materialize listing of "Radio's Best Bets for'
sooner than expected.
Children." Current list uas 31 proCBS. is understood to have wanted grams, including "family enterthe British star to do a series drama- tainment" such as "Cavalcade of
tizing famous love letters, but Mason America;" Jack Benny, "Exploring
and the net reportedly couldn't meet the Unknown," in addition to shows
on money. Mason wants his actress aimed exclusively at the moppets.
wife, Pamela Kellino, with him in UPA makes no effort to blacklist
any air show he does, and his initial shows by listing those considered
asking price for the two of them undesirable as "worst bets," accordwas $5,000. Now it's said he may ing to Mrs. Rose Robert, chairman
of the radio committee, but concencome down to $3,000 or less.

Novelists Son

analysis of individual editorial needs.

heave-ho a dozen years back and
Points to be covered are: humor
has now returned to the Cradle of and its use, esoecially in weekend
Disk Jockeyism to launch on Mon- columns; "inquiring reporter" maday (2) his three-hour cross-the- terial, based off current events and
board platter show for the Warners' opinions of radioites; holiday col-

— he's

air

S.

dollars, for one thing— and
over
he or his agents have talked
possible shows with CBS and with
WOR, N. Y., and possibly with

Yankee

•

I

gal son

as to

bad for their children on the radio,
there's been no organized action
aimed at getting a cross-section evaluation. However, a series of semiJames Mason wants to get on the nars is now being blueprinted by the
United Parents Assns. of New York
need of some

MASON COYLY ANXIOUS
FOR U.S. RADIO SHOW

SURVEY TO GAUGE NEEDS
OF MIDWEST RADIO EDS

MAIN MORRIS

•

widespread disagreement

.

among parents

Hollywood, June
could

It

1947

4,

CBS is trying out the quiz technique as a device to hypo its "WeekNews Review" Sunday afternoons. Wrapup of week's developly

10 minutes of the period given over
to a "Know Your JWorld" quiz con-

week, win them an

News
day

quiz

atlas.

was introed

last

Sun-

of a

in

radio service, con-

weekly "newsreel" of

on-the-spot recordings for syndication to stations,

being developed
by Stephen Fry, formerly American
is

program manager for

BBC

in

New

York.

(1).

Venture grew out of Fry's instruc-

Sticking His

Neck Out

NBC

is sticking by its decision
go along with the kidding of
veepees. Sid Strotz, western

to
its

division v.p.

who

recently

showed

up on the Burns & Allen show,
has now accepted Ed Gardner's
dare to guestar on tonight's
(Wed.) airing of "Duffy's Tav-

was Strotz who cut Bob
Hope and Red Skclton off the air
before the network relented in
ern." It

its

no-kidding attitude.

Showing how well relaxed the

web

spending $100,000 a year for lines, extending, all
the way to Honolulu— to play a 50c.
record."

air?'

like

Setup for Syndication
Innovation
sisting

at

least,

tion of a Theatre

Wing

Fry
and one of the students in his class,
Jim Stacey, .thought up the idea and
as a result have formed an outfit
called Realife Recording Associates.
Outfit

will

use

sales.
1

in

to

addition

sponsor's current "We The People"
which, incidentally, is being switched
over from the Sunday 10:30 p.m.
CBS slot into the ex-"Vox Pop"
Tuesday night period on the same

web.

With "Take

It

Or Leave

It"

mov-

ing over to NBC, that will leave
the 60-minute Sabbath 10 to 11 period open on CBS, seen as a possible come-on for U. S.
Steel's
"Theatre Guild of the Air." Latter

program

is

ABC, but

is

heard same, period on
mulling a change.

course.

MACKAY, FLA. MANAGER,

PLANE CRASH VICTIM

tape

recording
equipment and will channel the onthe-spot coverage into commercial
and private use. Setup stems from
Fry's conviction that radio documentaries have more than a solely public-service future, and that a lot
can be done in the development of

news

up

pitching

programming starter
expanded June-July-

Show would be

'Newsreel' Recording

is

Georgie Price "The Bigtime"
vaude airshow to Gulf as an addi-

Aug.

Stephen Fry Evolves

ducted by John Daly.
Couple of man-off -the-street
guests are invited into the studio
as quizzees, winner getting a $100
savings bond. Listeners, besides getting a chance to test their own news
savvy can submit questions which,
if used on
the air the following

Young
the

tional summer
in line with

-

ments has been shortened from half
hour to 20 minutes, with the final

brass has become, outwardly
the NBC press release
on tonight's stanza reports "Archie" will portray a vtcpee "and
the big question to be answered
is,
'Will he cut Strotz oil the

in: "It's

caused resentment in South America. The State Dept. is thinking of a
possible name change, he added.

features.

Fry says he envisions the "newsreel" as evolving into a daily service
"covering material that the newspaper complements but cannot similarly treat," and he believes the operation of such a news feature service for radio could 'well
ternational in scope.

become

in-

Port Deposit, Md.. June

Norman Mackay,

47,

WBAY,

radio station

3.

manager

of

Coral Gables,

was among the 53 victims of
the Miami-bound Eastern Air Lines
crash Friday (30) night. He was en
route home from New York, where
he had flown with a group of news
and radio men on a record-breaking
Fla.,

EAL

Constellation flight several days

earlier.

Mackay until recently was commanager of WIRA, Fort

mercial
Pierce,

Fla.

•

Earlier

he had been

program director of WQAM, Miami.
His wife and two children survive
him.

a
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GAG SHOWS RULE COMEDY ROOST
Top

15

and the Opposition

Caution on White

Hooperatings hit a dizzy dip in the seasonal slide, with "Your
Hit
Parade," which rode in 41st place a couple of months ago with a 12 9
pushing into the Top 15 on the May 30 tally on exactly the same score.
Only notable exception was Fibber McGee & Molly, which actually
gained 1.5 points over its previous rating. Only two shows in opposition to the Top 15 copped a 10 or better.
Total

Network

PROGRAM
&

Fibber

OPPOSITION

Molly

Bob Hope
Radio Theatre

Red Skelton
Jack Benny

.

;'.;..,.

.

,'.
.

Competition

26.3

6.2

24.7
20.9

11.6

8.5

19.5
19.5

9.1

.......

18.8
18.2

10.2

Screen Guild Players....
Mr. District Attorney

17.2

10.5

Fred Allen

Amos

,

.

.

Andy

'n'

12.5

16.8
16.5

Charlie McCarthy

Walter Winchell
Bing Crosby

15.9

Man. Merry-Go-Round

11.5

15.4

Bandwagon
Your Hit Parade....

...

13.7
12.9

Truth or Consequences...

12.4

11.8
13.8
21.0

17.8
14.4

Gangbusters

10.0

16.2
15.6

Educators—Sold 'A Pig in a Poke-

Urged to Lobby for
Washington, June
Educational

have had

FM

-

in

Schools

•

3.

a

-

start.

that

is

classroom

FM

the

specifications for
sets were circulated

manufacturers

months

ago, but not a single unit has rolled

the lines. It doesn't soothe the
educators' ruffled feelings either to
learn that output of commercial
off

FMA

in April.

RMA

from manufacturers won't be
coming for the time being.

forth-

In a fiery protest against the lack
of school sets, Jennings has circulated an appeal to all educational
broadcasters to get action or give up
the -struggle for good.

He

wrote: "We must have recapable of picking up the
high band in every school when we
go on the air next fall. If we do not
have, the FM radio program, insofar
as the Chicago schools are concerned, might just as well not exist.
I am of the opinion that it would
be better to discard FM, turn our
license back to the FCC, and forget
the
owned-and-operated
station,
than to operate in a sound-proof
ceivers,

chamber,

what wc

which is substantially
have done for more than

four years. My board, my superintendents, my principals and my
teachers begin to feel that they were
sold a 'pig in a poke.'"

Canada Nets $4,000,000
License Fees in Year
Ottawa, June

House ot Commons Radio
mittee, an annual probing of
dian broadcasting activities

3.

ComCana-

now

in

session on Parliament Hill, learned
that 1.807,824 receiving licenses were
issued in the 1946-47 fiscal year,
slight upping of the previous year's

Revenue from the license
totalled $4,099,795, increase of
$135,000 over the 1945-46 returns.
1,754.351.

sale

Committee was told the
were not an exact indication

number

rate

still

Lobbyist in

comedy"

Now

figures
of the

of receivers in operation in

Dominion, since some covered
set and other sets got

more than one

by unlicensed, contrary to law.

the time,

if

NAB

types.

3.

ever, for
full-time

a-year executive to handle legmatters. But. the wags
are saying now, what is needed
is
a politically savvy hireling
who can carry the top executives' recommendations to the
right people in the House and
Senate
Interstate
Commerce
Committees on a day-to-day
islative

makes good comedy shows tick and
-others 'flop. Walker's graphs of the
1946-'47 season, he says, have indicated that there are three general
types of comedy programs, these
types being classified according to
the source of their major interest
value. These are gag comedy, farce
situation comedy, and realistic situation comedy.

linois.

peating itself In radio legislation
according to some of the network
men here who sweated out the hearings and final shelving of the old
White-Wheeler Bill in 1943-44, For,
as they see it, the new While bill
stands even less chance of being re.

basis.

written, to

ent unwillingness to beat the
bushes in advance of the bill's
being reported out of committee.
"It's their baby," he said. "You'd
think they would want to put
diapers on

Ernest L. Bushnell, program chief
of the Canadian-Broadcasting Corp.,
is worried about Canadian air talent being lost to the U. S. during
the coming year.
Speaking at a
session of the House of Commons

between laughs
10 Seconds

3.

Bob Hope
Jack Benny
Red Skelton

4.

Edgar Bergen

1.

2;

FCC

Boiling

recent years, some 10 or 12 profes-

men

for Senator Wallace H. White
say the present bill rules are out the

buildup time

V

classification

buildup time

Top Summer
Replacements
Ottawa. June 3.
Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.'s
summer replacements and switchovers are practically set for the season, and include the best warmweather dialing yet aired by the
two CBC webs, Trans-Canada and

McGee

Fibber

Gildersleeve

3.

A

4.

Aldrich Family

between laughs
19.8 Seconds

24
Date With Judy 20
27

"

"

highest

Hooper

ratings,

NAB

long

More
pated,

Among them

are

names

in radio. Action to drte,
however, has been the cancellation
of ballot mailing, voting of funds

top

to

of the hoped-for political

precipitated

the

coup that

uproar.

He

legislation,

He

handed

some

out

Congres-

sional bouquets, however, to the effeet that the
authors themselves

i

were

,

re-

union's mailing list from
Claude McCue, exec secretary, who

new

Congressional Bouquets

erase impressions of in Ira-union

discord and furore created. Knox
Manning was reported as engineer

urging

it
plain here Thursday (29)
that he is definitely unhappy with
the present bill but hopes that
eventually "a practical and acceptable measure can emerge." Miller
declared flatly that "broadcasters
will not be satisfied with the WhiteWolverton Bill as now written,"

of an aftermath is anticiwith possible ordering; of

trials for offenders.

been

made

union money.

says

Walker, have been received by gag
comedy programs and the second
Dominion.
highest by realistic situation comHighlights include the filling of edy. There have been more failures
the favorite Sunday p.m. spot held in the farce situation comedy prosince early last fall by Andrew grams, he says, than in either of the
Allan's hour-long drama, "Stage 47," other two. This is due to the fact
by a musical Quebec City airer, "Ici that since farce situation comedy^
l'On Chante," vocal-comedy show attempts to draw the maximum inheretofore used solely on CBC's terest value both from gags and
French-language net. "Ici" gets the situation, very often, in the attempt
first
30 minutes of the 8:30-9:30 to do this, the effectiveness of both
former play spot. Last half goes to the gags and situation is minimized.
Anyway, this has been the situation
"It's a Legend," drama show based
on folk tales, to be produced by for the past 12 months.
Going a little further into the
Esse W. Ljungh who debuted the
Darby-Suvdin series, "Once Upon a study of this season's programs,
Switchover is cued for Walker's records show that in the
Time."
case
of gag comedy, the comedy
22.
June
Borden Co.'s "Canadian Caval- used during 1946-47 could further
cade" goes off June 9, replaced by be classiiied according to the nature
material used.
There are,
of
the
hillbilly
Timber
Lodge,"
"Tight at
musical moved in from a Saturday for example, three general types of
p.m. spot. First 30 minutes of cur- material: broad smart comedy;
smart
'broad
corny
comedy;
jiarrow
piping-in
Theatre
Radio
rent Lux
'
tf
goes to a CBC musicale with Russ comedy.
The order in which the programs
Gerow band. Last half piped from
"Winnipeg
(Continued on page 34)
CBS, beginning June 23.
Choristers," now on mideast and
central web-sections Monday, switches to Wednesday to replace "LonIN
LOSING
don by Lamplight." "Maison Gisele."
starring CBC chirp find, Gisele, with
orch backing, tees off June 12 reNow that he's been signed for the
placing RCA Victor's Wayne and
Shuster comedy airer. Same night, new Sunday evening CBS musical
"Concert of Nations" (NBC-CBC ex- show for Coca-Cola, Percy Faith, it's
reported, will be replaced on the
change) hits Trans-Canada web.
Originating in Vancouver, Do- NBC Contended Hour program.
Supposition in the trade was that
minion net will preem "Susan
Fletcher Movie News," July 7 for Faith, who has developed his Conthree-month session. Another new tented maestroing into one of the
Dominion net show will tee off July sock NBC musical stanzas, would be
2— "John Adaskin Show," talent doing a two-network shuttle routine,
scout airer to showcase both ama- but it's reported that NBC didn't
July look with favor in sharing of its
teur and professional talent.
3 hears preem of "The Music Shop." Faith.

NBC

ministrative discretion but indirectcompliments its diagnosis of the
industry's ills by writing several of
regulations
(network, ownership) into law.
And in a few instances,
the bill's provisions are
more stringent than FCC's.
prexy Justin Miller, who has
ly

its

Result was an official repudiation by
the board which will now cost the

"

Buildup time, which is the time
between gag lines devoted to building up the characterization and situation,' in the first group runs between 10 and 14 seconds, in the
second group runs between 15 and
17 seconds, and in the third group
between 19 and 27 seconds.
Farce Situation Failures

The

were not expecting
was an omnibus bill which deprives
the Commission of considerable ad-

called "inner circle" that has caused
a near rebellion in the union. Board
held one of its stormiest sessions in
history over the weekend during
which the alleged perpetrators of
the smearing were roundly roasted.

Average

1.

,

other view.)
What they

Hollywood, June 3.
The board, rank and file of American Federation of Radio Artists arc
seething over alleged Red smear
pamphlet electioneering of a so-

were:

2.

Blue Book, some lawyers take an-

Smear Pamphlet

actors have
been weaned
between laughs
us and are now in the 1. Amos
Andy
16 Seconds
Next year we may lose more." 2. Phil Harris
15
Bushnell added CBC plays were 3. Burns and Allen
16
"
as good as any aired on the conti- 4. Joan Davis
17
nent and "could compete on equal
The realistic situation comedy
terms with any broadcast in the programs that top the list of this

away from

Canada Sets

on 'Red'

Average

sional

U. S."

the 1947 legislation.
They would
to have seen Congress simply
write in a proviso keeping
entirely out of the nro«ram field and
let it go at that. (Though spokes-

like

"

In the farce situation comedy
group, the top programs according
to his records were:

said, "In

will

As a matter of fact, the otdtimers
are saying privately that the WhiteWheeler bill in its original form
had less impact for the industry than

11

14

it

it."

Coast AFRAites

13

the point where

please everybody but the FCC. and
broadcasters once more may find
themselves preferring no. legislation
at all to. the kind of bill Congress
thinks they should have.

buildup time
3.

Washington. June 3.
may be re-

looks like history

It

At least one Interstate Commerce Committee member has
commented on the Assn's appar-

In the first group, gag comedy, the
top shows according to the audience
response received for this season,
says Walker, were the following:

3.

today (Tuesday) that he'll open
hearings on his new radio bill
June 17, despite the request of
Justin Miller, NAB pr.exy, that
the hearings be postponed until
Congress reconvenes in the fall.
House sub - committee also
plans to open Its hearings on the
bill before Congress recesses for
the summer, according to chairman Rep. Evan Howell of Il-

register
to
a
lobbyist on Capitol Hill, according to observers here. The Assn..
which has looked to the Motion
Picture Assn. on code and other
matters, did not follow MPA's
example of registering a $27,000-

Average

Radio Committee, Bushnell

is

Sen. Wallace White announced

Demand

Washington. June

Impressions are those gathered by
Ernest M. Walker. CBS audience response analyst, who charts all comedy programs on a multiple level
graph recording, to study what

Canada Fears Exodus
Ottawa, June

Puzzle Trade

Still

Washington, June

FM

jumped 47%

Under the leadership of George
Jennings, director of the Radio
Council of WBEZ, Chicago, educators were recently urged to pressure
and
sets, with the result
that dozens of wires have hit Washington in the past week. They were
aimed at the June 3 meeting of
liaison committee of FMA-RMA in
Washington. That meeting has now
been postponed until end of June,
which means that any assurances
the educators could have hoped for

the

LEAD

IN

Gag comedy programs

U." S.

Kick

sets

Ramifications

over farce situation or realistic situation comedy shows, judged by a
survey of the season now closing.
As for the gag shows, the "broad
smart comedy" type has a far
greater appeal than the "broad
corny comedy" or "narrow smart

who

boosters,

tough job selling their
school boards on FM and getting the
dough to put up' stations, are now
almost ready to throw in the towel,
according to telegrams reaching the
U. S. Office of Education, FM Assn.
and Radio Manufacturers Assn. offices here. Their biggest gripe this
time is lack of FM receivers for
classroom use or any prospects of
getting them before school vacations

among

FM

TYPE

Hearings Urged;

Biil

probably

not

the bill and would

with

satisfied

welcome industry

!

quested

(Continued on page 36)

was himself roasted for releasing it.
Particularly since same request of
rank-and-filer, Fred Shields, was refused some time ago.
.

Others

presumed

among

Option Time Kick

"interTuttle.

ested" parties are Lurene
Tyler McVey, Frank Nelson, Bob
Bruce, and national AFRA President
Ken Carpenter. Nelson and Bruce
themselves are candidates for national
board elections, the event
concerned. Pamphlet favoring Carpenter. Nelson, Bruce, from among

In

WhHe

Bill

Washington. June 3.
Probable havoc to nighttime network shows and a consequent loss
of revenue to the webs was predieted as result of a White Bill provi(Continued on page 34)
sion, which was widely overlooked
in first readim: of the new legislation.
While the bill would extend
net contracts from the present two
to three years, it contains what nets
12iG and stations alike dub an "alarming
option time provision."
Chicago, June 3.
This would prevent the chains
Rumors that Red Skelton show
will operate on a much reduced budg- from opt'oPin? more than two hours
et next season as against its present in any consecutive "three-hour pcincluding
the
top-listening
tag of $12,500 were emphatically de- riod.
nied here last week by Jack Sim'ison. nighttime hours. The present netradio director of the Russel M. Seeds work regs, as spel'cd out by the
agency.
Skelton show is opening FCC, allow for optioning of three
oi't of every five-hour segment of
in the fall with a bud«et that will
be substantially increased over that the broadcast day. While stations
of this year.
Both "People Are co', Id still carry three or more hours
Funny" and the Skelton show have of net shows in any time segment
they could not contraci for more
been renewed for 52 weeks.
I

,

|

SKELTON FALL BUDGET

!

TO BE UPPED OVER

;

j

i

|

|

.

FAITH

'

TWO-NETWORK SETUP?

',

I

During the summer the SWcllou
will be revised and those memwho had been dropped will

show

bers
again

|

be taken on providing they
In the
into the new format.
fit
meantime, Sigmund Romberg brch
of 52 pieces will replace the show
SimpAccording
to
for the summer.
son, Raleigh ciggie sales have been
substantially increased above those
of last year.

'

\

I

than two, a fact the nets believe
will damage their bargaining position with advertisers.
Reference to the change in option hours was omitted from th«
-

•

,

]

I

j

lengthy statement which accompanied the legislation, which led to
some speculation among radio peopie here that Senator White wa»
himself unaware of the impact of
the

new

provisiort.

Wednesday, June
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BMB Long-Range

Planning Hinges

June 20 will be a momentous day+in the short but hectic life of the
Broadcast Measurement Bureau. On
SHIFTS
{hat date, the tripartite BMB board
and
(representing
NAB, ANA
AAAA) will decide whether to acQ" legal quiz
advance
NAB
"request"
"Lawyer
cept the
to
Mutual's
the bureau's second nationwide sta- show, despite a "generally favorable
tion audience survey from 1948 to sendoff from the critics following its
are
to preem a couple of months, back, is
1949.
Many other decisions
fce made also, involving proposed on the exit road, with its Thursday
long-range financing, proposed daily 8-8:30 p.m. slot assigned starting
as well as weekly average listening June 26 to a "Let's Go to the
"measurements, etc. But they hinge, Movies" stanza.
New show will
in the main on the fate of Study dramatize scenes from current films
fro, i
and cut in Grace Eden, an editor of
Meantime,
there's
feverish Mayfair magazine, for a report on
a
schedule o£ BMB committee meet- Hollywood doings. Program, howings calendared for the period pre- ever, will originate in New York.
Two other Thursday night segceding June 20, with all phases of
BMB operation to be scrutinized in ments also will undergo changes.
the iight of the possible; if not prob- "Count of Monte Cristo," which has
able! two-year delay in Study. No. followed "Lawyer Q," has been sold
on Don Lee's Coast net and will be
2. One of the most important seseions.will be that of the finance com- shifted July 6 to Sundays at 3:30
Thursday night spot starting
mittee, down for next Tuesday (10), p.m.
when BMB prexy Hugh Feltis is ex- July 3 will be occupied by "Scarlet
pected to urge ai> end to the bureau's Queen," a new adventure saga
present "stop-and-go financing" and scripted by Gil Doud and Bob Talladoption of a regular monthly as- man, who author "Sam Spade" on
sessment of member stations. Such CBS. Elliot Lewis will be starred
a plan, he points out, has worked in the stanza, which MBS producer
well for Canada's Bureau of Broad- Walter Lurie bought on a recent
It'll
be aired out of
Coast trip.
cast Measurement.
Hollywood.
In these finance deliberations as
"Treasure Hour of Song," Conti•well as others, BMB ,will receiye the
is taking fa
advice of a special committee of sponsored show which'
from its Thursday 9:30 p.m.,
NAB board members named by hiatus
prexy Justin Miller for this purpose. will be replaced July 3 by the Vic
The committee, entirely of station Damone Show, expanded into a
men; is composed of -Leslie Johnson, half -hour format. Singer will drop
"WHBF, Rock Island," 111.; Paul his 15-minute Tuesday night airer
Morency, WTIC, Hartford; G. Rich- after June 24.
"Quiet Please," a new series on
ard Shafto, WIS- Columbia, S. C,
supernatural stuff, tees off next
and William Way, KVOO, Tulsa.
Sunday (8) for a four-week run in
The prospect that BMB will have the "Juvenile Jtury" spot, Sundays
two
next
the
for
down
settle
to
at 3:30, prior to "Monte Cristo"
years to less spectacular activity, such 'moving into this frame.

<t
'*

Miami

Hoop Likes Postcard

Hubbub was

C. E. Hooper sprang an unexpected pitch at the Broadcast Measurelast

go

manager,

his

LANG-WORTH,

AFL

.

Joe

NEW YORK

INC.,

Extending

Radio Series
American Federation of Labor, determined to fight the Hartley-Taft
labor legislation to the bitter end,
will

extend

four-week

current

its

Kobak

6 Ops Nix

Miami, June 3.
among broad-

Only

to

Herald-owned

CBS

affiliate,

out to Missouri Valley College, Marshall, Mo.,

WINS' Daytime 50 Kw.

I

I

but

Stage-radio actor Horace Braham and radio director Arnold Michealis
have joined forces to run their own "summer school" in Manhattan. Only
"advanced students" will be accepted for theatre and radio training in
technique. Michealis did a teaching stint at N.Y.U. previously and Braham

week for a guest shot on the 'closing "Chicago Theatre of the Air"
stanza of the season
Dave McClintock named radio director of the
Philly Community Chest, replacing Emma Mae Roberts, who's quitting to
get married
Ed Browne checks out as radio promotion director of
National Concert & Artists Corp. Friday (6) to become editor of the
weekly Pelham, N. Y., Sun.
last

Thelma Ritter, who recently finished a role in the film "Miracle on 34th
has joined the cast of CBS' "Mystery of the Week"
Paul Baron
over as a permanent conductor on the Jean Sablon show with Saturday's (7) airing. .. .John Grinnell and Betty Garde into the "Young Widder
Brown" cast. Vivi Janiss to "Just Plain Bill." Alexander Scourby in
"David Harum"
Bill Goodwin in town for a short visit with' CBS execs
Half-hour situation comedy, "Sunshine Inn," scripted by Gertrude
Berg and featuring ZaSu Pitts, being offered around by CBS
Armed
Forces net has begun picking up Red Barber's five-a-week CBS sports
show
Team of Lou Drppkin,
(Baltimore) scripter, and Felix
Leon, N. Y. freelance, has another dramat, "The Roast," skedded for airing

St.."

take's

WBAL

Sheil of Chi.

ABC June 15) and
WIOD (NBC) signed

AFL-sponsored
heavy budgets and

up.
Papers' explanation of the move,
believed first of its kind in a metropolitan area, was_ that permits for

June

18

[IV

HOLLYWOOD ...

on CBC's Maritime Network workshop.

Foster

shows,
despite
plentiful star ma-

events department.

haven't paid off spectacularly
rating-wise. Hooper's May 30 report
gives the union's daytime five-aweek "Pursuit of Happiness" 1:5, the
ABC Thursday evening stanza, "Best
Things in Life," 2.9, and the Mutual
repeat Sundays 1.8. Union chiefs,
however, are said to be well satisfled, on the basis of belief that the
terial,

&

1

MARKET

FOR

,

.

.

daytime

•

.

.

.

CHICAGO

j

•

1

wILm

.

.

.

]
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coverage to about
Washington
Program director
8,514.389 radio families. Chief gains Arthur J. Casey and sales promotion
will be in Long Island and Connecti- director Tom Means have resigned
cut coverage.
from WOL.
tion's

(2) to receive

in Canton, N. Y.

.

WINS, Crosley-owned N. Y. indie,
figures to pick up approximately
1,250,000 potential daytime listeners
as result of an FCC grant, announced this week, of an increase in
daytime power to 50 kw. Station
will continue operating on 10 kw
nights.
Equipment for added power is installed and will be switched on Sunday, June 15. with special programs
marking (he event. WINS execs expect the power boost to up the sta-

Monday

ABC board chairman Edward J.
an honorary doctor of laws degree
Noble gave $200,000 toward the building of a new, 40-bed, $400,000 hospital

has vetoed the bill, to sustain the
veto; if he has signed it, to enact
revoking legislation.
Format of the show next week was
being set up yesterday (Tue.) but
details had not been cleared.
It's
expected to be a half-hour stanza,
aired on ABC, with a repeat the following Sunday on Mutual, a la the
setup for the four-week series.
Tomorrow night's big blast, on
ABC from 9:30 to 10:30. with a reprise, set for Sunday 1:30-2:30 on Mutual, has been whipped into the form
of a documentary, with man-in-thestreet interviews slated from Wash
ington and Chicago in addition to
N\ Y. and Hollywood. Main speakers
will be Sen. Warren Magnuson of
Washington and Bishop Bernard J.

'

!

.

May has checked out as manager of ABC's news and special
He'll write a book
Tom Lewis, radio chief of Young
Rubicam, was named president of Hollywood Ad Club, and C. Burt
Oliver, of Foote, Cone & Belding, first veepee
Edgar Bergen and wife
took the air line for two weeks in Hawaii
"Kate Smith Speaks" strip
new AM, FM and video stations in
on Don Lee will be sold out by fall. Par Soap bought three days and startthe area total 12, adding up to 18
ing in September Fisher Milling takes the other two
Art Linklelter
with existing outlets, and that newsgoes dramatic June 9 when he essays the lead role in "Hollywood Agent"
print is too short to permit free liston Skippy Theatre. .. .New fathers of the past week are "Buzz" Adlam,
ing of so many.
ABC music director, and Karl Gruener, NBC producer.
One result was that WGBS, which programming reaehed key people,
had mapped a big ad campaign on
Allan Jones and his wife, Irene Hervey, are being offered around for >
its switchover from ABC to CBS,
breakfast table session. The title: "Keeping -Up With the Joneses"
dropped these plans entirely and will
Irna Phillips set Gordon Hughes as producer of "Guiding Light," new dayCHI STATION AIMS
sit the situation out newspaper-wise.
time serial for Procter & Gamble
Ben Brady checks off the Young &
So will WKAT (MBS), and indies
Rubicam production staff after the Ginny Simms finale and leaves for
WINZ and WBAY. Most will plug
SEPIA
New York to negotiate production for a play he has written.
their programs on the air, with exChicago, June 3.
Don
Stauffer
around for coupletof weeks on a routine call. Another
planations on why their listings do
For the first time in local radio arrival from Gotham was MCA's Mai Hackett.
.G. W. "Johnny" Johnnot appear in print, so phrased as to
history a station, other than for- stone, radio director for National
Assn. of Manufacturers, on good will
inform listeners of the deprivation eign language
airers, will make an
visit.... Mark Warnow will "sound off" in a Sunday
night spot on CBS
to the public of the service formerly
attempt to capture the Negro mar- next July, being moved into the
Kate Smith vacancy. His Army musical
provided by the papers.
ket here, estimated to be more than is now airing on Friday after
a previous move from another night on Don
350,000. WAAF will air three shows Lee-Mutual... .Doris Day,
the Pied Pipers and Axel Stordahl's orchestra
directed .at
sepia
audiences,
are
all
tentatively,
lined
up with Frank Sinatra when he swings over to the
Jim Ameche Inked For
sponsored by National Credit Cloth- H(t Parade in September.
.. .Cal Kuhl will be at the reins of the Bob
ing Corp. Clothier will air disk show Crosby strip for Campbell
soup.
.Ruthrauff & Ryan made a hard pitch
Platter Series in Chi featuring Negro disk jockey from tor Frank
Morgan to fill a comedy spot on the Dick Haymes show next
6.30-6.45 p.m., and already airs an season, but he preferred
Chicago, June 3.
to cast his lot with Mann Holiner on the new Old
Jim Ameche signed last week with all Negro quiz show from 6.30 to 7 Oold setup. .Norma Jean Nilsson
is starred in the open-end transcription
Tele - Radio - Creations of Chicago, on Saturdays.
series for kiddies titled "Sally
in Hollywoodland."
new transcription outfit, to do 16
Third show, which is the most
platters as first of a projected 52 controversial, and will be on instiIN
.
.
.
week deal of background stories on tutional basis with no ads, will be
little-known facts.
Jack L. Cooper celebrates his 25th
Series jvill fol-'a Negro "Town
Me'
of
the
anniversary in radio with a dinner
low pattern of late Johnny (Neblctt. Air" which will air
0:30 to 7 June 8 at the Hotel
Sherman.
Before starting in radio, he spent
scries.
Josef
Chcrniavsky,
who p.m. Sundays and lc.
off with many
years in vaudeville, giving him a
total of 46 years in show business
h'eads up new outfit, had been as- -touchy,
local
subject.
"Restricted
sociated with Neblett for a short Covenants
and
Negro Housing." ...."Train of Tomorrow" aired its press run on. Mutual May 27 with Atle
time before latter's death, in a plane Sepia deal, outside of the 6:45 to 7 Hult, Mutual Central division
v.p., in charge of details. .. .Hugh Sturiecrash last year.
shot five-a-week, ties up the 6:30 to
fr ° m Coas t for few days....
Chicago Majestic hosted party
TRC will also transcribe musical 7 slot all week.
ock eys and distributors at which 45 engraved radios were
series with idea of entering South
vLin out. i
Pact is set for 52 weeks with 13- passect
Roy i^-i
Harlow, in charge of station relations for BMI, stopped.
American market.
week options and represents a bud- in from Hollywood

News-owned
I

.

network radio campaign a week has lectured at Columbia.
beyond its scheduled windup tomorBecause of the indecision on renewal of "Quick As a Flash," Ken Roberts
row (Thurs.) night. Pitch on tomorhas resigned as announcer to make himself available for other programs.
row night's hour-long stanza, which
Meredith Willson's flivver stanza, bowing on CBS June 18, will be called
the union has loaded with star bait,
new conwill be directed at urging President "The Ford-Showroom". .. .CBS producer Robert Shayon heads a
Truman to veto the H-T bill, which tract negotiating committee for the N. Y. branch of the Radio Directors
Guild, with Charles Harrell, Carl Eastman, Lester Vail and Nicki Burnett
is expected to reach his desk that
day. Next week the heat again will as members.. Don Iddon addressed his London Daily Mail column the
Actress Sondra Gair planed to Chi
be turned on Congress if Truman other day to WOR flack Bob Blake

created

(currently

switching

He

provide county-by-county measure-

along.

WQAM

ers' habits.

ment and a base for, reporting total
•listening homes for stations, at least
in the larger cities.

and

"rave"
with
coupled
recordings
notices over the "rushes" of his Columbia picture support the rumor
that something big is about to
break.
All Broadway Is guessing— but
Tony won't talk!

—

technical committee
Thursday (29). In an appearance before the group in N. Y. to
submit suggestions for new techniques in measuring average daily
as well as weekly audiences, the
rating agency head tossed his .longtouted diary, system overboard and
proposed a mailed postcard ballot
plan as a means of counting listen-

ment Bureau's

His proposal was that the bureau
fietermine the format of the postcard ballots and where they should
be sent, leaving the Hooper organization to get them out and to tabulate the returns. In his presentation,
he showed correlation between total
postcard returns on the initialtest
and his telephone-coincidental poll
totals. He claimed his method could

of

casters here this week by action of
the Miami Herald and Miami Daily
News in instituting, effective Monday (2), advertising rates for radio
program listings. Stations refusing
to pay the service charge— $42 weekwere offered
ly on a year's contract
free listing of their logs, but in agate
type, in paragraph form; at the foot
of each paper's radio column. Pay^
ing stations get boldface listings.
Immediate reaction from four of
the six local outlets was to refuse to

Balloting

admitted he had just recently
"stumbled onto" this method, which
he said was an outgrowth of the
«3iary system but did not employ it,
and that thus far he had only had
time to make a quick test- of the
plan- in the N. Y. area. He said he
believed, however; that this new
technique would provide a higher
standard of measurement and that
hv. could do it cheaper than BMB
could, because of the tabulating
equipment he has available.

TONY PASTOR
Tony

Schrlbmah, have something up their
collective sleeves. The enthusiastic
reception of Tony's new Columbia

—

4 Out

(29)

.

Rates for Radio Logs;

quick nod. The BBM, incidentally,
levies a monthly subscription fee
based on two-thirds of each station's
peak half-hour rate.

Silvers,

.

Ad

Dailies Set

york city ...

musical director for KXLY, Spokane, arrived in town
and leaves today (Wed.) for London where he'll vfsit his
family until September. .. .Max Cutler, Coast actor, completed stint in
."Superman" off the air June 27 for first time in
"Telephone Hour" short
seven years. Returns Sept, 29.... Kate Smith wrote President Truman
suggesting creation of a "National Grandmother's Day" to fall on second
Sunday in October. .. ."Juvenile Jury" off WOR-Mutual Sunday (1) but
video version remains on WNBT for the summer....John S. de Rusey, with
NBC spot sales staff since 1944, advanced to manager. He succeeds Willan C. Roux, who has checked out to join the Colyer Printing Co., Newark,
.Arrid dropping down from three to two nights
as v.p. smd treas..
weekly sponsorship of GabrielHeatter MBS strip; but Noxema is picking
CBS veepe'e Ed Murrow delivered the commencement'
up the open date
address at Muhlenburg College, Allentown, Pa., Monday (2) and will do a
similar stint at Smith College's exercises in Northampton, Mass., June 16
CBS news analyst Joseph C. Harsch planed to Europe yesterday (3)
for a two-month tour. Net will pick up his Sunday p.m. commentary
from wherever he happens to be. He'll also do some special shots....
Patsy Campbell added to "Big Sister" cast. Elaine Rost into "Real Stories"
Draper Lewis,
ABC producer Charles Warburton out ill last week
CBS staff writer, engaged to Jean Holloway, Metro script writer.
Audition platter of a new show, "The Beloved Vagabond," by "Terry &
Fred Weihe .has
the Pirates" scripter Al Barker, to be cut this month
"Summerfield Band Concerts" replacing
joined NBC's production staff
Bert
"Gildersleeve" for warm months starting next Wednesday (11)
Briller, WOR flack, whipping up a piece about disc jocks for Everybody's
WQXQ, FM
He has one on vets in aviation in the June, Pic
Digest.
sister of WQXR, moving upstairs to 96.3 megacycles about July 1, but will
Skywriters*
.continue broadcasting on its old low band (45.9) for a time
radio quartet has adopted a French orphan girl via American Friends of
Mutual prexy Edgar
Widows & Orphans of the F'ench Resistance

Leo

Thursday

.

as projects to refine measurement
techniques, added to trie fact that'
the bureau is fast reaching the end of
funds subscribed for its initial goaround, makes it pretty certain that
some financing arrangement resemt>lfng the "Canadian Plan," as it's
already being called, will get a

mw

rjy
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the Production Centres

From

On Fate of Second Audience Survey

4,

—

.....

.

,
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Wednesday, June 4, 1947

JACK PAAB SHOW

Erwiir, Jerry Fielding, With Charlotte
Keane,
Averback, Page Cavanaugh
Ed Latimer,, others
Trio; Dennis Day, guest
Producer: Don Vietor
Writers: Larry Marks, Larry Gelbart, 30 Mins, Sun., 6:30 p.m.
Sid Dorfman, Faar
ANACIN

Hy

producer: Bob

Nye

80 Mlns., Sun.,

WNBC, NBC,

p.m.

7

On

the

credit

side

Jack

However,

show

didn't quite

if

Jack Paar

the

come

off' ori

the

airing Sunday (I), blame it
on the fact that at this stage of the
game Paar still lacks any distinctiveinitial

ness as a personality.

And when an upcoming comedian

has an uphill battle with his material, it was society's responsibility.
Having
coupled with the fact that the format gotten across
that message, session
on the premiere program developed proceeded on its
regular business
into what Mary Livingston usually offering
a story centering about a
characterizes as a mishmosh, it's gang of
young hoods under directough going all along:
tion of an unknown higher-up. On
Dennis Day's guest shot on the the basis of several slim clues, Queen
preem, easily the outstanding bit on comes up with the head man.
the show, only served to point up
The Usual Queen tricks of taking
Prar's present deficiencies. The Day a break toward the end of the story
glibness, ease and payoff that comes to give the listener a chance to dope
from seasoned trouping on the kilo- out the finish, is continued. Dorothy
cycles sharply contrasted with the Gordon, moderator for the N. Y.
uninspired delivery of Lucky Strike's Times forums, as guest sleuth was
summer salesman.
given a chance to put the finger
It could well be that after he has on the guilty party. Following that
a few shows under the belt Paar Queen went into his deductions.
Cast and production staff gave
might achieve a distinct flavor,
highly
competent accounts. Chartempo and originality that will set
him off from the current' crew of lotte Keane, playing Queen's seccomedic candidates. From that stand- retary, Bill Smith as the elder Inpoint he rates all the encouragement spector Queen and Ed Latimer as

for

fiction

Camel

that Ellery

Queen

is

a

Gordon Hughes,
Rowan, Joe Allabough

WCBS-CBS,

for

some

10 years, this
to a full 76-

moved over

hookup

slick

He

AGMA

introduced
to plug
a

I

style

is'

refreshing

to

this

Preemer on: Monday

(2)

offered

subject, the housing mess,

in a half hour; nothing less than a
series could do the job thoroughly.
But the time he had was sufficient
for Fry to show as did Norman
Corwin in his "One World Flight"
series
that on-the-spot recordings
give a documentary an air of quiet

union

Dr. Cowan, "Madman" Muntz and
Mutual Broadcasting System, the
latter for four quarter hours and
others for one quarter each, underwrote seven of 12 periods, with two
more, William H. Wise Publishing
Co., and Patricia Stevens Modeling
School added on Tuesday.
Hurl.

.

.

.

sleep."

superintendent at a housing project,
pickup of an actual phone cail following up a room-for-rent ad. excerpts from a banquet speech on
pending housing legislation, and,
'

characteristic

a

many

places.

viewees. -a

who spoke

man

One
of

of the interforeign accent

low monosyllables, was
perhaps should
out.
Most important weakness, however, was in
the narrator's delivery, which lacked
authority.
Script was good.
WNEW deserves a kudo for giving
a place to this kind of program mingv
in

unintelligible and
have been edited

It's in

Negroes famed

let's-do-

something demand voiced by F. H.
LaGuarcHa.
Music bridges were wisely omitted
for stark effect. The recordings imfortunately were of poor quality in

j

,

:

i

!

!

:

i

.

the direction of real radio.
Do«ii.

said:

"We

firmly

believe

that

,

world,

in

such

whipping posts, were being awaited
to see whether they took it in the
spirit of "mutual criticism" or as a
provocation for a Hatfield-McCoy act
between the press and radio.

the U.. S. music
diverse figures, as
.

i

—

|

;

the late Fats Waller's "Come and:
Git It." Anne Brown sang "Summertime." And so on.
Virgil Richardson, of the American Negro Theatre, discussed the
records briefly, in a simple, unaffected style, not slick or flashy. It
was good, and to the point. He added
a short newsletter with info on activHies of Negro performers, etc.. that
weekly feature. Whiles.
is to be a
Negroes, anyone will appreciate this
i

j

•

,

,

.

;

|

i

program.
I

Broil,

condemned tenements and
lodging houses.

All

in

all,

which a whole series of
rumors were spread about the

crisis in

Hollenbeck didn't waste any mo-

in

Marian Anderson and Louis Armstrong. Accent the first program, in
was on the pop side the
disks,
Golden Gate Quartet's "Shadrach,"

keyboard

!

Concerto" with "Three Blind Mice"
:

I

j

!

;

•

;

,

and again as a strict classicist.
But the payoff to Templeton at his
best was in his satirical kickaround
of the Gertrude Stein "Four Saints
in Three Acts" opus, which was top
buffoonery.
Backgrounded by the
"Oklahoma!" score, the Templeton
operatic takeoff, with an assist from
Ben Grauer, the show's announcer,and songstress Eugenie Baird, hit a
comedy vein that's only been
matched by those Fred Allen con-

LISTEN, CITIZEN
With Victor Jory, Judith Allen, HesSondergaard, Billy Quinn, Joe

ter

DeSantis, Horace Braham, Maurice
Tarplin, Maurice Ellis
Writer: Joe E. Grenzezack
Director: Earl McGill
Producer: Henriette Harrison
30 Mins.; Tues. (27), 10 p.m.
Susta ning
W.IZ-ABC, N.Y.
This was a dramatization of the
winning script in the Y.M.C.A.'s
second annual radio contest. Script

the
it

i

tions on the preem and piled directly
info the manner in which most of
the N. Y. dailies handled the socalled "relief scandal." He said: "The
great ink-letting which resulted from
the disclosure that a number of New
York City families on relief had been
housed in hotels has abated some,
after having for about a week resembled a kind of newspaper lynch-,
ing party.
"The immediate victims were 37
families, representing about 120 persons who had been housed in hotel
looms by the city's department of
welfare on the grounds that it hud
been unable to provide adequate
The
elsewhere.
shelter for them
lynching was a success— il you can,
call a lynching a success. The fainilies hJivc hem hustled from their
\

...

'

;
1

hotel rooms.

At

first

they were put

Joe

E.

Grenzeback,

free-

lance radio writer of N. Y. and Los
Angeles. The Y's judge either marie
a poor choice or didn't have much
first-rate material to choose from.
The author had a novel idea, i.e., a
returned soldier, asked by a civilian,
"What's it like to kill a man?" tries
to tell him that death on the battlefield
less,

is

-

unimportant and meaning-

but that "you can kill a man
without taking his life" by indulging

and religious intoler-

racial

in

ance and discrimination.
But the script, instead of sticking
to

this

theme and rounding

scattered

its

fire

in

half

out,

it

a

dozen

directions,

-*

—

and Mirror, which were the chief

great contribution to the U. S. cultural scene. One out of 10 Americans
a Negro. This program is the
is
barest sample (fine a program though
it is) of that great cultural wealth.
During summer months the program will be one of records andtranscriptions. In the fall it goes
bringing to it some of the
live,

In generally
well-edited pickups, the stanza built
Its case— interviews with ill-housed
families and with a construction

finally,

row

Virgil R'chardson
tual criticism will benefit both." On
Producer: Ted Cott
the day following the initial broad30 Mins., Mon., 9 p.m.
cast, both- the N. Y. Times and HerSustaining
ald Tribune gave full and fair coverWNEW, N. Y.
program,
This is a rare instance in radio— age to the contents of the
notwithstanding their spanking by
a Negro disk jockey playing Negro
Hollenbeck.
platters. Yet it's the most natural
other
dailies,
the
Reactions
of
think
to
of
thing in the world, come
however, such as the World-Teleit. There's a wealth of Negro music
gram. Journal-American, Sun, News
talent in America: they've made a-

the interviewer, "We got rats
big as baby kittens.
At night we
hear them trying to get into the

Templeton was in fine fettle for
preem program. All of the old
tricks have been refurbished, with that stylized showmanship that's as sock today as ever.
That goes for his slick improvisations, as when he gave "April Showers" the Spike Jones treatment; his
back-to-back integration nf "Warsaw
the

ringing
in
a
streetsweeper's
philosophy
on
victory
parades, and winding up with some
needlessly involved dialog regarding
the
600,000 homeless orphans of
Europe, topped by an appeal for
the
as
going bankrupt because a few extra the Y's World Youth Fund. Victor
bucks were being expended on relief. Jory did a sincere job of narration.
In an over-episodic sqript, many of
Orchid to Winchell
the dramatized sequences, especially
Hollenbeck also roasted the tabloid the flashbacks to battlefronts, were
gossip columnists (and Jack Benny) well enacted. Direction was par,
for
gagging about the situation: sound effects good. But the overall
"Those Broadway wags are never effect was highly mixed, leaving a
at a loss for a wise-crack; all is grist feeling that the writer wasn't quite
for their mills even misery." Wal- sure what point he wanted most to
ter Winchell, Victor Bernstein of make.
Donra.
PM and an anonymous reporter of
the Times wore singled out for their
honorable conduct during the cam- THE TELEPHONE
paign.
Hollenbeck. an experienced (Invitation to Music)
air reporter, soundly and sharply With Winifred Smith, William Gepdetailed the real facts in the case
hart; Sandy Becker, announcer
and vindicated the city wel'are com- Producer: Oliver Daniel
missioner's policy.
Writer-Annotator: Ben Hyams
Hollenbeck also criticized news- Lyricist-Composer: Gian-Carlo Mepaper coverage of the transit labor
notti

dailies.

With

slum section housewife who told

room where we

into
city

that

freedom of the press and freedom of
radio are inseparable and that mu-

ONE OUT OF TEN

authenticity which no dramatization
could ever achieve.
No enacted skit could ever pack
the punch delivered, in this case, by
a

HERMAN SCHOENFELD

In announcing this unique type
program. CBS vice-prexy Ed Mur-

end.

—

Reaction Big $64 Question
—

1

—

I

•

i

waxing done be-

bites

whole was simply done and should
draw ample attention from the
femmes. Plugs are the usual thing,
with a brief singing commercial
thrown in for good measure on the

is

bath listeners are in for a reprise of

one of those relaxing, engaging halfhour shows that adds up to grand
entertainment for the hot months.
For that matter, spot the Templeton
show of the calibre heard last Sun*day through the Sept.-to-June regular season semester, and you've got
something worth shouting about.
i

.

When the press
radio,
was about as sorry an exhibition as
ain't news; but when radio claws
the press— or a section of it is capaback with the sharp end of its an- ble of putting on."
tennae, that's something. WCBS, CoHollenbeck traced the origin of the
lumbia's N. Y. flagship, made that story
to a reporter on the Worldsignificant bit of broadcast history
Telly who had a special inside line
last Saturday (3U when it launched
into the chambers of Justice James
Don Hollenbeck oh his new weekly V. Mulholland in domestic
relations
series of critical analyses of the met- court.
Mayor William O'Dwyer. acropolitan N. Y. press. Program is cording to the Mirror, refused
to apcalled "CBS Views the. Press," a point Justice Mulholland's wife to
mild enough monicker. But the first the board of education last fall. Then
stanza went off like a howitzer with the Sun picked the story up, followed
Hollenbeck lobbing his critical shells in short order by the Journal-Amersquarely at the editorial mastheads ican, News and Mirror, the combined
most powerful din sounding
the
country's
of
if
country were

a

The

replacement favorite, Alec Templeton, has
returned to the- Standard Brands
banner the subbed for Fred Allen
last season),
and -is now holding

was by

By

summer

now that it's sunkissed and down the Edgar Bergen Sunday
Warner-wrapped.' His highly person - night spot on NBC. On the basis of
this week's (1) getaway show, Sabalized

Man-Bites-Dog Act Slays N.Y. Press;
Dailies'

" \

N. Y.

Walter Thompson)

perennial

such stalwarts as Tex Beneke, Andy
Freddy Martin, Nat Cole, tribs.
Miss Baird is a definite asset to
Spike Jones, Benny Goodman and
Johnny Mercer, Jo Stafford, Xavier the show, with a brace of solos.
Cugat, Tommy Dorsey and comer, Particularly sock was her vocalizing
the Gershwin tune, "Someone to
Buddy Clarke, with music ranging of
Watch Over." Dan Saidenberg and
from syrupy ballads through dance his
orch-choir backgrounding- blendtunes to novelty and comedy, each
ed neatly with the show's tempo.
given their own quarter-hour segGrauer
did his usually adept job
ments. Free-performing guests at his
on the commercials, with the Chase
pre-preem party Sunday predomin&
Sanborn plugs a model of tight
ated on the disks.
copy, geared to a "Thrift Without
Understandable nervousness Tears" motif on economy blend and
caused a few fluffs which he handled flavor bonus.
with humor but otherwise his timing
The Templeton show easily rates
was near-perfect, with commercials bracketing with the "must" listenrendered with flavor and intimacy, ing.
Rose.
the kind of stuff that is typical of his
come-hither operation. Chesterfield,

(Continued on page 36)

WNEW,

one which could hardly be treated
fully and to the utmost effectiveness

.

lessened

YOUR OWN

ingly.

That

infrequent showmanship that
sold the gals in New York and
helped make WNEW, N. Y., is not

—

A HOME

WNBC-NBC,
(J.

salesmanship and

Russell,

prexy

first

STANDARD BRANDS

|

I

de-

bone and bankroll.
Waxwhirler
presents
a
suave
though deliberate manner, a caressing tone and a musically informed
air, all of which are heightened by
an ease and poise uncommon among
his
sometimes grating fellows.
Studied expertness of the one-time
journeyman gabber is evident in
everything he does, right down to
carefully varied and interest-holding
musical material.

labor and should write to the President to veto the Hartley-Taft antiunion bill. Session then moved right
on again with Gladys Swarthout,
Frances Greer, Conrad Thibault and

after

voice,

jockey-laden
despite
locale
and
comparative expensiveness to sponsors, he should repeat his success.
Millionaire music mauler lost no
time in setting himself with the
femmes who, he knows so well, do
over 90% of the retail buying. Virtually everything he does, though
sometimes cornily commercial, projects warmth and sex appeal, and
smart program balancing is aimed
right at the femmes. He made no
mistake of seeking juves or casual
listeners but started off by deftly
building what must remain his back-

fore Tibbett left for European concert tour. Tibbett kept in line with
policy of emphasizing the music by
simply reminding listener that if he
worked for a living he represented

a' six-month
Writer Art Glad faithfully
augh Trio.
follows the format created by Irna
Once the boys find out what direc- Phillips and his characterization of
tion they want Paar to take— and the script's top role, Gospel minister
give him material that will head Dr. Charles Matthews, is in -keeping
strictly in that direction
perhaps with the serial's traditions.
they can salvage an entertaining
Strains of the Hammond organ at
package.
Rose.
the ..stanza's, opening was sufficient
tipoff on what was to come, but for
the record "The Guiding Light"
OF
deals with Dr. Matthews, pastor of
With Russ Reed, Eugene Francis, F. the Church of the Good Samaritan,
H. LaGuaidia; announcer, Bob nestling in Selby Flats, an underLyons
privileged Los. Angeles community.
Producer-Director: Stephen Fry
The good doctor's philosophy of life
30 Mins.; Thurs. (29), 10 p.m.
was keynoted in the opening instalSustaining
ment by a "lamp of friendshig"
brought to him by a divinity stuN. Y.
Stephen Fry. former North Ameri- dent.
"It's the symbol of The Guiding
can program director for BBC, is so
convinced of the potentialities of on- Light'," said Dr. Matthews. "Now
I
know what to say at the State
feature
the-spot recordings in news,
and documentary presentations on Prison." Shifting the locale to the
the air that he is currently setting peri, the doctor brought a ray of
himself up in a business of supply- hope to the inmates.
As Dr. Matthews, daytime serial
ing a regular service of recorded
feature material to stations. In this vet Hugh. Studebaker made a conthe
one-shot, which was an American vincing man of the cloth while
Theatre Wing project, he was able supporting cast read its lines with
Production as
apparent
conviction.
to demonstrate his premise strikstation
hiatus.

30 Mins.; Sun., 8 p.m.

broadcasting boxindustry history.

I

powerful dramatic material

Lawrence Tibbett

(Co?npton)

On NBC
soaper has

as

not

I

songs. Yarn still projects terrific
impact, especially during the.
times
when racial items are still an issue.
The story of a singer who gives up
his big chance to take his deceased
father's
place on the synagogue
rostrum on the Day of Atonement

commercial via

N. Y.

is

well

livery, convincing

!

]

Samson JRaphaelson's yarn served
as more than a peg upon which
Jolson could hang a few nostalgic

'

(DUZ)

here
as

The same cooing

,

Roy mum.

Producers:

KFWB
office

I

;

|

talents, Jolson's a potent actor.

still

2?

ALEC TEMPLETON SHOW

Three Hours, Mon.-thi u-Sat„ 10 a.m. With Eugenie Baird, Dan Saidenberg
(PST)
ocb
Participating
Writers: Harry Herrmann, Phyllis
KFWB, Hollywood
Merrill
The Martin Block booking on ''Producer: Ewa Mcintosh

:

day

THE GUIDING LIGHT

PROCTER & GAMBLE

Jolson's radio sessions have
been confined to song arid talk work
and narrating for "Alexander's Ragtime Band." In addition to his other

"Lift
Your Voices," the AFL
variety series, hit its stride Thurs(29) with a big name pop music
stanza. Lush arrangements by Percy
Faith and his 45-pieee orchestra got
the show off to a smooth start that
sustained
the
mood and sugarcoated
the
pro-Labor
message.
Stanza followed established format
of ^summer music shows with a
blend of pop and longhair tunes.
Alfred Drake varied from usual
singing role to emcee the proceedings and kept the talk to a mini-

real

With Hugh Studebaker, Willard
Waterman, Betty Lou Gerson, Ned
LeFever; Herbert Allen, announcer
Writer: Art Glad
Director: Hughes
15 Mins.: Mon, (2). 1:45 p.m.

MARTIN BLOCK PRESENTS

4

.

—

overtones, etc. It was a
herculean job that even the top guys
too often can't hurdle.
The Dennis Day contrib, with that
bit of "subconscious'' sparring with
Paar, was strictly qualitative stuff.
But that overlong takeoff on a British version of "Duel in the Sun"
was of questionable comedic value.
•Production
on the whole was
choppy, attempting to cram too
much into a 30-minute program.
Trudy Erwin does the chirping,
clicking nicely with "That's How
Much I Love You," with a later
musical insert for the Page Cavan-

«

as well as an item of tolerance. In
its
way, "The Jazz Singer" is as
important to the Jewish faith as
"Going My Way" is to Catholicism.
As for Jolson, an hoar's session
interspersed with his song renditions
is more satisfactory than his usual
half-hour stints. During that time,
he did seven numbers, ranging from
Toot-Toot-Tootsie," the traditional
"Kol Nidre" and "All My Love," a
new item written by him as successor to "Anniversary Waltz." New
tune, like its predecessor, is borrowed from a classic, and also looks
like a candidate for the Hit Parade.

during the past season suggested character. Consequently, no writer is
listed in an effort to bolster the bea talent slanted toward the fastpaced Bob Hope technique. But on lief that Queen needs no one to talk
his summer curtain raiser, Paar was for him.
Plugs for Anacin aren't too obhanded a script that threw the book
trusive.
Jose.
at him gags, satire with Henry

Morgan

»«»

tofore,

is

that bigtime sponsorship can afford Sgt. Velie read their lines expertly.
No cast credits are released for
him.
His previous guest shots on the Queen in an effort to perpetuate the

Vaughn Monroe show

*

Al Jolson, probably the most
called-upon air guest of the year,
got a chance to prove that he's still
a terrific emoter with the Lux Theatre resentation of "The Jaz- Singer" (CBS, Monday, 9-iO p.m.). Here-

a new course for this
standard detective yarn.' Long one
of the more cerebral of the sleuth
series, and one which has attracted
a more mature audience of fans who
listen to this series as occasional
relaxation instead of a steady diet,
the Queen series can embark on its
present course dealing with fictional
treatment of sociological problems
without alienating its regulars.
Initial stanza which preemed Sunday (1) dealt with the juvenile crime
problem in a manner which indicated

Benny summer replacement show for
Lucky Strike is a serious attempt
to project new talent into the limelight.

N, Y.

indicates

ol this

RADIO REVIEWS

M il»»
tU<»*»-<
jFollow-up Comment

Smith,

Ellery Queen's debut as a summer
replacement for the Bob Burns show,

N. Y.

Cone & Belding)

(Foote,

Bill

(S. S. C. &.B.)

LUCKY STRIKE
WNBC-NBC,

***

ELLERY QUEEN

With Trudy

i

cracking

down

Showing complete

on

the

false
city

workers.

impartiality

toward different sections of the press,
he caught PM and the Daily Worker
with their presses down for picking
up a wholly unfounded report from
the columns of the Daily News.
Before winding uo, Hollenbeck
roasted Westbrook Peglo'r for referring to labor loaders Sidney Hillman and David Dubinsky as "dialect
unioncers." "Mr. Pegler's column,"
he said, "Was a sentimental. recall of
the days when newspaper men were
figures of greater stature than they
are today— which could be." But one
way of lifting the newspaper profession back to its bygone level of honesty and courage is t<> turn t lie spotlight of truth on it. This Hollenbeck
is doing with commendable consci-

entiousness.

30 Mins.;

Wed.

(28), 11:30 p.m.

Sustaining

WCBS-CBS,

N. Y.

Gian-Carlo Menotti's comic oneact opera proved almost as delightful in its airing, on CBS' "Invitation
on Wednesday
to Music"
28
as
1

it

is

in

its

legit

presentation

>

cur-

rently at the Barrymore, N. Y. The
gossamer story and its choice musi-'-"

accompaniment come across excellently on the ether, and Wednesday's production did them justice.

cal

The plot is a bit of frothy nonsense about a man trying to propose
marriage, with his efforts constantly
interrupted by outside phone calls
to the girl.
In desperation, the man
finally has to dash out and phone in
proposal himself.
the
The gay,
whimsical music that accompanies,
lightly orchestrated in a style more
-

(Continued on page 30)
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»+As MM

Vande Acts Take Tele Hiatus

$40 Per Mile

May Stymie All N. Y.-D. C. Hookups
Washington, June

NBC

WRGB

20 Mins.; (29), 8:40 p.m.
Sustaining

WCBS-CBS,

N. Y.
"Living Art" marked the

LANNY ROSS
Carnegie Hall Tonight

.

(Wed., June 4th)

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Philco

JBN Fight

FCC Switches On
Relay Channels
Washington, June

3.

The Television Broadcasters' Assn
and Philco carried the ball for
video last week in opposition to an
FCC proposal switching relay channels

to

upstairs

more

inaccessible

Washington, amounting to about '47, when the Tex and Jinx show reaches of the spectrum and turning
$227 for an hour's show. In addition, replaced it.
over the entire 1,295-1,425 meg region
there's to be a $250 charge for station
to aviation radio. As a result, F£C is
connections on both ends of the loop.
mulling over Philco's counter pro-

Net charges, plus the talent and production costs, are expected to make
such a relay system prohibitive in
cost for all but the most plush-lined
broadcasting pocketbooks.
Proposed charges, according to
D. C. station operators, offer further
evidence that nothing in television
Marking the first time a motion
comes cheap. Costs would be almost
seven times the $6 per air mile now picture outfit has used a live tele
broadcasting. Under vision show as an advertising medicharged for
present conditions, NBC's station um for one of its Alms, Allied Art
(Du
would probably be the only ists has signed with
D. C station that could afford the Mont, N.Y.) for a series of three 15
rates.
Leslie Arries, manager of minute tele programs to plug "It
DuMont's WTTG here, has already Happened on Fifth Avenue." Deal
declared that if the rates become set in New York Monday (2) by
effective, his station can be expected Allied prexy Steve Broidy, is be
to operate on an almost completely lieved to offer further evidence
local basis, after Aug. 1 and will that the film companies are gradu
probably concentrate on films and ally lowering the barriers currently
•in effect against any form of. coop
remote pickups.
Since it's considered highly un- eration with the video industry.
likely that any sponsor would be
Shows will be produced by the
networking new package team of Paul Belanger
the
willing
foot
to
charges with the current limited and
Jim
McNaughton,
former
number of sets in circulation, those staffers of CBS television, who have
stations slated to begin operations in been retained on an exclusive basis
D. C. in the near future are- expected by DuMont to produce their own
to take their time in getting on the packages. First show is slated for
air. Both WMAL, the Evening Star's Monday
film
(9), day before the
'station, and WOIC, Bamberger's pro- opens at the Rivoli, N. Y., with
posed outlet, are listed in the latter format revolving around a "Fifth
category.
Avenue Ballet." Cherry Churchill,
">oadeasters, meanwhile, are ex- former model selected by Broidy
pe.tecl to support to the hilt the as stand-in for Gale Storm, femme
efi .ts of Philco, Raytheon and other lead of the picture, will imperso
outfits currently seeking to perfect nate Miss Storm in the show's com
the less costly method of radio relay mercials.
network. A.T.&T, citing the fact
Second show, on which no date
that its proposed rates are exactly has been set yet, will consist of a
hflf the $80 per mile figure originally sketch starring Victor Moore, who
quoted before the war, emphasized is also in the picture.
Moore is
the proposed rates were at the abso- slated to arrive from the Coast
lute rock-bottom level to which they Tuesday (10). Third in the series is
can be brought.
to be a special adaptation of "Fashion Showcase." former weekly production of Belanger and McNaughTIE
ton on CBS. Show will feature tic-

Live Video

As

Show

1st Pic Bally

AM

WABD

WNBW

j

posal

save some of the downfor video relays and

to

stairs

slots

make up the
giving

difference to airmen by

ins between the picture and the majority of top Fifth avenue stores,

crets

will

and

shortly

technical
will

PIX SERIES FOR VIDEO
Hollywood, June

se-

make

it
j

possible, by a mid-air hookup with
aircraft over the Channel, for prograins in London to be seen in Paris
and vice versa. This is in tune with
big current extensions of video
pUuis in Britain.

French experts claim they have
firu'i-

screen

definition

than

which lent a
view of the

programming and network
development would be set back at

j

3.

Launching his television features
division, Jerry Fairbanks, producer
of Paramount short subjects, has
started production on the first of a
series of films scheduled for delivery in the

Outfit is planning
releases, a detective-

fall.

two regular

mystery series and a situation comedy series, for distribution to video

a

the

stations.

British model and that their camFairbanks is using his regular
eras, giving two or three angles of film equipment and studio
facilities
vision,
are superior from every for the television films but has de
point of view. BBC looks down its veloped new techniques for writing,
nose at this claim and in any case directing, acting, lighting and shootnumbers its customers in thou^nds ing to adapt the films for television's
to France's hundreds.
J reduced screen and gray shading
>

j

to take a stab at television because
of the experience to be gained, it

Tele

FRANK WOOD

—

Joe Daffner, Joe Haug,
Vesota, Art Copulos
Director: Lorraine Larson
Writer: Gordon Urquhart
30 Mins.; 8 p.m., Wed.
Sustaining
sell,

"indiscriminate
shifting
around" of tele relay channels was
vigorously opposed by TBA attorney
Thad Brown and T. T. Goldsmith,
DuMont director of research. Brown
estimated it would take at least
another year to turn out "quality"
equipment for the new bands.

The

RCA,

which

is

—

trying

to

sell

—

WBKB,
Cast

budgeted
while,

many

composed

of players from
Television
Actors,

of

which means they have more than
average
radio
artist
knowledge
about working in video field. Entire

"Teleran" airplane video units as
well as general aviation radio equip- company uses skill developed for
ment, kept silent on the video issue, particular show by Bruno Vesata, to
make this more than picture-talking
but subsidiary NBC mildly called on
presentation.
FCC to let tele continue to use the
Story involves gang of -car thieves
downstairs slots for the next few who have murder in own circle
and
years while aviation equipment was call Frank Wood to solve case. In
being designed for the channels. process he almost gets killed himWashington attorney Gus Margraf self by several bumps on head,
which looked very realistic, and he
made NBC's presentation.

Renews News

Gulf Oil

Show With D.C.-N.Y, Tie
To Enlarge

teaches a juvenile romance-hungry
girl to become a lady. Plot is thin,
but excuse for using four separate
backgrounds, all very authentic, including short boat cabin scene.
Most commendable feature of
show is job cameras did in following
many switches of scenery necessary

Gulf

newed

Oil's

for

Its

Scope

to

news show has been rean additional 13 weeks

scope

tional

(Thurs.)

via

Government

beginning tomorrow
live interviews with
officials

directly

from

Washington. Latter part of the show
will be carried over the Bell System's coaxial cable from D. C. to
N. Y. Since CBS has no station in
Washington, the staff of WMAL, the
ABC outlet in that city, will probably make the pickups, with DuMont
furnishing' the loop from the CBS
radio studios in D. C. to the coaxial
terminal.

Show
8:30

on

continues as

with as
as pos-

—

small
Hooperating.

First

cost

Move Made

formula

program
a com-

and

a

big

Drop

to

Prices on Receivers
United States Television
embarked on a concerted
to lower prices on tele
thereby becoming the first

this

week

campaign
receivers,

manufac-

turer in the industry to take such a

Move was made,

step.

according to

U. S. prexy Hamilton Hoge, in an-

swer

Truman's

President

to

paign

cam-

lower

prices
help
to
stabilize the national economy.
to

UST
letter

which

initiated its campaign with a
to all. manufacturers from
it

buys

that "since

parts.

Letter declared

we have found

that in-

creased production and an improved
and regular flow of material deliveries to us has resulted in markedly

lowering our overhead costs due to
elimination of constant stoppages
on the line and lessened procurement expense, enabling UST to come
out with equal profits at the lower
price,

we

condition

are sure that the same
obtains in our suppliers'

plants."

UST recently reversed the trend
Lorraine Larson was responsible of tele
set manufacturers by reducfor the undisturbed job the.
cam- ing the price on its models and
eras aid. As script is now. it
leaves
little
to imagination, because on found that, with mass production
techniques, its profits were just as
opening crime is committed,
with
no body in evidence, and
story high.
is not clue-type which
gives listeners chance to match wits
against
Hunt.

WFIL INTO TELE
A

five

Philadelphia, June 3.
kilowatt television trans-

move from its 8:15- mitter and complete studio and
Thursday nights to television equipment will
be

Doug Edwards

that produced for radio a
like "Mr. DA."
one with

paratively

mean-

Agencies,

experimenting

scenes.

will also

slot

8-8:30.

higher

possible

shows.

are

different type shows
seeking to find the

sible,

Chicago
is

Affiliation

making

Bruno

FAIRBANKS STARTS NEW

that

exchanged.

be

Two-way development

the

and teed

terpers, including Tal-

'

discussed a pooling of resources

hush-hush by
Staffs', programs

shot,

to

the

was usually impossible to get a vaude
ley Beatty, Tommy Gomez, Roy To- act to come in under that argument.
bias and Mariane Oliphant, all well- Tele shows, for example, have fealeast a year if FCC grabs the chan- known in either musicomedy or bal- tured such legit talent as Judith
variety
of
Wider
nels away from video, Philco vice let, were standout.
Evelyn, Henry Daniell, Anne Burr,
president Dave Smith told the Com- shots, including the dissolves and su- Romola Robb, etc., whereas only two
into
incorporated
per-impositions
mission. His company has spent an
or three top variety acts, such as
earlier CBS dance shows, might have
estimated $250,000 in building equip- shown them to slightly better advan- Edgar Bergen and Bob Hope, have
ment for the present bands and wants tage. Mahlon Naill's commentary consented to appear in tele shows.
the relays for a future tele net- was tailored perfectly to the show,
Because variety shows are so
work. According to Smith, WPTZ, with the actor's subdued voice add- popular with audiences,
most ad
Stal.
Philly, would probably go off the air ing to the overall mood.
agencies expect to bring them before
part of the time if these channels
the video camera sometime in the
PRIVATE DE- future.
are vacated. He recommended that
That won't happen, however,
TECTIVE
FCC save out at least the 1,235-1,360 With Joe Bcllucci,
Mary Ann Rus- until there are more sets in circumc slots for video relays.
lation,
Groups of

.

I

I

radio men across the Channel.
R.^ult of this visit, kept strictly
is

overhead

of an

dancers.

stairs.

.

between the two countries with top

BBC,

first big commercial tele show,
off as a straight variety
presentation.
Because
the
show
featured four or five different acts
each 'week, the show cost between
$3,500-$4,000. Current series of Kraftsponsored full-length legiters, on the
Fred Rickey and Ralph Levy at- other hand, cost near $2,000 weekly,
tempted to demonstrate via specially- since a smaller cast is necessary.
staged choreography what Mestrovic
Legit
talent,
moreover, works
had attempted to depict with each
statue. As such, the show was def- mostly at scale, despite the fact that
initely on the longhair side but, de- Equity has not yet set a minimum
spite the abstract quality of the cho- .wage pattern for tele. Vaude and
reography, was interesting enough nitery talent, on the other hand,
to' appeal to even the lowly-minded
usually demanded at least as much
in the audience.
No tele broadcaster—and no danc- as they would get for similar time
ers, for that matter— probably ever on a stage. Reasoning was that they
had a stage the size.of the Museum's could always get work, either in
spacious interior, and Rickey and N. Y. or on the road, and tele proLevy took full advantage of that. ducers, consequently, had to make
Image orthicon cameras, on which it worth their while for
them to
CBS will concentrate for all remotes, stay in
town for a tele show.
were moved about easily, with the
camera shots integrated neatly into
Where a broadcaster might conmade
also
Good
use
was
script.
the
vince a top legit actor, moreover,

produce factual murder mystery
Camera man-ers allowed only one
quick flutter, and program viewed
from new three-by-four-foot screen
on WCBS-TV, CBS' N. Y. tele out- was easy to watch.
Sour.d effects
with Vivian Gordon, fashion coorlet,
effective
June 26.
Renewal department deserve break on this
dinator for Allied, handling the tiemarks the second year for the show one for provided boat whistles and
ins. Latter two programs will both
on the same station, with the pact fog horns seemed like the real thing.
be aired sometime during the run
Joe
Bellucci.
who
portrays Wood
handled by the Young & Rubicam
ln W
of the film at the Rivoli.
kly sevies is extremely dark,
ad agency.
5u
andj though
deep colors register betCarried on a tentative basis since ter on video
he might try
CBS closed down al' studio program- lighter clothes screen,
to contrast his colorming: last month, the show will be ing
He does okay job and is parexpanded to give it more of a na- ticularly convincing in rouehinjf

SEEN

IN FRANCE, BRITAIN

the

at-

future when the latter can be operated at a profit.
Show, staged in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, N. Y., was another
step in CBS' experimentation with
the dance form for video. Revolving
around the works of Csech sculptor
writer-directors
Mestrovic,
Ivan

them additional channels up- novel touch

.

London, May 27,
rapprochement between
Closer
the BBC, London and French television interests is foreshadowed by
the visit to Fiance of Eric Fawcett,
leading television producer here.

first

Expectation that television would
serve to revive vaudeville seems
temporarily to have passed by
the board. NBC television,' which at
one time featured two Sponsored
variety shows weekly, in addition
to several carried on a sustaining
basis, is now devoid of any such
programming. CBS does no live programming of any sort, leaving DuMont the only N. Y. station with
anything resembling a variety show
in its "Amateur Hour" programs.
Chief reason for the hiatus of

CBS television to incorporate live talent into its remote pick- vaudeville acts from tele screens is
up shows since the web eliminated one of costs, according to ad agency
studio programming from its men, who indicated that the
all
hiatus
video activities early last month. Use consequently would only
be temof live talent, it's believed, offers
porary. "Hour Glass," once sponfurther evidence that. CBS is not
throwing in the towel on television, sored by Standard Brands over
the
in
studio
WNBT, NBC's N. Y. tele outlet, was
but will return to its
tempt of

I

who

|

With Talley Beatty, Tommy Gomeit,
Boy Tobias, Marlane OHphant;
Mahlon Nalll, commentator
Director-writer: Fred Rickey

WNBT

CLOSER VIDEO

»»

LIVING ART

Tarty

>

Television Reviews

\

3.

Television broadcasters, already
losing thousands of dollars yearly,
B-M's
Line' Gives
*ra expected to throw their full
support behind the radio relay syson
It a Full
tem of video networking, following
revelation of the skyhigh rates set
"Party
Line,"
television
show
for the coaxial cable by the Ameri- packaged by John Reed King, moves
can Telephone & Telegraph Co. Lat- to
(NBC, N. Y.), where it
ter filed its proposed rate schedule will be staged at 8:30 p.m. Sundays
yesterday (Monday) with the FCC, beginning Sunday (8). Featuring
in preparation for the Commission's Bert Parks as emcee, the show was
meet here on tele network facilities aired on WCBS-TV (CBS, N. Y.)
until May 11, when CBS shuttered
next Monday (9).
Rates, which the A. T. & T. plans all studio programming.
to put into effect by Aug. 1 if the
Bristol-Myers continues as theFCC approves them, will clip users sponsor. With its "At Home With
of the co-ax $40 per circuit mile on Tex and Jinx" show now aired from
the link between N. Y., Philadelphia, 8-8:30 p.m. on Sundays, the firm
Baltimore and Washington, if sub- will now have a full hour on NBC.
scribed to pn a monthly basis at Both shows are broadcast over the
eight hours* per day.
That would NBC
comprising
network,
tele
mean Washington tele stations WNBT, WPTZ (Philco, Philadelwould be forced to pay a minimum phia),
(GE, Schenectady)
of $9,480 monthly for the privilege and.WTTG (Dumont, Washington.)
of picking up shows originating in Agency for "Party" is Doherty, Clif—N.« Y.
ford & Shenfield, with Young &
In addition, however, the A.T.&T. Rubicam handling the Tex and Jinx
ha: set an extra charge of $750 for show.
station connections at both the reSunday (8) night also marks the
ceiving and transmitting ends of the first anniversary of Bristol-Myers
.co-ax link. Charges for occasional on NBC. Firm began sponsorship on
use of the cable are also costly, with June 9, 1946, with "Geographically
the phone company planning to Speaking," which ran 26 weeks.
charge $1.25 per circuit mile for the This was followed by "Tele-Variefirst hour's use between N. Y. and ties," which was aired until April 27,

Hour

1947

Cost Factor Seen Tomeback' Snag

A.T.&T. Files Skyhigh Rates for Tele
Co-Ax Users; Proposed

4,

livered soon to

Kenneth W. Stowman,

studio.

vision director.

it

field

de-

WFIL.

commentator. He'll be invisible to
the audience under the CBS policy
of no live programming from the

Broadcasting will start in the fall,
was announced yesterday (2) by

WFIL

tele-

Video Assoc. 3-Mo. Deal

Video Associates, television package agency which celebrated its
first
anniversary this week, has
signed a three-month deal with
WRGB, General Electric station in
Schenectady,
produce shows
to
throughout the summer.
Fitst of the series, slated to preern
Friday (6), is a miniature musi-

comedy
and

directed

titled

by

Phil

"Cafe Domino."

Bvodsky

,

.

.

.

'Variety's'

Radio and Television 'RE-

VIEW AND PREVIEW

Special Edition will

be published in June, when advertising
agencies and sponsors plan their programs

for the

.

.

.

new 1947-48 Radio Season.

This

is

an opportune time for you

to

both emphasize and point to your accomplishments.
is
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Bigtime Clears Gird for Battle

On Revamp of FCC Skywave Rules
Washington, June 3.
July 7 to Sept. 17, which is closer
the bigtime clear chan- to the Oct. 15 starting date asked by
nel broadcasters will be in battle the clears. However, even the Sepgear tomorrow (4) as hearing opens tember date will probably be pushed
on the question of revamping FCC's back. That comes right in the middle
present rules to take into consid- of the NAB annual convention in
eration so-called "daytime skywave Atlantic City, which will be atsignals." The clears are urging the tended by most of the big station
switch to push daytime stations off owners and FCC commissioners.
their channels and have already
won court approval to halt construcFCC Stays Three Permits
Washington, June 3.
tion of six of the wee-watters until
Under order of the U.S. Court of
the matter is decided.
The daytimers will be out in force Appeals for D.C., FCC last week vaat the hearing but are expected to cated permits to two daytime stacount on FCC technical men to han- tions on clear channels and suspend_d'e their side of the argument. ed the license of a third. CommisOver 171 of the daytimers have al- sion stopped construction of the
ready been spotted on the clear Southeastern Broadcasting Co., Clanchannels.
While a similar number ton, Ala., which WJR, Detroit, had
grounds
of -bids for sharing is waiting action protested on interference
;t FCC.
John J. DeWitt, Jr., con-' and that of Radio Virginia, Inc.,
nlting engineer for the Clear ChanBroadcasting
Service,
along
n t-1
with William Alberts of
Cincy, will introduce recordings to
show the extent of interference
from the. sharecropping stations on

WLW,

clears.

On

the

other side of the argu-

Edgar

Vandiver, of FCC's
technical information division, will
Introduce Government recordings
purportedly showing little interference.
Some of the daytimers are
expected to argue that there is no
daytime skywave interference exeept when stations perc with 500 or
more kilowatts power. They will
•ay the clears are trying to keep
the ether free so they can get superpower, in this case, 750 Jew, and that
there is no trouble at the present
80 kw ceiling on power.
NBC and CBS engineers will also
be on hand. Other witnesses include engineers for WCKY, Cincinnati; WQXR, N. Y.; KSL, Salt Lake

ment,

City, and the 16 stations which comprise CBS. The following daytimers will show: WARL, Arlington,
Va.; WCPS, Tarboro, N. C; WJMJ,
v-j
"*

Philadelphia; Lorain Journal Co.,
Ohio; Mansfield Journal Co., Ohio;
Oklahoma A. and M. College, Okla^;
KSKY, Dallas; KFBI, Wichita, Kan.,
and KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.
This hearing, however, will merely be preliminary to the main clear
channel sessions. The clears got a
break yesterday when FCC shifted
the start of tjbe main hearing from

Richmond, to which WGN, Chicago
had taken exception on the same
count.

The third station, WCPS, Tarboro,
N. C, was actually on the air ,with a
regular license, when the court acceded to the appeal of 50 kilowatter

WJR

it silenced. Howeffected a temporary

and ordered

WCPS

ever,

swap to the 570 kc wavelength
where FCC gave it a- six-day stay
through today (3). Meanwhile, all
three daytime stations have opposed
the .court orders and asked for oral
arguments here this week, in an
effort to reverse the court's leanings
in favor of the bigtime clear-channel
operators.

Only 215 of 800 OK'd

FM Stations Now on Air
But 500

Mark

in Sight

Washington, June

With the number

3.

of authorized or

proposed FM stations already well
over the 1,000 mark, FCC figures

show

that 500 cities in 47 states are

within reach of the

new

static-free

service.

Commission tabulations, released
last Thursday (29), show that only

FM

sta215 out of 800 authorized.
tions are actually on the air, most
of them operating with "special
temporary authorizations" and not
with regular licenses. Another 200
FM bids 'are awaiting FCC action.
(A good part of these are applications in the big cities Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Indianapolis, Providence,
etc.
which FCC expects to release
within the next two weeks as soon
allocation plan beas its new

—

—

IP,

FM

Approximately 70 refinal).
channels will become
available for use beginning July 1,
but, so far, less than a half-dozen
bids have been filed for these bands.

comes

FM

served

proportion of FM permittees actually on the air and slow
progress made in this direction are
looked on as sure to throw out the
window FCC chairman Charles R.
Denny's prediction (made at the
1946 NAB convention) that 700
FM'ers would be on the air by yearend 1947. FCC has passed out construction extensions to some 60 FM
permittees in the past two months,
but in recent weeks has cut down
the usual reprieve from six to three
months in an effort to speed actual
FM broadcasting on its way.

Philadelphia, June 3..
One of Philadelphia's most famous
restaurants the old original Bookbinders is how on the. air, for the

—

first

—

time in

its

long history.

The 75-year-old sea food house,
w.k. for decades to people in show
business, is sponsoring
head's sports show on
6:30 p.m. to 6:40 p.m.

Tom MooreWFIL from

Broadcasts originate from the dining room each Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, with Moorehead dispensing sports news and interviewing
Mooreand sportsmen.
athletes
head's

6:30

p.m.

program

for

the

Erlanger Brewing Co., will continue
from WFIL studios Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Summer Shows
Continued from page 25

"Mystery Without Murder," starring Luther Adler, which goes into
the Judy'Canova time spot for eight
weeks starting July 5.
"Plays By Ear," a series of drama-

"HIRES

TO YA*"

J

cMeGSui by most

PnejeMed
in

the

for

Ark-La-Tex

A vai labilities

KWKH
ft

ffl
7&t

Mm. Sam

sa ano watts
RepmsenTed by The Branham Co

Jolson's peeve against the Copa stems from Proser's testimony for the
Shuberts during the recent court trial in which the Shuberts sued Columbia Pictures for unauthorized use of scenes showing their Winter Gar.
den, N. Y., in filming "The Jolson Story."

W

air Chicago Cub games via
A 13-station hookup set up last month
WIND isn't the first midwest baseball net, as claimed. O. A. Zahner
veepee of the Ruthrauff & Ryan office in St. Louis, reports that the agency
has had a hand in airing the Cardinals and Browns games for a number of
years "over what we think was the first of the baseball networks." Right
now, Zahner adds, "we have what we think is the largest baseball network
of any of the major leagues. -It numbers approximately 25, with the stations that will be going on the air sometime this month,"

Housewives who toil aren't the only soap-opera devotees. Mrs. Frank
C.' Henderson, Park Ave. (N.Y.) and Palm Beach socialite, tossed a party
for the cast of CBS' "Whgn a Girl Marries" last Thursday (29) in honor of
the soaper's eighth anni. Mrs. Henderson said the serial had "brought ma
much pleasure and I want to reciprocate."

—

Guests at the party, held at the N. Y. Park Lane's Tapestry Room, included society friends of the hostess, who is an oil millionaire's widow.
Party props were based on incidents from the soaper, including a jail cell"
'
judge's bench, etc.

FM

.

Now

Voice of Freedom

Using

OK

Air

Technique

To Spread

Its

Gospel

Voice of Freedom Committee,
Y. group headed by Dorothy
Parker which is spearheading a campaign to get liberal commentators
back on the air, has utilized a radio
technique for spreading its gospel.
Town Hall rally sponsored by VOF
N.

May 8 was plattered 'and a transcribed version of it, edited down t»
an hour and a half, is being offered
to interested groups.
VOF reprised the rally recently
at the Hotel Beacon
"for the
2,000 who missed" getting into the

—

original at Town Hall, but found
that William L. Shirer, Dr. Frank
Kingdoh, et al, didn't pull as well
on wax as in the flesh. Turnout was
very
poor.
Committee believes,
however, that its rally-on-wax will
do better where groups specifically
request it, especially in {he outlands.
'

Packaged

rally,

which

is

being

rented for $5 per evening plus $25
deposit, consists of 10 12-inch records, cut on both sides, at 78

rpm—

pressed to reassign FM slots in a so they can be played on an ordinary
particular town where the standard phonograph.
broadcast operators want to condramat-quiz tinue over on FM slogans which
stations.
"Double or have popularized their
preeming
Variety,
28, 1947
Licensees at the top or the bottom
Nothing" spot.
of the standard broadcast dial, who
"Abbott Mysteries," going in for
have made much of this fact in their
N. Y.
"Quick as a Flash" June 8.
airer.

Mutual's N. Y. originations for the

summer

include:

"Listen

Carefully,",
June 22 in

AM

May

PARAMOUNT,

"Under Arrest," police adventure
series heard last winter on this net,
returning next Sunday (8) in the 5
p.m.

slot.

*\.

BBC
;

Scripters

advertising, want similarly located
channels.
As a result, FCC is in a dilemma

FM

in some spectrum-congested communities where it handed out assighments on the basis of transmitter locations without thought to the
promotion techniques of the stations themselves.

Continued from page 25

inadequate, almost insulting fees."
Poet John Pudney (son-in-law of
Sir Alan Herbert, M.P.) said: "For
one of my poems a film company
paid a fee running into three figures;
BBC would just go on paying a
th
guinea.
They have a secret committee to decide whether the poem
is
worth a guinea or less for reproduction rights." The poem referred to was called "Johnnie Headin-the-Air," which was featured in
the film, "The Way to the Stars."

Actress Suicides
Twila Phillips, 21, radio and television actress, was found dead last
week in the gas-filled New York
apartment of a friend, Charles Richard Stark, freelance announcer. She
note of despondency.
Stark, who found actress'

left a

when he returned
is

body

to the apartment,

I

I

BUDDY

|

|

CLARK'S
vocalizing is strong,. versatile and
pleasing. Selections are surefire,
coming off the top of the hit
parade. Opener is 'Peg O' My
Heart,' with Clark following into
'Glocca Morra' and a distinctive
takeoff on Al Jolson with 'April

Showers' and
Song.'

'The

Coming back

Anniversary
for encores,

Clark asks for patron requests,
and on the proem show (21)
obliged
with
'Mam'selle'
and
'Linda.'

HERM.

not being held.

J. B. Priestley said the author was
the worst paid artist employed by
the BBC.
The protest sent to Sir

.

by mos t

BUYING

Write

.

1947

A sidenote to Al Jolson's recent guest shot on Jack Eigen's post-midnight WINS program is that the star recently vowed he'd' never step into
Monte Proser's Copacabana, N. Y., in whose lounge the program originates
But out of friendship for the disk jock-chatterer Jolie showed though he
never went downstairs to the Copa proper.

tic sketches written end narrated by
FCC in Dilemma as
Hector Chevigny, which takes over
the "Cavalcade" period June 23.
Bidders Jockey For
"Gramps," a comedy draroat, replacing "Aldrich Family" beginning
Positions on Dial
July 3.
Washington, June 3.
"Big Break," the new Adam Hats
Although one of FM's biggest
show preeming July 20.
selling points is that any frequency
The Jack Smith Show, going into gives the same coverage as any
the Don Ameche Drene program's other, fact remains that FM bidders
old spot.
are still vigorously jockeying for
"The Author Meets the Critics," favorable positions on the FM dial.
which teed off on the net last Sun- For example, according to FCC
spokesmen, WINX, Washington, has
day (1) as a co-op offering.
CBS' N. Y. strawhatters, include: filed for the 260 FM slot in town
Two net-packaged half-hours, because it is square in the middle
"CBS Is There," dramatizing his- of the dial and closed in on both
torical events ifi newscast fashion, sides by channels of the networkand "Romance," which will shade FM stations.
When listeners tune the net transhour-long
Theatre's
Radio
the
mitters they must perforce pass the
period, starting July V.
signal of independent WINX-FM. To
"Rooftops of the City," a series
the same effect, a plea for FCC reof dramats about big city life.
assignment of FM channels in ChiGordon Macrae, singer filling in cago to alternate net and indie stafor Fannie Brice starting Aug. 1; tion assignments was made here
"Lawyer Tucker," the Dick Haymes recently by WSBC, Chicago. WSBC
replacement; Woody Herman sub- was particularly unhappy because it
bing for "Hour of Charm"; Godfrey's was spotted down the low end of
"Talent Scouts," teeing off for Lip- the dial next to another foreignton's Tea July 22; "Silver Theatre," -language watter WGES and
far from
and the new "Wendy .Warren" show the bigtime net percs.
replacing
Kate Smith's noonday
In other instances, FCC is being

Small

FOR SECOND YEAR
CBS. COAST-TO-COAST

4,

Inside Stuff-Radio

To Radio Sponsorship

FCC and

>

Succumbs

Philly Eatery

William Haley included references
to the "poverty of the fees paid, the
unreasonably wide rights claimed by
BBC, and the high-handedness o£ the
contract and fee-paying departments
in their negotiations with authors."
Sequel to this united protest by
writers and their strike threat is
certain to be a complete climb-down
by BBC. Understood they'll shortintroduce revised contracts for
broadcast talks, much more favorable to the speaker, including additional fees when a talk is repeated.
ly

By agreement with the Publishers
Ass'n, the BBC is also about to offer
higher rates for the use of stage
plays and published literary material.
These changes will mean that
authors will get more money for
their work for broadcasting. Another meeting of the authors will
be called when these new contracts
are announced, and whether strike
and Parliamentary action will be
put Into effect will rely on how near
the new pay rates come to meeting
writers' demands.

everybody's
lips in

Philadelphia
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY GEO,

P.

HOLLINGBERY CO

Thirty-eight

men were

conspicuous by their absence

the Chicago Federated Advertising Club handed

awards given

of the four major

for locally-created

duced shows originated by Chicago's sixteen
The missing

men were

WBBM

the 38

when

WBBM two
and pro-

stations.

master

showmen

whose skill, knowledge and hard work make every WBBMbuilt

show a

prize contender.

who know

Thanks to our 38 experts, those
market best— the

the Chicago

men— tagged WBBM's

local advertising

"The Echo" as the best local dramatic program produced by

a Chicago

station.

They also created a special award for

WBBM's "Gold Coast Rhythm"
ing merit." That's

why you'll

up over the door

into

If

and

its

"outstanding advertis-

WBBM's Program Department.

you are looking

biggest

for

find our laurel wreaths tacked

for

a winner

in the country's

richest market, call us or

38 showmen have the
for your sales

right

program

second

Radio Sales. WBBM's
to

win big audiences

message and new customers for your

retailers*

Chicago's Showmanship Station

%%

1 itV /"I

COLUMBIA OWNED

ft

RADIO SALES, THE SPOT BROADCASTING DIVISION OF CBS.

•

50,000 WATTS

•

780 KC. REPRESENTED BY

NEW

YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, DETROIT, SAN FRANCISCO, ATLANTA
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Rumors Again

AI Pearce 60-Minute

About

Circulate

ABC Sat Ayem

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Buildup

Al Pearce and His Gang are' set
Kansas City— New featured vocal- ly half-hour musicale starring Johnfor a crack at the comeback trail
ny Kirby and Barbara, Lee Owens
staff of KMBC is Maurice
via a new hour-long show Saturday ist on the
Rich. has been renewed on KDKA to't
Canberra, May 29. +•
mornings on the ABC network. Chamblee, who sings as Jimmy
another .52 weeks by Breakfast
In this chief political center of the
His
first assignment is "Rhymaline
it's
but
Teeoff date hasn't been set,
Coffee. Frank Woodruff, for-hour
Cheer
half
per
week
days
Australian zone whispers are again
Time,"
five
prepped
expected' the stanza will be
Bobby Breen Set For
mer WCAE announcer, named dicirculating that the Chifley Labor
for a preem within t the first two at 7:45.
rector of summer season planned by
Government may reconsider the naIt
gets the 9-10
weeks of July.
N.Y. o'clock slot.
on
Robert W. Dumm Butler, Pa., Little Theatre.
Monroe, La.
tionalization of the entire Aussie
commercial field.
has left KXOA, Sacramento, Calif.,
Bobby Breen, ex-juve singing star
Show will be formatted along the where he was director of broadcastSchenectady— Al Kellert, onetime
With the Australian Broadcasting who is 21 now and has been playing
of Pearce's earlier airers, acCommission in the red this year to theatre and nitery engagements lines
in Albany,
ing, to join KNOE, NBC affiliate sales manager of
cording to ABC program veepee
Before is now a regular member of the
the tune of $280,000 on non-com- since leaving the Army, gets his own
here, as general manager.
Adrian Samish, who wrapped up
mercial operation, and with the Gov- show on WHN, Metro-owned N.Y.
the war he was program manager of cast of "The FBI in Action,"
Talent cost is guarded
the deal.
in San .weekly feature. Kellert, who served
shortwaver
ernment coming -through with this indie, starting June 21, Stanza will
KWID,
lOOkw
but admittedly is in the upin the Army for three years, is sellamount from Consolidated Revenue, be aired Saturdays at 6:45-7 p.m., figure,
Francisco.
per brackets for summer daytime
ing outside of radio. •>'..
it's understood that a special comwith Joel Herron's orch backing up programs.
anmittee may be set up shortly to the young tenor's piping.
Martin,
Pittsburgh.
Bill
Lewiston - Me.— WLAM, recently
probe the idea of nationalization.
a
has
landed
nouncer at WWSW,
Show is one more in a growing list
granted
a 5,000-watt fulltime connights
Committee will also probe facsimile of live name-talent vocal stanzas
newscast
seven
commercial
broadcasting, frequency modulation being offered by WHN, others reweekly at 10:30. He's being bank- struction permit, has named Adam
Young, Jr., as national represenJ.
and television.
cently inked including Ruth Etting,
rolled by local McPeak Tire Co.
tative
and
Kettell-Carter, Boston,
Some time ago politicians denied Yvette and Betty Reilly.
Continued from page 21
Barbara Lee Owens, church soloist,
strongly a current rumor that the
Metro indie last Thursday (29)
won audition to replace Betty Ellen as New England and northern N. Y.
rewhole Aussie ether fields would be- also added "Racketbusters' Round- in these respective fields were
Morris opposite Johnny Kirby in rep.
come nationalized, with full control table," whjch recently did a one-time ceived by the audience, according to weekly half-hour sponsored song
via a government-operated body. stand on the Mutual net. Half-hour Walker, are:
period over KDKA. Miss Morris
Broad Smart Comedy
Prime Minister Ben Chifley denied weekly show, with Bill Slater as
gave up spot with recent return to
1. Bob Hope
'
;
at the time that his government had moderator, has panel of four guest
domestic life.
2. Jack Benny
plans to take over the Aussie radio experts engaging in a sort of canContinued from page 25
Skelton
Red
3.
setup commercial and national. Top you-top-this? on crime cases. Initial
Boulder City Blackburn-Hamilton
Bergen
Edgar
4.
politicians likewise indicated that panel includes Burton Turkus. "MurCo., station brokers, announce sale, July 3.
Show will originate from
Broad Corny Comedy
there would be no interference with der, Inc." prosecutor, and Weegee,
subject to FCC approval, of the the Coastr
Canova
Judy
1.
commercials on control, apart from the photographer.
Boulder City Broadcasting Co., liRest of cast still not set. J. Walter
2. Abbott & Costello
present governmental edicts covercenscee of KBNE, Boulder City, Nev., Thompson is the agency.
3. Jimmy Durante
ing the radio field here.
for price of $60,000. Proposed buyers
4. "Can You Top This?"
With the red light given to proare Edward J. Jansen, Burley, Idaho;
Chevalier Disked for O'Seas
Although the comedy content has
posal to switch a section of the ABC
M. O. Larsen and T. B. Hinkle, both
Montreal, June 3.
not been as high in "Can You Top
programs over to commercial from
of Havre, Mont.
Continued from page 27
For the first. time ia local radio
in the other three proThis?"
as
national -(non-sponsored) operation
it has, week after
history, a legitimate show of one
mentioned,
grams
to offset high financial losses, there five nominees was generally interKansas City Mrs. Ora Howard,
the most consisthour
maintained
and
45
minutes
week,
duration was
are many in the Aussie-radio zone- preted as implying 'that those of five
who plays title role of Joanne Taylor entirely
recorded, with audience reent pattern of comedy, says Walker.
who see a move by the government omitted were Reds.
on the morning quarter-hour for
Under the classification of narrow John Taylor Dry Goods Co., has action included, Friday night (30).
in the not too distant future to bring
Language of literature, -mailed to
Representatives
of
the
International
prowere
no
there
all radio under its control.
entire membership, incited faction- smart comedy,
been reelected president of K, C
Section of the Canadian BroadcastMaybe this is one reason why alism, pointed to political differ- grams of this type which received Women's Chamber of Commerce.
ing Corp. waxed, on 11 15-minute
many sponsors are laying off setting ences, spoke scarily of "Communist response sufficient to justify any
disks,
all
of
Maurice
Chevalier's
BorgeThe
Canton, O.— The history of cities,
new shows presently, figuring to minority," stated that favored trio creditable mention.
tour-de-chant at the local Plateau
wait and see what is going to hap- were not "radical." It was endorsed Goodman show is a typical example. towns and villages in Stark county, Auditorium.
A check of the Hooper ratings on Ohio, is being told in a new weekly
pen from the political end. Right by 68, known to largely govern chapFour microphones were placed
now there are some top shows going ter and all locally available work. broad smart comedy indicates that series titled "Your Good Neighbor,"
at the front of the stage for the purIt Lou Merrill, non-board member, led the potential for programs of.thisjon WHBC, Canton, Sundays at 1:45.
begging for lack of sponsors.
doesn't seem likely that air spon- "outsider" committee that attended type was in the middle 30's with an Series is being presented under pose, with the actual recording taksors intend to switch back to news- board session to protest objection- average monthly potential of about auspices of Stark County Historical ing place at two downtown studios
of CBC. The stunt was supervised
paper advertising as was the case able action, timing of which was 28. The potential for broad corny Society,
by Gerard Arthur and Judith Jasperfect according to some.
before the war.
comedy, according to this year's
min, who broke down the recordings
Now there's talk of charges Hooper reports was about 18 with an
St. Louis— Charley Stookey, farm
Charlotte— Grady Cole, WBT an- against those believed concerned, on average of about 14. Under narrow editor at KXOK, is building up a into a half-hour broadcast which
nouncer, has again been reappointed the grounds of having acted in a smart comedy the potential was be- large following of disciples of Izaak will be in turn directed to France,
Walton. Every Friday and Saturday South America, Australia and New
by Mayor Herbert Baxter on the manner inimical to the best inter- low 10.
Zealand on shortwave. The first of
Charlotte
Boxing and Wrestling ests, welfare, of the union. There's
Walker says he doesn't mean to a.m. Stookey devotes the greater
Commission.
also talk of secession of lesser lights imply that the shows mentioned in part of his "Town and Country" these special airings took place Sunto
form a group similar to the these two breakdowns were the only P[og am to Ashing conditions in day (1) and was directed to France.
f
Chevalier received a flat fee for the
screen extras guild with different shows of merit, but from a stand- Ozark mountain streams.
Stookey
has lined up natives for the correct stint.
scales, etc., to leave the "working
point of the response which they re

Govt Takeover

of Aussie Radio

Own Show

—

WHN,

WOKO

WGY

—

Gag Shows

;

Chevalier

—

—

Coast AFRA

;

—

|

j

j

,

|

clique" to themselves.

Name Board

Candidates
Hollywood, June

Ken
Robert

Frank Nelson have been named

as

national board member candidates
by the local chapter of American
Federation of Radio Artists.

Three of the quintet will be elected
via mail vote which must be returned by the union June 13, and for
which the ballots will be mailed this
week.
Cincinnati

WLW

— Bill Meredith,

scripter

with
for the past five years,
has resigned to become continuity

WRFD.

a

new

Pittsburgh— Chet

The Last Lap

signed from

3.

Carpenter,
Harry Bartell,
Bruce, Paul McVey and

editor of

info.

ceived they were the tops in the re
spective groups.

station in

Worthington, Ohio, which goes on
the air in July. Bob Maley, former
scripter, has joined WMBD,
Peoria, 111., as continuity editor.

WLW

Indications are, at this time, says

Walker, that some of the shows are
making every effort to go off the.
air stronger than they have been
throughout the season. For example,
the response to the comedy in Fibber McGee and Molly and in Bob

WCAE

Clark has
announcing

restaff

become manager of WLOG in LoW. Va. He had been with local

to

gan,
]

Hearst station since 1938, barring
time out to serve as a radar observer on a B-29 in South Pacific
during the war. Tom Powers, of
press promotion department, named
Hope was stronger this past week news editor of town's newest stathan it has been throughout the tion, WPIT.
"Songs You Love to Hear," weekseason. Bob Hope is on the road and
his show in Amarillo, Tex., showed
the effect of having a new base on
which to hang the comedy.
j

Jockey Crown

The index for the Hope show last
week reached its peak with Hope

; Continued from page 26 handling 46 gag lines to get a volume
of 17.1, which he claims is
tops in
of 80%. Colonna handled 19 to get
88% and Vera Vague handled 20 gag the disk jock field.
lines to get an average volume of
Deep in ,the Heart Of
85%. It's reasonable to suspect,
San Antonio, June 3.
says Walker, that with Hope travel*
0
l
So You Wa nt to Be a
g and each week having a fresh r,-^ ^ \ s
Jockey?' Marvin Broyles, probase for his material, the response,'
ram direct ° r of KCOR, has arranged
he should receive for the remainder
f
a weeW y series of airings
of the season will be strong.
to
''

,

I

,

Of the new programs which have ovefthe"

Mms
Vi^il^^

field this season, the inJications are. according to
records, that the late comer on CBS,

T

"My Friend

Irma," will be the

i

new

show to watch.
Walker finds

UiEiED

there are several interesting questions which the close
of this season will leave unanswered.

Ll

select his

own

recording, write and

Produce the entire show'.
:

1'

are 1be d and
to appear on the
Saturday
*
program.
Each winner takes over for
a quarter hour.
The winner is allowed to

by

wit "

assistance

is

the

Standing

Mjt.

Friday— (Its— 9:30

i

w

CO.

JSI>ST

V THE RE'S

i

:

.

p.m.,

tf-l.-M— "This Time for Kwim''
"It Hnlipenvd In Brooklyn"

,

!

thank you„for the swell service and fine cooperation
which you have extended me during the past year," writes
R. A. Moss, of Campbell-Ewald's Media Department.
".

LOU CLAYTON

CNITEU KKXALL DRCC

regular-

he says, what would have KCOR staffhappened if Joan Davis, whose recj
WHL's Jockey Contest
ord shows that she is second to none
in her ability to sell gag lines, had:
Philadelphia, June 3
been given consistently more gag
WF1L and RCA - Victor have
lines with less emphasis on situation. teamed up
in an
amateur disk
His records indicate that she would jockey contest "which
began vest or
have had a whale of a show.
day (2), with record dealers
partici
paling by distributing
Second, he says, what
entry blanks
have
a
,u
P.
.Sgin8 the contest via window
happened if Peter Lind Hayes had
slreame,
's.
been given a strong comedy play on
the Dinah Shore program. His recTne station is airing a 3 30-4-40
ords indicate that the show would P- m recorded music show
Mondays
have had a higher rating and Hayes through Fridays, with Dave
Kaigler
would have had a better reputation as em <-'ee, and during which
contest
details are broadcast.
as a radio comedian.
First,

"SERVICE

^^^^^

sEtio^EaV'* ^

'

entered the

.

'

PLENTY OF
—
^BUSINESS N
I

j

!

0H\0

'

i

,

Plus service for the country's, leading radio stations

and

advertising agencies has won for Weed and Company
a reputation foi remaining consistently "On Target."

,

Get Your

\

Share By

-

1

UiEiED
arm company

Best

RADIO STAriON RSMEMNrATIVM

NEW y<WK B0JT0N-CHICACO

HOUYWOOO

time outlet, has taken to the air
here operating with 1,000 watts on
Paul Bevilie is sta-

Hon manager and

press of the station.

contestants

I

selected

will
including a disk jock broadcast
for
tne final winner. Entry
blanks require contestants to
write a 50-word
introduction to Robert Merrill's
S rt>
cording of the
Wn 'ffcnpoof Song."
°

compete on the

Beaumont, Tex.— KPBX, new day-

1,380 kilocycles.

0£TROII SAN fRANCISCO-ATUNTA

Using-..*

'

air

for prizes,

»CJZ?o

,",

WEED & CO.

Notional Representative*

Let's not kid ourselves

about Television
much blue-sky talk
many small-time operators talking big
too many exaggerated statements—too many extravagant claims. BUT,

There's been entirely too

about television

Television stations are hard put to supply

— too

—

This

is

tisers are

operating, fifty-

its development. BUT, advercourageously tackling the program

are doing to help

We

are devoting our fine Hollywood picture-making
facilities to the job of producing low-cost, top-quality
is

now

and cost problems in order to secure time franchises on the best stations.
People who look at television drama programs
expect motion picture quality. We are doing
something about that, which is the reason fojr
this announcement.

delivered.

features for television.
This is not old movie film. It

of hours of operation.

small audience and high cost of program pro-

especially true of dramatic

we

eleven stations are

duction will slow

programs because of the necessity of shooting in
continuous operation. BUT, people are buying
television sets as fast as they can be built and

Here's what

minimum number

BUT,

four others are building, with more to come.
If advertising dollars get tighter, television's

Four hundred thousand sets will be built and sold this year, and
almost forty stations will be operating by January 1, 1948.
Today's studio programs leave much to be
television is really here.

desired.

even a

brand new dramatic

material shot expressly for television's small screen.
We are using the "open-end" technique which has
proven so successful in transcribed radio programs. The
films are designed so that the commercial message, on
film or live, will fit naturally into the entertainment.

We have a plan* for amortizing costs by repeat showings during television's development stage that has met
with wide approval. We would like to send you a
copy of the plan or have our representative call in
person.

Signed

Our first series is now being shot in our Hollywood
Studios and will be ready for delivery this fall.

We will make two series this year— a mystery melodrama and a family comedy series. We will make three
additional features next year— a comedy series, another
mystery, and a western.
These films will be shot on a mass production basis
which will put the average per station cost lower than
television studio production, yet will give the advertiser a class

A motion

picture job.

P. $.: We can't make off the subject matter television
needs to insure its steady growth and development.
We hope other film producers will enter this field.
There's a big need. But remember, gentlemen, it's got
to be top-quality motion picture entertainment, filmed
especially for television, and it's got to be produced
and sold at extremely low cost.

TELEVISION FEATURES DIVISION

JERRY FAIRBANKS, INC.
Producers of "Popular Science," "Unusual Occupations," "Speaking of Animals"
Short Subject Series for

And Commercial

HOLLYWOOD

*

6052 Sunset Boulevard

Paramount

Pictures

Institutional Films

NEW YORK

•

292 Madison Avenu*

•

—

'
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P&RIETY
other advertising by the exhibitor,
word-ofand much community
mouth plugging.
Art Brown, as quizmaster, keeps

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 29

romantic than modern, is appealing really good stuff without getting
Winifred Smith, soprano, as much recognition from anyone. Last
the girl, and William Gephart, bari- fall Dick Diespecker turned out a
as the man, sang this charm- fine show for the March of Progress
ing music-piece in superior fashion. series which was piped from CJOR
Production was gilt-edge through- to Dominion Network of CBC.
out, on a par wii# the cute opening
Finally this spring recognition came
a telephone ringing; someone an- to Diespecker. He gained for CJOR

stuff.

swering; explaining the story to follow, and then the brisk overture
leading into the opera. Performance
whetted the appetite for the visual
production.
Bron.

MICKEY'S MUSIC BOX
Producer: Ian Held
Writers: Dick Nelson, Ian Reid
15 Min.; Mon.-Fri., 10:00-10:15 a.m.

PRETZEL BITZ
CJBC, Toronto
(R. C. Smith)
Illness of his father has brought
Dick Nelson back to Canada and
Into radio with a novel detect-andcollect program that has, within
the fortnight, zoomed sales for his
American sponsor. Under tag of
'

Mickey McGuire, Nelson

is doing the
voice imitations of stage-screen-radio

personalities that comprised his act
in vaudeville and the niteries before
the' U. S. Army.
the "mystery guest" gimmick,
with Nelson's brisk
interspersed
chatter and disk jockeying, whereby
the first letter drawn the following
day and correctly identifying the
"voice" of the previous day, pays off
the sender with a 10 buck 'carton of
food of his or her own choosing at

he joined
It's

the first
privately-owned Canadian radio station to win an award from the Institute for Education by Radio- at
Columbus, Ohio. Show, was given
repeat performance following award.
As its title implies the drama is a
story written on a medic theme. It
shows by means of flashbacks the
advances made by medicine in the
field of anesthesia over the last hundred years.
Story of anesthesia is told by an
old doctor (Ross Mortimer) in a
slow, easy style to a professor (Dave
Hill) and a lawyer (Dorwin Baird).
Cast, which was a star-studded one,
was capable enough, but the effectiveness of show was helped by the
punch of the lines scripted by Diespecker.
The scene which made the show
stand out as it did, head and shoulders over many other medic dramas,
was a scene in an operating room.
Diespecker, for a change, got away
from the suspenseful over-powered
dramas of Hollywood origin to give
a realistic scene of a Lysol-smelling
room. Scene was capably carried by
Bill Buckingham, who took lines as
if he were a doctor with medical
degree, rather than a doctor with
the name Kildare tacked on the end.
Diespecker is to be credited with
putting together a show that should
be repeated again for benefit of the
American listener so that the boys
on the other side can find out where
distinction

the

of

being

of the sponsor's product, jackpot
prize to be awarded for nearest
guess to number in box, while two

other "victims"

pump

on the

tires

and still another couple vie
with each other in identifying some
of the more lurid comic strip charstage,

acters.

•

Commercials are standard, and
could be effectively reduced. Otherwise show merits its sponsors' and
audience approval for a good halfhour of

Lowe.

slapstick.

MYSTERIES AT EIGHT
(Mystery House)

With Nanette Sargeant, Forrest
Lewis; Paul Brentson, announcer.
Writer: George Anderson
Director: Eddie Kahn
Producer: Harry F.

Goodman

30 Mins.; Mon. (2), 8 p.m.
Sustaining

WNEW,

WNEW

-

Followup Comment

New

ittuf

—

covers

England.

When you iuuf time—
oh audience.

Spalding

CRAZY QUIZ
With Art Brown
Producer: Bob Maurer
30 mins., Thurs., 9:30 p.m.

CARPEL FROZEN FOODS
WMAL, Washington.
.

(.Henry J. Kaufman)
Latest arriyal to town's growing
corps of quiz giveaway programs is
better than most, with genuine listener appeal and a novel twist. Patterned after the net airer, "People

Funny,"

Are

show

specializes .in

rather than straight questions-and-answers.
Trick of the program is fact that
it
travels the four-theatre Kogod-

stunts,

circuit, from whose stages it
Tiein with theatres, located in
different areas of city, gives show a
ready-made audience, trailer and

Burka
airs.

displaying

AFL's radio committee

to

their

combat

of

each—and get me

a bowl of Wheaties!"

WOKO

Co. officials.

company

WOKO

WOKO

WOKO

being turned over to employees.
Company is capitalized at 2.000
shares, no par value. The plan provides that employees leaving or retiring from the station will, resell
their stock to the corporation, for
distribution to other employees.

CRAC Preps

Elias,
WWNC; Wayne Coy,
WINX; Herbert Hollister, KBOL; G.
Richard Shafto, WIS; Clair McCol-

KGA, and

Hollywood, June

Joe Car-

—

an

RCA

meetThe correspondents'
executive committee was told to
study the White, bill' provisions,
which provide for labeling of news
ing last week.

man. Thomas Freebairn-Smith, local chapter head of Radio Directors
was named veepee, and James
Brown, local v.p, of National Ass'n
of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians, was elected secretary -treas-

and distinction between fact and
editorial opinion.
It was believed
the correspondents
these provisions.

would

.

NCCJ,

Guild,

oppose

.

urer.

CRAC has started machinery for
standardization of union contracts
with networks and stations.
Step
is to insure seven shops participating in CRAC of having all possible
advantages contained individually in
the contracts of each.
To implement, all unions have been asked
to file copies of their contractsiwith

writer, to read the article he had
er for the Previous Sunday's

X nU L

N. Y. Times, "Listen to Us." In
a
plain, flat voice all the more
effective -because it lacked the pro
dramatic touch, McCarthy read his fiveminute plea of disabled vets for
peace and tolerance in this troubled
world
'Tor the first time in our
lives,
said McCarthy, a former hos-

th

Cincinnatj-WLW

is

to

originate

NBCs annual broadcast at the
drama conference of the National
Thespian Society, June 21,
at

Univ

Brown
J.

and

Lammers,

Grodzyn,

named executive

union approaches to employers.

the

of Indiana. Group is
composed of students and teachers
devoted to the advancement of
dramatic arts in secondary
schools. They
will present a fantasy
scripted by

council.

>

Jane

secretary after the elections, will
act as coordinator, making breakdowns by clause of all agreements
filed, and file" will be open to members.
To assist further, CRAC will
also issue a regular bulletin covering activities, particularly negotiationwise, of all participating shops.
This is seen as an aid in individual

GOT A WRITING JOB?
H—

ran ilo
and do It well. Gal with
in agency mid station radio
(continuity, I'ommercltilH, dramatic),

I

know-how

newHimper and publicity experience.

I

Creative, open to free lance or staff
offer.
Write Mox 153. Variety, 151
West 40tli Street. New Xork ltt, N. V.

directed
by
stagers

WLW

SAMMY KAYE
Presents

SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL FINALS
of

So You Want

to

On June

Lead a Band"

30th of

CARNEGIE HALL,

NEW YORK

as moderator,

As part of its Memorial Day program Friday (3D), WNEW, N. Y.,
asked Jack R. McCarthy, freelance

3.

Council of Radio Arts and Crafts
here, first unit of its kind and pattern
for others in keys across the country, held its first formal election
last week and immediately set out
o. a program of strengthening the
local radio union picture.
Sam Mp6re, president of the Radio Writers Guild, was elected chair-

KWFT.

as result of

Drive To

Aid Coast Unions

KGNC;

Prospect, of testimony from the
Radio Correspondents' Assn.
and
probably the Assn. of Radio News
Analysts and Radio News Directors

—loomed

1931, will lie

associated with veteran
emthe new concern. The
interest of general manager Harold
E. Smith, with
since 1928, is

Don

3.

part owner since
was transferred to Albany

ployees in

*

rigan,

Raymond M. Cur-

affairs."

who has been

tis,

from Mount Beacon in

.

Louis Wasmer,

Employee holdings

staffers.

"No such distribution of stock has
ever been made in connection with
any other radio station." the statement continued. "Although similar
stock sharing plans are a part of
corporate setups
of
many large
businesses, the Joseph Henry Broadcasting Co. is unique in that the employees will have equal voice in

-

Taylor,

which WOKO

WABY

of this percentage voting-stock interest in a radio company is a ''complete innovation," said a statement
released to Albany papers by Henry

and Senate Interstate
Commerce subcommittees were
named to work on the bill and skedded a meeting for some time this
week.
On the Senate side, Sen.
White heads the subcommittee with
assistance from Senators Charles Tobey (R., N.H.); Ernest W. McFarland (D., Ariz.); Edward H. Moore.
and E C. Johnson (D.,
(R., Okla.)
Col.). Rep. Evan Howell (R., 111.)
is chairman of, the House subcommittee.
His
committee includes
Reps. Leonard W. Hall (R„ N.Y.);
Joseph O'Hara (R., Minn.); James
Dolliver
Oren Harris"
(R., Iowa);
(D.Ark.); Hugh D. Scott, Jr. (R.,
Pa.)
and Richard Harless
(D.,
Ariz.). Rep. Charles Wolverton (R„
N. J.) and former Interstate Commerce Committee Chairman Clarence Lea are ex officio members.
2. The
12-man NAB legislative
committee meets in Washington
Thursday (5) -to map opposition
strategy.
Chairman is J. Harold
Ryan of Fort Industry. Committee
includes: Joe Ream, CBS; Robert
Swezey, MBS; Frank Russell, NBC;

WGAL; Ted

kc band

and

of
for many
years, is its president, and that 50%
of the voting stock is owned by

House

lough,

bid for authority to operate on
1,450

WOKO

'

concerning low. wages and
high cost of living and accented the
important sidelight of juvenile deScripting aimed at and
succeeded in pointing out complex
roots of the problem and the necessity for utilizing psychiatric experts
in the solving of it. It remained for
the plugs to deliver the anti-Hartley-Taft bill message and, as usual,
they were punched across clearly

All concurred in .the thought that
we should provide our share of
refuge for such people within our
shores. All scouted idea that an influx would aggravate veteran housing and unemployment situations
and emphasized that refugees previously taken in weren't likely to
become public charges.
Discussion was under auspices of
National Conference of Christians
and Jews, with Christian Westphalen, veepee of northwestern area

a couple of steaks

the

ganda

linquency.

length.

them

FCC

Aug. 31, revealed that Deuel
Richardson, assistant manager of

opinions "frankly and fully."
Meanwhile, these were the other
developments:
1.

3.

loses

NAB

Dave

step in there, throw

Albany, June

sessions before the July recess. All
parties must have time to prepare
head warned.
carefully, the
He urged broadcasters to study the
bill and be ready to express their

A fervent plea by representatives iLharles
of the thr'ee major faiths in behalf
of displaced people of Europe was
pointed up on Sunday's (1) session
of "Human Relations Round Table"
via WQXR, N. Y. Dr. Leland Rex
Robinson,
director
of
American
Christian Refugee Committee; Edward J. McCaffrey, past national
commander of Catholic War Veterans; and Edwin Rosenberg, prexy
of United Service for New Americans,
discussed
the
problem at

I

Station Bid

Announced details on the Joseph
Henry Broadcasting Co., organized
by WOKO employees to make an

the Congressional anti-labor drive
maintained, a topnotch standard with pitalized vet, "we
have
their
last
daytime serial, "Best rely on our minds....learned to
We have
Things in Life," which, teed off last learned that peace
is won and kept
Wednesday (28).
Joseph Cotten through sharing and
headed a good ca'st in a tightly writ- We feel a kinship feeling equal
to the Negro and
ten four-part dramat written by vet Jew, whose
social
soap opera scripter Elaine Carring- them outside certain disability keeps
doors;" It was
ton.
Content of this serial veered
away from straight union propa- thetar?n°gVlngStUff andweU worth

and aggressively.

"Before

On

contribute the prizes for individual

.

Central

In Unique Setup

with grand jackpot prize prises some of the best legislative
coming from the sponsor.
minds in our Congress," to see that
Producer has so designed show an acceptable bill is upcoming.
that it resembles an auditory, as
Miller made it clear he did not
well as visual, three-ring circus.
although ConBrown puts one contestant to work want speedy hearings, pushing for
counting kernels of corn from a box gressional leaders were

—

WTAG

1947

27

stunts,

•

—

Continued from page

handling people. Despite zany stunts assistance in cleaning it up. Miller
contestants are asked' to do, Brown said he relied upon White, "a statesmanages to keep the whole thing on
fairness," and
the level of fun, with no offense to man of consummate
the participants, who, after all, are the House Interstate and Foreign
customers as well. Local merchants
Commerce Committee, "which com-

N. Y.
Building its new transcribed whodunit series, tagged "Mysteries at
anyone of Loblaw's Groceteria chain
Eight," around the slogan "Set your
stores, plus a wristwatch if a boxclock at eight, set your spine for
top of the sponsor's product is
thrills,"
teed off the cycle
enclosed. Each day's program is a
Monday (2) with "Mystery House"
separate contest, and series is already
which proved to be a listenable halfpaying off in sock dividends, judging
hour.
Long a disk jockey strongfrom the over 10,000 letters daily some good talent is sitting. Allen.
f hold, station's purchase of five weekcoming in the first week.
day night detective dramas repreNelson has a repertoire of 27
sents an innovation in itself.
voice-imitations and can later repeat SHAMROCK SHENANIGANS
With the explanation that "Mysthese for new listeners. Thbse heard With Bill Corcoran, Billy Beggs,
tery
House" was a publishing firm
to date Jimmie Stewart, Ronald
Eddie Clifford
that acted out its new scripts, initial
Colman, Peter Lorre, Edward G. Producer: Richard Whiting
program developed into a murder of
are 30 Mins.; «at., 9:30 p.m.
Robinson, Lionel Barrymore
a newspaper editor and the" ultimate
exceptionally good and have given KIRKPATRICK'S
solution of the crime.
As Pamela
to KIRO, Seattle
inquiries as
rise
to
several
Carter, Nanette Sargeant was a
whether recordings of the actual
This new half-hour show, broadvoices are being used. They're not! cast from Kirkpatrick's restaurant in forthright sob sister in love with her
Her would-be boy
Nelson's natural voice is warm and downtown Seattle, lives up to its boss, Luke.
friend,
an
ex-staffer,
planted a
his cordial delivery is ideally suited name, and is a happy; w&cky show
to his kidding of commercials with- that relies on audience participation, phoney story in the Star that reout offense to listener or sponsor. the Irish songs of Billy Beggs and sulted in the killing of his former
Whole formula is top entertainment Bill Corcoran's emceeing to make a boss by a local gambler. In an unof strictly professional calibre and good, corny show that's fun to listen usual twist Pam planted a second
the latest standout in Canadian radio. to. It should make the entire North- phoney in the sheet which resulted
in the b.f.'s exposure for the deed.
McStay.
west familiat with Kirkpatrick's.
George Anderson's script was taut
Chief stunt in the participation with clarity while
the production in
section is the dispatching, in cabs, of general,
SCALPEL PLEASE
reflected a
heavier-thanWith Dave Hill, Ross Mortimer, -Bill two rival couples on a scavenger average budget. Miss Sargeant, who
Buckingham,
Peggy " Hassard, hunt. Prizes range from a new hat rated star billing, did a convincing
to a sawbuck."
others
portrayal of Pamela while supportBill Corcoran handles the mike in ing
Pioducer-Dlrector-Wrlter: Dick Die?
cast measured up to her standfine fashion, drawing the customers ard.
specker
"Mysteries at Eight" is a firm
into the festivities, and Clifford's or- bid of this
30 Mins.; Fri. (23), 6:30 p.m.
New York indie to snare
gan accompaniment is right. Billy the large whodunit
CJOR, Vancouver
audience and it
For a long time a guy has been Beggs' clear tenor shows to advan- has a fair chance of success.
pecking away at a typewriter in tage in three Irish songs in addition
Vancouver and turning out some to a chirped commercial, and while
commercials are quite evident they
are handled in an inoffensive manner, tying in nicely with the genReed.
eral air of the show.
Continued from page 29
.

:

4,

WOKO Employees

White Bi

the show rolling at a fast clip with
much hoopla, and a winning way of

.

.tone,

Only

1

Broadcast Over ABC Network
Every Monday, 9:30 P. M., E.D.S.T.
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10 Stations to Vie for Phoenix

WCTS'

Aud

Region 2 for

Phoenix, June

of directors.
Autry also
of KPHO, as does

KOOL, Don Lee-Mutual

affiliate,

poration's president,
business manager of

operated by Maricopa Broadcasters.
Outfit will be 5,000 watter and
Inc.
key station for new "regional web.
Radio Network of Arizona, feeding

programs

to

KCNA

in

Tucson and

AM

and

FM

|

|

|

J

KTAR

I

commercial department topper.
Station

local ABC link, hopes to
competition by bolstering
anticipation of September
boost to 10,000 watts over current
250.
KPHO's net programs are fed
to
in Tucson, latter being op-

KOPO

Andy

"Waxin' for Jackson" program. KOY
is key station Of the Arizona network, which takes in KSUN, Bisbee
and KTUC, Tucson. Station is operated by Salt River Valley Broadcasting Company, which has application on file with FCC for increase
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts.
Strongest, of the

D. Paul Gribben.'also forheads up Sun production staff in Phoenix. Dick Heath,
incidentally,
was associated with
KTAR for more than 20 years as

KTAR.

Gene Autry's

with

Wilson, record spinner from New York, where he was
known as Andre Wilson "on WOR's

staff

new

local indies

in KRUX, Glendale-Phoenix entry,
operated by Mrs. Gene Brophy. Station is only local 'outfit to operate
around the clock and is bluepiinting
plans for network to embrace three
cities.
Web will be tagged Radio
Arizona and will include Noga'es,

Yuma, and

Flagstaff.

Yuma and No-

gales stations are expected to be
ready for debut within 60 to 90 days,
with Flagstaff entry coming in later.
In suburban Mesa, KARV (Arizona Radio and Television, Inc.) and

Up 16 U.S. Areas

o"

To Blanket Country
Chicago, June

3.

Guild,

new

;

Broadcaster's

the

network which will
programs through

transcription

i

,(Sun Valley
Co.), continue to fight

Broadcasting
it out on even
basis.
Both are 250 watters and
neither is expected to offer much
competition to the big fellows in
Phoenix proper.
Coming up on the horizon are two
additional entries. John Mullen has
an application on file with FCC for

An Ill1,000 watter, daytime only.
inois syndicate has application pending for 5.000 watt station, full time.
Assuming that both permits are
granted, which appears likely, 10
stations will be battling it out in territory taking in population of only
Situation is anomalous in
190.000.
radio and is expected to wind up in
the biggest scramble since the bonanza days of the old west.

—

Memphis WDIA, new daytime
by John R.
Pepper and Bert Ferguson, has begun operations on 730 kilocycles.

station established here

is

WHBQ

Carr, formerly of

.

the film

of

has within a

industry,

plug lime gaps left

for freelance, scripts.
An adventure stanza.

|

l

!

i

distributional

areas.
|

Membersip

and the territories
covered by the exchanges thus far:
Linus Travels, Yankee Network,
Boston, for New England; Herb
Pettey,

WHN,

stand

!

N. Y. for N. Y., Phil-

Ben

etc.;

Washington,

Strouse,

Md.,

for

WWDC,
C,

D.

and

northern Va.; John Patt, WGAR,
Cleveland, for nothern Ohio; Owen

WJR,

WOW,

Gillin,

Omaha,

I

!

Also, Fred Weber, KATL, Housfor southeastern Tex.; Gene
O'Fallon, KFEL, Denver, for Colo.,
•

ton,

Mexico, Scottsbluff, Neb.

and Rapid City and Dead wood, S,
D.; Fred WeberT WDSU, New Orleans, for La., southern Miss., Mobile
and Pensacola territories; S. S. Fox,
KDYL, Salt Lake, for Intermountain area of Utah, Ida., Mont.; E. P.
Franklin, KJBS, San Francisco, for

northern Cal., Reno, Nev.; Bob
Reynolds, KMYPC, Los Angeles, for
southern Cal., in association with
Dick Richards of WJR and WGAR;
and George Chambers, KCNA, Tucson, for Arizona in association with
Davis.

-

4

|

i

western

for

111.

New

j

for

Iowa" and
eb.; Don Davis, WHB,
Kansas City, for western Mo., Kan.
and Okla.; Bob Convey, KWK, St.
Louis, for eastern Mo. and southerh

Wyo.,

I

j

Mich.;
Glenn Snyder, WLS, Chicago, for
northern 111., northern Ind., southehn Wis. and eastern Iowa; John
Detroit,

i.

"Doorway

at 9:30 p.m., Fridays'!.
to Life," a dramat series-

based on case histories of children.
I

I

adelphia,

Don

program manager.

to

I

I

KTYL

Gene Allen

j

new ones

by shows exiting for the summer or
f
good. Four new dramat series
were set as of yesterday (Tties.)
and two of them offered markets

"Time For
Escape." directed by Bill Rohsnn,
is slated for a ride in the old Arthur
Godfrey "Talent Scouts" time Tuesmonth blanketed the country with jdays at 9 p.m.. starting July 1. (Godfrey's shifting to Jimmy' Durante's
16 of originally intended 21 major
distribute platter

Uridge,

!

shows and has augmented

platter

nouncer.

off

is

also going overboard on

is

Signs

It's
show shuffling time around
CBS. with nearly every day's schedule undergoing alterations in the
shifting of programs and shedding

old

3.

golf coach at Univ. of Ill-

biggest indie station. Brown tutored
the Illini niblickers from 1938 to '43
and in that time saw his charges
win four Big Ten championships.
He quit coaching to go into radio
a couple of years ago and came here
from WMBD, the Columbia outlet
in Peoria. 111.

addition

KOY

figure in Sun Country is
Dick Gilbert, formerly of WHN,
N!Y„ who will be program director
of Phoenix station and who will set
up course of training for Sun Country personnel.
Station manager of Yuma outfit
will be Rol Lochner,
an-

in

KTAR

Network

Platter

Va.,

Winsor Brown, has landed an
announcer's berth on WWSW, town's

standing pat, only
to staff being Joe
Worthy is on
the air from 11:15 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
across the board.

Key

KPHO,

Pittsburgh. June

Former

In the face of increasing competi-

recent

stockholders include Del E.
Webb, Arizona contractor and part
owner of the N.Y. Yankees baseball

staff

W.

inois,

Worthy, disk jockey.

try's

fend

KGLU, Safford, and KWJB.
Globe-Miami.
KTAR feeds NBC
shows to subsidiaries and is most
powerful force in Arizonia radio.
Chief stockholder is KTAR and ABS
is John J. Lewis, Chicago advertis-

Prescott:

tion,

in

4

New

an exchange system similar to that

ing executive.

Outlets will comprise the

merly of

Hodel, Beckley,

vice-chairman for W. Va.: Foster
Fudge, Crawfordsville, Ind., vicechairman for Indiana, and Paul E.
Wagner, Columbus, Ind., secretary.

Rex Schepp,
WIRE, Indian-

'

Sun Country network, with perhaps
two stations ready to take to the air
by late summer.
Most heavily backed of the loregional
webs,
cal
Sun Coun-

club.

cor-

J.

Ex-U. of 111. Golf Coach
KVOA, Tucson; KYUM, Yuma;
Turns Pitt Announcer
KAWT,
Douglas-Bisbee;
KYCA,

.

also for

is

As Net Pings Those Hot Weather Gaps

.

Ohio; E.

Most extensive of the local stations
is KTAR. key station-of the
Arizona
Broadcasting System, which takes in

the Sun Country Broadcasting Co.,
which is lining up four outlets.
Headed by Dick Heath, Sun Country
is readying KPSC and KPSC-FM in
Phoenix; KTSC and KTSC-FM in
Tucson and KYSC in Yuma. Application is being prepared from FM in
Flagstaff,

KPHO

Show Shuffling Time Sparks CBS

Other officers are: Robert F. Wolf,
Fremont,
O..
vice-chairman
for

Pueblo.

37

3.

FM

owns piece

Old

WCTS,

of

FM

apolis.

also planning link with Yuma outalthough latter is still in the
fit,
blueprint stage.
Also at the jumping off stage is

Yuma and

ager

Tom Cha uncey,

v

secretary-treasurer of
Biggest stockholder in

Assn.

general manCincinnati Times-

Taft,

Star
station, is chairman of region two of the
Assn., comprising Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and
West Virginia. He was elected at
the region's organizational meeting
Wednesday (28; held here in the
Hotel Gibson.

John

Rockwell, Adams
Charles H.
Garland, v.p., is general manager of
KPHO (Phoenix Broadcasting, Inc.),
with Gene Autry, film staryon board

recent radio entries.
Latest development in the current
picture in air debut this month (15)
of

with

Co.,

hotel exec, as president.

ture, remaining outfits in this sector are mustering forces for a showdown battle which is certain to upend at least one, possibly two, of the
•

David Sinton

erated by Old Pueblo Broadcasting
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Cincinnati, June

In Old Style Wild West Scramble
With two new stations poised to
take off here in the immediate fu-

Up

Taft to Head

i

I

|

is

tentatively

headed

for the

and edited By EIwGod Hoffman.
All three of the foregoing shows
Will be aired out of Hollywood, and
scripts are being sought for both

"Escape" and "Rooftops."
Sunday 6:30 p.m. spot from which
Kate Smith is exiting will be
plugged for six weeki. starting
July 6, by "Sound Off," the Army
Recruiting stanza.
In mid-August
Coca-Cola takes over the period for
the new Percy Faith show.
Lux Radio Theatre's hour-long
Monday time during its hiatus, starting late this month, will be divided,
except on June 30. between "Romance," a revival of the old "Thea-

Romance." and the new "CBS
There" series dramatizing his-

tre of
Is

events in newscast fashion.
Latter show, however, will be retitled before its teeoff. June 30 period has been set aside for a documentary on "The Sunny Side of the
torical

Atom."
Robert Q. Lewis' "Little Show,"
expanding from 15 to 25 minutes,
June 13 Into "Thin Man's"
Friday 8:30 seat.

shifts

quite bluntly
WOR

GIVES YOU
IN

let's

make

it plain,

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

QUICK SALES IMPACT!

hard and

Radio ad-

clear:

York .nan had

bought time on

five or six figures.

$5.00

In these days of high costs and pared budgets,

yOu,

too,

sors

who

can be one of hundreds of
are selling hairpins

and

nail polish

less

than

a quarter-page big eity

it

newspaper

and

to 497,461

homes with

radios.

ad.

WOR.

That, dear

sir,

brings your cost-per-home to about 1/10 of a cent!
Does this sort of thing boost sales? Listen

—

em »*dfs

toi

WOR-tbat

to start

of

As
is

good product

to sell.

things

of today

him. Nice work, eh?

sales,

more

humming

more than

based, as far as

its

dealers;

WOR's

power-full station at

you

half of

in 7 states, use

WOR's

billing

sponsors are concerned, on

got to

show you how we do

1440 Broadway,

sold.

In

pay through the cash

register, or else.

Let's

WOR
if

in 16 great cities

earned sales increases of merchandise
other words,

He

For every $1.00 he spent,

more than 100,000 people each

costs to

That's so. Look ...
For the small sum of $500, American, WOR
will expose your message, at one daytime period,

to

a

for you, too.

you want more

If

want

WOR.

came back

can do that

WOR spon-

snoods and canned soup for

buy

Jgjutual

A New

vertising does not have to be thought of in four,

in

it.

New York

Wcd-

nesday 10:30 p.m. segment being
vacated by "Information Please."
In the works,, but witli ini air
spot definitely set. is a *half-hour
weekly dramat. "Rooftops of the
City," built on stories of city life.
Piece will be produced by Werner
Michel, directed by jack Mosman

,

m

Wednesday, June

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
British Best Sheet Sellers
{We<$' m<liny~ May 22)
"London, May 23.
Wright
Souvenirs
.Chappell
April Showers
Kassner
How Lucky You Are
.Connelly
Anniversary Song.
Southern
Marianne
Dash
Old Lamplighter

Among My

.

Frazier

.

The Tex Bitters, the Elton Britts, most of it. Jukes and jocks better
and the Merle Travis' of this world investigate this face. Backing it is
may not he big men around Lindy's "Passing By," a number which will
and Shor's. but they have their fol- probably get big exploitation
lowing. What occasions this observa- through its use in the new Greer
tion is the debut this week of Garson movie. Paul Weston's orches-

A

Swing"

(Harry

little to

recommend

however.

it,

Mercer and The Pied
Pipers also do "Cecilia" (Capitol)
this week. Mercer sings the lyric
Johnny

Ballad—"I'm So Right Tonight"
(Jo Stafford.)
"Cecilia"
(Louis

—
— "Cecilia"

Novelty
Prima.)

Dance

has

and "Talla-

hassee" (Johnny Mercer and The

Pied Pipers.)
Western
"Smoke! Smoke!
Smoke!" and "Round-Up Polka"
(Tex William) and "The Last
Mile" (Tex Ritter.)

—

-with a fine feeling for the rhymes:
Both this face and its reverse, "Tal-

lahassee" (Frank Loesser's extract
from "Variety Girl") are pretty
danceable stuff. Neither looms as a
smash, but pretty good sales are
indicated.

Wax

.

You Went Away

"Americana" series, a large tra handles the accompaniments
which will be devoted to with its customary competence.
Louis Prima's "Cecilia" (Majestic)
Western and country releases. Prior
to last September, when we butted is certainly one of the more reinto this department, our interest in sourceful^ versions of this revived
oldie. Lyric is by Prima and Cathy
Allen, who switches Cecilia to Luigi.
Wurlitzers will go for it.- Reverse,
Best Bets
"There's That Lonely Feeling Again,"
James.)

Box & Cox
Feldman
Gal in Calico.
Stars Will Remember. ,'Feldman
Dash
I Call You Sweetheart

Second 12

was confined to hot jazz,
blues, and a few such singers as Burl
Ives and John Jacob Niles. Then,
because we had to, .we began listening to practically every release.
hillbilly
Naturally,
and Western

items were among them. We have
not become an addict (heaven forbid), but we have at least acquired
a healthy respect- for the best (or
what sounds to our untrained ears
like the "best) of cowboy and country stuff. From time to time, we
have presumed to suggest that metropolitan jukes and jocks were making
a vast mistake in ignoring certain

Punch

Violetta

.

.

.

Maurice
Sentimental Reasons
MacmelodiesChina Boy, Girl
Southern
Rickety Rickshaw
.Feldman
Oh, But I Do...,
Yale
It Happens Every Day
.

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah
Go Home...

.

"Honeysuckle
Waller (Victor.)
"Just a

Rose" — F a

.

Sun
Yale

Bum"-^laurice Chev-

sort of thing. As for Western stuff, it
|s often pleasant and, occasionally,

"You're
Coffee"

humorous.
Tex Williams and his Western
Caravan's "Smoke, Smoke, Smoke!"
(one of Capitol's "Americana" re-

mond.)

(Co-

lumbia.)
"Trav'lin Light"—Paul White(Capitol.)

du Schon"—Ella
and
Her
Savoy

Bist

Eight (Decca.)

"Babalu"—Xavier Cugat (Columbia.)
"I

Guess

I'll

Have

My plan"—Johnny
The Pied Pipers

to Change
Mercer and

(Capitol.)

"Cheek

—Jan
to

August

Cbia-'

— Teddy

Cheek"

—

—

dore.)

"Death Ray Boogie"
Johnson (Decca.)

— Pete

(Featuring Girl Singers)
"There'll

Be Some Changes

—Dinah

(Colum-

Shore

bia.)

"Baby's

— Lee

Awake Now"

Wiley (Music Box.)
Lena
"Whispering"

—

worth

Home

(Black & White.)
"With a Song in My Heart"—
Hildegarde (Decca.)
"Honeysuckle Rose"—Mildred
Bailey (Decca.)
Julia Lee
"Julia's Blues"

that Williams
sings easily and with nice enunciation.

Tex Ritter's "The Last Mile" and
"Bats In Your Belfry" (also Capitol
"Americana") demonstrate two dif-

—

—

.

his vacation visit to

away from

Larry Finley denies as "ridiculous" report that he has settled anti-trust

called)

it's

"Hot Cinders."

is

Three months after Johnny Mercer's Capitol waxing of "I Do, Do, Do
Like You," Bing Crosby has sliced it for Decca. Up until the time of tha
Crosby version, Mercer's disc was the only one on the market.

stores.
.

NAMM

members also set up a
organization, the Music Institute
of America, as a promotional outfit.
Kitty of $100,000 was subscribed and
it's hoped to boost that to $400,000
to 'hypo
sales
of its foundermembers.
Delegates are slated to
vote today (Wed.) on an amendment

2.

1

Mam'selle (7) (Feist).

1.

Linda

'•

(

(Mayfair)

(14)

i

3.

Peg O'

My

4.

My Adobe

5.

That's

Among resolutions passed yesterat the conclave was
included a move that music men
should place sheet music under protection of various State price-fixing
laws.
This would prevent price
slashes practiced by some outlets.

Heart

Hacienda

•

(

(Peer)

(8)

i

Sunday Kind

7.

Heartaches (13) (Leeds)

8.

If I

9.

Chi Baba, Chi Baba

Had

of

Love

Over

Life

^S^-

Ray

.

.

To

Victor

?P

'

'

Majestic
( Eddy Howard
f^airy Vincent. .20th-century
Columbia
(Buddy Clark

(Oxford)......

(1,

(4) (Capitol).

'.

Barrcm

'.

.

. .

'.
'.

.M-G-M

^^--[c^

Coming Up
Red
X

Green Perf'e

Stockings,

Wonder,

I

Wonder,

I

(4) (Morris)

.

Ray McKinley
Tony Pastor

.

,

Believe (Sinatra)

Time After Time

Capitol

Tony Pastor
Andrews Sisters

Jack, Jack, Jack (Sinatra)
I

..Majestic

Columbia

Martha Tilton.

Wonder (Robbins).

Columbia
Decca
Capitol

Jack Smith

Frank Sinatra. ... .Columbia
Columbia
Frank Sinatra
Victor
Tommy Dorsey

.,

.

.

Mercury

(

From Alamo

Across Alley

Majestic
Capitol

.

Sammy Kaye

j Bluje^
10.

^

Victor

u-\i V!S2
Columbia
(Claude Thornhill..
Decca-Victor
Ted Weems

(General)

(5)

Col « m

• •

•

.Capitol
...Vitacoustics

Dinning Sisters
Frankie Laine

(Maurice)

(5)

.

(

Desire (8) (Mills)

6.

Harmonica ts
*!ddy Howard

{

(

My

Decca

M-G-M

0"? ••
S?*"^ Spivak

Dennis....

(Robbins)

(1)

Dick Haymes
Art Lund

{ Charles

•

day (Tuesday)

AM SONGSMITHS' RECORD
TO PLUG OWN SONGS

on Coin-Machines

10 Best Sellers

new

(Capitol.)
CO.
ferent aspects of the Western idiom:
Bessie
"Gimme a Pigfoot"
"Last Mile" is the mournful recita-A songwriter who hasn't been able
Smith (Okeh.)
tive of a man about to be executed.
to get to first base with publishers
If we do not quite agree with Capihas started a record firm in an
tol, which maintains that this face
attempt.
Pseudo
effort
futile
get his songs and his prow"narrates the thoughts of the con- altogether
demned man dramatically and with smart lyric sounds merely silly to us es as a singer across. Phil Rose,
nevertheless On the other side is "Love's Got Me who has started Milford
blunt honesty," we
Records, has
concede that it should do well in In a Lazy Mood" played and sung by
written a number of tunes which he's
High
this
line-up.
spot
of
same
the
which it's
communities
at
the
aimed.
"Bats In Your Belfry," a Johnny Mercer-Eddie Miller number etched with himself as vocalist. At
saxophone
playing
tenor
one
Miller's
time
is
he
sang
at the St. Louis
rhythm job, tells about a daffy girl
One hearing of the "Finian's Municipal Opera, and did some work
who does everything wrong. Like
Tex Williams, Ritter has excellent Rainbow" album by the show's cast for CBS.
enunciation as well as a fine res- (Columbia) left us with an extremeRose's partner is Sid Sprung, who's
impression.
Album
arly
favorable
onant voice.
the lyric writer. Sprung i.s by vocaLarry Cassidy, a Los Angeles de- rived only a couple of hours ago, tion a painter.
another
of
Capitol's however, and will be treated at
is
tective,
They're started with four sides,
"Americana" performers. His coup fuller length next week
three of which are originals by Rose
ling of "Stormy Heart" and "Sold
and Sprung; Other is the standard
Down the River" probably will
"Hold Me in Your Arms." PressNoble Returning
please hillbilly audiences.
At the
ings are being made by Continental.
England for Vacation
risk of having Detective Cassidy
pick us up for a traffic violation on
Hollywood, June 3.
Unique Music Publishers, Inc.,
our next visit to Los Angeles, howRay Noble and his wife will leave
lias been incorporated with
Toledo,
ever, we are compelled to say that for England the second week in
250 shares of no par value common
we were pretty bored, if not by his June,
Singing, certainly by his material.
Leader left Coast Sunday (1) to stock lo edit and publish musical
Jo Stafford's "I'm So Right To- spend two weeks in New York be- scores. Firm wiil lease scores unPrincinight" (Capitol) has hit potentialities. fore shoving off. It will be his first der royalty arrangements.
Tune, a slow ballad, has a clever visit home since 1938. Ho will be pals are John M. Mahoney, Arthur
lyric and Miss Stafford makes the gone six to eight weeks.
N. Mindling and Nathan Greenberg.
.

Montreal last week, Bing Crosby couldn't
the recording business. He made a short transcription of
Allan Mclver's "Calling All Hearts" for the Federation of Catholic Charities at Walter Downs Recording Studios in Dominion Square Bldg. Stint
is three minutes long and represents a half-sung, half-spoken charity appeal which will be aired over local airwaves next autumn when the F. C. C.
annual campaign gets under way. Crosby handled the date and the new
song in less than 25 minutes. Probably would have taken less time if
he had not been slightly delayed by admirers in the building, which
necessitated police help during recording period.
5

During

stay

whether dues of NAMM members
should be hiked 50% to raise much
of the required money.

Program No. 3
Made"

that all lines are slump-

do not have standard and classical
music prominently displayed, as they
do when buying at regular music

Cream in My
Carmen Cavallaro

I
Wilson (Musicraft.)
"I See Your Face Before Me"
Bernie Leighton (Keynote.).
Willie
Waters"
"Rippling
"The Lion" Smith (Commo-

Here, it
leases) is
seems, is first-rate humor. An urbane tirade, against people who are
things
.in
constantly interrupting
order to have a cigarette, it should
have almost universal appeal. Willyric
speaks
the
liams sings and
with wit and restraint and the band
This face
accompanies him ably.
would seem to be a cinch for the
Western market, but we also feel
that the Art Fords, the Ted Husings,
and the Wayne-Baruchs should try
On its backside is a
it for size.
called
rhythmic job
pleasant

Now

the

—

a case in point.

sympathies.

Most confused band booking date set here in many years was the Vido
Musso-Stan Kenton All-Stars date at the Sherman hotel. Deal set for Ernie
Chicago General Artists' office,
Byfield, Sherman op, by Bob Weems of
disbanded Stan Kenton band
called for seven members of the temporary
Kenton's illness.
to make up the combo, booked during
Literally every booking office in town took it upon itself to call Byfield
almost every hour on the hour before the band opened to tell him that
or could not appear, until"
either this sideman or that sideman would not
Byfield or Weems was the most bewildered
it was a question of whether
by the constant heckling. Actually when- band opened, seven of the nitia
men in the band had been with Kenton when his band was disbanded and
other two were former Kenton members.

dispensers,

some extent the revenue drop
is worse.
They claim that racks are
badly handled and placed and, in
addition, those who buy from them

(Decca.)

(Decca.)
"Misirlu"

ASCAP

because of his

sales

racks.
ing to

(Featuring Pianists)
Eddie
"Begin the Beguine"

—

Corp nee
Buddy Green, et al. Dreyer
and tunes by Duke Ellington, Harry Warren,
offered BMI backing for a firm but nixed it
a couple of years ago was

1

Program No. 2
Heywood

manager for Berlin, has
more than 100 songs in the Berlin and Bourne
a tu'nesmith also, with
revived "Cecilia' (with Herman Ruby),
catalogs including the currently
In Your Own Backyard,"
"Back
Shoulder,"
My
Round
nlus "Raftibow.
Berlin always thought
"Wabash Moon," "Me and My Shadow" and others.
songs as a cushion for his own
Dreyer should' try and reacquire these
renewal in three years or so. However,
catalog Many of these are up for
Carle, don't start cold.
Frankie
songsmith-maestro
partner,
Drever' and his
Heidt called Allied Music
Thev bought an ASCAP catalog from Horace
Green & Knight Music, which includes "Flat Foot Floogie,"
been

action against Music Corp. of America for $45,000. Actually, he is conasserting that tinuing new action against MCA for $3,000,000 for alleged damages to
method has cut deeply his former operation of Mission Beach ballroom, San Diego, following upinto revenue of member stores and holding of MCA's appeal, of original Federal court decision awarding him
Appeal court held MCA responsible only for court costs and
has caused many to push recording $60,000.
attorney fees. Finley is appealing that, and filed new action in February
lines to the Jore in place of music.
based on estimated losses over period of year due to MCA's alleged
Now that sheet sales are off, say monopoly of booking situation. Original suit was based on six-week
the NAMM men, the injury to busi- period.
ness caused by the rack system of
sales is deeper than ever,, since for
Life mag over weekend lensed a layout on Jo Stafford at her Long
the first time the public is not buy- Beach, Cal., home and shortly will "reveal" that the thrush is the unidentiing standard material at the same fied singer on Capitol's recently released recording of Red Ingle's a "Timpace- as in the past.
During and tayshun" ("Temptation"), which is soaring in sales across the country.
following the war, when the boom- There has been much conjecture as to identity of femme who etched
ing music business ran into a tem- what indisputably is the keenest comic vocal of the year. In recording
porary and comparative slump, sales Miss Stafford on the stunt, she was permitted to pipe in her usual style, at
of Standard and classical tunes main- 78 RPM. Later the pace was flogged to a much more rapid pitch and the
tained a steady pace despite the speeded version was released. Her nom-de-dish on "Tim Tayshun" (as

rack

this

"The House Detective Regis-

"Bei Mir
Fitzgerald

smith, when
likewise started his own firm.
professional
Drever besides being the general

.

Rack Sheet Sales

of
t s

alier (Victor.)

man

decision to go into the music publishing business on his
Berlin of over 25 years, dating back
own ends an association with Irving
days, thence to Berlin,, Inc. (Max Winsin the Waterson, Berlin & Snyder
low Saul H Bornstein-Berlin partnership), and latterly with the songBornstein decided to go it alone with Bourne, Inc., and Berlin

nave Drever's

gates are violently opposed to what's
termed the "indiscriminate" spotting

Suggested Programs

1947

4,

.Dix

only interesting release was Harry
James' two-sided "Moten Swing."
Taken at a swingin' lightly tempo,
Chicago, June 2.
the disk offers a few interesting hot
National Assn. of Music Merchants,
solos. Obviously, this is not for the
which is holding its annual convenjukes. Jocks and hot fans will like it
however ... "A Trout, No Doujbt" tion here this week, went deeply
by Paul Weston Orchestra with Matt into the sale of sheet music via
Dennis (Capitol) strikes us as an racks yesterday (Tuesday). Dele-

ters'—Alec Wilder Octet

is

&

Merchants Rap

Facts

Hillbilly stuff can be pretty dreary.
But, in its most valid moments, it has
tha quality of pertinent social commentary. Offhand, we can mention
the recent "Hitler Lives" (recorded
for Victor by Rosalie. Allen and for
Capitol by Herman the Hermit).
This may be an inordinately corny
number, but it is also a pretty, incisive
plea for racial tolerance.
Similarly, Elton Britt's "There's a
Star-Spangled Banner Still Waving'
and "I'm a Convict With Old Glory
in My Heart" (Victor) were the
height of homespun. But, at the same
time, they evoked swelling^ patriotism
in the audience which goes for this

It

Dash
Box & Cox
Judy Man. .Strauss-M.

All Over Again
Hi-Jig- A-Jig

Holiday weekend delayed record

releases in these fields.

"Round-Up Polka.'"
noting, by the way,

Wood

Don't Pall in Love

deliveries, so there is little else to
review this semester. Columbia's

folk music

.

Little Tenderness. .Connelly
..Keith, Prowse
Harriet

Capitol's
share of

Hot— "Moten

.

-

Inside Stuff-Orchestras-Music

•••>

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By George

.

,

(Sinatra)

Midnight Masquerade (S-B)

Eddy Howard...... Majestic
...Victor
Sammy Kaye

Santa Catalina (Spina).........

Freddy Martin.... ...Victor
Eddy Howard...... Majestic
Columbia
Frankie Carle
Capitol'
Jo Stafford
M-G-M
Ziggy Elman
Victor
Perry Como
Capitol
Jo Stafford

Roses In Rain (Barton)
Ivy

.

,

(Burke-VHj

That's
It's

.

Where

I

Came

Same Old Dream

In (Robbins)

(Sinatra)

You Can't See Sun (Simon)
Temptation (Robbins^
Feudin' and Fighlin' (Chappell).'.'.'.".'.'

Dreams Are Dime Dozen

(Criterion).

Tommy
S

Victor

Dorsey

Ink Spots

,

Vaughn Monroe
Red Ingle
Dorothy Shay
Vaughn Monroe

Decca
Victor
.Capitol

Columbia
Victor

—
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PUBS SLAP L AX INDIE DISKERS
~

^^rrr^s

:

Major Discussions
Xher« are many items on the-tagenda of th« national convention
»f

..

the.

AFM

American Federation o£ MuWhich start* next Monday
but hone so pressing

Memphis, June

in Detroit,

with
Fox,

someone

There has been some talk among
men, too, to the effect that
president James C. Petrillo is desperately anxious to counteract the
bad press the AFM has received
since the end ot the war. There
even has ben conversation over the
possibility of the AFM withdrawing
from the American Federation of
Labor. However, this is discounted'
vehemently by AFM local execu-

AFM

tives.

-. -

society

Check
|

i

tive

a

be completed in two

subsidiary, World Transcription, to
take over as president and as a director. Meyerson drew a three-year
pact calling for a salary ranging
fairly close
to $100,000 over
the
three years, plus a stock interest. In
addition, the money end of the deal
is said
to have been secured— put

up

of

Assn.,

its

thereby

assuring

Favorable
craft's

down from

management committee,
up by the board of directors of
the American Society of Composers.
.
.i
j t> Vi' 1.
,u
Authors
or
and
Publishers a month

Performance Log

room

!

Group,

will close' during August to
a six-year-old penalty laid
down by the New Jersey Alcoholic
Beverage Control. Latter hung a 25J.,

day-closed rap on the spot because
a minor sneaked , drink but did not
designate the penod the spot was to
be shuttered until last week. Dailey
will close July 30, following the run

spending to help support lobbying
activities in Sacramento Of Elmer
Hubbard. AFM exec.
Recently, 47 also pulled an aboutthe
rejoin
face
to
voted
and

Los Angeles' Central Labor Council,
from which it withdrew two

:

j

;

j

latter

.

meets normally only once

a S e nc
u

j

i

,

y
H

qi

,

ming

of

MCA

I

I

:

:

the left

handed

livan and Paul

i

•

,

the musical end of the

personnel unrest that has

Baron,

cision

25c
last

1

1

i

share quarterly, dividend
week on capital stock outstandper

ing.

Divvy

is

of

publisher

payable June 30

holders in line as of June

to stock-

of

the

British West
an early trial

lyric

litigation.

Indies to testify,
was sought.

Defendants,

combo maes-

!

.

song,

Now

stipulation,

according

will

try

to

and

their
establish

to

by the former Glenn Miller
He'll do arrangements, re-

vocalist.

ters

hearse the combo,

etc.

i

fit,

and

it's

handed down

last March. His finding
upheld the claims of calypso singer

reported he's getting a

piece of the outfit.

•'Lord Invader" iRupcrt Grant) and
his assignee, Mohamed H. Khan, who
Columbus, Juno 3.
Dailey 's Meadowbrook. Cedar Grove.. had published an original in TriniMrs. Mary A. Seaman, Columbus.
When he finishes the band dad in I!)43. Meanwhile Feist is apN. J.
has filed 'a $10,000 song plagiarism
goes to Virginia Beach for a feu- pealing the latter and a hearing is
suit against maestro Harry Jaincs.
scheduled in the fall.
Her complaint stated that she wrote weeks and during that period
[lyrics to a tune entitled "Easy'' and Maxted will be writing new arrangeobtained a copyright on the song. menls to fit a change in ins-triimeiiIN.U. c„^.„K t„
to T™,1 OUr
She said the music was written by lation from three trumpets, one!
New Orleans, June 3.
trombone, five sax and three rhythm
Robert Pollack.
Tour of 15 cities in Louisiana,
James, according to her petition, to throe trumpets, two .trombone*.
-Mississippi and Alabama has been
It is
allegedly "is now using a similar four sax and three rhythm.
.arranged for the New Orleans Symcomposition without lyrics entitled expected that the change will bring
phony Orchestra. Tour will start in
has been using same about a sweeter style than liberie
'Easy' and
the Fall.
now uses.
throughout the United Slates."

'Easy'

Eberle

is

currently

at

Frank

;

|

.

16.

the

both plaintiff and defendants claim
to have witnesses coming from the

|

Decca Records declared the usual

still

"L'Annre Passec" ("Last Year"),
had previously complained via Federal Court that the basic melody of
Feist's
"Rum" was taken from
"Passec."; However, the action was
temporarily deferred pending de-

EBERI.E

j

DECCA'S 25c DIVVY
'

Baron must face

'

.Dailey will reopen Meadowbrook
August, with a band not yet

late in

designated.

Feist,

Baron's tune as a public domain
melody which originated in Trinidad
Maxted was years ago. "Rum's" lyric, as published by Feist, was ruled a "debrought into the picture by General liberate piracy" by Federal Judge
Artists Corp. to strengthen the out- Mortimer H. Byers in a decision
troed

bothel ins the N y. hcadquarof the agency for some time
and which caused the exits o: Whittemore. Russ Lyon and Jack Bertell.
Leaving of Facchine and Thayer
was attributable to the same feeling.

;

in-

"Rum

ber.

AS MUSICAL. AIDE

a11

lyric

another infringement action in N. Y.
Federal court, which alleges they
lifted the music.
Under an order
.signed by Federal Judge John Knox
wcek mc]ody suit brought by
, ast
Maurice Baron was restored to the
calendar and is to be tried in Octo-

Eberle orchestra to take charge of
is

a

publisher of the tune, as well as its
writers, Morey Amsterdam. Jeri Sul-

«*

^

lost

fringement suit on th.e song
and Coca-Cola" last March,

be on call on fairly short notice to
adjudicate such urgent items, in contrast to the executive committee,
which meets only on schedule.

MAXTED JOINS

Face Revived

Action Over Melody
Having already

a

Thats where the business commitcome in its members will

Coke' Writers,

Feist,

attention.

lee will

&

'Rum

month. Occasionally, it is expected,
there will be items needing faster

|

;

of back royalties, but still have
considerably more to collect.

Billy
Maxted,
arranger
who
Thayer.- in their new Mus-Art
headed his own band at the 400 Club,
He wl11 w ° rk ! n Ne * Y
u
Faceh.ne h e a d s New York, just before it closed
With Whittcmore
early this year, has joined the Ray
Chi and Thayer the Hollywood of

\W*

one pay-

ment

j

I

'

for a

makes recommendations

;

i

1

which was carried out along the
lines approved by stockholders at a
meeting March 19, involving the is-

i

decides
j

which

Rap occurred during the Harry
years ago in a huff after repeated
James run at Meadowbrook in 1941.
misunderstandings. By
intra-labor
It allegedly involved a teen-ager's
again lining up with the Council.
gulping of a drink ordered by and
Local 47 will pay $800 monthly as
for her father. ABC men were at
its share towards underwriting proMeadowbrook that evening and saw
labor activities of the association.
violation.

in 8 of Musicraft's financial troubles,

'

board members, which actually
the Society's policies and
to- the full
board.
Since the business committee's plan to replace Paine entailed
the splitting up of his duties among
four men, Herman Greenberg, Dick
Murray, Herman Finkelstein and
George A. Hoffman, and the men
were told that unsolved problems
must be reported to the full board,
a snag arose due to the fact that the

|

porting

i

of the Tex Beneke orchestra,
starts Friday (6).

Stanley

of

members, was continued

ON ABC RAP

The Meadowbrook

consisting

,

of

the

MEADOWBROOK SHUTS

N.

.

*

$13,000 in

lisher

To Join Mus-Art

satisfy

be

unique purpose in contrast to the
executive committee, also composed

I

Gazley 4th MCAite

and contains as well all the provisions of the Lea Act, constitutionality of which shortly will be determined by the U. S. Supreme Court.
Local 47 for a month now has been

will

This was de-

.

j

1

^

Paine,

and Richard

Adams and Fred Ahlert, writer suance of new stock and cancellation
member of the full board, and Her- of the old, the company began issuing checks to creditors. Music pubman Starr and Lester Santly. pub- lishers collected

|

•

G.

cided at last week's board meeting.

;

'

John

continued indefinitely,

Musibrought

who stepped
make

Meyerson,

for

,

i

fill-

|

manager,

!

'

problem of

of

was

Felt,

Buck, Wall Streetcr, who helped
secure the fresh finances. These two
will occupy positions on the new di'octor board along with William A.
Shea, of Tucker & Shea, law firm.
„,,'„,
£
.
.,,
who also„ will
be chairman of the
board of general counsel, and Warren W. York, of Warren W. York Co.
Immediately following the resolv-

ing the void left by the late general

Of Jock Diskings

same way as live performances.
Idea would be to have Accurate Re-

troubles

the presidency to

j

set

so ago to study the

would have been acute.
Talks by committees over a new
agreement were stopped April 9.
when SPA man Edgar Leslie and
MPPA board member Louis Bern-

culmination

coin

about by Irving

Publishers Eye

bank.

other is still left open, that of securing an artists and repertoire man.

ASCAP

Indef at

New York

in a

Musicraft

Board Continues

the

plications

escrow

in

While Meyerson's connection with
covers one end of the
company's personnel troubles, an-

New Management

"

night (Tuesday).

will

halves because Greenberg will have
to remain in N. Y., with associate

Business

one-month exexpired agreement

sixth

Service,
which tabulates
performances of tunes on live broadcasts on major and indie stations in
N. Y., do the same with disk perstein became ensnarled over a matter formances.
Many pubs would be
completely foreign to SPA-MPPA willing to pay the extra costs inbusiness. Rather than ask for an volved
apology, Bernstein suggested both
Idea may be used in the event a
liberal commentators.
he and Leslie step off the commit- sufficient number of publishers in
Airing in order named, Monday
tees to allow negotiations to continue, dicate a willingness to subscribe to
through Friday, 7 to 7:15 p.m.—
His cohorts refused to allow him it and if Accurate can do the job.
are Dan Lum dberg, Peter De Lima
re
Bill Pennell Dr. Hugh Weston Urnp committee ul)lcss Les .
h
tarian ministers, and John Dehner.
lie apologizes. Latter won't, and no
Rev. George Dunn, S.J.. will probfurther meetings have been schedably alternate with Dehner. Step
uled. Meanwhile, the old SPA-MPPA
marks initial expenditure of union's
agreement expired six months ago
specially-created $20,000 fund for
and comparatively little work had
fight against inimical legislation.
been done on a new one prior to the
Sum was decided upon at a special above dispute.
meeting, attended by board of diAl Gazeley. with Music Corp. of
of
the
rectors and
a sprinkling
America 'or 12 years, with a brwf
general membership. Union specificperiod out for Army service, quit
ally is extremely concerned about
last week.
He had been an assistant
the Davis Bill, now pending in Calilo Billy Goodhcart and a salesman.
forinia Legislature. This proposal
He joins three other ex-MCA men,
IN AUG.
would abolish standby musicians,
Cedar Grove [Jack Whittemore. Russ Faeehine and

Mus-Art immediately booked the
band into the Pelham Heath Inn,
New York, where it opened last

son,

in London at the International Composers and Authors convention

:

money.

Disk jockeys and the platters they
broke off talks more than a month spin have become so important to
music publishers that a plan will
ago due to a dispute between two of
soon be laid .before the council
their members, the music biz has
of the Music" Publishers: Contact
been wondering about another pact Employees, asking that the performextension. If at hadn't come, com- ances of recorded tunes be logged in

3.

Maestro Bill McCune secured a
release from his Music Corp. of
America contract last week and immediately switched to the new MusArt agency.

Coincidental with the securing of
money, Musicraft's backers
completed a deal with Jack Meyeronce with Decca Records and
until last week with that company's
fresh

this

A. Hoffman, while Dick
Murray and Herman Finkelstein are

approach, cites disk-pressing
plants which manufacture for independent recording companies. In
the
future they'll be
held responsible fdr the unpaid royalties
due music publishers in the event
the companies the disks are made
for do not pay off. This is being relayed to various pressing factories
by Fox, general manager of the
Music Publishers Protective Assn..
who in recent weeks has been get(Continued on page 42 j

smooth continuation of traffic in new
songs between members of both factions. Since the committees representing
each organization, which
have been trying since late last fall
to come to terms on a new contract,

Anti-Laborites

Agcy. Change

points

George

!

with the Music Publishers Protec-

radio program over KXLA, Pasadena, to help combat anti-labor legislation. On a trial basis of four
weeks, local is bankrolling to tune
of $500 weekly, a five times weekly
news commentary show with known

in

checking

the others later.

|

Local 47 of American Federation
of Musicians has launched its own

McCune

'

branches. He'll cover half of the 20-

odd
trip,

I

-

Hollywood, June

j

for

!

Radio Show To

Combat

^

various ASCAP

around

swing

week

.

.

managers of the American Society
Composers, Authors and
and Pubas sales manager in charge

of all licensing, leaves this

new

attempt to secure

in its

ca P ita
nd reorganize, apparently is
out of,! f.
the woods and headed for a
fl esh
stal t
It completed alTallf, e ments late last week for the infusion
<>f fresh coin into the setup, which
several times had been on the verge
of being put into bankruptcy. A new
board of directors was named.

lishers,

Songwriters Protective Assn. has
secured
tension

Local 47, LA., Starts

Own

months

;

One

Extension of Pact

disks.

else's

j

....

.

.

of .four

of

some through Harry

others,

,

Herman Greenberg, one

-

who

handles licensing and collections lor most, and some through
attorneys.
And they are using approaches, which, if they stand up,
probably will scare away most of
the opportunists who saw in the
war-brightened record industry a
chance to make some fast coin with

One-Month

,

dire straits during the past couple

in

ASCAP

O.O. for

TO Check
On Branches
_

rr

points as possible with disk
manufacturers lax in making'royalty
payments but who demonstrate that
they are working in good faith and
not trying to cheat. They want to
see such firms survive for the good
of the music biz.
However, they are getting tough

SPAJPPASet
Sixth

On

many

as

Both Memphis hotel spots have
as (a) the disk jockey situation and
completed summer orchestra lineups.
(b) the probe launched recently by
Peabody, operating inside in the
a Senate investigating committee
These two prob- Skyway for first time in years beinto the AFM.
lems are due to receive a lion's share cause it was unable to get CPA apof the convention's attention.
proval for needed repairs on PlantaWith the advent of such nation- tion Roof, tees off with Freddy Naally known personalities into the gel, followed in turn by Ray Robdisk-program field as Paul White- bins, Dean Hudson, Harry Coo!, Ben-,
man, who'll do a network jockey ny Strong and Don Reid.
program; Tommy Dorsey, who's preCarlos Molina has opered the
paring a transcribed disk show idea
Magnolia Roof season at the Clafor local use in more than 200 towns
ridge.
He will be trailed in turn
and cities, and the expansion of by
Frankie Masters, Joe Sanders,
Martin Block into network broadDel Courtney, George Olsen and Ray
cast via Mutual, the record-jockey
Herbeck.
situation has become a serious one
In the eyes of the federation's leadAnd something drastic is exers.
pected to be done by them, if not
during the convention then at least
planned during its executive board
meetings for later execution. One
of the types of disk shows the AFM
is against is the one done by Jack
Eigen from the Copacabana, New
York, each post-midnight airing
talks with name drop-ins between

;

Hassle; Jack Meyerson Named Prez
- Musicraft Records, which has been

T
Music publishers and their representatives in mechanical licensing
arrangements and the collection of
royalties have been trying to stretch

3.

_

;

Musicraft Finally Resolves Financial

L

Parley

Memphis Hotels Set With
Bands for Entire Summer

sician*,.
(9)

at

+

'

Disk Jocks, Senate Probe Due For

if

M n Sympn

Wednesday, June

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

40

RCA, Shapiro-Bernstein

Settle Final

Copyright

16'

on 'Sweet

Details

Connelly Back to Eng.

4,

1947

Holiday Weekend Helps Eastern

Reg Connelly clippers back to
London this (Wed.) afternoon after
more than a month's sojourn in New
York where he placed a number of
songs and picked up others.
Another London music publisher,
John Abbott, of, Francis, Day &

One-Nighters and Location Biz

Band business b.o. at various breezes, which actually became too
one-nighter and lo- cold for comfort each evening
Hunter, after his California o.o., is standard eastern
fair shot In the some cases.
due to return to England later this cation spots got a
Rubinoff Shaking Pitt
arm over the j>ast holiday weekend.
Even in New York hotels and' ball,
month.
Pittsburgh, June 3.
Not all spots did unusual biz, but on rooms biz improved. Latter was
"When You Were Sweet Sixteen,"
surDave Rubinoff is bidding goodbye
the other hand very few failed to prising since few weekend
which had ramifications involving
visitors
to Pittsburgh, his home town, after
rake up much more revenue than patronize such dance spots.
the 1909 copyright law.
Neverthey had been doing in recent weeks. theless, the Arcadia ballroom,
It seems that after
Victor had he disposes of the house in Squirrel
with
A prime factor in helping conditions George Paxton's orchestra and the
recorded the tunj with Perry Como Hill district, on which he spent more
over the first major holiday week- Paul Martell house band, broke
it
advised S-B* which holds the than $25,000 in remodeling last year.
a
end of the season was unbroken 24-year old Memorial Day record
copyright renewal on the tune, that Violinist has acquired a small ranch
good weather, which aided immeas- Glen Island Casino, New
since "Sixteen" had originally been near Hollywood.
Rochelle'
Aged mother, who has lived here
urably inland amusement park sit- with Claude Thornhill, did
published and copyrighted in 1898
almost
uations, where a goodly number of capacity biz, as did Frank
by James Thornton its writer. RCA all her life, will go west with RubinDailey's
would not be required to pay a roy- off and make here home there, too.
Comparatively poor business con- standard one-'nighters are situated, Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.
alty on the disking because of the'
On one-nighters, agency bookers
ditions which two weeks ago killed On the other hand, oceanside venby cool swinging through New England
subsequent law.
off the new-born Frank •Loesser- tures were hurt slightly
and
S-B granted RCA that since the
Pennsylvania on busman holidays
Paramount partnership in Susan
tine had been published before the
Publications took its toll of ancited good b.o. totals almost without
1909 copyright law. therefore the
exception. On locations such as Conother prospective publishing firm L.
original version was free of roya'ty
last week. Margaret Whiting decided
vention .Hall. Asbury Park, which
organizing Louis
First step
in
requirements, but it reminded the
debuted for the season with Guy
to defer the debut of Whiting Music,
KID
disk comoany that the version used Armstrong's first national concert which was to have been based on a
Lombardo (Friday-Saturday), biz
With Blng Crosby as honorary was good. Lombardo played to 7,300
by Como was not' the original and tour next fall was taken last week number of unpublished tunes penned
hence was subject" to. /royalties. It when Joe Glaser's Associated Book- by her dad, the late Dick Whiting. chairman, testimonial dinner cele- people in two nights at $1.25 plus
seems that S-B had'' reconstructed ing Corp. bought release for Jack If conditions are better in the fall, brating Louis Jordan's 20th year in tax.
the 1898 tune, cutting the verse Teagarden from a Music Corpora- the firm will be set up at that time.
Boxofflce takes on one-nighters
show biz is slated to be held June 30
from 32 to 16 bars and necessarily tion of America contract. Teagarby bands of all levels have been so
Music men, watching the steadily
was chief supporting artist declining
at the Hotel Pierre, N. Y. Proceeds far off normal in recent weeks
revising the lyric (while allowing den
that
graph of sheet music sales
the 16-bar original chorus to stand), when Armstrong sold out Town during recent months, have
benefit the slightest tendency toward a rise
are
to
the
banquet
from
now
and had subsequently been issued a Hall, N. Y„ several weeks ago. Re- come to the conclusion that the drop Camp Willowemoc, an interracial, is cause enough for shouting. That
new copyright on the revised ver- lease* provides that Glaser will book is more evidence of a closer ap- interfaith camp for small children. occurred two weeks ago when
sion.
This latter permit had been exclusively in all fields from now on. proach to pre-war normalcy by the
one-night
bookers
noticed
a general
Testimonial dinner committee is in
*
provides
Agreement,
however,
iscued in 1944 and it superseded the
Among increase in figures. They immediately
buying public. Before the war the the process of formation.
original copyright, as permitted by that MCA will continue to collect music business
had its seasons— good thjse in support are Bill Robinson,,. crossed their fingers and kept them
law. RCA agreed that royalties were commission on the radio program in winter,
poor in summer. Then Lou Levy, Andrews Sisters, Eddie that way until the holiday weekend
due.
called "The Jack Teagarden Show" the wartime sales
went
came
and
and
they'll
preserve
boom recognized "Rochester" Anderson, Lionel Hampcurrently being aired across the no good and
bad sales periods, ex- ton, Count Basie, Duke Ellington and the attitude for the rest of the sumboard on WHN, N. Y.
has cept for occasional comparatively the Mills Bros.
mer,
RCA-Victor and music publisher
Shapiro-Bernstein" got together last
week on the final settlement of a
mechanical licensing contract on

Z

New Whiting Pub

Firm Deferred

—

ABC BUYS TEAGARDEN

—

CONTRACT FROM MCA

.

JORDAN 20TH ANNI

CAMP

TO BENEFIT

'

.

WHN

LYLE THAYER HIT BY

Teagarden on a sustaining basis for
four 13-week cycles.

light drops.
Now, it's felt, music
sales again are experiencing seasonal
Teagarden's
orchestra
is
now ups and downs and that the current
playing the Famous Door, N. Y. It slump won't ease until fall. Even
contains
Max Kaminsky, Morey though that may be true, overall biz
Field, Peanuts Hucko, Sanford Gold is still superior to pre-war sales figand Jack Lesberg, and will continue ures.
until
October
when Teagarden,

FLU IN SAN FRANCISCO
Hollywood, June 3.
Lyle Thayer, Coast rep of Mus-Art
band-booking agency, is confined
abed in San Francisco with influenza.

Hucko and Lesberg

opening of Murray
Arnold's new band at Claremont
hotel, Berkeley, first booking re-

around the

strut

around

will join Armfor swing
country's top longhair

strong's -concert

at

group

Beneke

cently organized Mus-Art made in
Far West. He was stricken en route,
hence missed bow of band in spot
Thayer wrenched away, from Music
Corp. of America which long had an
exclusive on the spot.

to Palladium

on the Coast, he will return to New
York to kick off a nationwide concert tour.

23

Dec.

at

6G

Hollywood, June

of

Survey Week
Love
:

May

of

23-30, 1947

Maurice

—

Fox

Almost Like Being In Love ""Brigadoon"
Alexander's Ragtime Band.
Anniversary Song VJolson Story".
April Showers f'Jolson Story"

..Berlin

—

—

As Long As I'm Dreaming
Ask Anyone Who Knows

— t"Welcome

Mood
Harms

Stranger"

.Burke-V""'

.

.Witmark

Beside You-'-f'My Favorite Brunette"
Heartaches
I Believe— t"It Happened in Brooklyn"
I Can't Get Up the Nerve To Kiss You
I Do Do Do Like JTou

Famous

was inked over
Tex Beneke band to

for

play six stanzas at Palladium, teeing
Don W. Haynes, orchestra
manager, reportedly got Terpalace
operator Maury Cohen to up guarantee to $6,000, plus a split on take
of over $15,000 per week.

Sinatra
.Santly-Joy

.Harms

,

Wonder I Wonder I Wdndei»
Had My Life To Live Over

I

.Robbins
General

If I

I'm So Right Tonight

-

Linda

Barton

...

Advanced

Starlight

.

...

How Much I Love You
My Desire
Time After Time— i"It Happened
You

.Shapiro-E

Southern
Robbins

That's
That's

Know When

.

.

In Brooklyn"
You're Crying,,

Sun When
It Happens

Can't See the

You'll

.

.

Warren

Possum Song
Roses In the Rain
Say No More

By

.

It

.Beverly
Morris

is

been

believed here that the Palto upping the figures

ladium agreed

given Beneke because band indisputably gave hall its brightest biz

.Mills

...Sinatra

|

At the same time, Granz got his
release from Music Corp. of America
on the grounds that the agency was
not equipped to sell a jazz unit such
as his. Prior to that, Granz had gotten out of two more appearances at
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., as part of the

Bands

During the early spring, bookers
that the summer would bring
the upsurge at the b.o. that they had
anticipated all- last winter.
Their
hopes were based on the fact that
virtually all standard one-night promoters and summer location spots

felt

were reopening and buying talent.
was felt that these operators knew

It

local conditions best, and their buying indieated an improved biz pattern.
The ops bought and continued to buy, but b.o. conditions didn't

signs of improving.

Hotel

at

Hotel

.

Flayed

Cavallaro. Astor Roof (850; $1-$1.25)
Griff Williams... Waldorf (400; $2)
Randy Brooks, ... Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)

Vic Lombardo*.

.New Yorker

.

2

(400; $1-$1.50)

2
9

.

Indicates Floor

*

Williams Trio.
f

Ice

Show

at

Revue

at

Covers
Past

Total

Covers

Week On Data
4,375
3,200
1,625
1,325
1,425

2
8

Lawrence Welk. .Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)
Bobby Byrne*. ...Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)

.

B.O.'s
Weeks

,

Band

compara-

some reason

Carmen

0

t650
950

..28

8,600
7,950

12,825
3,400
12,675

650
27,625

Waldorf with Dorothy Samoff, Hermanos
New York. Commodore, Johnny Desmond,

4 days.

Chicago
Henry Brandon (Boulevard
below first week with 3,500.
Jack Fina (Empire Room,
few weeks with 3,400.
Vido Musso (College Inn,

Room, Stevens;

Medium

550; 3.50 min.).

Just a shada

biz.

Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Fina entered

final

Sherman; 900; $2-$3.50 min.). Herbie Fields
pulled out with nice 5,000 for last week, and Vido
Musso's Stan Kenton
All-Stars opened big for week-end starting Memorial Day (30).
Stephen. Kisley (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach;
700: $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Slid off to 3,200

from last week's 3,500.
(Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 350; $2.50 min.; cover
Regan and Ramos entering final week with steady 2,000.

Ramon Ramos
Phil

$1).

Los Angeles

of all last year.

Simon
Bourne

.

as

show any

current "Pops" series.

one-

offered Beneke this winter for as
low as $1,750 guarantee, with usual
percentage
privilege,
of
course.
Haynes' books show that when
Beneke was out on Coast last autumn he got $2,500 guarantee with
exception of $2,000 accepted for a
shot in San Bernardino.

Feist
-Feist

Mam'selle
Midnight Masquerade
My Adobe Hacienda
Peg O' My Heart

Stella

ports' disseminated last week by
nite promoters that they had

Leeds
Morris

Mahzel

For some time Palladium has
been refusing to budge from flat
terms of $4,500 guarantee and split
over $13,500 offered all the top
bands. Haynes balfted because he
pointed orchestra's nut could not be
reached at such terms. As is widely
known, the sst expenses carried by
Beneke ($19,000 weekly) far exceed
any other combo. \

Haynes states that crew probably
will play but Jew one-niters here,
en route' in and out, and insists
terms for gigs will be $2,500 guarantee against 60%, thus scotching re-

Leeds
.,

to market his jazz disks.
firm will be called Clef, and
label will be pressed and sold

its

3.

After two weeks of haggling over

weekend

The top 30 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey o1 Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks
Published by the Office of Research. Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director

own

by and through Aladdin Records.

Highest Snot Has Paid

is

overall,

slight,

it

cessful in all dates.
unit,

company

New
Plus,

figures, deal finally

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

of the

Philharmonic"

the

at

of his

off Dec.'23,

A Sunday Kind

To Market Jazz Disks

auditoriums.

Armstrong reports to Hollywood
in August to begin work on Samuel
Goldwyn's next picture starring
Danny Kaye. Following six weeks

upon

Norman Granz, head man
"Jazz

plans setting up a record

increase

agents seize
for optimism.
In recent weeks, road biz for bands
has been on a steady decline, with
the exception of the topmost names,
and even these have* not been suctively

Granz Setting Up Co,

.

His condition is reported improving.
Last week Thayer went upstate to

While the

•

r

.

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Okay
2,500 tabs.
Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Around
2,000 covers, which

is

satisfactory.

remaining 21 songs of the week, from
(Peatman)
Across the Alley From the Alamo.
After Graduation Day— "'"After Graduation, Day"
Another Night Like This
•
As Years Go By
Tlie

the

copyrighted

AC1

10 Best Sheet

'

.

.

.

Cecilia

T. B.

Want To Thank Your Folks
Home Anymore When You

.Miller

..ABC
....

Oxford
Santly-Joy
.,'

.

•

•

•

My

Passing By
Poppa Don't Preach To
Smoke Dreams

Spring

Isn't

Oxford
Berlin

Call

a Good Day
7\
It's the Same Old Dream— t"It Happened in Brooklyn"
Ivy— t"Ivy"
Young and Foolish Heart
Old Devil Moon— ""'Finian's Rainbow"

It's

Harms

Marks

;

:

I Won't Be
It Takes Time

London
Capitol
Sinatra

Me— f'Perils

Everything

of'Pauline"

Paramount

Warren

Mood
Crystal

...

,

.

*

Legit Musical.

.

.

My Desire
April Showers
Heartaches
That's

Mills

...Leeds

Mood
Oxford

Sinatra
Capitol

Wonder

Robbins
Life to Live Over.
General
Midnight Masquerade. Shapiro-B
1

.

Time After Time
That's I
It's

Came

Good Day

dy Phl " ,ps

..Sinatra

In

Criterion

Barton

Fox

dragon;

''

$25 ° min

$0.90-$1.15

haW

<Latin

Quarter;

5 00o!

700:

'

)
-

Things are l00king UP bUt
'

adm.).
$ 250

Still

min

(Los Angeles i
.* ,f (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, fifth wk).
r
1
Good
holiday
weekend weather helping

_

...

^?
,

to

well with

Gertrude Niesen-

>-

,,

Tommv n

*?

Upv

to 5,000, very good.
'

B, Culver City, fourth week). Policy of
bad 'y- Few «- than 2,000 admissions,
Gardens, B, Ocean Park, second wk). Continues

aS Skidded

toZ lTf, Casino
p P° sltion Profit-packed
pT. m
(Pall s*um. B, Hollywood,

Tonv

buyers- n

holding

Meadowbrook,

banfanH

Robbins

Almost Being in Love

500
'

lsioo0.

nifty

Believe

Across Alley Alamo

Wonder,

I3I00

stowly^B^^^
d y

Second 10
I

(Chtcago)

Arnie Barnett (Copacabana; 550;
$4). Down again this week to 2,500.
Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.).
Luba Molina mainly credited
with crisp 4,800 for first of two- weeks
date
KaSSe " (Trianon; *0;90-$l i5 adm.).
Rain kept 'em away. Fairish

.....Harms

Anniversary Song.,.
Chi-Baba Chi-Baba

I

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

B eist

Mayfair

Roses In Rain
I.Filmusical.

31)

,

Adobe Hacienda
Peer
Peg O' My Heart
Robbins
Sunday Kind, of Love. ..Maurice

Burke-VH
Crawford

Stept
i

They Can't Convince Me
Don't We Say We're Sorry.

Mam'selle

Linda

.Morris

Chappell

Why

(Week Ending May

Capitol

.

Chi-Baba Chi-Baba
Girl That I Marry— "'"Annie Get Your Gun"
I

Sellers

?,

sg

-

'

14,000.

fifth

week).

Around

6,000 stub-

111.

'
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'
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8Y THE ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS!

EVERY SO OFTEN
:

-

...

.:
;

:

...

4

:

.

v 'v.-; w:::

v

.

nostalgic Love Song,

destined to win

its

EVERY SO Of TEN

way

to the top of the lists!

HARRY W
1619 Broadway

New

York 19, N.

Dove Blum,

Prof.

Y.

Mgr

A R R

E

MUSIC,

1520 N. Highland Ave.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Prof Mg'
'Charles Warren, Gen

54 W. Randolph Street
Chicago 1, HI.
Ben Kanfer

;

.
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Song Pluggers Restricted by New
'Closed Mouth'
The

BBC Policy on Tunes

London, May 29.
Broadcasting Corp.

British

several weeks in advance, and pluggers are no longer kept informed
on acts booked before their song
lists are submitted.

has put into' eifect its first anti-song
plugging move. It's a closed mouth
policy.
Publishers now find it alOfficials connected with the BBC
most impossible to discover broad- booking department have been
cast dates of their songs in suffici- warned they'll be liable to instant
ent time to insure fixing plugs.
dismissal if they give advance inThis is one of the first moves of tormation to publishers.
the committee of three which, with
Song pluggers are still managing
Sir Valentine Holmes, in charge of
to carry on, but this move has defthe recent corruption probe, has
restricted their activities to
initely

been struggling for two months to
a great extent and has made their
find a way to stop song plugging on
work much tougher.
the

Howgill, acting
entertainment;
"t. C. Robbins, director of legal department, and W. L. Streeton, program-contacts director, are the BBC
air,

controller

R. F.

J.

of

BBG

Conflicts

Sammy

their plans in about three weeks.
The closed mouth, policy is already
proving damaging to publishers.
producers insist on songs for

Kaye's opening at the Hotel Astor Roof, New York, June 16,
will conflict with the Hotel Pennsylvania's opening of Skitch Henderson's' new band.
So to eliminate trouble, the Penn
has set the latter's debut back to

•hows being submitted by

June

trio.

The committee is expected to
official announcement on

make an

BBC

artists

N.S.G.

Pittsburgh, June 3.
James was a dissappoint-

Harry
ment in one-night stand
at

(27)

drew

last

Tuesday
Tooter

Kennywood Park.

than 2,000 to big dance

less

pavilion at $2 top, failing to come
within half of the. draw of amuse-

ment

name band
Vaughn Monroe and

previous

place's

record-holders,

Sammy

Kaye.

of top outfits to hit
for single' booking. Ordinarily park uses lesser known
crews for two-week stretches. James
booking gave Jimmy Palmer, regular
Latter
feature there, a night off.
first

Kennywood

Saturday

closed

WCAE

with Baron
orch following

(31),

staff

in yesterday

(Mon.).

his clients.

To advise these plants as to which
record companies it is safe to prolai

TAKES TIME

(London)
* louis Armstrong— Vic. 20-2228
• Guy Lombordo— Dec. 23865

Benny Goodman— Cap. 376

I

Day— Col.

.37324

WONDER WHO'S

NOW

KISSING HER

(Marks)

• Jack McLean— Coast 8002
Four Vagabonds— Apollo 1055
• Bobby Doyl.-Sig. 15057
Frank Froeba-Dec. 23602
D'Artega—Sonora 2012 • Foy Willing— Maj. 6013
Joe Howard— Deluxe 1036 * Marshall Young— Rainbow 10002
* Jerry Cooper— Diamond 2082
Joseph littau— Pilotone 5132
• Wayne King-Vic."
Ted Weems-Dec*
Ray Noble-Col.* • Jean Sablon-Vic.*

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA
Freddy Martin—Vic. 20-2026

Conway— Sig. 15086

Julie

(Encore)

•

Guy Lombardo— Dec. 23782
Gordon Trio— Sonora 3032

*

Peterson— Enterprise 251
Jose Curbelo— Vic 26-9015

*

Kay Kyser— Col. 37214

Two Ton Baker— Mercury 5016

Dick

*

MY ADOBE HACIENDA

•

HOW MUCH

THAT'S

*

Bing Crosby— Dec. 23840
Louis

Prima-Maj. 2107

•

•
Alvino Rey-Cap. 363
Fred Kirby—Sonora 7023

LOVE YOU

I

<Vo g ue>

Frank Sinatra— Col. 37231
Eddy Arnold-Vic. 20-1948
Wally Fowler-Merc. 6031
* Red Foley— Dec. 46028

THAT LONELY FEELING AGAIN

THERE'S

(Mellin)
• Connee Boswell-Apollo 1064
Hal Mclntyre-MGM 10032
• Charlie Spivak-Vic. 20-2287
Louis Prima— Maj. 1145
Frankie Carle— Col.*

UNLESS

IT

CAN HAPPEN WITH YOU

(Stevens)
• Frankie Carle-Col. 37311
Three Suns-Vic. 20-2197
Mr. & Mrs. Andy Russell— Cap. 386
Johnny Long— Sig. 15109 • Blue Barron— MGM 10014
* Lawrence Welk— Dec*
The Starlighters— Merc*

WE COULD MAKE SUCH
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
Vaughn Monroe— Vic. 20-2095
Monica Lewis—Sig. 15068
Billy

Butterfield— Cap. 371

YOU DON'T LEARN THAT

SCHOOL

IN

(Vanguard)
Cole Trio— Cap. 393
• Louis Armstrong— Vic. 20-2240
Rosemary Calvin— Maj. 1119 • Roberta Lee— Sonora 2016
Betty Reilly-DeLuxe 1079
• Sherman Hayes-Aristrocrat 1002
King Sisters— Vogue*
• Sunny Skylar-Mercury*

King

Soon

fo

be re/eased

BROADCAST MUSIC
NEW YORK

.

•

•

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

.

1

O, N.

INC.
Y

HOLLYWOOD

E.

B.

any

the

corporation

may
may

full

representation

at

the

.

MILLS MUSIC

CHI-BABA,

CHI-BABA
OXFORD MUSIC CORP.
George Joy,
1619 I'way

Pres.

New

•

York 1*

People pre

Marks claims that they infringed upon three' songs, "What a
Difference a Day Makes," "Jungle

THAT FEELING
in the

MOONLIGHT
Como-Victor Morgan-Decca
Krupa-Columbia

Mr. and Mrs.
Herman
Fmkelstein; Mr. and Mrs
Fred

d'la Joie."

Rudolph

Downey and
Nissim,

a

wife,

ASCAP

and

foreign

They intend to leave N.
week from tomorrow (12)

expert.

ap-

his

Y

singing:

Did you ever get

Murray;
Ahlert;

still

1

to

Co., Inc.

held equally liable for copyright
infringement even though, he was
only an employee. Attorney pointed
out that this theory is also applicable to the recording industry
on the basis that an executive picks

.

JIMMY McHVGH

resentative in South America, plan
push off from New York nexl
week, if they can get reservations,
which haven't yet been secured.
Those heading for the meet include ASCAP president and
Mr*
Deems Taylor; Mr. and Mrs Did;

]

Royal Records Co., International
Records Corp., Disc Corp., and Disc

new

Music by .

forth-,

coming International Congress of
Composers and
Authors,
which
starts
in
London June 23. Five
ASCAP executives and their wives,
time. Paral- :and Wallace Downey, ASCAP rep.

case he
had handled against VVEVD, N. Y„
where the program manager was

CAN'T GIVE

I

YOU ANYTHING
BUT LOVE, BABY

Drive

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers will have

Brooklyn Federal court Marks
charged Morton Shad and Haven
Records. Inc., with infringing on its
"Lift Every Voice and Sing" by
making a new arrangement of the
number as well as failing to pay

illustration of his
Garmaize cited a

the

fight

JACK MILLS

TAYLOR LEADS ASCAP
GROUP TO LONDON MEET

plaintiff's

In

As an

to

filled

dramatic licensing rights.

song, "Malaguena."

Drums" and "Ya

been

kitty has
society.

formed Peer's "My Adobe Hacienda"
and
"Perfidia,"
Republic's
"My
Pretty Girl" and Marks' "Say Si Si."
BMI claims the exclusive non-

brought by Marks charged that Seva
Foullon and United Masters, Inc.,

lel action in the same court named
William B. Feldstein and Enny de
Vries defendants individually, as
co-partners in the International Record Co., Phonograph Records, Inc.;

ASCAP's ideas of increasing rates.
At least in one case on the Coast a

Broadcast Music, in line with its
current campaign to license niteries
perform its copyrighted music,
week filed an infringement suit
in N. Y. Federal court against the
Pelham Heath Inn, N. Y., along with
affiliated publishers Marks Music,
Peer International Corp., and Republic Music. Plaintiffs charge that
on April 17 last the spot without
consent and without license played
four of their songs for profit.
In seeking an injunction and damages of not less than $250 for each
violation, the plaintiffs specifically
complain that the Inn illegally per-

Cosmo Rec-

upon the

Meantime, theatre people hava
been busy laying plans to combat

last

ords, was named in one N. Y. Federal Court action last week for infringing on the Marks tune, "Too
Many Irons in the Fire." It's alleged that Cosmo had infringed by
failing to make royalty payments.
Another N. Y. Federal court suit

had infringed

plane.

to

Harry W. Bank, founder and expresident of bankrupt

argument is still present to some exalthough the society's new-contract discussions with the radioites
within the past couple months have
been on a completely harmonious
tent,

Pelham Heath

Inn, N. Y., in Pact

dominate a company they
be held equally liable 'or

wrong

less money from theatres, proportionately, than from radio.
This

Files Infringement

Suit Vs.

Marks

commit, even though the firm
be liquidated.

in

with

SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

BMI

against a group of record companies.
Publisher's attorney, Arthur Garmaize, is endeavoring to recover
royalties due Marks by contending
that where chief stockholders or of-

proach,

580 FIFTH AVENUE

week by

which

Impetus behind ASCAP's move
toward rearranging its collections
from theatres for the right to per-

use.

last

talks

its

is

radio interests over a new contract.
When ASCAP and radio squared oft*
back in 1940, and a strike occurred
which kept ASCAP music off the air
for 10 months,- the major point of
contention by the radio people was
that ASCAP was collecting much

was, in fact, assigned the task as his
first chore.
Directors looked over a tentative
rate card to replace the current
scale of collections from theatres all
over the country, and then sent the
plan back to the developing committee for additional work.
It 'is
expected that the latter will be completed within a few weeks.

,

royalties at a 'specified

<bmd
• Frankie Carle-Col. 37222
George Towne— Sonora 2002
Blue Barron— M-G-M 10005

*

mu-

that such a course allows a
fly-by-night diskerj to go into busicopyrighted
ness
with
property
owned by music publishers on the
hopes that it will sell. If it didn't
they wouldn't have to nay for its

brought

Plan,

picture theatres.

exhibited,

films

been under consideration for
than a year, was finally
brought before the Society's board
Dick Murof directors last week.
ray, who was brought into ASCAP
18 months ago as assistant to the
late general manager, John G. Paine,

due royalties from indie disk firms.
Several weeks back he instituted a
rule that such companies must pay
royalties on the basis of every disk
they manufacture, or cause to have
manu'actured, whether the platters
are sold or not. Rule was caused by
the fact that many disk firms were
submitting royalty payments for
only a minor percentage of recordings manufactured, claiming that the
remainder, was unsold inventory. He
feels

form copyrighted music included

more

This is Fox's most stringent move
to date in his efforts to collect long-

should

Cliffie Stone-Cap. 378
Ted Straeter— Sonora 2022

•

tion

Tax Revenue

Increase Theatre

has

difficult to collect.

is

it

List will also be distributed to
sic publishers.

ficers

(Republic)

Spike Jones-Vic. 23-2023
Lawrence Welk— Dec. 23878

To

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers anticipates
going ahead within the next few
weeks on its plan to rearrange the
rate structure of revenue from mo-

Second approach lies in a quartet
of Federal court infringement suits

(P.«r)

• Kenny Baker-Dec. 23846
Williams-Vic. 20,-2150
Eddy Howard— Maj. 1117 • Esquire Trio— Rhapsody 102
* Bobby True— Mercury 3057
Jack Mclean— Coast 8001
Coffman Sisters— Ent. 147 * Hammondairs— Mars 1037
• Dinning Sisters— Cap. 389
louise Money— Col. 37332
• Billy Hughes-King 609
Art Kassel-Vogue 785
Billy

MY PRETTY GIRL

.D. J.

ASCAP Proceeding With Campaign

.

from which
(CampbeH-Porgi*)

Hoi Derwin-Cap. 377
Tex Beneke-Vic. 20-2123 •
Buddy Clark-Col. 37302

Doris

for, Fox is getting up & circuletter of those labels on his
"unfair list." This list will consist
of firms which owe publishers sums
of money ranging from a few hundred dollars into thousands, and

duce

(Pernor.)

Hal Winter«-Jo»e Morond— Apollo 1034 • Dan Jose— Gotham 3003
• Bobby Doyl.-Sig. 15079
Xavier Cugal-Col. 37319
John Pari»-Vie. 26-9021

IT

.

/

basis.

(On Records)

MIGHT HAVE BEEN
DIFFERENT STORY

MacKillop named v.p. of Tempo Records
.Helen Forrest waxed eight 15m-in. shows for Armed Forces Radio last
week, in Hollywood.
Mel Blanc will do a kidisk album for Capitol, portraying characters out
of Warner Bros.' cartoon series. .. .Tony Pastor recorded a session for
Over last weekend, in Hollywood, Columbia
Lang- Worth Transcriptions.
Held recording spree with Woody Herman, Dinah Shore, Xavier Cugat,
Ray Noble and Kay Kyser. .. .RCA- Victor will do no discing at its Hollyworkmen
can overhaul the place and install
so
wood studio during June,
air-conditioning: ...Nadine Conner set for a shot in Hollywood Bowl, Aug.
21.... Frances Wayner, one-time Woody Herman vocalist, who now is
inked
pact with Exclusive Records.
week
being handled for GAC, late last
.

*

19.

Bit Tunes for June

A

.

be "The Turntable Song".

port office

.

Fox asserts that under the 1909
copyright law the manufacturer of
article which ultimately violates
its terms can be held responsible
for the debts. He claims it doesn't
matter whether the pressing plant
involved is owned by the label it is
producing disks for or if it is simply
working on a lease, or small-order

IT

Coast Records.... Ray Gilbert pacted by Carmen Miranda to clef a sheaf
of specialties for her personals. ..In her forthcoming "Something In the
Wind" film, Deanna Durbin for first time will chirp a jump tune. It will

Pop music copywriter David Mayer joined Columbia Records' BridgeDwight Chapin handling pop disks in Columbia Records*
Apollo prexy Hy Siegel and gen. sales' manager
New York flack dept
Henry Servais attending Chicago's National Assn. of Music Merchants convention
Happy Felton set up own pub firm known as Happy Songs,
Calypso Carnival, recently sandwiched in the Carnegie Hall, N. Y,
Inc
Indies-Pubs
Chucho Martinez cuts first
pop concerts, slated for repeat date June 9
Continued from page 39
Apollo inked
Apollo disk with D'Artega June 11 at Carnegie Hall, N. Y
ting increasingly tough with small Yiddish legit comedian Sam Levinson to term pact.. ., Four Vagabonds
disk firms regarding royalties owed into Atlantic City's Club Nomad for the summer.

him

an

ILLUSION

Music Notes
Sid Nathan, prexy of King Records, back at Cincinnati headquarter*
round up oatune talent. ,. .Hugh Cameron signed by

after flip to Coast to

.

James was

Elliott's

Avoid Preem

AT B.O.
ON PIH 1-NITER

JAMES

All

Material

Available

PAULL-PIONEER M0S1C CORP.
165'/

Broadway

New

"lork 19. N. Y.

:

TO A DISCERNING

J

th

music to be recorded, and he
should be held equally liable

I

New principle of collection would
especially
valuable,
Garmabe
contends, in such cases as
Cosmo,
where the company is already
in

be

bankruptcy.

PUBLISHER (or Agent)
who
ami

spanned the current
wonts the top In

linn
still

Write Hox
Nr.,

New

SI, Vnrlety. 15»
l'ork 19, N, V.

Most

crop
pop.
4fitli

..
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Marian Anderson Debuts
Robin Hood Dell June 23

Band Reviews

Philadelphia, June

LAWRENCE WELK

ORCfl (14)
sax, four fiddles, three rhythm, the
With Joan Mowery, Bobby Beers
group is good musically, turning its
Roosevelt Hotel, New Tork
stuff out cleanly and with the sort
Lawrence Weik combination, once of enthusiasm that is today sadly
one of the most unusual novelty lacking in too many swing bands.
combos among the sweet bands, is a Its arrangements are excellently
fine combination in its own class. written and to them is added the
Here at the Roosevelt, subbing lor musical color provided by Welk's
the perennial Guy Lombardo, it is own accordion.
Band tackles all
doing excellently both for dancing sorts of tunes and -apparently is not
averse to doing things that are not
and listening.
Welk apparently has discarded too well known to the public but
most of his. novelty ideas (he at one which heighten interest and make
.

time had a bass player who balanced
his instrument on his chin) for
Made up of
straight musical ones.
two trumpets, one trombone, four

NX. Symph

Moves Like

Pap Band; 3,600 Miles,

for better pacing.
Welk also has two excellent vocalists.
Bobby Beers, ward of the
leader since he joined the band at
15, is outstanding and has a bright
future.
Joan Mowery, cute brunet,
also does an excellent job. Both do
ballads and rhythm numbers and on
others form the basis of a trio with
either drummer Nicky Aden or bassist

Bob Cromer. Latter works alone
Wood.

occasionally, too.

104 Dates

new record for attendance
during the season just ended and
probably set ,a world- record foxnumber of concerts in' such a brief
period. Symphony this spring drew
150,000 for 11 concerts in 55 towns

tra set a

JOEY K EARNS ORCH

.

Sidro
Click, Philadelphia

This

is the first night spot date
Kearns band, longtime fave
with Philly dance fans via dance
one-nighters in* this -area and many

for Joey

air

shots

on

WCAU,

eft

which

*

FOR

j.

•-

1

•

'

r

Photography

.

.

.

.

Marshall Young's new orchestra
one-night tomorrow
fills
in
for
(Thursday) at Meadowbrook between Ray Eberle and Tex Beneke.
Hal Derwin, Capitol Record
„
singer. forming own band.
... Lionel
Hampton band into Oriental, ChiBob Burton, BMI
cago, June 26.
attorney, to Jasper Lodge, Alberta,
.

.

.

.

vocalizing is strong, versatile and
/easing. Selections are surefire,
oming off the top of the hit
;arade. Opener is 'Peg O' My
'?art,' with Clark following into
locca Morra' and a distinctive
akeoff on Al Jolson with 'April
'lowers' and- 'The Anniversary
ong.' Coming back for encores,
'! ark
asks for patron requests,
nd on the preem show (21)
and
'Mam'selle'
with
-bliged
•Linda.'"

Freddy Martin Band To

Take

to Air for Dates

.

HERM.

Y

,

*»

1 » »

»

«-

.

.

.

.

.

-e-r-t

Earle, Philly; RKO, Boston; Mich,
Detroit; Chicago and Orph, Min-

$eto fear's;

neapolis follow in that order. Band,
which has yet to ink three acts here
to round out show, will get $10,000
plus % on each stand, save "Chicago,
where guarantee will be $12,000.
still is trying to set Golden
Gate, San Francisco, to round out
a final fillip to trek as band returns

j MCA

to resume at Grove. Eddy Howard
will hold the spot whije Martin Is

gone.

.

Hendershott,

who waxes

Weathermen"

transcripts,

Haydr

"Singing
into Bor-

sellino's Club.

Up on Symph,

Withdraws Backing
Havana, June 2.
Symphonic Music Guild, headed
by millionaire Agustin Batista, after
dropping $369,640 in eight seasons,
and with more than $100,000 lost
during the past season, has announced that it will have nothing
more to do with the Philharmonic
Orchestra of Havana. It will give
somebody else a chance to lose

some

coin.

Batista himself contributed $196,800 and got discouraged when the
attendance at the bi-monthly concerts at the Auditorium dropped
consistently.

Guild was organized in 1939, and
during the eight seasons its income
was $460,470, while the 80 musicians in the Philharmonic collected
$434,900 in salaries. Other expenses
amounted to $395,200. Doctor Batista had to cover a deficit of $52,000
during the past season.

TOP

OF YESTERDAY

h!T

GREAT POPULAR
STANDARD TODAY
Recorded by

RCA-VICTOR RECORD
NO. 10-1313

for

eight

stanzas
.

starting

.

.

penter's aggregation;
joined

Chuck Miller
has
Charlie Barnet in same
capacity ... J. K. "Spike" Wallace,
Musicians' Local \ 47 prexy,
ailing
Local -47 continues to
chop off members for delinquency
in dues* payments.
Atop the 823
dropped last month, more than 600
last
week were lopped. .Marion
.

.

THE
WHIFFENPOOF
SONG
(Bool Baal Baal)
Words end Mmic by

.

Minnlgired*,

ttmntf ond Calloway

M
1
CORPORATION
3

MILLER MUSIC

.

Morgan,

waxing
Gregor

ex-Harry

James

:,

week

this

Nf

thrush,

for

C.

:

YORK

V\

vn

19

PiqI

Mac-

P.

Transcriptions. .Don
W.
Haines, making a quickie whirl back
.

to Gotham from his newly
office here next week.

opened

Bobby Sherwood broke up

band

his

last

.

.

.

into the

.

Jimmy

Hits

COWBELL SONG
(Tolon-Tolon)

and

Spitalny

Soon to b* reloosed
on National Record
No. 9031

if VIM.

HAVE YOU HEARD

.

.

.

WHEN YOUR

Cleveland

OLD
WEDDING

P

pit

'

leader

at

his dance unit
to Hotel Deshler-Walleck,
Columbus,
for the summer
.

.

.

Johnny Zuccaro

dr " mme in Henry
George crew at
Cabin Club, died last week
after
four-year illness
Johnny Singer
who broke up road band, organized
new instrumental quintet for
Zephyr
Room ... Lee Allen also broke
up
-

'

|

Two New

.

°!%k
RknT?
RKO
Palace, taking

!

Magic
Presto.'

The

returnjng to the coast until
fall and
Is. organizing a
nevtf band with Dee
Richards as vocalist.

AKM

AKM

Musical

Vogue

... Jan Garber band into Bill
Greens. June 13. following
Dick
Jurgens
Billy Catizone into Wilham Penn Hotel's Terrace Room for
luncheon and dinner music
and
dancing Fridays and Saturdays
only
... Art Farrar has decided against
.

Means

GUATEMALA

Pittsburgh
Terrace, following

MADRIGUERA

.

.

Marty Gregor band

AAM

AKM

Gives

,

week, after stand at Jantzen ©each, Portland,
sors.
Ore.,
and
Program for the coming season, whisked back here for screen test
which begins July 1, includes Eu- for "Young Man With a Horn'"
gene Ormandy, Tauno Hannikainen, Raymond Scott orch set for fortnight
William Steinberg and Pierre Mon- at Cal Neva Lodge. Lake Tahoe,
teux to lead the Chicago Symphony June 28. Martha Raye will head
orchestra of 91 pieces. Guest soloists show going into spot with band
will
be pianist William Kapell, D'Varga orch inked for eight frames
soprano Ellabelle Davis, and violin- at Club Morocco, starting June 10
Miriam Solovieff. Entire last
ist
Slam Stewart Trio set for stand
week of season will be devoted to at Toddle House, starting July 1
ballet starring Alicia Markova and First Coast date for bassist
in four
Anton Dolin. Music will be by a 48- years.

satined with the license fees set
by the Austrian Society of Authors,
Composers and Music Publishers
(AKM) for the use of copyrighted
music.
manager H. Guldan
has asked Minister of Education M:
Hurdes to intervene and at the same
time proposed to the
that the
later act as intermediary.
While H. Gulden points out that a
saving could be macV3 by direct payment (at the present moment
representatives must set deals with
each cafe, et., separately) the
points out that the license fees are
the same as before and during the
war and that there were no complaints at those times.

Cuban Music Patron

Hollywood

.

AKM

Cincinnati,
following
stanza at Palace, Cleveland, and
then three weeks July 18 at Strand,
»
N. Y.

.

....

.

Potent TKewtiU

cago,

Hollywood, June 3.
piece string orchestra.
Freddy Martin band's first vaude
tour has been set. Crew leaves
Austrian Music Users
Cocoanut Grove here on June 22
after six solid years in spot and will
Dispute
Fee Line
fly the band most of its route, playVienna, May 16.
ing eight one -niters en route to
Austrian Assn. of Musichalls is
theatre opening week of July 3, at
not

RKO-Albee,

shots

Frase orch celebrated first anniversary last week at China Doll,
N. Y.

at
$600 weekly
Anita O'Day
chirping with Johnny White's combo at The Rounders here. .Bobby
Clark new vocalist with Ike Car-

May

he's
routines.

.trio

Village
.

.

guest-star

cert

.

June Christy, singling while Stan
Kenton rests and his crew is disbanded, into Sherman hotel, Chi-

PARAMOUNT,

ings

.

.

.

Can., for Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters annual meet.
Guy Lombardo. who opens at the
Waldorf - Astoria's Starlight Roof
July 7 for a four-week stand, taking
August off for speedboat racing. .
D. J. MacKillop named veepee in
charge southern sales for Tempo
Records, Coast diskery. .
Jacques

McF AR LAND

two

.

.

.

EQUIPMENT

four

.

.

.

.

.

V

"BUDDY
CLARK'S

.

.

v/ STUDIO -

comprises three rhythm,
sax (double on clarinet), and
trumpets. While Trace's recordstill point up a bucolic style,
enhanced appeal by varying his

.

Are," in competition with

by Mc FAR LAND

— Crew,

and now has a
Italian

.

<

Mm

Bontempo's

Louis Prima unshutters Cedar Point
ballroom .June 14
Dottle Olen
former thrush for Ray Robbins'
joined George Sterney at Hotel
Cleveland's Bronze Room
Robert
Storm, jazz pianist, in Alhambra
Lounge for a month between con-

,

.

(16)

With Mary Lou Howard and Arthur

3 Reasons
:

orchestra

.

KYW

.

at

took
Lionel Hampton
Robin Hood Dell June 23. Full calover the Saturday afternoon Treasendar offers 28 concerts, according
CBS, the first Negro
on
Show
ury
management.
the
to plans of
slot.
.Series will run for seven weeks, orchestra to occupy such a
concluding Thursday, August 7, and Victor Lombardo band takes over
same
will bring to the open-air auditor- the Friday Treasury shot on
cut
Basie
Count
(6)...
virtually
net Friday
ium in Fairmount. Park
every headliner of the present-day 15 sides in three days for RCA-Vicis
He
York.
tor last week in New
musical world.
to
wanted
and
Soloists include Lauritz Melchibr, changing some men
Joseph Szigeti, Jan Peerce, Sigmund get disks in first. .Sonny Dunham
MeadowRomberg, Alec Templeton, Morton band into Frank Dailey's
Dorsey
Gould, and Eleanor Steber in the brook, June 17-29. .Jimmy
Resunv
back from Coast vacash.
title role of Puccini's "Madame ButOrchestra ing work at Richmond, Va., oneterfly," sung in English.
Band has been on fivewill number 90 musicians, of whom nighter.
until
86 are regular members of the week layoff and is booked
Oct. 2. .."Fuedin'. Fightin' and FusPhiladelphia Orchestra.
Burton Lane tune used by
sin',"
Dorothy Shay in Columbia album,
being released singly and is being
CRITERION
recorded by other disk companies.
Columbus, O, Chamber of Commerce
'ALAMO'
$25,000 and Jack .Smith radio show colCriterion Music, run by Mickey laborating to plug Columbus with
Goldsen, pulled a unique, deal last Kermit Goell's tune, "I Had a Wonweek in buying the promising-look- derful Time in Columbus."
ing "Across the Alley from the
Seymour disconnected
Stewart
Alamo." for $25,000' from Leslie from Associated Booking as assistant
Music.^a firm Goldsen operates for to Francis Church as one-night
Stan "Kenton and Carlos Gastel. booker.
Manie Sachs, Columbia
Switchover of the tune from the Record artist-repertoire head, due
Kenton firm to his own Criterion back in N. Y. this week from long
occurred just a day before the tune Coast visit.
Georgia Gibbs rewas given a rack order and after it newed by Majestic Records.
had sold almost 50,000 copies with Peter Maurice Music finally snagged
the major help of recordings by
English waltz hit, "How Lucky You
Kenton, Woody Herman and Three
Chappell.

as compared to 100,000 last spring Kearns is musical director.
Kearns* band is definitely comfor 101 concerts. Traveling a total
of 3,600 'miles through North Caro- mercial musically, its arrangements
lina the orchestra gave two concerts make for easy terping and good listening
and it's equally adept at
reached
week,
and
a day, five days a
Latin material as well as swing.
virtually every community in the
Combo can play it sugary as well
Traveling for 31 weeks, the as jump.
''«''•
state.
staff
of
of
a
composed
orchestra was
Mary Lou Howard, petite brunette
70 people, including 65 musicians, canary (in private life Mrs. Joey Suns.
Carolinians.
Kearns)
fine
pair
pipes.
North
has
of
a
half of them
Kenton and Gastel sold Criterion
Tour began Monday, February 17, She sells like a vet. She's been a the tune because they did not want
for past year.
with an historic performance before staff vocalist at
of putOther
vocal chores are handled with to go through with the idea
house
the
Legislature
in
the State
eclat by Art Sidro, baritone. Band ting a staff to work for Leslie Music
capitol
here.
the
state
chamber of
doesn't go in for blasting, keeping to take advantage of the tune's
promising sales possibilities. Their
its stuff attuned- to a fait dining
level throughout an* evening. -Fea- firm was set up to hold copyrights
ture of the band is a string section of instrumentals worked out and rewith four fiddles. Rest of band con- corded by Kenton's band and no prosists of five saxes (Kearns handles
vision had been made for pop hits.
one of these), three trumpets, tromwhy Top ? t 0 ••'
A few days after Goldsen bought
bone, bass, drums and piano.
J
Ayenc
p>
Kearns' band seems to have what "Alamo" for Criterion, he lateralled
the tune to Capitol .Songs, a firm
nq '
it takes to hit the big. time. Shal.
jr.a Personal
with which Goldsen started in busie
pr
ness but which he deactivated beAL TRACE ORCH (9)
cause of its titular connection with
With Lee Pines
Records,
circumstance
Capitol
a
Pelham Heath Inn. N. Y.
which had been causing trouble with
Al Trace's small group is a sur- other disk companies. Capitol firm
prisingly versatile aggregation that's
will be revived and a staff hired to
leaning to some extent away from
handle "Alamo," the move made to
its accepted moniker of the "Silly
N.w York't
Symphony." While the cornantics avoid connection with the Criterion
flnttetl Stag* • S*tting« •
by no means have been dispensed staff's work on "Dreams Are a Dime
Pr»p$ • Convenient.
with, band has widened its appeal a Dozen," which will be pushed unby better pacing of its melodies such til September.
- Moii
as inclusion of a Gershwin medley
where Lee Pines' ivorying shines to
advantage.
scopic lightt for «plit-$*cond
Chi's Ravinia Festival
Accent's on the sweet side when
action photo*.
furnishing the dansapation. For its
Lays Out Big Outdoor Sked
STAFF - Skill*! .ptclal"floor show," most of the sidemen
come off the podium to mingle with
itt> uncUr tho direction ot
Chicago, June 3.
the customers and imitate such
Eddi. Ray.
With a subscription quota of $74,.names as ,Lombardo, Kyser, etc.
000, Ravinia Festival is skedded for
and
Vocaling
handled,
by
Trace
is
.Writ*, Wir* or Mion* for
its biggest summer concert season in
Vincent,
whose
-pleasant
saxman
Bob
an Appointment TODAY!
12 years, vying in program caliber
baritone stands out.
Drummer Jules Melson does a half with bfM musical offerings availdozen impersonations while Nate able in Chi last winter.
Festival,
"Swingin' Gate" Wexler contribs an
which operates on a
v
:eiA"vf
»>o:og»a»i
or
SturiO
amusing stint oh how to play a cor- guarantors fund, has been increasing
net.
He also wins chuckles on the in popularity over the past few
stand when tootling on a weird in- years, reaching attendance figures of
strument resembling a tuba.
94,000 in 1945 and over 103,000 in
Pianist Pines is featured and de- 1946 for a seven-week stint. Average
serves his billing. His abilities are deficit per season
has hugged the
amply displayed in a Gershwin med28. 1947
Variety.
far below the
ley played with the band wherein $15,000 mark, which is
"Rhapsody in Blue" is the underly- guaranteed fund. Last year, $60,400,
N. Y.
ing theme. Outfit also boasts a lone or 60% of the fund, was returned
femme sideman, Mary Frances, on to a list of about two hundred sponi

his nine pieces

New York

MUSIC BUYS

31 Wks.

in

Raleigh, June 3.
North Carolina Symphony orches-

On The Upbeat

3.

Marian Anderson will open the
1947 season of outdoor concerts at

,

.

.

.

RING

WAS NEW
Watch far New Record RefcaMi
• ALL MATERIAL READY «

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
UII Brwdw«y.

Haw

Y»rli

19,

M.

V.
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Holiday Weekend

VAUDEVILLE

No

Statler hotel chain will continue
with top talent budgets in the fall,
having set Carl Brisson, Dorothy
dates.,™

which kept

fecting

entertainment business
throughout the country has hit the
usually prosperous borscht belt.

wraps,

Larger inns, such as Grossingers,
Kevele Country Club and Concord
hotel, had capacity business over
holiday, but smaller hotels were far
from filled up and their ops are
same complaints
the
registering
nitery operators have been giving
out with since the business dip
started. Should shorter revenue hit

ball stadium,
for a benefit

the region for much of the rest of
the season there will be drastic
talent budget cuts.

pruned, Resort ops can get away
with such a procedure, since they
are in a different position than
metropolitan niteries, which depend
upon names for the lure. Country
know that essentially
bonifaces
they're in the hotel business, where
country air. and food are the chief
During
lures; talent is secondary.
wartime, when food wasn't available
in quantity, talent was used as bait
for the vacationer. Now that viands
are plentiful, they think they can
go back to the former type of operation, with talent featured only as a
sideline.

One of the biggest investments in
the resort sector this season was
the new casino and dining room at
the Concord Country Club, Ellenville, N. Y., which is reported to
have cost in excess of $500,000.
Hotel last year had a disastrous fire
which destroyed its main entertain(

tainment room.

land.

Toledo, June 3.
Despite unseasonably cold weather
all performers under
Bob Hope troupe grossed

Renee

Bows

Eatery and Cuban
Nitery in

dance

team,

the effect of bolstering takes of those
remaining.

Havana

I

I

|

Copa, Chi Coin

in

3.

Union's only statement was that

quo" and that
work on permanent basis. Carroll stated that he
went to union for the second time
under impression that new arrangement was to be worked out following his temporary accedence to demands of last week when union
threatened to pull entire band unless trio was put back on payroll.

"situation is status
men will go back to

ARTHUR LESSER MAY
SET A DEAL WITH MCA
Arthur Lesser, who handles Maurice
Chevalier,
Lucienne Boyer,
Jacques Peals (latter's husband),
among other artists, will probably
tie up with Music Corp. of America.
He is talking a deal with MCA's
Charles Miller for the big agency
to cooperate on radio, tours, etc. An
air deal for

Chevalier is virtually
set, which may kayo the Frenchman's plans to summer in his native
France.
Lesser's plans also include a revue
with Bert Lahr or Bobby Clark.

TrenetY Sheen Dulled

By Monti Burley Date
Montreal, June 3.
Charles Trenet's local prestige
has dipped considerably following
first week of his stand
at the Gayety

A

theatre, here.
combo vaude and
hurlesque spot, It's deemed an improper spot to display the shanteur's
talents.

Although Trenet did well financially on this
date with $2,000 plus
overages, locals think he lost out as
Ws artistic reputation has' been
harmed by his appenrance with
strips on the
same bill. Trent is
currently in his second week at this

shortly.

acquired a site oh the Malacon Drive,
Havana, on which he'll set up an
elaborate- entertainment plant which
will include a nitery using Ameri-

Chicago, June 3.
recently built night

Copacabana,
club, passed into new hands Monday (2) when a Federal referee in
bankruptcy granted Rudy Vallee's can names. Spot is
expected to be
petition to name a receiver for the ready
in about three months.
cafe.
Spot,
which cost $381,000
In addition to the Havana venwhen opened by Sam Rinella, hit a ture, Walters is prepping
the opensuccession of bad breaks because»of ing
of an eatery in the building now
Rinella's having to pay huge amorbeing erected by French-Gaumont.
tization costs of the spot.
Copa Building will have a theatre
as well,
closed owing Vallee $13,000 or so for
devoted to French cinema.
most of two weeks work.
Federal referee' previously approved voluntary bankruptcy petition permitting Rinella to remain as Maxies Ask
operator on agreement to pay Vallee
$125 a day on account until Vallee's
To Collect $1,775
debt was cut to $1*,000. Rinella's

AGVA

On

pay for the

However, most N. Y. spots got a

AGVA to Organize

considerable

last four days-

Hawaiian Area

day period was stronger than at any
time since New Year's eve. Copa's

American Guild of Variety Artists take was bolstered by a Thursday
invade the Hawaiian Islands opening which had overflow busiin the fall. In all probability, na- ness.
In addition, prom
crowds
tional director Matt Shelvey will jammed the 2:30 a.m. show. Latin
send Florine Bale, Hollywood rep, Quarter had full rooms, while the'
to Honolulu to do the organizing of Diamond Horseshoe worked to near
talent and contracting of clubs and capacity.
theatres. Union may also set up a
branch there. American Federation
of Musicians and IATSE already op-

AAA

erate locals in the Islands.

AGVA

has been

moved

to

make

Acts for

outlook for increased playing time

series

ARA PARES ASSESSMENT

ICE'

HOT

ITEM AT SALT LAKE
Salt Lake City, June 3.
On Ice" supplied the
kickoff to the Utah Centennial Exposition by opening last night (2) to
Remodelled
a capacity audience.
Coliseum will house the ice show
for two-week stand, and with 3,500
seats at a $3 top, "Holiday" can do
a maximum of $52,500 a week, playing seven nights and Saturday and
Sunday matinees.

"Holiday

.

•

This town has never seen anything

on ice, and advance sales indicate it
wants to know what all the shouting
is about. If sales at the b.o. hold up
with the advance, "Holiday" should

spring and spent about 40G fixit up. Nitery switched to Negro
entertainment a month ago, after

names and

Chicago, June 3.
for magicians
both on vaude stage and in night
clubs was evidenced during meetings
of the 19th annual convention of Society of American Magicians held

demand

29 to 31 at Morrison hotel here.
Discussion, which was said to be
meet ever held,
largest magico
brought out fact that there are more
magicians employud then ever before and that interest of magic as

May

Una Mae

1,000 professional and amamagic demonstrators attended

Chicago, June

|

]

partied

by
I.,

3.

Rural bistros using an estimated
$1,000,000 worth of band and act
talent in Illinois will be forced out
of biz if bill forbidding sale of liquor
outside of incorporated towns and
cities is passed by Illinois legislature.

spawned by USO-Camp Shows and
others

that

played

have

New York

not

previously

Accep-

territory.

table acts will be listed in a pool
all members of

AAA

from which

may

draw.
Goldstein and associate

"officers

of

AAA

figure auditions will bring a
flock of new faces and new talent
to the books of its members.

UNION OKAYS MIDWEEK
CLOSING OF G.V. INN,

Toledo Plans

now

I

before

house,

the three additional days, preferring
to pact new assignments on weekend.
Troupe was paid final week's salary at
from cash security
posted by Rocky Camera, operator
of the Inn, who has since taken ovef
the Ross-Fenton Farm, West End,
N. J., as summer operation. Latter
spot is playing name acts on weekends.

Summer

Festival for Aug. 7-16
Toledo, June

Toledo
the

first

Welfare

AGVA

3.

Department, for

time, will stage a

NX

Greenwich Village Inn, N. Y.,
which had been skedded to close
Saturday (31) closed in midweek
with sanction of American Guild of
Variety Artists since most talent
contracts matured on that date.
Acts were not in accord with playing

all.

summer

Aug. 7-16, to be known as
Tentative
the Toledo Aquarama.
program includes the Aqua Follies,
a water show; a beauty pageant to
Camera will again operate Greenselect a "Lady of the Lake"; con- wich Village' Ihh, with reopening set
certs, a variety show, and amateur for late September.
festival,

i

sports.

Charles Smith, Chicago advertising man, has been appointed direcSports items will
tor of the event.
include bicycle derbies, roller skating, a truck rodeo and other sports.
Fireworks and parades are also
planned.

Ohio

Fort Worth, June

Lawmen

to Lift

Fair Areas Liquor
Columbus,

O.,

June

Ban
3.

Ohio Legislature has completed
action to lift a 96-year ban on the
sale of liquor within two miles of
the state fair grounds or any county
fairs.
Bill is expected to be signed

Taxes Fold Nitery
3.

Casino, local dine and dance spot,
spon- was padlocked by the city for rental
Bill,
sored by solons of towns adjoining arrears of $15,690. George T. Smith
non-incorporated areas and seeks to is owner of the building, but the
control activities of roadhouses and city owns the land on which the
night club stands.
restaurants in rural areas.
Smith has operated the spot for
Many of the niteries that would
Case was taken
the be hit, if bill was made law, are, the past 15 years.
the Texas Supreme Court and
on
to
heavy
run
on gambling spots that
lost out.
Smith
jband and act budgets.
I

originated in New York as
local unit in 1902, but when Harry
Houdini assumed presidential duties
in 1917, club was placed on national

Powell

headed by

Illinois Liquor Law
Threatens Rural Bistros

Over

Mousie

is

Carlisle.

New

sessions, which introduced various
new tricks and where 16 manufacturers set up display booths of magi-

Shangri La nitery, Astoria, L.
his 25th anni in showbusiness.

shows and
owner will

sales figure for nitery.

Present talent lineup

in the past five years.

basis.

New

acts.

mentioned as

hobby has become more potent with-

equipment they are now produc-

ice

continue present policy.
Spot had been in limelight with
Mike Potson, former owner, trying
to buy back bistro until he was indicted for income tax evasion.
Colosimo's also was closed one
night last week for violation of
closing hour law, but reopened next
day. New owner paid off all back
fees owed talent, but no price was

Followers at Chi Meet

SAM

to

Goldstein, prexy of group,
has set^the auditions for latter part
of month at Nola Studios, N. Y. He
explains purpose of sessions is to
have the agent group familiarize
themselves with a font of new talent

ing

low budget

ing.

its

Hymie

last

Over 1,000 Fast-Hand

cal

talent

steady

a

time.

from

trying top

teur

new

auditions for

reservoir of talent from which
membership can draw from time

Femme

take a bale of coin out of the town.
"Holiday" cast will vacation for a
month after closing here on June 15,
and then head for Charlotte to open
a six-day run July 18. Troupe moves
to White Plains, N. Y., July 26, for
rehearsals, to continue until opening
in Rochester some time in August.

Increase in

of

with hopes of providing

Guild of Variety Artists this week
via complaint from Max Bear and
BASIS
Maxie Rosenbloom, ex-pug zanies,
who claim to have been paid off with
Artists
Representatives
Assn.,
a bouncing check for $1,775.
N. Y. agent group, which some time
Team played valedictory stanza at ago dropped its $10 annual assessspot and were paid by check signed ment on membership, has now reby Joe Howard, prexy and treasurer stored tap in modified form.
of operating corp.
Lads deposited
Instead of flat fee, agencies will
and planed to the Coast, later in- be taxed $2 per annum on all exformed that check bounced due to clusive representation contracts with
talent, which is figured to give a
insufficient funds.
Dave Fox, head of N. Y. local of squarer shake to smaller agents and
AGVA, is processing the claim but with the major agencies, usually
has been unable to locate Howard having the greater amount of exclusives, footing most of the bill.
for adjustment.
It's
figured the new assessment
will bring an additional $5,000 annually into the coffers of ARA,
•
Colosimo's, Chi Nitery,
which at present is more than sufficient to underwrite salaries of adBuyer ditional help recently added when
Sold to
agent group pacted most Chicago
Chicago, June 3.
agents formerly aligned with EnterColosimo's, famed Chi nitery and
showcase of Jim Colosimo, first of tainment Managers' Assn. in Chi.
The $10 tap had been vetoed by
the modern gangsters, changed bands
the Chi group. This posed a problem
again last week. Ann Hughes, presifor ARA until I. Robert Broder, gendent of a taxicab company and owneral counsel, negotiated tfie new $2
spot
bought
show
lounges,
er of two
breakdown which was acceptable to
Irv Benjamin, who reopened

TO $2 PER PACT

'HOLIDAY ON

Member Pool

Associated Agents of Ameriba,\
comprising smaller agents and clubdate
bookers operating in and
around New York, is setting up a

brighter.

repercussions in sudden
foldo of Vanity Fair, N. Y., some

American

Auditioning Talent

To Provide Reservoir Of

the expansion as more and more
American acts get engagements in
and around Honolulu, and as the

Vanity Fair 'Bouncer' grows

at

over the three-day

will

Further

weeks back were heard

lift

Memorial Day weekend. Hotels were
jammed and tourist trade helped fill
many spots. Business over the three-

Miami Beach, and has

hotel,

was again forced to
American Federation

ploy trio under protest.

Havana

Liebow, in addition to his Panama
holdings, operates the International

Hassle Continues

spot open.

capitulate to
of Musician's, local 47 in the matter of standby musicians.
Carroll
agreed to re-hire three unwanted
tooters for his band at his theatrerestaurant after an hour long meeting with J. K. Wallace, union head,
and others. He will continue to em-

spot.

Laura,

week.
According to complaint Mrs. Rice
had booked team into a club date
several weeks ago and later can-

(28)

forced new receiver appointment.
Receiver was ordered to report
yesterday (Tuesday: to make a survey on advisability of keeping the

in Dispute

Hollywood, June

•

and

were awarded salary claim of $44
against Leontine Rice, N. Y. club
date agent, via arbitration at American Guild of Variety Artists this

ClassNI

Business in remaining major N. Y.
niteries is nearer a profitable footing. Reason for the upbeat in existing clubs is the elimination of several rival niteries for the summer,
at least, closings of which have had

For example, most of the business
formerly done by the shuttered La
Martinique apparently is being absorbed mainly by the Copacabana,
the St. Vincent's hospital building
while similarly the defunct Vanity
fund campaign.
celled claiming the auspices decided Fair business is now going to the
upon another type of act. Arbitra- neighboring Latin Quarter, Diamond
With
Hope
appeared
Jerry
tors ruled in favor of team and or- Horseshoe and the Carnival. Latter
Colonna, Vera Vague, singers Trudy
club, however, is still in comparadered payoff.
Eawen and Marian Morgan, Desi
During hearing it was also brought tively bad shape. Others are going
Arnaz and members of his orchestra,
Lou Walters, N". Y. Latin Quarter
plus Bob Feller, star pitcher for file operator, may operate a Havana out'that agent had issued contract along strongly.
Several other N. Y. clubs are
Cleveland Indians, in which Hope nitery and an upper Fifth avenue for $35 for date, which is under
ready to close. Cafe Society Uptown,
has a financial interest.
CN. Y.) restaurant, in addition to his AGVA scale. Decision upped amount
which is hitting boom biz. is closing
present Gotham spot, if present plans to $44 and warned agent that if
June 28 when Lucienne Boyer exits,
work out. Walters flew to Panama there were further complaints of
and will
Monday (2) to confer with Bill underscale bookings' her AGVA Septemberreopen with Mile. Boyer
8.
Rio Cabana is slated
Liebow, operator of the Internacional franchise would be in jeopardy.
to close momentarily.
That spot
hotel, Panama City, who plans to
has been in difficulty since it opened
erect a 200-room hotel and casino
under that name several months ago.

Wednesday

last

performance to swell

Over Extra Musicians
Earl -Carroll

Act's Coin on Cancellation

Walters

$15,000 when 5,000 chilled spectators swarmed Swayne Field, base-

failure to

2d Time

"

Guild Tags N.Y. Agent For

I

First item that will go is highpriced talent. Then shows, will be

Ear) Carroll

>

Chain plans to project talent in
all its hotels including Washington,
Boston, Detroit, Buffalo and Cleve-

Troupe's 15G In
Toledo Hosp Benefit

Niteries Boosts B.O.

Of Survivors; Holiday Biz Strong

Shay and John Sebastian for autumn

Hope

N. Y. state resort hotels plenty to
For the past few
worry about.
years, holiday was sold out to capacThis year business, except in a
ity.
few spots, was far from sellout, indicating that the economic crisis af-

Fewer N. Y.

Top Talent Policy

Bucolic Vacation Belt; Slump Feared
Threerday Memorial Day weekend has given operators of the uppei

43

Statler Hotels Retain

Boon To

B.O.

by

Gov.
promptly.

is

'

Thomas

I

,

I

J.

Herbert

Old liquor ban law was resurby the Ohio Women's Christian Temperance Union last fall and
was enforced by the state liquor department during the fair season. It
caused the shutting down of numerous bars and night clubs located in

rected

the forbidden areas.
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ACVA

Row

Philly

Mass

between national body of
American Guild of Variety Artists
and Philadelphia local of union remains status quo.
After hearing two days of testi-

mony

of the defense in suit of Philly
local for an injunction against national body, taking over its affairs,
Judge Harry McDevitt in common
pleas court, Philly, adjourned further hearings for subsequent date, of
which he'll apprise counsel for both
sides this week.

Judge had hoped
last

dispose

to

week but due

swooped down on the Philly

local,

discharging Richard Jones, its execsecretary, dissolving local and setting up its own national branch in
the Shubert theatre bldg. there.
Jones refused to vacate and instead
instituted injunction proceedings to
from taking
prevent national
over.

AGVA

ORDER

CHI FIREMEN

of

HUBBARD

volum-

to

H.

,

grantcrosscounsel,

COHHEE
BOSWELL

hi

Personal

;

Manage"""*

HARRY

LEEOY.

Booked by

HARRY
38

E.

57th

A.

St.,

coroner's office who disclosed
grains of strychnine sulphate

was

found in Weisberg'^ body.
Weisberg was scheduled for execution for murder 'of Joseph McKnight on May- 23 but cheated chair
four days ahead of time. Death
attributed

first

be padlocked for

ROMM

New

York N Y

Portland Par Resuming

Inkspots have been signed for
in June, with the Hoosier Hotcoming in during July.

show
shots

Nitery Raided
Akron,

HELENE and HOWARD
'

'Comedy Dane*

Antics'

Currently

Week May 28

OLYMPIA, MIAMI
Dir.:

MAXTX ROSEN

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!

Omw

from our library, one of the
most «ouipi-eheii8lve Id
Showbiz
1947 Catalog FREE!
Explosive material our specialty!
J. & H. KLEiNMAN
2S--31-K 30th Road, L I. City 2, N. V
Telephone: Astoria 8-G9M

•k

largest,

*
£

200

O.,

June

customers,

3.

after

paying $2 each, were disappointed
when sheriff's deputies raided an
indecent show in the High Hat
night club near Mogadore, O. R. E.
Bingaman and Pete Jrski were
charged with promoting the show.
They are from Cleveland.
Jean Louise Curran, Youngstown,
and Helena Weber, Cleveland, were
charged with participating.

theatre.

Licensing of Chi Stadium
Mav Be Costly to City
'

,

.

"Chicago, June

3.

Irving Greenberg, of the cafe dept.
of William Morris agency N. Y.
to
Chicago
will transfer
branch shortly to work in the cafe
and theatre sector. Replacement in
N.Y. hasn't been set yet.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., June 3.
Swiss Chalet launched grand open
ing to a packed house.
Nitery is
now operated by Vincent Deracles
and Frank Morea.
Spot has Al
Cremin and Four Tunes for enter
tainment and dancing.
Joe Williams, former Fawn Club
boniface who gave this colony many
benefits in past years, now managing
Whiteface Mountain Inn.
Walter Romanik, formerly of Paramount, Brooklyn, checked in for observation and rest at the Rogers.
Helen Grupp, Republic Pictures
sec'y,

her

received clinic OK that allows
including exercise.

all privileges,

Move Up

Midwest Assistants

John Spencer, formerly assistant
at RJvoli, Hastings, Neb.
(Tri-States circuit), named manager
of Strand there, replacing Raymon
Johnson, resigned.
E. L. Doherty, former assistant
manager of Strand here, made manager of Garden, Des Moines, replacing Harry Brewer, resigned.
.

Pink's Portola, S. F.
San Francisco.
Trans-International circuit, headed
by Sidney Pink, acquired the Por-

sort,

and had to cancel the

Rockets, roller skating

the

trio.

final

Royal

shot in from N. Y. C.
Ralph DeMassi, colony graduate,
now owner-manager of the Birches

Roadhouse, had added Gene Stearns'
band.
Kitty Bernard elated over surprise
visit from her sister, Ann Buckley,
who planed in from Chicago to spend
a two-week vacash with her.

Gardenias

to

Ann Brown, manager

Brown's Cabins, who takes time
out to bake cakes and other tid-bits
f or g^ng^at.thje Rogers.
(Write to those who are 111;)
of

War Themes
Continued from page

I

mately

one-third
of
the novels
handed in before the windup.
Contest, upped recently to twoper-year, guarantees the winner a
minimum of $150,000 scaled to a top
of

$250,000,

depending

upon

place there.

Cnrr Quits Marcus In Indpls,
Indianapolis.

•

Rex Carr, general manager of M
Marcus Enterprises, resigned effecJune 1 to become manager and
buyer for Theatre Owners Corp. of
with

Ohio,

offices

in

Cincinnati

was with Marcus group

Carr

beginning as usher

years,

18

Fort

in

Wayne.

Art W. Baker, manager of Keith's
since last fall, resigned and was
succeeded by Tom Newcomb, formerly assistant at the Indiana,
Baker's
plans
are
undisclosed.
Keith's, recently acquired by Gamble-Dolle group, will

over house in

new

become move-

setup.

Frank Paul,
hospitalized for

manager of Lyric,
minor operation
Associated Theatre Owners of In-

which opens under diana holding annual summer conthe downtown vention at Lak« Wawasee, June 23to be followed 25.
James Clark named manager
Harry Markun's Talbot.

tola, 1,000-seater,

new management with
run of "Best Years"

House will
First Affair."
then switch to a straight diet of foreign pix.
by "Her

Many

Mo.,

111.,

Changes
St.

,

.

Louis.

George L. Faith purchased the
Linn in Linn, Mo., from Earl AnderS

°While her husband, William Sher-.
St. Louis office for
managing the State
in Bloomfield, Mo., recently bought
by Sherman from the Tobin-Gold-

man manages

PRC,

the

his wife is

man-Leventhal
A.

C.

Manito,

interests.

Struck
111.,

to

sold

the

Lamar,

Harold Meyer and

Harold Willett, of Manito.
Harlan E. Renshaw is new owner
Alamo, Stewardson, 111.
S. M. Taft Amus. Co., St. Louis,
manager of Drive-In theatre near
Manchester, Mo., is readying another
on outskirts of Springfield, Mo. New
al fresco house mil be a 750-auto
of the

project.
St. Louis Amus. Co. new $200,000
in Granite City, 111., is nearing
completion. Replaces an old house
that was condemned as unsafe.
New Princess that replaces the old
Princess, destroyed by fire in 1945,
has been lighted in Percy, 111., by
H. E. Webster.
The Joy in Kansas, 111., owned and
operated by M. W. Jessup, has relighted after a facelifting job resulting from a recent fire.
Harry Hynes, Jr., Missouri salesman for Universal, convalescing from
injuries suffered in an auto accident
near Cape Girardeau, Mo.

house

Allemann Det.

RKO

Field

Rep

She also has been appointed relief
Albany.
switchboard operator of the Rogers.
Louis Allemann transferred by
Robert J. Goldstein back at the RKO from field rep here to similar
lodge after a two-week furlough in post in Detroit.
Maury Passero
the Big-Town, doubling as down
changes places with him. Allemann
town shopper and mailman.
reported here from Salt Lake City,
Among others flashing good clinic in March, when Bucky Harris went
reports are Sam Schulman, Sydney to New Haven territory.
Cohen, Carl Kessler (The Amazing
Metro Ends Charlotte Pub Dept.
Aerialist Injured
Mr. Ballantine), George Fee and
Charlotte, N. C.
your columnist.
New Orleans, June 3.
Metro has eliminated the publicity
William Lalis, skedded for the department
Mickey Duval, billed as the "Sky
here which means that
Princess," suffered a sprained back broncoscophy operation, visited by Al Burke, who has
been, with comduring her "slide for life" act at Rose, Lillian and Irma Lalis, Emma pany in this department for several
Pontchartrain Beach, lakeside re- Cosgrove and Rose McMahon, who years, goes

week of a two week date.
She was replaced by

recently resigned from United Artists after serving company here fof
25 years as a salesman. He leave!
soon on a Florida vacation.
Tommy Bello, Jr., son of th«
Nanty-Glo exhibitor, will join Blat!
Bros, circuit's managerial staff in
Altoona when chain opens Drlve-ln

tive

Des Moines.

.

More than

Seattle.

Mickey Gross resigned as supervisor of out-of-town theatres of John
Danz Sterling organization; goes to
San Francisco as manager of Portola

manager

Stage Shows Next Month
Portland, Ore., June 3.
Stage shows are coming back to
the Paramount theatre here to offset
bad business, reported to have fallen
off u to 25 to 50% in various film
houses.

Gross Quits As Sterling Super

heart

to

in

first of many to
safety violations.

and

International-Midtown.

office,

TONIGHT-JUNE 4

icy,

tures,

0.31

period around 1907, would basis. Lack of license was discovered
never evict or hold act!s baggage' in city's drive for new revenue.
if act was under contract. Brothers
claimed not to have lost a dime doing
"good shepherd" routine. Hotel is Greenberg Shifting to Chi

SHOW

picbe known as

foreign

first-run
house will

entirely

death cell. Report was submitted
by Dr. William D. McNally of

at
failure.

%

Continued from pag« II

comes here from Toronto. Midtown,
which will be operated by Canadian
group, will undergo a change of pol-

died of self-administered poison in

was

'

ers

BING CROSBY

"

Hat and Colony

had

niteries here,

Chicago Stadium which has not
paid license since 1940 has agreed to
pay annual fee of $3,000; that is, if
city fathers agree to pay for their
18,000
rallies
affairs and
in. the
seater, which, until now, were gratis.
Joker in the new setup is that previously city fatheis have been enjoying an average of 10 meetings a
year, which at $5,000 rental for each
would have cost city $50,000. City
now wants $21,000 in back fees.
Arthur Wirtz, operating head of
months to finish.
Stadium, claims that city saved $235,Hotel, when run by Mayer broth- 000 in period 1941-46 on free rental

'

PHIICO

Chicago, June 3.
Coroner's report last week revealed that Julius (Dolly) Weisberg,
former owner and operator of Hi-

CLOSED

Chicago, June 3.
Hubbard hotel, blue chip actors',
hotel of the early 1900's here, was
examination by plaintiff's
close its doors
told
last
week
to
Judge opined that at rate trial was
proceeding it may run well into the Chi fire department. Hubbard,
summer. After hearing several wit- in its heyday .known as the famed
the
home
of top stars in
nesses for the defendant; Including Revere,
Matt Shelvey, national head of this town, had 49 safety violations
AGVA, court adjourned matter un- listed, which owners claimed they
~
could not correct due to material
til later date.
Controversy stems back several shortages. Out of 350 guests, 25
months' when Shelvey and aides have left already with most of the
roomers
adamant against
other
moving day order. Police are stationed in lobby to prevent registration of new guests until needed re%$i
pairs are made, which would take
inous evidence to forestall
ing of the injunction and

Theatres— Exchanges

Involved Strychnine

of Evidence Causes Delay

Row

matter

Weisberg's Suicide

Hits Impasse;

.to other parts.
Bill Mattingly transferred
Dallas as salesman for Metro.

Charlie Baron
,,

28, 1947

N. Y.

BUDDY
CLARK'S
vocalizing is strong, versatile and
pleasing. Selection* are surefire,
off the 'top of the hit
Opener ia 'Peg O' My
Heart,' with Clark following into
'Glocca Morra' and a distinctive
takeoff on Al Jolson with 'April

coming

parade.

Showers' and 'The Anniversary
Song.' Coming back for encores,
Clark asks for patron requests,
and on the proem show (21)
obliged
with
'Mam'sells'
and
'Linda.'

HERM.

NAOMI
STEVENS
CHANTS WITH A CHUCKLE
Just Finished Return Date

HOTEL H0LLENDEN
Cleveland

NOW

CONTINENTAL CLUB
Chesapeake, Ohio

THERE'S

ONLY ONE

from

Axed by Metro
Pittsburgh.

„

VarMy, May

PARAMOUNT,

Charlie Baron, Metro exploiteer in
this territory for the last 10 years,
out in economy wave now sweep-

FRANCES

let

ing

company's drum-beating ranks.
No replacement planned.
Aaron (Twig) Rosenzweig, veteran Pittsburgh lawyer, gives up
law practices to go into film business, joining

man.

PRC

as student sales-

Allen Tolley, with Metro for seven
years, resigned to go into sports
goods. He's the son of Ted Tolley
veteran head shipper at Metro.
Chuck Reichblum, son of a local
theatre owner, and a junior at Syracuse U, selected as one of five students to manager WJIV, new
FM
station set up on campus by
General

Electric.

Film Row gang tossed a
monial dinner for Bill Scott,

FAYE
Direction:

BUDDY CLARK
Recommends

LEO

who

KAHN

VOCAL COACH AND ARRANGER
210 West 54th

New
testi-

M.C.A.

St.

Circle 6-3973

York City

8/ APPOINTMENT

book

Bonus of $25,000 is tacked on
should the novel become choice of
either the Book of the Month Club
or the Literary Guild. Another $25,000 is added if the book cops the

sales.

Pulitzer Prize.

Elizabeth Goudge's "Green Dolphin Street" was the first winner,
two years ago, and filmization of
that yarn is due for early release
with Lana Turner and Van Heftin
starring. To hypo submissions by
the British, Carol Brandt of M-G's
.

story dept. plugged the contest with
London's publishers. She returned

New York last week.
Winner of the current contest will
be announced July 11.

to

&A

THE INK SPOTS

CONCERTS
June 5th Sa.ko.toon;
June 6th, Edmonton;
June 7th Calgary; j u
„, 9 th, letheridge;
Jun. 10th, Spokane; June
11, h, Vancouver!

Mg».-UNIVER5Al
563

Fifth

ATTRACTION}

Avenue,

New

York

.
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Totem Lodge Gets Name
Break Via Henry Tobias

Abramson Denies Bistro Op's Rap On
loyaltown

Benefit; All Talent Paid

Troy, June 3.
Joe E. Lewis was the feature lure
over the Memorial Day weekend at
Totem Lodge, on Burden Lake, back
of Troy. Henry Tobias, songwriter,
director of amusements at Totem for
many, years, has a number of top
names lined up for this summer.

WOR"

Nat Abramson, head of the
Bureau and president of Loyaltown, an- organization providing
free summer vacations for needy

Artist

children, denied charges by Lou
.Walters, Latin Quarter, N. Y., operator,' that acts working a testimonial
dinner to Irving Geist, May 18, at the
Astor hotel, N. Y., performed for

N.O. Cops Drive Vs. Bar

No

Flies; Theatres

Abramson asserts that 21 acts used
in the' show were paid even though
Sole unpaid
all acts didn't go on.

charity,

went

pay

to

for hotel, ball-

room, caterer, waiters,

from bars and

cafes.

No

D.C. Proves

What

Atlantic City's

Record Holiday

to

get meals with nearly all the
restaurants in town open. All this
despite cool weather, although the
skies were clear.
to

30%

Washington, June

3.

Memorial Day business exceeded
fondest hopes over the weekend.
Hotels
had
capacity
bookings,
amusement places were crowded,
and the visitors stood in long lines

Is Off;

Taxes Dip 25

3.

If this is a

sign of things to- come,
looks like a boom summer, dewide nosedive in recent months
spite the pessimistic cries of some.
which has it currently limping along
Atlantic
City's
new racetrack,
at only 75% to 80% of what it was which opened last Monday for the
doing during the comparative period first of two 21 -day meets, saw ata year ago, according to Bureau of tendance of 72,601 with a total handle
of $5,214,525. It's a drop of 34,Internal
Revenue tax collection
272 when comparison is made with
figures.
the July 22 opening of last year and
Squawks of the nitery owners that
a decrease of $1,851,227 in wagering,
biz is on the toboggan and that the
with $7,065,752 bet the first week of
20% tax bite should be lowered are
last year's season.
definitely supported by- government
There is little doubt but that the
tax figures, which show that the b.o.
drop in the nitery field is greater track officials will put the heat on
the New Jersey Racing Commission
than in any of the others.
for a straight 42-day meeting to fall
Here are some tax figures for comduring the months of July and Auparable months in 1946 and 1947,
gust next year, even if the date of
reflecting the dip:
the local and that of the Monmouth
January, 1946, $6,157,599; January, county tracks conflict.

Nite club biz has done a nation-

it

,

February, 1946, $6,223,801; February, 1947, $5,227,070.

Veceptiontst

March, 1946,
1947, $4,307,285.

opening

LOWS STATE; New York

April, 1948, $6,412,430; April, 1947,

COMEDY
PATTER
For All Branches of Theatricals

GAG
@

FILES

Nes. 1 thru IS for $10.00
$1.00 each
Not. 14 thru 22

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
* Vol*. @ $20.00 Per Vol., or
$50.00 for 3 Voli.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock Parodies for $7.50

"HOW TO MASTER
THE CEREMONIES"
<Hn«r to Re an Emcee)
$3.00 Per 'Copy
If en
CiO.D.'e on any material I
route, also send permanent adarera.

No

PAULA SMITH
200

W.

54th

St..

New

York V*. N.Y.

Figures- generally represent business done in the late spots during
the month before. Thus the April
collection figures represent March
biz. Since the tax is 20% of the tab,
the monthly business can be figured
by multiplying the tax figures by 5.
As the figures come in for business
done after the month of March, the
dowfrward trend is expected to be
deeper and the spread between 1946
and 1947 biz may be even wider
than is shown above.

taxes coming
San Francisco.

4

Also Booked

Direction:

TOM

FITZPATRICK

ISO West
1-hone:

N. Y.
6-097S

i-id St.,

MS

PHIL FOSTER
Currently

!

Continued from page

.

l>y

Bldg.. N. Y.

20

City. "Razor's Edge," a top 20th film,
sold to the Civic Auditorium

and away from Warner Bros. What's
more remarkable is that the Auditorium isn't even a. straight flicker
house but books concerts and other
events

besides

pix.

WB's

theatre

In Spokane, Paramount has closed
for first-run screenings of a number

open."
Neither can they say the
"names" are taking their trade to
the lush bistros.
It's dog eat dog
and the pickings even there aren't
too good.
They just can't believe
that the national slump in cafe biz
could ever come to Miami, but unfortunately it's here.

policy.

Clover Club and Blacka-

moor seem to be doing what biz
is.
The 22 has always been a
summer late spot and is in-

there

popular

I

In

DOROTHY
BLAINE

Licensing Drive
Chi

Area

Cracks

Blackhawk, 1st Big Spot
Chicago, June

Broadcast Music cracked the
of the large.

Loop

niteries last

3.

first

week

with signing of the Blackhawk restaurant to a music users license. Joe

ORCHIDS

Murphy,

Dorothy Blaine, who
Bacall look* and
.

.

.

WALTER WINCH ELL.
Currently

HOTEL LAST FRONTIER
LAS VEGAS. NEVADA
Direction:

Murphy Pacts N.Y. Aqua
For New* Water Follies

SENIA
1607 B'ivoj-,

GAMSA

New York

CO

City,

/

1

39

E.

57th

St.,

N. Y. C.

PL. f-7470

Ditto in the South

1

In turn, the Wilby circuit, one of
Par's partners in the south, has been
losing out on a raft of product. In
North Carolina, for instance, distribs such as United Artists and Universal have been selling to suburban
houses rather than deal with the
Par's deluxers in the center of NC's

films, radio, stage, etc.,
in [he biggest grosses.

Recalcitrant feeling on the part of
top film stars was illustrated
again last week by Van Johnson,
who served notice on Metro that he
wanted to make only two pictures
But Ingrid Bergman,
each year.
recognized as the top-drawing star

and

legit,

make more

pictures.
pix,

Al

MM

JARMOIf

/

I

'

/7/i7i'</ /iif //<'/'.-'
li

Those are only a few instances of
what's been happening throughout
the U. S., those in the know, say.
One sales topper, quizzed On the
subject, said: "Distribution practices
are in a greater state of uncertainty
than they've ever been before.

We

'

don't believe that things will settle
down for a long time to come, .certainly not until the U, S. Supreme
Court passes on the decree."

The decree

started the process,

it's

because it had distribs thinking
in terms of new customers for the
first time in many years. With an
excuse to sell away from affiliates,
distribs found that they could make
better deals with indies for many of
said,

frequent guesting on so
many radio shows, Jack Benny s
.stage dates in Chicago and the Roxy,
N. Y., are but a few instances to indicate frequency payoffs.

xijolywooai

I

\ul

>CklL-\

•

k-XPIO

-\K

1
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I

>

towns.

owes much

their pix.

.

.

FROM MAY

15th to

WITH EVERY PROFESSIONAL
TISEMENT,

ONE

11x14

fl-MM)

who

operated
Aquacade at former World's Fair
site at Flushing Meadows, N. Y.,
for past two seasons, will operate
again this summer with
combo
vaude revue and water follies,
opening July 1.
Show will comprise water ballet
of 24 girls, several aquatic clowns
and six vaude acts, with shows on
nightly schedule and pool available
for swimmers in daytime.
Elliott

to'

sings like Lauren
looks like her, Wo

the big,' first-run houses operatPost St. house is a far
ing there.
smaller theatre, not even on the
main stem.

many

Jolson's

Pittsburgh

"Fostered"

SQL TEPPER. RKO

Oklahoma

over the deal.

Gregory Peck's multiple

CAROUSEL CLUB

in

was

most often in

Coast to

JACKIE HELLER'S

made by 20th-Fox

S

toppers are reported plenty steamed
from Hollywood and

of her popularity to the fact that
she has appeared in so many productions recently. Fact that three of her
films appeared on Broadway simultaneously last year apparently enhanced, rather than detracted from
her popularity. From her prolific
to
film work, Miss Bergman turned
the stage, where her "Joan of Lorraine" was the top grosser on Broadway. She's now returned to the

BOBS

Most clubs are waiting for sumvacationers.
But what will
happen come the late August and
September dog days is a moot question. Ops can't cry "too many spots

mer

all

in both films

Mr B

deal

Frequency Pays

I

who rake
GlEN RENDEZVOUS
NEWPORT, KY.

from page

; .Continued

Smallest nitery biz in the nation,

I

for

effect.

on the basis of the April returns, is of its pix with the Post St. theatre
New Hampshire, which turned in a of Joseph Rosenfield.- In so doing,
skinny $117.37 in taxes to Uncle
Par sold away from Fox-West Coast
Sam on that sector.
which ihas the town blanketed with

"The Jack of Clubs"

WBBK JUNK

3

Bids Kit Sales

Returns continue to show the
concentration of night club business
in New York state. No less than
$1,153,728 of the latest taxes came
from that state, or close to 25% of
the nation's total. Bulk is concentrated in New York's 3rd District,
all
of Manhattan above 23rd st.,
which includes the Broadway sector.
California rates a good second, with
upwards of $714,000 of the April

JACK PARKER
OlYMPIA THEATRE
MIAMI

of trade, minimum wise. Kitty Davis'
despite 10% off gimmick' for dinner
patrons, still continues to charge the!
highest minimum for supper trade,
with white table cloths showing the

Park Avenue Club is closing earlier
than planned. Club Bali rebuilt its
room to feature bar and popularpriced policy.
Blackamoor room
keeps going, as does Mother Kelly's
(though featured acts have been dispensed with), while Paddock Club is
running on a two-act, small band
22,

vacash.

I

$4,888,257.

June 5th

FUN-MASTER

March,

$6,181,0095

Climax came when Danny Davis
passed the word last week that he
was closing his Kitty Davis Club.
Some ops dryly pointed out that he
remained open with scarehead ads
that "public insistence" had forced
him to stay open. Ads were placed
the morning following his own clos-

Club

midsummer

Of the group none can boast heavy
dough biz. But those operating on a
no minimum policy are doing okay.
Exception is the Clover, which has «
small minimum, but also the Vagabonds, one of the better draws in
this area, to militate against any loss

Gates, midwest rep, also signed the
Lions and Milford ballrooms to contracts, and is huddling with William
Karzas, owner of Trianon and Aragon ballrooms.
Chi Cafe Owners met last week,
How the track helped local amuse- but stalled for time to escape anment business the first week will nounced crackdown by BMI against
never be known. The 20,000 Shrin- recalcitrant clubs, by claiming that
ers here for the week boomed busi- biz had fallen off sharply and that
ness to midsummer proportions. It they were embroiled in drawing up
is
estimated that the Shrine con- a petition to American Society of
vention, hailed as the most lavish Composers, Authors and Publishers
and colorful to ever come to the for revision of present rates. If petiresort, brought $10,000,000 into the tion is met, CCO says that BMI contills of resort businesses.
ferences would continue. When so
Meanwhile most night spots op- informed, BMI said that CCO had
erating on a seasonal basis are open, since February to consider and that
including Paradise, hailed as the biz conditions were worse in other
oldest night spot in the country. sections and that bistro ops were
Harlem, second big sepia club, start- complying in those areas.
Gates expects to make swing of
ed last week to catch some of the
summer spots soon to work out arShrine business.
rangements for seasonal contracts.

1947, $5,211,068.

GMtfT&wit

plans a

ing talk.

Atlantic City, June

Nitery

Ops Know-Biz

Abramson

Debonam

stalling a full show this week. Bar
of Music keeps its regular patronage,
though Bill Jordan, owner,

3.

bistro bonifaces worried.

specific

charges

etc.

that Walters'
stated
charge on that score was true, in
some respects, but defended' the
move since those attending the dinner had sent in donations which, so
far, amounts to $30,000.

Miami, June

.

Nitery biz in this area has been
floundering with several of the year

Lewis opened a new theatre built round ops considering shutterings
at the Lodge to take the place of one and some already setting summer
New Orleans, June 2.
by fire last September. closings. Post-season slump was exPolice vice squad, with the full leveled
approval of Mayor deLesseps Mor- Motion pictures, booked from Albany pected,, but continued off-take by
most clubs, despite the advent of
rison, this week started a drive to exchanges, are also shown for guests
conventions in town, has all of the
two evenings a week.
oust loiterers (principally

other than vagrancy are
needed to haul them in.
Most of the raids have been conact was Milton Berle, who for the
major part of the dinner sat on the ducted during theatre hours and
dais and performed for free later. theatre operators fear that this type
Dispute over the Geist. testimonial of hangers-on, rather than face heavy
fines, might invade the film houses
dinner arose from Walters' contento kill time and possibily make new
tion that acts had been approached
"acquaintances."
to work for free at a dinner where

majority of attendees could afford
to pay for entertainment, and majority of proceeds, instead of going for

With Bistros Uncertain of Summer Biz

Like

women)

free.

Post-Season Slump Hits Miami Beach

WHEN
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15th

SITTING, THIS

PRESENTED, WILL BE

ADVER.
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Wednesday,

P&RIETY
wth smart arrangements. Her
French "Vive La Caiiadienne" "is
Though fine on
socko, her best.
Spanish rhythms, Miss Robi, however, makes the slight mistake, in

June, 4,

1947

nicely

Night Club Reviews
Had My

(opacaltana, X. Y.

Irish

Mttzi Green, Mel Torme, Copsey
Ayres, Micfiele Thomas, Terry
it
Allen, Nancy Doran, Copa Girls,

and
to Live Over'
for nice salvos.
Bros., slick looking lads in
Life

medley

Mayo

.

blue suits, score with fast dance
routines atop platform, accentuating
taps and acro-eccentric that, register
well.
Shuffle stuff is especially
standout.
Trudy Richards, nice
looking songstress, does neat job on
"Sunny Side of the Street," "That's
My Desire" and "Mahzel." Line follows in "St. Louis Blues" number as
buildup for Tahja well-executed
Idol Worship dance, with Davis closing the show and bringing everybody on for! a zippy finale. It's a
fast stanza all the way v and has
plenty good specialties to keep both
visiting firemen and Broadway hepsters happy.
Edba.

Michael
Durso
Orch,
Fernando
Alvares Band; $3.50 minimum.
Mitzi Green continues to enhance
the talent she revealed as a youngster. There are still, the imitations,
recollections of the Palace heyday,
and she still has much of the impish
quality that endeared her to millions
of fllmgoers as the gamin of pix, but
how she holds the floor alone in this,
the top cafe in America, on a repeat
engagement. And whams the audi-

this

particular

New Acts
MEL TORME

JACQUES PEALS

town, of preferring

them to more modernized
pepped-up French Canadian

Songs

Songs

and

13 Mins.

20 Mins.
Persian Room; New York
Jacques Peals (ne Piis) was formerly partnered with Georges Tabet,
as a sort of French Van & Schenck,
but today comes to postwar America

folk-

melodies.
But she, nevertheless, scores handsomely with "Chiquita,
"If Love Were Not Aflame,"
a French version of Carmen Miranda's "Chic-a-Chic-a-Boom," etc.
Tap dancer Nancy Belle is fall and
attractive; she does three solos, her
taps and spins being fast and prelore

-

'

Copacabana, N. Y.
It's a little too early, perhaps,
to
tell whether Mel Torme is the
recipient or just a downright victim
of
one of the biggest publicity campaigns given a new singer since
Sinatra. The buildup has been' ter-

at the height of renewed Franco- rific, and Torme is going to have
cise.
New line of Mildred Ray girls American amity and an accented considerable trouble living up to it.
Torme has a considerable element
does run-of-the-mill routines but U.S. receptivity to the Gallic idiom.
Norma Hutton Only now he's a bouncing juvenile of commercial value, and it's mainly
costuming helps.
because of that ballyhoo that ha
smartly leads a smart band with the
Husband of Lucienne Boyer, should rise in stature.
single.
help of key-pianist Leo Laf'ond.
Actually
herself a now well-established "come- though, his voice is
negligible, being
Marc.
back" click at Cafe Society Uptown, whispery and almost confusing
ence whatever she does.
at
N.Y., at beaucoup American d'argent. first hearing.
But he has obvious
Her takeoff on Hildegarde is devPeals on his own has a commercial style and has learned
Latin Quarter. N. Y.
all the nuances
astating, and it's an item that she
future in the States.
and tricks of the veteran singer
(FOLLOWUP)
must include whatever the show and
Unconsciously reminiscent of the And the kid knows how to belt
lloom, C hi
No matter how they change the
no matter the number of times she's
those
current show topped by Sophie joie de vivre Maurice Chevalier, he tunes at the dames, a factor that's
(STEVENS HOTEL)
done it. Ditto for her topper, the
Tucker, the draw still belongs to has the same inflections, verve and enhanced by his "cuteness" and litChicago, May 28.
imprest! of Sophie Tucker, probably
Lathrop & Lee, Bobby May, Lee Soph.
Spot just considers such vocal attack without hitting the tle boy quality. Blonde and sallow
her best'.
too hard. he's small in stature,
though not as'
Otherwise, this show has consid- Gilmore, Henry Brandon Orch (12), changes a matter of providing re- takeoff on the button
But Peals also has enough of his anemic-looking as the Voice, but
Line
minimum.
peat trade with something new.
(12); $3
derable entertainment for mass or
With the new surrounding lures, own to register. He doesn't need enough to inspire the gals to that
class, including Mel Torme
(.New
fact, mother urge.
Room which has depended heav- Pinky Lee, Andre, Andre and Bon- the carbon-copy onus and, in other
Acts), whisper-voiced singer; Copsey
& Ayres, with their nifty dance ily on production numbers of Dor- nie, the show is given a stronger should accent a few of his
Torme knows how to mix up his
satires; Michele Thomas, operatic- othy Dorben hits the jackpot in cur- aura of nostalgia, especially when assets.
tunes between rhythm and ballads
Miss Dorben outdoes Lee is on. Not that Lee. is an oldFor instance, he's quite a song- He does the oldie "You Oughta Be
voiced production singer; Nancy Do- rent show.
ran, sultry dark-haired looker in the herself with "Dixie Doin's," com- timer, but he's a comic developed smith. They like to know and-then- in Pictures" as a good pace-changer
production
Terry plete with lavish costumes and a out of burlesque, which has passed I-wrote, if it's sufficiently appeal- with his "Mam'selle" going over, too!
numbers,
and
out of the local picture. Lee, fur- ing. The only nod to a songsmith "County Fair" is his encore,
Allen, male production singer. It is, Mississippi river boat stage set.
comShow opens with Lee Gilmore ther discussed under New Acts, re- that Peals accorded was given to posed by himself.
above all, a show whose supporting
performers are unusually good to effectively selling "What's Doin in calls the oldtime vigor of the burle- Alstone, composer of "Symphonic"
With guys like Sinatra and
He should around, a guy's always gotta beTorme
He's a versatile and present at the preem.
look at.
Dixie", while line comes out in yel- cue comics.
dietCopsey & Ayres are much im- low hoopskirts and ruffled pan- often funny lad that scarcely misses also accent his Columbia recordings ing to get along.
Kahn.
proved since they broke in their act taloons for old-fashioned plantation anything to get his message across, and his French film hit in "Alone
Tempo increases and ponies and walks off to a powerful hand.
a couple of years ago, and they rate tap.
in the Night."
Andre, Andre and Bonnie in this
the two spots they get here. The strip off skirts and pantalettes leavArthur Lesser, his manage.- (who YVONNE CHEVALIER
gal's a beaut, which is a notable at- ing brief bodice while they cakewalk show, eschew theif mannikin act also handles Maurice Chevalier), has Songs
traction of the pair, but they get to "Working On the Levee," for and indulge in a good brand of acro- failed to do for Peals what has 18 Mins.
over strongly, too, with their East some applause. Other numbers, also ballroomology. This room is ideal proved so successful for The Lip, Chateau, N. Y.
Indian impressionistic dancing, along southern, are another hoopskirted for this trio, ljaving the necessary and that is the accent on English.
Yvonne Chevalier (no relation to
with the "Frankie and Johnny" type, production in which Nanon Miller, height for their three-highs and suf- Peals can handle Yank taT: suffi- Maurice) .started
her career in N.Y.
of routine that they do in the clos- featured dancer, in short white puffy ficient floor -space to form good ciently well to mix up his French
The slightly-built lyrics more. He goes only part of swankeries circa 1941, but, until now,
ing production number. Miss Thomas ballet costume, highlights a cotton dance designs.
has escaped attention of Vakikty's
would ordinarily seem .out of place festival as she pirouettes and leaps femme gets a good quota of audience the way, by explaining the lyric con- New
Act files. (Miss Chevalier is
a through a charming routine as the gasps with her work as middle supin the volatile atmosphere of
tent and, in some numbers, such as not to be confused with Yvonne Valnitery, because of her operatic so- cotton queen.
Closing number is port. Garner hefty mitts.
"Mam'selle" and "Symphonie" he
prano, but her ^ood looks don't make sensuous bit with gals in slinky river
Rest of the show has the Debonairs wisely does both French and English lee. former wife of Maurice Chevalier).
that point too obvious.
front trollop outfits. After fast step- (5) doing their intricate and witty versions. But although he first exRight now Gallic singers are ridThe Copa Girls are up to the ping to "Porgy and Bess" music, ballet-mechanique as well as sundry plains the lyrics of "Each in His
usually high looker standing set by stage is darkened and girls dance in song and dance 'chores in the pro- Own Place" and the "Folies Bergere" ing a high crest of popularity, namely
Monte Proser, the Copa boss. The radium light for top blackface effect duction, and regular terp production numbers, a second chorus in Eng- Maurice Chevalier, Jean Sabloti,
Lucienne Boyer and Charles Trenet.
Billy Livingston-designed costumes All production numbers get a solid spots by Hal Raywin, Cecil Lewin lish would
add considerable to the Now that she's dwelling mostly
on
are. as usual, plenty colorful. Ml- background of baritone from Giland Chic Gladke.
Jose.
impact. It's somewhat different with
L'Anglaise, it's not the move for
chsel Durso batons a neat show with more who adds zest and spontaneity
his wife's repertoire; Miss Boyer's
these times.
Of her five numbers,
Fernando Alvarez handling the Latin to his tunes.
now classic "Si Petite," "Parlez Moi she
Clover Club,
"
does only two in the mother•
dance beats.;
Lathrop & Lee have the deuce
d'Amour„" "Hands Across the Ta- tongue.
(FOLLOWUP)
Both
Bob Hilhard and Sammy Mysels spo t and click with old but well
of these come off betble," and the like, aie so well known
Miami, May 28.
have written some original okay executed tap routines. They come
they don't baffle the average Amer- ter than her Anglican songs. She's
Undoubtedly the top "off season"
more at home in French numbers
tunes for the show, notably "Cari- on, he in tux and' she in slit low
ican nitery customer. Two other
ocan Song" and "Red Sjlk Stockings white gown, for short duet. Gal re- draw in town are the Vagabonds.
able to give them topnotch innumbers are Peals' "great-to and
terpretation.
and Green Perfume," the latter al- turns in tight slinky satin green Playing their fifth engagement in good
be-here" lyric, and then a £uute
ready on the road to hitdom.
gown for another smart duet, "Take this mainland spot they're drawing to his own "beautiful, liberated
During her English numbers, she
Kahn.
good biz.
It Easy!" to terrif applause.
attempts too dramatic a presentaFrance."
The
zany
musical
quartet
are
Bobby May earns good applause
tion, especially in her "Love Fjr
He's personable in his dinner jack
from juggling sequence with Indian proving, in'these weeks of doldrums,
Sule." which listens fine as long as
et and is possessed of a sufficiently
clubs and tennis balls. Payoff is up- that they can bring them in at any
she's singing it, but dramatics spoil
Stint has been robust voice to question whether he
Portland, Ore., May 23.
side down feat during which he time of the year.
the net effect. Some of her special
streamlined
gain
values from needs the mike in a room like the
Merry Macs (4), Ted Cook, Eddie juggles while standing on "head. musical and tocomedyfull
material,
as evidenced in "A Girl's
Hotel Plaza's Persian Room.
antics. Where
He Best Friend
Flenner's Orch (5); no minimum; Harry Brandon with his orch of
Is No," has its moments
works with it throughout.
Peals
four sax, three brass, Jwo strings before the laugh making Was conof humor and melody.- Her piano
85c. cover, $1.50 Saturday.
will
probably
be the final attraction
and three rhythm win well-earned centrated on Pete Petersen, the bass here
accomps are well-thought out and
as he'll take the room into its
player,
biz has
the
been
spread
The Merry Macs are drawing big mitt for nifty show-backing. Loop.
around among the four to get more annual summer closing. Otherwise executed by her husband, Jacques
Belasco, who composes and conducts
at the Cloud Room, proving once
laughs. Result is a fresh look about Pancho and his orchestra give Peals
asain that Portlanders are willing
Jose.
O' < lull*.
their
that
yocks. excellent orchestral support, alter- several air shows.
|„g
routines
gets
»
to go for top entertainment. The
Standouts are "Dark Eyes." "South nating with Mark Monte's versatile
foursome puts' plenty of bounce into
nne Helen Harper, Lenny Seas" and the hill billy satire on Continentals who, for a quartet, pro- RONNA LORD
Ada.. L ,Vm
their numDeis,
nnmhpi-q going
ffoins oyer
over wir.n
with "Pass
xneir
r-ass
„
„,__,,.
o—itj, Wyn
iw,„.waiW
T
Russell, Tommy
Smith,
Walk- the laugh side, with "I Wonder," duce beaucoup dansapation.
<«,;tv,
Songs
ronow wun
the Biscuits, Mirandy. T7«iin„,
which
they recorded some-time ago,
er>s Qrch
^ Q minimum; 85c
(6)
A footnote to Peals' engagement,
novel Lucius Beebe stanza for- addi
getting sock applause!
Get plenty in relation to the Hotel Plaza, and II Mins?
cover, $1.50 Saturday.
Le Ruban Bleu, New York
tional salvos. Imogene Lynn, blonde
of encores which run stint to some that goes for many
hostelries in
chirper,
highlights her solo bits
Ronna Lord is said to be an Al
Top billing at the King O' Clubs 50 minutes. Have been renewed for these back - to - normal-don't-youwith comedy. Other selections inSiegel protegee but that expert vocal
goes to Ada Lynne, impersonator another four weeks.
know-the-war-is-over
days, is that
r at
d
coach, who numbers some show busiLos Hermanos trio Score with $1.50 and $2 cover charge
comedienne. She captures audi
"
business.
Blowing
borever
Or
Late,
Later,
'Tm
l
m
Or.
ness greats among his pupils, hasn't
Atence {rQm walkon an(J hp]ds gm acroantics to Latin rhythms.
Bubbles" and "Molly Malone." Eddie with impreshes of Cass Dailey, tractive gal sings while male duo Maybe such surefire draws as Hilde- got the timbre here. At least not as
garde, who is a Persian Room fixlad
she debuted. Somewhat Bacallish in
* fCC °™ pany Singe,s Martha Ra'yTand Joan~Davis7 Tops display gTaceCuf.y 'conceived' lifts ture, can continue to get that couin
fn
!2TKFn
Low vert, but the hostelries
•ri V>«L ln
personality and sartorial influence,
with takeoff on a
in the and tosses for ^ begoff hand.
bA . has nvm
don't seem
own them
Ted Cook emcees andservice and two songs: "Hurray, ceiling militated against any of the to differentiate between established her deep-throated vocal style doesn't
slot for "Sam, You Made the Pants
come off. Siegel presumably visuand
"I'm Confessing." breathtaking stunts associated with attractions and just good
Hollywood!"
specialties.
Too Long". and dialect yarns for Solid applause and begoff.
gave out with Maybe, too,
act, but ringsiders
alized her a "sultry" song stylist but
this
broaches a problem
good response.
Brig.
Helen Harper, aero ballet dancer, plenty gasps on what was displayed. in hostelry operation for the Hilton while her "Chinatown," and "LimeTony Lopez and orch background Hotels chain
house Blues" and
scores with some outstanding terp"Ghost of a
(in this particular inChance" vocal-histrionics are in that
ing. Her ballet training is much in in neat manner and get them on stance), and for others,
Kddie's, . Y. evidence,
on the theory
floor
in
large
numbers
with
their
making her difficult routhat if they drop the convert and idiom, the impact is light.
Latin-American rhythms.
Lary.
Eddie
Davis, • Trudy
Richards, tines look easy.
just
adhere to a "minimum" it
Apart from the need for further
Mayo Bros. (2), Tahja, Judy Sarover,
conLenny Russell, held
would automatically stamo this act seasoning, before bowing into a class
geant, Danny Sulliuan, Frank Shep- tinues to get good returns with his
as worth the cover charge, and the spot such as this, Miss Lord's spot,
Bagatelle, X. Y.
herd's Dancers
Art Waner's panto-song stint. Using recordings
(6),
other as being possibly of doubtful following the volatile Day, Dawn &
Orch (6) $3.50 minimum.
(FOLLOWUP)
of Durante, Danny Kaye and others,
b.o. calibre.
Dusk trio of colored male songsters,
he mimics them with characterNonetheless, the hotels must hark is too tough. Tony Mele and Carlo
Many eastside intimeries are apLeon & Eddie's, N. Y., preemed its istic gestures and facial expressions
probparentiy relying upon risque singers Jj ac ^ to tne standard idea that its undoubtedly faced a routining
new summer show last Friday (30) with accuracy.
lem, because Marian Bruce, attracband
and
entertainment
Dorothy
the
and, despite reported offish biz in
hypo
biz.
Ross,
at
appu'rteTommy Smith, local crooner, wins to
other precincts, drew a nifty crowd. the payees with dulcet renditions of Bagatelle, probably is one of the ndnc *? are ballyboo media for the tive colored balladist, is another
Eddie Davis, the histrionic end of "Old Man River," "Lullaby of Broad- bes t in. that, category,- having built p." 1.3 ".' 18 ""1611 1 0f course, in recent single who specializes in straightthe bbniface setup, toplines and way," "I'm Watching Over You" up a sizable following through her years, everybody wanted to collect forlward chirping. Otherwise the
spot maintains high calibre with
demonstrates more potently than and
emcees show neatly. Wyn long run at the George Washington °. n every possible sidelight and side
ever his undisputed right to title of Walker's rhythm crew background hotel. Clientele has apparently fol- llr| e. Certainly, selling rooms isn't Leonard Elliot & Irm'a Jurist, Wally
Clown Prince of 52d street. His show nicely and equally good for lowed her uptown, and the cafe is \" e problem it was? a decade ago Blacker as emcee and the Cedric
'et us say, when the
Rabelaisian ditties have long been customer dansapation.
hitting neat grosses.
same hotels Wallace Trio for the interludes and
Brig.
Abel
wh
spurn
°
part of the N. Y. nightlife .scene—
the
has
a
terrif
Miss Ross
knowing
transients were woo- su PP 01 tln S music
and still are. He has a batch of
way with the audiences, can handle ln S 'em with all sorts of "service";
El
newies for the occasion but only
them to encourage banter from the; rates, and the like. And not a few ,„,.„.,
Montreal, May 29.
tossed oft a couple, due to inability
floor but Kttbws how and when to oC th e biggest ones had gone through I,
Corned}
Johnny Howard, Alys Robi, Nancy curb things when the going gets tlle wringer.
«.v
to rehearse the others, but what he
sends across hits the jackpot. He's Belle, Mtlray Lovelies, Norma Hut- rough
The repartee, is naturally a
All ot which economic „„ n „„ii!„„ 15 Mins.
Y
temporarily camphored the Gilbert ton Orch, Peter Barry Rhumba Trio;
her Frcudian^chantiesf of may
Q "* rter'
& Sullivan parody for a new treat- no cover; minimum, $1.50.
ment, replacing with a new chanty
.
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"Book

of the Month," a somew
salty item that rolls 'em and follows

with 'My Wife Won't Let

Me Run

in- '48"
to knock 'em for another
loop. Then segues into straight ballading,
on
which
he's
equa
adept, of "Anniversary Song," "Pe;
O'
Heart" and others for sol'
applause and begoff promise th
he'll do more in the later show. Art
"

My

Waner

does neat

job"

on

the.

piano

accomps.

Show

Shepherd sex-

costumed, in a fast ensemble number. Judy Sargeant follows with slick acro-terping to nice
reception, topping with pagan gypsy
dance. Danny Sullivan, doubling as
emcee, slots his own contrib of baritec.

niftily

tolling

"Song

j

,

|

tees off with

Coming On," 1£

I

i

j

|

Howard got him on the
adding to the fun.
Howard
does his Army rookie stint and
a theme,
either in French, Russian, Hebrew,
etc.
His French rendition,
Irish,
with some, Hebrew thrown in, scores
heavily here.
Headlined with Howard is FrenchRobi.
Alys
chanteuse,
Canadian
Sharply dressed, Miss Robi delivers

Arthur Lesser, now concerned 'primarily with handling Maurice ChevLucienne Boyer and other topimportations, found lo be a
goldmine for a period. Current oper-

present and

floor,

alier,

still

his

impromptu wording on

notch

ation is apparently along profitable
inasmuch as with a $1.50 and
$2 minimum for a comparatively
brief show and no heavy expense
for orchs. spot gets rapid turnover.
Jose.

lines,

]

-- «.«—•.«•• custom*
„, ™,
cpn • P erlori-'e. is on the
h„.'fii .III !.
nosteliies
because the niterics. with
raiertainment have wisely
segued
o me
-

M.50-$4.50 minimum-charge
idea, in the main, kno
wing that the
a era
yr
7?~ and the psychology-pays
off
heifer. Even if there
are enough
cha
S
the called no .
^t!!,
univert spots, the customers
think
they re getting a better
break
Abe!.

T^

!

I

j

!

His big item is recitation of a
scenario built around himself. While
th e idea and wordage has a familiar
slant, he gives it fresh angles 'ind
payees
consequently
the
keeps

amused.
Lee has been working Coast cafes
for sometime and has perfected his
act

•

'

to
the
point where it's acceptable for mass-audience clientele
in niterics or vaude.
Jose.

n

topper is "Sunday Serenade" with
Johnny Ryan singing "Anniversary
Song" against choir background.
House organ joins later playing

House Reviews

Schubert

State, N. Y.
(3),

"Linda" and
by. Leo Carrillo's dialect
The band— itself, u.u„ii
distinguished
,ut.,i,vu Ivl
for
it's standard vaude fare at
week, Lou Basil's its smooth brand of music, opens
this
with "In the Mood," and moves along
okay
with
an
aropens
band
house
through "Falling Leaves," the stirrangement of "Anniversary Song" ring
"Meadowlands," and a Miller
paving the way for the three Ed- medley
wards Bros., hand-to-hand balancing Room," of "18th Century Drawing
"Same Old Dream," "Don't
turn. Youthful trio top some diffi- Be
That Way" and "Rhapsody in
cult routines with one of its memBlue.
bers doing handstand atop several
The lighter side of the show is
on soda
vertically
piled
chairs
adeptly
handled by two good acts
good
reClose
to
table.
bottles on a
Tyler, Thorn & Roberts, and Eddie
turns.
Bnrtell, one of the original Radio
Berry Bros., Negro dancers, tee

Headed

>

stories,

the

,

Variety Bills

while Kaye

a Band" had many anxious youngsters staying three shows and those
made grade really put sidemen
through paces. Bit is a natural hit

able young chap named Garry Stevens
scores
with
baritoning
of
"Mam'selle."

seys".WA).

"Serenade"

s

WEEK OF JUNE

recites
appropriate poem to his
imaginary son. "This Is Our Anniversary," and then Ryan does second
take on chorus.
Feature, "So You Want to Lead

nooga Choo Choo" and a novelty
tune with clever lyrics entitled
Blues of the Record Man," dealing
with the tribulations of a disk jock.
Also on the vocal side, a person-

Berry Bros.
(2), Ross & Stone, Smoothies (3),
Leo Carrillo,- Chadwicks (2), Lou
Basil House Orch; "Fabulous Dor-

Edwards Bros.

Xnnifrnls

Letter In

with payees.
Still
enthused

t

Kayedette

nifty

of house missed

Swell to
Hunt.

finale, "It's

Be Important."

Oriental, Chi
!

Ray Lang Orch

(2),

(14);

New

ir"i

the

morgue.

Making frequent

that

"Dillinger,"

picture,

is

mood. No actual act billed as
headliner, Leon Navara is high spot
with a piano philosophy act.

Lou & Marlyn

Jo,

work

Caites

with zip in both soft shoe and fast
Nothing dynamic about trio,
tap.
but precision routine with father
and son working in unison giving
impressions of dancing in the good
old days,

was

Wlfre

Bros

.

Allan

Sisters

Jerry

second

slot

have

punchier,

Carrillo

proves an

audi-

Jimmy
of

State

saga of famous singing gals of past.

The
same
less

goes

Maxellos
act for

have

many

been

Mitchell

&

Ann

.lulee

Pat Yankee
Shirley. Sharon
& Wiin da

Saddle Pals
offer standard western songs and
comic routines, which audience went
sells
for, chiefly because Wakely
himself with a nice, unassuming
manner. Group does "You're Somebody's Rose Now," "Dobe Hacienda
and others with the Pals being given
specialties which are handled well,

aud

is

Ray Lang orch backs show

particularly Dick Rinehart's mandolin turn.
Sue and Sis return to warble
"Back in the Saddle Again" with the
boys, and Wakely and Pals wind

Chicago,

May

Choir and Kayedettes
Canfield Smith;
with Women" (WB).

Joy,

(3):

(II

Sunbrock, veteran in the
outdoor showbusiness field, who has
come up with a variety of ventures
which frequently caused attention of
local gendarmes, opened a nine-day
stand at the Yankee stadium, N. Y.,
Decoration Day (Thursday) with a
show that shapes to recoup huge
outlay,
advertising
and
weather permitting.
Layout is a combination rodeo and
intermaintains
its
that
thrill circus
est mainly from the bronc events.
Show has name lure with Ken Maypayroll,

.

a variety
acts. But

profusion destroys integrated
For those
character of the show.
that came mainly to see the cowboys
tossed from the horses and bulls, the
merely a stagewait. except
are
acts
in a few cases such as Miss Bernice,
who finales with a terrific high-pole
act in which she works 45 feet above
the ground.
this

brought

his

show

to

N. Y. just a step ahead of Roy
Rogers, who's due at the Polo
Grounds, N. Y.. June 15 with a thrill
will

his show, or
ing. off in favor of
be seen.

Way

have

and cowgirl bronc-riders, bull riding, roping exhibitions, and bulldogging which provide plenty thrills.

.

Marianne Fedele

Drake

I

Palineros Dors

Grace

Capitol

The

5
Redjd.ingtons

'rile

Smoothies

Ross

Stone
Taylor Trio

Hi.

Pesey

Ronnu Lord

ICddle Stone Ore
Nino Bd
Hotel IUH more
R,ay Heaiherton
Arthur Havel Ore

A lice Pie n-e

Marc J,jiwrene«
Green

J,il

Milrshall

,Jiiy

Gordon

Phil

Mintn'ileh

t
Bills Larkin
C'nre Soelely

Ann
Buck

Lou Williams

Hathaway

Miller Ore
Cafe. So«lety

standing tricks.

Wild-west aspects of the layout are
taken care of by a stage coach sequence in which bandits and Indians
attack, but are repulsed by a mys-

Hotel Pierre

&

Roberts
Stan Fisher

Hotel

Johnson
C & T Vahlex
Blackburn Twins
Michael Etlwardi
McManus Ore
Reid Ore
China Doll
John Tio
Moo Song
>
Fran Yang
As

Jacques Penis
Monte Ore
Hotel Roosevelt

Lawrence Welti Or
Hotel St Regis
Milt Shaw
Las/Ja He Pepito

Paul .Span* Ore
Hotel Tuft
Vincent Lopez Oro

Sun-

Charlie Drew
Marc Starr
Iceland
Lucille PeUT.son

Coiiucal>aoA

MUzl Green
Mel Torme

Coj'tiey A Ay res
(ieVri Sutton

McGowan

Terry Alien
Xani-y Dora
Michael Durao Ore
fc'ernando Alverez O

Diamond

UnrHeKlio*
Pierre

1

& La

Sir!

Herman

Hyde-

Turner Twln»
Rosebuds
Billy

The Lovelies

(C)

S

rect selling terms. In so doing, he'll
be a free agent except for the direct
supervision of Reagan. That sales
treatment is a switch from Par's old
method of releasing a block of four
or five with responsibilities divided
"
on the pix'.

Si

Kay Manes
Jerry t'handler
Juan Axlel
Blimi»y Blnk Ore

Tiny t'lark
Latin tlunrttr
Sophie Tinker
Pinky Lee
Andre, Andre &

Bonney
Ralph Young
Cecil Lewln

Tables Davis

Noble Sissle Ore
SyU Ptrance Ore
EI Chleo

Ghick Gladke
Vincent Travers
JLIttle Club
Walter Gross
.eon

I

P.o?its Rfos
raballeron

Alice

ft

Arthur Blalcc
W Hoveler Girls

Habanero Ore
JUilv aim-Mud rid

R & L Reyts
M A Luis
,

Marion Snelman
June Arnold
Joe Satcr Trio
Bissell &. Farloy
4 Esquires
Waldorf-Astoria
Doroih v Sa muff
H. Williams 3
Griff Williams Ore
Mlscha Borr Oro
Belniont-l'laza

Boh

Lefds
Phil
June Taylor Dcrs

Opening

show had Gus Lesneviteh, boxing

Wallace
Wally Blacker

f**>d»ic

S

Versatile*

Bob Grant Oro
Lisa Ktrk
Myi-us
I

anchito

Ore

Village Barn
champ, judging contests and riding
Marry Ranr h Ore
during simulated Toui
stagecoach
'the
PtlllliHI'
baclmen attack. Evening show had P'tIk- Aldeii
Jose.
Jnmti> T) »"Uon
Magsi McNeills doing it.

Entirely novel twist has been
tacked on to the exploitation part of
the plan. Flack assigned to a big
pic will take over his chores long
before film is completed so that he
can have plenty of time to work out
the publicity requirements. As part
of his stint, flack would journey to
the studio a month or so before completion of the pic to sit in on final
work, view rushes, read the scenario,
etc. From then on, until pic has
been played off, it'll be his baby.
After several weeks of gabbing

between O'Shea and Par's biggies,
the two sides reached agreement
Par to pick up O'Shea's contract

with' Liberty. Employment pact has
four years and two months to rjjn.
stick to Liberty for the
week period to help
liquidate Liberty's "It's a Wonderful
Life" which
is distributing.
O'Shea left Monday (2) for Dallas
to confer with Bob O'Donnell, Interstate circuit head, on "Wonderful
Life." He returns within a week.

O'Shea will

two-to-three

RKO

U Committed

,

Judy Sargeant
Shepard Chorus
Art Wan-jr Ore
Monte Carlo
Joel fthaw Ore

Rhuniba

cerned,

Tilla Marrii

Va Olman Ore
Pupl Camiio Oro
I

;

RI tiera
Miles

Grade Barrle

Beatrice Kraft
S Morgan Dcrs

Ray Ma lone

Tony Bavaar

Village Vanguard
e
Josf i-Jilnfl P> *
i j

Kddy
OP

I

* i *

MiiiiM.ii
FTiliUCrfl

Don Frye
Wlvel

Bob Lee

Ray Carole
Stuart Langley
Jfggy Palmer
D'Quinrcy & Giv'nf
Zimmerman's
Paul Smith
Janczl Mahula
Zsiga Rela
Pa,

i

let) s

D«.uf irr.ywc.fd

Gene

Kurdi.B

the

resulted in Universal
same policy of pre-

but four or five top ad-publicity men
from the homeoffice, headed by
adBergman,
eastern
Maurice
publicity chief, will go out to the
different keys when„ the picture is
shown. In this way, every angle and
aid will
least 30

lure's

a

iterron Ore

Cuibello Ore

Tli

has

on every important picture.
Not only will crix get to see the new
film a month ahead of release date

selling

Rio Cn liana
Charloi le Cheyney
Barririgt'n * H> era
Mickey Alport
Lord Invadtr
Dick 'White

ie

Of

Experience in handling "Odd Man
Out" in various keys, as far as newspaper editors and critics are conadopting

O.rc

Maya Ore

Jack

to Idea

Beaucoup Pre-Selling

Tah.iu

Joel

Jilxon

few weeks.

O

Kdrile'*

Roberto

Morales
Serrano
SacassaK Ore
Hold New Torkef
V J.ombardo Ore

Norn

liertlea

Along with Nathanson, Par will
assign or hire three to four exploiteers whose responsibility will
also be limited to one pic at a time.
Bill Johnson, Tulsa radio director,
who was taken on a month ago has
also teen slotted to those duties with
added names due within the next

for

Mack

Dehonairfl

Banks

masked rider.
Rulmn Bleu
There are audience participation Rnnna Lord
Dusk
in which kids are invited to Day Davvn &
KUiot & Jurist

terious

ride a bucking mule, and a $1,000
prize for any >pectator riding a
Brahman bull for 10 seconds.
Sunbrock is getting personalities

I

Plaza

Pancho Ore

'

Ross

Alicia

Chao Reader Ore

Carnival

Jadine J.i
Sings
l"al

reniiftylvanlf

Randy Brooks Ore

events

I

Motel Lexington

Alomas Hawaiinn?
Hotel

(Uptown)
LndennA Hoyer
Dave Martin 3
Abbey Albert Ore
Olsen

Ras»;ils

Commodore

Hotel

Bobby Byrne Ore
Johnny J^esniond

(Downtown)
James M:n<'<i!l
.Uury

CITY

Papny Below

Ned Harvey Ore

no time flat. The knife-throwing act
of the Gibsons couldn't be fully, appreciated because weapons couldn't
be seen by the crowd. High wire
and pole acts the Apollos, Flying
Durwards. Gretonas. didn't register
too strongly because of lack of out-

!

Bills

However, too meagre

event.

Tung-TIn-So
Theresa Rudolph

Cee Davidson. <«*rc
Vine Gardens
Dick Gale
Rita To rake
Johnstones
Jo* Klsh Oro

both grossing possibilities and cor-

(I.)

acts

the

Rio Cabana
Dean Martin
Jerry Lew i»

Continued Cram page

Martin

WASHINGTON

Mayo Bros
Danny Sullivan

highlight

iShriner

Susan Reed
Abbott D'ncers (13)

Ted O'Shea

Howell & Bowser

R &

4-7

Bob Turk
Greemvkii VII Inn
Lorraine Do AVood

to

Reed

Eilvvardfi

Eddie Davis
Trudy Rijchards

Among the talent, there was good
response for Monroe and Grant's
trampoline work., Gregoresko's high
rope antics, and the Human Fly who
scales the bleacher superstructure in

'

.

Fnlmer Hn«i>«
Jack Flna Oro

Herb

only

Farrar

a number parMore of
ticipate in these events.
this type stuff and less reliance upon
would make better western fare.

hit for house. Format of show is
pretty much same as Kaye's previous stage appearances, but returns

are hefty which proves that fans
with "Cool Waters" and a medley of are
comprising
Band
satisfied.
western songs that garner good ap- 16, Kaye choir and three singing
Reed.
plause.
Kayedettes, latter group teeing off
with "My Adobe Hacienda. Laura
Earle, ls liilly
Leslie, vocalist, scores in "Managua.
Nicaragua" and "What Every Young
Philadelphia, May 29.
Tex Benekfc & Glenn Miller Ordt Girl Should Know."
Olsen and Joy. dance team, and
with* Moonlight Serenaders, Garry
Stevens; Tyler, Thorn & Roberts: Canfield Smith, ventro, who have
Eddie Bartell; "Lost Honeymoon" been traveling with Kaye package,
are solid laugh getters. Duo does
(PRC).
fast, flashy bit with boy in purple
Tex Beneke and the Glenn Miller sailor suit, doing contortion, while
orchestra got off to a good start on girl in brief bustled affair does cartopening day Friday (30) with plenty wheels sans hands. Later do jitterof customers on the- Memorial Day bug to "One O'clock Jump." Off to
holiday, with indications of boff b.o. nee returns.
Smith does a nifty ventro act.
take on the week's engagement.
Beneke earns his dough in a giving lift to usual type or patter,
quadruple capacity as band leader, strajghling to dummy's gag and vocal
average
vocalist, sax soloist and master of antics. Act is better than
ceremonies, all of which he performs because Smith docs remarkable job
with skill and aplomb. The Miller of making lips seem closed.
Don Cornell, band baritone, also
musical style is retained, presenting
a pleasant balance of brass and doe*; first rate job on "Red Silk
Stockings" and "That's My Desire,
strings from the 31 -piece group.
In the vocal department. Beneke assisted bv Miss Leslie and Kayeimpresh
joins in with 'the Moonlight Sere- dettes. Also does Ink Spots
naders, three young lads and a of "Climb the Highest Mountain
on
tor nice salvos.
looker in a white evening gown,
a harmonious rendition ol "ChattaAll numbers are excellent, but

Del Renuo

Henry Kelly

Renald & Rudy
Rogers remains to Jack Mathers

The rodeo events include cowboy

Decoration Day had Chicago thea.
doing capacity business with
tre
Sammy Kaye and musical aggregachalking up another
tion on deck
.

cowboy filmster,
and outloor

(imirtrt

.

Los Barram'os
Latin Lovelies
Bob Lee
B_uddy Shaw Ore

Nathanson's Aides

At Yank Stadium, N.Y.

Sunbrock

Johnny Miles
Paddy Page
Sid Fisher Ore
Hotel BlaekMone
Bill Snyder Ore

Teeman

NEW YORK

Larry

with

Ri«-o

Jill)

;1

Blue Angel

30.

HelMngs

Thrillers

of rodeo items

Henry Brandon Or
Jack Fulton
Don ria, Lane
Lathrop & Lee
Bobby May
Lee Gil mo re
Boulevar-Deare
Latin

ICleanor

Skating .Marks
Carl », Harriet
5 Stone In- firlfler

Spark Sunbrock Rodeo

nard, the

Mel Hanks
Hotel Stevens

Doc

Paul Rozinl
Bddie Fens Ore
Benne Dolson Oro

Shi'ldon

(3)

Hotel Shennaa
Carl Marx
June. Christy
Stan Kenton Ore

Gertrude Niesen
Marcus

Sloan

tone to

5tli

Kami

ft

Adams

Buddy Worth
Avne Barnet Ore
Janet Gaylord
Hotel Bismarck
Debutantes

Joe Frisco
_ -Hotel Congrcsa
Joe Vera Ore
Sam Bar!
Hotel Continental

.

SIOI X CITY
Ornlirum <R)

QI.EKNS
•lamniea

fill)

FRANCISCO

Beach
Stephen KJnIev ore
At Gordon & Tt ta
Song SlyliMs (4)

Spike Jones Ore
SI'HlN(.riKi.l)
Court. S« (I) 5-8

Jimniv Hussnn.

Kay

to

(iolden liaill.JJtli-i

Jane Russell
Harvey Slone

neatly.

Kaye circus. Whether Sunbrock
outdoor audiences with
Olsen & exhausted
whether many are hold-

"That

lone

SAN

"-8

(IV

Cabaret

Ken Maynard,

Gibson follow and
knockabout comedy,

Sninmu Kaye Orch (16)
Laura Leslie, Don Cornell,

Pope & Georgette
Harry Sleffen
(1

KKO NX

ROaalind Pa^e

chuckles.

Falomar,

Wakely &

&

Paul White
EJroy Peace

c iligginbottom

Andy

Irfrle (I) 2
Dewey Sie ^
Elaine..
HujKO

l

parodies and hoofing. Lads are adept
ballroom team, in all divisions, garnering laughs
'.Che Chadwicks,
w,nd up the show with some fair and walk off to solid applause. Band
terping. Femme's a tall, rangy gal takes over for jump version of "I'll
wearing mustard-colored gown Never Be The Same" as prelude for
while partner's a lean, lithe male. Rosebud, shapely gal dancer, who
His forte is spinning gal about at unleashes a modified cooch, without
various levels in a horizontal posi- sacrificing main ingredients, to win
tion.
Other dancing is rather or- approval of the males in audience.
Hudson and lads give Cut satisdinary.
factorily
on brace of numbers.
"Sleep" and "Body and Soul" to set
Seattle
things for the house comics, John
Seattle, May 29.
Mason, Vivian Harris, John Vigal
Sioux City Sue & Sis, Mel Ody, in a burley blackout for lotsa laughs.
Jimmy Wakely & Saddle Pals; "Song
Jordan & Tympany 5, now 7, ankle
of the Sierras" (Mono) and "Born on to steal the show. Their music
to Speed" (PRC).
contribs are solid as ever and Jordan continues to knock himself out
With only three acts this week, on comedies and vocals. Outstanding
show at the Palomar suffers from of latter are "I Know What You're
dragginess of Mel Odys turn, but Putting Down," "I'll Be Ready Tocomic juggler is equal to it, garner- morrow Night," and "Jack, You're
ing nice applause. Juggling routines Dead," all in comedy vein with
okny, but patter needs punching up. slight indigoisms and sold for tops.
Sioux City Sue & Sis open show Off to near ovation.
with western songs, teeing off with
Fdba.
Fast show all the way.
signature song and seguing into "I
Want to Be a Cowboy's Sweetheart.
Sis does some high note yodeling
Chicago, Chi

Jimmy

Johnny Mack
Ktauk Fontaine
SALT I.AKK CITY

'

showstopper with his
lazy chatter and fine pianoing. His Hay Carler
routine about boy in various stages The Andantes
wins
learning piano playing
of

Navara

en-.e satisfier nevertheless.

which gets over.

6

Lewis Ore

doing

years, are tire-

in their aero beats which
for. Gainer solid returns.

Mucho."
click with their

Vivian .Marshall
Karlo (« ) 6
Vaufchn Mnnrue Ore

''•

I

Ceraldine Hullois
Kileen Ayers

Zephyrs
Cindy & Windy
Sol Ffota Ore
Red Allen

Kstelle

Ronald e

"

13m Warren
Strand (U't
Teil

"Besame

and

show

ot

Loewi

Shyre.ltos

Murk Plant

PHir.AOKi.rHiA
Carman (1) 5

I!ay Terrell
IMosa Costeilo
EMelle & l.e liny
.Airhie Robbins

Pare*

Rode'es & Phvllla
Adorahles (12)
Coloslmo'e

Joey

DecastrO' Sis

0

l.ove

Chez

Danny Thomas

Couaeabana
Tony Canzonerl

Whirlwinds
t; f, M Church

5

(I.)

The Sidneys

Vent

J

6

(I')

Jack .Parker
Jack Marshall

J.ltn.1

Jan August

;1

Britton for neat bariton-

"Mam'selle"

Olyliiiila

I'lippets

Satici

Art

.MIAMI

4

(I)
I-e.sler

in
rather thin offering. Redeem 3 Gobs
themselves in "A Mountain Girl" Stuart Sis
Dean
and hit jackpot in closing melodies, Wally
Miriam tjwinn

of run.

ing

KI.MIKA
strand <\V) 11-12
Tex Terry Co
Sons of Purple Safie
Dorothy Peters

.

.

Ra»hllro Ore

.Mel

Miriam Lavalie
Do ml hv Porter
Many Gould
-

Sensai lonnlists

4

(I't

Modernaires

Windsor
are

Phil

CHICAGO

raramount
Buddy Clark

Abdullah ttirls
two willowy blondes who look pret- 4Wallace
Puppets
ty and warble nifty rhythm tunes. Joe E Ro.ss
Harpers
Opener, "Zip-A-Dee-Do-Da" did not
ISKOOKI.l N
have strong enough backing to fill FlatbllKll
1-»
(I)

crew there's plenty torrid
tunes and comedies to keep payees
stomping and happy. Stood 'em up
on holiday weekend and looks a
cinch to retain pace for remainder

out

rtny

(I.)

CHICAGO
H Edgeuafer

Itlaeklmwb
Levant Oro
Cardo

X

CIlie.iKo (t'l 6
Mills Urns
Billy
lie
Wolfe

Corp* ile Ballet'
SvHi.Ore

solid standout.
in

(I)

Mon Toy

4

I.ee

l\a-ye

j

.

Independent;

0)

KKO; (W) Warner

Ttted

Casino

Knthryn
Sharkey
Selitta

.^ciomantat'a

gic

Hudson's crew, comprising three
pays rhythm, six brasses and five reeds,
sup- lean to jump arrangements most of
spiel the way and background acts in neat
Teeing off with a sizzler,
fashion.
oi Ihe "Story That Describes Hollywood" which contains such classic "Hudson Bounce," Hudson brings
.

opening

Indicate
or kpllt week

Tommy Tucker Co
ATLANTIC CITY
Lavernes
Sonny Sparks
Maurice & Maryea
Hose Laden

iio\,!

drawing card in Oriental bill this
week is evidenced by over threequarter. male house. Stage show is
four act combination, three of which
are perfect reminders of yesteryear
vaudeville, and set pleasant nostal-

slips

lines as Hollywood is where
'
3;ue sky bends like a turquoise
cr iopy to meet the horizon." While
been
material could
his

4

below

(It)

Alary

Boxy
Fact

l>oroiliy

Capitol (J.) S
l-ombavrio Ore
IMleimien
Carroll
Music Mall (I) 6

"DtUinoer" Jan Murray

(Mono).

Opens larger

r .'erences to his picture, he
i
o his natural voice and also
bute to the fans for their
t
Also does a verse-like
port.

Paramount;

.lean

Uoeke.ttes

Chicago, May 29.
Leon Navara, Maxellos (.4), Joe,
Lou & Marlyn Caites. Allan Sisters

,

TSEW YORK CITV

amateur Guy
The

over

much

leader stunt,

with a quasi-acro routine using Rogues.
Trio offer is
a cane to leap over. Follow with a comedy dancing. clever knockabout
Their act is wellLindy plus more acrostuff with a
paced, continually' interesting and
pair of canes. Fast terping registers
efficiently laugh-provoking;
well. Comedy turn of Benny Ross
Bartell's act consists of telling a
and Maxine Stone no:ds fresh macouple
of
jokes,
and
then launching
character
suave
in
a
Ross,
terial.
grey suit, vocals a couple of stand- into a series of imitations, including
ard tunes while Miss Stone, blonde, Kate Smith, Winchell, Ben Grauer,
Fred Allen, Jimmy Durante, et al.
in orange gown feigns indifference.
Pair then does some comic patter His encore impersonation of the late
Roosevelt,
with
the
and gal closes with some high kicks President
"speech"
blending
in
with
the
for mild reception.
The Smoothies, harmony trio Memorial Day spirit, tops applause
comprising Charlie, Little and Babs meter.
Biz
when
caught.
Shal.
from
radio,
is
a
stem
Ryan, who
smartly rounded act whose radio
satirizations, straight warbling plus
Apollo, N. Y.
an audience participation stunt are
Louis Jordan's Tympany 5, George
well received. Decked out in light
tan suits, lads have visual appeal Hudson Orch (15) iinth Jimmy Bri(ton; Mitchell & Gibson, Rosebud,
as well as the gal in white suit.
John
Mason,
John Vigal & Vivian
Trio open with "It's a Good Day''
then rib the disk jocks and singing Harris; "Scotland Yard Investigator"
their
recent (Rep).
Self
commercials.
waxing of "Sin to Tell a Lie" nicely.
This colored show flagship looks
Close with some oldies such as
set for banner week. With Louis
"Hollo, Frisco, Hello."
Carrillo, again on p.a.'s for the Jordan and slick musickers backwith
George
Hudson's
umpteenth time, sports a heavily to-back
his experiYork followed by a
ences in
characterization of an Italian, who's
v:vCamiliar with a dial phone, call-

bill*
lull

parenthesis Indicate circuit:
(I")

off

suit.

with

whether

that

State

embroidered tan cowboy
with a monologue about

connection

In

O

be offered newspapermen at
days in advance of the pic-

showing

Bergman

is

in that particular city.

convinced that offering

all (he necessary information about
n forthcoming production well in advance of its showing will be welcomed by newspapermen in various
It will give them the same
keys.
K.rvice as accorded N. Y. dailies.
Idea of having an advance screem
ing of t.ach picture afc'O is regarde'd
us meshing in nicely with plans ot
newspapermen since it will better fit

mta.thein future film-vitwing schedules. U plans doing this in 10 to 12
on each big production.

cities

'

'
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Toronto's Alexandra

Top Equity Money

1946-47 the

Inside Stuff-Legit

Snares 966G, Tops
In 40-Year History

Year, Net Assets Soar to $874,569

Toronto, June 3.
Royal Alexandra here grossed
Equity's annual financial report,*
for
the 1946-4f season,
$966,600
as detailed by executive secretarytops in the theatre's 40-year histreasurer Paul Dullzell, shows the
tory.
Gross for the previous season
legit association to have had its most
was $595,800. Much of the success
successful fiscal year in 1946-47.
IN
is due to a better lineup of shows,
Total membership is 5,789, of which
Equityites who died during the according to Ernest Rawley, man4,696 were in good Standing as of
season of 1946-47, numbering 140, are ager of the Royal, who points to
April 1.
the recent Sellouts of "Bloomer
Net assets were $874,569, includ- alphabetically listed:
ing $452,791 cash in the bank. Gross
Mary Alden, Ebba Andruss, Rich- Girl" and "Oklahoma!", each of
assets were $1,409,957 but that fig- ard Argyle, Lois Arnold, Lionel At- which was in for a fortnight's run
But he also draws
at high prices.
ure included $535,388, which repre- will, Arthur Aylesworth.
sents cash and securities to guaranFrederick Backus, Philip Barrison, attention to the Royal's own protee actors' salaries and transporta- John B. Barton, W. J. Bayley, Noah ductions of musicals during the
'
tion.
Net income was $112,799, Beery, Frank H. Belcher, Henry summer weeks.
Back from a fortnight in New
which is $21,231 more than for Bergman, Gertrude Berkeley, Nata1945-46. Factor in the increase was lie J. Biro, Robert Blaylock, Roland York during which he lined up
new memberships, which numbered Bottomley. Sydney C. Boyd, Efion talent and a production staff for
summer months,
coming
1,200 during the year.
Brecher, Lillian Broderick, Curley the
Initiation fees' brought $120,171 to Burns, Sam A. Burton, Mae Busch, Rawley opens his eighth summer
season at the Royal on June 16
Equity as against $95,851 last year^ Charles Butterworth, Helen Byron.
He has
Marietta."
and alien actors paid $24,238, or
Emerin Campbell, Maud Campbell, With "Naughty
around $1,500 more than compara- Alexander Carr, Lyster Chambers, signed Lillian Raymondi of the
Metropolitan Opera for the lead,
tive seasons. Operating income was
Phoebe Clark, Lyman Wells Clary,
with Ralph Magelssen as the male
$236,325, which was $40,466 above Clay
Cody, Morgan E. Coman, Herinclude
principals
lead.
Other
the previous season. Operating ex- bert Corthell.
Yolanda Denis, June Blair, Ralph
penses totaled $109,134,- approxiCarroll Daly, Marie Louise Dana, Riggs, Carlton Gauld, Robert Wentmately $14,000 over such outlays
Maude Davis, Kate DeBecker, Marie worth, Edith Hurlick and Charles
last season, explainable by the fact
Doyle,
Malcolm
J.
DeBecker,
Larry
"Naughty Marietta" will
Watts.
were salary - tilts to
that there
Dunn.
run two weeks to be followed up
equalize the slices made effective
Joseph Eggenton, Violet Englefield by "The Merry Widow."
several years ago because of enW. C. Fields, Louis FitzRoy, JohnRalph Riggs will direct the sumforced economies.
mer musicals at the Royal AlexUnion's investments have a book stone Flynn, Grace Fox.
value of $222,739 while the market
Amelia Gardner, Walter Gilbert, andra and' Ralph Stone returns as
value is around $16,500 higher. Eddie Girard, Austin J. Glassmire, musical director. The chorus will
There is $46,300 in nine different Coburn Goodwin, Madelene Good- be recruited from the Conservatory
of Music, University of Toronto.
savings banks, cash on hand being win, Milton Gordon, Brant Gorman
The 1,525-seater will be scaled at
far in excess of necessary funds, Evelyn Gosnell.
Hanlon,
Tom $3 top. There will be one interSalinger
the union's auditor having advised
Helene
Lilian
Harmer, Virginia ruption in Rawley's summer season
that at least $150,000 should be in- Hanlon,
musicals when John Gielgud
of
vested. Heretofore, Equity bought Harned, Lucius J. Henderson, V. Tal
war bonds and treasury notes. An bot Henderson, Henry Herbert, Tom Comes in for 10 days of "Love for
unusual expenditure was a grant of Herbert, Edward Hoffman, Otto F. Love" but Rawley intends to carry
the American National Hoffman, A. Lionel Hogarth, Len D. right through August and then into
$5,000 to
the 1947-48 legit season without a
Theatre and Academy, which was Hollister, Hy Hoover.
break as in previous years.
Ethel Intropidi.
allocated to the American ReperFor each of the last two seasons,
Alt P. James.
tory Theatre.
Albert Patrick Kaye, Walter F. the Royal has been dark only one
Equity lost 140 members through
Georgie Knowlton, Lee week out of the 52, this for rendeath but there were 804 reinstate- Ketzler,
ovations and a. general housecleanments and 70 reelectjons, latter Kohlmar, Matt Kolb.
James V. LaCurto, Art Lee>Edith ing.
comprising actors who had quit
show business. Some of the new Lemmert, Pass LeNoir, A. Francis
members were elevated from the Lenz, Dorothy' Lewis, Frederick G.
chorus branch. Added life member- Lewis, Paul Leyssa, Leo Lindhard,
BIG
ships numbered 16, fee being $180 Carrie Lowe.
Clyde
McAtee, Frank McCoy,
each, which actually represents 10
Macy, Aileen Manning,years' dues. There are some mem- Carleton
bers given, that rating on an honor- Bert Marion, Scott Mattraw, Eric
Dallas, June 3.

140 EQUITYITES DIED
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•

DALLAS OPERETTAS

,

who

Among those
ary basis.
joined the life-member list are Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne, Ralph
Maurice Evans, Martha
Scott and Carl Benton Reid.
One of the minor items of income
was the $25 fee charged managers
when Equity issues checks to pay
off salaries. Total amount handled
during the year" was $1,200,445, most
of which was paid out to actors in
Bellamy,

some 60 companies.

Donald Meek, Margaret
Grace Moore, Elizabeth Mur

Mayne,
Miles,
ray.

Robert

Homer

.

O'Connor, Peggy O'Neil,
V. Oldfleld, Ole Stephen

Olsen, Otis Oliver.
Webster Patterson, Walter Pearson, Antoinette Perry, Frank Peters
Margaret Pitt, Paul' Pollock, Peter
Paul Porcasi, Victor Potel.
:

With the sixth Starlight Operetta
s»t to roll June 16, and
the
starter
"Showboat"
as
at
Dallas'
Fair Park
Casino,
final
casting has been announced by the
officials of the State Fair of Texas.
Names to appear during the 10week season are: John Brownlee,

Responding to reports on the possibility of another war, Brooks Atkindrama critic for the N. Y. Times, wrote the lead article in the paper's
last Sunday (1) magazine headed "America and Russia— Dangers and
Hopes." In it he declares that war is not probable "if we show the worid
that our strength is based on- true democracy." Reviewer, who recently
won a Pulitzer prize for his articles on Russia, having been a special
correspondent in Moscow, stated, in part: "Between the United States
and Soviet Russia political relations are obviously serious and possibly
grave. But despite -the bitterness apparent on every level, they are not
dangerous now. Although the pure logic of our relations has pointed
toward war for at least two years, war is impossible now and by no means
son,

inevitable eventually."

Atkinson returned to Broadway

first

nights during

the past season.

him abroad and wrote her impressions in
week by Bobbs-Merrill Company called "Over At
Uncle Joe's." It's described by a Time book reviewer as an "impious
and witty record of a stay in Stalin's Moscow." The bookman -was espeOriana, his wife, accompanied

a

volume published

last

cially attracted to sections

on native children, that part of the tome being

regarded as "amusing, even brilliant."

Nearly a score in "Up In Central Park," which closed a disappointing
return engagement at the City Center, N. Y., Saturday (-31), had joined
the musical during its coast to coast tour, and the management was required to pay their return transportation. Most of the hinterlanders were
in the chorus and resided as far away as Seattle, cost of sending the girls
home approximating $4,000.
It was planned' to send "Park" to Atlantic City for the summer, and a
long tour, mostly one-nighters, was slated for next season, but that plan
appears to have been shelved. First week at the City Center was overestimated, actual takings being around $15,000 the first week and not much
more last week. Equity paid off the company on both of the final Saturdays out of money deposited there by Mike Todd a couple of years ago.

Summer "venture for the City Center, N. Y., by a group of Broadway
actors calling themselves the- Company of Twelve, has worked out an unusual way to divide the profits of a 10-week season. It's the first stock
Players will get the regulation stock
outfit on Broadway in many years.
minimum, which is considerably less than the minimum for the house a id
company manager, the press agent and the scenic designer.
At
the end of the summer the actors will receive the major share of the
net, in that way equalizing the higher pay to the staff.
City Center had a
cooling system installed last summer at a cost of $62,000. Installation was
said to have been defrayed by the city, which owns the property, leased
to a non-profit group including former municipal officials.
George Abbott has specially incorporated for his summer stock activities,
at Ogunquit, Me., this summer, separate from his regular production activities.
It's expected that he will try out several new plays in the hideaway. One of the officers in the summer show project is Carl Fisher,
Abbott's nephew, but he won't be active, being on the Lindsay and Crouse
staff and manager of their Hudson, which has "State of the Union."
Presentation of the Clarence Derwent annual prizes of $500 each to the
best non-featured supporting' actress and actor of the season was made by
Cornelia Otis Skinner during Equity's annual meeting' Monday (2), winners being Patricia Neal, who appeared in "Another Part of the Forest,"
and Tom Ewell, of the current "John Loves Mary."
1

John Golden was ordered abed with a leg affliction for the second time
recently, but he was at his office for a day last week, using a cane. He's
started growing a mustache, incidentally, telling friends he won't shave it
off until he can discard the cane.

season

(lays on Broadway
Louisiana Lady
Hall Shelton production of musical com-

edy In

two acts (nine

scenes).'

Features

neither of which is destined for the
hit parade.
Among the roster of featured play-

Charles Judels,
Edith Fellows,
Monica ers, Edith Fellows registers most efRay Jacquemot. Victoria Cordova, fectively with an impish comic perWalburn, Moore.
George Baxter, Lou Wills. Jr. Book by
Johnny
Downs,
Jane
Deering, Isaac Green, Jr., and Eugene Berton; sonality and a voice that's very sweet
Nan Ray, Rags Ragland, Paul Ra Dorothy Sandlin,
lyrics and music, Monte Carlo and Alma in the middle range but slightly too
Niesen,
Gertrude
porte, Cyril Raymond, Allen Reeves,
staged by Edgar MacGregor; tremolo in the upper registers. Ray
Lew Parker, Patricia Morison, Sanders;
dances staged by Felicia Sorel; settings by Jaqquemot
Stuart Robson, Lionel Royce.
also scores nicely with a
Jackie
Gleason,
Walter
Cassel, Watson
Barratt;
costumes
by
Frank solid baritone. As straight comedy
Ivy Scott, Marie Scotte, Nella Sey
lighting by Leo .Kerz; orchesAnn Andre, Ann Ayars, Lariny Thompson;
trations by Hans Spialek and Robert Rus- player, Charles Judels fails to click,
mour, Arthur Shaw, Florence Short
Ross,
Harry
StockWell,
Clarissa,
set
Bennett; conductor and choral arrange- with most of his lines falling flat
John Souther, Page Spencer, Lulu
Violet
Carlson,
Miriam
Seabo.ld, ments, HUdlng Anderson. At Century the- due to a basic lack of substance.
Sutton.
atre, N. Y.
June 2, '47; $3.60 top ($« Monica
Moore, who took over on
Sidney Toler, Davis Cunningham, Edith King, opening night).
•Laurette Taylor,
Ollie Franks, Gean Greenwall, ?' Gat0
Ray Jacquemot short', notice when Olga Baclanova
Cash E. Tomlinson, Joe Byron Tot--Lou Wills, Jr. stepped out, handles one song okay,
Chick Chandler, Jack and June Michel
ten.
Vai Buttignoi "Beware of Lips That Say 'Cherie',"
Blair,
Anthony
Blair,
Wilton
Clary,
ara
n
Tina Prescott but beyond that isn't given a chance.
Arthur Villars, Frederic Voight.
S
Corrlne-..
.....Ann Lay
James Wallace, Edythe Ward, Ben Xenia Bank, Joe' Macaulay, Mary <»ermalne
Lou Wills, Jr., contributes one neat
Patti Hall
Dyer, Rollin Bauer, Marie Nash Annette
Webster, Charles Wellesley, Dallas
Angela Caiabelia bit of acrobatic hoofing midway in
Suzanne
.Patti
Ktngsley the first act. Eight girl and seven
Emily
Ann Wellman, and Helen Raymond.
Wellford,
ivonne
Ann viola boy dancers back up the show with
Technical
staff
include
Roger
August Wicke, Al Woods.
Marie-Louise
Edith Fellows
some
Gerry,
stage
director;
nice ballet work, and the
Maurice
Charley
Howard Blaine
Ollie Young.
Christophe
Kelly, dance director; Guiseppe Hug"..
-....Bert Wilcox chorus of eight femme and eight
male voices give good support to the
Lee Ke
Bamboschek, musical director; Genevolve
Isabella Wilson score.
Michael Lepore, assistant musical Madame Corday..
Monica Moore
Costuming is firstrate, with the
Franco-Harlem Musical
G1! Ca3s
director; Peter Wolf, scenic design- Pierre
Marquet
Robert Klmberly players garbed in rich and colorful
en; Douglas Morris, technical di- Mertuche
George Baxter period dress for highly attractive
By Dietz-Loos-Alstone rector; Gaston Longchamps, as- Alphonse
Charles Judels ensembles.
Herm.
C elesto.
Bertha Powell
sistant
scenic
designer,
Jerry
and
While Howard Diefz, Metro pubGeorge Roberts
?,„"'; u " k
{"skins
Berton Davis
ad veepee, has been abroad on busi- Jordan, stage manager.
Icetime of
Frances Keyes
i
ness, Alstone and Anita Loos have
Sonja Henio and Arthur M. Wirtz proColondrina.
Victoria Cordova
Kim
duction
Hunter
ot
Feaas
Claudia
skating
en
nl
In
two
parts.
a
revue
been huddling on a Franco-Harlem
Patrick Meany
V.^ , t Mason
Sklppy Baxter, Joan Hyldolt, Freddie.
Bm Wilcox tures
Kim Hunter, American actress Judge Morgan
stage musical for which Dietz will
Trenkler, Joe Jackson, Jr.," The Bruises,
Fritz Diet!, Brandt Slaters, James Caesar,
supply the lyrics.
who clicked in British films, has
"Louisiana
James
Lady"
Carter,
Castle,
is
Claire
Paul
Dalton,
set
for
the
Book is by Miss Loos and Alstone been booked to do "Claudia" at sev- most part
inside a New Orleans bor- Grace and Slagle, Jlmmte Sisks, Lou Folds.
(simply billed as a single name), eral eastern haylofts.
Production director. William H
Burke;
Actress is dello, circa 1830, but for
all the spice staged by Catherine
Little-Held; music, and
best known for his "Symphony," is scheduled to handle the role of the and wit this tuneshow
holds, it might lyrics, James Littlefleld
John Fortls;
*
doing the tunes,
young wife at Legend Playhouse, just as well have been laid out in a settings, Bruno Maine -*nd
and Edward GilStamford, N. Y.; County Playhouse, respectable home for » old ladies bert; costumes, Lou Elsie., Billy Livingston
and
Kathryn
Center,
Kuhn.
at
Lady
Opened
whose physical production
Suffern, N. Y.; Lake George, N, Y.;
T., May 28, '47; $2.40 top.
was salvaged from a tryout turkey,
Lake Placid, N. Y., and the Detroit
Albany Repertoire
° rleans," can't hide
Skating revues have been the "most
Music Hall.
ill fl
£S5
a«oot beneath the new high
Albany, June 3.
successful attractions at the Center
£ii
heel. It plods along through
its
two
season
repertoire
since
A nine-week
of
the development of Radio City
acts without ever becoming
New L. A. Strawhat
even by the Rockefeller interests, and
is scheduled the middle of Novemadequate entertainment.
Its
Los Angeles, June 3.
box- that policy, initiated half a dozen
ber for the former Capitol, to be
office chances are weak.
Creative Theatre, new summer
years ago, was resumed last week
renamed The Playhouse by Malcolm
Biggest millstone on this musical
stock company, opens here this week
is after a layoff of a month or so.
Atterbury.
an inferior book. It has barelv
a Present show should turn the trick
Atterbury, who operates the Tam- at the Starlet theatre with a new wisp of inventiveness. Plot revolvine well into
the new season.
areck Playhouse, at Lake Pleasant play, "Displaced Person," authored around a high-class" madame with
"Icetime of 1948" is a strengthened
by Alvin J. Keller.
an innocent daughter coming on
in the Adirondack Mountains, durthe edition of last season's "Icetime,
Second offering will be a modern scene is an old chestnut thats served with much
ing the summer, purchased the Capi^
of that revue retained.
Unes
version
of
"Lysistrata,"
are
creaking
opening
Comedy
with
last
year
from
W.
Farley.
features have especially
tol
W.
.L andi the
x?
age,
gags were old from the been emphasized,
and they score,
He planned to remodel, modernize July 3,
day they were born.
some being new, while others are
and int'imatize the 25-year-old house,
The tunes and terping are
back after interludes that include
Crosby's Group
much
but the CPA in Washington refused
better than the book
but in them- appearances in Sohja Henie's "HolLake
George,
N.
Y.,
June
permit
after
regional
issue
a
the
3.
to
selves aren't nearly strong
lywood Ice Revue." Miss Henie and
Joe Crosby, will operate the Bolton to carry the show. Show enough Arthur M. Wirtz are "Icetime's" preCPA okayed Atterbury's application.
features
Restrictions recently were lifted, Landing summer theatre this year, nine songs, competently composed senters.
and nicely varied, but the
thus permitting Atterbury, son of opening July 1.
lyrics like „ It's the eighth skating show at the
Crosby plans to try out a new taf b00k '.,^e tasteless Best of the Center, with William H. Burke in
the late president of the Pennsyllot
are "The Night Was
charge of production, as he is with
revue.
vania Railroad, to go ahead.
Blame" and "A Little Bit All to
N^ive"
(Continued on page 52)

Allan

Jones,

Raymond

'

(NX) Opera Co.
On AGMA Unfair List

Roch.

The Rochester .(N. Y.) Grand Opera
Co. and' Mrs. Josephine Di- Crasto,
its head, have been placed on the un-i
fair list of American Guild of Musical Artists, for alleged breach of
contract.
engaged singersGroup, says
Hilde Reggianf and Bruno Landi, at
$400 each, on a play-or-pay contract,
performance
of "La
to sing leads in a
Traviata" on Feb. 5, 1947. Outfit,
the union adds, canceled the per-

AGMA,

formance, putting it on instead
Feb. 19, engaging other singers for
the event, and not paying the original
duo.
warns its members they
can't accept employment from Mrs.
Di Crasto or any other company
.

AGMA

owned or managed by

her.

Dazian's 105th Anai
Dazian's, oldest theatrical fabric
in the country, is marking its
105th anniversary with an exhibit of
theatrical memorabilia. Displ&y includes clothes and props used by

house

•Sarah Bernhardt, William Faversham, Mrs. Fiske, the Barrymores,

and

others.

Dazian's was founded in 1842 by
Wolf Dazian, a Bavarian immigrant,
and is now headed by Emil Friedlander, who's chairman of tht board,
and active in other showbusiness
lines.
He- headed the USO-Camp

Shows production
war and is active
v

'.ih

staff

during the

in the legit field
his backing of plays.

Skulnik's Yiddish Musical
will be starred
My Luck," new Yiddish

Menasha Skulnik
in

"Just

musical comedy by Abe Ellstein,
with which William Rolland will
inaugurate the 1947-1948 theatrical
season at the Second avenue theatre, N, Y., Sept. 24.
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VARIETY
STEWART

New Season Puzzling to Broadway

Frank Fay has signed to play
"Harvey" for another season, and
Brock Pemberton has come up with
an indicated boxoffice plum by
signing James Stewart to replace

Because of Uncertain Production;

New Shows

100
A

number

of

new

Listed 21 Musicals

with other

action

plays,

2-Week

In the offing

nearly

all

known quantities so far
agerial skill is concerned.

as

"Road" ran on Broadway

Moore Now

Los Angeles, June

June

ing held in

consider

745.

Legiters
Scandinavian
in
the
countries were affected this spring!

by record cold weather and a fuel
shortage but, according to private
advices, some attractions have been

;

:

flourishing.
In Stockholm, a standout is "Ever
Since Paradise," by J. B. Priestley,

.

the regular ticket elected are: Philip
Ober, 792; Margalo Gillmore. 788;
Bert Lr.hr, 751; Marjorie Gateson,
738. and Frank M. Thomas, Sr.. 732.
Eddie Nugent was named as a replacement councilor with 1,051 votes.

j

play shown in the English provinces but not in London because no.
theatre was available, although the
author wrote the script quite some
time ago. In the same city, and
doing wel1 despite being panned.
a

j

,

"
Plans For Tomorrow," is a Zoc
Ak' ns P' a y presented in New York
under the title of "Mr. January and
Mrs. X." "Richard HI" is also prospering. Miss Akins' play flopped on
Broadway.
In Malmo, Sweden, "Desert Song"
is faring very well, but "The Constant
Nymph" isn't. "The Glass
Menagerie."
in
Oslo,
drew fine
notices, and attendance is excellent,
same going for "Born Yesterday."
while "Ten Little Indians" has done
only fair. Denmark appears to have
been affected
more than other
northern nations, but "Born" is a
smash there and slated through the
summer. "The Skin of Our Teeth'' is

!

•

'

Around 65'i. of the total senior
membership in good standing voted,
probably the largest percentage for a
similar election at Equity.

There

over

were

mately

1,600

were

1,430

to

New York

new

to

regulations for stage

fairly

are

members

not

previously

of

Equity,
aclecl

as

approxi-

ballots,
valid.

a

group.

3.

is

is

a

member.

emergency.
First assistants
not act either but can understudy, the purpose of the rule being
to stop doubling in jobs, which occasionally occurs.
In some managerial offices stage managers have
been called upon to aid the producer long in advance of rehearsals.
That is out, and if the producer calls
in the stage manager the latter may
not work in the office or theatre
unless he's paid and under contract,
salary to start not less than two
weeks prior to the start of rehearsals.
It's
agreed, too, that a
committee of three stage managers
will be present whenever the council considers matters pertaining to
their group.

may

revisions. And herein resulted a snarl between Douglas and Fay
that required a legal solution.

Col.

Douglas avers that the actor did
no work on the play during the long
interval, nor could he get any re-

To

plan

on

One
posal

R&R

classification.

Coast Office

entertainment program, has resigned
as Coast rep of the Shuberts after
a year and a half, to join. the Ruthrauff & Ryan ad agency as Coast
office manager.
Young was colonel in charge of
N. Y. headquarters of Army.Special
Services, supplying blueprint shows,

linquishing any copyright claims.
Although the poet lived 150 years
ago a number of his ballads, including "Of All Those Endearing Young
Charms,"' "The Last Rose of Summer" and "Minstrel Boy," are siill
popular classics. Some of the songs
are slated to be sung in the snow
though it will not be a musical.
Marshall
(Mickey) Ambrose has
lightened the script and will have

Better

known

The

„t

candidates to the

m

known unU , yestcrd
es >
amendment will likely have to

bejng
the

j

bfi

.,

d

b

,.

eferendum

,

.

1.

-

|

i

,

;

re-

,

|

I

j

!

;

j

stage

Admission would started after a flock of Equityites
lines.
come from junior and senior high- departed, which was immediately
schoolers, who would be asked to after
the voting
for
councillors.
attend at least two plays per season, Confusion
arose
when Equity
j

portation

I

j

u-i
:
1

"clluse^eui.^
Council refused the
minimum of ? 150 for straight plays
and $200 for musicals on Broadway.
with the same applying for the road
plus $7.50 per day subsistanee pay.
Also rejected was a list of qualifications to be met by aspirants for
'.stage managerships, council feeling
that, might prevent efficient newcomers from entering the field.
Representing the petitioners were
active stage managers Eddie Dimond,
Bill Ross. Eddie Mendelsohn, Jerry

m

were cheeked and counted, result not

,

President
chairman,

I
|

Clarence
Derwent,
as
asked for a count from

Eyes Film Names
'those eligible to vote. An error was
promptly claimed, so another count
For 2 Fall Legits was
was clear that the
made.
It
I

)

!

Hollywood. June 3.
motion passed by at least a majority
Film talent for two legit shows is of two-thirds, but it was doubtful of
Barnard adoption because of the number who
here
by
being sought
general manager. walked out.
his
Straus and
Rules call for 750
will
inspect
Pair
Lodewick Vroom.
senior members in good standing
ant was Major John Shubert, J. J.'s
Hollywood players for roles in "Safe to be present in order that an
son. Duo combined for a while after
Harbor" and "Love and Obey," amendment go onto the books,
the war on legit and radio activiYork.
staging
in
New
slated for
Objectors charged that there is a
Before Whyte and Frank Hall.
ties, which didn't pan out.
As a partner in the Straus and joker in the amendment, which rethe war, at one time'. Young was asHaas team that produced "Temper duces the number of weeks a junior
sistant program manager of NBC in
Wind" in the east. Straus is must appear on stage from 50 to 30
Tucker to Sing in Italy Ihe
Hollywood.
about
executives
contacting studio
weeks, within at least two years
cantor
Richard Tucker, who was
filming the play.
[and in at least two shows, in order
before he became a Metropolitan
Shuberts' A. C. Deal Dropped
to be eligible for senior rating. Final
Opera Co. singer, is first Met tenor
Atlantic City. June 3.
Wheeler's Legiter clause in the amendment would
Bert
sing in Italy, since
invited
lo
to
be
council the right lo elevate
Deal whereby the Globe theatre
Alex Yokel plans opening "The giv-' the
the war.
was to become property of the
Lafayette. juniors without all such qualificathe
at
Tucker, a brother-in-law of fellow- Bcnchwarmer"
tions if. in its judgment, that was
Shuberts. has fallen through, mostSeptember.
Peerce. will sing at the Detroit, in
war ranted. That clause was bitterly
ly because of inability lo get to- tenor Jan
is
the Paul Gerard Smith
This
Gio
in
"La
festival
Verona opera
Amendment was voted
gether with the musicians' Union,
Wheeler as argued.
Bert
with
Ball" July 27- comedy
'
Place will again be used in Slim- conda" and "Masked
^Continued on page 53)
prospective star.
J
Aug. 17.
mer for burlesque.
literature, USQ-Camp Shows units,
His assistetc., to GIs everywhere.

re-

It

managers average $150 weekly, n d
_
a few get more, but some get be

Marvin Young, who during the
war headed up the Army's soldier

sponse to a number of communications. '-As the deal called for Fay
to be credited as co-author, Douglas placed the matter in the hands
•of T. Newman Lawler, of the legal
firm of O'Brien, Driscoll. Raftery
and Lawler. Attorney filed application with the Dramatists Guild for
an arbitration. Fay is said to have
made no contact with Lawlor or the
Guild, but last week he's reported
to have signed a stipulation giving

salary.

^

mogt 0 , tne

v0)e

1

:

mum

Young Quits Shuberts

Join

minimum

to
,

.

point disapproved was a profor

mains the same as the Equity minibut nearly all stage managers
receive a higher amount. There are
187 listed stage managers and assistants,
90 being in the former

it

Maps

£££
I

,

picking up
cast from local talent and taking
show on national tour. It is exand diplay
leads
for
pected that
rector will be imported.
Show is skedded to play VanEdmonCalgary,
couver, Victoria,
Winnipeg. Toronto, London,
ton,
Hamilton and Montreal.

Impresarios

of

for the campaign fight,
the residue to go lo the EquityLibrary Theatre.

Considerable time was consumed
by proponents of the respective
tickels. Those in favor of the regular nominees were Bert Lytell,
Marjorie Gateson, Lois Wilson, SidNon-Profit
Haring
ney Blaekmer, Wajter Greaza and
Robert Lynn. For the indies, Edith
Legit for Hi-Schoolers 'Atwater, Lou Polan, Gerald Savory,
Forrest Haring, associated with 'Michael Ellis and Margaret Webster
producer Dwight Deere Wiman ior: s P ol(e
A long telegram from Helen Hayes
years, reveals a plan to establish a
was read. in which she stated claims
theatre for highschool students, who
indie or opwould be afforded legit plays for a that she advocated the
position ticket were not true. Star
Establishment of
admission.
50c
said she had favored Ilka Chase and
such a project depends upon whethRalph Bellamy of Hie indie ticket,
er it can be economically operated.
but mentioned no others.
The various stage groups and unions
Those who spoke for the regular
will be asked to make concessions.
ticket claimed that six of the canHaring estimates that after he didates had been voted for unanicontacts around 100 organizations
mously, the other four being named
possible
will
individuals,
it
be
and
by the nominating committee of
to figure whether the plan could be nine
by majority votes up to eight
"Theatre for Stu- to one. The indie faction put eight
self-supporting.
dents" is the tentative name of the difTf rent candidates on their ticket
nonproject, and its purposes are
It
was pointed out that Myron
General plan is to present McCormiek, one of the three nomiprofit.
revivals during the school year nators appointed by the council, had
lb'
in a theatre adjacent to Broadway repudiated the regular ticket,
and accessible by the city's transFight over the junior amendment

Sept.

upon

Vancouver, June 3.
Canadian rights to "Joan of Lorraine," in which Ingrid Bergman
starred on Broadway the past season, have been picked up by local
impresarios Leslie Allen and Gordon Hilker. World rights are owned
by Playwrights Co., of which author
Maxwell Anderson, "Joan" author,

week's

last

slated

i

Producers will not be permitted to
order stage managers to act or
understudy although all have stage
experience and can step into parts

of Lorraine

slated

in

proximately $1,800, most

Hollywood, June 3.
"Up Pops Love,"
for production by Billy

musical,

Gilbert on Broadway with a $150,000
budget. Ted Miller and Jeff Bailey
collaborated with Gilbert, with Bailey doing the lyrics and Arthur
Siegel the music
Gilbert currently signed for Mewill
tros
The Kissing Bandit,
legiter
start
rehearsals
for
the

tres.

Buy Canadian Rights

I

Clarify Issue
Misstatement

Vakiktv, in which the independent ticket was claimed to have
used campaign funds to pay
backdues of members, so that
they could vote, has been clarW
tied with the disclosure by the
ticket that no funds were used
in that manner whatsoever.
The indies had raised ap-

well.

Stage

regulations approved of will
be inserted into standard contracts
and will be provided for in the basic
agreement with the managers when
and if that pact is revised by Equity
and the League of New York Thea-

arrange preliminary de-

To 'Joan

i

BROADWAY MUSICAL

The

day of the elec-

at
the Hotel Astor. N. Y.,
the regular and independent tickets
heatedly teed off against each other,
s expected; later the union became
?
involved in a battle over a constitutional amendment p e r t a i n n g to
juniors.
Latter came as a surprise

BILLY GILBERT PLANS

had

they

Their aims for a set of rules has
been pending for some time.

(2).

tion

;

reported way off. but "Yes, My
Darling Daughter" is a moderate
success. "Private Lives," proved a
flop, with "Arms and The Man" doing

meet-

week

last

On Monday

managers, four out of eight requests
won. out. Although stage managers

tails.

make

an interest in the play, due to be
Produced by Dan Goldberg, who is
believed to have arranged the backing among Chicagoans.

9

a special Equity council

j

edition of "George White's
will open on the Coast
Producer has
in
early autumn.
launched all his previous productions in the east.
White is leaving for New York

Set

"Moore" and

At

New

Douglas first offered the script
two years ago, but friends in show
business advised him that it needed
more work, and he:, entered -into an
agreement with actor Frank Fay to

to

independent ticket being elected,
Aline MacMahon with 759 votes,
Ilka Chase, 755, and Ralph Bellamy,
Opposition to the regular ticket was inspired because the M^ses
MacMahon and Chase, whose terms
on the council expired Saturday
(31 \ had not been renominated.
Elliott Nugent, with 1.257 votes,
and Raymond Massey with 1,221.
were reelected by wide margins
easily topping the field.
Others on

But

Clicks in Stockholm

to

"Magic

in

Equity Council

Scandals"

For B way Next Season

rights

retakes

Concessions From

made

'SCANDALS' ON COAST

"Tom Moore,"

all

it

WHITE WILL BOW

GEO.

life

up

for

RKO.

.profits

ing several times. June 14 will see
the 3,183rd time for "Father," leads
there having changed no less than
eight times. Lindsay played "Father"
1,618 performances a,nd Miss Stickney (his wife) 1,593.

hasn't

a play based on the
of the Irish poet and balladist
and written by W. A. S. Douglas,
veteran
newspaper columnist, is
now slated to be produced on
Broadway next season.

.

Stage Mgrs, Win

on tour.
"Road" is credited with 3.182 performances in several theatres on
Broadway during seven years be^
tween 1933 and 1940. the lead changgoodly

shortage it's not
likely to eventuate until well into

Tom

week scooted back

this

for

Equity's hotly contested election
for 10 members of the council has
resulted in three candidates of the

.

ing capacity at the Alvin. It is believed to have operated in the red
recently, with takings of around
$6,000. "Road" during its stay was
in cutrates for years, and it was
estimated to have lost money for
70 or more weeks. That red was not
consecutive, of course, and while

gone into rehearsal as yet.
If producers aren't sure of what
shows they will do, the same applies to theatreowners and operators.
So few definite bookings have
been made that if there is to be

or later.

Town"

!

1

Love" plus the untitled
"Music in My Heart" is

fall,

Stewart

Hollywood
|

!

Father" and were
reappear, in the Lind-

Broadway

j

It's

the

Dorothy

With

On

|

"Come Blow Your Horn" and "Sud-

theatre

and.

originated the leads

•

Zoe Akins Play Flops

j

July or August, although summer
stock will be offered at the City
Center.
There are about 100 new shows
listed lor production during the new
season, 21 being musical, only one of
Which is slated this side of Labor
Day, so the recent forecast of little
productivity this summer* remains
Song-and-dance productions
as is.
are more or less nebulous; some
listed haven't even working titles.
Most talked of musical, and probably one of the earliest in the fall,
Rodgers & Hammerstein's "Alis
legro," to be produced by the Theatre Guild, which will also import the
revue, "Sweetest and Lowest," from
London. Other musical possibilities
include "The Richest Girl in the
World," "This Love Business," "They
Liked Them Handsome," "New York,
London and Paris," "Roast Beef and
Roses," "Holiday for Girls" (long
pending), "Sleepy Hollow," "New
"MagFollies,"
Faces,"
"Ziegfeld
dalena" (originating on the Coast),
'Meet Me At Duffy's," "Make Mine
Madame,"
Manhattan,"
"Enter
"Cross Town," "Auld Lang Syne,"

another

Lindsay

who

MacMahon,

Heated Election; Nugent, Massey Win
i

>

and there's another drama, "Dark
Memory," slated later in the month,
alter which there are no indications
of premieres until the latter part of

summer but

!

Stewart is. the. third actor to play
announced to
the "Harvey" lead on Broadway,
say and Crouse comedy for one
performance on July 14, when a new Bert Wheeler replacing Fay last
summer
for a month. Joe E. Brown
Broadway run record will be estabstarred in it on the road for two
lished by the show, will' remain in
That company closed in
the cast for a longer time. "Father" seasons.
Chicago
Saturday (31) but resumes
moves to the Alvin from the Bijou'
'.immediately after the record of early in the fall in Detroit,
When
Stewart
agreed to take
"Tobacco
Road" falls,
and
the
original leads will play in the larger over, no salary mention was made
between him and the manager, but
house for at least two weeks.
Alvin is a 1.331 -sealer as com- Pemberton is said lo have written in
pared to the Bijou's capacity of 614, a figure comparable to that paid
and in the new spot tickets will be Fay. Understood the latter's slice
reduced to $1.80 top. one-half the from the play, on salary and perpresent scale. Figured that "Father" centage, was around $100,000 during
can gross around $17,000 if draw- the past year.

Monday (.2), when
started
son
It's the
"Louisiana Lady" opened.
first musical at $3.60 top in years.
"Open House" opened last night (3),

the

Record
I

Howard
Slickney,
in
"Life

man-

in

51

Chase to Equity Council After

Ilka

Coyle Chase play, the boxoffice of
the 48th street. N. Y„ where "HarVey" has started its third summer, received a number of telephone calls
for ticket reservations.

!

The new season appears to be a
puzzle, except for strongly rated attractions coming from London and
several productions by a few Broadlike
that
look
way showmen
Technically, the new seanaturals.

tuners.
slated for

'Father' Date

To Usher

of

which are scheduled by young producers or those regarded as un-

denly

]

Lindsay-Stickney In

wondering whether

than present activities.

numerous

Fay when the latter vacations for
six weeks starting about mid-July.
As soon as it became public that the
film star would step into the Mary

Broadway producers*

J947-48 and are
Ihey'will be in

are

!

plays definitely set for

Indie Ballot Returns Aline

WHEN FAY VACATIONS

mr

have- no
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Broadway

Sullavan Boosts

Slips;

Plays on Broadway

AT M'W'KEE FINALE

Continued from page SO
Milwaukee, June 3.
"The Magnificent Yankee" came to
sparkles like a fresh bottle of
Ice.hiie of 1948
the end o£ its career with five nearchampagne.
Davidcapacity performances at the
Miss Henie's show. The staff is interThe two femmes in the roles thev
son for a take of $15,000.
changeable, and Catherine Littlefield originated, and Corey in the Elliott
Louis Calhern, the star, .tossed a is the stager of both. Dressing of the Nugent part, make
the lines crackle
farewell party, at Wisconsin hotel present "Icetime" is rich, being and the SRO
audiences howl. (The
for the company and left on week- credited to three designers who like- recent two-for-ones
were tempoend for Hollywood to take feature wise figure in Miss Heni.p's shows.' rarily suspended).
Corey is likeable
role in John Steinbeck's "The Red Estimated that 400 costumes in "Iceand boyish, with a quiet style
Pony."
time," which look new, mostly orig- mannered
after
Nugent's, though
inated in her revues of the past sev- more alert yet in a performance
eral seasons.
more gently keyed than in his
Line skaters are up to full com- "Dream Girl" acting of last season
.

H%G, love

Turtle' to

20y2G, Birthday 24G

Barefoot' Off to

Broadway tapered for the most
part last week as expected, ending
with a long Memorial Day weekend,
but visitors patronized the favorites.
Heavy storm affected business on
Thursday (29), the holiday eve,
•while the balance of the week was
sunny and cool, favoring the outdoors for a change, "Louisiana Lady"
and "Open House" opened this Week.
"The Voice of The Turtle," with
the original names back for five
performances', sent the gross up to

A

.

nearly

"Love For Love"

$16,500.

around

scored, with

Scores 21G,

$21,000 first

but

some-

what under "The Importance

of Be-

cellent

start

at

$21,000

ing Earnest," also Gielgud starrer
with English cast, which preceded.
"Alice in Wonderland," Majestic
(8th week) (CD-1,667; $4.80). Came
down from Columbus Circle after
two Sunday performances; and relighted Wednesday (28); approximately very good $22,000 on week.
"Burlesque," Belasco (23d week)

27G

'Barretts'

In

(C-1,077; $4.80). Hopeful of playing
well into summer; eased somewhat
last week but over $17,000.
"S weethearts," Shubert (19th

L

A,

Bow

Los Angeles, June 3.
houses were open
take advantage of good

Only
week) (M-1,382; $4.80).- Little differ*
week.
ence in excellent pace of old musical last week to
Estimates For Last Week
favorite; gross estimated at around weather and the holiday weekend
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), $28,000.
that helped town b.o. take.
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Retwe),
three legit

i

M

(Musical), O (Operetta).
"All My Sons," Coronet

week)

(D-1,095; $4.80).
field but prizewinning
with a lusty $20,000.

Went

(18th

off

with

CHEVALIER

drams scored

12

,

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial

WOW

50G IN

SHOWS AT MONTI

Montreal, June 3.
Maurice Chevalier closed a smash
engagement at Plateau auditorium
here Saturday (31). Grosses for his
over $45,000.
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek," Beck 10-day (12 shows) stint reached an
Slipped estimated $50,400. Auditorium seats
(9th week) (M-1,214) $6).

(55th week) (M-1,427; $6). Demand
for tickets strengthened and takings
Broadway's top grosser went
{for

week

down

last
$20,500.

around

getting

"Born yesterday," Lyceum (70th
week) (C-993; $4.80). Only half a
dozen matinees on the holiday
afternoon, and this week went clean;
around $21,000.
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (12th week)
(M-1,626; $4.80). Business continues
to capacity although there's slight
variation in grosses; over $43,000.
"Call Me Mister," National (59th
week) (R-1,104; $6), Underquoted

when

previous week,

takings were

$26,500; slightly, under that
hit revue last week.

Kainbow,"

"Finland
(21st

mark

46th
(M-1,319; $6).

week)

for

Street

Always

out, with standees; no difference evidenced by change of leads;

sells

$42,000.

"Happy

Birthday,"

Broadhurst

(31st week)- (CD-1,160; $4:80). Eased
to $24,000 or bit less but gross regarded as excellent for straight play.
"Harvey," 48th St. (135th week)
(C-920; $4.20). One of the shows that
attracted visitors, being quoted at
better than $16,500.
"Heads or Tails." Didn't announce
closing
Saturday (31); dived to
$6,000; that was advance sale; hardly
anything by boxoffice sale.
"Icetlme of 1948," Center (1st
week) (M-2,994; $2.40). Opened last

Wednesday

(28)

While Chevalier's shows here
were about three-quarters French,
he plans to do a 100% French show
during his three-day stay in Quebec
City, June 6, 7 and 8.

'Ready' 20G, 'House'

Got Scant 3G, Philly
Philadelphia, June 3.
recent biz is to be taken as any
it's probably a good thing
the 1946-47 legit season wound up
last week. Recent takings have been
meagre and disappointing without a
really solid hit landing here since
Easter Monday.
About the best of the crop was
"Three to Make Ready," the revue
which ended the second and final
week of its return engagement at
the Forrest last Saturday.
Final
canto saw about $20,000 grossed
not too bad considering holiday exodus, but not so very good either..
Last week's sole opener, "Open
House," staggered through a single
week at the Locust with one of the
season's lowest legit grosses recorded.
Management decided to
switch midweek matinee to Friday
(Memorial Day), and take for that
If

criterion,

and drew favorable performance

notices all along the
first six times; strong.

line;

$25,000

"John Loves Mary," Music Box
Eased
(17th week) (C-979; $4.80).
like
most others but takings
around $20,000; big for straight play.

s

1,370 people.

was

virtually

nil.

Week's gross was around $3,000,
probably under, Crix here all gave
it thumbs-down reviews, and caustic
ones, too.

off

Old Log's 10th Season

"Barretts
of
Wimpole Street"
bowed into the Biltmore for two
weeks and registered a sock $27,000
for the initial frame. Cedric Hardwicke took over the father role for
the local stand, replacing Wilfred
Lawson, who was ill. Good notices
and word-of-mouth plus presence of
Miss Cornell, Brian Aherne and
Hardwicke are expected to- keep
"Barretts" at same level for current
stanza.
Civic Light Opera Co.'s "Rosalinda" romped through its second
week with a very hefty $43,000 at
the Philharmonic Aud. Indications
are that current and final frame will
reach about the same figure.

plement, there being mole than 50 Miss Sullavan's high-pitched delivery
boys and girls in the ensembles. and wispish warmth contrast vividly
Half a dozen falls occurred on the with Miss Christie's pert brassiness
volatile performance, her
first night, one lass sliding into the Latter's
orchestra pit, but such little incidents- sharp delivery and expert timing,
must be attributed partly to nervous- make her part outstanding. Miss
Sullavan underplays at the start, but
ness.
Precision numbers are always eye- perks up quickly to give out with
filling but the pinwheel is the top all her soft appeal. Trio proves once
of the line skaters' contributions. more what a smooth sermon on
Freddie Trenkler is the star comedy sugar-in-sin this show can be when
skater, with no single ice comic ap- played so expertly, and what a likely
proaching his stunts. Runners-up are conquest of England they'll make.
Bron.
the Bruises (Money Stott. Geoffe
Stevens, Sid Spalding), with their
scrubwoman nonnext-to-closing
sense. Joe Jackson, Jr., is new but
Welles
Everything
he's not a skater, giving the tramp

Does

bicycle routine originated by his
late father, a vaude headliner, Jackwho appeared similarly in other
skating shows, is on a bit too long.

Utah 'Macbeth' Revival
Grace, Paul Castle, Buck
Pennington and James Sisk are also
Salt Lake City, May 28.
amusing, as Zouaves. So are Kay
Orson Welles' current version of
Corcoran and John Kasper.
the Shakespearian standby, "Macback
and
Skippy
Baxter
is
beth," is Welles from curtain to curBuster

.

—

strengthens the show a lot, his amaz- tain and good Welles. It's
a Welles
ing, acrobatic solo performance be- production,
a Welles adaptation, a
ing exceptionally skillful.
He is Welles directing job—and
a Welles
teamed in production numbers, too, interpretation of the title role. It's
Extra holiday matinee boosted Ken with Joan Hyldoft, who joined "Ice- pretty hard- to find anything wrong
Murray's "Blackouts of 1947" to more, time" last season and scored, work- with any of them.
dough at the El Capitan. Piece reg- ing then with Fritz Dietl. Blonde litThe play. is being shown here for
tle Miss Hyldoft is flawless in solo
istered $17,600 for its 258th frame.
four evening performances, and two
"Icecapades of 1947" closed its run and production numbers also. She matinees for school children,
with
last night (2) after slightly less than stands out in "Lovable You," retained
the avowed intention of seeing if
from
last
season.
Dietl
and
James
six weeks at the Pan-Pacific Aud.
any changes are needed for a
Take for the last full week was over Carter team on stilt skates. Helga public picturization soon to go Rebeand Inge Brandt again feature their
good $90,000.
fore the cameras.
Next week "Bloomer Girl" comes mirror number and score in another
Welles' adaptation cut the famous
in to keep Biltmore lit, but Phil- duo assignment. Buster Grace and
harmonic will shutter for a week, Charles Slagle, James Caesar the tragedy down to two acts that keep
awaiting arrival of "The Three Mus- jumper, Carter, who somersaults, and moving for just an hour and threeLou Folds, who juggles while on quarters, and the trimmed version
keteers."
skates, are other features.
makes good theatre. It's coherent
Closing the first part is "When the from beginning to end and moves
Minstrels Come to Town," a nostal- fast. Welles plays the lead with a
'Lute Song' in
gic production number retained from flamboyant touch, and the booming
Start but 20G, D.C. test season. It recalls favorites of Welles voice is one of the few in
another generation, including Eddie the cast that gives all the customers
Washington, June 3.
in the balcony a chance to hear
Despite a brilliant opening night Leonard and Lillian Russell, again every word.
and unanimous approval from local impersonated by Claire Dalton. AnA new wrinkle introduced here,
drama desks, "Lute Song" got off to other fine production number is
"The Nutcracker" (suite), with Miss and to be- used in the picture, is the
a slow start here. By weekend, howHyldoft
and
Baxter
use
of a slight Scottish accent by all
aided
by the full
ever, show had hit its stride and
managed to bring total take for Na- ensemble.
"Breaking
the
Ice,"
tional to $20,000.
With a special
which opens
Guild rate of $2.70 biting into regu- the show, is a new "song of that title
Utuh Centennial Commission and th»
lar $3.60 top. figure is good.
Out- by Al Stillman and Paul McGrane,
warbled by Nola Fairbanks, Richard University Theatre production (in coooeralook for next week is bright.
Lion with American National Theatre and
Show completes Guild-ATS sea- Craig and Melba Welch, doing vocals Academy)
of tragedy in twj acta by Wilson current week, and then stays on mostly from elevated boxes. Ditty liam Shapespeare. Produced and adapted
for a third non-subscription week, should be popular.
i>y Orson Welles; settings, Robert Shapiro;
Jbee.
costumes, Rlckl rjrlsinan.
At Kingsbury
with nothing skedded at National
Hall, Salt Lake City, May 28. '47; *3.00
beyond that.

Slow

Macbolh

.

-

top.

Minneapolis, June 3.
With Father," Bijou (394th
Old Log theatre is first Twin City
week) (C-613; $3.60). Around $6,000;
after another week moves to Alvin strawhatter to come under Equity,
with Howard Lindsay and Dorothy starting impending season. This will
Stickney back in cast for a time.
be its 10th season.
Don Stolz is

Lady," Century (MPresented by Hall producer-director.
$3.60).
1,670;
The plantation is the only other
Shelton; score by Monte Cairo and
Alma Sanders; book by Isaac Green Minnea.polis-St. Paul hayloft.
and Eugene Berton; first musical at
'Louisiana

scale in years; opened

"Open

House,"

Monday

Cort

Legit Follow-Up
'Carrolls'

Toronto, June

3.

repeat engagement here, ElisaBergner in "The Two Mrs.
Carrolls" did a disappointing $11,000.

Alexandria

(1,525)

Paces

luT

Chi,

28G

Virginia

(Morosco, N. Y.)

Edgar Barrier

The Filar
Lady Macbeth..

.lohn Mclntlre

Roy Gibson
....Jeanette Nolan
Klotiard

Krsklne

Plenty Black at

Kobert Russon
Ross Ramsey

Keene

^

Gentlewoman.
Messenger

(Period

rurll»

Donal O'Hcrllliy
Joseph By wa er
Bralnerd Duffielcl
William Alland
Joyce Barlow
John t'orey
'.. Georgian* Lee»
Ross Dallon
Gcorglana Lees
William Campbell

Second Murderer
Lady Macduff
Son to MacdulT
Da lighter to Macduff
The Doctor

Current Road Shows

long stayer.

Crane
Sanfot'd

Roddy McDowail

performances of "The Voice of the The Porter
Turtle," as a sort of run-through for Seyton,..*.
their forthcoming London presenta- Macduff
tion of the John van Druten play, Lennox
and the four-year-old comedy still First Murderer

in 1st 6;

McGrew

Orson Welles

Banquo...'
Ross

Margaret Sullavan, Audrey Christie Messenger
was and Wendell Corey took over at the Duncan
Morosco, N. Y., last week for five Malcom
Pleance

(2).

'Carousel'

VOICE OF THE TURTLE

On

Royal

Bralnerd Duffielcl
Sereta Jones

Macbeth

beth

scaled at $3.60 top.

Witch

Second Witch
Third Witch

11G, Toronto

(C-1,064;

$4.20). Presented by Rex Carlton;
written by Harry Young; opened
Tuesday (3).
(216th
"Oklahoma," St. James
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Picked up
somewhat, mostly via out-of-towners, gross went to $23,500; fine for

.

First

"Life

.

But His Magico Act In

son,

Covering June 2-14)
Old filward
John
Chicago, June 3. ?
"Portrait in Black," Booth (3d
Voung Sltvard
Arch Heughly
AC d ta " y You,s "
Selwyn,
"Carousel" opened last Wednesday
week) (D-712; $4.80). Slipped but
Chi (2 14)
very good at holiday matinee; rated (28) and in the first six perform"A nna Lucasta"—Plymouth, Bost. players.
ances grossed $28,000.,, most other 'LAURA' MILD $9,000,
Instead of making it harder
around $7,000.
(2
to understand, it makes the delivery
"State of the Union," Hudson shows doing little better .than holdna Lucasta "
Geary, Frisco of the cast more deliberate and re(81st week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). With ing their own in spite o£ the long
«"i'Vj).
CLOSING CLEVE. SEASON (.6-14
original cast on vacation, road leads Memorial Day weekend. "Red Mill"
sults in complete comprehension.
"Barretts of Wimpole Street"
Cleveland, June 3.
are appearing with business quoted rated very well with. $31,000 for
Jeanette Nolan, as Lady Macbeth,
Biltmore, L. A. (2-7).
at dipping to $17,000.
seven performances in the 3,800-seat
"Laura," with K. T. Stevens and
"Blackouts of 1947--E1 Capitan, does a sound job. Her lines are de"The Medium" and "The Tele- Civic Opera House. "Harvey" closed Otto Kruger, rolled up a mild $9,000
livered with intensity and intelliHollywood (2-14).
phone," Barrymore (5th week) (M- last weekend with a, strong $21,000 at $2.50 top for the Hanna in closing
Girl"— Aud., Pueblo (2); gence and her good looks enhance
Business good at against the previous week's $18,000 the most prosperous season it has nl"Bloomer
1,064; $4.20).
her
interpretation.
With Macbeth
f
weekends; provisional notice posted due
entirely
to
last-minute had in exactly 20 years.
,„ J\
£? 10 S P r < s >; Aud., Denver virtually
a
the rest
,

Nlcolayseri

~

—
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may

scramble to see the play before

stick; $6,500.

it

"The Voice of the Turtle," Mo- closed.
"Iceman Cometh." which
(164th week) (C-939; $3.60). locked up last weekend, did $21,500.
of the original leads (Mar- Both
"Laura" and "Accidentally.
garet Sullavan and Y ic ki Cum- Yours," opened Monday (2).
mings) appearing, takings were
Estimates for Last Week
$16,500.
"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (14th
"The Whole World Over," Bilt- wk) (1,334; $3.60). Show dropped to
more (10th week) (C-920; $4.20). $18,000 from $19,000 last week, dePlugging along, and with two for spite the long Memorial Day weekthe
count .approximated end.
ones
rosco

Me

Mister," Blackstone (3rd
Almost capacity
$4.80).
did $28,000.
"Harvey," Harris (43rd wk) (1,000;

"Call

$8,000.

"Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth wk) (1,358;
week) (C-1,075; $3.60). After biz. House

(5th

perking,

attendance

week around

dipped;

last

$7,500.

Better than fine $21,000, almost $3,000 better than the preceding week. Closed Saturday nite (31).
"Fatal Weakness," Selwyn
(8th
wk). Faded slowly. Last week
$4.20).

Revivals

"Love for Love," Royale (1st
week) (C-1,035; $4.80). Off to ex-

showed

SUMMER THEATRE
DIRECTOR OR TEACHER
Young, experienced.
ences on request.

154 W. 46th

St.,

Creditable refer-

Box 351, Variety,
York 19.

New

$10,000.

"Carousel,"

week)

Shubert

(opening

First six per-

(2,100; $4.80).

formances- around $28,000.

"Iceman
(3rd

wk)

Cometh,"
(1,246;

Studebaker
Closed
$3.60).

Saturday (31) with a lusty $21,500.
"Red Mill," Civic Opera House
(1st wk) (3,800; $3.50). Did $31,000
in seven performances.

-

-

'

but

With two

(4-6); Biltmore, L.

Playing

29

attractions,

produced
more
$25,000-to-$30,000
takes than the till has seen since
1927.

A. (9-14)

B rn Testerda y"— Erlanger,

with

"Bloomer Girl" in for two weeks,
the house clocked a gross business
of approximately $600,000, declared
Milton
Krantz,
house
manager.
Average receipts were over $20,000
per attraction during a winter that

(2-l 4°)

"Call

Me Mister"— Blackstone,

C a)"llVal

(2-'l 4

°"

l0e "

~

Chi.
Chi.

Det

CaSS
'

"Carousel"— Shubert, Chi (2-14)
'Dark Memory"
Lyric, Bridgeport (6-7); Wilbur, Bost. (9-14)
'Laura '— Harris, Chi. (2-14)
"Lute Song"— Nafl, Wash. (2-14).
Oklahoma!"
His
a j e s t y's
Motrt'l (2-7); Forrest, Philly (9-14)'
f ° Ur TCeth
"
Coronet

—

.

.

"Bloomer Girl" on its double-lap
here rang up $65,000.
"Anna Lu-

casta" proved to be one of the biggest drawing cards among straight

dramatic
shows,
around -$27,000.

accounting

for

—

L

I

(6°7

M

~

)

S nS of
(2-l 4°)

.

Norwa y"- c "'-''an.

Frisco

—

The

a two-actor play,
of the cast is necessarily in the background. At opening, the Mercury
Theatre members of the troupe were
good, while the local fillins didn't
rate more than adequate.
Donal O'Herlihy, a graduate of the
Gate and Abbey theatres, is a swashbuckling Macduff, and ex-screen
moppet Roddy McDowail does a sensitive,

if

somewhat

self-conscious,

job of Malcom. John Mclntire, in the
enlarged role of The Friar, ,seems
a little too cognizant of the beauty
of his vocal tones.
The set is strictly impressionistic,
with black sides and back, and a
sweeping stairway that gives almost
everyone a chance to grab the center of attention. No footlights are
used, side and front spots giving the

'Accidentally' NG, Denver
' ceman Cometh"
Studeu
baker,
Chi. (2-14)
Denver, June 3.
Th I ed MUI "
°P era Hou se.
With the city auditorium in use Chi (2-7
)
only light. The effect is somberly fitfor "Holiday on. Ice," Billie Burke
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls"— Michi- ting.
was forced to use the East high
1
nn .Arbor (2); Palace, Flint
Chief compliment to Welles as a
school auditorium for her "Accident- f?!
(3), Temple Saginaw (4);
Michigan, popularizer of the classic came at the
ally Yours," where it did only $1,100
preem from the audience notorious
(1,827 seats at $3.60 top).
amazoo (9); Bijou, for its ability to sit on its hands.
Meanwhil e, "Holiday on Ice" R,m; r e e k K ?(10,;
HiS
Thev did everything but cheer at the
grossed $65,000 with 4.500 seats at
?i 2 - i 4).final curtain, and gave the cast six
$2.50 top in 10 nights and two
h, e
Mak<! """^"-Colonial, curtain calls,
almost unheard of here.
matinees.
Bost (2
,'

~

.'

£

M °^'

mZ\

i4)

Ben.

—

-
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LITERATI
well in Hollywood on business
for

»++

Fawcett Publications.
Walter Hartman, of Paramount'*

Literati

eastern

story department,
book-length whodunit.

doing

53
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Roy Barclay Hodges completed a
war profile on Louis Prima
By Frank Sculiy
» I
I > » *
for Septembook out, "The Conquerer Comes to ber
Irish literary censors have had a
Pageant magazine.
Hollywood, June X>
list of 24 Tea," published by the Rutgers Unirecord
a
with
day
Charles Samuels in Hollywood on
big
versity Press.
Victim
of
a grapevine charge (oh, my aching ego!) that I threw a loaded
being
"in
their
for
banned
his
annual tour of the film studios
novels
Both placed by Bertha Klausner,
question at Henry Wallace at a press session, I must say in rebuttal that
List
indecent."
tendency
for
Motion Picture mag.
general
literary agent Who has mostly newsHudo Gutierrez Camacho and Car- it was Paul Robeson, not I, who threw the question. I merely aslccd the
consists of "Written on the Wind,"
papermen and women as her clients. los
e
v ice P rez
nd urrent editor of a weekly, if he would be willing to play
Dillman gandering HoHywoocUor
by Robert Wilder; "The Mocking She says anyone
^.
'J
f
polities on Broadway
who can fill in the Todo, Mexican magazine
as a super-show to Robeson in "Othello?"
Bird Is Singing," by E. Louise Mally; history of
the war can easily get
Jaspar
nim that Robeson had been quoted in Variety under the byline
Doors,"
by
David Goodis' third novel "Be* loIc
"Men Shut Their
published currently.
of
James
L
Connors
from Albany, N. Y., to that effect. Wallace laughed
hold This Woman," will be published
gayer; "The Wind Cannot Read,"
when
asked
if he would accept such a booking, but doubted if it would be
in the fall by Appleton-Century
by Richar^ Mason; "Past All Dis- McGraw-Hill Preps Hayseed
Maff
Walker Winslow is the author of practical still ne Iiked tne show oi Robeson's hospitality, since it conhonor/' by James M. Cain; "A FoolExpanding into the general mag
tvasted ,0 shar P lv wi{ h the brush Hollywood's crock of culture had
"If A Man Be Mad " published un
Wind," by Francis Askham; field, as it
ish
has done in its formerly
der the nom de plume of Harold givcn t0 him
"I'll Get You for' This," by James
specialized book division, McGrawAlter checking on the 57G Wallace grossed for one performance when
Maine.
Hadley Chase; "A Pin's Fee," by Hill is preparing to
get out a farm
Daniel S. Gillmor, who used to booked i nto the Gilmore stadium, after being blown out of the Bowl, I'm
Peter de Polnay; "Coming Home," publication.
It's being denied at the
edit the now-defunct pic mag, Fri- beginning to wonder if the offer to split a Broadway billing shouldn't
by Lester Cohen.
McGraw-Hill quarters that the proj- day,
come from Wallace instead of Robeson. Was there ever before in America's
to Survey Graphic as an asso
Also "Holdfast," by A. G. Street; ect is definitely
set as yet, but the
history a vicepresident, active or ex, who could draw much more than
ciate ed.
"Cowards and Brave Men," by John planned amalgamation
of two of its
Geoffrey Holmes' novel. "Finders his cwn breath, let alone $57,000?
M. Milling; "Deep Shadows," by periodicals, Aviation and Aviation
Keepers," will be published by BanLooks Like Pitch for the Roxy Record
Audrey Bushby; "Lift Up Your News, into Aviation Week,
is said. to
tam Books, with a first printing of
Gates," by Maura Laverty; "Nico- be for the purpose
As an added attraction, Katharine Hepburn baiting red-baiters while
of obtaining the
250.000.
Dorothy
Walworth;
by
demus,"
robed in a flaming red dress and a decidedly sunburned nose might turn
necessary paper for the farm mag.
James Russell to Hollywood to rep- the thing into
"Man on Fire," by Clifford M. Pota roadshow that could run well into The Payoff in NovemHost of national and regional farm
resent Random House in the proter; "The Fall of Valor," by Charles publications
ber." Instead of using acrobats to open. Wallace might book the Hollywood
will necessarily give
motion of the Michael Morgan novel, Bowl officials in
Jackson; "Back," by Henry Green; McGraw-Hill stiff
a boomerang act, he being very skilled at throwing these,
competition.
"Nine More Lives."
"East of Temple Bar," by Joan
too.
Fiction writer Donald Wollheim
Suter; "Russian Symphony," by Guy
Since both Miss Hepburn and Robeson think it's time for show people
Wire Congress For Sound?
will be editor of a new weird-story
Adams; "The Desert Crime," by Roto
take
the
fight
for freedom into the politician's cloak room, it seems
Mag writer Jack H. Pollack has a mag to be put out by Avon Book
Co.. only lair for politicians in turn
land Daniel; "Call the Lady Indis- piece
to enter show biz and fight for their
on
broadcasting
Congress called Avon Fantasy Reader.
by Paul Whelton; "Time ("Let's Put Congress
creet,"
grosses. While none has approached Wallace as a boxoffice attraction,
on the Air")
Crowell is bringing out a third
GentlemenI Time," by Norah Hoult; in the July Pageant.
Dewey
can
sing
and Truman, with or without Lauren Baeall, can play a
Pollack polled edition of Jay Dratler's novel, "The
"The Happy Generation," by Ferenc a cross-section of Congress
piano.
What
Stassen
can
besides
talk sense hasn't been revealed as yet.
do
on the Pitfall." which will be filmed by
Kormendi; "The Beast of the Haitian proposal. The piece contains
Since he once worked on the railroads it's quite possible he can imitate
the Sam Bischoff and Dick Powell.
Hills," by Philippe Thoby-Marcelin opinions
a train leaving the station.
of Senators Bilbo, ConSheila Howarth arrived in Hollyand Pierre Marcelin.
nelly,
Pepper,.
Supported by such a cast as surrounded Wallace in Hollywood, 1 can
Capper,
on wood as motion picture correspondetc.,
For the same reason two English whether legislative proceedings
see a ticket of Wallace and Stassen on a country-wide tour and cleaning
ent for the Kemsley "chain o rnews
Sunday newspapers Sunday Pic- should be aired. A former Senate
up both at the gate and the ballot box. I realize that Presidential races
papers in England and Scotland
People and two Committee official. Pollack did the
torial and The
are limited by law to a nut of $3,000,000, or about half what it costs to
Price of the Toledo Sunday Times
magazines,
London Opinion and pioneer study on the subject several
has been upped from 12 to 15 cents, make a Drool in the Sun. But politicians have discovered devices whereby
Magazine- Digest, also got the rap. years ago.
upper from. 12 to 15c and morning they can spend $20,000,000 on a national election and never have it show
Decision on The People was apon the official swindle sheet. I suspect those devices would be equally
weekday issues raised from 4 to 5c.
pealed and the appeal was upheld,
available to a roadshow such as this.
Irish Printer*' Backlog
Irish
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24 Novel*
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Idwal Jones' new book, "Verpaper returning to Irish circulation
Gum Publications Irish Govt milion," tale of California vineyards
after one week. Magazine Digest is
sponsored company for production of published by Prentice-Hall, launched
banned for six months. Because "rebooks in the Irish language is stack- with a champagne festival at San
cent issues have advocated the tin- ing
up its manuscripts and already Jose.
natural prevention of conception^ an
has a backlog of 120 books and
Albert
Goldberg,

—

Six Minutes of Politix? Utopia!

English
Chat,

Is

woman's magazine, Home plays awaiting publication because
Claudia
banned for three months.
printers ,£an't be found to do the

Comic Mar Pubs Organize
In an attempt to get increased
recognition of well-edited comics by
parent-teaclier and other groups as a
constructive social force, 35 publisher* of comic mags- have formed
their own group, Assn. of Comics
Magazine Publishers.
Organizers
felt that the National Publishers
Assn., to which some oomics publisher* belong, has not been giving
them the attention they feel they
merit.
New -association has elected
George TT Delacorte, Jr., head of
Dell, as prexy, 'with M. C. Gaines,
Educational Comics head, veepee,
•nd Alfred Harvey, of the firm
bearing his name, secretary and
treasurer.
Delacorte said the new
group will act a a guiding body for
editorial standards, will set up a
public relations program for the industry, and will be a clearing house
for research and statistical data.

—

Boston Dailies Cited

New way to cement relations between an organization not entirely
disinterested in publicity and the
press was demonstrated in Boston
this week when the American Institute for Democracy awarded cita-

1

can-Advertiser and Erwin Canham
of the Christian Science Monitor.
additional citation

went

to Wil-

liam Mullins, political writer of The
Herald. Together the citations repThat's
resented nine newspapers.
all there are In Boston.

Favor Factual War Books
books, anathema after

War

the
close of the conflict, are in favor
again. War fiction isn't particularly
wanted, nor are the narrow personal experiences of those
who
fought very much desired either.
But publishers are now keen for factual accounts touching on important

phases of the war, or on key figures,
to round out the complete history
of the big imbroglio.
It's giving an opportunity to those
war correspondents who have not
already written a book or books on
what they saw or learned, to do so

now.

Martin Sheridan, who covered
various fighting areas for the Boston
Globe, has" had his "Overdue and
Presumed Lost" just brought out by
Marshall Jones & Co., and John
La Cerva, who served the Philly

to

drama

and music of Chicago Tribune, leaving Trib to go to Los Angeles Times
as music critic.
capacity Irish
Fred C. Kelly, author of "George
more work than they can produce
and publishers of books and maga- Ade: Warmhearted Satirist," editing
zines
are
hawking their work the writings of the famous humoraround to find some printers willing, ist, to be published by Bobbs-Merrill
in
August under the title
The 'I
or able, to accept the orders. Even
smalltime printers with limited type Permanent Ade."
Henry Edward Halseth's novel,
ranges and out-of-date equipment
are finding themselves flooded with "The Chair for Martin Home," rework which the larger city houses cently bought at a high figure by
can't undertake. No sign of improve- 20th-Fox, went begging in Hollyment is indicated as delays on orders wood studios for two years before
of new machinery from Britain run it appeared in book form.
A. A Schecter veepee in charge
up to two years or more.
of special events at Mutual Broad'
Remote Control Tyler
easting, has written a chapter on
Nearest Parker Tyler has ever radio as a medium of publicity for
come to a screen star, or Hollywood, the forthcoming "Working Press of
despite bis having authored "The the Nation," a compilation of newsHollywood Hallucination" last year paper personnel being published by
and now "Magic and Myth of the Farrell.
Movies," is his 14-year-old nephew
Bobbs-Merrill received mss. of
Richard Tyler, who boxed Ingrid Robert J. Casey's new book, "More
Bergman in "The Bells of St. Mary's" Interesting People," to be published
Moppet also starred in Moss Hart's in October, a sequel to "Such In"Christopher Blake'" in legit.
teresting People," a group of recolParker Tyler works out of New lections
about newspapermen,
York.
gleaned from the newspaper lore acquired by the veteran reporter in his

on a half-hour program, with Robeson playing Othello and Hepburn playing Desdemona, sounds to me like a winning parley. And if it
sagged anywhere Robeson could always sing.

work.

politics

With only 70% of

their prewar
printers have much

Not one

the California climate once winter has passed into
out for the Gilmore stadium on that clear May evening in
underwear, hand-knitted wool socks, a wool plaid shirt, a
suit, an overcoat and a beret. I was dressed just right. Had
cell of chivalry in me 1 would have draped the overcoat at
least over Miss Hepburn, who was performing in a cardinal-colored crepe
de chine evening gown. She opened colder than a Philco refrigerator.

Expands Press Book

A Mugg No Raleigh
But there is no Sir Walter Raleigh in me. The last time I saw her that
was oh the RKO lot, where she was playing Elizabeth to Freddie
March's Essex. Maybe the realization of what Bloody Bess did to both
Ralei *Sh and Essex froze whatever compassion I felt for Queen Katie as
she issued her battle cry of freedom.
As she warmed up to her speech, however, I felt that neither of us really
needed the overcoat. She covered the country like a heat wave. She
cited examples of suppressions in radio, legit, literature, education, art

close

CHATTER

Continued from page

Waugh.

i

She pointed out the validity of this' action by subsequent events. The
executive secretary of the Alliance, Dr. John Lechner (since fired)- took
the liberty of releasing a list of films which were called subversive. They
were "The Best Years of Our Lives," "Pride of the Marines," "The Strange
Loves of Martha Ivers," ."Boomerang" and "Margie." She rolled "Margie"
h
, ,
mU8t have rolled
on her
Rn(}

s^.

privileged to vote naci picKea
up.
Indications are that the final disposition of the amendment will be
by referendum to the whole membership and not of a general meet-

not

„„
from
coast

|

in

New

such

[

!

carried

Paul Gallico

to start a

a-week column

three-day-

!

for

McNaught Syn-

1.

i

1

I

authored
has
Counts
Eleanor
"Recording Service. Inc.,'' tale, of

to coast.

"When," she wanted to know, "had these super-patriots raised a voice
on the subject of housing, or full employment or adequate health legislation, or discrimination against minorities, or feudal labor legislation
such as just past by the Congress? And where do these men stand in the
fight for peace?"
Katie for Prei
Born herself in Hartford, she said America became great not because
" she
ot the Salem witch-hunts but in spite of them. "We are still great
people have always accepted the challenge
the
American
"because
added,
of new ideas— from the day that freedom was born in 17*6 to this very

York. Council may orprocedure or it can. be
out by order of a petition,
which looks certain, if the council
Clause that started the
'doesn't act.
argument would give the council the
right to elect to seniority juniors who moment.''
,
but she went on for a few mo e
'appeared in at least three shows, That should have been her finish, political
merry-go-round before she
stanzas. Fortunately, she got off the
witnin two years but had not worked
and beyond qu««~
Claimed that some were began to wind down. She was placed next-to-closing
none So
too*
bows.
She
taken
have
20
could
She
the
show.
tioh"Stol'e
in haTf^a
the 27.000 got up and gave hr>- a rising ovation. Say, if The f aimet a
acted that long.
-ress, what about the doctor's daughter
elected »•
Indie ticket did not include Ray- Daughter" could get
merely
because
dame
away,
by
a
ried
I
b
moncl Massey and Elliott Nugent 'for President? Or am
Besides, wasn't it Wallace who pulled
!
two councillors who were lvomi- she has smashed a house r.
the fii.st place, uiv.o, but she held them in there, Give •
naled, though they were endorsed them in, in
grand trouper her due.
the indies.

looking over the Holly- der

scene.

m

^

.

,

them

Dick Richards, British stage and ing

dicate July

Shirley Temple, 1938, Margie, 1947
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upon by raising ot colored slips, and
was alleged that departees had
it
left their slips on chairs and some

!

Peter Donald to be guest editor of
Coronet Magazine.
Harriet Arnold in Hollywood to
interview John Ford for Satevepost.
C. S. Forester off to England, to
by Evelyn
be followed shortly

•

critic,

motion picture strikers.
"Senator Tenney," she shouted, "has just introduced 11 bills, which, if
passed, will set education back 50 years. These men have learned well that
the hand that rocks the cradle shakes the world. They are determined to
have thought control from the cradle to the grave. And a synonym for
thought control is mass ignorance."
From Sen. Tenney to Rep. J. Parncll Thomas was but a step, and this
Katie for Congress let him have it for his personally-conducted "smearing campaign of the motion picture industry. He is aided and abetted
in this effort by a group of Hollywood super-patriots who call themselves
the Motion Picture Alliance for the Preservation of American Ideals. For
myself I want no part of their ideals or those of Thomas. Suffice is to say
that on June 28, 1944, shortly after the formation Of this Alliance, approximately 1,000 member delegates of 17 motion picture guilds and unions
met to repudiate this organization and everything for which it stands."

Equity

.

wood

Norman Corwin

Sid Olsen and Mary Gleason, who
collaborated (anonymously) on that
Bing Crosby story in last winter's
Fortune, also did the fine piece on
Paramount ("Oscar For Profits") in
What
the current (June) issue.
partially inspired them to do a followup piece was the extraordinary
cooperation extended them by studio
Ginsberg when they
boss. Henry
were researching the Crosby story.

with Herbert Muschel as assoc. ed:
Farrell regularly is publisher of the
digest mag, The Woman.

film

finally pictures. She said the Un-American Committee tried to frighten
off the air, he the winner of the "One World" award. She
reminded the 27,000 paying customers that "Deep Are the Roots" had been.
investigated by the Thomas Rankin committee because it dared show the
plight of the Negro veteran in a postwar South. She cited Paul Robeson
being heaved out of two public buildings in the north. She recalled the
banning of Howard Fast's "Citizen Tom Paine" from the libraries of New
York and Detroit. She told them that State Senator Tenney, with a little
UnAmerican committee in' California, had attacked everybody— from the
man who had set up the operations of the draft law, the. current provost
of UCLA, Clarence Dykstra, down to students who sympathized with

and

long career.

directory,

to trust

winter, I set
long woolen
Harris tweed
there been a

I

Successful reception accorded his
'The Working Press of
tions to all the Boston newspapers New York," issued last year, has
for "important contributions made prompted Tom Farrell to greatly exby newspapers on behalf of unity pand its sequel into "The Working
among Americans ot every race, Press of the Nation." New one is a
creed and national origin."
weighty tome, indexing the key perCitation dinner brought out top sonnel of the dailies and news, feamen of each paper, the citations go- tures and picture services in the
ing to Robert B. Choate of the Her- nation's 15 largest cities. Sells for
ald-Traveler, Henry Gillen of the $15 a copy, including supplements
Post, John I. Taylor of the Globe, twice a year.
Harold Kern of the Record-AmeriVolume was edited by Farrell,

An

assistant

Cassidy, first-stringer

•

As the Hollywood show of the Progressive Citizens of America raised
$31,975 in a floor collection to broadcast' Wallace's spiel by transcription,
I think I have an idea here that might increase the listening audience.
As he is selling ideas, why not sell it as snipes and soap are sold? Why
not limit the political pitch to two minutes at the opening, a gagged salesspiel in the middle and a straight sales-talk at the end? Six minutes of
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Duggan, Lou Vogle and
Frankie Froeba's trio held over.
Broadway
Herb Elisburg planed to N. Y. this
Tom Ewell out of "John Loves week to join Sam SwerdlofI in conMary" last week with injured leg.
ferences with producers anent bookDario, La Martinique's op, flew ings of road companies into new
to Europe last week to gander talent. legit theatre.
Valerie Cossart and father, Ernest,
Defeat of anti-bookie bill in state
"4rava,off to Hollywood Sunday (1). •legislature has led to charges of atMilt Lewis, of Paramount studio's tempted bribery with a full investitalent dept., east to visit ailing gation on Dade county and other
gambling areas.
mother.
Miami city manager ordered comLarry -Wiener, the adman's wife,
and investigation of
operated on at Polyclinic hospital plete survey
nitery licenses. Law requires them
tor kidney ailment.
to be air conditioned and soundCaverly)
Al
Raymonds
(&
The
proofed, among other things.
celebrated their 29th wedding anniNed Schuyler planed to N. Y. last
versary Mon. (2).
week for gander at talent and to set
Morris Jacobs general manager for definite date with Sophie Tucker for
Rodgers & Hammerstein, home with next season at his Beachcomber.

see walkers from his Ringoes ranch

Johnny

.

to

Will Hay to Norway again to recuperate on -doctor's orders.
Michael Standing back at BBC as
director of variety after a year's

ill-

ness.

Actor-Producer Peter Dearing burglarized, thieves getting away with
jewels valued over $4,000,

Cambridge University Footlights
Dramatic Club back in operation
after being suspended during the
war,

Attack of laryngitis kept Wendy

out of cast of "Tess of the
D'Urbervilles" for a short time after
Piccadilly opening.
Reginald Beckwith's reform school
play "Boys in Brown," revived at
Arts Theatre Club, May 28, earned
enthusiastic reception,
Emile Littler has assigned designer Cecil Beaton to work on revival of "Charley's Aunt," which is
Hiller

Will continue top name policy.
Stanton Kettler, general manager
Bretaigne Windust off to Coast to
pick up his Warner Bros, director of WGBS, just missed ill-fated Eastern Air Lines plane which crashed
contract for one and a half years.
over Maryland. Wa£ supposed to
Mildred Natwick to Coast a week
ago for assignment in Metro's. ."Kissdue to open at Brighton sometime
ing Bandit," starring Frank Sinatra Donner, another victim,' was on his in July.
Nat Dorfman's play, "Errant way here to discuss plans for legit
Geoffrey Whitworth resigned as
Lady," will be- done at Worcester theatre in which he had heavy in- director o£ the British Drama League,
(Mass.) Playhouse week of June 23. terest.
which he founded in 1919. SuccesSons," purchased a two-family house
sor not yet named.
at 31 Grace Court, Brooklyn, and acEdmundo Ros and his rhumba
tor Basil Rathbone bought a house
band, back at Astor Club, where he
Atlantic City
at 9 E. 92d.
has been away since February, reBy Joe W. Walker
Jesse Kaye, former Loew talent
placing Harry Roy, who starts vaudeLarry Steele emcee at Harlem ville season.
booker now heading i.IGM Records'
Coast operations, vacationing in New club.
Jimmy McHugh.'Jr., head of MCA,
Pupi Campo musicrew opened at
York.
London, has signed Noel Coward for
Dorothy Kirsten may cancel pro- Hotel Chelsea.
radio work. Has also
Harry James' horses going great stage, film and
jected summer trip to Paris to apof Ann Todd for pic consignature
Atlantic City racetrack.
pear in strawhats in one of Somerset guns at the
Ralph Melendez band with Dorita tract in America.
^
Maugham's plays.
Business Men of Rhythm open in
into Round-the-World room at PresiCarol Hammerstein, daughter of dent.
Palladium show, "Here, There and
Arthur and Dorothy (Dalton) HamPhil Spitalny's all-girl "Hour of Everywhere," sometime in June remerstein, to act this summer at Charm" orchestra here tomorrow placing the Four Rhythmettes, who'
Gretna Playhouse, Mt. Gretna, Pa., (4) night for concert in auditorium. are returning .to America.
strawhat.
Steel Pier featured Charlie Spivak
,
Harry Green and wife sail on the
New musical group, American band with Frank Marlowe and Con- Queen Elizabeth, June 4, expecting
Society for Musical Interpretation nie Boswell heading the vaudeville to be away for two weeks. On his
steel sliver in eyeball.

on Memorial Day weekend.
Babette's. new show includes Paco

tour on

return here, Green starts
play, "Fifty-Fifty," in the provinces.
his

Jeanette
York.

New
New
for

divorce.
Ed Curtiss hospitalized with heart
*
ailment.
Benay Venuta on vacation at Palm
Springs.

for dress

,

permanent com-

Edgar

Cooper sunning

Pev Marley

New

to

Bergen

to

at

Palm

Orleans on

business.

Honolulu

on

vacation.

Pa

Jose Iturbi left for a foreign conTheron Bambergers moved down
(30). cert tour.
Solebury home Friday
Frank Wisbar became an AmeriTossed party for stockholders and
can citizen.
cast following Playhouse opening
Gregory Peck
history
returned
in
from
Fri. (6). Biggest advance
Manhattan.
of the strawhatter.
Roscoe Ates to Dallas for a nitery
engagement.
to

new

Irene Robinson's

Las Vegas

Buddy Lester

into

more.

Gradwell Sears

Nevada

suffering

from sprained
140 acres for

Bowery June 11.
Murph McHenry planed
Eddie Small.

into

town 27th wedding
anniversary.
Jeannie

the Sherrell Sis-

.

.

•

,

r

•

'

'

'

'

'

'

recuperating after

for an eastern singing tour.
Fred Stanley shifted from Metro's
flackery to Walter Wanger's.
Merian C. Cooper returned from a
three-week Honolulu vacation.

Mar\yri Miller leased a beach
house at Balboa for the summer.
Donald Nelson shifted his offices
from Hollywood to Beverly Hills.
George Dolenz moved into Bing
Crosby's old home at Toluca Lake.
Joe E. BroWn in town to rest a

few weeks before starting film work.
Ron Randell awarded a trophy as
Australia's most popular male actor.
Joseph

Cohen,

Hollywood

seeing

British exhibitor,
for the first time.

Eddie Dean rode as grand marshal
Cherry Festival at Beaumont,

of the
Cal.

Anita Colby checked in at Parato start her new executive

mount

chores.

James Englander In from New
York for advertising huddles at
Metro.

Sam Katzman

to

New

Mexico

to

scout locations for his next cliffhanger.
Marcus Gutt, South American exhib,
gandering
at
production

Warners.
Allan Jones soaking up sunshine
Palm Springs before starting a

at

concert tour.
Charles Korvin, with his broken
still in a cast, will be ready for

leg

work

in July.

Ian Keith signed for three sum-

mer appearances with the Detroit
Civic Opera Co.
Alan Young will emcee the Los
Angeles Police Show, produced and
staged by Al Wager.
Henry Cass, former prosecutor, in
from Atlanta as technical adviser
on "The Burning Cross."

Kay Harrison, managing director
of Technicolor, Ltd.. of London, in
town for huddles with Dr. Herbert

T.

Kalmus.

Bob Hope's paternal trailer is being ^offered free to all exhibs by
the National Father's Day Committee.

John Dierkes returned

to

Wash-

ington after winding up his chore
as technical adviser on "Assigned
to Treasury."
Arthur Ripley to Chapel Hill, N. C,
where his son will be awarded a
master's degree bv the University of
North Carolina.
Tyrone
Olivia
de
Havilland,
Power and Lloyd Nolan appointed
to
fill
vacancies on the Screen*
Actors Guild board of directors.

Budapest

-

WWDC

K

McKeon

emergency appendectomy.
O. F. Collins, Arkansas exhib, to
town to gander production.
John Grant out of the hospital
a'fter a bout with pneumonia.
Lauritz Melchior leaves June 23

.

S

at

film

J. Farrell MacDonald celebrating
his 42nd year in films.
Belita to San Francisco to scout
talent for her ice show.
Donald Hyde returned to work
after a week of illness.
Preston Foster to Portland, Ore.,
for the "Ramrod" preem,
Victor Savilles celebrated their

ters clicking at El Cortez.

•

is

to Peter Miles.
Burl Ives returned from a midwestern singing tour.
Dave Hudkins took over as manager of Club Morosco.

baro's

Gene Austin and

name

for United

name

Peter Lind Hayes vacationing with
mother, Grace Hayes.
Harvey Stone checks into Bar-

to flack for

town

George
Brown vacationing
Coronado Beach.
Peter Perreau changed his

motorcycle

Hoot Gibson staging
races at D-4-C Ranch.

in

Artists confabs.

Bilt-

Moe Sed.way bought
new hostelry site.

Dane Clark

film

Rane Dennis.

By Brlgham Townsend
Toni Lanier about town.
Joe Schenck Flamingolng.
Eddie Mannix suntanning.
Cole Coleman into the Sr.voy.
Julius Klein planed back to L. A.

Club Bingo opens July 4 with a
Hilda, Gloria Wallis. Harriet Lane,
West End legit managers are di- new Cadillac as door prize.
Claire,
Mildred
Ray's
Bernice
vided on later openings of the thea
Nevada's first postwar theatre, the
dancers and Benny Moris band.
tres. Bronson Albery, Linnit & Dun
Fremont, opened to capacity.
Charlie Jones band at Paradise
fee, H. M. Tennent, and Charles
Radio Aces, Russell Swan and Nelwith Billy Mitchell, Margaret WatCochran favor resumption of pre- son Sisters into the Flamingo.
kins, Sherry Sisters, Tahiti, Ranny
while producer.
8:30
time,
Tommy Connors and Red ArmLeftwich.
Spot opened early to war
Prince Littler, favors current 6:30 strong taking over the Trap.
catch Shriner crowd.
Mary Hunter Fowley received diHarold Lloyd, comedian and pro- time.
vorce and property settlement.
19-year-old ducer, made chief Rabban by Anof
his
Sunday
(1)
Dorothy Shay and tiie Wesson
daughter Janet to Robert Adelman, cient Arabis Order Nobles of the
Bros, headlining El Rancno show.
Mystic Shrine here last week. He's
a New Haven boy.
Chicago
Octavus Roy Cohen gathering
Patrece 'Snyder and Ann Wein- a member of Al Malaikah Temple,
J. J. Unger huddling with U. A.'s story material .at the Rancho Vegas.
g£ cen, Eagle-Lion publicity f emmes, Los Angeles:
Artini
& Consuelo teaching afterhere.
Lohrez
Rud
coiabbihg on a tune, "Repeat PerVictor Mature stopped off between noon dancing' classes at Last Fronformance," which Beverly Music
tier.
Hollywood.
trains
for
has published. Song plugs E-L's pic
Cleveland
Frankie Foster's Acquacade held
for
Milwaukee
in
Lyons
Herb
label.
of the same
over for. another three weeks at the
By Glenn Pullen
premiere of "Copacabana."
Marjorie Cummings, having joined
Kitty Kallen at Tommy McGinty's
Hoagy Carmichael will be guest of Nevada Biltmore.
Mrs.
Henry (Mildred) Ginsberg
Every act in town set for the
honor at dinner of Sigma Chi mageast, latter is extending her N. Y. Mounds Club.
Damon Runyon Cancer Fund show
Friedman appointed manager azine.
Now looks as if her husband of Bud
stay.
Vogue, new Warner house.
June Travis and her husband back tomorrow night (4).
(Par studio chief) won't be able to
Beatrice Kay making afternoon
Arnie Arnold's orch replacing from Europe where they 'managed
join her for a holiday.
music
store appearances during her
George
Statler
for
sumDuffy's
at
troupe.
skating
roller
a
Giovanni Martinelli and American
John Thompson and Civic Opera Flamingo engagement.
tenor Brooks McCormack sailed for mer.
Chuck Morrison, Chief of DetecVariety Club getting its new $60,- House officials tossed first night
Italy last week. Former's rejoining
tives, quit to become public relafamily for first time since war, while 000 clubhouse ready for late June party for cast of "Red Mill."
baptismal.
Clark Gable who spent some time tions counsel of the Rancho Vegas.
latter is booked for series of sumRose Murphy back at Skybar's here trained to Indianapolis where
mer opera appearances in Italian
piano between dates at New York's he attended the Speedway race.
cities.
cocktail
Theatre
Guild hosted
Ella Logan recuping at her farm, Blue Angel.
Montreal
Whitney
doing
dance
lead
in
Jack
party for casts of "Carousel," "Icehaving just closed in "Finian's
By Marc Thibcault
Rainbow," before going into the cafe version of "Brigadoon" at Al- man Cometh" and "Fatal Weakness."
Peter Lawford and Syd Charisse
Johnny Howard breaking all-time
Roxy. Meantime her husband, Fred pine Village.
William Boehm replaced Myron stopped in for short Stay before attendance record at El Morocco.
Finklehoffe, Universal writer-producer, planed to London for a Ryan as lead in Alpine Village op- going to Florida for location work.
Palace theatre to have new mareretta troupe.
Mike Fish, formerly With Warners, quee front before the Princess, also
quickie visit with Jed Harris.
Jay Seiler, comedian, into Golden has taken over Monte Carlo restaur- scheduled for a facelift.
Howard W. Kramer, for 18 months
after
run at downtown ant, which he'll convert into fish
in charge of CBS' picture pub- Dragon
Elisabeth Bergner will make her
Room.
Vogue
licity before the war, and former
house.
initial appearance here in "The Two
Eddie White, comic, teaming up
Gertrude Niesen's husband, Al Mrs. Carrolls" at His Majesty's,
ship news reporter, last week was
named advertising and publicity with Peter Higgins at Borsellino's on Greenfield, gifted her with Cadillac June 12.
manager of the Cunard White Star same bill next week.
convertible for their wedding anniMonument to Canadian theatre
Tilda Morse, captain of Met Opera versary.
Line.
He joined the firm four
pioneer George Rotsky, who died a
Co. ballet, directing dances for Cain
months ago.
Carmen Miranda will check into year ago, was unveiled Sunday (1)
Park's seven musicals.
the Chez Paree after the Danny at local Spanish-Portuguese CemeEdward Hearn, Play House tech Thomas engagement which begins tery.
director, joining theatre arts dept. this week.
"Joan of Lorraine," staged by Engof University of California.
Miami Beach
Jesse L. Lasky left for Hollywood lish producer
Morley durRemodeled Normandie Room hav- after setting plans on "Miracle of ing a visit in Malcolm
Canada, did terrific
By Larry Solloway
ing Joey Bishop and Sal Gummings' the Bells." Also looked over casting business
at MRT Playhouse with
Copacabana set to reopen July 3.
unit take shutters off June 9.
possibilities.
Marjorie
Brewer in title role.
Park Avenue Club shuttering for
Euclid Beach Park opened ballJack Durant has postponed plans
Maurice Chevalier did three persummer.
room under a private club charter, for trip to England for tentative sonal
appearance:,
Tom Williams into Blackamoor with Vic Stuart's outfit as starter.
at
Archamplans in motion picture version of baults. Lindsay's Music Stores and
room as manager.
Russ Carlyle visited relatives here, "Follow the Girls."
El Morocco nitery, where he was
Station WINZ granted full-time after six-month stay at
Chicago's
George Jessel will be saluted at guested. El Morocco got Chevalier
operation by FCC.
Blackstone, before starting western
testimonial dinner here on July 15 because it is partially owned by
Harry Richman signed by Decca junket.
return for his work in behalf French - Canadian champ wrestler
for album recordings.
Ted Korosy withdrew from two in
of local showman.
Yvon Robert, whom Chevalier knew
Dean Murphy back in town with Cain Park strawhat shows
to take
J. J. Shubert back to New York in France before war.
his Dorothy Dey, for rest.
12-week contract at St. Louis Muny
after completing plans for remodelHuyler restaurant chain opened Opera Co.
Northern theatre. Decorbranch in new Miami theatre.
Ed Fisher, advertising director for ing Great
ators will begin work immediately.
Kitty Davis held over Stan Erwin, Loew's houses
Washington
here, resigned beGeneral Edward Sebree arrived
comic, with Hilda Ramos added.
cause of ill health. Howard Senora
By Florence S. Lowe
from Australia to witness last perClub Bali's new revolving bar a pinch-hitting.
•
Town s class niteries shuttering for
formance of "Harvey" here. He was
click with continuous shpw policy.
"Cry
Laughter," drama by Mrs.
in charge of tour Joe E. Brown took summer.
Danny Yates orch set for summer Florenceof Kahn
of Baltimore, won
Fred Mac Millan, manager of
through South Pacific.
at new Delmonico's in Saratoga $500 first prize
in Hermit Club's
Earle, back from Florida vacation.
(N. Y.).
playwriting contest, which drew 386
Shoreham Hotel's Starlight TerJan Kiepura and Marta Eggerth entries.
race debuts next week with
vacashing at the Versailles, ditto
Lowe orch in its usual spot. BarneeBucks County, Pa.
Burt Lancaster and family.
e J ck T Col "mbia
h.o. exec,
Club 22 installed Latin girl show
*
t if
By
Sol
Jacobson
in
from
N. Y. to huddle
Honolulu
Tuesday (3) with Mickey Grasso
Bernie
Hart
weekended with east division manager Samwith midbringing back talent from Havana
Galanty
By Mabel Thomas
brother Moss.
bid Zinns, Columbia flack,
trip.
feted
Leo Spitz Royal Hawaiianing it foxHerman Shumlin down for weeka
by brot her Les Sands,
Sylvia Froos in town for vacash. three weeks.
end with Martin Vorhaus, ditto Moe w«^r&. staffer, on
20th anni in show
Miami supper clubs got official
John Halliday and wife back at Behrmans.
okay on the later closing hour (5 their Kahala home.
Moss Hart and Kitty Carlisle in
Operators Union
a.m.).
Merriam Cooper at the Royal from Hollywood for summer at l^^'u'L
local held its 35th anni
dance
International Variety clubs will without partner John Ford.
Aquetong home.
week, honoring returned vets past
stage 1948 convention here, according
in
Cartoonist Harry Haenigsen's Rus- group.
The Kyle Palmers of L. A. Times
to George Hoover, chief barker for in for a three weeks' vacation.
sian wolfhound copped first prize at
D. C. reporter Henrv Mustm han
'
local tent.
Cedric Gibbons, of M-G-M. gander- Somerville show.
joined WTOP-CBS newf
s aff
to
Sam Swerdloff, of legit theatre ing locations for "Robinson Crusoe."
Ken Nicholson and Charlie RobinC
beat
in
3
n6w
airer
group here, prepping trip to New
Tommy Kearn landed contract for son huddling over new play at "City Delk "
York to set bookings for theatre, distribution of Columbia records Raven Rock farm.
Mike Hunnicutt, stations WWDC's
nearing completion.
here.
Jack Hazen, now a Washington
a 1 shin
Dick (M-G-M) Thorpe planed in
£ manP wil l emcee
Community Players brought over p.a., in for look at family paper, wlif
«otographers'
to gander possible locations for new Bea Newport for lead in "Joan of Lambertville Beacon.
jtel.
pic featuring Esther Williams, Peter Lorraine.
Sixth annual Street Fair slated to
George Givot, headlining <?taf?e
Lawford and Jimmy Durante.
Henry Holloway, St. Louis theatre begin July 3 in New Hope for Reca Loew s Ca P ito1 too ill
to do
Weela Gallez and her leerics new owner, visiting brother, Capt. Hollo- reation Center benefit.
ni^r n\
day
°
kay for bal
8
feature at Blackamoor room with way, here.
Paul Whiteman shipping Tennes- ance'of^ek.'"
'

&

from

Lynn Bari suing Sid Luft

Jackie
Springs.

for

in

York.

Helen Parrish and spouse Charles

Lang signed

Cantor

Irene Hervey returned from

for

.

have preem concert at
Town Hall June 17, with music by
Bloch, Jacobi and Sandberg.
Martin Manulis, managing director
of the Westport Country Playhouse
which begins 13th season June 30, set
Herbert Brodkin as scenic designer
for the 10-week season at Westport.
James J. G eller Eagle-Lion producer, back to the Coast after a
quickie to N. Y. for the wedding

(5)

'

gery.

rehearsals at Playhouse.
Victor Bodine handling publicity
Edgar Levy at Yardley barn.

,

of Bible, to

Lois Runser recovering from sur.

Barleycorn
guests at Ann Kaufman's
Acres over Memorial Day weekend.
Don Walker and family left by
motor for L. A., where he'll, orchesshow.
radio
Romberg
trate Sigmuhd
Lindsay & Crouse have released
Union"
stock rights on "State of the
Playhouse
to Theron Bamberger for
Um
th
Mad y Christians, Dorothy Sands
and'Tapa Is All" company due into

New Hope tomorrow

1947

4,

Hollywood

Devon Horse Show.
Max Gordon and Jerry Chodorovs

By George Gaal
Bela Pasztor due to begin shooting of a bilingual French-Hungarian
picture.
Imre Ungar, pianist recently returned from Palestine tour, leaving
again, this time for Holland.
Hilda Gobbi, National Theatre acleaving for visit to Moscow as
guest of Soviet Actors' Assn.
Actress Franciska Gaal, whose last
tress,

role

here

was

in

Rose

Frankens

"Claudia," has left for the U.

S.,

ac-

companied by her husband.
Hungary has been having a Shaw
festival.

following

summer of 1945 the
Bernard Shaw plays have

Since

been performed: "Saint Joan," 'Pgy;
malion," "Blanco Posnet," "House of
The
Broken Hearts," "Candida,"
Devil's Disciple," "Androcles and the
Lion" and "Caesar and Cleopatra.
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95
that 40c bears to the admission prices of the de luxe cinema
palaces in 'New York and other
large cities.
For instance, if the

tio

Glamor

In Paris

Continued from page 2

admission

price

is

the

$1.20,

ex-

who got a good emption of 40c would be one-third.
Columbia presented her with If the motion picture interests won
a 1947 model car during her stay their point, we would insist that
The first few days, Alain the legitimate theatre be granted
here.
Bernheim took her to places with an exemption of one-third of its
a typically French atmosphere: bals- total admission price."
musettes, etc., but now she prefers
Quizzed
about overcharges by
the expensive champagne nightclubs legit ticket brokers, Pemberton reYoulta Troubetzkoy plied; "We know there is a black
Prince
that
(brother of Barbara Hutton's hus- market and we are trying to conShe

is

the only one

story.

•

"But
band) picke'd out for her.
she talks too much about Orson
Welles...!" is his complaint. She is
now in Beaulieu on the Riviera
playing tennis for a few days.

trol it."

Reilly, in answer to a question
legit biz generally, said a
cross-country survey showed it was
off 3.25% from the previous year.
He added that the industry "probably has lost money in the current
-'

Linda Darnell is staying at the
Hotel George V, leading a very
quiet life. She spends her time with
Bob Harley and his
20th-Fox's
daughter Julia and went with them

season,"

Bligh A. Dodds, director of the
International Assn. of Fairs and
Expositions and prexy of the N. Y.
State Assn. of Agricultural Fairs,
also testified, asking elimination of
the admission tax on county fairs.
Committee seemed generally sympathetic to this plea, but agreed the
20% tax should remain on amusement concessions within fairs.

to a small village in the forest of
Fontainebleau over the weekend.
"Forever Amber" has been translated into French, so the Paris public

is

much

She

interested in her.

.

about

arrived at the airport in a French
basque beret but now only wears
She is leavblack cartwheel hats.
ing shortly for Brussels and then

make two or three personal appearances in Germany for our ocwill

cupation troops.

Friedlob says he is preparing
new ice-shows for Paris and Brussels, and there is some talk about
Sonja Henie will bring her show
here too.
can.

very plain American clothes herself,
usually black.
She is seen a lot
with Danielle Darrieux's ex-husband, diplomat Porfirio Rubirosa,
who eelebrated his divorce this

i

j

'

week.

I

As for "Princess" Barbara, she
hardly ever goes out of her apartment in the Ritz except to play tennis with her husband and two boys
on the American team Budge Patty
end Bill Robertson— and for her fit-

—

tings at Christian Dior's, where she
ordered 18 beautiful dresses.
She
did not buy anything anywhere else.

Tax Plea
Continued from page 2
a

good film .house "on- the tax alone,"
and are doing it in increasing numbers. Both she and Connelly cited
.

roles

in

capacities,

(although

ELT shows

became too

MARRIAGES

it

Elizabeth

Kern

Harry Steinberg,
June 1. Groom is
to

I

authorities might offer some financial
ELT, says Jaffe, should
assistance.

have a permanent home, and be a
community theatre. City »id would
assist in this goal.

Group would be

a

real repertory

theatre, says Jaffe. because it could
do as many as 20 or 25 plays a seawith its large group of actors
and directors. Group has plans not
only for N.Y., but also to tour.
ELT is proud, Jaffe says, of several
son,

things in connection with its efforts.
One is the increased interest from
the already-successful actor, and the
lift this has given to young talent.
During the past season Jose Ferrer
one-act
Chekhov
three
directed
plays for ELT, and played in one of
them himself. When the lead in an
ELT production of "Ah Wilderness" dropped out. stopping all production. Taylor Holmes iwho did the
role on tour), stepped in to play the

.

.

Jack Cummings.
Bride isxlaugh-

many
She

strawhat

legit

Metro.

Laverne Block to Theodore GlickBride is
man, Chicago, May 31.
daughter of Jack Block, Chi agent;
groom is theatrical photographer.
Janet Geller to Robert Adelman
1,
New York. She's the
daughter of Eagle-Lion Films producer Jim Geller.

June

productions

summers, her

the

and Royal Alexandra. Earlier, he
had travelled with minstrel shows
and. with Garden Bros. Circus.
Survived by two brothers and a
.

sister.

JACK MAGGARD
Arthur Henry Maggnrd, 58, former vaude actor and later stagehand at the Esquire theatre, Kan-

.

sas City, died

during

in

being with
and Norwich,

last

at Clinton

1

Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Goldstein,
Albany. Father is head booker

Those actors who 2"t

22 at his

husband was Derward Truax,
Texas oil man.
She was wed to
Ames in 1929, the union ending in
first

The same year she
was married to Bruce Cabot, actor.
They were divorced in 1937.
divorce in 1933.

Survived by- mother, daughter,
and three brothers.

long illness. Of his compositions
perhaps the best known was "If You
Could Care For Me."
Starting his career as an ora

there for Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. William Claxton.
daughter, May 30. Father is film
editor for Sol M. Wurtzel produc-

chestra leader, Darewski was credited with having the first modern

tions.

home
heart

samuel

as
his

Davidson

a.

Samuel Americus Davidson, 85,
former theatre operator and member of Kansas State Theatre Managers Assn., died in Kansas City,
May 25. He had operated circuit
of theatres in Cherryvale,

HERMAN DAREWSKI
Herman Darewski, 64, Russianborn composer of popular songs,
bandleader and former music publisher, died in London, June 2 after

son,

a

He had been known in vaude
Jack Maggard when he toured
own stage units.
Survived by widow and son.

sister

Dr.. and Mrs. Eugene Czukorn.
son, LoS Angeles, June 2. Mother is
Barbara Britton, film actress.

May

North Kansas City after

attack.

Conn., last summer.
She was married three times. Her

BIRTHS

Grand

including Loew's, Shea's, the

others.
had also appeared in several

27.

Neodcsha

and Great Bend, Kans.
Survived by three sons.

CHARLES FIORITA
77, former owner
Ashland and Lee theatres,

Charles Fiorita,
of

the

North

St.

ment

in St.

Fiorita,
ago, also
in

Louis,

died of heart ail-

Louis

who

last

week.

retired about 10 years
a swank restaurant
Louis.

owned
downtown St.

Mr. and Mrs. Rudi Fehr. daugh- rhythm band in Britain. Among his
His widow, two sons and two
Mother is other songs were, "Sister Susie's daughters survive.
ter, Los Angeles, June 1.
former film actress. Maris Wrixon; Sewing Shirts for Soldiers," "Where
WILLIAM McCONNELL
father is film editor at Warnei'S.
Do the Flies Go in Winter Time'.'"
William McConnell, 73. a projecMr. and Mrs. Melvin Winters, son. "Jubilee Vase" and "The Toast
tionist in Toronto for Ihe past 35
San Antonio, May 30. Father is staff King George."
As a publisher Darewski headed years, died in that rity Mnv 30. Prepianist-conductor of the WOAI orch
the Herman Darewski Music Co., viously he travelled with circuses
there.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Walker, now part of B. Feldman & Co., but doing high-wire and flying trapeze
son, New York, May 17. Mother is run independently. He was musical acts. He retired two years ago.
director of the Spa Corp. at BridSurvived by daughter, two sisters
radio soprano, Lucille Manners.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Harris, daugh- lington, 1924-26; the Winter Garden and two brothers.
and, later,
at Blackpool, 1927-30,
ter, Houston, Texas, recently. Father
the
that
seasons,
at
in
during
the
winter
KPRC
CHARLES RABINER
is general manager of
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden
city.
Charles Rabiner, 30, died in BrookMr. and Mrs. Irving Haller. son, and Olympia. His musical remin- lyn. N. Y., Sunday (1). He was a
New York, June 1. Mother is daugh- iscences, "Musical Memories," were graduate of Yale's drama school and
Herald
1927.
of
published
in
Lehrfeld
ter of Jacob M.
was writing a play based on the
Pictures.
"Hymie Kaplan" stories printed in a
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent DeMaille,
magazine.
ANDREW R. CHERRY
Several of his plays were preson, New York, May 27. Father is
former
Cherry,
67,
Andrew
R.
Variety.
sented at Yale and he later wrote
in circulation dept. of
distributor, died at his
Pittsburgh
daughter,
for radio.
Mrs. John P. McMahon.

home

prano.

in that city 'last

week

after a

heart attack. For last eight years, he

had been a receptionist in office of
Allegheny County's district attorney.
Cherry's film career began in
Pittsburgh more than 30 years ago
as a salesman for various indie
companies. After that, he was with
Universal as manager, later joining

Film Service, which
Alexander Film Servthen Monogram. Before acappointment,
political
a
had been in the stales rights
with fight pictures and other

old Columbia
later became
ice

and

cepting

Cherry
market
films.

S.

Starting as a projectionist

26.

the old Columbia and Boulevard
theatres when they were owned by
his father, Samuel Bullock, was also
in

|

Maryland.
Further details in radio section.

airliner in

Margaret Langan, 86, mother of
Grace Landon, '"ormerly of Ziegfeld
Follies" and i.ow the wife of Arthur
H. Sorenson. agent, died in Brooklyn. N. Y., May 27. Although not of

show

Northern

Loew

with

associated

Ohio

for

28

she was affectionately
the profession as Mother

biz
to

Langan.

BULLOCK

Charles S. Bullock. 59, head of the
Cleveland motion picture operators
union, Local 160, died in Cleveland

May

NORMAN MACK AY
Norman Mackay, 47, manager of
radio station WBAY. Coral Gables,
F!a„ was one of 53 killed Saturday
(30) in the crash of a Miami-bound

known

CHARLES

'

Broadway

premier

64.

FREDERICK BARNARD

by Paramount.
Her films included "Twenty-four
Hours," "Road to Reno," "Two Kinds
of Women," "Sinners in the Sun,
"The Dear Kiss," "Broadway Bad,"
"From Hell to Heaven," "Disgraced,"
"George
White's
Scandals"
and

.

on a 4()c basis, but on a percentage-wise basis; that is. the ra-

Bonfiglio,

Frederick Barnard. 59, died in
Toronto May 30. For over 30 years
was a drummer in Toronto theatres,

After her marriage to Stephen
Ames, N. Y. broker, she became active in society.
She returned to
Hollywood and was given a contract

Jerome Kern,, com- companies

role gratis. Reginald Mason. Weslej
Addy, Alexander Scourby, Stephan Pittsburgh, May 14. Mother's the
Schnabel, Ferdi Hoffman. Carmen widow of radio publicist and newsMathews, and others, have acted paperman.
with ELT groups gratis. Jaffe plans
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Weitz. son,
next season to enlist the top names, Pittsburgh, May 24.
Father's the
such as Helen Hayes, or the Lunts, bandleader; mother was vocalist,
to oversee one or two ELT plays,
Gerry Richards.
for the stimulation that will bring.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Burns, son,
Talent Incubator
Pittsburgh, May 26. Father is news
Murtha contended maintenance of
Jaffe says that ELT has aided editor of KQV.'
the tax would "cause further fallingyoung talent in several ways. An
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Spernack.
off of attendance" and sure death for
his
actor might start backstage on
daughter, Pittsburgh, May 16. Mothmany houses.
first play, or as an extra: get a small
former Billie Dare, nitcry
er's
Pemberton resented the classifica- part his second play: get a bigger
dancer.
tion of the theatre as a' luxury busidevelop
part the next season, and so
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gago. son,
ness, and declared, in answer to a
much faster as an actor than on Pittsburgh, May 29. Mother is forquestion by Rep. Hubert S. Ellis (R., Broadway.
showcase,
As for a
Zerelstein. of WB staff.
W. Va.), that "in the last 12 months, dozens have received job offers mer Arlene
Mr. and Mrs. William Grande, son,
especially since Labor Day, there through ELT. say Jaffe.
Of this
Father's the
6.
has been a serious recession in the season's '"Peer Gynt" production, 10 Pittsburgh, May
veteran roadshow distributor.
theatre, which has reduced returns
actors got bids for stock, strawhats,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moore, son.
20 to 40% from war years."
radio or pix.
Long Beach, Cal., May 24. Father is
this
In a crack at the film industry,
Of the.. 56 shows produced
a radio announcer.
Pemberton said, "I understand the season, :SELT auditioned about 200
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Gruener. son.
motion picture people have advo- people for each play. It used 837
Falher is a
Hollywood, May 25.
cated an exemption of up to 40c of people in acting capacities this searadio producer.
got
Jaffe,
the admission price.
As they also son. At least 120. says
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Shelley, son.
their
of
state that the average admission professional jobs as result
Father is with
19.
May
Moines,
Des
stock
25;
Price in motion picture theatres showings. Radio look over
the news bureau of WHO.
through the U. S. Is 34c, this another 40; strawhats. etc., got
Mr. and Mrs. Howie Hnrwitz.
Three ELT directors got
amounts to total exemption in the others.
daughter, May 27. N. Y. Falher is
majority of cases.
We would re- strawhat jobs as result of their ELT pressagent.
t,o
gard this as highly descriminatory productions— John O'Shaushnessy
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Laue. daughPost,
Ted
Conn.:.
unless
were direct at Milford.
similar
exemptions
York. May 27. Mother is
granted to the legitimate theatre, at Yardley. Pa., and Carl Shain. at ter, New
Annamary Dickey, Mel-opera sonot
Clinton, Conn.

the great contributions of actors to
wartime entertainment, the latter
declaring that legit people were so
busy in war work that they didn't
have time or opportunity to fight the
20% tax when it was enacted in 1943.
Now, Connelly said, the theatre is
"being victimized by high taxes
which may destroy them."

mother and brother

failed to materialize she prevailed

ter of the late
poser; groom is

at

Giuseppe

signing.

Las Vegas, May

producer

son,

GIUSEPPE BONFIGLIO

A

upon her father to permit her to
remain in N. Y. to study fashion deI

i

33,880

this season),

ill

danseur of the Metropolitan Opera
Co. ballet for more than 20 years
Born Adrienne Ruth McClure in until, his retirement in 1935, died in
Ft. Worth, Texas, she showed talent New York, June 1.
for acting at an early age. She later
Born in Genoa, Italy, he came to
went to Hollywood, appearing in the U. S. before the first World War
small parts in films. She had been and danced in operas in which Enoffered a role in a picture by Ben rico Caruso and others sang.
Lyon, to be made in N. Y., and when
Survived by widow.

Terry Herman to Gordon Wisborg,
Las Vegas, May 24. Bride is a song-

to

Widow,

survive him.

when she

ago,

to carry on.

bathtub fall many months ago, when she
injured her hip and spine is believed
to have contributed to her illness.

writer.

J.,

two weeks

casts until

'

office of Harper's
She goes to all the midfashion-shows, dressed in

high that people can attend

Broadway

important

recent seasons have included Mary
James, playing lead opposite Walter
Huston in "Apple of His Eye"; Margaret Phillips, in "He Who Gets
Slapped," "Late George Apley" and
"Another Part of the Forest": Louise
Horton, lead in the touring "Voice
of the Turtle," and others.

theatre treasurer.

But ELT, according to Jaffe, realze s that only through a regular
theatre, with larger audiences, and
with sufficient financing, can it continue to grow, and revive the theatre.
This season ELT began to
broaden its base, putting on its plays
in high schools for kids, and In evenings at high and trade schools for
adults.
It's trying to build up a
public demand for its plays, says
city
Jaffe, with the hone <h=t

I

head of the Paris

is so

Many have had

Need More Room

The two little rich girls — Doris
Duke and Barbara Hutton-Troubetzkoy— are also in Paris. Former
is very busy with her own job as

summer

j

and staging was woefully cramped.
N.Y. City Center offered its theatre
to ELT for the summer months, but
it was a last-minute offer when other
bookings looked slim, and lack of
capital or the time to raise it, prevented.
ELT would have needed
$30,000 (for actors, stagehands, etc,
on union basis), to swing the move.

the George V hotel,
at
which has become entirely Ameri-

Bazaar.

into

Casey, Sisson Music Co., whieTi had
Radio City, N. Y.
Sisson, who had been in divers
branches of the music business' for
past 30 years, had worked as pianist
and contact man for many of the
top publishing companies.
For a
time he had been pianist-arranger
for the late Ben Bernie's orch and
other bands.
Offices in

ago, interviewing many stage and
screen greats, who had guested on
her programs. Despite the chronic
ailment, she had been doing broad-

Richard Seff was tapped
v for
the film, "Portrait of Jenny."
ELT "grads" who stepped directly

Erna Lazarus to George DiVerdi,
Pasadena, Cal„ May 28. B r d e is
a screen and radio writer.

1

ADRIENNE AMES
Adrienne Ames, -39, radio commentator and former screen star,
died of cancer at her home in N. Y.
May 31. She had conducted a
Broadway and Hollywood commentary over station WHN, N. Y., since
her retirement "from films six years

rolls."

pro

people saw

staying

ELT

Fuller, as oldest boy in "Life With
Father"; Hugh Reilly, "Young Man's
Fancy"; Harry Hess and Eddie
Strum, "Flag Is Born"; MaudiSheerer, "Bathsheba"; Bert Freed,' "Iceman. Cometh"; Joe Silver, "Heads or
Tails"; Al Penalosa, "Cyrano"; Jean
Sincere,
"Barefoot Boy"; Marian
Walters, "Made in Heaven": Harrison Dowd, "Washington Square";
Reta Shaw, "It Takes Two"; Will
Husing, "State of the Union," and
Rhodelle Heller, "Two Mrs. Car-

George Bruce, Hamilton Grangs and
Bilee Baum
Fort Washington branches.
Audi- Union City,
N.
ences were limited severely by seating

of

result

this season played mainly in
libraries,
at
Hudson Park,

agent's eye.
jobs as result.

ELT

as

Betty Blake to Glyn Lewis. New
York, May 31. Bride is co-publisher
of Theatre Information Bulletin.

; Continued from page

four

season

appearances 'include Peter Cookson,
in "Message for Margaret"; Gene

Betty Ross to Al Rogers, Pittsburgh, May 14.
Bride- and groom
are hillbilly singers on WJAS.

Equity Theatre

Vivien Leigh's Clothes
Vivien Leigh just came on a flying visit to have her clothes fitted
for her film "Anna Karenine" which
is being shot in London.
She had
no time to buy anything for herself
and expects to be back next week.
"Gone With the Wind" has become
a legend with the French public: no
film has been more talked of, though
it was only shown once for a charity
affair at the Opera two years ago.
Eleanor Parker, having just> finished the "Voice of the Turtle," arrived Sunday with her husband,
Bert Friedlob, looking spic and span
alter her long plane trip. They are

jobs this

houses
years as

in

a

chief booth-man.

widow, five
include
children, two brothers and a sister.
Survivors

Mrs. Augusta Yorke, wife of G. S.
"Gabe" Yorke, manager of advertising trailer department of 20th-Fox,
She
died' May 30 in Los Angeles.
had recently undergone an operation

Arthur A. Kruse, 70. Akron. O.,
and orchestra director,
musician
died May 24 in Cuyahoga Falls, O.
He did theatre work and was director of the A. E. Kruse orch for several years.

KEN SISSON
I

I

I

Ken

Sisson,

48,

pianist

and

..ar-

James

C.

Piatt,

62.

city

manager

Mount
ranger, died at his home in Regu f/.r the Schine Circuit and
Al time of Vernon. O.. theatre manager for 30
Park. N. Y., May 30.
citv M;<v ?fi.
death he had been ptirtiK red in the.'. yiars, died in that
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Army

Reds Beat Yanks on Nuremberg Film
wrangling in the U. S.-*
Dept. has handed the Russians
a flying start in reaching the world's
screens with their version of the
Internal

War

Hepburn's Soapboxing

fhe projected four-power film on the
trial to come a cropper, it's been revealed. Reports from Germany now
disclose that the Of flee of Military
Gavemment of the U. S. (OMGUS)
in Berlin is fearful that the trial may
be ancient history if and when a
U. S. version is ever readied.

While a tremendous amount of
on the trial has been collecting dust in Berlin vaults for the last

r

Scares Off

McCarey

Hollywood, June 10.
Katharine Hepburn is out as a
possibility

the

for

lead

in

"Good

Sam," which Leo McCarey will produce and direct for Rainbow Productions.

Miss Hepburn's political outbursts
are reported as the reason for McCarey's dummying up on her selection.
It's understood he'll now endeavor to get Ann Sheridan.

fooiag'e

months, Army officials have
been arguing over how the picture
should be produced. Exact point at
which the Washington and Berlin
groups differed has been kept strictly
sub rosa but it's believed to revolve
around the highest policy level.
OMGUS, meanwhile, has become
nine

skeptical of the entire idea, believing such a film will have lost all
value for educating the German people by the time it's ready.
Original idea was for the four(Continued on page 22)

Studios Holding

FASHION FAIR IN

Shift to Legits

Arthur Rank during the past
week has been assured $2,000,000 a

70G

TALENT

siders a fair break in the U. S. exhibition market.
/
In addition to 20th and Par. the
chains pledging Rank playdates
independently of each other, since
they cannot by law act in concertare RKO, Loew's and Warner Bros.
(Continued on page 22)

An -unusually

large talent splurge
by the merchandising clan is slated

"The Fashion Fair Review,"
which opens tomorrow (Thursday)
at Madison Square Garden, N. Y.,
with a performer outlay of about
for

'Govt, in Action

ever
presented in a vaude house, even
going higher than the recent Roxy
show with Jack Benny, which cost
an average $42,000 for seven days.
Talent at the fashion fair is topped
by Jinx Falkenburg (Mrs. Tex McCrary) and Lew Parker. Other acts,
(Continued on page 22)

Turns 'Em

As Top
Show

10.
!

;

Government

wood, probably during August 1948.
Four-week-long congress, he said,
(Continued on page 18)
.

is

to

off from
Hollywood

rfa'tidn's

'

Capi-

wiUching the Government in action
playing

is

and

to

smashing

turnaway business

all

But

]

with

generally

etc.

H'wood, Aug. 1948

here

'

TELE RAP
Big league baseball magnates

it

as

I

1

!

|

Chicago. June 10.
Probably the greatest outlay of
dough in the history of newspaper
industry, estimated between $250,000
and $400,000, was poured out here
the four-day Chicago
to nromote
Tribune Centennial Exposition that
ended tonight (10), during which
several hundred thousand Chieagoans viewed a cigantic lake - front
show and streimed through the
Tribune Tower. Those who couldn't
get out to spe the show were hit
via a network show and television

brmdeast.
Elaborate oro.ram started Saturday nirht with an hour vaudp show
(Contini'M on i>- e 22)
"

1

just to give an idea of why
as hard to get a hotel room
during the height of the war, the
(Continued on page 22)

is still

Connee Boswell Skips
$3-600 Wkly.

in Britain

Due

to Mother's Illness
Connee Boswell was forced to reject a deal for eight weeks of vaude
in England and Scotland last week

I

due to the illness of her mother.
Singer was to have opened at the
Casino theatre, London. July 7. for
four weeks and then nlay. in order.
Glasgow. Manchester, Blackpool and
Liverpool.
Salary, at exchange rates,

i

hi.ve

been $3,600 weekly.

copyright law. Subcommittee members wanted to know why, and
Finkelstein asserted, it was "the custom';, to pay less and for each disk
company to pay the same amount It
all factors are equal (such as the

may

consider television in the experimental stage, but the price
they're charging for video rights to
their games is certainly not experimental. OuMont, it's been revealed,
pays $35,000 for the 77 home games
played by the N. V. Yankees if the
broadcasts are carried oh a sustaining basis. As soon as a sponsor is
pacted, though, the price shoots to
$1,000 per game net for DuMont
(Continued on page 39)

(Continued on page 36)

still

Blanchard-Davis Pic

10,

the greatest show in America ~z

tal

—

CHI TRIE S CENTENNIAL

Film Congress

disclosed today (Tues.) that
the Academy will sponsor an International Film Congress in Holly-

biz

and Broadway
and Vine but in the
42d

BALLY COST 250-400G

officials,

remflWc

•

'Chaplin's

Hollywood, June 10.
Careers of Felix (Doc) Blanchard
and Glenn Davis, West Point football stars, will be done in film by

Harry

Joe

was

to

Rep

Cause of Film's

Ban in Memphis

Show

i

Sponsor

Washington, June

D.C.

$1,420-A-GAME

Memphis, June

10".

Charlie Chaplin's "Monsieur Ver«

was banned in toto from
Memphis screens yesterday (9) by
the local censor' board.
Chairman
doux"

Lloyd

T.
Binford screened th»'
Artists
release privately,

Brown and John W. United

Rogers this summer, following thenprevious tourist graduation, provided the War Department agrees.
records for the town.
Unlike New York, Washington's
Athletic heroes were offered for
theatres and night spots do not films by the William Morris office
months ago but nothing
benefit by stix spending. Those who several
come here want to watch Congress, came of it.
to go through the public parts of the
the Victor Hu.?cf novel, "Les MiserWhite House, take the elevator to
in
Yiddish.
Actors call
ables."
the top of Washington Monument,
(Continued on page 20)

(Continued on page 18)

Jean Hersholt, prexy of the Motion
Picture
Academy of Arts and
Sciences, following two days of conferences

Away

Washington, June

_

In

A

Wednesday

steiri,

YANKS' SKYHIGH

SPLURGE

sense of the value of stage experience to their film careers.
But
there certainly isn't any
exodus
from the studios to the stage.
In the first place, the film production setupp is much like the western
gunfighting situation in the story of

Int'l

Gallup Mayor Asks HNvood
To Gallop That-a-Way

—

A

to

Stirs Possibility

.

Hollywood June 10.
Prediction around here a while
back that "curtailed" film production 'Les Miserables' Staged
was going to send a lot of top players back to Broadway and a bunch
By DP's in Fit Setting—
of the lesser personalities, mebbe, to
the strawhats, doesn't seem to be
Concentration Camp
coming true. Of course, there are
always a few open to stage jobs,
By ARTHUR SETTEL
especially those who came to picBerlin, June 4.
tures from the legit. And there are
The Displaced Persons of Duppel
always a few bright youngsters Center presented to an all-DP audiaround Hollywood who have a canny ence last week a dramatization of

Academy

PACT

U. S.

£?> Washington, June 10.
dropped here last
(4) by Herman Finkelhouse counsel for the American Society of Composers, Authors
year in playdates for his British picGallup, N. M„ June 10.
and Publishers, during hearings on
tures by each of the five major U. S.
This town is making a pitch for the copyright and 'diskbox revenue
theatre circuits as a result of current more Hollywood location troupes,
bills proposed by ASCAP and the
talks in Hollywood.
An additional following the filming here of Harry National
Assri. of Performing Art$2,000,000 is anticipated from inde- Sherman's "They Passed This Way,"
ists, may bring about a, Justice Dependent American theatres, thus asMayor George Budany is getting partment
determine
inquiry
to
suring the English film tycoon of out a booklet for film producers,
whether
royalty
fees paid by disk
$12,000,000 in income annually from listing all residents' available for
collusively
the U. S.
extra chores and itemizing location companies for music are
set. in violation of the Sherman antiParamount prexy Barney Balaban spots, period furniture, herds and
trust act.
Rep. Francis E. Walter
and 20th-Fox prez Spyros Skouras other props heeded in westerns,(D,. Pa.) told Variety that he inhave been prime movers in the
tends recommending action on th*
drive to get their own affiliates and
of
testimony
basis
at the hearing.
the other major circuits and subsids
What caught Walter's attention
to give Rank his greatest economic
was the statement by Finkelstein
coup since the start of his fight to
that
royalty
are
uniform and befees
gain equality in the cinematic sun
low the statutory rate of 2c per side
throughout the world and particudemanded by section IE of the 1909
larly in his battle to get what he con-

By ABEL GREEN

$70:000 for a 10-day run.
This budget tops anything

Players, Nixing

CENTS

25

Of Trust Probe Into Disk Royalties

PLEDGE DATES

J.

Nuremberg trials. Split on policy
between Army brass in Washington
and Aj-nriy toppers in Berlin caused

itll

PRICE

Chance Remark

Snarl Let

cents.

t,

1947

11,

RANK'S $12,000,000
Claim Internal U.S.

!•«

then closed the doors of all theatres
in
Memphis and Seelby County
'

against

it,

"We don't "have to give our rearson," the Memphis censor asserted,
but added that he acted "because the »
(Continued on page 50)
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Am Plea

Bar
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MISCKLLAPTV
to Pix, Radio, Comics On

10.

met here at the Invitation
American Bar Assn. officials.
Session was exploratory on the subject ,of crime, justice, judges and
lawyers as depicted via- the three
media. Nothing was decided but a
further session will probably be held
in the fall at which time the Bar
Assn. hopes it can make specific suggestions for curbing certain portrayals on celluloid, over the air and

strip reps

of

in the strips.
What struck in the craw of some
of those present was the fact that
spokesmen said they were
the
unhappy over the way lawyers are

ABA

in

many

instances.

It

was

by the entertainment people that
they agreed to curb certain presentations of lawyers, they would
have to do the same thing for other
professions
and businesses, and
would soon ^flnd themselves subject
to an invisible, new censorship.
Among those present at the session at the Mayflower Hotel were:
Carl B. Rix, president of the ABA;

felt
if

Arthur

chairman of its
criminal law section; Donald M.
Nelson, Society of Independent Motion Pictures Producers prexy; his
Freund,

general

counsel,

Loyd

Wright;

Robert Chambers, head of Motion
Picture
Assn.
research;
Sidney
Schreiber,

MPA

Theodore Smith,

Mr. John Bowers
32 Walnut St.

-f

What some show biz folks saw as
a new effort at censorship was made
last week when film, radio and comic

portrayed

,By Billy Rose.

As Censorship

Character Curbs Seen
Washington, June

Pitching Horseshoes

general counsel;
assistant to

MPA

vice
president
Francis Harmon;
Justin Miller, Natl. Assn. Broadcasters prexy; Joseph '*Ream, CBS
vice president; Carlton Smith, NBC;
Charter Heslep, D. C, rep for
Mutual web; Ellsha Hanson, counsel
for the American Newspaper Publishers Assn.; Ben McKelway, of the
Society of Newspaper Editors, and
William Hutcheson, of INS. No officials of the comic strip syndicates

showed

up.
Rix asserted that the media were
depicting judges, lawyers and the
processes of- the law in a biased and
(Continued on page 40)

INDICATIONS POINT TO

AMOS. TAX CONCESH
Reports from the Broadway delegation that went to Washington last
week to appeal for a reduction of
the 20% admissions tax, which had
been doubled during the war, were
somewhat favorable, but any revisions of the ticket levy must await
the next session of Congress.
Principal objective of show business is to have the tax lowered to
10%. There are indications that
some concession will be granted.

Dear Johnny:
So 'you want

to go into show business?
say you'd like to break in as assistant stage

Cincinnati.'

Harry Wismer

in. St.

broadcast the National
ABC network.

Louis to

Open

260TH WEEK!

for

KEN MURRAY'S

Johnny Farrell, onetime National Open Champ, and his wife

WNBT

guesting on
television
June 27 in a "Mr. and Mrs." golf
spiel for Swift's.

The Tony Zale-Rocky Grazlano fight for the middleweight
championship, July 16 in the
Chicago Stadium, is likely to sell
out at $360,000, an indoor rec'

Top is $30 and the capacity
which is more than Madison Square Garden can accommodate by several thousand.
Arthur- Wirtz,
who presents
Sonja Henie's skating revue and
the current "Icetime of 1948," at
the Centre, Radio City, is promoting the Zale-Graziano match
with Bill H. Burke, managing
director of both shows and the
the Chi Stadium. Last summer
Zale got up off the floor to kayo
Graziano at Yankee Stadium,
N. Y.
ord.

"BLACKOUTS OF

Mexico City, June 10.
Demand by a group of Congress'
men that "El Gesticulator" ("The
Gesturer"), dance-play being staged
at the gov'
of Fine Arts
here, be suppressed during its run
because it criticized the Mexican
Revolution, was nixed by Dr. Hector
Perez Martinez, Secretary of the In-

by Katharine Dunham
ernment-owned Palace

terior.

Demand conflicted with Mexico's
stand for total freedom of expres'
sion by the stage and press, Mar
tinez claimed. Miss Dunham ended
en extended run at the Palace Sun
day

(8).

Buy U.S.Savings Bonds

REGULARLY

5%

Admish Tax To

Rules Copyright

Co-Owners Must
Halve All Profits
Upsetting legal precedent, which
heretofore allowed either collaborator to retain proceeds of licensing
or sale of a copyrighted work, be it
song, story, etc., New York Federal
Judge John Bright last week flatly
ruled that money resulting from
such sources must be evenly divided
between co-owners of a copyright.
This decision, made In the case of
Jerry Vogel Music vs. ShapiroBernstein over the song "Melancholy
Baby," vitally affects all collaborations on songs, scripts, scenarios and
stories.

"Melancholy" case has been a
court football for some time. It has
been repeatedly tossed from lower
to upper courts and back and Judge
Chicago, June 10.
Bright's decision will without quesDesperate action to balance Chi tion be appealed to the U. S
city budget, off $9,000,000, was "pro- Supreme Court.
Judge Bright noted the weight
posed by 19 businessmen, who advoof law against compulsory sharing
cated a 5% amusement tax to take of proceeds, and then declared that
up part of the slack; Last month a "since Carter v. Bailey (leading de
3% film theatre tax was advocated, cision on the subject) much water
but after spokesmen of the picture has gone over the dam.
"The public Is presently enter
industry showed that houses here
were highest taxed in nation, pro- tained by the old classics and tunes
in syncopated rhythm, in jazz, in
posal was tabled.
theme
songs, and in various new
New levy would add 5% to all adtimes and arrangements. The po
missions

Balance Budget

to theatrical, athletic and
sporting events and would give an
estimated extra annual revenue of
$3,000,000. Tax would be a "pass-along" deal which public would pay.
City has power to pass such a levy

tentialities of

changed and changing times, let
alone any prediction of what the future holds, justifies, I think, a new
conception of the rights of joint
owners of copyright.
"Carrying out the thought of the

Measure

will be introduced in city council in .several
weeks. Leaders of the industry will
appear at hearings to try to prevent

industry.

last

ordinance being passed by city coun-

paragraph,

least,

BING;

Setting a drive to corral a number
of top Yank personalities to buttress
his films in the U. S. market, J. Arthur Rank is all-out for Bing Crosby,
No. 1 U. S. boxoffice name, as his
leadoff
catch.
British
filmmaker,
aided by Robert Benjamin, prexy of
Rank's U. S. organization, is pushing
negotiations to tie the Groaner to a
one-picture deal.
Britisher, it's reported, is offering
Crosby a flat $175,000 plus a percentage on the film/to make the eastward passage. Rank is anxious to
snare at least three big U. S. names
while he remains on the Coast. It's
also understood that he's making ef-

Britain's

top draw, back into the fold for one
or more pix;

Chico Marx, Peggy Ryan,
Gloria Jean London Clix
London, June

10.

With the vaude season opening at
the Casino, Chico Marx proved an
out standing success Monday (9) at the
show's proem. A responsive audience
gave him an enthusiastic welcome.
Other Americans on the bill included Peggy Ryan, who went over
•Mccly, registering with her dancing,
and Gloria Jean also was warmly

seems reasonable

—

!

.

—

—

I remember three big midways at three world's fairs
New York, San
Francisco, Cleveland.
These midways stretched for miles, chockablock:
with peepshows, snake shows, and pickled babies in bottles. These catchpenny attractions tried' to buck the Aquacade, a 20th Century show. What
happened to them shouldn't happen to,a two-headed dog! They drowned
in red ink.
The modern spectacle sucked up every loose quarter like a
vacuum cleaner. Barkers and performers learned a lot about pinochle
those seasons, waiting for the Big Show to break, and pour some people
*
back on the midway.
The next time you're at a carnival, Johnny, take a look at that shooting
gallery.
You'll see the same stale pigeons' and pock-marked chickens
your grandfather used to bounce .22's off. Take a hinge at the peepshow
with the four creaky cuties in harem pants, giving it the indifferent
wiggle. And remember, this is 1947, when half a buck buys a peek at Rita
Haywbrth and' two million dollars' worth of celluloid wonderland. Blow
in a quarter throwing baseballs at the stuffed pussycats. And then think
of tomorrow's television, in which Joe Louis will knock his opponent
right into your lap in the parlor. Then try the various rides. See if the

mechanical shake-'em-ups do anything but spoil your appetite. It would
be worth your while to invent a couple of new rides, Johnny. Thar's gold
in

them thar thrills!
,
Where will you get the money to build a new ride, set up a new conWhere do you think you'd get the money to do a $200,000 musical?
angels who invest money in what, they think are hot ideas.
that kind .of money in stale operettas every season.
Why
sell them on an enterprise that runs for years once it clicks?
.

cession?

From backers

—

They invest
couldn't you

After 35 years, Steeplechase Park

is still

Your Gun," "Born Yesterday" and "Brigadoon"?
There it is, Johnny— hurry, hurry, hurry. A nickel's worth of showmanship on the midway will make you richer than mince pie.
Besides, it'll keep you out in the open air.
Lawsy, lawsy, if I were only thirty again!
Billy Rose.
(Copyright; 1947, by Billy nose)

for Paris in Air France plane for a
three-month stay there.
Making his first official tour of

Roy Rogers Planes
Into N. Y. for Rodeo;

out-of-town American Legion junior
baseball teams, Babe Ruth left New
a two-day visit to Syracuse.
Comedian Peter Lind Hayes, arrived from the Coast for short visit
Guardia Airport the past week.
before returning for the Dinah Shore
Roy Rogers arrived Monday (9) program on Wednesday over CBS.
Soprano Marjorie Lawrence left
from the Coast aboard a TWA plane
for London concerts. She will return
for the premiere of his "Thrill Cirfor the Cincinnati Opera on July 2.
cus," scheduled to open at New
Truly McGee,. producer of ice
York's Polo Grounds on Saturday shows, left' for Paris on the Air

Other Air Travel York for

Just

the

usual

jottings

La

at

•

France Comet Burgundy plane, to
(15) for an eight-day run. Republic
open her new ice show at Cafe Les
star just finished his latest
Ambassadeurs. Miss McGee t o o k
western "On The Old Spanish Trail." her
own portable refrigeration
He was accompanied by three mem- equipment with her. Following
bers of his singing sextet, The Sons Paris, company will go to Monte
Carlo and other European engageof the Pioneers.
ments, returning to the States in
Actor Maurice Evans left for six weeks to make arrangements for
ten by Ernie Burnett and Maybelle
London on a Pan-American Airway
Watson Bergman and Charles Nor- flight to confer with George Bernard an ice show to tour South America.
Singer
Georgia Gibbs
arrived
ton was later called in to make reShaw on putting on Shaw's "Man back in town after appearing with
visions.
and Superman" in New York. Play the Bob Hope show in Chattanooga
Vogel secured renewal from Norwas last seen in Gotham in 1915.
last week. She'll stay in the city for
ton's son and immediately laid claim
Lawrence Tibbett departed for a few days before returning to the
to. half the copyright.
Court action
at that time ruled the two com- London on British Overseas Airways Coast for the David Ross show, repanies
co-owners.
Circuit court plane to concert at Albert Hall for placing the Eddie Cantor airer for
then
referred
question
of the Lord Mayor's Flood Relief Fund. the summer.
the
whether an accounting could be He will also sing over BBC and
Soprano Dorothy Maynor, left for
then tour South Africa in concerts South America for a series of conheld to Judge Bright.
Vogel's part in the suit is being for a month. Then back to the States certs, returning to the United States
handled by Milton Rosenbloom of to rest up before engagements with Sept. 15.
O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery & Lawler. the San Francisco Opera. He was
Actor Eddie Bracken back to the
while House, Grossman. Vorhaus & accompanied by his wife. Gladys Coast, where he will appear on the
Hembley represents Shapiro-Bern- Swartho'ut saw the couple off.
Hedda Hopper CBS program, "This
stein.
Rosita Diaz, Spanish actress, left rls Hollywood,"

cowboy

j

;

|

!

|

i

:

i

:

,

received.

I

Me

If you think you have what it takes, Johnny, bite into this candy apple.
shouldn't be hard to top these ausgespielt wonders. And if you can't
top them, stay away from Broadway. What makes you think you can
keep eating on a street where the competition is producing "Annie Get
It

I

;

a better property than "Call

Mister."

indulged in by one co-owner,

practically precludes the other from
a like use," Judge Bright asserted.
"The use of one owner, by license
or personally, in motion pictures,
on the stage, by radio, in advertising, in bands or orchestras, can destroy, practically, the copyright so
far as the other is concerned. Its
broad use by an active publisher can
so far exhaust the popularity of a
song, or any other musical composition, as to destroy its value after
that use has ended."
Legal battle between Vogel and
Shapiro arose when the latter refused to recognize the former's
claim to half the renewal of "MelanShapiro took the attitude
choly."
that Vogel had no interest in the
tune since his claimed renewal
stemmed from the son of a man who
had not been listed, Shapiro claims,
as a collaborator on the original
copyright.
"Melancholy" was writ-

ALSO RE-WOOING MASON

win James Mason,

it

up against.
Every midway in the world no exceptions is ready to be knocked off
by a firecracker kid with a little imagination. These tinsel thoroughfares
are still getting by on the attractions that raked in the tuppences in Queen
Victoria's time. Except for the parachute jump, Coney is substantially
the same as it was in the buttonshoe days when Tilyou, Thompson and
Dundy were the midway monarchs.
Every other kind of show business has kept an eye on the calendar.
The movies have learned how to talk and make their heroines blush in
Technicolor. Dancing in the musical theatre has graduated from belly
to ballet. The legit has moved up from "Uncle Tom" to "Uncle Vanya."
But the midway business is still coasting along on Jb-Jo, the dog-faced
boy, and "Throw a Dart at the. Balloons."
And don't listen to the gent with the checked suit and the genuwine
diamond ring who tells you I' don't know what I'm talking about.
Oh, yes I do!

that copyright business, in songs at

cil.

RANK HOT AFTER

motion pictures, radio,

the 'plugging' by torch singers,
crooners, popular orchestras and
bands, have obviously changed the
picture "as it existed in 1874. And
the benefits to be derived from these

without legislative state action.

ment

forts to

Ask where you WORK
Ask where you BANK

1947"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat.
"Definitely a show that must be
rated with the topnotchers of all
VAN HEFLIN.
time."

22,000,

Chi Proposes

manager, learn your
From your
backstage, and some day become a producer.
obvious there's show business in your blood, and telling you to
stay away from it would be like telling Junior to keep his fist out of the
cookie jar.
I'm not going to tell you to forget the bright lights. But I am going to
I'm going to tell you about another
tell you to stay away from Broadway.
street and another kind of show business. An easier street.
What midway? *Any midway, from
•It's a street called the mid'way.
the two-mile one in Coney Island to the half-a-block one they set up once
a year in your home town. It's my experience that the midway business,
which grossed over a billion dollars last year, is the softest touch in the
entertainment world.
Whether you think so or not, my dear Johnny, Broadway is full of
smart fellows. There's a gent with a head full of know-how leaning
against every lamppost.
Walk' into a Times Square drugstore for a
malted, and the guy on the next stool is apt to be a Pulitzer Prize playwright, a crack scenic designer, or a double-A ASCAP songwriter.
But walk down a midway and talk to the barkers and cotton-candy
peddlers, the welght-guessers and mittjoint proprietors. Sure, these carny
boys make colorful chatter. But compare them with the George Kaufmans and the George Abbotts, with Oscar Hammerstein the 2nd and Lee
Shubert the 1st. Then ask yourself which set of minds you'd rather go

You
way around
letter, it's

None of the sponsors of proposed
tax plan are connected with amuse-

Uphold Dunham Dance

.

Barryville, Ind,

Sports Shorts
Magnetlng a gallery of more
than 5,000, Bing Crosby realized
over $10,000 for the Cancer Fund
in
an exhibition match with
national and local pros and an
impromptu Crosby singing and
clowning routine Saturday (7)
at the Hyde Park Country Club,

PICTURES
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H'WOOD PROD. TAKES
Who Thinks Up Those Titles?
These are times, of course, when everyone is shopping for
special values, unlike the less discriminating wartime spending.
In line with this, a familiar trade query is: "Who thinks up those

SEE

Wo OF PIX

The complaint isn't without justification. The boxofflce battle
tough enough these days without the b.o. being required to
encounter an added stumbiing block in some of those confusing
is

-titles.

Jack Benny was unquestionably hampered at the b.o. during
the last couple of weeks of his personal at the 20th-Fox's Roxy
theatre in New York, where the pic, "The Brasher Doubloon"
(20th), shared the billing. Even 20th-Fox theatre execs had to
admit that the Aim's title wasn't exactly enticing from a boxThe house did an estimated $148,000 on a
office standpoint.
first week, and there's no question who did the biz.
Sucii titles as "Sea of Grass" (M-G), "Sin of Harold Diddle-

bock" (UA) and "The Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) have been
'

•

singled out as being considerably responsible for these pictures
having to fight an uphill b.o. battle to offset confusing and/or
misleading titles. Of course, quality eventually hurdles a bad
title, supporting the Shakespearean wheeze, "What's in a name?"
But there's no sense in making it tougher than necessary.

British Cabinet

and Labor Party

Seem Divided on Film Import Cut
London, June 10. -f
Despite press reports from London
.

over the weekend that the British
Par Ups B's
government has definitely decided
Hollywood, June 10.
on a drastic slash in American pix,
Paramount will release eight Pineaction by the cabinet is far from
certain. The Labor Party remains Thomas productions, including one
divided on the important question, Clarion production, during 1947-48,
as is the cabinet, with Sir Stafford an increase of two pictures over
Cripps, president of the board of previous years.
trade, still holding out against speciNeed for additional product is reaction on Yank films. In all sponsible for the added releases,
fic
events, it's said, no decision will be with P-T planning to make a total'
taken until the quota bill comes of nine pictures this year.
before Parliament within the next
month or so.
London dispatches declared that
outs ranging between 25% and 50%
were being suggested for film im-

Already listed for partial
clamps among U. S. products, they
said, were pix, tobacco and petro-

See Metros

New

ports.

were still
Lists
products.
incomplete, according to these rebut they would be placed
before the cabinet within two weeks
for final determination.
Britain has been planking out
$70,000,000 annually to U. S. distribs
and any cut of the size suggested by
the* despatches would be a body
blow to the earning power of American pix. Number of film biggies,
including Barney Balaban, Paramount's prexy, have predicted that
a currency freeze or quota restricleum

ports,

•

tions on TJ. S. pix would signal sharp
cuts in production budgets and a
decline in the quality of product.

Cuts May Boom Bartering
U. S. film circles, gabbing the recent reports, see the possibility of a
greatly expanded system of bartering should a partial currency freeze
(Continued on page 21)
,

KORDA DUE IN U.S. FOR
LAUDY LAWRENCE TRIAL

Open Door Luring

'

$96.28 Avg. Film Wage
Sacramento, June 10.
Workers in the film industry drew
wages averaging $96.28 per week in

With nine top features, either currently in the works or planned for
an early start in New York, the city's
administration seems finally to have
been granted its wish for a share of
major film production to move back
east. Spokesmen for some of N. Y.'s
studios have become so enthusiastic
over signs of a renaissance of eastern
production that they predict as much
as 30% of all features will be lensed
in the east within the next 5-10
years.
Producers will spend in excess of
$15,000,000 for production in Mexico
this year. Estimates, including costs
of pictures already filmed, currently
before the cameras and in the projected stage, indicate this figure more
nearly will approach $20,000,000 or
higher. Total figure tops by far all

the California his "Monsieur Verdoux" and hist
Hollywood studio. Fabian group is
an increase over March, not desirous of having the negative
$93.34, and and the studio, but may take them
over April, 1946, which registered in order to get the stock if Chaplin
Statistics bulletin.

Figure

is

when the average was

$84.57.

will accept a reasonable offer. Chapbe-willing to do business at around $5,000,000.

lin is said to

Connors-UA Set

Terms

If

Fabian

Buyout Bid

Flivs

Offer of the United Artists' presidency has been "made to Tom Connors, it has been learned, provided
the pending deal by which Si
Fabian would take control of the
<

falls

through.

Negotia-

Connors have been held
during the past week by Charles
Schwartz, counsel for Charles Chaplin, who shares UA ownership with

tions with

Anti-Semitism

Mary

Themes May Narrow Down

To Only 20th's and RKO

Pickford.
Schwartz is understood to have
offered Connors the five-year additional term that 20th-Fox refused to

lease

by that company

of

v.p.

Bernstein, British circuit operator,
returns from New York to Holly-

TAX COMM. PREJUDICED

in

BUCHMAN CONTINUING
COL. HUDDLES ON COAST

Previously stashed away,

facturers.

Eberharter, who's also complained
the
about the committee,
it and Cowdin a "bunch of
He announced that
Rep. Harold Knutson of Minnesota
had appointed Cowdin to the committee and declared he would fight
the appointment. Committee, com-

NAM

to

termed

reactionaries."

members, was set up by
Ways and Means Commitweek to study taxes with a

prising 11

the House
tee last
to

view
tire

revamping the nation's en-

tax structure.

Trade Mark Registered

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN

to

ductions. The films are "Rope," to
be made in the U. S.. and "Under
Capricorn," to be produced in Englan(t_with Ingrid Bergman starring.

PENN. REP CALLS COWDIN

Washington,. June 10.
Rep. Herman P. Eberharter of
charge of Pennsylvania yesterday (Monday)
distribution for that company. Conobjected to the presence of Universalnors is definitely interested in the
International
board chairman J.
offer from Schwartz, with further
Cheever Cowdin on the recently(Continued on page 21)
named committee to study taxes, declaring that Cowdin for years has
presented to Congress only the tax
views of the National Assp. of Manu-

ago to resign as

two pix

be made by the Alfred HitchcockSidney Bernstein Transatlantic Pro-

(Continued on page 20)

renew and caused him two weeks

Sidney Buchman returned to the
temporarily at least, was Samuel Gold- Coast last Thursday (5) from New
wyn's "Earth and High Heaven," York after huddles with Columbia
v.p.
Nate Spingold on his produchave
been
which
was
to
made
from
Metro's "open door" policy, since
Long under contract
Graham's
best-seller. tion future.
making the "Joan of Lorraine'" Gwethalyn
(Bergman) and "State of the Union" Also absent from production slates to Col., Buchman has repeatedly indicated
his desire to break away and
"Focus,"
the
Arthur
Miller
is
novel,
(Capra) deals, plus a recent sevenorganize
completely
independent
a
King
which
the
Bros,
announced
year leasing for Charles Jackson's
unit.
still unfinished "The Murder Story," they would produce for Monogram
Talks with Spingold were at the
may point other outside producers release.
behest
prez
Harry
of
Cohn,
Possibility
of
Metro
quietly
burywho is
towards the Culver City plant. Mark
Hellinger is one such potential al- ing "East River" is understood desirous of holding Buchman with
though he has also been more direct- strong despite the investment of Col, whether as an indie or producer
on
for
screen
rights
the
lot.
Finalization
$200,000
to
the
of
ly linked with Columbia for disbook and of the time since last Oc- Buchman's plans will be made after
tribution.
Negotiations are in progress with tober of two top writers on the lot further confabs on the Coast with
Cohn.
(Continued
on
page
21)
Metro, it has been learned, for re-

Hitchy, Others

Under the plan currently envisaged, if the Chaplin stock is obtained, Mary Pickford, the other
present owner, would remain a partner via the process of accepting
about $7,000,00j! in preferred (nonvoting) stock for her half interest.
Fabian's reply to the Chaplin
offer was made to Charles Schwartz,
Chaplin's attorney in Naw York
yesterday (Tuesday) morning and
was slated to be transmitted last
night by Schwartz to Arthur W.
Kelly, who is on the Coast, repping
Chaplin in the negotiations. A reply
is
expected
tomorrow
by
(Thurs.), so that the whole deal
,

company

(Continued on page 18)

will release' shortly.

Counter-offer has been made by
Charles Chaplin to the group headed
by Si Fabian which is attempting to>
buy control of United Artists. Chaplin's offer is a package deal which
would include his 50% interest in
the company, plus the negative ol

according to

April,

Labor

previous production costs in Mexico.
Starting with Metro's "Viva Villa"
in 1933, several pictures annually
have locationed there, but the cumu-

RKO

UA

f

wood.

Flock of pictures touching on
anti-Semitism, which were on the
horizon a few months ago, may now
be reduced to two. With Metro
considering shelving Sholem Asch^
novel, "East River," the field is being left clear for Darryl F. Zanuck's
production of the Laura Z. Hobson
novel, "Gentleman's" Agreement," at
and "Crossfire," which
20th-Fox,

in

As Fabian Pard

Pickford Would Stay

yet devised to beat the still-mounting
production costs on the Coast. Both
New York City, plus other parts of
the east, and Mexico will receive the
lion's share of the trek from Holly-

With

50%

Plus Terdoux' and Studio As a Pkge.;

Hollywood producers are moving
their film production out of town
this year in the most concerted effort

Pix

ON LAM

Chaplin Wants to Sell His

1

film titles?"

IT

S

National Boxqffice Survey
Biz

Tapers Off

After

Decoration

Day Bulge
Top List

'Expectations,' 'Cheyenne,' 'Barbaree'

Biz tapered off in most keys folwood in about two weeks to resume lowing the Decoration Day bulge,
Sir Alexander Korda is expected
with growing evidence that this will
the Metro negotiations.
in New York from .London today
be a normal summer or not up to
recently
Bernstein
Hitchcock
and
(Wednesday) or tomorrow to appear
weather
months.
hot
wartime
in
the
breach of contract suit arranged $4,000,000 in financing from Heavy rains and floods are proving
brought against him by Laudy Law- the Bankers Trust, N. Y., for the detrimental to normal trade in sevrence. Trial of the action in N. Y. two films, heavier part of the budget eral localities.
Bernstein
"Capricorn."
for
going
supreme court, in which Lawrence
Although playing in only three
(Continued on page 18)
seeks more than $300,000 in damcities (eight theatres,) "Great Exages, is slated to begin next Monday
pectations" (U) is pacing the field
(16). Lawrence's suit grows out of
currently, a field in which the big
Korda's firing him as his distribuFact that
Johnstons O'seas Sked
coin is badly split up.
tion chief last year.
this British-made opus is doing a
Washington, June 10.
British producer is currently diPrimarily to attend the Inter- great $130,000, in its third week at
recting "An Ideal Husband," Paulthe N. Y. Music Hall, obviously is
currently
Congress
Trade
national
ette Goddard starrer, and has been
It also
putting it up at the top.
forced to knock off shooting for the in session in Geneva, Motion Picture
is doing nicely in six Los Angeles
U. S. trip. He will stand examina- Assn. prexy Eric Johnston planes
houses.
tion before trial this week and re- from New York June 22 for Paris
It is closely followed by "Cheyturn to England as soon as his testi- via Trans-World Airlines. Arriving
which, too, is leaning
mony in court .is completed, which there the. following day, he goes to enne" (WB) A. and N. Y. biz to
Brussels the 24th for a six-day stay heavily on L.
is expected to be in a week or less.
Film is pacachieve this stature.
Louis (Schwartz &.) Frohlich reps for the close of the Film Festival.
ing slow K. C. and is L. A. leader.
includes
then
itinerary
Johnston's
Korda and Isidor Kresel Is attorney
a hop to Amsterdam June 30 fol- Third biggest coin-getter currently
for Lawrence.
lowed by Copenhagen, July 1; Stock- is "High Barbaree" (M-G). Others
holm, July 4; Oslo, July 7; Warsaw, in the Big Nine, based on playdates
Leaser's Heart Attack
July 9; Berlin, July 10 and thence to and money being done, are "Two
Geneva where he's due on the 12th. Mrs. Carrolls" (WB), "Yearling"
Hollywood, June 10.
Sol Lesser is in Cedars of Lebanon MPA chief's plans there are rather (M-G), "Duel" (SRO), "Framed"
(Col), "Calcutta" (Par) and "Egg
Hospital following a heart attack. indefinite but he may stay in SwitzHe was stricken last Saturday (7), erland for a week or more before and I" (U),
Runners-up, all with totals of
treated at his home for two days returning to Paris and London. He's
$85,000 or less from key cities covand then removed to the hospital.
due back in the U. S. July 25.

ered by Variety, are "Best Years"

(RKO), "Homestretch" (20th)
"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO), "Dishonored Lady" (UA) and "Honeymoon" (RKO).
This is the first
week "Framed" has moved up
into higher brackets, totals including a big Chicago stanza.
Same
holds true of "Cheyenne" but with
this
film it's because the picture is just getting around.
Standout newcomer is "Miracle on
'

WB

34th

St."

(20th),

which

preemed
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smash $125,000 in this
single house.
"Dear Ruth" (Par),
which opened yesterday (Tues.) at
the N. Y. Paramount, teed off fairly
well in San Francisco. "Woman on
Beach" (RKO) was on disappointing side on preem week at N. Y.
to hit

Palace.

"Angel
and
Badman"
(Rep),
which has been around the keys for
over a month, is doing nicely in
Omaha in view of offish trend
there. "Smash-Up" (U) has a number of fresh bookings this stanza,
being especially good in K. C. and
Montreal.
"Blaze of Noon" (Par)
continues no ball of lire.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports
on Pages 12-13)
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PICTURES

RKO's Theatre Vs.

Distribution

Hollywood, June

10.

veepee of Samuel
suffered a
productions,
serious' back injury Saturday (7)
when he slipped down a flight of
stairs on the Goldwyn lot.
He's at Cedars of Lebanon hosPat

Duggan,

Goldwyn

Income Shows Former Netted More
Pointing up the fact that
exhibition end of the film biz is

most

the

from

its

RKO's

profitable,

the-f'
still

take

theatres edged out the

dis-

tribution net during 1946 despite a
Jar greater gross on pix rentals.
Domestic and foreign revenues from
its films totalled $69,070,210 in the
while RKO's theatres
last, year
turned in a gross of $46,673,540, a
study of additional film data dis-

pital, where it's expected
7 Majors Donate $10,000
bedded a few months.
To '47 Negro College Fund

Motion Picture Assn. this week
donated $10,000 to the 1947 campaign
of the United Negro College Fund
on behalf of seven major companies.
MPA prexy Eric Johnston declared in

In

be

& Lee Get Heave-Ho
Winter Garden Claim

the

gift that

making the

Jake

he'll

of this fund is a
Vs. CoLVJoIson Story'
from "very existence
closes.
credit to our American democracy
Lee and J. J. Shubert's legal" pitch
those grosses a net of $6,159,125,
but far more important as a comColumbia Pictures invaded
theatre-wise, and netted $5,667,287
that
mentary on that democracy is the
private interests by incorporathrough film rentals.
their
measure of the fund's success." Comowned panies participating in the contribu- ting sequences of the Winter Garpartly
Returns from
theatre
in "The Jolson Story"
den
houses, subject to divorcement un- tion are Columbia, Loew's, Parader the decree as it stands, were mount, RKO, 20th-Fox, Universal took a judicial beating this week
when N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
strictly minor. From its operations and Warners.
tossed out their
McNally
B.
James
Trenton
-New
•with Walter Reade via
suit for an injunction, accounting
Brunswick Theatres Co., RKO experiston,
and $500,000 damages,
tracted a dividend of $175,000 for

Company

garnered

Colorado Orpheum

Corp.

the year.
turned in $57,500 and United The-

MPA's Breakdown

atres Co., a lightweight $4,313.

RKO's Big Prod. Pay-Out
Leading the

field

by

amount

of cash paid
producers and players on percentage-participation deals,. RKO's nut
In '46 was $28,637,430. That figure
with $2,524,000 which
compares
Warner Bros, doled out; $3,136,698
paid by Metro; and $6,964,334 by
Columbia. Other expenses met-during the year were $15,889,653 for

stage at-

film servicing; $1,784,028,

tractions; $15,624,707, salaries; $21,617,807, amortization of films; and
$2,680,871, general expenses.

In the all-important earned surplus bracket, RKO started the year
with a balance of $14,906,445 and
wound up with $22,519,699. Its net
profit totalled $12,187,804 out of
•which came $4,574,699 in dividends
to stockholders.
RKO Theatres, Inc., wholly owned
eubsid, has outstanding a funded
debt of $20,400,000 of 3% sinking
fund debentures .payable in 1966.
Total authorized issue, under arrangements set up during the year,
would permit the 'company to borrow up to $22,000,000. For handling
cf the new issue, RKO paid Lehman
Bros, a fee of $£2,o00.
As of April 1, '47, Atlas Corp. held
629,020

shares

of

Of Theatre Data

far in the
to outside

First major result of the Motion
hypoed research
Assn's
Picture
policy under the Eric Johnston regime will be released in 31 weekly
installments, starting June 30.. It's a
highly-detailed analysis of theatres
in each exchange territory, giving
number of houses, total, seats, how
many theatres play dual bills, how
many- weekly changes are made, and
many other facts.
Initial release, running 24 mimeographed pages, will be on the Buf-

About Pix
Howard

Dietz,

in

England

Metro publicity-adback aboard the

vertising director,

Queen Elizabeth Monday

Oldies in Dual

Form Best

Merchandising Technique
After several months of experimenting with various methods of
merchandising reissues, majority of
the distributors have apparently decided they sell best as packaged
double bills. While prevented by
the Government from withholding
ene picture unless an exhibitor buys
another,, the majors have recently
embarked on a policy of suggesting
two reissues to be played together,
and the package idea has apparently
paid off.
Reissue formula was spotlighted
last week by Andy Smith, Jr., 20tlv

(9)

after

a three-week survey of the company's new Elstree studio, declared
the British are very film-conscious
more than Americans.

—much

"There's a growing sense of nationalism about pictures," he said, and
added that "in some ways the British are tougher on Hollywood films
than we are on theirs."
There's also been some wonder-

ment expressed, Dietz

said, as to
British films did not bring In
mors dollars in view of press raves.
He then opined that apparently the

why

critics

dont recognize commercial

films.

Terming Metro's British studio
a

as

Dietz stated that
some three films i>.re slated for proFox salesmanager, who declared duction starting this fall. Pictures
that 20th had learned it's best to are "Young Bess,"' "Secret Garden"
play two reissues together, instead and "The Romance of Henry Menafi."
Of booking one oldie with a new Ben Goetz, Metro's
picture. Company, of course, will director in Britain, is currently in
still attempt to get A playing time
the U. S. making further producon a single bill for any oldie that it tional arrangements.
t'.inks merits such time. Where ex
Dietz, who noted that Metro will
(Continued on page 21)
expand its publicity-exploitation
staff in Britain commensurate with
fall start in production, also
its
pointed out that the small space
$3,000,000
available in British newspapers has
'46'
been a challenge to the advertiser.
In addition he surmised that the
Washington, June 10.
British
are
exploitationDue to substantial increases in the minded.
first-class plant,

'

managing

PIX DIVVYS

UP OVER

FIRST J

more

melons cut by Paramount, Warners
and Universal, motion picture in-

dustry dividends for the first quarter
of 1947 was more than $3,000,000

above the figure for the
last year, according to
of

Department

Commerce statistics.
The industry dividends

three
-

same period

months
compared with

for

the

$11,670,000
$8,392,000 for the
first quarter of 1946. Biggest chunk
was disbursed in March of this year
a fat $7,670,000.

Par's quarter dividend was roughly double that the same quarter last
year, while Warner Bros, paid the

stockholders an e»tra 50%. The Universal increase was 6r%, but the
dollar total was relatively small and
did not affect the total much.

In reference to the Shuberts* con-

Get Off Your Ivory Tower'
Is Fred Schwartz's Idea
In a back-to-the-public

movement,

UA

MPEA

producers.

.'.».;

M.P. Export Ass n in the Black After

singing his oldtime hits at the

was stricken with appendicitis. She
was taken off the train to the Emergency Hospital in the capital and an
appendectomy was performed the
The film profollowing morning.
ducer and his wife made their headquarters at the Statler hotel, Washington.

The
later,

girl left
all three

Monday

(9)

ceived into thinking that it was seeing the actual performance at that
site.
Louis (Schwartz &) Frohlich
carried the ball for Columbia during the court hearings.

the hospital a week
returning to N. Y.

night

Johnston Urges
Writers 'Crusade

Winter Garden, the court felt that
the public could not have been de-

Hollywood, June
Screen

scribes

10.

were advised by

Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Assn., to write more

Hughes-Sturges Truce

and create "a new crusading

spirit

whether from the phoney

left

or the

foolish right."

Making his first appearance before
the Screen Writers Guild, Johnston
Howard Hughes and Preston blasted American reds and exSturges have patched up their dif- pressed the hope that it would "beferences to the extent that Hughes come a joke to be a Communist in
has given Sturges an opportunity to this country."
test out his ideas of editing "The Sin
of
Harold
Diddlebock,"
Harold
Lloyd starrer. Limited rapprocheLazarAgenting Again
ment came about after the film, as
edited, by Hughes, had done weak
Irving Lazar, ex-veepee of Eaglebiz in several tryout engagements.
Lion, is east for an indefinite stay,
Hughes and Sturges had been back in the agenting business but
partnered in California Productions handling a limited number of writuntil repeated battles split them up ers and properties, until .Metro gets
last year.
Sturges wrote, directed ready to produce Charles Jackson's
and produced the film, but follow- "The Murder Story" (which may be
ing the break with Hughes, latter retitled "Always Present").
edited it to his own taste. He owns
With the deal goes Lazar's services
the picture, although Sturges re- as associate producer on the film
since he first planned producing
tains a percentage interest.
New version was tried out in Fort Jackson's story independently.

On'Di

Wayne, Ind., a few weeks ago, with
moderate results. Plan is to attempt
an additional hypo by changing the
title, with the new moniker to be
set this

week.

Out, East for
On

his

way back

RKO Conv.
to

New York

huddles with homeoffice execs
on forthcoming RKO 16th annual
sales meeting, July 7-9 in New York,
N. Peter Rathvon, head of RKO and
RKO Radio Pictures, missed train
connections in Chicago because of
flooded areas outside that city. Train
was so late into Chi that Rathvon
came on to N.Y. by plane, arriving
here late Monday (9). RKO convention will be at Waldorf-Astoria.
Also back from Hollywood studio
confabs are John Whitaker, veepee;
Paul Hollister, eastern studio rep;
S. Barret McCormick, ad-publicity
chief;
Terry Turner, exploitation

execs and department heads of
Century circuit, N. Y., will spend
one week yearly in one of the company's theatres. The one-week migration,
according
to
Fred
J.
Schwartz, veepee of the metropolitan chain, is planned to avoid
"ivory-tower" operations and act as
a refresher course on routine problems confronting theatre managers.
Program was adopted during a manager; and Don Prince, foreign
forum of iCeiHury's-i execs held yes- publicity manager. Norman Freeterday (Tues.) at the Waldorf-As- man, Rathvon's assistant,
accomtoria (N. Y.).
panied him east.

'

year of operation. Organization marked the first time in the
film
industry's
history
that the
majors have allied themselves to
sell their product on such a broad
scope and, according to the record,

first full

it's

paid

off.

Ten of the 13 countries to be
serviced by the
have pacted
for Hollywood product, with only
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and the Soviet
Union not yet brought into the fold.
In addition, the organization several
weeks ago paid off its original
$250,000 to the member companies
who had invested the money to .back
the MPEA. Next checks forwarded
to the members will be profit checks.
Most, of the work has been done in
the face of severe; import and financial restrictions, in addition to many
other barriers.
To date, MPEA has signed agreements with state-controlled mon-

MPEA

opolies in Czechoslovakia and Poland, signed with the Dutch Bioscoop
Bond to gain entry for U. S. product
into Holland and pacted the gov-

(Continued on page 20)

L. A. to N.
Mary Anderson

N. Y. to L. A.
Matt Allen
Eing Crosby

Frank Freeman
John B. Nathan
Anna Neagle
Lee Sabinson
Fred R. Sammis
Irene Selznick
Bianca Stroock
Gloria Stroock

George Weltner
Herbert Wilcox

Bowan

Sybil

Sidney Buchman
Nick Carter

Anne Morrison Chapin
Eleanor Counts

Tom Deegan
Dale Evans

James A. FitzPatrick
Bruce Gear
Ben Gershman

Goodman

Steve

Wally Gould
Arthur Grobart
Peter Lind Hayes

Hedda Hopper

Kim Hunter
John Hurley
Russell Janney

Clem Jones
Sir

Alexander Korda

Milton Krasna

Frank Latimore
Gene: Louis
Bill MacMillan
E. J.

Mannix

S. Barret McCormick
Jill Meredith

Bruce Milliken
Victor

Moore

William Mooring
Meril Nemic
Daniel T. O'Shea
Mary Pickford
Don Prince
N. Peter Rathvon
Roy Rogers

Sigmund Romberg

N. Y. to Europe
Georges Alban
Jean Pierre Aumont
Lucius Boomer
Ina Claire

Maurice Evans
Mrs. Dan Golenpaul

Maxwell
Sidney Myers
Ray Noble

Y.

Caryl Barrett
Joan Bennett
A. Pam Blumenthal

Gene Lester

Y.'

Rathvon Almost Flooded

Motion Picture Export Assn. set
up by eight U. S. majors to serve
as a wedge in reopening the warshuttered markets in 13 foreign
countries, this week completed its

original stories, forget about politics

that will fight reaction in America,

for

all

totalled

suit.

as

Sense of Nationalism

1

Hal Homes'
Emergency Appendectomy

.

RKO common

MPEA

One Year; Impact on 10 of 13 Nations

one will also tention that Columbia appropriated
Sq. showcarry a U. S. summary. This is the the story of the Times
case "Winter Garden," authored by
first such comprehensive research
critic Ward Morestudy ever made of American thea- N. Y. Sun drama
he
declared
McNally
Justice
house,
being
tres, the industry not even
yarn and there "wasn't
clear heretofore on exactly how had read the
the slightest resemblance between
many houses there are in the U. S.
the book a»d the picture." Claim of
Similar' survey^. i&~being made by
appropriation of an idea was also
the MPA research department on
discounted by the court with the
the world theatre situation. It's not
statement that there is no property
expected to be complete for some
rights to an idea as such but only
time.
the form in which the idea is expressed. Shuberts paid Morehouse
$750 for a story which was part of
their 500G claim.
Dietz Notes Growing
While the jfttm depicted Al Jolson

of the company's
outstanding.
Additionally,
the Floyd B. Odium outfit still has
827,812 option warrants in its vaults.

Plaint by producer Seymour Nebenzal last week that indies don't
get a fair shake in divvy of take by the Motion Picture Export Assn.
accents the complicated! and little-understood payoff method of the
MPEA. Many indie producers yelped when setup was first outlined
to them, but, with greater understanding of the plan, have come
around to agreement that divvy is fair— although some retain objections to other facets.
MPEA, in acting as an American distribution monopoly for the
product of the eight major companies in 13 countries, pools all the
proceeds. Division is then made in direct proportion to each distributing company's total gross from the U. S. market the preceding
calendar year. It bears no relationship to the number of pix from
each company the
has elected to distribute.
In the case of indies such as Nebenzal, distributing through United
Artists, the company gets a lump sum in accordance With the above
formula and then subdivides it among its producers on the same
formula. Nebenzal's cry was that his picture was particularly good
for foreign b.o.
MPEAites maintain that his reasoning, therefore,
that he'd get less via their distribution than any other is fallacious,
since he is getting a return on it out of UA's lump income, which has
been fattened by the better domestic biz perhaps done by other pix
distribution chief, drew up figures to prove
than his. Grad Sears,
plan to company's
this point in originally trying to sell the

the state Civil Rights Laws applied
only to living persons and couldn't
be stretched to fit a theatre.
Justice McNally went further and
held that the mention of the Shubert
name in Columbia's pressbook on
Jolson Story" was "merely incidental and not used for advertising
Daughter's
or trade purposes." Nowhere in the
film, court said, is either Shubert
mentioned or js their name sugA week ago Monday (2) Barbara
gested. Therefore, the "incidental Sachs, daughter of Mrs. Hal Home,
and inconsequential" naming of the got her degree at Duke University
theatrical entrepreneurs who own and, on the train that night, between
the Winter Garden in the pressbook Durham, N. C, and Washington, en
was not enough to peg a civil rights route to their New York home, she

First

falo territory.

which represents 23.67%

Reissues of Packaged

which followed a trial of the issues
some two months ago, .ruled that

How the Pooled MPEA Payoff Works

Eleanor Roosevelt

David

E.

Rose

Sophie Rosenstein
Robert Rossen
E. L. Scanlon
Maurlcio de la Serna
Spyros Skouras
Barbara Swanson

Elsa

Gloria

Tom

O'Brien
Deems Taylor

Harry H. Thomas
Robert Walker
Walter Wanger
Robert R. Young

Richard F. Walsh

Al Zimbalist

Swanson
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MAJORS WARY OF BLITZ BOOKINGS
Banks Very Selective

To
Any
get

Now on

Loans

Good Background

Indies Lacking
or

banking

investment

house

one

at the

the

Chief reason given for the low
output is the high cost of labor,
which has risen 41% since last year.
Another cause is the difficulty in obtaining Technicolor commitments.

with
their

recession is largely seasonal,
many situations still holding
own as far as profits are conBanker cited the recent

peak 18 months ago.

cerned.

statement of 20th-Fox prexy Spyros
Skouras that while attendance at
National Theatres during the last
several months had dropped off 12%,
the decline in grosses was only 2%.
Any one of the majors, consequently, could come in and ask for a loan
of $10,000,000-$15,000,000 for working
capital purposes and would get it
just as soon as the details could be

worked

the banks to lend
money to almost any indie producer
seeking it during the peak profit
years, though, has become a thing of
the past. Current 6% interest rate
on such loans is as high as it can go,
the banker said, but boxoffice conditions have increased the risk in
lending production money to inexperienced producers to the extent
where all requests for such loans in
the last several months have been
promptly nixed. Possibility of any
new indie producers entering the industry within the next year or
extremely
so, consequently, looms

St.

Favors

Par's Stock Plan

For

out.

Practice

Its

Past Performance
Assurance that an indie has a
good distribution outlet for his product isn't enough. More Important is
his
record of past performance.
With skyrocketing labor costs now
one of the most important problems
in film production, the -indie must
have demonstrated in the past that
he knows how to handle a labor
.

crew to get the most work possible
at the lowest possible cost x
Bank's position on loans to indies
is expected to stymie the plans of
stars

who'd hoped to incor-

porate for the production of one or
two pictures to take advantage of
the capital gains tax situation. U. S.
Bureau of Internal Revenue has yet
to decide whether it will make
profits on such ventures taxable as
straight income in the future. With
the decision In abeyance, several
stars had planned to enter production, feeling they had everything to
gain and nothing to lose.
Unless
they're able to finance an entire deal
by themselves, however, its unlikely
now they'll be able to continue with
their plans.

Paramount's previously announced
plan for an Employees'^Jovestment
Co., which comes up for vote at
annual stockholders' meeting next
Tuesday (17), is receiving widespread approval in Wall Street because combining the incentive angle
for top executives without the same
tax burden as regular salary boosts
would bring. Financial experts rate
a shrewd Par management
move. to retain key men in their
present positions with the corporait

the policy of

as

tion.

Other film companies in the past
have retained their top personnel
via upped salaries, option privileges
or bonuses, but catch has been that
such uincreases or special incentives
are deeply dented via heavy Federal tax bite.
About 41 key Par .executives
would have the right to buy shares
in the proposed investment company
(Continued on page 20)

Horne-Deutsch Schism

-

lous."

run.

Majors concede that there's a
be said in favor of the blitz
system but believe it's only workable under certain conditions. David
O. Selznick was confronted with
peculiar circumstances on "Duel,"
for example, because of the picture's early
run-in with censors.
Unable to predict what kind of
word-of-mouth the picture would
receive, consequently it was to Selzlot to

nick's benefit to splash

it

in as

many

houses as possible to gross the most
he could on the opening week.
Same situation was faced by Howard Hughes' "Outlaw" and was met
(Continued on page 18)

Bogeaus Stymied

On

$500,000

Loan

Carl Leserman is huddling with
Ben Bogeaus in Hollywood on further financing for several pictures
as result of a $500,000 loan stymie
from the Bank of Manhattan Co.,
N. Y. Bank suggested that producer
Bogeaus and his sales veepee, Lesern.an, first obtain fuller distribution
of their "Macomber Affair" and also
get "Miracle Can Happen" into circulation.
Latter is an episodic allstar film, co-produced by Burgess
Meredith, with King Vidor, George
Stevens and Leslie Fenton directing
the sundry sequences. It's an idea
a la "Tales of Manhattan" and "If I
Had A Million." Among the names
(Continued on page 21)

MP

Associates'

Camp Fund

Motion

Reflects

Way

Tail

Wags

placed
in

Picture Associates
has
15 underprivileged children

camps throughout

New York and

New Jersey under the org's camp
Dog in Indie Production fund 'plan. Applicants were riamed
The schism between Hal Home by members of the 'group who were
and Armand

S.
Deutsch in Story
Productions, Inc., with the latter
buying out Home, is another landmark in the current problems besetting independent film producers.
It points most forcibly the disturbing condition where the indies now
realize the business has segued into
a case of the tail wagging the dog.
The crux' of their headaches are the
marquee names. While the play's the
thing, and good story properties are
more and more the dominant influence in studio - player relations,
independent
none the less the
producer faces a situation which
unimpossible,
economically
is
studio
strong
a
there
is
less
wedge. Just having a bestseller like
Taylor Caldwell's "This Side of Innocence," apparently, isn't enough,

Despite

Sheridan's 'Scandalous'

opening a picture simultaneously in
Hollywood, June 10.
as many houses as possible in each
Next job for Ann Sheridan at
situation,
is
being regarded
still
warily by most of the majors, despite Warners will be the top role in
with
romance
"Scandalous,"
a
the fact that it paid off handsomely
for "Duel in the Sun." Chief concern humorous angles authored by Norseems to be that day-and-dating a man Krasna.
Sherman,
and
Vincent
Jerry
Wald
film in a firstrun house and a string
of nabes might seriously injure the who produced and directed "The
reputation and prestige of the first- Unfaithful," will ditto for "Scanda-

Key Men

of

doubtful.

many

Wall

Important' Industry Problems
f

Blitz exhibitionism,

45%

They recognize
film financier.
that grosses aren't up to the peak
they hit in 1948 and concede that

lore

I

tyro film producers hoping to-f

Cut Cartoon Output
backing for their product are strictHollywood, June 10.
ly Johnny-come-latelys in the eyes
Production of animated cartoons
Confronted with
of the financiers.
will be reduced by more than 45%
conditions,
banks
boxoffice
current
during the 1947-48 season, throwing
point
to
a
selective
become
have
approximately 60% of the Hollywhere it's extremely unlikely that
wood cartoonists out of work. These
any indie producer without years of
figures were disclosed by Walter
experience to back him up will be
Lantz, president of the Cartoon Prosuccessfully.
loan
able to negotiate a
ducers Assn., who added that a total
Banks aren't too worried about of 105 cartoons will be made during
the boxoffice recession, according to the coming year, compared with 196

Byrnes Ducks 'Red' H'wood Probe For

FEAR THEY'LL

requested to compile info during the
winter.

MPA

hopes

work next
J.

to greatly increase the
year, according to Fred

Schwartz, ass'n's prexy.

Walsh

O'Brien,

Pact Anglo-U.S.

Labor Exchange
O'Brien, British general secretary of the National Assn. of Theatre & Kine Employees, and Richard
F. Walsh, prez of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, have reached an ap"-. ;ment
in principle to settle jurisdictional

problems stemming from passage of
film technicians between England

and the U. S. Union execs, who will
leave for London tomorrow (Thursday) on the Queen Elizabeth, said
their talks were conducted" in a
spirit of full harmony but refused
to divulge precise terms of their
agreement.

Team

that

Byrnes does not expect to go
abroad at any time for the industry.
However, due to his contacts with,
the State Department and with foreign governments, he will be a very
handy man to have around to protect the rights of U. S. films in overseas markets.
Byrnes has made clear that ht
will not appear either as witness or

as counsel before the
Activities Committee

Un-American

in
the fall
opens its Hollywood hearByrnes' contract with
states specifically that he will not
be required to appear before congressional committees.

when

it

MPA

Supoena Stars
Clark Gable and Gary Cooper are

among

those slated to be subpoenaed
to testify here in September before

House Un-American

the

Activities

Committee, Variety learned here.
(Continued on page 21)

Sues Richards, Other's

For $962,000, Charges

and Walsh stated
that the agreement was subject to
O'Brien

ratification of their respective union
exec boards before going into effect.

IA's next general exec board meeting is scheduled for mid-summer at
which time Walsh will make his report covering his four-weeks' investigation of the labor situation in
British show business.
O'Brien claimed that to date
Hollywood technicians have found
it
far easier to get into London
studios than vice versa.
Situation
has resulted In growing resentment
among British workers against the
lack of reciprocity shown by American unions. Asked to comment on
situation, Walsh said he wasn't certain about the facts but that was
the reason for his trip to London.
O'Brien stated that during 1946,
about 20 Hollywood technicians
worked in English studios while in
this period, not a jingle English
worker came to the u. S.
Plans are also afoot for broadening the Angio- American trade union
pact into a general international
agreement but these have not yet
passed out of the talking stage.
.

New Orleans Collusion
New Orleans, June 10.
A suit for damages totaling $962,000 was filed Friday (6) in New Orleans federal district court by Lakeview Theatres, Inc., against E. V.
Richards, president of ParamountRichards Theatres, United Theatres,
and three distributors, Paramount,

RKO

Radio

and

Warner

Bros.,

charging violation of anti-trust legislation. The action also asks for a
restraining order halting the defendants from continuing film distribution practices which allegedly are
in violation of the Sherman antitrust act, the Clayton anti-trust act

and the Robinson-Patman act.
Robert E. Smith, president of the
corporation, which owns
and operates the Lakeview theatre,
alleges monopolistic practices which
favor the Beaqon theatre, owned by
United and located approximately
plaintiff

400 feet

The

from the

plaintiff's house.

suit states that the plaintiff, in

formulating plans

for

erection

of

Lakeview theatre, received assurances from the defendant producers and distributors that pictures
would be available on reasonable
the

<

terms.

Foreign B.O. Dip for U.S. Films About

8%

But Latino Market

Still

Perks

Some counterbalance is supplied
domestic grosses is having
by Latin America's showing. Yank
its parallel in a tapering of the forFord-Cooper-RKO
eign take. Revenues from Yank pix films are maintaining the fast clip
playing abroad have slipped an over- there that they hit following close'Unusual' Pix
all 8% behind last year's record per- out of hostilities and the take, so far,
formance in the first five months of is in a photo finish with last year's
Hollywood, June 10.
the current stanza. They're still, opening half. Other important terJohn Ford and Merian C. Cooper
far as Deutsch and
at least so
formed a new company, ARKO, in Home's problems were concerned. however, holding up distinctly bet- ritories range between Latin Amerter than in the U. S. and Canada ics's high and Britain's low.
association with RKO, to produce
Unable to get top names without where returns are lagging twice the
"unusual adventure" films, starting "giving the company away," their
Currency difficulties and the exAug. 1 with "Mr. Joseph Young of corporate Story Productions was distance behind.
pected tightening of belts in many
Skidding foreign returns put the
Africa."
faced with putting the picture into majors some $6,500,000 behind 1946 countries as a hangover from the
New company, with Cooper presi- work with a modest cast. The theory for the opening five months of this war, as witness Britain, is a big factor in the decline. Restrictions on
dent and Ford chairman of the that a strong picture can make a
year. It took its initial reverse push the import of non-essentials, now
board, is entirely separate from their star' (as Mark Hellinger did for Burt
late in February when Britain's win- growing, have foreign dept. heads
Argosy Pictures, which will con- Lancaster in "The Killers" at Uniter crisis dropped returns in that believing that revenues will be off
tinue to turn out regular features.
(Continued on page 20)
then,
country some 20%. Majors,
for some time to come. Worldwide
Argosy stock will remain in the
were 10% ahead of '46 but biz failed conditions, therefore, will have to
hands of the present stockholders,
HUGHES SWITCHES AGENCY to rally after the British blow and clear
before U. S. pix go ahead again.
unaffiliated with RKO or any anHoward Hughes Productions has has trailed since.
other lot.
crisis
There's a trade reason, also, for
Britain's unabated economic
switched its advertising account to
the Weiss & Geller agency under a and' the already sizable, growing slipping grosses, foreign toppers say.
Ford East For Degree
Ad budget competition from homemade pix The big pix which led off the madeal signed last week.
John Ford, who came east last for Hughes has been tentatively set there has made that prime foreign jor's releasing schedules during the
week to receive a degree at Bow- for $500,000 for the balance of the market the chief cause for the dip. winter and helped boost the take
doin (Maine) . College, returns to year to cover its trio of pix, "The in worldwide receipts. British re-* then have been noticeably absent
There
Hollywood tomorrow "(Thurs.). He Outlaw," "Vendetta" and "The Sin turns, U. S. foreign departments re- from the spring agenda.
explained that "Mr. Joseph Young of Harold Diddlebock," latter to be port, are off 12%-15% for the year. haven't been any films of the caliof Africa" will go into production on retltled.
Hughes formerly was tied Since 60% of all overseas biz or- bre, boxoffice speaking, of "Best
Aug. 1.
dinarily hails from Great Britain, it's Years," "Blue Skies" and "The Jolto Buchanan & Co.
Joe Curtis snagged the account for apparent to what extent that locale's son Story" for a number of months
He'll go to the Belgian Congo for
(Continued on page 20)
doldrums are weighting receipts.
part of his material.
W&G.

To Make

10.

portant.

ings.

Tom

Both

Washington, June
statements

printed

former Secretary of State James
Byrnes would work principally for
the Motion Picture Assn, in defense
oE Hollywood against attacks by th«
House un-American Activities Committee, etc., Byrnes doesn't see It
that way. He describes his work in
connection with the film industry
foreign situation as far more im-

Drop

"As soon as plaintiff's intention to
erect was generally known, United
Theatres immediately purchased a
lot approximately 400 feet away and
erected the Beacon," it is charged.
It is further charged that threats
(Continued on page 21)

in

MAJORS SUE LEVERETTJ5
FOR PIC % CHISELING
Portland, Ore., June 10.
chiseling,
Charging
percentage
eight majors have filed separate suits
Federal district court here against
Walter Leverette, former operator
of nine theatres, and Leverette's Interstate Theatres, Lithia Investment
in

and George A. Hunt Theatres,
Leverette recently sold out to
Robert L. Lippert, who's not involved in the action.
Co.,
Inc.

Theatres, at which alleged Chiseling on returns were made, are the
Varsity and Lithia in Ashland, Ore.;
Holly, Roxy, Craterian and Rialto in
Medford, Ore; Broadway and Shasta
in Yreka, Calif., and Weed in Weed,
Calif. Typical charges of submitting

reports on admissions are
in the complaint with the
added statement that defendants refused to permit an audit of theatre
records.
Punitive damages are demanded,
Portland law firm of
Maguire, Shields & Morrison is representing the majors, with Sargoy &
falsified

made

Stein, associate counsel.
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run once she hooks the guy and is ulticanines
the
lensing,
through their paces for the cup, gen- mately found out after nearly tragic
erating considerable suspense. Inter- results. A reconciliation with his
"I Wonder Who's Kissing Hat--. woven with the dogs' tournament is first mate follows.
Film and enactments are pretty
(COLOR—-MUSICAL)
Now" (Color - Musical) (20th).
a secondary romance between McCalHearn.
Virtually every cliche
lister and Peggy Ann Garner' who elementary.
20lh-Fox release oC George Jessel producFine turn-of-the-century show
All the components are good,
Stars June Haver, Mark Stevens;
tion.
wistfully portrays Owen's daughter. has been written into it and cast is
Strong b.o.
biz filmusical.
the Alfred Newman-Charles
features Martha Stewart, Reginald Gard- from
At odds with his high-strung unable to handle its situations with
"Ivy" (VI). Joan Fontaine in
Henderson-Joe Wright-Maurice de
Directed by Lloyd Bueoo, Original,
iner.
at
delicacy. Consequently
sanctuary
seeks
necessary
the
Davy
father,
Lewis R. Poster; additional dialog, Marlon Packh musical setting; Hermes Pan's
produced mystery
lavishly
neighbor Moore's home. There ro- the sequences which should move
Turk; based on life and songs of Joseph E. authentic yesteryear vaude terp roumelodrama of lady killer.
Howard; songs, Howard-Will M. Houghmance blooms with Maggie (Miss audiences to tears will make metrobusiness,
Frank ft. Adams; special added songs, tines; the gaslight era show
Should attract good femme trade.
Garner). Comes the final cup com- politan audiences howl. Miss Austin
vocal
dubs,
the
director,
like.
Of
musical
and
the
Henderson;
Jessel-Cbas.
"Riffraff"
(RKO ). Sturdy
where "Bob" is pitted doesn't have the delicacy to take on
petition
Alfred Newman; associate m.d., Chas. Hen- Stevens' voice sounds suspiciously
against "Red Wool," who's already assignments of this type; her pormelodrama to carry top half of
derson; camem (Technicolor). Ernest Pal- like Buddy Clark's.
If this be an,
mer; musical settings, Joseph C. Wright;
won twice. In the meet father and trayal of a stepmother is such that
twin bills. Reaction will be
"expose," those things
arrangements, Maurice de Packh; dances, out-of-trade
son are matched against the other, she makes the hackneyed dialog and
good.
Hermes 1'on; special effects. Fred Sersen; no longer hold mystery, apparently
their respective dogs. situations even more corny. Woods
handling
each
TraSeshown N, Y„ for the average fan since "The Joleditor, Louis Loeffler.
"Bob, Son Of Battle" (color)
McAdam is heartbroken when and* Miss Joyce do as well as the
'47.
Running time, 10.1 MINS.
June
Abel.
son Story."
Fine family film
(20tn).
June Haver
Katie
adjudged the loser.- Then, too, he's duped husband and first spouse as
...Mark Stevens
in Technicolor, should do well
Joe Howard
forced to kill his own dog when con- can be expected, while a note of
Stewart
Martha
Ivy
Madison
Lulu
at B. O.
fronted with evidence that his ca- cuteness is imparted by the two
Reginald Gardiner
Will Hough
Hollywood, June 7.
"Gunflghters" (Color) (Col).
nine is a sheep-killer. Later, how- youngsters, Tommy Ivo and Gregory
Lenore Aubert
Fritz! Barrington
Universal-International release of Sam
William Frawley
Jose.
Jim Mason
ever, Davy salves his emotional Marshall.
Confused plot mars Randolph
Gene Nelson Wood (William Cameron Menzles) producTommy Yale..
wounds by revealing his own disKnowles,
Scott western, but okay for outTruman Bradley tion. Stars Joan Fontaine, Patrlc
Martin Webb
features
-Ney;
Richard
Herbert
Marshall,
qualification in the contest, thereby
George Cleveland
door fans.
John McCullem
Colonel Ckabcrt
Sara
Harry Seymour Slf Cedric Hardwicke, Luclle Watson, Ivan.
giving his father permanent possesCharley
Minor
"Stepchild"
(PRC).
Lewis L. Russell Allgood, Henry Stephenson, Rosalind
cup.
(FRENCH-MADE)
T. J. Mllford.
the
sion
of
Charles
Screenplay,
Wood.
supporting film on the probJohn "Skins" Miller Directed by Sam
Knssel
Owen is excellent as the expansive, Slrltzky release. Stars Raimu; features
...Lew Hearn Bennett; based on novel, "The Story of
Karl
lems of second marriages.
understanding and forgiving James Marie Bell. Directed by Rene Le Henaff.
Eve Miller Ivy," by Marie Belloo Lowndes; camera,
Anita.
"Colonel Chabert" (Siritsky).
Florence O'Brien Russell Metty; music, Daniele AmfltheMoore. He, as well as Miss Garner, Screenplay, Pierre Benoit; based on novel
Marie
Balzao; camera, Robert Le Febvre;
Emmett Vognn atrof; editor, Ralph Dawson. Tradeshown
Harris,;
Gwenn and McCallister play their by
Tedious French film starring
Previewed X. Y.,
music, Louis Beydta.
Charles Judels June 0, '47. Running time, 98 MINS.
Herman Bartholdy
parts to the hilt. Supporting cast June 0, '47. Running time, 90 MINS.
Joan Fontaine
Raimu inadequate for U.S.
..Milton Parsons Ivy..
Mr. Fennabeck
.Raimu
Patric Knowles
has also caught the flavor of the Colonel Chabert. .....;
Dewey Robinson Roger Gretorex
market.
King Louis
Marie Bell
Herbert Marshall
countryside. Louis King's di- Countess Ferraud
.John Merton Miles Rushworth
Scotch
Pres. Theodore Roosevelt
"Matto
Regiert"
("Madness
Richard Ney
Also: Alme, Clarlond, Jacques Baumer,
Mr. Kurllnger. ......Robert Emmett Keane Jervis Lexton
realistically transmuted Jerrection
Hardwicke
Swiss-made
Jacques Charon, Roger Blin, Andre. Va.
Rules").
(Indie).
...John Sheehnn Inspector Orpington. .Sir Cedric
Stage Doorman
Cady's able script to celluloid. renne, and Rene Stern.
ome
....Luclle Watson
Gretorex.....
Mrs.
McDaniel
Sam
Chef
whodunit by producers of "Last
...Sara Allgood
Charles Clarke leased with finesse
John Arledge Martha Huntley
Clerk
•
Henry Stephenson
Chance," dubious U. S. draw.
Newman's musical
while
Alfred
Steve Olsen Judge
Song Plugger.
(In French; English Titles)
Rosalind Ivan
Stage Managers..... Frank Scannell. Harry Emily
score adds much to the film. Other
.....Lilian Fontaine
Cheshire Lady Flora
"Colonel Chabert" is a tedious
credits also measure up.
Molly Lamont
Joe Whitehead Bella Crail
Bartender
romance
that
film destined for plenty of ho-hums
O'Connor
and
garners
interest
Una
Thrawn.
Perry Ivlns Mrs.
Critic
Isobel Elsom and packs enough weight to fill top
at the art houses. Name of. the late
Herbert Heywood Miss Chattle..
Doorman
Gunflghters
Alan Napier spot capably in dual bookings. MarClaire Richards Sir Jonathan Wright.....
Raimu is the sole asset to this dated
Cigarette Girl
Paul Cavanagh
.Antonio Filaurl Dr. Berwick
(COLOR) ..;
Italian Barber
have
could
which
.quee values are good, 'headed by
importation
...Sir Charles Mendl
Eddie Dunn, Ralph Dunn Sir Charles Gage
Stage Hands
Columbia' release of Harry- Joe Brown served the cause of French films in
.Gavin Moir Pat O'Brien, Walter Slezak and Anne
Sergeant
production. Stars Randolph Scott, Barbara
Mary Forbes Jeffreys.
Lady Crail
much better if it remained
Britton;
features
Dorothy Hart,
Bruce the U. S.
Picture puts particular emphasis Cabot, Charley Grapewin, Steven Geray, in the archives. But even Raimu's
A special tongue-in-cheek introthis
comtheme
to
plot
of
work.
It's
talent
is
reduced
loaded with cam- Forrest Tucker, Charles Kemper, Grant formidable
ductory sets the
"Ivy" is -another entry in the mur- on lens
Directed hy George Waggner. monplace proportions in this cinefilmusical which purports to deal derous ladies cycle. First for Sam era angles whose unusualness add to Withers.
by Alan LeMay, adapted from matic context of a hair thin story
with the life and loves and times of Wood's new Interwood Productions, interest and meller mood. Photog- Screenplay
Zane Grey's novel, "Twin Sombreros";
songwriter-entertainer Joe E. How- releasing through Universal-Interna- raphy is by George E. Diskant, work- camera (Clnecolor), Fred J. .Turkman, Jr.; stretched interminably to patience's
ard; and, as producer George Jessel tional, picture has been handsomely ing under director Ted Tetzlaff, editor, Harvey Manger. Tradeshown N. Y., breaking point.
concludes in his signed foreword, mounted and interestingly photo- himself a former top lenser. Latter's June 8, '47. Running time, 87 MINS.
Based on one of Balzac's minor
Randolph Scott novels, it relates the thickly tragic
"Gad, what a life!" Such is the spirit graphed. It just misses being a thor- direction is generally strong, aided Brazos Kane.»
Banner
Barbara Britton
satisfying
mystery melo- by Martin Rackin's punchy script. Bess
of "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her oughly
story of an army officer who, after
Jane Banner
v ...Dorothy Hart
Now." With Mark Stevens person- drama, but has name values and a Nat Holt's production guidance backs Bard Macky
Bruco Cabot being taken for dead, finds it imating Howard, and June Haver and plot that should attract strong femme action with realistic values.
Inskip
Charley Grapewin possible to reclaim his identity. LackSteven Geray ing incident with which to elaborMartha Stewart as the rest of the trade.
O'Brien is gimmick guy and fixer, Jose
Hen Orcutt
Forrest. Tucker
triangle, along with a lush TechniWilliam Cameron Menzies' produc- with little private eye work thrown Sheriff
Kiscaden
Charles Kemper ate the theme, pic's director resorts
color production, "Kissing" should tion has an off-therbeaten path de- in, who's hired to find
missing Deputy Bill Yount
—Grant Withers to a repetition of sequences unfoldmake all the exhibitors smack their sign that halps generate the melodra- map that marks location of valuable Johnny O'Neil...
'..John Miles ing at a snail's pace in order to pad
Griff Barnett
lips in glee.
matic mood desired. Sets are small wildcat oil wells. Several factions Banner
out the running time. Pic's frail subThe title song gives 20th-Fox a and players and settings are lensed are after the piece of paper and
stance finally collapses into a bogus
"Gunfighters" has the handle for pathos under combined weight of its
"I Wonder Who's from close rangV These production spare nothing in drive to obtain it.
surefire trailer.
Kissing Her Now" has long been touches will stimulate. Suspense in First murder comes when a man is a rootin'-tootin' westerner but, get heavy tone and heavier-handed treatthe topic of Tin Pan Alley discus- story-telling is good but misses being tossed out of a plane. Next, the tosser ting away from conventional direct ment.
sion, the consensus being that it re- tops by obvious direction and play- is done in and then O'Brien's em- story treatment, film gets lost in a
Coming back like a ghost from
mains the No. 1 torch song of all ing in some sequences. Wood's di- ployer. Hero, himself, takes consid- foggy plot which is made even more the Napoleonic wars, Raimu; as
Along with "Honeymoon," rection gets plenty of movement but erable beating before villains are put confusing due to a haphazard editing Colonel Chabert, seeks to recoup his
time.
"Hello Ma Baby," "What's the Use setups for coming thrill moments are in their proper places, and O'Brien job. Reliable names of Randolph social position and fortune from a
Scott and Bruce Cabot, however, will
of Dreaming?", "Ah, Gee, Be Sweet emphasized too much, preventing comes out on top.
wife who refuses to recognize his
to Me Kid" and also a little in- surprise shock that should have
Walter Slezak heads up the dirty help draw the outdoor addicts to the existence.
Latter
treacherous
a
terpolation of "Glow Worm" (not by moved customers to edge of their work as arty, heavy. Anne Jeffreys, wickets
despite
story
obstacles.
woman who remarried into nobility
Howard), all this gives this song- seats.
singer in Panamanian nitery, fur- Vivid, sharply defined color photog- during
Raimu's presumed death,
writer-backstage filmusjcal enough
Cast performances are good, but nishes crisp romance angles with raphy will also add a nice boost.
schemes to put him out of the way
of a Hit Parade cushion to carry it reflect directorial obviousness. Joan O'Brien. She also' chirps one uncredMost of film's action takes place
committing
him
by
tb
an insane
plot
anywhere. Fortified by a sturdy
Fontaine, in the title role, portrays ited tune. Support is strong. Percy as background to the credits where asylum. He escapes, only
to experiframework, such as Lewis R. Foster mercenary femme who doesn't mind Kilbride injects his dry comedy
as Scott, the best trigger man west of
has supplied, skillfully directed by murder if it will get her what she laconic taxi driver. Jerome Cowan the Hudson, is shown gun-duelling ence another round of hard knocks
Lloyd Bacon, and with producer wants. Star is gorgeously gowned is O'Brien client. George Givot is with his best friend. Latter, who which embitters him against all of
society. In an exceedingly maudlin
Jessel's vaudeville background know- and period costumes permit plenty good as police officer.
Others meas- was itching to find out if he could denouement. Raimu is placed into
how, it's an undeniable collabora- of eye-attracting cleavage. Patric ure up.
beat Scott to the draw, gets scratched
a poorhouse where he chooses to retion.
Knowles, Ivy's lover; Herbert MarArt direction and set decorations out and, as a result, Scott vows to main despite last minute evidence
Casting is expert and stresses that shall, wealthy man for whom she has keep physical
properties in tune hang up his holsters and earn a which proves his former high estate.
the Zanuck factory has for some time set her cap, and Richard Ney, her with story-background
realistic peaceful living as a cowhand. TravFollowing lead of Raimu, whose
now had two cast finds." Stevens in- husband whom she poisons, are the effect. Roy Webb's musicfor
elling
to
another
locale via a specscore, tight
role compels him to hoke
his
creases his stature as a promising top male contingent, all performing editing
by Philip Martin and other tacular scenic route, Scott comes thesping in a most obviousupstyle,
juvenile, of star potentials, and ex- up to demands.
upon his friend's ranch just as his
factors are good.
Brog.
nitery songstress Martha Stewart,
pal is being rubbed out by hirelings rest of the cast gives stilted performPeriod of the Marie Belloc Lownances without credibility. Camera
given a role with more brittleness des novel, "The Story of Ivy," has
of a neighboring cattle baron.
than has been her lot, comes through been moved back to the turn of thelloh.
of Battle
Scott, in tracking down the killers, work is uneven with poor lighting
like a vet.
Miss Stewart formerly century in England. Charles Bengets mixed up with- the cattleman's marring several scenes. On positive
(COLOR)
was cast in saccharine assignments nett scripted the plot which opens
20th-Fox release of Robert Bassler pro- two beauteous daughters,
one of side, film is marked by excellent
but, instead of being the sweet young with Ivy getting
Herm.
a hint of coming duction. Stars Lon McCallister; features whom is a sweet maid while the period settings.
thing with the pleasant soprano, events from fortune-teller. Saddled Peggy Ann Garner. Edmund Gwenn, Reg- other is a neatly manicured
but bad
inald Owen, Charles Irwin.
Directed by
she's Lulu Madison, vaude headliner with
tomato. After shuttling between the
a lover and a husband, Ivy Louis King.
Regiert
Screenplay,
Jerome Cady,
with a letch for the personable wants to be rid
of both to take on a based on novel by Alfred Olllvant; camera two femmes in alternating romantic
('Madness
Rules')
songsmith Howard.
wealthy English gentleman.
She (Technicolor). Charlea Clarke; musical di- clinches, Scott finally gets down to
(SWISS-MADE)
Miss Haver is cast as his pseudo- poisons the husband
and transfers rection, Alfred Newman; editor. Nick de settling scores with their father, his
Zurich, May 30.
kid sister whose resourcefulness in blame to the lover. Latter is con- Magglo. Tradeshown N. Y., June 4, '47. hired killers and a corrupt
Pi-aescns Film release of L.
deputy
Werhsler
Running time, 103 MINS.
latching on to Stevens bothers little
production.
Features Heinrtch Gretler,
victed but Ivy is finally made to re- David
Lon McCallister sheriff.
with the truth. Both are wards of veal her guilt. Climax has lover get- Maggie M'Adam
Pic blazes into excitement only Heinz Woester, Olaf Kubler, Elisabeth
Peggy Ann Garner
Emll Hegetschwciler, Johannes
a kindly uncle, so when Stevens hits tirig last-minute reprieve
..Edmund Gwenn during a standout fight sequence be- Muller,
Ivy Adam M'Adam
and
Stelner, Adolf. Manz, Hans Kaes, Irene
the vaudeville routes with the head- meeting her end by fall down eleva- James Moore
Reginald Owen tween Scott arid
Naef. Mathilde Danegger, Walburga, Gmur,
deputy
Grant
WithLong
Klrby
Charles Irwin
liner who first introduced his "Hello
Straull Zarll Carlglet, Max Werner
Samuel Thornton
Davo Thursby ers and, at the very end. with a Jakob
Ma Baby," she shows up on the Or- tor shaft.
Lenz, Hugo
performances are good. MaeKenzie
John Rogers general burst of gunplay. Scott reg- Brefln, Hans Doeblln, Slgfrlt Steiner, Otto
Gaugler, Max Haufler, Emil
pheum circuit with the story the SirSupportirtg
Ley land Hodgson isters with Usual effectiveness as Gerber. Armin
Cedric Hardwicke, Scotland Yard Forguson
Sctrwcizer,
Fritz Dellus,
uncle had "died" and she is bereft.
Tammas
Harry Allen square-jawed, tight-lipped, lean
inspector; Lucile Watson, Knowles' Parson
and Enzo Ertinl, Gody Buchi, Emil Gyr, Arno
Leggy Hornbut
Edgar Norton leathery
The romantic chase discloses Miss mother; Sara Allgood
Rita.
Directed
by Leopold Llndlberg.
guardian of the right. Barand Rosalind Lady Eleanor
Norma Varden
Haver as a talented as well as re- Ivan, maids; Una O'Connor,
Screenplay by Leopold Lindtberg and Albara
Britton,
with one Mrs. Moore
playing
femme
Jean Prescott
heavy, fred Neumann from novel
sourceful lass, besting the chicanery
Houselev Stevenson turns in a straight performance, rely- Glauser; camera, Emil Berna;by Frledrlch
scene as fortune-teller; Lilian Fon- Maclvor
editor, Herof Miss Stewart and her manager taine,
Steward
Cyril Thornton ing mostly on her
Paul Cavanagh and others are Court
looks as does new- man Haller.
Judge
(latter well played by Bill FrawJames FInlayson comer
capable.
Dorothy Hart in sister role.
Judges
...C. Montague Shatv, George
ley).
Militating a bit against Miss
(In German; No English Titles)
Score by Daniele Amfitheatrof is
Melford, Charles Knight Solid bits of support are added by
Haver, however, is her blonde counThis new screen effort by prostrong point in developing mood. Doctor
George Kirby Cabot, Charley Grapewin and Withtry bumpkin appearance at first; also
Bailiff
Ad
Ferguson
ers with rest of the cast serving ducers of "Last Chance" and "Marie
General score is interwoven with
her inclination to avoirdupois.
harpsichord theme that backgrounds
competently.
Louise" is unlike its predecessors.
Herm.
The turn-of-the-century backstage the
Conversion of the children's clasIt is a crime detective story based
fortune-telling
sequence, the
stuff is sufficiently fresh and a deon the novel by Friedrich Glauser,
tinkle being used at various inter- sic, "Bob, Son of Battle," to the
parture from the now familiar andStepchild
vals to point up effectively Ivy's screen has resulted in a moving,
Swiss novelist who died a few years
then-I- wrote plus thelatterday backtender film skillfully capturing the
PRC release of Leonard S. Picker pro- ago. Whether a sleuth whodunit,
stage musicals, giving "Kissing Her murderous intentions as story devel- warm charm of Alfred Ollivant's duction.
Features Brenda Joyce, Donald done in Swiss style, will appeal to
Russell Metty's lensing stands
Now" freshness and verve. There's ops.
novel.
Woods,
Terry
It's
a
top
"family"
Austin,
picture emTommy Ivo. Gregory U.S. audiences is dubious despite
a good climax when a flop Broad- out and there is special photography bellished with Technicolor and
Marshall. Directed by James F'lood. ScreenexDavid S. Horsley adding to efnice direction and acting.
play, Karen De Wolfe from original by
way musical becomes a mop-up by
hibs should find it a moneymaker.
Jules Levine; camera, Jackson Rose; ediGlauser created the character of
show, while the vagabond Stevens fect. Believeable art direction by
In this Robert Bassler production tor, Alfred
score, Mario Sllva.
Sergeant Detective Studer, the title
(Howard) knocks around the coun Richard H. Riedel, set decorations by is assembled a competent cast that Reviewed N.DeGaetano;
Y., June 9, '47. Running time,
Russell A. Gausman and T. F. Offenof novel he wrote before "Madness
try, playing the honkytonk pianos
ably reenacts the saga of the Mc- 70 MINS.
Rules," which also was made into a
from Basin St. to the Barbary Coast. becker and other production factors Adams, the Moores and other Scot- 5ale ?'!! lock
Brenda Joyce
.Donald Woods film by th<» same producing comHe's about to take the steamer for lend strong backing to sight values. tish hill folk who lead an honest, Ken Bullock
Millie Lynne
Brog.
Terry Austin pany as "Sgt.
Detective Studer."
Alaska when the title song attracts
crusty life as sheepherders. But pri- Jim Bullock
Tommy Ivo Heinrich Gretler again portrays this
his attention, and when told that a
marily the film unfolds the story of Tommy Bullock
Gregory Marshall principal
character as he did in the
Riffraff
soubret was clicking with it at the
James Milllcan
two dogs, one gentle and the other Brian Reed
Bums
local theatre he thus learns of Miss
..Griff Barnett other picture, and turns in an ex(ONE SONG)
shifty and a killer.
ge
u
cellent
job.
Selmer
Remainder
Jackson
of cast is
Haver's success in the tab show. Will
„V,
Hollywood, June 6.
In his first starring role, Lon Mc- J.
Miss Brighton
Ruth Robinson well picked, and comes through in
RKO release of Nat Holt production. Callister credibly plays Davy,
Hough, expertly played by Reginald
the
fine style.
Gardner (the real-life co-lyricist on Stars Pal O'V.rieu. Walter Slezak, Anne abused son of Adam
McAdam (EdPRC's excursion into problem
features Percy Kilbride, Jerome
Main action is in a Swiss in"Kissing Her Now," "Honeymoon," Jeffreys;
Cowan, George Ulvot, Jason Robards, Marc mund Gwenn). Latter, fresh from drama with "Stepchild" comes out as
sane asylum, with Sergeant Studer
etc) had turned impresario with the Krah, Directed by Ted Tetzlaff. Original
his triumph in "Miracle of 34th St."
a rehash of virtually every film dis- clearing up the slaying
tab after the Broadway version screenplay, Martin Rackln; camera, George adds to his laurels with a
of a director
fine char- cussion of second marriages. It's a of the place.
E. Diskant; editor, Philip Martin. TradeBesides plenty of susflivved.
acterization of a selfish man whose picture that can't be taken
seriously pense and a logical story, there is
There is some good inside stuff shown June 3, '47. Running time. 70 MINS. wits are continually clouded
with despite the dead earnestness with a surprise ending.
pat O'Brien
Which Jessel and director Bacon "an
Mollnar
Walter Slezak drink. Plot traces Gwenn's struggle which it's played. Some of the
moSupporting
have broadly painted without punch- Maxine
Gretler
in
perhaps the
Anne Jeffreys to retain a trophy won in sheepdog ments of
pathos are as hilarious as best characterization is young Olaf
ing it too hard, notably the jealous Pop
Percy Kilbride competition
by his red collie who's slapstick. It's a minor dualer.
Jerome Cowan
Kubler, a patient in the asylum
single women with their good-look- Walter Cfrertson
Rues..,
"Stepchild" concerns itself with who
George Givot suspected of killing sheep of other
ing piano accomps: the on-the-make tiominnuez
is suffering from an inferiority
Jasr.r
Rnhnrits herdsmen.
the second marital try of Donald complex.
primas iLenore Aubert does a good 'lasso.
This is complicated by
Maro Krnh
Owned by James Moore (Reginald Woods who, after divorcing
job here); the schooling that goes
Owen). "Bob, Son of Battle" is Mc- Joyce, takes up' with Terry Brenda the fact that he's suspected of the
Austin murder. Elisabeth Muller. as the
into making a good vaude turn: the
Tight adventure melodrama with Adams' dog's chief rival.
In a lush, as a means of making a home for
petty jealousies over specialty spots Panama background. "Riffraff" spins green
his nurse, is not outstanding but provalley
by pianists which might eclipse the actioiii'ul tale of intrigue, mayhem beauties are whose natural pastoral two children. The scheming Miss vides nice heart interest in her
enhanced by. some top Austin generally maltreats the
kids romance with Kubler.
Mezo.

I Wonder Who's Kissing
Her JJow

headliner's own iridescence; the oldschool vaude managers, such as the
Kohl & Castle counterparts as done
by John "Skins" Miller and Lew

S>,
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PROD. HYPO CROAKS CROAKERS
Andy Smiths New Sales Setup at 20th

60 PIX IN WORK,

Korda s 'Corner Via Rep

TOPS IN MONTHS

^ely *or ^urzon

'

Keyed
Despite the
trust decree

that the anti--<:
stayed pending

*fa«t

is

Under Decree

to Potentials
still

a Supreme Court decision, the pattern of changes it's expected to effect in sales policies is already making itself felt in the industry. New
policy announced
decentralisation
by Andy Smith, Jr.,
(6)
Fridaj
20th's recently-named general sales-

Hollywood, June

Sam Skin Upped

20th

at

Sam Shain, 20th-Fox director of
trade relations for the last several
years and former Variety mugg,
has been named director of exhibitor and public relations for 20th's
sales department.
He's to act as personal represent-

Outlining his plans at a trade
press interview at 20th's homeoffice, Smith declared that full au-

Erskine's Title Chore
week for distribution
now under way British-Lion pictures

Negotiations are

in

Of Wallis' 3

RKO

with the life of Austrian Empress
Elizabeth, is scheduled to roll early

pictures at once, casting office disEntire studio stock company
of 34 is busy. Biggest group, 10
players, is currently employed in
"Return of the Badmen." In addition
closes.

four working in "Mourning Becomes
Electra," eight in "Memory of Love"
and nine in "I Remember Mama."

in 1948.
Forst, it's reported, is planning to
star Vivien Leigh as the Empress

Hollywood, June

at

RKO,

the Lots
Amber"

retakes in "Forever

10.

at 20lh-

Fox... "Three Were Thoroughbreds"
will be released as "Relentless" by
Columbia. .Warners switched from
"Head Over Heels" to "Love at First
Sight"
Cynthia
Corley,
femme
lead in "The Drunkard" at Theatre
Mart, drew a role in "The Senator
Was Indiscreet" at Universal-International. .Republic
bought
"The
Gay Ranchero," an original by Sloan
.

replacing Jessica

Tandy, who withdrew because of a
Edward Small
prior commitment
sold "The OTlynn," scripted from
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

•

.

Into

Dance » for SU mmer release, latest of
to hop on the Jolson
j ors
bandwagon is 20th-Fox. Latter company has two musicals in which
Jolson appeared, "Rose of Washington Square" and "Swanee River,"
and is currently mapping plans to
reissue both of them within the next

L he ma

i

year.

talking pictures
In
Singer."
"Jazz

ners'

the convict role. British stars don't
hesitate to take bit parts so long as
they're juicy ones, Hazen said, as
distinguished from their Hollywood
counterparts who won't close for a
role unless it's a major chore.

in

1927

addition

with
to

"Dance," "Rose" and "River," Astor
Pictures recently purchased rights
from United .Artists to "Hallelujah,
I'm a Bum," turned out in 1933, and
is currently distributing it under the
new title of "Heart of New York."
•

That leaves, besides "Jazz Singer,"
three other pictures, all owned by
Warners, including "Singing Fool"
(1928),

"Mammy"

(1930),

and "Won-

Following a four-week vacation,
probably tie up with General
Artists Corp. with whom he's cur-

der Bar'' (1934). Warners has set no
reissue plans yet for any of these,
but it's considered doubtful that any
but "Bar" will be reissued because

rently dickering.

of the antiquity of the others.

he'll

I

10.

moves

to its

week.

New

new headquarters
outfit,

this

headed by Stan-

ley Kramer, has blueprinted a schedule of seven productions to be made
during the next three and a half
years.

SP will kick off with Ring Lardner's "The Big Town" this summer
as first in a series of films based on
stories.

Company

is

-also

Val Raset replaced Eugene Loring Like" to his production program as negotiating for a film based on the
the second of four musicals he will life of Al Smith. Kramer said that
make for Columbia release during announcement of a releasing deal
1947-48.
will be made shortly.
Orson Welles checked in at Republic to start work on "Macbeth,"
after playing the stage version in
Odium, Rathvon, Depinet
long Cassidy picture, "Without HonSalt Lake City at the Utah Centenor"... Gary Cooper starrer. "Good
Una Merkel drew a comic
Slate Reelected
nial .
Sam." goes into work July 15 on the
role in
Texan" at
Newly elected board of directors
RKO-Pathe lot with Leo McCarey Republic "The Fabulous
Pete Smith will make reelected Floyd
B. Odium as chairdirecting for Rainbow Productions
one-third of his Metro specialties for
man of the board and N. Peter Rath...Robert Fellows and his "The
1947-48 in Technicolor, starting with
von as prexy of RKO at the direcLong Grey Line" crew returned to "Surfboard Rhythm"
"Dragnet"
torate's
initial
filming
confab
last week folafter
lot
the Paramount
is the final tag on Maurice Conn's
commencement week exercises at "Dark Bullet." for Screen Guild lowing the annual stockholders meeting in Dover, Del., earlier in week.
West Point. .Delmer Daves will di- release
Universal-International
Ned
E.
Depinet
was
re-named
starviceLindfors
rect the next Viveca
is remodelling the huge theatre set,
rer, "To the Victor," a tale of war- built for "Phantom of the Opera," chairman of the board and executime devastation.. Jerry Wald pro- for use in the Ronald Colman star- tive veepee.
duction is being screenplayed by rer, "Imagination." Universal-InterVice-presidents
reelected
were
Richard Brooks, who authored the national shifts Jeffrey Lynn to "The Malcolm
Kingsberg,
Gordon E.
original.
Adventures of Black Bart," in role Youngman and John M. Whitaker.
Dame May Whitty will celebrate originally assigned to Edmond Youngman also was re-named genher 82nd birthday playing a widow O'Brien. O'Brien switched to Ronald eral counsel. Board afso reelected
Hasso co-starrer, J. Miller Walker as secretary, Garrole in "If Winter Comes" at Metro Colman - Signe
Cornel Wilde took time out from "Imagination," a Michael Kanin pro- rett Van Wagner, comptroller, and
William H. Clark, treasurer.
"It Had to Be You" at Columbia for duction, on the same lot.
I

dance director on "The Adventures of Black Bart" at UniversalVirg'ipia Belmont
International
makes her film bow as femme lead
opposite William Boyd in the Hopaas

'.

.

.

.

Jolson appeared in eight films
from the time he first teed off War-

Hunt, who" played Mrs. Haversham, and Findlay Currie, who filled
tita

for Universal.

Hollywood, June

Sam Katzman added "Someone You Lardner

i

I

calls

Use Enterprise Studio

I

"Go

Rep arrangement

Screen Plays, Inc., concluded a
deal yesterday (9) for leasing of
space at Enterprise studios and

j

ri..._v, Man.
M»» "
Your Brush
j

s

visit.

Kramer's Indie Unit To

Dance

With

scnedu i ed Al Jolson

Hus-

Ideal

Metro negotiations for "Courtneys" have been handled personally
by Wilcox in New York. Wilcox is
a sharehalder in B-L as well as
producing for it. He and- Miss Neagle
are planning to leave New York
for the Coast Friday (13) for two
weeks.
They return to England
July 17 On the Queen Elizabeth.

,

WB

May

Pjc's

SPECTOR AGENTINCr AGAIN

week

.

!

"An

for guarantee against a percentage.
Incidentally, B-L distribs Rep product abroad.

.

.

Mike Spector has stepped out
from his post as eastern talent scout

.

is

Deal with Rep for "Sly Corner"
was made by Sidney Myers, assistant managing director of B-L, who
has been in the U. S. for a combination vacation and business trip. He
returns to England by plane with
his wife Saturday (14) after a four-

.

England reports the picseveral days ahead of schedule.

director, has already glimmed
the island in a recent visit east.
With the talent situation considerably
easier
in England, Hazen
said, Wallis was able to snap several
of the stars of J. Arthur Rank's
"Great Expectations" for parts in
"So Evil." Among those were Mar-

.

.

starrer, in

Next three films to be lensed and
released through Paramount will be
"Sorry, Wrong Number," "House of
Mist" and "Be Still, My Love," according to Hazeri. "Sorry" may be
partly lensed in the east, he said,
since, much of the story takes place
on Staten Island. Anatole Litvak,

.

.

It

band," starring Paulette Goddard.
Korda has commitments with a
number of other American stars,
giving his product easy entree in
this country.

(Continued on page 20)

I

Helen Craig signed for a key role
in "The Red Wagon" at RKO ... Ellen Corby signed for "I Remember

Mama"

top-budgeter under his own
reins is only now in

initial

Margaret Lockwood and or production
Hedy Lamarr mentioned as second- production.

I

From

Briefs

Korda is in no great hurry to
make an American deal, beyond the
two individual pic agreements that
have been worked out, since his

with

I

.

Joseph H. Hazen, partner with Hal
Wallis in the latter's production
unit, takes off for the' Coast with his
family on Sunday (15) for a twomonth sojourn. With three pix slated
to go before the cameras during the
fall and spring, Hazen will spend
most of his Hollywood stay on casting and producing problems. Meanwhile, Wallis who's shooting "So
Evil, My Love," the Ray MillandAnn Todd - Geraldine Fitzgerald

S.

Busy

completed, an E-L spokesman said.
Company will seek a ceiling figure
to blanket the season and a specific the Justin McCarthy novel, to Dougpercentage of the cost on each film las Fairbanks, who will produce and
Henry Stevturned out. Pathe has allocated a star in it next year
part of the production funds with enson, on loanout from Universal- Nibley, as a co-starrer for Roy
and Tito Guizar. .RKOthe balance to be made up by out- International, will play in "Oliver Rogers
Arthur
Rank
in London Pathe studio in Culver City shutfor
Twist"
J.
side financing. Deal would be simHarold Green appointed asso- tered its commissary until Septem.
ilar, in that sense, to one with the
Bank of America which helped ciate producer on "Sleep My Love" ber, the result of David O. Selznick
Alfred
Productions
Triangle
by
production shutdown on the lot for
bankroll the 1946-47 lensjng.
Young, in his statement, handed Noyes' tale of oldtime British high- the summer. .Republic signed Bona
the laurels to Foy, declaring that way robbery, "Dick Turpin's Ride," Massey and John Carroll to co-star
"the pictures compare favorably 1 was bought by Charles R. Rogers with William Elliott and Joseph
filming
fall.
in
the
Technicolor
for
Schildkraut in "Monterey."
am sure, with the best being made
Geraldine Wall draws a featured
Lowell
Gilmore checked into
by any other company and they are
a •tribute to the skill and enterprise role in the 20th-Fox production, Paramount for a role in the Betty
of Mr. Foy and his assistants. For "Green Grass of Wyoming," cur- Hutton
starrer,
"Dream Girl"...
the coming year we have substan- rently shooting on location at Lan- Mickey Rooney and James Dunn
Dr. John C. Eagan, of faced the lenses for the opening
tially increased the over-all budget caster, O
At the same we the Sawtelle U. S. Veterans Hos- scenes in "Killey McCoy," which
for our pictures.
plan to bring additional top crea- pital, is technical adviser on "Gen- Sam ZinTbalist is producing for
Agreement" at 20th-Fox Metro. .Teddi Sherman assigned as
tive talent to Eagle-Lion including tleman's
producers, directors, writers and ...Betty Pagel is handling the cast- dialog director on "They Passed This
a: lists to keep the quality of our
ing for "The Tender Years," to be Way" at Enterprise. .Ray Nazarro
pictures at the highest level."
produced .by Edward L. Alperson will -direct "The Last Days of Boot
and Jack Jungmeyer, Jr., for 20th- Hill," first of the new Durango Kid
Simon series at Columbia .. Stanley ClemSylvan
release. ..S.
Fox
WTava
nf juisuu^vciaouco
Tnlcnn RaisxhPs;
VV dVC Ul
^
bought the Roy Hu ggi ns sto ry in ents returned to the screen in the
Satevepost. "Now You See If," for Pine-Thomas production, "Big Town
S
FollOW
Fuller Scandal," for Paramount release...
"The
into
having incorporation
Warners already

Advance

past

U.

Willy Forst Unit

.

New Par Pix

the

Rank Bankrolling

Financing

.

Hazen West

the

of individual
in

French producer Paul Graetz and Canada, it was emphasized that
with John Erskine to do the English
these will have no bearing on an
titles for his first new pic since the
war, "Le Diable au Corps." Graetz, overall arrangement for American

currently in New York, leaves for release of the product of the Sir
the Coast Friday (13), with a print, Alexander Korda company. Deal
to arrange the American preem.
closed was for Republic distribu"Le Diable" was selected for
French competition in the interna- tion of "The Shop at Sly Corner,"
tional film festival at Brussels. Al produced by
George King under
Margolies is representing Graetz on the Korda banner
and starring OsAmerican distribution.
car Homolka. Almost at the signing
stage is an agreement by which
work, production on major and inMetro will distribute "Courtneys of
dependent lots will be heavy by
Curzon Street," made for B-L by
early autumn.
Herbert Wilcox and starring Anna
Meanwhile, the western scene reNeagle.
sounds with plenty of hoofbeats to
follow such recently released gallopNumerous talks have been held
ers as "Duel in the Sun," "Cheyby Korda and his reps on a U. S.
enne," "Trail Street," "Ramrod" and
distribution tieup and a fair pos"Vigilantes Return."
There is unsibility exists that a reciprocal arVienna, June 10.
usual activity in the canyons, based
Deal to form an English produc- rangement will be worked out with
on the old axiom that westerns are
the Selznick Releasing Organization unit, financed by J. Arthur
solid b.o. insurance.
Rank, has been completed in Zurich tion. Latter would handle B-L films
by Austrian producer-actor Willy here, while B-L would distribute
100°70
Forst who has just returned from SRO abroad. It's understood that
Switzerland. Trio of films are cur- Korda is watching developments in
Hollywood, June 10.
For first time RKO's stable of recently on the production slate. First the new SRO and results achieved
contract players are all working in picture, an historial subject dealing before making a commitment.

Eagle-Lion Preps

fect.

during

closed

by

A

.

Smith said. He added that he would
probably call a national sales convention early next fall, after the
company's decentralization policy
had received a chance to take ef-

®® Deal?

an(*

virtually

Hollywood studios are turning out
pictures today than at any time
since the first of the year, regardless
of the gloomsters who have been
throwing spasms about the letdown
in production.
total of 60 pictures are in work this week on the
various lots. During the first week
in
January, before the croakers
started croaking, the number of films
in front of the cameras was 44.
Most of the pictures currently in
production will carry well into the
summer. With numerous story properties
being readied for camera

thority to make and approve all
heretofore
which
deals,
rental
rested with homeoffice executives,
Is henceforth to be decentralized to
20th's six divisional salesmanagers.
Latter are also to be given full auNegotiations for bankrolling
thority to grant credits and make
- Lion's
1947-48
production
adjustments on contracts and will Eagle
schedule is currently under way
also have the power to decide on
with
a number of banks including
competitive bids. Purpose of the
America
and
the First
Bank
of
the
policy is to bring the field staff into
Deal is
National Bank of Boston.
closer contact with 20th's customers
talking stage with the
and Smith cited the fact that 20th's still in the
from
getting
huddlers
refraining
managers, which are
»ix division
dollars-and-cents
until
the
down
to
more than any other distribution
company has, will further this aim. film company has definitely fixed its
pix lineup for the coming year.
Metro also recently announced a
Arthur Krim, E-L's prexy now on
decentralization of such matters to
the Coast, is plotting product with
While
division salesmanagers.
its
Robert R. Young, controlling stock20th's field chiefs are to be given
holder of Pathe Industries, E-L's
authority to decide on bids, howparent organization, and Bryan Foy,
ever, Metro has retained such decistudio head.
sions in the homeoffice, with a
Meanwhile, Young spiked Hollyspecially-selected commi'ttee of
wood rumors, that his trek to the
homeoffice toppers making the deciCoast prefaces an overhauling of
Unlike Metro, 20th hasn't
sions.
top studio personnel. These rumors,
conducted extensive bidding tests
Young said, "have absolutely no
but, since it's still operating under
foundation in fact.
I am entirely
Sect. 9 of the decree, on- which it
satisfied with the progress made by
did not ask for a stay, must rec[Trade
Eagle-Lion," Young added.
ognize the bid of any exhibitor who
reports have it that E-I and PRC
requests the right to negotiate for
sales organizations will be merged
20th product.
eventually.]
No plans are in the works to
No specific amount is sought from
open the gates to outside producers, the banks until product plans are

New

^

M-G

With one deal closed and another

10.

more

manager, was planned to speed up ative of Andy Smith, Jr., 20th's new
•work of the field sales staff and is general salesmanager, in the new
believed to be based on what the position. Duties will include repfinal anti-trust decision is expected ping Smith at exhibitor conventions
throughout the country.
to dictate.

;

in U.S.;
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THE STAGE HIT THAT GAVE 'MORE THAN A MILLION
HAS
PEOPLE MORE LAUGHS THAN YOU CAN COUNT.
.

.

BEEN MADE TWICE AS FUNNY ON THE SCREEN BY

3 YEARS

"Will stampede the boxoffice.". ,-N. Y. Sun
" It'll gross a fortune."

OF CHEERS

ON THE STAGE
BEGAN
WITH THIS

BROADWAY

—PM

"Chalk up

a hit

on Broadway."-///ra/J Tribune

"Enchantingly funny play.".
"I'll

say 'Yes' to

it.

So

will

...

.

*
FILM TRADE ~
PRESS SAYS: EVERY WAY, THE MOVIE'S ~
NOW THE

Y. Mirror

"Sure-fire popular success that never misses
a trick." . .
...

"IN

—Daily News

yOU."-Jour-Jmer.

GREATER
"Delightful comedy.

ACCLAIM:

..... — N.

going

An

to the theatre."

official

THAN-

reason for
JV.

THE PLAY.

F, Times

And

wart'til

—

you hear aH about

11

•

ll

JOAN GAULF1ELD

EDWARD ARNOLD MONA
-

MARY

PHILIPS

Produced by

•

VIRGINIA WELLES

PAUL JONES

•

Screen Play by Arthur Sheekman

Directed by
•

"Hit of the first order, fit as a fiddle for any
man's theatre. Wherever laughter's a marketable commodity, the picture's a cinch.
First laugh 60 seconds after opening flash
and from there they came fast and loud
until The End'."
M. P. Herald

—

r

"A
r

rafter-shaker that should be tagged
'With Love From Paramount.' Stamped
for sure success."
—Film Daily

r

"One of the year's top laugh-promoters. Works
through grins and chuckles and shortly
r
—Daily Variety
whams into belly-laughs."

%^p^af?nimmni

premiere!

•

FREI

I

KENNY O'MORRISON

WILLIAM

D.

RUSSELL

Based on the Play by Norman Krasna

More laughs than

the

Broadway

hit.

A

have the whole town wide
awake the day after it opens. Destined to give
audience and exhibitor 100% satisfaction.'

•sleeper' that will

—film Bulletin

So funny so often that dialogue lines were
lost. The odds appear heavily weighted in
its

—M.

favor."

P. Daily

Boxoffice slant sure-fire. An expert job from
Showmen's Trade Review
Well-known play."

—

'Stage hit turned intosocko futfui>hould register

handsomely at the ticket window. "-Variety

—

I
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PICTURE GROSSES

12

H.0.'s Slow Up

Rain Swamps Indpls. But
Homestretch' Oke 14G

LA Albeit 'Cheyenne

.Indianapolis, June 10.
firstrun spots still

Film biz at

Solid

sluggish here, torrential

69G for 3 Spots, 'Expectations'

Trim 56a

Los Angeles, June

Major

two new

10.

slump at

on 2d

—

Last week, "Sea Hawk" (WB) and
"Sea Wolf" (WB) (reissues), $9,500.
Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300; 40.

Estimated Total Gross
$658,000
This Week
(Based on 18 irieatresj
$634,000
Last Tear
(Based on 16 theatres)

three theatres.

•'Great Expectations," British-made,
looks very good $56,000 in six
houses, many of them small-seaters.

$14,000.

Rose" is clocking okay
second frame, four spots.
Spring" is heading for
$26,000 or near, also „ second week,

"Moss

in two Paramount locations. Ramrod " in second stanza, four houses,
To
is oke $22,500 while "Stairway

theatres.

Estimates for This

Belmont

(FWC)

Week
50-$D—

(1,532;

"Stairway to Heaven" (U) and "VigNear
ilantes Return" (U) (2d wk)
$3,000. Last week, okay $5,500.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&SBlumenfeld) (824; 65-$D— "Ramrod"
(UA) (2d wk). About $4,000. Last
•week, oke $5,500.
(FWC) (1,518;
Carthay Circle
B0-$D—"Great Expectations" (U).
Solid $10,000 or close. Last week,
"Happened on Fifth Ave." (Mono)

Sturdy
(20th).
Last week, "Calcutta' (Par)
and "Best Band" (RKO), $13,000.
Keith's (Gamble-Dolle) (1.300;, 40
Beat
60)— "Calcutta" (Par) and
Band" (RKO) (m.o.). Oke $6,000.
Last week, "Farmer's. Daughter
(RKO) and "Boston Blackie Law
(Col), about same.
Loew's (Lo»w's) <2,450; 40-60)—
"Yearling" (M-G) (2d wk). Dandy
$12,000 on top of hefty $15,000 first

60)— "Homestretch"

537,500 in
J'Suddenly

Heaven" is down to $18,000- for second round, four spots. Fifth and
final week for "Farmer's Daughter,
looks pleasing $21,000 in two

downpours

$19,000 in St. Loo

Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1,600; 4060)— "Bedelia" (E-L) and "Joke,
St. Louis, June 10.
Son" (EOL). Pair $8,000. Last week,
Hefty grosses at the big cinemas "Ramrod" (UA) and "That's My Gal"
are still conspicuous by their ab- (Rep), $7,000.

sence and best of lot is "Johnny
O'Clock" paired with "Blondie,'s
Holiday" at Loew's. Runnerup is
"Farmer's Daughter" and "Child of
Divorce" at Fox. High temperature
over the weekend drove natives to
the parks and summer resorts.
Estimates for This Week

Wham $29,500,

Tramerl Oke 13G
Boston, June

Key

City Grosses

-

Estimated Total Gross
$2,841,000
This Week .'.
(Based on 20 cities, 199 theatres, chie/ly Jfst runs,

10.

Slight gains are being registered
this week at boxofficerbut not enough
to cheer exhibitors. New product in
most spots looks the probable reason. Best on a pro rata basis is "Dis-

including

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
$2,774,000
Last Year
(Based on 21 cities, 177 theatres)

honored Lady" day-date at the Paramount and Fenway with "Red House"
also good day-date at ,the State

and

Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 74-$1.20)—
"Best Years" (RKO). Third week
downtown after 20 weeks on roadshow. Okay $22,000 after. $25,000
second.

Monroe Band Ups
Town'33G,Phifly

40-65)—
Exeter
(Indie)
(1,200;
"Stairway Heaven" (U) (3d wk).
Fine $4,000 after good $6,500 last.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)— "Dishonored Lady" (UA) and "Sarge
Goes College" (Mono). Fine $12,000.
Last week, "Ramrod" (UA) and.
"Big Fix" (PRC), $11,000.
Kenmore (900; 40--65)
"Barber

—

Excellent $5,000.
(Indie).
Last week, subsequent-run.
Majestic (Indie) (1,500; 40-74)—
"Framed" (Col). and "Yankee Fakir"
(Rep). Firstrun on day-date with
pushing "I Cover Big Town" to Translux.
Off to good start at $8,000.
sturdy $33,000 at Earle. "High Bar- Last week "Johnny O'Clock" (Col)
baree" is shaping for nice session at and "Sante Fe Trail" (Col) (2d wk),
in Sun" is getting
Philadelphia, June 10.

Seville"

Town largely is on holdover this
stanza, with new entries .not shaping
too well. Vaughn Monroe band is

"Duel
week although in sec- $5,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
ond round at Fox after»record- "Egg and I" (U) (3d wk). Trim
"Sea
round.
opening
breaking
$22,000 after nice $27,000 second.
Wblf"-"Sea Hawk," old combo, looks
Metropolitan (M-P) (4.367; 40-80)
solid at Stanton.
"Likely
and
—"Calcutta"
(Par)
Estimates for This Week
Story" (RKO) (2d wk). Down to thin
Aldine (1,303; 50-94)— "Guilt Janet $20,000 after better than expected
Mild $9,000. Last $28,000 in first stanza.
Ames" (Col).
(M-G),
Delusion"
"Dark
Old South (Siritsky) (700; 30-74)—
week,
"Man's Hope" (Indie) and "Extenu$7,500.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 90-$1.80) ating Circumstances" (Indie). Satis—"Best Years" (RKO) (10th wk). factory $4,000. Last week, "All Rome
Okay $11,000 after about same last Trembled" (Indie) (2d wk), $2,500.
week.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—

Goldman.

Prov. Below Par Albeit

top coin for

'Smash-Up' Neat 17G,
'Dishonored' Stout

21G

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
—"Homestretch" (20th) and "Jewels
Brandenburg" (20th). Nice $18,000.

•

Providence, June 10.
Providence is back to a normal
(Grauman-WC) (2,048; Last week, "Two Mrs. Carrolls which actually is below par. Patrons
Chinese
80-$D—"Moss Rose" (20th) (2d wk). (WB) and "Winter Wonderland are not packing them in just for the
Good $9,500. Last week, sturdy (Rep), $16,500.
sake of going to a theatre. Tops is
50-75)
(5,000;
(F&M)
$14,900.
Fox
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$D— "Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) and Loew's State's "Dishonored Lady,"
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Dis- Red House" (UA) and "Undercover
"Cheyenne" (WB). Fancy $26,000. "Child of Divorce" (RKO). Passable with RKO Albee's "Smash-Up" and
honored Lady" (UA) 2d wk). Mild Maisie" (M-G). Staunch $27,000. Last
(WB),
Noon
Learn"
"Blaze
of
and
"Love
week,
Last week,
$18,500. Last
Majestic's "Two Mrs. Carrolls" next
$16,000 after last week's $19,000.
week. 'High Barbaree" (M-G) and
only $11,600.
(Par) and "That's My. Gal" (Rep),
in line. Metropolitan's "It Happened
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99— "Cover "Brother Talks Horses'"
(M-G),
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- $21,000.
On 5th Avenue" is showing a nice Big Town" (Par) with Vaughn $27,000.
feld) (872; 55-$D— "Ramrod" (UA)
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
Sturdy $33,000 or
Monroe orch.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
Down to $9,500. Last "Johnny -O'Clock" (Col) and second week.
<2d wk).
Last week, "Lost Honey- "Dishonored Lady" (UA) and "Sarge
near.
Week, not up to hopes at $15,800.
"Blondie's Holiday" (Col). Fine $19,Estimates for This Week
orch,
Beneke
Goes College" (Mono). Doing big
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$D— 000. Last week, "High Barbaree
44-65)— moon" (E-L) and Tex
(2,200;
(RKO)
Albee
down to $25,000, mid-week drop $17,500. Last week. "Ramrod" (UA)
"Undercover Maisie" (M-G) and (M-G) and "Brother Talks Horses
"Smash-Up" (U) and "Calendar cutting into big start.
and "Big Fix" (PRC), $16,000.
"Brother Talks Horses" (M-G) (2d (M-G), $24,000.
Fairly nice $17,000.
Girl" (Rep).
90-$1.25>—
(2,250;
Fox (20th)
State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)— "Red
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— Last week, "Honeymoon" (RKO)
wk-4 days). Final is $4,000. Last
(UA) and "Undercover
week, slow $9,800.
"Carrolls" (WB) (m.o.) and "That's and "Dick Tracy's Dilemma" (RKO), "Duel in Sun" (SRO) (2d wk). Fine House"
record $54,000 last Maisie" (M-G). Excellent $12,000 for
50-$D— My Man" (Rep) (2d run). Okay fair
$34,000 after
(861;
El Bey (FWC)
$15,000.
week.
this nabe spot. Last week "High
"Stairway to Heaven" (U) and "Vig- $16,500 or near. Last week, Imper44(Fay-Loew)
(1,400;
Carlton
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94) Barbaree" (M-G) and "Brother
Lady" (Par) and "Danger 65)— "Buck Privates Come Home"
ilantes Return'' (U) (2d wk). Nice fect
Sweet
—"High Barbaree" (M-G).
Talks Horse" (M-G), $13,000.
„.
$3,500. Last week, $5,500.
Street" (Par) (m.o.), $18,000
and "Sister's Secret" (PRC) $27,000. Last week, "Egg and I" (U)
Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)—
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; s50-75)— (U) run).
Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)—
Good $5,000. Last week, (4th wk), fancy $14,000.
"This Happy Breed" (U) (2d wk). "High Barbaree" (M-G) and ''Brother (2d
"Framed" (Col) and "Yankee Fakir"
Apley" (20th) and "BackKarlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) (Rep). Sound $5,000. Last week,
Smooth $6,000 or over. Last week, Talks Horses" (M-G) (m.o.). Good "George
"Mighty Mc- lash" (20th) (2d run), $4,500.
—"Yearling" (M-G) (3d wk). Fine "Johnny O'Clock" (Col) and "Santa
Last week,
$9 300
$10,000.
)—
"KillFay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65
$18,500 after good $20,000 last ses- Fe Trail" (Col) (2d wk), $4,000.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l) Gurk" (M-G) and "Lone Wolf in
Good
stage.
ers" (U) and vaude on
sion:
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) Mexico" (Col), $7,000.
Tremont (Jaycocks) (1,500: 30-74)
Last week, "Bells of San
(4,000; 50-75)— $7,000.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)—
St. Louis (F&M)
<2d wk). Strong $9,000. Last week,
Caution" (FC) and "Cap(Rep) and vaude, neat "Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) (2d —"Cant.
"Calcutta" (Par) and "I Cover Big Angelo"
$11,100.
tain Fury" (FC)
(reissues). Solid
"Gunff-eFWO -mtv 50411=-"Great Town" (Par) (4th wk). Nice $7,000 $8,000.
run). Neat $8,500. Last week, "Hap44-65)— pened in Brooklyn" (M-G) (2d run), $7,000. Last week, "State Fair"
Majest'c
(Fay)
(2,200;
Good $6,000 or after neat $8,500 third stanza.
Expectations" (U).
(20th)
(reissue)
and "House 92d
"Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB). Not too ditto.
Last week, "Web" (U) (2d
over.
St."
(20th),
$5,400.
strong at $14,500. Last week, "Buck
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—
wk), cjull $2,000.
Hawaii (G & S-Blumenfeld) 956; Reissues, H.O.'s
Buff. Privates Home" (U) and "Sister's "Carrolls" (WB) (2d wk). Fair
Secret" (PRC), stout $18,000.
B0-$1)—"Ramrod" <UA) (2d wk).
$21,000 plus $3,500 for Earle Sunday
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44 showing; was good $30,000 last week.
'Honeymoon' $15,000 65)—
Near $5,000. Last week, okay $6,400.
'Yearling' Big
In
"Happened On Fifth Ave.'
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$D—
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— "CalBuffalo, June 10.
(Mono) and v "Violence" (Mono), (2d
"Cheyenne" (WB). Bright $22,000.
Reissues and holdovers are slow- wk). Happy $12,000 after hitting cutta" (Par) (3d wk). Hot $16,500
LVille, Rousing $19,000;
Last week, "Love and Learn" (WB)
after $20,000 last week.
off.
ing biz this week. Both are
sock $15,000 in first sesh.
50-94)—
fair $9,900.
"Sea
Stanton
(WB)
(1,475;
opening
film
new
Honeymoon" only
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "Dis- Wolf" (WB) and "Sea Hawk" (WB)
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumenis merely nice.
Temple 14G, 'Tarzan'
honored Lady" (UA) and "Under- (reissues). Solid $17,000. Last week,
feld) (475; 50-85)— "Ramrod" (UA)
Estimates for This Week
cover Maisie" (M-G). Neat $21,000, "Framed" (Col) (3d wk), $8,500.
Oke $4,000. Last week,
(2d wk).
Louisville, June 10.
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— "Sea and city's leader. Last week, "High
okay $4,900.
Top bracket films in town are
(WB)
Wolf"
50-85)—
"Sea
Barbaree"
"Bulldog
and
and
(M-G)
"Great Hawk" (WB)
Iris (FWC)
(828;
"Yearling" at Loew's State and
Expectations"
(U).
Good $6,500. (reissues). Fairly good $14,000. Last Drummond Bay" (M-G), $23,000'.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
"Honeymoon" at Riaito. Crix raved
Last week, "Web" (U) (2d wk), week, "High Barbaree" (M-G) and
only $2,400.
"Little Mister Jim" (M-G), fancy —"Blaze of Noon" (Par) and "Danover "Yearling" and patrons are reLaurel
85)— $18,000.
ger Street" (Par). Fairly steady
(Rosener)
(890;
sponding at the wicket.
Surprise
BIG $30,000 IN
"Children Paradise" (Indie). Good
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70) $12,000. Last week, "Imperfect Lady"
showing currently is "Tarzan" at
Last week, "Ivan, Terrible" —"Calcutta" (Par) (2d wk). Way (Par) and "King Wild Horses" (Col),
$3,000.
Washington, June 10.
the Strand, -where a hefty $7,500 is
(Artkino) ,3d wk), $2,000.
down to $12,000 after great $23,000 meek $8,500.
holdovers prevailing at all looked for, considerably over house
With
50Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404;
opening week.
except one of town's big houses, average. Other houses are slow.
$1)—"Moss Rose" (20th) and "Little
Hipp (Shea) (2,000; 40-70)— "High
Mr. Jim" (M-G) (2d wk). Okay $16,- Barbaree" (M-G) and "Little Mister
there is nothing impressive about
Estimates for This Week
000. Last week, nice $24,200.
Jim" (M-G) (m.o.). Neat $8,000. 'Calcutta' Torrid 19G,
Actually, the
business this week.
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097; Last week, "Boom Town" (M-G)
boxoffice is quite steady, and no (1,200; 40-60) — "Magnificent Ob60-$D—"Undercover Maisie" (M-G) (reissue) and "Too Many Winners"
Cincy
Leader
in
Stout
session"
(U) and "100 Men and Girl"
single situation cries for attention.
and "Brother Talks Horses" (M-G) (PRC), $8,700.
(U) (reissues).
Mild $2,500. Last
Cincinnati, June 10.
(2d wk) (4 days). Scant $8,500. Last
Lafayette (Basil) (3,100; 40-70)—
"Homestretch," sole new entry, at week, "Homestretch" (20th) (m.o.),
week, fair $19,800.
"Calcutta" is topping the town and
"Egg and I" (U) (4th wk). Sliding
Loew's Capitol, looks better than fine $5,500.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$l)
to around $11,000. Third week was giving the large Albee its best round
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
Reissue of "Alexander's
"Moss Rose" (20th) (2d wk). Nice solid $15,000.
in several weeks. Of the other new average,
"HapDened in Brooklyn" (M-G)
40-70)
$5,500. Last week, sturdy $9,400.
(Shea)
bills currently, "Love and Learn" is Ragtime Band" at Loew's Columbia
(1,400;
Teck
and "Pursued" (WB). Snappy $3,400.
Marcal (G&S) (900; 90-$1.80)
"Texas" (Col) and "Arizona" (Col) slightly ahead of "Tarzan and Hun
is surprisingly sturdy.
Last week, "Lady in Lake" (M-G)
"Henry V" (UA). Good $7,500. Last (reissues). Not so good $4,500. Last tress," the latter being lively at the
and "Suddenly Spring" (Par), fairEstimates for This Week
week. "Duel in Sun" (SRO) (m.o.), week, "Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) Grand. Holdovers are above par,
ish
$3,000.
44-80)—
Capitol
(Loew's)
(3,434;
fair $3,900.
and "The Guilty" (Mono), $5,000. _ notably "Odd Man Out" and "Year
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 5020th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000: ling." The major houses continue "Homestretch" (20th) plus vaude.
$1)—"Stairway to Heaven" (U) and 40-70)—"Honeymoon" (RKO) and bullish and close to the hefty Dec- Strong $30,000. Last week, "High 40-60)— "Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB)
Modest $5,000 after first
(2d wk).
"Vigilantes Return" (U) (2d wk). "Devil on Wheels"
Barbaree" (M-G), $26,000.
(PRCS. Nice oration Day week's uprising.
week's bright $9,000.
Fair $8,000. Last week, oke $14,700. $15,000. Last week, "Happened on
Estimates for This Week
Columbia (Loew's) (1.263; 44-70)—
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
Palace (D'town) (1.237; 90-$1.50) Fifth Ave." (Mono) and "Mr. Hex"
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)— "Cal- "Alexander's Ragtime Band" (20th)
—"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (2d wk) (Mono) (2d wk), trim $10,000.
cutta"
(Par).
Sock $19,000. Last (reissue). Fine $10,000, well above —"Time Out of Mind" (U). Looks
light
Last week, "Fabulous
$3,500.
(m.o.). Neat $8,500. Last week, nice
week. "Homestretch" (20th), $18,000. house average. Last week, "George
$11,800.
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 50-75)— Apley" (20th) (2d run), mild $6,500. Dorseys" (UA), good $9,000.
Riaito (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40Pantages (Pan)
(2,812;
50-$D—
"Yearling" (M-G) (3d wk). Solid
Earle (WB) (2.154; 44-85)— "Car- 60)
"Honeymoon" (RKO) and
"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) (5th $6,500. Last week, "Web" (U) (2d $9,000 after great $13,000 second
Fair $14,000 "Likely Story" (RKO). One of liverolls" (WB) (2d wk).
wk) and "Millerson Case" (Col) wk), light $3,000. (UA-WC) (2.100: round.
United Artists
disappointing $19,000 initial liest bills of current crop; satisfac(4th wk). Closes at $10,500. Last
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— "Tar- after
week.
50-$D— "Great Expectations" (U). zan
tory $14,000 /or Shirley Temple
week, fancy $17,300.
and Huntress" (RKO). Hotsy
Paramount (F&M) (3.398: 50-$l) Good $17,500 or better. Last week, $10,000. Last week, "High Barbaree"
Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 44-85)— starrer. Last week, "Blaze of Noon"
(Mono)
"Decoy"
and
(U)
"Web"
(Par)
and
Spring"
—"Suddenly
"Angel and Sinner" (Indie) (2d wk). (Par) and "Fear in Night" (Par),
(M-G) <2d wk), okay $7,000.
"Seven Saved" (Par) (2d wk). Near (2d wk), fair $8,800.
Keith's (UP) (1,542; 50-75)— "Odd Small $2,000 after neat $3,000 opener. thin $11,000.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)
44-80)—
Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (700;
$15,0G0 r Last week, oke $21,400.
(1.838;
Keith's
(RKO)
Man Out" (U). Hefty $12,000 on
Hollywood (F & M) "Moss Rose" (20th) (2d wk). Nice heels of smash $15,000 opener.
Paramount
"Born to Speed" (PRC).
"Egg and I" (U) (4th wk). Holding 26-31)
Last week, "Joke
50-$D— "Suddenly Spring" $6,500. Last week, $10,700. 50-$l)
(1,451;
50-75)— well at $14,000. Last week, ditto. Fairish $2,300.
Lyric
(RKO)
(1,400;
(885;
Vogue (FWC)
(Par) (2d wk). Nifty $11,000. Last
"Homestretch" (20th) (m.o.). Good Last-minute spurt will bring in a Son" (E-L), $2,000.
and
Heaven"
(U)
to
"Stairway
40-60)—
week, sturdy $15,500.
State
(Loew's)
(3.300;
Last week, "Fabulous Dor- fifth week.
$7,000.
wk).
(2d
Return"
<U)
"V-gilantes
50RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890;
Metropolitan (WB) (1.153; 44-70) "Yearling" (M-G). Rousing $19,000.
(UA) and "Devil's Playground"
80)— "Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) Neat $3,500. Last week, okay $5,900. seys"
—"Farmers Daughter" (RKO) (2d Last week, "Ramrod" (UA) and
(UA). at 5O-60c scale, so-so $4,500.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)
(5th wk) and "Millerson Case" (Col)
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 50-75)— wk). Running neck and neck with "Little Mr. Jim" (M-G), $15,000.
(M-G) and
Maisie"
(4th wk). Good $10,500 on finale. "Undercover
(1,400;
Avenue)
Strand
(Fourth
company's
which
is
Earle,
larger
"Brother Talks Horses" (M-G) (2d "Love and Learn" (WB). Moderate
Last week, firm $15,800.
"Tarzan and Huntress"
Down to $4,500. Last $10,000. Last week, "Honeymoon" show case here, with $14,000. Last 40-60)
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$D— "Great wk-4 days).
(RKO) and "Code of West" (RKO).
week, sock $19,000.
(RKO). snappy $14,500.
$9,500. week, fair $9,400.
Stout
(U).
Expectations"
Any Tarzan film is solid at this
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 90-$1.25)
50-75)—
(RKO)
(2,100;
Shubert
50-$l)
(WB)
(2.300;
Wiltern
Last week, "Web" (U) (2d wk), fair
house.
Swell $8,000 or near. Last
"Cheyenne" (WB). Fancy $21,000. "Honeymoon" (RKO) (m.o.). Fairish "Duel in Sun" (SRO) (3d wk). Good
$5,300.
Last week, came in well week, "Hit parade .1947". (Rep) and
"Undercover $23,000.
Last
week,
Learn" (,WB), $6,000.
Last week. ''Lov
Studio 'City. ,(FWQ) (880; 50 : $1)
"Trail to Sari Antone" (Rep.), $6,0.00.
flhea'tf of estjrjialfes at stingy $34,000.
Maisie" (M-G), limp, $3^500.
*
"Great Expectatiops", (U). Good fair $10,100.','
(8 days, m.o.), fine $8,500.

.

'

—

-

'House' Strong 39G,

But "Home-

40Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800;
"Trail Street" (RKO) and
60)
"Blind Spot" (Col). Fair $10,000

Broadway Grosses

•rea being on holdover. "Cheyenne"
very solid
is pacing the city with a
in.

in 4

theatres.

of
stretch" looks oke with best gross
week at Indiana.' "Yearling" is holdup well in second week at Loew's.
Estimates for This Week

-

interest this session is in
bills, remainder of L. A.

f 69,000 or near

37y2G

'Dishonored'

gen r
almost daily helping to prolong
eral

6; 'Rose'
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PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, June 11, 1947

RO.VSlow
),

Chi;

Wow 60G, 2 Spots,

'Egg

ouWf Woods

$16 000

for

its

lodged

Wo'-ld

leaves

Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 95)— "Jolson
Looks
(24th wk.)
(Col)
Story"
Last week, trim
$12,000.
$13 500. Was skedded to leave June

«

to make way for "Stairway To
Heaven" (U) but held over again
indefinitely.

95)—
(3,900;
(B&K)
Chicago
"Framed" (Col) with Billy De Wolfe
topping stage show. Big $68,000 to
pace city. Last week, "Way With
Women" (WB) with Sammy Kaye
orch heading stage show, $60,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)— "Calcutta" (Par) (m.o.) (2d wk.) moved
over from Chicago where it did two
Last week,
Hot $12,000.
weeks,
big $15,000.

Grand, (RKO) (1,500; 95) -"Egg
and I" (U) (2d wk.) Rousing
Last week, terrific $33,000.
$26,000.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 95)—
"Dillinger" (Mono) (2d wk) plus
Looks to drop sharply to
vaude.
about $35,000 after last week's torrid
$65,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)— "Egg
Day and date
I" (U) (2d wk.)
Last
with Grand, strong $34,000.
week, mighty $43,000.

and

Blalto

(Indie)

65-95)

(1,700;

"Dead End" (FC) and "Jungle Book"
(FC)

(reissues.)

Good

$14,000 for

9 days. Last week, "Frankenstein"
(U) and "Dracula" (U) (reissues)
hefty $17,000.
(B&K) (1,500; 95)—
Roosevelt
Fair
"Carrolls" (WB) (3d wk).
Last week, fancy $19,000.
$15,000.
State-Lake
((B&K) (2,700; $1.

$1.50)— "Duel In. Sun" (SRO) (4th
Last week.
Lusty $45,000.
wk).
$60,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)—
"Sea of Grass" (M-G) (3d wk.)
good at $20,000. Last week, unexpected spurt over opening week
Still

to great $26,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 95-$1.80)
—"Best Years" (RKO) (25th wk.)
Closes today at good $16,000. "Miracle on 34th St." (20th) opens tomorrow (Wed.) Last week, fine $19,000.

World

(Playhouse) (Indie) (587;
(6th wk.)
(Indie)

75)— "Carmen"

Very good $3,500. Current stint
makes this the longest run for any
French talkie

Estimates for This Week
(CT) (2,610; 30-45-62)—
"Smash-Up" (U). Trim $12,500. Last
week, "Pursued" (WB), $11,000.
Imperial (CT) (1,916; 30-40-50)—
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" (20th)
(reissue) and "Bringing Up Father"
(Mono). Nice $6,000. Last week,
"Brother Talks Horses" (M-G) and
"Portrait of Maria"
(M-G), neat

Film

estimates,

gross

as

re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., withDistributors
out the 20% tax.
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
parenthetic
admission
The
prices, however, as indicted, include the U.S amusement tax

$5,500.

in

Much

town.

La Forteresse"

'Calcutta' Lusty

Dipping

28G

tiss"

(WB),

Princess

holdovers

.also

is

$13,000.
(2,270;

30-45-53)—

"Johnny O'clock" (Col) and "Cigar-

Good $6,000. Last
week, "Cross My Heart" (Par) and
Fear ln Night" (Par), $6,500.
(Col).

'Ruth'

Fancy 16G

a

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"Yearling" (M-G) (3d"wk). Okay
$11,000. Last week, nice $15,000,
San Francisco, June 10.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
Boxoffice is offish here this stanza
(3.309; 70-95)— "Calcutta" (Par) and
"Big Town" (Par). Strong $28,000. with heavy, unseasonable rains cutLast week, "Sea Hawk" (WB) and ting into biz. Even personal appear(reissues)
(2d'
"Sea Wolf" (WB)
ances by Joan Caulfield and Edward
wk), tepid $10,000.
Downtown CUD) (2,683; $1-$1.50) Arnold at preem of "Dear Ruth" at
—"Best Years" (RKO) (10th wk). St. Francis failed to help that picLast week, pleasing ture much, However,- it is doing
Fair $9,000.
$11,000.
nicely in view of conditions at that
Cinema (Marten) (250: 60-90)—
"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue) (2d wk). small house. "Cheyenne" is fairly
Tall $1,850. Last week, sweet $2,300. good at Paramount while vaude
Madison (UD) (1,866; 50-60)— headed by Jane Russell and Harvey
"Stallion Road" (WB) and "Sister's Stone will help "Born To Kill" to
Secret" (PRC). Good $2,100 in 3 sizeable figure at the Golden Gate.
days.
Last week, "Jolson Story"
Estimates for This Week
(Col), $2,500 in 3 days.

Frisco

^'Yearling"

$23,000.

to $14,500.

Denver;WBigl8G,2d

Denver, June 10.
is sloughing
week, hurting new
Exception is "Egg
Truman, Ike in K.C. But
and I" which still tops city in second
week. "Red House" and "High BarBiz Help; 'Cheyenne*
baree" both are mild.
Estimates for This Week
Tops at 16G, 'Copa'
35-74)—
(Fox)
(1,400;
Aladdin
10.
Kansas City, June
(U). Fine
to Heaven"
Town is going through one of its "Stairway
Last week, "Smash-Up" (U)
lighter weeks. "Smash-Up," in $6,000.
likely and "Sarge Goes to College" (Mono)
films

this

I

is

(1,500; 35-74)

(RKO)

to

It follows four obviously disappointing weeks with "Other Love,"
which did only $9,000 in final six

ing.

(FWC)

(2,656;

60-85)—

'

(2,646;

(3d wk), nice $10,200.

tomorrow (Thurs.) just a wee'<- after
weeks at^the Cap.

it finished four

and

.

Denham (Cockrill) (1*750; 35-70)—
Noon" (Par) (2d wk) and
and General Eisenhower, but meant "Blaze of Night (Par). Sad $6,500.
"Fear in
little at the boxoffice.
Sultry, rainy
$2,700.
fair $9,000.
weather persists, and likewise is no Last week,
Denver (.Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "Red
help to theatre traffic.
and "Calendar Girl"
(UA)
House"
Estimates for This Week
Thin
with
Webber.
day-date
(Rep),
Esquire (Fox) (820; 45-65)— "Kit
'Smash-Up' 8iG,
"Cheyenne"
week,
Last
Carson" (PRC) and "Last Mohicans" $11,000.
Brandenburg"
Omaha, June 10.
(PRC) (reissues.). Brought in Sat- (WB) and "Jewels
$17,500.
Boxoffice took a sudden nosedive
urday (7) and doing 5 days. "Hit (20th), also Webber, nice
Esquire (Fox) (742;- 35-74)— "Egg over the weekend and all openings
Parade 1947" (Rep) and "Spoilers of
with are decidedly blah. When top houses
North" (Rep) stayed only two days. and I" (U) (2d wk), day-date
over. Last like the Paramount and Orpheum
Split week 'looks" mild $4,500.
Last Paramount Fine $5,000 or
sag to $9,000 something is wrong.
week, "Abie's Irish Rose (UA) and week, smash $7,500.
n with "T.ft«*
r»nW T
yn "
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— The Omaha,
"Love~and
Learn
"Backlash" (20th), so-so $4,000.
Barbaree" (M-G) and "Banjo" also is ski'mpv.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)—"I "High
week
Last
Fair
$15,000.
(RKO).
Estimates for This Week
Met a Murderer" (Indie). Not beney
fiting from recent James Mason
(Tristates) (2,800; 16
publicity.
Sad $1,000. Last week, "godTofwesV' °(RK O),
Smash-Up
(U)
Skimpy
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)- «J»
"Bedelia" (E-L) (3d wk), $2,500, not
Last week,
Sea of Grass
"Egg and I" (U) (2d wk), day-date
bad for extended run.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 45-65)— with Esquire. Fast $13,000. Last week,
nnn- 18-65)
1« «»
orpheum ( 1 ristates ( :„
(3,000
omaoh
«99
nnn
"Copacabana" (UA) and "The Miller^Angel
and Badman" (Rep) and
35-74)
(878;
Rialto
(Fox)
son Case" (Col).
Fairish $13,000.
(Rep).
Just
£*M.<ms Suzanne
Last week, "High Barbaree" (M-G) "Cheyenne" (WB) and "Jewels of
Last week^ "District Attorand "Two Smart People" (M-G), Brandenburg" (20th), after week at $9,000.
Denver. Webber. Dull $3,000. Last ney (Col) plus Henry Bu.sse band
trim $16,000.
(Par) (1,900; 45-65)— week. "Invisible Informer;' (Rep)
:
g®$%>($
t
a"»W -?wl)<PRC>
Iei
n
° f SWamP
"Cheyenne" (WB). Sturdy $16,000.
"Gum Janet Ames"' (Col) and
and may hold. Last Week, "Calcutta" r nnH' ^nnn
Thin $6,000
Last
Tab or (Fox) (1.967; 35-74 )-"Odd "Banjo" (Col).
(Par) (2d wk) fairly good $10,000.
Carrolls
(WB
Orpheum (RKO) (2,100; 45-65)— Man Out" (U) and "Love of Rusty" week Two Mrs
"Blondie
s Holiday' (Col), solid
and
week,
"Lost
Last
Mild
$7,000.
"Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB( and "Big (Col)
...
Town" (Par) (2d wk). Fast $10,000. Honeymoon" (E-L) and "Hard- $9,300
Omaha (Tristates) (2.100; 16;6o)—
Last week, nice $13,000.
Boiled Mahoney" (Mono) fair $6.000j
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (F o x)
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "Red Love and Learn (WB) and Philo
Light
(PRC).
(2,100. 2.043, 700; »15-65 >— "Smash- House
(UA) and "Calendar Girl" Vance's Gamble
Up" (U). Moderately good
Last week, "Homestretch'

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv) (1,300: 95-$2.40)
(29th wk).
Continues current long-run champ,
with stout $27,000 this week: last wr.s
fancy
$33,000;
being hetoed
by

Memorial Day weekend.

$1.10-$2.40)
initial not)
price showing in U. S., this British
b.o.
heavyweight will hit strong
$18,000 or better, remarkable in view
of roadshow previous dates in N. Y.
and what this house has been doing.
Ran 35 weeks at Golden and 11 at
City Center in past 12 months. Stays.

Last week. "Dishonored Lady" (UA)
(2d wk). $9,000.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820: 70-S1.50)

—"High Barbaree" (M-G)
Lombardo orch heading

tised to

may
of

next Saturday

70-$1.20>
(3d-fina!
wk).
after trim $21,000
(1.500:

(Col)

Ami" (UA) opens

(14).

(Brandt) (900:
—Gotham
"Magnificent Oberrsion"

70-$1.40)

(U) and
"Stole a Million" (U) (reissues)' (2dfinal wk).
Slipping to $7,500 after
fine $12,500 opener.
"Drums Along

%£%

;

Mohawk"
(20th)

!

about same.

next but "Ivy" (U)

(Brandt)

to $15,500
for second. "Bel

'

1

in

In ahead, sixth stanz?
hit $18,000. okay.

Down

j

!

come

follow.

—"Framed"

'

,

(Mayer)

35-85)—

594;

State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)
"Favorite Brunette" (Par) (2d run)
with Diosa Costello, Archie Robbins,
Ear} Warren Sextet headim vaude.
Film maybe was too long at nearby
Paramount since they're not buying
heavily here.
Very mild $22,000
looks all.
Last week, "Fabulous
Dorseys" (UA) (1st run), Leo Carrillo, Berry Bros., Smoothies heading vaude, $25,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
"Cheyenne" (WB) with Ted Lewis
orch topping stageshow. Resumption of stage policy not terrific, with
film getting mixed reviews. Shapes
to get very good $60,000 or near.
Combo is in for four weeks. Last
week, "Sea Hawk" (WB) and "Sea
Wolf" (WB) (reissues) (2d wk), nice

especially good in view of
reduced top of $1.25 and no stage-

$31,000,
bill.

Victoria

!

dav

(Mauier)

70-$1.20)
(reissue) (2d-

(720;

—"Jungle Book" (FC)

wk). Slipped to $11,000 but not
bad for oldie: first was stout $16,000.
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) opens here

final

tomorrow

(Thurs.).

Winter Garden (UA) (1.312; 60$1.20)— "Carnegie Hall" (UA) (6th
wk). Looks to land oke $23,000 or
near; fifth was $26,000.
Stays seventh frame.
"New Orleans" (UA)
opens here June 19.

Guy 'Grass' Smash $13,000,
Seattle; 'Privates' 12G

"Odd Man" (U)
Globe

/^L.^Tt;^^,

;

Rialto

"Scared To Death" (SG). Opens
today (Wed.) after dull $4,000 in 5
days with. "Scarlet St." (U) and
"Bad Man From Red Butte'' (U) (re-

stapebill.

Holds. Last week, fourth of
"Duel" (SRO), trim $37,500 in 8
days.
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700: 60-$1.25)
—"The Web" (U) (2d wk). Looks
good $31,000, albeit not bis in first
week ended last (Tues.) night. "Gon«
With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) adver-

^amount
WOO

|

plus

ing.

c

'

Holds 7th frame.

$6,000.

Resuming stage policy, this week being moderate $69,000 and disappoint-

.

Newman

Continues.

Broadway (UA) (1,895;
—"Henry V" (UA). On

Omaha

-

in next.

Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)
—"Carnegie Hall" (UA) (6th wk).
Down to $5,000; fifth was modest

—"Best Years" (RKO)

Last Week, fine $21,500.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207;
55-85)— "Road to Hollywood" (Indie)
and "Second Chorus" (Indie) (reissues)' (2d wk). Sturdy $12,000. Last
week, surprising $12,500.
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; 6085)— "Thief of Bagdad" (FC) (reissue) (2d wk). Hearty $2,300. Last
week, $3,700.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)— "This
Happy Breed" (U) (7th wk).': Solid
$1,900. Last week, $2,400.
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
"Lucretia Borgia" (Indie) (2d wk).
Mild-- at $1,700.
Last week, neat

(2d wk).
Story" (RKO)
Mere $4,500. Last week, good $6,000.

"Likely

of

"Cheyenne"

with night trade marvelous.
"Ghost and Mrs. Muir" (20th) is due

ently

and Ted
Lewis band is giving the Strand a
In
ahead,
"Isle
Dead"
very nice $60,000 or near in initial issues).
round ending next Thursday (12). (RKO) and "Body Snatcher-s" (RKO)
"High Barbaree" with Guy Lom- (reissues), $6,200.
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
bardo band at Capitol is a bit disappointing with fairish $69,000 likely. —"Happened on Fifth Ave." (Mono).
Both Strand and Cap are resuming Allied Artists production tees off
regular run today
(Wed.) afterstageshows with these shows.
"Woman oh Beach" is far from big preem for benefit N. Y. Cancer
at $23,000 or close in initial session Committee and Runyon Memorial
Fund last (Tues.) night. In ahead,
ending Friday (13) at the Pa'ace.
fourth
week
of
Love" (UA),
"Other
Paramount opened "Dear Ruth,"
with Perry Como, Lloyd Shaffer was way off at $9,000 in 6 days after
band, Helen Carroll and Sntisfiprs thin $14,500 for third.
Roxy (20th) (5.886; 80-$1.50)—
and others on stage, yesterday
(20th) plus
(Tues.), a day ahead of houses usual "Miracle on 34th St."
opening. Brought this conSbo in on Jerry Lester, Salici Puppets, Art
Tuesday because figuring it a strong ;Lundj Jan August, others, on stage
In first week ended last
setup, and in order to meet com- \2d wk).
(Tues.)
night
soared
to
smash
petition from string of new pictures
$125,000, being helped by rave reon Broadway.
"Happened on Fifth Ave." starts views from all crix. Film still is
regular run today at the Rivoli after building. Last week, "Brasher
(20th) was pushed to
benefit preem for Cancer Fund last Doubloon"
(Tues.) night.
Picture was given sock $128,500 in second week by
unusual celeb endorsement tvne of Jack Benny, et a)., also on stage for
second 'rame.
ads for nearly a week prior
open-

$11,500.

(m.o.), fair $5,000.

(Cinema)
—Broadway
"Tarzan Huntress"

not big at the Midland. Threeday reunion of the 35th Division last
weekend brought a lot of people to
town, including President Truman

Combo

Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2;448; 55
85)— "Framed" (Col) (2d wk). Weak

13G

is

City Center. "The Web"
passably good $31,000 at

at

only

is

Criterion,

(M-G) (3d wk). Down
Last week, strong $25,000.

Man Out" (U)

especially.

No

leader. "Cheyenne" at the Newman,
"Copacabana"
is tailing it closely.

weeks

days.

^l^^^^iT^!^

Summer weather

generally

Strand

Globe brings in "Affairs of Bel
Ami" next Saturday (14) after three
weeks- with "Framed." Gotham
60-85)— ooens with two more reissues next
Solid $25,000. Friday. "Carnegie Hall" goes seven
Last week, "Carrolls" (WB) (2d wk), weeks at both the Winter Garden
and Park Avenue. This is doing
$17,000.
f,|ij
around $23,000 in current (6th) week
St. Francis (Par)
(1,400; 60-85)—
at Garden.
"New Orleans" opens
"Dear- Ruth" (Par), Despite p.a. of
there on June 19.
Joan Caulfield and Edward Arnold,
Victoria launches "Duel in Sun"
Warfield

'House' Dull at $13,000,

—"Dear Ruth"

$18,000 or better in Its first week,
unusually big in view of roadshow
runs of 35 weeks at Golden and 11

$15,000.

Paramount (Par)
"Cheyenne" (WB).

of

Preem

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65$1.00)— "Born To Kill" (RKO) plus
vaude headed by Jane Russell and
Harvey Stone. Fairly good $28,000.
Last week, "Magnificent Obsession"
(U) and "Stole A Million" (U) (reissues) plus vai'de headed by Dale
Evans, oke $19,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-95)— "High
Barbaree" (M-G). Fair $21,500. Last
week, "Homestretch"
(20th)
and
"Way With Women" (WB) (2d wk),

Michigan (UD) (4,039; 70-95)—
Carrolls" (WB) and "Hit
Parade 1947" (Rep) (2d wk). Lofty
$20,000. Last week, sock $35,000.
Fox (Fox) (5,100; 70-95)— "Homestretch" (20th) (2d wk). Off to good
$16,000. Last week, lusty $32,000.
Palms-State (UD) (2,976; 70-95)—
"Copacabana" (UA) and "Too Many
Winners" (Mono) (2d wk). Down
Last week, fancv $20,000.
to $9,000.
United Artists (UD) (1,941; 70-95)
—"Honeymoon" (RKO) and "Philo
Vance Returns" (PRC) (2d wk).
Dipping to $10,000. Last week, stout

"Two Mrs.

tial session ending next Friday (13)
looks not too forte at $23,000 or over.
Stays oh. In ahead, "Honeymoon"
(RKO) (3d wk), $16,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$.15O)

and Paramount have new shows.
"Henry V," at the Broadway, on first
pop scale run will strike strong

drag.

On

not includ-

Palace.

Criterion,

Capitol,

weather, which usually drives the
patrons, failed to give the expected
Because most
shot in the arm.

have

30-45-62)—
(2,578;
Brooklyn" (M-G).
Last week, "Nora Pren-

(CT)

week,

past

(Par) with Perry
Como, Lloyd Shaffer orch, Helen
Carroll and Satisfiers, Larry Storch,
Four Evans on stage. Opened ye'sr
terday (Tues.), a day ahead o theatre's usual opening day to compete
for Street will be nice.
Standout are the Roxy and the with numerous new pictures on
"Imperfect
week,
Broadway. Last
Music Hall. Former is goin^ great Lady" (Par) plus Buddy Clark, Boyd
guns with "Miracle on 34th Street," Raeburn orch, Jan Murray (3d.wk),
plus Jerry Lester, Salici Puppets, $40,000 in 6 days; second was okay
Art Lund, Jan August on stage, with $58,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockesmash $125,000 likely for first week. fellers (5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Great Ex"Great Expectations," at Hall, with pectations" (U) and stageshow (3d
usual big stagesnow, Is holding re- wk). British opus is staying up in
markably well at $130,000 in third big coin at $130,000, splendid for
stanza. It's slated to go a fourth third
stanza;
second was great
and possibly a fifth session.
$138,500. Stays fourth and maybe a
Besides the Roxy. the Broadway. fifth session.
Holding up consist-

in

ette Girl"

bills,

Broadway

shapes
fairly well currently despite rainy
weather several days. In view of
Memorial
Day
usual letdown after
week's booming trade, overall total
the

(CT)

Fine $14,000.

in Mild Det.

Detroit, June 10.
"Calcutta," at the Broadway-Capitol, is
topping an otherwise dull
week at the downtown theatres
where business continues to be off
as much as 40%. Even inclement

houses

'Barbaree'-Lombardo 69G, 'Web' 31G
With seven new

ing reissues and a second-run film
at Loew's State, teeing off during

(Indie) (6th wk)
after
last
week's

$5,500

Palace

$3,000.

Tower -Uptown-Fairway

'Cheyenne-Ted Lewis iG,

$125,000,

$6,000.

"Happened

success stems from healthy publicity
Last
support o£ local columnists.

week,

.

Loew's (CT) (3,115; 35-47-67)—
"Great Expectations" (U). Sturdy
$15,000.
Last week, "Song Scheherazade" (U) (2d wk), $14,000.
Orpheum (CT) (1,119; 30-40-10)—

today (Tues.) at
"Carweek.

about

New Pix Help Bway; liracle-Stage

Capitol

25th

the sureseater
in
after current (6th)
week at $3,500 and the longest
Other
French film run in town.
holdovers mainly shape for fair take.
Estimates for This Week

men,"

2d

Grosses Are Net

or total of $60,000 for week.
"Best Years," with the longest
holdover record here for the year,

«v- bows

Monti

Montreal, June 10.
Biz is fairly sturdy this week.
Smaller houses like Princess and
Imperial are doing particularly well.
"Great Expectations"
at
Loew's,
teed off so strong it may get a longrun,'

Chicago, June 10.
Loop,
to
"Framed," at Chicago, with strong
itage bill topped by Billy De Wolfe,
with
week
this
field
the
pacing
is
big $68,000. Holdovers dominate the
other houses with "Duel in Sun" at
State-Lake indicating a lusty S4a,000
in fourth stanza. "Egg and I" daydating at two RKO houses is showing big strength in second week at
$26,000 at Grand and $34,000 at Palace

newcomer

Only

'Expectations' 15G,

Trametf-DeWalfe

IS

(20th) and "Swanee River(reissues) come in next Fri

(13)

Seattle,

June

10.

More hot weather this week but
the big ones go on unperturbed.
"Sea of Grass" and "Privates Come
Home" look top newcomers. At
Roosevelt "Carrolls" is hot for third
stanza.
"Stone Flower" in six days
at the Metropolitan got very good
$3,400.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800: 45-80)—
"Late George Apley" (20th) and
"San Demetrio" (20th) (2d wk).
Sturdy $4,500. Last week, "Suddenly
Spring" (Par) and "13th Hour" (Col)
(3d wk). big $5,100 in 8 days.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349; 45-80)
—"Sea of Grass" (M-G).
Great
$13,000. Last week. "Apley" (20th)
and "Demetrio" (20th). $10,400.
Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Johnny O'clock" (Col) and "King
Wild Horses" (Col). Fine $9,000 or
better.
Last week. "Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) and "Don Coyote" (UA),

Hollywood (WB) (1,499: 70-$1.10) $8,300.
Music Box (H-E) (800; 90-$1.25)
—"Possessed" (WB) (2d wk). In
second
frame
concluding
today "Duel in Sun" (SRO) (5th wk).
(Wed.) holding nicely at $32,000 after Strong $8,500. Last week, immenst
very big $45,000 opener.
Holds $10,700.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
idef.
.

Palace

Woman

(RKO)

on Beach" (RKO)'.' In

(M-G)

-

'

ln'i-

(4th -wk).' Smash
(Continue'd" 'on page 20)

"Yearling"

(1.700: •,6t)-S1.201—

"

'

'

THERE

IS
SOMETHING

NEW

IN

MOTION
PICTURES

1
GREAT NEWS OF NEW LAUGHS AND NEW PROFITS
with

this tiptop feature of fun.

One- hour-and-42-

minutes of great Cinecolor comedy, laughful of the
stars of

today and tomorrow. The biggest package of

chuckles, chortles

and

belly laughs that ever threatened

a house record. Yes, Brother, with loads and loads of
that's

funny

in

it,

there's loads

and loads

of

money

in

all
it!

.

TAIUETY'S' i.OKDON ©OTIC*
•

INTERNATIONAL
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Powwow

Seidelman's

Union, Banks Put Mex Biz In Ferment;

Confabs to reshape plans for
wider distribution of Universal and
Arthur Rank product in overunder way with
Joseph H, Seidelman, U's foreign

Cuba Using 374

J.

'Duel' Deals

Touch Seen In

Selznick

City, June 7.
The entertainment biz here is in
lerment, with the activity and disorder chronic conflict implies. Since

Mexico

dept. chief, presiding. Called in for
talks are Michael Bergher, supervisor for the Far East, and Raul
Viancos, head of the Chile, Peru and

Loew's Hicks, Pincus Back
After European Surveys

,

Bolivia areas.
Bergher arrived

Two Loew's International execu1, production has slid 50%.
tives returned to the homeoffice over
has declined 25%. The reasons,
the weekend from survey trips to
Vhich are international, are union England and the Continent.
caucredit
misunderstandings and

Jp.o.

paraiso zone, Chile,

Orton Hicks, chief of the comreturned SatThe government has taken" over pany's 16m division,
urday (7) night after six weeks of
the Banco Cinetamagrafico, the only
over the 16m distribution
looking
films.
financed
that
private bank
in England, France Belgium
setup
is
Cuen,
Sanchez
Banco,
Head of the
Arthur Pincus, assistant
« school companero of President Mi- and Italy.
Rumor, or wishful to ad-pub chief Dave Blum, flew in
guel Aleman.
after a three-months'
thinking has it that Banco will make Friday (6),
tour of the same countries and Norproto
available
(U.S.)
|10,000,000
way, Denmark, Finland, Switzerland,
ducers.
Spain, in which he surFilm unions are divided into two Egypt and
veyed publicity and exploitation
parts, the STPCM, which works with
methods.
producers, and the STIC, which
works with exhibitors, and is the
strongest union in Mexico. Both renew contracts every two years. It
Composer
tion.

Perkins, Nathan, Other

European Parties

in U.S.;

'

eeems as though the former will
a contract in which most, of

make

the unionists take a 25% cut to fain order to keep the
Industry going.
The STIC contract is not up unta
September 6. But already it is yelling for a 50% raise for all. This
means that an inspector,, now getting $5.50 per day for 30reels, wants

On Song

vor producers

more than

(A bank

$8.

|50 per month).

teller gets
also

Distributors

of wages to the union for
social security, etc. Talk is that U.S.
companies may close their Mexican

pay 10%

offices if

demands

jell.

Several items, puffed to the skies

with Mexican abandon, fell overboard. "La Diosa Arrodillada," starring Maria Feliz, turned abnormally
costly for Mexico ($300,000), because
Of extended shooting, and will prob"Mark Antony and
ably dive.
Cleopatra,"

starring

in

4

Paramount

B.A.

Major's Far East B.O.

participation

in

the forth-

I

BUENOS AIRES

ARGENTINA

Dunham
Mex.

manager

to

manager

of

French Rail Strike
Puts K.O. on Show Biz
Paris, June
Nationwide French rail strike has
put show business into a terrific
with grosses falling off
tailspin
10.

disastrously.

Railroad standstill has

completely snafued tourist trade
which is overcrowding all available
cars and plar.es in effort to get away
from it all in Belgium or Switzerland.

LONDON LIKES FLAGSTAD
London, June 10.
Norwegian diva Kirsten Flasstad
scored heavily in her two recitals
at Albert Hail, despite her alleged
Quisling ties.

Mexico

British Film Briefs

1,450.

City,

June

film theatres, there are 61

dies.

out-

Annually 800,000 feet. of 35m

Partially responsible for the
slump, he opined, are heavy admission taxes levied in many Far East
countries. Straits Settlements placed
a 33%% tax last September, while in
bite- is

50% 3

-----

-

—

.

is -also'

cutting into the majors' playing time,
Britton pointed out. Filipino studios
in particular are back on their feet

consequently

fewer American

films are hitting screens in Manila.
The new British quota in' the Straits

Settlements, the Federated Malay
States and Hongkong, which fixes a
minimum of/ 10% of all playing time
for British films in first and second
run houses, is also hurting.
Britton was inclined to minimize
films.
Current RKO revenue
from the narrow-gaugers in that area
was more or less negligible, he said,
and that conditions of unrest in most
of the Orient have hurt 16m pix
there. RKO is now' handling about
40 narrow-gauge films. Best 16m
market to date has been the Straits
Settlements and the Philippines, he

16m

is traditionally meagre, as
1897 only some 80 pix have

duction
since

been locally produced.

Montague Takes Princes

On as Shephard
Opens With

Business on the whole, Britton de-

Revived native production

feet' 6f posi-

tive and 500,000 feet of sound film is
used. Cuban picture industry, aside
from exhibition field, represents an
investment of $1,300,000. Film pro-

clared, has taken a definite drop
especially where there's been an
exodus of the armed forces. In comparison to last year, biz is off 20% to

and

16m

.

Indie Imports,

With the

Vacates;

'Nightingale'

London, June 3.
closing of "Peace to

Peckham"' May 31 at the Princes
theatre, Firth Shephard has vacated
the house for good. Although he's
had house a long time, it hasn't
proved a very profitable venture to
him.
Bert Montague, local agent and
provincial revue and pantomime
producer, has acquired house on
long lease, with first show to be
staged there July 10. Show is titled
"The Nightingale," having been
changed from "The Chinese Nightingale," based on story by Sax
Rohraer. Jack Hulbert is producing,
and Mimi Benzell, the Metropolitan
opera star, is to star.
One of chief reasons why Montague has acquired house is to give
him chance to stage a pantomime
in London around Christmas, which
is always a profitable venture.

English Exhibs

Ready To

Censor Jail-Break Film
London, June

10.

Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.
has taken firm stand against showremittances, Britton deing of "There Is No Escape," pie
clared
is getting money out of
made by Exclusive Films.
the Straits Settlements and HongMade in a small studio, once the
kong. There also have been some reschoolroom of a London church, pic
mittances from Siam, he said, but not
features Stanley Thurston, "the man
at 'official rates of exchange.
no jail can Hold." On no less than
Britton, who arrived here last
four occasions he escaped from the
week by plane via London, is here
asserted.
As for

RKO

on his

first visit

in 18 months.

10.

Shows

.

while Mexico is" third with
Cuban houses total 487, in

throughout the island. Annual
film rentals paid last year by all
houses reportedly touched $500,000.
are
eight
product
Supplying
American film distribs, plus 22 in-

U. S. dancers rule the Mexican b.o
roost. That's proven by the extended
Current London
engagements of Katherine Dunham
London, June 5.
(Figures show week of run)
Capt. A. C. N.^Dixey, one of the and her troupe and the Ballet Russe
London, June 10.
founders of London Film Produc- de Monte Carlo. Miss Dunham, pre"Angel," Strand (1).
tions with' Alexander Korda, who sented by the American Theatre,
"Annie Get Your Gun," Coliseum
has been in retirement for some played four big weeks at the Teatro
years, is' staging comeback. Tees off Iris, opening April 16. Then, because (1).
"Bird Seller," Palace (2).
with series of semi-documentary of a priority booking by the ballet,
"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (7).
films, after which will produce full- she moved over to the government'
"Born Yesterday," Garrick (20).
length feature costing around $400,- owned Palace of Fine Arts (National
"Clutterbuck," Wyndham (40).
000, tentatively titled "Count Han- Theatre) for four shows, under aus"Eagle Two Heads," Globe (17).
nibal" .
Maurice Ostxer's deal pices of the American Theatre and
"Edward My Son," Majesty's (2).
with 20th-Fox cooled off. He's mean- the Fine Arts Institute.
"Ever Since Paradise," New (1).
while signed to do a pic for British
She was such a click that her en
"Guinea Pie," Criterion (69).
Lion Films, to be directed by Leslie gagement at the Palace was extend"Here There," Palladium (10).
Arliss, starring Michael Rennie and ed for a second edition of her dances
"Jane," Aldwych (19).
Christine Norden, with shooting to run finally ending Sunday (8). Miss
"Life With Father," Savoy (1).
start mid-July.
Dunham played the Palace most of
"Man Ministry," Comedy (23).
Henry Stevenson expected here the time at prices from $15 to $1
"Now Barabbas" Vaudeville (14)
from Hollywood early July for fea- (Mex), the top later being dropped
"Off the Record," Apollo (1).
tured role in Cineguild's "Oliver to $7 (Mex). The ballet, though not
"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (6).
Twist," which will go into produc- much at home in the cramped, old
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (112).
tion at Pinewood studios. It's Steph- style Iris, did so well that instead
"Piccadilly Hay ride," Wales (13).
enson's first trip here in 20 years
of closing June 7, as skedded, it
"Power and Glory," Fortune (35).
Script of Oscar Wilde's "The Im- played next day, too, doing juicy
"Present Laughter," Haym'ket (8).
portance of Being Earnest," has Sunday biz. Ballet opened May 19
"Proudly Present," Yorks (6).
been finished by Donald Taylor, with
American
Theatre's
producers,
cast and time of production to be set Sam Pierce, Melvin Parks and Mar
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (58).
"1066 All That," Sayville (7).
as soon as J. Arthur Rank gets back tin S. Holman, are busy with plans
from U. S.
Rita Hayworth ex- for resuming legit shows they started
"Together Again," Vic Palace (8).
pected back in London middle of at the Iris Feb. 4. Belief is that sum
"Under Counter," Phoenix (80).
July in time for opening of her pic, mer theatre can be good here be
"White Devil," Duchess (14).
"Down to Earth," at the Gaumont cause of expected increase in volume
"Winslow Boy," Lyric (55).
and Marble Arch Pavilion.
of U. S. tourists.
"Worm's View," Whitehall (6).
.

East.

1,619,

which an estimated $9,000,000 has
been invested. In addition to regular

cline.

Siam the

WB

sistant

Topranking Latin-American country in point of film theatres is Ar r
gentkia with 1,680, the Year Book
Runnerup is Brazil with
states.

in N. Y. last week. He. predicted that
to safeguard their interests, majors
will have to build their own flrstrun
houses in key cities. Currently, construction costs are prohibitive but a
wave of theatre building likely will
result as soon as material costs de-

confer with Par homeoffice execs on
a forthcoming London publicity canv
paign for "Unconquered," slated to
open at Par's Carlton after "Duel In
the Sun."

BRANCHES

Colombia. Louis Lipsky, Colombia
manager, is being transferred to
managership of Chile, succeeding
Douglas J. Granville, who is headed
for a supervising post in the Far

houses.

Big Taxes, Sez Britton

30%.

WARNERS MAKES MANY

visor for that country, Argentina,
Chila, Uruguay, and Paraguay. Armando Trucios, now in charge of
Peru, becomes g.m. for Argentine.
Carl Heumann is upped from as-

and environs to average 450,000
weekly, while attendance was even
better in the provinces, where it
averaged 560,000 patrons at 369

negative film, 1,000,000"

director in Britain, and Tony
Reddin, publicity head there. Latter, incidentally, is here primarily to

PA'S

five new promotions
in that territory. Ary Lima, former
manager for Brazil, becomes super-

by

sales

TRENET SET FOR RADIO,

film audiences lean heavily

lets

Hit

along those lines are rather nebulous.
Others in the Paramount delegation, also going to the Coast, included
James E. Perkins, Par's British managing director; Fred Hutchinson,
j

4.

Cuban

estimates that the island's average
annual importation of U. S. product
approximates 374 pix. That's followed by 50 from Mexico, 35 from
Argentina and only 25 from European producers. Customers last year
patronized 118 theatres in Havana

sales

him.

teaser campaign (pre- U. S. with a view to obtaining techcedent is five), a multiple opening in nical equipment.
five theatres (precedent is CantinOn the. other hand, agitation by
IN
flas in two).
the Entertainment Syndicate set up
They are withholding opening un- under Sehora de Peron's patronage
Buenos Aires, June 4.
til the big-three holidays of Sept.
seems likely to force exhibitors into
French songster Charles Treriet is
Manny
July.
of
16, their Fourth
putting on vaudeville turns in film due for a series of broadcasts, spon
Selzopened
just
has
Reiner, who
houses. Fact that niteries in Buenos sored by Kolynos, on Radio El
gross
to
expects
here,
nick office
Aires are doing sock business, but Mundo net, .in Buenos A,ives starting
$250,000 in the Republic.
chiefly featuring imported talent, June 15. In addition, Radio El Mundo
doesn't seem to open the local has booked Clemente Locoeo's Metmanagers' eyes to the fact that ropolitan theatre, on the Avenida
the Spanish 'and Central American Corrientes, for personal appearances
talent seem to have better value.
by the Gallic redhead.
IN S.A.
Mundo's deal with Lococo is on a
percentage basis and the Trenet perArthur S. Abeles, Jr., Warner Bros,
SIGNS
formances will tie in with the Metromanager for Argentina and superBuenos Aires, June 3.
politan screening of Robert Montvisor of company operation in Chile,
Imperio Argentina, Spanish film gomery's pic, "Lady of the Lake."
Uruguay and Paraguay, has been
Luis Dillon, of McCann-Erickson's
appointed by Harry M. Warner to actress and singer, is set to broadN. N. office is en route here to
post of exec assistant to Max Milder, cast for Radio Belgrano.
in Great
managing director for
Star is plenty peeved over Argen- oversee arrangements for Trenet's
Britain. Abeles is scheduled to leave tine showfolks' boycott because of Kolynos show.
Buenos Aires for London to take up alleged Franco sympathies.
For
his new duties about Aug. 1.
same reason other webs haven't
Ballet Russe,
appointment,
Abeles
Following
been anxious to bid for her services.
Wolfe Cohen, vice-prexy of Warner
International in charge of LatinDancers Rule
Roost

America, made

atten-

Kupper, 20th's former genmanager, is replacing

J.

eight years.
Here for a six-week visit, Nathan
is slated- to go to the 'Coast, Friday
(13) with Par's foreign chief George
DeWeltner for studio huddles.
claring the Brussels Film Festival

Par's

advertising

BELGRANO

theatre

who arrived in New York, Monday
(9), with several other Par officials.
that no new theatres had
been built in France for the past

Festival,
coming
Venice
Film
Nathan revealed, is awaiting consummation of the 1947 film agreement with Italy. Company, he said,
is contemplating no immediate production in France and Par's plans

'

SHIFTS

British

eral

films.

PIX EXHIBS MAY BE
June

in

•

toward American pictures, according to the Cuban Year Book, which

Terrific importation of independ'
was the most outstanding one ever
held, Nathan said that Par had en- ent product in the Far East has xetered "To Each His Own," a news- suited in loss of playing time to the
reel clip which had won a prize in majors, according to Leon Britton,
America, plus one of George Pal's RKO's Far East supervisor, who was

FORCED TO USE VAUDE
Aires,

three

Slump

dance was particularly evident last
week, according to Otto W. Bolle,
recently resigned 20th-Fox managing
director in Great Britain. He pointed out that an exodus to the outdoors brought about by daylight
saving has cut the b.o. to a heavy
degree.
Bolle, who said he asked to be
relieved of his post, arrived in New
York Monday (9) aboard the Queen
Elizabeth: His first trip to the U.S.
in 10 years, he disclosed that he
had also spent time in South Africa
and Australia during that period.
His future plans are uncertain. Wil-

He added

French Pic

Buenos

•f

Boss Says
Outdoors Lure K.O. to Pix

according to John B. Nathan,
contiParamount International's
nental European general manager, liam

Distributors are still having to pay
Big project on hand is, of course, high fees for government inspection
the ubiquitous "Duel." The Selz- of their pix, but higher taxation pronick technique has been worked to posed by local producers against
His reps spent a year foreign pix has been left in abeythe hilt.
traveling through Latin America ance. This stems from the govern"making friends." Now they offer ment's current desire to establish
"Duel" with no strings, an 80-day more friendly relations with the

Gaby Morlay.

regained

sels

Budapest, June 3.
Bela Zerkovitz, local composer,
has started suit against producers
of French film, "Martin Roumagnac,"
claiming a song used in the pic is his
composition, first performed in one
of his operettas in 1912.
Pic stars Marlene Dietrich and
Jean Gabin, and in on scene a Hungarian gypsy plays the song for the
duo. Assumed that the .French producers (as do many people here)
thought the work an old Hungarian
folksong, and In public domain.

Argentine's

has

theatres in France and one in Brus-

Starring La Dietrich

comic Sandrini, already has. Ditto
the first French picture shown here
since the war, "The Blue Veil," with

Continental Houses

jggl

U.S. Pix Yearly;

20th's Ex-Brit.

New York

in

(5). Viancos checked in
on the following day along with
Alberto Blanch, rep for the Val-

Thursday

January

Trafalgar

Annual Film Rentals Reach 500G

seas territories are

By PEGGY LeBOUTILLIER

St. Martin'* Place,

grimmest of all prisons, Dartmoor.
Once he remained at liberty for 152
days. While police of whole country
were searching for him, he walked
the London streets disguised.* But
film
is
said to
emphasize that
"Scotland Yard must always win."
But CEA General Council will be
asked next week to endorse resolution which has been in Assn.'s
rules for

many

years, "that

members

be recommended not to show pictures about or featuring .people who
have gained fame or notoriety
through the law courts."

.

.

.

.

.

.

LONDON LEGITS SWITCH
London, June

10.

Theatre managers are contemplating returning to prewar opening
hours, hoping to overcome drastic
heatwave slump. First is Duke of
York's, where Ivor Novello's newlyopened "We Proudly Present" is
current. House changed from 7 to 8
p. m. yesterday (9).
If
policy is
successful
other
•

may follow, with mukeeping to early time.

straight legits
sicals

Silverstein

Maurice

on Trek

Silverstein, Metro's refor Latin-America,
(9) by plane for an extended tour of inspection of his ter-

gional
left

director

Monday

ritory.
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Wednesday, June 11, 1947

Coming!

NEW STAR

GABLE'S

IS

DEBORAH KERR!
(Rhymu with Star)

SYDNEY GREENSTREET* ADOLPHE MENJOU
AVA GARDNER • KEENAN WYNN • EDWARD ARNOLD

"THE HUCKSTERS
. Adaptation by Mword Chodo' v ft*
Ba«»d on lh» Novrt by Frtdtric Wak«wcm
froduttd by

StrMnPloybylurtWDavh
Qtorg* W»»l.

•

Dlr.ct.d

by

JACK CONWAY

A

•

ARTHUR HORNBIOW,

M»tr»-OoMwy»-Moy.r Wehir*

JR.

Wednesday, June
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H'wood Takes

MASS OPENINGS FOR
'AMBER' AND 'CASTILE'

On Lam

It

H, 1947

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Appointment of former Secretary of State James Byrnes to represent

20th-Fox before the Supreme Court in the appeal of the New York antiContinued from page 3
20th-Fox super-dupers, trust case represents a considerable watering down of the original plan.
cations in Boston for his forthcomfire recently was a^plan for Byrnes to represent RKO and
lative cost has never been over
"Forever Amber" and "The Captain Also in the
Until Now."
"Up
ing
Paramount, with representation of other defendants being considered.
$5,000,000.
David O. Selznick's "Portrait of From Castile," will be sent, out as These, however, failed to jell, although they were very close to success
Chief reasons for the move back
lensing at the Pathe roadshows under a special exhibiresumed
Jenny"
obtain
to
efforts
and
back.
weeks
a few
east are costs
„
yesterday (Tuesday) after a
disclosed that
First tip on this came over a month ago, when Variety
added authenticity for films. Cost of studios
tion policy designed to return a
months' halt for script reto represent the majors in their appeal before the
constructing a set to match the actual several
the filming costs Byrnes was expected
Studios are expected to be large share of
Byrries was much
visions.
Films'
picFederal'
for
Hall
It
is understood in Inside trade circles that
high
court.
Carnegie
for most of the summer and within eight or nine weeks. Films disappointed over the failure of other members of the Big Five to unite
booked
emporium,
longhair
Y.'s
N.
ture on
both
fall. RKO has scheduled
will be shown in mass openings sec- in having him represent them before his former colleagues of the Sufor example, would have been pro- early
and "The Boy Cried Murhibitive. In the same way, 20th-Fox "Closeup"
tionally from coast to coast to cover preme Court bench.
be filmed there. In addition,
could never have afforded the vast der" to
short a time
currently huddling the entire U.S. in as
and scenery needed for Pathe toppers are
Barry Fitzgerald was selected for the role of a captain in New York's
terrain
Golden to rent the stu- as possible, all at roadshow prices.
homicide -bureau in Mark Hellinger's forthcoming "Naked City" because
"Captain from Castile" if it had with Edward
his "Texas, Heaven and
First to go will be "Amber," op- most of the oldtimers in the homicide bureau have' that kind of genial
chosen to shoot the film on its home dios for
conse- Brooklyn" and with Eddie Bracken ening at the Roxy theatre. New personality, according to Hellinger^
lot. Entire production crew,
Picture
".750 Smith." Latter two are in- York, early in November.
Producer declared he interviewed as many of the oldtimers as. he could
quently, was taken to Mexico for the for
dependent producers releasing will then move west for mass play- to get background for the film and expected to flpd most of them roughlensing.
through United Artists.
date showings in about 1,000 thea- and-tough characters, such as George Raft usually portrays. They almost
Faces,'
Experienced
tres in four Pacific Coast states. all brought Fitzgerald to his mind, however, so he Immediately signed
After that it will be exhibited un- Fitzgerald for the role. Hellinger, currently shooting background maSlated
Studio Aid N.Y.'s Lure At Least 8 Films
der the same system in all sectors. terial for the picture in N. Y., has signed N. Y. photographer Weegee,
For Mex> Prod. This Year "Castile" will be shown in prac- title of whose book the producer took for the film, as a still photographer.
In addition to costs and authenHollywood, June 10.
tically the same way, starting late
ticity, producers working in N. Y.
Eight films at least will be pro- in November.
also like the fact they can get exBusily fanning the publicity fires for "Perils of Pauline," Paramount
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, has scheduled a press luncheon at the Hotel Astor, N. Y., June 24, for as
perienced legit actors for supporting duced wholly in Mexico this year,
roles and bit parts, all of whom rep- and more than eight will be partially outlined the policy at huddles here many of the performers it can locate who, appeared with Pearl White in
resent refreshing new faces. Facili- turned out in land below the border. last week.
Following the feed, a parade in old autos has
the original "Pauline."
ties offered by such studios as RKO- Latter classification is expected to
been planned that'll take the entourage down to an old house off 14th
Pathe's new building in Harlem also reach fully 10 or 12 before year's end.
street, N. Y. There some of Miss White's yesteryear films will be run off
had much to do with luring Holly- "Adventures of Casanova," Arturo de
to Ray Walker's accompaniment on a battered piano. Walker's old "Poor
wood back to its birthplace.
Cordova starrer, is currently being
Blitz
Pauline" song is part of Par's pic score.
%.<
Another motivating factor has made by Eagle-Lion at the ChuruContinued from page 5
Music Corp. of America board chairman Jules C. Stein has. long been
been the wholehearted cooperation busco studios with the- entire proextended to Hollywood producers by duction to be filmed there. John in the same way by United Artists reputed in show business to be a Wall Street wiz, so the stock setup for the
the N. Y. city government. Mayor Ford earlier completed "The Fugi- handling distribution on the film. Liberty Pictures sale to Paramount falls rather normally into that; orbit.
O'Dwyer and his staff have gone out tive" for his and Merian C. Cooper's Although UA's booking policy for Stein and Barney Balaban, Par prexy, are old friends, as also is Ed
of their way to be helpful, according Argosy Productions, shooting partly "Outlaw" was lost sight of in the Weisl, of the Par board. Stein is also one of the five largest single stockThe decision to handle the Liberty-Par deal,
to Mark Hellinger, who's currently in the same studio, on location near hullabaloo surrounding "Duel," the holders of Par stock.
on, Vera Cruz. Both films were bud- fact remains
shooting
the picture-day-and- on an .exchange-of -stock basis, was a natural evolution of this sort of
preliminary
doing
"Naked City" in N. Y. In addition, geted near the $1,000,000 mark/ Ad- dated in 19 Dallas houses when it financial masterminding.
the N. Y. local labor unions have vance guard of Sol Lesser's "Tarzan opened in that city several months
also cooperated, apparently seeing in and the Mermaids" already has left ago. "Outlaw," too, had trouble with
Edmund Goulding, directing "Nightmare Alley" for 20th-Fox, bas been
eastern production more work for for seven weeks near Acapulco, pro- the bluenoses but, unlike "Duel," swamped during the last few weeks with offers of carnival acts for the
their members?'
ducer kicking his budget upward to continued to hold up fairly well at picture, indicating that the carny business is in a slump throughout the
the boxoffice after the opening country.
announced $1,500,000 for picture.
James Woods,, technical director of the film, closed his own
Labor Very Cooperative
Forthcoming productions to" be week's splash.
show, Yankee Patterson Circus, for lack of customers. He declared the
Under the present setup, the
System presents several disadvan- carnival business has dropped 50% since last year.
unions permit a Coast producer to made entirely in Mexico include
bring the top men from each phase Edward Small's "Cagliostro" to be tages, however, for the average picJohn Steinbeck's "The Wayward Bus" deal with Liberty Pictures (since
of production from Hollywood but filmed at Churubusco, RKO's "Mys- ture. Booking a film into a string
demand that all other workers be tery in Mexico" and "Road to Car- of nabes at the same time it plays sold to Paramount) specifically calls for either William Wyler or. George
recruited from the locals. Produ- michael's"; Warners' "Serenade," and a deluxe first run— and at compara- Stevens to direct it. Wyler'* commitments being what they are, Stevens
tive admission prices will hurt the will do the chore.
prestige of the first run, according
to the majors. In addition, the policy
might hurt the nabes by creating
will among the customers due
ill
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Costs

Up 63% Over '46

to the

Hollywood, June 10.
Production costs have gone up 63% over a year ago. Startling increase is revealed in a cost analysis made on a "typical" picture at
20th-Fox.

.

.

Film chosen for survey was "Margie," which was chosen as "typical"
of studio's output because, while made in Technicolor and thus more
expensive than black and white, it was not an elaborate musical.
These factors, studio toppers felt, made it a logical choice for such a
study.
Inflationary

conditions

are

responsible

for

uppance,

of

course.

it was found, cost $1,400,000; if made now, it would cost
$2,200,000.
Costs that- have been hiked embrace every facet of film-making: Demands of writers, salaries for cast and crew and construction ma-

"Margie"

terials.

Significance of studio's recent shelving of heavily-budgeted "Black
Rose" and current corner-cutting activity throughout the industry

has thus become obvious.

cers are thus permitted to import a

head cameraman, cutter, editor, etc.
If he wants to import an entire
camera crew,- however, he must pay
standby wages to the locals. To date,
most producers have gone for these
arrangements without question, finding the local union men competent
to handle their jobs.
Greatest shot in the

arm

to east-

various parts of the east, and
"Boomerang," which was lensed in
Stamford, Conn., and White Plains,N. Y. Producer has since parted
company with 20th but the company
retained his idea with "Miracle on
34th Street" and the recently completed "Kiss of Death." Production
chief Darryl F. Zanuck also plans
most of "Gentleman's
shoot
to
Agreement" in N. Y. and most of the
forthcoming "Daisy Kenyon" will
also be done on eastern location.
Of the majors, Paramount is sticking most closely to its Hollywood
studios, with no plans now for production in the east. Metro also has
no plans for full feature production
but shot some of the sequences for
"The Hucksters" ih N. Y. and also
filmed several sequences for "It
Happened in Brooklyn" in the DodUniversal-Internahangout.
gers'
in

Hellinger's
will release,
will also handle distribution of "The
Was Indiscreet," being
Senator
directed and produced in N. Y. pres-

addition

in

"Naked

City,"

which

for its southern republic
junket. Troupe was in various parts
of Mexico for 17 weeks, with never
less than 140 in the company from
$3,000,000

Studios Holding Players

ticket tabs.

20th's

Continued from page 1

Technique

the system in a modified way in
its Fox- West Coast theatres by dayand-dating such product as "Alex100
in
Ragtime Band"
ander's
houses throughout the west. Company also has four first run houses
in downtown Los Angeles that play
product simultaneously. Any more
policy,
the
of
widespread
use
though, is still a matter of deep
consideration. Twentieth toppers are
currently huddling on plans to book
from
forthcoming "Captain
the
into
400
simultaneously
Castile"
theatres throughout the world, if
sufficient
Technicolor prints are
available, but haven't yet made up
their minds on the plan.
Speculation that blitz exhibitionism might help alleviate the current
product shortage confronting nabe
houses is scoffed at by the majors
as nonsense. System would naturally
mean that subsequent runs wouldn't
have to wait so long for product,
but they'd be stuck just the same
by having nothing to play later.

Hollywood.

Warners' "Treasure of
the Sierra Madre" company also
spent 10 weeks in Mexico. Columbia
sent its "Lady from Shanghai" cast!
I

ern production was given by Louis
de Rochemont, former 20th-Fox
produce*-, with his "House on 92d
Street," which he chose to shoot In
N. Y. for added realism. De Rochemont followed through with "13 Rue
Madeleine," filmed almost entirely

tional,

an untitled picture by Federal films;
Topping the list of only partially shot
in-Mexico pix is 20th-Fox's "Cap
tain from Castile," which cost almost

upped

to
it

ently by George S. Kaufman and
Nunnally Johnson. Warner producer
Jerry Wald already has surveyed lo-

,

to Acapulco for eight weeks of filming. Southern California's "Women
in the Night" was filmed at En-

senada.

A

Metro Luring
rom page
Continued from

|

3

I

asssl

will not make a release deal except
for the pix as a pair.
Hellinger's fourth and final for

large number of pictures are on Universal-International, "The Naked
studio skeds for using Mexican loca- City," is now being shot in New
tions later this year anywhere from York. He has Humphrey Bogart tied
one to eight weeks, which represents up for one of the Warner Bros, star's
the largest utilization of a foreign "outside" pictures, but Bogart will
country by Hollywood during a also
have a participating
insingle year in the history of studios. terest in other Hellinger indie productions even though not appearing
therein. While Hellinger and Nate
E-L's $2,000,000
Blumberg are most cordial, the adAlberta, Can., Location vent of the new Billy Goetz-Leo
Spitz production regime, with a deHollywood, June 10.
sire to more closely coordinate all
Eagle-Lion's biggest budget to the production units, decided him to
date was set by Bryan Foy for "Rain- seek distribution elsewhere.
bow Ridge," which goes before CineMetro's deal with Jackson is
color cameras early in July. Most of deemed significant among writers
in
picture which has been tagged for Jbat this top studio becomes among
$2,000,000 outlay, will be shot in the first to accede to the recent
Alberta, Canada, possibly on the Screen Writers Guild demands for
ranch owned by the Duke Of Wind- leasing of all properties. M-G paid
sor, with whom E-L prexy Robert
$50,000 down for "Murder Story,"
R. Young is now negotiating a loca- which will probably be. retitled "Altion deal. Besides using the ranch, ways Present" (Rinehart publishes
company will incorporate scenes of next year), against $150,000 more
the Calgary stampede.
upon delivery of the 80,000-word
Albert S. Rogell will produce and story, which, if not ok'd immediately,
direct, under exec producer David reverts to Jackson and the $50,000
Hersh. James Craig is set for one of forfeited.
(Metro, of course, also
top roles. Art Arthur did the screen- made a leasing deal for its soon-due
play.
"The Hucksters').

Budgeter

On

'

.

'

who remarked to the
"There isn't nearly so
shooting around here as there
used to be." And the old timer replied: "No. And what's more, there
never was."
Production here isn't so slack as it
used to be and, what's more, it never
was.
In the second place, even the
studios that aren't exactly hives of
industry at the moment don't seem
inclined to let their stars and contract players into long stage commitments.
They have the notion
that they're going to have use for

Of the majors, 20th-Fox has used the
old

tourist
timer:

much

them most any time.For example, Billy De Wolfe is
currently swamped with offers! He
could get probably solid booking for
the next year.
But Paramount
won't let him take it if he wants
to.
Studio took a similar attitude
in the case of Macdonald Carey, currently playing in the Betty Hutton

noted that summer theatre activities
in nearby California towns can be
indulged in by the actors on a between-pictures basis and leave them
free to duck back to Hollywood at
the

first

D

studio call.

Acad to Sponsor
Continued from page

1

would try to bring together representatives of all branches of the film
industry throughout the world in an
effort to work out common international solutions to film problems.
Planning of the congress, Hersholt
indicated, was initiated as a step toward building prestige for the

Academy and

counteracting the impression that the Academy exists
only to award "Oscars."
Among those with whom Hersholt
conferred here were Assistant Secretary of State William Benton and his
starrer,
"Dream Girl."
Kermit staff, including Herbert
Edwards, in
Bloomgarten and Sidney Philips ofcharge of motion pictures for Benfered Carey the lead in Broadway
ton's Office of Information & Culture,
production of "Command" but studio
and George Canty, specialist on comfelt he is a comer in pictures and
mercial films. The Academy prez
kayoed the deal.
also met with Luther Evans, head of
Indies' Plaint
the Library of Congress, to discuss
•

Meanwhile, the indies are com- possibility of establishing an interplaining that actors, especially name national exchange for documentary
stars, don't even want to work in films for use by schools and libraries.
pictures. They are grumbling to the Hersholt said this would be one of
effect that they can't get name play- the proposals placed before the film
ers without offering such heavy coin congress.
that no picture could box enough to
Late today Hersholt left for New
make a profit. They claim that the York, where he expected to confer
indie producer who wants to get a with film reps of the United Nations
boxoffice name personality for a pic- and United Nations Educational
ture now is stymied by exorbitant Scientific Organization to tie in their
money demands. So far, production organizations with the congress.
generally hasn't tapered to the point
Approval of the forthcoming film
where players are willing to cut festival for Hollywood means that
their demands for the sake of jobs.
there will be at least three and posChief transfer from films to the sibly four such events in different
legit this summer is to little theatre parts of the world in less than 18
projects along the coast. Group in months. Similar affair is currently
Laguna is drawing good talent from taking place in Brussels and one is
Hollywood; Newly organized outfit scheduled for Venice in the near fucalled Holiday Stage is opening up ture. In addition, Prague has also
in Tustin, about 40 miles south of made a pitch for a film carnival to
Hollywood and using casts that be held in Czechoslovakia next' year.
Include both amateurs and profesEagerness of all countries to "tie
sional motion picture talent.
onto such an event, especially In
And the David O. Selznick stable Europe, indicates the drawing power
of players with the prospect that held by films for the tourist trade.
Selznick production will be at a Festival sponsors naturally plan the
standstill until next fall—has organ- fetes to attract tourist trade and to
ized into the La Jolla Players, head- build up the prestige of their couned by Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones-- tries in the eyes of the world. Fact
and Mel Ferrer, and preparing for a that they've hit upon an international
summer repertory season in La exhibition Of pictures as their chief
Jolla, picturesque seaside village just lure demonstrates that the axiom of
north of San Diego.
"everytb ng follows the films" still
And in this connection it will be holds true.
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subject to legalities over Its
ultimate ownership.
Included in a list of disputed German properties under discussion by
commission,
treaty
Vienna
the
"Vienna Maidens" has a claim filed
against it by the Russians who indicated that they were owners of the
picture. The negatives, however, are
held by the Americans for 'safekeeping. Activities of Forst Films (Forst's
Austrian Production firm) incidenremain undisturbed by the
tally,
new arrangement so far as Germanconcerned.
talkers, are
language
Firm will continue shooting German-language pictures locally, starting in July.
Forst, who speaks no English,
plans to learn the language before
shooting on the three Hank films
still

Cutting B.O. Prices Not the

Answer

To What's Wrong With Biz, SezATOI
Indianapolis,

June

+

10.

Cutting prices doesn't look at

all

Pros-Con* on B.O Cut

wrong

like a specific cure to what's

Several film industry master-

st the boxoffice, to'day, the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana

minds

warn member exhibitors as result of
a survey made of business conditions

"What would be the public goodwill impact if a 10% film b.o.
price-cut, for instance, were an-

kicking

et 100 state film houses.

have been
around this

unofficially

thought:

It's in line with other
trends in other industries."
The antis had several good reasons why this sounds better in
One is
theory than practice.
that any concerted action on
price-fixing is obviously illegal.
The other is the realistic awareness that production costs are
not holding the line, while income ceilings are sliding.

nounced.

Findings revealed no set trend but
indicated there is no buyers strike
against theatres that have made one

or more advances in ticket prices in
recent years, W. A. Carroll, ATOI
executive secretary said.
"The most obvious fact disclosed is
the great variation in the level of
business between comparable situations," he declared. "These figures
destroy many preconceived ideas
that we held, and were not in accord
with analyses that we have read in

;

the tradepapers.
"It would seem the only explanation for such variance is a change in
geographical distribution of income
and a postwar shifting of population."

Discounting opinions that business
off in firstrun spots because
people were seeking bargain seqpndrun admissions, Carroll pointed out

was

Picture Grosses
Continued from page IS

Orpheum

starts.

Horne-Deutsch
Continued from page 5

;

versal-International) is one school
of thought, but in the instance of
"Innocence" it was just a case of
both sides "getting tired of waiting
for a suitable star." James Mason, for
one, was interested but because of
Continued from pase
Hebrew his litigation with David E. Rose
"Ba-Derech,"
themselves
didn't want to hazard a California
for "En Route," an expression of
sojourn,
their dream of one day reaching
Deutsch, who is the grandson of
The play was written
Palestine.
philanthropist Julius Rosenwald,
from memory of one of the DP's, the
felt he
had the leisure and rewho's had .years of experience- with
sources to wait a little longer for a
the Yiddish Art Theater in Warsaw.
Home sold
As dramatizations go, "Les Miser- suitable personality, so
out and is concentrating on his Marables" may. not have been good
Broadway quee Productions, Inc.,- which was a
to
according
theatre
subsidiary of Story Productions, Inc.
it was an event not

(H-E)

(2,600;

45-80)—

Buck Privates Come Home" (U)
Daughter" (Col). Smash

Millie's
$12,000.

Last

'

week,

Wolf"

"Sea

(WB) and "Sea Hawk" (WB)

issues),

good

(re-

$11,400.

Paramount (H-E)
Cheyenne" (WB).

(3,039;

45-80)—

Solid

$13,000.

week, "Homestretch" (20th)
and "Fear in Night" (Par), fairish
Last

$10,300 in 9 days.
Palomar (Sterling)

(1,350;

45-80)

Pitt Albeit

Sloughs

'Boomerang*

Fat 12G; 'Ames' Sad

9G

although
to

make.

1

it

cost

He

is

about
under-

Rank-Forst

Continued from page

resident.

The mounting

9

ary choices. Film's interiors would
be made in London studios while it's
. the film is unlikely to get its money
expected exteriors are to be shot in
back. The studio is considered out- Vienna.
moded and contains only two stages,
For the second Forst-Rank proso its purchase would primarily be duction, Forst has inked composer
merely a real estate deal. It is Franz Lehar to compose and act as
musical director on a- biographical
valued at about $250,000-$300,00O.
film. This picture, as well as the
Miss Pickford is due in New York Emp*-ess Elizabeth film, will be done
from the Coast this week for <Jiera!|jf£hnicolor. If studios are availhuddles.
ablJrjn Vienna, production may get
Another factor in the Fabian-UA- under way in the fall of 1948. It's
Pickford-Chaplin palaver
is
the possible that multi-lingual versions
upcoming of at least two new dis- may be done at that time. The third
tributing companies, Film Classics picture under the initial deal has not
and Eagle-Lion, and the new wil- as yet been revealed.
lingness of Metro to accept indie
Forst disclosed that the pact is
productions for release. FC and E-L similar to Rank's setup with Lauare also seeking indies, so UA is rence Olivier and other independent
facing "eventually tough competition. producers within his fold. Ticket
Fabian has a large and important insures the Austrian producer comcircuit, almost equal to that of some plete independence with substantial
of the majors,' and has close ties guarantees plus 25% of the profits.
with
many independent circuit He travels to London' in July to
operators via his work with Ameri- charter Forst International Produccan Theatres Assn. and other exhib tions, Ltd. there and, after October,
groups. This would give UA product he expects to reside in Britain.
an immediate advantage in the over- Agreement covers Forst's services
all competition for bookings.
only with his production staff otherIn addition— and very important
wise and English one.
is the fact that Serge Semenenko.
Entire setup emerged from Swiss
Boston banker, is in the Fabian conversations which Forst held with
group trying to buy UA. Semenen- Joseph Somly, who represented
ko's First National Bank of Boston Rank. In addition to the three-film
has a strong financial liaison with production deal, confabs discussed
Rank and could go far toward solv- Rank's eventually taking over the
ing the playing time difficulties in distribution of Forst's Agfacolor
Rank's houses abroad.
musical, "Vienna Maidens," which is
to

the

fact

that

.

•

.

costs,

distribute U. S. product there.
Disrupted distrib outlets in Rumania

to

and Hungary were reorganized un-

.

=

reconciled

PEA's Ann!
Continued from, page 4 szz

der MPEA. Organization also took
Pittsburgh, June 10.
product in
As if the film biz didn't have over distribution of U. S.
enough troubles, it now has summer Japan, Korea and the American
opera to contend with for the next
Austria soon after those
two months. That always takes a zone of

.

stood

State (Par) (2,300: 50-70)—"Love
and Learn" (WB). Minor $11,000 is
about all. Last week, "Calcutta"
(Par), robust $15,000.
Uptown (Par) (2,300; 50-55)—"Sea
of Grass" (MrG). First nabe showing. Stout $4,000. Last week, "Dead
Reckoning" (Col), $3,500.

ernment of the Dutch East Indies

1

$1,100,000

"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) (5th
wk). Did so well last week that it
was held again. Will wind up senrun at hefty $7,000, Last

week, same.

—
Summer Opera

.

negative,

Good

50-70)—

(1,600;

sational

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
Good
Carrolls" (WB) (3d wk).
$3,500 after getting $4,000 last week.

Les

Cbaplin-Pickford

(RKO) oke $10,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO)

"Eldorado" (Rep) and "Queen of
50-99)—
(Mann)
(350;
Amazons" (FC) plus stage. Last
World
week of vaude for summer. Okay "Honeymoon" (RKO) (m;o.). Fair
Last week, "Un- $2,000. Last week, "Smash-Up" (U)
$6,000 or near;
tamed Fury" (PRC) and "Vance Re- (2d wk), $1,800.
turns" (PRC) plus vaude $6,700.

chunk of the dough there's around
to spend on entertainment.
First
that business in one firstrun report
stanza of the al fresco shows was
from large cities was off 30%, but
clearly felt in downtown sector,
up 20% in another. One secondrun
"where grosses went downward again
situation showed a gain of 33%, definitions. But
after getting a temporary lift over
The old classic Home continues ,to share with the
often experienced
another a loss of 30%.
holiday. Only new picture makin Ted Lloyd,
"Another indication that the an- was clothed with fresh meaning in Deutsch a 51% interest
on radio ing any kind of a showing is "Boom T
swer is not in admission prices alone this enclosure where 5,000 Jews, all Inc., which concentrates
erang" at Fulton, and it's not getting
Lloyd nearly
exploitation and programs.
is that of two firstruns charging the of them survivors of the neo-Geras much as it might under
the other 49%.
favorable conditions. Second week
highest admission reported. One is manism of World War II, make their owns
holdovers of "The Yearling" at Penn
Home's Production Plans
running even with last year and the home and wait for decision to be
Home, although chiefly identified and "Two Mrs. Carrolls" at Stanley
other is operating at 30% less than taken by remote forces as to their
as a national director of advertising are running almost neck and neck,
last year," Carroll said. "Of two fate.
both off badly.
"Guilt of Janet
Play seemed to have come not so and publicity, as he last was for Ames" is no dice at the Harris!
firstruns having the lowest admission
price, one is 32% ahead of the prior much out of revolutionary France 20th-Fox, will stay in picture proEstimates for This Week
comparable period for last year, and as out of the upheavel of present duction. As the Marquee ProducFulton
40-70)—
(Shea)
(1,700;
the other is 17.3 less than a like times. Crude but effective sets, in tions billing indicates^ emphasis will "Boomerang" (20th). Raves right
period of a year ago. One firstrun geniously devised out of discarded be on showmanship pictures and down the line for this but it's feeling
situation that has made no increase clothing and furniture, were singu. ideas. First will be "Honeymoon in general conditions. Will get better
New York," filmization of the NBC than $12,000, not bad but under what
in admission prices since 1943 re- larly in harmony with the surround
program it likely would do normally here.
ports 105% for the first quarter of ings of Duppel Center— a former audience - participation
Last week, second of "Angel and
1947, 85% for the month of April Wehrmacht training center with a Home has a couple of other prop- Badman" (Rep), about
$5,000 in 6
and 75%. for the first part of May:" quadrangle of wooden barracks erties he expects to consummate this days.
Taking two theatres In medium- built around parade grounds now week.
Harris (Harris)
40-70)—
(2,200;
Deutsch plans to hasten "This Side "Guilt Janet Ames" (Col). Slow $9,sized towns charging the highest shorn of grass or trees, in which
prices, Carroll found that one's busi- 5,000 men, women and children who of Innocence" by possibly aligning 000 looms. Last week, "Odd Man
ness was; up 2%, the other's off 20%. mill around' within its confines, are with a major studio which will also Out" (U), nice $14,000 in 8 days.
Penn
(Loew's-UA)
and forced to live. Every line of the afford him the suitable talent. This
(3,300; 40-70)—
highest
T&tatres reporting
"Yearling" (M-G) (2*wk). Slipping
lowest admission prices in towns dialog, every gesture by the play- may necessitate getting out of
sharply to below $13,000 on wind-up.
distribution
commitment with Last week
•with population under 3,500 both ers, was marked by a sincerity a
it hit best here in months
reincrease
which made up for the frequent lack United Artists. The UA hookup was at $27,000.
were off 2%. Greatest
figured a partial handicap in that
ported in all types of situations was of professional polish.
Rite (Loew's) (800; 40-70)—"The
David Minster as Jean Valjean the releasing company has no talent Chase" (UA). First time in year
36% greatest decrease 30%.
"One apparent conclusion there- played with conviction and an elo- pool for availability, and meantime this small-seater has had a firstfacing
are
you
fore wnuld be that'll
quence which kept his audience in both Deutsch and Home found runner, but it'll still be just $3,000 or
thereabouts.
Last
week,
business
"Red
doing
less
rapt silence. Mardvi Abelman, who themselves in the middle of an
the problem of
House" (UA) (m.o.), woeful $2,500.
at the boxoffice, be hesitant to find was forrnerly with the Yiddish Art acutely competitive bidding situation
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
the solution by reducing ticket Theatre, interpreted the despotic just at a time when Enterprise, for' "Magnificent
Obsession"
(U) and
prices," Carroll advised.
police inspector with skill arid .un- instance, was tying up top names "Stole a Million" (U) (reissues).
Not
derstanding. David Wampan as the like Ingrid Bergman, Barbara Stan- anything to get excited about at $3,Bishop who Is "the first to extend a wyck,
Joan..
Ginger 500. Last week, "Thief of Bagdad"
Crawford,
haven of refuge to the newly lib? Rogers, John 'Garfield and Charles (UA) (reissue) and "Adventures Don
erated Valjean, gave a restrained Boyer on participation deals. Same Coyote" (UA), $3,200.
• Stanley (WB; (3,800; 40-70)— "Carand distinguished perfromance.
went for directors.
Continued from page 3
rolls" (WB) (2d wk). Down to $12,Musical interludes were provided
When Stanley Kramer exited SP, 000
after great $22,500 last week.
may be resolved one way or the by a DP orchestra, performing with it meant Home had to shift his
Warner (WB)
40-70)—
(2,000;
instruments
somehow
salvaged from headquarters to the Coast and vir- "Honeymoon"
(RKO) (2d wk). Only
other by the weekend.
Polish pogroms.
tually
become production head. $8,000 on finale after fine $14,000
Chaplin's proposa'l is undestood
•
Home is partial to the east, on the opener.
to have called for between $750,000
business and promotional phases.
Deutsch, too, became a Beverly Hills 'O'Clock'
and $1,000,000 for the "Verdoux"

=

(Col).

Last week, "Honeymoon''

$11,000.
last

$11,900

terrific

i

70)—"Johnny O'Clock"

SEATTLE
after
$9,000
session.

while waiting,

countries were liberated and
rently negotiating with the

Military Govt, in

is

cur-

American

Germany

to take
in that country.
arranged with the

over distribution
In addition,
British for joint Anglo-American release operation? in over 2,000 theatres in Germany in what is to be a

MPEA

free competitive, but merged market.
Under the original terms of inreserves full
corporation, the
right to select those pictures to be
distributed in the countries it services. Working hand in hand with
the State Dept., the organization has
drawn from the cream of Hollywood
product, shunning any films that
were believed to misrepresent the
U.S. or to contain sequences that
might be considered offensive by,
foreign audiences. Result has been
strong grosses, indicating the film ind'ustry has already more than re-

MPEA

'

gained

its

prewar stand

in

MPEA

countries.

Boxoffice

figures,

according

to

MPEA records, top those rung up
by the product of England, France
and Russia. MPEA also handles all
publicity and exploitation for its
product and the consequent extended
runs in many situations have greatly
compensated for import restrictions
and local restrictions on playing
time. Organization is headed up by
Eric Johnston as prexy; Francis S.

Harmon

as veepee, and Irving Maas
veepee and general manager.
has an emissary in
and is currently making overtures to the State Film Monopoly in
Belgrade, hoping to come to terms
with "both Bulgaria and Yugoslavia
in the near future. Organization also
hopes to sign with Russia, basing
its hopes on the interest shown recently by the Soviet government in
showing U. S. films.
as

MPEA now

Sofia

Good $11,000,
Mpls.; 'Love' Thin 11G

Par's Flan
Minneapolis, June 10.
With holdovers continuing to domiContinued from page 5
nate the loop, major newcomers currently
are
limited
to
"Johnny at 66%c a share, or two-thirds of
decided both to part on friendly O'Clock"
and "Love and Learn,"
terms. Deutsch retains the offices in with former showing
stock's par value. A committee of
satisfactory
the
California
Bank Bldg. and strength. Otherwise fresh fare com- Par's directorate consisting of BarHome takes over their. West 57th St. prises only "Fun on a Weekend," ney Balaban,
Stanton GrifTis and
spotted into the Gopher, reissue
penthouse offices in New York.
'Great Waltz" at the Century and Edwin L. Weisl would determine
the Aster's lesser duals. "The Out- what officers and
key employees
law" and "The Farmer's Daughter"
are chalking up their seventh and would be selected as shareholders in
B. 0. Dip
Forei
Foreign
fifth weeks, respectively, both solid. this investment company. Y. Frank
I
'
Continued
Cunt
from page S
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Affairs Freeman, Leonard H. Goldenson,
now and foreign business is feeling
Geraldine"
(Rep)
and
"Jewels Austin C. Keough and Charles M.
the impact of their absence as much
Brandenburg" (20th). Okay $2,200 in Reagan, among officers who are dias the domestic market.
rectors, will be allowed to buy 15,5 days.
Last week, "Tall
Quota plan prepared by Cripps is (Indie) and "Black Stallion"Timber" 000 shares
(Indie)
each of common in Emnow ready for Cabinet. Board states (reissues), split with "Yankee Fakir" ployees' Investment Co.,
the directhat to date it has received no, com- (Rep) and "Cat's Claw" (Indie), $2,tors committee has decided.
No
munication from U. S. Government 400 in 8 days.
other
directors
will
participate.
Century
(Par)
50-70)—
(1,600;
or film authority asking for postCommittee also has decided Henry
"Great
Waltz"
(M-G)
(reissue).
ponement of new Film Act.
Sex-appeal newspaper ads helping. Ginsberg will be permitted to buy
Recommendation being considered Looks
good $8,000.
Last week, 24,000 shares.
by Cripps and colleagues may be "George Apley"
Slant of the investment company
(,20th) (2d wk), fair
published as a White Paper (Govern- $6,000.
is that as Paramount Pictures proment publication). It's likely to inGopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Fun on gresses, diwy payments on Par
comclude differentiation of quota for Weekend" (UA). Heading for good
would be reflected and naturmon
theatres according to category; cost $4,200. Last week, "Brasher Doubally would accrue to the key emof footage clause for second features loon" (20th), good $3,800.
ployees holding slock in Employees'
Lyric
50-70")—
(Par)
(1,100;
"Calwhich will be deathblow to quickie
cutta" (Par) (m.o.). Still delivering Investment Co. This is because the

as Don Ettlinger was taken off
script and Leonardo Bercovici
put on, plus the other ramifications,
first

the

'

small feature; quota percentages to
be fixed at beginning of each quota
year, instead of being laid down for

at $7.500. «
Last week, "Blaze of investment company will invest its
Noon" (Par) (2d wk), fair $4,500.
funds exclusively in Paramount comPix (Newsreel) (190; 50-75)— "The mon to be bought on the open marterm of Act, as was done in 1928.
Outlaw" (UA) (7th wk). Satisfactory ket. At least
50% of the company
on final week. Last week,
It's expected that 6,500 feet will be $1,500
income, which will come from divihealthy $2,000.
laid down as minimum length for
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)— dends it receives from its holdings
first features.
Studio capacity here, "Yearling"
(M-G) (2d wk). Big $14,- of Par stock starting on Jan. 1, 1949,
not encouraging at moment, may 000 after huge
$19,000 initial stanza. would be used to cut the Employees'
govern quota percentages at beginRKO-Orpheum (RKO) (1,600; 50- Investment Co. indebtedness.

.

'
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P&RIETY
MPA's McCulIough

Set Foundation

Anti-Semitic Pix

R'way Express Rate Hike,

Meet Before July

Proposed increase in rates for the
Railway Express Agency now being
considered

S3

Continued from page

3

—

iA

hearings

before

the

tackle the controversial story
to
material, a series of other factors
is said to have discouraged Metro.
One is that Gene Kelly, who was
to have starred, has been snared for
the Irving Berlin musical, "Easter

Commerce Commission
were sharply attacked today (Tuesday) by the Motion Picture Assn.
John B. McCulIough, director of the Parade," and has a heavy
schedule,
MPA's
conservation
department, including "Three Musketeers" and
submitted a statement in behalf of "The Good Old
Summertime," a
tion will also define eligibility as a the MPA membership emphatically baseball story he wants to do with
opposing
an
increase
unless
the
Frank Sinatra.
beneficiary and fix the permanent
Interstate

administrative staff for the new in- service improves.
Goldwyn decided to put "Earth
According to McCullough's state- and High Heaven" back
dustry organization.
in the vault
No cash has been collected as yet ment, the MPA's members now temporarily since Gregory Peck,
for the Foundation, a spokesman spend $1,000,000 yearly for trans- who had been pacted to star in it,
portation
prints
via
of
Railway
Exany
be sought until
is also appearing
said, "nor will
in "Gentlemen's
press.
declared
He
that
prior
to
the
Agreement." Goldwyn. felt that it
the convention settles the question
of how the money will be raised. war film' companies formerly re- would be unfair to the star and the
While Paramount and its partners ceived a 50% discount but this was film for the player to appear in
pledged $500,000 during the Variety later rescinded during the war years. two pix in succession on similar
Furthermore,
he
added,
a
fee
10c
Clubs convention in Los. Angeles
controversial themes.
several weeks ago, Foundation won't for each shipment was also imposed
seek to collect on the pledges until during the war.
the general huddle winds up. Entire » Pointing out that service had.
dwindled
sharply,
McCulIough
defund-garnering operations will be
on a voluntary basis, it's stressed, clared that in prewar times a film
Continued from page 5
with no assessments allocated to dif- shipment to Boston or Pittsburgh
from New York was merely an Committee is closely guarding the
ferent companies.
haul,
while nowadays list of prospective witnesses thus
Slightly over half the 31 exchange overnight
far.
average
time
for
a
print
in
transit
areas are now permanently organIt has announced that all who tesized while nyjst others have tem- to the Hub is four to five days while
porary chairmen who've been asked to Pittsburgh it often runs as high tified in the secret sessions before
the subcommittee would be subto schedule elections of permanent as 10 or 12 days.
poenaed,
and has confirmed reports
McCulIough
asserted
that
such
personnel. Pace has been slow in
some instances because pix people, service lapses / resulted in severe that Edward G. Robinson and
members inas- Charles Chaplin would also be told
on the move more than not, haven't financial loss to
to
come.
much
as
film
companies,
Other than this handful,
to
protect
been around their own locales long
themselves, had to process more committee has been mum about its
enough to get things moving.
Following exchanges have already prints than ordinarily they would witnesses aside from claiming that
about
have
In
summing
50
will
needed.
the
be brought here.
up
been permanently organized.
MPA exec declared, "We are firmly
'Thought Control' Pitch
National
of the opinion that there should be
In a counter-attack against the
Exchange
Trustee
Chairman
a direct co-relation between an in- House Committee on Un-American
Albany
Si Fabiivn
S. J. Ullman
M. J. Mullln
Boston
H. Stonemim
crease in rate and the improvement Activities' current investigation of
Max Yellen
Geo.MacKenna
Buffalo
in service."'
Hollywood, a public meeting to be
H. F. Klncey H. F. Klncey
Charlotte
A. SchoenstadtEdw. IC. Zoin
Chicago
held today (Wednesday) at ManhatJohn Rowley John Rowley,
Dallas
tan Center, N. Y., will launch a camSol Sachs
paign against "thought control" in
A. H. Blank
XathanSanfller
Des Moines
Kansas City J. A. Becker Arthur Coltthe U. S. Roster of speakers will inMemphis
M.A.LjgMmanEd Sapinsley
clude screenwriters Dalton Trumbo
William Elson Horoltl Field
Minneapolis
Continued from page 4 ;
;
R.R.I.iv'aton I). V. McLucas
Omaha
and John Howard Lawson, composer
hibs double-bill product, however, Hanns
Philadelphia Jay Emanuel Martin Ellis
Eisler who is under subpoena
M. A. Stiver
None
rittsbui'fjh
20th will suggest the reissue package to appear
before the House CommitSan Francisco None
.Terry Zigmond
for best results.
F. WehrenbergJos. C. Ansell
St. Louis
tee June 16, Dorothy Parker, Howard
"Washington
Carter Barron J. J. Payette
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," Fast and
others.
"Temporary Chairmen
which played many top situations
Meeting
is being held under the
Temporary, chairmen, listed below, by itself, has been paired with
auspices of Mainstream, a new literare operating in the following ex- "Western Union" instead of another
ary rnag which is heavily tinged with
changes:
musical on the assumption that
pro-Russian and Communist Party
Atlanta, William . K. Jenkins; it's a bad policy to book two
Cleveland,
Meyer Fine; Denver, musicals on the same bill. Twen- sympathies.
Milas L. Hurley; Detroit, Earl J. tieth, incidentally, was one of the
Hudson and Carl Buermele; Milwau- first companies to install the reissue
kee,
Harold J. Fitzgerald; New package idea with its re-release of
Haven, Dr. J. B. Fishman and I. J. "Jesse James" and "Return of Jessie
Continued from page 5
Hoffman; New York, Max Cohen; James." Of the majors currently
Oklahoma City, C. B. Akers; Port- handling reissues on a large scale, were made to force the Lakeview
out of business unless it was consoliland, O. J. Miller and* Ted Gamble; Metro is the only dissident from the
Salt
Lake City, Tracy Barham; package idea, preferring to get A dated with the United chain in New
Orleans. Harry Jacobs, president of
Seattle, J. M. Hone.
playing time for a lone reissue
No organization of any sort has wherever possible or to book it with United, allegedly told Smith that unyet been formed in Cincinnati, In- whatever new picture an exhibitor less satisfactory arrangements of
consolidation were reached, United,
dianapolis and Los Angeles.
wants.
Package idea has already paid off with other defendants, would force
handsomely for several of the dis- the plaintiff out of business.
The United Theatres president was
tribs. PRC has cleaned up by double
also alleged to have told Smith that
billing "Kit Carson" and "Last of

Byrnes' Duties

MPA

.

•

.

Duel Reissues

N. 0. Collusion

Connors-UA

Mohicans," two Edward Small
oldies, and is currently prepping a
large group of Small productions to
sell in the same way. Warners followed the same policy in booking
"Sea Wolf" and "Sea Hawk" and is
now readying another package comthe

Continued from page 3
negotiations waiting on the outcome of the plan to sell
to
Fabian.
Main hitch in Connors' renewal
of his five-year pact, which expires
in August, was refusal to grant him
again a rider similar to that in his
current contract. This provided that
if the parties didn't come to terms
on another renewal, at the end of
five years, Connors would continue
for an additional five years, as consultant, at $1,000 a week.
Also involved was an upping of
Connors' present salary of $2,000 a
week by an additional $1,000. tit's
understood that could have been
worked out, since after taxes it
didn't actually
amount to much

UA

cash.

UA

is understood willing to make
a deal at the same $100,000 figure
and give Connors the five-year consultant extension.
As a matter of
fact, Connors is said willing to come
down to $40,000 a year for the consultant fee for the added five years.

Al Jolson's "Go Into Your
Dance" and "Sing Me a Love Song"

prising

for release late this
Film Glassies has

i

j

summer.

also followed
the package idea with such duos as
"Scarlet Pimpernel" and "Return of
the Scarlet Pimpernel." UniversalInternational announced a series of
eight pictures it plans to revive in
the ne»r future, which it will dual
in four different packages.

New

MINUTES FROM

1

BROADWAY •
c
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DUES ONLY

As a result of "discrimination" by
the defendants in favor of the Beacon, the operators of Lakeview have
been forced to exhibit inferior pictures of little boxoffice value and
have suffered losses totaling $320,000,
the suit further alleges. Under the
Sherman
the

it

is

pointed out, the

is

amount

Richards

is

Bogeaus Stymied
Continued from page 5

s=

•

Cockmil Lonntt

and the like.
Leserman, as Bogeaus' eastern rep
on sales and general financial matters, is currently powwowing with
his associate on expediting liquidation of the completed productions.

still

this

unreservod

Rocklond County. N. Y. . Fh»i».

Ntw CHy

626

Washington, June 10.
the basis of a preliminary rereceived by the State Dept.,

American film
settlement of the four- industry's long frozen rental coin
dispute between the 16 in France seems likely, with $11,500,000
slated
to
be
remitted to the
major New York film labs and film
lab technicians, Local 702, is ex- U. S, distribs. Deal is not definitely
pected this week.
Despite break- set as yet, but settlement appears
down of negotiations several weeks possible within the next few weeks.
According
to the report the money
ago, strike was averted through
the
intervention
of
Richard F. is to be remitted at the rate of 118
Walsh, prez of the International Al- francs to the dollar while in addition
liance
of
Theatrical
Stage Em- the French government has decided,
in
its
current
negotiations, that part
ployees, who has been carrying oh
talks
with company execs per- of the rental coin must stay in
France. However, money held there
sonally.
Understood agreement will be an can be spent for production, operational
purposes or for the use of
even
compromise
between
the
Final

-

.

demand for an approximately 40% wage increase in all
union's

categories and the companies' offer
of a flat 15%. Salary hike was main
bone of contention, with other
points in agreement covering seniority provisions, increased sick leave,
vacation and severance pay.

Britain Divided
Continued from page

3

be effected. That idea has been in
the fore, of late, with Robert R.
Young, controlling stockholder of
Pathe Industries, sounding off in its

Young told reporters in Hollywood that he wanted the system,
now partly in effect with England

favor.

through Eagle-Lion's tieup with J.
Rank, to be extended to

visiting film officials.

Full remittances will be made, report states, on pictures shown in
in the year from July 1,
1946 to June 30, 1947.
The rental
coin asked by U. S. distribs covered

France

some

five different periods.
These
included: 1. Revenue on pre-war
deal but held in France because of
the war. 2. Revenue collected during the war. 3. Revenue obtained in
North Africa after the Nazis came
into France and revenue secured
from distribution under the OWI
when U. S. troops entered France.
It's part of this money that will be
heid because of a dispute as to the
'•::
remittance', rate.
In the period starting next July 1,
there is still doubt that the U. S.
distribs will be able to get all their
rental coin out of France. The

French

government has sought a
on the export of rental
distribs have
disagreed on this, with a
possible compromise looming.
their houses on British films for
The
French
have
contended
that
similar treatment by Anglo circuits
under. the Byrnes-Blum treaty such
of their films.
Balance would be
a ceiling was permissible but this
struck off at the end of the year and
has been flatly denied by U. S.
the portion of that sum which the
distribs.
British government permitted to be
exported would then be transferred
Arthur

other countries.
Some industryites believe the Big
Five could swap playing time in

to the five U. S. majors.

By

so doing,

ceiling'

money but American
heavily

Par, Pine Sued For

it's
argued, the sum frozen would
$8,700 Damage to Boat
be considerably less than if the
companies operated on their old
Los Angeles, June 10.
Paramount and William Pine were
basis of keeping separate accounts.
System now used both by E-L and sued for $8,700 in L. A. federal court
Universal is actually bartering on by Charles A. Williams, owner of
the distribution level, Young ex- the sailing vessel, The Seaward, on
plained. E-L and U release Rank's which part of "Adventure Island"
product here while the latter han- was filmed.
Williams declares the film troupdles their films in the United Kingdom. Consequently, there's an offset ers did that much damage to his
of one sum against the other.
windjammer.

New
Dennis

York Theatres

Morgan Jane Wyman

JOAN CRAWFORD
In

Bruce Bennett
Warner' Bros. Hit

Janis Paige
in

"CHEYENNE"

Raymond Mussey •

WARNERS'

STRAND
H™"

BROADWAY

a

VAN HEFLIN

Iroi. Hit

"POSSESSED"
With

In Person

TED LEWIS

Geraldlne Brooks
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt
Produced by Jerry Wnld

and His World-Famous Orchestra
and Bevue
AT 47TH STREET

Warner

11

WARNERS'

BROADWAY
A.5i.t

str..t

HOLLYWOOD

Maureen O Hara, John Payne, Edmotid Gwcnn

'Miracle on 34th Street'
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
Plus on Stage

—JERRY LESTER

Extra.'

ART LUND

JAN AUGUST

I
____ DflYV

nWA

ith Ave. ft
eoth St.

____

PALACE

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAUL
Rockefeller Center
Valerie

John

MILLS
.

HOBSON

•

In J. Arthur Hunk's

"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"
A

Universal-International Picture

SPECTACULAR STAOE PRESENTATION

pictures,

including "Macomber," are not able
to get suitable playdates in England,
figures in the reasons advanced by
the bank for withholding new' financing, at* least for the moment.
It's a situation which may have
bearing on other indie producers
who, of late, have been given similar excuses by the banks.
These
range from the Brtiish market uncertainty, general b.o. conditions, allegations

choic. room,

On
port

partial solution of the

Henry

of United Artists

$11,500,1

months'

the cast are
Fonda,
Paulette Goddard, Meredith, James
Stewart,
Charles
Laughton, Bill
Demarest, Hugh Herbert, Fred MacMurray and Dorothy Ford.
The current stalemate in which a
in

a*t Danctnt
Privet* MovitThtatn <s«d Ttlevishn

inlormotlon telephone or wrile

CHARLES JOHNSTON, Cen. Mgr., N.« City.

act,

entitled to three times
of the loss.
also named in the suit
as a principal stockholder of the
United Theatres firm and a stockholder and member of the board of
directors of Paramount.
plaintiff

frtnch Ctisint
Slarlitht Dinint

Walsh Breaks Four-Month
Deadlock in N.Y. Film Labs

independent

•
•
•

...Ato

21

Yank Elm Coin Frozen Pre-War

motion
picture theatre operators "had to
clear through E. V. Richards/'

Posterity, Plus
Hollywood, June 10.
A certain producer turned over a
bunch of oldtime films to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences Library, so that they'd be
saved for posterity.
In screening them, one was found
to be a stag reel.

Orleans

number

• 45

French Govt Thaws Out

in preparing
a screenplay, now
in Service
completed.
Washington, June 10.
Aside from a general indisposition

Slump

Citing

Convention which touches off the
Motion Picture Foundation's drive
for $10,000,000 within two years will
be set during the week. General confab o£ national chairmen and trustees
will be held no later than July, it's
said, so that the Foundation can map
its policy for accumulating the necessary fund. All-important conven-

PICTURES

Fights

"management" of
or that distribution company,
about

dU

THE BEST FILM
OF THE YEAR!

an

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

Winner
Jl1

of Nine

Academy Awards

lASTOR
WAV
O

» «5lh sr.

Chi Bans Educ'l Sexer

ON

Chi censor board has banned the
sex educational pic, "Mom and Dad,"
put out by Hygienic Productions.
Pic has been playing small cities
and towns, using lecturers and

booked under community and
ternal auspices.

fra-

Thurs.,

SCREEN
June

i

Gregory Peok
Jan« Wyman
Claude Jarman.

IN PERSON

It

M-G-M'e

TECHNICOLOR
PRIZE PICTURE!
'The Yearling'

Smith

Juk
Jr.

& Dale

Naney Oenovan
Leonard

Othera
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N. Y. office for six years and pre-

Up

Theatre Associates

viously had been in Brooklyn for
Century Theatres. He served in the
Army Air Corps as sergeant.
Clark Film Service has taken over

Add

Kaplan,

Rep's Farfey; Other Xchange Items
Minneapolis, -fWith the addition of new theatres in the suburbs of Charlotte, and the
currently and plans laid for further Waxhaw at Waxhaw, N. C. The Waxexpansion, Theatre Associates, ter- haw was owned by Massey Bros, of
ritory's largest non-profit buying Waxhaw.
end booking combine, has created
mew post, that of assistant general
Par's 32d Exchange
Lowell Kap-

manager, and promoted
lan; head booker, to the position.

Announcement of move was made
by Tom Burke, general manager.
John Farley resigned as Republic
office manager and head booker to
take Kaplan's old spot. He was once
with Minnesota Amus. Go. in theatre

-managerial and booking capacities.
Combine now comprises nearly all
of this territory's most important
and biggest independent theatre circuits, including Bennie Berger, Eddie
Ruben, Ben Friedman, W. R. Frank

Bros, chains. It buys
for. about 60 theatres.
New post was created to improve
and expand service, Burke said.
Burke, who has been United Artists

and the Volk

Monogram

and

managers

branch

here, resigned from his latter position to join Theatre Associates.
The Minnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount theatre circuit) has taken another step toward complying with
the consent decree decision by ending its pool at Hibbing, Minn., with
Max and Julius Edelstein. The circuit will operate the State and
Gopher, "A" and "B" houses, re
and will retain the
spectively,
Homer, now closed, while the EdelBteins will take back their Lybba
theatre. Previously Minnesota Amus.
and RKO Theatre's terminated their
pools in Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Group of industry executives
gathered here for annual fishing
Jaunt to Lake of Woods on Minnesota-Canadian border includes Tom
Connors, 20th-Fox sales adviser; Sam
manager;
district
Shirley, - Metro
Jimmy Costen, Warner Theatres
head, Chicago; Ralph Branton, TriStates circuit general manager, Des

Moines, and

Myron Blank, Central

circuit

Des

chief,

Continued from page 1

an Albany

office.

D. C.

holdings.
The step forward "in the $2,000,000per-circuit guarantee is evident in
the fact that Rank, via his Universal
release tieup last year, grossed only
$175,000 from the largest circuit in

Show

guests.

Paramount

opened its
officially
in Jacksonville, Fla.,

after a facelifting job. It is a unit
of Columbia Amus. Co.
The Rodgers 450-seater, Cairo, 111

retagged the Lincoln. Replaces old
Opera House recently destroyed by
fire.

The

Rio, 500-seater

hinterlands.
Similar throngs, are
noted at the Lincoln Memorial, at
other important sights in town and
at Mt. Vernon, George Washington's
home in Virginia, about 20 miles

campaign

in Malvern,
F. Caffey, for

from here.

by W.
In addition, conventions are com
ing back.
Last month May— was
The J & G, 'Erie. 111., opened by the town's greatest convention
John and George Farrell who for- month, and the Board of Trade" is
in
store
grocery
merly operated a
looking forward to bigger things in
Kewanee, 111.

Ark., opened,
Negro trade.

succeeded Frank Holliday as mana
ger of the Normal in "same town.

of

on

"New

Orleans"

for

preem

of the pic

on

Paramount-Richards circuit
being sent to all exhibs playing the
film by Charles Reed Jones, who':
handling special publicity-exploita
tion for producer Jules Levey. An.
alysis
grabbing
of technique in
newspaper space and radio time is
supplementary to the usual pressbook.
Film is slated to preem at the
Winter Garden, N. Y„ June 19, .following current "Carnegie Hall."
will tee off with a jazz concert on
the stage, led by Louis Armstrong,

who

is

featured in

it.

Milwaukee.
First big house in Milwaukee to
slash prices is the indie Towne.
which cut 90c top to 62c plus tax
Theatre, which is f irstrun release
'

preem

new policy with worlc

of "Copacabana."

Honor SRO, PRC Bosses
Philadelphia.

A

luncheon honoring

Sam

Dia

mond, recently-named branch mana
ger for PRC - Eagle - Lion, -.and Mel
Koff, new branch manager 'of Selznick releasing office here, will be
held jointly by the Motion Picture
Associates and the Variety Club at
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel on June 16.
George Daronsell will manage the
Drive-In at the end of Roosevelt
boulevard when the establishment
opens.

New

Texas Co. To Make Films

Pitt Casino to

—

J.

nothing to offer the tourists
come to Washington.

who

Laugh Fix

by Ted Gordon and Walter Het-

quisitions during the war, chiefly as

a wartime measure.

tinger,

comedy

out-of-town operators, as a
film house. They opened the

policy yesterday (Mon.) with
"Saps "at Sea" and comedy shorts.
Gordon and Hellinger run similar
enterprises in several key cities, including Boston and Buffalo.
Their lease is for two weeks, with

new

regular fortnight options after that
until Labor Day, when Jaffe intends

Continued from page

1

power Allied Council that judged
the Nazi war criminals to produce
a feature-length film jointly on the
trial and background leading up tb
apparently
it.
Soviets, , however,
tired of waiting for the U. S., Britain
and France to make up their minds
and turned out a picture on their
own.
Situation gave the Reds a

resume burlesque

again.
chance to load their film with propaganda conveying the impression that
Loew's Pub. in Cleve.
the Red army singlehandedly won
Kansas City.
the war and brought the Nazis to
publicity
formerly
Ted Barker,
Film, although not yet
man for Loew's theatres in St. Louis, justice.
was here last week handling the shown in Moscow, has been shown
Midland theatre a few days while throughout the Soviet zone in GerHoward Burkhardt, regular man- many and preemed at the- Stanley,
Barker left N. Y, two weeks ago under the Artager, was on vacation.
last weekend for Cleveland where kino banner.
he takes up publicity chore for five
Author Budd Schulberg, who was
Loew houses there. He replaces Ed to have turned
out the script for the
Publicity in -St.
Fisher, resigned.
Louis for the Loew houses in interim four-power version of the trial, left
is
being handled by Russ Bovim, for "Berlin while the trial was still in
progress last October. By the midcity manager.
dle of last month, however, no final
Dallas Exhib Co. Holds Meet.
script had been okayed and SchulDallas.
berg has since returned to HollyTheatre Enterprises, Inc., which in- wood.
OMGUS reportedly cleared
clude the operations of the late R. E.
a preliminary script on condition
Griffith and his. holdings in Texas
and New Mexico combined with .the that certain revisions would be
Whether the revisions went
holdings, of H. E. Griffith and asso- made.
ciated in Kansas and Missouri, held through hasn't yet been learned.
its first postwar meeting for the comFour powers originally were to
pany personnel, including 130 man- haye pooled all films relating to the
agers, partners, etc. Homeoffice is trial and the sequence of events
here and is headed by H. E. Griffith, leading
up to it. Picture was inwith R. I. Payne as executive vicetended for compulsory wide dispresident.
The Hico theatre, in Hico. owned tribution in Germany and occupied
and operated here by Tom Coleman countries. U. S. Govt, was to have
and Miss Anna Coleman, has been consulted with the entire film indus
purchased by J. T. Hitt.
try to obtain major company dis

Barker

was ap

It

plicable to the lesser theatre owners
as well. And- so, while the Depart
ment of Justice couldn't reach out
indie producer'
in behalf of any
complaint against Rank in England
the fact that he operates via Rank
Organizations, Inc., an American
corporation, may be ammunition of

UA

Another Squawk

Army Snarl

to

-

•

cooperation

be-

tributipn in this country.
What
value such a picture will have, either
in this country jor abroad, now that

Union Theatres. Inc., of Charlotte. booker and office manager for 20th- the Russians have jumped the gun
N. C. granted a charter to take over Fox, vice Tom Barry, who resigned. on the other three powers, is a matand operate the Morris Field theatre Yentes had been a booker in the ter of conjecture..

Trib's Centennial
Continued from page

1

,

another calibre.

Pittsburgh.

,

Charlotte, N. C.
White, owner of Charlotte branch of Screen Guild Productions, named secretary-treasurer of
Western
Adventures
Productions
Corp., a new firm organized to produce motion pictures in Texas.
H. D. (Hank) Hearn, owner and
operator of Exhibitor's Service, in
New York on business.
Cy Dillon, branch manager of Yentes New 20th-Fox Albany Mgr.
Republic, entered Memorial hospital
Albany.
for an operation.
Stanley Yentes took over as head

Francis

international

headed by Danny Thomas before
4,000 employees at Medinah Temple
which was followed by an hour
broadcast, "Chicago Tribune of The
major Rank circuits. (The third Air," for which the Trib bought out
the entire Mutual Net for some
chain, ABC, is controlled by War$20,000 as a paid commercial to
ner Bros.).
feature its rise in the past 100 years.
There is no such thing as a mo
nopoly law in England. State trusts Sunday (8) a reception was held
for more than 5,000 prominent Chiare the rule rather than the excep
tion in most European countries, cagoans in hall built especially for
The Board of Trade only cautioned the occasion and torn down immeRank against any further theatre ac diately thereafter on the second

Casino theatre, George Jaffe's burlesque house whiph closed a 40-week
burlesque season last Saturday (7),
has been taken over for the summer

to

Milwaukee House Cuts Scale

teed off

Campaigns will beat the drums
for

and UA are the big complainants,
notably UA's stable of 23 independ
ent producers. Right now some 41
pictures are backed-up in England
and can't find playdating in the two

A

(UA) employed

supervise.

of the Atlantic; so, of the Little Three,
Universal is least affected. Columbia

Berg, Bayes Join E-L
William Volos will enlarge his this field.
While Congress is expected to
Eagle-Lion continued to expand Geneva in Geneva, 111., from 800 to
flackery last week with the addi- 1,100 capacity and make other im- quit about the end of July and not
tion of two more staffers. Herb Berg provements.
return until the beginning of 194ft
Paul Phillips, former projection- the Washington authorities
moved over from Selznick Releasing
do not
Organization as a member of the ist in Onawa, la., purchased the
worried. They feel certain
Peter Bayes Soldier in Soldier, la., from Conrad appear
h.o.
publicity
staff.
that the town will still be full of
joined as field exploiteer following Evenson.
Postmaster O. T. Hughes and Dr. magnets for- tourists
a stretch in the armed services.
Dale have opened the Star in
Meanwhile, show biz in town is
Berg previously was associated G.
with Paramount and other majors. Lucerne, Mo.
off sharply, and most of the town'
Ray Herrington, formerly assist night spots have shuttered for the
Bayesi prior to the war, p.a.d the
ant manager of Irvin, Normal, 111.,
N. Y. Strand theatre.
summer.
They apparently have

the

been named captain of the push
which honors Joseph H. Seidelmari,
foreign dept. chief, Al Daff, Seidelman's top assistant, will generally

May

Its

'New Orleans' Campaign
Lengthy mimeographed resume

,

present. Ben M. Cohn, manager of
U's foreign theatre operations, has

—

tween Yank and British production
interests as embodied in U's setup.
Continued from page 1
32d exchange
total from All departments of the company, inMonday (8) with Hugh Owen, Pars D. C. Board of Trade estimates that America, Paramount. Hisbeen under cluding promotion, publicity and
sales,
have
to
division
believed
U is
eastern and southern
studio facilities are enlisted in the
first half of 1947 will break the
the
the
to
flew
Owen
emceeing.
$750,000.
manager,
set; during the first
peddle-pushing fanfare.
starting meet of branch personnel visitors' records
In addition, through specialized
with his wife, Arleen Whelan, a Para- six months of 1939; which was the ballyhoo, United Artists grossed
Tee Time for Rank
mount star. New exchange is headed previous peak. The lower floors of about $3,000,000 for Rank. This
Hollywood, June 10.
by Al Duren, upped to the post from the White House are open to tour- came from "Caesar and Cleopatra,"
sales manager of the Atlanta branch. ists only two hours a day in the
J. Arthur Rank leaves here today
about $2,000,000, and
Par had discontinued the Florida morning. During that time an aver- which did
(10) for Del Monte where he will
around
garnered
which
'Henry
V,"
exchange in 1939.
relax for two weeks playing golf beage of 2,500 to 3,000 tourists pour $1,000,000.
fore renewing business huddles:
through—for free. There isn't even
Takes Out About 50%
Bert Ennis Aides Shuford
British film biggie will spend two
Paramount has taken on Bert a soft drink or peanut concession
Of these sums, Rank actually takes
Ennis as advertising staffer, succeed- During the Easter holiday season out of the U. S. only about 50%, the more weeks on the Coast following
ing William Schneider, resigned, as the tourists were making it at the rest being used up by distribution his vacation, sailing from New York
July "17.
assistant to Stanley Shuford, Pars rate of 5,000 per day.
fees, prints, advertising, exploitation for England
ad chief.
One of the magnets here is the and operation of the J. Arthur Rank
Among the jobs held down preInc., in the U. S.
Open
Buxton Chain
viously by Ennis was pub-ad direc- FBI headquarters, which has a free Organization,
incidentally,
company,
latter
a
The
theaincludes
Roxy
which
tour for visitors,
tor of Columbia and the
Pix in Eng.
tre (N. V.).
museum with guns of famous gang- may be the wedge for a number of Time for U.S.
June
10.
to
going
London,
producers
UA
disgruntled
during
spies
from
sters, loot taken
inBuxton theatre circuit, owning
Emerson Heads RKO, Denver
the war, etc. About 2,000 a day are the U. S. Supreme Court, in the
Joseph C. Emerson tapped for making this tour.
dustry anti-trust suit appeal, to ask some 12 houses in the north of Engpost of RKO's exchange manager in
absolute divorcement of the Big land, is negotiating some 80 theatres
for
In 1941, the trip to the top of
Denver. He takes over from Thomas
They allege that located in the north and the midFive's theatres.
Bailey, resigned. Emerson joined Washington Monument was made by
cartel" exists by which Rank is lands. Backed by banks, the deal
RKO in 1941 as salesman and con- 965,000 people. Last year, about
to major product in reportedly involves an outlay of
tinued in that capacity except for a 865,000 were .clocked for the jour- giving playdates
and through- $4,000,000.
England
circuits
in
his
Army.
in
the
.stretch
three-year
ney. This year they figure upwards
Upon consummation of an agreeout the world in exchange for dates
of 1,000,000 will make the pilgrim
here. Result is a squeezeout for in.
ment Buxton will become the fourth
Republic's New St. Loo Offices
age.
dies both in the U. S. and abroad, largest circuit in the country. New
St, Louis.
There are no exact figures avail- they claim. This plaint is further chain would provide a much needed
New Republic exchange has been
opened on Film Row. Located in able for the Capitol, but when Con- accented by Rank's tie with Univer- outlet for producers who find it
a building formerly occupied by gress is in session the galleries are sal and Robert R. Young's Eagletough to garner playing time on the
Universal exchange, spot has been fuller than veteran newsmen ever Lion, which admittedly get extraRank and Associated British theacompletely facelifted. Nat Steinberg
remember them being, and the cor- favorable treatment in the 700-750 tre circuits.
is manager. PRC exchange will occupy quarters abandoned by Re ridors of the buildings and of the theatres of Rank's Gaumont-British
House and Senate Office Buildings and Odeon circuits in England.
public.
Paducah, Ky., relighted are generally full of folks from the
U is Rank's partner on both sides
Rialto,

Moines.
Party also includes Eddie Ruben,
Minneapolis circuit owner; Jack
Flynn, former Metro western sales
manager, and Tom Coyne, Chicago.
Before departure, Ruben hosted party
at dinner at which Johnny Branton,
Minnesota Amus. Co. booking manager, and Tom Burke, Theatre Associates general manager, also were
States

Rank's $12,000,000 Pact

the distribution of prints in this exchange district for Eagle-Lion-PRC,
constitute the so-called Big
under the direction of Tom Barry, These
distributor-exhibitor afuntil recently head booker for 20th- Fi ve the
Fox here. It's possible that Service filiates—as against the Little Three
for
capacity
same
the
(Universal,. Columbia and United
may act in
United Artists if that company open> "Artists), which have no theatre

UA has another squawk in that it
is a 27% partner in ownership, but
not operation, in Odeon. None the
less it can't find playdates on the
circuit, at least right now, and the
theory is that Rank might be aim
ing for an opportunity to buy out
UA's share.
This situation is known to have
been a sore spot w.ith Grad Sears,
worldwide sales veepee, and the

UA

Rank interests (John, Davis, et
al.), but it is understood that mean
time UA sales officials are lining up
independent British theatres to sell
away from Rank.
Then, too, there is the state of flux
in which UA currently finds itself,
with a management change in the
offing, and' a new president likely
within a week or 10 days. Perhaps
the new management may negotiate

the Trib's new $7,000,000
now being constructed and
on Monday night, 1,800 civic leaders
attended testimonial banquet at the
Stevens hotel.
Real program ran off on. Tuesday,
actual centennial day, for which
paper took over entire Burnham
Park where World's Fair was held,
and Soldier's Field on the lake front
for all day demonstration, including
boat races, television broadcast for
which special towers were built,
Army and Navy Air Force maneuvers and a huge vaude and circus
show ending with the greatest fireworks display ever seen here, 500
national personages were feted and
even the city fire department gave a
demonstration.
Celebration issue front page was
photo-transmitted to 35 countries
and 51 papers at the time that it
was being printed in Chicago. This
was also the "biggest" facsimile
transmission made to date.
floor of
building

Fashion Fair
Continued from page
including

Sharkey

perform on

1

the Seal, will
Talent budget

five stages.

includes liberal use of models and
on a different tack.
The $12,000,000 assurance in U. S. orchestras, and provides for specially
written sketches by Eddie Lawrence.
playdates to Rank compares with
Producer is Leon Leonidoff, senior
the $70,000,000 which American films
take out of Britain. The threat has producer at the Radio City Music
been that England needs the dollar Hall, N. Y. Rene Pene Du Bois has
designed
the sets. Jerry Finkelstein,
exchange, or else. Reports of lowof
Leader Enterprises,
ered U. S. film imports have long president
been advanced as a threat against which stages the antiques show and
is publisher of the Civil
Service
the American picture industry.
Leader and Fashion Trades, is
operating the show. Tex McCrary,
Domestic
Foreign
of the "Hi, Jinx" radio show, is
chairman of the event.
Sales Drives for
The fair represents an outlay of
Universal shoved off this week on
about $250,000, of which $150,000 is
a double-barrelled domestic and forattributed to exhibitors.
eign sales drive to push bookings on
both its Hollywood and British pix
lineup.
to
'Horn'
On the U. S. front, the

and

U-Rank

Ready

Nate

Blumberg-J.

Arthur

Rank

Toot

Hollywood, June 10.
Jean Negulesco has been set by
Warners to direct "Young Man With
company's district and branch man- a Horn," from Dorothy Baker's
agers, salesmen and bookers.
Cam- novel on the life of Bix Beiderpaign runs 22 weeks with Nov. 1 as becke.
windup date.
Edmund North is preparing the
Overseas, the contest Includes the screenplay and Jerry Wald will
31 countries in which U operates at produce.

Good

$50,000

Business
Drive"
dangled
in cash prizes before the

Wednesday, June 11, 1947

RADIO

WE GO

'HERE

AGAIN' LAMENT

'47- '48 Availabilities
—

unprecedented in terms of name stature and numis the list
personalities and programs on the open market for next fall's
broadcasting season. In most cases they represent shows cancelled
instances negotiations are under way for new
pff this season. In some
iponsorship deals; chief stumbling block thus far are the prices being
Quoted.
C-Camel long-time association winds
Abbott & Costello The A
up at end of current cycle. Both Borden and Texaco said to be interested for a '47-'48 deal.
Kenny Baker Wants a new sponsor. His "Glamour Manor" dropped
by Procter & Gamble.
"Beulah" ABC network has been trying to revive interest in the
show and has put it on sustaining, offering it to agencies. When the
late Marlin H'<rt had it, show was a Turns pet.
Mel Blanc Unlike Dennis Day and Phil Harris, who also graduated
from "stooge" roles to their own shows, Blanc failed to get an option

Here

23

Lady Esther, Lever, CBS in Three-Way

OLDIES TO RIDE

ber—of

—

.

—

—

—

pickup from Colgate.
Now that Socony's dropped the Benny GoodmanVictor. Borge
Borge NBC show, comedian is available for a show of his own.
Eddie Bracken On its second time out, the "Eddie Bracken Story"
was a disappointment to Texaco. Still available.
Bob Burns— Still being offered around. Was "dropped by American

—

—

Home

Products.

.

Possum Game; Net Is Touchy About

&

—

Hoagy Carmichael Available, now that Luden's has decided not
to coiigh up any more dough for the 15-minute Sunday show.

—

By GEORGE ROSEN
scorecard's been posted. The
is studying the casualty rosof the faded '46-47 broadcasting season.
(See adjoining col-

—

1

—

,

—

—

—

radio eds to the punch. Latter,
particularly
the Daily
News,
have been squawking out loud,
demanding to know of the presi
dept heads, "what gives?"
Fact that Gould has frequently bypassed the publicity dept.
in going direct to the source for
his info apparently doesn't cut
any ice with the others, who
feel they've been getting the
brusheroo and want an equal
break on exclusives.

mainstays over the past few years
and have thus far bypassed what

few new programs have been developed.

been evidenced, for example,
the new Old Gold deal, tele-

It's

in

scoping

three
"oldies"
into
a
new one via the Don Ameche,
Frances Langford, Frank Morgan
parlay. Reports that Dinah Shore and
Bob Burns are being offered as a
package further accents the prevailing feeling in the trade that, come

to

now no

wants

client

cies

—

down

at

last .week.

Roy Rogers Cowboy star, last on NBC for Miles Labs, still looknew sponsor.
Mickey Rooney Several of the auto companies have been mulling
the expensive Mickey Rooney air package, but up to now there have
been Metro complications.
°
I.anny Ross— Wants to talk a deal.
Dinah Shore Her Wednesday night CBS program with Peter Lind
Hayes dropped by Ford. She's still reckoned as a sock vocalist-personality that merits bankroller consideration, but building a 30-minute
program around her has been "a problem over the past, few seasons.
Ginny Simms Her Friday night CBS show for Borden wound up
with disastrous results for both the program and the agency (Young &
Rubicam), latter losing the Borden business. Doubt expressed in
trade whether she has the pulling power to hold down another show
of her own, regardless of price.
ing for a

when a

client can't

get what he wants, he siphons
some of the radio budget to
other media.
Try as they will, say the network sales reps, they can't get
any encouragement from the admen on sale of web-built shows,
and they realize it would be foolhardy for them to pitch to the
client direct. Rather than advise one of their accounts to buy
a. net-controlled
program, the
agency toppers, it's claimed,
brush it off with the assurance
that they can build one much

Georgie Price—Young & Rubicam prepped Price's "The Bigtime"
yaude airer for Borden, lost out, and has since been pitching it up to
it

short of sabotage to
it. In the long run,
It's the industry that

off

Parky's."

Gulf Oil turned

little

It's

rating.

Parkyarkarkas— Old Gold has parted company with "Meet Me

—

And
to

that, say the

networks,

"Kate Smith Sings"—As distinct from "Kate Smith Speaks" show
going co-op on Mutual, the half-hour nighttime, music show, dropped

by General Foods, is still on the open market, GF was paying $14,500
a week for the package.
Danny Thomas Wm. Morris still anxious to land a bankroller for
one of its pet comedians. His Drene (Procter & Gamble) program
on which he co-starred with Don Ameche, just dropped.
John Charles Thomas Last sponsored by Westinghouse, singer's
been missing from air this season and wouldn't be averse to a spon-

—

—

Rudy Vallee— Dropped by Procter & Gamble, the ex-"Stein Song"
fave has since been doing some guest shots, but would like to be back
in the fall with his own half-hour program.
"Vox Pop"— Parks Johnson show dropped by Lipton Tea.
Orson Welles— Can deliver virtually any type format or program
ranging from dramatics to a commentator.
Alan Young—Ganadian comedian's Friday night show dropped by
Bristol-Myers. Young & Rubicam, to whom he's under contract, has
been pitching him up to other clients.

Is

be proved.

Kellogg Prefers Drake
Shredded-wheat sweepstakes has
been won by gabber Galen Drake,

Drake on western ABC stations and
"Hollywood Story" on an eastern
ABC hookup in a 26-week test, has
given the nod to Drake for airing on
the full net starting June 30.
Drake outpulled "Story" both
rating-wise and in giveaway promotions.
Shows were slotted acrossthe-board at 11:30 a.m.

as CBS
privileged

far

from the

CBS

concerned.
peddle the
show to all comers, but when it
comes to the time period, it's strictly
is

in control of
if

CBS.

is

to

And when and

Lady Esther-permits

to lapse

contract

its

(client is protected for 13

Congo.

become

v

on

then

it

will

the Gatti-Oboler-HalliExpedition being under-

as

for his

first

novel,

which

will

appear

in the fall. Subject matter
being kept under wraps, with only
from Oboler and publishing
house that it will have "sensational
overtones." Before leaving the country, Oboler will also set his pendis

tipoff

No Cooperation

If there's a note of lament from
the direction of the networks and
to listen too closely ing Broadway
legit production.
hear it it's because the web proAfrican expedition, tying in with
gramming boys feel that there's a Gatti's shortwave equipment
expan
definite lack of cooperation on the sion,
is
designed to se.t up new
part of the agencies and clients in shortwave
radio links between terri
helping them in their struggle to tories like
the Belgian Congo and
project new names into the lime- 'the rest of
the radio listening world.

—

you don't have

—

to

|

light.

able

fact
to

CBS

that

make

a

deal

has been un-

on

its

«"My

Friend Irma" comedy show, despite
its favorable critical reception, isn't
resting too well with net execs.
Similarly, they've been showcasing
Bill

Goodwin

in

his

GE's $1500,000

own comedy

For 2 Air Siows

stanza; feel they've proven their
point that he's ready for the big-

time

commercial sweepstakes, and
have been by-

it.

«

celled).

CBS

writer-pro-

Attilio Gatti in the Belgian

House

mercial kilocycles.

passed.

loser being "Hollywood Story." Kellogg Co., which has been sponsoring

<

From
known

Home

Appliance Division of Genis
prepping a big-

in this instance, too,

'Hollywood Story' Fades;

As

Stein

ABC Symph

Poser: Will

You Love Me Sustaining

As You

Did as a Com'l?

,

September, there will be a "herewe-go-again" reprise with little or
no consideration for giving fresh
talent and ideas a ride on the com-

The

sorship deal.

radio

written by the Chicago shortwave
radio
manufacturer for $250,000.
During his stay in Africa, Oboler
will beam broadcasts directly to
either NBC or Mutual (with deal
currently in negotiation). He'll make
background shots for a feature filmmake special television and library
films; a series of transcription records, as well as sound tracks and
records. Oboler and wife leave for
the Belgian Congo April 2.
Oboler's quick trip to New York
last week from the Coast was to set
the deal for the African jaunt, as
well as ink a contract with Random

better.
still

Oboler,

crafters

—

—

can't do that!"

camp.

And from all Indications,
wouldn't be averse to letting
Lever Bros, move in.
One Network Basket
ducer-director currently under conFor there's some long-range thinktract to Metro, has effected a novel ing going on at the network.
CBS
tieup with the Gatti-Hallicrafters is happy indeed that Levers prefers
keeping Lux Radio Theatre on CBS
Expedition into East Africa and next
instead of moving it over to NBC.
April Oboler and his wife will join
(Continued on page 40)

work against
suffers, for

exclusive option lapses this
on NBC it paid off with a consistent

it

"You

(pre-Lux) Monday segment, which
has been used none too successfully
to sell Swan Soap. (Joan Davis, the
Swan comedienne, has been can-

To Beam Shows

Arch

they argue,

—

month.
14 and plus

MCA

on

African Safari;

on their house-produced and

They sum it up thusly: If a
network builds a good show that
is worthy of Us time and efforts,

—

Mitchell's

It all has to do with the fact that
Jules Stein, the
board chairman, has been peddling the, valuable
Screen Guild property.
The fact,
however; that he's also offering the
10-10:30 Monday night time with the
program has provoked loud cries of

Lever Bros, would like to have the
time, in place of its current 8:30-9

controlled shows are generally
agreed that it's a bad situation
that requires immediate corrective measures.

Garry Moore Divorcing himself from Jimmy Durante, Moore wants
There have been a lot of huddles, but thus far no sale.
it.
"Mr. and Mrs. North" There'll probably be a scramble for this who-

Lennen &
When Woodbury had

years.

hiatus),
10-10:30 time can then go to
Lever Bros., which has the option

Arch Oboler In

House Divided

it.

dunit as soon as

In the balance lies the fate of Lady
Esther's Screen Guilds Players,, the
Monday night post-Lux Radio Theatre airer that's been paying off
with a Top 15 Hooperating for some

weeks beyond the summer

Close observers of the "kiss of
death" treatment the networks
claim they're getting from agen-

James Mason British actor anxious to land a commercial airer.
Has been dickering with some of the networks, but as yet nothing's
materialized.
"My Friend Irma"—This CBS house-built show has been on the
verge on sponsorship deals almost since its inception a couple of
months back. Sale would be a feather in network's cap.
to solo

CBS, Lever Bros, and Lady Esther.

the

—

clients'.

Times radio ed Jack Gould has
managed to crash through with
a goodly number of news breaks,
beating some of the other daily

signaturing.
In almost all instances the bank-

rollers are directing their eyes exclusively at the properties and personalities
that
have been radio

—

other

publicity boys around the
networks and the indie stations
in N. Y. have been out on the
w.k. limb the past few weeks
since the N. Y. Times preemed
its daily radio column.

should see lots of activity and con-

—

—

There's a ? three-wa"y possum game
being played these days, involving

On

The

tract

stiff.

Up

Times Marches

Sponsors who have held off
making commitments for next season now have a good idea who can
and cannot be had and are doing
some fast huddling with their
agencies.
The next few weeks

umn.)

Danny Kaye — First time up (for Pabst) proved disastrous, but report is that Kaye would like another crack at radio if the right sponsor-program deal came along.
"Maisie" The Ann Sothern comedy was last sponsored' on CBS by
Eversharp.

f

ter

'

Cass Daley Anxious to get back on the airlanes.
Joan Davis Lever Bros, scrapping this $17,500-weekly budgeted
as too expensive. Wm. Esty agency is interested for
next season on behalf of Camel, but deal thus far cold because Miss
Davis refuses to relinquish control of program. Best guess is that Miss
Davis will be sold but will have to shave her asking price.
Eddie Duchin Kraft cancelling out the pianist-emcee of the Thursday night NBC "Music Hall", show.
Benny Goodman Monday night NBC show dropped by Socony.
Bill Goodwin CBS has been grooming him as a top personality in
his own right, with a Sat. night show and has been romancing agencies
with the package.
Jack Haley Jack Carson takes over his spot on the Sealtest show.
"Gregory Hood" Mutual whodunit dropped by Petri because of domestic wine collapse. Foote, Cone & Belding has an option on it!
Hedda Hopper—Camay (Procter & Gamble) chucking her CBS Saturday night program after experimenting with an expanded format.
"Information Please" Parker Pen gave up the Dan Golenpaul quizzer and it's now making the agency rounds. Asking price, $12,500, con-

comedy show

sidered too

MCA Stein's Way of Peddling Show

The

trade

eral

Electric

Reports that John Hancock Life
Insurance Co., which plunked
(

$500,000 into institutional sponsorship of the Boston Symphony concerts on ABC this past season, won't
be around when the roll of bankrollers is called next fall, poses
a problem for ABC.
Question raised - by speculation on

Hancock's

exit, as

it

concerns

ABC,

is whether tlje net will retain the
symphony as "a sustainer in the projected back-to-backing of it Tuesday
nights with "America's Town Meeting."
Web only recently maneuvered the co-op "Town Meeting"
switchover from Thursday nights in
a move ballyed as building Tuesday
nights into a big public service pro-

gramming

feature.

Boston

Symph

was shifted back to 9:30 to slot
George V. Denny's forum in the
If ABC can't round up

8:30 period.

a new sponsor for the longhair
stanza, the temptation might be to
shift it to a less saleable time, or

drop

it.

Latter action is considered unlikely inasmuch as the Boston aggregation was retained alter AllisChalmers, which paid its way a
couple of seasons, got into strike difficulties and had to bow out last
year. Boston Pops series, a summer
edition of the symphony, has been,
on ABC since Hancock's sponsorship
terminated April 22. ..-;.'

CLARK

IN

N.Y.-T0-LA.
to radio and has
earmarked a total of $1,500,000 for a
burden of developing new two-way fall preem
STINT
involving both
shows and talent has fallen on them,
Buddy Clark's two-way deal, now
daytime and nighttime programwith no assist from the money boys.
that he's signed for
day at 10:30 p.m. on CBS to the And on the other hand, the agencies ming. C^E. is currently looking over Gold Wednesday the summer Old
show on CBS,
web's Tuesday at 9 slot. It becomes chime in anew with their perennial the list tjf'i program availabilities. poses a transportation problem
for-,
effective June 24, with the last Sun- defense that a half-hour nighttime Radio re-entry ties in with expanded the singer which he'll solve by hop'
network show represents in most GE products.
ping out to the Coast via Constelladay broadcast two days previous.
cases a $1,000,000 time-and-talent anOutfit scrammed out of radio dur- tion on alternate weeks.
Sunday
10
to
11
That clears the
nual investment; that the client ing the exit parade some months
Clark's Monday night Contented
night CBS segments, in which the can't afford to invest that kind of back, dropping the CBS afternoon program on NBC originates
out of
net would like to spot the U. S. Steel coin in experimenting with some- cross-the-board "House Party" show. N. Y. The OG show, on which he'll
Theatre Guild of the Air show, cur- thing still untried and unproved, Whether it will again pick up the appear every other week, will emaand that they have no alternative audience participation program as nate from the Coast. Which means
rently on ABC.
a N. Y.-to-L. A. fortnightly hop folBut Steel hasn't made up its mind but to bid for the talent that's had re-entry is problematic.
the best Hooper payoff.
Young & Rubicam is the agency. lowing the Contented stanza.
yet.
Steel Gets

Open Track

Gulf has Anally given the nod to
moving "We the People" from Sun-

On

the one hand, it's a case
where the networks feel that the

budgeted return

FORTNIGHTLY

entire

1

H
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Candidates Blast

Smeared

Pamphleteers in

Back At

»

»»»»»»

»» M

M

.

.

circulated their own
board, this
literature rebutting the group that
last week caused an uproar in the

week

chapter by using the AFRA mailing
an incendiary pamphlet interpreted as implying the
pair were "radicals."
Thus ends part two of the situation that is causing the hottest .electioneering in the union's history—
and has created its greatest internal
list to circulate

storm.
In their three-page statement, Bartell and .McVey lashed out at the
69 signers of the original "red-baiting" circular as being "inactive" in
the union and guided by hearsay in
permitting the use of their names.
They also declared that some now
admit no previous knowledge of the

off the

broadcasts

it

Mutual

line

at 7:30 p.

m.

.

month swing

WPEN

and

They

specifically call at-

VA

.

hospitals.... Bob Steel going legit via the Strawhats,

planes to

Staff Writer

WHN

Among several other hlgh-ra,tirig
local shows, he writes the oft- cited,

award-winning "News of the Week

Pacted At

InReview.''

"Bulldog Drummond" in
Transit Assn. is toying with idea of dropping
.Ten best. Books on
favor of the new Mutual show, "Quiet Please" ...
will be rebroadcast as a summer
Trial" airers of the past season on
North, incidentally,
Sterling
23.
June
series on the Metrb indie starting
scripter
Mogle,
.Bill
moderator.
..
has just inked a new contract as
to do the lead
has resigned to freelance ... .Alan Ladd is being romanced
Queen."
••
"Scarlet
in the new Mutual adventurer airer,
FC&B....
Wolf
at
George
still
that's
Don't let the nose bob fool you—
Margaret Curtis gets back from Scotland tomorrow (Thurs.).
born
"Red" Reynolds back at CBS sales desk.... Son, Michael, 6V4 lbs.,
Thursday (5) at Doctors'
to Herald Trib radio columnist John Crosby last
staffers limbering up their sea legs for a
..Mutual and
hospital
Skinner of
moonlight boat ride up the Hudson this Friday (13).... Jack
fortnight....
the MBS press dept. off to the New Hampshire hills for a
showgoing
Burns & Allen due here July 2 for an eight-day shopping and
on an 11-day,
spree .. ABC's Ted Malone shoving off next Tuesday (17)
15,000-mile junket during which he'll cross the continent. four times, ong.-_>..

WHN

JOHN CONNORS

Sale

Philadelphia, June 10.
Deal forv the sale of WPEN was
finally completed yesterday (Mon.)
with the signing of the contract of
content of the message "Wake Up the transaction between the EveAFRA" to which they affixed the ning Bulletin and the Sun Ray Drug
Others have indicated, Co. Sale price was announced at
handles.
claim the pair, that, they have since $800,000.
Originally the purchasing group
•withdrawn their endorsements,
v charge "Dirty Politics"
dickering for the station included
Charging a lack of evidence to Philip Klein, local advertising man,
support the blanket charges Bar- but he dropped out of the proceedjelled. Purtell and McVey complain of "dirty ings before the deal
tention to Section 1, Article 5 of
the local constitution that calls for
censuring, expulsion, fines or other
punishments for members whose actions are considered prejudicial to
the union's welfare.
In their return blast at the perpetrators, pair ask for a unified and
not split union front, state they are
for streamlining the constitution "to
insure more efficient operation of
the union," and favor a retirement
plan similar to that provided by
They conScreen Actors Guild.
cluded with'a warning against the
now threatening split- in the union,
recently aggravated by the walkout
of the CBS sound, effects man.
Union, toppers did a fast aboutface
•when the story broke. Though having previously stated that he knew
about the movement (initial incident), that indorsed him along with
Frank Nelson and Bob Bruce, and
and
Bartell
omitted
pointedly
McVey, Ken Carpenter, national
prexy, also did a flipoyer, saying
movepart
the
of
first he was not
ment, only knowing. He said it was

of

Playhouse next week
directing "The Adding Machine" at Provincetown
returns to Mutual June
...."Official Detective," off the air five weeks,
agency's Wauhillau LaHay
24 in the Tuesday 8:15 pjn. spot....Ayer
Hollywood Sunday (15) for a three-month stay ... .American

KLZ

Philly

.

, .

getting

a little fluff here from the Mutual-Don Lee station, KHJ. His
weekly talks over the system are
being aired, by Warners KFWB.
Indie station takes the pro-

gram

*»*;

music clearance division aide,, quit her job Friday
McDougal, in their own plane from
(6) and took off with her fiance, Leslie
Capstaff
Brooklyn to be married at Westport, on Lake Champlain. .Al
.Noel Mills back in the radio picture after threein town on a quickie.

Hollywood, June 10.
Flower,"
is

«

ABC

Betty Wittich,

'Flower'

"Little
Gotham's
Fiorello H. LaGuardia,

«

»»» »

the Production Centres

From

-

KHJ Weeds

l

[iMMMMtttf + UMI t**' "" *********************'
!7V 1SEW YORK CITY

LA AFRA's Tempest

Hollywood, June 10.
With the apparent obligated consent of toppers o£ the American
Federation of Radio Artists, Harry
Bartell and Paul McVey, red-smeared nominees for the union's national

politics."

.

!

KLZ, DENVER.

WOR

NBC Also Joins in

1

Sat.

Sweepstakes

Jack Thompson, formerly
show from various points
Peters,
with McCann-Erickson agency, has joined the Chi office of Free &
F&F s
radio reps, replacing Joseph Evans who's been named manager of
new Fort Worth office. .John Hurley due in from Coast (Daily Variety)
for a couple weeks.
inating his daily

For Moppet Cash

were the three brothers
Saturday ayem programming got
owning the drug store chain, Harry a Swift shot in the arm last week.
president,
and William H. NBC's sales crew, pitching up the
Sylk,
Sylk and Albert J. Sylk, exec vice- period as. the best time of the week
presidents. The chain operates 150 to reach the juvenile market and
stores, on the eastern seaboard.
unreeling evidence that teenagers inDeal was made by the Albert M. fluence their parents* buying habits,
chasers

-

.

.

writing original music and directing for "Call The
Doris Sharpe opened
Andy sumnfer sub on NBC
a Coast office of her Radio Registry, supplying clients with info in both
Henry Morgan to dip- into legit for first time,
places for the one fee
playing lead in "The Man Who Came To Dinner" at Westport (Conn.)
chief anCountry Playhouse week of July 28.... John Jaeger,
nouncer, auditioning for staff announcers with emcee talent for aud par-

Ben Ludlow,

Police," the

Jr.,

Amos

'n'

WNEW

the bacon.. Swift & ticipation type shows
Guy Wallace, formerly with WBBM, Chi, added
Walter Thompson agency, to
Perry Mason show (CBS) to get new lead
announcer staff
WPEN
picked up the tab on "The Adven- June 16 in Joan Alexander. .. .Bret Morrison, "Shadow" in MBS' whodunit,
tures of Archie Andrews" effective being booked for series of vaude and nitery p.a.s in sketches based on the
Aug. 9.
airer
Elwood C. Hoffman of CBS Program Writing Division on holiday
FM
WPEN
Show has ridden* the 10:30 a.m ....Vincent McConnor of the same establishment has shed 34 pounds
That mass interview of Charles Chaplin as tape-recorded was the piece de
After many changes
resistance of a party last week at Mary Hunter's
of title, it's now "CBS Is There," which Robert L. Shayon will direct
Absent Treatment
under Goodman Ace'-s supervision.
newspapers owned by J. David
Brochure has been, issued by
father of a
became
Cleveland,
jockey
WHK,
Bud
Wendell,
disk
at
Stern.
NBC telling prospective adverdaughter recently. Wendell is the son of Mrs. Anne C. Joseph (Anne
tisers what a 'fine time Saturday
Wendell of the Ziegfeld. Follies).
morning is to have • a commercial show on the air'. It's the one
CBS Skeds 4-Tongue
.
fiV
.
.
morning in the week when the
whole family's home, "everyHarry Spears, long time producer of "Take It Or Leave It," has joined
Airing Saturdays Of
body is in a happy frame of
Ward Wheelock agency and as first assignment sits in the glass cage on
leaflet points
etc., the
Shows mind,"
St. Loo
Bill Spier
for Campbell soup
"Double
Nothing"
Walter
O'Keefe's
Or
Out.
St. Louis, June 10.
Cover of the brochure features
is taking "Suspense" and "Sam Spade" east for four weeks this month-<end
Most ambitious sustaining pro
a drawing showing father whipso Howard Duff, who plays SS, can work in the Mark Hellinger picture
cracking his rod and reel around
gram ever conceived by KMOX, lo
Hoagy Carmichael now available
which will be shooting in New York
an independent committee with cal CBS outlet, tees off Saturday
the living room, two of the. famfor open-end transcriptions. Tom McAvity is setting up the platter series
indoor
which he was not part, though con- (14) when a 30-minute preview of
offsprings playing
ily
for Famous Artists, and also has three others ready for the wax works.
scious of their stand.
the St. Louis Municipal Theatre
catch, the moppet daughter runwill
starred
in "I Cover the Waterfront"; a new "Maisie"
Lee
Bowman
be
the
Later, he had this to say, in a Assn. sponsor of al fresco entertainover
ning her baby carriage
format has been designed for Ann Sothern, and the sample Pulitzer Prize
letter: "In regard to recent mailing ment jn the Forest Park theatre, will
family cat's tail, and mama out
Program will be a dramatization of an historical award, "Scientists
sponsoring my candidacy fot the be broadcast in four languages to
in the kitchen packing a picnic
Against Time"
Bill Lawrence gets an eight-week hiatus from his proNational Board of AFRA, I wish to Latin-American countries and Eu
lunch. Just who's listening to the
duction duties on Screen Guild Players but will keep busy during the
state that although I had no hand rope in addition to the full CBS web
evident.
immediately
radio isn't,
Summer months directing Boris Karloff in "Lights Out" for Schick and
in the preparation of the letter, I in the. U. S.
Phil Baker for Eversharp.
.CBS is giving "My Frjpnd Irma'Mhe works
will
Spanish
and
Portuguese
be
page
40)
(Continued on
without and flanked Head Scripter Cy Howard with Parke Levy, Stanley Adams
used for the" south-of-the-border slot Saturdays for two years
Hooperating and Phil Shuken, which gives it plenty of writing budget for a sustainer.
countries and English and French a sponsor. Its current
Milk's Mary Lee
Fr'9nk>Cooper had a comedy show plattered around Jim Backus and
CITES
for the nations on the east side of (2.8) bests Pet
is under
Ruthrauff & Ryan gets first refusal.
.Ed Gashman is booking guest talent
the Atlantic. CBS will pay artists, Taylor on CBS (2.5)—but
sustaining Jackie Hill show well past the 26-week cycle for the Tony Martin show, which should put
CO. UNIONISM etc., who- appear before the local Mutual's
(3.2). Swift tab is for full network at rest rumors that Mike Kirke's interest in every detached comic or
mike.
Radio Guild of the United Office
Artists appearing nightly during airing, with a live afternoon repeat show is Texaco-inspired. .. .Wendy Williams back from a month of loafand Professional Workers of America the Assn.'s 29th season will be guest for the Coast. Show originates in ing in Alaska. .Hank Booraem turned in his resignation as Hollywood
(CIO) is having NBC hauled before vocalists on the broadcasts, sup
New York.
manager of the Hutchins agency. .. .Coincidence, Eddie Cantor calls it,
a trial examiner of the National La- ported by 16 members of the muny
Sale reveals NBC shares with that Pabst is ad-splurging on "33 fine brews" to coincide with his 33rd
bor Relations Board next month on opera chorus.' Familiar music from ABC a growing feeling that CBS, wedding anniversary last Monday
Paul Whiteman due in Hollywood
charges of having "urged, intimi- fave operettas will be presented by with four half-hours and a quarter- July 8 for a month of platter spinning on ABC. Accompanying him will
dated and coerced" guest relations Seth Griner's augmented KMOX hour sold in the Saturday ayem, has be Charles Barry, director of programs for the net, who first sold "Pops"
pages in its N. Y. headquarters into orch under the baton of Edwin Mc- plowed this field without competi- on the idea of becoming a disk jock
Riley Jackson has opened a Coast
taking part in a company -dominated, Arthur, maestro of the opera.
tion too long. ABC sales execs re- office for Lou Cowan Productions .... "Blondie" has. been renewed for
employees' group and having threatFor the preem broadcast N. Y cently disclosed that they intended next season without a summer layoff
Youngsters like mystery shows,
ened them with discharge if they Met artists Christina Carroll and giving the weekend morning a strong according to a study by Foote, Cone & Belding, so
Bob Ballin is scouting
Joined the UOPWA.
the town for a pair to be bankrolled by Lever Bros. (Trim) and Toni
Thompson will make p.a.'s push with potential advertisers.
NLRB Regional Director Charles Hugh
NBC pitch for the period makes (hair wave). If the kinks can be ironed out, "Gregory Hood" will be one
They have lead role in "Nina Rose,
T. Douds notified the network last second, of 11 operettas to be pre,- an argument that advertisers, par- of the entries
Stu Sherman hustled back to New York after checking
•week that it could answer charges
sented in KMOX's "Under the Stars'' ticularly of mass consumer products, up on available shows and talent for Colgate-Palmolive
Marjorie
of violating Section 7 of the NLRB
have overlooked the importance of Hunt, who produces a daytime strip for Young & Rubicam, on 10-week
series. Selections by Sigmund Rom
Act at a hearing in Washington berg, whose music is heard in "Nina directing a portion of this ad budget leave to direct plays for the Laguna Beach
strawhatter
ABC's Bob
July 14.
Rose," will be featured in the teeoff to the juve market. Percentage of Kintner told Hollywood Ad Clubbers that few of radio's critics -ever
An NBC spokesman denied knowl- program. Jack Sexton, program moppets and teenagers listening per listen to the radio.
edge even of the existence of a comset Saturday ayems, it's said, is larger
manager for KMOX, will produce.
pany-sponsored group, but said a
than at any other time during the fJV
couple of net reps would be sent to
week. More radio families are availWashington "to see what it's all
Chicago Daily Tribune observes Centennial week from June 8 to 14, with
i.e., home and awake, Saturday
Lend-Lease Extended able,
about."
mornings than on any other week- a radio salute carried to listeners
in 26 states June 11, the day the first
Way was, cleared late last week day, surveys show.
Trib was printed in 1847. .. .Dorothy Stone of "The Red Mill" subbed on
for Perry Como to continue his preVallee's Show Biz Spiel
"Melody Lane" for sister Paula, who was skedded as guest. Latter flew
ferred affiliation with Chesterfield
Rudy Vallee is pencilled in on
PETTENGILL
AIR to New York to be with her mother, who is ill. .. .Fred F. Montiegel,
formerly with Morrison Advertising in Milwaukee, is now with Don
KHJ (Mutual's L.A. outlet) three and NBC. CBS board chairman Wiltimes a week for two weeks at liam S. Paley personally gave the
McNeill Enterprises. First duty publishing annual year book for "BreakTONSILS
fast Club".... Bill Seymour of WBBM announcer
7 p. m. beginning next week with nod for that net to renew the singstaff has resigned in
Mutual's lineup of to-the-right favor of program director job in New Orleans.
a new feature, "Rudy Vallee and er's lend-lease to NBC for another
.. .Jim
Hanlon taking
Show Business." It will be reminis- two years. Chesterfield's signing of commentators is about to be joined, three weeks' leave from duties as WGN flack to do reverse on usual
cent gab, as items in Variety bring the Arthur Godfrey morning show according to trade sources, by Sam vacation trips by spending his time redecorating and moving
into new
it into focus and if it clicks he wants on CBS apparently influenced the Pettengill, spieler for a 100% Ameri- home
Hal Kerber has been commissioned official disk jockey ior the
to do that and nothing else for a decision as the net earlier was hot can literature publishing outfit called Coast Guard and will be featured on "«A Cruise With
Your Coast Guard"
•while.
to get Como back. The crooner, hap- America's Future, Inc.
....Howard S. Meighan, v.p. CBS in from New York looking over local
Pettengill had a 15-minute spot offices this week.... Carl Sutphin,
Megging mezzo-tenor denies .he ..is, py with his three-a-week Supper
ABC promotion director, in guest spotjockeying forka' ijisk jockey berth: Club stint, wanted no part -of the on 142 ABC stations Sundays at light at last Chi Radio Management
club luncheon. .. .Harry Campbell,
Claims he is dead against the cur- move.
3:45 p.m. until May 11. Currently farm director at WBBM, just
returned from
of Indiana farms....
rent craze and would never do it
New release is effective to June 4, he's not on the air. But it's re- Ed Kobak at Mutual for few days. .. .Tommytour
Bartlett vacationing and
without a staff of bookkeepers to 1949. Chesterfield meantime has re- ported he soon will reappear, this visiting his home in Milwaukee. .. .Andy
Murphy, ABC public relations
pay off instrumentalists every time newed its contract with Como for time on Mutual, probably again as man, in Erie, Pa., as advance flack
on "Ladies Be Seated," which will
"
1
he spun a platter.
<
two years.
a Sunday 'afternoon gabber.
originate" there on- June 11, 12 and' 13.
Greenfield Co., real estate brokers,
Bulletin,
which
representing the
than three
less
purchased
years ago for a reported $650,000.
The Bulletin had to dispose of
adjunct, followand its
of
ing its' purchase last March
WCAU, 50,000 watter and local CBS
outlet, as part of the package in
which the Bulletin acquired the

brought

home

WNEW

Co., via J.
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SMS TO

WHITE

TURNS DEAF EAR WLIB'S

Kate Smith's Parting Shot At

CBS: 'Censorship Tough to Take
-

Chicago, June-

•.

Kate Smith here today

GUNS ON

(Tues.), in

accepting the 1947 American Brotherhood Arts and Sciences Citation
from the National Conference of
Christians and Jews, took occasion
to blast CBS, which she is leaving

an association of many years.
Prior -to her moveover to her noontime Mutual co-op show, following
her cancellation by General Foods,
Miss Smith took a parting potshot at
the "censorship and restrictions"
which she claims exist on the Columbia network.
"Don't think that you have freedom of speech on CBS," Miss Smith
declared. She indicated that she believed such freedom does exist on
both Mutual and ABC.
"Some. younger executives on CBS
have wonderful ideas," Miss Smith
continued, "and I don't care if they
try them out on anyone else, but
after.

they will not. use my show for experimental purposes."
She said her decision to accept the
Mutual co-op deal was based partly
on the fact that the net has more
individual stations than others and
partly -on the fact that she will have
full authority to handle every p)sase
*of her show there.

Too Good

Alas!
New

Orleans, June 10.
Public service show aired by
succeeded so well it got
yanked off the air. It was a
Saturday afternoon airer dealing
with exposes of swindles, drawn
from files of the New Orleans
Better Business Bureau. After
eight weeks, Jim Barr, manager
of the bureau, wrote Fred Weber

WDSU

WDSU:

at

to continue
the Saturday 'Purse Protector'
programs, but..-.
we find the
public response so great that we
are unable to handle the flood
of calls. Dozens of people who
.

telephone the Bureau now preface their complaints or inquiries
'I heard your radio program

with

Saturday and

.

.'"

.

—was

Radio Directors Guild made a stab

week

last

at talking the four net-

into recognition of RDG as
bargaining agent for freelance direc-

works

Webs, however, rebuffed the move, indicating
only that they might recognize the
to
according
level,
guild on a local
tors

on a national

basis.

an RDG spokesman..
Guild reps advised the nets the
matter would be referred back to
locals in New York, Chicago and

Hollywood

instruc"further
tions." An official of the Guild said
these instructions could conceivably
take the form of a strike vote.

Indies 'Raiding'

Behind-Scenes

Jockey Talent

cussions by newly elected officers of
their plans for the year. Nicki Burnett, national exec secretary, said
the network recognition question
probably would be taken up by the
N. Y. "around June 23" and by the
two other locals at about this same
time.
has
It's the
first
attempt
made to get network recognition in
behalf of freelancens. Guild's national negotiating committee, which
huddled with officials of the four
webs on June 3 and again Friday
(6), is headed by Ed Byron, N. Y.,
chairman. Members include Thomas

RDG

Freebairn-Smith, Hollywood; Lyle
Barnhart, Chi; Earle McGM, N. Y.,
national prez; Ben Meyers, Chi, general-counsel,

and Burnett.

LaROCHE INTO

ELLIS'

SPOT AS AGCY. PREXY
Chester

J.

the driver's
Ellis

LaRoche moved into
seat at the LaRoche &.

agency Monday

(9),

succeeding

the agency's founder and longtime
prexy, Sherman K. Ellis. LaRoche's
emergence as president and treasurer,

it

New York

and in Los
Angeles there is currently going on
a lot of jockeying in an effort to
grab off the best men-behind-thein

scenes available.
These "raids" on talent include librarians, engineers and other technicians, and continuity boys who
have the know-how on filling in the
disk jocks with the gab stuff.
These are the boys particularly
the librarians who have suddenly
achieved a new importance in the
eyes of indie station operators.
They're being romanced with better
offers from rival stations that recognize that lack of a good librarian,
engineer, etc. could prevent a disk
jockey from putting his best wax
forward.

—

—

for

N. Y. local met .Monday (9), but
did not officially take up the matter,
confining the agenda to general dis-

was announced, followed

and probably cues an aggressive
push by the agency to move into
contention with top-billing outfits. It
was LaRoche who, in a 20-year
climb from account exec to prexy
and board chairman- of Young &
Rubicam, played a dominant role in
the rise of that agency.

CAMEL, JOAN DAVIS

DEAL

IS

HOT AGAIN

Hollywood, June 10.
The heat has been turned up
again under the Camel deal for Joan
Davis to take over the Abbott &
Costello spot on NBC next fall.

Only obstacle to the dotted line
ceremony is said to be a matter of

going all out

m

ture" on his Sunday (22) longhair session.

ignoring the industry pleas

Overture will comprise Miss

more time to prepare its opposition to the bill.
He's sticking to
guns and insisting on opening

for

Smith's alltime faves.

the hearings as per schedule. Thus
the breach widens between broadcasters and Sen. Wallace H. White
on the subject of what the industry
needs in the way of new legislation.
Senator White's office yesterday
(9) insisted that hearings on the
controversial bill will open here
June 17. The statement was made
presfollowing conferences of
ident Justin Miller, NBC president
Niles Trammell, Mark Woods, ABC
chief and Bob Swezey of Mutual,
Mark Warnow's seven-year assowith White in a last-minute effort
ciation with the Lucky Strike "Hit
to postpone the sessions.
Parade" show is set to wind up in
Industry argument is that the
September,
when Alex Stordahl is
top net officials are booked through
mid-June, and it will be virtually scheduled to move in along with
impossible to coordinate testimony Frank Sinatra. While Warnow still
hasn't
his release, he's been told he
from the entire industry in the next
The committee earlier is free to negotiate elsewhere. Mean10 days.
turned down written requests to the while, Warnow is reviving his oldfrom Miller and dozens Blue Velvet Mood- music for the fall.

Warnow Bowing
Off 'Parade

In

Voice of Freedom committee is
preparing a petition to the FCC to
turn down the application of WLIB,
N. Y. indie, for full-time status.
Move follows station's nixing a request to sell time to the Johannes
Steel Newsletter and the V. of F.
with the result that the committee
has charged it with "discriminatory
practices, arbitrary censorship and
refusal to do public service."
Ruckus arose out of a broadcast

done by Steel on WLIB Saturday
(7) on a 15-minute show paid for by
committee. Latter received a

the

of congratulatory letters on
the show, so it instructed the Lexington ad agency to buy a 13-week
cycle on the station to be bankrolled
by it and Steel's newsletter. WLIB
sales staff on Saturday was" reportedly all set to close the deal.

number

According to Steel, however, Mrs.
Dorothy Thackrey, owner of the station, nixed the idea as soon as she
heard about it, declaring she would
never have let him broadcast if she'd
known about it in advance. Steel
spoke Saturday on the recent Moscow Peace Conference. WLIB cur«
rently operating from sunup to sundown, has an application pending
with the FCC to go on the air 24
hours daily.

I

effect
of individual station

spokesmen.
Meanwhile, the Senate Interstate
Commerce subcommittee has issued
notices calling for formal statements
48 hours in advance of the' June 17
hearing date. FCC Chairman Charles
R. Denny, Jr., is skedded as the first
witness. FCC is expected to get its
case in the record the first day of
what White anticipates will be six
days of hearing. All witnesses are
being asked to hold their statements

down to 20 minutes.
Industry strategy in opposition to
the present draft of new legislation
was mapped out here last Thursday
(5) at an all-day session of NAB's
NAB comlegislative committee.
mittee members kept mum on their
specific plans but voiced unanimous
disapproval of the bill in its present
form and unanimous opposition to
the June 17 hearing date.
In a formal statement at the conclusion of the meeting, NAB prexy
Justin Miller said the committee left
"plenty of issues still unresolved"
and doubted that the industry would
be "fully prepared" by the June 17
A list of NAB witnesses
deadline.
will be released within the week,
Miller said.
NAB committee members are
tackling the bill, it was explained,
(Continued on page 40)

American Tobacco

told

Warnow he

could continue with "Parade," but
that Stordahl would direct the Sinatra numbers, thus continuing the
long-time Sinatra-Stordahl association. However, Warnew refused on
the basis that that was the setup
once before and it didn't work out

MOT in NBC Snag
On Comics
March

of Time,

that network's

CBS, Pet Milk

Make Up,

Net Offering Account
Looks

Better Playing Time
CBS and Pet Milk have

like

straightened out their difficulties.
Milk company has been in a pet
over its rating dip (3.1 off) following exit of "Hit Parade" from the
preceding Saturday slot on CBS, and
as a result has demanded better
time or^ else. As result, network
has proffered the 10-10:30 segment
being vacated by Hedda Hopper's
Camay (P & G) program, instead of
its present 9:30-10 slot, with indications that Pet Milk will accept.
Switchover will also pave the way

—

for Camel's Vaughn Monroe show
to move from Sat. a^8 into the 9:30
period.

with the William Esty
agency, acting for R. J. Reynolds,
willing to make concessions and the

comedy

favorites at

MOT

producers went to Sid Eiges,
publicity chief, to enlist his
aid in getting shots of Fred Allen,

NBC

Bob Hope, Jack Benny, etc., taking
advantage of the fact that the latter
comedians were east. Eiges asked if
he could see a copy of the script.
There had been some reports that
radio as a mature medium would
come off second best and Eiges
didn't want to commit NBC to anything that might bring repercusEiges was told there wasn't
and nixed the re-

sions.

any

script as yet
quest.

MOT

boys went over Eiges' head,
but the web brass backed him up.
They did manage to get some shots
of Benny, taking them in his Sherry-

Netherland (N. Y.)

suite.

STATE PROTESTS

N.Y.

WNYS CALL LETTERS
Albany, June

New York
reported

prepping

work.

stand.

are

is

Understood that when American ran into a snag at NBC in trying to
(Continued on page 40)
get gome intimate studio shots of

control,

Negotiators

Shots

which

a feature on radio for a fall release,

satisfactorily.

William Morris agency, representing
the comedienne, taking a half-way

making

petitioned

headway with the

possibility of a
Both sides are
quick wrap-up.
agreeable on price and all other eleLever
ments of the_ transaction.

State

the

FCC

10.

yesterday (9)
to cancel the

designated call letters "WNYS" for
the Patroon Broadcasting Co.'s new
station here.

State attorney general Nathaniel
L. Goldstein declared in the petition
that the call letters would lead listeners to believe the station was
either an official voice o£ the state
or reflected official state government views. Tiein with the state
government would be especially
probable in N. Y., since
are
the call letters of the N. Y. city's of-

(Swan soap) contract with
Miss Davis expires this month and
sponsor will shop around for another show.
Peter Lone As Summer Sub
Peter Lorre has been set by Camel
as the summer replacement in the
Thursday night NBC slot being
vacated by Abbott & Costello. He'll
do dramatizations of the mystery

Bros.

WNYC

ficial

station.

classics.

Show
and

will originate
starts July 3.

from the Coast

Barry Gray Goes Network

Baker Takes

his
in-

acquisition of principal stock
terest in the agency.
Move places LaRoche, who joined
the company early last year as board
chairman, acting in an advisory
capacity, in active executive control

is

Yield to Voice

stations

Bargaining Stab

(N.Y.)

NAB

There's been a peculiar offshoot
to the emergence of bigtime disk
jockeyism. Both among the indie

Rebuffed In

WOR

on appropriate fanfare for the
Kate Smith Mutual p r e e
June 23, with Sylvan Levin even
trailerizing the event with a
"Kate Smith Symphonic Over-

his

"We had expected

last

Proper Buildup

—

same

RDG

Freedom Beef to FCC

10.

Washington, June 10.
If the
broadcasters succeed in
winning a postponement on the
scheduled open public hearings here
June 17 on the White Bill, some top
industry execs are certain that it
will never actually come to hearing.
But there's only one hitch the
Senator, at least up to deadline time

BILL

'Iron Curtain' Vs. J. Steel

Stirs Voice of

TO DELAY BID

23

It

Barry Gray goes network, for the
time, next Saturday (14) at 3
Stanza will be a pickup of the
30 minutes of his regular twohour Saturday stint on WOR, but
will be revamped to consist entirely
chatter
and interviews with
of

But

first

p.m.

Won't Leave H'wood
Hollywood, June 10.
Baker won his point with
Biow and Eversharp and is broadcasting from Hollywood for the remainder o£ his contract which exWhat happens
pires in September.

first

Phil

after that
If
it

is

anyone's guess.

a change

believed

is

made next season
that Harry Von Zell
is

best chance of the half
cut records during the
five weeks t-hat Balder ,was> off ,show.i

has

the

dozen

who

guests.

THE 4 KNIGHTS
According to a survey completed Monday, June

Mutual Saturday afternoon agenda
9,

THE

4

KNIGHTS

are rated Xo. 1 in popularity In 37 of the 48 states; 274 individual local
advertisers are presently sponsoring THE KNIGHTS in a special program over the Lang-Worth Transcription Network.
Their latest Decca record releaw found immediate favor with the
juke trade and, according to Dave Kapp (Decca), has all the earmarks
of

a smash

hit.

^

'

N£W YORK

is

a

getting

general

overhauling.

"Harlem Hospitality Club," formerbeen

ly aired across-the-board, has
slotted at 2 p.m.
"For Your

WOR

proval," a
5 p.m. slot,

but

its

is

Apshow occupying the

slated for a bowout,

replacement

.hjtsn't

been
,

s^tj.
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RADIO REVIEWS

P^RIETY

ROGUE'S GALLERY
"DID THEY ASK YOU?"
With Melvyn Douglas, Jimmy With Barry Sullivan, Helen Bonnet,
Ted Van Elts, Peter Leeds, Elliott
Durante, Garry Moore, Martha
Lewis, Cathy Lewis; Jim Doyle,
Tilton, Edward G, Robinson, Ken
Lyn
Boys,
announcer.
Rhythm
Roberts, Delta
Murray Chorus, Charles Cantor, Writer: Ray Buffum
Earl Robinson, Mark Warnow orch, Director: Jack Lyman
*

Producer: Charles Vanda
Sam Moors, Leo Townsend, 30 Mins.; Sundays, 7:30 p.m.
Louis Salomon, William N. Rob- F. W. FITCH
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.
son, Robert Lewis Shayon
Producers: William N. Robson, Rob(L. W. Ramsey)

others
Writers:

ert

Commercials-

Wednesday, June 11, 1947

—Again

Obviously,
false but a
cial pitch.

this

is

not

only

SHOW
With Chuck Webster, Julie Stevens,
Frances
Billy Quirin, Elspeth Eric, Ted Os- With

•

.

.

_

•

—

W

—

UAW

WHN

.

'

<

•

.

.

.

WWJ

Carmen
Myr*
Tobe

GENERAL FOODS
WNBC-NBC,

(Weintraub)

—

Langford,

Eloise Dragon,
Davis Choir;

30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.

HELBROS WATCH CO.
WOR-MBS, N. Y.

a

very foolish commer-

"calling-all-men-to-Barney's" influence has put quite a
few new clothiers on the airwaves, even eclipsing the goldbuyihg-service commercials. But

p.m.

Marsh, Dick

Reed, announcer
Producer: Al Kaye

Writer: Howard Merrill
Director: Roger Bower
30 Mins.; Sundays, 5:30 p.m.

Private-eye Richard Rogue (por
trayed this time by Barry Sullivan)
ENTERTAINMENT UNIONS
returned Sunday (8) for a third
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.
summer stretch of super sleuthing in
Wurman & Feiner)
the Fitch "Bandwagon" spot. Rogue
it's common-sense for them not
The Entertainment Unions Com- is. cast in the inevitable mold he's
to take in the world with such
mittee of the American Federation a wiseguy, fatal with the dames, unof Labor let out all the stops last feazed by the toughest hoodlum
.wild claims. And where are the
Thursday night (5) in its fight for afoot, smarter "than the whole police
stations' watchdogs, if the sponthe veto of the Hartley-Taft bill. No dept. put together. One thing that
sors' ad. copy goes that haywire?
sugar-coating here. They had an axe sets Rogue apart just a little from
to grind and all the forces at the most of his fellow Thin Men is that,
command of the- combined entertain- additionally, he is possessed of a SILVER THEATRE
ment unions did their best to drive never-ending supply of picturesque With Staats Cotsworth, Jay Jostyn,
home the facts.
similes with which to doll up his
Mary Jane Higby; Conrad Nagel,
With song and story, music and tough talk. He hardly ever opens
Collyer,
anClayton
emcee;
drama, ballad and spiritual, each in his mouth without uttering a bright
nouncer; Oscar Bradley's orch
his own language and in the way one: A listener sotted on summer Producer-Director: Lester Vail
he knew best, the show biz oppo- mystery fare might easily find him- Writer: Terese Lewis
nents of the anti-labor legislation self intrigued more by similes than
30 Mins.; Sundays, 6 p.m.
all
show,
hour
An
story.
told their
plot.
(One -of Rogue's that reached INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
for a cause, and in spite of the fact too far, however, was: "the car took
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
that every effort had to be expended off like a witch on a broom.'!)
(Young & Rubtcom)
for this cause, it was an almost solid
Aside from'-'this preoccupation,
hour of entertainment.
"Silver Theatre" is back for a
Rogue goes through the familiar
In this, the most ambitious pro- motions.
He just happens to be third summer run in the Oizie &
gram in the $400,000-budgeted AFL walking down a street when a gang Harriet time on CBS, but is origand
enlighten
series designed to
semester from New
killing is pulled off; he brings in the inating this
mobilize the American public to ac- triggerman singlehanded.
Sullivan York instead of Hollywood, with
tion, the Entertainment Unions hit gives the role (which Dick Powell Conrad Nagel as regular emcee and
their stride. What was accomplished played last season) credible treat- radio headliners featured in original
on last Thursday night's show was ment, seguing narration and drama- plays. Preem stanza last Sunday
important (1) in establishing a pat- tized sequences smoothly. Rest of (8) co-starred Staats Cotsworth of
tern for pleading a cause through the cast performs capably also, most
'Crime Photographer," Jay Jostyn
entertainment and (2) for shaping of their characterizations calling of "Mr. District Attorney" and Mary
that entertainment so expertly and mainly for nail-biting talk typical of Jane Higby of "When a Girl Marwith such creativeness that it never cops and robbers stanzas. In a slew ries." Play, "Guardian Angel," was
was separated from its message. of hot weather shows of this type, a lightweight vehicle, relying more
As such it may well serve as a "Rogue's Gallery" should come off on characterization than on plot and
model for future propagandists pro- as well as any in the private-eye lacking somewhat in credulity.
gramming.
class, despite its pat formula (bane
It .was tastefully direfcted and perIn the show's favor, of course, was of them all), for it is fast paced and formed, however, making up somethe talent-packed roster that in- brightly tailored.
Doon.
what in technique what it lacked in
Melvyn Douglas, Jimmy
cluded
inherent dramatic appeal. Orchestral
Durante, Garry Moore, Edward G.
Midges were imaginatively keyed to
Robinson, Martha Tilton, Mark War- CITY HOTEL
the action.
now's orch, Lyn Murray's chorus, the With A ngelus Lec, Ma delaine Lee,
In. the future, however, either
Hamilton Branch, Gerald White, studio audiences should be elimiDelta Rhythm Boys, Charles Cantor,
Mariam Leahy, Herb Dahlen
Ken Roberts, Earl Robinson (reprenated or required to keep quiet.
sented by a new ballad, "The Big Writer-Producer: Gerald White
Several times during the performfor
the
written
specially
or Tree,"
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri„ 12:45 p.m.
ance the laughter of the studio specoccasion). Originating from the Sustaining
broke in disturbingly to
tators
Coast, there was a three-way N. Y.- KYFM, San Antonio
waver the illusion of the drama.
Chi-D.C. cut-in for contributions by
Taking the lead in outstanding Conrad Nagel seems all but wasted
Bishop Bernard J. Shell, represent- programs for the FM listener in this on the assignment, having naught to
ing the Catholic Youth organization; area is KYFM. Topping the list is do but make the intro and signoff.
U. S. Sen. Warren G. Magnuson, and this current program, which is a
Commercials were in good taste
a steel worker, vet of the 1892 "Bat- "soap opera" replete with everything and, in one case, cued to the play
tle of the Barges" labor war.
'
but the sponsor (and that should be itself.
Docm.
From CBS, the AFL borrowed two forthcoming quickly if the airings
of its topflight producers, Robert caught keep up their pace and qualOPERATION NIGHTMARE
Lewis Shayon and William N. Rob- ity of presentation).
With Al Jolson, narrator; John Garson, to give it cohesion and a finished
Series is written, produced and
field;
Lud Gluskin orch; Frank
production. From the writers, ranks acted
by local talent and measures
Goss, announcer
chose the best scripting talent up to those carried by network outit
Writer: Allan E. Sloane
available.
Airings take place in a Director-Producer: Himan Brown
lets here.
It was unfortunate that the openmythical small town of Hawleyville,
ing minutes of the show stumbled, Tex., in the town's City hotel oper- 30 Mins., Mon. (9), 7:30 p.m.
and without the benefit of the ated by two old maid sisters, ably Sustaining
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
straight pitch by Melvyn Douglas
portrayed by Angelus and Madelaine
Documentary-drama put on in cothe introductory quarter-hour might
Lee, who are the daughters of the operation with the United Jewish
have fallen on its face. Stacked up town's,
founders. Aiding them in the
Appeal turned out to be an effective
against the quality of the following
operation of the hotel is their
sequences, it's difficult to figure out
Sresentation that should do much in
Donald Farmer, enacted by
elping the UJA achieve its goal.
how the producers didn't sense the nephew,
Gerald White.
Hamilton Branch
weakness of those opening Jimmy plays the role of Colonel Effingham Contrasting the reality of the DP's
plight in Europe to our most horrible
Durante-Garry Moore contribs.
well and ably to the cor- nightmares, "Operation Nightmare"
But from there on in it was clear Cheatum
accent.
The Earl Robinson ballad, rect
showed how the imagination can fall
sailing.
Program
with a scene at
opened
short when matched with the real
couched in his now familiar tempo
the
hotel's switchboard which paves
preeminently
suited
was
thing.
and tone,
the way for each dramatization. The
Allan E. Sloane fashioned a script
to shout for the people. The Edward
latest town's gossip, the newcomers
G. Robinson sketch, with its vivid to the hotel all are forthcoming by that was brutal both in its dramatic
content and statistics, with Al Jolprophecy of the shape of things to
come should the Hartley-Taft bill the switchboard "hello" girl enacted son as the narrator and John Garby
Mariam
Leahy,
talks
to an
who
become law, was made even more
field heading a competent cast for
imaginary friend, Gertrude. Sound the dramatic
effective when the actor stepped out
sequence. In addition
of character and spoke as a citizen. effects were faithfully reproduced as to outlining the material achieveOr the wonderful lyrical preachment were the various characters. The ments that the UJA funds would
by the Delta Rhythm Boys. And the old-fashioned telephone buzzer, the provide, the script made a proclosing "Ballad for Americans" tied hotel sounds, the background noises nounced plea for a homeland for
in with Senator Magnuson's plea to take the listener to the hotel lobby the Jews.
prevent a "back to the breadline na- as one of the ringside participants at
Jolson as narrator was exceptionHere was radio tense, dra- the doings of the folks at the hotel. ally fine." It was unfortunate, howtion."
First several airings caught dealt
Rose.
matic, moving.
ever, that he didn't let his appeal
with the introduction of the various
rest on facts. The emotional crecharacters and the remodeling of the scendo
reached by his "Eili Eili"
LASSIE
old-fashioned hotel- into a modern
rendition,
including
the
sobbing
With Rudd Weatherwax, other*
hotel complete with the Hawley
break in his voice, was anti-climactic
Producer: Frank Ferrin
Room with a modern orchestra by to
the stark truth.
Director: Harry Stewart
the young nephew.
Plot thickens
Nevertheless,
"Operation NightWriter: Hobart Donovan
with the coming of Colonel Cheatum,
mare"
demonstrated
anew that
15 Mins.; Sun., 3:15 p.m.
who, after registering at the hotel,
proper showcasing of such dramas
JOHN MORRELL & CO.
places a long distance phone call to
can be the most vital and far-reachWJZ-ABC, N. Y.
a confederate.
ing method in presenting an issue of
(Henri, Hurst & McDonald)
Presentation should keep the listhe
moment.
Rose.
Lassie will have to wait for tele- teners tuned daily for its airings.
vision before all her airwave possi- Program material is on a high level
bilities are to be realized. Until her arid should find favor with all types TO YOUR INDUSTRIAL HEALTH
handler signs her for video, there's of listeners.
Writer:
Earl
Germaine
Andy.
little
sense in exploiting Metro's
Producer-Director: Burton Wright
canny canine inasmuch as to the
15 Mins.; Thurs., 5:15 p.m.
average listener, her bark cannot be YVETTE
Sustaining
th John Connelly, Joel Herron's
distinguished from that of any other
WWJ. Detroit
orch.
pooch. However, the hound has a
This series is one of the excellent
terrific sense of timing, and he makes Producer: Raymond Katz
services rendered to the Detroit area
noises just at the right moment, Director: Milton Bernard Kaye
by the Health Institute of the United
even during commercials when he Writer: Gin! Stewart
Automobile Workers CIO.
Premakes known his desire for the ad- 15 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 9:30 p.m.
sented in cooperation with
vertised dog food even over filet Sustaining:
which provides cast, director and
WHN, N. Y.
mignon.
music for
script,
program
Presentation of a dog-star over the
Her longtime radio experience is highlights in dramatic form the hazair is a difficult task at best and obvious in this new sustaining series ards of industrial
jobs and is inexcept for an occasional bowwow, for Yvette, who's splitting a five- strumental in heightening
awareness
there's little else that can be done. times weekly song series with Mary of both
management and labor to
Consequently, story accent is upon Jane Walsh. Yvette is on Monday, necessity for increased
safety prethe dog's trainer, Rudd Weatherwax, Wednesday and Friday; Miss Walsh, cautions.
who on initial airing, told of how Tuesday and Thursday.
Recent show was based on an
Lassie, nee Pal, connected with her
Yvette has gotten away, of course, authentic case history of a young
film pact.
Weatherwax afterwards from the Frenchy stuff she used to worker whose mind became
slightly
gives some tips on training dogs. feature in radio and niteries, though unsettled
under the influence of
First lesson was on how to keep the she still retains enough of it to main- subtly noxious
fumes in his factory.
floor clean even if you have a pooch, tain the franchise of that Gallic label, As
a result, home and job were
which as all dog-owners know, is a namely her "J 'Attendrai" signature. threatened until expert
intervention
troublesome detail.
On the opener of this
series of medicos
saved the situation.
Dramat value is virtually nil, but she showed neat pacing and choice Thesping
and
production
were
show will entice a good number of of tunes, in addition to a flair for handled with competence
to make
'dog-owners, which is good .enough handling: lines with announcer John quarter. hour,
session
effective
for the sponsor.
*
Jose..
Connelly.
Kahn.
throughout.
(5); 9:30

Dragon orch;

borne, Louis Sorin; Cy Harrlce,
announcer; Albert Buhrman, music

Here's a thin, ragged, amateurish
version of "The Thin Man's" Nick
and Nora Charles (who are a pretty
well-worn pair themselves) if there

The

Lewis Shayon

60 Mlns., Thurs.

MAXWELL HOUSE SUMMER

THE ABBOTT MYSTERIES

"Unsurpassed tailoring and
unexcelled fabrics" comprised
the all-embracing bally of one
N.Y. disk jockey in plugging a
pop-priced clothing store chain.
And at $24 and $34 prices, too!

N. Y.

(Benton & Bowies)
Looks like General Foods has
come up with a corking good musical show as summer replacement for
Burns and Allen. At least that was

the impression gained from last
Thursday's
premiere airing,
(5)
ever was one. Pat Abbott's the usual with Finances
Langford, Carmen
(is there any other kind?) cocky, Dragon's, orch and male chorus and
hail-fellow, know-everybody private Tobe Reed combining their talents
eye who always solves the murder for a smoothly-paced half-hour of
within eight hours and invariably entertainment that was particularly
by the coordinating
gets mixed up with a woman (not highlighted
underlying the show and
his wife), leading to much bickering motif
between him and his wife, Jean, up Dragon's outstanding orchestral
to the last scene. There's no varia- contrib.
There was* a considerable imtion in the plot: first the murder,
then a scene that holds the clue provement over the usual routine of
(which Pat saves for a fast windup), throwing together a hodge-podge of
Instead
the hero and heroine in momentary vocal-orchestral selections.
painstaking care has gone
peril, and a lot of byplay mixed in some
to fill but the time. Organ bridges on. into a format that comes out as a
the preem stanza (8) were full of ir- sort of musical panaroma of Ameriritating bleats and riffles. Let it be cana, each sequence making sense
said, at least, that Chuck Webster arid for the most part good enterand Julie Stevens, playing the Ab- tainment. There was even an inbotts for the first time since 1945, offensive musical commercial mid»
seem to go about their roles con- way through the show that rated
the big hand it got from the studio
scientiously. Direction is par.
This is Helbros' summer replace- audience as the Maxwell House
ment for "Quick as a Flash." The Coffee sale pitch pleasantly dovewatch company would do well, to ease tailed with the scale pitch of "Caroup on the commercials. There are lina in the Morning."
Emphasis of the show is on esback-to-back commercials in the
"

,

proper mood and tempo
intro of the stanza, and a third comin spanning the American scene.
mercial seven minutes after the show
Thus, to capture the flavor of a 1931
comes on. At the height of story
pop tune fave, there was a capsule
action in closing minutes of the prorecap
of events and headlined pergram, a fourth commercial. And in sonalities
of the day, seguing into
the signoff, of course, still a fifth
the tune. Again, for a male chorus
commercial. The name Helbros is windup of "Take
Me Out to the Ball
reiterated with deadly effect.
Game," there
boy-girl
tablishing

With

sequence that could have been better had there been more music and
less words.

And

Murphy, Gene HoIIman,
Dunn, University of K-C
Bill Bates,

an-

medley

nouncer
Sustaining

This

N. Y.

first

is

of a series of

NBC-

which will get national
affiliates
hookup to display talents of those
who would otherwise be limited to
local areas. It's another switch on
talent scout idea and should do okay,
especially when most stations are
replacement
for
helter-skeltering
sustainers as commercial shows ease
off for summer hiatus.
This one originated in the Kansas
City studio of WDAF. Other affiliates
will get a similar shot later. At
least that's the plan.
Titled "Everything's Up to Date in
Kansas City," it has a dramat format,
with specialty artists woven into
story. Dramat was contributed by

Radio

Workshop

versity of

Kansas

by

"Finian's

Rainbow"

Rose.

DEVIL

MAN

WHO WALKED

LIKE A

With Ted de Corsia, Arnold Moss,
Berry Kroeger, Jerry Macy, Santos
Ortega, Arnold Stang, Juano Hernandez, Eddie Michaels, Maurice
Tarplin,
Ethel
Everett,
Edith
Kelcy; Frank McFarland announcer
Writer: Morton Friedman
Director: Earle McGill
Producer: Henriette K. Harrison
30 Mins., Sat. (7), 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
.

Players of UniCity, ably directed
F. Hunter. Story

Dr. Charles
content was on a love-thy-neighbor
pitch with central character upbraiding snooty grandson for snubbing
kids on the other side of the tracks.
After musical interuptions by Lillian
Murphy, soprano with soothing voice;
Gene Hollman, who baritones "Let
Me Call You Sweetheart" in acceptable manner, with both dueting on
"Sweethearts." kid is won over and
goes out to play with kids he had
snubbed.
It's all homey, corn dripping stuff,
but sufficed to give cast an opportunity to display wares and with
most having merit. Station orch
backs for songs and musical bridges.
Okay for sustaining.
Edbo.

YMCA's World Youth Fund, as its
contribution to D-Day, offered an
unusual "dramatic syncopation" on
Mutual Saturday (7). It was epiin makeup, and therefore a
little disjointed and confusing at the
start, but it was well performed, so
that the overall effect was striking.
sodic

Dramatically* effective,

it

made

its

point. This was the familiar theme,
that to be inhuman was to be devilish, that hate in one was the devil in
one, that to eschew war, intolerance,
race restrictions was the highest goal.
But since this needs constant reiteration, it was good to have it told
as well as it was here, in the offhand conversations of GIs in Europe,
in the mystic prolog of the devil who
stepped out of man only to stab man
in the back. Arnold Moss and his coactors handled the script admirably.

.

SHOPPING BY RADIO
With Roy Hanson and Rubs
Naughton
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 9:15 a.m

WDRC,

from

with a grand assist from Miss Langford on "Glocca Morra."
Miss Langford, missing from the
air this season, turned in her usually
reliable job, opening with "It's A
Good Day" and hitting her peak
with "I Close My Eyes."
But it was the finely-tempoed
Dragon orch and the novelty of the
format itself that chiefly accented
the show's refreshing qualities.

30 Mins., Saturdays, 3 p.m.

WNBC-NBC,

for the inevitable

excursion
to the Broadway scene finale there
was a sock Dragon orch-choial

Lillian

Pat

Workshop Players,

comedy

was a

Doan.

SATURDAY SHOWCASE

Hartford

Henry Sylvern's sound effects on the
This Columbia outlet seems to organ
were unusual and striking, to
have found one solution to a strong add the
"syncopation" to the drama.
competing network show- at the parBron.
ticular hour.
It is a high-powered
local show. Though poorly produced
and handled, package, because of its EXPERIMENT IN LIVING
contents, has created for itself a With Carl Frank, Ronnie Liss, Alee
Englander, Edwin Bruce, Ethel
high tension interest among femmes.
Wilson, Richard Leone, Francis
Mikeman Roy Hanson goes out
de Sales, Mecushla Jones, Donald
into the city shopping district each
Hastings,
morning in the station mobile unit.
Walter
Black,
King
Calder, Earl Hammond; Bob D.'xon,
On the fly he makes a quickie internarrator
view with an early a.m. femme
shopper.
He reprises interview in Producer: Robert P. Heller
the studio a few minutes later. Be- Director: Albert Ward
fore and after first interview an- Writer: Irving Tunlck
nouncer Russ Naughton spins a few 30 Mlns., Fri. (6) 8 p.m.
records.
During second interview Sustaining
he patters with interviewee and WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
The show CBS Documentary Unit
Hanson, for an all-around hodgepodge
of mumble-jumble.
Friday (6) night was
In the second presented
.

somewhat

interview early femme bird shopper
is given succession of gifts.
Herein
lies

the

snow.

answer

to

success

of

off the beaten track, yet
pertinent to radio; was a little difficult for the average listener
to
its message at first, yet was

the

grasp

Smart promotion has kept this commendable in idea, purpose and
show alive and the public aware of presentation and that, after an
its existence.
Program is used as a ambling start, wound up with a
springboard for the major institu- wallop. All in all, its was a success,
campaigns (community chest and another feather in the Unit's

tional

etc.) with daily plugging of activities already heavily-plumed hat.
by various groups. Only ConnectiThe program was a report, in
cut-made products are given away mixed narration and straight dramaon show, with this angle getting a tization, of a project first conducted
good going over.
by a group of scientists at the Univ.
Quality of show would be consid- of Iowa and now being continued
erably improved if both announcers h/the same group at Mass.
,
Institute
got themselves a new line of patter. of Technology. The project
concerned
After two listenings, show begins to groups of 10-year-old boys in
afterSound like the .broken record., ficfc^
Continued on pa e 38)
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Eyes Tele Warily, But

Petrillo

Keens Mum On Line of
,

television

determined that

is

not

will

at the expense of his

mem-

bership.

AFM

*

WABD-DuMont,

N. Y.
day.
After months of negative programOne industry rep estimated tele

efforts, WABD seems finally to
would
have found a production outfit that

ming

knows how
tion's

to

make

spacious

use of the sta-

floor

space.

"Fifth

Avenue Ballet," first production of
the new Paul Belanger-Jim McNaughton package team that recently
joined DuMont's staff after leaving
CBS, was undoubtedly the most amchains was all for color images. An- bitious show yet staged at the staother big chain was against color. tion. With the exception of a few
The whole thing is still mixed up." technical kinks in equipment, it was

since.
.

just don't know
where
they are yet," he said. "Or where
One of the big
they are going.

"They

probably the best.

He asserted, however, that if television threatened to turn into a disaster for the music profession, union
Petrillo
curbs would be applied.
said he had reference to the use of

also

18,000 musicians were made jobless
at the time.
"We used to make
(48,000,000 annually in musicians
salaries rfut of films," he said.- "To-

production values, instead of the antiquated westerns usually found- on
tele screens. DuMont took the plunge
on the assumption that it has no
radio interests against which the
AFM can "retaliate. What the union
might do with Allied Artists, however, is another question.
Show was up to the usual Belanger-McNaughton standards for
ballet, comprising a skit in which the
dancers lined up before a boxoffice
to see "Fifth Avenue." Cameras then
dissolved into the interior of the theatre, where the picture was flashed
on the screen. Cameras then cut from
the picture to the audience to show
the latter's reactions, with the novel
theme constituting a standout commercial. Featured dancers Valerie
Bettis, Lucus Hoving and Betty Lind
were excellent, especially with the
help given them by the trick camera manipulations of Belanger.

Show marked

the

first

time that a

major motion picture outfit had used
a live tele program to plug a forthcoming picture, in this case Allied
Artists' "It Happened on Fifth Ave"canned'.' sound-track music rather nue." Despite the American Federthan "live" orchestra music for tele- ation Of Musicians' ban on any musically-backgrounded film for tele, Duvision broadcasts,
went off the deep end by using
Mont
Prexy recalled the blow that hit
actual footage from the picture and
the musical profession when sound viewers must have got a kick from
movies were perfected. He said seeing a modern picture with full

.

day we only make

$6,000,000."
He said the boost from 181,000 to
216,000 N in__ his union's membership
was due chiefly to an influx of servicemen. He added that 5% of the
membership was composed of

AFM

lawyers.

WNBW, D£'s First Tele,
Go This Month

Set to

With Aid From
After

NBC's

WNBW

a

WNBT

Washington, June 10.
couple of false starts,
video station
officially take to the

Washington
will

ether here June 27, program manager John Gaunt revealed last week.
WNBW, according to Gaunt, will
be on the air four nights and two
afternoons a week during the first
six months of operation. A mobile
television unit for remote pickups
is scheduled, to be in service during
July, and the film studio by August
1. Studio type productions will start

around September 1.
During its initial stages. Gaunt
expects to rely heavily on net shows
.

out of NBC's WNBT, N. Y. Right
now, NBC has use of the A. T. & T.
cable link from N. Y. to Washington Fridays, Sundays and most
.

Mondays ...

enough to receive
six to nine hours of programs from
New York each week.
The Junior League of Washington
has signed up to produce one afternoon kiddies' show a week, featuring
or

marionette shows, handicraft work,
guessing games and musical charades.

WNBW

will also

telecast

a

weekly newsreel.

TELE WORKSHOP FOR

TEMPLE RADIO SCHOOL
Officials

School of
plans for

Philadelphia, June 10.
Temple University's

of

Radio are blueprinting
the inauguration of a

"television workshop"
tion with the school

sponsored

by

WFIL,

in

conjunc-

which
Philly

co-

is

ABC

outlet.

McNau°hton's two

sets

were

tail-

ored neatly to the script, evidencing
that he's still the top designer in
(Continued on page 34)

probably

,

have to
$1,000,000,000 and
time sales before

show

got the station

men

With prospective major television
networks preening their feathers to
lure prospective

Will Baltin, exec secretary of
the Television Broadcasters
Assn., has come up with a new
name for television viewers.
Unhappy over the misnomers
given them, such as "listeners,"
Baltin believes they should all
be called: "Videoglers."

fold,

DuMont

is

affiliates

into

tht

currently making a

special pitch

f or

who have no

radio interests.

independents

the:

Cona.i obvious must for
of NBC. ABC- and
on videowise with

ceding that it's
radio affiliates
Mutual to sign
their parent webs, DuMont believes
it has an inside track on most of the
indies,

ment
mary

More Stars For

both because it sells equipthem and because its pri-

to

now

interest

is

to

advance tele

and not radio.

between

$1,500,000,000

Web

currently negotiating with
Philadelphia Inquirer station in Philly, and with the Baltimore Sun station :'n Baltimore, both,
of which expect to po*on the air
with video programming in the
is

WFIL,

in

it could support
four nationwide networks.

FCC

O.O.'ing Oglers

Tele

If

Shows

together

with the' phone company and other
near future.
With its owned and
would-be common carriers of tele
operated stations now on the air in
shows to see if the AT&T could furN. Y. and Washington, the two new
nish network facilities by the time
Television broadcasters seeking to ones would give
DuMont a network
stations needed them. If the phone
company was unable to meet these recruit experienced acting talent for this year as l-.rge as that currently
deadlines the commission indicated their dramatic shows would find their tied to NBC via Schenectady, Philly
and Washington.
it might let Philco, DuMont, Raytask far easier if they canned all
According to the DuMont thinktheon, General Electric and West- legit programs on film, according to
ern Union set up competing radio Alan Baxter. Actor, who's currently ing, there's at least one independrelays.
The phone company plans in the Broadway cast of "Voice of ent station with 'no radio affiliation
to use both cable and relays in its the Turtle" and has appeared in in every big city in the country.
system but counts on the cable as several video shows, declared that Web has also been granted a conthe backbone of a nationwide hook- the disadvantages to an actor in tele struction permit for its third o. & o.
station in Pittsburgh and is conup.
currently are far . too great. "If I
fident it can work things out with
Several video, men, headed by had my choice of working on radio,

Canned-Baxter

Philco's

David Smith, Dr. Allen B.

DuMont and C. A. Priest of General
Electric, touted relays as a cheaper
and more efficient system of networking television. Television station men unanimously protested the
$40 per-circuit-mile monthly rate
for users of the phone company
coaxial and a round dozen indicated

they would prefer to find some
other methods of picking up out-of-

stage, screen

and

Paramount

television and all

that

the

FCC

will

hopes to have its own
Baxter declared, which certainly nationwide network
as
soon as
isn't compensated for by the meagre
facilities permit.
rate of pay now in effect. With studio
Dismayed, along with other telespace currently at a premium, the broadcasters over the

skyhigh rates

actors are forced to rehearse out-

announced
Telephone

side the studio mpst of the time,
town broadcasts.
with the five or six hours of reAs a result of testimony, prospects hearsal inside a studio usually not
for regional relays hooking east long enough to acquaint them with
coast video stations appeared bright their camera positions.
but nationwide tielns were not proAs the result, an. actor will often
jected by anyone but the AT&T.
blow his lines during the actual
DuMont, head of the DuMont Labs, airing of the show, when the camera
said his company preferred to stay is dollied directly in his face for a

out of the common carrier business
but had no choice if the phone company coaxial rates stayed at their
present level.
DuMont research
director T. T. Goldsmith projected a
paper network of eight stations on
the radio relay route between New

so

come through with grants for its
paid the same, I would pick tele- other
two applications in Cleveland
vision last," he declared.
and Cincinnati. DuMont will then
Actors working in live video pro- expand
westward as new stations
ductions are under a constant strain, open and

closeup.
actor's

he pointed

studio lights are
for comfort.

still

out,

much

week by American

&

structed film camera, which is being
prepped to record a live show on
film directly off the face of a receiving tube.
Web toppers believe that with the
machine they'll be able to confine
their live programming to only the
key stations by filming the shows
on 16m film and then ship the

And that doesn't aid an
reputation,
Baxter
said.

Furthermore,

last

Telegraph for the
cable, DuMont has intensified its efforts to perfect its teletranscripter.
Latter is a specially-concoaxial

tele

too hot

canned programs by air to their afshows via film for filiates. If the technical problems
subsequent transmission on video inherent in the machine can be
York and Washington, which he would eliminate all those discomforts worked out, according to DuMont,
estimated would cpst each station and so make the actor's work much it will need co-ax service only for
OPEN only
ST.
$5 for the first hour of service. easier, Baxter declared. A show sports and special events, for which
He assumed the relay web would could be put on film in as short a time is an all-important factor.
VIDEO FIRST TIME operate a minimum o£ 28 hours a time
as it now takes for rehearsal
week, by multiplying the towers to and broadcast of a live show, he
St. Louis, June 10.
For the first time in its 47 years transmit four sets of network shows, said. Since film incorporates many Boston Station Ready
the National Open Golf Tournament and the rate could be cut to $2 an of the advantages denied to teleat the St. Louis Country Club will hour. This year and next Goldsmith vision, including that of possible reDuMont station takes if an actor fluffs a line, the For 2,500,000 Audience
that
be televised by KSD-TV, owned and anticipated
operated by the St. Louis Post-Dis- WABD, N. Y., would require about majority of thespers would be more
Have No Sets on Hand
newspaper-owned 2.65 hours a day of net shows; willing to do video shows under
patch, the first
station to televise programs.- The WTTG, Washington, 2.85 and WDTV, such a system.
Boston, June 10.
blue ribbon tourney, a three-day Pittsburgh, due to come on the air
As tele stands today, however, it's
When WBZ completes work on its
affair, tees off Thursday (12), and in early 1948, about 3.25.
an excellent proving ground for un- new million-dollar plant
in Allston
KSD will have cameras, etc., at the
•No Monopoly'
known young talent seeking to get
next winter it'll have a television
18th hole on two days for on-thePhilco vice-prexy David Smith established in legit work, Baxter
spot interviews with participants as declared "no company has a God- declared. Youngsters won't get paid audience of 2,500,000 people in the
well as shots made at the payoff given right to monopolize network- much, he pointed out, but at least Boston area— but practically no television sets to televise to.
green.
He they'll be working and will have a
ing of television programs."
Early completion of the model
The club grounds are IIV2 miles said Philco could deliver a radio good chance of being seen by a
radio station, located about four
from the station in downtown St. relay service at one-fourth to one- Broadway producer.
miles out of downtown Boston,
Louis and more than 400 tele re
fifth the costs charged of the AT&T
brought this one up with announceTele
ceiving sets are in the city.
His company is already
cable.
ment that the station will have a
programs are now received in St operating an experimental relay
DuMont's 'S.P.I/ Show
video test on the air before the end
Louis and adjacent St. Louis County hookup between New York and
Next show to be offered sponsors of the year. No figures available,
but when a new permanent tower, Philly and could extend this conin cotfcse of erection, and a new nection within the next six months, in the Monday night showcase time but best guess is that Greater Boson WABD (DuMont, N.Y.) is "This ton's 2,500,000 people own less than
transmitter are installed, the maxi- Smith said.
mum sending power will be in- Inadequacy of the AT&T system Is Your S.P.I.," starring Col. Lemuel 100 television sets, all of them excreased to 40 miles. KSD began its was highlighted by fact that al- Q. Stoopnagle. Packaged by Televi- perimental or ham in character.
Enterprises,
the show
Meanwhile the RCA-Victor-Allied
tele programs Feb. 8, last coinci- though WTCN-TV, Minneapolis, is sion-Radio
will be spotted from 7:30 to 8 Mon- Stores Television
Caravan moves
dental with the celebration of Edi- already
broadcasting,
the
phone
day (16) night.
into, downtown department store for
son Week.
company circuit won't reach MinSteve Marvin, former staff direc- a week-long video demonstration.
neapolis for another three or four
tor on WCBS-TV (CBS, N.Y.), will WBZ will beam the video broadcast
years. NBC, CBS and ABC officials
Atlass After 7th Chicago said they would rely on the phone handle production reins on the over its FM facilities, with video
show. Format will present Stoop- screens located at strategic points in
network
company

Canning

legit

LOO NATIONAL

ON

Who

j

Tele Channel Frequency
tele
adjunct will
Chicago, June 10.
get under way as soon as WFIL's
own video activities get under full
WIND, Chi indie, managed by
steam,
T.
Ralph Atlass. is preparing an apaccording to Armand
station in seventh
video
for
Hunter, director of- th« school.
plication
The radio school, which was tele channel frequency, which has
launched, last February, will get not been assigned as yet. Other posrolling in its own studio on the sible applicants are Chi Daily Times.
campus during the fall -semester. Up Democratic afternoon paper and
to now classes have been held in Hallicrafters, makers of ham and
WFIL studios. Hunter said that he home radio equipment.
Other channel licensees or appliexpects to augment his regular
courses of study with special lec- cants are WBKB. now commercially
tures by members of YIJIL staff operating;. WGNA; Zenith. Radio;
and WBBM.
next season.
WiVIAQ,'
The

Aims For Own Nationwide Network

SALES NEEDED

Petrillo is here presiding over the
meeting of the AFM board in
Masonic Temple.. He. admitted that
television is bothering him, but he Writers: Belanger, Jim McNaughton work reps and common carriers who
Sets: McNaughton
,
said it is still too early to deter- 15 Mins.; Monday
compared their progress to date at
(9), 8:30 p.m.
mine its possible effects on the live- ALLIED ARTISTS
an informal FCC parley here yester-

lihood of the union's 216,000 memhead said that he met
bers..
a year ago with representatives of
the big radio chains to formulate
mutual plans regarding television
but that no .meetings have been held

in Special Indies Pitch;

»t»

Washington, June 10.'
Television Reviews
An effective nationwide television
J network is still several years and
i
several million dollars away, despite
the American Telephone and TeleFIFTH AVENUE BALLET
With Valerie Betas, Lucus Moving, graph's ambitious plans for coast-toLlnd,
Cherry Churchill, coast coaxial hookups. This was the
Betty
others
unmistakable
conclusion
reached
Director: Paul Belanger
by some 30 video broadcasters, net-

become a new entertainment

medium

AFM Action

»»»»»«»

Detroit, June 10,
James C. Petrillo, czar of the
American Federation of Musicians,

DuMont

|UUU|UUU|

WENR

to

handle

their

nagle in a demonstration of screw- the store.
Station's big local proball
inventions
have been ductions Marjorie Mills, Ray Dorey,
that
Paramount vice-prez Paul Rai- legitimately patented, plus his own
will be televised throughout
etc.
Electric,
joined
General
bourn
fantastic inventions. If a sponsor the week.
DuMont, Philco and Raytheon in picks up the tab, the show will be
plugging use of radio relays and deworked into a series.
Meier's
Sales Post
clared the AT&T rates "would put a
Chicago, June 10.
great strain on projected networks."
Don Meier was named sales manFort
Wayne Ernest J. Vogel,
Raibourn described Par's use of relays to handle remotes at WBKB, vice president in charge of sales for ager of Chi video station WBKB
Chicago, and KTLA. Los Angeles, the Farnsworth Television and Ra- last week.
Post had previously been handled
but said he wanted to rely on com- dio Corp., has resigned, and after
mon carriers to network his com- an extended vacation will return to by Reinald Werrenrath, Jr., who
pany"s programs over long dis- the east to engage as -a consultant will devote all his. time to, directing
in" th'e 'radio and television industry. special events and remotes. •;
tances.

shows.

—

—

WBKB

—

t

could sponsor
Ever wished you
.."Date™*
Aldrieh"
"Henry

W

.

.."tifeof Riley"...
any other h, Ehand Harriet" or
comedy
situation
cost, high-rating
the networks today

*£•
.

.

.'

show on

been

you've
here's the show
Smiths of Hollywaiting for. "The
bit of the audiwood" has every
of these top
appeal
ence-attracting

Then

sh „ws.

And it has Big S/<rlW
M.-

Holly wood"
••The Smiths of
from anything
take the play away
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Seattle Indie Going In For Nightly

lood Programming'

Series of Varied
Seattle,

Station

KING

(formerly

June

10.

KEVR)

is

setting out to upset traditional indie

evening program schedules here with
goal of specializing in different type

"mood programming"

of

for

every

night of the week. Station will devote entire Tuesday evening periods,
for example, to nothing but serious

music,

while

schedule

calls

Saturday night
for nothing but jazz
the

music.

fifth

night period will air nothing

but light
Idea

This Ain't Cricket

Hollywood, June 10.
Hucksters went quietly crazy this
DESPITE 50
week when a quarter-page ad in a
With WINS, Crosley-owned N. Y.
daily newspaper announced a new
indie, going from 10,000 to 50,000 radio gadget—a tuner-outer. Device,
watts daytimes starting Sunday (15), selling for $2.95, is ballyhooed as

KW

RATE

be no increase, according to the last word in listening pleasure,
and in advertising agony.
James D. Shouse, Crosley prez.
Two-button gadget permits a cutlieves people dial selectively during
Shouse, who pointed out that at time off during commercials. One button
the evening hours ahd will And
its rates were
is
for eliminating "short singing
something to their liking on KING indie was acquired,
materially reduced to get going, said jingles." The other is to wipe out
for four to six hours at least one
no immediate rate increase is con- longer, spoken commercials.
Acnight a week. Station has favorable
templated to keep indie competitive.' cording to the ad, the radio autospot among indies since it percs with
in N. Y., incimatically goes back on when the
lOkw power and is opposite pro- Indie is only station
rates for nightcommercial ends and the program
gramming night fare offered by the dentally, with lower
time than daytime.
again gets underway.
net outlets In town.
Station will add all of Long
During the 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. dayIsland and Connecticut to its primary
light hours, KING will broadcast alBUREAU
ABC SHIFTS
to add
most exclusively music shows, with area by its jump, and expects
Hollywood, June 10.
listeners. Special program
the 5:30 to 7 p.m. segment devoted 1,500,000
2 p.m., titled
ABC's Coast news bureau, which
exclusively te news and public ser- Sunday, from 1 to
"WINS Fifty Party," will herald the moved to San Francisco during the
vice slots.
switch, actual increase in power to war because Pacific dispatches were
take place during the show. Show, funneled through there, has returned
written by Jim Parsons,, directed by to Hollywood.
Stoopnagle Vice
Russ Armbruster, and" produced by
Shift was made last week, with
Bob Hawk takes his first vacation Jerry Danzig, will feature Jerry Frank LaTourette returning here in
in some years and exits the Monday Colonna, Monica Lewis, Mel Torme, capacity of western division director
night Camel show for six weeks Tommy Handley, Ambassador War- of news and special events. While
starting July 7.
ren Austin, Red Benson, Larry Carr, in S. F., he also served as news and
Col. Stoopnagle (Bud Hulick) will Martha Lipton, Walter Scheff and special events chief of ABC's o-andbe the Camel sub during the six- Jack Lacy. Shouse will also speak, o KGO. That job now falls to Victor
week period.
and Mel Allen act as emcee.
Reed.
1
as program manager for CBS
WTOP,. Washington. Wickett be

there'll

NEWS

.

Another evening is tabbed for all
mystery shows, with "Murder at
Midnight," "Boston Blackie" and
"Philo Vance" due to headline this
segment. A fourth evening will feature Scandinavian music to appeal to
the station's 30% Nordic audience.

A
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WINS WON'T HIKE

classical

music

the brainchild of the station's new director of programs, Martin Deane Wickett, who resigned Jan.
is

Hawk

Flock of Gabbers

0 seas Junkets

In

Crop of U.
footing

It

for

news gabbers hotsummer looksees at

S.

Europe and other foreign climes is
growing by the day, latest to start
getting his passports in shape being
NBC's H. V. Kaltenborn. He'll shove
off July 27 on a seven-week globecircling "fact-finding"
his absence, Richard

In

junket.

Harkness in
Washington, Henry Cassldy in New
York and Clifton Utley in Chicago
will pinchhit on a staggered schedule through Sept. 12. On Sept. 15
Kaltenborn will begin a series of reports on his travels.

Either already abroad or packing
their bags are Bill Cunningham of
Mutual, and Joseph C. Harsch of
CBS. Flock of other o.o. ventures
also are on tap.

Elmer Davis, Too

ABC commentator Elmer Davis is
prepping an inspection trip to Europe in August.
-Exact date of his takeoff, how long
he'll stay and arrangements for his
broadcasts from abroad are still
undetermined.

WCAU

Femme Joins Parade
Philadelphia, June 10.
Besse
Howard,
femme
newscaster, leaves on July 1 'for a
two month tour of Europe in preparation of a fall lecture series. Her
trip will cover Italy, Balkans, Austria, Switzerland and France.

WCAU

Jane Read will fill in during Miss
Howard's absence.

•

Bryson as Aide to UNESCO
Lyman Bryson, CBS' counsellor on
public affairs, sails for Paris today
(Wed.) on leave from the network
to spend three months In Europe as
special consultant at UNESCO headquarters on uses of education and
mass media for international understanding. Hist invite
came from
Julian Huxley, director-general of
the UN Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization. Part o'f Bryson's job will entail prepping of blueprints for utilizing fadio in the interest of world unity.
Meantime, Bryson's Sunday network think-pieces, "Time for Rea-

••now

son—About

Radio,'* will

be conducted

by

guest speakers while he's en
After he gets his bags unin Europe, presumably in
three or four weeks, he'll take, over
the air time again under his original"Time for Reason" program title,
discussing world affairs on overseas
route.

packed

pickups from wherever he chances
to be.

Taylor to O.O. Europe

Henry J. Taylor, whose "Your
Land and Mine" program is aired
on MBS Mondays and Fridays, sails

More Powerful
*

ONE OF AMERICA'S

FINEST!

With its new 5,000 watts power and beamed signal,
KQV delivers a daytime audience, (in the five milivolt area) five times as great as previously. Night*
time audience is up over 60% too. The new trans-

and

antenna were chosen
after careful consideration and engineering analysis to include, within the five milivolt area . . .
the most thickly populated areas of the greater
mitter site

directional

Pittsburgh district.

This

for Europe June 18 on S. S. America.
He'll do 23 broadcasts emanating

means a stronger

signal

Increased power
means daytime audience
up 500% in the five

Mv/m

*

district.

lion people in Pittsburgh's
rich industrial area.

*

NBC's Dr. Max Jordan
Philadelphia, June 10.
Philadelphia radio personalireceived awards last week from
educational institutions, one receiving the honor in person and the
other
receiving
the
honor
in
ties

Low

cost-per-family

coverage

within

Alleg-

Advertisers

absentia.

Clarence Fuhrman, director of the
orchestra, personally received

heny County.

*

Honor

Two

KYW

assured of a responsive
audience.

a

4.

KYW Maestro Fuhrman,

Blanketing 1-1/3 mil-

make KQV,

"Pittsburgh's Aggressive Station,"

Sept.

Philly Schools

area than any other Pittsburgh station. The
outstanding local and Mutual Network programs
in this

from shipboard, London, France,
Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and
possibly Sweden.
Shows will be
transcribed and shortwaved to insure. smooth reception.
Taylor will travel through Europe
by motor, returning to U. S.

are

the Senate Award from Northeast
High School, the event marking the

time

first

in

the

history

of

the

awards that a local radio musical
conductor was so honored.
Award, which in the past has been
presented to such notables as Dr.
Albert Einstein, Gov. Dewey and
Babe Ruth, was presented to FuhrDr. Theodore S. Rowland,
school principal, in recognition of
Fuhrman's "unique contribution to
the musical life of America through
many years of splendid perform-

real radio buy.

man by

Basic Mutual Affiliate

ance."

1410

ON YOUR

DIAL

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • • • WEED & CO.

Dr. Max Jordan, director of reprograms for NBC, received
the "Signum Fidei" medal from La
Salle College, given annually to the
ligious

alumnus who has* done
most to foster Christian principles"
because of the high calibre of the

LaSalle

religious

NBC

programs presented
under his direction.

by

'
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WCAU
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

The

by Radio at

Institute for Education

17th

Ohio State University added another FIRST
to a long

when

it

list

of citations

awarded
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action

problems that beset

America's third largest city.

Broadcast
is

in'

the public interest, this series

another example of the civic

consciousness displayed by

WCAU

services to the community.

50,000

WATTS

*

CBS

in

its

*

AFFILIATE

PHILADELPHIA'S LEADING RADIO INSTITUTION

!
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On
N.Y. Stations Nix Picking

Up Tab On

House

the

Memphis, June

"
_

WMPS

Major Nets

to

Help on Yet

10.

astounded local trade

the past week with a
special 30-minute broadcast welcoming a new rival station to

Hospital

Reinsch Nixed In

Programs With

here

Listener Council; Hit Cost Factor
Dorothy Lewis, NAB's coordi- very goodUhing. But the broadcasters don't feel they should be called
nator of listener activity, wants to
upon to carry the load financially;
form a listener council for metro- nor do they feel they ought to parpolitan New York, it's all right with ticipate actively in such a council.
If

1

,

til 6

yir»

WDIA

With

the

to

taking

wavelengths Saturday (7),
WMPS' Matty Brescia cooked up
goodwill stanza at 3 p.m. the day
before. WMPS' Fred Christensen, Nancy Page and Larry

should
the managers and program directors Its main purpose, they think,
be to make listeners' likes and disof N. Y. stations—but she isn't going
likes known to the radio industry.
to put the bite on the broadcasters
Mrs. George Fielding Eliot is orfor the bulk of the expense, if they ganizational chairman of the pro-

and Christine Cooper, continuity

can help it. That was the feeling of posed, council.
Mfs. Lewis pointed out yesterday
a group of the station men who
kicked around Mrs. Lewis' project (Tues:),' in commenting on the reMonday (9) during a luncheon hud- actions of the station men, that sta-

outlet.

.

tions in other cities contribute to
and
my station community listener councils called
proposed N. Y. setup
a year," one station that the
afterward. .on the broadcasters to contribute
manager expostulated
of the cost. "We still feel,"
"But the worst part of it is that only 50%
she said, "that It's desirable for
while Mrs. Lewis proposes to raise
broadcasters and the public to work
about $14,000 a year from the statogether."
tions, she has outlined a plan which
would cost at least $100,000 yearly
to operate—and she only proposes
Kansas City—Myron Curry has reto nick civic organizations for very signed as continuity editor at
nominal fees, of about $10 each."
to take his master's and doctor's deFeeling of the broadcasters was grees at the Univ. of Wisconsin.
that a "Radio Council of Greater Charles Avey, staff announcer, steps
New York," composed of several in to replace him. Curry was at
before he entered military
hundred local civic groups including
labor unions, service clubs, church, service and returned after his hitch.
school, fraternal and cultural or- Avey likewise was in service workganizations, probably would be a ing in public relations.

"Why,

WMPS

general manager, officially
saluted the coming of the new
,

;

would cost

it

Harold Krelstein,

chief.

'

dle at the Roosevelt hotel.

alone

Trexler interviewed Bert Ferguson, WDIA general manager,

$1,400

Unhappy St Louis

a non-profit organization
financed by Protestant churches, to
help that group plan expansion of
entertainment
its project to bring

grams,

ber to four.

Pat B. Withrow, Jr., national VHP
director, said the two units now
operating had put on more than 100
programs in vets hospitals in 14
stations during the first six months

of this year.
also

VHP

In Ballcast Snarl
St. Louis,

June

10.

WTMV, East of St. Louis, finds
in the middle of an argument
over baseball broadcasting and a
beef made to George Trautmann,
president of minor league, has been
itself

passed on to A. B. (Happy) Chandler, baseball's big mogul. The Cardinals late last winter signed a contract with the RUthrauff & Ryan
agency, representing the Griesedieck
'

Bros. Brewing Co. for the airing of
all games over WEW, in St. Louis,
across the river.
and
few weeks later" the Browns
hooked up a similar deal with the

A

WTMV

Falstaff
all of its

Brewing

'Co.,

for

E.

Pearson Co.

The Browns have a working
agreement with the Belleville, HI.,
team in the recently organized Illinois State League and execs of the
big club say the beef came from
Belleville, which is 14 miles from
East St. Louis and not from them.
At any rate the squawk has been
made and local radio circles are
awaiting Commissioner Chandler's
decision. Sam Breadon, prez of. the

KCMO
*S0,000 Watts

NOW N EARING

£ook Out,

Day— 10,000

COMPLETION.

Jletttof,

OUR BOY

Watts Night— at 810 ke-

Advisory board members present
at the meeting, held at the Waldorf
Astoria in N. Y„ included CBS

a new station in Cincinnati, while
Scripps-Howard station WCPO, Cincy wanted to switch to this part of

the spectrum.
A grant of either Cincy bid, FCC
concluded, would result in interference to at least two existing stations

—WHKC,

AfatfOH.1!

WSAV,

and

WLAP

would result
that a grant to
in a more equitable and efficient
distribution of radio channels.
Fact of the matter was, however,
had earlier gotten a bad
that

WLAP

deal from FCC when it was turned
down in a bid to switch to a channel
which the Commission later awarded
veepee Howard S. Meighan and ABC
to Edward Pritchard, counsel to the
Clarence.
veepee Fred Thrower.
Cofnmittee.
National
Democratic
Menser, veepee of NBC, also atparticular grant resulted in
That
tended and accepted an invitation
loud cries of "politics" from the
to serve on the board.
Capitol Hill.
GOP'ers
on
Withrdw said the radio committee
of VHP, which helps the organization set lip entertainments for hosFrank W. reek's

pitalized vets, includesJane Froman,
Jane Wilson, Don McNeill, Richard
Maxwell, Lanny Ross, Lowell Thomas and Dr. I.Q.

Famous Racket-Expose Show

"Special Investigator
Now

BMBlnlle

Sponsored by

Commercial Credit Corporation

—Tuesdays—8:15 p.m.
Proved Hit— Lew Budget

Mutual

A

Available after June

On Clears Fight

nth

James Stevenien Productions
Washington, June

10.

133

BMB

may become the center of
a bitter fight between the clear
channel broadcasters and regional
stations when FCC opens the final
round of hearings on clear-channel
broadcasting here next September,
it was predicted this week.
It was speculated that Paul Spearman, attorney for the regional waiters, may try to stave off the clears'
power up

push

for
offering

BMB

the

rift

over

Has Switched

—Wesley

Jones,

to

ART FRANKLIN
'

World Famed Dance Master.
Art Franklin Associates

214 West 42nd Street
BRyant 9-2898-9

RADIO STATION

MANAGERS!
Experienced

network

producer-an-

nouncer, four and a half years guiding coast-to-coast
shows, will
join you as program director upon
roceipt of most acceptable offer.

WOR

BMB

Interested more in opportunity to
deliver results for your station than

came at FCC's hearing on daytime
skywave signals last Friday (6).
Des Moines

N. Y. 22, PL. 8-0928

PUBLICITY ASSOCIATES

areas.

of

St.,

Arthur

BMB

Forecast

54th

Murray?

750kw by
maps in

to

coverage

E.

Exclusive Representative

BMB

IN

!

Columbus

Savannah. Commission also decided

evidence. The
figures generally indicate that most areas of the
Cards, said that if his club did not
already
receive
coverage,
for an outlet their U. S.
have
nocturnal games could not be broad- while engineering studies show sevcast by Harry Caray and Charles eral areas without any reliable ra"Gabby" Street as WIL has the con- dio service.
A spokesman for the bigtime
tract for day games only.
broadcasters said that if the move
forthcoming, it may turn out
is
a 'body blow for BMB," since the
clears will have to claim the Bureau
studies don't accurately reflect reliable coverage. The regionals may
argue that the industry has given at
least nominal support to
which
shows coverage to the point where
it
is
unnecessary to grant power
over 50kw to serve the radio-poor

ONLY 59 VOTES BEHIND YOy
BILLBOARD S RADIO EDITORS POLL
FOR NEWEST STAR OF '47
IS

Truman, and Scrlpps-

to President

Howard Radio, Inc., were losers here
last week in an FCC decision which

WTMV

Kansas Gty, Mo. • Basic ABC for Mid-America

Award

Washington, June 10.
J Leonard Reinsch, radio advisor

airing

games over WIL, St. Louis.
In addition the Falstaff Co. sends
<'Dizzy" Dean, former Cardinal pitching star, and Johnny
P'Hara, sports gabber bought from
KWK, on all trips out of town.

Represeirtotivfc

buys and gives away

Withrow reported. Thus far this
year, 542 s*ets have been given out.
"Our goal is to place 2,000 radios in
vets hospitals this year," he declared.

Jerome

John

Lexington

awarded the Gilmore Nunn station
to hospitalized vets. They were in- WLAP, Lexington, use of the 630 kc
formed that VHP, which now has radio channel and a hike in power
two fulltime radio-talent entertain- from 250 watts td five kilowatts.
ment units touring vets hospitals, Reinsch and partner Frank Mcintosh
hopes shortly to increase the num- were competing for the channel for

bedside radios to hospitalized vets,

Turns to 'Happy'

KMBC

KMBC

Entertainment

Radio

JJxecs of three of the. major networks got together Monday (9) with
Proofficials of Veterans Hospital

in

immediate financial return,

—

VARIETY, 154 West 46th
York 19, N. Y.

St.,

Jack Barry
MEMO TO

"Maybe you need some

P. S.:

V

AL JOLSON (ALSO RAN):
guest appearances"

THANKS, EDITORS, FOR VOTING
"JUVENILE JURY" SECOND PLACE

FOR ALL CHILDREN'S SHOWS
JACK BARRY—WOR FAN CLUB
J.

BARRY,

Pres.

No. 70

WW

1

for furlhtr Information win, prion* or writ*

John

Blair

« Co.-National

you

if

are looking for a program director
with proved ability in creative programming write or wire Box 151,

who

has been head of the news dept. of
KCBC, Des Moines, has been named
news commentator and special events
man for KABC, San Antonio.

-

Repreientative

SALT LAKE C'TV

New

ill

111
SfS4:

II

Pi
11111
Si

MICHIGAN'S GREATEST
ADVERTISING MEDIUM
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'AUTHOR MEETS CRIX'

Strike Threat Against Poverty Fees

Brings Quick Scale Rise
London, June

4.

Strike threat by authors as a protest against "poverty fees" paid by

the British Broadcasting Corp. and
the high-handedness of BBC's contract and fee paying departments,
has brought prompt results, with
announcement of revised
special
fees for the broadcast of published
works.
New rates go into effect July 1
and BBC is still working on the revision of the scale for unpublished

works and specially commissioned
programs.
New schedule of prices include:
For an 80 minute play, $250 (as
against $160); 12 line poem, $12,
against $4; 20 minute short story,
$70; against $40-50; television play,
$160, against $100. These prices are
for standard writers and don't apply
to "name" authors.
Secretary of the Society of Authors, Kilham Roberts, told Variety,
"If these figures represent a minirate, there's something to be
said for them. But the BBC calls
this a standard rate, and this might
be the maximum. We'll wait and
see how the scale is applied."
Roberts said he still couldn't be
sure that BBC wanted to be the sole
arbiter in these matters. "They (the
BBC) are the nicest fellows to deal
with, but it's the accounts in the
background who seem to lack imagination. The BBC already pays a
100% fee for repeats of features.
They now agree to an additional fee.

mum

adaptation of "Author
Meets the Critics," radio show packaged by Martin Stone, is scheduled

From BBC

for repeats of talks, but only 50%.
That's completely illogical."
"Much of the trouble springs from
the BBC's apparently ingrained belief that it confers on us high honor
by asking Us to work," said author
J. L. Hodson. '.'Once rid of this delusion, they'll be much more pleasant and save themselves a lot of
.

Hearst Weekly Airer,
At 8G, Offered Round
Half-hour package of dramatizations from the files of Hearst's Sunday supplement, American Weekly,
is being offered around for network
sponsorship, at $8,000-$8,500, by John
Paul Schofield of John A. Clements
Stanza is called "Meet the Folks"
and calls for personal appearances
by principals in the dramatized
stories. Name band and emcee also
would be used.. Show is packaged in
cooperation with AW's editors and
presumably would get a strong-publicity payoff via Hearst papers as
well as the Weekly.

Cincinnati—"Let's Take a Look," a
series of dramatic shows sponsored
by Look magazine, is slated to go

July

on

off

tee

to

,

bother."

Inside Stuff-Radio

PREEM

IN GF TELE
Television

WNBT

following

3,

(NBC, N.Y.)

"Juvenile

Jury"

Thursday night slot
the
now occupied by General Foods on
8-8:30

into the

the station.

Show

will

plug

"Excellent possibilities ... an overall

good pr ogram idea... well produced,"

ROUNDTABLE
BROADCAST
THURSDAYS

not.

.

.

NBC

the

web.

Westinghouse"Electric. Corp. promotion contest held to celebrate the 20th
radio anniversary of Ted Malone.
Contest also marked the return to
five times weekly of Malone from -three times per week.
William* C. Dekker of McCann-Erickson, agency handling the Westinghouse account, supervised the contest.
1

Television Reviews

—

Continued from page

27

s

lay in the
tele. Show's chief mistake
Cherry
model
of
presentation
Churchill, selected by. Alhed prexy
AveSteve Broidy as "Miss Fifth
nue " in the closing plug. Evidently
gal
nervous before the cameras, the
almost caricatured her lines about
gaiety
sparkling
and
the laughter
*t(u.
presented.
picture
the

SEBASTIAN-RICHARDS SHOW

Set: Bob Wade
10 Mins.; Sun. (8), 9:15 p.m.

Unnoticed in the fanfare attending Martin Block's Coast bow and
Mutual net tieup was the spot given jockey Maurice Hart as Block's
standin. Hart was Block's only authorized sub on WNEW, N. Y.'s "Ballroom" and was brought to the Coast last year by KFWB. Deal set -Hart
for his own stint and as standby for Block on Warner station airer. '

Bergen Declines as Tele

Acad Nominates New Slate
Hollywood, June 10.
Tonight (10) nominations will be
officers of the

Acad-

emy

Sustaining

WNBT-NBC.

new

held for

N. Y.

of Television Arts and Sciences
the Academy's regular monthly
meeting.
The sixmonth terms of

at

appropriately

titled

This show,
"Stars in Your Eyes" when first preJune 1, represents incumbents are up in July so elecsented by
just that. It's a showcase piece star- tions will probably be held July
8,
ring Don Richards, current male date of
regular monthly meeting
of
cast
the Broadway
in
lead
held second Tuesday of each month.'
"Finian's Rainbow," and harmonica
virtuoso John Sebastian, which NBC Edgar Bergen, president, has stated
of that he will not seek reelection.
is dangling- hopefully in front
The meeting will be addressed by
sponsors.
Richards and Sebastian emerge on Steven R. Sparks, formerly with
the video screen as a couple of per- BBC, and Charles Korn will make
sonable and affable young emcees a report on recent audience
surveys.
with plenty of talent for a variety
show. Format give's both a chance
to show off their individual artistry
Eadiodiffusion Revise
and also includes a different guestar
each week. On the night caught (8)
Radiodiffusion Fraticaise in Paris
the duo presented Mata and Han has revised its schedule of shortdance satirists.
wave broadcasts beamed to North
Richards, forced to "dub his lip America.
movements with recordings because
Broadcasts now are heard at
of the AFM's "no live music" ukase
5-5:15 p. m. EST and from 7:15 to
for tele, demonstrated excellent film
v

WNBT

potentialities, if his

how

appearance on a

8:15 p.

m.

screen is any indication of
look in pictures. He did

but the abrupt ending of the song
at the point on the platter where
Miss Logan comes in for her solo,
evidenced the difficulties the AFM's
ban evokes for tele talent.
Sebastian

limited

his

work

TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF BUYING
WITH WOV'S

,to

Mata and Hari in
He
Hindu fakir routine.
showed top mastery of his instrument in a difficult assignment, giv-

backgrounding
their

ing the dancers as good music as
thoy get from a full orchestra in
their nitery work. Mata and Hari,
with an able assist on trick camera
work from director -Fred Coe, were
standout. Bob Wade's simple set fit
the show adequately.
In all, it's a good bet for any
Stat
sponsor.

Reprinted from

Tele Followup

VARIETY,
1947

}

April 30,

Bristol-Myers' "Party Line" teed
off in its new spot on
(NBC,
N. Y.) to good results Sunday (8)
night, giving NBC's Sunday night
programming a hefty shot in the
arm. Originally packaged by John
Reed King, the show held down a
similar time spot
on WCBS-TV
(CBS, N. Y.) until last month, when
CBS shuttered its live studio pro-

WNBT

gramming.
Parks, who took over the
emcee spot after King bowed out,
handled the show capably, getting a
nice assist from tap dancer Mimi
Walters. Stunts pulled were as in-

Bert

G.

JENNINGS

nocuous as on most audience participation
shows.
This
one differs,
though, in that the home audience
does the guessing via telephone.
Commercials, integrated into the
script,

AIR FORCE VETERANS
Interested in formation of TheatriSquadron of AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION, write to Variety, Box- 947,
1R4 West 46th St., New York 19,
stating age, military and present
occupation.
cal

he'll

neat job on "Old Devil Moon,"
which he's recorded with Ella Logan,
a

ROBERT

.

1

video

Created by

,

•

ards; Mata & Hari, guests
Director: Fred Coe

RACKETBUSTERS'

employed or

.

With Johm Sebastian, Donald Rich-

says/sSeSfr

talent is presently

Max-

Sudden change in legitimate bookings of the John Gielgud British
House Coffee through Benton acting company killed a pending deal last wegk whereby Gielguct and
members of his troupe would present a 90-minute version of "Hamlet" on
& Bowles agency.
Agency's video staff and Stone CBS. Show would have been presented as a Columbia Workshop special
in the manner-of last June's Old Vic pair, "Richard III" and "Peer Gynt."
plan to change the format of the
The "Hamlet" project had okay of CBS management and Davidson Taylor
show to meet tele's visual require- when the hitch developed.. Fletcher Markle or Albert Ward would have
ments. Instead of relying only on gotten the directorial assignment, depending on availability.
Several conferences were held between Gielgud, Robert J. Landry ol
books, consequently, the show will
Gielgud was espefeature the "author" of any idea, CBS and Sid Morse of the William Morris Agency.
such as hat designing, sculpting, etc. cially anxious to do a radio version of "Hamlet" since it was in stage
Author is still to go on trial, how- version he established his American rep.
ever, before a defending and prosecuting attorney. Visual aids? inStanley Anderson, Cleveland Press radio ed, has come up with the
cluding documentary films or still results of his second annual local-program poll. John F. Patt's station,
photographs, will also be used to WGAR, upset the dope by defeating last year's champ, WJW, Anderson
punch up the show.
reported
WTAM came in third and WHK fourth, neither of them being
Stone reportedly wanted to hold able to "buck GAR's points for baseball broadcasts and the accumulative
off the show's tele debut for a week,, points built up by GAR and JW in the hillbilly and cowboy songs debelieving the July 4 weekend might partment.". Press readers, however, chose WTAM's "Ohio Story" as the
preclude the possibility of getting best program, WJW's Pappy Howard the best performer and WJW's
top names for the preem. Since Dorothy Day the best femme gabber. Listeners' program desires, Ander"Jury" will wind up its 13-week son noted, included "more campfire melodies, more sports, more classical
cycle the preceding week, however, music, more semi^lassical music and more organ music."
the date could not be changed. Radio version of the show recently
Station KGO, San Francisco; WBIR, Knoxville, and WJOI, Florence,
moved from WQXR, NX, indie, to Ala., have won Class A, B, C first prizes, respectively, in the recent

WLW

sent dramatizations of material used
in current issues of Look.

.,,

well

July 2.
air over
Series,
which will be heard
Wednesdays at 9:30 p.m., will pre-

on the

M

of the top advertising agencies has hired a public relations outfit
survey the trade in New York in order to get cross-reference and,
sentiment as to the personalities held in most esteem. Move avowedly
is the prelude to the ad agency overhauling its staff and it's been widely
bruited that it's willing to "pay the mostest for the bestest." Public relations outfit reps have interviewed a large segment of the trade, keeping
the agency under wraps, but freely acknowledging that its client wants
the best talent available, regardless of price, and regardless of whether

One

to

emerged unobtrusively.

WOV sponsor

]We want you to be a
with the knowledge of 5

AUDITED

AUDIENCES, eacha

definitely different group of purchasers; each the

result of a penetrating revealing

lis-

tener survey. Get the facts on these

AUDITED AUDIENCES today and
..."TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF
5

BUYINC2'
Ralph

John

E,

JV. iPeil,

Peanon

General Manager

Co., National lUpreicnlalitm
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More power to
Starting June 15,

On that

it

all

looks like a big

off

week for Miami.

day WGBS, Miami's foremost station— the most

powerful in Florida -joins CBS, adding
to the total

power of the network.

10,000 watts

also reaches

highest power.

Sun power is
It

its

On June 21

—the summer solstice— Miami's sun
its

us!

produces

vital to Florida.

its

annual multi-million-dollar crop

of citrus, vegetables and tourists.

But equally important to Florida

is

the combined

power

of a great station affiliated with a great network.

For out of this vast sun-ripened market

WGBS and CBS look to produce new and substantial
revenues for America's advertisers.

homes and living rooms

And

of this market

into the

WGBS and CBS

look to bring some of the most exciting news and
entertainment on the air today.

Things are clearly reaching their zenith in Miami
the
It

week of June

15,

and that can mean only one

can only mean more power to

all

of us.

Columbia Broadcasting System

thing.

—

.

.
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Tax Hurts Radio As Against

Excise

Washington, June

.

10.

excise tax on
radio sets discriminates against the
news function of radio as against
that of the press and motion pictures, NAB counsel Don Petty argued here last Friday (6) in a brief
Ways and
filed with the House

Although 61%
of the people surveyed last, year
said they got most of their news
from radio, Congress imposes a tax
on radio sets while it actually subsidizes newspapers by permitting

Means Committee.

them mail rates at less than cost, it
was argued.
The NAB was vigorously backed
by the Radio Manufacturers Assn.,

FM Assn., and Television Broadcasters Assn. in urging repeal of the
present 10% excise on radio sets and
phonographs.
the

Petty pointed out that while the

Bureau of Internal Revenue exempts
from the tax "services or facilities"
used in collecting news for the press

C8C

Gets First Trans-Cont.

To Give Musician Data

To Commemorate Anni

Washington, June

Hollywood Airer

10.

in July

Hollywood, June 10.
NAB prexy Justin Miller last week
Canada gets its first tc Hollyurged broadcasters to give prompt
wood chatter program, "Flicks and
Major networks and individual replies to a questionnaire on stations'
Flashes" starting the first week in
now
being
musicians,
country
are
of
employment
the
across
stations
FM-AM consoles
for
charged
July over the Dominion Network
which represent bulk of the FM pitching in, at the behest of the circulated by a House Education and (CBC). According to Susan Fletchunits on the market. Addition of a United Nations, the Ad Council and Labor subcommittee. Rep. Carroll er, creator, who left here Friday (6)
10% excise will further handicap the
Vancouver
after
arranging
others, to see to it that no American Kearns (R., Pa.), chairman of the for
declared.
he
infant industry,*
getting plattered interviews
occasion
which sub-committee, hopes to open hear- liaison,
the
overlooks
and arranging publicity, it will be
June 26 now commemorates the ings on James C. Petrillo and the
Chi's RJIA Meet Opposes Tax
cross-country
(Canada)
the
first
anniversary of the UN Charter. The American Federation of Musicians
Chicago, June 10.
show of its type, hitting 32 stations.
Attitude of 1,000 delegates, attend- way it shaped up this week, no less as soon as the Supreme Court deShow will air from Vancouver uning the. 23rd annual Radio Manufac- than 1,100 stations and all four big cides the constitutionality of the Lea
til fall when it moves to Toronto.
turers Assn. convention here June nets will air spots and shows dedi- Act, which may be this month.
Miller said Kearns had assured CBC is reportedly going all-out on
10-12, followed the lead of their rep- cated to the Charter's second anni.
Each of the four webs has pledged him that identity of the station publicity and promotion to insure
resentatives appearing before the
Ways and Means Committee of the to do at least one special program owner or call letters will be kept in commercial sponsoring after the
House of Representatives last week, June 26, according to Christopher confidence by the committee where- initial 13-week summer test. It'll
who went on record opposing con- Cross, U.S. radio liaison officer for ever broadcasters so indicate. Kearns air 7:30 p.m. Mondays.
Kits of scripts and fact ma- told Variety last week that his comtinuation of the excise tax on radio UN.
receivers.
terial have been sent to all sta- mittee has unearthed considerable
Much of the trend in radio manu- tions, plus a 16-inch disk carrying "evidence, of misconduct by AFM
facturing is the turn from
Royalties
and short talks by Charles Boyer, Ed- leadership." He indicated that much
table model radios to FM and tele ward G. Robinson, Lionel Barry- of the information had come from
55; Continue^ Irom page 1
In last 30 days there has been more, David Niven, Ethel Barry- AFM members themselves and was
sets.
a noticeable speedup in FM and tele more, Loretta Young and Robert still under wraps.
Finkelretail price of the disk).
set delivery.
Most notable falling Montgomery. Platter also has a
stein was then asked why don't puboff in sales is table model and off- three-minute speech by UN secrelishers and composers insist on the
brand radios, especially in large tary general Trygve Lie.
...
that
the
answered
that
if
one
did
and
it's
suggested
full
2c.
He
26, 1945,
cities.
Many off-brand sets are beThrough the Ad Council, alloca- dramatic appeal of special .airers they might not get the same coning sold abroad and standard set tions have been made on 86 differ- would be heightened
by spotting sideration that other publishers who
export "' sales"" also""" have' Ween—far ent net - programs,- Gross- - reports. them i-at this hour,.
......
„
asked, 4h§-J??ser, nrice would gat.
ahead of foreign competition.
Many individual stations are exAfter that, all members of "the subOne of gripes against industry was pected to originate local shows
Memphis
The Commercial Ap- committee began firing related questhat of educational FM stations, utilizing the kit material.
peal's new FM adjunct to WMC, tions at witnesses, momentarily forclaiming that members of RMA negUN is asking .broadcasters, Cross called WMC-FM, took to the air at getting the real purposes of the
lected their needs so that their pro- said, to note fact that the first sigon
3 o'clock Sunday afternoon (8)
a hearing.
grams have been held back due to nature was placed on the charter at
regular schedule of FM broadcasting
Pressed, Finkelstein refused to
insufficient number of sets.
exactly 12 noon, Pacific time, June from 3 until 9 p.m. daily.
make a flat statement that there was
collusion among recording manufacturers to hold royalty fees below the
statutory rate. "However," he added, "I do know that no composer or
publisher would dare ask for more."
Isabel
Marks,
who represented
Deccca 'Records in opposing the
main subject of the hearing, the
-copyright -bill - introduced by Rep.
Hugh D. Scott which Would give the
performer of any recorded version
of a song a coDyright on his arit
rangement, stated that the royalties
were lowered by agreement between
the disk companies and publishers,
and writers, in 1931-32 when the
On January 7, George Clem left his real estate and insurance office
record business was at a low -ebb,,
in an effort to aid the latter.'
in Pine City, Minnesota (pop. 2,000) . . said goodbye to his wife
Helen
Asked what would happen if the
copyright holder demanded the full
and their two children - nine-year-old Cleo Ane and three-year-old
2c,
Miss Marks answered "they
Stuart Peter. . . then drove 96 miles to Minneapolis, where he took his
would get it." She asserted she
didn't think "all companies paid the
seat in the State Legislature as Representative of the 25,000 Minnesame amount," when asked if such
was the case.
sotans of the 56th District.

UN

Of

House Committee Told

Films, Press,
The present 10%

Asks Blasters

Miller

Nets, Indies to Pitch In

Charter June

26

—

Disk

AM

"

.

or radio, it is completely illogical in
taxing the "facilities indispensable
for its reception by the public." He
said the Bureau also refunds any excise tax paid on films used in making
newsreels.

FMA counsel

Leonard Marks

maintained the average buyer cannot afford
high prices being
•:

....

.

—

.

.

•

••the
•

man

sent to the Minnesota State Legislature

••and

WCCO

.

During the 16 weeks between January 7 and
April 26, 36-year-old Representative Clem attended

61 committee meetings, cast his ballot for or against

420

bills,

and did committee work on or co-authored

22 resolutions. One

bill provided for Improved Livestock Control in Rural Areas; another established

a

million-dollar Veterinarian School at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota; all
life

were designed to

and livelihood of his agricultural

And
how he

at night, Representative

benefit the

Clem learned

could report these activities most effectively

School for Legislators"- conducted by 50,000-watt

WCCO.
and hissing his

was taught

s's .

. .

Everything from the dangers of rolling his

through "mike technique".

to Representative

. .

to platform poise,

Clem by a faculty of experts: WCCO's

Educational Director E. W. Ziebarth, who for ten years has taught

radio
speech at the University of Minnesota, Program Director Gene
Wilkey,

News Director Sig Mickelson, and Farm Service Director Larry Haeg.
Last month, graduate George Clem wrote to a faculty
of

WCCO's Radio

School:

to address the Pine City
activity, I

"When

I

member

faced the microphone on

Commercial Club regarding

knew that my attendance

at the

WCCO

my

May

14

legislative

Radio School had

been time well spent. Thank you, gentlemen, for some
very valuable
assistance.

for

And

me to make

thanks, too, for instruction which

made

it

possible

Pine City a better-informed community about Minne-

sota legislation."

Minneapolis -

St.

Paul

WCCO

COLUMBIA OWNED • R>pr<Mnt«d by RADIO SALES,
THE SPOT BROADCASTING DIVISION OP CBS
Olllcn In NEW YORK, CHICAGO. DETROIT,

•rltll

•«•©»

AN8ELES, SAN FRANCISCO, ATLANTA

60c retail. They themselves agreed
to the lowered prices back when the
disk industry wasn't doing so well
15 years ago and no attempt has
been made since by any individual
firm to seek increased fees, with the
exception of the occasional times apublisher disagreed with a recording company's methods of handling
its

songs.

When the majority of major disk
firms increased retail prices to 60c
less than a year ago. publishers had
an opportunity to demand the full
2c rate, but they voluntarily split
the difference with the diskers,
agreeing to a jump from l%c for
the 50c retailed disks to 1 3/4C. Some
were for holding out for the full 2c
at that time, but certain major publishers agreed to the lo^er fee, and
all others had to fall in line.
Also pubs have always feared
standing together and demanding
the full 2c rate, feeling that they

would be wide open

to the same
anti-trust charges that Rep. Walter
is thinking of against
diskers, or a
restraint-of-trade rap.And they

cannot take such a stand individu-

Making the people of Pine City better-informed citizens
by
making Representative Clem a better speaker is the kind of
service
that has made WCCO "The Good Neighbor to the
Northwest." It
helps explain, too,

lishers have nobody but themselves
to blame for the lowered rates,

which are now pegged at l%c per
side for most pop disks selling at

district.

to his Pine C ity constituents by attend ing "The Radio

r's

Astounded by Move

The few music publishers and
executives of Music Publishers Protective Assn., ASCAP and the Songwriters Protective Assn., who were
aware of Rep. Walter's intentions
toward an anti-trust inquiry, were
astounded by his move, although
most agreed it would be a good idea.
It's pointed out that the music pub-

why- day

and night -more people

than to any other station in the Northwest.

listen to

ally against disk companies,
it's felt,
since the latter undoubtedly would
select tunes for recording on
a preferential basis thereafter, choosing

those publishers

who

agree to the

cutrate.

WCCO

OLAN SOULE
Starring in

"GRAND MARQUEE'
NBC—Coast

to Coast

Rayv* Crem* Shampoo
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s

Aubrey, Moor* & Wallace, Inc.
N. W. Aytr & Son. Inc.

Ted Bates,

Inc.

Batten, Barton, Dursttne

&

Osborn,

Benton & Bowles, Inc.
Bcrmingham, Cattleman

&

Pierce, lnc«

Blow Co.,

Inc.

Inc.

HHI flackett & Co.
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Lao Burnett Co., Inc.

^RIETY

Campbell-Ewald Co.

1

Cecil & Presbrey, Inc.
Compton Adv., Inc.

HAS

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc.
Ooherty. Clifford & Shenfield. Inc.

Roy

100%

S. Durstine. Inc.

Erwin Wasey & Co., Inc.
William Esty & Co., Inc.
Federal Adv. Agency, Ine.
Foote, Cone & Belding

Gardner Adv. Co.
Bert

S. Gittins

Adv.

Grant Adv.. Ine.
Lawrence C: Gumbinner Adv. Agcy.,
Hazard Adv. Co.

READERSHIP

Honig-Cooper Co.
Hutchins Adv. Co.,

Duane Jones Co.,

(VIA PAID SUBSCRIPTION)

Inc.

Inc.

Inc.

Kastor, Farrell, Chesley

&

Clifford, Inc.

Joseph Katz Co.

&
Kenyon &
Keeling

Amongst The

Co., Ine.

Eckhardt. Inc.

Knox-Reeves Adv.,
Kudner Agcy.. Inc.

Inc.

—

Laftoche & Ellis. Inc."
Al Paul Lefton Co., Inc.

TOP

Lennen & Mitchell,
A. W. Lewin Co.

Inc.

MacFarland, Aveyard & Co.
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
McJunkin Adv. Co.

Ad Agencies

McKee &

Albright. Inc.

M. Mafhes, Inc.
Maxon, Inc.
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.
Morse International, Inc.
J.

Controlling

Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Newell-Emmett Co.

95%

Inc.

Robert W. Orr Adv.
Pedlar

&

Ryan, Inc.

W. Ramsey Co.
Roche, Williams & Cleary, Inc.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.

L.

Of

ALL

The Radio

,-.

Georges & Keyes, Inc.
Schwimmer & Scott, Inc.

'-

St.

x

L

Russel M. Seeds Co., Inc.

Shaw-Levally, Inc.
Sheldon, Quick & McElroy, Inc.
Sherman & Marquette, Inc.
Sorenson & Co.
Sullivan, Stauffer, Coiwell & Bayles, Inc.
Sweeney & James Co.

Billing!

(Time, Talent, Spot, Transcriptions, Etc.)

J

Walter Thompson Co.
Tracy-Locke Co., Inc.

J.

Wade

Adv. Agcy.

Walker & Downing
Ward Wheelock Co.
Warwick & Legler, Inc.
William H. Weintraub & Co..

Young & Rubicam,

VARIETY'S forthcoming Radio and
Television 'REVIEW AND PREVIEW'
Special Edition
these buyers

as a

is

and

the

medium

sellers just

station, transcription

Make your space
at

Inc.

Inc.

any VARIETY

reservation
office

listed

NOW
here:

to tell

what you
company,

actor, director, producer or writer in

Radio and Television, have to" offer for
the future ... and at. the same time
show them the record you have built
for yourself.

154

West

46th Street,

New

York 19

360 No. Michigan, Chicago
6311

Yucca

Street,

1

Hollywood 28
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fruitcake.
the fact that he's starring your mother's Christmas
are there,
on his own half-hour show. Even All the usual ingredients
experiwith Smith's vocal excellence and it's done to a turn by deft
to admit it's
ability to handle lines, he's bucking ence, and you've got
new. There's
a long-outmoded formula. Majority good. But it's nothing
inspire genuine
of straight pop-music shows have nothing about it to
excitement.
long ago buckled under the stiff competition of the variety formats, and
"Call the Police" is billed as a
there's little chance of resuscitating dramatic series "glorifying the pothem so long as the layouts offering licemen of the country." But the
comedy as well as music abound.
only policeman to speak of in the
As show is presently constituted, initial stanza was the leading charBill
commissioner
it's
Police
a succession of singing with acter,
Smith alternating with Eugenie Baird Grant (played by Joseph Julian), a
and the Clark Sisters. A lineup of young college-bred, returned World
this type isn't conducive to variety War II marine, who could hardly be
even though there are several said to represent the average cop.
changes of moods. Other musical Nor was his sleuthing particularly
orch brilliant.
component,
Earl Sheldon's
provides a highly competent musical
If the product is pat in format and
background which enhances the characterization— the blackmail, vicvaried chirpers.
tim says, as usual, ."I haven't got
All program singers are competent. that kind of money"— it's at least
Smith shows up especially well with neatly tailored from an acting, direchis
roundup of tunes grouped tion and production standpoint. It
around New York. He's an affable won't cause any great offense and is
reader of well-written lines, and just sufficiently diverting to keep
Miss Baird's smooth delivery falls your attention on a hot summer
easily.
But even a Jolson-Crosby night when there's nothing else to
Doan.
show has to offer more than straight, do.
unrelieved chirping.
Richard Stark makes the pitches A MEMO TO YOU
for Drene and Dreft in an okay With Jean Hersholt, Jack Smith,
*
manner.
"
Jose.
Ethel Waters, Victor Jury, Herman

despite

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 26

,

similarly the three procedures affect
human beings and their behavior
towards fellow humans, It was a
study in the skills of democracy right
up the Jine; a sermon on the way
apathy can affect national decisions,
procedures.
the fate 'of a country; how the lack
Psychologists studying the kids
of democratic efficiency in our nanoted that the boys were apathetic tional life (race hatred, for instance)
when handled in an autocratic can poison a country's life-stream.
fashion; were chaotic, disintegrating
Twenty kids, it pointed out, could
laissezas clubmembers, under a
help point the way to a democratic
faire director, and were most effimode of adult life. Show asked
a democratic leader. It
cient

school recreation clubs, and their
individual and group reactions to
handling from adults on three planes.
These were the autocratic, laissezand democratic
(hands-off)
faire

under

was an interesting study in boy
psychology, with the lesson of the
benefits of a democratic approach a
little obvious. But where the program was weak was in the fact that
only towards the end of the show did
its point, or message, begin to come
out.
Then the study was- moved along,
to the home, to schools, to adult
clubs, the factory, to show how

progress

—and

were
skills
scientific

human

whether our
keeping pace

with
let

our

the audience de-

cide.

well
intriguing
stuff,
handled, done dramatically, and discussed rather lightly and humorously
instead of heavily or pedagogically.
It wasn't bobby-six fare, certainly,
It

was

it was good radio. It might not
have held the average tuner-in in
its early stages, perhaps, but he who
Bron.
held on had his reward.

but

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLCB

Making

the best

(Newell, Emmett)

broadcast

of

•

the

Tex

touches of the old

balanced

A

sure-fire

mightiness to the sizzling point.

.

give-away or

self-liquidating offer!

At-

tractive 48-pages of Original

Songs The Texas Rangers
Sing and scrap-book album.
Provided sponsors of "The
Texas Rangers" at cost!
Write for

the

band followed what jwill be a pattern
Business got under way with
of performing on each broadcast a Archie deciding he wanted to be a
tune connected with the original radio comedian and calling up NBC
Miller combination. This time it was ("that means 'Nothing But Cen
"In the Mood" and the playing of sor-s' "), where he asked for "the
it, while it went well, indicated the
vice president department." Menser
vast difference that actually exists was "busy fading comedians," so
between this combo, as acceptable Archie talked to Strotz. No, said
as it is, with the old Miller band.
Archie, he has no toupee and no
Wood.
bags under the eyes— "but I'm a
friend of Fred Allen's." Strotz said
JACK SMITH
he'd be right over. Harry von Zell
With Eugenie Baird, Clark Sisters, (guesting on the stanza) wanted to
.

along with

full details.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR . CHURCH
PRODUCTION
PICKWICK HOTEl, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.

HOOPER.

*

Richard Stark.
Writer: Bob' Smith
Producer: Phil Brennan
30 Mins.; Sunday, 10 p.m.
Procter & Gamble
'

WNBC-NBC,

N. Y.

know how

they'd

he arrived.
because an

NBC

know

Strotz

WSNY,
SCHENECTADY

delivered
and
around.
Ethel Waters

BEST RADIO BUY!

neatly

all

Show had

Beats nearest competition for

singing

Summertime" and "I'm Taking

'

finisher

Chance on Love," to the Herman
Chittison Trio's accompaniment; Jack
Smith crooning "I'm Drqwnin' " to

:

pencil-striped suit, a very' sincere tie,
a homburg hat, has a very aggres
sive walk, and instead of belching

(Cost

market

A Schenectady

compared to average Ratings)
.4 to 1.
by nearly
.

.

.

'

.

backing
by
Skitch
Henderson's
newly-organized dance band; and
both trio and band getting in their
own instrumental licks. The American Male Chorus rumbled through
"Great Day."- Jean Hersholt made
brief,
unobtrusive plug for the
bond plan near the start of the show,
and Victor Jory read excerpts from
Russell- Davenport's
poem,
"My
Country," for a simple and eloquent
close.

15.2 RATING .
.
HIGHEST RATING ... ALL
STATIONS FROM 8 A. M.
TO 3 P. M.

HITS

BEATS THREE NETWORKS
ALL OTHER STATIONS

HANDS DOWN!

neatly,

in light joshing style, the
while staying somewhat in the back
'round to give the stars the lime
light.

If

Topped only by 50,000 watt,

NBC
bonds have to be sold by 25 -year -old,
way.
Bron.
Beats CBS Outlet
12 hours.

radio, this is the

SO

.

AND

.

Lewis handled the emcee reins

Station.

'

1

1

out

of

YOU WANNA BE A DISK

JOCKEY?

WHAT DOES

With Johnny. Magnus, Bert Wayne
Director: Jack Grogan
Produoer: Ted Cott
25 Mins.; Sat., 18.35 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW, N. Y.

Epidemic

.

MUSIC!

disk-jockeyitis
is
and. promises
before it gets
the indie which
started it all way back in that antediluvian era when live talent still
roamed the studio corridors as king
of the jungle, has now come up with
a variation of the disk jockey program idea. It seems like a harmless
better.

IT?

of

when spreading unabatedly
to become far worse

Archie said it was easy
v.p. "wears a blue-

KALL

CROSSLEY

.

expertly

'»»»»«»

Follow-up Comment!

As a

later.

Serrell,

/proves ///

N. Y.
CBS, in cooperation with the U. S.
Treasury Dept., introduced latter's
new Bond-A-Month Plan for bank
depositors, arid did it in a most
palatable way with this program
]?riday (6). With CBS' new. comic
find, Robert Q.. J.ewis, as emcee, program turned out to be an excellent
variety show, with entertainment

Beneke was fortunate, too, in,hav»
the assistance on this kickoff
show of Eddie Hubbard, Chicago disk
After the "Duffy's Tavern" airing
jockey, whose manner of handling
announcements, etc., was swell. His last Wednesday (4), let no one say
poise, assured delivery and careful that NBC western veepee Sid Strotz
reading made the usual debut hassle (who cut Bob Hope and Red.Skel
a smooth sail. And Chesterfield's ton oft the air) can't take it as well
as dish it out. And if Strotz isn't
plugs were in keeping.
looking for a new job by this writBeneke teed off with his current ing, pass the compliment, too, to
"Blues of the Record Man," smoothly
NBC prexy Niles Trammell, and
change
pace
ar
eased over to a
of
Strotz's fellow veepees, including
rangement of "My Buddy," an ex Clarence Menser.. In a routine to
cellently done piece, by the way,
end all routines about NBC veepees,
then into "Mam'selle," vocal by
Ed Gardner roasted their high-andGarry

"The Texas Rangers"

Lake City—Ned

Salt

announcer, switched to the sales
staff of KLO, Ogden, last week.
KLO and KALL are members of the
17 station Intermountain Network.

WCBS-CBS,

ing

Stevens.

added

vision facilities

Sustaining

Bill Smith, Alice Reinhardt; announcer, Jay Sims
Frank Kane,

Writers: Peter Barry,
Lou Vitters

Beneke-Glenn Miller, orchestra in Producer-director: John Cole
place of Perry Como for the summer 30 Mins.; Tuesdays, 9 p.m.
for Chesterfield brought back mem'
LEVER BROS.
ories of the days when the late WNBC-NBC, N. Y.
Glenn Miller was riding high and
(Ruthrdufi & Ryan)
he was the' kingpin of the ciggie
Listening to the preem of this
broadcasts across the board. His show (which is Amos 'n' Andy's
band, or rather the band that uses summer replacement) was some
his name, ably directed by Beneke,
what like cutting yourself a hunk of
did a solid job on the opening show,
however, even though it doesn't

show the fine
Miller hand.

1

year's end. That's indicated in present plans which call for starting of
work on its Mt. Wilson site by
July 1.
Roland Young, homeoffice engineer, is here completing structural
plans and states that work should be
finished in six months from the
Buildings, etc., will
starting date.
at first be used solely for FM, according to present plans, with tele-

Male
Chittlson
Trio,' American
Chorus, Skitch Henderson orch,
Beneke-Glenn Miller CALL THE POLICE
Robert Q. Lewis; Olin Tice, anGarry Stevens, Eddie With Joseph Julian, Joan Tompkins;
nouncer
Hubbard
announcer, Jay Sims
Writer-Producer: Ward Byron
With Joseph Julian, Joan Tompkins. Producer-director: John Mosman
15 Mins.; M.-W.-F. 7 p.m.
Ed Jerome, George Matthews, Writer: Draper Le.wis
~-r
5 M^ns.; Fri. (6), 8:30 p.m.
LIGGETT & MElfERSr
Mandel Kramer, Barbara Weeks,

Initial

FM

by Jan.

Hollywood, June 10.
CBS hopes to have its FM station
completed if not on the air by the

Tfex
orchestra,

WNBC-NBC. New York

to Start

In Los Angeles

With

better!

NOW-

CBS Hopes

NEWS!

WNEW,

SPORTS!

(Kastor, Farrell)
he chimes."
Von Zell removed his hat when
Jack Smith who some years ago
appeared on NBC, is now back speaking of an NBC veepee, NBC
prostrated enough series, but who can tell?
said,
he
at the' old stand as a four-week re- announcers,
placement in the time slot pre- themselves in the presence of NBC The nets may come up with it toviously allotted the Don Ameche veepees; one once, though, made
morrow.
This program is a mating of amashow. In the intervening time, Smith fatal mistake— "he raised his eyes
has gained considerable stature in and looked fall into the face of an teur night with record spinning.
varied CBS shows including vocals NBC veepee. For this, he was ban- Every kid, who because he knows
on the highly regarded Prudential ished forever to an affiliated sta how to pronounce a pop orchestra
tion."
leader's name, has aspirations to
Family hour.
"Confidentially,"
Archie
asked achieve the dizzy heights of diskHowever, current show isn't cal
jockeydom, is now given the chance
culated to increase his growing rep "what do them censors do in th
summertime?" Von Zell replied to prove his stuff.
provides
"They go around vacant lots and the records, the studio and the enblue pencil the poems on back couragement and the aspiring platfences." Archie decided that being ter pilots take it from there.
On the preem session Saturday
a radio comedian must be "as simple
as ABC." "Oh, what you said!", von (7), the indie's boy receptionist made
his bid, showing a fair degree of
Zell blurted.
promise.
Strotz arrived, von Zell just curt
Lad was glib and selfsied (because he's "in good"), and assured but sufficiently modest to
Strotz and Archie ran through some hold his gab down to a thankful
gag lin«s. Von Zell yakked so hard minimum and let the platters have
at Strotz's lines that latter decided full sway.
Herm..
he was NBC's "new comedy find." He
made Archie an NBC veepee on
the spot. Strotz started telling one
about a farmer's daughter. Archie
faded him. "Sorry, we have to do
these things," was Archie's payoff,
"even if it means cutting off our

LOCAL SHOWMANSHIP!
SEE YOUR HOOPER & WSNY
LOWER - THAN - LOW RATES

...BUY
*

*

WSNY TODAY!

1946 CROSSLEY Sumy for Schenectady.
1947 HOOPER Winter Hooperating Report for Schenectady City Zone.

WNEW

WE SALUTE SOME FAMOUS DADS

it

type AfsltoK

own

+ Mml*/ Steroid
a

fsAsy snooks' PAOpy)

ana-z.

Schenecfady'» PUBLIC SERVICE Station

SAMMY KAYE

Strotz."

Jack Smith's show on CBS Mon
day (9) was hooked onto a tune, "I
Had a Wonderful Time in Col urn

some

bus,"

which

genius

somehow

songpluggin.
the na
tional housing crisis. It seems as if
the Columbus, O., Chamber of Commerce has launched a campaign
"Speed Homes for Veterans," and
every program that plugs the tune
can award- a lease to any veteran i*
selects for one of the found apartments.
This sets a new high for
giveaways and a new low for think
ing on the housing problem. Accord
ing to Columbus' mayor, who was
guesting on the show as part of the
C of C ballyhoo, solution for the
tied

is just a matter of
finding the already existing homes.
The tune, by the way, wa's not worth
the trouble.

housing problem

Pre$entt

SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL FINALS

into

of

"So Yon Want

to

On June

Lead a Band"

30th at

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
Broadcast Over ABC Network
Every Monday, 9:30 P. M„ E.D.S.T.

RADIO
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Radio Lux Airing Series

Of N.Y. Impressions With

IRISH

RADIO ACTING

More Disk Jockey

COY ON TIME SALES

Pacts;

Mme. Boyer

—

recent visit to N. Y. One platter is
an introduction to N. Y. night life,
including an interview with Maurice
Chevalier. Another is a talk on N. Y.
stressing "Oklahoma!" 'and
containing a chat with Oscar Karlweis. Another, on the town that
never sleeps, discusses night life,

.legit,

N.Y. Press Felt Needle
Jabs, Only

—

Station also declines to sign contracts
with agencies
only with
advertisers
giving 15% to agent

—

—

introducing biz. Despite "we-wantit-we-don't" attitude of. officials, several deals are cooking, with platter
programs being prepared by rjewcomers for peddling to advertisers
and agents.

Potter recently signed for a regional
Mutual-Don Lee series, five times

weekly and later added a transcribed jockey series for RCA-Vicor
which are spotted throughout Cal-

He

is
also
heard on
here Sunday.
record-making platteranter show will feature Keith Hetherington, new to jockeying but a
familiar. Central Chevrolet is paying for his Saturday, nine a.m. to
two p.m. stanza for 52 weeks.

ifornia.

Warners

KFWB

KMPC's

and includes an interview with
Lucienne Boyer and her husband
*
Jacques Pills (Peals).
DR. LEON LEVY CITED
Other subjects are: French music
Philadelphia, June 10.
in the U. S., with Robert and Gaby
Dr. Leon Levy, general manager
Casadesus and Martial Singher feaPhiladelphia With an eye on the
tured; interview with host of Coast of WCAJJ, last week was awarded a
stars at the Waldorf-Astoria; discus- certificate of achievement by Ad- recent airplane crashes and the exsion of radio in the IT. S., "country miral J. L. Kauffman, commandant pected increase in private flying,
of the free radio"; the American of the 4th Naval District, for "out- WCAU" is now offering the additions
Negro, Harlem, spirituals, "Carmen standing assistance to naval person- of visibility and ceiling reports to
weather reports three times daily.
Jones," etc.; interview with M. nel" during the war.

—

Reichhold, Detroit

If

KMPC 5-Hr. Platter Show

m

CBS

Dublin, June 3>?:

Hollywood, June 10.
Two more milestones were passed
With plenty of time to sell, Radio
Paris, June 4.
Eireann
Irish govertiment-owned this week in the national disk jockey
sweepstakes.
Another top agency,
station
encouraging
isn't
buyers.
"Impressions of New York," a
William Morris, has stuck its car in
series of 13 platters in French dis- Advertising agencies say station auare too
choosy
about the wave, signing up Peter Potter
cussing the varied N. Y. scene, is thorities
for
holds new transconwhom
it
currently being aired on Radio sponsors.
tinental programming hopes." The
Station, which maintains crossLuxembourg, to good response.
other
evert of some
local
Series consists of 15-minute inter- fingers attitude for fear of sniping in
note
was
soon-to-boost-to-50,000views with prominent talent or Dail (Congress) about operation,
watts KMPC's announcement of the
official
business names, or a general discus- says it sticks by
rules
start o' a five-hour disk jockey
sion, and is being presented by Les permitting it to sell time only to
Programmes de France, producing "companies engaged in manufacture marathon, believed to be a high
mark
for a solo person.
company of which Merlin is head.
production and services in Ireland."
The Morris shop isn't talking
This
Merlin, who is also prez of Infor- Retail outlets are rejected.
mind for Potter
mation et Publicite, sales and pro- choosiness has cost station plenty of about what is has in
gramming agents for Radio -Lux, dough which it could well use to but it's of a national flavor, that's
made the recordings while on a keep up level of sustaining programs. certain. Heretofore strictly a local,

Chevalier,

anticipated newspaper coun-

Press,"

|

Sun Winced; Sees Red

WCBS, N. Y., is performing a
the needed public service, he declared,
and "we will continue to have Don
most of the
Hollenbeck lay it down the middle"
New York dailies on its kickoff without prejudice to. any section of
stanza May 30, failed to come off. the press. Success of the program,
All is quiet on the press-radio Murrow declared, will be indicated
by the trend of other stations in
front except for a b.b. gun volley
The

ter-attack

"CBS Views

against

which

flayed

from Keats Speed, N. Y. Sun exec
;

editor,

who

insinuated

that

WCBS

other cities to carry the
of press criticism.

same type

Both Hollenbeck and Murrow emthat the program is a

was following the Communist Party phasized

line.
"constructive" effort at press critiRest of the dailies either main- cism.
Following programs, they
tained a discreet silence or, like the said, will not only point out shortN.Y. Herald Tribune, Post and PM, comings but achievements of the
openly commended the station for press as well. Murrow said, howits critical appraisals of their news
ever, that the program has no incolumns.
George Cornish, Herald tention of pulling in its horns no
Trib managing editor, summed up matter what the reaction from the
their attitude by declaring: "News- newspapers. The program is a copapermen are convinced that criti- operative effort of the station's staff
cism is good for politicians, preach- and WCBS will stand behind it,
ers, engineers, actors, industrialists, Murrow
said, in the same way the
plumbers, labor leaders and. in fact, dailies stand behind their editorial
all
other trades and professions. columns.
How then can we complain about
taking a sip of our own medicine?"
Ed Murrow, CBS vice-prexy in
Boston
Charles Ashley, former
charge of public affairs, declared Boston Traveler rewrite man, named
after the
initial
session that the director of news broadcasts for
program was, in no sense, designed WEEI (CBS). Staff includes Neil
to snipe back at the press for any Wallace, Art King, Bob Earle, Jim
real or imagined injuries suffered Britf, Red Martson, Irving T. Macby radio from newspaper quarters. Donald and Cornelius Ryan.

—

Symphony Orch

backer and philanthropist; U. S.,
land of Lincoln and FDR, with por-

"Lonesome Train"; etc.
Programs are aired on Radio Lux
Thursdays at 8:45 p.m. Hour Is reserved by Roja, cosmetics account,
which relinquished it for the series.
tions of

—
alone,

Baseball Video
Continued from page

In
charges.

addition

to

the

I.

ss

sponsor

With one-third of the season already past, DuMont is now making
a concerted pitch to line up a bankroller for the remaining 54 games.
Web is offering the 54 games remaining after Friday (13) at a total gross
cost of $77,100, or about $1,420 per
game. Price includes agency commission, $200 per game paid to announcer Bill Slater and his assistant,
plus the $1,000 which DuMont pays
the Yankees for the video rights.
Only additional cost to the sponsor
would be for commercial material,
which is almost negligible consisting
as it usually does of merely making

Winning pair
on

the Coast/

elides.

Two

top-coin sponsors are

known

to be definitely, interested in the
offer and DuMont hopes to pact one
of them before the Friday deadline.

Games are considered a top bargain
for video bankrolling in view of the
Yankees' recent climb to second
place in the American League and
the audience interest attendant on
the way the batting lineup has begun to take on the semblance of the
old "Murderers' Row." In addition,
the Yankees will be the only N. Y.
team playing at home for more than
45 of the remaining 54 games, meaning WABD, DuMont's N. Y. tele outlet, will have the entire estimated
300,000 metropolitan audience to it-

s

self.

While the prices paid by NBC for
video rights to the Giants' games
and by CBS for rights to the Dodgers
haven't been revealed, it's believed
they run about the same as the
Yankees. Situation consequently has
tele broadcasters somewhat worried
over the possibility that the big
league owners may zoom the price
even higher during the next couple
of seasons as more receiving sets
widen the potential audience. Most
broadcasters, however,

feel

a private enterprise, marriage

is

a gamble.

But as radio entertainment, young married life is
sure-fire comedy. Witness such Columbia successes as "Blondie" and "The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet." Now there's another winning pair

on the coast

—

Columbia

Pacific's

The Couple

It's

a pleasant, lovable portrait of marriage. The

kind of story that listeners can always see them-

and listeners are fond of their own
Which is one of the reasons why The
Couple Next Door is making friends up and down

selves in

.

.

.

reflections.

the Coast.

Next Door.

Bob and Mary Ann
share

all

of the trials

Mary Ann's

and triumphs

of domesticity.

idea of a balanced diet usually

they're

the budget. While

being charged much more right now
than what the games are worth and
are definitely in the mood to fight
off any hike in the rates next season.

Brown, the Couple Next Door,

Bob manfully

strives to

tilts

climb

the ladder of success without showing the darns
in his socks.

Together, their virtues and vanities

make them as believable as every couple next door.

Another reason-is Columbia Pacific production

—

how

to

a smart sense of showmanship that knows
plan programs with foreseeable results.

Why

take the gamble out of your campaign with

not

The

Couple Next Door, a pair that can win your share
of the rich Coast Market.
Sales

-

a

call.

Give us

We'll deal you

—

or Radio

in.

COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK
Wit.

uOU CLAYTON

CNITED REX ALL DRUG CO.
Friday— CBS— 9:30 p.m., EDST
M-W-M— "This Time for Keeps"
"It Iluppencd In

Brooklyn"

A Division

of the

Columbia Broadcasting System

W

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOI Broadcasting Division of CBS;

New

York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, Atlanta,

San Francisco
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NBC's 'Col Flack' Show

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

series by
Castle, will preem
July 2 or 5, a net offering

WWSW

Pittsburgh— Rege* Cordic,
announcer, is taking a leave of
absence from station this summer to
attend N. Y. U.'s Radio Workshop.
Michael Marlowe has received his
discharge from the army after more
than a year and is returning to the
announcing staff. Dave Tyson has added still another comschedule. It's
mercial to his
the 6ve,times weekly "Davey Tyson
Calls" for North Pole Ice Cream
Co. Lee Sellers, featured on KQV
several years ago, has returned to
radio as a sp'eler for town's newest
station, WPIT. Murray Minster now
regular sub for veteran newscaster,
Beckley Smith, on WJAS whenever

WWSW

on NBC
the first district of the NAB here
done in
this week for a two-year period. conjunction with Program Producwere George tions (Jerry Layton and Wilbur
Directors
electing
WORL, Boston; Harold Stark).
Laska,
Meyers, WSTC, Hartford; R. G. Bath,
Wendell Holmes will play the lead.
WFEA. Manchester; Quincy Brack- Ed King is the director, with scriptett, WSPR, Springfield and W. H.
ing by Sheldon Stark and Tom
Rines,

WLBZ,

Bangor.

Dougall.

'

—

WWSW

—

Everett

Satevepost

Rhodes

New BBC Head

Warnow

New half-hour situation comedy,
"Adventures of Col. Flack," based on
the

Continued from page 25

=

—

Coast AFRA

—

—

WLW

KXOK

Tax Concesh

•

—

only its own staff association for
negotiating questions of working
conditions, but it concedes rates o?
pay and conditions applicable to the
various trades and professions covered by the unions. An official of
the BBC says that 50% of the staff
were members of the staff organiza.

tion association, which had frequent
consultations with the directors on
all matters pertaining to the wel-

fare of the

A BBC

staff.

official told

Variety:

"We

have never recognized the right of
unions to take part in the
affairs of the staff. At the same time
we have always admitted the right
trade

of individual members of the staff
to join whatever union covered
their occupation."

Simon

Lord
commented to
Variety: "I haven't had any experience of broadcasting before, and it
will mean tackling the job as a
beginner."
'

HAGMAN INTO WL0L SPOT
Chicago, June 10.
Clarence T. (Swanee) Hagman,
'resigned two months ago as
general manager of ABC Central
division, was appointed vice-president of WLOL, Minneapolis-St. Paul
last week by Norman Boggs, prez
and g.m. Move was set up here last
week as a result of expansion program for the Mutual-Minneapolis

who

;

•

station.

Hagman, before his connection
with ABC, was g.m. with WTCN.
Minneapolis.

—

FM

radio matters, particularly
allocations at FCC.
Magnuson served
as a Representative on the House
Select
Committee to Investigate
FCC back in 1943-44 where he generally defended the Commission's
.

policies.

and Un
Piano-

radio

show which went overboard

Mafic

Continved from page 23

But the, "romance" with the Cambridge manufacturers goes beyond
the choice Lux 60-minute show, and
is said to envision an era when th-

in

this direction.
Several comic strips
were also named.
The lawyers

looked with favor on "Boomerang"
which shows a smart and very fair
prosecuting attorney.

Nelson admitted that there might
some problem in the film industry which could be ironed out, but
the
people said that the proper

R0XY,

NEW YORK

|

!

NEWEST RADIO and RECORDING SENhis

Rhythm

Stylists

Via

THE JAN AUGUST SHOW
SATURDAYS,

5:45 P.

M„

EDST,

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING SYSTEM.
Sponsored by Revere Cameras

The Jan August Record of "Misirlou"
is nearing the 2,000,000 mark.

ART FRANKLIN ASSOCIATES
NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE BLDG.
214 West 42nd Street, New York City
LOngacre 5-7343

!

up a dummy comoration merely to
concern itself with the Screen Guild
show and the time. There were CBS
repercussions,
however,
the
on
grounds that the contract for the
10-10:30 period was strictly with
Lady Esther company proper, and

;

that's

;

:

'

where

it

would

stay.

FOR.

was self-discipline, and
cited the Code as an example of how
these things should be worked out.

COAST-TO-COAST

CBS.

1

'

1

—

Players fail to get together again
next season and the client decides
to put in another show, CBS says it
still has the right to pass on the
quality of the show for that time
segment. At any rate it must respect Lady Esther's contract for the
time period.
Just how closely the whole Lady
Esther operation is tied up with its
Monday night program can be
gleaned from some reports that
whoever buys the show and time
must also buy out the company.
Others, however, say that that's unlikely, despite reports that the Lady
Esther balance sheets aren't what
they used to be.
Recently the sponsor company, according to close sources, tried to set

"HIRES TO YA"
SECOND YEAR

MPA

method

multiple-programming-Levers
may
see fit to put all or most of its eggs
in one network basket and CB§
would like to be that network.
If Lady Esther and Screen Guild

Currently Starring at

SATION and

01

be_

Lady Esther

m

to Radio

London, June 10.
Lord Simon of Wythenshaw, aged
68, once Lord Mayor of Manchester,
Joan Edwards' 75G Suit
is to be the new chairman of the
Joan Edwards, former singer on BBC Board of Governors succeedthe Lucky Strike Hit Parade, last ing Lord Inman. His salary will be
week filed suit in the N.Y. federal $12,000 a year.
court for $75,000 damages against
One of his first jobs will be to
American Tobacco Co. and Foote, meet representatives of the Trades
Cone & Belding, its advertising Union Congress. General Council of
agency, claiming damages as a re- the TUC has decided to approach
from
that
sult of her cancellation
the governors of the BBC with a
program early this year:
view to securing full trade union
Miss Edwards claims^deception on recognition of all unions affiliated
th'e part of Lucky Strike and FC&B to
the congress, and establishing
in assuring her she would continue proper negotiating machinery.
on the program for a full year folAt present the BBC recognizes

Bernard Mullins, manHartford
ager of special programs at WTIC,
has been promoted to director of I
Bill
public relations and special pro- '
||
I
Continued from page 25
grams. Takes over the duties of
James F. Clancy, retired. Will be on the premise that radio must be
assisted by Inez Hansen.
as free as the press "in fact as well
as spirit." NAB is expected to plug
Fort Wayne, Ind— Building permit for a specific prohibition against any
latter's off.
has been issued for construction of FCC interference with programs in
lowing the show's Coast trek. Ina one-story radio station building to renewing licenses as well as handstead, Miss Edwards said, she was
WJNC, house WKJG at 3802 South Calhoun ing out new permits.
Jacksonville,
N. C.
informed of her cancellation followMutual outlet here, will feed nine- St., Fort Wayne. License for the
Industry is also expected to go ing the Jan. 19 show.
station hookup of the Tobacco Net- new 5,000-watt station was issued to down the line against the bill's ceilIn Hit Parade's Coast move, Miss
work a half-hour airing June 16 of the Northeastern Indiana Broadcast- ing on station ownership, network
Edwards, who was getting $1,500
a mock invasion of the Carolina ing Co.
option time provisions, compulsory
Building of brick, block and steel uniform system of accounts for weekly, was promised an additional
beach by the 2nd battalion, Eighth
$250 weekly in lieu of expenses of
Marines, at Camp Le Jeune. Broad- construction, will cost about $40,000. broadcasters
those
sections
and
moving.
cast will be a special feature of the
which enable FCC to award licenses
In addition, Miss Edwards cites
N. C. state convention of the Amerion the basis of "economic" need as
fact that her husband, Julius Scheccan Legion and will be handled by
well as demand for channels. Plenty
Lester Gould, manager of WJNC;
radio
news ter, lost considerable income, with
of testimony is due from
the move. Schecter, a violinist, in
Billy Arthur, publisher of the Jackthe
directors on those sections of
Continued from page 24
transferring from New York, had
sonville News and Views, and Lt.
bill which call for identification of
Jeoffrey Binda, public information knew of its contents before the mail- news sources and distinction be- to wait for six months before being and while expressing disapproval tween fact and editorial opinion by coming eligible to work the Los
officer at Camp Le Jeune.
Angeles jurisdiction of the American
of the use of the words 'Communist- commentators.
Federation of Musicians.
Omaha Paul Fry, manager of inspired minority,' did not protest its
White's refusal to postpone the
KBON (Mutual) has been appointed being circulated in my behalf. I do hearing date, it was understood, Complaint stated that Miss Ednew regional manager for the re- not disavow the support of the group stems from the fact that most of his wards started on the program in
cently organized Inland Broadcast- signing the letter and will continue subcommittee members are tied up 1941, and in 1944 a new contract was
ing Co., three-station setup to oper- to ask and welcome the support of in other hearings during July and signed starting here at $750 weekly
with options that would take Her
all who believe that AFRA should
ate via Mutual.
be a clean, democratic union devoted want to .keep close tab on Senate salary up to $1,500. Pact stipulated
matters in final days before the Con- that show would emanate from New
St. Louis
Chester L. "Chef solely to the economic welfare of its
gress recesses on or around August York, as had been the wish of the
*.
Thomas, general manager of KXOK, members."
1.
Otherwise, they believe the ra- late George Washington Hill, AmeriABC outlet here, will celebrate his
'MOVIE MANOR'S' WOE, TEST dio hearings should be postponed can Tobacco prexy. When Coast
19th year in the radio industry
until fall.
move was decided upon, Miss EdThursday (12). His career began at
"Movie Manor," an audience parOn the House side. Rep. Evan wards said, she agreed to amending
as assistant to the then sales ticipation quiz, with Lew Parker,
manager, John L. .Clark. Subse- legit-nitery comic, as emcee, will Howell (R., 111.) told Variety last the* contract if guaranteed a year's
quently ThomaS moved to WINS in bow on WOR, N. Y.'s "For Your week he hopes to open a week's work on the Coast. This, she says,
hearings on the White-Wolverton was not lived up to.
1934 and in 1936 he became manager Approval" showcase June 12.
of KFRU, Columbia, Mo., an affiliShow was on the air before in a bill before the recess, although no
He
ate of KXOK. In 1941 he became different setup as "Movie Matinee" date has yet been agreed on.
has invited Rep. Harris Ellsworth
program director at
ProducSlater.
Program
with
Bill
and
Ore.) and licensee of KRNR,
moved into the top spot in 1944.
tions, which owns the show, has (R„
changed it around, adding Parker Roseburg, Ore.', to become the eighth
Continued from page 2
Boston
Harold Fellows, WEEI for comedy, turning show into a members of the subcommittee. This
will bring the count to five Repub- unfavorable light. He said there was
(CBS) manager, elected chairman of comic quiz.
licans and three Democrats on the great emphasis on the portrayal of
House subcommittee which may crimes of violence, the manner in
mean an additional Demo will be which they were committed, deadded before hearings open.
tected and prosecuted. He raised the
The Senate subcommittee, mean- question of whether these things
while, has been expanded to include might not be partially to blame for
two additional members Senators juvenile delinquency, although he
Homer Capehart (R.,'Ind.) and War- admitted that such things as families
Other and home environment were much
ren Magnuson (D., WashT).
members
are
White,
chairman; more important. Rix said that these
Charles W. Tobey (R., N. H.); Ed- films, radio shows and comic strips
ward H. Moore (R.. Okla.); Ernest were conditioning the minds of imW. McFarland (D., Ariz.), and E. C. pressionable youngsters.
Johnson (D., Col.). Capehart, for"The Killers" was cited as a film
mer manufacturer of radio-phono- overloaded with crime, and "Ganggraphs, has taken an active role in busters" was named as the type of

White

New

Tobacco made the pitch for the
Voice after his Old Gold bowout, it
was with the proviso that Stordahl
also move over as his music director.

T

UJEiED
"SERVICE"
. . thank you for the swell service and fine cooperation
which you hove extended me 'during the past year," writes
R. A. Moss, of Campbell-Ewald's Media Department.

Plus service for the country's, leading radio stations and
advertising* agencies has won for Weed and Company

a reputation

foi

remaining consistently

"On

Target."

WEED

ano
company
«AIMO
•IPMHNIAJIVIS
tIAIIOH

NIW YOftK-IOSTONCHICAGODHROIT-SAN FRANCISCO 'ATlANTA-HOllY WOOD

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
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M-G-M

New Wrangle

Disks Sets Off

Big Coin in Low Country
Stockholm, June

Yank

By Jumping
The almost constant

hassle

Trail' Release Date

be--f

tween recording companies and mupublishers over the observance
of release dates placed on new pop
songs flared anew last week. Newest
dispute involves the Peter Maurice
firm, subsidiary of Leeds, with the
M-G-M recording outfit and rival
majors. The argument could conceivably build into a final showdown
and the culmination of all such
«ic

5 Pubs

Hit

Sunbrock

Five music publishers in a combined action last week filed suit in

New York

on any tunes except those stemming
from films or musicals. It takes the
attitude that today's record market
is a free-for-all and that each company should look out for itself. This
is likely to put the whole situation
into court or induce music publishers themselves to

sent.

In this case.'^Ttf-G-M admits deliberately jumping the July 15 deadline that Happy Goday, Maurice

general manager, had set on "Old
Spanish Wall." And M-G-M goes
further in stating that it will not
recognize In the future release dates

lift release dates
tunes and let the recording
new ones as they
is not always the most
attractive method, since publishers
prefer to have disk releases bunched
to exert maximum exploitation pressure at one time on a new tune.
M-G-M's recording of "Spanish

from

all

companies market

see

fit.

Latter

'

Trail" is by Art Lund. Presumably,
the company's reason for jumping
the gun is that it wants to sustain
the impetus Lund and the new label
gathered within the past two months
or so via the singer's disking of
"Mam'selle." However, RCA- Victor,
Columbia, Decca and Majestip are
all up in arms, as well as Maurice,

which is still working on "Sunday
Kind of Love" and expects to be for
weeks yet, having made no preparation for beginning work on "Trail"
other than setting

me

recordings.
RCA is particularly incensed since
Sammy Kaye was one of the first to
see "Old Spanish Trail." He wanted
to introduce the tune on the air and
get a record out as soon as possible

but Maurice prevented him from
doing either until the July 15 deadMajestic,

line arrived.

which

set

up

a similar snag several months ago
by jumping the gun on Oxford's "I

Want

Thank Your

Folks," is also
peeved. It did "Trail" with Eddy
Howard. Columbia's version is by
Kay Kyser, Decca's by Bing Crosby.
to

Disk Cos. Note

Larry Sunbrock and Rodeo,

and

officially

liable

to

regarded as bribery
prosecution by t/he

BBC.
Music

publishers have already
pointed out the flaws in these proposals and
submitted a counter
scheme, but this has
so far been
turned down.
Smaller publishers
fear squeeze-out if broadcast allocations are based on size of their
business and not on merits of numleaders

are

unanimous

in

new scheme. Mean-

while the BBC anti-plug committee
is going ahead with the completion

Leeds Buys English

On

the

have shown no

Figures are
still far off what they were last year
at this time, although today's totals
are still superior to those pre-war.
spirit.

Rights to 2 U. S. Hits,

For Gimmicks;

Philly

firms with London's Peter Maurice,
last

week bought up
to

London
of

its

two U.

Museum by Anthony

Zungolo, who
will play violins of four different

periods.

Zungolo will perform on a Stradivarius (1700), a Guadagnini (1750),
Vuiimume (1850) and a violin made
this

Well

year by William Moennig, Jr.,
- known
Philadelphia violin-

affiliate.

U.

S.

the English
songs for its
Leeds, on behalf

Maurice operation,

its

op-

SPA,

MPPA To

cured "Managua Nicaragua," a big
American hit, from Encore Music,
and "Across the Alley From the

by Maurice.
This' method

—

Calloway Appeals

2G0G K.C. Suit

duties

demanding attention

ous members of both sides deferred

tion

May

it.

new

trial

With meetings resumed, SPA and
both hope to whip up a

MPPA men

Dorsey

with

in various capacities

for the past 10 years or so, has re-

court

the English hit, "How Lucky You
Are," from Kassner. Maurice firm
in N. Y. will publish.

GET

ASTOR SUMMER RUN

attorney for Calloway, filed the

Original Calloway suit was filed
connection with his arrest Dec.
22, 1945. when he and Felix Payne,
in

Jr.,

negro acquaintance from WashC, attempted to enter the

ington, D.

ballroom to

whose

l

Johnstone's break with Dorsey
followed the latter's plan to close
the Embassy firm for the summer.
Dorsey wanted Johnstone to go to
the Coast and manage his Casino
Gardens Ballroom, where the T. D.
band is currently playing. Johnstone refused, pointing out he didn't
know anything about operating a
dance spot and didn't like the Coast.
Neither did he want to sit around
all

summer

until

activated in the
tion followed.

Embassy was
fall.

re-

His resigna-

—

Pittsburgh Failing health has resulted in retirement of Elda Allan,

Henry Youngman to work with
Carmen Cavallaro is current at local singer, from band bus iness folHudegarde show at Chicago thea- the Astor. Kaye opens next Monday lowing an cngap.C'rr nt with Chuck
Foster's band at Bill Green's.
Chicago, July 4.
(16).

Plaintiff moved for
a time extension to serVe the bill
and motion is *s:ated to come up
later this month.

of particulars.

,

ASCAP NAMES NEW

ASCAP Execs Having
Tough Time Getting
Passage to England
American

Society

of Composers, Authors and
ers are having a difficult

Publishtime se-

Executives

last

week.

After

votes were counted, Abel Baer and
Peter DeRose were turned up as

pop-writer members of board, with
Douglas. Moore as
rep.

Max Mayer

standard

and

Sam

writer
Stept

were voted as pop-publisher members and John Sengstack as standard-pub electee.
Stept is the only
the board.

new member

of

of

curing transportation to England for
the International Congress of Composers and Authors, which start*
June 23.
Unable to secure boat
tickets together, the party is splitting up,

some

flying

and some

still

on the trail of the water way.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Finkelstein
will take off from New York by
plane next Monday (16). Next day,
Rudolph Nissim, ASCAP foreign expert, and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Downey, latter ASCAP's South
American rep, also leave by plane.

Deems

BOARD OF APPEALS
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers ''named a

new appeals board

Lionel Hampton,
playing the

was

by the court on the new mo-

tion

J

self entirely

post seemingly turned
it back to T. D.
What he intends
doing is undisclosed.

visit

orchestra

hall at the time. Calloway's first suit
charged assault and battery and
false arrest and imprisonment.
There has been no date set for ac-

against

Burl Ives, charging the singer broke
a 1943 employment contract under
which Spaeth was to advise and
guide Ives' professional" career.
Agreement was breached, complaint
noted, when. Ives hired others in
May, 1944, when the pact had some
Ave more months to run.
Contract allegedly was a one-year

Co. and apparently

quitting his

mo-

tion.

tion.

ticket starting Dec. 1, 1943, whereby
of Embassy Music
Ives agreed to pay 10% of his earnis divorcing himings up to $100 and 15% over that
from the maestro's in- amount. Suit came to light when
Johnstone held in his name Spaeth sought to examine Ives beterests.
fore trial in order to prepare a bill
pubs have recipro- 90% of the stock of Embassy and in

most U. S.
cal deals with British publishers.
Leeds' Maurice affiliate in London
recently bought the U. S. rights to

disks.

New York supreme

damages
room. A
Judge James W. Broaddus here May
had denied the Calloway claim.
Motion alleped the court erred in
failing to reprimand counsel for the
defendants and to instruct the jury
to disregard defendant counsel's unfair argument not based on any evidence in the "case. M. J. O'Sullivan,

21

Ives

filed
Spaeth
has
a
$25,000 breach of contract action in

TJ).

filed a mo29 in circuit court for a
in his suit for $200,009
against the Pla-Mor Balljury in circuit court of

Maestro Cab Calloway

of vari-

And Singer Burl

associated

name
news-

On New Pact

signed as head

of buying foreign
rights to hit tunes from rival publishers, to be turned over to foreign
affiliates, is a unique wrinkle. As a

rule,

Tommy

Johnstone,

carries the late leader's
in large size, and

and picture

paper ads feature the same. And it
has been proven that many people
walking into record stores asking for
Miller disks are shown the Rainbow
album first. Apparently, it's felt that
this interferes with the sale of RCA
negotiations
between disks by Beneke and the Glenn
Contract
committees representing the Song- Miller orchesta, which is the billing
writers Protective Assn. and the under which the Beneke band works.
Music Publishers Protective Assn.
will be continued within the next
two weeks. Stymie that had halted
the
all talks over a new contract
dispute
between publisher- Louis
Bernstein and writer Edgar Leslie
apparently has been dissolved with
the stepping aside of Leslie from the
SPA negotiating committee. Initial,
meet of the two factions might have
Kansas City, June 10.
taken place "this week, but other

Sigmund

With

Split
Jack

formerly worked for

under the direction of Ralph
arranger,
who never
for Miller. Tunes they made
for the eight-side book were never
recorded by Miller, a point that is
spotlighted in the text of the album.
Haynes' objections to the Rainbow
product is that-the eover- of the alMiller,

bum

Resume Talks

A

Johnstone In

who

musicians
Flanagan,

worked

•

se-

maker. Using a different instrument
for each group on his program,
Zungolo's performance will be balENNIS-AUGUST
loted on by the audienee, which will
not only voice its preference for a
Particular fiddle, but also attempt to
guess which instrument was played
Skinnay Ennis orchestra gets the
at which time during the concert.
final quarter of the season on the
Schima Kaufman, violinist with Hotel Astor Roof, New York. Ennis
the Philadelphia Orchestra, dreamed will open Aug. 4, following the sixup the gimmick, on the theory that week run of Sammy Kaye, and will
most listeners are influenced solely have Jan August, pianist, as running
by the famous name of a violin- mate. August has been making the
maker.
rounds of top cafes since clicking on

tre,

Solomon, William SteinXavier Cugat and Eugene

Ormandy.

new agreement in short order, to
On the other hand, what little at- replace, the one which expired last
tention has been paid to Rep. Scott's Dec. 31 but which has been extended
biU No. 1269 and ASCAP's own month -by-month awaiting a sucbill No. 2570, which would allow the
cessor pact, Not much work on the
collection of royalties from diskbox sharper issues expected to be inoperators, indicates that the measure cluded in any new agreement writis being looked upon favorably.
ten had been completed prior to the
In the copyright bill, incidentally, momentary breakdown pf negotiathe recording company representa- tions. Most of the terms smoothed
tives, while they opposed the idea,
out and completed had been minor
"
asserted that if a copyright on an ones.
arrangement was going to be given,
Leslie has not withdrawn from the
it should be vested in the record
negotiating committee.'
He simply
manufacturer instead of the artist. will not attend the next confab with
brief from the motion picture MPPA.
Whether he'll make others
industry also opposed the copyright' in the future is undecided.
bill on the ground that it would lead
to confusion and litigation in the
field of motion picture soundtracks.
Suit Cites
Pact
Brief explained that film companies
would be harrassed by claims that
Sig Spaeth
performers had imitated previous

S.

Capitol Songs. Both
tunes will be published in England

Philadelphia, June 10.

For H'wood Season manufacture and sale of an album
"put out by the new Rainbow Record
Hollywood, June 10.
Hollywood Bowl's 26th season of Co, Album, titled "A Tribute to
"Symphonies Unde>- the Stars" will Glenn Miller." has been on record
counters for the past several weeks,
open July 8 with a list of 14 conducand Mrs. Helen Miller, the bandtors, leading off with Bruno Walter. leader's widow, and Don Haynes,
Paul Whiteman will conduct the his personal manager and now hanannual Gershwin memorial concert dler of the Beneke outfit, seek to
July 12. Others are Antal Dorati, stop its sale on the grounds that it
Robert Stolz, Vladimir Golschmann, is "unfair competition."
Rainbow's album was made by a
Victor Young, Ivan Boutnikov, Sigmund Romberg, James Sample, Jose picked orchestra, consisting of many

Between

Fiddle Fanciers Vie Alamo" from
Longhair audience participation
concert, believed to be the first of
its kind in this city, will be presented June 19 at the University

took a heavy lambasting' from
ponents.

Assigns 'Em to Maurice recorded performances.
Leeds Music, which last year set
up a home-and-home partnership
deal in new British and U. S. music
rights

Even Longhair Goes

Estate of Glenn Miller and the
handlers of the Tex Beneke-Glenn
Miller orchestra, which records fop
RCA- Victor, have applied for an injunction in New York against the

Walter Teeoff Maestro

Mgmt.

much

in the past several.
other hand, music sales

Album; Applies for Injunction

berg,

A

money

Rainbow Records on Tribute

Iturbi, Izler

Disk Copyright

Instead, BBC officials will draw up
Hearings were
conducted" last
a list of the most popular tunes, and
Wednesday (4), Monday (9), and
will say which must be featured.
percentage of songs to be aired against yesterday (Tuesday). Most
would be allotted to music publishers of the testimony centered around
each week. Payments of orchestra- bill No. 1270, which would allow the
recording artist a copyright on intion fees by publishers to bands and
dividual arrangements of a song. It
artists will be forbidden, and plug

grumbling about sales figures

week than

To Scott Bill On

—

Recording companies noticed an of plans.
upturn in business last week, but
the increase is said to be confined

periencing an increase, there's

Strong Opposition

Remotes Tunes

1

less
this

Bores were arranged through Pressens
Rundtur.
His country-wide
tour was set in cooperation with the
Public Houses Union.

Band

Assign

Glenn Miller Estate Warns Indie

3.

finding

:

bers.

and artists. However,
which division is ex-

are

Redman started the ball rolling
after the war with a string of concert dates in Sweden and Denmark,
all of which drew heavy attendance.
Cole's dates in Gothenburg and

Plans To

Band

to pop tunes
regardless of

bands

Washington, June 10.
Following three additional days of
testimony before a "House judiciary
sub-committee,"
it's- strongly
felt
here that the copyright bill introduced by Rep. Hugh D, Scott, which
would give each recording artist a
copyright on individual arrangements of a song, would, not live beyond the hearings. Opponents of
the bill the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
Music Publishers Potective Assn.,
Songwriters, Protective Assn., BroadLondon, June 6.
cast Music, National Assn. of BroadLatest BBC anti-plugging scheme casters,
recording companies, and
under consideration is a "We choose others— put up strong
opposition to
y.our program" policy.
Producers the bill and its proponents, Fred
have suggested to BBC house direc- Waring and Maurice
Speiser,
J.
tor-general that dance band leaders general
counsel of the National Assn.
should not be allowed to choose their of
Performing Artists, which is
own radio programs.
sponsoring Scott's bill.

BBC

criticizing the

Biz Upturn

Negro

Scandinavia a lucrative field. Following in the wake of Don Redman,
who toured here last year, Austin
Cole and his Harlem Madcaps are
currently swinging around Swedish

key cities and later will hit Finland,
Norway, Denmark and Belgium.

Rodeo on Infringements
federal court against
Inc., for
alleged infringement of copyrighted
songs.
Action seeks an Injunction
and damages of not less than $250
for each violation.
According to the complaint, Sunbrock and Rodeo allegedly infringed
on Remick Music's "A Gal in Calico," Feist's "In a Little Spanish
Town," Berlin Music's "A Pretty
Girl Is Like a Melody," Witmark's
"California,
Here I Come" , and
Shapiro • Bernstein's
"The
Last
Roundup" by publicly performing
the tunes for profit May 11 in New
Haven, Conn., arid various other
times without the publishers' con-

battles.

41

U.S. Negro Bands Find

Taylor, Society prez, his wife

and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ahlert will
go by boat. Taylor secured his yesterday (Tuesday) and leaves today
on the Queen Elizabeth. Ahlert will
go on a later boat if passage can be
secured. If not, he'll stay home.
Lou Levy, head of Leeds Music,
who's going to London to look over
his
set

new Leeds,

Ltd., publishing firm,

up in conjunction w,i,th the Petei
Maurice firm therei'also leaves th»
16th on the same plane with the
Murrays and Finkelsteins. Lee Eastman, attorney for Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris, who's to meet Morris in
London, is going by boat.

—

!

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

42

Wednesday, June 11, 1947

PftRIETY
Jeffries' Tint Shorts

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By George Frazier

Hollywood, June

Pond

Stillman

Armstrong Troupe P.A.

10.

With the

first

short at the halfthe
re-

way mark, Pond has scheduled
Buddy Clark's each new record- it excitingly. There should be a second for a June 19 kickoff. No
anonymous lease deal has been set.
ing makes it progressively more ap- word of praise for the
parent that here is one of the finest trumpet player who takes off rather
For some reason or other,
This nicely.
of all popular male singers
week, Clark has four new Columbia the O'Day treatment of Vincent
faces—"Peg o' My Heart," "An Ap- Youmans' "Sometimes I'm Happy,"
pie Blossom Wedding," "Passing By" on the other side, just doesn't come
and "Come to Me, Bend to Me." off. "Alvie and His Little Band"—
,

Musicraft Ties

To Help Launch

hasanked Herb

Jeffries to a series of six technicolor,
20-minute shorts.

at N. Y. Theatre
of

Up Loose Ends

In a unique buildup for the preem
United Artists' "New Orleans" at

Y„ June

the Winter Garden, N.

Musicraft

I

BMI Adds Two

"Apple Blossom" can be dismissed

it

says on the label

— performs

the

the comment that Clark is backgrounds.
Monica Lewis, a girl whose voice
wasting his abundant talent on indifferent material: Other three sides is sexy, does "The Whiffenpoof Song'
are real honeys, however, and you on signature this week. It strikes us
will doubtless be hearing them on as a big mistake, although publicityminded Yale will probably elect her
diskboxes.
Clark sings these ballads with Queen of Morey's or some such
thing. This, after all, is a male drinkvirility, warmth, superb enunciation,
ing song and completely out of Miss
Lewis' sphere. She's in her field,
though, when she does "I Have But
Best Bets
One Heart" on the other side. She
Ray
does it very competently.
Ballads— "Peg o'* My Heart,"
Bloch's orchestra back her up with
"Passing By," and "Come to Me,
what is known as "customary
Bend to Me" (Buddy Clark)
aplomb."
and "My Heart Stood Still"
(Margaret Whiting).
Billy Butterfield's trumpet playing
Hot "I Can't Believe That
in the Bill Stegmeyer Octet's SignaYou're In Love With Me" (Bill
ture of "I Can't Believe That You're

To

•with

Director Bd.

j

|

—

Stegmeyer Octet).

Love With Me" makes this a face
worthy of hot fans' attention,. Reverse, by Johnny Bothwell, is so-so
Errol Garner, a talented if somewhat fancy pianist, plays "Yesterday," the "Roberta" tune, and "Gaslight" on a new Signature. They're
good stuff for jukes in cocktail
In

Wonder

Western— "I

Now"

Kissing Her

Who's

(Foy

WuV

ling).

.

Novelty—"Pancho Maximilian
Hernandez" (Woody Herman)
and "Ace In the Hole" (Anita
O'Day).

Rhythm—"Tomorrow"

(Char-

lounge.

Spivak).

lie

Foy Willing and The Riders of the
Purple Sage give a western wham to

Like Being
(Larry Green),' "LoLopez" (Freddy Martin),

Dance— "Almost
In Love"
lita

wow

and "There's That Lonely Feeling Again" (Charlie Spivak).

and

a

minimum of tricks.
now being revived,

,"Peg,"

Greer Garson's new picture, sounds
least in this Clark version—like

—at

a potential

hit.

Way

Clark handles

swell extract
indicates Columif it doesn't have
him do an album of show tunes.
Mitchell Ayres provides sensitive

"Come

Me,"

to

the

from "Brigadoon,"
bia

is

missing a bet

accompaniments, by the way.

—

Woody Herman the vocalist as
distinguished from the bandleaderhas

a

new Columbia—"Can You

Look Me

Eyes?" and "Pancho"
that has
Maximilian Hermandez"
good sales possibilities. "Look Me
in the Eyes?" is a medium-tempoed
number that Herman, accompanied
by The Four Chips, does very pleasantly, "Pancho," on the other- hand,
is a novelty (by Bob Hilliard and
Al Frisch) with rather subtle im-»
"the; best
It concerns
plications.
president we ever had— until they
The jukes and jocks
shot him."
obviously
it's
Since
like
it.
should
an urbane dig at South American
dictators,
if
it

in the

it

will

—

Among

Spivak's

Basie (Okeh).

as no surprise
Trujillos declare

Program No. 2
(Rodgers and Hart Selections)

"Tomorrow,"

"The Lady

a

die

Love"— Mar-

'You Took Advantage
Wiley (Liberty).
"Mountain Greenery"

—Lee

Me"

of

—Milton
"Glad to Be Unhappy"—Lena
Home (Black and White).
'Where Or When" — Richard
Rodgers (Columbia).

Program No. 3
"Woodchoppers' Ball"—Woody

Herman

(Decca).
the Things You Are"—
Cavallero* (Decca).
"Treat
Me RougK fCi-Mickey
Rioney (Decca).
"All

Carmen

'

—

"Nobody's Sweetheart" Frank
Teschemacher (Columbia).
"Cabin In the
Waters (Liberty).

like the Wurlitzer face.

.

ROW

—

Boat a Click With Or
Without Free Beer

I

week

filed

Indie Disker Claims

nual convention, couldn't be reached
may lead to legal action. Vitacoustic
for the reasons of Kibbler's suspenRecords, Chi disker, claims that
sion, but recently the execs adAladdin, a Coast outfit, has infringed
mitted they were considering the
on its recording of "Peg" and that
move.
the Coast outfit's pressing is identiMeanwhile, Kibbler's action vs. cal and a deliberate attempt to cash
James, Music eorp.of America and in on the popularity of its "disk, now
Bluefield, W. Va., promoter Ralph high in juke box" listings.
Aladdin's disk done by HarmonWeinberg, which was to have been
heard last week (2) in Montgomery, icords, consists of two harmonicas
Ala., was postponed to later this and an accordion. Hollywood outfit
month. James and MCA both had at- says that its record is different and
anyhow
Vita does not have extorneys representing them, and the
clusive rights to recording methods
latter also represented Weinberg,
and types of talent, Many artists
Case is over Kibbler's claim that using the same
type of material and
he had confirmation from MCA to
arrangements record the same songs.
play James' band in Columbus, Ga.,
Chi firm claims that Harmonibut MCA later cancelled and gave cords' platter
has same intro, same
the date to Weinberg to play in kiss-off,
and uses saiae record chamMontgomery. While it was being ber technique which
Vita- claims
fulfilled,
Kibbler
served
James, that Harmonicats used exclusively.
Weinberg and MCA with papers in Legal talent representing
both sides
a suit over the switch.
are huddling to reach an agreement.

10 Best Sellers
1.

Peg O'

2.

Linda

Mam'selle (8)

4.

My Adobe

5:

Sunday Kind

of

Love

6.

Chi Baba, Chi Baba

7.

That's

8.

Across Alley

(2)

My

Desire

(9)

(Mills)....
j

Had

9. If I

10.

Southern Music, operated by Ralph
Peer as part of his wide publishing
and performance rights interests,
will be pushed into competition with
major publishing firms.
Jerry Johnstone,
with Bourne
Music, moves to that firm June 23 as
general
professional
manager to

head a new contact

(Oxford).....;
j

way you'll ever
And there's no re-

SOUTHERN TO COMPETE
WITH MAJOR FIRMS

(Maurice*...

(6)

From Alamo

Life

Heartaches

Over

(14)

(6)

(5)

(Capitol).

!

Majestic

Dinning Sisters
.Capitol
Jo Stafford
Capitol
Claude Thornhill.. Columbia
Perry Como
Victor
Blue Barron
M-G-M
Frankie Laine
Mercury

Sammy Kaye

Victor

Mills Bros

Decca

Woody Herman.... Columbia

j

Larry Vincent.. 20th-century
Buddy Clark
Columbia
Ted Weems
Decca- Victor

j

Eddy Howard

(General)

(Leeds)

Majestic

Coming Up
1

Wonder, I Wonder,

Red
I

Stockings,

Wonder (Robbins).

I

Green

Perf'e (Morris).

Believe (Sinatra)

....

Jack, Jack, Jack (Sinatra)

...

.

Martha Tilton
Capitol
j Tony Pastor
Columbia
Ray McKinley
Majestic
Tony Pastor ...... .Columbia
!
Frank Sinatra. ... .Columbia
Andrews Sisters
Decca
.

Jack Smith..
Jo Stafford

Ivy (Burke-VH)

Vaughn Monroe
Red Ingle
Eddy Howard

Temptation (Robbins)

staff.

Crosby-Andrews Sis Wax
Berlin's 'Freedom Train'

Clark Dennis
Capitol
Harmonicats ... Vitacoustica
Clark-Noble
Columbia
Charles Spivak
Victor
Dick Haymes.....
Decca
Art Lund
M-G-M

Eddy Howard

(Peer)........

(9)

j

the best

bop.

Hacienda

j

sociates.
is

(Feist)...;
j

beer is on tap until July 1, when
the project will get a liquor license.

hear jazz.

on Coin-Machines

(Rpbbins)

(3)

(Mayfair)

(16)

3.

Blesh and Hodes get $3 per person,
including tax, bought only in advance from the Leonard Smith As-

This

Heart

j

certainly the first new
(although
thing to have happened to jazz
music in years.
Blesh and Hodes will continue the
cruises
throughout the summer.
Friday's and Saturday's runs begin
at 9 p.m.; Sunday's at 6 p.m.
Free

find to

My

j

.old)

Bing Crosby and the Andrews
did a joint Decca disk of
Irving Berlin's "The Freedom Train"
which ties in with the Governmental
tremendous. For one thing, it cap- junket to nationally tour the Amertures the swirl of a musical show. ican historical documents this year.
Berlin was one of the contingent
For another, it manages to present
production
numbers
realistically. who attended a White House conFor a third, it offers good tunes sung ference, just before he returned to
very ably. We think you'll like this Hollywood to continue working on
album, performed by Ella Logan, "Easter Parade" for Metro. While
Donald Richards, David Wayne, east Berlin completed six of the
jLynn Murray Singers, and Ray eight new tunes he's doing for this
filmusical.
Charles' pit band.
(Victor).

last

main.

American Federation of Musicians
revoked the booking license of promoter Gordon Kibbler last week, a
move" presumably based on the lat-

Midnight Masquerade (S-B)

Sammy

Sky"— Ethel

•"Just
pne More Chance"
Bing Crosby (Brunswick).
"Caravan"
Bunny
Berigan

Company

Capital stock is listed at. the 470,
518 shares $1 par value, originally
listed in its reorganization plan, to
be issued in place of old stock.
In the meantime, Musicraft execs
are proceeding with talks •with artists
formerly tied to the label.
Most of the performers feel that
since the old Musicraft regime violated the terms of their contracts in
various ways, they were and are
free to negotiate elsewhere. But it's
probable that the majority will re-

AFM REVOKES KIBBLER

Berle (Victor).

Gras" (Victor). Like Woody Herman's "Pancho," "Lolita Lopez" has
certain overtones which may make
suspect in the Peron country.
it
Stuart Wade and a chorus sing it
very pleasantly. On "Lolita's" backside, Wade and the ensemWe vocalengagingly about the Mardi
ize
however, sounds
"Lolita,"
Gras.

dansapation and little
This is not intended as a rap,
else.
however.
Good dansapation is
rather rare these days.
Anita O'Day's "Ace in the Hole"
(Signature) has enough novelty appeal to put it across in the buffalodeons. Idea is that Miss O'Day is
at a party and is asked to sing "Ace
in the Hole." which she proceeds to
do.
It's a good tune and she does

Tramp"— Ed-

(Victor)..

Freddy Martin goes in for LatinAmericana this week with "Lolita
Looez" and "Come to the Mardi

score to "Brigadoon," consti-

a

Marie Greene and Vic Damone

ticularly exciting.

good

Is

(Capitol).

garet Whiting (Capitol).
"There's
a
Small Hotel"—

Lonely " Feeling
That
"There's
Aeain," with a vocal by Tommy
It's pleasant, if not parMercer.

Larry Green's Victor of "Almost
Like Being in Love" and "The
Heather on the Hill," two tunes
from the Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick

LeMar

"This Can't Be

Rusty Nichols sings
a long while.
this Gordon Jenkins song with the
proper casualness. Diskbox ope'ators should look into it without delay. On the other side Spivak- does

tutes

—Count

"One O'clock Jump"

rhythm time, sounds like one of the
most commercial things he's done in

LoeWe

Blues"— Herb

Street

Wettling, drums;
bass and Dick Cary,

Ernie Anderson, advertising manager for G. Schirmer who was
appointed tour director for Armstrong's concert junket next fall, is
producing the concert. Fred Robbins
will emcee.
.

PERMIT IN JAMES

final

papers in Albany for the formation
of Musicraft Records, Inc., combining the old Musicraft Recording
Corp. and Musicraft Records, Inc.

piano.

-

"Basin

company.

and George

lett

Bob Haggert,

—

Condon (Decca).

one-hour

a

in

long jazz concert. Supporting jazzmen will include Jack Teagarden,
trombone; Bobby Hackett, trumpet;
Peanuts Hucko, clarinet; Sidney Cat-

—

verboten.

Charlie

Hudson River Jazz

week's albums, two
—the
"Margaret Whiting Sings

Jeffries (Exclusive).

opening day

in

is

Tompkins' move back -to AMP,
Coast Rival Copied
from whence he came in 1940 to aid ter's connection with a dispute over
in development of BMI, has been the playing of Harry James' orchesunder consideration for some time. tra at a date in Alabama.
Hit Teg' Recording
AMP, a BMI affiliate, has not been
Chicago, June 10.
Kibbler, who works out of Indoing well and there has been disControversy over alleged infringecussion about closing it entirely. dianapolis, has promoted dances and ment of
the Harmonicats' recording
Tompkins' move back there, how- concerts all over the east. AFM of "Peg Of My Heart"
by Aladdin
execs, in Detroit for the union's anever, may be the answer.
Records and its Harmonicords group

To the sock strains of "Way Down
Yonder* in New Orleans" played by a
Rodgers and Hart" (Capitol) and fine small jazz band, the Rudi
"Finian's
Rainbow"
(Columbia). Blesh-Art Hodes promotion "Jazz On
Backed by Frank DeVol and his the River" hit the drink from a New
band, Miss Whiting sing^ such mem- York pier last Friday (6) night.
orabilia as ','My Heart Stood Still," Some 300 people (including 208
"Thou Swell," "My Romance," "This payees, the rest press) had wallied
Can't Be Love," "Little Girl Blue," the gang plank of the S.S. North
"Funny Valentine," "Lover," and "1 Haven before she got up steam for
Didn't Know What Time It Was." It a four-hour cruise, up the Hudson.
is high pr Vsc to report that these
Technical difficulties aside (i.e.,
wonderful songs suffer, no indigni- the proper spotting; for the band),
ties.
the affair was a, huge success. ReThe "Finian's rtainbow" job is verting to the old days when jazz
bands played on Mississippi river
boats, Blesh and Hodes have taken
hot music out of smoke-filled ManSuggested Program
hattan cellars" and established it as
Overture to "Finian's Rainan open-air attraction of unquesbow" Ray Charles (Columbia).
tioned appeal.
"Passing
By"— Tony Martin
Opening night, the band included
(Victor).
Pops Foster on bass, James P. John"Body
and
Soul"
Benny
son on piano, Albert Nicholas on
Goodman (Victor).
clarinet,
and Marty Marsala on
"Almost Like Being In Love"
trumpet.
They played some great
—Jo Stafford (Capitol).
stuff against a backdrop of lights
"My One and Only"— Eddie
along Riverside Drive.
This was
stand out

come

the Perons and

bility of returning vice president
Merritt Tomkins to the presidency
of Associated Music Publishers. New
board men are Robert Sweezey, of
Mutual network, to replace Carl
Haverlin, former Mutual' rep who,
of course, remains a member as
president of BMI. Other is Sidney
M. Kaye, BMI exec, who had never
been on the board. Justin Miller,
prexy of National Assn. of Broadcasters, was named chairman of the
board and. Kaye vice-chairman.

My

an

is given a
interpretation that happily
the schmaltz of most treat"Passing By," the Jean
ments.
Sablon air theme being used in

oldie
great
lacks

"I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
(Majestic). It sounds like a
for
cactus corners. Other side, "Wait'll
I Get
Sunshine In the Mponlight" is about Whafyou would-exrpect of a song with that title.

Two additional members have
been added to the director board of
Broadcast Music, and at- the same
time the board discussed the possi-

Louis Armstrong, featured player in
the film, will appear on the house
stage

Records

throes of putting its new house in
order,
following culmination last
week of its long battle for additional
financing in an attempt to save what
had already been invested in the

19,

Time After Time

(Sinatra )...,..

.Kaye.

,..

Capitol
Capitol
Victor-

Capitol

Majestic
Victor

Frank Sinatra
Columbia
Tommy Dorsey
Victor
Dorothy Shay
Columbia
Tommy Dorsey
Victor
Perry Como
Victor
.......
j Jo Stafford
Capitol
Frankie Carle. ... .Columbia
Freddy Martin
.Victor
i

Feudin' and Fightin' (Chappell).
It's

Same Old Dream

(Sinatra).

Sisters

That's

Where

I

Came

In (Robbins)

Roses In Rain (Barton)

Santa CataMna (Spina)

Dreams Are Dime Dozen
I Can't

My

Get

Heart

Is

Up Nerve
a

j

(Criterion)

(Santly-Joy)

Hobo (Burke-VH)

i

You

Can't Sec

Eddy Howard
Vaughn Monroe

Freddy Martin
j Harry James
Tex Beneke

Sun (Simon)

i

|

Majest'c
Victor

Victor

Columbia
Victor

Ink Spots

Decca

Vaughn Monroe

Victor
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KATE SMITH
AS k .^WIU INTRODUCE
WO NEW SONGS BY
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I

A BALLAD

GAM,
Iks.

4 NOVELTY

COMI TOO

satfe

IRVING BERLIN
MUSIC CORPORATION
1650 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK
CHARLES SAXON
DUKE NILES

CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

FREDDY KRAMER

PHIL JULIUS

NEW YORK

19,

N.

Y.

LOS ANGELES
BEN GILBERT

.
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Dailey Uses Beneke B.O.

Pluggers Warming Up
Their Hand Mashies

As Key

Frank Dailey, owner of Meadow-

during the past six months, is convinced business is still available to
the right combination of factors.

Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller
orchestra for two weeks beginning

Playing
last

Friday

(6),

which

is

identically

the same period he played that band
last year, Dailey points to the busi-

ness done by the band over the same
weekends two years in a row to
substantiate his claim.

—

But his overall cash
1,700 people.
take was slightly lower. Next right
(Saturday) Beneke played to 151
more patrons thai) he had the corresp7narng"Satiirday-last year; with
the gross revenue just about what
was

then.

These

attendance figures, Dailey

feels, indicates as

much

alertness as

TOP HIT OF YESTERDAY

GREAT POPULAR
STANDARD TODAY
Recorded by

TZoUnt THenniU
RCA-VICTOR RECORD
NO. 10-1313

THE

WHIFFENPOOF
SONG
(Boo! Baal Baa!)
Words and Muiit by
Minnijirtdi, f«nif»r and Calloway

'

,

are measured, this week began a
hotbed of discussion among publish-

by

CORPORATION

offering to

add

to his

the added service he would add
disked song performances to his log.

Peatman's idea is to incorporate
recorded or transcirbed plugs from
(a)
network disk-jockeys shows,
with outlets in Chicago and Los
Angles (b) disk shows on New York
independent stations or elsewhere,
or both. Cost of additional coverage
would be shared by subscribers.
Publishers are divided on how
valuable a knowledge of disk-jockey
uses of their songs can be, although
all unhesitatingly admit that records
today are unrivalled as a means of
promoting and exploiting a new
song. Most objectors to Peatman's
plan feel that inclusion of such plugs
in the log will raise disk jockeys to
a point of importance where extra
contact men will have to be added
to current staffs.
They feel, too,
though their men contact the jocks
to some extent currently, the latter
themselves are forced by listener
demands to play mostly hit tunes by
hit artists, and extra men to bring
pressure on them to do what they

23omg

have asserted that
they would want knowledge of how
their songs on records and transcriptions are performed on the air.

They

pubs

feel

that

where new releases

are concerned they may get quicker
reaction from the public on the sales
potentialities of a tune. And there's
that occasional sleeper for which
they can be better prepared.
.

i-

••
'

1

TO KISS YOU

"That's
of "Ball of Fire").
picture,

Life" (remake
Maestros, who will work without
their bands, are Louis Armstrong,
Lionel Hampton, Tommy Dorsey,

Benny Goodman and Charlie Barnet.
Film is set to roll, at least so far
as the stick-wavers are concerned,
in the

next six weeks.

•

TOMMY VALANDO, Gen. Prop. Mgr.
1619 Broadway
•
New York

14th Year of

Waltz Popularity

(.Week Ending, June 7)
Peg O' My Heart
Robbins

Linda
Mam'selle
Chi-Baba Chi-Baba
Adobe Hacienda
Anniversary Song
I Wonder, I Wonder

Mayfair
Feist

Oxford
Southern

Mood
Robbins

My Desire
Across Alley Alamo
Sunday Kind of Love.

That's

Let Us Waltz

We Say

All

Material

Available

.

.Maurice

Second 10
Leeds
General
Midnight Masquerade. Shapiro-B

Over

Believe
Time After Time
Ivy
I

It's

Sinatra
Sinatra

Burke-VH

Good Day

Capitol

April Showers
Harms
After Graduation... T. B. Harms
It's Same Old Dream
.Criterion
.

Young Spitalny has been batoning
orchs, except for his three years in
uniform, ever since he was 14 and
his latest outfit had been getting
favorable attention after long engagements at Ankara and Vogue
Terrace, Pittsburgh niteries.

MnUc

Boa*. 7o Jlute

—

.

Beside You— t"My Favorite Brunette"
Chi-Baba. Chi-Baba

Witmark
Famous

I

Oxford

Cu-Tu-Gu-ftu

Deep Down
Heartaches
I Can't Get

.Sinatra

Your Heart

In

Up

—t'Tt

Close

I'll

My

Leeds

Nerve To Kiss You
Happened in Brooklyn"...'.

the

Santly-Joy

'.

,.. Sinatra

Harms
Marks
Robbins
Maurice

Eyes

Illusion
It

Triangle

,

Do Do Do Like You
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now
Wonder I Wonder I Wonder

If I

Had My

June

Harms

Linda
Mam'selle
Midnight Masquerade
My Adobe Hacienda
Old Devil Moon— *"Finian's Rainbow"
. ;

of

the

the

Folks

Oxford

Republic

World

Isn't

a

rr....

Everything

Starlight

How Much

Warren

—

Know When
*

It

ESTABLISHED

Melrose

Happens

Legit Musical.

'*>-'

'.

Remick
Simon
Bourne
-i -

WANTED
Leading

Miller

.

ARRANGER
AS PARTNER
Who Has Connections

.Mood

to Earth"

Whiff enpoof Song
Would You Believe Me— f'Love and Learn"
You Can't See the Sun When You're Crying

t Filmusical.

Barton
....Advanced
Beverly
Morris

i-va--

LovS^Y&U
They Can't Convince Me t"Down
We Knew It All the Time
I

Columbia Record No. 37189

Thomas
Famous
Burke-VH

Say No More

By

Harms

Capitol

Pretty Girl
No Greater Love
Roses In the Rain

You'll

T. B.

ABC

My

Stella

ACI

copyrighted

.^urke-VH
,

Love— f'Ladies Man"

I Want To Thank Your
It's a Good Day
Ivy— f'lvy"

That's

Y.

Mills
Sinatra

week, from

-

I

N

Chappell
Robbins

Dream Dream Dream
Gotta Gal

19

Crawford

(Peatman).
After Graduation Day— f'After Graduation Day"
As Long As I'm Dreaming— f'Welcome Stranger"
Cecilia

Inc.
YORK

Shapiro-B
.Southern

Peg O' My Heart
That's My Desire

I

NEVv

...Feist

.

By

Passing

SEVENTH AVE

•

Morris

i

.

799

.General

To Live Over
Out All Over— '"Carousel"

Life

Is Bustin'

BOURNE,

Pemora
London

•

Takes Time

Spring

Heartaches

Life to Live

Goodbye

Mills
Capitol

and will try his wings as a cafe
He's having an act written
and will head for the Coast in a few
weeks to break it in.
single.

—

—

Ask Anyone Who Knows

Time After Time— fit Happened In Brooklyn".

10 Best Sheet Sellers

he's

The top 31 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey o) Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks.
Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
Survey Week of May 30-June 5, 1947
'.. .Maurice
A Sunday Kind of Love.
Across the Alley From the Alamo
...Capitol
Alexander's Ragtime Band
Berlin
Almost Like Being In Love ""Brigadoon"
Sam Fox
Anniversary Song f'Jolson Story"..,,
Mood
April Showers t"Jolson Story".
.. .Harms

The remaining 20 songs

SANTLY-J0Y

Phil Spitalny,

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

I

Maestros for Kaye Pic

Spitalny, son of Maurice
and nephew of
is breaking up band
had since coming out of Army

Spitalny, orch leader,

.

I

Five top-name bandleaders have
been signed by Samuel Goldwyn
Productions for acting parts in the

UP THE NERVE

•Jimmy
.

I Believe

'<.

Goldwyn Sets Name

CAN'T GET

BAND FOR VAUDE SINGLE

Card, Turns Maestro

"(
Hollywood, June 10.
ous members.
LaMair, who according to setup,
Reversing the current trend, disk
also heads MIA, called huddle of jockey Ted Lens has obtained a
new board of directors for July 10th
maestro's card from Local 47 of
in Chicago to swing this year's promotion into action. Group will de- the American Federation of Musitermine priority line-up for market cians. Now on leave from KGFJ,
research on different branches of in- Lenz got a composer-pianist card
dustry and' to which survey outfits and will lead an eight-piece combo
at the new $2,500,000 Riviera Beach
to award contracts.
Other officers elected during the Club at Palos Verdes opening in
conclave:
George Byerly, reelected mid-July. Hell continue jockeying,
veepee; Hugh F. Randall, secretary meanwhile.
and E. D. Turner, Jr., treasurer.
On the strength of the switch,
New board of directors are: S. H. Lenz has also inked two disk comAlmanrode, Shreveport, La.; Ted pany deals. Rudy Vallee office,
Brown, Tacoma, Washington; Arthur meanwhile, confirmed he's negoE.
Godfrey, Minneapolis,
Minn.; tiating for a jockey deal.
Vet
Stuart B. Juliua York, Pa.; B. E. Hawaiian band leader Harry Owen
Weal, Buffalo, N. Y.; Wm. R. Rich- is also prepping to jockey a series
ardson of Los Angeles and J. M. featuring island music for late night
T yliejof Fargo, N. D.
syndication.

I

new Danny Kaye

JIMMY SPITALNY DROPS

Petrillo;

Coast Jock Gets AFM

;

-

&fjat &re

Disk Bites

$250,000 to $400,000 which will be
collected from increased dues. Dues
increase received a unanimous vote
will be based on
sliding scale, approximating l/10th
of 1% of volume of business, of vari-

com- from members and

pilation song performances via recPeatman
ords and transcriptions.
prefaced his weekly tabulation circulated among publisher-subscribers,
with an open letter indicating that
if a majority of publishers wished

Other

As

.

.

.

NAMM

of money.

I

.

.

.

must do anyway, would be a waste

§0tt

Hollywood headquar-

Transcriptions,

.

ers

MILLER MUSIC

Lampson

tered, as promotion-production chief ... .Leighton

.

Beneke's opening-night crowd was
almost exactly the same size of his
opening night in 1946 just, short of

It

-Adeline Hanson joined

Noble waxing for Stand-.
Margaret Whiting to N. Y. from Coast to fulfill
ard Transcriptions
commitment at Ziv Transcriptions. .Bill Milner band first outfit inked
ever by the band-following public,
Committee meets in New York to- by Qualitone Records, another Hollywood odd-label. ., .Jack Kapp, Decca
.Billy Butterfield waxing a session for Capitol this
although the gross figures indicate night (Wednesday) for the first prexy, in Hollywood.
However, he points time. Tourney is likely to be held week. .Reah Sadowsky signed by foiterprise Records for album of 88ing
less spending.
out that operating costs have gone again this year at Engineers Club,
Bing Crosby and Al Jolson waxing again for Decca this week.... Bill
up so much since even Beneke's last Roslyn, L. I.
Sexton, Coast tune-tout for Burke-Van Heusen, on swing through Pacific
Four Chicks and A Chuck waxing today (11) for M-G-M
Northwest
date at Meadowbrook that a comlabel. ., .Tommy Dorsey and Dennis Day each slicing four this week for
parable profit on the same number
RC A- Victor. .. .Al Stewart has quit as Hollywood song-plugger of Southof people, even without a slightly
Reelects Prez
Earl Robinson signed to clef four tunes for Johnnie Johnern Music
lower average check, wouldn't have
ston to chirp in Eagle-Lion's forthcoming "A Texas Story"
Eddie Macbeen possible.
Louis G. LaMair, Sets
Harg, Coast chief of Robbins-Feist-Miller, spinning around Far West on
Meadowbrook, incidentally, rloses
Billy Gilbert, vet film comic, waxing "Mickey, the
tune-tout trek
for the month of July, not August,
Promotion Campaign Giant Killer," upcoming Capitol kidisk album ...Tempo Records will
Spot folds
as was first thought.
album "Queen For a Day" idea, on tieup with airshow of same title. ..
Chicago, June 10.
June 30 when Beneke exits, for 25
Four-day meet here attended by Artie Wayne now inked with MacGregor Transcriptions.
days.
Vaughn Monroe cracked the all time record over Memorial Day at the
6,500 members of the National Assn,
Starlight Ballroom, Wildwood, N. J., with a gross of $4,307
Jerry
of Music Merchants culminated with
Jerome, Apollo Records' musical director, back from waxing batch of folk
reelection of Louis G. LaMair as songs in South Carolina and Tennessee. ..Erskine
Disk Logging, Offered
Hawkins slated to
head of org. Outfit also gave a 5-1 receive degree, Doctor of Music, from alma mater, Alabama State college
vote of approval to his plan of an this week
Mills Music set deal last week with Colonial Music, publishTo Fobs By Peatman,
all-out promotion for all phases of ers of "Miserlou," whereby former acquired publication rights to the
industry, sheet music, records and tune for instrumental solos and symphonic arrangements. With music
Starts Controversy instruments.
written by N. Roubanis, tune was originally published in 1941
Slim
originated
John
Peatman,
who
Dr.
Heresi," released in Britain last month on the Royal
Public relations job will be con- Gaillard's "Yep Roc
and operates the service which supBritish disc fans.
It's the name of a
ducted by Music Institute of Amer- label, proving a mystery title to
plies L music publishers , with-,, the. ica, newly formed nonprofit- adjunct Syrian dish... .Maurice Schwartz inked Jo a Banner Record pact.
"sheet" by which the number and of NAMM, which will operate next
value of radio song performances year with war chest ranging from

To Convincer That Biz Still to Be Had
brook, Cedar Grove, N. J., which
has been following the same lukewarm b.o. trend virtually every
other band spot has experienced

Music Notes

Music Publishers Contact Employees union has begun preparations for its annual golf tournament.
A 25-man committee has been appointed to handle details.

'

Publishing

4567 172nd Street
j

Flushing,

New

with

Houses

O.H.N.
York

—

.

.

,
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Bands

Hotel

at

B.O.'s
Weeks

Covers
Past

Carmen Cavallaro. Astor Roof (850; $1-$1.25)
Waldorf (400; $2).
Griff Williams*.
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50).
Randy Brooks.
Vic Lombardo*. .New Yorker (400; $l-$l-50)
.Roosevelt
(400; $1-$1.50)
Lawrence Welk.

... 3
..,•"3
...

.

.

fl

..3

.

...10

.Commodore

(400; $1-$1.50)...
Bobby Byrne*
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50).

. .

Total

Covers

Week On Date

Played

Hotel

Band

43

13,400
11,000
14,500
4,625

4,800
3,050
1,675
1,225
1,350

,14,050

825
750

28,375

1

...29

1,475

ST

Indicates Floor Show ot Waldorf with Dorothy Sarnoff, Hermanos
Williams Trio. Ice Revue at New Yorker. Commodore, Johnny Desmond.

*NDs

Chicago
Jack FIna (Empire Room, Palmer, 650; $3.50 min.).

Out

town trade

of

room for two hundred jump to 3,600.
Vido Musso (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2-$3.50 min.). Musso leading
Stan Kenton All-Stars and June Christy opened Thursday (5) has the
kids running. Hefty 5,300.

also took in this

A NATURAL!

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin

(Ambassador;

900;

$1-$1.50).

covers.

Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50).

Holding up well, 2,200

Down

to

around

ade-

1,700,

"I

WAIST TO BE LOVED" and
MY HEART HAD A WIN-

"IF

quate.

DOW"Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

Art Kassel (Trianon; $0.90-$l. 15 adm.). Kassel pulled out Friday
and George Olsen replaced. Took 12,000.
Teddy Phillips KAragon; $0.904145 adms.)., -Steady, 15,000.__„™

(6)

(Los Angeles)
.
,
Jack Barrows (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 1st wk). Les Brown augmented
'
over three-day weekend and pulled admishes up to fair 6,400.
Charlie Barnet (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 5th wk). This week
'probably will see spot darken again; policy of name orchestra and
vaude acts flopped. Last stanza a sad 1,000 or so stub-buyers.
Tommy Dorsey (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 3d' wk). Got the terp
addicts by the nape o' the neck, doing the biz of the burg. Dandy 10,000
admishes.
Tony Pastor ^Palladium, B, Hollywood, 6th wk). Windup stanza weak
5,100 sales. Gene Krupa opened six-stanza stand last night (Tuesday).

BOLIN WINS $1,000

See Lewisohn Stadium

GERSHWIN MEMORIAL
Hollywood, June 10.
Nick Bolin was named winner of

winner.

Composition, "California Sketches,"
an orchestral suite, will be intro-

duced at All-Gershwin concert.
Bolin received the award through
the judgment of Leopold Stokowski,
Artur Rodzinski, Deems Taylor,
Robert Russell Bennett, Ferde Grofe,

Ronald Eyer and Whiteman.

Whiteman Wands Gershwin

cause season usually runs at a defBudget for the season will be
icit.
$265,200, of which $154,000 will go to
musicians. Where usual season deficit
runs to $60,000, this year it's expected to reach $75,000.
Stadium has raised feature-soloist
night prices, but dropped fees for
all-orchestral

—

sales factor.

Gershwin

$1,000

and tone. Toots Camarata ork
lent background framed fully
for her. RCA, which has lacked
a solid femme seller since Dinah
Shore swept over to Columbia in
hig h-huff, with careful handlin g
can build Miss Davis into a great
Daily Variety.

High as 75G

Deficit as

With N. Y.'s Lewisohn Stadium
due to open its 30th season of con-

Memorial certs Monday (16), Mrs. Charles S.
Guggenheim, chairman has raised
Award for an original musical com- about $40,000 in donations and hopes
position. Dr. Karl Wecker, director to have another $10,000 by season's
of Hollywood Bowl Assn. cited the preem. Donations are necessary be-

the

... British chirp recentl y
imported, on stren g th of her
U. S. wax debut is going to he a
thrush to be reckoned with.
picked two warm tunes in slow
tempo that show immediately
her fine enunciation, phrasing

Admission to

nights.

stands is still 30c. and 60c. Unreserved field section for straight concerts will drop from. $1.20 to 90c, but
go up to $1.80 for gala nights. Reserved field drops from $1.80 to $1.20

Hollywood, June 10.
increases
Paul Whiteman will batoneer the for all-orchestra nights, but
annual George Gershwin Memorial to $2.40 for feature nights.
Pierre Monteux will conduct the
concert at the Hollywood Bowl July
musiPhilharmonic-Symphony
Y.
N.
12. Todd Duncan and Camilla Wilwith Isaac
liams will handle vocals and Earl cians for the opener,
concert,
Wild and Calvin Jackson, pianists, Stern as soloist. Week's fifth
will be dedicated
June
Saturday,
21,
will guest.
to memory of Grace Moore. AllBruno Walter will conduct an all- Gershwin concert July 7 will have
Wagner program July 8 marking the
Jesus Sanroma replacing the usual
symphony season's opening and the
Oscar Levant as soloist, latter spend806th program since Bowl's inceping the summer on the Coast maktion.
Helen Traubel, Metropolitan
ing a film.
Opera soprano will be featured.
Walter will conduct at an allReinhardt Adopts U.S. Guitar
Brahm's concert July 10.

is offered b y
brand new vocalist-—new to
S., that is. America's most
po pular music maids mi ght best

Best bet this week
'

the U.

their

laurels,

Beryl has what it takes to snatch
Beryl offers "I Want to Be

"em.

Loved"

i

that

—The Cash Box.

son gbird
pond, this British chawteu.se is a
to the waxer y.
Any waxery, in fact, for her easy
flow of lyrical expressions in a
voice that's soft and deep and^
sultry, is as smooth as balsam orj

welcome addition

fhe ears.

—The Billboard.

Brussels, June 3.
The American-type electric guitar
Frank Libuse held over eight has been permanently adopted by
weeks at Last Frontier, Las Vegas. jazz guitarist Django Reinhardt. He
became familiar with the instrument

during a recent trip to the U. S.
Reinhardt's quintet rates highly

HAVE YOU HEARD

here.

WHEN YOUR OLD
WEDDING RING

WAS NEW
Walsh for

New

Record Re/eases

• ALL MATERIAL READY

•

guitar,

Outfit

is

composed of

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending May 29)
London, June 3.
Wright
Chappell
Connelly
Chappell

Among My Souvenirs
April Showers
Try Little Tenderness.
People Will Say
How Lucky You Are.
.

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619

Broadway,

New

York

19,

N.

Anniversary
Y.

Old Lamplighter
Marianne
Gal in Calico

SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

You Went Away

CANT

GIVE

YOU ANYTHING
BUT LOVE, BABY
Music by .

.

.

JIMMY McHUGH
MIU.S MUSIC,

.Kassner
Connelly

.

Song

Beautiful Morning ....Chappell
Keith, Prowse
Harriet

JACK MILLS
I

clarinet,

bass and drums.

Dash
Southern

Feldman
Box & Cox

Second 12
Dash
Call You Sweetheart
Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
Cox
Box
Hi- Jig- A- Jig
..Wood
Don't Fall in Love
Dash
All Over Again
Punch & Judy Man. .Strauss-M.
I

&

tXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

Macmelodies
Dix

China Boy, Girl
Violetta

....Feldman
Oh, But I Do
Victoria
Beginning of End
Southern
Rickety Rickshaw
Yale
.
Go Home
.

!

.

.

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA,

NEW YORK

.
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Date
Mantan Moreland

Sheriff Halts Stage

Ringling Restored Prexy Of

Robt

By

Memphis, June

Deputy

RBB

by Del Supreme Ct

Circus

and If quarrels are
(20)
day
smoothed all three will remain with
the show. Court enjoined Haley,
North and James R. Griffin, secreinterfering with
rightful president of the corporation tary treasurer from
circus.
by Delaware's supreme court at. the management of the
Decision is the result of a suit
Dover last week. There was not the
same upheaval however as then,, filed by Mrs. Charles Ringling, who
when Ringling was not allowed in was upheld in her contention that
the arena at Madison Square Garden the board imroperly ousted her son
•where the big top was parked, or in Robert as president. During the past
year she refused to deposit checks
the circus offices at the Garden.
James Haley, who was made presi- for her salary, ampunting to $25,000
dent and John Ringling North, vice as a director, saying that Haley, who
president and operating head, after signed the checks along with Griffin,
being ousted by the board of direc- was not the rightful head of the
tors several years ago, are still with corporation.
the RBB outfit along with Ringling,
Haley is wed to the former Mrs.
Robert Ringling, who was supplanted as operating head of the
Ringling Bros. Barnum & Bailey circus last season, was ruled to be the

indicating that the family - quarrel
over control of the show may be dismeeting with that objecsolved.
tive in mind is slated for next Fri-

son of one elder
ceased. Mrs. Ringling entered into
a voting agreement with Aubrey
whereby their joint shares in RBB
were to be voted together, the pact
to expire in 1951, but last summer
Haley's wife voted her stock sepiTtriv. thereby nutting .her husband
and North in as the show's- heads.'
Court named W. P. Dunn, Jr., as
the rightful secretary treasurer, also
that the only other lawfully elected
a

A

~

-FATTER"
GAG
@

FILES

Noi. 1 thru 13 for $10.00
$1.00 «ach
Nos. 14 thru 22

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
Volt.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock Parodiot for $7JO

"HOW TO MASTER
THE CEREMONIES"
<Bmv

tn

Be an Emcee)
Copy

$3.00 P«r

So

CO D

route,

'S

on any material I It en
permanent address.

also send

PAULA SMITH
200 W.

5Wi

St..

New York

Roberto

Alicia,

It

Stan

Fisher,

Chas. Reader Orch (vocals by Stanley Worth), Joel Shaw's Latins; $2

and $3 minimum, no concert.
This hostelry has the right idea with
entertainment policy and price
particularly the latter.

its

structure,

Scaled to a $2 weekly and $8 Sat.Sun.-holiday minimum, sans couvert, the Cotillion Room now does
dinner business comparable with
anything in town. Maestro-conforencier Charles Reader books and
routines the two good acts he invariably spots here monthly, and it's
a sufficient dinner interlude at 9:15
and again at 12:15 to do its share of
In between, his own orbusiness.

prestige.

Reviews

both opening shows, Thomag
shared stage with overflowing ca>
pacity crowd which occupied spt*
dally placed tables on dance floo#.
Entire aot is composed of anecdotal
and everyday happenings which hi
insists are not joke*, just truths.
Sine* his first break at the 5109
Club and his first big time engage*
ment at the Chez, Thomas has com*
a long way but he still has the same

floor at

and informality which
top favorite.
Aslda
from scattered specialties, he follow*
no particular pattern other than
casual gags which happen to be appropriate at the moment. Most ot
his stuff is done by requests from
aud.
Comic has added story orl
Hollywood and radio to his regular
routine, plus a serious number writchestra and the Joel Shaw relief ten by his piano player, Walter
combo maintain a nice brand of Popp, "Song of Golden West."
"society" dansapation.
Miriam LaValle, with her flexible
Both turns, the terping Roberto &
(Continued on page 48)
Alicia, and the harmonicaing. Stan
Fisher have been around enough,
now to have schooled themselves into distinction. The flamenco dance
pair do their stuff in two takes and
Their gypsy
register all the way.
friendliness

made him a

'

Division Benefit For

France to 9G Draw
Kansas City, Jun» 10.
"French Revue," headed by Jack
glyertby ve ts of the 35th

Benny and

Division' tot benefit ot

"American

flamenco, the fire dance, the castenet
routines and the rest of.it, right from
the opening paso doble, pay off to
important hand-to-hand music.
whose
Hphner
Fisher
.-Ditto
virtuosity is the nearest approach
to Larry Adler. The analogy is inevitable
because the personable
mouth-organ specialist now accents
Liszt, Debussy, Lecuona and Heifetz
more than the pops, but tricks them
sufficiently to make them palatable
in any environment. In a class room
like the Pierre's Cotillion it is the
Abel.
more effective.

Currently

PAIOMAR THEATRE
SEATTLE

,

@

$20.00 Par Vol. or
$50.00 for 3 Vols.

3

Cotillion Room, 7S. Y.
(HOTEL PIERRE)

Aid to France," rang up about $9,000
in
two performances here last
Thursday and Friday (5-6). Most of
officers last year were Mrs. Charles the coin came from the Thursday
Ringling and Mrs. Haley, vice presi- night show* in the arena of the
dents. Rightfully named as direc- Muny Auditorium. A mere handful
tors: Ringling and his mother, North of cash customers turned out for the
(a cousin), James Woods and Griffin. Friday afternoon show in the Music
Two years ago Haley and George Hall. Prices were scaled down
general
manager, from $3.50, with net from the show
Smith,
show's
Versailles, N. Y.
were sentenced to Wetherford pris- going toward a wing of a new hosMyrus, Lisa Kirk; Bob Grant (11)
on, Hartford, Conn., having been pital
and Ponchito Orchs' (7); $3.50 and
at St. Lo, France.
blamed technically for the disastrous
$4.50 minimum.
'
Benny donated his services, bring'
_~.—
RBB fire in that city. Two thirds of
ing with him Marjorie Reynolds and
Lisa Kirk, who started in the
the resultant claims amounting to
Phil chorus line of the Versailles when
over $3,000,000 have been paid and Frank Remlie, guitarist of the
Benny emceed the spot had a showgirl policy, has
the balance is expected to be liqui- Harris orchestra.
both shows, with, Dick Smith, local developed considerably as a songs'
dated this season.
tress. Since her Ruban Bleu debut,
ite, sharing some of the chores. Beshe has matured a bit more during
sides Benny and Miss Reynolds, the
Stilt a Muddle
a Miami Beach engagement, and
lineup included Del Courtney or- registers nicely with her vocal
Washington, June 10.
Statue of the Ringling Bros., B & B chestra, Ronda Fleming, Jane Pick- repertoire of special material. With
Circus operation was confused here ens, Vic Hyde, Herb Sulko, Large & further seasoning she'll have even
as late as past weekend when the Morgner, Hap Hazard, Peter Ge- greater authority, some of which she
show pulled out of town for Balti- nerro, James Barry, Martells & lacks, as evidenced by the fact that
the wordage sometimes eclipses her
more. Ruling of the Delaware court Mignon and French opera singers
delivery. That's the hazard of too
left the opposing sides uncertain of Mile. Marcella Denya and Jacques
clever lyrics, such as in that "It
just how best to handle the circus de Boecklin.
Isn't Love" number. Good opener is
biz.
"I'm Not From Paree" and she retains "He's All Man and All Mine."
Although John Ringling North was
"Poor Lenore" Is a sprightly song in
expected to be ousted, he was still
NIXES AGENT'S
lighter rhythm. She should essay
occupying his private diggings on
another like it.
the circus ground* as late as last
LILLIAN
Myrus, the headliner, puts mind
VS.
Saturday, and he told friends that
reading into the big leagues as an
he expected to keep booking the
American Guild of Variety Artists attraction. His telepathy stuff is

For All Brcmc-ies of Theatrical*

FUN-MASTER

dob

Night

10.

C. Lockman
at the Beale

"stopped the show"
Street Palace the other night with
a court writ restraining Mantan
Moreland, comic, and his partners
from performing.
Order was obtained by operators
of the W. C. Handy Theater where
Moreland had appeared week of
May 11; the Handy management
claiming a contract that stipulated
he would not appear at any other
Memphis theater for 30 days before
or .after his date there.
Bill claimed Handy had brought
Moreland to Memphis at expense of
$1,050 and that his subsequent appearance for lower admissions at the
Palace had damaged the .Handy's

'

COMEDY

O.

Jack Benny Helps 35th

Aubrey Ringling, widow

of Richard,
Ringling, de-

Sheriff

It. N.Y.

Manaaemrtt

Personal

HARRY

ROMM

A.

Bocf-'d bv

HARRY
36

r

i"--

A.

ROMM

No;. v

v

,i,

;

r.

Y

'

UNION

ROTH

CLAIM

Currently

JACKIE HELLER'S

CAROUSEL CLUI

show, despite the action of the court nullified claim of Sammy Collins,
Pittsburgh
in ousting him as first v.p. and op- agent, against Lillian Roth, songerating head of the circus.
stress, stemming from date played
"Fostered," by
Situation here was odd with vari- by, latter at the Five O'Clock Club,
SOL TEPPER, RKO BWg., N. Y. 20
ous Ringlings and Norths all occupy- Miami, some months ago.
ing quarters on the circus grounds
Hearing brought out that Collins
and keeping an eye on each other.
was not franchised by AGVA at time
he negotiated booking. Union so
advised her and she was later
Pitt Cafe
Budget
booked into spot by Jerry Rosen,
Old Sonny Miller Cafe, Pittsburgh, N. Y. agent.
recently taken over by new manageCollins has since become a franment, is upping talent budget for chised agent with union, but as case
name entertainment. Spot renamed involved antedates issuing of franThe Carnival, has Slam Stewart Trio chise AGVA ruled agent had no
W- t-7470 currently and may add acts later.
139 E. 57th S?.. N
claim against Miss Roth.

Ups

HEADLINING

amazing.

HELENE and HOWARD
'Comedy Dane* Antics'

The

audience-participation
is a surefire gimmick, especially as
the femmes react in wide-eyed openmouthed wonderment with "how does
he do it?" Myrus is a fine showman,
mixing up the stuff with some unrequested mindreading, such as one
ringside skeptic who was worried
about an automobile accident. Then,
too, when same initials occur, he
does his stuff in spades, alternatingly
reading for both. However, in discussing his four-week booking here,
with an option for four more, Myrus
cracked, "I'm gonna get a reading
tomorrow and see if they're holding
me over."
The Versailles otherwise is in its
fine summer dress, the same restful
room it has been for 13 seasons under
the expert management of Nick &
John, with maitre d' Robert no minor
element in the general hosting. Not
forgetting a cuisine which, by now,
has become established as not the
least of the attractions of this class
East 50th st. nitery, whether playing names like Sablon, Brlsson or
Martin, or lighter summer shows
like the current setup.
Abel.

Dir.:

MATTY BOSEN

'

WA'APPENS!
Rumba

America's No.

1

PUPI

CAMPO

and

his

Personality

orchestra

Now... Chelsea Hotel
Atlantic City
Per

Dir.

G.A.C.

.

SECOND WEEK

Chez Paree, Chi
Danny

LEON NAVARA
ORIENTAL THEATRE

Chicago, June 6.
Thomas, Miriam LaValle,

Dorothy Porter, Rodriquez & Phyllis,
Barry Sherwood, Ling (10), Marty
Could Orch (11); $2.50 minimum.

Danny Thomas returned

last night

(6) to the city that gave him his
first big break, for one of the most
tremendous and gala openings Chez
Paree patrons have experienced. His
old sincerity from walkon revived
many old friendships and was a win
ner with every new spectator.
Spending well over an hour on

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
Hr Draw from our library, one ot the
largest,
most comprehensive tn
Showbiz!
Catalog FREE I
Ex dative material oar specialty 1
J. * H. KLEINMAN
15-31-K 30th Road, I. I. City 9, N. Y.
Telephone t Astoria 8-0905

* 1»«

*

WANTED EXPERIENCED

TAP TEACHER
Male or Female, for Adults, Children,
Beginners, Advanced. Salary or Com.
State age and Quallflcatlons.

BUD MURRAY STUDIOS
122V4

S.

Vermont Ave.

Los Angeles

4, Cal.

CHICAGO
CHICAGO

May

SUN,

'Veon Navara

ties

30, 1947.
up the show with

his

remarks and

piano ramblinqs."

his

HENRY
VARIETY, June

4,

"Leon Navara

1947,

high spot with a piano philosophy act.
stopper. .. .wins chuckles."

Representation
of

CHAS.

is

—MARCUS
HOGAN

203 N. Wabash Ave.

T.

MURDOCH.

ORIENTAL, CHI.

GLASER

office

Chicago,

ill.

.

.

.Navara

is

show

®k

THE INK SPOTS

t)

THANKS TO ART
STEAGALL AND
HIS STAFF

WEEK JUNE
,

SEATTLE

12

Mgt.-4INIVERSAl .ATTRACTIONS
.SM-fifih Avtnvt,-N*w York-

.
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Harlem Nitery's Claim

Lack of $5,000 Closes Chi's Copa;
Creditors

Owed 246G May

Dewey Barto Spearheads

Over

Force Sale

Until Jail Release

Claim against
gro

Vernon Managing Spa Spofc
While Dario's Abroad
m

songstress,

Billie Holiday,

of contract, brought
nitery,

alleged

for

Harlem, N.

by Baby Grand

Y.,

Faction Probing

calendared for

MacChesney,

The
closed.
into one
$400,000
difficulty after another since openironically
closed
December,
last
ing
because of lack of small sum of
nitery

spot,

.

which ran

Delay in the proposed convention
American Guild of Variety
for an indefinite period is
seen with development of an opposion faction in AGVA's ranks. Opposition is currently spearheaded by
Dewey Barto (& Mann) who has inof the
Artists

La

...

•

Moppet

port of

proceed
'
'

,

at

Immediately

following

hearing

the

thereafter.

_

_ _

May Take Over

Chain

Of Longchamps Spots
U. S. Treasury dept. is studying 'a
deal whereby Edward and Jules
Levine, operators of the Brass Rail
restaurant, N. Y., will take over the

10.

backstage at the Strand theatre,
N. Y., Friday (6). Virtually every

ministrative secretary, who at the
is
Matt Shelvey. Interim

moment

-Sugar — Chile" -Robinson child. performer -in .N.~Y,,. at -the -.time- powers would include power to hire
.an<T fire, full "cbntrof^<T~nhancesi
piano player, had to cancel his book- dropped in to pay respects.

-

ing

NX Brass Rail Owners

Pianist

Toledo, O., June

at

the

Paramount,

AGVA's Operations

Ne-

breach

hearing this week at American Guild
Jimmy Vernon, who in association of Variety Artists has been indefwith Dario, operates the shuttered initely postponed.
terested himself in AGVA affairs for
Martinique, N. Y., has been
^ Union pointed out that songstress some years.
signed to supervise; Riley's Lake
had been sentenced to a reformaHouse, Saratoga Springs, N. Y„ durBarto has been battling against
tory on drug using rap for a year
ing the track meet in August. Spot
Consethe proposed constitution.
required racently was taken over by Al Del- and a day in Philly two weeks ago. quently, until "drafting of that docu$5,000 for indemnity fund
Action will be withheld until her
ment is settled, union cannot proby Federal Receiver Chatz to keep monico.
release.
weeks,
two
next
for
open
place
the
Dario, meanwhile, is currently in
Complainants claim she breached ceed with election of delegates for
pending either its sale or reorgani- Europe gandering acts. Decr'on as
the confab, which is currently slated
a two-week contract with them by
zation.
to autumn policy of nitery will be feigning
illness.
However, they for August. City in which it will be
Only long shot chance operator made on Dario's return. They're conclaim
evidence she was well held is still to be selected.
Sam Rinella has to reopen the spot sidering making it a supper club, enoughto tohave
Chief complaint by Barto is the
play another date at the
hinges upon his success to get an along lines of Blue Angel and Ruban
time she should have been fulfilling proposed manner of meetings by an
okay for reorganization from the Bleu. However, should Dario unelected board of directors. Present
contract at their nitery.
number and
in
both
majority,
earth a sufficient amount of strong
AGVA administration, as well as
amount, of 96 general creditors who talent while abroad,
some elements in the Associated
they'll continue
amounting to
debtors
comprise
former production floorshow policy. TED LEWIS' MARATHON FETE Actors & Artistes of America, have
$246,591. This seems unlikely.
Ted Lewis celebrated his 55th indicated semi-annual or quarterly
Hearing is set for two weeks from
birthday and 36th anni in showbusi- board meetings with all interim
today. If Rinella doesn't have supness with an all day and night party powers to be vested in AGVA's adcreditors, sale of club will
Bans

Nathan

the

ordered

Insurgent

Vs. Billie Holiday Put

Chicago, June 10. «
Final chapter in ill-fated career
elephant nitery,
c f Chi's white
written here this
was
Copacabana,
(Tues.) afternoon when Referee

Bankruptcy

47

Toledo,

In addition, many out-of-towners,
>
June 5.
including some from Circleville, O.,
Ohio Department of Industrial Re- Lewis' birthplace, came to town for
lations refused to issue a permit for the event. Representatives" of varied
his appearance in that state, on charitable organizations in
which
grounds that it would violate regu- Lewis and his wife, Adah, are inlations anent employment of minors. terested sent representatives.
.

chain of Longchamps
restaurants. It's understood that the
government will approve the deal
only-if prospective- purchasers agree,
to pay the Treasury an approximate
$3,250,000 tax lien. Contract for pur-

declare any performer or
club unfair, remove unfair listings
and decide on all other matters in
the absence of the board.
right

to

Barto feels that those functions of
the administration to be too wide
and wants further checks on the

powers of the administrative secreHe has declared that such unlimited powers would lead to a
constitutional dictatorship within the
union, and has recommended frequent board meets and a limit on
interim powers to carrying out the
decisions of the board.
There has also been considerable
bickering on the manner of electing
convention delegates. At a meeting
tary,

Monday (9), matter was left in
abeyance pending return of Shelvey
from Chicago. Point of argument on
that score is the method of membership voting. Administration has proposed that members vote from locals
where they joined the union. However, Barto as well as the
feels that this method is impractical
as many performers no longer work
out Of the local in which they
joined. For instance, many acts who
originally joined in -Dallas, Boston
or Philadelphia, are unfamiliar with
current situations and membership
of those branches as they have been
working other areas.
Barto and the
committee
have ..proposed jnemb,exs,.Jie_.giveji_
the right to vote from the local from
which they obtain most work because of greater familiarity with
problems in that sector.

AAAA

AAAA

-

Douglas Richards has purchased
the Tropics Club, San Antonio. Ellington Curtis will manage.

New York
-

BENNY

chase has already been signed and is
waiting government approval.
Longchamps has been operating
under government supervision since
Henry Lustig, operator was convicted
of a tax fraud. Chain subsequently
.

its liquor license revoked and
receipts dropped from $28,000 daily
to approximately $17,000 a day for

had

,

its

nine eateries.

Longchamps case has been

of particular importance to nitery owners
because of the precedents established. State Liquor Authority now
Has the privelege of revoking licenses
if it's not satisfied with qualifications

onthe

Buys

Own

tri

in

of an operate^.
Billy Rose at one time was in
terested in acquiring the chain, but
stepped out of the deal.

MCA

stage of

new you*

N.Y. Bldg.

At Madison and 57th

St.

Acquisition of the property at the
northwest corner of 57th and Madison avenue, N. Y. by Music Corp. of
America, is the third realty purchase by MCA for space for its own
use. MCA owns its quarters in Beverly Hills and Chicago, but leases
space elsewhere. Deal was completed last week.
MCA hasn't yet determined its
own needs in its buildings, but firm
spokesmen estimated that it will use

most of the 15 floors. Management
Corp. of America and Leland Hayward, both MCA subsidiaries currently using space at 444 Madison
avenue, N. Y., will move in with the
parent concern. Date of occupancy
hasn't yet been determined.
Building
was purchased from
Tishman Realty & Construction Co.,
with Pease & Elliman agenting the
deal.
Purchase price wasn't disclosed.

I

AND
NANCY DONOVAN
COLLEEN OF SONG
Currently

WE CROWDS ARE

:
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Urge D.C. Not to Up Circus Fees

ss Continued from page

But Heats

Still

Kitty Davis', Miami, to Cut Checks

Night Club Reviews

s

46

Chez Faroe, Chi

on for Carnys

semi-acro dances, is a stunner in
brief white net splashed with multi10.
trict's Motion Picture Theatre Owncolored sequins. Majority of numgovernment was urged ers Assn., turned the heat on travel- bers and rhumbas, and Latin backDistrict
proposed
the
Under
the
ling
carnivals.
yesterday (9) not to increase
grounds, and "Natoma" and "Opus"
daily fees o£ circuses from $3 to $6 new rates they would pay. only $35 numbers have payees clamoring for
to
objected
Promen
more.
Both
to $50 a day.
per wagonload of equipment.
Dorothy Porter, in delicate pink
test against the increase came from the "diseased" type of show that
another Hollywood import
Melvin D. Hildreth, past president many carnivals bring to town, com- gown, is
who does neat job on vocals of
of the Circus Fans of America. Hil- plaining that these shows were be- "Mama Do I Gotta?" and "Mahzel."
new
are
under
the
ing shown preference
dreth charged circus revenues
Rodriguez & Phyllis are well realready drained here by the admis- licensing bill.
Team teeoff with "Merry
ceived.
Widow Waltz" and follow with
sions tax, the bite for rental of the
tango, combination rhumba, boogiegrounds and the heavy flood of
woogie and jitterbug number. FinTherefore he
passes distributed.
male balancing glass of
ish
with
CARNIVAL,
warned against upping the daily inwater on head while stepping to
spection fee over what it is in other
"Jack, Jack, Jack" for additional
0.&J.
cities.
palm-pounding.
Hildreth and A. Julian Brylawski,
Olive Bernard, who does producWhether the Carnival, N. Y., will
ot Warner Bros., prexy of the Dis- remain open for the summer may be tion numbers for "Chez Adorables,"
has outdone herself in sparkling
decided by the end of the week,
dance medley from "Finian's Rainwhen it will be knbwn whether pi- bow," and a gay, spirited number on
sen and Johnson can stay beyond the "Mardi Gras." Latter has girls
Juiie 20, date of current contract ex- dressed in pink and lame clown outpiration.
Nicky Blair, Carnival's fits, which makes colorful spectacle.
Barry Sherwood, baritone, doubles
operator, is anxious to have the
chores and will be a good
comics stay over, but may be sty- as emcee
bet when overcoming nervousness.
mied by the fact that they've been Lad has nice voice and does hangup
booked" at -tire- Roxy-theatre, N.-Jf., job on "If This Isn't Love?" Marty
to open next month.
Gould orch is expert on backing
Hunt.
Whether O. & J. can double be- show.
tween the theatre and cafe depends
Frisco
upon what schedules can be worked

Washington, June

NX, TRYING
SHOW

TO HOLD

10%

for Patrons Clipping

Miami Beach, June 10.
Kitty Davis' Airliner, Miami Beach,
has startled the local nitery trade
with newspaper ads telling customers
to present a clip of the advertisement and get a 10% discount on
checks. Action is unprecedented in
this section. Beach cafes, usually
cater to well-heeled vacationers who
are not looking for bargains.
Ads are said to be a bid for local

STATE,

N.Y.,

TAKES ON

TEMPORARY

CREW

PIT

State theatre, N. Y., lone Broadway house on a straight vaude policy, is for the first time hiring a new
pit band on a temporary basis startSammy
ing tomorrow (Thursday)
Fidler will conduct a replacement
pit orchestra for two weeks while
Louis Basil and his regular crew va-

'patronage

who

Coupons

can't afford cafe at-

tendance during the regular winter
season, but are occasional nitery
goers during the summer when
prices are generally lowered. In
addition to the 10% slice, spot is advertising a $2.50 dinner, unusually
low for a resort nitery, even during
the summer season.
Spot, however, has pruned its
talent budget considerably to be
able to post the bargain rates. Current show has Stan Irwin, Hilda
Ramos, Diana Page, Pritchard &
Lord and Irv Laibson,
Club two weeks ago announced its
closing, but later ran large ads in
local papers declaring that "public
demand" is causing it to stay open
,

indefinitely.

'

.

cations.

Regular house policy has been to
work,.- the, Jbajn,d, §jx

,

strai^ht _weeks

and hire a stage band while regular
crew gets a week off in compliance
with American Federation of Musician requirements (house builds up
the one-day off a week into a full
(PALACE HOTEL)
week) In this instance Basil and his
<j><tn Froncisco, June 6.
Sally & Tony DeMarco, Jan Sovitt's men have worked 12 straight weeks
Orch (14); cover $l-$2.
without time off and they'll get two
weeks' rest in a row.
The Rose Room had one of its best
Vincent Lopez has been set during
nights in some time, despite current
July for the next vacation period
dip, when Sally and Tony DeMarco,
ballroom, team, took over to turn in by the reguiar band.
House uses Local 802 name bands
an outstanding performance Friday
onstage when its pit band is due
(6) night.
Opening with foxtrot to "Holiday for a rest because of standby rule.
for— Strings"., to sock. retu.rns,_ they When _a... traveling band is used,
follow with a beguine. tango, and" house must go to extra AFM""exsamba to close with sensational pense for a standby band of equal
"Mischa Levitzky Waltz." As ensize.
cores, "Tea for Two" and- "Dance
Without Music" score heavily and

Rose Room,

out.

This

is

considered

a

hefty

Debqn'axre Deceptwntst

problem because of lengthy shows
comedians put on.
Meanwhile Blair has virtually
given up hope of getting Milton"
Berle to resume at that cafe in the
fall,
and has started negotiations
with Ted Lewis for a September
opening.
Martha Raye is another

LOEWS STATE, New York

likelihood for a fall date at the Carnival, but it's reported Blair would
prefer Lewis for his fall preem if
deal can be arranged.

Casino, London,

THERE'S ONLY

ONE
Seeks U.S.

FRANCES
FAYE
Direction:

Still

Name

-Casino theatre, London, is continuing to go for American names.
Latest to be pacted for that house
are Jack Durant, who opens July 7,
and Ben Blue, for Aug. 4 opening.
House has already booked Chico
Marx, Peggy Ryan and Gloria Jean,
who opened Monday (9). Nicholas
Bros, were previously signed for the
Aug. 4 show.

Danny Thomas' Kin
Also Plenty Talented
BE FUNNY FOR LESS MONEY! Bid lale
comedy materia) rye comic*, disk jockeys,
etc.—PUNCH LINKS, flies ot new. orlitlnal
Noa.

tlatt*.

1.

i

or

3

at

$1

COMKBAGKS TO HECK1,KR9
TKA.U

eacli:

Si;

original

COMEDY

collection $2; I.AFl'lto collection
of bellylaffs $1.
Special introductory offer:
ALL tlila clever material $4. Tills week only.

joke

\R*6%$ unnmiTED
276 W. 43

St.

New York

City

Toledo, June 10.
Danny Thomas, radio and night
club entertainer (ne Amos Jacobs)
isn't the only talented member of

Sammy
family. His
brother,
Jacobs, is the master of ceremonies
his

and comedian in floor shows on
weekends at Ace of Clubs, family-

owned

gifting of roses to ringside patrons
polishes off proceedings in top style.
in the

remain top contenders
Acts They
ballroomology
sweepstakes

M.C.A.

tin

.

night spot here.

Lena

and

Home

Set For

8G

Buff. Nitery Date at

should hypo biz plenty here for run.

smooth and
Lena Home will play a week at
delivers neatly for DeMarcos as the Town Casino, Buffalo, at $8,000,
well as for customer dansapation. starting June 16.
Singer will folDiane Richards and Bernie Billings low with the Capitol theatre, N. Y.,
alternately, do a neat job on the
immediately afterward, and is slated
vocals.
Ted.
to go into the Copacabana, N. Y., folJan Savitt combo

is

Hot Coin

It's

Now

Portsmouth, O., June 10.
Prowler found the Dew Drop Inn's
overnight hiding place for money
week and obtained $140, Charles
Walker, owner, told police.
Walker said the money .had been
secreted in an empty ice cream

last

freezer.

lowing the theatre date.
Salary at the Cap and Copa
ported at $6,500.

JACK PARKER
"Th. Jack of Clubi"
"None

more personnor tleft tban
Jack 1'arker."

able
droll

re-

MIAMI HERALD

Rio Cabana, N.Y., Foldo;
Iceland May Take Over

180 West 42<1 St., N. Y.
Tlione: l'K fi-0»?6

is

Direction

TOM FgZPATRICK

The Rio Cabana, IJ. Y., folded last
week after a prolonged siege of bad
Operators Jack Greene and
Charles Maybruch
tried
several

biz.

SHOOTING
GALLERY

policies before calling

it quits, Thursday (5). Cafe opened several months
ago with a revue headed by Nils T.
Granlund, then had Max Baer and
Saranac Lake, N. Y., June 10.,
At meeting held at the Rogers a Maxie Rosenbloom for one week and
new committee was elected to finally attempted the old Club 18
handle house organ, "We the Pa- idea with Harrington & Hyers and
tients," for ensuing year, comprising Mickey
Alpert.
George Fee, Robert J. Goldstein. Joe with alleged federal
tax fraud.
Denicolo, Seni Okun and Helen MorRe-opening pf nitery i*^ unlikely.
ris.
Arrangements also being made

Saranac Lake

by Happy Benway

for the next blowout, a

—

Established Atlantic City Boardwalk.
Write, wire or phone Albert M. (.recufleld & Co., 1816 rnoiflc Ave., Atlantic City, N. J.

BUDDY CLARK
Recommends

show and Abe

outdoor barbecue.
The Fred Webers, Whitey Simons
and Jeanette Leaman motored in to
spend the holiday weekend with John
Binkley, who's flashing good clinic
reports.

Goldstein,
and Noel Lee,
operators of the nextdoor Iceland,
are currently dickering to take it
over. Another interested in the site
is attorney Chauncey Olman, whose
brother
Val,
bandleader,- played
there at time of closing.

LEO
VOCAI.
21 0

KAHN

COACH AND ARRANGER

Weit 54rh

New

ClrcU 6-3973

St.

York City

BY APPOINTMENT

Eugene Gutman, vacashing at the
AltaVista
Lodge,
was one-time
supervisor of novelties for Ringling,
Rarnum & Bailey circus.
Harry Lefko in from Philly with
daughter Carol-Ann to visit Sam
(RKO)
Lefko,
who's
skedded
for go-home papers in September.

Bros.,

The William Wests and Jean
Stewart will summer here at their
Kawasa Lake camp.
Bluenose opposition which has
kept carnivals out of
colony for
two years has been lifted. KingReid Shows are current and doing
big
biz.
Management
extended
courtesies to ailing showfolks here.
Gertrude Hagan planed in to bedside of daughter Edna Hagan, who's
progressing so well she's skedded
for go-home papers in autumn.
Jesse Kelleher planed in to visit
relatives and took time out to greet
many of the bed-routine gang.
Sig Mealy to mark his 67th birthhis fourth anniversary here,
him as one-third oi
Welsh, Mealy & Montrose.
Greetings are in order for this old-timer

day and

remember

who

is

far

from

being

in

good

health.

Curry, Byrd
"BEDLAM
Direction

MATT* KOSKN

» Le Roy

THE BALLROOM"
OH TOUR

IN

-CHIB-DATES HARRY GRKKN

Lee Klimick to N. Y. C. for 10-day
furlough.
Len Grotte delayed skedded operation long enough to take third
degree in the local Masonic lodge.
James Wotton floored again with
high fever and ordered to bed; ditto
for

Marion Greene, who

Academy

Street cottage.
who are

(Write to those

is

now

at

lovely Lady
of Song

Bach to Boogie
Marimbist

JANE

GEORGE

JOHNSON
Now York

Rep.:

EDDIE SMITH

Chicago Rep.: PHIL TYRRELL

ARCHIE

ROBBINS
(NO-NOT AT THE ROXY)
ITS

LOEWS STATE, New York
Thanks to SID.

and
111.)

GUEST

AGENCY

PIERMONT

SAM RAUCH,

Mgr.

49
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New

OBITUARIES

Acts

Variety Oills

JAMES MacCOLL

WEEK OF JUNE

Comedy

II

14 Mins.

WEW,

JOHN DECKER
John Decker, 52, artist and caricadied in Hollywood June 7 as
aftermath of a recent operation for
liver ailment. During his Hollycareer he had done paintings

turist,

wood

Hollywood
or caricatures of many
a pal of
greats, later to
of the
most. He was a particular pal
was at his
late John Barrymorer, and
bedside at time of death; Jean Fowlscreenwright, and
er, biographer and
others

Born in San Francisco, he had a
acbrief but unfruitful career as an
New York betor both there and in
fling
fore taking up art work. After a
Frisco's
•with the Bohemian set on
Telegraph Hill, he migrated to N. Y.
with some of these cronies to found
Greena similar Bohemian colony in
wich Village in the Prohibition era,
one of
circa 1918. He soon became
the Village characters, along with

many

leans.

become

many

Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.
James MacColl has started on the
saloon circuit after a hitch in the
Army where he appeared in Irving
Berlin's "This Is the Army," impresses as a likely candidate for
class boites. Material is carefully
thought out and mannerisms are
more likely to hit the patronage of
the Cafe Society Uptown and Blue
Angel type of spots rather than of

was maintained by

which

for
private contributions
years v but about 10 years ago became "commercial under the guidance of the late Father James
Burke, formerly of WWL, New Or-

ALEXANDER
Alexander

S.

S.

ARONSON

Aronson,

62,

the mass niteries.

who

MacColl is literate, polished personable and gets by on all three
counts. Strongest item is a series of
impressions of an Italian radio announcer, and British actors etol-

transferred from the Motion Picture
Export Assn. to the .Motion Picture
Assn. last February, died in N. Y.
yesterday (Tues.) morning. His experience in international distribution
dated back to 1914. From ,1931 until
the outbreak of World War II, he
exported U. S. films to Europe from
his London headquarters. He previously had been Metro's general distribution representative in Europe.

ling virtues of an alkalizer.
These
satirizations are done with fidelity
and maintain greater degree of interest because of newness to audiences.
He also indulges in an impression
of a French operetta, which isn't as
sock as opening number. It's difficult item inasmuch as it takes in
wide range of characters. It needs

Survived by his widow, Lillian,
and by a daughter, Mrs. Harry Gal-

Soon after joining MPA as assistBobby Edwards, Lew
Ney, Maxwell Bodenheim, Sadakit- ant to Gerald M. Mayer, head of the
chi Hartman, John Masefield and International Division, he was hos-

pitalized with a severe illness from
recover.
the Village mushroomed into which he failed to
a nighWife spot, JbS shared, a garret
"soul
of
peddler
Tim,
with Tiny
LORENA
sketched
practice
for
Candy," and
Lorena Atwood, former opera and
patrons of the then so-called tea- musieomedy actress, died at her
rooms, first for fun and later for home in Hollywood June 3. She
In off months, when tourist retired from the stage in 1926, after
coin.
painless
Edwards'
preferred
trade
marrying Harry C. Bradley, who
photography to the c r a y on and survives.
charcoal etchings of Decker, he and
Debuting in San Francisco, she
Tim would throw a studio "rent was a grand opera lead before going
terms
speaking
party" to keep on
east.

others-.

with landlord
threatened dispossess.

circumvent
It

was

through this proceess he met Joe
reporter of the Old
Evening World, who got him a spot
—as caricaturist .in., the drama, dept. of
Upon fold of the
that newspaper.
World he drifted back to Frisco but
not until he had taken another fling
at acting in Bodenheim's "The Master
Poisoner,"- produced in the Village
and succumbing to boxoffice anemia
O'Neill,

star

Capitol

.

State

DAYTON

Lionel

,..&-„wan.d.a.

*

.

.

14-15

(1)

WILLIAM

his
more conventional
of
caricatures, not based on » famous
painting, once led to a $200,000 suit

One

G.

Soo Co

& Laden
Dooley Co
Ray & Harrison
Ruby Hill
Rose

QUEENS

11-14

(I)

& Bowser

& Lewis

Palace

13

(I)

Dunnes & Donna

_Dlck -Sfernon
Moose Quartet

Chambers &

Blair

Dillon Pallow

Paul Walker Ore

SALT LAKE CITY
Lyric

Co.

Kay & Kay

<I)

9

Jan Rubinl Varne

& Sari a
Jimmy Kennedy
t

3

BALTIMORE

Hippodrome

(I)

Wolfe Trip
18

Jerry Colonna
Sis
(1)

Lucille fork
Billy Farrell

FRANCISCO

SAN

AcromaniacR
Hank sleman
12-14

MGM

Miller

Susan

Chesterfields

ROCKFORD

8

(1)

Don Henry

12

(1)

CITY Johnny Bachman

ATLANTIC

appearances.

LYRIS

,

Golden Gate (R) 13
The Phillips
Bedell & Matson
John Calvert

SPRINGFIELD
Conrt So

CCC.

Survived by son,
brothers and

daughter,

two

sisters.

Big Doings In

(I)

12-15

BRO. GEORGE

RUEPPEL

E.
Brother George E. Rueppel, S. J.,
82, founder of radio station
St. Louis University, died of heart
ailment last week in St. Louis.Brother Rueppel was a pioneer in
broadcasting
of
educational
and
religious programs.
As director of
the U's dept. of meterology he set
up the station, with the call letters
9YK, before the Department of
Commerce
assumed
of
control

WEW,

broadcasting in 1922.
He obtained the license for station

Omaha

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Roger

DiPasca,

Nancy Doran

daughter, Hollywood, June 7.
player at Warners.
Midwest Music Festival Thursday Father is contract
They are Lanny Ross, Olga
(12).
Spike Jones Plays Calif. Fair
San Juan and Desi Arnaz. All arHollywood, June 10.
rived by plane.
Spike Jones has been signed as
Arnaz' band open a stage tour at
the first name to work the Calithe Orpheum here next clay 'Fri
day) coming from the final Bob fornia-State Fair, Sacramento.
Fair opens August 28 and runs
Hope show at Washington, D. C
From Omaha, the Arnaz group through September 7. Jones has
been set for nights of Sept. 2 and 3.
works eastward.
artists

scheduled to appear at the

Rosebuds

Billy

Banks

Tables Davis
Renald & Rudy

"

Jack Mathers
Noble Sissle Ore
Syd Straniro Ore
El Chlco
Rio»
Caballeros
Allco Farrar
P.oslta

Havana-Madrid

R & L Reyes

M A

Luis
Morales
Serrano
Sacasvas Oie

Noro

Rertioa

O

Gene Kardos

Preston Lambert
Kudells
D-.«IIWJ5Veiie
_«.:,
Hotel Shermaa
Carl Marx
June Christy
Stan Kenton Oro
Vldo Musso

—i—-

©'Nell

Vera Love
Chez Pare*

Danny Thomas
Rodees &

Phyllis

Adorables

(12)

Joey

Mel Hanks
Hotel Steven*

Henry Brandon Or
Jack Fulton
Donna Lane
Lathrop & Lee
Bobby Lee
Lee Gilmore

Adams

Mark Plant
Sloan

Estelle

Buddy Worth

.

Arne Barnet Ore
Janet Gay lord

Boulevar-Deara
Latin Quarter
Gertrude Nlesen

Hotel Bisraarcb

Debutantes
Paul Rozinl
Eddie Fens Ore
Benne Dolson Oro

Doc Marcus
Los Barrancos
Latin Lovelies

Bob Lee
Buddy Shaw Oro
Palmer HouM)

Helslngs
Janet Stevens-

Randy Brown
Sharp

Mickey

Jack Fina Oro
Herb Shrlner
Susan Reed

Denny Miles
Paddy Page
Sid Fisher

Oro

Abbott D'ncera (12)

Hotel Blncbstone
Snyder Ore
Joe Frisco
Hotel Congres*
Joe Vera Oro
Sam Barl
Hotel Continental

Rio Cabana
Dean Martin

Bill

Lewis
Tung-Tin-So
Theresa Rudolph

Jerry

The Lovelies

Sheldon Reed

Edgewater Beach
Henry Buss© Ore

&

Yoraks

Rita

It

Myrtle

(6)

Cee Davidson Oro
Vine Gardens
Dick Gale

Del Renee
Marlnnne Fedele

Johnstones
Jackie Soo
Klsh Ort

Plcnud

Haags Elephant

.Too

Nichols

& Penny
& Betty

MARRIAGES

Alix B. Williamson to Joseph A.
New York, June 1. Bride's
concert flask; groom is sales exec
M-Loulse & Charles a
for National Concert & Artists Corp.
Sylvia Froos
Milton Douglas
Rita Charise to William E. Miller,
Rlchards-Adair .D
Howard (I) 13
New York, June 6. Both are dancJordan Tym 5
ers, with groom currently in "FinG Hudson Ore
Sarah Vaughn
ian's Rainbow."
Patterson & Jack'n
Josephine Baker to Jo Bouillon,
WELLESVIIXK
Dabcock (W) 11-12 St. "Cyprian, France, June 3. Bride is
Tex Terry Co
Negro Parisian music hall artiste;
Sons Purple Sage
groom is Paris orch leader.
Dorothy Peters
Ronadee

WASHINGTON
Capitol

(L)

Hotel

Commodore

Bobby Byrne Ore
Johnny Desmond
Hotel Lexington

Hawaiian*
Hotel PonnsyUanli
Randy Brooks Ore
Hotel Pierre
Roberto & Alicia
Stan Fisher
Chas Reader Oro
Hotel Plain
Pahcho Ore
Jacques Peals
Monte Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Lawrence Wclk Or
Hotel St Regis

Alomas

Milt

Shaw

Laszla

&

Fepito

Paul Sparr Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Charlie

Drew

Lippman,

12

Arthur Ravel Ore
Mlnevitch Rascals

Terry Allen

this

Tom

Eddie Jack
Alan Reno

BIRTHS

daughter, N. Y., recently. Mother, Michael Durso Oro
Omaha, June 10.
Fernando Alverez O
former Virginia McCullough, Diamond iiorscmioe
week gave an ostenta the
was secretary to Jack Cohn, veepee Ross & La Pierre
Sir!
tious welcome with city officials, of Columbia Pictures.
Herman Hyde
and Mrs. Tony Romano, Turner Twins
Mr.
bobbysoxers, clubs, etc., to three

Omaha

Paul Smith
Janczl Makula
Zslga Bela
Pautena
Doris Haywood

mno

ShaW Ore

Bud Carlel & Rosa
Mack & Desmond

NEW

:

Monte

Copacabana
Tony Canzonerl

•

Stagg & McMann 3
HI Lo Jack & Dame
Clayton & Phillips
Earle (W) 13
Anita Martell
Susan Miller

3

Zimmerman's

Shepard Chorus
Art Wan'jr Oro
Joel

PHILADELPHIA

Martin

Olin -.Vilalk£i:_.
r Tucker & Gloria
Burton Twins
Casino

Eddy Manson
Three Flames
Don Frye
Wlvel
Bob Lee
Kay Carole
Stuart Langley
Peggy Palmer
D'Qulncey & Glv'ns

Trudy Richard*
Tahja

Miriam Lavalle
Dorothy Porter
Marty Gould

Carman

3

Ziggy Lane
Mary McClanan
The Bricks
Mara & Maurice

The Bel Aires
Roger Ray
Sylvia Manor

stage

Vincent Travere O
Little Club
Walter Gross
I con
a Kddle'*
Eddie Davis

(P) 13

Roy Douglas

Jed

Beryle Cuff

his

OMAHA

Dulcina

Kim Ten

Jamaica

Morgan Dcrs
Ray Malone
Tony Uavaar
Joel Herron Oro
Curbello Oro
Village Vanguard
Josephine Premie*

•

Lewln
Chick Gladke

Ray Pearl

jlRWBCRGH

14-15

(I)

them solo time.
Numbers contain

via

Bonney
Cecil

CHICAGO

Rite (P) 16-H
Grand Ole Opry

Cardenas

BROOKLYN

VlntniiHli

his long turns at solos a

mirers

S

&

Andre, Andre

Blackhamk

Like Sinatra, he's a band alumnus, 3 Chesterfields
& Lewie'
ex-Benny Goodman. His teeoff here Martin
Towers (1) 13-15
presages him as one to conjecture The Laneasters
Bob & Dianne""
William G. Lyris, 52, head of Na- with in the swooner sweepstakes.
Lorraine
June
Tallish lad has voice and person- Georgie Kaye
tional Theatres "candy department,
ality, which he projects with non- Ruby 3
filed against him by James Cruze. died in New York June 9. He had chalance yet considerable warmth
CHICAGO
The director didn't care for Decker's gone east on circuit business, had in a manner to send the f emme
« hi. nK>> (>') IS
portrayal of him in a prison cell wisdom tooth
Sunday, trade, bobbysoxers, etc. He's good Mills Bros
extracted
Billy De Wolfe
and refused to accept or pay for developed high fever and died at listening for guys, too.
Sensationalists
the painting he had ordered. Decker
For session here, his first N. Y.
Moritz hotel.
thereupon displayed it in a Holly- St.
Born in Greece, he was in theatre theatre date, he captures them from
wood art shop window with the
Brothers in teeoff with "Peg O' My Heart"
label, "James Cruze— in Prison for business with Skouras
(which he helped resuscitate for anCabaret Bills
He came to the Coast other
St. Louis.
Debt"
popular whirl via recordings),
Decker did not limit his painting with them in 1932 and headed cira slick arrangement of Irving Berskill to caricature and copying. He cuit's candy department since its inlin's "Blue Skies" to rock them and
had several one-man shows of orig- ception.
I0EK CITY
then "Mam'selle" for tumultuous
inal paintings and was a winner of
Survived by widow and two chil- applause.
the John Barton Payne medal for
Blue Angel
Hotel New Yorker
He's a good bet for any branch of
dren.
outstanding American painting.
Alice Pierce
V Lombardo Ore
Edba.
show business.
Marc Lawrence
Marion Spelman
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
June Arnold
Lll Green
Phyllis Decker, and a daughter.
BETSY REID
Joe Sater Trio
Nype *& Cote
Blssell & Farley
Phil Gordon
Betsy Reid (Rosenthal) 27, actress
4 Esquires
Ellis LarUins 2
JACK SALTER
died at her home in St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Chick Lind, son,
Waldorf-Astoria
Cafe Society
Jack Salter, 56, former concert She had suffered for the past year Youngstown, O., May 27.
Phil Regan
(Downtown)
Father's
Griff Williams Ore
James MacColl
manager and veepee of Columbia from a kidney ailment.
announcer at WKBN, Youngstown. Mary Lou Williams Mischa Borr Oro
Concerts Corp., died in San FranBelmont-Plaza
Hathaway
A graduate of the Max Reinhardt Mr. and Mrs. Peter Doraine, -son, Ann
Bob Dixon
Buck Miller Oro
cisco June 8. He had been in con- Dramatic Academy
in Hollywood
Kew Gardens, N. Y., recently. FathPhil Leeds
Cafe Society
cert field for many jfears and after
June Taylor Deri
(Uptown)
she came to .New York and ap- er is treasurer of Banner Records,
Rnban Rlen
Luclenne Boyer
retirement last January had '.made peared in Broadway musicals, "Same indie recording firm.
Ronna
Lord
Dave Martin 2
his home in Hollywood.
He had Time Next Week," and "Spring In
Day Dawn & Dusk
Mr, and Mrs. Peter Donald, son. Abbey Albert Ore
Elliot & Jurist
Carnival
managed such artists as Yehudi Brazil." She also toured extensively New York, June 2. Mother is former
Ccdrlo Wallace 3
Olsen & Johnson
Menuhin,
Lawrence for USO-Camp Shows.
Galli-Curci,
Wally Blacker
Jo Janis of radio; father is radio C & T Valdez
Versailles
Blackburn Twins
Tibbett, Nino Martini and others.
Survived by her parents and one comedian.
Bob Grant Ore
Michael Edwards
Born in. Newberry, S. C, he be- brother and sister.
Lisa Kirk
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Fleishman, McManus Ore
Myrus
Reid Ore
came a piano salesman but eventudaughter, Pittsburgh, May 21. Father
Chi nil Doll
Panchito Ore
ally drifted into the concert manJohn Tio
Village Darn
LEBLANG
HUGH
operates Brighton theatre, Pitt.
Moo Song
Harry Ranch Oro
agement field.
Hugh Leblang, 62, brother of the
Mr. and Mrs. Al Panza, son, Pitts- Fran Yang
Tonl Palmer
After managing concerts in AtDuke Alden
late ticket magnate Joe Leblang, burgh, May 22. Father's an exhib Jadlne LI Sun
Jimmy Treston
Tal Sings
lanta, he came to N. Y. in 1920 and
died in Florida June 4, with remains there.
Copucnbano
Pappy Below
formed concert management partEddie Stone Ore
Mitzi Green
Urse,
son,
FairJohn
Mrs.
Mr.
and
page
54)
on
(Continued
Nino Bd
nership with Lawrence Evans. In
Mel Tonne
mount, W. Va. Father's a theatre Copsey & Ayres
Hotel Biltmore
1930 this concern was merged with
Gerrl Sutton
Ray Heatherton
owner there.

Dyke's foppish boys.

Pinky Lee
Debonalrs
Ralph Young

Roberto

Desi Arnaz Bd
Canfleld Smith

Stuart Sis

Wally Dean
Miriam Gwtnn
Jimmy Husson

ART LUND
Don & Marilyn
Sally W'nthrop
Songs
Tommy Tucker Co
10 Mins.
Hermandos 3
Roxy, N. Y.
15-18
2 Jacks
Art Lund, whose single
reCleve & M Keller
cording of "Mam'selle" catapulted Bobby Byron
him into a top disk seller, and made Gleason & Sanborn
CAMDEN
him an over-night personality, Stanley
(W) 15 only
should add additional distaff ad- Anita. Ma.rtell

-

Tiny Clark
Latin Oiiitrtet
Sophie Tucker

Riviera
Jackie Miles
Grade Barrie
Beatrice Kraft

Downey & Fonville

11

Harry Rose
Ban- & Estes
Harvey B ell

Orpheum

Claire

Bllmpy Blank Ore

Hazel "Webster

Rhumba Ore

MIAMI

(Jobs

Stat*

Jack Kerr

Flauretta

Paul White
Elroy Peace

3

Hampton O

Olympla (P)
Edwards Bros
Cq

Ann

Pat Yankee
Shirley. Sharon

j

Palace (W) l«-20

Reds & Curley

Strand (W) 18
Ted Lewis Ore
Geraldine DuBols
Eileen Ayers

I

& Curley
.1AMKSTOWN

Reds

Ave

McQowan & Mack
Jerry Mapes
Joanne McGowan.

Mayo Bros
Danny Sullivan
Hampton O Judy Sargeant

S

Howell

13-14

Loewt

,

Lucille Peterson

Keeney (W) 16-18

& Rava

Windsor

(W)

EXMTRA

1*

(1.)

Sis

Lionel

3

18

(B)

DUNKIRK

4 Step Bros
Jack Leonard
Nancy Donovan
J Smith & C Dale

Dollnoffs

16-18

(K)

Capitol

Art laind
Jan August

good audi
ence buy, but he could build up
value of his colleagues by giving

I

COLUMBUS

Palace

Johnny Long Ore
owe-Htte & StaTy
Marion Hutlon
Lou Wills Jr

Vex Terry Co
Sons of Purple Sage
Dorothy Peters

BRONX

with
variety
highlight a literate and multi-tempoed version of "Dark Eyes" and
"That's How Much I Love You."
Arrangements contain interest and
make for hearty applause.
Jose.

Timmle Rogers,

11

(!)

Puppets

Emerald

Bd

Jesse Price

(I.)

Jlaya Ore
No. 1 Fifth
Pat Bright

Iceland

Pansy the Horse
yne Walton
Ming & Ling
Ray Lang Ore
begat (P) IS
S Chile Robinson

Keiths

Hoxy

.

few days later.
He went to Hollywood in 1928, and J. Warren Kerrigan, died at his Balhad a rough time of it at first. He boa Island home June 9. He retired
was employed to do stand-in paint- several years ago. After a long
Chicago
ing for actors playing role of artists, career on stage he went to
and whenever a script called for the with Essanay, and later went to
American
display of an old master, he made California with the Old
Co.
Film
the reproduction.
His trick of transposition of the
He made "Rory O' the Bogs,"
face of a living subject to the body "Dollar Kid," and others and then
of some one else in a famous paint- retired, but came back for "Covered
ing paid off well. Thus he produced
Wagon," formed his own indie comW. C. Fields as Victoria Regina, the
Blood,"
Marx Brothers as Rembrandt's Bur- pany and made "Captain
gomeisters, Greta Garbo as Mona his final role.
Leaves three brothers and sister.
Lisa and Mickey Rooney's roguish
Van
face on the body of one of

a

Independent)

(TO Warner

Marc Starr

A & C Fenton

Asylum HorrorB

Satisflerw

Jerry Lester
Ralici

Popularity
of
small
musical
combos has picked up considerably
of late.
Outfits such as the Louis
Jordan Tympany 5, Illinois Jacquet,
King Cole Trio and Three Blazes has

WARREN KERRIGAN

Oriental (I) 12

Storch

Evans

4

meant boxoffice in most situations.
The Earl Warren group of six talented Negroes, shows indications of
making the grade musically, but
Appearing in N. Y. she shuttled needs routines more suitable for
between musicals and dramas, ap- vauders before they can make good
pearing in "Raffles" for two seasons in all fields.
Outfit with Warren pacing at the
before going into George M.' Cohans' alto sax, has trumpet, trombone,
"Little Johnny Jones." "Seven Keys piano, bass and drums, which makes
to Baldpate" and others. Her last for" a""gb6d beat and melody. Warappearance was in "Captain Apple- ren's vocals and fluid horn make

J.

Oomo

Perry
Larry

State, N. Y.

George Warren Kerrigan, 67, one
of first screen stars under name

21

(I.)

Jean Carroll
Sluslc Hall (I) 12
Kathryn Lee
Sharkey
Setma Kaye
Wlere Bros
Rockettea
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore
Paramount (P) >«
Lloyd Schaffer B<!

20 Mins.

jack."

\'OHK CITY

Guy f.ombarclo Ore
The Pitchmen

—

Instrumental

ATWOOD

and

NEW

Julee

EARL WARREN SEXTET

with bllla below Indicate opening day ot show
whether full ot split week
|

.

When

connection

In

Letter In parenthesis Indicate circuit: (I)
(P) Paramount; (B) KKOj

further working upon.
His bit on
"Bliffies"
similar to gremlins is
good for quiet chuckles.
Until he broadens the mental base
of his comedies, he'll have to stick
Jose.
to the smart spots.

land.

Tice,

Clara

Numerals

Edna Shatum
son, Pittsburgh,

RKO

James R. ThompJune 4. Bride's with

to

exchange.

Elayne Haerman to Harold tBud)
Friedman, Cleveland, June 1. Groom

manages Vogue theatre there.
Shirley Darling to Maurice Silverberg, Pittsburgh, May 18. Groom's
city salesman for Universal-International.

Mabel M. Ucker

to

May

29.

Seoul, Korea,

Emil Buszelli,
Both are USO

performers.

Annette Levine to Alvin E. Cerf,
Bride is
Jr., Hollywood, June
8.
with Peter Maurice Music Co.
Nancy Graef to Arthur Miller,
N. Y., June 1. Groom is pressagent

Bernard

for

Shubert,

Inc.,

radio

package producer.
Ruth Schmigelsky to John McGiver, Washington, June 12. Bride
scenic designer-lighting expert
is

and

for

instructor

Catholic

U's

Drama

dept.; groom is an actor.
Adele Robertson to Bill Harmon,
York, June 1. Bride is understudy in "Born Yesterday,"; groom,

New

being
show.

asst.

stage

manager of

same

Vogue Kehoe to Hubert McNally,
June 2. Groom is Dublin
manager of RKO Pictures.
Mrs. Adeline Cox McKnight to
Jimmie Fidler, Upland, Cal., June 6.
Groom is film columnist and radio
Dublin,

commentator.
Gloria
Rosenberg to
Norman
Barasch, New York, June 5. Bride
was formerly on the sales staff of

WNEW,

N.Y.; groom is a writer
Henry Morgan radio show.

for

Adele Rasey to Vincent Sardi, Jr.,
York, June 5. Bride was in
"Park Avenue" last season; groom

New

'

is

the restaurateur.

Margaret Jo Laird to Ferris L.
Hartman, Chicago, June 8. Groom
is son of dancers, Paul and Grace
Hartman.

443055H
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Paramount,

IV.

V.

Perry Como's Chesterfield airshow
transplanted to the Paramount stage
•with buttressing by Larry Storch
and the Four Evans, -will contribute
to hefty grosses at this house. According to initial show's reception,
the swoon era is with us yet, even
though bobby-soxers are more decorous than in former years.
Attraction at the matinee sessions,
at least, is Como, although film "Dear
Ruth" will draw payees for- the
evening shows.
Como, during his three years' absence from this house, hasn't lost
his knack of keeping the youngsters
happy. His informal clowning with
audiences and easy affability are as
potent as his singing, consequently,
it didn't matter much that he used
the initial show as a testing ground
to as to what audience wants. He

ran a wide range of numbers from
"Chi-Ba-Ba" to medleys of oldies and
his inevitable "Prisoner of Love."
Some of his tunes such as "Girl of
My Dreams," and "Song of Songs"

weren't exactly what the hepsters
wanted. They yelled for "Temptation,"- which he eschews this trip.
Nonetheless house took in everything and his near half-hour stay
.wasnlt .too long.
The other Chesterfield
ponents, Lloyd Shaffer's
•

the

Satisfiers

...

show 'comband and
Helen Carroll

with

Wednesday, June 11, 1947

interesting touch to his terping.
Julian, drummer with the
band, gets a featured spot during the
show, and a novel twist is offered
here when fellow-members of the
orchestra, in seeming disgust at his
rapid-fire business with the sticks,
walk off with his equipment piece
at a time. This got lots of laughs.

Eddy

Perry Como, Helen Carroll & Satis£ers (3), Lloyd Shaffer Orch (20),
arry Storch, 4 Evans; "Dear Ruth"
reviewed in Variety, May 28, '47.

as a unit. The vocal
group, with Miss Carroll and three
males, provide a smooth blend, an
easy style and good arrangements.
Their three tunes, "Wyoming," "Mc-

work cohesively

Band comes through nicely with
own version of "Margie" and "It's a
Good Day." Monroe acts as emcee
.

in addition to singing and leading the
band. Biz only fair when caught.

Shal.

Roxy,

I*. V.
Jerry Lester, Art Lund, Jan August (4), Salici Puppets (4), Gae
Foster Roxyettes, Paul Ash & Roxy
Orch; "Miracle on 34th Street"
(20th), reviewed in Variety May
7,

'47.

run of Jack

Following the
his troupe, it's the picture
"Miracle on 34th Street," which drew
rave notices from all quarters, that
has the greater potency than the
stage layout to keep the Roxy wickets turning to another top gross
stanza. Not that the stage fare isn't
diverting and entertaining— for it is.
Jerry Lester, comedian, admits
he's in a tough spot following Benny
in,
but manages to keep payees
happy with his patter, buffoonery
and songs. Latter are merely fill-ins
to space zanyisms and prop for his
Jolson caricature... on .'."April Showers." Starts off slowly but once he
gets 'em leaning his way, he holds
them for solid response. His kid and
bartender bit killed this audience,
despite obvious milking. Lester's the
sort of comic you like or you don't
like. However, when audience likes
boff

Benny and

Namara's Band" and "Mahzel" make him that's pay dirt that counts.
Other stage items include first
for hearty applause.
Shaffer, making his first stage N. Y, theatre date of Art Lund, reappearance is obviously unversed cording baritone, who bids fair to
in theatre ways. There were several duplicate that success. He's perfect
uneasy moments such as introducing for vauders, smart boites or musiStorch before he was scheduled to comedy. Discussed under New Acts.
come. on, and difficulty in handling Another socko turn is the topdrawer
the audience. However, his music is pianoing of Jan August, flanked by
of male instrumentalists on
sufficiently eloquent to make up for trio
other lapses. He provides smooth and guitar-, bass and drums which proliterate arrangements, all in good vide neat backing for his nifty keytaste. With an instrumentation" of boarding.
All contribs win loud
with his now famous
five reeds, six brass, same number plaudits,
of strings and three rhythms, there's "Miserlou"
and
"Jan's
Boogie"
no blast, easy listening and imagina- particularly standout.
tive musicianship; Shaffer has a
Salici's Puppets, manipulated by
knowing way of backing Como as mixed quartet, offer and click with
well as the rest of the show, having practically a vaude show of its own,
the knack of sneaking up with the given by expertly manipulated dolls,
music to form a completely harmoni- ranging from acros to operatic
ous background. His -own numbers quartet. It remains one of the
are restricted to "Adobe Hacienda" classiest acts of its kind in show
and a medley of "Peg O' My Heart" business and gets plenty welland "Plight of the Bumble Bee," all deserved plaudits here.
|

nicely done.
Storclat

ance

making

Ms

his second appearis one of thq

house

fresher impersonators. His subjects
aren't on the standard track, going
in for takeoffs on Cary Grant, James
Mason, George Sanders, Akim Tamiroff and Gary Cooper. He's back
for a solid encore and a begoff talk.
Four Evans, a family team of
parents and son and daughter, provide a sprightly dance session displaying modern and oldie terps for
solid results.

Once there's general tightening
up on overall stage deportment, current Par layout will smooth itself
put into one of its strongest sessions
in sometime.
Jose.

Strand,
Ted Lewis Orch

Y.

I¥.
(12)

with Ger-

DuBois, Stars of Tomorrow
Ayers, Julee Ann, Pat Yan- sponse.
DeWolfe as bill topper has pep
kee), Shirley, Sharon & Wanda, Paul
White, Elroy Peace; "Cheyenne" pered his old vaude act and as i
(WB), reviewed in Variety April stands, his routine is one continual
laugh. His naive conveyance of blue
23, 1947.
jokes and humorous chiding of aud
from latTo paraphrase "Ted Lewis trade- is convincing. Doing skithe as Mrs
mark query, everybody should be est picture, "Blue Skies," matron
on
plenty happy at the Strand this ses- Murgatroyd, a typical
sion.
The slick performance of the clandestine visit to cocktail lounge,
Begs
sides.
their
holding
high-hatted, cane-swinging, tragedian had payees
girl routine
of swing has cooked up one of the off after wacky chorus
Mills Bros, in closing spot, couldn t
best entertainment packages of his
encores.
career and that's saying lots when get off until after three
are
one retrospects what he has con- Among their best numbers
Alamo
tributed to the gayety of the nation "Across the Alley From
which
in his past 35 year tenure in show- "Basin Street Blues," during
and
effect,
they incorporate trumpet
business.
Hurt
Always
"You
By coincidence his opening date recording oldie,
the One You Love."
fell on his 55th birthday last FriLou Breeze, who almost forgot his
day (6) which besides the on-stage
own band number, does nicely as
stuff was sparked by a marathon
Only band feature is
birthday
party
backstage
that emcee.
started at noon and ran well into the "Bumble Boogie," which sells well.
Hunt.
next morning.
Everybody
aldine

(.Eileen

—

'

who

is

anybody in show business dropped
in to felicitate him.

It

was

a great

day for a great guy.
Getting back to the performance,
Lewis has surrounded himself with
array of talent, all youthful,
good-looking gals who are talented
as well as decorative.
He's also
enough to give them
plenty opportunity to display their
wares, rather than hog the spotlight
nifty

showman

for himself. That sort of showmanship jiever fails to pay- off. -Lewis,
has found that out over the years,
Not that Lewis, himself, is not as
boff as ever, for he is.
He's also
smart enough to figure that if you
have an abundance of clever talent
surrounding you, there's no sense
handcuffing it. He once told a guy
if he thought he was clever enough
to carry a whole show alone he'd
better do a single and save supporting acts expense.
Lewis, backed by his band of
three rhythm, violin, four saxes,
three trmnpets and trombone, walks
on in battered topper and cane for
brace of introductories, "Still Going
Strong" and "Short Life and a
.

One" to set audience in
frame for what follows.
Shirley, Sharon & Wanda, attractively garbed, ankle on for precision tapstering to keep things rollMerry

proper

Geraldine DuBois, nifty gal in
pink soubretish costume, doubles in
clown session with Lewis that keeps
everybody happy, seguing into brace
Roxyettes,
deftly
staged,
neatly of vocals and then giving out with
executed and with the hooped dress the maestro on comic novelty numnumber best of the contribs. Paul ber, "The Face and the Body,"
Ash and Roxy orch provide usual worked up for a comedy stanza that
good job of backing show. Edba.
rocks the house on applause. Elroy
Peace,
clever
colored youngster
who's subbing for Charles "SnowCapitol,
ball"
Whittier,
currently in the
Washington, June 8.
The Smoothies (3), Benny Ross & Army, teams with Lewis for the
inimitable
"Me
and My Shadow"
Maxine Stone, Peggy Taylor Trio,
standard for years with
the
Reddingtons
Sam Jack stanza,
(31,
Lewis
and
still socko.
Kauffman House Orch with Connie
Stars of Tomorrow (Eileen Ayers,
Krueger, "The Homestretch" (20th).
wham
Julee Ann, Pat Yankee)
across close, harmony on brace of
Show clicks nicely this week, vocals
to nice response, topped by
though not in sensational class.
one of the gal's "I'm An Indian Too"
Ross and Stone supply comedy for from "Annie Get Your Gun."
good returns. Ross, smooth with
Then comes the real sock that

Acts are spaced by usual colorproduction numbers by the

ful

Wash.

Earle, IMiillv
lines and a vocal or two gets his practically stops the show when
Philadelphia, June 7.
Vaughn Monroe Orch with Moon- own laughs and plays straight for White and Peace go into their exJohnny Mack, Frank Fon- Miss Stone, whose lazybones routine pert hoofing, interlarded with cornedtaine, Eddy Julian, Ziggy Talent; "I and deep voice go nice with the antics and registering a new high on
crowd.
Some of the comedy is a applause decibels. White's "Whiskey
Cover Big Town" (Par).
broader than customary here,
but is handled well and appreciated.
Sharing the top spot are the
Smoothies (Babs, Charlie and Little
Ryan) in a nice song stanza, spiced
with comedy. In "Good Day" and
"Sin to Tell a Lie," they display
better than average rhythm. The
comedy is milked from a series of
burley imitations of radio commercials and soap operas. Act winds up
with an audience participation stunt,
setting balcony against orchestra in
guess-who-delivered-this - song stunt.
little

Vaughn Monroe and
favor

with

when they bowed

his orchestra

the

Customers
on

into the Earle

Friday (6), but the crowds were
disappointing numerically, causing
the management to make a quick
switch from a scheduled five-a-day
routine to four shows.
As for the show itself, proceedings

pace

off to a

harmonious

start with

Monroe joining the Moonmaids in
"Dreams Are a Dime a Dozen."
These

five

gals,

Monroe's air and

recording vocalists; present a good
stage appearance.

The imitations

of the singers aren't
so good, but house gets the idea and
joins enthusiastically in the fun.
version of Gershwin's "Man I Love,",
Peggy Taylor Trio, gal and two
singing it straight at first, and then meri, furnish a
short and only averplaying hob with the original lyrics age adagio whose chief
is the
for- "novelty."
Femmes also appear colorful costumes and feature
flashy backin closing number, kicking around drop.
"Kiss the Boys Goodnight" after
Curtain raiser is the Reddingthis number is teed-off rousingly by tons,
a trampoline novelty with
Ziggy Talent, who steps down for his some audience
participation. Act has
turn at the mike.
mama at the mike furnishing the
Talent has ,a lusty singing style patter and
in a slick white
and goes through lots of energetic costume todaughter
do stunts. The male
gestures that click with audience. member
of the trio is planted in
Besides "Kiss the Boys Goodnight," the audience
as a stooge who comes
he warbles three novelty tunes, up when
people in the house are in"Why Did I Teach
Girl to Drive," vited to try
out the trampoline.
'

The Moonmaids

also presented a

My

"Bubble

Gum" and

"Pancho."
In addition to singing with Moonmaids, Monroe gives fans plenty
with renditions of "Mam'selle" and
"Ivy," both calculated to appeal to
femmes. He delivers in neat fash-

is laugh-compelling stuff,
with house going into pandemonium

in Well"

when

Peace, in dame garb, clinches
White for real Harlemania
Lewis has 'em all on for
with stanza doing neat fadeto Lewis's subdued vocal of

with

hoofing.
finale,

out

"When My Baby Smiles At Me,"
which is showmanship at tops.
At performance caught Sophie
Tucker dropped in from the Latin
Quarter to wish Lewis a happy
birthday and gifted him with check
for

State's layout provides one of the
longest stage sessions in- sometime,
taking up 80 minutes.
With the
drawn out bill, the show plays too
placidly to keep the customers at
high pitch throughout. Individual
acts, however, do okay.

Longest time Is given to the Earl
Warren Sextet (New Acts) which
takes up the closing 20 minutes. Rest
of the acts perform regulation wise
as far as time elements are concerned.
Toppers are Diosa Costello and Archie Robbins. This showing, Miss
'

Costello seems to have lost

her energy, but

much

of

shows enough

still

pep to get an encore.

Most of her
devoted to song work in
which she indicates that she can do
handsomely except for surplus mugging.
She
gets
a
good
ride out of
Capitol, S. Y.
'Babalu," and as long as she sticks
Guy Lombardo Orch (14) with to straight singing, but once she
Rodney;
Don
Gardner,
Kenny
goes into her cooch interpolations,
Jean
(3);
Pitchmen
Lee,
Lathrop &
singing impressions are lost. She's
Carroll; "High Barbaree" (MG) re- better in cafes, despite popularity
viewed in Variety, March 12, 47.
with evening audiences,, inasmuch as
theatres still play matinees when
They say sweet music is climbing kids come in.
over and smothering the blare of the
Robbins starts out slowly, but
swing-happy band business of rebuilds
effectively, once he gets rid of
not
or
is
Whether it
cent years.
makes no . difference. .t°J? u y. Lom- his too familiar material. His French
-chanteuse- has some bright, moments,
bardo. Swing or sweet, uppermost;
as has his dissertation on cafe pahis combo goes on in its quiet way
doing a highly satisfactory job, both trons. He's strong enough for an
encore, but milks to a begoff speech.
at the b.o. and artistically.
Rest of the bill's items are familiar.
And this Capitol show is no differ- Opening
by Gautier's Steeplechase
Coupled with a trio of good
ent.
With its horses, ponies and monk,
acts, Lombardo's sticky style sets
builds
to a good warmup, with G.
show
built
a
which
is
foundation on
Ray Terrell doing some smart necthat few can dislike (except, perromancy to get himself a hot palm
haps, the, jazzophiles).
the deuce. Estelle & Leroy have
Too, with singer-guitarist Don in
a smart set of ballroom routines
Rodney inserting occasional cutting- which
reaches its highest effectiveup bits into vocals, and the impact
ness
with their samba and boogieof Kenny Gardner's delivery of the
woogie.
Jose.
and
novelty, "Story of Frankie
Johnny," a parody on the original,
more showmanship than
there's
•

efforts are

,

.

usual in the_Lqmbardo
it

combo and

for warmer performa wise choice of tunes

makes

all

Add

ance.

Icer With U.S.,

Canuck

Acts Grossing SOGWkly.

and you have a high audience rating.
Lombardo nicely mixes pops and

$500

as donation to
Centerville, N.

his

boys'

There's "Little Coquette," "Snuggle
On Your Shoulder," "Sailboat in the
Moonlight," "Boo-Hoo" and C. L.'s
latest, "You'll Know When It Happens."

transporting the portable theatre,
tank, and 55 skaters from the U. S.
at a cost of $50,000 for passenger
fares alone.

Encouraged by the

-

Rodney and Gardner handle all
Rodney does an excellent job/although
he's inclined to rush and thereby
vocals, singly or with the trio.

Gardner's
"Frankie & Johnny" is the high
point, however.. He hits 'em hard
with a deliberately corned-up parody
phrasing.

his

ruffles

profits

he

is

raking in with his Buenos Aires venture, Villegas planed to Chile this
week, to make arrangements for a
similar show in Santiago and possibly Valparaiso.

With

its two performances a day
and 10 p.m.) the show
grossing $80,000 weekly, in spite

(at six p.m.
is

of unfavorable weather conditions
and it registers heavily.
Lathrop & Lee, one of the best (rains and an unusually early cold
dance acts, tee off, the outside help. spell). Electric heaters have been
Their three routines are expertly installed' but they aren't adequate
done and smartly accepted, although enough to keep patrons warm.
they could have gotten better accom- Although attendants sell cokes and
paniment in a few spots when hot coffee, the "nearby bistros are
First is a duo bit, then a doing a thriving trade in Scotch and
caught.
warm-ups for the
solo by femme, capped by the "High hot-chocolate
Hat" routine, a classy-looking rou- crowd after the show closes.
Under the direction of the Andertine that gets the pair off big.
Pitchmen is another by now stand- sons show is snappy and niftily cosard act. Their use of a small mouth tumed.
Choreography is splendid.
instrument somewhat like a gazoo, Show runs through two and a half
combined with the comedy they in- hours without a dull moment.
sert, built around instruments seem- Cast's evident youth and enthusiasm
is one of the pleasantest features
irigly made out of odds and ends a la

the Korn Kobblers, is surefire stuff. of it.
They never fail to rack up a winning
The performers comprise Yanks
number of laugh-points and they're and Canucks, with the exception
of
consistent here.
Lucky Peterson, described as SpanJean Carroll, one of the few, if ish.
Latter is a hot tamale on
not the only femme comic to hit the blades and pleases
the natives.
bigtime. delivers all sorts of gags in
The show includes 19 scenes, teea peculiar monotone with only a
handful of lines bright enough to get ing off with the Argentine Pericon
(square dance) on blades, with the
attention.
Yet, she has her audi-

ence

in

constant

giggles

and gets

skaters

in

blue

and

white

satin

Perhaps it's the novcomic that puts extra

Gaucho costumes.
The Pericon Is all footwork on the

Eve Sully come on for additional hop on what from a male funny-man
clowning with Lewis and Buddy would be ordinary egg-slants. WhatClark ran over from the Paramount ever it is, she gets 'em with very
Wood.
to warble a song in his honor.
It little.
was a great night for Lewis but a

part of both male and female dancers, and as an exhibition of the
finer points of skating, more subtle
and less spectacular, it is a wow.
Outstanding amongst skaters is

camp

at.

his several charities.

J.,

one of

Jesse Block

&

solid reaction.
elty of a gal

—

better

show

one for the audience.
His
Edba.

is tops.

Memphis Ban

Chicago, Chi
Chicago, June

6.

Billy DeWolfe, Mills Bros., Jeanne
Shirley,
Sensationalists
Lou
(3),

Breeze Orch (14); "Framed" (Col).

Jack Benny's record-breaking engagement apparently set a standard
he cuts which succeeding shows at the Chi-

After gagging some falls,
loose with the really fancy bouncing
of the act, while puffing a lighted
cigar
Invitation to the audience
also brought up two small boys
at
show caught. They were allowed to
ion.
a couple of times before
Of the featured acts with the show, bounce
leaving the stage, to the delight of
Frank Fontaine is easily outstanding the
crowd and the kids.
Lowe.
in his impersonations.
He runs
through Boyer, Grant, Robinson,
Cagney, etc., in humorous style, but
Hayes' Beach Nitery
really hits comedy jackpot with bit
Johnny Hayes, vaude and" nitery
on a "Sweepstakes Winner." This
comic, has taken over former Boardgets best response.
walk
Cafe, Rockaway Park, L. I.,
Johnny Mack offers smooth tapBtering, and is a good solo number. and plans to reopen July 1 as the
His gimmick with a cane adds an Carousel nitery.

State, N. Y.
Diosa Costello, Archie Robbing,
Sc Le Roy, G. Ray
Terrell,
Earl
Warren
Sextet,
Gautier's
Steeplechase,
Louis Basil House
Orth; "My Favorite Brunette" (Par)
Estelle

Lewis and band taking standards, opening with "Mam'selle"
over for torrid "St. Louis Blues." and thereafter coming up with 'I
On Run in Buenos Aires
Paul White, colored comic, sends on Wonder, I Wonder," "Humoresque,"
Buenos Aires, May 31,
"Woodman Spare That Tree," which among others, capped late in the
Impresario Borges Villegas' bladeis by far best interpretation o& comeshow by a medley of hits written or show on Buenos Aires' Avenida
dy number since originated by the collaborated on by frere Carmen
Nueve de Julio is olaying to packed
late Bert Williams in an early "ZiegLombardo. It's a nice touch for stage
feld Follies."
Band also does nice purposes and the tunes are so widely houses and bids fair to recoup the
$150,000 investment involved in
arrangement of "Trees."
known that the impact is sharpened.
with

ing,

maids,

found

and for change of pace, "That's My
Desire" and "I'm in Love With the
World's Dumbest Guy," for solid re

Continued from page

1

;

picture is a comedy that makes murder a joke."
He amplified the statement with
an admission that the board considered "Chaplin's reputation" in
making the decision.

Don Wussow, whose interpretation
of the prologue from "Pagliacci" is
a highlight. One of the femme contingent, Baby Voorhis, shines constantly twirling with bird-like grace.
William Knapp is given less spectacular stints, but stands out in

number. Joan Walden is a
brilliant youngster who made her
preem in Buenos Aires. Her "Claire
de Lune" number is solid.

every

Those who have seen similar
shows in New York describe the
Buenos Aires edition as equal to the
standard of any Manhattan pageant,
by -Billy DeWolfe and the Mills his mind
and a tribute is due to Fred Anderagain.
Brothers is a close contender.
Chandler's direcHe will permit "The Macomber son and Elizabeth
The Sensationalists, rollerskating
•
cago theatre are trying tried to live
up to. The current bill headlined

trio,

starts things

rolling with fast

Okays Modified 'Macomber'
Binford, incidentally, has changed

Affair" to play

Memphis with only

and exciting opener, "Beguine." Two o' of the three cuts originally orboys and a girl, femme takes turns dered.
UA opus now dated for
on intricate aero feats with first Loew's Palace week of June 19.
partner,
and sleek boleros and
This is second time in recent
waltzes with other. Second lad solos
years that Binford has reversed
on "Intermezzo" with particular
himself. Another UA feature, "The
skill in neat, fast spinning work.
Act "is thriller that gets over nicely. Southerner," was Binfordized in toto
Jeanne Shirley, a luscious brunet three years ago, but ban was later
in scanty black lace gown, gets wolf lifted
on heels of a storm of
calls. Opens with "Jack, Jack, Jack" criticism.
•

tion.

..,

Musical direction is capable, but
orchestra is cooped up in a smallish
booth to the right of the tank and
acoustics could be improved upon;
at
times
the
music is almost
inaudible.
wid!

Eddie
Nelson
into
Metropole,
N. Y., bridging gap for Carl Bying,
out for operation, but who returns
there upon recovery.
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HEY-HEY COIN FOR HAYLOFTS
Graduation of Chorines to Tarts

SEE '47

Revealed As Feature of Union Report
During the annual meeting of-f
Chorus Equity, held last Friday (6),
Ruth Richmond, its executive sec- Golden

reported that 431 members
appeared as principals in musicals
and dramatic shows during 1946-47,
jn New York, on the road and in
summer stock. Heretofore, members
graduating from the chorus had not
been tabulated, but the number
getting parts during the past season is said to be a record.
Ability of chorines to step into
casts is understood to be an argument in their favor in seeking
higher minimum pay $70 on Broadway and $85 on tour. Whether they
will win that objective is questionable in view of the anticipated deretary,

—

^rease„M„0perat|r>g costs. For that
reason the union's committee^wFncK
arrived at the figures was advised
against such a demand. Chorusters
have been getting more than the
scale both on Broadway and the
•road (road "Annie Get Your Gun,"
for instance, ensemble will get $85).
When negotiations are made with
the managers, the rules will be revised. They are expected to include
a limit on rehearsals to six days
weekly, except the week prior to
opening;

for

recordings,

television

and pictures chorines want a week's
pay for each day so spent, rehearsal
pay to be half of the minimum instead of the present $25 weekly;
$10 additional for understudying and
one-eighth more per performance
when playing a part temporarily.
It's doubtful if the chorus will ask
increases until learning
whether Equity will seek to boost

the

for
its

own minimum.

BDX0FF1CE BIG

May Produce

Rupert Hughes
resented on

is

in

likely to

many

the

strawhats

this

season— in direct contrast to the
current slump in legit in most cities

be rep-

—should

Vet-

years.

vide

transportation
is

the

to

still

barns.

restricted

by

local conditions or by lack of boats,
to make strawhats still .a
mecca.

eran author, who has devoted himSigns already point'to a boff season,
self to writing books for more than
according to Richard Skinner, gen20 years, is now doing a play, idea
real
manager for Theron Bamof which has interested John Golden,
berger's Bucks County Playhouse at
who may produce it. First act has New Hope,
P«.
already been completed.
Skinner, a Broadway producer in
Hughes wrote a farcical comedy, his own right ("Charley's Aunt,"
"Excuse Me," which scored a run at "Wonderful Journey," etc.), said that
the Gaiety in 1911. House is now the various frontline strawhats reported
Victoria, devoted to films.
incre ased advance interest in their

Annie/ 'Father

calls

London, June

10.

reception, almost equalling

that of "Oklahoma!," swept "Annie

Get Your Gun" into the surefire hit
class when the Irving Berlin musiopened at the Coliseum Saturday
(7).
With the American Dolores
Gray and Bill Johnson topping an
cal

all-British
cast,
show
press, which variously described it as a "heart warming success" to "immensely vigorous

otherwise

drew an excellent
and gay."

day (6). That represents one-third
the season sold out in advance.
Skinner attributes the current large
subscription list to the fact that so
often
last
year
a
theatregoer
couldn't buy tickets to an individual
attraction, and is now playing safe.
There are several differences be-

tween the coming season and last,
Skinner pointed out. More shows are
available to strawhats this year than
ever before. "Joan of Lorraine,"
"Dream Girl" and "State of the
Union" can now be staged in straw-

•

BEN BOYAR RENAMED

ATAM

'

Frank
Fields,
if its morbid theme will
Dick Maney, Morris Crossman, El- found palatable summer fare.
liott
Foreman, Ben Chasen and
Earlier, "Off the Record" opened
Nathan Parnes.
at the Apollo Tuesday (3) to a warm
A motion to fine members for not reception. The lightweight naval
attending meetings was kayoed.
comedy was competently acted, is

ford,

Gilbert-Sullivan

Open

family

audiences, arid
stands an even chance for success.

Ops

"Ever Since Paradise" moved into

Lake City, June 10.
The American Savoy Comic Opera
Salt

Co. opened its 10-week run of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas at the

New

theatre Wednesday (4).
B. Priestley cameo-like marital comedy, which opened in Leeds
last year, has finally reached the
West End after a six-month tour.
Splendidly acted, play was enthuwith Ursula
received,
siastically

the

at Utah Fete The

J.

Utah Centennial Exposition Friday
(6)
"The Mikado" was the curtain Jeans and Roger Livesey scoring in
raiser, and it received solid local the main roles.
reviews, though at opening about a
third of the house was empty.
Chief competition is conning from Fay McKenzie Replacing
"Holiday On Ice," grabbing the
.

lion's

share of the small exposition
attendance.

Parker in 'Burlesque'

When

Jean Parker leaves the
cast of "Burlesque" at the end of the
month she will be replaced by Fay
Woolley
Recite
McKenzie, Coastite who appeared on
at Festival Broadway several years ago in
Monty Woolley will take time off "Meet the People." Revival has been
from film chores in September to be running at the Belasco, N. Y., for
soloist
at
the Saratoga Springs, nearly six months. Bert Lahr con-

To
Poems

N. Y., music festival.
Woolley will recite

tinues as the star.

poems

to or-

chestral accompaniment supplied by
«. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony mem-

Miss Parker will be in

'Girl'

Opener

has arisen between

Armina

and

Langner

house, and John C. Wilson, their director, over fact that season will
open. June 30 with "Girl of the
Golden West," with June Havoc in
the original Blanche Bates part.

summer

stock appearances in "Dream Girl,"
the Elmer Rice play being listed by
a number of strawhats.

generally, scale
son.

was

$4.80

of a

summer

stances,
relinquished
entirely, but there are

last

sea-

Costumes and settings of "Lady"
had been originated for "In. Gay

the heading: "Reeling, Writhing-Arith'metic." Show's share of the

der

$14,516,

to

com-

pany

salaries being $4,515, but the
total operating expense was $14,515,
surprisinslv
large
figure
for
a
straight plav.
Theatre, which was
leased by ART. had operating expenses of $6,812 for the week, another item that is exceptionally
hieh.
"Alice" moved to the Majestic,
where the first week was somewhat
better than at the Columbia Circle
house, but slipped last week. Sun-

day and Monday

rights

minimums

in

other departments which are definitely fixed.
An instance is the
stagehands, that union's constitution
prohibiting
crews from working
under, scale.
Recently it was proposed that the
current "Barefoot Boy With Cheek"
become cooperative, producer to
take no money and the theatre to
get only the operating expense. Idea
cropped up again when the players
agreed to take a 25% salary slice
but Equity declined to permit a
sharing arrangement as an alternative. Musical has been about breaking even lately; it was hoped "Barefoot" would continue into the fall.
Stage unions have a method of
making concessions in exceptional
cases which are considered by a
joint fact-finding committee, and it
is possible the problem of
keeping
unprofitable shows lighted will be
solved in this way. It's pointed out
that stagehands sometimes concede
letouts in the crew when the per-

formance
is
whereby a scene

optional for
pay, and the

partially

changed

is

eliminated

m two

them to accept scale
same goes for musi-

cians.

4A'S CONTRIBUTES 5G

Vi LABOR-CURB

BILLS

The Associated Actors and

Artistes

America has contributed $5,000
to the American Federation of Labor's fund being used in the camof

be droooed:

will

j

their

or merged.
Occasionally, too, the
musicians union will permit dropping men from the orchestra. Where
deckhands, principally department
heads, are paid over the scale it is

Times printed the statement un-

amounted

call

proved fruitless.
Authors have
pared royalties and, in some in-

Little for 'Alice'

takings

That would

cooperate
operation,
which
Equity refuses to allow on the
grounds that- such-previous attempts

High Grosses Net

tery.

started.

for

flop."

"Alice In Wonderland" is hooked
up so high that even with excellent
grosses the revival has netted puny
profits.
The statement of the show
(and theatre, International) for the
week ending May 24 indicated that
although the gross was $21,250. the
net was only $1.22.
An involved statement printed in
the N. Y. Times Sunday (8) has
flabbergasted the American Repertory Theatre which, with Rita HasAccording to
san, presents "Alice."
ART, the statement was not slipped
to the daily from the management;
how it obtained possession of the
accounting is claimed to be a mys-

no

shows

expressed willingness to permit actors and the staffs to take over
shows, especially when there are no
bookings in sight, as at present, with

"Girl"' over
Wilson's objections, with the idea of
showing the play to Richard Rodgers
and Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, or

was something

whereby

method whereby engagements may
be extended. Some managers have

The Langners booked

it

method

Elasticity of some Equity rules
permit players to agree to salary
cuts but that is the only practical

Marshall (Mrs. Langner), producers
of Westport (Conn.) Country Play-

which

sold 400 subscriptions all of last season, already had 1,200 sold a week
before this season opened last Fri-

New B way

for

slight rift

opera

than last year.
County Playhouse,

Bucks

Score in London

suitable

Westport

A

'Lawrence

seasons,' via" subscription " salesTTTape* Irving -Berlin,, as possible^basis for_a
Playhouse,' Dennis, Mass.; Berkshire musical play, along lines of "OklaPlayhouse, Stockbridge, Mass.; West- homa!" or "Carousel." Famed David
port Country Playhouse, Westport, Belasco drama was made into an
Conn., all have larger subscription opera by Giacomo Puccini, but as an

During the year there were 3,326
Company took some 18 curtain hats. "The Barretts of Wimpole
engagements, not including replace(Continued on page 52)
calls at the premiere, while Miss
ments. Net income was $23,157, a
Gray and Johnson were acclaimed
decrease of $1,761 over the previous
from the curtain's rise. Pair sang a
year, accountable because of slightly
half dozen encores. When the achigher expenses. Total assets were
'La.
Lady/
'Open House'
tress announced the occasion was
$222,926. Miss Richmond retains her
birthday, audience
post,
and Paul Dullzell was re- also her 23rd
Flop Out in Ushering
spontaneously sang "Happy Birthelected chairman of the executive
Littler, in a
committee consisting of Gilbert Ad- day." Producer Emile
gilt
In
Season
kins,
Ray Cook, Philip Gordon, brief address, presented two
dressing room stars to the couple,
Into the records go Broadway's
Estelle Loring, Paula Purnell, Elena
sing
first two flops of the new season,
Salamatova and Charles Tate. Kath- who again were compelled to
crowd was satisfied.
"Open
Lady"
and
"Louisiana
leen O'Brien was named to sit in before the
another House." "Lady" was the only muFather,"
"Life
With
with Equity's council, which controls
American entry, opened at the Savoy sical definitely listed for summer
the chorus branch.
Thursday (5) and was splendidly arrival, one other tuner, an August
received, with acting honors gar- possibility, "Music in My Heart,"
nered by Sophie Stewart as Mother now' is doubtful, rehearsals being
and Leslie Banks as Father. In gen- delayed week to week because of
eral, the venerable Broadway play indicated bankroll trouble.
drew a good press but some reLower ticket prices- have been
Annual meeting and election of gretted the production had not been
proposed recently as a hypo for
the Assn. of Theatrical Agents and put On with an American cast.
legiters. but fact that "Lady" came
Managers, held Monday (9), re- Nevertheless, most critics roundly
in at $3.60 top, the first musical at
turned Ben Boyar as president. For praised the show, which seems an
so low a scale in many years, didn't
vice-president, Charles Mulligan de- emphatic hit.
Show was
count in its favor.
feated
Milton
Bernard
Simon.
Other plays of the week included panned; after the first night there
Weintraub, secretary-treasurer; Oli- "Angel," which bowed at the Strand
was no indication that it could make
ver Saylor, business agent, and Fred Friday (6). A pathological, factual
Internal
grade.
differences
the
Debondy, sergeant-at-arms, were re- drama, it deals with an adolescent
didn't help.
The management had
elected.
girl
who jealously murders her been advised not to bring the show
Five new directors were elected to stepbrother.
acquitted, but to town, despite its costly investiShe's
the board of 10, lineup being Mack later confesses the deed. Although
fture.
Top of $4.20 for "House," a
Hilliard, Morris Jacobs, Robert Mil- the show was well received, it's
straight play, didn't count either;
Smith, William
be
doubtful

PRESIDENT OF

A

longer operating at a profit could
continue on Broadway for the benefit of the actors and
stage unions is
being discussed by showmen, but
there are blocks which cannot be
overcome unless there is a change
of union regulations.

John Wilson Gripes On

be good. More autos are
available than last summer, to pro-

Broadway next season Travel abroad

a lapse of

Wham

Shows; Eye Chances of Unions' Aid
y

Business

Rupert Hughes' Play

after

Co-op Ventures Posed For Unprofitable

paign against the labor-curb bills
passed by Congress and now waiting
disposal by President Truman. Paul
the non-salaried head of
the Four A's, received an acknowl-

starting next week "Alice" will be
played five nights and three afternoons.
Scale
for
matinees
on

Wednesday and Thursday

Dullzell,

will be
reduced to $2 40 top. balcony to be
Show has had a strong mat- edgement from George Meaney, secinee, and the
1.659-seat' Majestic, retary-treasurer of the AFL. Dull,
which has 728 seats upstairs, should zell, also an Equity leader, had rehypo the gross what with the extra minded Meaney that while the conmatinee.
If not. the show will be tribution did not represent the total
unable to operate out of the red. assessment of the combined talent
unions, stars who went on the radio
Previous reports were that "Alice
for the cause more than made up for
would fold instead of continuing
any difference.
Labor official replied that entertainers
Walden
were making a "magnificent
Prexv
S1.20.

1

New Orleans," another costly mistake, but that musical was taken off
Production is. likely to
at tryout.
turn up in a Shubert musical during the coming season, J. J. Shubert
having bought the "Lady" trappings
immediately after the show stopped
last

Wednesday

fourth

night, after its

(4)

performance.

It

opened

Hall Shelton bought the "New
Orleans" production for $75,000, that
show having cost upward of $300,Understood that more than
000,
was used for
$150,000 additional
"Lady," so that the original estimate
$500,000

for

the

two attractions

appears to be conservative. It was
Shelton's second unsuccessful adventure,
he having tempted Donald
Wolfit to bring his British Shakespearean troupe down from Canada
That was another red
lust winter.
attraction, at the Century.
It's reported that the house was
guaranteed $7,500 weekly for two
weeks but because there are no operating expenses this week, as the
theatre is dark, a compromise payment may be agreed upon. "Lady"
had a different book than that used
in

"New

contribution."

Both

officials

were on

Of Scenic Artists the platform last week at Madison
Square Garden when labor leaders
United Scenic Artists, the only protested the
curbs, New York's
craft union in show business in Mayor
O'Dwyer making a strong apwhich employees and employers are peal on behalf of the
unions.
members, held its annual meeting
j

;

Monday.

of

'

Named

Orleans," also a

new

score.

week in N. Y. There was a contested election, with several new' oflast

ficers

being named; 14

Friml's

new members

5 New Tunes

were taken

into the union, which
In 'Musketeers' Revival
includes set designers, painters and
costume designers. Some scenic stuHollywood, June 10.
Rudolf Friml is cleffing five new
dio owners are also members but
tunes for Civic Light Opera Co.
not all are required to join
Walter Walden is president, with presentation of "The Three MusCharles E. Lessing. vice prez; Erne- keteers." Newcomers will be interline Roche, secretary; Rudy Karnolt, jpolated when show opens three-week
business
agent:
George
Everett. rlin June 16 at Philharmonic Auditreasurer: Arthur Romano, financial torium. Forman Brown is handling
the lyrics.
sec, and James Balfour, trustee.
Only two tunes, "L'amour" and
"Musketeers," have hung on since
Dallas Little Theatre Opener
operetta made its bow in 1928 in New
Dallas, June 10.
The Dallas Little Theatre opens its York.
New tunes are in keeping with
season here Thursday
12
with
Philip
Barrie's "Hotel
Universe," .Friml's practice of knocking off extra
i

!

I

.

*

which

will

Saturday.

be

presented

>

through

•

I

numbers whenever "Musketeers"
revived.

Is

-
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the strawhat season there, beginning
Thursday (12) . Richard Aldrich's
Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., tees
.

Hey-Hey Haylofts

off its schedule June 30 with Constance Bennett in "Over 21," followed by successive, p.a.'s there of
Caulfield, * Claire Gertrude Niesen, Martha Scott, Jean
Joan
Korvin,
Lucille
Michael Parker and Luise Rainer
Price,
Vincent
Trevor,
North, Audrey Totter and Diana Ball set for Detroit summer session
in "Dream Girl," slated to open at
Lynn.
Michael Curtiz will direct one the motor city's Music Hall, July 7
Dallas draws 10-week summer
offering.

Continued from page 51
Street" is available for the first
time. Where in previous years a
hayloft producer had to scratch for
scripts, says Skinner, this year
there are more good plays than

good

in which to play them. Housing Talent
Strawhats this year— at New Hope,

weeks

room problem for
Housing is more acute

anvway—have
their casts.

.

.

this year than last, says Skinner, so
that he's had to indulge in what he.
calls "bedroom casting." If two actors are equally good for a part,
Skinner will preferably pick the one

who has a home in Bucks County
over the one who hasn't. Hotel space
Skinis more limited this year, and
ner has such problems as a play
like "Trial of Mary Dugan," which
calls for 24 speaking parts, in addition to crowds.
Skinner expects more film names
strawhats this season, due to
Coast production holdups for jurisdictional disputes, desire for legit
seasoning. Bucks Playhouse, however, will depend rather on com-,
bination of pix and legit names—
in

Mady- -Christians, L.uis.e Rainer, Walter Slezak, Sidney Blackmer, Haila
Stoddard, the Hartmans, and probably Moss Hart and wife, Kitty Carlisle.

Sam Wasserman

.

.

.

will again oper-

'Andrews Memoin this shoreline town.
Season opens June 23 for tentative
10-week stretch. Tryouts will be included in sked. Carol Hughes inked
as resident lead, opening bill with
"Three Men on a Horse,"
Belle Baker has been signed for
"Vinegar Tree," also Irina Baronova
and Uta Hagen for "Dark Eyes."
ate the strawhat at

rial theatre

Teams

at Vt. Theatre
Eliot Duvey, director of the Hub's
Tributary theatre, joining Eugene
Keenan, of Newport, Vt., in new

strawhatter at St. Michael's PlayHouse rehouse, Burlington, Vt.
cently announced other auspices, but
this setup replaces.

—

"

Guy
Jones' direction
.
Palrherton's Worcester, Mass., PlayMargo

10.

"Westchester" PlayhoTiSir Opener
Mt. Kisco, N. Y., June 10.
Under management of Gordon
Minter, Philip Booth, and Barton
Emmet, Westchester Playhouse at
Lawrence Farms, near here, opens a

Skinner admits that this strawhat
fortunately set up. Located in
10-week season June 23.
is known as the "genius belt,"
Among the guest stars will be
the theatre is an actor's showcase.
Because George Kaufman, Moss Fritzi Schaff, Estelle Winwood, Mady
Louise Albritton, Jay
Hart, Kenyon Nicholson, Ezra Stone, Christians,
HammerOscar
Frank McHugh, Martha
Finklehoffe,
Jostyn,
Fred
others
and
Schulberg
and Diana Barrymore.
Budd
Sleeper
stein,
are
but
vicinity
the
live
in
only
not
Red Barn's 'Lady'
regulars in Playhouse audiences, acWestboro, Mass., June 10.
tors like to play and be seen there.
New: comedy by Otis Bigelow,
Playhouse opened its season last
Friday "(6) 'with "Papa Is All," star- "My Fair Lady;"- will be- on- the- proring Mady Christians, and follows duction slate of the Red Barn theawith "Trial of Mary Dugan," star- tre, which gets under way for its
ting Haila Stoddard Monday (16). seventh season June 17 with "The
Strawhat will try out two new plays Last of Mrs. Cheyney."
National
"Grand
summer,
this
Under direction of Robert Daggett
thriller,
and and Robert Haag, company will inBritish
Night,"
a
"Heaven Help the Angels," 4 revue clude Louise Galloway, Vega Keane,
John Glendinning, Bigelow, Parker
with the Hartmans..
is

.

repertory at the Gulf Oil theatre,
Fair Park, starting June 3 under

Wasserman's Barnyard
Clinton, Conn., June

a

what

.

.

house gets underway June 9 with
Weston
"Mr. and Mrs. North"
Playhouse, Weston,, Vt., opens its
eighth summer season June 26 under
Don
Harlan Grant's direction
.

.

.

.

.

.

Swann

Inc.,
Jr.'s Hilltop Theatre,
an 11-week season at LutherBrett WarMd., June 23
'.
ren directs a six-player resident
company beginning June 23 at the
Orange County Playhouse, Westtown, N.Y.
"Dream Girl" is the
Morton
production
at
opening
Cragsmoor
theatre,
DaCosta's
Cragsmoor, N.Y., unveiling June 17
."
Playhouse,
Darien,
Cobweb
,
Corin., operated by Torch Theatre,
Inc., tees off July 1, under Miriam
Goldina's direction with "Joan of
Lorraine"
John Barclay guesting
•in- "The -Bachelor Father^- week of.
July 1 at Isobel Jones' Starlight
theatre, Pawling, N.Y.
Two new
plays by William Starbird, "Waiting
Room" and "Lords and Masters," are
included in the second season schedule of the Furbush Stock Co., due to
start June 16 at Casco Hall, Falmouth Foreside, Me. , Music Hall
theatre, Clinton, N. J., opened Mon-

starts
ville,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

day (2) with,, Eddie Rich producing
"The Glass Menagerie," starring
Margaret Wycherly and Alexander
Kirkland
Charles O. Carey's Surry theatre company, Surry, Me.,
plays an 11-week season there with
'

.

.

.

John-Malcolm as resident director,
then moves later in the summer to
the Fine Arts theatre, Bar Harbor,
Keeiie
Me.
Keene, N. H, tees
.

.

.

Summer
off

theatre,

June 23 under

Freeman Hammond's direction, with
John P. Samuels as general manager
Four new plays may be on the
summer schedule of Louis TownTheatre-in-the-Dale, '" 'New
send's
.

.

their season of club entertainments last Saturday
with "Footlight Highlights," one of their best specialty shows. Bits
and numbers from Broadway comedies, musicals and dramas of the '20s
were presented. Some of the original players participated. Three Lambs,
were presented with silver mugs in appreciation of their contributions
to the various gambols. Those so honored were- William Mack, the oldest Lamb; Alexander Gray and Clyde North.
Horace Braham was the narrator, opening with the "chorus" uttered
by him in "Antigone" last season. On the drama end scenes from "Broadway" and "White Cargo" stood out. In the comedy department, Bert Lahr,
in the next-to-closing, did. his by-no w famous wood-chopper's number
out of a Winter Garden revue. Smith and Dale also gave the clubmen
and guests a laughable interlude from "Mendel, Inc." Another feature
was Gray and a quartet recalling melodies from "Rio Rita" and "Desert.
Song." A dozen Lambs flnaled with a cavalcade of club songs by and
with pianist Eddie Weber, who directed the vocals. Lep Solomon' supervised the "front of the house," as usual. An impromptu entertainment
by members, headed by Pat Harrington, after the regular activities, was
another feature.

The Lambs ended

(7)

1

,

.

.

.

Inside Stuff— Legit

.

.

Burns Mantle, former drama critic of the N. Y. News, took over the
paper's drama column Sunday (8) to name his selection of the 10 best
plays of 1946-47. He said that choosing the first six, seven or eight was
easy, but culling the others was a bit difficult.
Mantle did not consider
revivals.
His selections will be part of his seasonal drama book to be
published in the fall. "Brigadoon" was the only musical he chose, "Finian's Rainbow" getting a bow as an outstanding novelty, though not
classed with' the 10 best.
Previously, "Of Thee I Sing" and "Oklahoma!" were the only musicals that appeared with, the "winners" in his
year book.
„
Most of the selections were dramas, the bests being. "All My" Sons,"
"The Iceman Cometh," "Joan of Lorraine," "Another .Part of the Forest,"
.

"Years- Ago'J "John- Loves Mary" (the only-comedy), "The Fatal .Weak?
ness," "The Story of Mary* Surratt," "Christopher Blake" and "Brigadoon," in that order. Two were boxoffice flops, "Surratt" and "Blake."
.

Edwin Lester, producer of "Song of Norway," now on the Coast, states
the claim that majority of the cast was formerly in the chorus is highly
exaggerated. Showman says that only one of 14 billed as being in the
cast is from the ensemble, and that eight of the 10 major principals are
the same as those in the operetta when it made its Broadway run. He
adds that he has been eager to advance choristers, and has actually
spotted several "Norway" people in principal parts in other shows.
There has been a variable number of players listed as being in the
"Norway" cast. When the show opened on Broadway, 29 were programmed, including bit parts. When it played Los Angeles (June, 1944),
prior to Broadway, only a dozen were indicated as principals. Chorus
Equity records indicate nine former members are now in "Norway,"
current -at- the Curran, San FrancisGO,-....
Various angles attendant to censorship attempts on "The Iceman
of town are recalled by Richard E. ('Dixie') French, now
back in New York after having been out with the show. Play closed
Saturday (31) in Chicago. French stated that in each instance he had no
authority to cut anything from Eugene O'Neill's script and the play
showed just as it did on Broadway. He told 'one censor board that the

Cometh" out

1

author was required reading in some colleges. One woman censor called
McCormick,
"Iggie"
Wolfirigton,
her daughter to verify that claim and was surprised when the girl said
Tour
Milford, Conn.
Season opens June her class had read "Iceman."
Teena Starr and Robert Lauritzen.
Board in Chicago decided, however, that
25 with Louise Piatt in "Private if certain lines were
Harlem's American Negro Theatre
not deleted after three weeks it would be banned.
Head Acorn Theatre
Lives."
plans to tour the strawhat circuit
That was the length of the engagement there.
Arden, Del., June 10.
a Broadway
this summer, doing
Behne Franklin, exec secretary of
repertory. Group will play camps
Brock Pemberton may be kidding but says that if "Harvey" is on
Broadway

ANT Due To

1

and hotels as well as summer the-

atres.

Innovation is a warmup for a road
tour next fall, as far south as Florida
and Texas.

Connie Bennett in "Over 81"
Hollywood, June 10.
Connie Bennett will star in Ruth
Gordon's "Over 21," to be presented

N. Y.'s Equity-Library Theatre, and
Iza
Itkin,
daughter of David B.
Itkin, director of Goodman Memorial theatre, Chicago, will be managing directors, of Acorn Company
theatre, new strawhat here. Group
will open its season at the Robin

Charge Cleveland

next

Nitery Is Pirating
'Brigadoon' Setup

summer

go into the play himself in the lead part
To try himself out, show's producer mutters
stock performance before the current strawhat

he'll

when Frank Fay

vacations,

about a possible
season expires,

summer

Jules Spector, treasurer of the 48th Street theatre, where "Harvey" is
playing, claims to have received a telephone call from a bobbysoxer wishing to verify that James Stewart would appear for Fay next month. He got
no Immediate response when saying it was correct but the mother picked
up the phone and said: "The poor child fainted." Ticket guy vowed it
was true, so help him.

Complaint has been made to
June 23, with "You Cleveland's district attorney against
With You."
nightclub operator' Herman PirchMiss Itkin will direct, with Gene ner by attorneys for Cheryl Crawby Gryphon Players, Leguma Beach Walters as designer. Company, all- ford, producer of "Brigadoon," one
strawhat. Play will be fifth on La- Equity, will include many members of Broadway's musical standouts.
When Vincent Sardi, Jr., wed Adele Rasey last week. 'Sardi, Sr., again
of Equity Library theatre. Group It's
guna sked, bowing set for July 29.
charged that Pirchner has
Already set for seasonal appear- will include Susan Roy, Frank pirated the show's title for his en- took over as head of their New York restaurant. When the elder resances are Ruth Hussey, Charles Caden, Rosalind Wilder, Jim Morley, tertainment at Alpine Village, de- taurateur retired last season he said he was washed up with activities in
Alan Shayne, Belle Scott, Joe scribed as aji'theatre restaurant." the Broadway actors' oasis on 44th street and intended an indefinite stay
Bernard, Shirley King, Edith Frank- Ads in Cleveland dailies read that on the Coast. But he couldn't take Hollywood and returned quickly.
Chances are that he'll stick around again whenjunior returns from a
lin, Alex Berkow and Betty Ross.
the night spot "presents a modest
honeymoon in Bermuda.
version of the Broadway success
•

Hood

theatre,

Can't Take

It

1

i

A SGRAPB00K OF

YOUR CAREER
Made and kept up

to dart. ColorRomantic!
Designers: Lot
tht producer see for himself what
you have done.
Cost of making book of about 100
pages: $25.
Cost of book and
photos will be extra.

ful!

ALICE OLIVER
72 MacCulloch Avenue
Morrlstown, New Jersey
Telephone: Morrlstown 4-2431

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE

1830

Play, Brokers

June 23 in "Dream Girl," playing
same show following week at Marblehead, Mass. Then Detroit for two
weeks.
Miss Ball appeared at McCarter,
before her film career, in "Hey,

and

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 40, Cal.

'Brigadoon' ."
Alleged that the Alpine show includes standout songs from "Brigadoon," with a chorus line dressed
in kilts, to give the impression that
it's
part of the original performance, locale of which is Scotland.
Jack London, of the legal Arm of
'

Fitelson,

&

Mayers

1

'

London,

is

pressing the claim and has requested
the Dramatists Guild to take action.

Diddle, Diddle."

Strawhat Jottings
Mickey Walker, former world's
middleweight
boxing
champion,
plays the lead in "The Milky
at the Ethan Allen theatre,
lington,

Authors' Representatives
«8 West 45th Street, New York
::i'j;s

Lucille Ball's Strawhats
Lucille Ball will play several

summer in the east
as a respite from film chores. Actress is slated to open McCarter
theatre, Princeton,
N. J., season
strawhats this

Vt.,

week

Way"
Bur-

of Aug.

12 .
.
daughter of Ar.

'Show Boat' Opens
Dallas Season June 16
Dallas, June 10.
The.. 1947 season of "Starlight
Operettas" will open here June 16
with the Jerome Kern-Edna Ferber
"Show Boat" for two weeks.
Cast will be headed by Harlan
Briggs, as Captain Andy. Norwood
Smith will be Gaylord Ravenal, and

Carol Hammerstein,
thur Hammerstein, Broadway producer, and niece of Oscar Hammerstein, II, will appear with the Gretna
Playhouse, Mt. Gretna, Pa., during Pamela Cavness, Magnolia. Clark
Chandler, Louise Lorimer, Clare
Alden, Milton Clary, Maxine Adams,
William C. Smith, Helen Dowdy,
Rollin Bauer, Joe Macaulay, Harry
Holton, Fred Brookins and Mary
Dyer are others in the cast.
Casting was done on the Coast.

SEVEN HUNDRED seat theatre fully
equipped

Beach Resort Amusement Park with 200,000 local popuin

—
OOO.

transient population 1,000,Situated in the City of Norfolk.
Ideal for summer playhouse. Would
9 ike to hear from experienced operlation

ators.

AP

war. Friends were surprised upon learning that he has developed into
a specialist in street fighting, instructing trainees here.

Theatre Guild has been regularly sending fruit juices to the "Oklahoma!" company in London, food packages also being sent by relatives
of
the cast and chorus. Idea of sending Chinese food to
Jerry Whyte, the
show's stage manager, who is overseas with the musical, didn't
work out
so well.
It was shipped in a thermos jar by air
transport, but the iar
wasn't airtight.

A , number of deletions have been made in "Icetime of 1948 " about
15 minutes having been sliced from the running time. Among
the cuts
are "Old King Cole" and "Mary, Mary" specialties, also
the Four Fawns
bit in the "Versailles" production number,
tossed out as being corny.
Russian ballet has been restaged and given a new scenic decor.
Horace Braham, an actor, who is also a drama instructor at
Columbia U
and Arnold Michaehs, who instructs' in radio direction at
New York U
will have a summer school in N. Y.
Classes will be. taught theatre and
radio acting.

Current Road Shows.
(Period Covering June 9-21)
"Accidentally Yours"
Selwyn,

—

Chi. (9-21).

Schwartz Visiting DP's
Having made several professional
in
Paris,
Maurice

appearances

Schwartz,
Jewish
actor-directorproducer, is now in the American
zone of Germany touring Jewish
displaced
persons'
camps under
sponsorship of the Joint Distribu-

Committee.
Schwartz plans

tion

ALBERT MILLER. Manager
Ocean View Park, Norfolk. Virginia

Captain Mark Barron is back with Associated Press on a sort of lendlease arrangement, being on call by the Army. Because of that status an
assignment to reorganize the Paris office of AP is in abeyance. Barron,
divorced husband of actress Erin O'Brien Moore, who is currently appearing in "State of the Union," covered first nights for
before the

return to N. Y.
next month for his first production
of
his
28th
season,
"Shylock's
Daughter," opening Sept. 29 at the
Yiddish Art' theatre.
to

"Anna Lucasta"— "Plymouth,
•

(9-14).

—

Chi. (9-14); Natl.,

—

(9-14).

Philly

(9-21).

Bost.

'

"Anna Lucasta"

"Laura"— Harris,

Wash. (16-21).
"Lute Song"— Natl., Wash.
"Oklahoma!"
Forrest,

Geary, Frisco

(9-21).

Qur

"Skin of
L. A. (9-21).

Teeth"— Coronet,

"Song of Norway"— Curran, Frisco
(9-2i).

"Blackouts of 1947"— El Capitan,
"Suds In Your Eyes"— ShubertHollywood (9-21).
Lafayette, Det. (16-21).
"Bloomer Girl"— Biltmore, L. A.
"The Iceman Cometh"
Stude-

—

(9-21).

"Born Yesterday"— Erlanger,
(9-21).

"Call Me
Chi. (9-21).

"Carnival

Mister"

On

—

baker, Chi. (9-14).
Chi.

Blackstone,

Ice"— Cass,

Det.

(9-14); Shubert, Philly (16-21).
"Carousel"— Shubert, Chi. (9-21).
"Dark Memory"
Wilbur, Bost.

—

(9-21).

"The

Red

Mill"—Opera

House,

Chi. (9-21).

"The Two Mrs. Carrolls"— State,
Kalamazoo (9); Bijou, Battle Creek
(10); His Majesty's, Mont'l. (12-14).
"Three Musketeers"
Philharmonic, L. A. (16-21).

—

"Three to
Bost. (9-14).

Make Ready"— Colonial,
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B'wayki Slight Boost; Dozen Shows

sorts of highly unfunny results. The
Philadelphia, June 10.
neighbors protest. The sister has
Bridgeport, June 6.
Philly was without legit entertaincallers, which suggests to the pureEdith Gordon Production of melodrama minded neighbors that something ment last week for the first time
by Herman
In two acta (four scenes)
since August of last year, but activBoxer, based on short story In The New -unsavory is simmering. They have ity
is resumed, at least temporarily,
and
Mary
Dingle
"Charles
Features
home
raided.
Everything
the
is
TorUer.
Anderson. Staged by Charles K. Freeman; straightened out, of course, and lots this week.
"Oklahoma!" opened its return ensetting, Samuel Leve; costumes. Rose Bos- of people are properly embarrassedJune
danoft. At Lyric theatre, Bridgeport,
gagement at the Forrest last night
including the audience.
0 '47: $3 top.
Kathryn Grill
Dialog, situation, acting and di- (9) with an only -{air advance sale.
Abby Cooper
Broadway legiters were slightly
John Forker rection seem to vie with each other Management is admittedly worried
Oeorge Prlncey
Anderson
Mary
all ad copy is now emphasizing improved last week when the sumFrlncley
and
Willlcent
....Peter Brocco in being the most tedious. Even "strictly limited engagement" fea- mer influx of visitors began.
NumOliver Wltherspoon
Stephen Courtleleh Mary Boland, back on Broadway
Cant. Ned Kndlcott
all original talk of 10 ber of attractions will decline steadture,
with
Dingle
.....Charles
after five years, is subdued by the
Mr" Prlncey.....
jly, arid during June and July a
Arthur Hunnlcutt play, only occasionally flashing her weeks, or the entire summer, now
Matt Carver
dozen of the 24 shows current are
oldtime comic skill. Joyce Mathews being subdued.
likely to drop out. Survivors should
"Based on a short story in The (Mrs. 'Milton Berle), playing the
fare well if as many out-of-towners
sister, is very decorative. So is Leo
New Yorker" tells«the score of "Dark
reach the metropolis as heretofore
Memory.," Melodrama has short story Kerz's set.
in the summer. That is virtually asSong' Strong
All else cast or production— is
•written all over it, from the time
sured by numerous conventions.
Bron.
treatment to the finish twist. Play- as nothing.
Two shows ventured to open last
par,
and
above
are
Closed Sat. (7) after seven pering and direction
$21,000, Washington week,
both proving duds and
presence of Charles Dingle and Mary formances.)
Washington, June 10.
frowned upon by critics and first
Anderson may help, but in today's
"Louisiana Lady" was
"Lute Song," in its second stanza nighters.
market the piece doesn't appear to
yanked after four performances;
have enough for Broadway. Its a
at the National, continued strong
"Open House" got a similar recepdefinite screen potential, however.
with $21,000 in the till, despite an tion and closed Saturday. "The
Overall span isn't 100 minutes and
Medium"
and
unusually heavy dent made by ATS"The Telephone" was
there's room for tightening. Under
Theatre Guild rates. Show holds for announced to close but attendance
such circumstances opportunity for
jumped and is likely to stick for a
«Iancsl
character play is limited, and audithird, non-subscription week bewhile longer, at least.
*>.-;'
ence is left feeling that it would like
Budapest, May 29.
fore pulling up stakes and disbandEstimates For Last Week
to know more about author Boxer's
Operette Theatre production of oi>eretta ing.
No booking announced to folpeople. This is particularly true of In three acts by Iletvan Bekeffi from novel low, but National still plans to
Keys: C (.Comedy), D (Drama)
Directed by vilnios
of Sandor Lcstyan.
the Anderson role.
Music by Szabolcs Fcnyes. At remain open major portion of CD (Comedy-Drama), R (.Revue),
The Princeys are a father, adoles- Tlhanyi.
summer.
(Musical), O (Operetta).
Budapest,
May
28. '47.
cent daughter and son, first family Balazs Balogh
Kalman Rozsahegyi
Meantime, newspaper ads for the
"All My Sons," Coronet (19th
of- a Massachusetts small town in Mnrisl$a
Mai-git Dayka
dropped the_ controversial week) (D-1,095; $4.80). One of a
1906. Parent is selfish' and domineer- Rigo Jan'csl." .".".trr. . nT.TTTrrJanya Saitly- legit.haxe
Kalman Latahar legend which warned ducat holders" number-of" attractions whose -casting, persecuting the girl because she Flcsur
Ferenc Zcntay that "ticket is sold in compliance changes make no difference in atChlmay
reminds him of her long-dead Count
Anna Nadassy with known policy of this theatre..." tendance; well over $20,000.
Countess Cliimay
mother. It is suggested that hitter's Lisett*
Rouskl Cslkos
"Annie Get Your Gon," Imperial
Gyorgy Gozmany and went on to state that no refunds
death by drowning was not an acci- King of France
Jozsef Bevky would be made to persons "not con(56th week)) (M-1,427; $6). London
dent and that the daughter was a U-ilos
Andor Heltay forming to this policy who present presentation opened last Saturday
•
Gyula
witness.
.
Janos Balassa same for admission."
Elemer
of
out
Determined to get the girl
(7); road outfit being readied (Dallas
Jozsef Antalfty
Bela
to
bulldoze
tries
father
Yanking
of
statement
from
ads
debut
the
in fall); original still drawing
the house,
Gusztav Partes
Director
hints that National is beginning to standees; $45,000 plus.
the local schoolmaster into a marriage
conform to policy laid down by
The spineless fellow
agreement.
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek," Beck
Operette Theatre has really pro- Equity, which, in giving theatre a
rebels, and the daughter, in a fit of
(10th
week) (M-1,214; $6). Seven
with year to drop its race discrimination
temper, kills him. Princey attempts duced an operetta comparable
Kalman's, Play policy, suggested it gradually and musicals on the boards; this one has
to frame a sea captain-neighbor, who those of Lehar's and
fair chance well into the summer;
was loved by the dead wife, as the opened big and cr'ix. unanimeusly quietly make the adjustment.
did a bit better last week,. $21,000.
praised
it.
murderer but his scheme goes awry,
"Born yesterday," Lyceum (71st
This romantic love story of Rigo
in typical short story fashion.
week) (C-993; $4.80). Champ grosser
Dingle's long experience as the Jancsi, noted Hungarian gypsy mu- 'Desert
among comedy stayers; getting tickcruel head of the~hovree- serves him sician, -and Countess Chimay of
ets is still not so easy; gross approxas the venal Princey. He has to do France, a sensation of the 80s, will
In
Pitt
Operetta
imates $21,000.
his dirty work within a matter of be made into a picture by ParaPittsburgh, June 10.
"Bripadoon," Ziegfeld (13th week)
minutes, arid you get the feeling that mount, it was revealed after openSecond season of summer opera (M-1,626; $4.80). One of three musiing. Story by Istvan Bekeffi follows
he is operating under pressure.
Miss Anderson's assignment as the the career of Rigo Jancsi, the role at Pitt Stadium got off to a flying cals selling out and should maintain
Although
"Desert
Sardy.
start
last
week,
Song"
doing
Janos
played
by
Princey
Millicent
that gait well into next season; tops
mentally-tortured
small Budapest cafe, around $54,000.
Attendance was $43,000.
is much more difficult. She hits the starting out in a
highs of the role, and she is good to Sardy attracts enough attention to <:lose to 40,000 despite threatening
"Call Me Mister," National <60th
gain an engagement in Paris' most weather at least half the time. At- week)
look at.
(R-1,104; $6). Still commands
Stephen Courtleigh is properly up> exclusive nightclub. He's an instant traction didn't miss a performance fine draw; schedules matinees on
right as the sea captain. Peter Brocco success, and his attentions are sought although rain came down during a Labor Day, Columbus Day, Thankscouple of them, and Monday's (2)
makes an artful shoelicker of the by Paris women.
giving and Christmas: $25,500 okay
with
popularity
was
finally
called
during
second
off
this
Despite
schoolmaster. John Forker manages
at this period of run.
to put some decency into the Princey femmes, he ignores them for his act but past the refund time. Get"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
son. Arthur Hunnicutt's constable is fiancee back home. That is until away attraction co-starred Edward
Every
(22d week) (M-1,319; $6).
Nadassy, as the Countess Roecker and Margaret Spencer.
standard. The part of the house- Anna
keeper is competently played by Chimay, comes to his nightclub.
Advance for current show, "Cat week the statement shows takings of
Sardy falls madly in love with her. and Fiddle," is terrific due to $42,000, of which $500 represents
Kathryn Grill.
Charles K. Freeman's staging is al- Ferenc Zentay, the count, discovers presence in cast of Allan Jones. standees.
"Happy Birthday," Broadtogether superior in the first act. The one of their rendezvous in Sardy's Budget for outdoor enterprise this
second half is the one that will need apartment, but doesn't do anything year is much higher than last, with hurst (32d week) (CD-1,160; $4.80).
the work. Good early-century Yan- about it. Instead he plans to trap her around 45 grand a week necessary One of the current clicks that should
when he learns that the king also is to break even.
be among the fall listings; around
kee interior by Samuel Leve.
Elem.
interested in the countess. Plot falls
$24,000.
through, but Sardy and Nadassy, the
"Harvey," 48th St (136th week)
'STATE,' 'MAMA' FOR DALLAS
countess, flee to the U. S.
(C-920; $4.20). James Stewart steps
Sardy learns that his old band has
Dallas, June 10.
Jones Troupe
into Frank Fay's place July 14, and
arrived in N? Y., but faces a shutfilm star should give laugh show a
booked
Interstate
Theatres
has
play
to
down unless he is able again
new lease; is doing very well;
In Dallas
with them. He refuses until the two road shows thus far for the fall $16,500.
countess learns of the situation. She season,
Dallas, June 10.
"Icetime of 1948," Center (2d
leaving the explaWhile no definite dates have been
Margo Jones' new repertory com returns to Paris,must
return to his set, "State of the Union," which had week) (M-2,984; $2.40). Skating rethat
he
nation
'47,
is
pany here, called Theater
music. Sardy rejoins his a successful run here last season, vue figures to prosper, as did last
presenting its initial production, first love,
and his former fiancee, Margit will be repeated in November "I Re- season's edition; around $33,500 first
''Farther Off from Heaven," by Wil- outfit
full week.
liam Inge, for which Miss Jones has Dayka.
Mama," with Charlotte
"John Loves Mary," Music Box
After having had no operatic member
imported some New York people,
Hanna Greenwood possibly in the title role, (18th week) (C-979; $4.80). Among
for
save
namely Carol Goodner. Performance prima donna,
Honthy, for nearly 30 years, Hun- is scheduled to be here in December. the shows expected to be running
Is at the Gulf Oil theatre on the
apparently has found one in
gary
State Fair Grounds.
Miss Nadassy. Although this newThe Inge play is a story of serious
is only 21, she has a clear,
mood involving a family of frus comer
beautiful voice. Miss Nadassy still is
trated adults and children who aban
bit light in thespian ability, but
don their characteristic spatting aappeared
a real find on opening
when drawn together to a new night.
understanding
mutual
their
of
Sardy, as the gypsy musician who
dependence and need. It is laid in captivates femme hearts with his
the early 1920's in a small Kansas
charm, is not as satisfying as his
town.
comely heart interest in this producMiss Goodner is outstanding as the tion. His voice doesn't appear okay
Chicago, June 10. *
mother, and Miss Jones has staged.
Unusually brisk activity took place
at all times.

Due

for

Summer Fade;

'La. Lady,'

.

'House Exit Fast; 'Annie' Leads, 45G

lute

.

—

Rigo

,

.

M
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,

.

-

-

Son^ Neat 54G

'

Bow

into autumn;
cellent; $21,000.

well

attendance ex-

"Life With Father," Bijou (395th
week) (C-613; $3.60). Around $7,000,

than previous weeks; celenew record Saturday (14)
to Alvin next week.
"Louisiana Lady," Century. Lasted
only three days; closed Wednesday
(4); panned; moderate $3.60 top for
musical didn't help at all.
"Open House," Cort. Panned and
taken off Saturday (7) after seven
performances.
"Oklahoma!", St. James
(217th
-week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Grosses are
moderately big, and profitable operation every week since opening over
four years ago; well over $23,000.
"Portrait in Black," Booth (4th
week) (D-712; $4.80). One of the
newer plays doubtful of spanning
the
summer;
rated
melodrama
better
brates

and moves

around $8,500, an improvement.
"State of the Union," Hudson (82d
week)
(CD-1,057;
Erin
$4.80).
O'Brien-Moore, Neil Hamilton and
James Rennie replaced regulars (on
vacation) last week and currently;
takings up,.somewhat;.around-$18,000.
"The Medium" and "The Telephone," Barrymore (6th week) (M1,064; $4.20).
Operatic playlets were
announced to close last week, but
takings jumped to $11,500; rainy
Saturday (7) accounted for $4,000

on day.
"The Voice of the Turtle." Morosco
(165th week) (C-939; $3.60). Louisa
Horton, Boyd Crawford and Peggy
French now constitute the threeperson cast: around $10,000 last week
with cutrating.
"The Whole World Over," Bilt-

more

(11th week) (C-920; $4.20).
Another play that looks doubtful
through summer; modest takings

through bargain tickets; $8,000.
"Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth
(6th
cost

week)

much

for-one

(C-1,075; $3.60). Doesn't
to operate; also on twodipped to around

basis;

$6,500.

REVIVALS
"Love for Love," Royale (2d week)
(C-1,035; $4.80). Announced as limited to five weeks, expiring June .28;
English troupe doing very well;
$19,000.
"Alice In Wonderland," Majestic
(9th week) (CD-1,667; $4.80). Hooked
,',

up exceptionally high and, despite
goodly takings, making very little
eased off; $19,500.
"Burlesque," Belasco (24th week)
Set into July and
play longer; laugh show claimed
have picked up to $18,000.
"Sweethearts,"
Shubert
(20th
week) (M-1,382; $4.80). Holds fine
pace; musical favorite should be on

profit;

(C-1,077; $4.80).

may
to

hand

after

Labor Day;

$28,000.

Margo

Preem

'Carousel'

.

.

Paces Brisk Chicago At 42G,

,

I28,lister'28,Tours,"Laura'NSG

Novello Musical In
here last week at houses showcasing
musicals, with top grosser, "CaTeeoff
St. Loo
rousel," garnering a very big $42,St. Louis, June 10.
whether in operetta or 000, "Red Mill" overquoted the first
The 29th season of the St. Louis
Kalman week picked up to $28,000 and "Call Municipal
comedy.
farce
French
Theatre Assn., sponsor of
Rozsahegyi is brilliant as the elderly Me Mister" kept solid with $28,000. al fresco entertainment in the Forest
band leader. Kalman Latabar
The two newcomers, "Accidentally Park playhouse, teed off Thursday
Rex Carlton production of comedy In gypsy
have ample comedy oppor- Yours" and "Laura," showed a very (6) with the American preem of
three acts by Harry young.
Stars Mary seems to
start
but healthy advance Ivor
Boiand. Staged by Coby Rusktn; set, cos- tunities as Ficsur, and is as popular slow
Novello's
English
musical,
tumes, lighting by T*o Kerz.
At Cort, aS
for the latter this week indicates "Dancing Years." Despite threats of
N. Y., June 8, '4V; $4.20 top.
is
soubrette,
"Ihe
Csikos.
Rozski
a more jubilant future; "Accidentally rain and lightning flashes throughMrs. Barrett
Mary Boland
good as Count Yours" didn't get much and goes off. out thVevening, a mob of 7,000 paid
is
Glenn Stewart
John Harvey sweet; Zentay
reLee Elkins
an
estimated
Don Gibson Chimay while Gyorgy Gozmany
Last
Week
$3,000.
Estimates for
Olivia Corey
Augusta Roe'.and veals new charm in role of King of
Crix blew hot and cold on the
"Accidentally Yours," Selwyn (1st
Eipressman
Sammy Schwartz France, who visits nightclubs and
Mrs. Corey
per- piece, which has 11 scenes in two
Ann Dere
women. He has ad week) (1,000; $3.60). First seven indiFio Elkins
acts and dragged too much at the
Joyce Mathews likes pretty
formances mild; under $7,000
M 'he
.Dave Tyrrell vanced in his singing, too.
opening performance. The combo of
Saturday.
to
fold
slated
and
cated
Joe
Jozset
..
Steven Gethera
The four gypsy musicians,
operetta and drama is new to the
Bob
n e Hughes Berky, Andor Heltay, Janos Balassa
"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (15th al fresco customers but they gave
Jennie
Dulole Cooper
Antalffy, are fine, and week) (1,334; $3.60). Fairly brisk at the cast a warm reception at the
I-etter Carrier
Harold Grau and Jozsef
superb. $17,000.
Uncle Wottcrson
-..Curtis Cooltsey their special gypsy dance is
windup performance.
....Ben Loiightln
makes one recall the
g°f*f
music
"Call Me Mister," Bleckstone (4th
The
Wilma Spence, the prima, clicked
Policeman
Dennis Bohan
davs before the war. It ap- week) (1.358: $4.80). Popular musi- in the chief warbling role, and RobMr. Weslcott
William David good old
money, talent nor cal with a solid $28,000.
I hotORrapher
ert E. Perry, .stage director, doubling
Forrest Taylor, Jr. pears that neither
this
Mr. Pllsudskl
Will Kuluva production was spared to make
"Carousel," Shubert (2d wk) (2,- as Prince Metterling, and Eduard
Gaat.
a strong offering.
100; $4.80). Topping the list with al- Franz, as the composer Rudi Kleber,
This is an open and shut case.
also scored. The piece runs 10 nights
most capacity business for $42,000
_Open House," which opened last
"Laura," Harris (1st week) (1,000; and will be followed by "Nina Rose"
Tuesday (3), should be shutting its
'Norway' 41G, Frisco
Monday (16).
$3). Take for first eight performdoors any edition now, taking in its
San Francisco, June 10.
$8,000 but biz perking
very unwelcome mat. It's that drab
"Song Of Norway" with Irra ances about
'Bloomer" HG, Denver
for second frame.
and dull.
Petina chalked up a hefty $41,000
Denver, June 10.
The play deals with an addle- for its third week, with a $4.80 top
"The Red Mill," Civic Opera House
"Bloomer Girls" packed the munipated widow, living in a restricted at the 1,776 seat Curran.
(2d week) (3.800; $3.60). Take in.

D

Play on Broadway

,

Margit Dayka, who is his fiancee
daughter of "the gypsy leader, is excellent as always and looks to be the
greatest Hungarian actress of present

Muny

.

day,

Open House

.

i

,

residential section, who takes in a
couple of homeless ex-GIs (and the
sister of one) as roomers— with all

"Anna Lucasta"
Geary hit $10,500,
week.

at the
slighty

1,550 seat

under

last

creased over first week but at $28,000 is disappointing; can gross $60,000 in big house.

WOW

$26,500 IN BOSTON
"Three to

Boston, June 10.
returned

Make Ready"

to the Colonial last
last season,

week, where

it

preemed

and got the best
notices to crop up here in a long
time, with Ray Bolger, Boston boy,
getting every adjective the aislesitters could think o r. Biz could have
been better at opener, but it picked

up immediately, and the estimated

$26,500 at $4.20 top is wow for the
Colonial. Show's in its final week
here.
"Anna Locasta" at the Plymouth

did well enough with its reduced
price last week to stay another, finishing up on the 14th, Did estimated
$10,000 at $2.40 top, great considering
this was its eighth week.
"Dark Memory" opened at the
Wilbur last night (9) for a fortnight's
run. Meanwhile, strawhatters are an-

nouncing

mer

with the Boston sumteeing off June 23 at

bills,

theatre

New England Mutual Hall with

"Joan

of Lorraine," Madge Evans in the Ingrid Bergman role. On June 30 Cam-

bridge bridge Summer theatre follows with "Glass Menagerie." Word
is thaf John Gielgud returns to the
Shubert on July 21 with "Love for
Love."

'Rosalinda' 42»/2
•Barretts'

G Windup,

29G

in L. A.

Los Angeles, June

Only three

week

legit houses

10.

open

last

reported lush business, with
total take reaching sweet

all

town's
$88,500.

"Rosalinda" wound up three-week
stand at Philharmonic Aud with
juicy $42,500 to enrich Civic Light
Opera Co. coffers by $127,000 for the
visit Aud is dark this week, awaiting arrival of "The Three MusketJune 16
"Barretts of Wimpole Street" finished its two weeks at the Biltmore
with a neat $29,000. Booking totaled

eers,"

$56,000.
"Bloomer
last night (9).

estimated

bowed

Girl"

auditorium for $21,000, three
and a matinee, with 3,271

Near Hollywood and Vine, Ken
Murray's "Blackouts of 1947" rounded out its 259th frame with the usu-

and

ally solid $17,000.

cipal

nights
seats

BOLGER-'READY'

a $3.60 top.
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LITERATI
19th Infl Congress Of

Literati

PJLN. Club on

body's Biography," a title born of
L' Affaire Lee Mortimer
that "it's not what I was in
The Hearst campaign on behalf the fact
their lives but what they were in
of its N. Y. Mirror columnist, Lee
mine."
Simon «t Schuster will pubMortimer, against Frank Sinatra,
lish.
cost The Voice not only $9,000 balm
to its staffer, but up to $25,000 for
CHATTER
'incidentals." These include $7,500
Karl Wilson has article on Henry
to Sinatra's Hollywood lawyer (Isaac
Pacht), $5,000 for Mortimer's mouth- Morgan scheduled for September
piece (S. S. Hahn), $2,000 for in- Liberty.
Maxwell Anderson's essays on the
vestigation expenses, $2,000 lor pressagents. A special Hearst news dis- art of the theatre, "Off Broadway,"
published by William Sloane Assopatch gave these details.

Mortimer was intent on an apology
and admission from Sinatra that he

ciates, Inc.

in Zurich

Zurich, June 8.
19th International Congress
of the P.E.N. Club opened here in
the hottest weather on record, and
with a record attendance of literary

The

celebrities.

The President of the Swiss Confederation, Ph. Etter, welcomed the
visitors to Switzerland in a brief address in French.

Hermon

Ould,

famed

Interna-

tional Secretary, then warned the
delegates to look out for people and
interests trying to use the prestige
and integrity of the P.E.N, for
political ends.

John Roeburt's book, "Seneca
First highlight of the Congress
didn't call the crooner a scurrilous USA," dealing with native fascism
came when the Belgian delegate anname which, allegedly, had circula- and anti-semitism, won the endorse- nounced that 83-year-old Maurice
tion repercussions with a segment ment of the Jewish Book Guild.
Maeterlinck, author of "The Blue
of Hearst's American-Italian readers
Martin Starr completed a yarn on Bird," had accepted the Interna-.,,
all over the country. That's where Charles Chaplin labeled "Chaplin's
in the
the publisher figured.
Then, too, there's the Hearst attitude that some of the committees
with which Sinatra has been identified have a pinko tinge, and right
now the Mirror in N. Y. and the
Hearst sheets all over the country
are- rabidly anti-Communistic.
.

Theatre Building; Handbook
National Theatre Conference is
publishing today (11) a handbook on
theatre building, titled "Are You
Going to Build a Theatre?" Handbook is a guide, with biblio of variout articles and references, on theatre plans and architecture, of particular interest to schools, colleges,

community groups or rural drama
organizations planning to erect theatre buildings and auditoriums.
*
Belief of authors is that school ofr
ficials,
boards of education, etc.,
should be advised that plans and articles on theatre planning exist and
should be consulted before commitments are made to local authorities.
Handbook is edited by Paul Baker
and George Freedley, with biblio by
Elizabeth P. Barrett.

tional Presidency, hitherto
'Little Man.' " It's a followup to a
care of a small committee.
story he did :i 1939 titled "Chaplin's
The Congress Hall was packed to
Hinkle."
when Nobel-Prizewinner,
capacity
Sidney Fields, N. Y. Mirror "proGerman-born American
file" expert, to Hollywood (for first
Mann, looking fit and happy at 72,
time) for closeups on the film
read a lecture on Nietzsche which
notables. Newsman has a new slant
he had previously given in New
on these "Only Human" closeups.
Yo.rk._snd. London, and which he
Heien Colton's, "Hope "for ""the will repeat in other European cities.
Hairless" in July Salute mag, deErich ("Emil and the Detectives")
scribing "McLaran's 3 out of 5" and
.

Thomas

t

.

-

will make his Friday (13)
broadcast at 8:55 p.m. through facili-

tator,

WBAB, CBS

outlet here.

A

dramatization of the awards to winners in various fields of journalism
will be made by CBS and broadcast
over a nationwide hookup at 3 p.m.
Saturday (14).
Affair starts Friday with buffet
supper at Brighton hotel. Albert
Warner's program, "Meet the Press,"
will be a feature that night. There
will be a luncheon at noon when
the awards will be made and a din-,
ner at night, both scheduled at the
Brighton. Sunday, Headliners and
their ladies will be guests at Ba
bette's night club.

tiMin Mt M By Frank
i

i

Scully

>>..«.>,

C Bar G Ranch, Calif., June 8.
can be clipped on the kisser for minding his own highly
successful biz and get columns of good notices (for losing a fight he didn't
even start!), Russell Smith can get cited as a character by the San Diego
chamber of commerce for not wearing a coat on or off the Union's copyJoe Laurie,

Jr.,

desk in two whole years of rain, fog, wind and hail, but the Scully Circus
can get lost on the Mojave Desert for two whole hours, and who cares?
Well, for one, a rodeo trickrider en route from Alabama to Nevada does.
One such rescued us 35 mile^s from anywhere and got us back to what, for

want of a better word, we will have to call civilization.
She was driving like mad, with her. trained pony hitched behind in a
when we hailed her. She said her name was Jeanne Godshall of
the C-G Ranch outside of Victorville. She was racing home to say hello
Only three days before
to her mama before speeding on to Las Vegas.
she had finished a week with the Gene Autry show in Birmingham and
had managed to liquidate the intervening 2,300 miles by driving 18 hours
a day. Except for her horse, a six-shooter, a bale of hay and a suitcase
of costumes, she was all alone," and if ever a unit deserved to be billed as
"Beauty and the Beast" this dungareed delight and her palomino were it.
trailer,

Your battle-scared mugg was so scared he climbed in next to the lon«
rider of the purple sage and let Mme. Scully and the palomino take our
dust as we galloped over chuck holes so that the performer could get
home and bed down her beast before dark. She told us it would be
easier to put us up on her ranch than direct us back to Pioneer Town,
or some hamburger haven to the west.

-Until Variety -runs-a plush- section of portraits. her. hea.uty, will, have. I*.
remain one of the secrets of trouping. It is quite possible that some
opportunist spotting this plug will move in before we get around to it
Kaestner and Ernst Wiechert are and grab her off to peddle a dentifrice. He may use her teeth to keep
on hair growth, has Holly- here from Munich. Kaestner' looks
him in the chips, but he will never know the thrill of being rescued from
wood especially interested because frail, but is of good cheer. The third rattlesnakes by such a beauty.
the town is always gagging about
delegate from Germany, Johannes
Grateful for the pickup, I plied her with questions about her profestoupees but underneath is pretty
R. Becher, ^ommunist poet from sion, her people and herself. Rodeo trick-riding seems to be a' sort of
Colton article
serious
about it.
Berlin, did not arrive, reportedly
outdoor vaude specialty, spawned from where acrobats died on the vine.
names Hollywood names.
because the Swiss wouldn't grant They do liberty stands, one foot stands, fender drags, Cossack drags, upH. Allen Smith having just com- him a visa. But he may still turn
side down rides, vaults, splits to the neck, cruper rolls, reverse crupers,

The Former Egyptian,"
is publishing Nov.
taking off for Chet Lauck's
cattle ranch, Bar Nothing.
Smith's next tome will be a western.
pleted "Lo,

up.

which Doubleday

Ludwig Bemelmans is in town,
but does not attend the Congress.
"I loathe all Congresses," he says,
"and most of all a Congress of writHerman Wouk, "Aurora Dawn" ers. They only talk about royalties,
author, is currently working on his or chey mean royalties when they
second novel. He recently signed talk about other things.
with literary agent Harold Matson.
Herewith a list of some of the
distinguished authors attending:
Austria (London Centre): Robert
6,

is

Nevada

Continued from page 49

brought to

New York

at Riverside chapel

for services

Sunday

(8).

Leblang retired from the Leblang
agency about' 10 years ago,
because of a heart ailment.
Widow, daughter and three sons
ticket

survive.

DICK REMY,

SR.

in the silent film era, died in Hollywood after a heart attack June 1.

and backbends.

,

This gal in her radiant twenties had come on her career through good
heritage. Her mother and grandmother had both been pros. Her grandBial's
mother had" played soubret parts in old Hoyt farces at Koster

&

and Tony

Pastor's.

learned from Jeanne that trickriders and clowns were the only ones
who did not compete for prize money as cowboys do. They were booked
at so much a performance, between .$50 and $150 a day, and had to do
their own booking, publicity and grooming.
Practically all of the femme trickriders were married to cowboys or
Neumann, president; Franz Theodor male trickriders, and by doubling up could cut expenses and relieve each
Fontana, other in the long drives from ..one rodeo to another. But Miss Godshall
Oscar Maurus
Csokor,
Fritz Hochwaelder, Alexander had to do everything, from bedding down her horse to driving across
Sacher-Masoch.
She could split nothing but her costumes, and had to
country, alone.
Belgium: Stijn Streuvels (Frank learn to repair those between shows.
Lateur), Franz de Backer.
Feel That Muscle!
Bolivia: Ad. Costa du Rels, Amsticking close to the happily married couples was the
found
that
She
bassador.
for a bachelor girl to travel. When it came to putting up for
Brazil: L. M. de Souza Dantas, safest way
often found towns that could stable her horse
however,
she
the
night,
Brazilian Ambassador.
but not her. She often had to sleep in the car while the horse got a stall
Chile: Garcia Elliot.
of nice clean straw. She felt safe enough in towns, as trick riding itself
China: Yuan Chen, S. I. Hsiung.
around makes these
Colombia: Alvaro Gomez Hurtado, is a great muscle-builder and yanking bales of hay
I

1

,

Dick Remy, Sr., 74, veteran per- Columbian Minister.
Czechoslovakia: Frantisek Langer,
former and motion picture director

He was the father of Dick and Dot
Remy, vaude and nitery comedy
Headliners at Shore
team.
Columnist Earl Wilson, CBS veepee Edward R. Murrow and D. C.
LEO GEORGE WEBER
columnist Drew Pearson, will head
Leo George Weber, 53, died in
fourth estate luminaries this Friday
(13) at Atlantic City for the 13th San Antonio, June 1.
Weber was an early pioneer of
annual National Headliners shindig.
Bill Henry, Washington commen- radio in San Antonio and assisted
ties of

ii

its effect

Obituaries
Chi News To Chatter
Chi Daily News reversed its holdout
stand against a columnist in Chi, the
gossip vein, and became fourth daily
to install daily chattery in past several years. However, new columnist
is gal, Norine Foley, and lone femme
among the scribblers. While other
cafe society reporters accent night
life, Miss Foley, in line with News'
home circulation, will have minimum items about bistro characters.
Only paper in Chi that does not
have a gossip reporter is the Chi
Tribune.

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S

|

Pavel Eisner, Milos Jirko,
Konrad.

Denmark:

Sven

Edmond

Clausen,

Kai

Friis-Moeller.

England:

Desmond

MacCarthy,

girls

practically wolf-proof.

<-,.

Fay Blessing, for instance, is 40 and still a beautiful woman and .a top
performer. Her husband,' Wag Blessing, is an ace at rodeos, currently
topping the bullriders with 3,074 points. Vern and Myrtle Goodrich,
Monte and Louise Montana, Paul and Marie St. Croy, Ken and Lavina
Williams, Weaver and Juanita Gray, Frank and Berenice Dean, and
Chet and Juanita Howell are among the top married couples of the Rodeo
Cowboys Assn. Many couples have children and they take them around
the country until they reach school age.

Denis Saurat, Margaret
Storm Jameson, Phyllis Bentley,
*
Ten Gs? Pas Mai!
Wyn Griffith, Louis Golding, Richard Hughes, Robert Lantz, Jack
Trick-riding girls can gross $10,000 a year, but the net is small due to
Lindsay, Lady Ebba .Low, Hans the fact that they are not routed with any idea of saving time and mileRoger Madol, Peter de Mendelssohn, age. In fact, though shows run every week from January to December,
Ernest Raymond, The Rt. Hon. Vis- 'there are no bookers in this field. The trickriders have to do it all themin
the establishment of KONO count Samuel, W. W. Schuetz, Hilde
selves and find themselves jumping, as Jeanne Godshall was on the occathere. For many years he was an
Spiel, Alec Waugh.
sion, from Victorville, Cal., to Birmingham, Ala., and then back to Las
announcer and entertainer.
Esthonia: Ants Oras.
Vegas, Nev., and from there south to San Diego for a day, and then on
Finland: Kertsi Bergroth.
north to Salinas, Cal. Thousands of miles are thus covered in a few
PATRICK T. MONTFORD
Henri
France: Jean Schlumberger,
weeks. Lugging a trailer carrying precious horseflesh at 60 miles an hour
**
Patrick T.Montford, 68, director of Membre, Vercors.
eats into a performer's gas money, 10 miles to the gal being a good averAlfred
German
Emigrant
Group:
Irish Kinematograph Co. and Montage.
Werner
Kerr,
Richard
Friedenthal,
ford Publications, died in Dublin
Though Miss Godshall is probably the most beautiful brunet among the
Bergengruen,
Friedrich
Burschell,
recently after collapsing on golf
bachelor girls, she gets plenty of competition from Fay Blessing, who is
course.
Alfred H. Unger.
tiny and blonde. Mrs. Blessing did the riding for Betty Hutton in "InHolland: J. C. Bloem.
Survived by widow.
cendiary Blonde," and this has increased her booking tremendously. The
Hungary: Jenoe Heltai, Paul Tasmallest rodeos book at least two trickriders, and the big shows, like the
bori,. Anna Zador.
EDWARD R. WINN
Sheriff's show in L. A., the Livermore roundup, and the Madison Square
India: Shyam Ratna Gupta, BharaGarden show, book as many as 10.
Edward R. Winn, 65, writer of ti Devi Sarabhai.
piano instruction books, died in
Sometimes the cowboys beef if too many trickriders are cut in on the
Ireland (Dublin Centre): D. J.
New York, June 2. In recent years Giltman, David Sears.
money, as this reduces the prize money for them. The smallest show
heshad operated a school of popular
Northern Ireland (Belfast Centre): will give $300 in prizes, with entry fees added to enlarge the pool. The
music in New York.
largest, of course, is the Garden rodeo, which totals $138,388 for 53 shows.
D. A. Chart, Patricia O'Connor.
His widow survives.
Saugus, Cal.,
Italy: Ignazio Silone, Egidio Reale. The average rodeo runs around $3,500 in prize money.
offers $2,900, which must be about four times the town's population.
In
Latvia: Mrs. Parks.
WILBUR L. CRANFORD ,
Norway: Arnulf Overland, Wil- fact, of among 310 rodeos approved by the RCA so far this year, the
prizes total $1,095,535.50.
That half a buck is because some of them
Wilbur L. Cranford, 53, head of helm Keilhau.
the estimating department of UniPalestine: Ya'aqov Cahan, Reuben figure their prize money down to pennies—the Golthwaite, Texas, show
offering $937.50 for two days and five events.
Here, as elsewhere, the
versal-International, died June 5 in Grossman.
trickriders and clowns work for a straight fee.
San Diego, following a heart attack.
Peru: Ventura Garcia Calderon.
Poland: Jan Parandowski, Maria
We Prefer Rodeos
president;

1

Mugg in Guild Muddle
Memphis Newspaper Guild will
nominate Harry Martin, amusement
editor of the Commercial Appeal
and Variety mugg, for the presi
dency of the American Newspaper
Guild at the Sioux City convention.
Factional storm within the ANG is
expected to break out on convenThe shows have all sorts of names but they all are rodeos— pronounced
Mother, 80, of Bettie North of the Dabrowska.
tion floor with incumbent prez Mil- former vaude
Scotland: Erik Linklater, Naomi "rodayos" by purists, "rodeeos" by cowboys.
team of North & KelIn states where bulldogton Murray expected to be main ler, died in N. Y. May
ging is barred, wild'-cow milking or wild horse races are substituted.
21.
Miss Mitchison.
target for criticism from guild loSouth Africa: Dora Sowden.
North is secretary for "Can You Top
Steer ropers, bareback bronc riders, bullriders, calf ropers, steer wrescals.
Among present officeholders, This?" and has same T>ost with the
Sweden: H.R.H. Prince Wilhelm, tlers, saddle bronc riders, team ropers, trickriders and clowns make up the
only exec vice-prexy Sam Eubanks Professional Entertainers
president.
average rodeo.
of New
is given a strong chance to retain
Switzerland: Emanuel StickelYork.
Lone Pine, King City and Snake River call their show a "Stampede";
his post.
berger, Peter Lotar, Robert Faesi,
Tucson, "La Fiesta de los Vaqueros"; Las Vegas, "Helldorado"; Athena
Precipitation of Martin's name
president; Caesar von Arx, Max
Mrs.
Margaret
Connolly,
(Ore.), "Wildhorse Riding Club Rodeo"; Pendleton, "Roundup"; Spanish
58,
into presidential race this year fol
Frisch.
Fork (Utah), "Spanish Fiesta Days"; Monte Vista (Colo.), "Ski-Hi Stamlows his previous contests for the mother of Mike Connolly, Daily
Uruguay: Luis Giordano.
pede"; Price (Utah), "Robbers Roost Roundup"; Preston (Idaho), "That
presidency in the 1940 and 1941 Variety mugg, and former member
U.S.A.:
Inglis
Fletcher, B. W.
Famous Nite Rodeo," and Clovls (Cal.) calls its show the ."Clovis Rodeo
conventions. He was formerly an of Chi staff, died in Chicago, June 1. Huebsch, Elmer Rice and Betty
and Horse Show." Gila (Ariz.) tops them all with a double-take. It
international v.p. and exec board Also surviving are husband, daughter Field, Mary Buff, Ruth McKenney,
calls its show the "Gila River Roundup Rodeo."
In almost any town the
and three other sons.
member for five years.
J. V. Morris, Paul Schwarz.
show is good for a front-page break.
Martin has also been elected an
Venezuela: Pedro Berroeta.
By this time we were at the corral of C-Bar-G Ranch. In announcing
executive committee member of the
Father of Paul Stewart, who came
Yiddish: Chaim Grade, Abraham
the good news Jeanne (we were "Jeanne" and "Frank" by now) gave me
Memphis Industrial Union Council.
from Hollywood last Wednesday (4), Suckewar.
one of her medium-sized smiles.
died in New York on the day of
Yugoslavia: Nikola Mirkovitch.
Hershfield's Autoblog
Stewart came east
son's arrival.
United Nations: Vernon Duck
That's where I fell off. Mme. Scully, pulling up in a cloud of dust beHarry Hershfleld Is working on to cast and direct Harry Segal's worth Barker.
hind us, picked me up and dipped me in the million-gallon pool, I can
his memoirs which he calls "Any- "The Stars Weep."
UNESCO: Stephen Spender,
now report I am refreshed and back to earth.
.i

•
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Keelsr) have permanently deserted
Westport for Hollywood.
Armina Marshall -will direct ."The
Lotus Club on W. 87th street for Girl of the Golden West," opening
Country Playhouse Juna 30.
,9
Kathlyn
Comegys signed for
paul V. Coates to the Coast to «rt
summer
season at Skowhegan. Grant
radio flackery.
tip Bevhills
there unshuttering
Mills already
Blackstone's 33d tour to the Coast
colony.
being booked by George Alabama

Broadway.

'

Florida.

Milton Berle slated to be the Fall
at the June 25 Saints and Sin-

Guy

ners Luncheon.

Only, definite dates scheduled for
Madison-' Square Garden during July
e re three boxing shows.

Fred Schang,

Jr.,

-Columbia ConHonolulu in

certs veepee, flying to

July for month's vacation.
John Forsythe and Ann Shepherd
replaced Arthur Kennedy and Lois
Wheeler in "All My Sons."
Fay McKenzie, film and radio acthe
tress, replacing Jean Parker in
legiter "Burlesque" on July 1.
Mrs. Helene Franzell, wife of the
late concert pianist Gregory Franzell, has entered the talent agency
'

Mrs. Burk Symon joining husband
where he's now with.
Eagle-Lion. Martha, Scott and Mel

in Hollywood,

Powell
home.

bought

Symons'

Norwalk

South Africa
By Joe Hanson
Edith Evans, noted British
spending holiday in Pretoria.
Pianist Berino Moisseiwltch paying second visit to South Africa and
doing series of concerts.
Afrikaans (Dutch) Theatre celebrated 21st birthday by presentation
of "Hamlet" in Afrikaans at His
Majesty's Johannesburg.

Dame

actress,

Andrina
Otero,
American-born
dancer, doing series of
after recuperative holiday
here, before returning to fulfill enSpanish

field.

Eugene Coen, ex-Metro manager shows

in Porto -Rico, back in the tourist
business with his Peerless Travel Bu-

reau.

,

....

,

Cynthia Wirtz, daughter of Arthur
M. and Virginia Wirtz, -graduated
from Briarcliff College on Monday (9).
Harry Cohn, Col. prexy, on a new
crackers
buttermilk - and - oatmeal
diet,
-

three times weekly.

Lost eight

pounds so far.
-George Freedley-, -who
Dallas last

Theatre

Two

documentary

films, for first

time in 10 years, entered by South
Africa in international film exhibi-

many Chi

City,

where he

will ap-

pear at 35th Division reunion.

Edward J. Kelly, former mayor of
Chi, is editing a booklet called, "Wit
Parade," which will include selection by top comedians and writers,

for

there to Coast for a month.
Kurt Weill received honorable
mention from the N. Y. Music
Critics Circle last week for his score
of the legiter, "Street Scene."
•

Harry Davies agenting Paul Gerard
"The. Benchwarmer," long
in advance of its Sept. 8 opening in
Detroit; Bert Wheeler starred.
Scenic designer Jo Mielziner, gets
honorary degree of Doctor of Fine
Smith's

Arts at Fordham University- today
(11), with Cardinal Spellman pre-

ment," story of South Africa's steel
industry.

Annual report of S.A.B.C. indicates
that board of governors still intends
in spite of opposition, to introduce
commercial broadcasting to help offalarming increase in cost of runBoard also reports
ning S.A.B.C.

Kupcinet, Georgie Jessel, Phil Harris, Joe E. Lewis, Billy Rose, Fred
Allen and Edgar Bergen.

Washington

set

experiments with

FM but

apparently

reluctant to introduce this owing to
radical changes necessary in apparatus.

siding.

Dick Lyons, of M-G-M Records,
Friedman,
son of Mrs. Leopold
Loew's veepee, engaged to Mrs.
Milton Douglas' daughter; Ellen Vir-

By Florence S. Lowe
Jack Hardesty upped from salesto director of sales promotion

man
for

WOL-Mutual.

Duke Ellington doing a. benefit,
second of the season, at. Watergate,
outdoor river stadium, next Friday
(13).

Carter Barron, Loew's district
manager, co-chairman of the Chris-

By Larry Solloway

Frankie Caslar trio into Maurice's. tian Committee for United Jewish
ginia Lipscher.
Latin show installed at Club 22, a Appeal.
director, va- click.
Irving Rapper,
annual charity
Club's
Variety
cationing
east
before tackling
Marvin Freedman new manager of football
game, sponsored jointly by
"Christopher Blake." He just com- swank Hotel Martinique.
Baltimore and D. C. tents, skedded
of
the
pleted
directing
"Voice
Harry (GAC) Kilby in town.
for Sept. 21.
Turtle" for Warners.
Bert Wheeler here for vacash and
Hersholt,
for visit, guest
Jean
here
Moss Hart, having completed making the rounds.
screen script of "Gentlemen's AgreePrltchard
Lord added to Kitty of honor at United Nations Club
ment" for 20th-Fox, working on his Davis show with Stan Erwin, young dance, with top-notch diplomatic
reps present.
new play at his Bucks County farm. comic, held over again.
Samuel Keller, fresh from a local
Carlisle (Mrs. Hart) may do a legit
Famous Door shuttered after weeks stint
for "Henry V" now handling
play this fall.
of bad biz. Expected to reopen in
press for the National, succeeding
Virginia MacWatters, here on the July with fresh money backing.
Scott Kirkpatrick, who moved over
Queen Elizabeth Monday (9), off to
Georgie' Price reported set for
National Symphony.
to
the Coast for appearances at the Copacabana reopening July 3. Patsy
Brynner and frau Virginia
Yul
Hollywood Bowl. She's been tested Shaw and June Taylor line will sup
Gilmore, star and lead of "Lute
for the "Melba" role by Sydney Box, port.
Song," respectively, off to the Maine
British film producer.
Aurora Roche-Carlyle dancers into
infant daughter when
Col. Sol A. Rosenblatt, theatrical Clover Club, joining the Vagabonds. woods with
attorney and former
motion Noel Toy ticketed for spot in few show folds here June 21.
t
picture code administrator, named weeks.
impartial chairman of New. York's
Walter (Lord Tarleton) Jacobs
Pittsburgh
coat and suit industry last week. He planed back to New York and prepasucceeds ex-Gov. Charles Poletti.
ration for opening of New HampBy Hal Cohen
Bob Lichtenstein added to exploi- shire spot. Says he'll have stock
Toni Robin, fashion ed of Holiday
tation staff of Eagle-Lion, to work group there this summer.
mag, here visiting sister.
under exploitation manager Arthur
Hectic councilmanic election here
Robert Gill off to Woodstock,
Jeffrey.
He comes from
where saw four of the incumbents reelected
direct summer stock.
he worked for four years both in With Marcie Liberman, local banker N. Y, to Johnson resigned as manJ. H.
the home office and Cincinnati.
new mayor. Chief of police also reof the Beverly Hills Club.
Howard S. Cullman, industrialist placed, with outlook for next Sea- ager
Polly Rowles to New York for reand No. 1 legit angel, presented with son's chanceries not bad.
hearsals of new Lynn Riggs play.
honorary degree of Doctor of Laws
Bebe Sherman in to see brother,
by Syracuse
in recognition for his
Boogie Woogie Sherman, Nut House
standout public service as commisAires
comic.
sioner of Port of N. Y. Authority.
Baron Elliott, WCAE's staff band,
Show biz applicants for British
Bv Nid Ember
off for the summer; will be back
visas are cautioned to save time and
Pablo O. Valle appointed manager in Oct.
effort by having with them their re- of Radio Belgrano network.
Duke Ellington coming to Syria
turn plane or boat passage, otherFrench singer-composer Mireille Mosque on Saturday (14) for a jazz
wise no visas will be issued and it on Mundo web sponsored by Godet.
concert.
GramEmma
means a second trip to the consulate.
Italian legit actress
Sara Ann McCabe into "Red Mill"
Attorney L. Arnold Weissberger matica lecturing on Eleonora Duse
in Chicago following current Terrace
sailing for Europe today (Wed.) for at cultural clubs, in addition to legit
Room date.
London huddles with Cecil Beaton appearances.
Harry Hendel and Bert Stearn
regarding a Broadway production
Mexican film actor Arturo de
Coast with a print of
of the latter's "Starlight," then to Cordova due in, under contract to back from
Pans for confabs with legit agent Argentina Sono Film. Will play lead their first indie film, "Dragnet."
Ninon Tallon.
with Zully Moreno in "God Bless

WB

&

NRA

WB

U

Buenos

Harry Regensberg, London bureau You "
-.
manager of Variety, arrived Monday
Tino Rossi transfering from Odeon
(9) on the Queen Elizabeth for a theatre to Premier, tieing in with
pic,
Paris-Films
combination U. S. holiday and busi- release of his
.

"Fever." Rossi is broadcasting for
Belgrano web.
"See the Lilies of the Field,"
Bertha Belmore, brought* to Lon- Sur's pic just finished to preem
don last season by Firth Shephard simultaneously in Buenos Aires and
for a role in "Peace Comes to Peck- Rio de Janeiro.
ham," returned Monday (9). She
may have a lead, with Libby Holman. in Andrew Rosenthal's "Best
London
of Friends," mentioned as a fall
Loss of $24,000 reported at annual
Broadway possibility.
meeting of governors of Shakespeare
Stratford. Emile
Theatre,
Memorial
Littler has been added to the board.
Westport,
ness trip. Rege, like his predecessor
the late Joshua Lowe (Jolo), is a
longtime London resident. .

Conn.

By Humphrey Doulens
Carl Ravazza building at Wilton.
Longshore Club open for the season.

Arnold Auerbach here for the
summer.
Mary Boland has taken a place at

James

Bridie's

new

play,

"Dr.

to have its premiere in
Edinburgh June 23 before coming to
the West End. It's a psychological
thriller in which Alastair Sim stars
and also directs.
William Butlin, head of Buthn's
Holiday Camps, has bought some
land outside his latest camp, opened
near Ayr June 4, for site of a national theatre as a memorial to RobAlso announced he'll
ert Burns.
donate $40,000 towards cost of build-

Angelus,"

;

for story confabs at Universal-International.

friends before continuing

Kansas

to

- flew —to
tion. -at- Brussels— "Airmail,"., dealing including Jack Lenny, Herb Graffis,
Margo Jones' with Pan-African postal communica- Quentin Reynolds', 'Warren Brown;
opening, going from tions and "Document of Achieve- Walter Winchell, Bob Hope, Irv

week

'47's

gagements in Europe.
Leontine Sagan, well known as
producer of "Maedchen in Uniform,"
returned to South Africa afte"r four
years absence in England, where she
has been staging Ivor Novello's
shows.
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Paramount booker, taking over as
Columbia office manager, succeeding
Hollywood
Sid Lax, promoted to salesman.
Joe E. Lewis in for dental surgery,
Lauritz Melchiors celebrating 22nd
Recent Arena engagement- st "Ice
Shirley Krebs, wife of Connie, Follies"
wedding anni.
set new record for show
film flack, hero to set radio deal.
Eddie
Cantors
observed their 33jrd
here,
attracting
cmplete
91,200,
Helen Gahagan Douglas opened capacity for each of 26 perform- wedding anni.
the University of Chicago annual ances, with $100,000 in mail orders
Bob Hills celebrated their 35th
"Alumni Week."
returned.
wedding
anniversary..
Bill Saltier, chairman of board of
Larry Adler returned from a twoMarshall Grant Pictures, left for
month tour to Europe.
huddles on Coast.
Dublin
Dr. W. J. Kalmus, Technicolor inJon Hall bought two jet plane*
By Maxwell Sweeney
ventor visited To. i Whiteley during
for his aviation school.
Australian author Frank Clune
his brief stopover.
Harry Goldberg in from New York
Matt Shelvey, national head of planed in from Sydney on vacation. for Warner theatre confabs.
"Captain Boycott" hits the screen
AGVA, in for confabs with Chi
Carl Lesserman in town for conthrough Ranks Individual Pictures
branch head, Jack Irving.
fabs with Benedict Bogeaus;
Luba Malina off to Las Vegas after this summer.
Actress Eithne Dunne, inked for
Hank Daniels going to London to
her Chez Paree stint, and then to
films by Astrer Bros<, leaves for work in a J. Arthur Rank picture.
Hollywood for picture work.
Frank Sinatra doing benefit show studios early 1948.
Raymond Payton, legit producer,'
Three new announcers, Kathleen in from New York for two weeks.
at Chicago Stadium at request of
Bishop Bernard J. Sheil, Chi head Dolan, Sighle O'Brien and Padraig
Elliott galloped back from
O Raghallaigh, named to Radio a William
of CYO.
benefit rodeo in Oklahoma City.
Joel Mondeaux, BMI Hollywood Eireann staff.
Marvin Stahl to Salt Lake City
Dublin's oldest nabe house, the
licensing chief, made Chi stopover
after attending funeral of father in Volta, up for auction soon. It's cur- for the five-state exhibitor roundup.
Merle
Oberon
and Lucian Ballard
rently
controlled
Capitol
and
by
Lafayette, Ind.
leave for England and India in two
Mrs. Patrick Connolly, mother Allied circuit.
David Barry, amusement caterer, weeks.
of Mike (Daily Variety) mugg and
Otto Kruger to Chicago to replace
former Chi office staffer, passed and wife, have bought the Atlantic
Ballroom, Tramore, popular south John Loder in the stage production,
away here on June 2.
"Laura."
Jack Benny motoring back to coast terpery for $116,400.
James Poling in from Manhattan
greet
stopped over
to
Coast

Minneapolis
By Les Bees

San Francisco

Stella
Adler
checked
in
at
By Ted Friend
Warners for a film role in "Ever the
Al Rackih in with Dale Evans.
Beginning."
Jack Kapp at Fairmont for four
C. B. Kirby, North Carolina the-

days.

Ferde Grofe in for Sonoma Centennial.

Les Malloy now across-the-Soard
on KGO.
Mrs. Howard Hawks doing the

Excelsior
opened.

ager, visiting Omaha branch.
Bernie LaMotte orchestra held
over at Hotel Lowry Terrace cafe.
Dorothy Lewis annual ice show
into Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace.

Red Wing, Minn., group studying
proposition o' establishing 250-watt
radio station there.
Menasha Skulnik in "I'm in Love,"
Yiddish musical, into Lyceum for
one-nighter, June 9. *
Harry Hirsch and Tony Stecher's
annual Roller Derby starts month's

RKO

foreign publicity

Edward Gross returned from Ottawa where he huddled with CaBy Emil W. Maass
Film comedian Theo Lingen signed nadian Northwest Mounted Police
on forthcoming production,. "Mrs.
up for Huebler-Kahla production.
Burgtheatre management signed Mike."
Albert Bassermann for state theatre.
Hedwig Heller, who owned one of
largest concert agencies,

Anne Brown, U.
will

sing

here

in

S.

is

dead

at 75.

By

musical

Leopold Lindtberg, film producer,
arrived here to direct as guest in
Burgtheatre.
Ernest J. Haussermann, ISB film
control officer, received U. S. Army
commendation ribbon.
Max Lorenz signed for several
months with N. Y. Metropolitan
Opera Co. next winter.
Eagle-Lion to open Vienna office,
with Harold B. Miller and Erich
Hutter here for that purpose.
In Thiersee, Tyrol province, Harad
'Roebbeling has started direction on
"After Rain, the Sun Shines."
Film producer Huebler-Kahla going to London to contact British
actors for dubbing new Austrian

Sol Jacobson

Quentin Reynolds weekending at
Moss Harts.
Shirley Booth living at Newtown
for summer.
Eleanor Pollock, Cue editor, renthome in New Hope.
Walter Batchelor back at Buckmanville farm from Coast.
Bill- Kane recuperating at Morris-

ing

ville

home from

operation.

John Root and spouse, Margaret
Mullen, tossed square dance party at
Wrightstown.
Uta Hagen signed for Yardley
strawhatter for "20th Century" and
"Dark Eyes" weeks of July 7-14.
Dick Skinner, Playhouse g.m.,
scouring countryside to find housing
for 24

members

of "Trial of

Mary

Dugan",cast.

films.

U. S. pianists, Virginia Pleasants

and Robert Wallenborn, gave concert at Universal Edition Publishing

Co. hall.

AKM,
thors,
lishers

Bucks County, Pa.

Negro soprano,

several

festivals.

iiustrian Society of AuComposers and Music Pubannounced Richard Strauss

'

joined them.

Kansas City

Franklin Heller due in to stage
"Trial of Mary Dugan" at New Hope.
Ditto Helen Parrish and Johnny
Morgan at Yardley for "The Barker,"

opening Saturday

concessionaires confab.
"Best Years of Our Lives" booked
into the Apollo. Waldo and Circus
theatres, subsequents, on Missouri
side and Midway theatre, Kansas
side, at advanced prices.

Elmer Rhoden, Fox-Midwest

chief,

taking time out from division meetings to ride Sunkist Peavine, his
prize golden nag, in the Saddle and
Sirloin spring horse show.

Philadelphia
By Si Shaltz
Eddie White heads new show
tt^rt. week.

at

Latin Casino

run at Auditorium June 24.
Bill Markward broadcasting AtUniversity of Minnesota Theatre lantic City races via WCAM.
Ridgefleld.
Ward French recuperating from
beginning second tour of state June
Paul Phillips, former production
broken leg.
30 in "Importance of Being Earnest." head at WCAU, joined WPEN sales
Ralph
Film Row friends tossed farewell staff.
Lycett
again
handling
Country Playhouse.
Florence Cowanova off to Banff
party for Bill Evidon, Columbia city
Laurence Schwab
salesman, transferred to Los Angeles for initiation into Alpha Gamma
at
Norfolk. ing.
Ditto George Stinchfleld.
Delta frat.
Bristol Old Vic Co. paid fort- as assistant branch manager.
Fred Shapiro, ex-city ed of Record,
Mary Martin and Richard Halli- night's guest visit to Embassy theaShirley Joe Wagner, who played
day at their Norwalk place.
University
of
handling
press for Philly Inquirer's
roles
in
leading
of
week
one
Lear"
one
"King
playing
tre,
_ Thomas B. Costain, author of "The' and "Much Ado About Nothing" sec- Minnesota theatre's production of music festival.
Marion Mason filling in as chirp
Black Rose" living here now.
ond stanza. William Devlin scored "All the King's Men, gets a Warwith Joey Kearns' orch on WCAU.
Rose Frankcn and WilU-im Brown personal success in title role of for- ner screen test.
Meloney buying in New Canaan.
Cross & Dunn into Curry's nitery. She worked with band before her
mer and played minor comedy part
marn>«e.
J-he
Bill Wood, erstwhile, exhibitor and
Homer Masons (Mason & of Dogberry in latter.

(14).

Howard Reinheimers, Marie Sermalino, Ben Gimbel, Viola Roache,
Phillipa Bevin, Moss Harts, Bernie
Hart,
Ken
Nicholsons,
Meyer
Davises, son Garry; Shirley Booth,
and Quentin Reynolds in for Playhouse opener, "Papa Is All" on Friday (6).. Event covered bv portable

By John Quinn
Jon Yost leaving Resident theatre units from
as director and trekking to Coast.
Betty e Phillips, K. C. University
coed, signed for St. Louis summer

into Prom Ball- operas.
Babe Cohn, Newman manager,
Amusement Park season back from Chi where he attended

Andy's nitery has the Littlejohns
and Rio & Rita.
M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox district man-

editor in the

ington as liaison between the War
Department and film producers on
stories with military backgrounds.

Vienna

Sonny Dunham
room.

atre owner, looking over product at
Paramount.
Bill
Milligan appointed feature

department.
Donald Nelson leaves Sunday for
seven hills.
Mexico City to huddle with PresiDwight Fiske set for House of dent Aleman.
Harris, June 15.
Reginald LeBorg to direct "Rose
Collie Small here to do Satevepost Marie," first summer presentation at
piece on Lefty O'Doul.
the Greek Theatre.
Ralph Edwards to emcee at alma
Enid
Ashton,
British
actress,
mater, Oakland High, June 9.
makes her American bow in "The
Robert Young and J. Arthur Rank Skin of Our Teeth" at the Coronet
theatre.
in for golf with Mayor Lapham.
John Hurley, of Daily Variety's
Lloyd Yoder, manager of KOA,
Denver, into Franklin hosp for radio-television deoartment, will arrive in New York Friday (13) on a
checkup.
AH niteries in terrific slump with two-week vacation.
Brian Aherne writing piece on the
many spots retrenching on bands
characters in "The Barretts of Wimand talent budget.
Victor Reed new KGO Special pole Street" for the Syracuse UniEvents head, with Frank La-Tou- versity drama department.
rette transferred to L. A.
Maj. Stuart Palmer in from Wash-

WPEN

and WIP.

Australia
By Eric Gorrick
Bodenweiser Ballet doing
shows in the Sydney nabes.

solo

A. J. Bezant, indie exhib, is building an urban and country loop.
"Magic Bow" (GBD) is playing to
poor b.o. in Sydney, one of the very
few British pix to miss.
"Song of the South" (RKO) is a

smash in Sydney, copping both
mopoet and grownup biz.
Clifford Hornby is completing his
Aussie assignment for J. Arthur
Rank's "Modern Age" series.
"Love in Idleness" follows "Life
With Father" into Princess, Melbourne, under the Garnet Carroll
management.
"Wind of Heaven" continues to
pull good trade for Whitehall Productions at Minerva, Sydney.
Jenkins tops cast.

Meg

"Outlaw" (UA) will preem in
Sydney late June for Hoyts. Deal
was set by Clive Arnott (UA) and
Ernest Turnbull (Hoyts).
Vaude-revue comes out of the
Majestic, Adelaide, with oix going
back for the Fullers. Tivoli loop
hi'd house for six weeks' span.
Universal putting out strong exploitation for "Egg and I." Lin Endean, ad chief, is handling coast-tocoast coverage under personal supervision nf Here Mel"trvr>
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Beauty Facials bring quick
riew Loveliness

"I've

"

y> y

found Active-lather facials with Lux
lovelier!" says
Hedy Lamarr. "Here's all I do:

Soap really make skin
beautiful
I

work /the

my

skin.

rich fragrant lather well into

Then

on

splash

cold.

I rinse

As

with

warm

water,

I pat gently with a soft

towel to dry, skin

tatoeJC

on fresh new

beauty;!"

Take Hollywood's tip! Don't let negyou of Romance. This gentle
care^ Hedy Lamarr recommends
will make you lovelier tonight!

lect cheat

beauty

In recant .test* of Lux Toilet Soap facials by
skin specialists, actually three out of four complexions improved in a short time.

LAMARR
starring in *h*

W\mr St««nii#fg production

"Hedy Lamarr is certainly right
about complexion care! I've found

Lux Toilet Soap facials are quick
and easy but they're a care that
'really

wotks!"

"Now my

skin

is

softer,

smoother

—looks so fresh! Lux Toilet Soap
has such creamy Active latherso gantle—it's like a caress on
the skin."

You want the loveliness that wins
Romance. Lux Girls find these
Active-lather facials screen
stars use give skin appeal-

ing

-;

^DISHONORED LADY"

J^M^^^M^^^

new beauty!

siiiillMiMi

9 out of 10 Sereea Stars

use^

—
*

194f.

a
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PubJinhad Weakly at 164 Wast 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y., by Variety, lie. Annual subscription, »1».
Single copies, 26 centi.
matter December 22, 1906, at the Post Office at New Tork, N. Y., under the act of March 3. 1879
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Vaudeville May Stage That 'Comeback'

Via the Shuberts
The Shuberts are reported

-

•

films.

'

.

.

.

»

Shubert, who recently made a
survey of their theatre interests in
key cities', also sounded out such
line producers as Merriel Abbott,
Kathryh Duffy, Dorothy Dorben,
Paul Sanders and others_as to cost
of lines. He' is also said to have had
ofr-reoord sessions w^th Harry Howard, Al Brirde, Earl Carroll and
other legit musical producers, who
have occasionally taken a fling at
unit production.

Move' is figured a protective measure to keep Shubert theatres in
N:- Y. and other key cities, in operation, since the; incoming legit season
may prove 'none too promising on
-

quantity of

new

productions,

Tab-Revue Plans
B1G

now

of-

$10,000,000 in U. S.

On

to Pitch

'

chores was the Bob Hope book,
Never Left Home."

notably in the various amusement
are left to resume their calling without reproach for what partisans call "heinous sins."

"I

.

fields,

During the war, the American
press heard
wellconstantly
of
knowns in international show business who were, in one form or another, "raising heil with the Nazis,
This went for such personalities »s
Furtwaengler, Flagstad, Giesekif-S;
(Continued on page 52)

N.Y. Preps For

Jubilee Expo

j

;

New York

is

readying

another

exhibition along World's Fair lines
to take place at the Grand Central
Palace, for two months starting
September, 1948. Event to be labeled
the Golden Jubilee of the City of
New York, will mark the 50th anni
of the merging of the five boroughs
of the city.
Grover Whalen, the city's vet
greetef who major-domoed the
World's Fair at Flushing Meadows
in 1939-40, will again stage this huge
show. He's currently preparing a
report to Mayor William O'Dwyer

—

(Continued on page 16)

Hollywood, June
Hollywood's

Present plan is to spot straight
bills, package shows and units,
with producers footing the bills and
Shuberts merely booking in houses
oti
customary
percentage
basis.
They, too, may produce a few on
(Continued on page 50)

labeled

i".

Henry

17.

policy"

is

and farcical" by
head of United Press'

"stupid

.

vaiude

"foreign

Gris,

Show

international service.
Industry
building up nothing but ill will
abroad, Gris said, from the press
and public alike in its mad rush to
unload the huge backlog of pictures
made' during and' just prior to the
war.
is
opposition
met
Strongest
against the palming off as new the
films that were made six and seven
years ago to newspapers and magazines run by newsmen, who know
(Continued on page 55)
is

Record B' way Run

In

3,183d Performance
When Howard

First%.LQ./WhoGaveUp

The

.night (14), with Dorothy Stickney,
as Vinnie, on his arm, "Life With
Father" engraved a new longrun
record on Broadway.
It was the
3,183d performance of Lindsay's and
Russel Crouse's epic comedy. The
audience included theatrical wellknowns a*hd backers of the play that
(Continued on page 51)

the lifesaver, and the

Marines of the Fashion Fair now
running in the basement of New
York's
Madison Square Garden
(June 12-21), is show business.
The Fashion Fair is made up of
two parts: major space allotted to
waxworks of men, women and kiddies wearing inner and outer garments, and looking like 14th Street
store-window displays except that
these dummies are not behind glass;
and minor space for five stage platforms, with seats in front of them,

Mgr. Talks to Himself,
Colonna Talks to Horses,
Both Talk Up the B.O.
Hollywood, June

hero,

which will be submitted by June

Hiked admission prices on "Duel
the Sun" have been roundly
rapped by the Ilex theatre of Quitman, Ga., in a paid ad in the town's
Free Press. "We don't blame you
if you stay home,"
says the copy
which describes "Duel" as "one of
the better pictures of the year and
the producers are demanding that
we charge 75c matinee and $1.20
io

evening.

•

"We have shown as good and better pictures for 30c. and
do not be"eve this picture to be worth the
above scale.

However, we have no

^ontrol over it. And we believe that
it the national
gross at this scale is
as large as it seems
possible you will

pay

$1.20 to see all

the future."

good pictures

in

that drive the customers
crazy. Manager Gear was interested
in lining up dates for Colonna.

Suddenly both were struck by the
same thought.
As a result, Colonna tees off a new
type p.a. June 26 at the Salt Lake
City horse show. He goes in as emcee with the specific assignment of
keeping crowd interested between
scheduled events. For that, he gets a

Lund's Mention of
In

guarantee against a percentage. Figured the show will draw upwards of
100.000

Both Gears are happy and both
are waiting for the booking with in-

I

brighter department stores, in sea-

continued on page

Hollywood, June

i

;

i

I

If it clicks, Colonna will be
offered around the horse show circuit as a tiein with the vaude tour
he kicke.l off last week at the Hip-

terest.

podrome, Baltimore.
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Jolson Back at Warners?

;

WB

l

17.

Al Jolson may return to the
studio of his first talker triumph,
the lot which cradled talking pictures with "The Jazz Singer," meanSince
ing of course Warner Bros.
the "Jolson Story" smash the star
has been powwowing with Jack L.
Warner, production head of WB.
Jolson is supposed to do a followup picture for Columbia, which
produced "The Jolson Story." but
powwows may take
the new
another tack in the comedian's film
plans.

$2,500 top per year.
McLain, his wife and three children, left to accept his new pastorship in Eastland, Tex., last week.

More N.

!

i

'Mam'selle'

•

ducer.

increasing

number

of niteries
are seeking to install disk jockeys
as a means of attracting a celebrityconscious clientele. Trend started
by .-Jack Eigen, broadcasting over

M-G

WINS from

the Capacabana, N. Y,
has so fa.r spread to the Riviera, Ft.
Lee, N. J., which Friday (13) installed Bea Kalmus for a on^-hoiir
nightly shot over WHN, N. Y. The
Crest Room. N. Y., is also attempting
to set a disk jock to originate from
that spot, and others- are -making
overtures for radio stations to install

Tieup

That the new M-G^fti Record i3
open to more harassment fro;" natural disk company rivals thar first
-suspected, because of its connection
with the Metro film company, is
evident in Art Lund's current date
at the Roxy theatre, N. Y.
Lund is one of M-G-M's foremost
selling artists, due to his "Mam'selle"
disking, and in working the Roxy
he's playing a house owned and operated by 20th-Fox. Lund, accordingly, has been stopped from mentioning the M-G-M disk title when
he announces songs he will sing.
label
Instead of mentioning the
when speaking of songs he has recorded, as virtually every artist is
allowed to do in theatres, he is confined to pointing out only that the
song he is about to perform has been
recorded. While M-G-M in Lund's
conversation means a disk company,
as far as the Roxy and 20th-Fox is
concerned it means a rival film pro.

'

Y. Niteries Ogle
Disk Jock Pitch

Own
An

20th-Fox's Roxy Nixes

was look- from vaude, legit and radio. As far
Bruce
ing in the mirror talking to Bruce as the audience is concerned, the
Gear, manager of Jerry Colonna. show business section is the whole
show.
Equine lover Gear was disgusted
The waxworks division can be
about the way the nation's horse
seen along any Main street for free.
shows are run—with lapses between So, too, the living models in the
events

26.

Current blueprints call for a twoI
Continued on page 50)

Gear, hoss fancier,

Teisss Pastorship

Chicago, June 17.
Original "Dr. I.Q." of radio, James
Wesley McLain, last week graduated'
Seabury-Western Theological SemiMcLain left a
nary, Evanston, 111.
$50,000 a year job to become a
preacher.- In his new job he can get

preliminary studies.

.

Exhib Advertises 'Duel'
At 75c-$1.20 Is 'Too High'

Up 2?G

Whalen unveiled his plans Thursday (12) to the city's department
heads. Plans are to make the project
although it's exself-liquidating,
pected that the municipal treasury
will have to make an advance for

showing half-alive talent recruited
from model agencies, smartly peppered with fully alive talent plucked

17.

$50,000 Radio Job, Takes

.

New York Undressing
By CECELIA AGER

Lindsay, as Clar-

ence Day, donned his hat and walked
offstage at the Bijou, N. Y., Saturday

Biz Sets Fashion

For Fashion Fair At

.

life With Father' Sets

Zurich, June 17.
the crest of a wave of rumors

and counter-rumors-ytha.t Nazis of
Third Reich are finding a
For Juvenile Tolerance resurgence
of power in Germany
Frank Sinatra, with the collabora- is the latest report on the denazifiassistance of radio scriptertive
cation trials. The recent byplay in
producer Carroll Carroll, will do a the so-called "comedy of errors" is
literati pitch for tolerance with a
something Shakespeare .never
book titled "Boys and Girls To- dreamed of.
gether" . which Simon Sk Schuster
Political onlookers wary of Allied
will publish.
As the title implies,
methods in their treatment of forthe theme bears down on juvenile
mer Nazis insist, i..any of them, that
problems, interfaith and inter-racial.
they have become "re-nazification"
Carroll is no novice at ghosting
trials. So many former high Nazis,
One of his
for top radio names.

—

Policy 'Stupid'

Possibility that less
will survive

number

CENTS

Hitler's

MCA

Foreign

Book

Sinatra's

theatre bookings, given by the -five
circuits to J. Arthur Rank
during the past fortnight, plus anColumbus, O., June 17.
other hoped-for $2,000,000 from the
Mayor James A. Rhodes has filed
independents, serves only to accenthree original plays and one scenario
tuate the wide gap that continue^ to
for sale with Music Corp. of Ameryawn bet wen the necessity for. the
ica.
Rhodes, was in New York last
American industry to up its returns
week, in connection with this city's
to England and the continuing lack
use of the song, "I Had a Grand
public and exhibitor acceptance
Time.in Columbus," to help veter- of
of foreign films. Nationwide survey
ans' 'hoiising, and turned the stories
by Variety, in. light of , the Rank
over fd Earl Bailey,
v.p„ a
agreement; discloses that pix from
longtime friend.
abroad, while having irjade treRhodes formerly was connected
mendous gains percentage-wsise in
with show business in a small way
the U. S. since the end of the war,
while a student at Ohio State U. He
are still a very long way from
booked bands for local functions, in
achieving parity of interest with the
opposition to Bailey, who got his
homegrown product.
start the same way.
Indications from Variety correspondents' reports are that the progress made by the overseas pix has
been notable but> spotty. Most sections of the country in fact, virtually, every
section except
the
metropolitan
centers
along both
coasts are continuing to exhibit the
same time-old allergy to foreign

major

.

listed at 100.
.thfcn.half that
tryoiit tours.

25

In Allied 'Re-nazification Trials

T0WN FILMS

Guarantee

Ohio Mayor Serious On
B'way-H'wood Career

H wood

PRICE

1947

Decry Whitewash of Hitler Faves

plan---

to ''revive" vaudeville next
Season, Although very much ;hush-hush, J. 3. Shubert, who'll head up
the operation; is: blueprinting a 15to- 25-week circuit of vauders at $2(3 top to tee off in mid-September.
When and if it materializes it would
for
outlet
provide & lucrative
"names," acts and line gals, as well
No
as consecutive playing time.
iiing

18,

|

I

I

!

platter spinners.

As evidenced at the Copacabana,
business has increased considerably
since Eigen started his 12; 30 to i
m, stint from the Copacabana
lounge, which is operated apart from
the main room. Varied estimates on
upped amount of trade run to
$5,000 weekly. Part of the increase
is attributed to the three television
sats located in various parts of tha
lounge, but since late video sports
shows are generally over shortly by
1 1
p. m., the rate bar business increase
is
generally
credited
to
Eigen.

'a.
!

|

!

:

.

;

Under current arrangement,
Monte Proser, Copa bonifacc, is
I

charged with the approximate $1,000
weekly costs of the show.

'

MISCELLANY

Europeans See

Wednesday, June 18, 1947

H wood as Capitalistic

Hence Puzzled by

U.S.

Metro Looks to Snag Tears Ago'

Commie Probe

Leaving 4 B'way Hits

Charge by the House Un-Ameri--f
can Activities Committee of Com
munist propaganda in Hollywood
films
appears "completely ridic
ISSUE
'FREEDOM'
lous" to observers on the Continent,
Washington, June 17.
according to Paul Graetz. Graetz
Leading pix, radio and press reps
returned to the U. S. recently after have been invited by NAB prexy
filming a picture in France for Uni
Justin Miller to participate in a oneversal.
day parley" here June 26 on "free"The average European is bewil- dom of expression." The get-todered by much of what is going on gether is latest in a series of moves
in the United States," Graetz de- by Miller to unite the media in a
clared, "but completely ridiculous common fight against extension of
to- him are the charges of Com- Government controls over radio. In
munism in American pictures, be- opposing both FCC maneuvers and
cause on every side he hears real proposed
new radio legislation,
dyed-in-the-wool European Com- Miller said last week the NAB would
munists telling him that the Ameri- fight to the end for absolute equalcan film industry is the tool of ity, of radio with pix and the press.
capitalism.
All over Europe the
Acceptances are on hand from:

ON

paper. Publishers ..Assn.; William L.
Chenery, publisher of Colliers,' "and
.

Willard
NAB executive
A.
D.
veepee who will participate in the

conference.
Also invited but still to be heard
Some of the anti-U. S. feeling from are Donald Nelson, head of the
gaining ground abroad, and the Com- Society of Independent Motion Picmunist dislike of American pro- ture Producers, and J. Leonard
ducers, was reflected, Graetz indi- Heinsch, radio advisor to President

Hollywood

distrust of

pictures."

cated, in difficulties put in his way
by French unions.
Graetz pro-

duced "Diable au Corps," with
financing by Universal. U will distribute the picture worldwide, except perhaps iri the U. S. Release
here

is

now being

determined.

-

—

Truman

director, Claude Autant
who also co-authored the

Bob Hope

•igniflcance.

Lara took the fight to his union,
•which gave him full backing, and
•which was backed in turn by all the
other unions. Next day Graetz received a threat that a strike would
be called if the director didn't have
his way. Notification was signed by.
the Syndicate of Technicians, the
Syndicate, of Authors and the Association of Screenwriters.
Graetz went to the director
cinema for the undersecretary
state

There

in

,

charge

was

an

of
of

of
information.
arbitration,
with

virtually every point being decided
in favor of the director—author.
Latter, however; -after the issue of
his undisputed artistic right in determining the content of the film, removes most of the disputed scenes
himself, Graetz said.

WSB,

to So.

America

With Family for Vacation;
Other Air-Travel Notes

his

Lara,
screen
adaptation,
over
scenes
•which the latter insisted on inserting in the script and' shooting,
against the wishes of the producer.
Graetz explained that the dispute
was purely an artistic one, the
scenes haying no political -or social

of

Atlanta.

One of the major difficulties he
got into, Graetz said, was a dispute
•with

manager

and

Despite

bad

which

weather,

grounded some planes, and additional air disasters, which led President Truman to appoint an inquiry
board to determine the causes,
screen personalities last week continued to stream in and out of
York's La Guardia Field in their

New

usual large numbers.
Bob Hope departed by plane for
South America on a five-week vacahis "first real one. in five
years." Vacationing with him is his
wife and their two children. The
comedian expects to return to the
Coast by July 22, to begin a new
film, "Paleface," for Paramount.
tion,

Lanny

Ross

returned

Saturday

night from Omaha, where he appeared in the "Omaha Music Festival." Tenor is set for Rochester,
N. Y., appearance with Rochester

FOREIGN TOURISTS NO

BOON TO

N.Y.

261st

Week!

N. Y. nitery owners who
on foreign visitors filling up the
have given up that phase of
the business as a, lost cause. Sole
alien trade now hitting the boites is
that of United Nations personnel.
Visitors coming off the boats just
haven't the money for heavy spend-

*

ing.

Show

in the top roles.

two weeks ago after a
season on Broadway.
With the new legit season now

closed about
full

almost three weeks' old, four- top hits
of previous seasons remain uribought
films.
They are - "Harvey,"
for

"Brigadoon"
•';.••

"Oklahoma!"

and

"Finian's Rainbow."

1947"

"Oklahoma!" has been so successand promises to continue so that
authors Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein II and the Theatre
Guild, which produced it, absolutely

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
'From one Irishman to another,

ful

They

refuse to sell film rights.
it wiser to milk it
legit profits, in the

much

feel

farther of

meantime hoping

downward.
"Harvey" has a price tag on it, but
producer Brock Pemberton refuses
to_set a date by which the picture

Brussels Bally

can be released. This has discouraged the film companies, inasmuch

Not

Critical

If

OK

of an English textile man, David
Brussels, June 17.
Close,, who was fined heavily and
Despite adverse critical reaction to jailed six months for spending more
many of the Hollywood films shown than the legal amount while in New
at the Brussels Film Festival, the York, has put a damper on all forU. .S. motion picture industry is eign spending. Fact that this textile
making the most impressive splash merchant
sold
a
considerable
here from the publicity angle. amount of British goods, made no
Working out of the lushly decorated difference with the court. Close Is
0. S. Information Cehtert .the Amer- a brother of Charles Close who builtican film publicity committee has the Prince of Wales theatre,
Lonbeen accomplishing a phenomenal don.

15%

as the price is $500,000 plus
the profits.

Brigadoon" and "Finian" have remained oh the shelf almost purely
because of the heavy loot being
sought for screen rights. On "Brigav
doon" it's $500,000 against 50% of
the profits and on "Finian" $650,000

25%

plus

of the profits.

TODD HANGS OUT STAGE,
PIC SHINGLE FOR B'WAY
As evidence

of the fact that he's

back in Broadway show business,
and has given up coast-to-coast airplane flitting, Mike Todd stresses
that even the two Howard Fast film
scripts that he has will be produced

.

.

Gloria Jean Exits

When

Critics

Vauder

Pan Choice

estimates

indicate that Hollywood
in the east.
This is in line with
commanded more than 50% of all
as 'Propaganda' the current vogue of Hollywood stupublicity on festival including front
dios sending entire companies to
Loildon, June 17.
page spreads, magazine covers, feaNew York. First script
"The
An unfavorable press reception to Children," elaboration willof be Fast's
ture stories and theatre page news.
Steady trickle of Hollywood lum- her opening performance at the prizewinning story, which is being
inaries into the Brussels limelight Casino here June 9 resulted in treated as a new idea in cinematurgy.
Gloria Jean
abruptly
cancelling
is giving the U.
S. flack experts
a visual concerto. Idea is to comthe date as well as subsequent book- bine
enough material to work on.
the "Dead End Kids" plot with
Critical reception to Hollywood's ings throughout other British vaude a mood music score, composer yet
film offerings, however, have been houses. Collapsing on the stage the to be selected. decidedly on the reserved side to next night, actress withdrew ThursTodd has Jack Gross, vet Hollydate.
During the «first round of day (12) after the house manager wood

Of Songs

—

screenings before the international
'20th-Fox
submitted'
"The
Razor's Edge," and received a loud
chorus of nays from the local reviewers who were in a position to
judge the accuracy of the pic's Eu-

demanded she eliminate singing "The

jury,

critic stating to "Disney:

"When we

ABLER-DRAPER TEAM
FOR 71 CONCERTS

producer, coming

in

from

the Coast today (Wed.) to take
charge of production. Pare Lorentz
will direct. Jim Colligan will head,
up Todd's film as well as legit ac.
tivities; ditto Bill Doll on publicity.
Legit-wise Todd has several properties lined up. First will be a musical accenting "tall dames and low
comedy," as he puts it, "because the
charm thing is now passe." With his
son, Mike, Jr., just out of Lawrenceville Prep (due for Amherst this
fall), Todd will tour the strawhats
because he feels the barnyard Belascos should yield an extraordinarily fruitful crop, both in plays
and players, especially the latter,
because of the plenitude of talent
now lined up for the hayloft cir-

go to see one of your films, it's aniHollywood, June 17.
cuits.
mated cartoons we, want and not
Larry Adler and Paul Draper have
On the film phase
Todd just
speeches and chit-chat.
In lined up 71 "concerts for their eighth severed with Universal, to which
the cartoons have only be- and busiest season as a harmonica- company he
turned over. "Up in
come
accessories."
Monogram's dance team. Tour starts Aug. 1 and Central Park" and Edna Ferber's
"Suspense" reaped a fair success, winds up late in December.
"Great Son"— the producer's accent
however.
Currently Draper is thesping in will be on exploitation pictures Folthe proceeds to go back to France in latest picture, "It Happened on
Biggest hit during the early phase
the
the form of foreign currency ex- Fifth Avenue," proceeds of which
William
Cagney production, lowing "The Children" he will do
has been a J. Arthur Rank entrant,
"Busman's Holiday," also a Fast'
"The Time of Your Life."
change of the country in which it is went to the Damon Runyon Memoand Cry," produced by Miscript, based on that Bronx
rial Fund.
He appeared on three "Hue
earned.
buschael
Balcon and starring Jack
radio broadcasts while in New York.
driver's escapade with the runaway
Lambert, Valerie White, Jack WarMrs. Moore accompanied him.
omnibus.
Busted
Busts
ner and Alastair Sim. A
Mexican
Warner director Irving Rapper
film, "Enamorada," and
Atlantic City, June 17.
an Argendeparted
for
L.
A', after spending 10
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds days visiting
tine film, "Celos," despite
inadequate
Seven lovelies, bathing suit finalfriends.
French subtitling, also made strong
Davis-BIanchard PlayDolores

TWA

-

—

long

•this, film,

•

.

'

REGULARLY

Del

Rio

attended

the

ists

for

the

title

of

Miss

Press

favorable impressions. Unusual
christening of AAL's, new DC-6
asPhotographer, one of the highlight
pect of the festival is fact that
flight to Mexico City, "The Aztec."
the
Italian
producers, notwithstanding affairs of the past weekend here,
She lc-.ves next week for Mexico,
country's
devastation,
are had completed their parading before
where she plans to produce two their
promising to
films; she'll star in one.

enter an imposing roster of films for the jury's
consider-

Seen around La Guardia during
ation.
week were Ginny Simms and
Speaking on behalf of his counJune Havoc.
try's film producers, British
AmbasActor Jean Pierre Aumont left
sador to Brussels Sir Hugh.Knatchfor Paris on TWA to m.c. the anbuH-Hujessen declared that English
niversary
celebration of General films
can now hold their head up
the

the judges

and;

while

the

solons

of

based

Felix

Hollywood, June 17.
on football careers

(Doc)

Blanchard
and
West Point
grid
June 25 under banner
of Bro-Rog Pictures, new
Harry
Brighton swimming pool.
Up stepped a dame in the audi- Joe Brown-John Rogers indie. William Morris agency has set
deal
ence to a chaperone

Glenn

the gals posed for the lensers seated
on a diving board of the Hotel

De Gaulle's call for resist- in the
world'.
"We try to be realisfor the girls,
18, 1940. Aumont served
tic," he
"I want to protest that girl,"
De Gaulle in North Africa and producerssaid, disclosing that British
she
had entered six full- snapped.He will later leave Paris for length
"She's
wearing falsies
features into the festival.
under her bathing suit." It was as
London to make "The First GentleEric
Charles

ance, June

Selves in Grid Biogs
Pic

were trying to figure the winner,

greats,

for

with

the

Davis,

rolls

gridders to portray

man,"

'

l

stir,t

j

for

i

j

Ask where you WORK *
Ask where you BANK

;

them-

The y mus t complete screen
during their current 60-day
Johnston, Motion Pictures
J0 nt had b ?fn raided. Every- furlough. Background
Columbia.
His wife Assn. head, is
has already
l
scheduled to arrive thing
actress Maria Montez, will follow
stopped,
Contestants
were been filmed at West
in Brussels June 24 for
WeS Point
Point
a six-day asked to step into a cabana
him in several weeks.
where
stay for. the close of the
MaT " aret Mary Howard is penfestival. all -seven
Maria Malpl, opera singer, left via
of them were poked a
Publicity chiefs here are expecting
little here and a little
Air Ftanr-c for Paris, enroute
there by the ning the original, Dudley Murphy
to to make the visit of
Johnston and
Swii :>rJ: >>;' for series of concerts.
WiU direct Newsreel clips will be
his parly to Brussels
the occasion
^r°r,'
,
Not
n,,er Buildy Clark to the
only one, but
three of th" «"' 1 free'".
Coast for a final press campaign
in befor radio work.
'ants had «ay deceiver,
r •„ * for
half of U. S. films;
Classics to re .
tucked in the right places,
se,ves

Italy.

.

of

'

job.
'
Examination of local papers during the festival's opening days lead
one observer to declare that he was
unaware of any participation except that of the U. S. Conservative

'

the tax laws will be revised

that

OS. Pix Get Best

.

'

Judy Garland

''

Even well heeled British business
men can't afford to step out accbrding to bonifaces.
It's pointed out
the that British law permits those here
It's
you've got something.
'Laugh of the month' show every on business an allowance of 75
month."
pounds plus 10 pounds daily for exPAT O'BRIEN
penses in connection with ..business.
Tourists have only the 75 pound allowance.
Under such conditions,
Britons can't afford to pick up heavy
checks, ahd those that do come in
for a glimpse of American bistros
are light on consumption.
Until several months ago; some
Britons spent heavily in night clubs,
but since then the British government has clamped down considerably on spending outside of that
country.
The well-publicized case

"BLACKOUTS OF

this

week, for purchase of screen rights
Ruth Gordon's, legiter, "Years
Price is said to be about
Studio is
$250,000 on a flat deal.
banked aiming to put Spencer Tracy and
Ago."

niteries

KEN MURRAY'S

Unsold

Still

understood to be in nego-

which may be closed

to

BISTROS

Lord's Prayer." She plans to return
to the U. S. Thursday (19).
Panning, her performance
and
Summer Symphony, July 11, and
choice of the hymn, three reviewers
Aug. 11 does a one-weeker of "Stuopined the whole thing smacked of
dent Prince" in Dallas.
propaganda. They pointed to the
CBS newscaster Bill Downs re- ropean settings.
Warner Bros.' '.'Humoresque" was words "Forgive us our debts as we
turned after a seven-week tour of
forgive our debtors" 'and screamed
Europe, where he did a number of the second American entrant before
the jury and once again a U. S. .film the whole thing was an insult to the
broadcasts for
CBS.
Announcer
Empire, heavily in hock to the U. S.
was greeted by his wife and parents was put on the pan by the Brussels'
Casino replaced actress with Marie
dailies.
They declared that the
on his return.
Burke.
Herbert Jacoby, proprietor of the scenarists interwove a sentimental
Blue Angel, N.Y. nitery, left for dramatic intrigue with a musical
medley of Tchaikovsky, Brahms,
Paris on a six-week trip to scout
Grieg, Bizet, etc.
Walt Disney's
entertainers for his spot.
"Song of the South" also came in
Sir Alexander Korda, the British
for some knuckle-rapping with one
film producer, arrived from London

There has been a battle in France
for more than '20 years, Graetz explained, over who has final artistic
right in a picture, the author' or
producer.
French courts held it
was the producer and the unions
have been anxious ever since for on business.
the issue to come up again, Graetz
Thesp Victor Moore departed by
asserted.
Constellation for Los Angeles,
where he will appear in a Coast
His
pic,
incidentally,
is
first
made by an American company revival of "Louisiana Purchase."
Moore
arrived in New York earlier
since the war.
His deal with the
French government calls for 50% of in the week for. the premiere of his

is

tiations,

OF

Communists are crying that Holly- Kenneth Clark,"information director
for the Motion Picture Assn.; Col. J.
Hale Steinman, newspaper publisHer
and Pennsylvania broadcaster; David
Howe, prexy of the American News-

wood films are capitalistic propaganda carefully designed to stop the
spread of Communism.
appears foolish to
,... j;it. obviously
them when" they read or hear about
a Congressional committee claiming
Hollywood is spreading Communism,
when the Communists themselves
are so vehement in their hatred and

Metro

4-

MILLER CALLS HUDDLE
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Banks Think Films "Sound'
IT.

situation.

$9,000,000

Loan Set to Finance

Eagle-Lion Production for a Year
A $9,000,000 loan to finance Eagle-f
Lion production during the next
year is being worked out by Robert
B. Young, controlling stockholder of
Pathe Industries, Inc., of which E-L
is

a wholly-owned subsid. First

Can't Pay Off in Notices
One film man
British could cash in on their
U. S. press notices they'd own
cracked, "If the

Na-

Bank of Boston will put up
about a third of the coin and manage the loan, which is being negotiated by its v.p.," Serge Semenenko.
Semenenko has also lined up
about $2,500,000 of the money from
the Bank of Manhattan Co., N. Y.,
.With deals still being talked with
"other instituti'oris'for the remainder.
Loan is for two years «t 4% interest.
It will be used to finance production
up to 80% of the negative cost of
'
each picture.
Coin is actually being provided in
the form of a revolving credit, with
the money being returned to the
banks as the pix bring in rentals.

Hollywood

tional

However, most of the $9,000,000

.

as well as England."
in line with the Anglomanifested by certain
U. S. film critics.
British film men themselves,

This

REACH BIG

the

is pointed up by Film Classics'
moves this week, which pushes the
company up several notches as a

factor in distribution in the U. S.

Past twelvemonth period has thus seen the advent of
three new national releasing units—
Eagle-Lion, Selznick Releasing Organization and FC.
Action by FC this week was the
purchase of two more of its exchanges from franchiseholders and
a decision to open it? own branches
in two other cities. That leaves the
Joe Bernhard-controlled company
with only two additional franchiseholders to be bought up. Outfit had
already set up an international organization, so is now prepared to
operate on its own practically worldwide.
Bernhard, in the meantime, is negotiating with indie producers for
x new product, which FC will handle
in addition to the distribution of re-

concede
savants on
and Boston sheets

realistically

fans in

Omaha

Little Rock, and stress that
British pix have a long way to
go to make their impact on the

and

loan from the Bank of
Los Angeles. This is
also a revolving credit, but there
will be no more borrowing ofi it.
Film rentals will be used to pay it
being
is
production
while
off,
financed by the new loan.
$8,000,000

America

'

'Duel' Recoups

5G%

Bank of America credit was originally $5,000,000, but the bank has
it to be exceeded by $1,000,000.

RK0

Neg, Cost So Far

in

allowed

to Sell 'Crossfire'

As Whodunit, Sans Any

issues, for

which

it

was

established.

(Continued on page 55)

-

month.
Sole reference' to the subject in
ads is the statement that the homicide
was committed because of
"hate."
"We don't want people to
be kept away from the theatre because they're given the impression

(Continued on page

,

55)'

U.S. Films

On

Bear Down

Pix Fraternization In

AMG Cinemas in Germany
U.

film industry has quashed
of the American Military
Germany to permit Gercivilians to see pictures in
theatres.
Although the in-

S.

northern Indiana this month
with plent« of assistance from
hotels anilr restaurants he has
patronized over the years.
They promise to give him
free meals and lodging the .week
of

June

essentially.
Having those two important theatre circuits, Odeon and
Gaumont, with their 750 cinema
screens, Rank and
prez Nate Blumberg convinced the domi nant U .S.
_
circuits (Parambunt, 20ih^Fox, RKO,
Loew's and Warners) that it was of
mutual benefit to make playing time
available for Rank films in Amer-

26-28.

U

Pix 'Regulars' Off

ica.

3% in Attendance

Clarification of the issues should
^stress that this does not give Rank
'

Number

regular

of

filmgoers

in

the United States has dropped off

"Duel in the Sun," with approximately 700 engagements up to the
end of last week, had earned back
approximately one-half of its negaDavid O. Selznick film
tive cost.
had achieved slightly under $3,000,000 in rentals, according to best estimates based on a b.o. gross of better
than $6,000,000.
Film cost $5,250,000 to get into the
can, in addition to which well over
$1,000,000 has been spent in advertising.
Selznick also had the expense, in connection with "Duel," of
setting up his own releasing organi-

to

go

—

before

he's

off

the

overall

which is conservatively estimated at about $10,000,000. Present

nut

indications are, however, that he'll
get back just about that sum in the
domestic market, which means that
the $3,500,000 or upwards that can
logically be expected from abroad
will be clearly on the profit side,
minus distribution, advertising and

(Continued on page 20)

RODGERS BANS FLYING

FOR FIELD SALES STAFF

any monopoly on U. S. playdating.
The opposition British Lion group,
for instance, will have the same
X
U. S. entry as will Rank. The lat-

about 3 percent from a year ago,
new attendance survey by Audi- ter's deal specifically provides that
Rank pictures must have quality, or
ence Research Institute shows. Like- else. It's no
secret that Universalwise revealed and pointing up the International, for instance, screens
attendance drop, is an increase dur- three or four Rank pix before okaying the past five years of approx- ing one of sufficient quality lor U. S.
imately 10 percent in the number distribution. At the moment there
are five such films set aside because,
of people "capable" of going to
theatres.

Survey also discloses that the average admission price is continuing
to rise, although the increase is very
man
minor compared with the upswing
Army
dustry has no official say one way last year. Average admission, which
or the, other, it's been revealed that was 46V£c. a year ago, is now above
the majors have threatened to with- 47c. ARI refuses to disclose the exhold pix from the Army unless the act figure pending servicing of the
German public is kept out of GI new attendance study to its clients
next week.
theatres.
Decrease in "regular" attendance
Pending the takeover of U. S. film
ARI considers attendance at least
distribution in Germany by the Moonce every three weeks as "regular"
tion Picture Export Assn., German
is termed "noticeable but not sencivilians have been able to see only sational."
Pre-war "regular" atthe 40-odd old pictures formerly re- tendees numbered 54,000,000.
This
leased by the Office of War Infor- went up during the war to 57,500,000
mation and now handled by the and last year hit a record high of
Army.
officials believe that 60,000,000. Latest study shows it had
the newer films which play the dropped to around 58,000,000.

—
—

AMG

Army

theatres

would do much

to

help orientate the Germans in the
ways of democracy.
U. S. industry .has objected, however, on the grounds that even if
GIs only took their German girl

ARI now

figures

that

90,000,000

persons are "capable" of going to
That means they are old
not in institutions, jail,
broke, or otherwise incapacitated.
Figure formerly used was 81,000,000.
Upturn is partially accounted for
by a population increase and partially by the economic upturn from the
war.
theatres.

enough,

National Boxoffice Survey
Hot Weather Clips Many Pix

— 'Miracle/

second N. Y. week.
next week in the dispute
sales toppers C. E. Peppiatt and Sam
"Duel" is in second slot as a rebetween
the
Herbert J. Yates
and Harry Goetz factions of the Gross. Rodgers' decision had been sult of nine playdates. It looks to
company's ownership. Goetz, it is pending since the death' two weeks hit a new record in Cleveland with
understood, will ask for more spe- ago in a similar crash of Ruth Gillis, $36,000, is huge in K.C., great in Pitt
cific information than has been
made assistant to Metro's M. L. "Mike" and leader in Buffalo. Film also is
playing to near capacity in smallavailable to him on costs and income
seater Victoria, N. Y.
of pictures during the past five years Simon.
Others in the Big Nine, as to
and on various other expenditures.
Other homeoffice sales chiefs are
Goetz made his original request leaving it up to their staffs to travel money and playdates, are "Cheyfor the info at the April board meetenne" (WB), "Great Expectations"
they desire. Spyros Skouras,
any
way
ing and was promised it by the Rep
(U), "Dear Ruth" (Par), "HoneyLem
assistant,
his
prexy,
and
moon" (RKO), 'darling" (M-G),
Prexy for the May meeting. It was 20th
handed to him at that time, but Jones, flew back to the h. o. from "Copacabana" (UA) and "High BarRunners-up are
(M-G).
Goetz and his attorney, Sam Becker, the Coast over the weekend. Rodgers baree"
"Two Mrs. Caralso a member of the board,
are himself has never flown and has "Calcutta" (Par),
rolls" (WB), "Framed" (Col) and
understood to feel, after inspection
always tried to persuade his field "Happened on Fifth Ave." (Mono).
of the data, that it is
not sufficiently
detailed. Thus they'll request elab- men to stay as close to the ground
"Ruth" is up in fifth position via
oration.
four playdates, big impetus coming
as possible when traveling.

dull

and fair in Cincinnati.
"Moss Rose" (20th), which faded
after two weeks in L. A., is getting
$29,000 in two Boston spots and
"Buck Priv$13,000 in Louisville.
city

Home"
of

(U) is doing nicefour keys currently

(Complete Boxoffice
Pages 12-13).

IN N. Y.

POWWOW BALABAN

Films until the indie

Capra,
Liberty

mem-

unit's

bers recently joined Paramount,
arrived in New York Monday (16)
from 'the Coast for conferences with
prexy Barney Balaban and, other
Par officials. They expect to return
to the Coast at the end of the week.
Among matters to be settled, it is
understood, is the exact status and
duties of Briskin on the Par lot.
In general, he is to be an exec production aide to Par studio topper
Henry Ginsberg. Briskin said yesterday (Tuesday) he himself wasn't
yet sure of exactly what he'd do at
Par.
.
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Film Reviews

Orleans" (UA), which opens
in N. Y. this week, looks standout in
Other new entries do not
Frisco.
loom so well excepting "Trouble
With Women" (Par), rated tall in
Minneapolis. "Living in Big Way"
(M-G) shapes as slow in L.A. while
"Time Out of Mind" (U) is dull in

ates Come
ly in two
playing.

TO

Sam Briskin and Frank
who were partnered in

SUBSCRIPTION

San Francisco.

same

CAPRA

BRISKIN,

Trade Mark Registered

"New

the

U

Reuters and the other worldwide
(Continued on page 4)
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Sudden arrival of hot weather is from great $102,000 being done at
"Honeymoon,"
ploughing under biz in some locali- N. Y. Paramount.
not in heavy coin exceptirfg in Bosties, but the big pictures are managing to continue racking up tall ton, gets into the Big Nine because
grosses. Additional playdates, some current now in eight key cities.
at pop scale, are- placing "Duel in "Copacabana," while in only a few
Sun" (SRO) back in the national pic- spots, edged up into the leadership
ture, this opus fighting it out with list mainly via a sturdy $45,000 in
"Miracle on 34th St." (20th) for top Chicago and fairly good showing in
honors.

obviously, it is to the best interests
of both Rank and
to bear down
only on quality product.

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN

'Duel/

'Cheyenne/ 'Expectations/ 'Ruth' Pace Leaders

Great strength in five key cities is
Metro veepee over sales William
enabling "Miracle" to head the list.
F. Rodgers has forbidden all plane
Harry Goetz Still Seeks
Last week this picture had preemed
travel by his field sales force, only in only one key, at N. Y. Roxy. It's
that
to
take
More Repub Costs Info homeoffice executive
terrific in Boston, smash in Chicago,
Further steam is expected to be step following the deaths in a plane socko in Pittsburgh, stout at $60,000
Angeles and big $101,000 for
let off at the Republic board meetcrash last Friday (13) of 20th-Fox in Los
ing

this

Indianapolis, June 17.
Gale Black will celebrate his
25th anni as Warner salesman in

a

friends to Army houses, it would
Anti-Semitism Reference zation, sending the cost of distribution probably to at least 35%, it is
Intent on skirting the pitfall of believed. The 370 Technicolor prints siphon off future civilian trade and
marking its film as an out-and-out of the lengthy, epic also are a con- cut deeply into the prospective boxoffice for the newer films.
propaganda piece, RKO will plug siderable expense Item.
"Crossfire" as a topical murderEvaluation of these figures thus
mystery rather than a treatise indicates that DOS has a long way
against anti-Semitism.
After considerable mulling of the Rroblem,
RKOers have decided against incorporating reference to the controversial theme in its advance magazine ads.
Industry's leadoff pic on
the subject, "Crossfire" preems in
the Times Sq. area early next

The British overseas pres~ hummed
past week with The pros and
cons on the J. Arthur Rank-Big Fiv«
deal, assuring the English film man
$10,000,000 to $12,000,000 in U. S.
playdates, but Rank, in Hollywood,
and his. American partners in New
York, Universal Pictures, take the
attitude that it was a trade deal

Something Free

Last,

Govt, in

expected to
.

By ABEL GREEN

At

.

efforts

hinterlands.

Is

go out before there's
any return, since E-L already has a

Estop Korda, Wilcox or Other Prods.

and abroad.

cinematic

New York

"'don't' sell "the film

Gets Wide Reaction Abroad; Doesn't

III

year

Is

the

that

Rank s $12m000 US. Playdate Deal

Significant change in the overall
distribution picture during the past

mania

however,

H

PC, SRO,

Hollywood, June

Motion picture financing is a sound bujuiess proposition, regardless
according to Bernard Giannini, veepee
o£ the current boxoffice decline,
America. In fact, he added.
in charge of film loans at the Bank of
Bank of America loans to independent producers hit a new high on
at any previous time in the. history
than
now
greater
are
and
June 1,
bank.
of the
Giannini scotched the report that the Bank of America is putting
the brakes on indie producers. He declared! the boxoffice has not
slumped enough to worry the bankers.
At Security rFirst National Bank of Los Angeles, which does a good
share of film financing, officials agreed with Giannini's statement.
They declared more picture business is going through its office than at
any" previous time, although the bank is exercising a little more caution than in the past, as a natural consequence of the current financial

I

on

Lewin Back at Metro
Hollywood, June 17.
Albert Lewin, former director at
Metro, has returned to the Culver
capacity.
production
City in a
His latest Metro film was 'The
Picture of Dorian Gray,"

8
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UA's Aim for More Net

Screen Actors Guild Admits

Shift All

'Serious Stalemate in Negotiations

Ad

4-

Hollywood, June

17.

Lpcationing by Air

surprise

Hollywood, June 17;
Locationing by air has suddenly become the rule rather
than the exception.

While negotiations have not yet
reached a deadlocked stage, the
SAG negotiating committee, in an
intelligence report to the Guild
membership, admits that it (the
SAG committee) "is not too happy
about the progress made to date on
some of the "more important points.'
ers.

.

.

.

Tax Cut Plea

Talent Exchange

reissues

and

shaped will restrict

its'

scheme

for

tax slashing to all tickets below 90c.
...
iu * Intentions are to hand up the proProducers take the position that gram some time next week for
to participate in
if the players are
scrutiny of members of the House

might be satisfactory
other Ways and Means Committee.
they got clearances from all
Program calls for three chief feasuch

reissues, that
if

pacts
to be
seen, but they are certain to put up
'

More Anglo-U. S.

rights

What happens when their
come up for renewal, remains

Rank Pix Eased

GEORGE GIVOT

Skip Deluxers

•

television
rights>

the new advertising provision of
the contract, most of the oldtimers
have absolutely refused to go for it.

Top Play Time For

Warners and Paramount.

In

of

While some of the more recent
comers to the''UA ranks have agreed
'to

Universal-International alone
has three sky jaunts lined up,
and others plenty air-minded
are Metro, Columbia, 20th-Fox,

After two extensions of abortive
the Hollywood
Brog in Variety said: "Support is
players and producers, and a proGeorge Givot Is good as
strong
longation of the SAG mastermindpolice chief."
nights a week,
five
to
ing from three
Personal Management
is
headquarters
Guild
the report to
HARRY BESTRY
committee
negotiating
that the full
(of 22), representing the SAG ros'is
No tax cut for Broadway deluxe
ter, admits that the situation
somewhat pessimistic in tone, at houses and other first-runs throughout the. country with top priceleast as of June-12s«—
will be asked under the tenscales
Hollywood feeling on player-prowill tatively prepared program for adducer relations is that an accord
salient mission tax reductions now drafted
be reached, but among the
leaders. Plan as currently
exhib
by
problems
Issues in stalemate are the

powwows between

New clause being Introduced into
United Artists' pacts with Indie producers calls for the producer to
carry the entire cost of advertising
his pictures.
In the past, UA has
customarily shouldered, 25% of the
cost of national and cooperative ad
campaigns.

Hollywood, June 17.
Handlers of Hollywood's animal' actors, the Animal Trainers
and Handlers Union, have filed
a petition for' bargaining certification with the National Labor
Relations Board.

4

by the
disclosure
Screen Actors Guild indicates strong
opposition by the producers to the
playthe
basic proposals sought by

A

Arthur Rank
has pushed through with the Big
Five for top playing time on his
pix has already begun to bear fruit,
according to Alfred W. Schwalberg,
Eagle-Lion's sales manager. Bookings on "Bedelia," first of the Rank
films handled by E-L, have eased
considerably in the past two weeks,
Schwalberg said,*" and —possibilities

Agreement which

J.

"We've

started

filiated houses;

getting

better

af-

longer playing time;

participants in the production,
tures as it now stands. They are:
directors, etc.
fts laborers, scripters,
on the first
in i. removal of all taxes
who likewise might seek a share of
20c of children's admission; 2. re-,
the reissue rights. On the issue
ductioh
of all other ticket taxes from
jetelevision rights, the producers
nick
to 10% up to
present
20%
the
the
iuse to yield any participation to
the 90c. ceiling; 3. ho change in presplayers.
ent rates on admissions over 90c.
The Screen Actors Guild claims
Present move is being made under
years'
•are the accumulation of 10
leadership of the .American Theaa
experience. This has been the length tres Assn. after the House committhem a continuing long-range ex- percolating down from company
expired
heads,
Schwalberg believes. The
of the last contract which
tee, during hearings several weeks
ploitation and merchandizing tleup.
May 15, was extended to June 14, ago dropped broad hints that it While Metro already has Wilcox's deal between Rank and the theatreand again extended to June 30. The would be interested in studying a "Piccadilly Incident" for the U. S., owning majors undoubtedly includes
negotiating committee has been in comprehensive plan submitted by
E-L along with Universal in its
"Curzon"—
on
holding
off
is
Wilcox
Bession 60 days without results.
Blueprint has been
scope, he said.
the industry.
which very likely will wind up via
Universal, the other chief distrib
The producers are seeking a new prepped mainly by Robert Coyne, M-G until Loew's (Metro), assures
7-10 year contract. The actors elect exec, secretary of ATA, who's polled him of some sort of talent exchange. of Rank's pix in the U. S., has also
noted a sizable improvement in the
to proceed on a year-to-year basis. other exhib leaders on their sentito make a picwants
Miss
Neagle
booking situation. "Great Expects^
•The SAG, meantime, concedes that ments.
and
her co-star
Hollywood
in
ture
the basic
tions" and "Odd Man Out,',' two bigWith. the ATA and other theatre
if a tentative agreement on
Michael Wilding, who is under Wilissues is not reached In the next groups plugging away for a down- cox contract (British-Lion),, is also gest properties currently being han
two weeks, the Guild negotiators beat on Federal tax bites on the being primed for the American died by U, have made inroads in a
number of theatres which previously
will recommend to the Guild board ground that films are the poor
market.
would have little to do with the
of directors "the failure of negotia- man's entertainment, exhib toppers
While Rank has been making his Anglo imports.
tions on the basic issues" and will plunked for the ceiling on prices af"Expectations" with four suprisurge that these should be presented fected by a cut. It's felt that chances own Anglo-U. S. theatre deals, Korda
to the membership at large of the of the solons granting the slash are has been preparing a flock of films ingly strong stanzas in the N, Y.
Guild "for immediate decision and considerably strengthened when no with an international array of per- Music Hall now looks like the bigsonalities on the marquee and di- gest British film grosser yet to be
cut on top-scale taxes is asked.
action."
„
In this regard, number of exhib rectorial end. For instance he has released in the U. S. While "Henry
the tentative agreement is
If
reached on the basic issues within leaders point out that they've fre- Oscar Wilde's "An Ideal Husband," V". has around $1,150,000 net already
(in Techni
raked in from the American market
the next two-week period, the Guild quently met retorts by legislators with Paulette Goddard
that theatres charging. $1 and more color) upcoming, comprising such a and is making a potent bid for top
(Continued on page 22)
are no longer in the poor-man
honors among British-makes, "Ex(Continued on page 18)
brackets. Entire case for tax reducpectations" has been copping equal
tions have been weakened, it's said,
crix applause and is figured to have
by prices which only a comparativegreater mass appeal. It's set to play
L. A. to N. Y.

—

ly

GOLDSTONE AGCY. PARD
Hollywood, June 17.
who has resigned
as aide to Columbia Pictures prexy
Harry Cohn to join the Nat C.
Goldstone agency on the Coast, will
take with him representation of
Abbott & Costello. Comics recently
pulled out from under the wing of
53ddie Sherman, who had agented
them for many years. They have a
deal pending for an outside picture
Milton Pickman,

at Republic.

Pickman may be Succeeded as
Cohn's assistant by Irving Cummings, Jr., formerly a writer and
son of the director. Pickman will
serve at the Goldstone agency as
one of a triumvirate which will relieve Goldstone of his day-to-day
duties in order to allow him more
time for outside deals, in the man
ner that Jack Gordean has relieved
Charles K. Feldman in the latter's
agency.
Working with Pickman, whosecontract calls for a 25% piece of
the biz, will be Charles Goldstone,

who owns 10% and George
who holds 35%. A revision
percentages

is

to

Willner,
of these
be made shortly

to leave a larger amount for Nat
Goldstone. Latter is now involved
in a production unit with Robert
Young at Col and with Tony Martin
at Universal-International.
Agency will open New York offices about July 1 and will extend
literary and play departments
there. Various partners will alternate in the New York office, with
a manager to be chosen before it
its

opens.

Pickman was onetime ace

man

sales-

for the Music Corp. of AmerHis contract with Cohn had
until Sept. 1 to run,
ica.

few houses

collect.

A. E. V. Andrews

Hollywood, June 17.
Carl Nater, head of Walt Disney's
educational department for 10 years,
checked out to become director of
the film division at Harding College,
Searcy, Ark. Institution is a pioneer
in furthering education through the
screen.

Nater will make his headquarters
in Hollywood, with frequent visits
Product
to the Harding campus.
will be distributed through nontheatrical, collegiate and other chan
nels, under direct sponsorship of the
school.

Herman Bernle
Richard Blackwell

Sam

Briskin

Lou Bunin
Frank Capra
Walter Cassel
Ann Chapin
Jose Ferrer
Hal Hackett
Steve Hannagan
June Havoc
Louis Herscher
Jack Hively
Lem Jones
Arthur W. Kelly
Tom Lewis
Jeffrey

Lynn

MacKenna's London Hop

Kenneth MacKenna

Kenneth MacKenna,
head of
Metro's story department, planed to

Aline

'

England Monday

(16).

Purposeof

trip was not revealed but it's
believed he'll seek a replacement for
the vacant story chief's post in Eng
land and also be on the lookout for

his

new

properties.
He's slated to return to the homeoffice in about two weeks and will
then fly back to the Coast.

N. Y. to L. A.
Mrs. Martin Beck
Steve Broidy
Eddie Buzzell
Harold. Conrad
Martin Dickstein

MacMahon
Sam Mark
Pat Nowell
Bill Ornstein

James Poling
Lee Sabinson

Budd Schulberg
Ginny Simms
Spyros Skouras
Bob Stanton
Paul Gerard Smith
John Sutherland
Don Taylor
Benay Venuta
Allen Wilson

John Winfield
Nan Wynn.

N. Y. to Europe

Robert Douglas

Alexis Albert

Ruth Gordon

Harry- Green
Kenneth MacKenna
Harry Regensburg
Dick Richards
Gradwell L. Sears

Irving Lazar

Mannix
Anna Neagle
E. J.

Herbert Wilco*

UA

$40,000,000 last year.

Among the changes which the
new contractual clause would bring
about is also elimination of UA's
participation in tradepaper advertising.
It is now the practice for
to pay for all tradepaper ads up to
$5,000, to pay 25%. toward the next
$5,000 and for the producer to pay
the entire cost beyond that.

UA

Rank Reaction
Continued from page 3 ;

;

press services, following Variety's
exclusive, ballyhooed that Rank's
$12,Q00,000 playdating deal gives him
entry into some 3,000 topnotch U. S.
cinemas. What was omitted is the
fact that such entry is circumscribed
chiefly by quality of product, just
as the $12,000,000 potential gross per
annum is subject to qualification. In
short, if the product doesn't meas-

ure up it will not and cannot be
forced into the U. S. cinemas.

Korda and Quennell In U. S.
Korda and his counsel, Hugh
Quennell, Who is chairman of the
board of British-Lion, are currently
in

New York

rence

back

trial.

this

for the Laudy LawThey expect to clipper

weekend.

Some hue and

cry in the British
press has run the gamut to include
such strong statements that Rank
came to America with governmental
blessing but "feathered his own nest
too well," allegedly at expense of
the other British producers. Rank,
of course, is but 60% of the British
film industry. Korda and the other
B-L producers, with their strongly
a fifth stanza.
international-minded casts, may represent a lesser percentage, but posBased on its initial four
at the Hall in which the pic hit sibly a greater potency for the
the scale at better than $520,000,
Anglo-U. S. film markets.
is counting on a $3,000,000 gross doThe Cinematograph Exhibitors
mestically which means close to Assn., for its side of it, has gone
$2,000,000 for Rank's Strongbox after on record deploring the "buy Britdeducting' ad expenses and U's fees. ish only" theorem since the English
Powerful performance at the Hall exhihs recognize they'd be sunk sans
plus the Anglo-American deal which Hollywood stars and productions.
'Rank steered is expected to give the They don't want pictures to become
film an unprecedentally powerful political puppets just because they're
sendoff.
pawns in the game of "if we, don't
get U. S. playing time you can't
take $75,000,000 out of England," etc.
Herbert Wilcox, who produces unBrit. Film
Pic
der the Korda banner, has been atPolicy at
Legiter tacked in his homeland for opposing
J.
Arthur Rank's "Green for the anti-American stance but he arDanger," being distributed in the gues that he is not veering from his
U.S. by Eagle-Lion, is likely to be pro-British attitude, but he does
the initial film at the Fulton, N.Y., abhor the ideological anti-U.S. attiwhen the Broadway legiter swings tude in film matters, particularly in
over to a picture policy next week. an industry where Britain must conWork is expected to be completed cede No. 2 position.
tomorrow (Thursday), on installaWilcox and Quennell, in fact, have
tion of projection and sound equip- expressed
they
themselves that
ment in the theatre.
would insure their pro-British atHouse, owned by City Investing titude by urging that a native EngCo., will operate on a policy of lish committee
pass on the type of
"prestige-type" films, probably most- films that are sent to America. They
ly British imports.
According to Tear that if British product is
Maurice Maurer, who manages City promiscuously projected on U. S.
Investing's
theatrical
properties, screens, not only will those pictures
whether or not the house is returned die but they may so hinder future
to legit shows in the fall hinges on British
product that, regardless of
the outcome of the summer experi- quality, all
such pix may become
ment. It has housed "Another Part boxoffice poison.
Quennell is more
of the Forest" most of the past conservative
that the quality rather
season.
than quantity will dictate the AmerTheatre seats 900, but capacity will ican reaction.
Wilcox feels that,
be reduced to 750 by closing off the like the U. S. Army's
attitude in
upper balcony for film showings.
screening the "proper" type pix for
Germany, so should England insure its overseas reception by careto N. Y.
fully, passing on the "right type of
Leonard Bernstein
pictures for America." To this Rank
Robert Douglas
(Universal) states that this is the
George Wood
ordinary business procedure.

weeks

-

Ethel Barrymore

Small Arkansas College
Pioneers Film Education

„

stiff battle.

Old line producers maintain that
every cent they spend on advertising is to push up the gross of the
picture^on which UA profits to the

extent of -25% (its distribution fee).
Therefore, they say, company should
participate to that extent in cost of
the ads.
move is a further effort to cut
costs in order to bring profits into
line with the company's gross business:"'" •Net" is- said to" •have- -been
for the pic are brightening steadily. around $200,000 on a gross of about

and choicer playdates," E-L topper
Anglo-American accord on talent said.
Typical of its improved prospects,
is the newest evolution in the J.
Arthur Rank-Sir Alexander Korda "Bedelia" will play the metropolitan
forays on Hollywood. Both factions RKO circuit, starting July 3, on the
long
half of the bill with 20th-Fox's
of
big
roster
a
will
have
or
have
international names lined up for "The Late George Apley." Pic has
dual production in London and snagged equal billing with the 20th
film.
"While RKO has always been
is
parade
the
Joining
Hollywood.
Herbert Wilcox, who just arrived favorably inclined towards British
on the Coast for huddles with Metro's Alms," Schwalberg said, "other outof-town circuits which
formerly
WilGoetz.
Ben
Mayer
and
Louis B.
shied away are now speeding their
cox and his star- wife, Anna Neagle,
want to set their picture, "The bookings."
Change
in attitude of the circuits
only
Street,"
Curzon
of
Courtneys
company which will assure is undoubtedly a reflection of orders
with

MILT PICKMAN BECOMES

a

,

.

•

Would

Costs to Its Producers

Did Noah Have Card?

With Producers on New, Contract

Profit

U

.

May Debut

BVay

London

PICTURES
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MAY BE END OF

'THIS

U. S. Playdates in British Circuits

SO REPORTS PAR

Following is a breakdown o£ the American and British pix which
three major British circuits for the first
captured! top billing on the
J. Arthur Rank controls and directs both Odeon and
half of 1947.
Gaumont-British circuits, although United Artists has a 27% interest
has
50% of G-B. Associated British is con20th-Fox
Odeon and
in
trolled

by Warner Bros.

(Rank, Universal)

GFD

.

Metro
20th-Fox

•

Paramount

RKO

•••

•

Warner Bros.

....

0

5
8
3

0

,

2
0

0
3

,

3

0

0
0

0

0

Anglo-American

18
10
10

10
0
0
0
8
0
0
3
2 (Brit.)
2 (Brit.)

5

5

0

....

Pathe

0

Total

Assoc. Brit.
0

British
10

8

Sears Planes to England in Effort

8

Upswing in theatre receipts in the
past 10 days may spell the end to
the sharp decline in grosses experienced since early May, Barney Balaban, Paramount's prexy, disclosed to
stockholders at their annual meet
yesterday (17). The meet itself was
featured by a vote approving the
company's new stock investment
company for key execs after minor
dissents by attending stockholders.
Balaban's comprehensive state-ofthe-company report unfolded a number of important developments. They
were:
1. Downward
trend in biz may
have reversed itself. Receipts over

8
8
5
3

3
2
2

To

the past weekend from Par's theat^res^ show _ > even ..greater rallying
strength than in the id days before.
Rise has not been reflected so far
in Par's film rentals "but if the level
of the past 10 days continues, it
will show itself in rentals for the
Grad Sears, United Artists' dis-*'
ne^ct quarter."
tribution chief, planed to England
2. Paramount is now negotiating
to Italy For
yesterday (Tuesday), in a further
for a revolving credit with the banks
diffieffort to solve the company's
Valentino
for possible, use for theatre acquisiculties -in getting bookings on the
Hollywood, June 17.
tions under the partial divorcement
major circuits there. After reportMoney
Edward Small is sending a camera provision of the decree.
edly having achieved little in the crew to Italy, June 27, to shoot back- w<5uld be available to the company
way of results in huddles with J. grounds for his forthcoming produc- on paying a standby charge "if, and
Arthur Rank in the U.S. recently, tion, "The Life of Rudolph Valen- as, we need it over the next several
Sears, it is understood, will under- tino," which goes into work here in years."
take to Mat the situation by obtain- August.
deals along the same
3. Other
ing commitments from indie theatre
Other background shots will be < lines as the recent absorption of
product.
owners to play
made in Paris, Monte Carlo and Liberty Films are in the works.
Sears will also confab, of course, London.
Purchase of common stock of the
Rank's, chief
with John Davis,
company by the latter on the open
deputy, in an effort to get additional
market has now reached a total of
bookings on the two Rank circuits,
355,600 shares. Portion of this stock
is,
Odeon and Gaumont-British.
is allocated to Liberty ."and the rest
in fact, a 27% owner of Odeon,
is pretty much earmarked for other
which makes its inability to get
deals we have, in mind." Talks with
bookings all the more irksome to
owners of other interests, Balaban
the company and its producers.
said, indicate a desire for payment
Meantime, a study made of bookin Paramount stock.
ings on the three British circuits
consummation of the
4. Final
reof

Get More Playdates for

OA Product

Camera, Crew

Backgrounds

UA

•

UA

Coast Film-Vaude

Labor Practices

this year,
since the beginning
has opened only a
veals that
total of five pictures— two on Odeon

UA

has had no
dates on Warner Bros.' Associated
and three*on G-B.

It

British chain.
figures

.

compare with 20thUA
Fox and Metro, which had 10 pix
each on the three circuits; Para-mount, RKO and WB, which had
each, and Columbia,
eight Alms
which had three. Universal's product is released in England by Rank's
General Film Distributors and gets
the same treatment as Rank's own
pix.

further
gives
herewith
breakdown of playing time of
American films on the British chains.

Table

.

Hollywood, June 17.
House Labor Committee inquiry
alleged

monopolistic,

East Making Strong Pitch

To Include Televisioners
In a strong bid to front for television directors, orphans to date of
a 'jurisdictional mixup, the Screen
chapter,
Directors' Guild, eastern
will present basic contracts to the
video broadcasters within the next
few weeks. That move, and similar
ones directed to the majors and
producers of commercial and industrial pix, were cleared over the

Federal building here today
Representing the Govern(Tues.).
ment are Rep. Carroll D. Kearns (R.,
Pa.) and Irving G. MacCann, comSubpoenas to apmittee counsel.
pear have been delivered to Carl
Cooper, of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees, Ed
Reed, assistant to the president of
Los Angeles Local 47 of the American Federation of Musicians; Ward
Archer, music contractor for Earl
Carroll's Theatre-Restaurant, Hollywood; Florine Bale, head of the
Coast office of the American Guild
of Variety Artists. Subjoena is still
to be served on John T. Groen, Local
47 veepee, still not back from the
convention in Detroit.
McCann' declined to reveal precisely what queries had been put to

AFM

union reps, but he admitted that
due here to spill some info would be
Earl Carroll, Hollywood nitery op(Continued on page 54)

NO

weekend when long-drawn affiliation negotiations between the SDG's
Coast and eastern wings were final-

COURT ACTION
ON AFM OR DECREE

SUP.

Washington, June

ized.

.Both chapters have agreed to
into the tele field and basic
have already been prepped.
SDG's eastern branch has initiated

U. S.

move

terday

pacts

with

its

Be Made by H' wood
Washington, June 17.
Statement by the Un-American
Activities Committee that Col. Jack
Warner told it that Joseph E. Davies
acted as "liaison man who carried to
Hollywood orders from the late
President Roosevelt to make the
picture, 'Mission to Moscow,' " was
denied over the weekend by the
former Ambassador to Russia.
Davies told newsmen he has written to Rep. J. Parnell Thomas (R.,
N. J.), committee chairman, challenging the statement. Following a
trip to the Coast to investigate communism in the picture industry, a
sub-committee declared that "some
of the most flagrant Communist

propaganda films were produced as
a result o£ White House pressure."
these was allegedly "Misbased on Davies book. A second was "Song of Russia" which
actor Robert Taylor testified he was
forced to make by the Government.
"I did not think," said Davies,

One

of

sion,"

"that

Thomas

would wjsh
the dead on

or

his

committee

to tarnish the living or
insufficient evidence."

Eggerth-Kiepura to Film
Supreme Court failed yes'Boheme' in Italy for Col.
(Monday) to come down
expected

decision

in

the

case or to announce that it
drive to corral video directors Petrillo
and now counts a number of them would take Jurisdiction in the ap•among us 128 members. Radio end peal of the New York motion picof the entertainment biz has also ture anti-trust, suit.
Next Monday
been claiming jurisdiction with the (23) will be the last; day for the
Radio Directors' Guild changing its Court to take any action before its

recently to the Directors' summer recess.
Guild of America to blanket video
Petrillo case is the Government
along
with radio.
That action
"Lea bill" or anti-Pebrought forth a complaint lodged appeal of the
law of the 79th Congress,
trillo
by the SDG with the radio group.
purpose was to prevent feathwhose
SDG's eastern chapter exec, board
the American Federaby
er-bedding
met last night (Tues.) to name a
with broadcast
negotiating committee which will tion of Musicians
A Chicago federal court
handle all dickerings with the ma- stations.
unconstitutional,
staute
the
jors, other pix producers and the ruled
video stations. Committee will also with the Government appealing the
seek recognition of a new category decision.
with the majors— that of test diCourt has not yet formally agreed
rectors.
Added bracket is thought to hear the appeal on the Big 5 antinecessary because test pix how made trust case, although there appears no
(Continued on page 20)
question that it will do so.
•

FDR

Ordered 'Mission'

17.

a

name

Davies Denies

coercive

the

Deny F.&M. Dismissal
Of Suit by Paramount
Los Angeles,* June 17.
Judge William C. Mathes, in L. A.
court, denied a motion by
& Marco for dismissal of
the suit brought by Paramount for
repossession of the Los Angeles
federal

Fanchon

Paramount

Marta Eggerth and Jan Kiepura

theatre.

Defendant was ordered to file an
answer to the action within 30 days.

Laudy Lawrence

D—

With tomorrow (Thursday)
for
decision Day in determining tha
future of United Artists, the picture
last evening was that the company
would not be sold and that Tom
Connors would become president.
However, with so many factors at
work in the situation, consensus remained that anything could happen

—

— and

probably would, If it kept
pace with UA tradition.
Further steps were taken in the
past few days, it has been learned,
in drawing up a contract to cover
Connors' services. However, the Si
Fabian-Serge Semenenko (First National Bank of Boston) group which
had been bidding for -the company
refused to be counted out, which

left .the uncertain ty~in -the situations-

QnStandin302G
Action Vs. Korda
Laudy Lawrence took the witness
stand in N. Y/ supreme court yesterday (Tues.) to advance his claim
to $302,400 damages for which he's
suing Sir Alexander Korda. Basis
of the suit is that Korda on July 1,
1946 allegedly breached a contract
to employ Lawrence as his worldwide sales, chief. Breach occurred
three months after the .contract's
inking, although he had performed
services for Korda prior to signing
the agreement, Lawrence claims.
With resumption of the trial yesterday (Tues.) before Justice Bernard Botein, without a jury, Lawrence testified that while he was
still in the Army in August, 1945,
Korda was negotiating for his services.
He also told of talks with
David O. Selznick.and Samuel Gold.

wyn

in

which Korda participated

in

September, 1945. Both Selznick and

Goldwyn,

and racketeering practices in various -show business unions started at

.

Screen Directors Guild

(Continued on page 22)

Under DC Probe
into

(For Decision) Day Due Tomorrow

For UA; See Tom Connors as President

Gaumont-

Odeon

Dlstrib.

D

B. 0. DIP'

Lawrence

said,

verbally

askad him to join their organizations, but he refused because of his
promise to Korda.
Under direct examination by his
attorney, Isidor J. Kresel, Lawrence
testified that he performed, services
for Korda before and after he signed
the contract with Korda. He' pointed
out that he had attended Coast conferences
with Korda in March,
1946, when the producer was negotiating for writers, actors and directors. In addition, he claimed to
have assisted Korda in working out
a distribution pact in New York
providing for the sale of a number
of Korda reissues. Later, he said, he

(Continued on page 18)

NORTH

SIDE CHI

NABE

Balaban

&

irresistible.

And

failed to see that

most observers
any such offer was

merited, Charles Chaplin, on the
other hand, appeared more amenable to selling his half of the company, but was also willing to stay
put if he couldn't get his terms.
Another certainty in the situation
appeared to be that, the D-Days variously promised over the, past few
months couldn't be promised much
longer and that tomorrow's likely
would be it. As the spokesman for
one of the owners put it, "We can't
hold Connors on the hook any more
and we can't hold the Fabian group,,
either. So a decision must be made."
The flood of rumors about the
company has been giving birth to
further rumors and in banking circles during the past week there was
a supposition that the hand of J.
Arthur Rank was back of the Fabian-Semenenko group. That's based
on close association of Serge Semenenko, v.p. of the First National
Bank of Boston, with Rank interests.
It was. said that Rank would prefer
to his present Universal tieup in this
country
a
distributing
company
completely integrated with his British units and thus wants UA. There
was no confirmation whatsoever of
such a supposition.

.

UA's 'Henry' Abandons
4-WaIl Deals for

Own

% And

Bally; School Pitch

In a further switch, of its exhibition policy on "Henry V," United
Artists is abandoning further "four
walls" theatre deals in favor of
.iile
straight percentage contracts.
the ."four wall" policy proved highly successful, resulting in almost $1,200,000 in revenue to the company
from a very limited number of engagements, it also presented an
abundance of administrative headaches which are expected to be
avoided via use of standard exhibition contracts.
Among the difficulties encountered by
was getting a square shake from theatre

%

SUES B&K AND MAJORS
Chicago, June
Katz was sued

One thing that did appear certain
was that Mary Picford was very
loath to part with her half-interest,
and wouldn't unless a whopping
offer came along that was entirely

17.

this

(Tues.) morning by De Luxe Theatres, Inc., in Chi federal court on
anti-trust charges, plaintiff asking
$600,000 damages and $75,000 legal
Brief claims that
fees and costs.
B&K. plus Paramount, Loew's, RKO,

UA

20th-Fox, Warners, Columbia, Uni- owners on accounting.
versal and United Artists plus their
Record high percentage terms are
subsidiary groups had, since 1937, being sought by
under the new
violated the Sherman Act. Injunc- policy, with houses being asked 70%
tion to restrain further alleged mon- and 75% and no profit guarantees
opolistic practices is asked.
being given, such as was the case
Suit by this northside nabe, filed with "Gone With the Wind" and
by Brussel, Mulder & Guneo, claims "Best Years of Our Lives." In each
that defendants used the "Chicago engagement, however, UA is sendsystem" of blockbooking and that ing its own exploiter to stage a camplaintiff had been forced Into un- paign, concentrating on schools and
profitable business practices by the other educational and cultural orforced buying of short subjects and ganizations. Because its b.o. depends
newsreels; by the arbitrary designa- so much on the school trade, "Henry",
tion to pic playdates; by discrimana- is being given only a few engagetory and arbitary price rentals, and ments mostly
resorts during
at
by fixing of minimum admission the summer.
prices. House is in same area as
Effort is being made to needle tha

UA

(Mr. and Mrs.) are set to leave the
U. S. for Italy today (Wednesday)
to star in the film version 'of "La
Boheme" at the Titanus studios in
Rome. Film is being produced by
Gregor Rabinovitch, who is operating under a deal with Columbia
Pictures International for four continental-made films.
film
was B&K's Pantheon, which is in "B" current New York grind engagement
Rabinovitch
Initial
at the Broadway pic has had alwhich was recently week clearance.
"Traviata,"
most a year's two-a-day run in Mancompleted (not with the Kiepuras)
hattan—by sending out 500,000 re"Boheme" will be the second, and is
Pacts Five
duced price coupons to schools. They
to be followed by a bilingual picare good until 6 pjn., providing for
Hollywood, June 17.
ture with French and English dialog
business 56c admission instead of regular 70a
Lowenstein,
Norman
starring Danielle Darrieux. Fourth
pic has not yet been determined. manager of the Society of Motion until 1 p.m. and 80c instead of $1
Columbia has bought the world Picture Art Directors, announced from 1 until 6. They hit the sohoolf
rights to the quartet of forthcoming new working agreements with five last Friday (13), with- letters of
recommendation from Dr. John
Rabinovitch films, but whether Co- producing companies.
Outfits are Rainbow Productions, Wade, New York superintendent,
lumbia decides to release them in
the U. S. will depend upon their Bing Crosby Enterprises, Triangle, and the office of the Catholic Archdiocesan,
suitability for the American market. Oakmont Pictures and Eagle-Lion.

—

—

—
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ATTENDANCE AND MONEY RECORDS

NEW YORK

30 Weeks

MINNEAPOLIS

.

.

.

.

.

.

45 Weeks

.

9 Weeks

....

16 Weeks

.

MIAMI BEACH.
SEATTLE

..........

7 Weeks

ROCHESTER

TAMPA.

.

6 Weeks

........

.

.

6 Weeks

COLORADO SPRINGS ...
LONG BEACH .......

2 Weeks

DALLAS

.

4 Weeks

8 Weeks

CHAMPAIGN .......

4 Weeks

.

.........

DETROIT
:

LOS ANGELES
PITTSBURGH

OAKLAND ......... 10" Weeks
MONTREAL ....... .10th Week

PHOENIX.

1

8 Weeks

4 Weeks
9th

Week

NEW ORLEANS ......

5 Weeks

DES MOINES

4 Weeks

DAYTON ..........

3 Weeks

MEMPHIS

WINNIPEG

3 Weeks

SACRAMENTO .......

.

.

4 Weeks
4 Weeks

BROKEN EVERY DAY
CHICAGO

.

.

WASHINGTON

SALT LAKE CITY .

7 Weeks

PORTLAND

.

.

.

8 Weeks

.Y ,

.

.

7 Weeks

.

.

6 Weeks

.

.

8 Weeks

BALTIMORE

.

.

.

.

.

.

LONG BEACH

.

.

.

.

.

ST.

4 Weeks

.

.

LOUIS ...

SPRINGFIELD

.

... ....

CINCINNATI

.

.

RICHMOND

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..... 4 Weeks
TOLEDO
....... .. SWeeks
FRESNO ... .....
S Weeks
,

.

.

.

.

PRICES!

6 Weeks

.

.

ROADSHOW

BOSTON ......... 24 Weeks
DENVER ...... ... 8 Weeks
PROVIDENCE . .... .... S Weeks
SAN FRANCISCO
8th Week
PHILADELPHIA
. . . . .19 Weeks
TUCSON ... .......
3 Weeks

25 Weeks

.

SAN DIEGO

.

at

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

5 Weeks

.

.

.

.

16 Weeks

...

4

.

.

4 Weeks

.

.

.

.

.

CLEVELAND

KANSAS

CITY

.

.

.

-

JACKSONVILLE

Directed by WILLI

3 Weeks

6 Weeks

AM WYLER

111

s

'
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FILM REVIEWS
standards 'set

Fiesta
(COLOR-SONGS)
Metro release

of

Jock Cummlngs produc-

Stars Esther "Williams; features Aklm
Tamiroff, Ricardo Montalban. Directed by
Richard Thorpe. Original and screenplay,
George Bruce, tester Cole; camera (Techlcolor), Sidney Wagner, Chas. Rosher, WilWine; score and arrangements,
M.
frid
Johnny Green, assisted by Ted Duncan;
Salon Mexico" by Aaron Upland,
••El
8
editor,
liiis"'!'
>>urit>K!
dances,
June ».
Tradesiiuwn N.
Sewell.
Running lime. 104 M1NS.
-,„,,._.
Esther Williams
Maria. Morales
Akim Tamiroft
Chato Vasquez.
tion.

WW

Ricardo Montalban
John Carroll
Mary Astor

Mario Morales
Jose "Pepe" Ortega
Senora Morales
Conchlta
Antonio Morales
Maxlmlno Contreras
Maria Morales (Child)
Mario Morales (Child)
Doctor

Cyd Charisse
Fortunlo Bonanova

Hugo Haas
Jean Van
Joey Preston

Frank Puglla
Los Bocheros
Alan Napier

The Basque Singers
The Tourist....

"Fiesta" is a Technicolorful trailer
for Mexican-American goodwill. It's
an eyeful of Esther Williams, alternating between a little of her familiar Jantzen symmetry and her
pseudo-skill as a matador. It's also
pleasant if not socko summer film
fare. With the color, the cast presence of Akim Tamiroff, John Carroll
Mary Astor, Cyd Charisse, and
Metro's ballyhoo "introducing, a new
personality, Ricardo Montalban," it
has enough for solid business.
The new "personality is a nice departure in that he's not the Valentino type, but on the other hand
neither is he socko in any other diAs a Mexican juvenile,
rection.
however, he' is a sympathetic vis-avis to Miss Williams, who plays his

by

prior Prestige offerboxoffice chances are

ings and its
that miich less.
An attempt to cram in a' doublebarrelled dose of death and blindness faced by the two principals in
the story is at the root of the pics
fiounderings. The youthful concert
(Margaret Lockwood) is
pianiste

confronted by early death from heart
trouble while her vis-a-vis (Stewart
Granger) has been advised that
blindness is his almost certain lot.
Yarn takes place during the late war
on the Cornish coast where the
pianiste has gone for a last fling as
has Granger who's been recently discharged from the RAF.
Both seek to conceal their dilemmas from each other and plot convolutions stem from those efforts.
While they gradually work out their
salvation by a determination to face
things out together, the film manages
to squeeze in a number of fine bit
characterizations and some fetching
photography of sea and coast. It's
the momentary focusing of camera
off the main beam that gives the film
its strongest bid for customer atten-

Miniature Reviews
"Flest*" (Color-Songs) (M-G).
b.o.
Colorful pic spec for

OK

"A Lady Surrenders"

Lockwood

Miss

.

dtoq.

(Brit-

(U). Slow-footed pic with
doleful yarn; tepid b.o. pros-

ish)

«

JSews. Hounds

P
"Brute Force" (Hellinger-U).
Prison meller a strong boxoffice
entry.

"Web

of

Danger" (Rep). Minor

supporting entry for action market.

"News Hound" (Mono). AnBoys feature,
other Bowery
among best of series.
Gene
"Saddle Pals" (Rep).
Autry oatuner, okay for market.
"Dual Alibi" (Pathe). Britishmade meller stars Herbert Lorn,
slated' forJJ." S. films; only okay
for dualers in America.
"The Vow" (Artkino). Soviet
production on Stalin's life just
misses, mainly because of war
treatment; big for arty theatres.

Hollywood, June

not

Dual

London, June

At Studio One, London, June
ning time, 87 MINS.
Jules de Llaies

14.

release of Jan Grlppo producLeo Gorcey; features Huntz
Billy
Hail, Bobby Jordan, Gabriel Dell,
Benedict, David Gorcey, Christine Mclntyre,
Tim Ryan, Anthony Caruso, Bill Kennedy.
Directed by William Beaudlne. Screenplay,
story,
original
Ryan;
Tim
Edmond Seward.
Seward, Ryan, George- Cappy; camera,
Marcel LePlcard; edllor, William Austin.
Running lime,
Previewed June 11, '47.

68

Penny
Vincent Barney....
French Judge

Sacli

HunU

Gabriel Dell
Billy

Tim Ryan
Anthony Caruso
Bill Kennedy
Ralph Dunn

.

John Hamilton
Terry Goodman

Big Tim Dolin
Little

Boy

Sotaer

.

-Nita Bieber

Mame

Abraham

no one could tell them apart, "Dual
Alibi" should return its comparatively modest cost in this country.
It may return some coin via dual
situations in the U. S. Writers and
directors, while paying some resspect for logic, were mainly concerned about making it a dual role
for Herbert Lorn (spotted by Ben
Lyon for 20th-Fox contract). As
twin Georges he is apparently im-

Benedict

David Gorcey
.....Christine Mclntyre

Jane Connelly
John Burke
Clothes Greco
Mark, -Morgan:
Dutch Miller.

Run-

Based on the old situation that
twins could be so much alike that

Bobby Jordan

i

'47.

Harold Berens
Clarence Wright
M. Mangln
Marcel Ponclh
French Lawyer
Loterle Natlonale Official. .Sebastian Cabot
Cromwell Brothers
Trapeze Act

Leo Gorcey
Hall

"

Bobby.,"
Gat."

3,

All

MINS.

SUp

4.

Herbert Lorn
Terence de Marney
Phyllis Dixey
Ronald Frankau

Georges de Llsles
Mike Bergen.,

Stars

Whitey
Chuck

Alibi

(BRITISH-MADE)
Pathe Pictures' release of British National
Features Terence de Marney,
production.
Phyllis
Lorn,
Dixey,
Herbert
Ronald
Directed by Alfred Travers.
Frankau.
Screenplay by Stephen Clarkson, Vlvlenn*
Aden, Alfred Travers from story by Renault
Capes. Camera, James Wilson, R. Holmes.

Monogram

tion.

Robert Emmett Keane
Bernard Gorcey

M-aek Snide
Louie

tion.

Neither

formula all the way, but could have
been brightened by better dialpgmg.
Donald H. Brown's production is
adequate in physical values. Same
goes for lensing and other credits.

Buddy Gorman

Copyboy^
Granger come through with an out- by, the fourth femme on the "out- Jimmy
Russ Whlteman previous to the wiles of a woman,
Gale
standing performance but that's more side," is the one who hijacks the Mallon
Emmett Vogan, Jr.
while as Jules he falls for a femme.
•• John H. Elliott
the story's fault than the players. crapshooting Wall St. sharper (Hoyt). Judge
Meyer Grace As one he is rather dour and pracPartner
Hampered to a much lesser degree
Bristling, biting dialog by Richard Sparring
tical,
as the other he has little
Walls
gives
by the doleful plot, Tom
Brooks, who did the screenplay,
thought for the future.
a brittle and winning performance paints broad cameos as each char"News Hounds" adds up to one of
Brothers are a daring headline
as an elder adviser and friend. Patri- acter takes shape under existing prisMonogram's Bowery Boys trapeze act, and are doing okay uncia Roc as the other .gal is cute on life.
Bickford is the wise and the best of
enough for the Granger sweepstakes patient prison paper editor whose series. Playoff will be good in the til Terence de Marney, an unscrupulearns they have
to take the money even.„if.. she trusty, Sam Levene, has greater free- market for which it's aimed. As title lous publicity man",
won a million francs in the French
doesn't.
dom in getting "stories" for the sheet.
The recipe for livening the gait of Both are awaiting their paroles until indicates, it's a newspaper story with lottery. Employing Phyllis Dixey,
sweetheart,
unscrupulous
equally
his
copyboy.
twin sister.
ambitious
as
some
more
Gorcey,
British
entries
needs
Leo
,
forced into the prison break. Art
The film plot punches over the fact working over judging from this latest Smith, veteran character actor, Jan Grippo's production has given to make love to the more susceptible
twin, they finally filch the winning
that "riot all Mexicans are bullfight- offering. Scissoring applied, morecomes to the fore in truly great style
T 'Leisurely the story unfolds
work over and that ticket. And collect the million in
ers
over, is all too apparent in spots as the stir-crazy prison doctor, ring- boys a plot to
than
substance
,•
Paris.
with the birth of the twins, after the where dialog was cut in mid-sen- ing the bell with his fine interpreta- accounts for more
usually found in B.B. entries.
The twins, learning of the theft
famed matador (well played by tence.
Wit.
tion of a sort of penal institution
Fortunio Bonanova, who does a tipGorcey wants to be a star reporter go after de Marney. While one is
(Film was originally reviewed by beachcomber who,, for all his freetop interpretation of the role) at Variety's Jolo from London in the dom
around his efforts in that direc- doing a solo trapeze act, the other
as a medico, is as much a lifer and
built. Working slays the publicity man. No witness,
first betrays his chagrin that his Nov. 22, 1944, issue; that notice also
antics
are
the
tion
But when her deprecated its b.o. chances. New re- as any of the real criminals for the from script by Edmond Seward and not even the girl, can rightly identify
firstborn is a girl.
simple reason that the cause of his
twin brother arrives 15 minutes later view is published herewith because moral incarceration is booze.
Tim Ryan, William Beaudine's direc- who committed the murder, and
he schools the lad to follow in the of extensive cuts in the V: S. vertion spins the tale at fast clip for both are set free. They return to
Hume Cronyn is diligently hateful pleasure of Bowery Boys followers. the circus, but one of them accibullfighter tradition, even though his sion and the protracted period bethe
as
the arrogant, brutal captain, with Gorcey becomes involved in sports dentally hangs himself during the
Eventually
music.
penchant is
tween the date of the original refi
his system of stoolpigeons and bludg- fixing racket ,and when his unsub- act. The other, the actual murderer,
Salon Mexico" suite by Aaron Cop- view and film's release here.)
c
eoning methods. When outside atten- stantiated story is printed the paper years later has sunk to being a
land (brilliantly orchestrated by
tion is attracted because of the re- is sued for libel. Last-minute recov- sandwichboard man.
Johnny Green) serves as the MexiBrute Force
peated insubordination by prisoners ery of some missing photos clears
can Symphony's means to project his
With a little more expenditure on
Universal release of Marl: Hellinger (Jules and abortive prison breaks, this is the sheet and Gorcey to make for production and wiser casting, picvirtuosity as a serious composer. Plot
Features
_Burt
LancasRoman' Bohnen's undoing as the okay finish.
projects his doting twin sister (who Buck) production.
ture would have rated better playter, Hume Cronyn. Chas. Bickford; Yvonne
also has manifested skill in the DeCarlo, Ann Blyth. Ella Raines. Anita warden, a role which he portrays
Gorcey continues his garbled-word ing time than it probably will rearena) to masquerade as her brother Colby. Directed by Jules Dassin. Screen- rather too abjectly and in too snivel- way for chuckles; his antics pleas- ceive. However, Herbert Lom's actdrama.
in order to recapture a distorted loss play. Richard Brooks from story by Robt. ing a method, whereas Cronyn's bully- ing. Huntz Hall, Gorcey's dopey pal, ing makes it acceptable
Patterson; camera, Wrd, Daniels; special ing and suave arrogance is more
casting of
of family honor.
backs up the fun strongly. Adult ro- Greatest defect is the
David S. Horsley; editor, Edward convincing.
John Carroll is her romantic vis-a- effects.
CurtisB; asst. director. Fred Frank; music,
mance falls to Christine Mclntyre Phyllis Dixey as femme lead. Novis and Cyd Charisse makes a fine Miklos Rozsu. Tradesbown N. Y., June 17,
"Brute Force" is by no means a
torious for ,a stage strip-tease act,
Bowthe
Among
Kennedy.
BiH
and
Impression with her terps and gen- '47. Running time, »4 MINS,
man's picture solely. The prisoners, ery urchins are Bobby Jordan. Ga- she may have a certain -following,
eral line-reading as the romantic Joe Collins
...Burt Lancaster for all their unsavory backgrounds,
Dell, Billy Benedict and David but her screen debut is most un..Hume Cronyn are personable types with plenty of briel
interest opposite Montalban, Captain Munsey.....
Moppet Terry Goodman inspiring. Ronald Frankau, returnCharles Bickford muscles which will get the femmes. Gorcey.
with whom she clicks in a couple of Gallagher
spots laugli-getting character. Okay ing to films after a long absence, and
Gina
Yvonne De Carlo
intricate native terp routines. Mary Ruth
Ann Blyth Then, too, the vignettes of the vis-a- heavy work falls to Anthony Caruso, Terence de Marney give valuable
Astor is a shade somnolent as the Com
Ella Raines vis give it the proper romance tang.
Cane.
Ralph Dunn, John Hamilton and support.
worried wife and mother, fearful of Flossie
Anita Colby The aspect of an audience rooting
others.
Sam Levene for the prisoners plotting a jailher matador-husband's life since Louie
Soldier
Howard Duff
Lensing, editing and other producmarriage, and later for her son who, Dr.
Walters
Art Smith break is given a sharp turn-about, at
(RUSSIAN-MADE)
follow
release
to
for
credits
measure
up
essays
tion
unwillingly,
rather
Roman Bohnen the proper time, to point up that
Warden Earnes
Brog.
Artkino release of Tbilissi Film producin his father's bullfighting footsteps. Spencer
John Hoyt brute force by prisoners is as wrong intentions.
Directed
tion. Features Mikhail Gelovanl.
Richard Gaines as the brute force exercised by their
Tamiroff, as the trusted friend of the McCollum
by Mikhail Chlaurell. Screenplay, M. ChiFrank Puglia
family, and Hugo Haas, as the Ferrar.a.
keepers.
Saddle Pals
xurell and N. Pavlenko; camera, A. KeeuJeff Corey
Freshman
maestro who would become Montal- M-uggsy
atov;
score,
A. Bajanchlvadze; English
Vince Barnett
Direction
(an
(SONGS)
Jules
Dassin
by
ban's musical mentor, are other cast CrenshRw
titles. C. Clement.
Previewed N. Y., June
James Bell alumnus of Maurice Schwartz's Yid14.
Hollywood,
June
Running time, 08 MINS.
13, '47.
Kid Coy...*
Jack Overman
standouts.
Republic release of Sidney Picker pro- Stalin
Mikhail Gelovanl
Whit Bissell dish Art Theatre) is tight and well.\
But the substance of "Fiesta '—a Tom Lister
duction. Stars Gene Autry; features Lynne The Mother
S. Chlatsintova
.Sir Lancelot paced, matching the scripting. Mikrather vacuous nomenclature— is the Calypso
Bacon, Alexander
N. Bogoliubov
Jackson
Ray Teal los Rozsa's score is an asset to a RobertB, Sterling Holioway. Irving
Damian O'Flynn, Charles Arnt, Jean Van,
atmosphere and color of the country Hodges
D. Pavlov
Jay C. Flippen mood meller of this nature.
Pro Cass County Boys (3). Directed by Lesley Sergei
Olga
south of the Rio Grande. All char- Wilson
James O'Rear ducer Hellinger
S. Bogoliubova.
looks like he has Selander. Screenplay, Bob W-illJams, Jerry Xenia
T. Makbarova
Howland Chamberlin
acters are treated with dignity and Gaines.'
Dorrell
and
StuSackhelm;
original,
story,
given
the
sum
total
big
league
proYermilov
N. Plotnikov
Kenneth Patterson
authority. There is no accent on the Bronskl
art E. McGowan; camera, Bud Thackery; Ruzayev
Crane
Whitley
V. Soloviev
Armed
Guard
in Drain Pipe
duction
mounting
completely
without
editor. Harry Keller; songs, Harry Sosnik
peonage; emphasis on the culture of Andy
S. Bllnnikov
Charles McGraw hocking., his
His and Stanley Adams; Ray Allen and Perry Baklan
entire bankroll.
the country is personified through RobertB
John Harmon
Georgi
G. Sagarrize
Eotkin; Brltt Wood and Hy Heath; Halde- Tugunbayev
P. Ismntov
Gene Stutenroth gamble with Lancaster as a poten
the highly respected maestro whom Hoffman
Wally Rose tial star in "The Killers" is paying man-Autry-Evans. Previewed June 13, '-17. XJ. S. Correspondent
M. Shtraugh
Haas so well portrays. This is in Peary...
Strella
Carl Rhodes off in spades with "Brute Force." As Running time, 72 MINS.
British Correspondent
N. C'hapligln
contrast to mass idolatry for the Convict Foreman
Gene Autry French Minister Bonnet
Guy Beach a present-day production item it Gene
I. Nabatov
Lynne Roberts
matador.
Edmund Cobb points up the economic conclusion Shelly Brooks
Soviet leaders played by A. Mansvetov,
Bradley
Waldo T. Brooks, Jr. .. .Sterling Holioway N". Konovalov, A. Gribov, N. Hizhov, G.
and the Machine Gunner No. 1
is
lavish
Tom Steele
Production
that Hollywood can still turn out top Thaddeus Bellweather
...Irving Bacon Mu.siieghian, R. Yurlev, V. Mironov, A.
The situation
lush*.
Technicolor
Brad Collins
Damian O'Flynn Khbjlya, F. Blazhevlch, M. Sldorkin. A.
grossers
without
breaking
bankthe
perwhere Montalban hears the first
"Brute Force" packs plenty of
William Schooler
Charles Arnt Sovolev, T. Belnikevlch.
Abel.
formance of his suite over the radio boxoffice wallop. It will inevitably ers.
Robin Brooks
Jean Van
Tom London
Dad Gardner...:....,,
in a wayside cantina, and is inspired be likened to 'The Killers," .Mark
(In Russian; English Titles)
Leslie
Charles Williams
to play the piano solo accompanied Helunger's first for Universal-Interof Danger
Sheriff
Francis McDonald
"The Vow," latest Soviet opus, just
by the full orchestra as it comes over national, and this dhe compares faDippy
George Chandler misses being
Hollywood, June 17.
a great picture, and also
the wireless, is one of the better dra- vorably with that b.o.-getter. In adJailer
Edward Gargan
being one of the finest turned out
Republic release of Donald H. Brown
Cass County Boys
matic moments. So is the situation dition it gives Burt Lancaster, who
production.
Features
Adeie
Mara,
Bill
by
the Russians.
This near-miss
where he heroically saves his sister Hellinger debuted in "Killers," added Kennedy. Damian O'Flynn. Directed by
from being gored by the bull. These marquee stature.
"Saddle Pals" is a bit below enter- stems from the way that the late war
Philip Ford.
Original screenplay, David
is handled by Soviet producers, in an
arena scenes, if a bit full, are effectLang,
Milton
M.
tainment
lev<»l
achieved
life
Kaison;
usually
by
camera, Alfred S.
A closeup on prison
and prison
ive because of size and Richard methods, "Brute Force" is a show- Keller; special effects, Howard and Theo- Gene Autry but will get by in the overly long, vaguely done sequel to
Lydccker; editor. William Thompson.
Thorpe's expert direction. Green's many mixture of gangster melo- dore
oatuner market. Five songs, with the main theme of the story. This
Previewed June 10, '47.
Running time,
excellent musical score and arrange- dramatics, sociological exposition, and 58 MINS.
Autry contributing three with a re- pail of the film leads one to believe
that the Russians won the war. In
ments and Eugene Loring's dance sex. The s.a. elements are plausible Peg Mallory
Adele Mara prise, stretch out tune portion of fact, this
war propaganda phase of
stagings are other plus factors.
and realistic, well within the bounds, Ernie Reardon
Bill Kennedy production. Values are standard for
Abet.
outdoor trade as marshalled by Sid the production is. so blatantly done it
;. .Damian O'Flynn
but always pointing up the femme Bill O'Hara
Wing
Richard
Loo
ney Picker's production and Lesley will make the average American pafatale. Thus Yvonne DeCarlo, Ann
Sam
Victor Sen Yung
tron squirm. And it is unfortunate,
Surrender
Selander
Keeps
Blyth, Ella Raines and Anita Colby Monks
direction
on
move.
Roy Barcrott
Plot is dressed up western formula. because marring an otherwise superb
are the women on the "outside" Slim
(Original titles—'Love Story')
William Hall
,
whose machinations, wiles or charms MacKronlfh
J. Farrell MacDonald
This time heavies are trying to bank production. But the film should do
(BRITISH-MADE)
Michael Branden rupt wealthy landowner so they can strongly at many foreign-language
Universal (Prestige) release of Gainsbor- accounted for their men being on the Ramsey
Dolan ..;
Eil Unman
ough production. Stars Margaret Lockwood, "inside."
buy the property cheap. Owner has houses in the U. S. even despite this.
Customer
Chester Clute
Stewart Granger; features Patricia Roc,
Story pays tribute to Lenin at the
Burt Lancaster, Charles Bickford, Peterson
Ralph Sanford little business sense but his smartest
Tom Walls. Directed by Leslie Arllss. Sam
Levene, Howard Duff, Art Gallagher
...Russell Hicks play comes when he gives Autry outset, showing how Stalin followed
Screenplay by Arliss, Doreen Montgomery
power of attorney and then takes to in his footsteps, carrying on where
from short story by J. W. Drawbell; addi- Smith and Jeff Corey, along with
tional dialog. Rodney Ackland; music. Hu- Hume Cronyn as the machinating
woods for a vacation. Autry soon he left off, but more vigorously. Pic"Web of Danger" makes a stab at the
bert Bath.," played by National Symphony prison captain (later warden), are
ture's title stems from the fact that
spots
the
trouble
and
sets
about
corOrchestra," conducted by Sidney Beef; camthe "inside" cast. With them are such the action market, but misses by a recting it. There's little gunplay or Stalin pledges to let no one destroy
era, Bernard Knowles. Tradeshown N. Y.,
sizeable span. Too much talk and too
Lenin and his legacy. Workers are
capital troupers as John Hoyt (nee
chases to help point up action.
June 10, '47. Running time, 102 MINS.
seen working in all sorts of weather
.Margaret Lockwood Hoysradt, when he was a .nitery little action stifles tale of bridge
Lissa....
"You Stole My Heart," "I Wish
Stewart Granger mimic) who clicks with his precise building and floods that could have
Kit...
had Never Met Sunhsine." and "Ama. to build factories and make Moscow
Patricia Roc
Judy
been passable for release intentions.
Tom Walls speech as a bucket-shop operator; Stock footage takes care of flood pola" are the three Autry-vocaled a reality as a manufacturing city as
Tom
Jack
Overman
Kid
Coy,
as
a pug
Reginald Puniell
numbers. Cass County Boys, western well as seat of the Stalin governAlbert
ment. Only off-the-track reference is
...Moira Lister gone wrong; and Sir Lancelot as Cal- scenes, and the bridge-building shots trio, do "Which Way Did They Go
Carol
Walter Hudd ypso, the Trinidad lyricist, who gets also bear a library stamp, although
Bay
and "The Covered Wagon Rolled that in the titles that refer to "lies
A. E. Matthews
Colonel Pitt Smith
nicely
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Mrs. Pitt Smith.
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Dorothy Bramhall
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Lawrence Hanray

Angus RoAiter
Miss Rosslter

Beatrice Valley

"A Lady Surrenders," intended for
the more leisurely-paced British audiences, took a 10-minute speedup
before being unleashed on Yank patrons but still suffers from dragging
pace. Aimed in the main for art
house operations by reason of its
Prestige release, some sparkling bits
of Anglo thesping allay a tortuous
and involved story. By-and-large,
however,

this

pic

isn't

up

to

the

spliced in with those studioplausible opportunities for his lyrstaged.
ical interludes.
Cast makes an effort to breathe
Each of the more prominent criminals has a saga. The flashback tech- movement and interest into proceednique shows how bookkeeper Whit ings with little success. Philip Ford's
Bissell
embezzled $3,000 to give direction is hampered by dialog, as
his ambitious wife (Miss Raines) are principals. Plot in the David
that mink coat; how soldier Howard Lang-Milton M. Raison script has Bill
Duff (the "Sam Spade" of radio, and Kennedy and Damian O'Flynn as
excellent) got jammed with the Mili- bridge-builders who would just as
tary Police because of his love for soon fight each other. There's a girl,
his Italian bride (Miss DeCarlo) and Adele Mara, mixed up in it for rothrough the sniveling skullduggery mance. Rivalry is forgotten when
of her fascistic father; how the sym- bridge must be completed on short
pathetic Lancaster is in love with notice to get flock of flood refugees
the invalided Ann Blyth. Anita Col- out of an innundated valley. It's
,

of the foreign press hitting us for
Right Along."
Autry's costumes are not as sharp 25 years."

in this one as

he usually

Lynne Roberts does

An American newspaper

displays.

spondent

excellent job as

is

corre-

pictured as a hearty

fel-

making part count for much low, easy to get along with and able
more than average western femme to handle his share of vodka.
One of the new tractor manufacassignment. Moppet femme interest
heroine,

turing plants burns down, this dramatic blaze being rather badly executed particularly a scene in which
the blonde heart interest of what
promised to be a real romantic de-

Jean Van. Sterling Holioway, as
the landowner, and Irving Bacon,
lawyer with more interest in Izaak
Walton than Blackstone, furnish
comedy.
Damian
O'Flynn
and
CharleSvArnt head up the dirty work.
Bud Thackerey's lensing, editing
b'y Harry Keller and other; creuits
credits
is

are standard.

Brog.

velopment loses her

life in

a plunge

into the flames.
.

j

Scene supposedly inside the Krem(Continued on page 18)
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$30,000,000 IN TINTED OATERS
Rep. Holifields Pro-Pix Pitch

12-15

1,

"
Washington, June 17.
Pitch in defense ot Hollywood was made on the House floor last
Friday (13) by Rep. Chet Holifleld of California after he had been
.

RKO

Boosting

Its Indie

Producers

.

"

silenced earlier in the week when he sought to defend the film capital
.
against attacks.
"The California members of Congress," said Holifleld, "are proud
movie industry of California to the
of the overall contribution of the
war effort.. This great industry rendered an incalculable service durfilms
by the hundreds; their actors
patriotic
made
ing the war. They
and actresses traveled hundreds of thousands of miles to entertain1
our troops, many times under battle conditions; millions of dollars
theatres.
Movie personnel from prop
sold
in
worth of bonds were
men to stars enlisted in the armed services and fought against tyranny

and fascism.
"The speeches of the gentleman from Mississippi (John Rankin) and
other members of the committee on Un-American Activities presenting a few isolated cases of immorality or communistic affiliation should
be considered in their true proportion and should not be accepted
as representative of this great industry and its loyal American
personnel."

WB 75% Ahead With $14,013,000 Net
tape>

half-year

the

Crossing

Warner Bros, maintained a hot

first-

ABC

quarter gain of 75% in net profits
over fiscal 1946—company's heretofore record year. WB's sixmonth net,
ended March 1, reached $14,013,000
against $9,125,000 for the comparative period last year. Of that total,
secondrepresents the
$6,810,000
quarter net, a hair under the $7,203.000 raked in during the opening

London, June
Associated
Corp.,

17.

British
Picture
Bros, affiliate, re-

for fiscal 1946 against $2,600,000
for the year before. Net gain
was racked up despite a substantial decline in trading profits
because of a slashing of excess
profits taxes and lower interest
charges.
Company's stockholders also
came out ahead with a 30%

up
showed
however,
Report,
downbeat notes. Theatre
several
receipts for '47 have shown a declining trend, report declared, com-

them. Melon
with a 25% divvy
company declared last

handed

dividend

pared with calendar '46 when attendance at Warner houses was at
an all-time high. That factor, plus
increasing labor and other costs, indicate that profits for the next halfyear will be under the second half

compares
which, the

Cash

hand on March

at

against

$15,536,207

exclusive

Technicolor, Cinecolor and Trucolor
and there's talk that Ansco color
will be available later in year.

ruary imprisoned an RKO-Pathe
newsreel cameraman there. He
was given no reasons for his
jailing and, several days later,

With start of Columbia's Gene
Autry film, "The Strawberry Roan,"
four western colors will be shooting,

representatives of Marfirt, Communist photographers' association, showed on the scene and

along with seven black-and-whitcs.
"Roan" is to be Cinecolor,. with
Metro's "Kissing Bandit," "Green
Grass of Wyoming" (20th-Fox) and

lifted his

all

H'wood Splurges

Paramount

this
(Cinecolor)
later
week, while in the same color group
"Reare "Red Stallion," (Rep).
lentless," indie Cavalier production

fighters"

Columbia,

for

eted

more

summer

Forthcoming tinters also include
the John Ford-Merrian C. Cooper
"War Party" for UA release; "Tucson," William Perlberg production
(Continued on page 18)

ing "The Prince of Thieves," a tale

Robin

lumbia

Hood,

release,

climb

will

"Knights

a

to

the

of

Round Table," dealing with King

Hollywood, June 17.
Picture will be based on "Idylls of
have budgthe King," by Alfred Tennyson, and
than $150,000,000 for "Morte d'Arthur," by Thomas Mal-

film studios

production,

•

the

heaviest

News

Adjust Intl B.R.

Hollywood, June

three countries as in the past, London henceforth will serve in that
capacity, according to Jack LeVien,
editor of RKO-Pathe.
Just returned from a month's tour
of Europe, where he was to have
tied up the loose ends of the reel's

news

the Lots

Dennis Morgan drew the male
Warners has a total of 14 features lead opposite Viveca Llndfors in "To
424,650. Take is already way past lined up for its summer program;
The Victor" at Warners. .Univerhas
13;
total earnings for 1945 when WB Universal - International
International bought screen rights
Metro, 20th-Fox and Columbia have to "Gus the Great," a novel with a
netted $9,901,563.
Present net is equivalent to $1.89 12 each. Republic has 11 and so has circus background by Thomas Dunreleasing
group
per share on the 7,402,180 shares the
producer
can... Boris Leven assigned as art market will be edited here.
of common outstanding and com- through United Artists.
RKO goes director on "The Senator was IndisArthur Pierson, on'loanout from
pares with $1.23 per share in '46. to bat with 10, PRC with nine, Para- creet" at Universal In. .Sam Coslow 20th-Fox, will direct an untitled
Gross take from film rentals, thea- mount with six, and numerous indie signed Laraine Day for the femme original by Arnold Belgard for Sol
tre admissions, sales, etc. toted to companies ranging from five down lead in
"Champagne For Every- M. Wurtzel
Jules Munshin checked
$85,053,000, a substantial gain over to one.
body," slated to start Aug. 15.
in at Metro to start work under his
the $76,863,000 for the corresponding
George
Mary Sawdon makes her screen new player contract
period last year. Included in the curcompleted his script on
as femme lead for William Bricker
bow
rent net is $418,000 of foreign exBoyd in the Hopalong Cassidy pic- "The Pitfall" for Sam Blschoff and
cess profits taxes applicable to prior Toll's Unit in Middle Of
Col. J. started work on "Outpost in Morocture, "Coward's Castle."
years. Federal income nick was alco"
Steve Cochran assigned by
Jurisdictional Strife Li Snyder, Army surgeon, signed as Samuel Goldwyn to the heavy lead
most equal— $8,400,000 for '47, $8,technical advisor on "The Home630,000 for "46.
Hollywood, June 17.
in the Danny Kaye starrer, "That's
coming of Ulysses", at Metro
Released productions are figured
restraining Harry Sherman signed Mario Caste- Life". .Fred Jackman, Jr., slated as
temporary
Motion
for
at $9,546,752 while those iri progress
supervise process and head cameraman on "The Strawto
at $11,297,630. Funded debts maturing order against the Independent Mo- grano
photographic
effects
for berry Roan," Gene Autry starrer,
special
after one year are at $22,987,510.
tion Picture Producers Ass'n, NasByron starting this week for Columbia re"They Passed This Way."
sour Studios and Ensign Produc- Hash in optioned screen rights to lease. .Total of seven features in
tions, headed by Lionel Toll, has
Philip Wylie novel, "Generation^ of Cinecolor will be in release within
ORSATTI LEAVES
been denied to the Conference of
Vipers," for independent production. three weeks, the highest number in
Court set June 27
Studio Unions.
James Barton checked in from the history of the tinter company.
for hearing on the order to show
New York for his role in the Cag- Previous peak was two at one time
cause, after CSU brought suit to preney production, "The Time' of Your ...Orson Welles, producer, director,
Los Angeles, June 17.
in hiring and
Will of the late Frank Orsatti, vent discrimination
Life". .Columbia's "Silverado" will star and screen writer on "Macbeth"
.
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probate here,

firing of its

left his inter-

members

of the defen-

dants.

the theatrical agency to his
three brothers, Victor, Ernest and
Alfred.

Picket line, which was slated to go
around Nassour next Monady (23),
has been postponed pending hearing
bequests totalling $117,500
on the restraining order, motion.
members of his immediate CSU lines will seek to halt production
on Toll's "Blonde Savage,"
slated to roll Tuesday <24) at Nas-

PAR BUYS MYSTERY

Hollywood, June 17.
Paramount bought screen rights
forthcoming Roy Chanslor
"Hazard," a psychological
mystery with a humorous angle.
Book, currently in galley proofs.,
will be issued
Aug. 12 by Simon &
Schuster.

program, company biggies figure on
double-barrelled

action

to

fill

the

lineup.

RKO wants to make "The *Robe"
and "Miracle of the Bells" on the
Disney lot. Since Disney uses his
stage space only two_months_in- the
year, RKO figures it can "knock out
both pix in the 10-month period
available to it.
Disney studio has
one complete stage and the structural steel up on another.
Dozens
of producers are fighting for the
available space, Roy Disney said last
week, but RKO has the inside track
as distrib of the Disney films.
Company, moreover* has now
lined up the largest number of indie
productions which it will handle in
its
history.
That move is chiefly
sparked by the fact that RKO cannot expand in its immediate studio
neighborhood since no unimproved
•

acreage is available. Problem has
been further complicated by skyhigh costs of materials which makes
the building of an annex impracticable at the present time.
Surprisingly
enough,
although
known as the top distrib of
indie product (United Artists excepted), company only handled four
outside pix during the year ending

As things now shape, Goldwyn
may drop three pix next year in the
hopper. They are " The Secret
Life of Walter Mitty" and "That's

RKO

Life," both Danny Kaye starrers,
and 'The Bishop's Wife." Argosy
Pictures (Merian Cooper-John Ford
outfit), has two blueprinted, "The
Fugitive" and "Mr. Joseph Young of
Africa." Then there are several already in the can for Disney and "The
Long Night" which the Hakim Bros,
has ready for Boston preeming this

Riskin's

new James Stewart

Town,"

"Magic

vehicle, is also

on the lineup as is at least one pic
from Independent Artists (Rosalind
Russell-Fred Brisson outfit). Added
to these are at least one Tarzan pic
from Lesser; "Man About Town,"
which RKO partnered in France
with
Pathe-Cinema;
and
'The
Pearl," turned out in the Churubusco Studios, Mexico.

'

sour for PRC release. CSU suit, in
behalf of painters, carpenters and
set designers, charges IMPPA members have been instructed not to
hire members of these unions, and
to fire those presently employed because of alleged pressure from the
International Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees.

ENT.
IN

Hollywood, June
of

its

.

.

.

.

.

and Alfalfa Switzer, former "Our
Gang" kids, drew roles in the PineThomas production, "Big Town
Scandal". .Dr. Marcel Frym coach-

Republic, whittled the Shakespearean play down to 74 pages, a
little more than half the size of the
Picture
average shooting script.
rolls this week with a 21-day schedule and a budget "not to exceed

Vincent Price will produce a
series of educational films based on
stories
behind famous paintings,
starting
with Rembrandt's "The

Night Watch"
Brian Donlevy
checked in at Metro to start work
Colbert and Don in "Killer McCoy"
Sam Katzhypnotism for Triangle's man's cliffhanger. "The Sea Hound,"
shifted from Catalina Island to Iver"Sleep, My Love."
Editors at Eagle-Lion completed son's Ranch
.

.

.

.

ing

Claudette

Ameche

in

17.

.

.

.

member*

and will release

studio flackery will consist of Bill
Blowitz, director, and two office assistants.

Wellman Sues Grant
For 160G

at

$700,000".

publicity staff

another within three weeks, on completion of the ballyhoo for "They
Passed This Way."
During the summer shutdown the

.

be released as "Silverado Squatters"
.Frank Lovejoy shifted from radio to make his screen bow in "The
Adventures of Black Bart" at Universal-International
Phyllis Calvert reported for work at Paramount
in "My Own True Love," to be produced by Val Lewton with Melvyn
Douglas as co-star. .Tommy Bond
.

DROPS 10 FLACKS

SUMMER SHUTDOWN

Enterprise dropped nine

.

.

AGENCY
TO THREE BROTHERS

to the
novel,

partial tenancy of the latter's studio
for a number of pix. With 36 or so
films planned for its 1947-48 release

.

.

family.

started

.

'

Cash
went to

on facilities have also
discussions between RKO
and Roy Disney, business manager
of Walt Disney Productions, towards

strictions

.

.

est in

of

.

.

filed for

studio

number

or so during the coming season. Re-

month.
Robert

chore on J. Arthur Bank's
British-made "Caravan" and shipped
it back to England for final trimming before release in this country.
Under the new arrangement, between Rank and Eagle-Lion, all his
product aimed at the American
their

17.

cramped

by

will boost its

this month.
Those were Samuel
RKO-Pathe News in the Goldwyn's "Best Years"; Disney's
U.S., Pathe Journal in Paris, and "Song of the South"; Liberty Films'
Pathe News in London. Instead of "It's a Wonderful Life"; and Sol
New York being the clearing house Lesser's "Tarzan and the Huntress."
for -payment of costs among the

From

Briefs

RKO

indie productions to an even dozen

among

(Continued on page 18)

rising costs or labor troubles.

Hampered
space,

widely

Acute shortage of dollar exchange
England and France has hit the
newsreels too, causing complete realignment of the cooperative setup

lory.

That WB's current year will be a
to
peak performance despite a slough- three-month period from June 1
Sept. 1 call for more than 130 picing-.off of profits for the next six
months is demonstrated by the fact tures, indicating that the producers
alarmed
at boxoffice slumps,
are
not
that
the
company has already
travelled three-fourths of last year's
distance. Net scored then was $19,-

complete

in

in

hot-weather splurge since prewar
Filming schedules over the
times.

current

liabilities.

•

now

All 3 Pathe

process.

Arthur's noble henchmen.

Hollywood

Communists

control of the government, it's
believed almost certain that the
U. S. reels will be treated just
about as they are now in Bui-"
garia
and Yugoslavia, where
practically no footage is allowed
out of the countries.

Pine-Thomas

and

lensed "Albuquerque" in the same

higher social sphere in his next Co-

Pix

last month was the vice-consul
in Budapest able to arrange for
the cameraman's freedom. With

Black Bart"

of

Technicolor.

completed "Whispering Smith" Monday (16) in Technicolor,
Columbia recently wound up "Man
from Colorado," also Technicolor,
and current Warner release "Cheyenne" is also in the same tint. Columbia is also set to release "Gun-

of

in

is

in

"Adventures

using

camera.
Pathe officials in the U. S.
immediately protested to the
State Dept. but not until late

Katzman's 'Knights'

totalled
on
$19,566,158

$2,500,000

the Hungarian government
by the Reds, it's been revealed
that Russian authorities in Febof

Hollywood, June 17.
currently produc-

in reserve for taxes; $700,000 rise in
royalties due outside producers; and
of

contact with that country.
Following the recent seizure

all

of

Sam Katzman,

Nov. 30,
Dip in ready coin
accounted for by a climb of $1,300,000 in pix inventories; $500,000 hike

drop

Magyar Muzzle
Communist coup d'etat in
Hungary recently may shut the
U. S. newsreel outfits off from

run-of-the-rriine saddlers. Figure represents the largest
turnout of "A" westerns in any single season,. with investment running
over $30,000,000. Pictures will be in

year.

1

'46.

f

17.

color

of

westerns will be turned out by Hollywood producers this season. Total
will exceed 20, with another 12-15
high-budgeters in black and white,

'46.

Consolidated balance sheet discloses a decline in cash holdings,
record profits notwithstanding, over
the balance struck three months ago.

a

Warner

Up

ported net profits of $3,824,000

stanza.

of

(England) Also

number

high' in

To 12 Via Use of Disney Studio Space

WHITE

Hollywood, June

A new

U-I's

For 6 Mos. Despite B.O. Tendencies

1

BLACK

in

Breach

Los Angeles, June 17.
Wellman, film director,
suit for $160,000 in L. A. superior court against Marshall Grant
Pictures, Inc., charging breach of
William

filed

contract.
"Ie was signed, Wellman
declares, to direct "Moonrise" at
$5,000 a week for 20 weeks, plus
10% of the profits, but received only
$40,000.

Ronald Button, Grant's attorney,
said the screenplay and art work on
"Moonrise" have been completed
but that production facilities and
release outlet have not been lined
up thus far.

.

All
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Duel' Huge $35,000, K.C.;

LA. on Light Side

Albeit 'Calcutta'

'Miracle

Huge 37G, Tearling' Hot 57G,

'Honeymoon' Robust 14G
City, June 17./
Takings are heavier at fllm wickets this week, mostly due to "Duel
in Sun" upbeat at the Midland. Film
prices
with a $1.20 top;
upped
is in at
"Duel" may top $35,000, biggest com
here since "Gone With the Wind."
"Honeymoon" at the Orpheum and
"Happened on Fifth Avenue" at the

Kansas

Torrid $51,000 in 2 Spots, 'Miracle'
Stout

iG, 4;

Los Angeles, June
Despite five

new

'Big

3

Fox, both are having good weeks.
"Cheyenne" at the Newman, on hold-

17.

business

bills,

Way Slow 41G,

is

light side here this session
with only two of newcomers showing

Broadway Grosses

strength. "Calcutta" looks big at
$51,000 in two Paramount theatres
•while "Miracle of 34th St." is stout
$60,000 or near in four houses, two

Estimated Total Gross
$631,000
This Week
(Based on 18 tneotresj
.$655,000
Last Year
(Based on 16 theatres)

on the

being smallseaters.
"Living in Big Way" shapes slow
$41,000 in three spots. "Honeymoon"
okay with $29,000 in two loca-

is just

tions while

"Time Out

of

Mind"

is

'Cheyenne' Lusty

rated very dull $17,500 in four spots.

Second frame of "Cheyenne"

is

32G Paces Philly

okay.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox-Midwest) (820; 4565)—"Kit Carson" (PRC) and "Last
of the Mohicans" (PRC) (reissues)
(2d wk). Fair $3,500. Last week,

over,

is

$5,500.

(Dickinson) (550; 65)— "Angel and Sinner" (Indie). Trim $4,000.
Last week. "I Met a Murderer" (Indie), sad $1,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 90-$1.20)

2 Spots, Pace

Hub Upbeat;

Key

City Grosses

Estimated Total; Gross
$2,730,000This Week
(Based on 20 cities, 197 theai
(res, chiefly first runs,

N. Y.)
Total Gross

including

Same Week

Last_Year

'Duel'

New Record

In Cleve.,

nice $31,000 or close in three houses.
Cleveland, June 17.
"Great Expectations," which failed
Newman (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
"Duel in Sun" is cracking all Still"Cheyenne" (WB) (2d wk). Okay
Philadelphia, June 17.
to live up to hopes in first week, is
sturdy $16,000.
man records for the last 25 years,
Biz is holding its own here with $10,000. Last week,
in
second
sighting v 'iit $25,500
Orpheum (RKO) (2,100; 45-65)— with terrific $36,000 this week. It's
and "Honeymoon" (RKO) and "Dick passing marks set by "Gone With
"Copacabana"
"Cheyenne,"
six situations.
stanza
Nice Wind" and "Going My Way." An(RKO).
"Duel in Sun" providing the major Tracy's Dilemma"
Ef .mates for This Week
and probably will hold. Last other click is "Cheyenne," at Hipp,
— Belmont (FWG) (1,532; 50-$D— spark. "Copacabana" _.is getting the $14,000 "Carrolls"(WB) -and- "Big
-holds.. W--.
t.
—
"Time Out of Mind" (U) and "Thun- benefit of smart exploitation at Stan- Week, (Par) (2d wk), solid $10,000. and likely
Estimates for This Week
der Mountain" (RKO). Scant $2,500. ley via press and radio. "Great Ex- Town"
Mid(Fox
Tower-Uptown-Fairway
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— "Egg
Last week, "Stairway Heaven" (U)
45-65)— and I" (U). Fifth week still a smash
700;
2,043,
pectations," which crix raved over, west)
(2,100,
and "Vigilantes Return" (U) (2d
(Mono).
«*
Ave."
amount
Fifth
same
on
with
about
"Happened
at
$14,000,
is not too big at Boyd.
Wk), $2,600.
.
All right -at $16,000. Last week, for fourth stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&SHipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)
"Smash-Up " (U), $15,000.
Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$D—"Ramrod"
Aldiiie (CoW (1,303; 50-94)— "Guilt
"Cheyenne" (WB). Excellent $22,500.
(UA) (3d wk-4 days). Near $2,000. Janet Ames" (Col) (2d wk). Dipping
(2d
Last' week, "Carrolls" (WB)
Last week, $3,400.
week,
nice
$14,r
Last
badly to $8,000.
wk), very good $14,500.
,

—

•

-

:

.

—

•

Carthay Circle (FWC) (3,518; 50- 500.
$1)— "Great Expectations" (U) (2d
Arcadia (Sablcsky) (700; 90-$1.80)
wk). Good $5,000. Last week, solid —"Best Years" (RKO) (11th wk).
$9,000.
week,
Getting fairish $8,500. Last
1
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50- $9,000.
$1)— "Miracle 34th St." (20th). Nice
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Great
"Moss Rose"
$15,000. Last week,

'Barbaree' Fancy

.

(2d wk), $7,900.

55-$l)-r"Ramrod" (UA)
(3d wk-4 days). Only $5,000. Last
week, oke $10,100.
Egyptian <FWC) (1,538; 50-$D—
'Living in Big Way" (M-G). Fair
Last week, "Undercover
$11,000.
Maiste" (M-G) and "Brother Talks
Horses" (M-G) (2d wk-4 days), slim

feld)

(872;

.

$4,100.

Indianapolis, June 17.
Film biz is getting a better break
from the weather this week, with

less rain than usual, but business at
deluxers still is coasting at moderate level. Leaders are "Two Mrs.
Jerry Lewis. Fair $17,000. Last week, Carrolls" at Indiana and "High Bar"Big Town" (Par) with Vaughn baree" at Loew's each running close
Monroe orch, nice $26,000 but 'way to $12,000. "Love and Learn" at
below Vaughn's, previous appearance Circle and "That's My Man" at Lyric
which set house record.
are fair.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 90-$1.25)— "Duel
Estimates for This Week
in Sunl' (SRO) (3d wk). Holding up
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 40nicely at $24,000. Last week, socko

show headed by Dean Martin and

—

Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)
"Carrolls" (WB) (m.o.). Great $4,000,
and holding. Last week, "Framed"
(Col) (m.o.), nice $3,000 for third

$22,500.
(E. M. Loew) (1,500; 40-80)
—Center
"Discovery" (Indie) and "Vacation

Days"

(Mono).

basis for

Opened on preem
first 6 days hit
Last week, subse-

charity;

sturdy $12,000.
quent-runs. •*

Exeter
(Indie)
40-65)—
(1,100;
"Stairway-Heaven" (U) X4th_ wkK
Fine $3,500 after $4,800 last.
....

Fenway

(M-P)

.

(1,373;

40-80)-r-

"Moss Rose" (20th) and "Sport of
Kings" (Indie). Nice $11,000. Last
week, "Dishonored Lady" (UA) and
"Sarge Goes to College" (Mono),
$10,500.

Kenmore

(Indie)

(900;

40-65)—

"Barber Seville" (Indie) (2d wk).
Holding up to good $3,500 after big
$5,400

first.

—

—

'

at Earle, Sunday. Last week, "Carrolls" (WB), only $15,500 for sec-

son Case" (Col). Nice $12,500. Last
week, "Yearling" (M-G) (2d wk)',
dandy $10,000.
Lyric (K-D) (1,600; 40-60)— "That's
50-94)— "Codays). Only $2,000' Last week, light
(Rep)) and "Calendar
Heading
for good My Man"
pacabana"
(UA).
$3,300.
(Par) Girl" (Rep). Nice $7,000 or over.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$D— $24,500. Last week, "Calcutta" third Last week, "Bedelia" (E-L) and
"Cheyenne" (WB) (2d wk). Oke bowed out with pale $15,000 for
"Joke Son" (E-L); $6,000.
round.
$10,000 or near. Last week, good
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)—"Sea
$16,700 but not up to hopes.
and "Sea Wolf" (WB)
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- Hawk" (WB) wk). Dipped to me(reissues) (2d
feld) (475; 50-85)— "Ramrod" (UA) diocre
Off Albeit
$8,500 after superb $16,500 Wash.
(3d wk-4 days). Just $1,500. Last last week.
v
week, light $2,700.
'Privates'-Vaude $21,000;
)—
Iris (FWC)
(828; 50-85
"Great
Exoectations" (U) (2d wk). Only
week, "Suddenly Spring" (Par) and
$3,000. Last week, slow $5,400.
'Honeymoon' Modest 14G
Laurel
(Rosener)
85)— "Seven Were Saved" (Par) (2d wk),
(890;
Washington, June 17.
"Children Paradise" (Indie) (2d wk). okay $13,700.
General pace on town's main
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,Closing at $2,000. Last Week, good
451; 50-$D— "Calcutta" (Par). Fancy stem is dullest in weeks, with flurry
$2,800.
"Suddenly of new features doing little to hypo
week,
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50- $18,000.
Last
biz.
Combo
of
heat and rain, both
$1)— "Miracle 34th St." (20th) and Spring" (Par) (2d wk) neat $10,400.
"Her Sister's Secret" (PRC). Niftv
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50- in large doses, is taking its toll, with
$24,000.- Last week, "Moss Rose" 80)— "Honeymoon" (RKO) and "Dick no real champ to brighten the picture. "Honeymoon," at RKO Keith's,
(20th). and "Little Mr. Jim" (M-G) Tracy's
Fair looks disappointing. "Cheyenne,"
Dilemma" (RKO).
at
(2d wk), $14,200.
$15,000. Last week, "Farmer's DaughLos Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097; ter" (RKO) (5th wk) and "Miller- the Earle, looms only fairish. "Buck
Privates Come Home" with vaude,
50-$l )— "Living Big Way" (M-G). son Case"
wk), fine is fairly good at the Capitol.
(Col)
(4th
Fair $18,000.
Last week, "Under- $11,300.
Est' mates for This Week
cover Maisie" .(M-G) and "Brother
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "ExTalks Horses" (M-G) (2d wk-4
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)—
pectations"
Slow
(U)
(2d wk).
days), $8,100.
"Buck Privates Come Home" (U)
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$D— $4,500. Last week, light $7,700.
with vaude.
Okay $21,000. Last
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$D— week, "Homestretch"
"Miracle 34th St." (20th). Tall $10,(20th), good
000. Last week, "Moss Rose" (20th) "Expectations" (U) (2d wk). Only $26,000.
$3,000 after $5,200 last week.
(2d wk), nice $5,500.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; 50- "High Barbaree" (M-G)
Marcal (G&S) (900; 90-$1.80)—
(2d run).
"Henry V" (UA) (2d wk). Steady $1)— "Expectations" (U) and "Three Nice $9,000. Last week, "Alexander's
on Ticket" (PRC) (2d wk), Down Ragtime Band" (20th)
$7,000.
Last week, good $7,600.
(reissue),
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2.210; 50- to $7,000. Last week, only $13,000.
$8,000.
$1)— "Time' of Mind" (U) and
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l )—
Earle
(WB)
44-85)—
(2,154;
"Thunder Mountain" (RKO). Faint "Miracle 34th St." (20th). Stout "Cheyenne" (WB). So-so $18,000.
$8,500.
Last
week,
"Stairway $11,000. Last week, "Moss Rose" Last week. "Carrolls" (WB) (2d wk),
Heaven" (U) and "Vigilantes Re- (2Qth) (2d wk), fair $5,000.
fine $14,000.
turn" (U) (2d wk), fair $8,100.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-$D— "Time
Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 44-85)—
Palace (D'town) (1,237; 50-$l)— Out of Mind" (U) and "Thunder "Rembrandt" (UA) (reissue).
"Moss Rose" (20th) (m.o.) and "Twi- Mountain" (RKO). Weak $3,000. Last $3,000. Last week, "Angel and Nice
Sinlight Rio Grande"
(Rep).
Okay week, "Stairway Heaven" (U) and ner" (Indie) (2d wk), down to $2,500.
Last week, "Duel in Sun" "Vigilantes Return" (U) (2d wk),
$4,500.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
(SRO) (2d wk-9 days), good $10,200. okay $3,300.
"Honeymoon" - (RKO). A bit slugPantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$D—
Wilshire (FWC) (2.296: 50-$D— gish at $14,000. Last week. "Egg and
"Honeymoon" (RKO) and- "Dick "Living Big Way" (M-G). Okay I" (U) (4th wk), big $12,000.
Tracy's Dilemma"
(RKO).
Last week, "Undercover
Mild $12,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-70)—
Last
$14,000.
week,
"Farmer's Maisie" (M-G) and "Brother Talks "Smash-Up" <U).
Modest $12,000.
Daughter" (RKO) (5th wk) and Horses" (M-G) (2d wk-4 days), Last week, "Farmer's Daughter"
"Millerson Case" (Col) (4th wk), slim $4,000.
(RKO) (2d wk). solid $13,000.

Hawaii (G&S - Bli'menfeld) (956; ond stanza.
C0-$D—"Ramrod" (UA) (3d wk-4
Stanley (WB)

40-80)—
Boston (RKO)
(3,200;
"Buck Privates Home" (U) and
"Michigan Kid" (U). So-so $20,000.
Last week, "Best Years" (RKO),
third week at pop prices, nice

Majestic (Indie) (1,500; 40-74)—
"Framed" (Col) and "Yankee Fakir"
(Rep) (2d wk). Okay $5,000 after
Lower Mall (Community) (570; good $7,500 in first.
55-70)— "Happy Breed" (U), Opened
Memorial
(2,900; 40-80)—
Monday (16) following nine days of "Honeymoon"(RKO)
(RKO) and "Brasher
''Citizen Saint" (Indie), which was
Doubloon" (20th). Moderate $24,000.
weak $3,500.
Last week, "Egg and I" (U) (3d wk),
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)
$21,000.
Strong
(Par)
(m.o.).
"Calcutta"
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
$10,000. Last week, "Great Waltz"
—"Miracle 34th St." (20th) and
(M-G). (reissue) (m.o.). extra-satis- "Vance Returns" (PRC).
Biggest
factory $6,800 on third lap.
draw in months at sock $37,000 or
.Palace (RKO) (3,000; 95)—"Hon- higher. Last
week, "Calcutta" (Par)
eymoon" (RKO). Just oke $14,000. and "Likely Story"
(RKO) (2d wk).
Last week, "Odd Man Out" (U), $20,000.
ditto.
Old South (Siritzky) (700; 40-80)
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)
—"Red Head" (Indie) and "Beloved
"Copacabana" (UA). Ordinary $15,- Vagabond" (Indie).
Slow $3,000.
000. Last .week, "Calcutta" (Par),
Last week, "Man's Hope" (Indie)
sock $23,500.
and "Extenuating Circumstances"
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 90-$1.25)
(Indie), $2,500.
—"Duel in Sun" (SRO). RecordOrpheum (Loew)
40-80)

60)— "Love and Learn" (WB) and
Key (FWC) (861; 50-$D— "Time $33,000.
(Mono). Average $10,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94) "Decoy"
Out of- Mind" (U) and "Thunder
Last week, "Trail Street" (RKO)
Mountain" (RKO). Slow $3,500. Last —"High Barbaree" (M-G) (2d wk). and "Blind Spot" (RKO), $9,000.
averaging nearly
week, "Stairway Heaven" (U) and Good $20,000. Last week, husky
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40- setting $36,000,
"Vigilantes Return" (U) (2d wk), $26,000.
60)— "Carrolls" (WB) and "Winter four sellouts daily in first four days,
neat $3,200.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) Wonderland" (Rep). Sturdy $12,000. and standees every night. Last week,
"High .Barbaree"
(M-G) (m.o.),
Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)— '—"Yearling" (M-G) (4th wk). Fine
(20th).
Last week, "Homestretch"
smart $9,000 at regular scale.
"This Happy Breed" (U) (3d wk). $14,000. Last week, trim $16,000.
Extra good $13,500.
Good $5,000 or over. Last week,
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)—
40-60)—
Keith's
(G-D)
(1,300;
smooth $6,000.
"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) (2d "Homestretch" (20th) (m.o.). Oke
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$D— run) (2d wk). So-so $6,500. Last
$6,000. Last week. "Calcutta" (Par)
'Carrolls' $19,000, 'Ruth'
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (3d week, okay $8,000.
and "Beat Band" (RKO) (m.o.),
wk). Firm $6,000. Last week, strong
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)— $5,000.
$8,500.
101G, Best Denver Bets
Loew's (Loew.'s) (2,450; 40-60)—
"Cheyenne" (WB). Sweet $28,500
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$D— "Great
plus extra $3,500 for one-day stand "High Barbaree" XM-G) and "MillerEl

Expectations" (U) (2d wk). Down
to $3,000. Last week, modest $5,000.

date at the two Loew spots, is wow.
"Miracle on 34th Street," terrific at
the Met, is giving the house best
total in weeks.
"Moss Rose," daydate at the Par-Fen, looks big.
"Honeymoon" at the Memorial
shapes as moderate. "Carnegie Hall"
opened tonight (Tues.) at the Esquire on roadshow run.
..Estimates for This Week

frame.

$12,500 in Indpls.

Expectations" (U). Not up to hopes
with $21,000 despite terrific press.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$D— Last
week, "Dishonored Lady" (UA),
"Cheyenne" (WB) (2d wk). About
n.s.h. $14,000 in second session.
$12,000. Last week, not up to hopes
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)— "Devil
but still stout $21,400.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- Thumbs Ride" (RKO) with stage
(20th)

Boston, June 17.
In three houses is
hypoing biz back to the good old
that
trade
days proving
is here when
the product is. "The Yearling," day-

1

$3,031,500

(Based' on 23 cities, 197 theatres)

Kimo

—"Duel in Sun" (SRO). Opened to
steady traffic, and looks to hit huge
$35,000 and possibly new record here.
Last week, "Copacabana" (UA) and
"The Millerson Case" (Col), over
average $15,000.

'Rose' 29G

Smash product

,

(2,950;

Way

'

.

Denver, June

17.

Even though biz was cut down by
fine weekend weather, five pictures
are holding over this session because
they're doing well. "Two Mrs. Carrolls" is landing the most coin, daydating in two houses. "Dear Ruth"
shapes as a good entry at the Denham.
Estimates for This

Week

(2,900;'

"Yearling" (M-G).
Huge $36,000,
and holds again. Last week, "Red

House"

(UA)

and

"Undercover

Maisie" (M-G), $25,000.

Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
"Moss Rose" (20th) and "Sport
Kings" (Indie).
Staunch $18,000.
Last week, "Dishonored Lady" (UA)
and "Sarge College" (Mono), $16,500.
State
(Loew)
40-80)—
(3,200;
"Yearling" (M-G).
Hit jackpot at
$21,000 and stays. Last week, "Red
House"
(UA) and "Undercover
Maisie" (M-G), $12,000.
Translux (Translux) (900; 40-74)
—"Framed" (Col) and "Yankee
Fakir" (Rep) (2d wk). Trim $4,000
after nice $5,800

Tram

Strike

'Ruth'

Mild

first.

Bops

St.

L;

at $13,000,
Aladdin - (Fox)
35-74)—
(1,400;
"Stairway to Heaven" (U) (2d wk).
Good $4,500. Last week, fine $6,000. 'Sinbad' 13G, 'Avenue' 15G
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)
St. Louis, June 17.—"Little Mister Jim" (M-G) and
The big houses are suffering a
"Boom Town" (M-G) (reissue). Fine terrific slump currently
because of
$7,500. Holds. Last week, "Tarzan and
unexpected strike last Friday (13)
Huntress" (RKO) and "Likely Story" of 3,500 employees of
St. Louis Pub(RKO) (2d wk), $4,500.
lic Service Co., that operates
all
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)— electric street cars and buses here.
"Dear Ruth" (Par). Good $10,500 and All grosses are' far below average
holding. Last week, "Blaze of Noon" and will not pick up until the strike
(Par) (2d wk) and "Fear in Night" is settled.
Nabes are garnering a
(Par), only $6,500.
rich harvest.
Estimates for This Week
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "CarAmbassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)—
rolls" (WB) and "Backlash" (20th),
day-date with Webber. Trim $16,000. "Sinbad Sailor" CRKO) and '"Banjo"
Last week, "Red House" (UA) and 'RKO). Off to $13,000. Last week,
"Calendar. Girl" (Rep), only $11,000. "Homestretch" (20th,) and "Jewels
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Egp Brandenburg" (20th), $15,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Hapand I" (U) (3d wk). Also Para-

Good $3,000. Holds again. pened on Fifth Ave." (Mono) and
'Guilty" (Mono). Mild $15,000. Last
week "Farmer's Daughter" (RKO)
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— and "Child
Divorce" (RKO), sad
"Honeymoon" (RKO) and "Dick $10,000, but of
badly hit by strike.
Tracey's Dilemma" (RKO). Fairly
Loew's
good $14,000. Lastweek, "High Bar- "Dishonored(Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Lady" (UA) and "Fun
baree" (M-G) ancT "Banjo" (RKO), on
Weekend" (UA). Thin $12,000.
mount.

Last week, fine $5,500.

$15,000.

Last w.eek, "Johnny O'clock" (Col)
Paramount" '(Fox) (2,200; 35-74)— and
"Blondie's
Holiday"
(Col),
"Egg and I" (U) (2d wk). Also Es- $16,000.
Nice $9,500. Stays over. Last
Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 50-75)—
week fine $13,000.
"Bedelia" (PRC) and "Lost HoneyRialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Cap- moon" (PRC).
Sad $8,000.
Last
tain Caution" (FC) and "Captain week, 'Carrolls" (WB).
M.o. and
Fury" (FC). Fine $4,500. Last week, "That's My Man" (Rep) (2d run),
"Cheyenne" (WB) and "Jewels Bran- $10,000.
denburg" (20th) (m.o.), $3,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—"Way "Return Monte Cristo" (Col) and
With Women" (WB) and "Buffalo "Singing in Corn" (Col). Way down
Bill Rides" (SG). Sad $3,000. Last to dull
$4,000.
Last week. "High
week, "Odd Man Out" (U) and "Love Barbaree"
(M-G) and
"Brother
of Rusty" (Col), fair $7,000.
Talks Horses" (M-G), $9,000
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "CarSt. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
brisk $10,800.
Wiltern
(WB) (2,300; 50-$D—
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 90-$1.25)— rolls" (WB) and "Backlash"
(20th). "Dear
Ruth" (Par) and "Jungle
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$D— "Cheyenne" (WB) (2d wk). Near "Duel in Sun" (SRO)
(4th wk). Fast Also Denver. Oke $3,000. Last week
Flight" (Par). Modest $13,000. Last
"Calcutta"
(Par)
and "Fear in $9,000. Last week, below hopes but $15,000 for this stage of run. Last
"Red House" (UA) and "Calendar week, "Calcutta" (Par) and "Big
Night" (Par). Great $33,000. Last still neat $15,000.
week, big $23,000.
Girl" (Rep), $2,000.
Town" (Par) (4th wk), $6,000.
i

I

1

I

l

.

I

I

quire.

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, Jime 18, 1947
'Due!'

'Miracle' Hits Chi Jackpot, Giant

Fancy at $40,000,

IS

Heat Dnlis N.Y. But 'Ruth'-Como Sock

'Miracle' Colossal 17G,

Leaders

$25,000;

'Copa-Vaude Rousing 45G,

'Apley'

Hot 20G, 'Honeymoon Fair 21G

in

Mild Pitt

102G, 'Duel' Big 22G, 'Miracle'-Stage

Pittsburgh, June 17.
Big noises this week are "Duel in
the Sun," playing Penn at advanced
prices, not too spectacular for upped
scale, and "Miracle on 34th Street,"
big at Harris and should build
Two days of torrid heat in the
steadily on strength of reviews and
word of mouth. Reissue of Al Jol- past week will take a toll currently
son's "Go Into Your Dance," paired at Broadway flrstruns. Despite two
with James Melton oldie, "Sing Me strong newcomers and a pair of
A Love Song," is flopping badly at stout holdovers, the damage done by
Stanley.
the year's initial heatwave is being
Estimates for This Week
reflected at a majority of houses on
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)
the Street. Successive high temper"Boomerang" (20th) (2d wk). Con- atures for the year last Wednesday
tinuing favorable word-of-mouth for and Thursday hit boxofflce take at
good $6,500. Last week, $12,500.
some 10 or more deiuxers.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)
However, the week is demonstrat"Miracle 34th St." (20th). Had a ing anew that strong fare or widely
good campaign, couldn't ask for bet- exploited product will bring in the
ter reviews and weekend mob all patrons despite the weather or other
this.
Looks
went out raving over
factors.
Outstanding in this cateterrific $17,000, and naturally stays. gory are the Paramount, Roxy, VicLast week, "Guilt Janet Ames" toria and Music Hall.
(Col), only $7,000.
Par flagship, with the new film,

101G, 2d; '5th Ave.' 18G, 'Affairs' 16G

1

Chicago, June 17.
hitting the jackpot again

Woods is
week .with smash
-Miracle on 34th St."
this

Floods Nip B.O.

$30,000 with

Two

St. Louis,

other

June

17.

Theatres in a number of MisIllinois and Iowa towns,

with

"Copacabana,"

newcomers,

+

souri,

vaude,

at

are taking a b.o. beating due to
flooded conditions of communi-

moon,"

at the

ties occasioned

Oriental, and "HoneyPalace, are not ex"Copapected to do nearly as well.
may hit sturdy $45,000 and

"Jolson Story,"

Many towns have been

lair $21,000;

now

in 25th

World Playhouse

is

'Expectations' 15G

Lusty L ville Ace

"Great Waltz" at
showing surpns

Last

in evidence with $10,000.
week, $11,000.
95)(3,900;
(B&K)
Chicago
"Framed" (Col) with Billy DeWolfe heading stage show (2d wk).
Last week, big
Stalwart $55,000;
$67,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)— "Cal(Par) (m.o.) (3d wk). Was
at Chicago before comLast
here, moderate $10,000.
week, $11,800.

(RKO)

(1,500;

95)— "Egg

F

(U) (3d wk). Keeping lone
vigil in Loop for film after bill leaving Palace last week where it was
being played day-date with Grand.
Strong *$22,000. Last week, big $26,000.

Oriental

(Essaness)

(3,400;

95)—

(RKO)

Palace

"Buck

Privates
"Home" at "the 'National' Turing

weather.

Come some
some

time

off,

$3,500. Last
week, "Chase"' (UA), $2,000:
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—

at

strong

"Honeymoon" (RKO) and "Dick
Fair
Dilemma" (RKO).
Last week, "Egg and I"
$21,000.

Last week, "Honeymoon"
(RKO) and "Likely Story" (RKO),

$13,000.
$14,000.

(U) (2d wk), solid $34,000.
65-95)—
Rialto
(Indie)
(1,700;
_
"Dillinger" (Mono) (m.o.) and "Violence" (Mono). Robust $17,000. Last

In Limping Frisco
San Francisco, June 17.
Oakland transportation strike, halting tram service over Gate bridge,
and balmy weather are taking a fall

—

-

Estimates for This
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500;

16G, 'Framed'

14G/Cheyenne'15G,Big
Cincinnati, June 17.
Only one major house has holdover

'

•product this round and biz generally
is
on upbeat for second straight
week. New bills are headed by "Two
Mrs. Carrolls," with "Framed" and
Cheyenne" neck and neck for second money. All three are above

summer

"Repeat Performance,"
puffed by press and radio campaigns,
is fairly good.
"Time Out of Mind'
par.

1

is

only fairish.
Estimates tor This

Week

—

40-70)

"Homestretch" (20th) and "Violence"
(Mono). Good $14,000. Last week,
"Sea Hawk" (WB) and "Sea Wolf"

(WB)

(reissues), $13,000.

Great Lakes CShea) (3,500; 40-70)
(WB). Nice $15,000.
Last week, "Calcutta" (Par) (2d
wk). okay $10,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2.100; 90-$1.25)
"Duel in Sun" (SRO). Sock $25,000,
unheard of here. Last week, "High
Barbaree" (M-G) and "Mister Jim"

—"Cheyenne"

—

(M-G)

(m.o.), only S8.500 at 40c.-70c.

'

(Basil)

(3,100;

-

Grosses Are Net

and Huntress" (RKO), $9,500.

Keith's (UP) (1,542; 50-75)— "Time
Out of Mind" (U). Fairish $7,500.
J-ast we ek, "Odd Man Out" (U) (2d
wk), okay $8,000.
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—
Cheyenne" (WB). Okay $15,000 or

r8f

uttE

(2,100;

t.

50-75)-

(Par) (m.o.). Favorable
Last week
"Honeymoon"

«fini«

C

?p'2r£\
<"KO)

(m.o.). $4,500.

,

,

'

Film

Bendix, Raft Co-Star
Hollywood, June

17.

RKO

signed William Bendix to
co-star with George Raft in "Race
Street." slated for late summer filming, with Edwin Marin directing.

Troupe goes
gust for
shooting.

to

three

New York
weeks

of

in

Au-

location

is

(Tues.) will land around $18,000. far
from big Holds. In .ahead, "Other
Love" (UA) (4th wk-6 days), thin

Roxy

gross

as rethe vari-

ported herewith from
ous key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax.
Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
admission
The parenthetic
prices,

however, as hidi""'»d.

in-

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

-

-(5;886;

-80-$lv50)—

week hit sock $125,000. Holds,
natch!
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Yearling" (M-G) (2d run) plus
Smith & Dale. 4 Step Bros., Dan
Cumming. Nice pickup over recent
Weeks, with both film and stage"
layout held responsible. Nice $25,000
or over, very good in view of conditions this stanza. Last week "Favorite Brunette" (Par)
(2d run) with
first

Diosa

Costello,

$21,500.

others,

on

stage.

.

(WB)

Strand

(2,756;

75-$1.50)—

"Cheyenne" (WB) and Ted Lewis
orch topping stageshow (2d wk).
Dropping down to' $40,000' or near,
not

so good. First week
$53,000 but below expect
° third with "Tt~»-iiu»..v
"Unfaithful"

Vaughn Monroe orch

set

hit

fine

Stays
.

>

'B) and
follow.

Victoria

(Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)
—"Duel in Sun" (SRO). Initial N. Y.
pop price run, this is shaping for
strong $22,000 or near, plenty good
in view of its four weeks at Cap up
the street and batch of nabes at
upped scale.
Playing to virtual
capac'ty over weekend, with length

ten-

dency, "Best Years," at Astor, still
is in the chips at $25,000 for current (30th) week. Alsp on strong
side is the State with "Yearling" plus

vaude headed by Smith & Dale and
Four Step Bros. Looks to hit $25,000,
better than done lately at house.
Capitol, Strand, Palace and Winter of film and limited capacity holding
Garden are all off from recent ses- down total take. In ahead, "Jungle
sions.
Book" (FC) (reissue)
wk).
(2d
"New Orleans" opens tomorrow $11,000.
(Thurs.) at the Garden after seven
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312;' 60fairly nice weeks with "Carnegie $1.20)— "Carnegie Hall" (UA) (7th6
Hall."
final wk). Down to around $16,000
in

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)
(30th wk).
Slipping a bit to $25,000 or near;
29th week was $28,000. Stays on.
70-$1.80)

finale;

was

sixth

Orleans" (UA)

"New

$21,000.

opens here tomor-

—"Best Years" (RKO)

row

Broadway (UA)
—"Henry V" (UA)

HEAT SLOUGHS PROV.
BUT 'YEARLING' 27G

up

ing

sturdy

(1,895;

(2d wk). Holdstrongly at $16,500 after
$18,000
opener, especially

view of 46 weeks previously
played on roadshow basis. Stays on.
fine in

Capitol

(Loew's)

(4,820;

"•

(Thurs.).

•

Providence, June 17;
With miserable weather becoming
a habit hereabouts, a little

70-$1.50)

sunshine
—"High Barbaree" (M-G) with Guy over the weekend sent grosses
tumLombardo orch heading stageshow bling. Enough stayed home to give
State's "Yearling" a nice play with
prospects for holdover biz.
Estimates for This Week

good

(RKO)
MS)

Albee

44-65)—
(2,200;
and
"Calendar
wk). Steady $14,000

"Smash-Up"
Girl"

(Rep^d

alter good .$17,000 first week.

Carlton/(Fay-Loew)

—"Carrots"
Last

$4,500.

(1,400; 44-65)

(WB)

(2d run).
Fair
week, "Buck Privates
"Sister's Se-

Come Home" (U) and
cret"

(PRC)

(2d run), good $5,000.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400: 44-65)— "North

Star" (SG) and vaude on stage. Satisfactory $6,500. Last week, "Killers"

(U) and vaude on stage, neat $7,000.
Majestic
(Fay)
44-65)—
(2,200;
"Love and Learn" (WB) and "Too
Many Winners" (WB). Steady $14,OOO^Layt week, "Carrolls" (WB), oke

;

$14,500.

State

(Loew)

(3,200:

44-65)—

"Yearling" (M-G). Quick turnover
looking for bright $27,000. Last week,

"Dishonored Lady" (UA) and "Undercover Maisie" (M-G), good $21,000.

—"Possessed" (WB) (3d wk). Third
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)—
round is feeling the offish trend, "Calcutta" (Par).
Sweet $15,000.
with $23,000, a drop from trim $28,- Last week, "Blaze
of Noon" (Par)
000 shown for second. Stays on and "Danger Street" (Par),
fairish
indef

Palace

(RKO)

(1,700; 60-$1.20)

—

$12,000.

"Woman On

Beach" (RKO) (2d
Disappointment from start,!
holdover stanza down
thin $17,000, and may quit after

wk).
with

initial

to
this round. First
not strong,

week only

Faramount (Par)

(3.664;

70-$1.50)

(Par) with Perry
Lloyd Shaffer orch, Helen
Carroll and Satisfiers, Larry Storch.
others, on stage (2d wk). On. first
week of 8 days ended last (Tues.)
night this evenly balanced combo
hit strong $102,000 or close. In ahead.
"Imperfect
Lady" (Par), Buddy
Clark, Boyd Raeburn orch, others,
on stage, $37,000 in 6 days of third
,

Music

Hall

(Rocke-

Big

Omaha, June

17.

Desi Arnaz band on stage is boosting "Swell Guy," at the Orpheum,
to smash week. "Duel in Sun," on
upped scale, at Omaha looks big.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)
"Sea Hawk" (WB) and "Sea Wolf
(WB) (reissues). Solid $8,000. Last
week, "Janet Ames"
(Col)
and

—

"Banjo" (RKO),

Omaha
—"Duel
or

City

'Swell'

25G, Omaha; 'Duel' 16G

$22,000.

Como,

week.
Radio

Amaz Ups

:

—"Dear Ruth"

estimates,

.(20th)

..

"Miracle 34th St." (20th) with Jerry
Lester, Salici Puppets, Jan August,
Art Lund, others, on stage (3d wk).
Second round concluded last (Tues.)
night was $101,000 or close, great;

dull $10,500.
offish

60-$1.25)

(2,092;

$9,000.

"Duel- in -Sun -

Although feeling the

—

,

(WB), $12,000.
ub «I
(RK0 >
«

..Victoria, is -finding

(2d wk). Off considerably from first
stanza which was not so good.
Looks to strike $44,000 or slightly
better this week; last stanza was
good $65,000 albeit disappointing
and below hopes. Holds only three.
Criterion
(Loew's)
60(1,700;
Web" (U) (3d-final
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55- $1.25WThe
85)— "Copacabana" (UA). Not so wk). Also on the downbeat with
moderate $23,000 or less for second
good at $14,000. Last week, "Framed" week ended last (Tues.) night;
first
(Col) (2d wk), $11,500.
was fairly good $31,000. "Ivy" (U)
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)"— is next in.
"Cheyenne" (WB) (2d wk). Down to
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
$15,000. Last week, excellent $25,000. "Bel Ami" (UA).
Very thin $16,000,
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60-85) slowest here in some time
but holds
—"Thief Bagdad" (FC) (3d wk) (re- over one week. In ahead, third week
issue). Just $1,600 in 6 days. Last of "Framed"
(Col) okay $12,500.
week, hearty $2,300.
Gotham (Brandt) -(900 70-$1.40)
Francis
St.
(Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
"Drums Mohawk" (20th) and
"Dear Ruth" (Par) (2d wk). Oke "Swance River" (20th) (reissues).
$12,000. Last week, $15,500.
Pair of oldies not doing so well,
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,- with dull $10,500 in prospect, but
207; 55-85)— "New Orleans" (UA). holds nevertheless. Last week, secGood $14,000. Last week, "Road to ond of "Obsession" (U) and "Stole
Hollywood" (Indie) and "Second Million" (U) (2d wk), oke $7,500.
Chorus" (Indie) (reissues) (2d wk),
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10)

40-70)—
"Corpse Came C.O.D." (Col) and
Albee
(RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—
(Col). Thin $12,000.
'Framed" (Col). All right $14,000. "For Love of Rusty"
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60Last week, "Egg and I" (U)
Last week, "Calcutta" (Par), big $9,000.
85)— "Happened on Fifth Ave."
(4th wk), fine $10,400.
§18,000.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Cal- (Mono). Sad $3,500. Last week,
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 50-75)— cutta" (Par) (m.o.).
Neat
$4,000. Last "Homestretch" (20th) (3dwk) (m.o.),
Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB). Topping
the town at big $16,000. Holds. Last week, "Texas" (Col) and "Arizona" sad $2,500.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
(Col) (re%sues), same.
"
Yearlitlg " (M " G) C3d wk)
Twentieth Century (20th Cent.) "Happened on Fifth Ave." (Mono).
500
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— "Re- (3,000; 40-70)— "Honeymoon" (RKO) Only $16,500. Last week, "Yearling"
Peat Performance" (E-L). Hypoed and "Devil on Wheels" (PRC) (2d (M-G) (3d wk), dropped to $14,500.
days.
Last
in
5
via
press
and radio campaigns. wk). Mild $6,000
Pleasing $9,000. Last week, "Tarzan week, trim $15,000.
Lafayette

Week

W

...

In

night.

(U) and "Bad
only

(reissues),

—"Happened on Fifth Ave." (Mono).
On first week ended yesterday

(initial
week including an extra
Roxy, with the highly lauded
"Miracle on 34th St." and balanced
stage array, will hold close to $101,000 for initial holdover session ended
last (Tues.) night, which is sock.

day).

"Swanee River"

-

1

(Tues.)

last

Rvoll (UA-Par)

days

Oke 14G

Scoop (Louisville theatres) (700;
26-31)— "Heldorado" (Rep).
Mod- out of biz here this stanza. Result is
erate $2,500. Last week, "Born to that some theatres are off 50%. City
is full of holdovers, and this also
Speed" (PRC), $2,300.
week, "Dead End" (FC) and "Jungle
State
40-60)— hurts. Of the new entrants, com(Loew's)
(3,300;
Book" (FC) (1 wk) (reissues), $14,- "Great
Expectations"
(U)
and paratively the .best showing is being
000.
"Millerson Case" (Col). British film made by "New Orleans," with a good
Roosevelt
(B&K) (1,500; 95)— is best of local crop currently at week at the small United Artists.
Down hefty $15,000. Last week, "Yearling" "Copacabana," which is getting the
"Carrolls" (WB) (4th wk).
Last week, rugged $15,- (M-G) $19,000.
•to $12,000.
same amount of coin, is on disap000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400; pointing side at the larger Orpheum.
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; $1-$1.50) 40-60)
"Sweetheart Sigma Chi" Same is true-, of "Happened on Fifth
—"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (5th wk). (Mono) and "Bringing Up Father" Ave."
Final week looks neat $35,000. Last
(Mono). Slender $4,500. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
week. Stout $40,000.
"Tarzan and Huntress" (RKO) and
Clay
(Roesner)
65-85)—
(400;
United Artists (B&K) (1,700: 95)
"Code of West" (RKO), solid $8,000. "Happy Breed" (U) (8th wk). Up to
—"George Apley" (20th). Healthy
$2,100. Last week, excellent $1,900.
:$20.000.
Last week, "Sea of Grass"
Fox
(FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—"High
(M-G) (3d wk), $16,500.
Barbaree" (M-G) (2d wk). Thin
Woods (Essaness) (1.200; 95)— 'Duel' Tops Dull Buff.,
$13,000. Last week, fair $21,500.
"Miracle on 34th St." (20th). Smash
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65-$l)
$25)000.
Last week, "Best Years"
—"Betty Co-Ed" (Col) plus vaude
(PKO) (25th wk), $17,000.
Sock 25G; 'Cheyenne'
headed by John Calvert. Limp $15,World (Playhouse) (Indie) (587;
000.
75)— "Great Walt?." (M-G) (reissue).
Last week, "Born to Kill"
15G,
'Homestretch'
14G
(RKO) plus vaude headed by Jane
Very fancv. $5,200. Last week. "CarRussell and Harvey Stone, $27,000.
men; (Indie) (5th wk). $3,500.
Buffalo, June 17.
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
Biz is way off this week but "Duel
in
Sun" is sock at the Hipp. "Nuremberg Trials" (Indie). Dull
Only other passably good film is $1,900. Last week, "Lucrezia Borgia"
Fresh Pix Help Cincy;
(Indie) (2d wk), colorless $1,700.
"Cheyenne" at the Lakes.

'

eight

first

its

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
(1,200; 40-60)— "Tarzan & Huntress"

(U). slim $3,500.
Rialto
(Fourth Avenue) (»,400;
40-60)— "Moss Rose"
and
(20th)
"Winter Wonderland" (Rep). Okay

Tracy's

'Carrolls'

big $102,000 in

highly profitable on initial pop scale
N. Y. run, with a rousing $22,000 in
"Undercover Maisie" (M-G) and sight. This is particularly big in
"Little Mr. Jim" (M-G). Isn't doing view
of film's length and limited
badly at $3,000. Last week, "Mag- capacity of house as well as previnificent Obsession" (U) and "I Stole
ous four weeks at Capitol and N. Y.
(RKO) and "Code of West" (RKO)
Million" (U) (reissues), $3,500.
nabes on upped scale.
(m.o.).
Looks good $4,000. Last A Stanley
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)— "Go
Music Hall still is reaping the reweek, "Magnificent Obsession" (U)
Dance" (WB) and "Sing Love sults of an intelligent
and ''100 Men and Girl" (U) (reis- Into
Song" (WB) (reissues). Looks like campaign, with sturdy ad-publicity
sues) $2 500
$122,000 curStory" isn't going to do a rently for
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) "Jolson
the British-made "Great
for Jolson's oldies. Slim in this
Expectations." Film is set to run a
"Favorite Brunette"
(Par)
and lot
bill, $8,500, brutal. Last week, "Carfifth frame.
"Way With Women" (WB). Fair rolls"
(WB)
(2d wk), $11,000.
Otherwise the new entrants are
Last week, "Happened in
$3,100,
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)
disappointing.
Brooklyn" (M-G) and "Pursued" "Tarzan and Huntress"
on Fifth
(RKO). Fair Ave.," despite "Happened
(WB), $3,400.
a big campaign, likely
enough $8,000. Last week, "Honey- will
be only fair at $18,000 in first
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100; moon" (RKO)
(2d wk), yanked after
40-60)—"Wild Bill Hickok Rides"
week
at the Rivoli. Film ran into
5 days with only $4,000.
two hot days last Wednesday and
(WB) and "Shadow of Woman"
Thursday, initial two of run, and
(WB) (reissues). Fine $7,000. Last
never did get back on its feet. "Bel
week, "Carrolls" (WB) (2d wk),
Ami" also is on the thin side at the
$5,000.
Globe with $16,000 or under in prosNational (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
pect. Gotham's
reissue combo of
—"Buck Privates Home" (U). Sturdy
"Drums
Along
Mohawk"
and
$9,500.
Last week, "Time Out of
biz.

Mind"

95)—

(2,500;

dull week at downtown houses where
business is off because of summer

despite flogging from
crix. Will get close to $40,000, big
but not huge at advanced scale.
Holds. Last week, second of "Yearling" (M-G), strong $16,000.
Ritz (Loew's) (800; 40-70)— "Yearling" (M-G) (m.o.). Best session in

hoo paying

'Orleans

"Copacabana" (UA) with stage show
headed by Jayne Walton looks
sturdy $45,000. Last week, "Dillinwith vaude (2d wk),
fer" (Mono)
35.000.

17.

"Great Expectations" Is robust at
the State and topping an otherwise

week ended

ahead, "Scarlet St."

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 90-$1.25) "Dear Ruth" and fine stage combo Man Butte" (U)
—"Duel" (SRO). Extravagant bally- headed by Perry ComO, is hitting a $4,000 in 5 days.

—

ing

Grand

Rialto
(Mayer)
35-85)—
(594;
"Brother Talks to Horses" (M-G).
Opens today (Wed.) after okay
$6,500 on "Scared to Death" (SG) in

—

cutta"

two weeks

and

June

Louisville,

for 587-seat^
tag strength at $5,200
house.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 95)—"Jol;
Still
son Story" (Col) (25th wk).
holding, but signs of fading rapidly

now

midnight.

.

State-Lake fell from $40,000 to $33,frame.
000 for current week, fifth
"George Apley" is healthy $20,000
at United Artists.

Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)
—"Carnegie Hall" (UA) (7th-fmal
wk). Barely getting by at $4,000 or
less on blowpfl* after $5,000 for sixth.
"Lady Surrenders" (U) opens tomorrow (Thurs.) at pop scale (65$1.25) on grind policy, noon until

—

evac-

uated.

week

while fading fast at estilong
mated $10,000 still should hold
run for
enough to mark up longest
"Duel" at
any film here this year.
at Apollo,

Ex-

pectations" (U) and stageshow (4th
wk). Still in heavy coin at $122,000
or thereabouts, and stays fifth session; third sturdy $129,000.

—

rise of the

Mississippi and other "rivers in
the three states.

cabana"

"Honeymoon" looks

by the

fellers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Great

$6,200.

(Tristates) (2,100; 75-$1.20)

in Sun" (SRO). Big $16,000
Last week, "Love and
(Continued on page 20)

over.
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Metro Product Back

Mex Film Production Resumes

After

25-Day Layoff; 60 Pix Due Yearly
Mexico

City,

June

-f

17.

Production of Mexican pix has resumed after a 25-day- suspension
from a row between pro-

stemming
ducers and their help.

Latter, intechcluding players, directors and
producers' de-

nicians, had rejected
mand for pay slashes to enable

them

expenses 25-30%,
Producers Assn. announced sign-

to cut

the. dispute
ing of a pact that ended
and will pare production costs 30%.

Technicians and manual workers
Production
locals of the Picture
Workers Union announced they had
accepted a nine-hour day, instead of
stint,- and only
eight-hour
daily
the

Czech Film Execs in N.Y,
For Technical Briefing
Four technical chiefs o? the Czech,
State Film Monopoly arrived in the
U.S. Monday (16) on the Drottningholm to make a study of U.S.
film lab operations and methods.
Mission is linked up with ambitious
efforts of the Czechoslovak picture
business to rehabilitate and expand
the country's production setup. Besides a tour of inspection of N.Y.
theatres and eastern film labs, mission may visit the Hollywood studios.

Strong

New

for a while.

S.

Africa Cinemas

Facing

50% Tax

'

War Hiatus Makes

in

Europe

METRO'S

SPREADS TO

poorly paid personnel. They want a
minimum of $56 monthly plus a
small bonus for the same period.

important, since European fans are
attracted by star names even more
than the U. S. fans.
Same, situation holds true also for
many male stars who were in the
service, such as Clark Gable, James
Stewart, Lew Ayres, Eddie Albert,
Since these were also cut off
etc.

Discussions of the matter with
individual companies resulted in the
union taking up the grievances.
However the distribs insist that the
workers resume their tasks before
they will agree to any bargaining from audiences in this country durconferences.
jng' their wartime stints, however,
Hope for an early settlement lies the situation is no worse in Europe
in the fact that the distributors dur- than it is here. Even with the six
ing the strike are leaving themselves years of absolute isolation of Ameri-

open

to the risk that the unions may
seize the offices and operate the ex-

can pix from Europe, it's been found
that the fans overseas have long

changes to prevent theatre workers
from suffering from a lack of films

memories and welcome

their favo-

which would close theatres. It's also
anticipated that theatre .employees
will also insist on a wage boost when
an adjustment is finally reached.
Late today workers of Paramount.
20th -Fox, United- Artists and RKO
are continuing at their chores pending negotiations, while Universal,
Warners and Columbia employees
are still on strike.

Warners Will Appeal
For Own Cinema

Site

Sydney, June

3.

Appeal comes up

for

hearin soon.
Opposition will come from Hoyts,
.
Greater Union and a couple of minor
exhibs operating in the area where
Warners own the site. Opposition
says area js amply serviced now
with cinemas.
Warners has a deal with Hoyts for
a certain number
of pix via group
buys.

-

TAUBER FOR AUSSIE IN

'48

Sydney, June 3.
Richard Tauber will make his
Aussie trip for the Australian Broadcasting
Commission in
June next year. He'll do 20 concerts
Plus conducting some
orchestra resecond

citals.

Congress Jacks Wool Tariff
Sydney, June 5.
Aussie politicians
are worried
about the dollar shortage problem,

De Rochemont

in Huddle
With President of France

dent Vincent Auriol of France for
more than an hour last week prior
to leaving for London and his return to the U. S. De Rochemont had
entertained the 20th-Fox Interna-

tional sales staff for France last Friday (13), with Francis L. Harley,
general manager for Europe, North
Africa and the Near East, as honor
guest.

plus the possibility of the U. S. introducing a tariff shutout on Aussie

May

Names

First three films under an exclusive U.~ S. distribution deal inked
last week by Siritzky International
with three of the major French producing companies are 'SFarrebique,"
documentary; "Bataillon du Ciel"
("Battle of the Sky") and "Reves
d'Amour" ("Dream of Love"), dealing with the life of composer Franz
Listz. Veepee Sam Siritzky is slated
to leave for Paris in about 10 days
for a four-week stay to line up remaining picture* set in the agree-

ment.

While abroad Siritzky expects to
sign a

back.
Typical' of

rites

number

of acts for personals

estimated.
It's

known within

political circles

Prime Minister Ben* Chifley
would never agree to a complete

that

as a means
to overcome the dollar shrinkage.
Chifley and his cabinet ministers are
fully aware of the enormous amount
of revenue pix bring into the gov-

shutout of U.

pix

S.

ernmental coffers. It's known, too,
Before
becoming producer of that any takeaway of U. S. fare
M. O. T., de Rochemont was Euro- would see the shutdown of Aussie
pean chief for the company, head- cinemas.
There aren't, and can't
quartering in Paris. He came to ever be, enough British and home
N. Y. when the Nazis moved in dur- pix available to keep all local houses
ing
the war to become M. O. T. in full operation week iii-'and out.
managing editor. His chateau outside
It's feared, however, that should
of Paris was taken over by the Ger- the U. S. shut out Aussie wool, and
mans when they occupied France. the dollar pool drop lower because
He* plans returning to N. Y. early ,pf this move, Chifley would be comnext month.
pelled to bring down legislation
completely freezing any coin takeaway from -the Down Under zoner™™ Noticed here recently that there's
been a gradual clampdown on certain commercial imports from America.
There has also been a refusal
on the part of Treasury officials to
okay dollar takeaways covering
goods wanted by several commercial

.

0. S. Pix Second

Only to Food In

organizations.

Europe-Pincus
American pictures

in

most war-

ravaged European countries have
become secondary in importance
only to American food and clothing,
according to Arthur Pincus, assistant
to Dave Blum, ad-publicity chief of
Loew's International. Just returned
from a three-months' tour of England,
the Continent and North

This new dollar clampdown, plus
the shut out of "luxury" goods, is
seen as a pointed of things to come
by distribs operating in the Aussie
zone. Many within the pic industry'
feel' sure that some action is being
mooted in Canberra, seat of. the federal government, on a more drastic
coin freeze on U. S. films.

'STRAUSS BOYS' PASSES

.

Pincus declared that the
screen has "become as indispensable
for culture and
entertainment as
newspapers or the radio."
Africa,

In Greece, for example," which

is

200 POST AS VIENNA HIT
"Strauss

Boys,"

Vienna, June 7.
operetta written

and produced by Hubert Marischka

at Rahnund theatre, celebrated its
200th performance this week and i3
still doing strong biz against hottest
temperatures of the year. Air conpublic from its misery. Greek gov- ditioning is unknown in theatres
ernment, recognizing this factor, has here. Normal hit runs a mere 50
established -a special law keeping performances in Vienna' with 200 or
admission prices to their lowest pos- more considered practically an "Oksible level so that as many people lahoma!"
smash for a musical.
can attend film houses as possible.
"Strauss Boys" book concerns sons
Pincus visited Metro branches in of Johann Strauss and score draws
every country in Europe except on both famous and previously unthose serviced by the Motion Picture published works of the Waltz King.
Export Assn. and those under RusMarischka, with brother Ernst
sian domination. Europeans have be- who co-authored book, has also
come
much more exploitation- brought revival of Fritz Kreisler's
minded, he declared, but there is "Sissy" into Raimund theatre alterstill a need for strong, intelligent
nating with "Strauss Boys."
adaptations of American ballyhoo
ideas to meet the difference in customs of European people. Quality
British Film Briefs
of exploitation abroad is increasing,
still

bogged

down

by

political

troubles, famine and other results
of the war, films have become a
necessary form of escapism for the

he said, but

much

still

remains

to

be

done.

Loew's International is currently
preparing to step out with increased
ad-publicity throughout the world,
Pincus said. In England, for example,

London, June 17.
Arthur Simmons, formerly Livermanager for Anglo-American,
for 4nr
ternational Film Renters. .Ealing
pool

now London branch manager

the publicity sendoff at the company's Ambassador, N. Y.,
company is setting up for the Studios' first color film, "Scott of
being accorded new stars in Europe which inaugurates a vaude policy the
starting Sept. 26. Already pacted are first time a system of field exploit- the Antarctic," being made in Techis that recently arranged by Metro
eers such as most companies have in
nicolor's Monopack System. Directo introduce Margaret O'Brien to Tino Rossi, Edith Piaff and Fernanthe U. S. All American companies
tor Charles Frend now- on location
French audiences, who had never del. French stars, Siritzky declared,
have a major job on their hands in
After receiving will also be booked in several Canain
Switzerland. .James
Mason's
before seen her.
overcoming the six year lag in
"The Upturned Glass," authored by
plenty of free publicity space in dian houses as well as in South
European
public
was
comwhich
the
John P. Monaghan and Pamela KelParis newspapers before the open- America, Foreign film policy at the
pletely isolated from U. S. product,
lino (Mrs. Mason), opens New Galing of "Music for Millions," the Ambassador, incidentally, will rePincus
declared.
lery, Tivoli, June 23. .Ealing Studio
Metro staff took column-long ads in main unchanged.
production "Frieda," tale of German
Joseph Siritzky, company's seccolor on the first page of the two top
been
in
girl
who weds British airman,
Paris papers the day before the film retary-treasurer, .who's
premieres Leicester Square theatre,
pieemed. Campaign was climaxed France since March 15 handling
Current London
June 19 supplanting "Best Years."
by a day-and-date opening in four negotiations on the distributional
(Figure shows weeks of run)
Peter Ustinov just completed writtheatres, with grosses showing the deal, is due back in America early
London, June 17.
«.
ing-directing job on Two Cities*
in July. Long-term pact with'Pathe
ballyhoo had paid off.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Col's'm (2)'.
"Vice Versa," and working on next
Cinema, Union General du Cinema
"Bird Seller," Palace (3).
feature, "Private Angelo." Ustinov
and Gaumont provides Siritzky a
"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (8).
Snider, Aussie Exhib,
will star as well as script and direct
choice of 15 pix out of an estimated
"Born Yesterday," Garrick (21).
...Gainsborough slating two films
for U.S. Looksee annual output of 50 from the three
"Clutterbuck," Wyndham (41).
with racing background, "Becher's
companies.
Sydney, June 10.
"Eagle Two Heads," Globe (18).
Brook" and "The Calendar," screen
forWilliam
Shelton,
Meanwhile
(3).
"Edward
Son,"
Majesty's
My
Sam Snider, head of the Snider- mer assistant sales manager for RKO
version of Edgar Wallace turf novel.
il'Ever
Since
Paradise,"
New
(2).
Dean independent picture circuit,
Latter stars Naunton Wayne-Basil
in Central Europe and more recently
"Here There," Palladium (11).
has left for the U. S. on an extensive
Radford comedy team... Betty Box's
general manager of the AFE Corp.,
"Jane," Aldwych (20).
looksee trip. Plans getting latest
third film to be comedy, "Miranda,"
has been named Siritzky's general
"Life With Father," Savoy (2).
show biz ideas and may book some
starring Glynis Johns, Griffith Jones
is
His
appointment
manager.
sales
(24).
Ministry,"
Comedy
"Man
acts for his houses if he decides
and John McCallum.
expanthe
company's
in
line
with
Barabbas"
Vaudeville
(15).
"Now
on bringing in vaude 'for his chain.
sion plans which call for new offices
"Off the Record," Apollo (2).
It was Snider, who with Sir Ben
in Chicago and Los Angeles.
U. S, Pix Lead Mex Parade
"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane
(7).
Fuller, brought in the A. B. Marcus
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (113).
Mexico City; June 10.
shows several years ago.
"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales (14).
U. S. pix again led the Mex parade,
Snider, who's accompanied by his
Disney Head to London
Fortune
Glory,"
(36).
"Power
and
86
out of 147 films (a record for the
wife on this trip, recently became
William B. Levy, sales supervisor
"Present Laughter," Haym'k't (9). period) debuting in Mexico this year
a member of the Aussie Parliament.
Productions,
sails
Disney
Walt
for
Present,"
Yorks
"Proudly
(7).,
up
to
'31.
May
Runners-up were 27
Besides his film theatre interests, he
for London July 2, and will be away
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (59). Mexican, 21 Argentinian, seven Britoperates a tourist hotel and several
seven weeks.
"Together Again," Vic Palace (9). ish, three Chilean, two Spanish, and
farms. Reported he'd been offered
"Under Counter," Phoenix (81).
one French.
He will launch latest Disney film,
a substantial sum for his theatre
"White
Devil,"
Duchess
(15).
conjuncThree of the Mexicans were sock
interests by one of the major cir- "Fun and Fancy Free," in
"Wlnslow Boy," Lyric (56).
RKO-Radio's
during the period, holding eight
cuits but that he turned down the tion with Bob Wolff,
"Worm's View," Whitehall (7).
weeks each at one house.
London managing director..
bid.
*
J
.

.

.

Shows

Warners will appeal to the local
authorities for permission to erect a
cinema on its own site in Sydney.
Film Board recently nixed bid for
erection okay when building materials available.

If

*.

j

Star-Selling

A Must

'"•

Seen

^Richard de Rochemont, March of wool. Importance of the wool trade
Time producer, huddled with Presi- to Down Under folk can't be over-

—

'

Aussie Coin Freeze, U.S. Pix Shutout

Zealand Loop

Wellington, N. Z., June 5.
Metro product swings back over
the
Kerridge-Rank cinema loop
throughout New Zealand including
the St. James, Auckland.
Rental figures' were said to have
been one of the major reasons why
the Metro fare was held back here

Cape Town, June- 10.
New headache for showmen in
Czechoslovakia was one of the Cape Province, South Africa, this
one hour a day overtime and that strongest European markets for U. S.
month has been announcement of an
under exceptional circumonly
films before the war.
Now major increase in amusement tax. Present
stances. Fernandez Bustamante,
companies send in pictures via the
33%% tax will be upped to 50% of
union's general; secretary, declared
Motion Picture Export Assn. beadmission prices highest in South
the pact really doesn't affect the cause of the government
film moAfrica and probably in world.' In
unionists' pay, as steady work is now
He said the unionists, nopoly in that country.
addition, sports, which have so far
assured.
Members of the delegation are been tax free, will in future pay
though, had made various concesFrantisek Pilat, theatre technical have a 33y3 % tax.
sions.
Producers are obligated to make administrator; Vilem Taraba, techNews was not unexpected and
a minimum of 60 pix a year. But" nical manager of government stu- showmen went into planned camactors agree not^ta d.emand .over- dios; Frantisek Rubas, manager of paign, against. increases, using, stage,
time pay when they play star roles government labV and Dr. Jaroslav announcements and film trailers.
«hd-to maximum remuneration of Boucek.
Petition forms placed in theatre lob$10,000 (Mex) per pic. Some stars
bies were signed by thousands of
had demanded and received as high
patrons. Capt. J. H. Stodel, local
as $200,000 (Mex) per pic, pay that
director of African Theatres, in a
the producers claimed was ruining
press statement predicted that large
Secondary
the Mexican* pic biz.
number of cinemas for Negroes
players and extras now get double
would be closed as increased admispay while working on exteriors.
sion charges would most certainly
Players and technicians take less pay
cause drop in patronage among
S.
when production is. halted by bad
lower income groups. These cinemas
weather, and all help is now paid
would then operate at loss, neceson basis of work actually done, not
sitating closing.
by the number of days or weeks of
Large number of independent
the production.
showmen will also be hit by deProducers and the union said the
Publicity men for the majors in crease at boxoffice. It's pointed out
pact was signed in "an atmosphere
most European countries have their that in spite of wartime difficulties
of frank cordiality." Four pix immework cut out for them today in ef- no cinema increased its prices exdiately went into production when
forts to introduce to the public those cept to cover additional taxation, so
work in the studios resumed.
stars who have become big names in it's considered unfair to expect them
the U. S. but have never been seen now to suffer loss.
Europe because of the war. List
Stiff
opposition is also coming
PARIS STRIKE in
includes such top names as Gregory from sporting bodies who also foreAbbott & Costello, Sonny see large scale drop in attendances.
ENTIRE BIZ Peck,
Tufts, Cornel Wilde, Esther Wil- All sport here .is amateur, gate
Paris, June 17.
liams, Van Johnson, Robert Alda money being used for betterment of
Personnel of American distribu- and even Margaret O'Brien.
grounds, etc. Outcome of fight is
Confronted with restrictions in still uncertain.
tors, as well as employees of many
French distribs, have been on strike playing time in most countries, the
since nbon today (Tues.). Walkout majors have found that even the
began, last Wednesday (11) in Met- fact that one of their new stars may
Siritzkys Set First 3
ro's dubbing plant and today spread have appeared in several films since
to other workers, with exception of the war's end is still not enough to
newsreel help. Crucial situation had insure that he's yet become a draw.
Of 15 French Imports;
been hanging fire for some time, Making certain such stars get the
sparked by salary squawks from right kind of sendoff is especially
Book Gallic
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could have stayed longer, but

New

decision to pull and
refused to reconsider. "Caesar and
Cleopatra," at United Artists* new
Towne, was going splendidly until
biggest storm in 30 years killed all
show business for nearly a week. In
the neighborhoods it did fairly well

York had made

Stix Nix British Pix
Continued from page
films which was evidenced before
the war. The principal difference is
that there are more exceptions
such as the Italian "Open City" and
to the general
British "Henry V"

—

—

apathy toward foreigners.
.In the main, it can be said that
product from abroad has made its
only real b.o. inroads in such areas
as New York, Los Angeles, San
Francisco and Boston, which have
cosmopolitan populations. The midwest and aouth continue to be as

1

•,

to exhibit the better foreign language
films which have been produced

the basis that most
the continental technicians
gathered there since the end of the
war. Current run of French speaker,

around

Rome on

of

as dual fare.

In this heavily Germanic and
Polish community, British pictures
have still to prove that they can

"Carmen," seems to be justifying compete on even terms with Calipolicy with good reaction from pub- fornia product.
'

lic.

could do as a subsequent run. "Brief
Encounter" was considerably under
these result*, as has been the other
English pictures which played here.
The foreign film policy has taken
hold so well Dickinson has sought'
to imitate this success in his Tampico, another subsequent run which
has been on the profit borderline.

and "Before Him
both had poor
and "Well Digger's
a move-over from the

"Stone Flower"

with

some

regulars

New clientele is noticed at theatres but It's belt that
changes to technique closer to that
Of Americans is needed for, wider
appeal.
"Open City," recently at Blue
Mouse, did great biz holding two
walking out.

weeks.

Swedish and Russian have

biggest

following

at

Metropolitan,

where Gus fiachman has built up
oke sureseater trade, but "Beethoven" recently flopped. Bookings
Daughter" in,
Kimo was little better. "Baker's are made when house is not playing
Wife" has been brought in here cur- legit. Class and nationality appeal
rently with some, expectation of emphasized here to generally good
All

Rome Trembled"

weeks

here

Other houses, which take occaFrisco's Progress
bolstering Tampico trade. West side
sional flyers at imports, pick films of
San Francisco, June 17.
current interest, usually political.
Foreign films have made marked location of the house, and fact it
"Open City" had a field day in this headway in Frisco the past five has just closed out a policy of runbut peLoop
the
in
.while
respect
in
their
isolationism
citadels
of
much
years showing gains of approxi- ning Mexican films militate against
transferred to
picture tastes as in their politics. It culiarly; when it was
mately 40% due to both increased its success.
the results
It's the same story with English
takes an unusual and really highly- an Italian nabe house,
prices and increased patronage. The
exploited film to break down their were poor.
three full time houses are playing films in the midwest. The natives
resistance to celluloid which doesn't
for that trade with the 350-seat simply don't go for them. On the
bear a Yank trademark.
surface
it's the same language, but
Stagedoor concluding what owner
'B' Better
In the meantime, product from
Irving Ackerman claims is the long- as spoken by British actors it rings
which
Europe's A's est run of any flicker house outside vastly different out here and film
elsewhere than the U.
In Pitt
means primarily Britain— has made
Pittsburgh, June 17.
of New York with "Henry V" knock- goers don't get it.
More than a
tremendous gains in other parts of
Foreign pix are still finding tough ing off a hot oi weeks at prices from James Mason seems to be needed to
With Rank acquiring going in this territory. A mediocre $1.80 to $2.40. The Clay and the put over British films in K.C.
the world.
his own theatre circuits in such B from Hollywood has a better Larkin, both 400 seaters, 65-85c, acspots as South Africa and Australia, chance of pulling than even the best cording to owner Herbert Roesner
Difficult (?) British Dialog
there has been a natural upturn. of the product from abroad. They're are continuing to build, based on
Detroit,- June 17.
Competition they are giving Holly- still wary around here of anything quality foreign films.
Foreign films are making their
wood wares for exhib arid public with a Continental label.
Other local houses that' run foreign first impression on Detroiters. But
popularity is clearer, however, in
get
the
crix
films are the two Spanish houses, thus far only the foreign policy
Even the darlings of the
"Latin -America,- where Rank income- go-oy tromrtlTe public. There-have Teatro Sutter, 632 -seats,- and the Rex,
Cinema has offered a 'steady diet of
in June, 1946, was $58,000, as against been a couple of scattered excep- on Kearny> street. Two. Chinese theimportations. However, this house
an estimated $110,000 for this cur- tions, but they, have been films on atres, the Mandarin and the Grand
reports a gradually increasing inrent month.
the somewhat sensational side, like View, also do a steady business.
terest in the films from abroad.
Despite the increasing pressure on the Italian-made "Open City." In
Nathan
El Presidio, \rith Gerald
The only foreign film to get top
them to give greater consideration the downtown first-run spots, the at the helm, is a spasmodic foreign
billing at a large downtown house
to playing time for British films, finest of the English product does filmer. The 850-seater house at 85cwas "Cleopatra" at the United
most U. S. exhibs outside the Big less than average business and when $1 draws far and wide and loses
Artists. It did a smash business the
Five, which with their interlocked they get out into the nabes, for the neighborhood status when showing
under a terrific pubfirst week
companies must re- most part it's no dice at all.
distributing
foreign clicks as evidenced during
licity job, but weakened sharply the
ciprocally depend on Rank for a
Where pix have gone into the big- recent runs of "Life and Loves of second week and was yanked.
good portion of overseas revenue- ger first-run sites, such as "Seventh Mozart" and "Rigeletto."
spokesman for the theatres said
are extremely cold to the foreign Veil" at Harris or "Stairway to
Foreign films have definite spot in
they questioned patrons about this
films.
Their attitude is based, of Heaven" at Fulton or "Vacation Frisco which has large sections of
and other films, which have been
course, on the immediate dollars- From Marriage" at Warner, results foreign antecedents.
part of double features, and deterand-cents b.o. performance of the have been completely indifferent.
mined that/most patrons can't folpix. A number of exhibs have tried They
seldom get down-the-line
D. C. Tepid
low the dialog, particularly of the
one or two British films and done bookings in the subsequent runs, but
Washington, June 17.
English films.
badly. Despite the improved qual- are spotted into a few isolated loForeign films are- doing better than
A spokesman for the Cinema
ity, and critical kudos, theatremen cations where clientele is looked ever in D.. C. art theatres but, with
house, however, saw the public acare fearful of being stung again. upon as slightly in the higher brack- few exceptions, English films are still
cepting foreign language films more
The process of educating them to
dying around the area despite fact and more, but didn't see any one
the Importance other than 'imme"Caesar and Cleopatra" was a dud that they are the only ones which
language holding precedence.
diate monetary return of playing at the deluxe Penn and "Henry V," get into the firstruns and the nabes.
"If' the picture is good, the busiBritish pix has a long way to go.
despite ecstatic reviews, didn't do as In the opinion of exhibs, consideris
good, regardless of the
much in eight weeks at Art Cinema ably more education will be needed ness
N. Y. Best Outlet
language," he said. He cited top
New York, with its melting-pot as an ordinary Hollywood pic would in the greater Washington area to business
at his house by "Henry V,"
population, shapes up currently as do in a single week at one of the accustom the larger audiences to the
English; "Open City," Italian; "Stone
the best market in the country for regular downtown houses.
foreign product.''
Flower," Russian; and "Brief EnThose hands across the sea apparforeign films.
In addition to the
"They die in our houses," says the
many foreign-language groups in the ently haven't reached into the local rep of one of the majors. "A couple, counter," English.
city there's also a considerable cos- pocketbook yet, and indications are like the Noel Coward pictures and
Again—That British Dialect
mopolitan group with a decided it'll take some time.
'Caesar and Cleopatra,' made money
Indianapolis, June 17.
liking for the imports, which has
in the midtown theatres but did not
Foreign product is still held back
made it possible for an increasing
do well in the neighborhoods. Not
Denver 50-50 On British
here by a failure to develop any
number of first-run houses in the
even 'Caesar' although it was shaped
Denver, June 17.
regular outlet. British films, so far,
Broadway area either to set up as
divided up like a typical American spec
Exhibitors are still
art houses or to convert to a straight whether English films will ever be a tacle. They don't seem to have the have been unable to build a following when spot-booked in houses
art '.policy;
success here. Some contend west- flair for making them as Hollywood
Recent survey by Variety dis- erners don't cotton to the ac- tailors them. Our audiences don't featuring Hollywood entries. Run of
patronage considers stories too inclosed that of the 99 top theatres
cent. Others claim they rate about like either the pace or the stars. The
volved, pace too slow, dialog too
in Greater. N.'. Y, more than 50%
as well as second- or third-bracket foreign product, has not gotten be
thick, actors too unfamiliar.
of them were then showing films
TypiAmerican product. Fox-Intermoun- yond the artjthe'atre stage yet.".
produced outside the U. S. Even
cal fan reaction: "I wouldn't .have
tain theatres, a National Theatres
more notable .was the revelation affiliate, intends pushing English
minded so much if I could have unthat 10 of the 32 'houses in midtown
Midwest St.
and
derstood what they said."
product,' believing money can be
Manhattan, comprising the BroadJames Mason, only new British
made and the wants of many can
Cool to Brit. Accents personality
way first runs and the 42d street
who seems to have
be catered to by proper exploitation.
St. Louis, June 17.
grind houses, featured foreign films
caught on to any extent here to
Many theatres in this territory
Foreign made pix, particularly
orr their marquees?" Since then, the
play Mexican films regularly, one or those turned out in British studios, date, and "Man in Grey" is the only
proportion' of art' houses has betwo
days a week, and seme make and of which more are shown here British film shown here this season
come even greater, with the Times
money than a comparable than from other countries, receive that built after opening. "Henry V"
on 42d street converting from a sub- more
was not considered a fair test beSpanish-speaking but tepid
American film.
reception in St. Louis
sequent run house to a first-run forcause of price resistance.
folks can spot a stinker as well as cinemas. The contrast
e.'jp film theatre and the Studio in
of diction beL. J. McGinley, sales manager for
their American brothers, but have tween the
upper Manhattan reopening to speHollywood stars and those
Prestige unit of Universal, was here
in line four hours to see a film
stood
cialize only in first-run foreign pix.
of the British Isles is one of the big
recently seeking a suitable showcase
they really wanted. That time the drawbacks,
as the natives here apfor his product. He may have the
theatre closed up at three in the
parently have had such infrequent
Chi Likes British Product
answer in skipping big downtown
morning. Other language films get
opportunities to give the o.o. to forChicago, June 17.
houses and opening first-run at
only very spotty if any play.
eign-made films that they find it difImported films are having a tough
close-in neighborhoods, as exampled
ficulty to grasp the phraseology
time catching on here except for the
by "Brief Encounter" at Zaring's
M'w'kee Okay for Linguals
The Italian-made "Open City" and
prestige British product. The foreign
Egyptian. While the general public
Milwaukee, June 17.
"Carmen," presented at the World
language films are having the toughis apathetic to British films, drama
Metropolitan Milwaukee, with its a small house in the downtown
dis
est time with just about 9 out of 10
big population of foreign-born and trict are other examples of foreign editors and theatre managers all rebeing in the "boxoffice poison" class.
ceive frequent calls and letters from
children of foreign-born, has long made films that did not
do so well Interested parties
British pictures have not only been
asking why more
English translation of of them
accepted but are expected to have been a good market of European at the b.o.
aren't shown here, indicating
films, and still retains some of that Italian were
flashed on the screen
high calibre entertainment features.
an articulate but small existing
interest.
in "Open City," but this does not
Films that prove to hold such feagroup around upon which a larger
Polish
pictures
occasionally
shown
click with the customers, as the few
tures, usually have a better than
audience can be built by proper proaverage run. Last year's stint of on the south side, the main Polish English words shown did not appear motion.
"Henry V" lasted for 21 weeks here, district. Several times a year the to fully jcover the words uttered. In
Foreign language films also pracoutlasting all other films for 1946 in- Scandinavian societies of the city "Open City" the film was in poor tically
dormant here since before
rent
nabe
a
for
ditto
Svensk
films;'
cluding the national top grosser,
condition, the settings mediocre and the
war, partly due to a lack of
Milwaukee's the vim and flash of American screen
"Bells of St. Mary" which played the Italian district.
suitable small downtown theatres to
south
also
side
has
sizable
Mexia
here for only 15 weeks, although in
plays seem sadly lacking.
house them. Only showings here at
colony,
can
and
occasionally
Mexia larger house, of course. Point beOccasionally a British-made film
present are a series of bi-weekly
ing that local film patrons don't con- can and South American pictures is shown at Loew's State, downtown
one-nighters sponsored by Indiana
sider British product as foreign, hav- are booked.
deluxer, but even with big English
For many years the downtown names in the cast they just don't University Extension Center and inng long since learned to enjoy the
cluding
"classic"
American and
"
Pabst
was
center
for
German
ocents and the English stars who for
films, seem to jell with natives. This town
but
during
the
:any
war it let that busi- is a conservative one, the natives British films as well as French and
years were showcased in
Hollywood productions. Major criti- ness go in favor of concerts, etc. are hard to arouse from a lethargy, Russian.
Now
cism seems t- be that pace of films
the Radio theatre, otherwise and the showing of foreign-made
Seattle Mixed
is frequently slow.
known as Radio-Kino, in the heart films draws only a small clientele.
Seattle, June 17.
In contrast with the British film of northside German section, shows
It's still uncertain here about Britpopularity, however, foreign lang- a pretty straight line of German and
Allergic to the Accent
ish pictures with past results
uage product is forced into "arty" other continental films.
mixed
Place is
Kansas City, June 17.
Several months ago "Wicked Lady"
.houses or, where most of them are managed by Louis Machat.
BusiForeign films are coming into their
at Music Hall topped the billing.
shown, foreign language neighbor- ness is so good that he is planning a own in K.C. and it is strictly
a Take,
however, slow. Later, at same
hood houses. Of the Loop houses new theatre devoted exclusively to 1947 proposition.
house "Seven Were Saved" had secwhich show foreign fare, only one, foreign films.
"Open
City."
"Well
Digger's ond billing,
with no perceptible efWorld Playhouse, carries them regReception of British pix has been Daughter" and "Carmen" have rung
fect.
"Brief Encounter," considered
ularly and has Shown little fluctua- cool and warm. "Henry V" had ex- up grosses
'around $5,000 in initial typically
British, also was shown
tion in- popularity. Latest policy is cellent two weeks at Pabst and weeks, far
above anything the Kimo here.
Boxoffice was fair but strictly

Bad H'wood
Than

S—

appeal

class

British So-SO In Cincy
c
Cincinnati, June 17.

Cincy, which claims 90% nativ*
born white population and is without arty or low overhead theatres,
has had only one foreign talker
other than British. It was' the Italian
Open City" with American subtitles and did smash biz for newsreel
Strand during recent three-weeks
run.
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KC

was

engagement

at Keith's some months
ago. Cricks showed same favorable
reaction, as did the public, to those

two

films. Other trials on importawhich fared poorly locally
were a Swiss picture, "The Last
Chance," and Noel Coward's latest

tions

screening, "Brief Encounter." Several British films of late brought soso returns.
,
'

Philly Sez: 'Main Thing

—
'

films best grosser

"Seventh Veil," hefty 'in four weeks

Is It's

Gotta

Be Good'

Philadelphia, June 17.
"A good picture will do business
whether it's marked with the Union
Jack or the Star Spangled Banner
just as long- as

it's

good,"

•

That's the reaction of a top exec
Of Warner Bros, which controls most
of the Philly first-runners and key
nabes and it's echoed by most of the
leading exhibs here.
However, some foreign pix get a

good play on

initial

down when they

run,

but bog

hit the nabes.

Case

point is "Stairway to Heaven"
which got mixed reaction from reviewers but did good business for
first run at Boyd. Nabe reaction was
bad and picture was yanked before
it got much of a run in neighbodin

hoods.

s

Virtually
all
foreign
product
played here is British-made. A few
Russe films have made their appearance at S-W Poplar, recently opened,
but not enough to gauge real reaction.
Some exhibs attribute success of British pix to exploitation
and popularity of built-up stars such
as James Mason.

Not Boff in Buff
Buffalo, June 17.
public is either frankly
or completely indifferent
to
foreign films recently shown
here. British pix are practically the
sole regular foreign product reaching local screens in any volume.
These are mostly UI productions
British Fix

Buffalo

quizzical

which have been shown at downtown Lafayette. Most of the balance
of
English
features
have been
screened at the 300-seat, arty Mid-

The experience of the Lafayonly a moderately favorable reaction to foreigns.
One or two other British pix
shown elsewhere downtown have
experienced just normal or subnormal biz. As for the Midtown,
the poor reaction of that theatre's
original foreign film policy, with the
exception of "Henry V," forced
house into American reissues recently.
The spot is currently inaugurating a return to foreign films.
Polish and Italian films have had
some play in neighborhoods catering
strictly to foreign language trade
but recent two-day showing of "Bel
Ami" in Erlanger proved a dud.
town.

ette indicates

Poor Locations Don't Help
Cleveland, June 17.
Foreign films are in a temporary
this season.
With the
exception of "Henry V," which did
seven solid weeks at the Lower Mall,
the town's sole imports, "Les Miserables" (French) and "Stone Flower"
(Russian) flopped. Censorship troubles, a scarcity of strong foreign
product and the poor location of the
houses were all contributing factors
to the bad showing.

slump here

No Panic in L. A,
Los Angeles, June 17.
Major attention has been grabbed
by British imports although no serious b.o. competition to Hollywood
product is presented. Best runs have
been scored when these films were
given special class treatment in a
single showcase. Day-and-date runs
in local units were not too forte, as
an example, "Odd Man Out," which,
(Continued on page 18)
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Upped Newsreel Costs May Force
Swing to Mag

Inside Staff-Pictures

Film Reviews
j continued from page I

Digests, Tele Sales

by James^. Duncan, to Uni.
week, has story editors of -other film companies

Sale of "Gu» the Great," circus novel

s=

The Vow

versal-Interna'tional last

theatrical attorney William Fitelson (& Mayers). This
impressively done, especially burning aplenty at
the banquet episode and bright twist is the second sale recently of an important property to U-I by a Fitelson
when an aged Party Worker Insists client without other companies being given a chance to see the book or
Distributors and newsreels see aprofesthe
up
on dancing to show
forced swing to the magazine-type
submit a bid. The other was Frederic Wakeman's "The Saxon Charm."
Immediate Successor
sional terp artists.
of newsreel in the near future,
Yarn has the typical Russian
While the authors have regular agents, Fitelson, in his capacity as their
lome are pessimistic enough to enMsgr. J. J. McClafferty mother going to Stalin to teU of her attorney, negotiated the sales to U-I. For "Gus" he got $200,000 down,
vision the ultimate elimination of
secretary of the fears about a big war. The Soviet with a ceiling of
Post
of
executive
$300,000, hinging on book sales and bonuses. For "Saxon
newsreels as such, in the U. S. if National Legion of Decency made leader confirms her suspicions but
Charm"
price was $150,000 against 10% of the gross.
«osts continue to rise. Use of tele- vacant by the appointment of Mon- says Russia will survive because the
f
trials and
Although admitting that these are fancy figures, story eds hold that
vision to cover news and sports signor John J. McClafferty as dean Soviets are accustomed to
bellowing
wild-eyed,
making deals without showing a property around for bids can work harm
events may contribute to the demise of Catholic University's National hardships. A
Hitler is excellently depicted, sound on an author, since it is always possible that additional coin would be
of newsreels, they believe, especially School of Social Service in Wash/iing heard all
exhortations
of
his
when tele becomes feasible in thea- ington will not be immediately through the Paris episode— a clever offered in an open market Likewise, they say, the practice leads tft cutthroat dealings although every story editor admits-he'd do exactly what
filled according to the Legion's as- touch.
, „
^But the main factor pushing news- sistant executive secretary, Rev.
The producers have I. Nabatov, as U-I did in scooping the other eds if he had half a chance.
refusing to
reels into the magazine or editorial- Patrick J. Masterson.
Queried in French Minister Bonnet,
with
ized shorts, not unlike March of New York Monday (16), he said meet the Russian delegation,
RKO-Pathe's commercial film department will inaugurate a new type
alone
we
are
"now
saying
is
the
the Soviets
Time and "This Is America,"
there was no indication as to when
meet the enemy." Bonnet is paint- of sales promotion for one of its clients via a screen magazine for farmers.
cost headache and' inability to obtain or whom would replace Msgr. Mc- to
ed as a frivolous Frenchman who With the Texas Co. footing the bills, Pathe will film a series of topical
higher rentals from exhibitors.
Clafferty.
prefers to dance with his sweetheart news events holding particular interest for ruralites, to be released as
executives
Newsreel homeoffice
•Legion's exec secretary for 11% at a nightclub to conferring with 16m non-theatrical shorts.
claim that operating costs have gone years, was guest of Louis B. Mayer the Soviets. He is pictured phoning
Two complete crews will work on each film under the supervision of
up 45% in the last severyyears while yesterday (Tues.) at a Metro studio Chamberlain. Also expressing the
Charles Underhill. First production went before the "Cameras yesterday
rentals have remained constant. As luncheon. Those who were to have feeling' that the Nazis will attack
it,
expressed
east and feeling safe in France. (Tuesday), with most of the film slated to be shot on location in Texas,
one distribution official
been present included Samuel Gold- the
pur- California, Mississippi and in several universities. It's scheduled for rea
to
quick
flash
there's
a
a
Then
virtually
are
"Newsreels today
wyn, Donald Nelson, Harry M. Warscene of the Russians being lease before Sept, 1.
prestige affair, merely keeping" the ner, Edward Mannix, Y. Frank Free- ported
attacked in 1941. What has transpired
company's trademark man, Henry Ginsberg, Dore
distributing
Schary, in the war prior to that is omitted
end stars before the public. Most of .Sam Katz, Sidney Franklin, Arthur completely. The scenes centering
Charles Vidor's summer layoff begins today (18). Columbia director
in
year
loss,
actual
them show an
Hornblow and other industry offi- about the defense of Moscow are has taken his regular annual six-week vacation, as stipulated in his conaband out, for the distributor."
cials.
In token of Msgr. McClaf- first-rate. Titles cite that the
tract with Harry Cohn, but he has had no assignment at Columbia. Meansecond front produced the time
If the newsreelers don't swing ferty's long Legion
tenure he re- sence of a
his $2,500 weekly salary goes on. Vidor said Cohn nixed his offer
with
reel,
Stalingrad
type
onslaught
on
magazine
bloody
the
over to
ceived an LL.D. from Loyola Uniof $150,000 to buy back his contract. He would have gone over to the
its house-to-house defense.
where they can get Short feature versity in Hollywood Sunday (15).
The father, who figures most mi Metro lot on a deal whereby latter would get him for two top stars who
rentals, the only way they will be
portantly in the story, along with his would go over to Columbia on a loanout—but ho soap. Director's excluable to see day light on revenue,
young son, is shot down by a Nazi sive pact with Columbia still has 18 months to go.
many believe, is via combining on
firing squad after being captured decoverage of bigger and more costly
fending his tank. But his mother
Sum involved' in the Warner Bros.' deal for Sidney Kingsley's old play,
news yarns. This is not likely or
manages to survive everything, is
cheered by the triumphant Russian "The Patriots," involves a down payment of $40,000 plus a percentage of
logical at this time because most
Continued from page 4
reels are-fed up on this sort of cov- cast as Wilding, Sir C. Aubrey Smith, troops and by Party Workers in an- the films' gross over a specific figure. Kingsley indicated a preference to
work on the film's script on a percentage deal rather than a flat fee.
erage from their experience during Constance Collier, Hugh Williams, other brilliant Kremlin scene.
Mikhail Gelovani, as Stalin, is a
Meanwhile Kingsley's new legit play for fall production, as yet unthe war with roto coverage.
Diana Wynyard; also a picture with standout naturally, but it's a credit
titled, is a "romantic tragedy" localed in South America around 1820.
Additionally, some reels haven't Cary Grant; also Vivien Leigh in
to his acting ability that he does not
sold big newsreel accounts this sea- "Anna Karenina," directed by Julien overplay this vital role. His makeup
ion and these reels naturally have Duvivier; also pix with Rex Harri- speaks much for the Russian artists,
no desire' to combine in shooting a son, David Niven and Gary Grant. especially "in later scenes when he
timely event with their competitive Director Carol Reed is also under has grown older. S. - Chiatsintova, as
the typical Russian" mother, nearly
and possibly more fortunate news- contract
thefts the picture from him, while
continued from page IS
reels.
Rank's Crosby and Durbin
t Nabatov Is priceless in the highly
Most newsreels, particularly those
Rank, aware of this, has Blng burlesqued version of Bonnet.
despite James Mason's name, Was $40,000 a week from the average
with a parent organization having a Crosby committed to a picture to
Several of- the Soviet leaders are
Films like "Seventh $200,000 a week film take in downsocKo.
large theatre setup, long have kept be shot in England, plus Deanna recognizable, particularly Molotov, not
and "Vacation From Mar- town spots, sometimes a lot more.
television in mind as likely to sup- Durbin and Joan Fontaine, among but none of -the actors is identified Veil"
Fact is, however, the good ones
as to characters they portray. N. riage" registered very well when
plant the usual newsreel, leaving others.
Bogoliubov, D. Pavlov, T. Makarova soloed at the Carthay with dignified go to the key spots themselves.
what remains of newsreels a sort of
Miss Durbin is a Universal-Inter(the American cor- campaigns.
Seventh Veil" for example, went
combo magazine, news event short national star and U, of course, is and M. Shtraugh
respondent) chip in with the next
Foreign language films hit and to the Memorial and did a big
feature subject. Probably the most Rank's partner around the world in best performances. Picture boasts
active along these lines has been production, distribution and exhibi- the biggest group of extras probably miss, with stress laid on sex for $25,000. "Henry V" went to the EsParamount News. It's no secret that tion. Teeoff on the lend-lease policy ever employed in a Russian produc- selling in arty houses. Esquire and quire roadshow and stayed six
Laurel, two class foreign houses, months with a $200,000 overall take.
it has experimented in telenewscasts is
Robert Siodmak's sailing for tion.
Mikhail Chiaureli turns in a splen- give long-run treatment to high "Stairway to Heaven" went to the
and training crewmen for the future London to direct Rank's "Precious
did job of directing. In fact, he calibre pix.
sight-sound media. This has been Bane," co-starring
Copley roadshow and did okay
Robert Donat and proves himself a better director than
going on for four or five years, idea Ann Todd,
$45,000.
at the Denham Studios.. scripter. He and N. Pavlenko did the
being that Par wants to be ready
Pix Are Better So B.O. Ditto
A number of other significant screenplay, and obviously had their
French pictures are still in the
-with a complete technical setup
Minneapolis, June 17.
talent swaps and deals will be con- troubles. Camera work of A. Kesarty class and, aside from "Well
when -theatres are ready to receive summated and announced
Improvement in boxoffice quality Digger's Daughter," haven't fared too
before matov is on the uneven side but su
news and sports events in their Rank sails back
scenes. of foreign films, particularly British
to England on the perb on the sweeping mob
well so far. "Children of Paradise"
auditoriums via tele.
Score by A. Balanchivadze is one of product, is prompting the World, loQueen Elizabeth July 17.
failed to catch on here, but "Open
better features of the production, cal sureseater, to revert to its origiRank is not bound to Universal the
City,*. Italian film ballyed as sexy,
it being employed with telling effect
exclusively, as witness the RKO in the more dramatic scenes. English nal policy of depending upon them grossed plenty in two different spots.
for a majority of its bookings.
It
deal, their second film, a Costly- titling by C. Clement is solid.
Chances are French, Italian and"
also has resulted in other regular
budgeted version of Sir Walter
Wear.
other language pix will remain aploop first-run houses using a record
Continued from page t
Scott's "Ivanhoe," -which will be
pealing only to special audiences.
number of them and with good b.o.
done in England with a combined
foreign coverage, LeVien declared U.
results.
S. and British cast. RKO-Rank
he found his work had turned into already have one
British
In Omaha
The World, which in recent years
in
the
can,
"So
75% international banking. He ex- Well Remembered,"
has been largely a moveover house
Omaha, June 17.
produced
In
Continued from page I as
plained that under the previous ar•nd which otherwise has devoted
London this winter.
Much better feeling toward forrangement New York had billed
itself almost exclusively to American eign films now than there was a
went to South America on a- busiLondon and Paris for their one-third
product, currently is offering "Open year ago, reason being here that
Grant-Korda Indie Series
ness, trip for Korda and upon his
share of the joint costs, which meant
Hollywood, June 17.
return in June received his walking City" and doing big business with it. public thinks the English are enthe reels in the latter two countries
A recent offering which pulled high- deavoring to make films more our
New indie production company is pap3rs from Korda.
were paying in dollars. Governments
ly profitable returns at the same way than before. British films are
bsing
cooked
up
by
Cary
Grant
and
At a meeting with the producer
in both countries cracked down,
house was "Brief Encounter."
Sir Alexander Korda, with the idea
practically the only foreign product
at a New York hotel, Lawrence teshowever, refusing to permit the dolMinnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount) to appear in regular houses, that is
of making a series of humorous pictified that he
lar payments.
was "flabbergasted" and RKO
tures in various countries, starring
downtown theatres during in regular all-public runs. Russian
by Korda's charges that he had been
As a consequence, LeVien said, it
recent
Grant
months
as
have
offered
fora
traveling
such
college
student.
films have been placed in neighborworking for his personal interests
was decided that Pathe in London
Grant goes to England late this
eign films as "Wicked Lady," "Be hood spots where there are Russian?.
rather than for Korda's. His chief,
was to pay all joint operating costs
year to make final arrangements
delia" and "Notorious Gentleman,' French films so far have been conhenceforth in pounds. It will in turn
Lawrence said, refused to accept
with Korda. Meanwhile, he is workand
in each instance the b.o. was fined to certain clubs interested in
bill N. Y. arid Paris, with Paris payany explanation and fired him as of
ing in the Goldwyn picture, "The
good.
There's no longer a shying France, notably the local Alliance
ing London in francs and N. Y. payJuly 1 despite the contract which
Bishop's Wife," and is under conaway from foreign product by Francaise, plus students. These get
ing in dollars. System will be espehad two years and four months to
tract to make "Mr. Blanding Builds
either the loop first-run or -the inde- a good play from their particular
cially advantageous to London, Lerun.
his Dream House" at RKO.
pendent
exhibitors, such as there groups.
it
will
give
Vien pointed out, since
On Monday (16), in Kresel's op- was a few years ago, distributors
the British outfit a chance to hook
It is noticeable that the Russian
ening statement, he contended that point
out.
onto more dollars. LeVien stressed
films play to what is being called
Korda had promised his client a
tieup
corporate
there's
no
that
ultra-liberal or radical groups. Some
share of a worldwide empire if he
Building Constantly in Boston
among the three reels. Payment is
labor groups have^sponsored Rustied up with him. Attorney further
Continued from page 9
Boston, June 17.
only for costs applying to the intersian product, but mainly the "Amerstated he would show that Korda
A sharp
for 20th-Fox, both Technicolor, while
in the long
change of footage and service.
ican" element has not had much to
knew of Lawrence's other .film in held notion breakdown
Producers
here that it's an accident do with them.
Actors
Corp.,
Short on Germany
which terests, but still wanted
him for the if the English make
a good pic plenty
While in Germany, LeVien filmed turned out "Gunfighters," will do deal and
Other foreign films getting a nice
would allow him all -the evident in
b.o. results. They're doing
a "This Is America" short, titled another Cinecolor oater, "Coroner's freedom he wanted for his
play here are Swedish pictures.
other better all
"Passport to Nowhere," in 10 days, Creek."
the time.
These too are confined in exhibition
interests.
Rep's "Gay Ranchero," Roy Rogers
cameraman .Harry
In the two years since they began
Pathe
with
During the negotiation period, coming back, they've made a deep to only certain neighborhood spots.
Smith, who accompanied him, su- special, will be Trucolor as will be
There is a large Swedish-American
pervising the lensing. Factual story two more Rogers starrers this year. Kresel added, Korda wanted to ink impression and fortnight ago they element
in town with the older folks
depicting what will happen, to dis- Autry likewise is slated for three Laurence to a 10, then a' five-year hit an all-time peak when ten downenthusiastic over the Swedish picplaced persons in Germany after the additional Cinecolors before the end pact but Lawrence refused and town stands out of 20 were showing tures.
It is noticeable, too, that the
United Nations Relief & Rehabilita- of the year.
William Boyd also finally accepted a three-year con- first run foreign pix, and grossing younger
Swedish-Americans evince
tion Administration folds at the end plans a high-budget color western tract which provided for la salary plenty.
much interest in Svensk pictures and
of $1,500 per week for the first
of June, the short will be released this summer.
The houses specializing in foreign' attend largely.
Black and white high-budgeters year, $1,700 per week the second pix are the Exeter, Kenmore, Fine
in the U. S. some time this month.
One thing- that helps the British
German film industry, concen- currently shooting include Harry year with $2,000 weekly for the Arts (revived again), Old South,
pictures here is the evident friendly
trated presently in Berlin- and Mu- Sherman's "They Passed This Way" third year, plus expenses and
Majestic and Tremont, all indies. attitude
of newspapers toward them.
nich, is turning out only escapist for Enterprise; RKO's "Return of bonus of a stock share in Korda's The Exeter, with a class nabe
audi- They are given equal space and billstuff, shying away from anything the Badmen;" Warners' "Treasure of London Film Productions.
ence, does best with them, exceeding ing
not only in advertising but in
remotely connected with politics^ the Sierra Madre," "Silver River,"
$10,000 on an average week with a art
and film layouts in the daily and
LeVien said. Because of the shortage "Two Guys from Texas"; Rep's
picture
like
"I
Know.
Where
I'm the Sunday sections.
Bans Youngstown 'Bank Nights'
o* labor, he pointed out, it's neces- Fabulous Texan;" U-I's "The Wist
Going," "The Welldigger's DaughConclusion is that only British picYoungstown, O., June 17.
sary to use technical crews who ful Widow of Wagon Gap."
Comter" and "This Happy Breed." Others
for
worked when the Nazis were in ihg uiJ'*in black and" white are "PreMayor Ralph ~W. O'Neill of scale down to a typical $4,000 at the tures are ready here at this timemust
general exhibition. The others
power, but he scoffed at reports that public's "Monterey," RKO's "Station Youngstown has ordered a ban on 700-seat Old
South. Point is, they al- be restricted to certain spots and exformer Nazi party members were West" and "Roughsod" and Colum- "bank-night" activities in local the- most never
have a real floppo. Al- hibition sponsored by certain nastlll acting in films,
bia's "Prince of Stallions."
tres.
together they'll drain off a good tional
or racial groups.
lin
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REPEAT! REPEAT! REPEAT! REPEAT! REPEAT! REPEAT!
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Repeof Performance'

"ff

<

is

a sompfe of the calibre of

motion picture which can in the fufure be expecfedf from
fagfe-lion, ffcen the studio is fo be

depended upon

for the

I

very best in entertainment value ... a suspense -laden
••»•••.

thriller ... highly intriguing

highlighted

climax

... smashes to a tremendous

by the

first

screen appearance of

Richard Basehart... he should go far."

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

w
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w

.

.

«%%%%%

mwi

"GUARANTEED TO HOLD AUDIENCE INTEREST
ITS 92 MINUTES ... SHOULD
PROVE FORTUNATE AT THE BOX OFFICE."

THROUGHOUT

<
w

"ABSORBING, DRAMATIC ENTRY, HOLDS IN.
FROM START TO FINISH, REPLETE WITH
GOOD PERFORMANCES."
-THE EXHIBITOR

7*

"AMAZINGLY DIFFERENT ... CLIMAXED BY
SURPRISE ENDING! " —MOTION PICTURE HERA'D

>H

TEREST

—DAILY VARIETY

a.

"OF MAJOR
LOOK FOR IT

CALIBRE ... COMMERCIAL OUTBRIGHT."-/MOT/ON PICTURE DAILY

>'.

•

t*

,

'

(

" 'DIFFERENT' QUALITY GIVES THIS ONE BOX
OFFICE
NAME VALUES ARE READILY AP.

.

PARENT."

.

-FILM DAILY

"PACKED WITH BRISK DIALOGUE, CONSTANT
SUSPENSE, AND A LAST-MINUTE WALLOP."
-FILM BULLETIN
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REPEAT! REPEAT! REPEAT! REPEAT! REPEAT! REPEAT!
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More Theatre Projects Okayed

11

Picture Grosses
SS

17.

Eleven more theatre projects, all
small, were okayed for construction
last week by Office of Housing Expediter.
Largest- .was an approval
for Rocco F. Boscardin to build a
$35,000 film theatre at Dover Plains,
The Nila theatre, at New
Iberia, La., was told to go ahead
end spend the $600 needed to complete the film house. John T. Waterall, of Jackson, Ala., was okayed
for a $6,000 house.

N. Y.

ABC (WB) Time

Insures

Continued from page 13

"Duel in the Sun" will be

OMAHA

For Construction by Housing Office
Washington, June

Two

'Duel' Via Pathe (Brit.)

dis.

.

Agnew, Selznick Releasing Organi
zation prez, announced yesterday

1

Philip
Si
Harling,
to
assistant
Fabian, Harling and' Leon M. EinAlbany architect, who has
drawn plans for five Drive-ins,
sought exemption of Drive-ins from
the suggested revision rules. They
recommended a separate set of rules
be drafted for Drive-Ins, covering

Agne.w said the tieup
assures "Duel" of playing time on
(Tuesday).

the Associated British circuit, which
is

f.9,000.

Paramount

—

(Tristates)

16-

(2,800;

controlled by

Warner Bros. There

"Homestretch" (20th). Just are strong connections, it was indl
fair, $10,000. Last week, "Smash-Up" cated, between ABC and Pathe.
(U), $10,500.
"Duel" is currently playing the
Carlton in London, on a deal pre
New tieup with
viously made.
65)

'TROUBLE' TOPPER IN

Greime, Fasken & Kingman, of booth construction, electrical inChelan, Wash., were given green stallations, width of driveways and
MPLS., SOLID $15,000
exit passageways,
accessibility to
light to spend $25,300 on remodeling
Minneapolis, June 17.
street, etc.
Harling read a memo
a building there and make it into a
Newcomers currently are more
detailing the impracticalities of the
theatre, while J. Fred Hall of Akrevised code regulations so fair as numerous than in recent weeks,
ron, Colo., was told to spend the
with' four major entries. "Trouble
automobile theatres are concerned.
$3,600 for restrooms at his house.
With Women" has the boxofflce edge
The nod also went to Frank Garcia,
on the field, but "The Two Mrs.
Brandt's Miami .Beach House
spend
Calif.,
to
Carrolls" is giving it a good run and
Kelceyville,
of
Harry Brandt has signed a long- the deluxe horse oprys, "Ramrod"
$11,000 on a film house. Joy Theatre, Inc., of New Orleans, won ap- term lease for a new theatre to be and "Trail Street," look sturdy. Conis a favorproval for a $19,000 job Of installing constructed on .41st ...street at Bisr tinued unseasonable cold
cayne Waterway, Miami Beach. able boxoffice-factor in one respect
three air-conditioning units.
and unfavorable in another. It's
Housing Expediter said okay to New house will have a number of show-going weather all right, but
T. H. Vaughn who* asked permission novel features including a dock on some money that might go for enterto spend $7,500 on theatre construc- the Waterway which will permit tainment is going, for additional fuel.
Estimates for This Week
tion in Elmore Cit'y, Okla. Also ap- patrons' boats to make landings,'
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Spoilproved was William H. Oldknow's Another feature will be a full size
ers -of North" (Rep), anfl "Millerson
project for a $10,967 Drive-in in television screen to be installed in
Case" (Col). Neat $2,200 in 5 days.
San Diego county, Calif., and- Stan- the deluxer.
Theatre will seat 1,200 on two Last week, "Affairs Geraldine" (Rep)
ley C. Dilley's for a. $9,150 theatre
and
(20th),
floors.
Berk & Krumgold agented okay "Jewelsin Brandenburg"
at Bear Lake, Mich.
5 days.*
$2,000
the deal.
•Century
(Par)
50-70)—
(1,600;
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (2d
IWpIs.
Theatre
Okay
Greene Wins
wk). Trim $6,000 after hefty $8,000
Raleigh, N. C, 850-Seat Nabe

Pathe would indicate that reciprocal
deal which has been talked between

and Sir Alexander Korda may
Korda's British.
be definitely off.
Lion would have handled SRO in
England and vice versa.

SRO

•

1

.

.

'

•

Minneapolis, June 17.
Gordon Greene, one-time manager
of the Minnesota theatre, now Radio
City, issued a license to build a new
theatre in Golden Valley, local
suburb, contingent on his ability to
go through with the undertaking.
.

turned down two
other applicants in Greene's favor,
ending a long and bitter fight.
Greene" is now having plans drawn

The

city -.council

for his house.

Seek Drive-in BWg. Exemptions
Albany, June 17.

A

request for special consideration to Drive-Ins which now have
no standard rules covering construction peculiar to them, was voiced
by spokesmen for the Fabian-Hellman Drive-In interests at a hearing
last week before the State Board of
Standards and Appeals on the, proposed revisions to the standard
building code. Discussion on tightening of regulations pertaining to
theatres. having stage shows and to

initial canto.
Raleigh, June 17.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Brother
Plans for a new nabe theatre at Talks Horses" (M-G). Fairly good
Greensboro, to be known as The $3,500. Last week, "Fun on WeekF*aza, announced by North Carolina end" (UA), good $4,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "CalTheatres. House will be part of The
Plaza shopping ceuter. It will seat cutta" (Par) (3d wk). Virile $6,000
after big $7,500 preceding stanza.
850. This rounds out company's fuPix (Corwin) (300; 50-75)— "Outture program in Greensboro. Comlaw" (UA) (8th wk).
$2,000.
pany is part of Wilby-Kinsey The- Last week, stout $3,000. Oke
Here after
atre Service, operating the Carolina,' smash fortnight at big Lyceum.
National and Imperial theatres here.
Badio Ctty (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
Latter will be remodeled and re- "Trouble With Women" (Par). Tall
$15,000 or over looms. Last week,
named the Center.

"Yearling"

.

'

$4,500.

In

JOAN CRAWFORD

Bruce Bennett

Warner

In

lrJ°^

r

'g
$2 0

CHEYENNE

it

With

Raymond Massey • Geraldine Brooks

and His World-Famous Orchestra
and Revue

WARXKKS'
CTllND
RM W U

BROADWAY

»

AI 47TH STREET

Maureen O'Hara, John Paynt, Edmond Gwenn

LESTER ART LUND
JAN AUGUST

RAY Y
>«W.4rV I

ON

SCREEN

Thurs., June 19
lei N.T. Showing!

7th Ave. &
BOth St.

MUr

BE

•

UK***

Eranohot Tone

Ann Richards
Tom Conway

:

Rockefeller Center
John
Valerie

WHEELER.

MILLS

•

•

HOBSON

Ink Spots Boost

{"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"
A

Universal-International I'icture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Smith, Ji\ Gross had been in
the industry almost 25 years, mostly

with 20th, and had been upped from
Philly branch manager to succeed
Peppiatt in the district position. No
replacements for the duo have yet

been announced.
Peppiatt is survived by a widow,
and daughter. Surviving Gross
are his widow and two sons. Funeral
services for both will be held today

,son

(Wednesday)

•

'.

in Philly.

N.Y. Bally for 'N O.'

A

pair of airers, one from the stage
of the theatre and the other from

Columbus Circle, will mark the New
York opening tomorrow (Thursday)
of Jules Levey's "New Orleans" at
the Winter Garden.
will
carry the latter show, which indues a jazz concert by a group
headed by Louis Armstrong, who
appears in the film.
Columbus Circle etherizer by
WOV, N. Y., will feature Art Hodes'
crew and follow a trip up Broadway
in an old New Orleans ballyhoo
wagon. It will tie up with the Cancer Fund.

WNBC

jurisdiction of tele
puzzler for
Artistes of
for some time. Member
unions of the 4A's have agreed, so
far that a performer may work in
video without joining another union

ymoon " performers has been a

W

NO ONE

&

the Associated Actors

America

KNOW

Will

if he already belongs to any one
of these organizations. Meanwhile,
Seattle, June 17.
a committee drawn from the 4As is
an e SS tomorrow working on the problem.
Paiomar, and "Egg.
Action by the SDG may touch off
and I opens the following day, day
and date with Orpheum. Stage another dispute. SDG claims that
shows haven't done much in the: tele directors handle their chores in
last few months at this house,
and a fashion closely similar to filmlikely will be out for the
summer making. Production stints in video
months at least. Biz generally is
being dulled currently by the num- call for camera work, constant
switching from long to short shots,
ber of holdovers and longruns.
Ink
ipots are boosting "Love and Learn" and other film techniques, it's said.
to a rousing session at the
Affiliation of the two branches of
Orpheum
Estimates for This Week
the SDG was closed by telegram
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)— from
George Stevens, head of the
Bede »' a " (E-L) Slow $4,800. Last
Coast
outfit,
to Bud Pollard, his
week, "Apley" (20th) and "Demecounterpart in the east. Principal
trl °' [20th) (2d wk),
$4,300, okay.
features
of the tieup are geographiFifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
Sea of Grass" (M-G) (2d wk). cal allocation of jurisdiction; perBig $9,000 after very nice
mission
of
members
to work in both
$14,000
opener.
territories; and use of substantially
Liberty (J&VH) (1,650; 45-80)
similar basic pacta with producers.
Jo^ny O'clock" (Col) and "King

WHY YOU'RE TALLER
Now Fetlm&n

Ltd. hat

designed men't shoes thai
mahe you almost 2 inches
taller
and yt look no
different than our re&ular
ttyletf They're called
"Tails" and no one except you will know their secret
an
exclusive, invUibh built-in construction that not only makes you taller,'
but actually adds to your comfort.
In authentic styles for business, c«s*
ual and dress wear. If you can't
come in, write for free catalog VI.

—

—

FE

LIMA N LTD.

"that Individual Toueh

«

tart 4*th

It.,

In

N*w

•S5 Irani Struct

Mth'i Show'"

Xmrk

17, N. Y.

Newark

2, N. i.

-

«^nn
$7,500.

ln_J. Arthur Bank's

SXTRA!

Maureen

Andy

H

.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

.

CANNON

5

—

Harry Kahne

'Lost

Honeymoon'

SMd*a*

WW* MMll

____

IN PERSON
lert

HOLLYWOOD

MUHCAKWU

'Miracle on 34th Street'
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
Plus on Stage—JEDRY

SDG-Video
are considerably longer and more
elaborate- than the few hundreds of
feet formerly shot.
With basic scales and terms identical to those accepted by the studios,
SDG spokesman declared that the
guild expected no' difficulties in negotiating with the majors.
While
commercial and industrial scales are
lower, there may be a battle in that
field because it has been heretofore

'

WINERS'

.

of 20th's sales organization fol-

make train connections there for
Philly.
Peppiatt, who was 53, and Gross,
48, were- both film industry veterans.
Peppiatt had been in the business
for 30 years, the last eight with 20th.
He was promoterTfrom Atlantic district manager to his
post by
20th's
new general salesmanager

a

-

BROADWAY
At 51*1 Street

ment

s
,™
?$ e at1 lathe
?
(Wed.)

Dtrected by Curtis Bernhardt
rroduced bj Jerry Wald

C. E. Peppiatt,

cost'

lowing the resignation of sales veepee Tom Connors. In Pittsburgh fortwo days of huddles with Weldon.
Watters, 20th exchange manager,
they were on their* way to Philadelphia to look over the branch operation there.
Unable to get train
reservations to Philly, they took the
Washington-bound plane; hoping to

Terrif $30,000, Seattle

"POSSESSED"

Tn Person

j

VAN HEFLIN
Brot. Hit

Bros. Hit

TED LEWIS

Extr«:

Warner

of fate

World
(Mann)
50-99)— unorganized.
(350;
nny O'Clock" (Col) (m.o.). Fair
Wrangle over

„

York Theatres

Morgan Jan* Wyman

Janii Paige

fine

Continued from page

Hand

'

20th-Fox
mideast
division
sales
manager, and Sam Gross, Atlantic
district manager, their lives in the
crash of the Capital Airlines plane
Friday (13) in West Virginia.
Two sales execs had been appointed to their posts less than two
weeks ago in the general realign-

new

—

Z?L™

£

Recoups

continued .from page 3

$15,000.

New Drive-Ins in N. C.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (1,600; 50"
Car r°''s" (WB). Excellent
Charlotte, N. C, June 17.
Exhibitors Service, which serves $14,000. Last week, "JohnnyO'Clock"
(Col), $11,000.
57 theatres in this area, plans sevRKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
eral new houses. These include a "Trail Street" (RKO).
Fancy $8,500.
Drive-In, located between Concord Last
week, "Farmer's Daughter"
and Kannapolis, new 500-car Drive- (RKO) (5th wk), great $7,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Ramto be opened Aug. 1 at Mt. Pleasant,
Solid $11,000 or near.
In here, to cost over $75,000; Lin- rod" (UA).
coln, theatre in Concord, N. C, to L a s^ week "Love and Learn" (WB),
0
open July 1; and new Pfohl theatre
Uptown (Par) (2,300; 50-55)—
.
N. C.
"Macomber Affair" (UA).
Okay
"
a
fL week Sea ° f Grass"

ffiS)
Dennis

wk),

(2d

'Duel'

Neil Agnew, Selznick distribution
chief, is figuring on about 4,000 domestic runs for the pic's first time
around and at upped admissions.
Multiple-run technique employed in
most areas is considered to have
proved highly successful so much
so that a number of other companies
are considering it or have definitely
decided on it for certain of their pix.
The 700 dates played have been a
mixture of "cream" and hinterlands
houses.
Keys have included those
in the Pacific northwest, California,
Texas, southeastern states, middle
Atlantic states, New England and
New York. According to Agnew,
the first 600 runs of "Duel" included
Wly 150 of the country's 1,000 topgrossing theatres, Indicating the film
has done well.in small towns as well
as large and that there's plenty of
top coin still to be milked.
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(M-G),

New

(M-G)

W. Va. Plane Crackup

tributed by Pathe in England, Neil

Learn" (YVB) and "Fhilo Vance's
and fair grounds also fea- Gamble" (PRC), $8,500.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-85)
tured one session.
Arnaz
All major circuits, except Kallet, —"Swell Guy" (U) and Desi
Smash $25,000. Last
were represented. Fabian-Hellman orch on stage.
week, "Angel and Badman" (Rep)
had five officials including Attorney and "Fabulous Suzanne" (Rep), mild
circuses

horri,

20th-Fox Sales

Execs Victims of That

H0rSes

<Col)
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SEEKING

wk >- Oki

T
Last* week, $9,300.
Mary Pickford, head of Triangle
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)
anyone who ever worked with Pearl
Productions, handed the advertising
£>"•"" ( ? RO) (6th wk) B >'8
White or appeared in the original
*?inn0 holding.
Last week, $8,300.
*'?? :
account on "Sleep My Love" to
'•'Perils of Pauline" serials. Call Sid
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
Meaibov BR 9-8700 for something
Joseph Curtis, veepee of Weiss &
G
(5th wk) Grea *
of interest to you.
sJnnn '"vf
; \
$8,000
Holds. Last
Geller, Inc.
week, $9,100
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 55-$l)
Love and Learn" (WB) plus Ink
Spots on stage. Terrific $30,000.
we k B ck Pr 'vates Home" Last
(U)
f ;,^
^ s Da
Ml Ile
uShter" (Col), big
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$11,000 at regular scale.

Paramount (H-E)
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'THE BEST

YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

THE BEST FILM
Of THE YEA.*!

$12 000

m

Winner of Nine
A'.ademy Awards!

JL IASTOR
"

»

»'WAY » Oth

ST.

in "Park"
Hollywood, June

Universal

Days on
17.

(

S,

International
assigned
Dick Haymes to the top male role
in the forthcoming film version of
"Up in Central Park." It's his first
-

loanout from 20th-Fox.

High-budget filmusical goes into
production around Aug.

1.

stage.

Good
'

" terlin g>
-?^?,
Billy Kid" (Rep)

Haymes
}

45-80)—

>-

r

'

.

•i\

>\j

(3,039;

l2d ^ k
^M WB)
yS Ust week

Oke

stout

d.350; 45-80)
plus "Circus

$3,000 in 3 days.

Last week, "Heldorado" (Rep)
and
UC
Ama ? on s'' <FC), plus Three
c& „en headln
S stageshow, good $6,800

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
Buck Privates" (U) and "Millie's
Daughter" (Col) (m.o.). From Orpheum. Good $3,500. Last
Carrolls"

(WB)

week

(3d wk), $3 300

'
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PICTURES
presents

&eorge

^odn

mm- WMLL

Based upon
the novel
,

Adele Jergens

•

Jim Bannon

•

Leslie Brooks

Screenplay by George Bricker, Dwight Babcock
Directed by

HENRY LEVIN

•

Produced by

SAMUEL BrSCHOFF

by

JIMMY STARR
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RKO

Twin

Adopt

City Houses Also

Teen-Age Scale; Other Xchange News
*

•

that at downtown "A" houses. Or
the University
claims
ganization
Film Society, sponsoring the showings, is not functioning as purely a
University of Minnesota project and
regular
is in direct competition to
It wants the Society to
theatres.
limit attendance to university students and faculty members.

t-

Minneapolis,

Original Strawhat Site For

End of Dip?
Continued from page

the
the

RKO

City

and

St.

RKO-Pan

here,

—

-

erly in the film houses.

Grainger To Rep's Chi Meet

James

Grainger, Republic's
exec veepee in charge of distribution, arrived in Chicago yesterday
(Tues). where he will preside at the
three-day sales meeting. Sam Seplowin, Central district manager, Nat
Steinberg, Prairie district manager;
and Will Baker, midwestern district
manager, are attending the confab.
Edward L. Walton, assistant general sales manager, joins Grainger in
Chi today (Wed).
R.

Jim Crockett To Sack Ent.
Dallas.

.

.

.

James C. Crockett named Dallas as more important situations line up
various groups that have
branch manager for Sack Amus. with
Enterprises. For 17 years was Affili- mushroomed into existence in the
ated Distributors of Atlanta, Char- last two years. Latest to join is Gus
lotte and New Orleans where he was Baehr, who has affiliated his four
and Alexandria, Minn.,
general manager for Tom Brannon Bemidji

quarters of the two years."
(First quarter, this year, was $9,522,000 against $11,587,000 in '46.)' "Good

first

Associates buying and booking comClassics.
Bob Moscow, son of the late Sam bine, which has most of the terriMoscow, southern division manager tory's largest and most important
lor Columbia, made new production independent circuits.
North Central Allied has started
manager.
a campaign to bring all of terri
tory's independent exhibitors into
John P. Byrne's N. Y. Session
these combines and is also trying
John P. Byrne, Metro eastern sales to effect a merger of the larger
manager, is the second of M-G's field groups.
sales
toppers
to headquarter
a
Incidentally, North Central Allied
month at the homeoffice under the is protesting against Minnesota
rotating plan recently inaugurated University's snowing of foreign films
by sales veepee Wil'iatt F. Rodgers. in its Auditorium and advertising
Byrne follows John J. Maloney, cen- them in downtown dailies. A
;

tral sales

manager,

who

returned to slightly lower price

is

"Life With Father" on Broadway;
Mrs. Clarence Day, whose husband
final six months" in wrote the sketches -on which the
was predicted by Balaban pro- play was based, and Howard Lindviding there's no general economic say and Russell Crouse, the play's
'47

upset.

A

Par will be affected by the
release of high cost pix during an
ebb market and it's still a question
of "when and for how much." "This
is, a problem of holding inventory to
the narrowest margin which is adequate to assure an unbroken supply
of product and to enable us to make
preparations for the proper launch-

WB

.

ing of -individual pictures.''

.

_ 7. Dumont

television,

in

•

which

I

,

nas a 40% interest, is now
operating its production line on postwar sets profitably. New and lowerpriced models, now planned for the
fall, will increase the demand for

"Hucksters," originally dated for a
July 3 opening at the Capitol, N. Y.,
has been delayed in turn, with
"Fiesta" now booked in for that

WB

£j£,,"t .SV.°
countrywide network of tele stations
That development will take
place— "it's only a question of time
and money.

film rights

existed.

record because of

Road."

SAG Contract
Continued from

|

now

changed their stand to the affirma

Which would purchase Paramount
stock and hold it for the benefit of
officials named by the management.

of

With Apologies

240,000 shares are to be issued
exces at two-thirds par value
with the company paying the bal-

€mtuxp=jFm

to

ance.

I

Jftlm Corporation

announce
tme to

Cecil

ttie

C

BUGKNER SHIFTS TO U-I
AFTER 10 YEARS AT WB

tjjat

faeatftf

of

Hollywood, June 17.
After 10 years with Warners,
Robert H. Buckner has shifted to
Universalrlnternational under a twoway, contract as writer and producer. Initial report of Buckner's shift
to U-I caused strained relations bettween both studios for a time last

I

^epptatt

-

anb

|

spring.

Buckner's

production

last

totll

Wtict

f une

XStf)

Jacobs*
has switched to
Lake Tarleton Club
Pike. N. H.

from

The Lord Tarleton

the White Mountains, Pike, N. H.

LOVELY HUDSON VALLEY HOME

be closteb totrap

9$ebne*ba|>,

The
Family

Miami Beach, Florida
.THE FAMILY JACOBS, LAKE
TARLETON CLUB, Sky High in

at

Warners was "Life With Father."
Currently he is inspecting U-I story
properties to pick his first chore.

Cfje iftrtabelpfjta JBrancfj

to Calvert

.

Some

Ctoentietfj

:

basic issues. Should this agreement
be reached on these basic issues, a
board of the negotiating committee
would be willing to recommend
their acceptance."
This condition would clear the
way for the continuance of negotiations for a limited period on the
other points, in the "hope that ultimately the Guild could submit a
complete contract.

tested in the courts.
Several let
ters from lawyers threatening suit
were read at the meeting by the
management during discussions of
the plan. In the main, however, at
tacks' staged against the scheme

precede the opening run of "Huckcharged than sters" hasn't yet been decided.

anb jitrectorg

—

then will grant another limited exthe contract in order to
ditions and inflated costs. Company tension of
other points.
will go ahead as soon as conditions seek agreement on the
At Guild headquarters the decision
permit.
Balaban interrupted his
own statement with announcement is that the producers are bargaining
say Guild
that word had just been received in good faith. However,
that the company had closed for a spokesmen, "Producers' resistance to
some of our basic proposals is so
new showcase in Cairo.
strong, and from our point of view,
10. Foreign business of the cornpany would probably equal that of so unreasonable, there is no ceragreements."
1946, an. all-time high. This despite tainty of reaching
The board of the negotiating comdifficulties in many countries which
Par's prexy summed up for the mittee plans an extension to June
30, with the proviso that in the instockholders.
tervening two periods a tentative or
Par's plan for an investment com
pany to give the equivalent of substantial agreement must be
bonuses to 45 key officials may be reached on a number of specified

tive after Balaban explained its pur
poses.
Briefly, the plan, now approved,
calls for formation of a company

Officers;

pa'ge 4

L

were weak and several stockholders

%%t

other terms

its

and conditions. "Father" set a new
all-time run on Saturday (14) with
3,183 engagements, passing the record of performances for "Tobacco

Predicted that the British govrestrict imports
"Despite all the talk
over the past months that the English will establish quotas or institute other restrictive measures, it is
my judgment that they will not."
Also forecast growth of popularity
of Anglo pix here.
9. Par's plan' to acquire showcases
temporarily
t
*h
tymi d because of "turbulent" con8.

ernment would not

i

from some tough compe$500,000 price marked a

The

tition.

of U. S. films.

Film was originally scheduled to
open at the Criterion, N. Y\, but was
pulled because Metro didn't want
it to run too closely to "Hucksters,'
both of which star Clark Gable.

will

and

syndicate

l^ ar;

set

"GWTW"

New York delegation of over
newspaper, mag, trade paper,

radio editors are
scheduled to make the trip by speImmediately followtrain.
cial
Skowhegan preem, the
ing the
starring
production
Technicolor
William Powell and Irene Dunne
will open at the Hollywood theatre,
day-and200
more
than
with
Y.,
N.
date booking o£ the picture sched-»
uled for that week throughout the
country.
Film's, debut at the identical-spot
where the play was born recalls fact
eastern studio
that Jake Wilk,
rep, who was among the first to see
the legiter at the strawhat, was immediately sold on it. He was ultimately successful in snagging the

tory.

world preem also scheduled at reg'
ular admission prices. Second engagement of the current run of

Whether

"<

co-authors.

6. Since the first of the year, Par
has avoided any increase in inven- 150

LOEWS GRAND, ATLANTA
RUT
UU
U
A VWTW

date.

years

and satisfactory

"GWTW" is scheduled for Shea's in
Erie June 27, but no definite date
before he disposed of exchange to theatres with the non-profit Theatre for the N. Y. opening has yet been

Film

eight

ago, has received the nod from Warner Bros, to be the site for the
world preem of the play's film verJoining the film comsiori Aug. 14.
pany in staging the special opening
are Oscar Serlin, who produced

the

Kyser Heads Buff. Ops. Again
IN
A
Buffalo.
If 1 II
1
111
Merritt A. Kyser, owner of AuroLoew's Grand, Atlanta, will have
ra theatre, East Aurora, was reelected president and board chair- the fourth world preem for a single
With
man of the Motion Picture Theatre picture when Metro's "Gone
Other the Wind" tees off its new release
Operators for three years.
officers
include vice-presidents, there a reissue next Wednesday (25)
George Gammel, Buffalo; Sydney L.
the action of Margaret
Grossman, Syracuse, veepees; Vin- Mojt of
around
revolves
opus
cent R. McFaul, treasurer; Marion Mitchell's
Atlanta.
O. Gueth, secretary.
Film first opened at the theatre
Theatre Associates Adds 4
Dec. 16, 1939, when it ran 68 days
Minneapolis.
roadshow basis. Film ran 11
v
The trend toward combine buy r days on a continuous policy
in nun
1940
ing is increasing in this territory
and again in 1942, with the fourth
,

Lakewood theatre

the

which Par garnered in
comparative quarter last year.
"The percentage decline will, I hope,
be not more than the percentage
decline was between the respective

$10,205,000

.

,

of B'way

Skowhegan, Me., where the No. i
American legit hit, "Life With
Father," had its original tryout at

5. Despite upswing in biz, second
quarter returns will be less than the

•

life With Father'

Preem Ahead

purchase

contract is still
subject "to certain legal questions."
There has, however,' been a complete
meeting of the minds.

Liberty

theatres, the Min %
Omaha Film Row Threatened
his, Pittsburgh headquarters over the
Paul Orpheums and weekend.
Omaha.
are following
Part of Omaha's film row is
Rodgers initiated the plan to give
lead taken by the Minnesota his field men a chance to take part threatened by the new city developestaband
Amus. Co. (Paramount)
The nearly new Parain the homeoffice operation and to ment plan.
lishing special teen-age admission get a national as well as regional mount exchange, Ballantyne Thescales. It will be the same as used outlook on their work.
atre Equipment Co. and possibly
by Minnesota Amus. "A" houses, 35c.
Warner Bros, exchange may be vicior matinees and 50c. nights, includtims of move. Ballantyne and Waring tax, instead of 50c. and 70c.
ners are in the spot wanted as a
Reelects
ITOA
charged previously via adult scale.
parking place for proposed $5,000,Independent
the
of
officers
AU
The "teen-agers" are youngsters be000 auditorium and music hall. Par
were
reelected
Assn.
Owners
Theatre
12
to
Kids
up
tween 12 and 17.
the* ground
annual exchange stands on building.
years have a children's admission to their present posts at the
for the actual
meet of the theatre group last week. wanted
of 12c.
Universal plans a- new exchange
Heading the slate was Harry Brandt,
Following a special meeting to prexy; David Weinstock, first veepee; here.
consider the matter, North Central and Max A. Cohen, second veepee.
Allied, independent exhib body, anU-Kank Salesmen Merge
Others tapped for another year were
nounced its members will make no
With integration of the special
Leon Rosenblatt, treas.; Joshua J.
admission changes for the present.
sec'y; and John C. Bolte, field sales force of the J. Arthur
However, in some towns outside of Goldberg,
division of Universal absorbed
sergeant-at-arms.
Rank
indies
have
the Twin Cities, Allied
in the parent organization, a numhad a "teen-age" scale for some
F-WC Loses 11 A House in L. A.
ber of Rank salesmen have taken
time. In some of these towns the
Lester
key spots in U's setup.
Los Angeles.
plan is controlled via issuance of
United Artists, local deluxe house Zucker has become U's Cleveland
These
cards at the high school.
manager, succeeding Max
cards must be presented by young- currently operated by Fox West brandh
Coast, will revert to United Artists Cohen, resigned.
sters.
_
supervision
over
takes
Gins
Joe
under
recent
Theatres
on
June
28,
In such towns as Albert Lea,
court decision dispersing the- of the Buffalo exchange in the spot
Minn., these cards are issued in the N. Y.
effected is the vacated by J. J. Spandau, also rehigh schools as a good conduct re- atre pools. Also
Alhambra in Sacramento— owned by signed. Joe Oulahan becomes special
ward."" They "have" been found! "By
Washington
in
rep
distribution
UAT but operated by FWC.
exhibitors as an effective means of
UA-FWC Jules 'Weill, another Rank fieldman,
Disposition
of
other
eliminating juvenile rowdyism and
not affected has stepped out of the company.
vandalism in theatres. Before ob- houses in L. A. area is
this time. Understood FWC will
taining the cards the young people at
dissolve
all
its
pooled theatres
,_ ,
,
agree to conduct themselves propabout June 25.

Twin

lieapolis

WB
5

11

rooms^

hiiiw

una

FOR SALE
baths.

Stucco-on brick construction.

Jlntelo.

*«SS8S?**A?$ES*2Z%:

™

White marble entrance,

,r0ntO8e by 480 "• deep
-

B",a " ve

1% Miles Woodstock Playhouse, 18 miles Poughkeensie
J-arge Garage with 6 Rooms Second Floor for Private Apt.

ASKING:

Owner—C.

$25,000

D. Morris. 286 Clinton Ave.. Kingston. N. Y.
Phone: Kingston 10

Wednesday, lime 18, 1947
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VACATION FROM
GUNPLAY!
Imagine!

M-G-M's

Exhibitors

tell

"CYNTHIA"

films their public

is

hungry for a change of pace

one picture without murder and mayhem

least

clean

up

manner!"

now" showmen
That's "CYNTHIA"!

right

':

That's

why

,V

'•

in it

life.

-

.

young

in entertainment, at

"Oh, how we could

'*
:

fell

.

!

in love with

'j..;'

r^.

y

:

4

'CYNTHIA'," Walter

and many

love's

first

others.

dream,

first

"CYNTHIA"
trouble,

first

is

Fidler,

the heart-

ecstasy!

And

beautiful Elizabeth Taylor, the " National Velvet" girl, reaches matu-

and stardom!

There's box-office

promotion.

A

money

in

"CYNTHIA". Wonderful

profitable effort for

your patrons will be grateful

M

"V,

it.

So did Louella Parsons, Hedda Hopper, Jimmy

it.

It's

:

in

"with a picture in the Green Years

t

Earl Wilson, Louis Sobol

beat of

say,

everybody's saying "I

Winchell said

rity

gun or a gangster in itf
room for those thriller-killeif

hasn't a

us that while there's always

for!

tie-ups.

your showmanship! And

Smart

a picture

*
.

G-M's "CYNTHIA"— ELIZABETH TAYLOR, George Murphy; S. Z. Sakall, Mary Astor with Gene Lockhart, Spring Byingtori,
James Lydon, Scotty Beckett ..A Robert Z. Leonard Production ^Screen Play by Harold Buchman and Charles Kaufman .Based on
a Play by Vina Delmar . Directed by ROBERT Z LEONARD *. Produced by EDWIN H, KNOPF„.'A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Wednesday, June 18, 1947
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BMB Takeover of Hooper Rating
May

Setup Looks Hot; Decision

White

in"'"'

Industry Defense in 1st Hearing

Bureau-*'
was disclosed yesterday (Tue.) as
Gulf Stands Pat
toying with a plan to take over C. E.
Hooper's entire operation and move
"Not the time for budget expanrating
into the program popularity
final decision last
average sion" was Gulf's
field as well as conducting
Young & Rubicam, which
to
week
how
listening measurements. Just
sought to interest the client in buyserious the move is could be guessed ing a second show.
from three facts:
Gulf currently sponsors "We, the
prexy Hugh Feltis 'unof- People" on CBS.
1.
Says it'll stand
submit
ficially" requested Hooper to
pat with that.
a merger plan—which he did yesthe
at a luncheon meeting of

Measurement

.

FRANK HARDEN
addition to disc-jockeying a
hour show every afternoon, he
emcee's numerous KLZ studio productions including "May Time" and
the "Red Allen Show."

In

full

Canadian Show

BMB

—

CHATTER AND PLATTERS

WNEWCop7Top

broadcasters, to annex the Hooper
operation "without financial investis runment" at a time when
ning low on—funds -and-:without a
definite industry go-ahead for anothsuraudience
er nationwide station

KLZ, DENVER.

WNKW,

N. y. indie, has copped
the Canadian show,
"It's a Legend," in one of the more
vey until 1949.
by
requested
has been
3. Plan
enterprising events of the week in
for
time
in
just
BMB 'and submitted
radio.
Move is believed first time
crucial meetings of the bureau's ex- for a dramatic show "to be sent into
ecutive committee tomorrow (Thur.) the U. S. by Canada, and first interand full board of directors Friday national exchange feature with an
deto
called
been
have
(20), which
independent station. Show is sumcide actually what BMB should do mer
for
Canadian
replacement
for the next year or two, and how Broadcasting Corp.'s "Stage '47," and
it shall get money to do it with
is considered one of the top dramatic
U.

—

New Company

S. rights to

Coward

Ming

Music Shows As

Bug

London

Hits

London, June

series of the season.
Show, to run 14 weeks, will discuss legends "in 14 different coun-

said his proposal called for
"continuous" reports issued by

Hooper

to make economic determinations on
Washington, June 17.
appeared virtually certain fol- how many stations a locality should
lowing the opening day of the hear- have;
2. Freezings the FCC's network
ing on the White-Wolverton radio
omnibus legislation here today regulations into law, in even stricter
(Tue.) that nothing like the present form;
form of the companion House and
of sta3. Limiting of ownership
Senate bills would be reported out tions so that no one licensee, AM,
*
of committee.
FM, and/or television, could operate
more
than
stations
which
served
after
reached
was
conclusion
This
FCC Chairman Charles R. Denny, 25% of the country's population;
Jr., appeared before the White sub4. Requiring the labelling of news
ball
for
carried
the
and
committee
as against opinion on the air.
the radio industry in opposing some
Denny, joining foes of the attempt
of the most- controversial provisions to legislate a single standard of mulof the proposed legislation. The con- tiple ownership, said the 25% rule
Sen.
strengthened
by
clusion was
would permit one person to" own all
Wallace White and other committee of the stations capable of serving 20
members, who several times said out of 22 states west of the Missisthey were willing to talk turkey on sippi, while the same rule would
some of the hottest angles of the_bill prohibit one licensee from owning
and indicated they were not wedded two 50-kilowatt stations in New
to any of them.
York and Chicago. Under this rule,
As a result of Denny's attitudes on he added, CBS, ABC and NBC
several issues involved, it was ex- would be forced to give up from one
It

BMB

terday
BMB research committee,
BMB, a
2. The plan would enable
tripartite organization representing
advertisers and agencies as well as

rating biz not only without financial
investment, but "without immediate
increase in organization, without

over music. Supporting cast includes artists recently associated with his
will follow work in London, including Joyce
that
the fall by picking up its Grenfell and Graham Payne.
'48."
successor, "Stage
Coward has never before" appeared
Move, considered one of few in a radio series and his broadcast
times an indie has copped a top appearances have been limited to ocCanadian show, is also further il- casional guest spots. New Coward
lustration of heavy Canadian inroad program is designed for world-wide
into U. S. radio.
broadcasting and currently transmission -arrangements are being

WNEW.

WNEW

Likely

this

(Continued on page 37)

Kurlan's 150G Suit

CBS on Irma'

Hollywood, June 17.
Writer-producer Arthur Kurlan

in

ST.LOUISBD.OFEDUC.IN
106G PROJECT WITH FM
St.

Louis, June 17.

completed in South Africa, Canada,
New Zealand and Australia. The
BBC ban in Britain on transcription

package

deals may mean British
never get the chance
Inof hearing the Coward show.
cidentally he was originally planning
to do a BBC series this summer, but
Towers
deal
with
his 'transcription
is now the only series contemplated
listeners will

The St. Louis Board of Education
filed a $150,000 suit against CBS in
will augment its educational program with the operation of an FM
day (Tuesday,) charging breach of
transmitter following a green light
contract, breach of trust and given by FCC last week. The sta- by him.
the California state court here to-

Radio rights in the program are
tion will be established in a South
St.
Louis hard-of-hearing school, currently being negotiated by Towwith studios and offices on the sec- ers in other territories and he's in-

plagiarism in connection with CBS
Friday night airer, "My Friend
Irma."
Kurlari named in his suit William .ond floor.
A 315-foot transmitter terested in the possibility of a deal
S. Paley, CBS board chairman; Guy tower will be erected on an adjoin- in the U. S., even it it means condella Chioppa, Paley's assistant; vee
Power of the station will fining the use of the Coward proing lot.
pee over programming Davidson Tay- be 3,000 watts and the range will be gram to certain independent stations.
In addition to the English version,
lor, and Ernie Martin, Coast pro- limited to the St. Louis area.
Kurlan claimed
gramming chief.
Project will cost an estimated Coward is also recording a special
that a year ago at the request of $106,000.
(Continued on page 36)
CBS
with
an
auPaley, he supplied
:

dition platter of_an

original .series
based on characters from the "My
Sister Eileen" legiter, radio rights
to which he had acquired upon his
Navy discharge.
CBS kept the platter six weeks
with no. action, according to Kurlan.
When he finally went to della
Chioppa, he claimed, he was told
that CBS wanted to produce its own

CBS Heave-Ho on live

i:

Giving the Government power

NBC

Coast Repeats

Relaxing

Denny declared he agreed with

Disk Ban
recordings
holds —but
Its

New

White Sees

Act Certain
Washington, June

—

Voice of Freedom Goes

Agency Mahouts

Out on Thin Ether Limb
Espousing Steel Cause
Example
slip

of

Take To Warpath

how freedom might

occasionally

towards

license

was demonstrated last week when
the Voice of Freedom, a liberal
group, and Johannes Steel, commentator whose cause group is
espousing, went out on a couple of

On CBS' Axings
When CBS

let the axe fall in its
few weeks back, it
from a recent probably didn't take into considerarally in New York sponsored by tion
the
inevitable repercussions
VOF in behalf of Steel and his from the ad agencies whose clients'
Newsletter. Committee tried unsucshows on the network would be
cessfully to get time, paid 'or otherby the curtailment in
wise, on four N.Y. indies WINS, affected
WHN, WNEW and WMCA but service.

ether limbs.

publicity dept. a

Events stemmed

finally

—

•

obtained a 15-minute spot on

WLIB, N.Y. Post-owned

indie,

to

The repercussions did

— has

producers.
Suit charged
also that the web had negotiated for
Lucille Ball to do the "Irma" series,

finally

heave-ho by CBS. It's the first significant move on the part of NBC
with Kurlan claiming Miss Ball had or CBS toward relaxing the ban on
been a member of the cast which transcriptions.
Word went out to the ad agencies
cut his original platter.
Friday (13) that henceforth
last
CBS will permit transcribed repeats
of network shows for Coast listeners.
Silv
livers Show Latest
Thus far no word's come from NBC
on adopting a similar course, bu
general feeling is that the same
to the expanding list 9 of New pressure that resulted in CBS modifying its ban will soon cue a similar
the
Phil
Silvers
originations

In N.Y. Originations

Add
York
edict at NBC.
comedy show, which preems later
Despite CBS' move, however, it's
this month on ABC.
considered unlikely that either netShow was originally scheduled to work will venture beyond the "reemanate from the Coast, but the peat" stage in allowing transcriptions
early start on the new Monte Proser and accepting disk shows, as does
musical legiter, in which the come- Mutual and ABC. Particularly not
dian will appear, necessitates the at this time, when AFM prexy James
switch to a Gotham origination.
That ABC is pouring a lot of coin
into the show is gleaned from the
fact that it's posted in the agencies
as client-bait as a $6,000 weekly
package.

C. Petrillo looks set to

move

in

on

multiple disk jockey programming. The webs have iio desire to
incur the Boss Man's wrath. NBC
and CBS philosophy of looking down
their noses at the whole technical
the

practically

all

the

last

major

in New York got together
have received copies of a petition
Cross-Board Gainers
at' the Park Lane hotel to compare
said it was forwarding to the
The transcribed repeats will be
FCC, criticizing the stations for the notes on how their shows were beparticularly beneficial to the crossnix. Petition asked that the stations ing penalized on proper promotion
the-board programs, such as Procter
called on to explain their turn- and publicity.
& Gamble's Jack Smith show, and be
downs. Stations report that they
The publicity mahouts, for one
the forthcoming Campbell Soup Bob
were contacted by phone, just two thing, expressed particular resentCrosby stanza, for in such instances
days before date when
wanted ment over the dropping of the CBS
it now means performing five shows
air time. Beyond difficulty of clear- fashion page service.
Feeling was
a week instead of 10. Feeling has
ing time on such short notice, they that such a service, especially in
long been that it's unfair to talent.
decided in most cases that the pro- the hinterland newspapers, was of
The pressure has been just as gram
had to offer only one side on particular value. Tightening up on
pronounced at NBC. Ralph Edwards, controversial
questions and wasn't, other services also occasioned gripes.
for one, has long griped over the
in the final analysis, of vital public
Agency group screened its com"unfairness" of being forced to do interest!
plaint into a letter to Frank Station,
a live repeat of "Truth or ConseBut where
and Steel went CBS prexy, requesting restoration of
quences." It's not only a case of
out on the proverbial branch, was the services. Letter was signatured
hanging around the studio for several this. Last
week Variety ran a story by Virginia Travers, of Compton
hours, but, particularly in the case
that Steel and
sought jointly agency; Harry Rausch, of Young &
of "T or C," it means starting from to
buy a 13-week cycle on WLIB, Rubicam;" Dick Bellamy, of Benton
scratch again oh the involved pro- but that
WLIB owner Mrs. Dorothy & Bowles; Herb Landon, of Kenvon
duction techniques, etc.
Thackrey nixed it. As result, story & Eckhardt; Benson Inge, of Ted
CBS says it was motivated simply said,
was preparing a petition Bates; George Wolf, of Foote, Cone
by a desire to "give the actor a to the FCC
asking it to reject
Belding; Bill Maloney, of BBD&O,
break," with no hidden meanings. WLIB's
application
for
full-time all of whom attended the session,
Actors and musicians will get the status.
with Wauhillau LaHay of N.W. Ayel
same rate of pay as applied to "live"
When story appeared,
lead- and Al Durante of J. Walter Thcmrepeats.
continued on page 35)
spon joining in the move.

VOF

VOF

|

set in

week, when the radio publicity top-

air a portion of the meeting.
The "live" Coast repeat bugaboo aspect of
still
Execs of the four indies which pers of
shows, rather than negotiate with —for years the bane of network per- for how long appears to be any- turned down VOF's time requests
agencies
formers
been given the body's guess.

package

17.

Sen. Wallace White, who fathered the first radio bill of 1927' and had
a major part in writing the 1934 act, is confident Congress will pass a
third radio measure "if not in this Congress, then in the next." The
senator made his prediction to Variety on the eve of hearings today
on the White-Wolverton bill which is his version of what the industry,
the Government and radio listeners need in the way of a new statute.
White believes that new legislation is inevitable because there is a
"reawakening of interest in radio matters throughout the country."
It's his ambition, he frankly admits, to get legislation this session, since
the Maine solon has announced plans to retire before the 81st Congress. White said he would like to see. a new bill on the books before
he leaves Capitol Hill.
However, he is "not wedded to any particular section" of the
present White-Wolverton bill. The' senator expressed surprise that
the measure has called forth such hot and heavy opposition from industry men, since it is, as he sees it. largely a "reincarnation of the
old Wheeler-White bill," which died in the spring of 1944.
The veteran legislator declined to give his interpretation of any
particular section of the act until after the hearings.
"I am saying
nothing now," he declared, "because I want to hear what interpretation the industry puts on the bill. I don't want them to pull their
punches and I want plenty of healthy discussion." He said he wanted
it made clear to opponents of the bill that when they came before his
committee "they weren't talking to closed ears."

—

Cue to

to three stations each.

the objective of requiring labelling
of news vs. opinion, but told the
White group that in actual practice
the rule would probably add "little
(Continued on page 35)

1

also being broadcast in N. Y.

change in structure, without increase in cost to subscribers, (and)

Vs.

Noel Coward, No.

pected that in future testimony [the
hearing is slated to continue at least
through next Wednesday (25)) the
through next Wednesday (25)] the
the same side of the fence as FCC
in opposing such provisions as:

17.

show biz per
sonality, is currently making tran
Hooper, including Network Program tries. Writers are Ray Darby (who
scription history in Britain. Coward
Hooperatings, to be published, copy- composed CBS'
"Once Upon a
righted, billed and serviced by BMB. Time"), Joseph Schull and Len Pe- is writing, composing and appearing
A new company would be formed of terson, and director is Andrew Allan, in a series of 13 special half-hour
present Hooper personnel. BMB who directed "Stage '47."
Arnold transcribed shows currently being
would "use a stipulated surplus of Walters is writing original scores. produced in London by Harry Alan
cash above costs collected from Half-hour show is being broadcast
Towers, English radio producer?
present and future subscribers over simultaneously from Toronto and
The "Noel Coward Program" fea
a 10-year period to purchase C, E. N. Y., WNEW's cost being merely tures the star in person in programs
Hooper, Inc., stock for cancellation." for the line charges. It starts Suncomposed of his best-known works
This, Hooper claimed, would perday (22) 9 p.m. CBC, at end of show, collected from revues, musicals and
mit BMB to get into the program will tell its listeners that program is
other material, with the accent on
all

Seen In for Drastic

Overhauling as Denny Jumps To

Come Out of Huddles This Week
Broadcast

Bill

VOF

VOF

'

VOF

&

VOF

.
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RADIO

TAKE
-

What's
If

Still in

+-

-

a Name

Price quotations around

th,e

.agencies

indicate that the new
shows are involved;
year-round basis is

still

season will find little difference where "name"
network show on a
that a half-hour nighttime
it or leave it.
still a $1,000,000 proposition—take

For example, a Bob Burns show (counting all the production-talent
accoutrements) will cost the client $11,500 a week. So will Danny
Thomas. And Garry Moore. Alan Young would come a little cheaper
—about $8,400. In e;ach. instance guest stars would obviously tip the
budget, You can get the CBS comedy team of Sweeney & March for
approximately $6,000. "My Friend Irma" is slightly higher. William
Morris Agency has packaged' a Tallulah Bankhead show that's being
peddled' for $10,000*.

_

*.

ABCs Daytime

M

Air

Sold Out;

RANKS THINNING
Current trends in radio buying
which has had an effect on the large
advertising agencies and networks Is
creating something of a crisis so far
as the independent package producers are concerned. Some have
already been forced out of business

and others are waiting for the fall
selling season to .tell whether they'll
cut their business-as-usual shingle.
Most important factor affecting
the indies is the preference of major
talent agencies, ad agencies and networks to develop their own packages. The webs have frequently refused^ to accept new shows because
of desire to experiment with their

-

12,000,000 Biz Spurt Since Jan. 1
ABC

has hung the

SRO

sign on its-f
'

air in a multiple
signaturing of sponsors for the net's

weekday daytime
f eto

remaining unsold segments. Neat

coup in shuffling programs to wrap
up bankrollers for a total of 154' daytime quarter-houfs weekly in a
downward
generally
of
period
trends in billings boosts ABC's total
new business since Jan. 1 to well
over the $13,000,000 mark.
Deals just negotiated to' close up
the last gaps in the daytime programming schedule were made with:
Ton! Co., via Foote, Cone & Belding agency, which is Increasing its
three-a-week sponsorship of the
8:15-3:30 segment of "Ladies Be
Seated" to five days. (First 15 minutes is sponsored cross-the-board by

Quaker Oats.)

1G

for

15 Mins. of Pearce

ABC

has calendared its new hourlong Saturday ayem Al Pearce and
His Gang roundup for a July 26
kickoff in the 9-10 o'clock slot and
the net's salesmen are pitching it
around for sponsorship in 15-minute
segments. Talent tab is $1,000 per
quarter-hour.
No sponsor nibbles reported yet.

Georgia Balks

CBS

B. B. Semler, via Erwin, Wasey
agency, which is dropping "Sherlock Holmes," the Monday night
.whodunit,
and going into daytime' programming for the first

time with a Monday-Wed.-Fri. Eddie
Duchin show.
r
(Draino
Drackett Products Co.
and Windex cleaners), via Young &
Rubicara agency, which is making
its network debut with a Thursday
morning quarters-hour to feature
Dorothy Kilgallen
(see .separate
Btory).
Spot for Drackett, 10:45-11
a.m., opened up as result of curtis
Publishing Co. reducing its Tues.through-Fri. "Listening Post" at this
hour to a Monday-Wedncsday-Fri-

Action

To

itch Outlets
Atlanta, June 17.

CBS' move

to switch outlets here,

dropping

state-owned 5,000-watter
WGST in favor of Fort Industryowned 80,000 watt WAGA, struck, a
snag yesterday (16) when the State
of Georgia, charging the network
with conspiracy in restraint of- trade,
obtained a temporary injunction in
U. S. district court tp prevent the
transfer.

own house-built programs.
Another factor hitting the indie
package producers is the availability
of 37 top shows, including many established names. Many of these layouts are aligned with top offices
with huge sales staffs oiled wSih
virtually
unlimited
expense accounts.
The indie is hard pressed
to buck this type of competition successfully.

Tragedy of some of the independents lies in the fact that many left
lucrative radio jobs elsewhere to go
in business for themselves.
Number of independents would have
swelled to greater proportions during wartime except for the scar«ity
of office space and unavailabity of
telephones, which kept many at their
old stands.
However, a sizable number of indies are still figured to remain in
business.
All a package producer
has to do at any time is get lucky
and hit with one solid show. "Info
Please" has kept Dan Golenpaul in
the chips for a decade, while there
are no complaints from the Frank
Cooper, Lou Cowan and Bernard

Schubert offices, which have hit
with a number of successful shows.
However, majority of indies are
hard hit at the moment and a great
number of- foldos are looked for in
the

fall.

College Package

Attorney General Eugene Cook
told the court that the CBS action
day item, effective Aug. 4.. Club prevented competitive bidding by
Aluminum's "Club Time," which has the two stations for the network
occupied the period Mondays, is be- affiliation and that WGST, operated
by the State Board of Regents for
ing shifted to Tuesdays.
Hollywood, June 17.
Duchin show for Semler will tee the university system, would lose
$1,500,000 in contract cancellations
A package radio deal consisting
Off July 14 in the 4:30 p.m. slot, immediately following Paul White- if the switchover took place. CBS of collegiate musical, dramatic and
man's hour-long disk twirler, and is has the move slated for next Dec. situation comedy formats is being
15, when its two-year contract with
peddled by Jim Gershman, Stanford
calculated, of course, to pick up
Univ. senior, with Music Corp. of
some of the maestro's audience. WGST expires.
Stanza will be tabbed "Discoveries - Cook further contended that the America, to whom it was submitted,
by Duchin" and each session will Liberty Broadcasting Co., George B. first in line for option.
Shows, emanating from different
feature a different talent find by
(Continued on page 36)
radio workshops in major universiDuchin as well as his piano riffling
ties, are written and directed by coland an accompanying group. (Duchin
lege amateurs, although production
checks off the Kraft Music Hall NBC
is by professionals, with AFRA and
show)
other Union scales prevailing. Plan
Semler switchover to the daytime
'PEOPLE' is to form a national radio institute,
field following 39 weeks of "SherMilo Boulton and Young & Rubi- with scholarships, in order to aid
-lock" in the evening kilocycles is
cued to a new pitch to the femme cam agency are parting company, amateur talent in the field.
Show is live, travels to different
market for the outfit's Kreml sham- with result that Boulton checks off
Poo and hair tonic.
Duchin show as emcee of "We, the People" Aug. schools throughout the country, at
is slated for
airing over more than 5 after a five-year association with each of which it's written by topgrade college writers.
It's being
the Gulf Oil show.
-SOO.outlets.
Agency failed to renew Boulton's packaged at $3,500 a week.'
Stanza to take over the "Sherlock"
spot Mondays after the sleuth series contract, feeling being that program
has fallen into a too-groovey patbows out July 7 hasn't been set.
Gulf is
tern and needs a hypo.
Poor Under-Par Paar
switching show over from its long
The boys-who-make-it-theirtime Sunday night CBS slot into
business - to - know-such-things
KILGALLEN
Tuesday night at 9, which means
have been expressing perplexity
bucking the NBC "Amps 'n' Andy'
over the terms for the Jack Paar

Deal Being Set

Y&R DROPS BOULTON
AS EMCEE OF

.

.

.

SET FOR

OWN

COM'L SPOT IN FALL

opposition.

Plan is to audition candidates for
Dorothy Kilgallen gets her own
lo-minute sponsored show in the the emcee role before making a final
lau, in
addition to her current decision.
^P^thy & Dick'' cross-the-board
WUR breakfast program. Young & Still Fighting That
"Ubicam, on behalf of Drackett &
t-o..,
makers of Drano, window North and South Differ, As CBS'
weaning fluid, has purchased the
"Studio One" Learns
Thursday 10:45-11 a.m. time for a
One of the standard protests remmute commentary (with guests) ceived by broadcasters concerns the
fT Miss
lor
Kilgallen, budgeting $250,000 name used in dramatic dialog for
for time and
talent.
the 1861-1865 war. In the south
figures it will be a nata
they get peeved if it isn't called
n f*°tonsor
spot Miss Kilgallen in the "The war between the states."
In
patter-hour preceding "Breakfast the north the G.A.R. gets irked if
Hollywood."
She's
reported it is. Latter insist it's always "Civil
«awmg $1,000 for the once-weekly War" and nothing else. "
"Studio One" drew a protest from
It marks
Miss Kilgallen's first solo a New England G.A.R. Post last
effort since
1942, when she did a week when "Red Badge of Courage"
U a rem me-slanted
commentary used "War Between the States" once
fi? T u
«*
Johnson & Johnson on CBS.
as a synonym.

War

,

™

•
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Whodunits Riding Current Crest,

you want a name personality to sell your product, it'll still
week, despite all talk of trimming sails, economic

cost $10,000 plus a
cutbacks, etc.

25

Lucky Strike summer show and
the manner in which the melon
is cut up.
Paar show is a $10,000 weekly
package, with Jack Benny, who
controls the Sunday night time
and is part owner of the program, cut in for 20%. The
agency, Fpote, Cone & Belding,
Paar's
gets 15% off the top.
agent gets 10%.
Under the deal
Benny's writers alternate in sitting in on script huddles in a
supervisory - consultant capacity
each for a three-week stretch,
that's said to lop another $1,000
weekly off the sum total.
Subtract the producer-or.chestra-gueststar, etc. talent-production nut, and the boys are wondering how far under par Paar

With Musical Shows Close Second;
Quiz Slows, And. Particips Droop
NBC

Relaxes in Heat

Flock of whodunits pencilled
in for the summer semester has
occasioned the trade comment:
"What's happened to NBC's ban
about limiting that network's
bang-bang stuff to two, or three
at the most?" That was strictly
an inner-office edict several
months back.
NBC acknowledges it's relaxed
the rule for the June-JulyAugust dog days, but come fall
and it will return to the same
stiff policy, restricting it once
again to "Mr. District Attorney,"
"Molle Mystery Theatre" and
the semi-whodunit "The Big
Story."

Network

is

housing eight of

'em during the summer: "Mr.
D.

A.,"

"Call

the Police,"

the

Molle show, "Philip Marlowe"
"Ellery
(Bob
Hope's
sub),
Queen," the Peter Lorre-Camel
series, "Big Story" and "Mystery
Without Murder."

Nielsen 4»Net

Exclusive Deal

Now Gone

in.

sponsors, that there's no easier way
to get a quick rating payoff for the
least coin.

Running

for complete servicing via the Niel-

sen Radio Index, which would mean
$1,900,000 in the NIR coffers on the
basis of the approximate $190,000,000
in gross time sales racked up by the
four webs last year.

.

;

the

whodunit

"rating

stealers" a close second in terms of

agency-client preference are musical shows, as evidenced, for example, by the flock of summer replacements, including Fred Waring, Sigmund Romberg, David Rose, the

Maxwell

House

Frances

Langford

Carmen

DragonMeredith

show,

Willson, NBC's Summerfield Band
Concert, etc.
As in the case of the whodunits,
it's, figured that the average
musical
can be wrapped up for moderate
coin accompanied by a sure guaranty of pre-tested audience reaction,
without risking the elements of uncertainty
that
go
into
comedy
scripting or playing around with untested formats and personality.
And just as the cops-'n'-robbers
stuff will be riding high in the fall,
there's a definite conviction that the
'47-'48 season will see a resurgence

Higher Prices

Up

'North'

Current high value placed on
whodunit properties with a high
Hooper background is evidenced
by the upped price tag attached
to "Mr. and Mrs. North." When
last heard on NBC for Woodbury
(garnering a consistent 14 and
plus rating) it was a $6,000 pack-

Cold

Looks like the A. C. Nielsen-fournetwork deal for an exclusive contract has gone cold. Matter has been
pending for some time and there
won't be a definite answer until
Nielsen returns from Europe, but it's
reported that the networks consider
the price too steep and will let the
whole thing drop.
Stipulation was that the networks
would pay 1% of their gross billings

age.

Asking price today

is $8,000.

the low-budgeted musicals, a
"hangover" from the summer.
Unlike the summer cycles of the
past few seasons, there's one disof

tinguishing

feature

the

of

current

hot-weather period, and that is the
decided drop in interest surrounding audience participation and quiz
shows.
Feeling is that they've
reached the saturation point, that
they'll continue to hit a low ebb as
the regular fall season gets under
way.

At present Nielsen has separate
deals with the networks for limited
servicing, but under the new contract it would entail an expansion
of the service which would drastically overhaul the whole NIR operation in its dealings with agencies

and other

clients.

LEVER SCOUTS LIKELY

DATE FOR 'FRIEND IRMA'
Deal for Lever Bros, to take over
of the CBS-built "My
Friend Irma," the Marie Wilson situation comedy, ldoks practically set,
via Young & Rubicam, agency on
the account. Lever is dropping the
Joan Davis show Monday nights on
CBS, with Y&R pitching up a numsponsorship

ber of lower-priced substitutes, including "Irma," packaged at a reported price of $6,700; Alan Young
(being dropped., by Bristol-Myers),
and the new Georgie Price "The Big
Time" vaude airer. Of the bunch,
Lever likes "Irma" the best.
Whether the client stays put in
the fall in the Monday 8:30-9 time
depends on what happens to Screen
Guild Players, with Lever having
the option on the preferred Moh.

Lux, Screen Guild

TopHooperParade
It's

strictly

CBS' Hooper party,

with Lux Radio Theatre and Screen
Guild Players in the coveted No. 1
and 2 spot, in the new ratings scheduled for release today (Wed.). While
the brace of Monday night pix adaptation shows has long been in the
Top 15 parade, it's seldom that CBS
has managed to Hoop the hurdles of
the Hope - Fibber - Allen - Amos
Andy, etc., strong-pulling contingent
on NBC.
Factor, .of course, in Lux copping
the audience sweepstakes was thg
Al Jolson "Jazz Singer" performance
on the night of the Hooper check,
with Screen Guild going along for
the "stay tuned" ride.
Lux snared a 23.4, with Screen
Guild getting a 19.6. Hope is in third
place with 19.1, Red Skelton fourth
with 18.4 and Fibber & Molly nosediving from the previous No. 1 spot
to No. 5 position with 16.4.

V

Bricker's

FM

Permit

Washington, June

10-10:30 period.

17.

Two GOP legislators figured in
FCC actions here last week. Senator

whereby

comes

The whodunits are riding the programming crest stronger than ever,
blanketing the four-network summer schedules. Close observers are
of the opinion that, come fall, they'll
be more solidly entrenched than
ever—proof positive, in the eyes of

DeSoto Buys CBS Show
In first air campaign since the
war's end, DeSoto cars has bought a
weekly half-hour program on CBS
starting Sept. 28 on Sunday night.
BBD&O was agency on the deal.
Show, titled "Reporter at Large"
will comprise a series of dramats
built around adventures of newspapermen. Ed Byron will produce.

John Bricker

(R.,

Ohio)

won an

FM

station permit in Columbus, where
he also has a standard broadcast station bid on file.
At the same time, the Commission

tabbed for hearing request of the
Pawtucket Broadcasting Co., WFCI
Pawtucket, R. I., to move its main
studios from Pawtucket to Providence. Senator Harold McGrath (R,
R. I.) is a stockholder in the station.
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RHAPSODY IN RHYTHM

Parker

Fennelly,

Mae

Shults,' Arthur

Wells,

WCBS-CBS,

M

ELECTRIC AUTO LITE CO.
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

The

(Ruthrauff & Ryan)
"Lawyer Tucker," who has hung
out the shingle for the summer
months in the Dick Haymes musical
time slot on CBS, represents one of
the few endeavors to inject some
fresh programming into the summer
replacement schedule. As such the
Electric Auto-Lite Co. and Ruthrauff
Ryan rate a nod for bypassing the
catalog of has-beens that are usually
reserved for radio's dog days.
This one is built around Parker
Fennelly. most prominently identified to radio audiences as the Titus
Moody of Allen's Alley. Hes a
lawyer with a big heart and his
own ideas of justice, <as contrasted
with the more youthful, literalminded hue-to-the-written-law barrister who is the junior partner. As
such it's formulated in the vein of
Lionel Barrymore's "Mayor of the
Town" and similar type shows.

&

Unfortunately, "Lawyer Tucker"
Is still in the "promissory" stage.

As scripted by David Howard and
Howard Briskin, the initial stanza

N. Y.

nial

is fresh,

(11)

5

BLUE BARRON
Broadcasters say: ."This is Blue
Barron's year." They should know

His new style for "specialties" maintains just the right balance between

comedy and melody to please kids
and oldsters alike.
Blue's latest transcription session
Jones." Company, in toto (includ- for Lang-Worth included several of
ing Jan Savitt's orchestra), took these specialties no.w en route to
part in Irving Berlin selections.
450 station, affiliates.
Most unusual offering, perhaps,
was the neat insertion by Savitt of LANG-WORTH, INC.,
a Bach fugue set to jazz with a great
deal of tricky arrangement. Leopold
Stokowski, in whose regime Savitt
fiddled in the Philadelphia Orchestra
Transcription
second violin section, wouldn't approve. But it rates encores.
Two mid-commercials .were pleas.

—

NEW YORK

—

Review

—not

hardBron.

FAVORITE STORY

With Ronald Colman,

"others

With Jack Meakln and orch; Ken
Carson, Richard Le Grand, Earl*
Ross, Walter Tetley; John Wald,

announcer

KRAFT FOODS
WNBC-NBC,

CO.

N. Y.

(Needham, Louis & Brorby)
"The Great Gildersleeve" is on
summer vacation, but some of his

townspeople of mythical
fellow
Summerfield are- sticking around to
Evening With Romberg" is exactly inject their characteristic banter
30 here and there in a hot-weather
what the show's title implies
minutes of uninterrupted light mu- series set in the town park on the
sical fare,, with emphasis on ersatz
weekly*band concert night. Jack
symphonic arrangements out of the MeaRin, musical conductor of the
semi-classical library.
Gildersleeve show, wields the baton
over the village tootelers. Ken CarIt's probable that there's a sizeable
audience
son
is billed as regular soloist, and
listening
segment of the
that prefers this type of late evening various femme singers are to be
fare— music that's on an even keel. gujst chirpers.
It's music that, as in the case of last
Stanza got under way last Wednesweek's (10) preem, whether Rom- day (11) with Meakin and his. 25
berg is playing Tschaikowsky, a brass and reed pieces turning out
Fritz Kreisler medley, music out of standbys
like
"Washington Post
his own vast operetta catalog, or March" and "Tales of the -Vienna
even the National Emblem March, Woods" in true town park tempo.
which served as the curtain-raiser, It had a nostalgic note for anyone
he somehow has the faculty (happy who's lolled on the village green on
or unhappy, according to the listen- a summer eve while the volunteer
er's taste) of making them all sound
firemen's band blared.
But there's
pretty much alike. If it's excitement no particular pleasure in hearing
that one craves in his music, then "Tales'lplayed this way after you've
this is certainly not the dish, for heard it done in a properly graceful
"An Evening With Romberg" isn't tempo. Carson's piping was plea-

—

'

premiere started

smoothly, apparently effortlessly,
easy-going introduction of
in an
participants, and a brief, attractive
singing' commercial, to set the sumJohnny
mer's mood and tempo.
Johnston doubled as emcee and
singer and did both well. His romantic style blended well with
Peggy Lee's sultry type of song,
while all the participants came up
to par. Johnston contributed "Old
Devil Moon"; Miss Lee "Sunday
Kind of Love," and the two dueted
in "Wonder Who." Harpist Robert
Maxwell had a neat turn with
Jerome Kern selections, and the
Jubulaires gave out with "Casey
off

gave some evidence that a real,
warm character might emergerthe No. 1 requisite for this type
show. But the scripters jammed so
much into that first chapter, in order
to set the modus operandi, that they
left little or no time to endow. Dart
Tucker with those human equations. ant, persuasive plugging
A more leisurely pace would be pressuring and suited.
In grder. one sequence or incident in
(12)
live

Romberg

easy to take
and welcome. A good compilation
music items, it has
of popular
variety in entertainers as in music
styles, and is expertly put together,
despite the disarming,, engaging informal attitude of handling.

Wednesday's

,

Sigmund
Composer-conductor'
is another summer perenand again he's moved into the
Red Skelton Tuesday night time on
NBC for Raleigh's while the comedian vacations for 13 weeks. "An

(Lennen-h Mitchell)
edition of Old Gold's

1947

summer show

30 Mins., Tucs., 10:30 p.m.

Writer: Andy White
Producer-Director: Fran van Hai tesveldt
30 Mins.; Wed., 8:30 p.m.

N. Y.
(Russel M. Seeds)

LORILLARD (OLD GOLDS)

Producer: Knowles Entrikin
ns.; Thurs., 9 p.m.
30

SUMMERFIELD BANDSTAND

RALEIGH
WNBC-NBC,

30 Min.; Wed., 9 p.m.

Breslin

AN EVENING WITH ROMBERG

With Sigmund .Romberg orch, Anne
Jamison, Reinhold Schmidt, Rod
O'Connor, announcer
Director: Keith McLeod

Maurice With Peggy Lee, Johnny Johnston,
Robert Maxwell, Jubala'res, Jan
Anderorch; Frank Goss, anSavitt's
son, Ted Osborne, Cameron Announcer
Producer-director: Mann Holiner
Writers: David Howard, Howard

With
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AIHO REVIEWS

LAWYER TUCKER

calculated

to

raise

one's

tempera-

sureable to hear, although his croon-

It somehow smacks of a suming of "Mam'selle" was out of charmer park concert.
And the
acter with 'the setting.
The orchestral selections are bobbysox squealers should be shooed
broken up by vocal assists from off the green. Kay Starr's guest
Anne Jamison, who did nicely singing of "It's a Good Day" was
-enough with "Alice Blue Gown," and punchy, but likewise out of mood
baritone Reinhold Schmidt, who had with the occasion.
As for the intermittent carryingshis innings in the big closing pro
on of Gildersleeve's relatives and
duction number built around Rom

ture.

Lawrence, berg's music, in which he a*lso dueted neighbors, there wasn't any particuJerry
Writer-Director:
lar point in them. Presumably they
with Miss Jamison.
Robert E. Lee
to give devoted lisMusical Director: Claude Sweeton,
And. then there are the "all new serve, however,
feeling that Summerfield's
Mitchell
Robert
moisturized Raleigh 903 commer- teners a
with distinctive characteristics
still on the map and to keep them
Mins.
grating30
most
the
probably
cials,"
giving him a vocal
impediment
looking for the Great G's return.
Ronnie
List, A. N. Martin, others;
(Frederic Ziv).
radio,
in
of
any
plugs
on-the-nerve
seems to be taking the easy way
Doan.
announcer Ron Rawson; Jack MilThis gilt-edged plattered series of with the multiple reprise of the
out. At least it tended toward exler brch
dramats marks the biggest and best moisture sound effects sufficiently
asDeration on the initial broadcast.Writer: Robert Sloane
achievement of the open-end show to spoil any one's enjoyment of a UNDER ARREST
Cast is adequate enough. That Director: Marx Loeb
Rose.
With Craig MacDonald
makers since this type of operation program.
goes for Maurice Wells, as the junior Producer: Harry Ingram
Writer: William Wells, Jr.
Judged in terms of
was born.
partner; Mae Shults, as Dan Tuck- 30 Mins.; Thurs., 10 p.m.
Producer-Director: Charles Paul
straight radio programming, aside
er's sister and housekeeper, and the
30 Mins.; Sun., 5 p.m.
from any surviving prejudices to the TWO-THIRTY VISIT
others.
KMBC-CBS, Kansas City
legally required e.t. tag line, these With Dick Fansler, Jimmy Boyer, Sustaining
(Foote, Cone & Beldiwp)
Commercials are confined to a
WOR-MBS, N. Y.
Tom Morlarlty, Guy Foster
platters will take their place with
mirimum and are in respectable
Another cops-an.d-robbers show,
One of the few regular network the drowned ,circle of live dramatic Writer: Roberta Armstrong
Rose.
taste.
dramatic shows to continue through shows such as the "Theatre Guild of Producer: Bill Frosch
"Under Arrest" is pinchhitting for
summer is this half -hour for Hall- the Air," "Lux Radio Theatre," etc. 15 Min.; Mon. thru Frl.; 3:30 p.m
Mutual's "Shadow" ,series during the
mark cards, albeit the .summer ses- Like "the others, "Favorite Story" Sustaining
summer season with the normal
THE ADVENTURES OF BILL
sions are to he carried on with sev- oozes with that opulent quality; WISH, Indianapolis
quota of bang-bang stuff. It will
LANCE
W"h Gerald Mohr, Howard McNear; eral changes from regular format. however, in this case, it becomes Five-a-weeker has all the homey serve as. hot weather fare for the
Main difference is that the show, in available to an indie ciuarter-watter stuff <in it, with singer Dick Fansler, crime addicts who don't want to be
Owen James,. announcer
a realistic vein, will continue with
Producer: Dwight Hauser
in Zenith, Ind.) for only a couple slow Hoosier drawler, doing both the upset by the slightest departure from
out the services of the stage and of bucks. With this" effort, the tran30 Mins.: Sat, 9 p.m.
the pat formulas. Scripting in this
acScript
singing.
announcing and
screen guesters which hypoed the scription outfits' implicit challenge
Si' staining
geographical show is highlighted by an underhistorical, and
budget considerably. ^Instead the to the -nets becomes unmistakably cents
W'Z-ABC, N. Y.
landmarks, plus throwing in public world jargon so thick and so pseudo
carried by regular explicit.
Writer that it can pass for burlesque. Even
This Coast-originated show is out- story will be
announcements.
service
radio actors, and the first edition
These shows are buffed down to
thin,
keeping it the cops snarl out of the corners of
fitted in typical summer garb
under this policy last Thursday (12) glistening slickness. No new trails doesn't get involved,
transparent and breezy, but without
tied in with Fansler's their mouth with a dese, dem and
was an adaptation of .A. J. Cronin's in conception or execution are simple andspieling.
dose accent.
tightly knitted lines and sharp story
manner of
first of the •blazed
in these half-hour periods,
Hero of the series is one Captain
creases.
Gerald Mohr, frequent "The Doctor of Lenox."
After theme; "Banks of the Wa
"Most-Uriforgettable-Character-I've
of
ingredients
traditional
but
the
productions,
Drake, portrayed by Craig MacDonB
star in Hollywood
Ever-Met" yarns to appear in the pace, timing, atmospheric realism bash," Rhythm Makers open with a ald with
makes a bland, affable, know-it-all Digest.
appropriate vigor. Kickoff
and thesping excellence come to full stepped-up and fine arrangement of stanza last Sunday (8) revolved
amateur detective but, once again,
"Golden Wedding."
Story of a crippled boy who be
realization.
Name of Ronald Col- French song, into
around
he's cast in a minor affair. Script
an insurance company's
fave,
current
edges
came a great Scottish, doctor had man should provide a powerful ini- Fansler
for the initial show (14) was gabby
effort to track down a gang of jewel
Carl
Swenson
in the lead, with Ron- tial comeon for listeners but chief "Mam'selle," in refreshing manner
and conventional, falling down both nie List taking the part
thieves. Plot complications were all
as a boy, responsibility for this series' superi- in just plain unadorned crooning.
In the sphere of suspense' and comon the familiar side but nobody
in the part of ority belongs to the team of Jerry Hoosierana feature follows with pitch
and
A.
N.
Martin
edv.
Cronin and narrating the yarn. For Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, who for nearby James Whitcomb Riley slows down for a breath. Program
Story opened with a corpse falling
Least pleasing of tunes is draws the conventional crime-doeslistening value the show stacks up produce these show; with an evi- home.
across the threshold of Bill Lance's
through dent loving regard for their own "People' Will Say We're in Love," not-pay moral and with Drake on
apartment. After examining all rel- well with the standard set
the winter series, and in this case scripts.
which is overlong and overdone. the job, all's well at headquarters.
evant details, includin - fact that
Herm.
novelty
had the benefit of an appealing story.
Platters, based upon favorite sto- Closer is "Too Many Times,"
the body was shot full of bullet
If this is a fair sample, the pro- ries chosen by w.k. s personalities, type piece with Fansler on vocal.
holes, the crime expert profoundly
gram will do very well without the range from adaptations of popular Show is up- to par with most of PATTER BY PATTERSON
deduces: "This adds up to murder."
star leads, as the story was nicely fiction through literary oddities to network or larger city programs of With Crain Patterson
Plot complications from that point
told. What dropping the stars means
the classics.
On many of these similar type. Better time stanza 15 Mins.; Mon.-Frl., 10-10:15 a.m.
•were equally obvious and any dialer,
to the average listener is something shows, Colman is only a figure-head, might be at 10:30 p.m. for a relax- WONS, Hartford
trained in the tradition of the more
else, and something the Hallmark serving "briefly with some opening ing 15 minutes before hitting the
Combining pleasant nonsensical
artful air whodunits, could have
Zabe.
people will have to eye carefully and closing comments without ap- hay.
gab with interludes of fair weather
called the turns way in advance.
through the summer series with the pearing in the dramat itself. With
piano playing, Crain Patterson manHerm.
fall Hooperatings in mind.
ages to dispense with a bright 15or without Colman, however, these
Tom Shirley, who has been an- programs succeed in projecting the CURFEW CLUB
minute morning spot.
QUIET PLEASE
nouncer heretofore, stepped in as
With Bob Goerner, narrator
Patterson effuses a warm personWith Ernest Chappell, Claudia Mor- the emcee, replacing Richard Koll- original work with remarkable au- Writer-Producer: Goerner
thenticity.
ality into his gab and triples at
gan; Gene Perrazio, organist
mar, who had been with the show
Two platters illustrate the versa- 40 Mins.; 11:15 p.m.; Mon.-thru-Frl. chirping to the accompaniment of
f oducer-Director-Writer: Wyllis
since last fall. Added to the show tility of the entire series.
One of Sustaining
his ivory tickling. Gives with pops
Cooper
as announcer is Ron Rawson, who them, sans Colman as actor, was KQW, San Francisco
and old faves, latter played at the
30 Mins.; Sun., 3:30 p.m.
handled
the
commercials
well taken from an obscure short story
This is a scripted and timed disk- request of the mail route.
EcJc.
Sustaining
s*
enough, but a time or two appeared by Fitz-James O'Brien entitled, "The jockey
show that is a welcome reWOR-MBS, N. Y.
to be affected by the newness of the Diamond Lens."
It was a weird, lief from most of the platter semesWINS 50 PARTY
Harry Ingram, Marx Loeb, thrilling fantasy of a mad scientist ters,
This is a novel series that Mutual job.
since it does not suffer from
has slotted for a strawhat tryout in Jack Miller and writing crew, all of who discovers a human f orm of life alleged comedy watered down by With Tallulah Bankhead, Bert Lahr,
Jerry Colonna, Warren Austin,
the web's popular "Juvenile Jury" whom put the past shows together, existing in the sub-atomic realm of hemming and hawing
resulting from
James D. Shouse, Mel Torme,
continue with the new format.
jspot.
It's a quietly emotional narmatter. Scripting, acting and back- unsure gabbing.
Tommy Handlcy, Larry Carr,
ration by Ernest Chappell, with exQuin.
ground music combined in a strikCutting out vain efforts to be
Dorothy Day, Jack Eigen, Martha
pressive organ" backgrounding, of
ing manner to carry off the difficult
funny
or
giddy,
"Curfew
Lipton, Dick Styles, Walter Scheff,
Club"
stories imaginatively scripted.
The CONCERT OF NATIONS
art of making the absurd sound
sticks to its knitting of spinning
Monica Lewis, AI Bernie;.Mel Alyarns range from the whodunit to With Leslie Bell Singers, John
absolutely persuasive.
good selections, with chatter held to
len and Red Benson, emcees
the romantic, last Sunday's (15) beDuncan
The other platter starred Colman pertinent
information concerning the Producer: Jerry Danzig
ing in the latter class. It was a Writer: Gilbert Chase
in Edmond Rostand's "Cyrano de
tunes, songsmiths and bands thereon. Director: Russ Armbrustcr
highly sentimental piece reminis- Producer: Ernest Morgan
Bergerac." Difficult as it was to
cent somehow of the song "Laura"
Musical Director: Leslie R. Bell.
imagine the perennial cinema idol As a newsy switch, Bob Goerner Writers: Irwin Lewis, Jim Pars«n»
items such novelties as weekly sur- 60 Mins.; Sun. (15), 1 p.m.
of an unnamed young man's long, 30 Mins.; Thurs., 11:30 p.m.
as having a terrifying schnozz, this
of 10 top tunes on records in Sustaining
aching search for the girl of his Sustaining
show rang beautifully with the vey
area, with promotion tieup of dis- WINS, N. Y,
dreams. The girl (played by Claudia WNBC-NBC, N. Y.
play's
romantic poetry. Colman,
Crosley's N. Y. indie' cooked up
Morgan, guesting on the show) also
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. is with his cultivated articulation and tributing printed list of top disks to
futilely searches for him. They meet cooperating with the NBC Univer- caressing sing-song intonations, had 350 retail outlets for posting in this full hour of all-star potpourri
to celebrate its newly inaugurated
death at the same instant, at the sity of the Air in airing a summer a field day as the tragic-comic figure stores.
same spot, without meeting.
Other slants are twice weekly 50,000 watts of daytime power. It
series of 16 concerts featuring Cana- of many well-chosen words.
SupThe piece suffered most from its dian choral groups. First four are porting players on both platters con- guests (Glen Gray, Georgia Gibbs, came off rather unevenly marred
Dorothy Shay, Jean Sablon); "Critics three times by breaks in the signal
drawn-out length: by the half-hour's originating from Montreal and head- tributed top calibre performances.
Disagree" with verbatim quotes from running a total of approximately 30
end it was beginning to seem as lining the Leslie Bell Singers, an
Herm.
record reviews, pro and con, and seconds but served to showcase
never-ending and dreary as the all-girl a cappella group composed,
man's search. It was quite a load of office workers, students, teachers ter than Spitalny's chirpers. Their with listener invited to decide which some of WINS' regular performers
for Chappell to sustain almost alone, and other non-pros, averaging 21 choral work was more finished, is right; "Musical Mystery"; and in- to some of the station's newly
although he gave the performance years of age. Gilbert Chase, who's showing evidence of careful direc- ternational exchange of record and reached listeners as well as to
warm character. Miss Morgan did scripting the series, is NBC Univer- tion and spirited interest. Shading music news with Australian disk- parade several name personages beequally well. Direction was care- sity of the Air's supervisor of music. of their voices at many moments jock Bill McColl, 2KY Sydney, with fore the indie's mikes.
Red Benson gabbed amusingly
ful, the
backgrounding (including
Girls, in their preem airing last had thrilling deftness.
U. S. radio monthly exchange of spinner airsound effects by the organ) very Thursday (12), opened with "Star has none too much of this level of mailed via National Airways, Ltd., with Tommy Handley of BBC oh
effective, and the seguing through- Spangled Banner" in honor of Presi- choral entertainment and it's regret- and with similar tieups in offing a transatlantic call. Dorothy Day inout deftlv done.
dent Truman, then visiting Canada, table that a stanza of this sort with Africa, Philippine Republic;' terviewed U. S. UN delegate Warren
Alaska,
and
Austin
other points.
Judged by this stanza, the show and followed up with a Negro couldn't be aired at a better listenat Lake Success and TalIsn't apt to set the Hooperatings spiritual, a Handel composition, and ing time.
"Curfew Club" shows thought, ef- lulah Bankhead at Mt. Kisco. Bert
John Duncan, Canadian harpist, fort and good taste and is presented Lahr contributed a tear-jerking epiafire, but it can provide a warmly folk
songs from overseas. They
appealing half-hour if given tales naturally reminded a U. S. listener contributed an interesting variation with modest but sure hand. Goer- sode from "Burlesque" which was
on a French- theme by Henri Jacquin ner's voice is pleasant and pacing is embarrassingly misplaced and h»
of sufficient substance. The script- of the "Hour of Charm" chorals
ing has colorful quality.
Doan.
but they were just about 507c bet- titled "Irondelle."
Doan.
easy on the nerves.
Ted.
(Continued on page 36)

place of the multiple action. And
the attempt to endow Dan Tucker

READER'S DIGEST SUMMER EDITION
by
With Tom Shirley, Carl Swenson,
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BONANZA

TELE: THE LEGITER'S
WABD Slates Full Fall Daytime Sked
To Set Pace

Wants Bands

for Commercial Stations

This is the first of a weekly series
let,
in
Televise Golden Auditions on the potentialities 'of television,
the form of interviews with leaders
me'rcial station to go iti
Finalists in legit producer John in the various entertainment or alis
daytime programming. -Station
Golden's fourth annual auditions for lied fields that will embrace the
lall
currently mapping plans lor the
video
medium.
slated
to
appear
July
amateurs are
about 1 p.m. 10 on WNBT, NBC's N. Y. tele staFirst is a discussion by John Golto go on the air daily
a 10. tion. Tyros will appear along with den, dean of Broadway legit proand remain broadcasting until
Definite state- Golden himself and several legit ducers who already has had some
or 11 P-m. closing.
close
experience with tele.
the
working
awaits
stars.
ment on the system
end of
Exact plans for their appearance
of the baseball season at the
have not yet been set but it's 'likely
Television, according to John GolSeptember.
some
form
ol
spotted in
den, veteran stage producer, will reDuMont is confident that the lull- they'll be presentation
showcase
for the bene- juvenate
show business. It will
time operating schedule will be fit
of interested producers. Arrange- even, paradoxically enough, boost
worthwhile, since- interest ol ad
ments lor the show are being made legit at the same time that it weakagencies and their clients in video with
Owen
Davis,
Jr.,
Golden by
It will open avenues for
ens it.
advertising has been more intense
head
of
NBC
television's script and fantastic fees to actors, directors and
bein the last two months than ever
last*
especially
the
playwrights,
For casting department.
fore in the industry's history.
named. It will revolutionize playthe first time, according to Paul
wrighting, developing new styles in
Eshelman, assistant to DuMont veewide,
new
scripting>and presenting a
pee Len Cramer, ad agencies are
challenging field for the writer.
phoning DuMont toppers to buy
Dean of legit producers by virtue
shows, as opposed to the situation
GoL
theatre,
of his 58 years in the
plans to

.

Tele Claims Exclusive Channels;

GOLDEN -POINTS

Now

become the

comlor heavy
first

To Tdne Down Sparks
London, June

17.

Thousands of motorists may
soon have to pay between $3.50
and $4 to fit suppressors on
their sparking plugs which will
prevent interference with television and radio reception.

Many motor

manufacturers

lear that the device will interfere with the performance of
cars, particularly at high speed.
Legislation is to be introduced
which will put the onus of preventing
interference
on the
users of electrical devices.
Television experts say that

without suppressors a car's electrical system causes white spots
to appear on the screen and upsets synchronizations.

sales-

inner

sanctums ol the agencies. Daytime
shows, according to Eshelman, will
probably be sold on a participating
basis, to lower the gross costs to individual sponsors.

den

Film Sales Plan

Anew

believed unlikely that the staFilm producers, who've already
tion will be able to operate at a
cut off most of their product from
profit, even with the influx of spontelevision broadcasts, have come up
sors, for at least some time in the
with a new selling idea to make
Heavy list of advertisers things even tougher for the video
luture.
entering the field, however, indicates industry. With tele stations gradu
that DuMont will make out far bet- ally being linked into networks, al
ter than last year, when it operated though on a limited scale, film men
at a net loss ol more than $1,500,000. have decided that all pictures must
Daytime programming is considered be sold not on a network basis, but
a necessity now, according to Eshel- on a station-to-station system.
man, both to hypo sales ol receivers
Major film producers enter the
and to further the steady progress scene only on long-range basis,
of television.
since they allow none of their prodWABD is currently on the air an uct presently to be sold to television.
average ol 26 hours weekly, includ- Small independents, however, and
ing its broadcasts of the N. Y. such potentially major producers of
Yankees' home baseball games. Sta- film for video as RKO Television
tion has hypoed its programming have inaugurated the new idea, basconsiderably since returning to the ing their claim to individual rentals
air after a several months' hiatus from each-station on the theory that
early in the spring to install and test films are sold at so much for each

new transmitter, claimed to be
the most powerful in the industry.
DuMont engineers are still experiits

menting with methods of amplifying
station's
signal strength and

the

picture
stations within the near

furnish

to
all

the

best

future.
If the plans for a full daytime
schedule go through,
will be
the first tele station to operate on
such a schedule. WCBS-TV (CBS,
N. Y.) and
(NBC, N. Y.) are
both
currently carrying baseball
games in the afternoon hours, as are
Other stations in different parts of
the country.
In addition,
programs the "Swift Home Service
Club" show Friday afternoons from
1 to 1:30.
Only other daytime shows
currently,
however, are remote
pickups of special events, which occur on a sporadic basis.

WABD

WNBT

WNBT

.

BERGEN-CUNNING TELE

PRODUCTION DISSOLVES
Hollywood, June

17.

Dissolution ol the Bergen-Cunning
Television

Productions will be ef-

fected July 1

when

contract between

Edgar Bergen and Patrick Michael
Cunning ends' Latter moves his live
video production to Riverside, Cal.,
where he has obtained offices in the
Groat building, and takes with" him
established "Stage Eight" title used
at Sunset Boulevard quarters, while
Bergen remains at Sunset site concentrating on films for video and

dummy

doings.

Cunning is also seeking acreage
Riverside whereupon to build a
sound stage "to get away from so
at

much

radio and motion picture
thinking in television.". He has long
been an exponent ol new and individual techniques for video and
figures the piping or relaying of producing will be a cinch from the

nearby community.
will continue to maintain ofhere at the Bergen site, parting
being said to be very amicable, and
in

some matters.

week,

Broadcasters, claiming film producers are trying to make them pay
nose,
have turned
the
through

thumbs down on

a

he

closer
It's as good as legit; -it's
or radio.
the same creative art."
Television will weaken legit at the
Every
boxoffice, Golden admits.

thing has weakened legit, he says—
the films, radio, etc. But tele will
never put legit out of business. People will still want to go out, to be
there in person, and legit will get
them. Legit has come forward, says
Golden, through every newer inven-

remain associated

Tele-Pak Setup

Video Packages

through

to

despoil it, always finding
It will continue to do so,

acting.

in television -will

that the present sharing of television

channels

with

radio

services

can't

be made to work, video men made
a strong push before the FCC last'
week to cop off for television some
of the prize bands above 108 mc
now assigned to the Government.
As the result of a two-day parley
with FCC and other industry reps,
the television men were definite on
the point they needed exclusive
channels, more of them, and all in
one block rather than interspersed
with FM, the amateurs and other
radio services. Raymond Guy, rep-

resenting the Television BroadcastAssn., also demanded higher
for video transmitters.

ers'

power

.

spectrum between 108-174 megs is
to
various
government

assigned
agencies

by

the

Intel-department
Radio Advisory Committee and not
even FCC knows what the ether
space is being used for. Guy urged
that Congress or the FCC control
government assignments and that
agencies for the first time be made

their demands for chanThe video men said that reof
some government ether
accommodate several more
television
designed to ease pro- television slots above
100 mc, where
gramming problems of new stations there would be little or no interrestricted by budgets, limited equipference from transmitters on adjament and small staffs, were offered cent channels or, harmonic signals
to the video industry this week by
from services in the downstairs

Via Mail Order

Unique mail order packages for

every attempt
Video Associates, N Y. packaging
its way.
outfit. Named Tele-Pak,
the cireven if culating program service
provides
land
up in the public selected, tested formats, packaged in
has to
it
an
obvious
in
Golden,
libraries, says
complete production kit form.
Library
Equity
the
to
reference
Price of the shows is being withsponsors.
which
he
activities
Theatre
held pending station operators' reOn the other hand, according to action to the set scale. Under presthe producer, tele is going to build ent arrangements, according to VA
up actors and writers in legit. prexy Philip Brodsky, the shows
"Television," Golden said, "will at- will be very inexpensive, costing
tract the better actors.' Radio hasn't about as much as an ordinary script.
had them.
In addition to the script, however,
You Can't Fake
purchasers will get all the materials
"Radio has been getting away with for a complete show, including
All you've had to do on camera plot, ground plan,
murder.
set speciisn't
reading
But
read.
to
was
radio
fications, music and cue sheets, sugbe
Acting
tion,

to

justify

nels.

lease

would

.

spectrum.

Goldsmith wanted 10 more chanwith the towns now having' less
'than four video assignments given
nels,

priority

when

the additional wave-

made

lengths were

available.

J.

E.

Brown

of Zenith Radio Corp. urged
a double swap, with television moving upstairs altogether and FM bereturned
to the 40-50 mc region
ing
when television vacated it.

TBA, NBC and Dumont

strongly

objected to this and other moves to
oust television out of its present
Guy declared
spectrum location.
these suggestions to kick tele,, upgestions for casting and rehearsals. stairs reminded him of what the Mad
"Plan is designed to complement Hatter said to Alice in Wonderland
needs of new stations In their first at the tea party, when there weren't
few years of operation, when the enough seats to go around: "Let's

the whole idea. like that in the theatre, an actor
brought into general creating a role every night, developif
would tear down the en- ing it.
theory of syndication, they
tire
"A television actor will' have to bulk _of their programs will consist everybody move up one!"
claim. If it ever went into effect, know his part and do it well, beof films and material drawn from
Reps of other services suggested
radio package producers would have cause a very great audience, far
local sources," Brodsky said. "Tele- that television give up the No. 1
a terrific wedge to pry open a sys- greater than the legit actor ever had,
several
tem of selling their shows on a will be watching him. There are no Pak is an interim service for local channel (44-50 mc), while
stations until network television is a engineers wanted vkTeo given 15
station-to-station basis. Ad agencies, retakes -in television.
The actor's
reality.
Although we can cee the consecutive slots above 108 megs, in
already engaged in an uphill battle part can't be faked as in films."
plan operating indefinitely under return for its moving out of all
to sell the idea of tele advertising
•In television, as in legit, acting has
certain conditions, it is not intended channels below 100 megs.
to their clients, have nixed the idea edge because it's spontaneous, unto replace the much-talked of stock
After two days' of argument and
for the same reason.
That's why
edited, says Golden.
companies in television, for the days presentation of eight different video
System, .as set up by the pro-

System,

practice,

'

ducers, involves the rating of each
city according to the number of re-

film actors won't be able to act successfully in tele. Legiters will have
the first call.
But it's the playwright who'll
benefit most in television. There'll
be much more money in it for him
"It will give
than in the theatre.

of national repertory groups are a

long

way

FCC

allocations,

Chief

Engineer

George Sterling and television chief
Curt Plummer agreed that tele must
have its own channels but reached
no agreement on where they should
be. Both Plummer and Sterling reseries are now being prepped, with minded the industry they had sugmost wonderful
playwrights the
VA testing not only the shows but gested sharing of video slots back
scope ever open to them, possibili- also commercial needs to arouse
at the 1944 allocation hearings. It
ties the like of which the world of
local sponsorship interest.
was recommended that Government
entertainment hasn't seen before,"
engineers study proposals now be"It a Major Bowes
Golden said.
fore them and then call again for
them the same way?
could draw $25,000 a night for an
Romances Pic Names help from the industry experts beBroadcasters are adamant in their idea he created, or if a Jack Benny
fore making any final decisions.
insistence that they won't do busi- show costs $25,000, why won't a tele-

ceiving sets in circulation, population and, according to broadcasters,
almost every angle they can figure
in to boost their rentals. Producers
point to the fact that radio transcriptions are sold on a station basis.
Films, they claim, will eventually
represent to tele what transcriptions
now mean to radio, so why not sell

off."

Shows presently available include
a 13-week dramatic series and a 13week audience participation series
based on child care problems. Other

.

RCA

ness on such grounds. What course vision show draw down $15,000 to
they'll follow in the future, if the $25,000?
majors ever decide- to sell product
"Those sums are waiting for the
video on that basis, remains to be man who can create material to
seen. Meanwhile, the situation has attract correspondingly large audiresolved itself into another of those ences. The sponsor who has millions
stumbling blocks almost unique to to offer for entertainment will prove
tele.
to be a bigger bonanza to program
creators, to writers, than any boxoffice that ever preceded it in hisChi's
tory. He can put up more than the
ticket-buying public can afford to
Sked
Heaviest
pay." Such sponsors will alter the
Chicago, June 17.
traditional lot of the playwrlgni,
In contrast to folding of sponsored
Golden says. And with .the play.
radio programs for the summer,
new economic status will
WBKB, Chi tele station, has the Wright's increased
social power and
an
come
heaviest commercial program in its
responsibility.
history. Sport programs are schedwriter in television
future
"The
uled six nights out of seven with
entertainment
an
anything—
bemay
Chi Cub's home games carried in
creator, perhaps, instead of playthe afternoon, several times a week.
Golden said. "Anything
wright,"
Two nights of wrestling are spon- might
idea, a rouan
saleable,
be
sored by one beer company that
There will be
tine, a full script.
also sponsors one night Of boxing.
different kinds of plays and playAnother beer company sponsors a
wrights.
night of harness racing. Baseball
"There will be many new dragames are sponsored by Ford Motor
(Continued on page 36)
Co. and local light company.

WBKB Beaming On
Program

.

He

fices

that the pair will

theatre.

"Telesaid last
is a great thing,"
"and I welcome it, gladly
theatre,
blood-brother ol the
to it, more akin, than films

isn't afraid of television.

vision
It's

Nips Video

It's

among

Washington, June 1/.
reached the conclusion

Having

Guy and T. T. Goldsmith, Jr., of
Dumont argued that over 50% of the

Station-To-Station

when station
men could hardly get Into the

earlier this year,

• hope

Assigned Govt.

N. Y. tele out-

WABD, DuMont'*

27

As Possible Tele Buyers

Hollywood, June 17.
Hollywood's higher income bracketeers are going to get a heavy romdistributor Leo J.
ance from
Meyberg here, who has just received
a token shipment of one giant console for demonstration at the current Home Show.
Sales promotion concentration will
be on the boys and girls with the
heavy sugar who are figured to be
the only ones able to ladle coin in
such quantity as the combo phonoradio and video
and
graph,
cabinet demands. Homes of stars are
regarded as great showcases in view
of social activity, so sets tailored to
fit decor, fireplace or den will be a
great comeon. Nibbles are becoming
more regular from fllmites too, says

RCA

AM

FM

Meyberg Co., latest being Joan Bennett and Ginger Rogers.

(Other Television

on Page 34)

News

STRONG DUMONT SIGNAL
SHOWN BY RCA TESTS
N. Y. television station coverage
maps, compiled by RCA research
crews on the basis of approximate
strength contours of the sta-

field

reveal

tions,

that

WABD

DuMont's

the signal of
farther
carries

than either that of WNBT (NBC)
or
WCBS-TV (CBS). DuMont's
signal reaches at least a 45-mile
radius from

with

its

transmitting centre,

WNBT

averaging 40 miles and
about 30 miles.
are considered especially

WCBS-TV
Maps

illuminating in view of the fact that
RCA is NBC's parent organization.
In addition to the average coverage,
several cities far outside the radius
of each station have been picking up
farmer in Watersignals of each.
bury, for example, is known to get
good reception from all three »tations at a distance ol more than 75

A

miles.
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own plane between Tomahawk, N. Y., and Manhattan for his
Joe Hasel, ABC Weiss Vice M'Cosker
"Inner Sanctum," "Grand Slam" and other air stints
sportscaster and optimist, has picked up two acres at Oyster Bay Gove,
Mutual Board Chairman;
L. I., "for residential purposes". .. .Jean Sablon romancing disk jockeys
ij
via free lipsticks to their wives and girl friends. There's a new 'platter
Abram Chasins, music consultant to
out of his theme, "Passing By"
a Veepee
Leo Barzin becomes consince 1943, upped to musical director.
******* »+ * * **************** *****************
Chicago, June 17.
sultant. .. .Margot Gayle, handling radio promotion for YMCA's Woman's
Lewis Allen Weiss, v.p. and t,.m.
Press, spotlighted in Timesweek, N. Yr; Times house organ, for a lobby.
.
.
iff
display gimmick created from back issues of Times and distributed to of the Don Lee network was elected'
Joe Franklin has resigned as head of WMCA's record dept. to work for YW's all over.
chairman of the board of Mutual, at
.Sid Eiges to Washington for White bill hearings.
Paul Whiteman on his new ABC platter show. He'll continue, however,
annual meeting yt its board of directo produce his "Echoes of the Big Time" on the indie.
tors in Chicago, Thurs.
(12).
He
17V
succeeds Alfred J. McCosker, WOR,
Lillian Schoen, scripter of "Grand Slam," vacationing at her family's
Vic Knight is rejoining Eddie Cantor next season as director and the (N. Y.) who had been chairman
Landon, Kenyon & Eckhardfs head radio flack,

+

**

*

*** * ************ *******

via his

As

From the Production Centres

WQXR

NEW YORK

CITY

.

.

HOLLYWOOD ...

Vermont home., ..Herb

skit in Macy's "After the Honeymoon"
to play role of bridegroom in
Daughter born to Jascha Zayde of WQXR's piano
program June 26
duo, Hambro & Zayde. .. .Raymond Rubicam awarded honorary doctor
Within
laws degree at Colgate's spring commencement Monday (16)
a few days George Monohan, WOR's earlymiorn platter spinner, will wed
English actress-model Norah May, who arrived here Monday (16) on the
They met when he was twirling disks on the Armed Forces
S. S. Batory.
Patti Clayton's giving up her own CBS show, slated to
net in England
tee off Saturday (21), to take a Tuesday-Thursday chirping assignment on
.Elsa Krause,
Bob Crosby's new "Club 15" show for Campbell Soup
station
lyric soprano of the Chautauqua Opera Co., inked by
for a weekly song recital starting next Wednesday (25) at 8:30 p.m
Jim Parsons has checked out of WINS to write the Barry Wood show for
Harry Herrmann of J. Walter Thompson agency's
Fred Ziv agency
video dept. navigated his 62-ft. schooner safely through one of the worst
storms to hit the N. Eng. coast... Bill Cullen, "Winner Take All" emcee,
has signed with Marty Goodman ... .Jean. Sab Ion has cancelled' his sixweek vacation, due to start in August, and will remain on the Hudnut
show:... J. Scott Smart, ABC's "Fat Man," growing a beard again. May
do another play
Virginia Smith into "Terry and the. Pirates."
Milt Burgh, MBS news chief, on a three- week auto trip to Wisconsin

K&E

'of

.

WGHF

FM

Ginny Simms, in (town for a week with husband Hyatt
with his wife
Dehn, throwing a cocktailery at their Waldorf Towers suite today (Wed.)
Bob Stanton, baritone on NBC's "Sealtest Village Store," in town
Peggy
between broadcasts. Returns to Coast for tomorrow's (19) show
Fitzgerald of RCA's flack dept. to wed Jerry Cotter, former play commentator for WINS, WBNX and WAAT. ...Don MacLaughlin added to
"Our Gal Sunday" cast. Robert Donley with the "Stella Dallas" players
....Stork winging toward the hacienda of Bob Heller, CBS documentary
producer
"Superman" now plugging for the 4-H Clubs .... Margery
Hawkinson, ABC continuity acceptance readier, wedding freelance writer
1

Edward Rice
Cliff

July

»nd

Bay Ridge, Bklyn., today (Wed.).

of

Evans checks out' of his post as program director of WLIB on
become veepee and director of public affairs of stations WHLI
Dwight Weist is commuting
(FM) at Hempstead, N. Y

1 to

WHNY

writing staff will be bolstered by .the addition of Jess Goldstein and Jay
.. .Larry Berns improving after his third hospitalization for a

since founding of the net in 1934.

Theodore C. Ureibert, prez of
was namec". vice-chairman
and succeeding McCosker on board
is J, R. Poppele v.p., of WOR. Edgar

Sommers.

heart ailment.

.

.

.Thrifty drug chain replaced Sid Ziff with

Tommy

WOR,

Har-

.Don Searle showed off Bob Kintner to the
trade at a pouring iii Beverly Hills and a back-slapping, jolly affair it was.
He's an alright guy was the consensus and like the other ABC execs he's
a* hale fellow well met. .. .Downtown store went for a splash ad to sell
commercial tuner-outer for $2.95 and after a few days reported it a colossal bust. Only two were sold. Copy led off in big type with, "out go corny
Billy Wilgus will produce the Kraft
commercials— and it's about time"
summer show with Nelson Eddy, Robert Armbruster's orchestra and a
.George Brent's appearance on Lux Radio
femme singer still unsigned
Theatre last Monday was his 21st, thereby breaking a tie with Don Ameche
.Norman Blackburn at La Jolla (Cal.) clinic for a
and' Brian Aherne.
checkup. .. .Nate Tufts east for parleying with his bosses at W. Earl
Bothwell agency jn N. Y. and Pittsburgh .... Hal Hackett shuttled back to.
New York to tie up the loose ends of a deal he's working on. Could be
for Abbott and Costello
NBC spotted Bob Stanton, kid brother of Dick
Haymes, in the Kay Kyser spot for the midyear quarterly. His warbling
'
will be backed up by Henry Russell's orchestra.
Eddie Cantor's seasonal swan song June 19 will be devoted to a musical
(
comedy cavalcade of his 40 years in show business. .Radio rights to "The
Great McGinty" have been acquired by Jimmy Saphier and he'll soon cut
a record with Brian Donlevy starred. ,. .Dennis Day will have a third
show next season if the fed Bates agency and Colgate like the musical
recorded by Ken Dolan at NBC. .. ."Corliss Archer" is rocketing in the
ratings and there's already fall interest by other clients. .. .Bob Welch
took time out from his production duties at Paramount to direct Bing
Crosby's Decca recording of "The Small One"
Dick Whittinghill of
KIEV at least,iias the mothers listening to his daily program. Winners of
a contest can have him as a Saturday night baby-sitter .... Eve Arden's
^summer stint for Sealtest will be scripted by Elon Packard, Stanley Davis,
Larry Klein and Jackie Ellison
.Cal Kuhl cut a wax of "Mulligan's
Travels" with, Sheldon Leonard starred ... Joe Connelly and Bob Mosher
will be replaced next season as writers for Phil Harris and Alice Faye. ...
Martha Tilton has been picked up for another 13 on Hit Parade but Doris
Day will be chirping alongside Frank Sinatra when the shift changes in
the autumn
Wendell Niles hopped a plane east to get in his bid as the
Joan Davis replacement. He has revived the old comedy piece he and
Don Prindell did'years ago for Hires, .Lou Fulton got a renewal for his
"Comedy of Errors" on the Yay Kyser show. He'll continue to supervise
the script while Frank O'Connor moves back as. producer. ...ABC is
routing Lassie around its shows to hypo interest in the pooch's own show.

mon

for its sports strip.

..

Kobak was

reelected president of the
net and also director and the following v.p.'s were renamed: Robert D.
Swezey,
Phillips
Carlin,
Z.
C.
Barnes, A. A. Schechter, Robert
Schmid, and Ade N. Hult. E. P. H.
(Jimmy) James, director of adver-

.

tising was also
E. Wallen was

.

.

a v.p. James
renamed treasurer

WGN. Chicago; J. E. Campeau,
CKLW, Detroit; Chesser Campbell,
WGN, Chicago; H. K. Carpenter,
WHK, Cleveland; Benedict Gimbel

'

.

named

and Albert M. Antrim, secretary.
Members of. the board reelected
for another term were Willet H.
Brown, Los Angeles; E. M. Antrim,

.

WIP, Philadelphia; John Shepard III, Yankee Network, Boston;
and Linus Travers, Yankee Network,

.

Jr.,

1

Boston, in addition to Weiss, Streibert, and Popple.

.

.

1

.

IIS

CHICAGO

Don

.

.

.

FIRST
in

.

McNeill's "Breakfast Club" will celebrate

its

new Tele-Radio

transcribed shows....

First
in

commercial broadcast

New Jersey

21 A,

IN
COMMERCIAL

FM

1

RAY PERKINS
DENVER

Denver's Mayor Srapleron

WANTED

Colorado's Governor Knous

Wyoming's Governor Hunt

MORE!

Pueblo's City Council Pres. Beorty
Colo. Springs'

The Andrews
Sisters

Sammy Kaye

Louis Armstrong
Harry Babbitt
Count Basic

Nick Kenny
Dorothy Kirstcn
Kay Kyser
Freddy Martin
Robert Merrill
Johnny Mercer

Tex Beneke

&

the Glenn
Miller Orch.
Paul Brown
Cab Calloway
Frankie Carle
Page Cavariaugh
Senator Cloghorn
Perry Como
Bing Crosby

to Four.1

PERKINS

Vaughn Monroe

SHOW

Jan Peerce
Betty Rhodes
Artur Rubinstein

Hoi Derwin

Col. Stoopnagle

Sat

The Three Suns
Art Talmodge
Rudy Vallee
VickiVolo

Jack Fina

Ted Weems
Ken White
Paul Whiteman

Benny Goodman
Jascha Heiferz

thru

Sale,

Hollywood, June

projected

by

Harry

Maizlish

17.

and

Brokenshire is getting the 12:3012:45 p.m. cross-the-board spot vacated by Maggi McNellis, who has
been pulling down about $20,000 in
this spsot but is checking out to do
a

under way in two
enough platters have

Air," series gets

and

WJZ

unbroken run

show with Herb Sheldon, Brokenshire, however, will be on 10
minutes longer, 12:45-12:55, Mondays,

of 26 weeks.

GENE O'FALLON — Manager
FRANK BISHOP —
Director

5000 Watts

IN
•

DENVER

950

Kilocycles

It

is

Maizlish's

idea

to

mail out

Wednesdays and Fridays.

preview cards, similar to the pracNew job won't interfere with
tice at film breaking and offer cash
BrokensWre's present assignments,
and merchandise prizes for those
which include announcing "Theatre
writing the best critiques of the
Guild" on ABC and "Spending for
show. Broadcasts will be timed for
Happiness" on WNBC. He also does
the convenience of agency heads so
commercial work for Chesterfield
they can hear the shows in the comand Lever Bros.
fort of their own homes. Maizlish is
also considering live shows, with staDes Moines— Wayne A. Sprague
tion sharing in the expense of cutJr.. has joined
•

I

Represented by Blair

construction

is

com-

DISK JOCK POTENTIAL

week half-hour shows will
be broadcast over KFWB.
Designated as "Preview Theatre of the

rolled in to assure an

granted April 8, 1947.

Will be on the air as soon
pleted.

Norman Brokenstii re, who's been
announcing, newscasting and gabbing over the airwaves for well over
20 years, stands to augment his income by $20-$25,000 yearly as result
of signing to turn disk jockey on
WNBC, N. Y. He tees off his platter
stint next Monday (23).
It'll be the
NBC flagship's first disk jockey
show.

Sample Reaction

Air time for audition records to
help their sale and at the same time
get an audience reaction has been

weeks

MUTUAL

KFEL

Audition Disks to Aid

once a

Sam Donohue
Jimmy Dorsey
Herbie Fields

CP

BROKENSHIRE'S 25G

Maizlish Will Preview

THE

Mon.

Dorsey

IN

TELEVISION
as

RAY

Raymond Scott
Charlie Spivak
Jo Stafford

Tommy

Cole in Manhattan for few weeks' vacation
Jim Hurlbut of WBBM-CBS
is in Chicago after his tour through South Pacific battlefronts
Jack
Payne's television show, "Let's Face It," now being sponsored by Terman
Television Sales
Jimmy Costello nursing touch of pneumonia since he
passed out after his broadcast last week
Burton Adams, station relations man from NBC, New York, conferring with local reps
Bruce
Foote and Kathryn Oaks, soloists on "Encore Echoes," program which
bowed June 10 on WTMJ. .. .Walgreen Co. sponsoring hour show over
saluting its 46th birthday on June 19. Featured artists include Bob
Hope, Cass Daly, Dennis Day and Groucho Marx.

Now Two

Tiny Hill
Jose Iturbi
Spike Jones

Ray Anthony

on or before July, 1947.

WGN

Mayor McCultough

Fred Allen

WillheontheairasWAAW,

WBBM

of congratulation on
first anniversary
with KFEL . . .

WAAT.

FIRST

Wilson Sporting Goods Co. will sponsor the All-Star football game at
Soldiers Field on August 22, via Mutual. Harry Wismer will be at the
mike
did exclusive on "Purple Heart Cruise" June 14, aboard
the S. S. American
..Joe Frisco currently at the Mayfair Room did spot
on Bob Elson "On the Century" show with Connie Mack and Red Grange
taking turns on following nights
Irma Glen's father died in Chicago
June 12.... Beryl Vaughn left Chi radio to test for Warners
Jonathan

my

1920 over

will carry address given by
guest speaker at commencement

.

for your wonderful wires and letters

in

the original

WGN

Francis Cardinal Spellman when he is
exercises at Loyola Univ, June 18
Gertrude Niesen visits Tommy Bartlett's "Meet the Stars" show and Edward Dew of "Red Mill" is skedded
for same show on June 19
20th-Fox gave special showing for former
"Quiz Kids" Harvey Fischman, Cynthia Cline, Richard Williams and Jack
Lucal, of "Late George Apley," which features their former airmate,
Vanessa Brown. .. .Dave Garroway adds live show to his former allrecording show schedule, when he emcees weekly series featuring Joseph
Gallicchio, Vivian Martin and Jack Haskell.
Show bowed Sunday (15).

...

;

AM

15th year of broad-

June 23, with all former members, Bill Thompson, Gale Page,
Fibber McGee and Molly, Jack Baker, Johnnie Johnston, Nancy Martin,
Helen Jane Behlke, and Johnny Thompson paying tribute via transcriptions
"Pappy" Speery, radio head of W. E. Long here, getting away
from everything vacationing in secluded spot which cannot be reached by
,wire, telephone or anything
Paul Barnes added to cast of Jim Ameche's
casting on

sales staff of

ting the record.

I

Des Moines.

„

KSO

j

I

|

WAAT DELIVERS
MORE LISTENERS
PER 'DOLLAR IN
NO RTH JERSEY

AND NEW YORK
CITY THAN ANY
OTHER STATION
...INCLUDING ALL
50,000 WATTE R S.

...IN
In radio, the gears are best coordinated

buyer

is

PERFECT MESH
when the

by an
Variety's Radio

brought together with the

seller

convincing medium.
and Television 'REVIEW AND PREVIEW of the
new 1947-48 radio season, published soon, is
such a medium.
effective,

Summer is

program-planning time by sponsors,

advertising agencies and their time and talent-

buyers.

That

is

when

a direct

NEW YORK
154 West 46th

CHICAGO

memorandum

19,
Street

to

them,

telling of a particular talent,

station time availability

Variety's Radio

PREVIEW'

is

new

season.

editorial content, plus Variety's

AND

Its

important

wide circulation

in all branches of the radio industry, insure the

extra

importance of the

VIEW'

'REVIEW AND PRE-

issue.

HOLLYWOOD
6311 Yueea

28,

Slreel

LONDON
Street

program or

effective.

blueprinted as radio's buy-

1,

860 No. Michigan

most

and Television 'REVIEW

edition

ing guide for the

is

8

St.

Martin's Place

RADIO
Transcription Leadership Race Gets

Hot;

K-R Wraps Up Bracken, Others

Kermtt-Raymond
name

•tarted doing

hows

which

Co,.,

star transcribed

in 1940, has signed three

new

shows lor transcription syndication
in a new expansion program as rivalry for leadership in the

comes

field

be-

accelerated.

Company has
Bracken Show"

pacted the "Eddie
as

it

Wednesday, June 18, 1947

PfiRffift
Shepsard Gets

appeared on

for Texaco, with original cast
of Bracken, William Demarest, Ann

CBS

Program will reRutherford, etc.
ofits half-hour format and be
fered for local and regional sponsorship. Show is priced around $7,000, with Bracken working on a
guarantee against percentage.
half-hour
one-a-week
Another
show is Dave Elman's "Hobby Lobby," also ready for immediate sale.
Show will be conducted by Elman,
who originated it, and will retain
same format as the 11-year-old net
Added feature is that the
show.
program, although transcribed, willbe conducted in various cities where
show is locally sponsored. Cost of
show is about $6,000, due to heavy
inherent expenses, such as bringing
people to the show, plus the touring angle,, etc.
Third new show is an as yet untitled five-a-week quarter-hour airer
starring Francis Lederer, stage and
pix actor. Format will have Lederer narrating and playing lead in
dramatizations of famous love letters
of the past. Minimum series of 156
programs is planned, with cost of
tain

.

Quiz-Happy

S. Africa
Cape Town, June 10.
Radio quiz between Durban,
Johannesburg and Cape Town
was organized for Sunday evenings as an experiment. Teams
were chosen from newspapermen,
scientists, etc., with questions of
Slot given
a highbrow nature.
quiz was 6:10-6.40 p.m., poorest

a

Scroll

Boston, June

17.

Farm Audience

John Shepard III, chairman of the
board of the Yankee Network and
one of New England's radio pioneers,
was honored this week by the network he founded.
Got a scroll beginning "We, the
undersigned affiliates and station
managers of Yankee Network, are
firmly convinced that no amount of
artistry employed for the purpose of
embellishment could improve upon
our simple sincerity in thanking

you

it is

now

4

whole week everywhere in
Quiz calls for
South Africa.
of

high degree of technical skill inlandline
triangular
volving
hookup for two-way speech between three towns. Program is
recorded Sunday afternoon, afterwards being broadcast from

Juilliard Institute of Music, <has
prepared a course in radio or-

."

Presentation was by Earle Clement, manager of WEIM, Fitchburg,
and signed by the managers of 23
affiliate stations.

Against Clears
Washington; June

chestra playing which he'll give
this summer at the N. Y. longhair conservatory for advanced
students and the GI extension
course. Six weeks' course starts

casters.
Not only that,; but farm
audiences have also increased duration of their radio listening an esti-

June

tor

mated 25% over prewar years, according to Larry Haeg, farm direcof WCCO,' Minneapolis, who
original survey during, the
lean years to help induce Govern-

30.

made

Idea will be to give the serious music student a practical
application of what he'll meet
in the world of radio after graduation. Levin has been asked to
do course also for school's regular extension course next winter.

Daytimers Join

ment to alleviate conditions.
Haeg attributed current* impetus
in listenership. to

subsidy

of electrical transmission
lines to provide nation's farm areas
with central power distribution.

Prexy Buys

Pirates'

S.A.B.C.

WISH, Indpk; Drops
Bid for

.

.

New

Indianapolis,

.

WISH,

ABC

local

Power

KABC

facilities

was

outlet,

Pittsburgh Pirates prexy.
Sale
subject to -approval of FCC.

is

Universal now will withdraw application for fifth radio station here,
which was opposed by bid Of Syndicate Theatres, Inc., Trueman Rembusch outfit, for station at Columbus,
Ind.

McKinney, who holds an interest
in the Pirates with Blng Crosby and
is part owner of Indianapolis
Indians in American Association,
says station under his ownership
would feature public service programs, with emphasis on sports,
amateur and professional, over the
air.
McKinney's associates are Edward P. Fillion, attorney, veepee;
David M. Lewis, attorney, secretary,
and Chester L. Robinson, treasurer.
owners will continue

FCC

FM

McKinney

issued

stations

(13)
to

REA

allotted al-

Minnesota

Rural

Electric Co-Op for acquisition and
building of 62-mile transmission line
to serve 224 families 'and another
214 miles to service 269 families, all
in Brown County.
All monies are
put up by Government on loan basis
to be paid off in 25 years on a
charge for power setup.

Access to
farmer's

also

New

be

Administration which has already extended power lines to 150,000 families at cost of millions of

tion

13.

bought from Capitol Broadcasting
Co. this week by the Universal dollars.
Broadcasting Co., headed by Frank
Last Friday
E.
McKinney, local banker and most $500,000

affiliation,

will- eventually

available to 95% of farm population
Station under program of Rural Electrifica-

June

•

—

governmental sup-

* of
farm broadcaster's pleas
which resulted in clearing up all
shortages of tubes and batteries by
last summer and to current federal

port

17.

Move to mobilize the daytime radio stations throughout the country
to oppose attempts of the clearchannel broadcasters to further reduction race, with such shows as
strict their
power and operating
"Open House," "Famous Fathers,"
hours got underway here yesterday
which it started in cooperation with
(16) when a letter "went out from
longrun legiter "Life With
the
Washington to. approximately 175 of
With Father"; "Meal of Your Life," the
sun-up' to sundown operators.
with Gertrude Lawrence, Elsa MaxInvitation for an overall organizawell, Ilka Chase, and others, and
"The Woman," half-hbur interview tion was issued by Howard Hayes,
series
with Hildegarde, Beatrice manager of WPIK, Alexandria, Va.,
Kay, Margo, Bonita Granville, etc. who heads the so-called "Daytime
Petitioners' Assn." This group is
And now its new programs.
composed of daytimers who are opBendix Buys Disk Show
erating on Mexican clear channels
Mildred Fenton Productions, has
and have petitioned FCC for fulleach program around $1,800.
sold Bendix Aviation Corp., for" its
time on the air.
Company's most recent bigname
radio and phonograph division, a
show is "Hollywood's Open House." three-times-a-week 15-minute
Hayes suggested enlargement of
transwhich is claims is still the only
cription musical show. As yet un- this organization to cover all limhalf-hour transcribed name variety
ited-time stations. His letter said
titled, program "will have Johnny
show available on an open-end basis.
Thompson, Earl Sheldon orchestra, that since FCC's hearing on dayShow features Jim Ameche, Ray
time skywave signals two weeks ago,
and Jim Ameche, as emcee.
Bloch's orchestra and guest show biz
Disking starts immediately, with several daytimers have urged orpersonalities on each show. Latter
ganization to. fight the position of
show due to preem mid-July,
Includes Jack Benny &• Co., Mprlene
the clears. At the hearing,- the clears
Dietrich, Lucille Ball, Milton Berle,
recommended
cutting
operating
Bert Lahr, Dick Powell, Pat O'Brien,
San Antonio
The Texas Top hours of the daytimers and urged
Peter Lorre and many others.
band, has made its debut on
in FCC to reassign their frequencies
Kermit-Raymond, managed by Ray a 15-minute airing which is heard so that- none would be within 1,200
Green, as such is fighting It out for Monday through Friday under spon- miles of the dominant station on a
supremacy in the transcription pro- sorship of the Crowley Feed Co.
clear channel.
all stations of

Chicago, June 17.
Lost farm audience of some 6,300,000 listeners who were deprived of
radio during lata war years and
shortly thereafter- because of shortages of batteries and tubes has been
recovered by rural and farm .broad,

Musical Bridge
Sylvan Levin, WOR N. Y.
music director, at request of

become so popular that
the peak listening hour

25%

Over Prewar Years, Survey Shows

listening time on Sundays.
But after three sessions, fea-

ture has

listening lip

new power

listening

has affected

habits

to

point

where he keeps radio turned on
most of day whereas previously he
was concerned about short life of
battery, about 100 hours, which confined him to only necessary broadcasts such as weather reports, market quotations and farm news. Now
set gets a good play also from entertainment features of radio. Another result of the advent of power
competitive element thrust into
since the power sets
are giving the farmer greater reception range which in turn allows
a greater choice of programs, beyond
the previously confining range of

ABC

is

said.

programming

construction for six
Indianapolis this

in

week. They were granted to the
William H. Block Co., department
store; Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc.,
affiliate of the Indianapolis Times;
Indianapolis Broadcasting Co., operators of WIRE; Indiana Broadcasting Co., operators of WIBC, and to
both Capitol and Universal, involved

his local area.

AND MIKE TO
BREAKFAST ELSEWHERE

BINNIE

FM

in the deal for WISH.
An
application from WFBM, Inc., was held
up for further investigation.

Hollywood, June

17.

Breakfast hasn't been so hot on
KFVD for Binnie Barnes and

indie

Mike Frankovich.

So, come June 20
they will be taking their "Breakfast
With Binnie and Mike" to other diggings—so far uncertain.

WOR CITED FOR NIX OF
RED TALK ON LABOR BILL

Parting is friendly, all agree, station realizing it is not quite up to
stuff, particularly since it requires production and writing, along
with both sides being a little un-,
happy about the fluctuating commercial reception accorded on a
cooperative basis.
There'"are several deals in the
cilman of New York City. He vented
works, among them a shot at Mutualhis feelings in a letter to Charles R.
Don Lee's KHJ and on the local
Denny, FCC chairman, made public
NBC
Refusal of WOR, N. Y., to join the
in airing an attack on
the Taft-Hartley bill by William Z.
Foster, Communist party's national
chairman, on June 10 was branded
as "an arbitrary exercise of censorship in a discriminatory manner" by
Benjamin J. Davis, Communist coun-

Mutual net

such

affiliate,

week.
While the Communist party had

last

KFI.

—

WJW

bought time on the Mutual web. for
Cleveland
Dorothy Day,
Foster's address, a
official Saj,d women's editor, resigning to take a
that such sales were contrary to its job with a Spokane department
policy and added that the station store. "Salt and Peanuts," Frank and

WOR

WTAM

"has never sold time to any political Margaret Kurtz, leave
this
party, except during a primary or month, for New York where they will
election campaign." Davis also urged attempt to line up shows for their
the FCC to guarantee that New York rendition of old time songs.
radio stations "uphold the right of
free speech for the people of this

WftEUMG.W.y*.

"THE BIGGEST SHOW
imtowm;
.

4it COM

^Jt'coMP^

city."

IP

Mitch Benson's Personal
Summer Hooper on Radio
Mitchell Benson, Moe Gale agency
staffer in the radio dept., has deaided to devote the summer to finding out what comes out
of tha
speaker day in and day out, better
to peddle talent in the fall.
Benson's idea is that too few
10%ers have an accurate picture of
dawn-to-dawn radio fare, being occupied with selling programs and
ideas that might not
triguing if more time
listening to

What Gets

seem so inwere spent
the Hoopers

from the layman's angle.

Benson

has installed half a dozen radio
sets
in various parts of his New
Milford
(Conn.)
to

home and

seriously intends

do a daily routine of listening-

j

digesting-and-conclusion-drawing.

'

WINS

NOW 50,000 WATTS

of New York City, WINS
powerful directionalized daytime signal equiva240,000 watts non-directional.

Over the most densely populated area

now has a
lent to

clear,

its five-fold increase in power, WINS for the first time will
deliver to metropolitan New York listeners a signal thoroughly
comparable with the very best now available in that market.

With

And even though daytime power goes up, no immediate rate
increase is contemplated. Any rate adjustment either up or down
the future as in the past, reflect our long standing over-all
policy of selling a demonstrated listening audience at
the lowest possible cost-per-listener consistent with sound and
constructive operation.
will, in

company

C R

OS LEY

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

—
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D.C. Coppers'

House Committee Sets

$6,(

the 1947 appropriation for
and expenses and $875,000
than the figure sought by the
Commission for next year.

below

salaries
less

As

a result,

it

was anticipated

that

FCC would not be hobbled in its
processing of the all-time record
load of broadcast bids, over 500 of
which are due for hearing in the
next eight months. Jhe committee
knocked out entirely-<v $375,000 item
to caver an investigation of telegraph service but specified no particular cuts in radio activities.
The committee report was released
last Friday (13) along with hearings
on the FCC budget which included
startling

revelations

on

Denny, Jr., told the House
subcommittee
Blue Book cost $13,850 to
pare, while the "cost of

ministering it is not more than
on an annual basis." He
produced the figures under quizzing from subcommittee Chairman Richard Wigglesworth (R.,
Mass.), and because "of ridiculous estimates of the cost" he had

BBC

former

that

Charles

Siep-

main writer of
the Blue Book, which, he said,
went through many drafts. SiepFCC payroll
the
on
mann was
21 days, Denny said, for which
he received

Under

the

$876.89.

questioning from Rep.

Joe Hendricks (D., Fla.), Denny
said the Blue Book had been
issued under the legal authority of the Commission's right to

FCC

see that stations operate in the
public interest. The FCC Chairman did such a good job of selling the Congressman that Hendricks declared at the end of his
Blue Book statement: "I still
think it would cost you more (to
administer the radio statute) if
you did not have this Blue

Most aggressive antagonist on the
House subcommittee was Chairman

Book."

Richard Wigglesworth *(R., Mass.)
who questioned FCC Chairman
Charles R. Denny at length on the
Commission's Blue Book and its
handling of license renewals.
$211,900 cut

employee

mann was

revoking stations' licenses.

making the

Apthe
pread-

$16,000

seen in print.
Denny denied

plans and- the concern of' the legislators with such matters as FCCs
Blue Book, the competitive future
o£ new radio stations, the Commission's concern with program content, the extent of FCC authority
over political broadcasts, and past
and present policies on renewing or

In

Washington, June 17.
Chairman Charles R.

propriations

•

some

Year

Blue Book Cost $13,850
FCC

to claim lion's share of attention at
FCC. With 98 staffers now assigned'
station bids,
to process new

AM

below

FCC

year, the Committee quoted
its 1947 report on the FCC budget to the effect that the "Commission should be able to clear up the
backlog of applications for broadcast licenses which are pending and
there should be a downward trendin appropriations for the 1948 fiscal
year." The Committee said the record indicates "the saturation point
licenses- has already been
for
reached in New York and New
last

AM

"it is highly improbable the recent workload of new applications will continue throughout
the fiscal year 1948."
Breakdown of FCC budget reQuests, two-thirds of which was for
radio, shows:
FCC wanted $154,707 this year
over last for standard broadcasting;

England" and

roll.

.

1

and $40,988 for
$70,851 more for
television. Standard broadcasting is,
and it was reported, will continue

Bill

Goodwin's Station
Hollywood, June

17.

Bill Goodwin, radio and film actor,
and his manager, Joe Wrenn, have

received the FCCs okay for a new
radio station in Douglas, Ariz. Pair
hope to be on the air within six
months, claiming to have sufficient
equipment and material with which
unlettered outlet will have
1,000 watts and operate on the 570
band.
Still

Washington, June 17.
As the House continued the fight
over continuing a limited foreign
information program, Assistant Secretary of State William Benton resumed his feud with AP executive
director
Kent Cooper over the
weekend.
Responding to a recent speech in
which Cooper suggested "that international amity could better be obtained by press services changing
news, Benton wrote a letter to
Cooper insisting that a Government
information program is necessary
to create understanding of the TJ. S.
abroad. "You seem to be arguing
that we do nothing,"^ said Benton,
"that we revert to status quo ante
bellum. The opposing argument is
that we should never again be
caught so helpless; that the Government must act to fill the information gaps that are now so glaring,
in order that foreign peoples will
not again be so" easily misled about
us." Benton charged Cooper wfth
"numerous specific misconceptions
and misleading statements."
While the House continues to
fiddle over the stituation, the Senate
Appropriations Committee went on
with its hearings. Last Thursday,
two raditi network officials urged
continuance of the Voice Of America until a longrange plan could be
worked out and the w4bs take over.
Witnesses were Edmund A. Chester*
director of shortwave for .CBS and
William F. Brooks, vice president
«f NBC in charge of the Interna-

U|t.

LOU CLAYTON

UNITED REXAI.L DRUG

CO.

Friday— CBS— 9:30 p.m., ED ST
M-T.-M—"This Time for Keeps'
"It Happened In Brooklyn"

-

FCC

State Dept., NBC and CBS, under
which the Government would budget $6,000,000 to $10,000,000 a year.
In exchange Uncle Sam would re?
ceive 35 hours of daily news and
special features to South America,
Europe and the Pacific. Present
programming is about 50 hours
daily.

To Review

et request, full text of which
leased here last Friday (13).

was

re-

form would impose on the Commission.

Rep. Wigglesworth read into the
hearing record letters from broadcasters protesting FCCs wholesale
licensing of stations which they
claimed would drive them out of
business and "bring chaos to the
plied:
at all

who

my

cannot go on enjoying a moratorium
on competition."
Denny said if FCC had this autions licensed since war-end and
thority it would be able to regulate
hundreds of others which expect to
salaries and expense accounts of
take to the ether this year. News of
station executives, station income,
the so-called economic report or

"FCC

yellow-for-caution book" was
reported earlier in Vartett. -

The FCC Chairman declared

that

"some licensees, through their selection of commentators, are already
engaging in what amounts to an
editorial policy." He said the Commission couldn't undertake an overall review., of its Mayflower Opinion (forbidding licensees to become advocates) until the fall after

and,

in

addition,

have

to

Committee Set to Mull

Renaming of Wakefield

5

Jr.

In

.

Frank

"Superman" and opinion.
The FCC Chairman said the

"Capt. Midnight" late this month to
take a flyer at some of the type of

FCC

Cleveland, June 17.
was undertaking a study of earnings
juvenile fare which parents cry for.
Pepsodent has signed the "Fairy- Hour- of kid shows cross-the-board and expenses of stations licensed
since the war so that newcomers
tale Theatre" show over WGAR, effrom 5 to 6 p.m. will be reshuffled
could enter radio "with their eyes
fective July 6.
to make way for two moppet stanzas
open." He went on record, however,
It's a children's half-hour program
regarded as at least 99 44/100% pure.
as strongly opposed to giving FCC
and is an indication of bigtime comOne strip, as yet untitled, is slated authority to
determine how many
local for the "Hop Harrigan" spot
into
top
mercials moving
at 5 stations
a community should have
shows.
o'clock ("Harrigan" will be moved an
obligation, incidentally, which the
to 5:30) and will be built around reWhite-Wolverton bill in its present

Now Sponsored by
Commercial Credit Corporation
Mutual Tuesdays 8:15 p.m.

—

Proved Hit— Low Budget
Available after June 17th

Kansas

City,

Mo. • Basic ABC

in

the

133

E.

54th

Day— 10,000 Watts Night— at
N EARING COMPLETION.

*50,000 Watt.

NOW

Houston— Fifth standard station
KATL, has taken to the air
here and will operate with 1,000
watts full time on 1,590 kilocycles.
Station is owned and operated by
the Texas Broadcasting Co.
King
Robinson is general manager and

810 kc-

St.,

N. Y. 22, PL. 8-0928

Exclusive Representative

most

.

•

•

Bill

Newkirk

the

new

is

outlet.

program director

for

BUYING Ark-La-Tex

Write

here,

for Mid-America

-

James Stevenson Productions

most

kudos from PTA's.

KCMO

—

A

tMe&ld by

MBS

Pearson Co.

Brock's

30.

said Elsie Dick,
educational
director, "how we have to clean up
parts of thoje classics before we can
put them on the air for children."
Least the brace of juve airers can
accomplish in their summer test
runs, the net feels, is to win some

E.

W.

Famous Racket-Expose Show

"Special Investigator"

'Adventure Parade" is a narration, with sound effects and voice
changes, of classics like "Robinson
Crusoe" and "Tom Sawyer."
Even a show like this, based on
tomes every parent approves of, apparently isn't without its' editing
problems.
"You'd be surprised,"

John

like

file

accounts.

Washington, June 17
Senate Interstate Commerce Comthe World Telecommunications Conmittee Chairman Wallace White (R.,
ference and the clear-channel hearMe.)
last- Thursday (12) named a
ings are completed.
three-man subcommittee to
study
Denny pointed out that "people reappointment of FCC Commissioner
generally regard radio news as fair- Ray C. Wakefield
for ji second sevener than what they get from the year
term beginning July 1.
newspapers" and that if the editorial
Subcommittee includes: Senators
ban-»were -relaxed, provision would'
have to "be made for opposing view- Clyde Reed (R., Kans.); E. H.
(R„ Okla.), and Thomas
points to get equal time on the air. Moore
(A provision in the White-Wolverton Stewart (D., Tenn.). Stewart has
radio bill calls for equal opportun- feuded with FCC on several occaity for both sides of important pub- sions in the past and may have
taken this occasion to crack back
lic issues to be heard on the air).
at the
Commission, Capitol Hill
Denny said he hadn't made up his
own mind on the question but that spokesmen said. Wakefield has the
full backing of Chairman Charles R.
a better case could be made for

cordings from operettas, interspersed
with narration and dramatic sketches
taken from them. Other show is
Adventure Parade," aired since
January, which will be moved from
an earlier period into the 5:15 segment following "Superman's" sign-

National

stations,

all

companies, would have
uniform, systems of

telephone

Shows

of

To which Denny re"There is no doubt in
mind
.
that there will be stations
.
.
will fail . . . but broadcasters

industry."

time, the FCC Chairrevealed for the first time
Commission plans to release an
overall study on the chances of survival of hundreds of new radio sta-

At the same

man

the air since the war. He told the
committee that there is a strong industry sentiment which opposes the
Testing Moppet
campaign of NAB President Justin
Mutual is taking advantage of the Miller to junk
the
Mayflower

June

Ban

Its No-Editorial

Washington, June 17.
FCC will hold hearings in the fall
to review it? no-editorial ban on
radio station licensees, FCC Chairman Charles Denny reported to the
House Appropriations subcommittee
in hearing on his agency's 1948 budg-

reviewing the nOTeditorial ban with Denny,
hundreds of new radio stations on

Mutual to Use Time Of

off

Autumn

to Hold Hearings in

,

-.

summer bowouts

PEPSODENT CLEVE. SHOW

themselves from liBel, though they are specifically forbidden from
censoring political broadcasts.
.

Feuding

Still

Summer Bowouts

to start construction.

for political scripts 24 to 48 hours in advance of the actual broadcasts.
The solons got the lowdown on the script situation during hearings on
FCCs 1948 budget request, text of which was made public last week.
Rep. Joe Hendricks (D., Fla.) complainedvthat stations In his state
during the last campaign bamboozled him to get scripts in 24 hours
ahead of time on the plaint that FCC would crack 'down on them if
they were not forthcoming. Rep. Frederic Coudert (R., N. Y.) declared a station had censored one of his speeches last year, claiming
FCC wouldn't let .such a talk go over the air.
FCC chairman Charles Denny pointed out that the only thing the
commission requires is a record of requests a station has for political
time during a campaign, and a list of who pays for such broadcasts. Ha
said a lot of stations demand scripts in advance in an effort to protect

Benton, Cooper

asked for 38 more next year. With
16 employees now handling approximately 500 license renewals a year,
Commission sought two more staffers in this section next year.
-Anticipating "great expansion of
activity in FM" next year, the Oommission requested 17 additional staffers.
Chairman Denny pointed out
licensees
fiat one-third of the
ave not yet filed for FM. On the
assumption that wbrk on television
'•
will double, FCC. requested nine tional Division.
»
#
more people to help the eight teleBrooks also outlined to the^ comvision staffers already on the pay- mittee a proposed tieup between

AM

Washington, June 17.
came as a big surprise to some House Appropriations subcommittee members to learn that FCC does not require stations to submit
scripts for review or that the Government has no requirement calling
It

.

.

'

FCC Not Always to Blame

17.

Damage suit asking $100,000 for
"slander and libel" from Earl Godwin and ABC has been filed here on
behalf of two policemen. Suit was
filed as result of a Godwin broadcast which allegedly slurred the
two coppers who were acquitted by
a Police Trial Board last April.
The cops were freed on charges of
brutality against a Postoffice employee who had been arrested for
drunkenness and disorderly conduct.

.

from

FM

Suit

Washington, June

'47 Fiscal

Budget for FCCs
Washington, June 17. +
Friday the 13th turned out to be
not such an unlucky day for FCC,
with the House Appropriations Committee reporting out a handsome
$6,000,000 for FCC salaries and expenses during the next" fiscal year,
beginning July 1, 1947. Despite grim
warnings of drastic slashes to be
made in FCCs '48 budget request,
the agency's take was only $211,900

100G

_L

A

1

For Availabilities

KWKH
50,000 WATTS
Represented by The

Branham Co

i
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Crosley s

FM

KFWB

Bid

Hollywood, June

For N.Y. Splurge
WINS, Crosley-owned N. Y. indie,
has applied to the FCC for an
channels
license. With all available
applied for or
for the N. Y. area
tentatively assigned, WINS, accordmanager Willard
station
ing to
Schroeder, is filing on the basis that
when or if a channel is available,
the station wants it. Station thinkjng is that the FM situation, as far
as FCC grants are concerned, is still
very fluid; that FCC may decide to
increase number of grants in N. Y.
area, either by taking one or more
away from another area where demand for FM isn't .as keen, or just
adding on for N. Y.
WINS' bid is really a carryover
from days when Hearst interests
owned the station. Last July, when
the FCC held FM application hearings in N. Y., the FCC hadn't okayed
the transfer of WINS from Hearst
to, Crosley Broadcasting Corp. WINS,
as a Hearst operation, had filed for
an FM license, and was prosecuting
the application right up until time
transfer
was approved.
station's
apThen Hearst withdrew its
plication. WINS, as a Crosley operation, wanted the FM application, but
couldn't make a move before the
FCC okay. For various reasons, it

FM

'

'

17.

Femmes are making inroads in
indie radio here. Latest distaff recognition is given by Harry Maizlish,
g.m. of Warners
with the
naming of three gals to executive
positions on the station.
Frances Hall, formerly handling
traffic, has-been named an account
exec, one of the few in radio and
among a trio here now; Dorothy
Michels, former secretary, has been
made traffic manager, and Bettie
Barnes named as the latter's asst.

KFWB

Vince McConnor's Strawhatter
Hollywood, June 17.
"The Beach," stage play by Vincent McConnor of the CBS Division
of Program Writing is current (June
12- July 5) at the Westwood Village

Playhouse

mount

Howard

Banks,

dialog director, staged

Paraplay

which has a cast of 40 and concerns
Coney Island.
<f
McConnor wrote "A Joy Forever"
which was on Broadway last season

London, June

17.

BBC is in trouble with the
has proTravel Assn.,
tested against its Third Program
feature which group claims is
facetious and likely to keep foreign visitors from visiting BritCalled "Guide to Britain,"
ain.
considered particularly illit's
timed by J. G. Bridges, directorgeneral of Travel Assn., who was
readying a publicity campaign to
urge British visitors abroad to be
ambassadors of their country

Ghost Voice Bobs Up in Buenos Aires

which

and not make misleading statements
conditions
at
about
home.
Appreciating

that the radio
intended to be
humorous, Bridges feels foreigners will misunderstand the
British sense of humor which
has a great tendency to pan its
native hearth.

program

was

Needling Peron Into Closing Station
Montevideo, June

One

of

teries

of

the yet unrevealed

the

last

war

Voice was heard suddenly,
7.
mys- fying radio listeners.

is

Guy

Kibbee.

The

the

intruder,

didn't

.

.

.

.

dictator Franco.

WE'S 62y2 c DIVIDEND
/

its

—

couldn't get

FM

around to working on

bid- intensively

until

KATE SMITH Starts

last

facilities.

WINS' move is regarded in certain circles as another indication of
determination of James D. Shouse,
Crosley preE, to move into the N. Y.
market in a big way. Station began
daytime operation last Sunday (15)
on its new upped power from 10,000
to 50,000 watts. It's felt that Shouse
wouldn't have dictated move for an
bid if he didn't feel there was
some certainty of his getting it,
despite apparent filled up application list.

A New Phase of Her

Brilliant

June 23 on

FM

Career

MBS

MADGE TUCKER ON MEND
AFTER BRUTAL ATTACK
Madge Tucker

Mrs.

pro-

Miller,

ducer-writer-actress of the ABC children's show, "Coast to Coast on a
Bus," known professionally as Madge
Tucker, -was critically beaten last
Wednesday (11) by a man who got
into her Manhattan (N. Y.) apartment on the pretense of being a win-

dow

washer.

Mrs.

who

Miller,

caught the man attempting to steal
a watch, dragged herself to her
phone following the attack and
called her husband,

William Burke

NBC

Miller, program editor in
vision, before she lapsed into

Tele-

uncon-

sciousness.

She was taken to the Roosevelt
hospital suffering from a brain concussion and severe cuts about the
face and head. Her condition was
highly critical for several days, but
is now improving and her recovery
is

expected.

Police meantime picked up a 46year-old
porter
and handyman,
Robert Smith, traced through a laundry mark on a cleaning rag he left
in the Miller apartment, and are
holding him without bail for hearing

Mrs. Miller's ABC show, aired
Sunday mornings, is one of the oldprograms in radio. Show is going on, with ABC's Bob Tormey
lending a hand to production and
Mrs. Miller's role as "the lady next
door" being written out, probably
until
fall.
Script,
however, will
carry references to "lady next door"
est

being in the hospital, will
letters

from

work

in

her, etc., until she re-

turns.

Femme

Public Relations

annual

Women

Message from Harold
newly elected director of

is

— she is

a friend and an influence in countless

lives

an "institution".

June

23,

Kate Smith

tion of daytime programs. The show's popularity
increased steadily and today "KATE SMITH
SPEAKS" is one of the top daytime shows. It is

frequently in

first

place.

"KATE SMITH SPEAKS"- with

starts a

new phase

of her

On that day, Kate's daytime commentary "KATE SMITH SPEAKS" begins its fiveyear engagement on Mutual. And Mutual raises
more than 400 voices in welcome.
"KATE SMITH SPEAKS"

first went on the
1938— and almost immediately became the sensa-

air in

Kate and Ted

Collins, in their daily discussion— will

Monday through Friday

brilliant career.

Hartford, June 17,
conference of the
Broadcasters of the
NAB, first district, was held here
Saturday and Sunday (14-15). Series
of talks -and discussions
on improv"ig program
menu featured the
agenda.

Third

Assn. of

NAB

Kate

On

Job Stressed at Hartford

p.m.

EDST— the

be heart}

noon to 12il5
time which has been Kate's for
at 12:00

nearly ten years.

The program

a Mutual Co-op. For full informaand markets in which the
available for local sponsorship,
write, wire or telephone your local Mutual affiliate or Mutual's Cooperative Program Department.
is

tion concerning rates

program

is still

Fellows,
first

dis-

and £ enera l manager of
Boston, stated that women
broadcasters constituted the greatest public
relations force between
radio and public."
Stated that greatest audience
is composed of femmes
and that women broadcasters hold
Sreat deal of sway, over them.

urv
WEEI,

This April, Kate Smith celebrated her Sixteenth
Radio Anniversary. Through the years, Kate has
become not only a radio star, but the "first lady of
radio"— a great personality whose listeners are
numbered in the tens of millions. More than that,

Mutual Broadcasting System
World's Largest Network

.

.

up his set speech, while the Belgrano wavelength was quickly faded
out— whether by the government
control or the outlet itself isn't yet
(Continued on page 36)

FM

month.
Proposal is to share a site with
Metropolitan Broadcasting Co., which
also has an FM application in also to
share its antenna and transmitter

.

Muera Peron,"
The President, meanwhile, unaware of the interference, wound

•

the

to

—

Western Electric Co. directors de-

clared a dividend of 62 1 £ c. on

electri-

manage

shove in on the entire hookup, but
famous Ghost Voice which used to
only over the Radio Belgrano wavemake itself heard on broadcasts length and network bursting in
over the German airwaves. Buenos with the startling -words "Muera
Aires radio outlets now have their Peron" ("Death to Peron") and
own special brand of Ghost Voice, seguing off with an ironic, "very
but even to the general public it's good
very good," followed by:
not much of a whodunit to solve "We are here to unmask the lying
the who, how or /wherefore of the upholders of an alleged social jusghost's activity.
tice. We appeal to Argentine labor;
The ghostly intruder was first we are those who at other times
heard on Thursday (5) at a mam- have guarded Argentine dignity. We
moth (enforced) labor rally to bid shall be back to tell the people what
goodbye to Senora de Peron, on the it should know and that which the
eve of her departure -on a Spanish cynic Peron would keep under '*
junket, at the official invitation of cover. Peron
muera.
. . Peron

Gen. Peron made a speech, in
which he described his emotion at
witnessing the love and veneration
San Antonio Ray Bried has been capital stock last week, this being in which his wife was held, and
named to news staff at WOAI here, from the surplus profits of the com- bade her take messages of peace to
replacing
Sam Sloan who has pany. Divvy is payable on June 30 the whole wbrld from the Argenresigned his post.
to' stock on record on June 24.
tine.
It was then that the Ghost
with

33

The Fun Hurts

Ups Femmes

3

»
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CBS Men Who 'Went

Back'

Come

Tales of Despair

ing back over, the far-flung paths of
conquest taken by the U. S. military
forces two years ago in Europe, the
Pacific" and Japanese mainland, have
amassed 75 solid hours of recorded
material grooved with the world's
hunger and misery. Boiled down to
one-hour size, the material will be
aired as the net's next documentary
program, "We Went Back," Aug. 14,
with the advance ilublicity pitch to
be made chiefly to ex-GIs who want
to know what's happened to the
places and people they left behind.
». Bill Downs covered the European
invasion route while Jim Hurlbut
and Bill Costello divided the Pacific
island chain and Japan between
them. Returning from overseas, last
week, Down's and Hurlbut disclosed
that on opposite ends of the globe,
in Europe and in the Pacific, the
common man's chief preoccupation

In effort to discover what the vets
wanted to know about their former
battle posts, Bob Heller, director of

was

be submitted to the Library of Con-

food.

scene

is

said, were currently in the grip of a tourist boom
with the American Express Agency
running a thre\-day tour to the inThree separate
beaches.
vasion
towns, claiming to be the initial
point of contact for the allied forces
in France, asked military headquarters to settle the- dispute, but
nobody knew the answer.

The Normans, he

In Germany, Downs said, , his
recordings are filled with people's
psychopathic fear of the Russians,
their hunger, their desire for democratic rights and their political con-

The

fusion.

German Communists,

said, were gaining ground because they are offering a concrete

he

program while the western Allies
were supporting parties who were
stocked only with abstract slogans.
Symptomatic of the German attitude toward the western powers,
which are liked but not admired,
was an engineer's comment in
Essen. "Without help," he said, "we
can clear Essen of rubble in 30
years; with help from the U, S., we
will clear

it

in 130 years."

"Nice Place For Natives"
Hurlbut, after a -30,000 mile two

months tour of the

Pacific islands

Noro
Morales"
has switched to

.

said,

bomb

Their
of the native's unhappiness.
island home was lacking in

new

bread

the

trees.

CBS

documentary

unit,

and

Downs visited the Kingsbridge veteran's hospital in the Bronx Sunday
(15). The soldiers asked about various people and places and most of
they wanted to know, Heller
what the people thought of
them but they were embarrassed to
all

said,

ask. Heller said that all of the material for the documentary would

for its

permanent archives.

PHOTOG HURRELL TELLS
HOW TO CLICK ON TELE
Hurrell
Photographer
George
his bow as a television producer on DuMont's showcase time
over WABD, the web's N. Y. tele
outlet, Monday (23) night. With the
show based primarily on photography, many camera and film manufacturing outfits have evidenced
pre-production interest, offering the
,

makes

WRITE YOU ARE

o£ the Rlvumba.

Art Franklin Associates
214 West 42nd Street

Marly

Marty

"Write You Are,"
Schrader package aired by a N. Y.
station in some time, represents an
interesting idea but one that needs
plenty of polishing before sponsors
can
be expected to knock at
Schrader's door. It looked like an
extremely low-budgeter, however,
as spotted in DuMont's showcase
time Monday (16) night and, with
its format revolving around handdoodling,
and
analysis
writing
would be a natural for a pen or ink
first

company.
Schrader, former television tradepaper reporter, apparently' knows
the medium so that the stumbling
aspects of Monday's show could
probably be charged up to the fact
that it was necessarily cut from its
original half-hour time to 15' minutes because of the special Army

ceremony at Yankee Stadium immediately following. With Schrader
himself acting as emcee, handwriting expert Dr. William Perl analyzes
the penmanship of two guests and
one outside viewer, to whom he
talks via telephone, and then points
out the intricacies in the doodling
Of celebs.
Schrader made an affable emcee,

although

obvious he's more used

it's

working behind the cameras than
Dr. Perl apfront of them.
parently knew, his stuff but was

to
in

-

1

.

What must be

television's first set wage scale for talent has been
effected between the American Guild of Variety Artists, Paramount's
KTLA and the William Morris agency in Hollywood. Morris office has
an exclusive booking arrangement, too, whereby it furnishes four acts
every Sunday night for the Coast station's regular variety show. AGVA
set a special scale which figure none will disclose but which is estimated
to be approximately $50 per act.

Some Coast teletraders are pondering a system whereby daily programming of each station, at least during trial days of operation experimentally,
would be staggered. Step would permit airings of all to get a full audience, eliminating cutthroat competition that would otherwise result in
1

watchers getting only a share of the efforts of each station. Notion is to
rotate time on the air so that each station would have choice hours at one
time' during a day and week.
In this way, in addition to helping each avoid pitfalls and. learning from
rounded experience, how dissatisfied audiences would get a full measura
of everything on the air, system allowing a full schedule for watchers
instead of scattered hours with gaps between when none would be on the
air.
It's figured move would tend to hypo set buying, too.
Later, when
all seven stations in Hollywood are on the air, the system could, of course,
be discontinued and merit alone regulate.

TELE ACAD NOMINATES

Sarnoff Cautions

NEW SLATE OF OFFICERS

Fibers on Video

-

—

Chicago, June 17.
Warning motion picture industry
not to ignore advent of television
into pix houses, David Sarnoff, head

RCA, addressed delegates to 23rd
annual convention of Radio Manu-

of

facturers Assn. here Thurs. (12), asking industry not to repeat errors of

those who some 20 years ago failed
to see the potential of sound on
films.
In this, connection he believed the impact of tele on theatre
attendance will come from timeliness and dramatic interest of current events making the newsreel
theatre of today prerunner of television theatre of tomorrow.

—

FM

Television, plus
electronics, he

trial

and

indus-

considered'

as

being the shot in the arm of the
radio industry with complete eventual fusion of video and radio till
both will be in 36 million homes
which now have only radio. He
declared that small stations needn't
wait for large investments to get
into video operations since much of
telecost can be lessened by filming
live shows and newsreels plus using local events and talent.
•

'

Answer $40

Toll, Sez Eddy
Chicago, June 17.
Terming the $40 mile monthly toll
Show is natural for local restau that American Telephone & TeleCowan Adds Staffers
rant association sponsorship, be- graph has put on use of its coaxial
Louis G. Cowan has added Leonard
cause it encourages listeners and
Feather, jazz music critic, and Hal entices
them to visit spots partici cable by tele broadcasters as "overHalpern, radio publicist, to 'his staff, pating in program.
exorbitant" and that charge might
to help on the new transcribed
hinder programming of television,
During course
meal,
they
Capt. Bill Eddy, director of Chi
Tommy Dorsey disk jockey show spotted Joey Adamsof sitting
at anpreeming in September.
other table and he joined them for video station WBKB, declared' that
chat which covered town doings and beamed relay system may be the
his pet subject, the Damon Runyon Only alternative for distance opera-

"Remember When?" and

is

opening,

being

entire

show

is

adlibbed,

which accounted for Gordon's continual overplaying of various words,

T
,

"terrific."

Cancer Fund. Adams gagged about
women liking to eat out which
brought about .idea of contest for
women exclusively on "Why Women
Like to Eat Out." Writer of winning
letter will be given free evening as
guest of "Ranch "
Couple in show who are also the
writers, have neat appearance, but
would have been more convincing
they wore dressy street clothes,
rather than evening dress because
representing ordinary people with
middle-class budget, they naturally
would not be able to afford evening
dress arid tuxedo for weekly outings.
Kit Carson, director, is hoping to
appropriate
props from
various

"SERVICE"

places

for

coming shows

to

background

". . . thank you for the swell service and fine cooperation
which you have extended me 'during the past year," writes
R. A. Moss, of Campbell-Ewald's Media Department.

"On

Target,."

IDE
ED
flriDCompariY
AOIO STATION MMfllNIATIVM

WBKB's beamed

relay

link

to

foundations

laid
for
Carlisle, Ind., structure.

the

New

Chi

Presents

SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL FINALS

Tele Course

this summer.
Course, part of the
regular School of Speech program
is
operated in cooperation with
video

WBKB,

SAMMY KAYE
of

U.

Chicago, June 17.
Television course is being presented by Northwestern Univ. here

station,

which

furnishes producers and technical
for studio classroom work.
Program includes scripting, acting
producing,
staging,
lighting,
and
minor technical phases.

men
N£W YORK'BOSTON'CHICAGO- DETROIT-SAN FRANCISCO-ATIANTA-HOUYWOOD

make

look more authentic,
Without actually having to reproduce
interior of restaurant.
Hunt.

Northwestern

i

Plus service for the country's, leading radio stations and
advertising agencies has won for Weed and Company

remaining consistently

tion of video stations.

Michigan City and South Bend will
probably be completed by end of
July with major construction almost
completed in Mchigan City and

if
!

•

(15).

Since the Fashion Fair represented a regular vaude production, the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees demanded that CBS
hire standbys in each of the three IA departments handling the show.
Cost, according to CBS toppers, would have been peanuts but they chos?
to nix the pickup rather than establish a precedent which might get out
NBC was forced to cut the live sound during
of hand in the future.
Rogers' songs and use recorded music because of the American Federation of Musicians' ban on live music in video.

handicapped by an extremely heavy
Hollywood, June 17.
Austrian accent for which he tried
to compensate by shouting most of
The Aca'demy of Television 'Arts
the time. Both went through their and Sciences here held nominations
lines at times like a grammar school
this week for new officers with the
kid reciting a memorized poem,
hotwhich hampered the all-important meeting resulting in one of the
test sessions to date as politicking,
likelihood that DuMont will have no spontaneity for such shows.
maneuvers of
trouble selling it.
Director Bob Loewi handled his factionalism and deft
Titled "Camera Highlights," the cameras well, making the most of some to alter the present constitushow will attempt to teach amateur the visual aspects in cutting to the tion were floored.
photogs, of whom there are approxi- writing exhibits when Dr. Perl was
Nominated by a regular committee
Stal.
mately 30,000,000 how to improve explaining them.
for president was Ronald Oxford, of
their work, with Hurrell himself in
KFI, but from -the floor the names
OUT
the role of tutor. Small dramatic THE LIGHTS GO
of Don MacNamara, of Telefilms,
Dunn;
Rose
Gordon,
Shelby
With
sequence will also be woven through
and Charles Brown, also of KFI,
guests Joey Adams, George Drake
Roger Clark reps Writers: Shelby Gordon, Rose Dunn were added as possible replacements
it to add interest
Hurrell on the packaging end, with Director: Kit Carson
for exiting
and refusing to run
Bob Emery slated to produce for Sustaining
again prexy, Edgar Bergen.
WABD.
15 Mins.; Wednesday, 8:15 p.m.
Other nominations included Harry
WBKB, Chicago
Lubcke, Don Lee; and Ray Monfort,
The Lights Go Out" was first Los. Angeles Times, first v-p; Hal
announced as a commercial show, Bock, NBC, and Earl Ebi, J. Walter
Pix Quiz for Tele
but bowed sans sponsor with Rose Thompson, second v-p; Don MacNew television quiz show, featur- Dunn and Shelby Gordon playing Namara and O. A. Engstrom, latter
ing as emcee Prof. Robert Gessner, the "Lights," who in this case are
of County School System, treasurer;
head of New York University's film young couple who once a week treat Gayle Gitterman, Metro, and Brad
department, and based on a board themselves to a night out and do the
town.
On opening airer, their Atwood, corresponding secretary;
of experts' knowledge of motion picescapades included dining at local Celeste Rush and Miriam Lane, retures, is currently being readied by
"The Ranch," after which cording secretary; R. H. McCall and
WABD (DuMont, N. Y.) for presen- restaurant,
they caught Billy Burke at the Sel- Dr. Ferenc Fodor, latter of Audio
tation next fall.
wyn in "Accidentally Yours."
Pictures,
secretary;
Julia
FarnsClips from old and recent films,
Format of program is to feature worth and Barbara Furse, secretary
and
including features, newsreels
different Chi eatery each week, and to treasurer.
shorts, will be shown to the experts, interview
proprietor,
along with
as well as the home audience, for some celebrity currently in town.
Experts must Each show will begin with glimpse
60 seconds or less.
then identify, according to questions of couple about ready to leave home Beamed Relay System To
sent in by home viewers, the actor, and then switch to dining room
Show is to be titled scene. Other than three minute
plot, title, etc.

UUEiED

foi

Television industry faced two more standoffs from unions during the
last week, which forced the abandonment of CBS' plans to air the Fashion
Fair from Madison Scj. Garden, N. Y., and the pickup of Roy Rogers' songs
during NBC's broadcast of the rodeo from the Polo Grounds, N. Y.,' Sun-

day

WABD—DuMont, N. T.

I

a reputation

Inside Stuff-Television

Director: Bob Loewl
15 Mins.; Monday (16), 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining:

especially,

PUBLICITY ASSOCIATES

BRyant 9-2898-9

Hurlbut was informed

tests,

*«

With Dr. William Perl,
Schrader; guests
Producer-Writer: Schrader

packaged" by Gessner.

ART FRANKLIN
•New King

Pacific,

except for the absence of
American soldiers. In an interview
with Judah, king of the 150 Bikini
atoll natives who were transplanted
to Ronjerik island during the atomic

he

Downs, retracing the American gress
Army's sweep from Southampton to
the beaches of Normandie through
Bastogne to Berlin, reported that
Europe, especially Germany, was a
depressing spectacle. The cities are
still in ruins, the only improvement
made during the last two years being the neatly piled rubble heaps.

unchanged in the

M

MM

+

Home With

t

Television Reviews

|

and the Philippines, summed up the
By HERMAN SCHOENFELD
American GI attitude by saying "it's
Three CBS correspondents, mov- a nice place for the natives." The
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WING Lapses ABC

White
3

Bi

Continued from page 24

comes up for renewal.
several important matters.
Justin Miller and the
Roberson supported the
expected

are

broadcasters

hit

to

Shows as

White

"

'

:

Hearing Holdup Likely
Washington, June

The House

Commerce

eign

17.

Interstate and For-

subcommittee

handling the White-Wolverton,
radio bill decided in closed session last Friday (13) to await
outcome of the hearings skedded
to open today (Tues.) before the
Senate subcommittee, before fixing a hearing date on the con-

Bubbles

Dayton, June

WING, ABC

proviso calling for a division
of- the FCC into two departments of
three members each, with the chairman to be selected by the Commission and not by the President, as 'in
the
past.
Denny this morning
sharply opposed the proviso, claiming most decisions handled by the
FCC were too important for two of
three men to decide. Denny proposed an alternate division, system,
asking to be allowed to draft another plan which he would present
to the committee before Oct. 1.
Bar association also approved a
bill allowing broadcasters
to get
hearings and appeal FCC decisions
while Denny opposed it. National
Assn. of Broadcasters prexy Justin
Miller and a fleet of NAB reps are
slated to take the stand tomorrow
(Wed.), with broadcasters and net
work toppers stating their views on
Thursday and Friday.

further network regulations, insisting that if net rules were written
into the legislation at all, they
should be left in their present form.
He pointed out, however, that the
rules have been amended by the
FCC several times and would probably need more going over as they

Tiff

Bid;

last

1

month

cancellation clause.
Such a
contract offers but little protection

and adver(Continued on page 87)
its

majority

self as proof of a "consistent bias"
in its handling of the news. "The
prejudice and hostility evidenced by
these articles," Durr declared, "does
not take the form of mere opposition
to ideas and points of view. It is
directed against people themselves
because of the race into which they
happen to be born." f

listeners

FM

While admitting that the AJC
San Antonio Louise Aldrich has
study would have been more reliable if bolstered by a second, in- been named as disk jockey of a daily
dependent study, the Alabama Com- Monday through Saturday half-hour
missioner
quoted
several
News' early morning show to be aired here
stories cited by the newspaper it- over KCOR titled "Rise and Shine."

—

8

Indicalegislation.
troversial
tions were that the House would
not call hearings before the recess.

Chairman Evan Howell

(R.,

KNX

"The Man. Called X" originates at

said that when hearings
his subcommittee
called,
will consider all four radio bills
now before it. These include
radio legislanew
omnibus
the
tion; a "free radio" bill introduced during the past two sessions by Rep. Emanuel Celler
(D., N.Y.); a bill by Rep. William Lemke (R., N.D.) proposing
Pa.)

are

a probe of FCC's
and a measure

FM

.

.

.

KNX Farm Journal"

so does "The

allocation,

from

Rep.

Thomas Lane <D,, Mass.) to forbid broadcast of subversive material.

The world

Columbia's The

KRNR,

as cool

Man

and polished

KNX — CBS

radio

KNX

his beat.

is

Meanwhile, Rep. Harris Ellsworth (R., Ore.), licensee of
Roseburg, Ore., accepted
Howell's invitation to sit on the
subcommittee. Rep.
Charles Wolverton' (R., -N.J.)
had at one time questioned the
propriety of a radio licensee sitting on matters affecting him
personally, but bowed to wishes

in

is

his headquarters.

As the

sleuth of

Called X, suave Herbert Marshall remains

as his sponsor's product

— makes certain

Hollywood

tion supports this pojse throughout

—

And

Frigidaire.

that technical perfec-

each performance.

1

of other

Every program originating at
fornia only or the nation

committee members.

craftsmanship.

sound

FM

apply to
and video. Flexibility
of the rules would be lost if they
were legislated, Denny contended.

to

FCC chief condemned some of the
sections of the White bill
as "a serious limitation to free
speech."
He pointed out that the
provision giving radio time during
campaigns only to authorized party
spokesmen, candidates or their dele-

Southern Cali-

and
shows do their full share
program a Columbia-caliber production.

artistry available to coast-to-coast

make each

to the

KNX - whether for

has equal assurance of faultless

technical facilities, studios, music

local

KNX

KNX

Farm

Journal, limits his beat

10 Southern California counties. His Monday through

Saturday, 6:00 to 6: i5 a m. reports to breakfasting farmers are as
practical as a

pump

handle.

No

slick reciter of prefabricated

fananews. Wilson nails his program to growers' -needs. Plow-side
and close co-operation with county extension services keep

gates, would bar from the air nonpolitical groups such as labor unions

visits

The

and management groups.
He said
the rule probably also would mean
that newscasters and analysts
'couldn't talk about elections either.

Journal timely and

—

as farmers testify

Catering to Southern California farmers
year they grossed $666,474,000

Denny

said the granting of station
licenses on grounds of economic
needs, rather than simply on technical grounds, "would throw the

California counties

among

fact, Los Angeles
been since 1910.*

In

American

competitive system of
broadcasting out the window."
As
for the bill's apparent junking of

—

invaluable.

smart business. Last

is

the nation's top 25 in farm income.

the nation's richest farm county

is

If the country's richest

*

a figure that places 8 Southern

farm market tempts you,

call us

and has

about

The KNX Farm Journal. We, or Radio Sales, will gladly tell you
more about this direct approach to rural Southern California's

Voice of Freedom
5B Continued from page 24

—

The same

Robert Wilson, editor of The

political

purchasing power.
55;
•Sales

busy with denials. Commitwhich is headed by Dorothy
Parker, Dr. Algernon Black and
Prof. Henry Pratt Fairchild, called
a session which drafted an announcement that "VOF and WLIB
are
planning a
13-week series
ers got

Management, "Survey

of

Buying Power,"

May

1947

tee,

featuring the liberal commentators,
each week bringing the voice of a
different commentator to WLIB's
audience." Statement also announced

KNX

to a" "false rumor
circulated last week," VOF,
far fro-m protesting WLIB's applicathat,
•

.

contrary

Los Angeles

.

tion,

was urging FCC

view of the

station's

to grant

it,

•

50,000 Watts

in

"fair-minded

record," etc.

Only trouble with the Steel story
which the VOF was so anxious to
deny as "a false rumor," was that
it had been
given to Variety by
Steel himself.

COLUMBIA OWNED

t

He said if the AJC case is barred
from- the record, the FCC should
also strike out the evidence adduced
by the News to show it Is not biased.
The paper's showing is less conclusive then the AJC's on this count,
he concluded.
value."
The Commission also took occaIn a separate dissent, FCC Comsion
last Friday to turn down petimissioner Clifford J. Durr voted to
bidders
retain the AJC study in the FM hear- tions of four N. Y.
(Metropolitan
Broadcasting Service,
pering record and to rel-use an
WLIB,
Radio Projects, Inc., Newark,
mit to the News. Durr maintained
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Frequency
and
that the Commission has an obligation to pass on an applicant's past Brooklyn) to defer handing out any
behavior in running any business, FM permits at all until after July 1.
stood
by its
Commission
said
that
it
including a newspaper, and the
question here is whether the News N. Y. decision and pointed out that
should be preferred over at least 12 all four companies would become
reserved
FM
four
eligible
for
the
other FM contenders in the N. Y.
slots in N- Y. after that date.
area.

FM

carrying local programs which we
considered of greater interest and
importance in the WING listening
area than those we felt we would
be required to carry under contract
with ABC."
At the same time, he admitted that
the station had offered to renew its
affiliation with ABC under a twoyear non-cancellable contract. "However," he added, "ABC returned a
contract to us calling for a six-

WING,

Stance 'Incompetent'

Washington, June 17.
last Friday (13)
gave the N. Y. Daily New* a clean
bill of health on its FM bid and
struck from the record as "incompetent" testimony introduced by the
American Jewish Congress during
the N. Y. FM hearings purporting to
show anti-Negro and anti-Jewish
bias in the newspaper's news arid
editorial columns. The Commission
said the study rested on the "personal and inexpert opinion" of the
AJC analysts and has no "probative

An FCC

Saturday
(14), in a dispute with the web over
a six-month cancellation clause in a
proposed new two-year contract.
Station carried no net shows over
the weekend but resumed yesterday
(Mon), after John Pattison Williams,
exec veepee, received a wire^ from
ABC prexy Mark Woods suggesting
that negotiations be reopened; and
that WING continue airing net. programs pending a final decision ?
Earlier, Williams had announced
that the station was going indie "because our position with the network
was becoming such that we felt that
WING would be prevented from

to

AJC

Says

17.

affiliate here, let its

network contract lapse

bill's

The Blue
mentioned
two-hour apWhite group.),
committee to
to promulgate

at this last proviso.
ook, incidentally, wasn't

once during Denny's
pearance before the
Denny urged the
leave FCC the right

News FM

N. Y. Daily

But Keeps Airing Net's

(NAB prexy
Surd

FCC Okays

S3

;

listener's knowl- FCC's AVCO procedure of requirex nothing" to a
he was hearing ing competitive bidding for stations
edge of whether
up for sale, Denny said that withnews or opinion.
out this system it would be "exReference
Book
Mo Blue
tremely difficult to prevent an inThe FCC chairman supported the crease in trafficking in licenses."
reinforces the
Frank Roberson, head of the FCC
bill's provision which
censorship of Bar Assn„ was -on the stand most of
brfn on government
FCC the this (Tues.) afternoon, with his
any program, but gives
program- testimony stressing the way the
right to review over-all
ming every' three years when a association differed from Denny in

license

Pact

Represented by Radio Sales, the

SPOT

Broadcasting Division ol

CBS New Ywk,

Chicago. Los Angeles. Deltoil, Allanl*.

San

Funux*

!

—

'

—
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ADDITIONAL FM GRANTS

Argentine's Ghost Voice
=

Continued from page 33

and among the
public, connected the episode with
the recent resignation of General
both

in the industry

Washington, June 17.
The FCC moved on three fronts
last week to speed establishment of

FM

FM

'

Golden on Tele

Network execs, on the other hand,
had any complicity in the Ghost
Voice affair, and the fact that the are jittery lest this episode give
of
nationalization
voice was heard over the Belgrano supporters
of
radio a peg on which to support
their theories. The latest plan which
wasn't produced on the station's is believed to have been mulled
frequency, but has been caused over by the government is one
through interference on telephone whieh would continue commercial
lines, which must have been tapped. broadcasting, but
under complete
The first results of the govern- government domination.
ment investigation have shown that
the wires between the outlet's studio
building and transmitting station at
Moron, outside the city 'limits, had
'

outlet and its netwbrk is taken as
certain proof that the interference

.

Georgia-CBS

;

dience

WTAG

Worcester,

147% more
than

Continued from page 25

Storer's

Fort

Industry

,

subsidiary

matic devices. The possibilities and
variations are infinite.
Only the
dramatist's own creativity and ingenuity will limit him.
He'll be
able to use all the techniques of
theatre, film,

and sight and sound

picked up from any location in
the world and transmitted instantaneously."

Station

made speeches

Sarnoff

for 'the occa-

-

4--

209% over Station
C, 298% over Station D, and 368%
over Station

E.

(Hooper index

Jon.<

fob. '47)

that

CBS

Says

It's

Unprecented

In N. Y., a CBS spokesman said
yesterday (Tues.) that the net was
not prepared officially to state a
position on the case inasmuch as no
papers had been served, but he
pointed out that the court action
was unprecedented.

Reward

'WHERE

IS

The nets have never been required to conduct competitive bid-

SAM?'

Communicate

JEWEL MUSIC
1674 Broadway,

New

York

among stations for affiliation,
c said, and there is no rule which
:rohibits an affiliated station or a

ling

etwork from terminating a tieup
"jon expiration of the usual twooar contracts.

may

develop for

be a new form, he

tele.
It will
says, taking in

every previous medium used, and
including

newsreels,

legit,

radio,

documentary,

etc.
It might> be a
biographical form of play, utilizing
all these mediums..
Take a forthcoming Joe Louis
fight, for instance, says Golden.

A

television playwright is to dramait.
He starts his story a week
in advance of the fight.
It's to be
the story of Louis', life, so it starts
back in Louis' boyhood, back in the
actual setting of Louis' childhood
home in Alabama. The cameras
are actually there, televising a
drama enacted by young Negro kids
to be sent'by -coaxial cable or other

iUifll
We're glad to announce

in

111

L 0 L is going places!

on

its

Friday

airlines last

(13) in the 9 a.m. segment for members of national Committee of Thirteen to strut its stuff in debunking
time-worn superstitions anent unfortunate events to befall one on that

Comment

Follow-up

"Robert Q. Lewis Little Show" has
been expanded from its 15-minute
format to a half-hour show and
moved into a Friday middle-of-theevening CBS segment for the summer, as befits a show of such refreshing qualities. Lewis, backed by
a top supervisory production job by
Goodman Ace and some hep scripting, continues' to justify those initial

handsprings over injecting an ele-

ment
ming

of freshness into the
picture.

program-

Those satiric overtones will obwas a chowder party viously invite "just lilie Henry
wherein most of those listed above Morgan" comment, which in a sense
cracked mirrors, walked under lad- is unfair. If the Morgan formula is
ders, tossed away horeshoes and. good radio, then it rates a reprise.
rabbit's paws to prove it meant noth-' If, as was sometimes evidenced last
ing to them. An outsider who said Friday (13), Lewis too closely aphe believed in rabbit's paws was proximated the Morgan marfnerism,
brought up to have magico pull rab- it's regrettable, for the CBS comedy
bit out of hat, make it vanish and hope has sufficient, distinctive qualidate.

On

overall

it

plant four- r.f.'s in his pocket,
laughs. It was neatly handled
for entertaining

made

for

ties of his

own

to bypass imitative-

and

session.

Idea of anti-superstition

show was

FIRESIDE THOUGHTS FOR

Making

MEN

Writer: William D. Adams
Producers: Maurice Murray,

the best

even
better!

With June Merrill
Jack

Billings
30 Min.; Mon. thru Fri.; 12:30 a.m.

Sustaining

WENR,

Chicago

Just what the name impiles, "Fireside Thoughts for Men" is a femmeemceed show which caters to the
stronger sex. by handing out bits of
philosophy and numerous anecdotes,
with secondary purpose of preparing
weary masculine mind for good
night's rest.

June Merrill, long" a fdvorite
woman's program pilot, weaves show
together by projecting soft, intimate
voice into mike giving impression she
is so close, that mechanism is lipsticked when she's through. Theme
is "Man I Love" and format has
Miss Merrill using feminine tricks to
build up male ego.

Musical interludes on opener were

Coward
Continued from page 24

also leaves
tour.

it

it

finishes

November 1948. The story of a
struggling haberdashery clerk who
became accidentally President
a
story, likewise either comedy or
tragedy, to be ready for the happy
or tragic finish the night of the
to

—

•

Pres.

Sustaining
N. Y.
WNEW, N. Y. indie station, pulled

WNEW,'

all stops

milestone— or

might be his finish.
with Louis still the
hero, the playwright has written a
comedy. If Louis is down, and another man is being cheered by the
crowd, he's written a tragedy— the
end of Joe Louis!"
Golden has' another ideal biographical tele play similarly in
mind—the life of President Truman. From the Missouri farm kid

as executive vice-president

Director: Jack Grogan
Producer: Laurence Hammond
13 Mins.; Fri. (13) One Shot

international broadcasting.
Other transcription series currently in p r o d u c t i o ri by Towers'
firm, Towers of London, Ltd., are
"Secrets of Scotland Yard,';, authen-

If

T."Swanee" Hagman

Millard
Matsoukas,
Nick
Oleg Cassinl, Margaret
Shaffer, John VasNorman Broken-

Faught,

Haymes, Lloyd

sos, Chick Lewis;
shire, announcer

shoe, shining, his work in
the gym, his early fights.
Sometimes 'the scenes are played by real
actors;
at
other times film sequences are used. Newsreels of
some of his fights carry the story
onward all forms are utilized for
the story. Then the current developments leading up to the ^coming
fight,
the contracts, the training.
Then the fight itself, with Joe Louis
playing himself in the climax.
"And the neatest thing about it,"
said Golden, "is that the playwright,
when he begins the story of Louis,
doesn't know whether he's writing
a comedy or a tragedy.
The fight'
might be another Louis victory

—

st. paul

FRIDAY THE THIRTEENTH
With

French version series for utilization
in Europe and possibly French-Canada and the French Empire. This
makes the program the first bi-lingDe- ual transcription series produced for

troit, his

C.

,

tize

means developed.
Then comes Louis' youth

minneapolis

Continued faom page 26

to

Nine years ago Golden presented thought up by Laurence Hammond
and Michael Carr. Jack Grogan difor NBC television the first current
rected. Everybody had fun. Norman
Broadway success ever televized. Brokenshire truanted from U. S.
This was his "Susan and God," with Steel's Theatre Guild of the Air to
the same stage talent used, Ger- handle
announcements and ringEdba.
trude Lawrence, Paul McGrath and master the wacky stunts.
Nancy Kelly. Golden and David

which operates WWVA, Wheeling, sion, and Golden pulled a crack
and WGBS, Miami, as well as that was as corny and as true then
WAGA, engineered a "package dear' as it is corny and true now.
—'All The World's A Stage*
for transfer of the three stations, all
50 kilowatters, from ABC affiliation
"Shakespeare s words," he said,
to CBS. This, he charged, violated "have at last come true.
No. more
federal anti-trust laws.
will acting be confined .to the theIt will
District Judge E. Marvin Under- atre, studio or microphone.
wood, who granted the temporary be extended to all these forms
restraining order, set June 26 for a and more. For from today on, all
hearing on Georgia's application for the world actually is a stage"
Golden describes the form of play
a permanent injunction.

au-

difficult

—

—

In

was

,

Velazco, chief of the federal police,
and one of Peron's closest collabomatter.
After July 1, therefore, New York
rators. The interference is believed
Whoever was responsible for the City and Los Angeles will have four
to be the work of the Alianz%
channels; Chicago and San
Libertadora Naclonalista, a Fascist interference, it's certainly given a more
group formerly closely connected fillip to local radio listening, as Francisco, three; and Washington,
repeat
D. C, Baltimore, Detroit, Salt Lake
with the German Embassy and Nazi listeners are longing for a
^agents, which had always relied performance even if it does come City, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Porthave
(who
land, Ore. and Detroit will each
upon support from the federal from the Nationalists
The only a very tiny minority on their pick up two additional slots.
police,
created by Velazco.
Commission
Concurrently,
the
Alianza is very similar to the Span- side). Some wags have even sugallocation plan,
ish Falange and has hitherto roamed gested that the government itself is made final a new
interference
for
the
spacing metropolitan-type
stathe streets of Buenos Aires at will, responsible
beating up democratic supporting that ra/io fans are so tired of list- tions in the same town 800 kc apart,
broadcasts,
and
in
ening
official
to
rather than 400 kc, as provided earstudents, burning and looting Socialist or
Communist headquarters, fact, switch off as soon as these ap- lier.
air,
the
that
some
such
pear
on
and holding police-protected rallies
which closely followed the Nurem- drastic measure like this was necesberg pattern of the Hitler youth sary to get them to listening again.
groups.
Now they will all be listening in
No one in the. broadcasting indus- the hope of hearing a voice that
— Continued from page 27 try believes that Radio Belgrano has dares to say "Peron Muera."

delivers

;

understand at the substantial including variety of numreceiver end. WINS regulars Jack be» s '» "£°/# sh Rhapsody/' "Mam'additional FM stations throughout Eigen, Larry Carr, Dick Styles, and selle," "Stella by Starlight" and "I
Walter Scheff tossed in samples of Don't Know Enough About You"
the country.
find Al Bernie Fill-ins are poems and advice, and
Comedy
shows.
their
Commission announced that the
routine. Mel Torme show caught aired original verses
one - out - of - every - five FM slots did a fast mimic
of the Copa piped a medley from by show writer. Bill Adams, nostalwhich earlier had been put on the his new pic— but he 'sang so close gically titled, "Way Back When,"
and
shelf in FM-congested cities for use in that receivers vibrated.
a thought provoking Item, "Today."
C
by veterans and other latecomers,
Program is under guidance of two
James Shouse, Crosley prexy,
would be opened to competition ef- came in at the close— on a platter producers, .Maurice Murray and
casting a statement from the web
James
Billings,
who alternate hanfective July 1. (FCC Commissioner with a distinct needle pop to ask
repudiating the Ghost Voice and Clifford J. Durr dissented, arguing listeners' "indulgence in a task that dling five-a-week proceedings.
In
stating its confidence in the investi- that the. Commission should keep is most difficult," that of program- favor of easy flow is fact that proHunt.
gation procedure, which would sure- the channels out of circulation for ming to please everybody and also gram is sans commercials.
Doon.
serve the public interest.
ly bring to light its innocence in the a longer period).

FM

•

Radio Reviews

GREENLIGHTED BY FCC

,

known. Later in the evening police been tapped at various points. At
squads appeared at Radio Belgrano any rate they had been stripped of
with orders to shutter the outlet their insulated covers.
sumAssn.
Broadcasters
The
and retain its management and permoned a hasty meeting to consider
sonnel for investigation.
the situation and collaborated with
Fascist Solution
consensus of opinion, Belgrano to the extent of broadGeneral

coming

'48 election.

What

sponsor, asks Golden, now
shelling^out thousands for the privilege of televising a championship
prizefight, or a champ football game,
wouldn't go overboard for a story
like those just outlined?
•

NOWalong with

"The Texas Rangers"

'

Scotland Yard shows, starring
Clive Brook, plus "London Playhouse," the British Lux Radio theatre type dramatic show already
scheduled for broadcasting in a number of important overseas territories.
Towers plans to up the output of
his
British
Empire transcription
service by 100% this fall. He planes
to New York July 5 for the first lap
of a summer tour which will take

A

sure-fire give-away or

self-li<juidating

offer!

At-

tic

him

Canada, Hollywood, Mexico,
Zealand and Australia. Coward
England July 25 for a

to

New

Mpls.

Songs The Texas Rangers
Sing and scrap-book album.
Provided sponsors of "The
Texas Rangers" at cost!
Write for full details.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR

B. CHURCH
PRODUCTION

PICKWICK HOTEL, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.

Mayor Emcees
Minneapolis, June

tractive 48-pages of Original

17.

Away on

vacation, Bob DaHaven
Mayor H. H. Humphrey,

induced

just elected by a huge majority, to
pinch hit for him as emcee on his

WCCO
gram.

afternoon radio variety proMayor, a close friend of
a hit with gags and
introducing
other
per-

TONIGHT

DaHaven, made
wits
in
formers.

He

said,

however,

considers his future
rather than over the

that
is at

he

BUDDY CLARK

still

City Hall

SINGS

flir.

—

Hartford
Cooperating with the
Hartford
Anti
Noise
Campaign,
WTIC is asking all listeners to tone
down their radios after the II p.m.
news.

CBS

9

P.M.,

EDST

'

a

«

.
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Inside Stuff-Radio

BMB

New

^Thus'far Paramount has sent recordings from "Dear Ruth" and "Perils
from pix on one side, and interviews with John
Lund and William Demarest, from "Pauline," and Billy DeWolfe and
Mona Freeman, of "Ruth," on reverse, respectively. Pix company is sub-

was ^requested

b_y you, namely, of
true cooperation with an industry
(radio advertising) in which statistics will continue in a role of top
magnitude unmatched heretofore in
'.,"„
advertising."
Hooper noted, following his meeting -with the committee, that the
occasion happened to be the first
anniversary of his taking over of the
defunct Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting operation.
CAB and Hooper also once had a
romance of the sort now blossoming
with BMB. In 1943, Hooper negotiated for six months with CAB on
a proposed merger plan, but it fell"

WNEW, meantime, is readying a half-hour program, "Hollywood News
Reel " based on these platters. Show will have other- material, such as
sound track with music from the pix, which studios also are sending it.
Station's pitch to sponsors is a show with Hollywood names, with at least
four on one program, and dialog from new films to boot. "News Reel"
in

two weeks.

NBC Radio-Recording Division is taking a poll of every radio station
jn the country to find! out what kind of programs they find "most acceptObject,, the net's
able and saleable" to local and regional advertisers.
subsidiary says, is to provide it with some guideposts in planning future
transcribed open-end syndicated programs. Poll is the first the division
has taken applying fo this type of programming and is being made via

D

is syndicating 24
questionnaire. Right now R-R
five^minute mysteries to half-hour variety stanzas.

.

—

WING
Continued from page 35
tisers,

WOW,

Omaha, and WDAF, Kansas

City, last

week

effected

1

all

an

unusual interchange of interviews with interesting persons simply by
The tieup provided each station with two quarterhour programs, although each station produced only one show.
Occasion for the tieup was the announcement of the winners in the Quiz
Kids' annual contest to select 10 best teachers based on the words of
pupils. Elsie Lindgren, teacher for more than 40- years and now on the
staff at the R! J. Delano School for Crippled Children in Kansas City,
was the second place winner and the recipient of $500 in cash. Award
given her was because of a letter written in the contest by Thomas N.
Townsend, 17, who graduated from Omaha's Benson High School this
Young Townsend is a victim of cerebral palsey, but is said by
spring.
Miss Lindgren to be one of the most brilliant minds encountered in her
years before the classes. The youth had been in her classes several years
before moving to Omaha last fall.
Bill Bates of the
staff transcribed an interview with Miss Lindgren, and the platter was broadcast by the station last week, then shipped
to WOW. Omaha station transcribed an interview with Townsend, broadcast it, and then shipped it off to
for use this week.
Thus both
stations have covered both sides of the prize winning without stepping
outside their own regular facilities.

trading transcriptions.

of

In

and which out of fairness
us we have refused to sign.

ABC Exees Perplexed
N.Y., ABC execs said they

to

were

at a loss to understand Williams' refusal to sign the net contract since

he only recently signed one, with a
similar
six-month
cancellation

ABC

clause, for WIZE,
affiliate in
Springfield, O., which he also manages.
Web officials also said Williams

1

had
apparently
misunderstood
Woods' go-ahead on airing ABC
shows during contract negotiations,
and as a result was picking up certain network programs and bypassing others.
A wire was fired to

WDAF

WING Monday

WDAF

(16), afternoon adit must take the
schedule or nothing at all.

vising the station
full

ABC

Net execs volunteered no reasons
for
insisting
on the six-month
year clause, but said it was not unusual,

Lionel Poulton, .KDKA (Pittsburgh) production veteran, this
earned the unusual distinction of being the producer of all three of the
station's shows which won awards recently at Ohio State's annual Edu
cation by Radio Conference.
Programs were "School of the Air," "Ad
ventures In Research" and "Youth Looks At the News."

although some

affiliates

Demo

Station Bid
Washington, June

}

<Sen. William E. Jenner
last

ency Burns as Fuller

:

through when CAB insisted on suspending Hooper's 32-city rating setup in favor of an 81-city plan
proposal Hooper wouldn't go for.

waxers ranging from

Hilda Morris, the Larchmont, N. Y., novelist, who died last week, was
the author of "The Tuckers Tune In," one of the few works of fiction or
non-fiction, whichever treated broadcasting affectionately. Book appeared
some five years ago (G. P. Putnam) and described the part radio listening played in a small town American family passing through the depression years.
Stations

bid.
-

;

mitting platters gratis.

preem

FCC Grant on

my

tain security for myself and
associates," Hooper told BMB, "it
is offered in the spirit in which it

of Pauline," with dialog

.will

Sen. Jenner (Rep.) Charges Politics In

Hooper

Continued from pace 24
without creating duplication in audience measurement."
"Although this plan provides cer-

Interesting film-radio tieup is Paramount Pix's exclusive grant to indie
York city area of transcriptions the film company
N. Y., for
its new features. Record on one side has scenes from the
is putting out on
*
new film. On the other side are interviews with film players. Interviews
have bands open so' that local guy can put the questions which the actors

WNEW,

37

Roams

Jockeying

in

Friday

17.

(R., Ind.)

charged

(13)

FCC

For Theatre Guild Tune

Democrats.
Jenner charged that Pleas E.
Greenlee, Indiana Demo chairman,
had written to National Committee
Vice-Chairman Gael Sullivan urging
pressure on FCC to see that the
Fidler dangling in mid-ether. Half same group got a second station in
Indianapolis.
(FCC had proposed a
the earlier period U. S. Steel got is
grant of the Evansville bid and a
now occupied by "Policewoman," the denial of their Indianapolis applicaother half by Fidler. Both are spon- tion.)
sored by Carter Products, via the
Jenner said he would "register the
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles strongest possible protest" if political
pressure
resulted
in
FCC's
agency.
granting a broadcast license "on
didn't matter about "Police- partisan
It
political grounds."
woman," the show's been cancelled
The Senator said that principals in
anyway. ABC execs say the Steel the Evansville bid include: Frank E.
deal had nothing to do with it; the McKinney, president of the Pittskill order was in the house, last burgh
Pirates
and
prominent
month before the offer of earlier Hoosier Democrat; John K. Jennings,
time for "Guild" was made. "Police- former WPA administrator in Inwoman" is bowing out June 29.
diana; Robert
H. Hinckley, viceBut Fidler, whose film gab is a president of ABC and former Direc52-week airer, is in no apparent tor of the Office of Contract Settlejeopardy, cancellation-wise, and ABC ment, and Frank M. McHale, Democan keep him— if the net comes up cratic National Committeeman. The
with a new time slot -suitable to the losing company for a station to be
sponsor. Question is, however, what known as WJPS, Evansville, Jenner
the web could offer by way of a spot declared, included several Republisomewhere near Fidler's present cans. FCC had recently granted this
well-established segment following group's petition to review the entire
Walter Winchell and Louella Par- case, the Senator added.
Fidler's back-to-back airing
sons.
Meanwhile, it was learned here
with Miss Parsons, both of them that the Demos' bid for an Indianapwarming over the same Hollywood olis station under name of the Unigossip, hasn't been an ideal arrange- versal Broadcasting Company— may
ment from several viewpoints.
be dropped since the .company last
On the other hand, it's regarded week contracted to buy existing staas highly unlikely that Winchell tion WISH, Indianapolis.
The sale
would care to have Fidler right in will have to get FCC approval.
front of him. Neither is it probable
that Carter would be happy to have
Boston Lowell Institute CooperaFidler shunted behind "Guild" into tive Broadcasting Council goes on
the late hour of 10:30.
WEEI (CBS) on a Saturday night
Word is that ABC already has 9-9:30 slot this week with its fifth,

ABC's pitching of a half-hour
Sunday night time slot to U. S.
"Theatre Guild On the Air,"
leaves Hollywood gabber Jimmy

earlier

Steele's

—

—

are given

tossed the gabber's sponsor a

list

of

Called

series.

"Crossroads

of

While radio

stations,

newspaper*, magazines and

other media throughout the nation have consist*
ently increased their rates during the past 10 years

WOR hasn't made any extra noise about

this

same

period. In feet, In

many

Instances they have been liberalized

la WOR

has not raised

Its

, .

day

time rate one penny since

WOR

nighttime rate has
shown no change since Nov. l r
1943. At that time it was upped to
conform to twice the day rate!

4a WOR has maintained the sec2m WO It's discounts to sponsors

ond lowest cost-per-thousand

have shown no decrease during

of any station In the United States!

rate

WOR— that

WOR has

waged war on the high cost of selling.

has always believed in the old American

tradition of competitive volume sale.

3a WOR's

Nov. 14, 1937!

mutual

Year after year lor the past ten years,
consistently

2S to 30%!

(we know one large advertising medium that

jumped its base rate 4 times in the year 1946)

the

nine-month and one-year clauses. four or five possible new slots for Future," the series considers the
ABC would have no outlet to turn to Fidler. Carter, of course, has the problems of the countries bordering
on the eastern Mediterranean.
for Dayton if WING pulled out.
summer to mull them.

Here are same

that

and

the Indiana Democratic State Committee with playing politics in the
grant of an, Evansville station,
whose principals are prominent

WOR knows

that healthy economic rivalry cannot completely
exist in the face of growing manufacturing,

tributing

and

dis»

selling costs.

WOR is keeping rates down and sponsors* sales
It's another reason why WOR regularly car-

up.

ries

more accounts with

volume than any

a greater total dollar

station anywhere.

power-full station at 1440 Broadway, In New York
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New
"

70,000 Jam

Heartaches Version

Sales slump of the recording business seems to be putting the handwriting on the wall for many of the independent companies more
With the biz showing mild spurts occlearly than ever befpre.
casionally, as it did 10 days ago, and then slipping further back than
before, it seems apparent that within weeks there will be many more
small firms folding. And it's expected that a few of the better knowns
will be in dire straits. Some already are, though keeping their condition as quiet as possible.
One Coast firm Jewel Records— is offering masters to at least one
of the major companies for sale. This outfit owes coin to music pub-

—

overdue royalties. A midwestern outfit, supposedly in good
been backed by the slump into a tight spot.
It's felt by the major companies that the current lag is serious
enough to hamper, any manufacturer who hasn't a sufficiently large
catalog to fall back on, or a line of standard albums and classical
lishers in

shape, has also

.

See Good Possibility of Diskboxes

Being Required to Shell Out Royalties
Washington, June

17.

+-

a good possibility that
operators will shortly be
obliged to pay for use of recordings
in their machines. Tone of the hearings conducted by a sub-committee
is

diskbox

bill No. 2570, introduced by the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
in an effort to change the 1909 copyright law to allow revenue collection for the use of copyrighted music in diskboxes, indicates that the
bill may be sent on through official
channels.
House judiciary committee, after
completing hearings on bill 1270,
which seeks to .give a copyright on
recorded arrangements to artists,
has been steadily pounding away at
the diskbox revenue situation. And
the testimony of various representatives of the coin machine industry
One
hasn't helped their situation.
of the sub-committee members, for
amazement
expressed
example,
when a witness admitted that diskboxes gross upward of $400,000,000
annually and no royalty has ever
been paid to the publishers nor the
writers of the music.
On the other hand, Hammond
Chaffitz, counsel for the Automatic
Phonograph Manufacturers, told the
committee Monday (16) that the
best way to recompense publishers
and composers would be through

investigating

Renewal

In Col.

AFM

Delegates Give Petrillo Full

Crowd estimated by police at
70,000 jammed the Municipal Stafor the 3rd annual Philadelphia Music Festival under sponsorship of the Philadelphia Inquirer
Charities, Inc. here Friday (13) night.
No figures are yet available on the
amount of coin raised for the
Charities, but tickets were priced at

Hand on New Recorders Contract

dium

$1, $2

and

$3.

Names

at the event included Paul
as emcee; Robert Merrill;
Alexander Srriallens
Scott;

Whiteman
Hazel

the

New York

Philhar-

monic Symphony orchestra, and
Fred Waring's orchestra.
Augmenting the name musicians
were more than 1,000 local singers
making up the All-High School
Chorus; Philadelphia Catholic High
School Girls' Chorus, and the Philadelphia Suburban Chorus.
Among other acts were the Marine
Corps Band, the augmented Phil-

And Plan Aimed

Stroudsburg, Pa., June 17.
Fred Waring opened the Waring
Music Workshop at Shawnee-onDelaware near here Monday (16)
and will do a summer series of
broadcasts from there. For eight
weeks Waring's five-a-week mornbroadcasts will come from
ing
Worthington Hall. Beginning Tuesday (24) his group will replace the
Fibber McGee and Molly show, in
addition.

'

opened Monday

due for a revival via Ted Weems'
recording for Mercury.
Tune is the official song of the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. Latis

ter holds a partial interest

in the

Waring produce

copyright.
Rudy Vallee, member of the frat's
U. of Maine chapter, wrote the
verse.

Ellington Quits

Musicraft; Talks

CoL, Decca Deal
Duke

Ellington's orchestra seceded
the new Musicraft Records
setup last week and is negotiating a
deal with at least two of the four
major companies. Ellington had
had a contract with Musicraft which
could have paid him up to approximately $150,000 yearly, which was
signed not long before the company
went into its recent financial spin,
and could have seriously hampered
the reorganization plans of the comthe full
pany had he
terms of his deal. Instead he chose
to accept a minimum cancellation
figure on top of what he had already
received, to tear up the contract and
free himself for a deal elsewhere.

from

Selvin Leaving

Majestic; Prima

Severs Contract
Majestic Records, which seemingly has been getting the upper hand
in its fight to stay in business against
(1) the lull in recording sales, which

demanded

Ellington had received some $45,000 from Musicraft, and this fall
could have laid" claim to approxi$80,000 more simply by citing
himself as ready to cut. masters. Instead, he tore up the agreement for
His cancelled deal called
$25,000.
for the pressing and distribution of
enough records to assure him a $75,000 return annually. In the event
this figure wasn't reached, there was
a $25,000 penalty clause. In addition
he was to have made a minimum of
two albums yearly and was to have
gotten 5,000 shares of stock in the
company annually. When the deal
was made shares were worth around
$6.25 each.

mately

See Final Exit Of

stock.

AffAltlAVC

the disk companies came from representatives of locals whose mem-

«t
INlAto

bers do little if any recording. These
say that if a disk strike is again
called Petrillo may find plenty fight
against such a move among the
minority of his members who do

Note
rillUl IlCyis
O llUlC
*

Deeper Angles

record.

Ask

New

division, met him.
deal is said
to be for five-years, replacing a cur
rent agreement which has around

18

months to run.
Sacks denied in

New York

that a

for several

vacation

which he

weeks on a combination
and business trip during
is. believed to have set up

preliminaries to the Sinatra deal.

Sacks Denies Deal
Sacks, denies in New York that a
deal has been signed with
Sinatra, although he admitted meeting the singer in Chicago last Wed-

new

nesday

(11),

where the singer was

doing a benefit.

Cosmo Records

strike, is the fact that he himself
Copyright attorneys interested in proposed to the delegates present
but not involved in the action by that the national headquarters of
.the AFM again be given complete
control of the disk fund's distribution. Currently, while the AFM holds
the coin and doles it out as requested, individual locals plan affairs on which to spend the coin
on a per capita basis (i.e., so much
for each local, according to membership). They then bill headquarters.
Under the new method the latter
will have complete control of the

music publisher Shapiro - Bernstein
vs. Jerry Vogel Music for an accounting of the latter's revenue from
his half of the song "Melancholy
Baby" (copyright of which he shares
with Louis Bernstein), see conflicting points in the' case. Federal Judge
John Bright last week agreed with
S-B's contention that each halfowner of a copyright should legally
be forced to account to the other
for revenue from sale of rights to a

fund.

Renew

was reelected

Petrillo

tune.

This decision, a revolutionary one
it
had previously been accepted by the music trade that coowners of copyrights had the right
to make separate deals and keep to
themselves whatever coin accrued,
directly
with a N. Y.
conflicts
supreme court decision delivered
less than two years ago. In this suit,
by Vogel vs. Miller Music over "I
Love You, California," Justice Denis
O'L. Cohalan ruled that each of the
co-owners of a renewed copyright
in a song had the undisputed right
to use the song or license it to others
without accounting one to the other.
Therefore, it comes down to which
court has jurisdiction. It's the attorneys' opinion that, since virtually
all major music publishers are incorporated in N. Y. state that the
latter's courts should decide the issue. Vogel's case vs. Miller is now
on appeal to the Appellate Division;
and the Shapiro-Bernstein case, in
which it is defendant, will go to the
Federal Appeals Court.
Julian T.

to office, as

s
f*P ected but again observers
7?
t
f elt
there was much less enthus.

since

Continued on page

Ben Bloom
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Exits

WB to Pub on Own
Ben Bloom, veteran music man,
has resigned as general prof, manager of Advanced Music, newest of
the Warner Bros, publishing affiliates,, and will probably go into business on his own. Bloom joined Advanced, 50-50 owned by agent Moe
Gale and WB, three years ago when
Irving Berlin, Inc., dissolved. Saul
H. Bornstein and the songsmith went
their separate ways, so rather than
be partial Bloom picked a third job.
He had been 21 years with the Ber-

j

|

and Hyde

N.Y.

COPS THROTTLING

proximately $51,000 also is subject
to a mortgage. Masters carried on
the books as worth $99,000 are a
problematical valuation. Accounts

New York City's noise abatement receivable amounting to $80,000 are
commission has launched a new all disputed, and collection is likeSome 400,000
drive against record store loudspeak- wise problematical.
ers facing the street. Drive is being recordings "subject to obsolescence"
concentrated in the Times Square he recommends should be sold at
area with the threat of fines to fol- once. Liabilities run up into the
hundred thousands.
ing from Navy service. His new deal low initial warnings.
is said to
To get rid of the above 400,000
extend over five years.
On top of shrinking consumer
Duchin would turn out solo disks, pocketbooks, enforcement of the recordings, some of which have
singly and for albums,
and will make street ban is expected to be a hard- been sold in the past few weeks,
others accompanied by bands made ship on small outlets which depend Casteiiano will conduct a public
"P of studio musicians. He has just heavily on transient trade being at- sale June 26 at Massapequa, L. I,
done several with Buddy Clark.
site of Cosmo's plant
tracted by blaring hit tunes.
Duchin, Col.

Fund Control

real

Meanwhile, Prima, currently working the midwest, had become diswith Majestic's distribution.
His contract, in force until the end
Official demise of Cosmo Records
of this year, carries a clause allowwill probably occur June 27. On
ing him a 30-day cancellation notice
that date, Trustee Louis J. Castelin the event Majestic doesn't live
lano will go into U. S. district court,
up to its terms. One of these de- New York, with a report citing why
manded he be guaranteed a sales a plan cannot be effected for reorstatement of 750,000 disks sold each
ganization of the company. He will
quarter.
Apparently this was not
probably recommend that the operlin firm, and even more intimately
lived up to during the past threeation, which has been out of busiidentified with the songwriter on a
month period, and he took advantage ness for months, be put into bank- Abeles handled Miller's case.
personal basis.
of it to leave the company.
Since the final determination of
ruptcy and creditors satisfied to
Bloom has had several offers to go
Majestic, though it has experienced
either action will have a vital effect into publishing business but may
whatever extent possible.
all the trouble that has beset the
on
co-owned
copyright
renewals
inelect to try it alone. Last report was
In his report against the possinumerous independent companies
cluding
books,
plays,
periodicals,
a
partnership with Dave Dreyer's
since the end of the war, has been bility of reorganizing Cosmo, Casworks of art, film scenarios, etc., new firm but that didn't jell.
proceeding smoothly enough. It has tellano cites assets and his com- attorneys
hope that Judge O'L.
been paying its obligations, although ments on their possibilities. He Cohalan's decision that co-owners
do
in so far as music publisher royal- points out that real estate valued
Jekyll
in K.C.
at $33,500 is subject to a chattel not have to account to one another
ties are concerned, it is always one
mortgage, which was in the process will be affirmed. They see too much
Kansas City, June 17.
quarter in arrears.
Boogie to Bach and back is a fact
of being foreclosed but which has confusion and expense in exchange
accountings
of
copyright
earnings.
for Herb Six, piano thumper at
been stayed. Machinery worth ap-

satisfied

DISK STORE P.A. BLARE

Eddy Duchin renewed his contract
with Columbia Records last week
though the pianist-maestro has done
very little recording since return-

National's

Another occurrence at the conwhich may indicate Petrillo's
attitude toward a new disk

tention,

In 'Baby Suit

'

Hollywood, June 17.
Frank Sinatra is reported to have
renewed his contract with Columbia
Records last week, signing in Chicago, where Manie Sacks, head of
the company's artists and repertoire

17.

(16). Part of the
will include watching
AFM
his shows.
Idea for the workshop grew out
of meetings between Waring and
music educators. At Christmas time
in 1945, Waring invited 75 choral
directors to come to New York during the holidays. They observed rebill.
hearsals and broadcasts at the time
However, it was felt among cerand later 325 attended a clinic in tain observors
here that 'permission
New York.
given Petrillo for such action against

instruction

helping to plug "Violets" which'

June

Detroit,

of consequence occurred at the annual convention of
the American Federation of Musicians here last week in so far as
the band business was concerned.
James C. Petrillo, head of the AFM,
and attending delegates saw eye to
eye on the former's chosen method
of attempting to spike the Lea and
Taft-Hartley bills, both of which
would notably curb AFM, among
other unions, plus the investigation of
the musicians union by a Senate
investigating committee.
Petrillo received permission from
delegates to do as he sees fit when
the AFM's current contract with
various recording companies, calling
for a royalty per record sold for
the AFM, expires this fall. Petrillo
and his cohorts are plenty disturbed
about the Taft-Hartley bill, which,
among other things, would force the
to divide the disk fund among
musicians concerned with recordmaking only, not distribute it around
the country. And the vote to allow
Petrillo to pull musicians off recordings at the expiration of the
agreement was a broadside at the

Waring Debuts Workshop'
At Shawnee-on-Delaware

»«£
More than 50 school, college and
Washington Redskin's Band, and the
'Violets' Philadelphia All-Girl Piano orches- university music educators have regwhich
istered for the workshop
general prof, mgr., tra.

men

at Labor Ri

Very little

Plugging

Feist and it's
Harry Link, feel that the Feist staff
will have "thousands" of c o n tact

39

Festival for Charity

adelphia La Scala Ballet, the WFIL
orchestra
Norman Black, the

Frat Members Seen

is especially dangerous to all independent companies, and (2) the
ever-increasing pressure of expandrecording royalties. It was assumed
ing major company activity, received
he meant via royalty payments by
two blows last week. Firstly, Ben
recording companies for use of the
Selvin, head of artists and repertoire,
music, It was not explained whether
gave notice that he's leaving as of
this meant increasing fees beyond
Sept. 1; secondly, Louis Prima gave»
the current statutory rate of 2c, or
notice that he was withdrawing his
whether extra royalties should be
band as of July 5.
paid for disks going into diskboxes,
Selvin's resignation is said to have
which would be almost impossible followed the
company's desire to cut
since record manufacturers never
down operating expenses. Part of
know which of their disks go into the personnel is marked for elimihome or diskbox sales.
nation, and Selvin himself was asked
Chaffitz pointed out that making
to take a cut from the figures recoin machine
owners liable for quired by current contract which
licenses, to supply a revenue to pubexpires Sept. 10.
He refused and
lishers and authors, would confuse will leave at that time,
his spot bethe situation and make every owner ing taken by Dave Shelley, stepson
(Continued on page 42)
of Buddy De Sylva, one of the
founders of Capitol Records. Shelley joined Majestic only a short time
ago as a jazz music director. On his
own he's a large holder of Capitol

Sinatra Reported

Music

Philadelphia^ June 17.

directing

works.

There

.

Philly

and former leader
and arranger of. .-the Tower theatre
house orch. Past few seasons Six
has been attending the Kansas Citjj
Conservatory of Music daytimes
while he pounded at Duffy's at

Duffy's Tavern,

PIED PIPERS SETTLE

HUDDLESTON SUIT
Hollywood, June 17.
Out of court settlement was made
Wednesday 'ID in Johnny Huddle-

night.

At graduation exercises recently
walked off with the Carl
Busch prize for his longhair composition,
"Chaconne for Strings,"
realizing a goal he has been head*
ing for over the past six years.

Six

suit against the Pied Pipers,
vocal group, for failure to reinstate
him in act upon return from service.
Pipers settled $150,000 action for
ston's

which figure is slightly below
originally offered Huddleston

$9,000,

that

before his suit was started. Action
in progress only three days
in Superior Court here when ended.

had been

Following
j

I

cises Six
to
take

the graduation exera bee-line for Duffy'a
his
regular nightly

made

thumping.

up

—

«
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British BesfSheet Sellers
(Week Ending June 5)

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

Among My

quite nicely for herself since she left
Kyser, makes her debut on the

Kay

Sonora label this week with four
sides— "Wait'll 1 Get My Sunshine in
the Moonlight,"' "An Apple Blossom
Wedding," "On the Old Spanish
Trail" and "I'm So Eight Tonight."

Best Bets

We

Are" (John
Laurenz), "Almost Like Being in
Love" (Frank Sinatra)," "If I
Love Again" (T6ny Martin) and
"I'm So Right Tonight" (Ginny

Ballad— "Here

Slmms).
Dance

—

Pretty

Hot—"A

Porter's

Wax

very

doing much business.
"I'm So Right Tonight" should
do well and the other tunes have a
touch that conceivably may muster
aren't

—

Dick Haymes

(Diamond).
"Laughing Boy Blues"— Woody

school,

Herman

Mercury's

bia).

Program No. 2
"Life Goes to a Party"—Benny
(Victor).

Goodman
"Peg

than clever, but

want

to

mention that he gives his

arrangers credit on the label.
altogether generous gesture.

An

Julia Lee, one of the most accomplished hot vocalists in the business,
does "A Porter's Love Song" on a
new Capitol. This Andy Razaf-

—

Margaret

Your Eyes"—

—

—

P.

York, which will use
D. two hours daily, six-days-aWCFL, Chicago, also two
hours, plus one of two stations in
the Los Angeles area.

"Saturday

—

Count

Night"

—

will have to resolve

Teddy

thing

|

Ted Weems' waxing of "Heartaches" on the Mercury label is backed by
the oldie, "Violets," whose Weemsian arrangement makes certain sequences, resemble "Heartaches" almost note for note. "Violets," incidentally, was brought out in 1913 as the Sigma Alpha Epsilon's
official song.

10 Best Sellers

is

smooth

before every-

Basie

Frank

.

1.

Mam'selle

2.

Peg O'

3.

Chi Baba, Chi Baba

on Coin-Machines
Dick Haymes.
(Art Lund

4. I

My

Clark Dennis
( Harmoniqats
(Perry Como
(Blue Barron

(3)

(Oxford)

(1)

(Robbins).

From Alamo

5.

Across Alley

6.

Sunday Kind of Love

7.

My Adobe

8.

Linda

(11)

(Mayfair)

9.

That's

My

Desire W0)

M-G-M
Capitol
Vitacoustics

(

Heart (4) (Robbins)....

Wonder, 1 Wonder

Decca

l

(Feist)

(9)

sailing.

.

(

(6) (Capitol).

.

..

Victor

M-G-M

Martha Tilton

Capitol

(Tony Pastor
Columbia
MriUsJ Bl ° s
.Decca
I
..Columbia
( Woody Herman.
-

•

.

rub may come in.
Cowan's letter

disk outfits
to
pointed out: "We need hardly stress
what a vital factor this (the show)
will be in the promotion of record
Billy Eckstine, sales." This remark, plus the general
his best, however
switched from the National label to tone of the letter and the complete
M-G-M, does "This Is the Inside absence of any mention of paying
Story" and "Just An Old Love of for disks, indicated to manufacturers
Mine" with a good deal less vibrato that Cowan expects them to be sup"This Is the Inside plied for free. Since ne wants two
than usual.
story" should enjoy hit status in sets of each new release at his N. Y.
race territories. Since he made his office for test playings as to their
name as a balladeer of oldies, Eck- worth to the T. D. show, plus anystine would be a good bet to revive where from one to 200 other copies
such yesteryear yens as "Down the of each release, depending on how
Old Ox Road," "Please," "Learn to many of his subscribers already
have their own copy of a particular
Croon," etc.
release, diskers are looking askance
at the \ffhole idea.
.

|

dispatched
disk manu-

Dorsey's idea calls for transcribed
introductions and chatter, concerning pop records. It follows that to be
a good disk show, it's held, many of
these pops must be the newest disks.
Quite often the stations subscribing
to Dorsey's disks will have these
platters on hand; in a good many
cases they won't. That's where the

"Sunday Kind of Love"—
Claude Thornhill (Columbia).

]

Perry Como, who would rather golf than sing, was the butt of dozens of
teasing wires and phonecalls last week when he started a grind at the
theatre, N. Y., which he will maintain most of the summer on
his first theatre tour in several years. Instead of the usual "goodluck"
wires from music men and friends, most of Como's opening-day messages
at the Par consisted of "invitations" to play or "reports" on rounds played
by cronies. Anything to rib him and act as a reminder of his confinement.

Paramount

cooperation must go is bothering
some manufacturers, principally the
independents. It's a problem Cowan

Sinatra. (Columbia).

,

12-inch sides.

Traveling bands are getting a break this season at Kennywood Park,
Pittsburgh, in that they now only have to play for night dancing. In the
past, orchestras had to work both afternoon and evening sessions.
This
year, however, management has hired a small local outfit, headed by
Harry Bigley, to. make the daytime music for picnickers, Bigley was
originally booked in middle of last month for trial run, but idea has
worked out so well he's already had his option picked up through June.
New spot keeps Bigley on the run since he also has a unit playing nights
downtown at Hotel Seventh Ave. Lounge, where he's been for 16 months.

letters last week to all
facturers,' citing his need for their
cooperation. But to what extent this

—

"Thursday"

Cowan

Meanwhile,

"From Monday On" — Paul
Whiteman (Victor).
Benny
"Tuesday at Ten"
Goodman (Columbia).
Hop"—
Night
"Wednesday
Andy Kirk (Decca).
(Decca).

—

T;

Program No. 3

Hacienda

(Jo Stafford
Capitol
( Claude Thornhill. .Columbia

(Maurice).

(7)

(Eddy Howard

(Peer)

(10)

Red

Green Per'e

Stockings,

(1) (Morris)

\

I

(

(

Believe (Sinatra)

Ivy

,.

(Burke-VH)

Jack, Jack. Jack (Sinatra)

Even^he bigger companies couldn't
afford to supply Cowan's request for
free indefinitely, not to mention the
Nashville, June 17.
Francis Craig, for years an out- .position of small films, to whom
a minor standing
batoneer here, goes the every single disk counts.

Adds Disk-Jockeying

ay McKmley.
£
Tony Pastor

Victor
.

Eddy Howard
Sammy Kaye

Frank Sinatra
(Jo Stafford
(Vaughn Monroe

Temptation (Robbins)

Nashville's Craig

Victor

Mercury

Sammy Kaye

^Majestic

.
.

Columbia

Coming Up

»

Midnight Masquerade (S-B)...
I

Columbia

',

(Mills).

I

10.

Majestic
Capitol

( Dinning Sisters
(Clark -Noble
Spivak
( Charles
( Frankie Laine

.

Johnson tune is
classic and Miss Lee and Her Boy way of all maestro flesh this week
Friends do it beautifully. The fine, he becomes a disk jockey on WSM.
piano throughout is by Miss Lee Craig starts a flve-day-a-week broad
On the reverse, the same cast at the helm of a turntable at
herself.
group does "Since I've Been With 8:45 a.m.
His "Francis Craig Serenade," a
You," a Lee original which she's
been doing for years in Kansas City. Sunday night fixture on NBC for
"Porter's Love Song" should be a years, remains on the air, and his
smash in race locations and enjoy a other local work continues.

James

WMCA, New

(Victor).

"Monday Morning"
Grace (Decca).

Page Cavanaugh Trio has traveled a long way down the road since the
days when Cavanaugh pounded the keys for Bobby Sherwood, Lloyd Pratt
played bass for the San Francisco Symphony and Al Viola clerked in a
drug store and amused himself on the banjo. Trio was formed out of
Camp Koehler's army band because a general wanted a small combo for
a private affair. Group stuck together thereafter, got Paramount television shots and radio guest shots. Trio now holds down weekly spot on
Jack Paar show* waxes for RCA-Victor and is in the midst of film "Romance In High C." Cavanaugh Trio is also set for three more pix and
is doing stint at Circus Room in Santa Monica's Ambassador hotel.

For Dorsey Jockeying
Tommy Dorsey's advent as a transcribed disk jockey is set for Sept. 8.
By then Louis G. Cowan, who is
handling the setting up and selling
of the show, expects to have "between 150 and 200 subscribers, from

.

week, to

Fred Waring (Decca).
Armstrong
Louis
"Sugar"

Doubt'

material for all it's worth. A moderate- coin-box play is indicated. On
the backside is "Dreamland," a slow
ballad sung' by Babbitt and The
Campus Kids. It's danceable. While
we're on the subject of Kyser, we

To 200 Subscribers

Sun"—Tommy

of the
Dorsey (Victor).
"Smoke Gets in

"East

for chocolate malteds. Jimmy Castle
is the vocalist on both sides.

as something less
Kyser milks the

Heart"—Buddy

"Blow the Man Down"—Mordy Bauman (Musicraft).

an amusing tribute to the
man who fiddles with "Love in
Bloom." Jockeys will find it a fine
change of pace, but its two sides
will probably kill it for buffalodeon,
consumption.
Dick Jurgens, whose band is un^
doubtedly one of the most danceable
around, does "Dreamer's Holiday"
and "My Pretty Girl" in a fashion
that should assure diskbox spins in
locations where teen-agers assemble

Tune impresses us

My

Romance"

"My

Whiting (Capitol).

sides, it is

No

o'

Clark (Columbia).

.

Trout,

Cowan Expects Up

Low"—Glenn

Is

Green
Perfume"—Tony Pastor (Colum-

Dave Rose's "Waukegan Concerto'
(M-G-M) is certainly the best fun
of the week. Taking up two 10 inch

"A

Dumping

turing Co., which Capitol bought
out at the time of the issue, be held
for at least a year. They got it at
that time at a minimum price.

Miller (Bluebird).
"Red Silk Stockings and

newest Columbia

(Columbia) is a novelty in which
Harry Babbitt, The Campus Kids
and Gloria Ward provide the vocal.

Lamp

"The

doon"-"There But for You Go I" and
"Almost Like Being in Love." They
are fine Sinatra performances, en-i
hanced by the usual crack Axel
"Almost
Stordahl's arrangements!
Like Being in Love" is certainly one
of the finest songs to come along in
a great while and now that it is beginning to catch on, Sinatra's treatment should do a brisk business
with jukes and jocks.

Kyser's

.Sun

Dream Time

1

Previously Savino had withdrawn his action against Loew's after the
had taken back all stock in the Variety company and had reimbursed the Robbins outfit with the $150,000 Freed had been paid for the
catalog. .Savino, holding 9%% of Robbins stock, had begun the suit on
the basis of his charge that Loew's had no right to purchase Freed's
music firm with Robbins coin without consent of all stockholders.
latter

Jazzmen do some unusual things in the way of making their music, but
a topper is the first of Norman Granz's own disks of his "Jazz At the
Philharmonic." To be marketed on a Clef label, the first album will
consist of four 10-inch sides all of which will carry the same song, "How
High the Moon." Disks were cut at a jazz concert date the "Philharmonic"
in Pittsburgh, with the one song going on for chorus after chorus, by
mand that shares issued to organ- did
Buddy Rich, Coleman Hawkins, Buck Clayton, Willie Smith, Flip Phillips,
izers, in this case Glenn Wallichs,
Trummie Young, Ken Kersey and Benny Fonville. One of Granz's first
Buddy De Sylva, Johnny Mercer, albums
for the Disc label used one tune, chorus after chorus, over three
officials of the Scranton Manufac-

bia).

brackets two "extracts from "Briga-

Kay

..Feldman
...Victoria

(Decca).

"Say That We're Sweethearts

Again"—Dorothy Shay (Colum-

nevertheless.
Sinatra's

(Decca).

Man River"—Jan August

"Ol'

seven,

big vocal pitch is for Frankie Laine,
but we suspect that the company
could build Laurenz into a bigger
name. You may be hearing "Here
We Are" on the diskboxes and programs. Backing it up is The Starlighters' treatment of "Across the
Alley From the Alamo."- Nothing
spectacular, but an engaging job

Frank

It's

Wood
..Dash

Facts

Bobby
"Sunrise Serenade"
Hackett (Vocalion).
"They Didn't Believe Me"—

John Laurehz' "Here We Are"
(Mercury) may turn out to be the
sleeper of the week. Laurenz, who
was born totally blind and didrft
favor.

Macmelodies

Don't Fall in Love
All Over Again
Oh, But T Do
It's, a Good Day

Suggested Program

mass appeal.

his

Dix'

Violetta

China Boy, Girl

(Capitol).
for "Mail

Domenico Savino's minority stockholder suit vs. Loew's, Inc., and Robbihs Music over the payment of $150,000 to Arthur Freed for the latter's
Variety music firm (formerly Walter Jacobs catalog) has been settled.
Attorneys for both sides got together and agreed upon the amount
to be paid Savino's attorneys for bringing the action. Sum was paid by
Robbins. If the attorneys had not been able to arrive at an acceptable
figure the court would have been called upon to determine the amount.

Drops Stock to $7

-

in

.

&

Capitol

pleasantly to the accompaniment of
a fine-, but unidentified orchestra.
How they will sell, however, is another matter. Record sales are way,
established
and even
off
•way

is

.

Tony Martin, now on Victor, still
has a few faces due out on Mercury.
"Would You Believe Me?" and "If
are two of them.
I Love Again"
Martinis increasing popularity and a
good oldie should make "If I Love
Again" a pretty good seller. He is
Capitol Records', stock took a
backed by the Jeff. Alexander Singbeating on the' New York market
ers and Al Sack's orch.
early this week, dropping from $12
Vic Damone, a singer who did
share
to $7, with trading slow even
a
well in his Manhattan cabaret bow,
at the lower figure. Sudden drop
is one of Mercury's big enthusiasms.
was occasioned by dumping thouHis etchings of "Ivy" and "I Have
of shares on the market, presands
But One Heart" (in which Jerry
sumably by Capitol organizers, etc.
Gray's band provides the accomCapitol floated its stock issue just
paniment) fail to showcase him at
about a year ago. Securities and Exchange Commission regulations de-

"

which

virtually impossible to recognize her.

Ricordi

to Sorrento

rates a nod.

Stars).

regain his sight until he was
of the Russ Columbo
is

Since Variety had pegged her as having done the vocal, Miss Stafford
Ingle^s combo on her show last Thursday (12) and performed the
tune with him. Capitol wired all disk jockeys in the country to tune in
and hear "proof" that she was the performer. There has been considerable disbelief registered as to whether Miss Stafford did the vocal. It's

had

Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
.Dash
1 Call You Sweetheart.
Punch- & Judy Man. .Strauss-M.
Box
Cox'
Hi- Jig- A- Jig

Order," which Tuttle sings extremeInstrumental work also
ly well.

—

each

Dawn"

"Until

Dash
Keith, Prowse

Inside Stuff-Orchestras-Music
Revelation two weeks ago in Variety that Jo Stafford was the vocalist on
the recording of "Temptation" by Red Ingle's orchestra on Capitol Records
killed a. spread in Life mag, which had been planned to reveal the disk's
vocalist for the first time. Up until then it was not generally known sha
had done the vocal. On the recording Miss Stafford is listed as "Cinderella G. Stump." She did the vocal originally as a gag and is said to
have been under the impression that it wouldn't be released. At the same
time, however, she has a royalty deal on the disk.

Second 12
Back

"
and His Texas
Tuttle
do superbly by "Mail Order

Sagebrush sectors will go

Girl

Love Song

handles

Harriet

Wesley
Stars

Sacred— "I'm Dying a Sinner s
Death" (Pappy "Gube" Beaver).
"Waukegan ConNovelty
"
certo" (David Rose).
Western— "Mail Order Mama
(Wesley Tuttle and His Texas

Simms

Old Lamplighter

for metropolitan jocks and
either face, but of their
kind, they're first-rate. Either one,
as a matter of fact, could land a
play of light-and-shadow to recorded programs which confine themselves too exclusively to big-name
stuff.

Box & Cox

You Went Away

terest

(Julia Lee).

Miss

11

jukes in

"Dream-

(Dick Jurgens) and
land" (Kay Kyser).

i

Pappy "Gube" Beaver, a folk
frpm Knoxville, does two
numbers—"The Straight and
Narrow Way" and "I'm Dying a
Sinner's Death" on Capitol's Americana label. There's probably no in-

Mama" and

.

. ,

well>

singer
sacred

,„

.

"My

other spots as

in

London," June 7.
Souvenirs; . .Wright

Southern
Marianne
Try Little Tenderness. .Connelly
Chappell
People Will Say
.Feldmari
Gal in Calico
How Lucky You Are. .Kassner
Connelly
Anniversary Song
Beautiful Morning ....Chappell
Chappell
April Showers

By George Frazier
good spin
Ginny Simras, who has been doing pretty

stars

.

.

(

Red Ingle
Andrews

Sisters. ... .^Decca

Vaughn Monroe

Tommy

Dorsey
Dorothy Shay

Feudin' and Fightin' (Chappell)

Capitol
Victor
Capitol

(Jack Smith

Dreams Are Dime Dozen (Criterion)
It's Same Old Dream (Sinatra)

Majestic
Victor

Columbia

Capitol

Victor
Victor

Columbia

!

Cowan explained in New York
Monday (16) that the disks he needs
will be paid for,

Al Jolson

if

I

(Santly-Joy)
{

Heart Is a Hobo (Burke-VH)
Roses In Rain (Barton)'.

Time After Time-

to get extra disk

from Columbia

Up Nerve

My

necessary.

push
Records, which is

digging among old masters for things
to market.

Can't Get

Tex Beneke
Frankie Carle

(Sinatra)
j

j

That's

Where

1

Came

In (Robbins)

Victor

Columbia

ftg^SSS

{g^^:;;;;;::^
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Lex Albert en Route Home

MCA Bypasses Shiftman, Galvin In
Music

Corp.

Boston, June
America's

of

York headquarters
•reasing amount
bookings

in

17.

New

doing an inone-nighter
of

is

New

England

direct

prompters, instead of through
the Charles Shribman and Ray Galvin offices, in an apparent attempt

•with

break up whatever so-called
"monopoly" Shribman and/or Galvin may be felt to have on band
jobs in this area. Neither Shribman
nor Galvin will admit that MCA is
increasingly bypassing them on setting local dates, which they have
to

more

or less controlled in the past,
but others involved in selling bands
•nd who have cohtacted MCAites
recently assert tnat such is MCA's
aim.
MCA's excuse for its effort to deflate Shribman and Galvin is that

Federation of Musicians forbids the buying and reWhile .the union
selling of bands.

the

American

has recently been said to be

investi-

gating this angle of band, sales, there
Is

Alexis

no definite law on

its

books which

forbids the practice.

Shribman office, when it was opby the late Cy- and Charles
Shribman together, was the most

crated

Albert,

the

the-world trip with his wife, Elsa,
sailing from New York on Friday
(20) via the S. S. Mauretania, After a fortnight in London, thence to

,

.

latest

France, with a detour to Mrs. Albert's native Sweden, they return to

.

.

AGAIN DEFER MEETINGS

'

.

ON SPA-MPPA PACT

Music Publishers Protective Assn.
Protective
Songwriters
and
the
Assn. over a new contract was again
deferred' this week. Attendance of

Dick link Joins Cap

ren.

Bing Crosby, Dick Haymes and Andrew Sisters sliced "I Can Do Anything Better Than You" and "There's No Business Like Showbusiness" for
Decca,
.Paul Barron, Majestic label musical director in Hollywood for
permanent Coast setup. .. .Bobby Driscoll and Luana Patten waxed sides
for Capitol's "Fun and Fancy Free" album. Album to feature music from

Larry Stevens pacted by GAC
Disney film of same name
Sam
Kerner, manager of David Street and Mello-Larks, is starting own waxing
firm with "Avon" label title. . .Page Cavanaugh Trio sliced four sides
.Helen
Forrest
set
with
Phil
Harris
at
RCA-Victor
session...
for
duo
waxSydney.
Last time Albert was in America ing session in July by M-G-M's Harry Meyerson. .. .Bob Case orchestra
was 13 years ago. This is essen- and Irving Ashbey Sextet sliced four sides each for Enterprise label...,
Betty Harris will handle vocal on forthcoming Three Suns RCA-Victor
tially a pleasure trip although he
renewed business contacts in San release.. Harris is first female voice to wax with Suns. .. .Doris Day cut
Francisco, where the Swedish liner Oxford .tune "When Tonight Is Just a Memory" in session for Columbia
Perry Como has waxed ditty for RCA-Victor
last night (12).
Dorothy
Holfrom Aussie docked, thence to
lywood, Chicago and a more liesure- Shay will wax second album for Columbia while in Hollywood.
Rosemarie Lombardo may not rejoin brother Guy Lombardo's band as
ly stay in N.Y.
vocalist due to her marriage, .. .Deoca readying a reissue for July 1 of
Ted Weems' "Moonlight" backed by "Nola". .- .Emery Deutsch cut a pair
for -Majestic. .. .Warren Brown, formerly with Chrystal Music, joined
Robbins Music's contact dept. last week, replacing Harold Wald who
weflt with BML. .Big Three general manager. Abe Olman marked "The
Whiffenpoof Song" as a plug tune at Miller inasmuch as jobber and dealer
orders are claimed to have exceeded 20,000 since May 1.
Renewal of meetings between the

powerful band booker in New Eng
Pair owned some ballrooms
land.
outright, leased some, and had working agreements with a long string of
Shribman
others to supply bands.
would contract for a name or" seminame on a two-night to two-week
amounts
specific
guaranteeing
basis,
for the overall period and working
them around his circuit. Frequently,
strugmany
a
life
of
he saved the
gling maestro who would have had
because his agency
lay
off
to
at
him
but
for
couldn't find work
the last minute made a deal with
Shribman.
Galvin at that time didn't do too
much buying of that nature, but In
the last couple years has come up
strongly as a rival to Shribman.

Dick Link was named head of promotion and publicity last week for
Capitol Records in New York. He'll
headquarter at Cap's new offices.
Link was formerly with the Newell-Emmett ad agency, handling exploitation of the Chesterfield Perry
Como and Jo Stafford broadcasts.
That post is now held by Jill War-

Music Notes

Australian

music publisher (J. Albert & Sons),
roundis on the midstretch of his

England, Books Bands Direct

New
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Got Any Loose Coin?

James Sets 2d

Chicago, June 17.
Co.,
small Chicago
which came into prominence
during the past couple months via
chines for publishers and composer one recording—the "Peg O' My
Harry James orchestra, which will
Heart" disking by the Harmonicats
and authors forced the delay.
feels
the disk has break precedence established durInitial meeting in more than two —apparently
ing the past several years, making
months on the subject had been given it the headstart all indies are two trips east this summer and anlocking for to become major firms.

principal

parties

at' hearings

Vitacoustics

in

outfit

Washington, D. C, on proposed bills
td secure revenue from coin ma-

I

scheduled for yesterday (Tuesday).
It now will be scheduled for some
time next week.

Eastern Series

It is nosing around Wall street for
financial backing to expand.

Npvember or thereabouts,
work its first" cafe location in a

other in
will

couple years when
next month. Band

it

returns east

is

booked into

the Click Club, Philadelphia, July.
a salary said to call for $7,500.
Thereafter, James heads into a new
string of one-nighters in New England,
Canada, and upstate New
York, some of which he played last
year. In his first trip east, in April
and May, James avoided one-nighters he played in 1946 and where he
didn't do well at the b.o. H's onenighters will be followed by some
standard summer locations.

'

3-5, at

James follows his Click Club date
with a July 6 one-nighter at Ocean
Beach Park,
Riverside

New

London, Conn.;

7,

Park,

Springfield, Mass.,
hit him hard
Valley, Worcester,
Manchester, N. H.; 10,

where bad weather
last year; 8,

Mass.; 9,
Burlington,

Sun

VI; 11, Montreal; 12,
13, Sylvan Beach, Syracuse;
Elmira; 15, Scranton, for Max
Kierson, another spot where he
didn't do well in 1946; 16-22, Asbury
Park. On the latter date, James is
drawing $10,000 for the full week,
Considerably lower than he got last
year. Negotiations are going on for
the band to play the Steel Pier, AtOttawa;
14,

lantic City.

Diskbox Hearings
Continued from page 39
a plague of collectors for
Inc.,
Music,
Broadcast
South American interests and anyone else, including new performance
rights' organizations which undoubt-

open

to

ASCAP,

edly would spring into existence.

Sidney Levine, attorney for the
Automatic Music Operators Assn.,
•

asserted that the television bite was
already being felt in the diskbox industry.
He claimed that taprooms,
etc., which used tele sets to
customers have cut down
diskbox collections, pointing out
that revenue has dropped 35% since
the end of the war, not all necessari-

cafes,

i

attract

f

.

from tele interference.
David Rockola, president of Rockola Mfg. Co., which makes machines,
said on the stand that the $400,000,000 per year industry was "already
being squeezed," that licensing of
outlets would make things tougher.

ly

There are a

Wisconsin

love

music,

families

and

of

they

have the ready cash to spend for"

records— $120,000,000 of spendable
income, after taxes. And they buy

them

with

regularity*— not

occasionally.

16,667

consin

Redbook

own

families in

of record-spinners

BEDBOOK.

in
The young Redbook

lot

just

Wisconsin

buy about $160,000 worth of records,
all the way from jive to classical.

And the cost of reaching every
home in this active Wisconsin record
market is much lower rhan you'd
think

—$77

the pro-rata page rate.

„

Smart advertisers in the record and
record player business will be putting

Redbook on

the

list.

•••••• JIV

REDBOOKMSA!

*5end jot the Redbook national survey of record atid record player buying habit i. Write
tor your copy today! Redbook, 444 Maditon Avenue,

New

York

I

readers

That accounts for

their lively interest in all kinds of

—

and their willingness to satthat interest in great variety

music

and often. It also means that they
will want the new records and equip-

ment they see
advertised
Redbook.

J£eto Star's

in

j

<Ebe?

HIT EM WHERE

THEY LIVE,

are 35 or under.

isfy

is

Wis-

record players, and they

THEY'RE YOUNG
-AND GOING PLACES
The majority of Redbook

22,

New

York

Reward

'WHERE

IS

SAM?'

Communicate

JEWEL MUSIC
1674 Broadway,

New

York

3 s
3 .

*

*

2

BY
BENNIE BENJAMIN
and
GEORGE. WEISS

o < ^ s •

£ * 5 * * -<

Writers of

'OH, WHAT IT SEEMED TO BE'

"RUMORS ARE FLYING
"SURRENDER"

IS

JUST A

MEMORY

—

!
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67 Apply to

Fill

One Martin Vacancy,

10 Best Sheet

(Week Endino June 14)
Bobbins
Peg O' My Heart
Wonder, I Wonder.
Chi-Baba Chi-Baba
Adobe Hacienda
I

Stressing End of the Honeymoon
Hollywood, June 17.
That the picnic is over for the
tooters who, during the war, drew
double and triple what they were
worth as musicians, Became more
evident here last week. No less than
67 men applied to Freddie Martin
for a spot with his band when word
got out he was looking for one man
—to go out on a three to fourmonth road tour, no less.

as pre-war, and in some
cases higher, is the high scale set by
AFM, which, with equally as
operating costs from other
quarters, makes it tough for cafe,
ballroom owners, etc., to operate at

heavy
the
high

earlier.

When

began

Dorsey

MPCE

Rather Than

Up $1,000

Get

or-

fine

ganizing his band early in May for Editor, Variety:
Story about my being fined $1,000
its current 16-week stand at Casino
Gardens, Ocean Park, Cal., T. D. had by the Music Publishers Contact
and
his pick of more than 300 musicians. Employees has two sides to it
hope you will appreciate mine.
I
unthe
That gives a general idea of
employment in this area among Your story stated that original
Santly-Joy
made
against
charges
not
it's
name band musicians. And
much betfer In other parts of the and myself were dismissed. During
discussion of these charges all facts
country.
._
were considered. Later, one of the
Main reason for many locals of the so-called MPCE executives decided
American Federation of Musicians that I had made a false statement
carrying relief rolls almost as top»
and should be fined.
It seems to me that the severity
of the fine is in itself evidence of
the fact that they did not want me
TOP HIT OF YESTERDAY
in the organization and as far as I
am concerned, the feeling is mutual.
As to the collection of the fine they
might as well make it $100,000 as I
have resigned from the organization.
The boys who are supposed to have
organized to prevent "payolas" are

GREAT POPULAR
STANDARD TODAY

99%

guilty

RofoU THewtiU

of violating their

—

knows.

Moe

Jaffe.

RCA-VICTOR RECORD

Petrillo
Continued from page 39

SONG
(Baa! Baa! Baa!)
Wiidt and Music by

If.

CORPORATION
NEW YORK

•

II

,

member of the body, an honorary position.
In this respect he
joined Joseph Weber, former
president, and Bill Kerngood, of

CHI-BABA,

life

AFM

CHI-BABA

Newark.
There were numerous resolutions
proposed by various local representatives pertaining to travelling bands,

OXFORD MUSIC CORP.
George Joy,
.

Pres.

New York 19

•

Second 10

JACK MILLS
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

YOU ANYTHING
BUT LOVE, BABY
.

.

.

JIMMY MeHVGU
MILLS MUSIC

N. Y.

TED LEWIS walks on in battered topper and cane for brace
of introductories, "Still Going
life and a
Merry One."

Looking

Good Tune
for

a

Good

Strong" and "Short

Contact SAUL

WENDROFF

1776 B'way, New York

-

Circle

6-0080

ai

LOEWS

FORESTER TO WAVE

Gushy

5,100.

New

^

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Satisfactory 2,000 tabs.
Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Around 1,700 covers, okay.

-

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

BATON FOR BALLET

(Chicago)

George Olsen (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Olsen picking in second week
•"
to better 14,000.
Teddy Phillips (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Very nice 18,000.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Gertrude Niesen doing
a fine job here. Held over until June 26. Gratifying 5,200.

Hollywood, June 17.
David Forester has been Inked as
musical director of newly fqrmed
Ballet' Assn. Headed by, Simon Senthe Association tees off August 1 with concerts at Santa Monica
enoff,

1

Bowl.

(Los Angeles)
.Jack Barrows (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 2d wk). Skinnay Ennis bulwarked
local crew over weekend, but take still drab 4,200, half from all-nite Sat-

Hollywood Bowl and Philharmonic
Auditorium programs are skedded
for later in season. Ferde Grofe-is

urday session.

writing a special ballet score for the
initialer.

Morton Gould Joins
Concert Tour Parade

Charlie Bar.net (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 6th wk.). Windup stanza
for ill-fated policy of band and vaude acts shared less than 800 customers.
Tommy Dorsey (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 4th wk.). Doing the
biz o' the burg; better than 11,000 payees, excellent.
Gene Krupa (Palladium, B, Hollywood 1st wk;). Just fair start around
9,000 admishes.
"i
t
I
i

i

l

Morton Beneke's 11G Take At
N. J. Meadowbrook

Conductor-composer

Gould, who up to. now has restricted
his concert activities to guest appearances with major symphony orchestras, has been signed by James A.

PAULL'S

T.

E.

famous Marches

for

Piano, Orchestra and

Band

Full

Amtriea Forever

Ben Hur Chariot Race
Burning of Rome
Napoleon's Last Charge
Spirit of the U.S.A.

there two years ago.

Sonny Dunham orchestra replaced
Beneke, opening

iast

night

day).

PAULL PIONEER MUSIC CORP.

(Tues-

Ml br,

iw ly

•

'

N>v

Y'.'k 13.

J.

Y.

,

MILLS SUMMER-TIM! HITS

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

STORMY WEATHER

The top 32 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey o] Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks.
Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
Survey Week of June 6-12, 1947

IF

*

A Sunday Kind

of

Love

Sam Fox
Mood
Burke-VH

.

.

;

18

songs

the

of

week,

1619 Broadway,

N.w

Inc.

York

19, N.

Y

'

....Sinatra

Harms

WANTED

Marks
Bobbins

Crawford

Pemora

GIRL MUSICIANS FOR

Morris

MARCHING BAND

Feist

,

Vnlon, pay for rehearsals, steady.
Girls who can wlngr and do solos or
Hpectaltles preferred.
Stutt* experience* age, height, weight and enclose

Mutual
Encore
Shapiro-B

snap
Jab' 7.

recent

....Burke-VH
Southern
Crawford
Robbins

start

or

Hehearsala

photo.

GEORGE

BIRD'S

MUSICAL MAJORETTES

...C-P

439 Seventh

Advanced

St..

N.l.

Manilla., Ohio

Mills

Robbins

from the

Boy. With Cheek"

Sinatra
.Melrose

THANKS

Remick
Simon

LOUIS JORDAN

copyrighted

And Hli Tympany

ACI

Miller

iwitmark

S

Santly-Joy

Paramount

,

...London

Harms
Feist

Pretty Girl
Passing By
Roses In the Rain
Santa Catalina

Republic
Chappell
Barton
.Spina-Green

Everything

..Warren

Starlight

.

You Should Have Told Me
It

Happens

* Legit Musical.

EDDIE and GEORGE
TAILORS TO

Triangle
...'.Chappell

t

You

My

Know When

Harms

T. B.

It Takes Time
June Is Bustin' Out All Over— *"Carousel"
Mahzel (Means Good' Luck)

fFilmuslcal.

'"'

Leeds

,

Ask Anyone Who Knows
Deep Down In Your Heart

You'll

MILLS MUSIC.

BVC

.

Day—""'Barefoot

Feudin' and Fightin'
I Can't Get Up the Nerve To Kiss
I Wish I Didn't Love You So

Isn't

.

Oxford

:

After Graduation
As Years Go By.

By

SERENADE IN THE NIGHT

ABC

Chi-Baba Chi-Baba
Dreamer's Holiday
Heartaches
I Believe— -t"It Happened in Brooklyn"
I Do Do Do Like You.
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now

at all)

girl

Capitol

_

Cecilia

•

YOU CAN'T GET A GIRL
IN THE SUMMER TIME
(You can't get a

Maurice

Across the Alley From the Alamo
Almost Like Being In Love— *"Brigadoon"
Anniversary Song— V 'Jolsoh Story".
As Long As I'm Dreaming— f'Welcome Stranger".,...

Stella

STATE, N. T.

at

Jack Fina (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Holding to around
every week.
Vido Musso (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2 -$3.50 min.). Swing plus
heavy disk jockey plugging is giving this spot best grosses in months.

\

FIDLER

Revue

Ice

3,500

Leeds
Barton

Heartaches
Roses in Rain

Spring

OR

SAMMY

Waldorf with Phil Regan.

at

5,878
15,450
2,325
29,175

Chicago

.-

a

850
800

Commodore, Johnny Desmond.

but none passed. Perhaps the outstanding resolution admitted was
one making expulsion compulsory
for any musician caught using or
trafficking
in narcotics. Another, I Wonder I Wonder I Wonder
okayed, will expand the union's If This Isn't Love— ""Finian's Rainbow"
house
organ,
The International Illusion
Musician, giving it a larger staff, Linda
etc. Last, but not least, a resolution Mam'selle
was passed to install a public rela- Man Who Paints the Rainbow In the Sky
tions man at
headquarters in Managua, Nicaragua
N. Y. Last year, this resolution was Midnight Masquerade
defeated, reportedly because Petrillo My Heart Is a Hobo— f'Welcome Stranger"
himself pointed out he was too hot My Adobe Hacienda
a subject and no press agent would Old Devil Moon— *"Finian's Rainbow"
Peg O' My Heart
touch him.
Strangely enough, representatives Possum Trot (In Tennessee)
of New York local 802 didn't have Say No More
much to say during the convention. That's My Desire
;
This was unusual since 802 is the That's Where I Came In
organization's
biggest
and most Time After Time— fit Happened In Brooklyn"
powerful branch. Most 802 delegates We Knew It All the Time
are new electees and were feeling Would You Believe Me— t "Love and Learn"
You Can't See the Sun When You're Crying
their way.

Here's

Show

2
30

10
4

18,200
13,850
16,050

•

.

The remaining
(Peatman) ;

STRAND,

Floor

11

4,800
2,850
1,550
1,250
1,400

Love. .Maurice

AFM

CAN'T GIVE

Music by

of

General
Life to Live Over
.Harms
April Showers
After Graduation. ..T. B. Harms
.Burke-VH
Ivy
Sinatra
Time After Time..
Morris
Red Silk Stockings

.

I

* Indicates

Yorker.

Sinatra

Believe

4
4

.........

Totat

Past _ Covert
Week On
Dai*

iUajjet?

.

iasm surrounding his reappointment
than last year's riotous assent. He
had no opposition, however. And,
peculiarly, enough the man who has
always had his eye on the AFM
presidency and who has always
mustered quite a bit of strength
ride." Program will feature songs
Oscar Hill, head of the Cleveland from Foster to Gould, Copland, Willocal and member of the executive liam
Schuman and Hoagy Carboard didn't show as much power michael.
as in former years. For some time
he has polled the most votes for a
position on the board. This year he
was third "in the standing, being
preceded by George Clancy, of Detroit, newcomer to the board, and
.Herman Kennin, of Portland, Ore.
Clancy replaced Chauncey Weaver,
of JDes Moines, who had been on the
board 32 years. He was named a

1*19 B'way

Vic Lombardo*. .New Yorker (400; $1-$1J0)
Lawrence Welk. ..Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)
Bobby Byrne* .... Commodore (400; $1-$1.50).
Johnny Pineapple .Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)

—

Minnigirodt, fomtroy ond Calloway

MILLER MUSIC
1 HOAOWAl

Mood

Midnight Masquerade. Shapiro-B
Mayfair
Linda

Tex Beneke-GIenn Miller orchestra earned $11,000 for its end of
Davidson Management for a 10weeks tour conducting his own Co- business during a nine-day run at
lumbia Recording orchestra in an Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, Cedar
ail-American program called "Amer- Grove, N. J., which closed Sunday
ican Serenade."
(15) evening. That's more coin than
His soloists will be Mimi Benzell,
coloratura lyric soprano of the any band has taken out of the spot
Metropolitan Opera, and, Wilbur on a guarantee-and-percentage basis
Evaas, who played leads in '.'Up in for a comparable period of time
Central Park" and "Mexican Hay- since Harry James' last booking

NO. 10-1313

THE
WHIFFENPOOF

Hotel
(850;*1-$1.25).....
Griff Williams*... Waldorf (400; $2)......,...,
Randy Brooks.... Pennsylvania 4500; $1-$1.S0)

Carmen Cavallaro.Astor* Roof

own

To paraphrase a popular song
mine!) Ask
anyone
who

laws.
(not

Recorded by

Feist
Capitol
Mills

Sunday Kind

Moe

Band

Oxford
Peer

Anniversary Song

My

at Hotel B.O.'s
Corem

.Bobbin*

Desire.

I

Martin's experience followed that
of Tommy Dorsey's a few weeks

. .

Mam'selle
Across Alley Alamo
That's

a profit.

Jaffe Resigns

Bands

Sellers

....Beverly
Jefferson

.Bourne

Smart

attire

THfc

for Acts

STARS
and Bands

When in the Bat! Call or Wire
for Rapreienrafiv* with Sampl»t
8055

8.

Phone:

Broad St., Phlla.
PEnnypacker 5-1656

Reward

'WHERE

IS

SAM?

Communicate?

JEWEL MUSIC
1674 Broadway,

Now

York
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Court Freezes E. M. Loew's 4G at AGVA
Until Savo's Salary Claim Is Adjusted

Permit Hassle Stymies
Belgian Show Biz
Brussels, June 17.
Official hesitancy to grant labor
has
artists
foreign
permits
to
brought protest from Paul Barat,
general Secretary of the Belgian En-

M. Loew's suit to recover $4,000 upon AGVA for return of $4,000 bal- tertainment Federation. troupes and
been out
As now stands, foreign
balance of bond money posted at ance to Loew. Shelvey had
been circuses are allowed to show in BelAmerican Guild of Variety Artists of town at time and check had
for his signaturing when gium if they use 40% of Belgian perlast year to cover salaries of talent drawn
got
a
and
suit
sonnel,
at Latin Quarter, Miami, took an- Savo started second
E.

coin until
other turn this week when Matt court order freezing the
Shelvey, national head 'of AGVA, disposition of suit.
Last week in N.Y. supreme court
notified William Gold N.Y. attorney
money
representing Loew, that the
Justice Schreiber ruled that service
has been frozen by court order until upon Shelvey, as head of AGVA, was
Loew adjusts claim of Jimmy Savo, proper despite Shelvey not being an
(Union has no officers but
comedian.
officer.
Savo is governed by officers of Associated
complaint,
to
According
pacted a three-week date with Loew Actors and Artistes of America un10
folded
it
spot
for Florida bistro but
til forthcoming convention when
days after comedian opened and he will elect its own slate.)
appealed to AGVA to collect amount
Shelvey subsequently notified Gold
Upon
time.
unplayed
due him for
of the freeze and latter will make
union found application today (Wed.) to revoke
investigation,
later
comedian had signed contract as order and return money to his client.
Jimmy Savo, Inc., instead of inComplaint
his
therefore
and
dividual
-did not come within purview of union. Latter, however, did give comic Philly Inquirer Goes
permission to take his claim to court.

Savo started action last February
in N.Y supreme court, which was

Deeper Into Show

subsequently discontinued when it
was thought both principals could

on settlement.

get together

When

nothing happened in that direction
Savo instituted another action, now
pending.

Between

Biz

With Arena Purchase
The Philadelphia. Inquirer, already
in showbusiness

with

its

operation

of WFIL, Philadelphia, is making
It
-field.
Gold made demand further inroads into the
purchased the Philadelphia Arena

suits

last

week and

in addition to acquisi-

tion of the Arena, the sheet is slated,
to build another large-capacity au-

ditorium which will be part of a
radio studio setup.

JERRY
C0L0HHA

ter

Annenber'g,

"11

w

BRUCE GEAR

A.

St

.

N*w

ROMM
York,

new

president

of

the

dept.,

Clipp,
president,. secretary treasurer.

K

Barn Theatre, Nitery

Y.

BOB
BROMLEY

Murray Brown, managing

Month
Oscar
Theatre,

Stockholm

T.

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!

* Draw

from oar library, one of tbe
most comprehensive in

largest,

k

Sliowbi*! .
19*7 Catalog

it

Exclusive
J.

&

FREE!

material oar specialty!

H.

KLEINMAN

25-31-K 30th Road, I. I. City 2, N. Y.
Telephone: Astoria 8-6965

in-

Biltmore, N. Y., has

made

its

summer

bow." In keeping with the room's
svelte motif, are the bands of Ray
Heatherton and Arthur Ravel whose
sweet rhythms are obviously aimed
at conservative patronage,

Heatherton's outfit, comprising^
three rhythm, four brass and four
reed, leans to old standards such as
"Moonlight
Roses," and Cole
Porter medleys. Heatherton, former
musicomedy singer, displays a pleasing baritone in piping "Danny Boy"

&

among

others.

handles

the

Plump Joan Burke
femme chirp chores.

With more experience she should
shape up as one of the better warblers. Among her tup numbers are
(Continued ou page 48)

My

Florentine Gardens, Hollywood.

mara's Band," "Peg o" My Heart;
"Blue Heaven," "Put Your Arms
Around Me " "Glocca Morra," "They
Wouldn't Believe Me," "Same Old
Eddie JaShillelagh," and others.
cobs makes a nice assist as piano
accompanist.
Show tees off with Griff Williams
maestroing the major band, the
leader doing a piano specialty on
"Tonight We Love." Bob Kirk, a
good band vocalist, does an entr'act
singing specialty .which would appear to detract from Regan's impact,
but it doesn't pan out that way.
Waljy King is Williams* other featured vocalist. Band holds over and
alternates with Mischa Borr who
ably handles the Latin sets. Abel.

Guild Nixes Agency's

above amount, claiming it due
musical arrangements and re-

hearsal coin for orchestra.
It
was testified that agency
claimed right to sum but when team
interposed defense claiming they
were not obligated for the orchestrations and that they Jiad been on
time for rehearsals, arbitrators decided in their favor.

NANCY DONOVAN
'Colleen of Song'
Currently (Week June 12)

LOEW'S STATE
New York
Thanks to Sidney Piermont

Opening Junt 29

BILTMORE, Providence
.(Return

Latin Quarter, Boston

Ex.

Wally Wanger Girls (12), Tony
Bruno Orch (9); $3 minimum:
in the Hub 'with
big-time pretentions, this Mickey
Redstone spot is clicking for the
first time in months with Joe E.
Lewis as the magnet. Place has
done no biz to speak of all season,
and it closes for the summer when
comedian moves out June 15 but it
closes with a bang.
Big (about 400 covers) and flashy
for Boston, the nitery has catered to

Engagement Within
3 Months)

Boston, June 11.
Joe E. Lewis, Toy & Winp, Ted
Cole,

Mgt.— M.C.A. ARTISTS

LTD.

The only nitery

director

Group Players, has leased
barn theatre at Monroe, N. Y.> which
and nitery,
with opening set for .July 3.
of Capitol

he'll convert, into theatre

Youngstown Nitery Ops To
Pay Up 133G in Tax Fraud
Youngstown, O., June 17.
Joseph and Frank Budak, Youngstown, O, nitery operators, have
agreed to pay $133,112.75 to the government in deficient income taxes
and penalties.
The Budaks, sentenced to two
years'
imprisonment by Federal
Judge Emerich B. Freed in Cleve•

He'll tee off "season with a tab
of own authorship on juve
delinquency titled "Bad Company,"
and will follow with tab versions of
other plays. Plan is to play shows
three nights in theatre and tour
them in vicinity the other nights of
week. Dancing and specialty acts land after pleading guilty to charges
will follow performances in down- of income tax evasion last year,
reached an agreement with tax court
stairs nitery room of the theatre.
officials last week.
Brown will head cast of "Bad
Under regulations permitting twoCompany," which includes Ursalina,
thirds time off for good behavior on
Ray Baker, Lorraine Shap, Lydia sentences exceeding, one year, the
Eleanor
Charnin,
Delia
Swan,
pair were released from the Federal
Coughlin,
Valerie
East,
Johnny penitentiary at Lewisburg, Pa.
Miranda, Alex Kulich, Lou Goldman

drama
3rd

mS

For Track Meet

Two

.

Set for Monroe, N.Y.

Sweden

With luxurious decor which

cludes bandstand backed by casShowbiz-wise Regan points uV cading waterfall plus a surrounding
difference in showmanship, Ipalcony festooned with potted ferns
especially as "regards cafe attractions. and ivy, Cascades atop the Hotel

More than ever the nitery personality who pitches for business, openly
hustles for customers, and the like,
will continue enjoyof the three big Saratoga will be one who
ing lucrative engagements. Regan,
cafes are' virtually set for the forthHKp Morton Downey who whammed
coming racetrack season, in August. •em at the Waldorf also, is a frankly
Carmen Miranda is set for the Ar- commercial greeter. He mixes widely,
rowhead Inn, starting Aug. 1, and wisely and well. Pre-Starlight preem
Sophie Tuckjfer is slated for the Pip- he bombarded pals in and out of
ing Hock Inn, operated by Lou show business to "show up for my
result
with
opening,"
Waldorf
Walters.
maitres Rene Black and Ambrose
Sole large spot still without a had their reservation cards full.
headliner is Riley's Lake House,
The response for his almost-anwhich Jimmy Vernon, co-boniface hour of songs (pops, Irish and muwith ~ Dario at the La Martinique, sicomedy) was genuine and generous,
and Regan's thanks for this approbaN. Y., is hosting.
tion for "a guy from Brooklyn" was
Piping Rock has also bought Joe
in like idiom. In fine voice and in
E. Lewis to open for two weeks easy cafe floor presence he uncorks
starting Aug. 15. -Miss Tucker after a medley that includes "Irish LullaSkin,'' a
her Piping Rock' engagement "will go by," "Got You Under
to El Rancho, Las Vegas, in late Scottish air, "Anniversary Song,"
August and will follow with the "Grand Night for Singing," "McNa-

Booked by
57'h

Elie.

Cascades, N. Y.
Ray Heatherton Orch (11) with
Joan Burke; Arthur Ravel Orch (6),
Borrah Minevitch Harmonica Rascals
(7) with Johnny Puleo; no minimum;
cower $1 weekdays Saturday, $1.50.

Regan's appeal is universal despite
the accent on the Gaelic song lore.

Names

-will

Stowman, of WFIL's television
named veepee, and Roger

WFIL

E.

do niftily in Hawaiian and other
numbers.
Music by Tony Bruno
good and production okay. But it's
Lewis that's bringing them in.

anew the

Tyrrell, president of the Arena, will, for
continue in that capacity, with Ken for

Management

38

Who Draw Because They Hustle Biz

become a member
of the Arena Managers Assn., which
Claim Vs. Dance Team
operates "Ice-Capades" and "IceJesse & James, colored team, were
Cycles" and radeos. He also gets a
share of professional hockey and awarded a claim of $45 against Abbasketball teams with the Arena ner J. Greshler agency via arbitrapurchase.
tion at American Guild of Variety
A new corporation is being set up Artists.
Team claimed agency tapped them
to handle the Arena business. Pete
newspaper,

THEATRE
BALTIMORE

HARRY

p

Typifies Headliness

;

Currently

•

Set Top

Regan

There have been reports that exBrooklyn cop Phil Regan may one
day run for Congress from the. native
heath of the Dodgers and his Thursday night (12) premiere at the Waldorf-Astoria's Starlight Roof (N.Y.)
certainly gave evidence thereof. The
audience was dominantly politico including such personalities as Mayor
Bill O'Dwyer, Jim Farley and assorted other Democratic bigwigs. A
GOP in the house was almost as
rare as a non-Hibernian although

With purchase of the Arena, Wal-

HIPPODROME

III

Saratoga Cafes

Phil

and Anton Oliver.

—

the racetrack crowd, and that element .turned out en masse for Lewis.
He, in turn, shot the works for the
dinner crowds, doing about a 40minute stint when caught, but he
often stays on for an hour.
He ha* about 40 songs in the repertoire, most of them familiar to his
devotees. Wouldn't let him go until
he did "The Groom," but he wouldn't
do "Sam." As always, moulded the
in-between chatter to fit the situation, turning every topical reference
into a wow laugh.
Rest of show is about as usual.

Rainbow Room in the Hotel Wil- Toy & Wing click in terps, doing
rhumba, and solo aero
Due to tab operation project lard, Toledo, will be darkened July jitterbug,
batic stuff. Ted Cole, good baritone,
comes under jurisdiction of Ameri- 5 for a complete redecorating job. gets nice reception with "Mam'selle,"
Reopens
Labor Day as the Chevron "Beside You" and "You're in My
Guild
of
Variety
Artists
rather
can
Room.
Equity.
than
Heart to Stay." Wally Wanger gals
'

THERE'S

FRANCES
FAYE
Direction:

WANK U6UJE -a

M.C.A.

BE FUNNY FOR LESS MONEY!

You

—
COMEDY

TEAM

\r*g*s unumiTED
278 W. 43

St.

New York

City

MARGOT BRANDER
record Breaker!
At the HOTEL LAST FRONTIER
LAS VEGAS, Nevada

OPENED May 9 to May 22
-HELD OVER May 23 to June 5
-HELD OVER June 6 to June 19
Exclusive

Management:

AL GROSSMAN. RKO

set

in
freshest,
material
funniest comedy
PUNCH LINES (topical, original gag tiles
written by America's top gagmen), -Issues Nos.
I, 2, 3 or 4
$1 each.
Comebacks to Hecklers,
$2.
Joka collection. $2.
LAf File collection of bofls. $1. Special introductory offer: $5 for ALL the material.

the

'

with

ONLY ONE

Building,

New

York 20

VAVBRVIIJLB
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Ha. Legislature Passes

Bill

Ear! Carroll to Close Hollywood

Banning
Cause License Loss
Cincinnati,

Alien Agents from Booking Locally
Miami Beach, June 17.
Employment agency bill providing
resident agents book acts
ihat only
cafes has been passed by
in Florida
became
Florida legislature and

governor Caldwell's
provides that agents
denature.
the local employreside and work in
three years before a
for
ment field
costing $25 can be granted.
without

Bill

license

Measure was conceived by Alice
large .employCamus, who runs a
and was
ment agency in Miami,
oassed despite opposition

by

legis-

from northern part of the

lators

Newly formed Florida TheaAmusement Agencies backed
with Dade County (Miami
percenters also
and Miami Beach)
state

trical
the bill

backing the measure.

How

will

it

affect

large

out-of-

War Curfew

Lifting of

sustained

San Francisco, June 17.
Lifting midnight closing hour for
cafes and niteries, invoked as war
measure, and reverting to prewar
2 a.m. closings, is seen as life-saver
for floundering spots and others.
Guy Cherney says his Barbizon
Room will do more biz in those two
extra hours than the rest of the
Harris at
night.
Ditto
House of Harris.
Frank Martinelli will reopen his
shuttered Bal Tabarin in fall with
names and productions. Hotels Palace, St. Francis and Mark Hopkins
will extend dancing and liquor until
However, all hotels look for
1 a.m.
plenty after-theatre parties and sup-

Tommy

around

In best shape at the moment is
General Artists Corp. with Harry
GAC cafe department head,
being a resident of Surfside, North

Units for Overseas

USO-Camp Shows is prepping the
batch of overseas units to be
sent abroad prior to fold of operations at the end of the year. Units
are slated to leave during July and
Miami Beach.
August for tours of Japan and other
Most heavily affected of the N. Y. Pacific areas. Another unit is set for
majors agencies is the William Mor- three?month tour of Alaska.
ris Agency which last season booked
First unit to depart will consist of
around $300,000 worth of talent in Rochelle & Bedbe, Walter Walters,
this area.
Norma, Prof.
Jr., Jimmy Risk
Florida is the latest state to pass Cheer, Gloria Grayson, a Faber line
such legislation. Pennsylvania has and Jack Ellsworth.
Second comprises Tommy Hanlon,
had such a statute on its books
since 1939 while Massachusetts Jr., Anthony & Allen, Bobby Pincus
passed a similar measure last year. & Foster, Tonl Calvin, Henry Rob
In both cases, major N. Y. offices bins,. Cordova line and Henry Pierre.
have been able to get around the Final unit will have Archie Robbins,
Tommy Trent, Three Fonzalls, Vic
Statutes by mail, phone or wire.
tor Dexter and a Sandy Grant line.
Two other acts. still to be set.
Alaskan unit will be topped by
$1-$1.50 Couvert For
Chill Wills, film character actor, and
include Dot, Day & Dee, Roberts &
final

Kilby,

&

Hildegarde in St. Loo

Conn

Salmas

and

trio.

slated to leave the last

Unusual But Fays Off
St.

Louis,

June

17.

Hildegarde, who opened last week
at the Chase Club of the Chase hotel
chalked up a record week with couvert, policy which Harold Koplar,
hotel's operator, instituted to cover
the $6,500 cost of the chanteuse plus
Hal Kahner's band. Inn put on a $1
nick from Sunday to Tuesday when
there's one show, and $1.50 rest of
the week when two shows are given.
First week brought nearly $8,000 in
couverts in addition to upped business on menu items.
It's the first time this hotel has
clamped on a cpuvert. Prior show
topped by Eddy Howard orch had a

minimum.

$1.50

Hildegarde, following Chase enwill play the Chicago
theatre, Chicago, starting July 4 on
a package deal that calls for $17,500
plus overages.
Unit will include

gagement,

Basil

Rathbone, 'Henny
and Lathrop & Lee.

Youngman

LENNY QUITS SMALL

TO OPEN

OWN AGENCY

Jack Lenny last week resigned
from the Paul Small office to open
own agency. Duties will be absorbed by Ned Dobson, who joined
Small two weeks ago. Dobson is a
nephew of Louis K. Sidney, Metro
producer, and previously worked in
the Coast office of the William Mor-

Jus

ns agency.

Lenny, a former hoofer, joined
small upon his discharge from the
r v Ice whe re he
was in the show,
Sl ^
This Is the Army."
.

week

They're
in July.

USO-Camp Shows' hospital entertainment activities will continue after
the overseas units are

set.

Seek Acts For ETO
Hollywood, June

Acts for Pix Policy
Palomar,

Seattle,

town's

lone

vauder,

will drop live shows for
summer and revert to straight pix
Policy. Biz had
been off for several
weeks which prompted
early toss
ot vaude
bills, which generally isn't

a °ne until
next month.
Rivoli,

tah

mm

tuu!"

other house of Sterling
plays bl,rl esque and other

V hls

house mav also dispense
l
shows for summer.

female impersonators.

a radio network for $200,000 annually, may put -hU show Into the
Latin Quarter, N. Y., around Sept.
Negotiations are on currently
15.
Murray and Frances Faye to open between Carroll and Lou Walters,
LQ boniface, for show to open
Monday (23) for one week following shortly after the Coast spot shutters.
Lena Home.
Carroll ascribes his closing to deCafe earlier this year had at- mands by the American Federation
tempted non-name shows with dis- of Musicians, which wants him to
mal results. Since then, it's back to hire more musicians than he claims
using top performers and when none he can use. Spot is reputed to be
are available will package a number one of the most lucrative niteries in
of higher budget acts for the same Hollywood.
In radio, building will
bill.
be used for the luncheon -or breakfast type shows.

Town

Into

Town

LA Orph Cant
Get Good Pix, So

Goes Vaudfilm
Los Angeles, June

17.

Casino, Buff.

Casino, Buffalo has set Jan

Orpheum

theatre returns to a
In addition to playing the Latin
stage policy June 25 with Cab CalQuarter, Carroll plans to tour other
loway as the opener and the Ink
large niteries around the country,
Spots starting July 9. Sherrill Corincluding a stand at Miami Beach.
win is now lining up other name
This trip around the cafe circuit will
shows to sustain vaudfilm policy.
mark^the first time that Carroll has
Sudden shift, decided upon yestergiven sanction for one of his units
day (16), was caused by dearth of
to play a nitery. Last Carroll "Vaniproduct necessary to carry a deluxe
ties" vaude unit, played two nitery
The defunct Vanity Fair, New dates, over Carroll's
firstrun
film
operation.
Product
protests. "Vanishortage is growing serious locally York, is slated to be reopened some- ties" name was leased to Bobby
due to the number^of firstrun houses time in August by Nat Harris, cur- Vernon, who booked the niteries
and shortening film runs.
rent Latin Quarter, N. Y., manager, when he couldn't get consecutive
As example of how tough situavaude dates.
last week acquired control of
tion is, Corwin pointed out a few who
It's not yet known how the reweeks ago Orpheum was playing the majority of club's physical assets ported $200,000 annual rental comtop grossing "Duel in the Sun," but through purchase of the $17,500 sec- pares with the spot's annual
profits,
now has to look forward to a re ond mortgage on the cafe from the but with rental fee plus returns
issue bill of "Second Chorus" and
Associates, a finance from a Carroll unit playing top cafes
"Road to Hollywood." Corwin, just New Jersey
arid
vaude dates throughout the
back from three weeks east, is shift- company.
country, it's figured Carroll's income
ing the Orpheum film policy to the
Harris is planning to preem the won't be curtailed.
Palace, another metropolitan theatre spot in time for the American Leoperation.
gion convention to be held in New
Hartley Probes Carroll Shuttering
Vaude returns to the Orpheum York latter part of August
Washington, June 17.
one year after the policy had been
It's estimated that club's indebtedRep. -Fred Hartley (R„ N. J.),
switched to the Million Dollar for ness runs around $350,000 including
chairman of the House Labor Coman ill-fated stay. Stage shows were a $35,000 mortgage held by Abe
mittee, said last Friday (13) he had
dropped at the latter house a few Ellis, club's coatroom concessionaire.
put investigator Irving McCann on
months back. Return of Orph to
government lien for back taxes is a plane for Hollywood to check recombined screen-flesh shows, after reported taken care of by sale of the ports
that unions there are forcing
15 years of profitable operation, give club's huge liquor, stock.
Earl Carroll to close his theatreacts an ace showcase for local bookrestaurant.
Lou Walters,
op, who has been
ings.
reported behind Harris in the venHartley said he had received a
ture, says he's not yet in " on the letter from Carroll indicating he
However, it's indicated that would shutter August 31. Said the
deal.
he will have an interest in the club. Labor
Guild Clears
Committee
chairman:
"I

Reopens

Sydney, June

5.

a-day vaudeville here. Unit headed
by Wee Georgie Wood, has just
completed an excellent run, and new
unit, topped by Chaz Chase, looks
set for good tour. Other newcomers
include Clifford & Marion, Alphonse
Berge & Co., Latasha & Lawrence,
Great Rube and Vic Perry.
Martin, apart from the Aussie
loop, is also sending acts across to
New Zealand for added time.

Merriel Abbott Talent
Buyer for Hilton Chain
Merriel Abbott, longtime producer
of shows at the Palmer House, Chicago, has been named talent buyer
for the Hilton hotel group. String's
N. Y. flagship is the Plaza, where
the swank Persian room uses top
names such as Hildegarde, the De
.

Howard On

'Bouncer' to

Max Baer;

American Guild

of Variety Artists

Upon
all other talent obligations.
investigation he found Baer did not
put check through until three weeks
after close of nitery. There had been
sufficient funds to cover it, which
since have been frozen until Government checks' up and collects nit-

ery tax due.
Inability to locate Howard for discussion of matter at time of complaint was because he had been out
of city recuping from illness.

Vanity Fair folded several months
ago after a bad siege of business on

minimum

policy,

Joe Howard, spot's operator,
taken ill of a heart ailment.

when

WALDORF,

N.Y., IN

FALL

We

explore the situation."
Rep. Carroll Kearns
who heads a subcommittee
to investigate the activities of Pe,trillo's
musicians' union, said he
R.O. HIT
hoped to go -to Hollywood to look
into Carroll's case as soon as he
RAIN; ICE
BIG could make arrangements. Kearns
has promised open hearings on alSalt Lake City, June 17.
Utah Centennial Exposition took leged misconduct of AFM affairs as
soon as the Supreme Court rules on
a double pounding last week. Usual
the constitutionality
to

Meanwhile,

UTAH EXPO
BY

SHOW

pending anti-

of

semi-arid climate didn't read the
almanac, and came through with
four days of rain that crippled the
attendance. Only 63,606 patrons were
checked through the gate for an
average of just over 6,000 a day for
the first 10-day run. This shapes up
pretty sickly in comparison with last
year's state fair which played to
96,000 in seven days, without the
Centennial hypo.

"Holiday

On

b.o.

Ice''

was one

angles

at

of the
the show.

found a second wham week with
an estimated $60,000 in the till. Show
heldover for three extra days, winding up its 17 day run tomorrow (18).
Smash take second week was even
It

JEAN SABLON SET FOR

strongly suspect this is in retaliation
for his appearance before our committee earlier this year.
are

was going

(R., Pa.),

strongest

Jean Sablon is set to open the fall better considering the four
conseason at the Waldorf hotel, N.' Y.'s, secutive days of rain and low temWedgwood Room, starting Oct. 2 perature. Show turned away 500
for four weeks with options. Last people a night. Latest
figures indicate
season Frank Sinatra preemed the the ice show grabbed over 60% of
room. He may play that date later the exposition gate during its run.

Petrillo legislation.

U.S. Agent, Missing In

War, Okay and Again
Booking Acts

in

China

Dick Hamilton, who had
booking acts in China prior
war,

but

been
to the
Jap prison
has resumed
He's in Shanghai

interned

camp during

in

conflict,

activities

there.
and has a band
the Cathay hotel.

and

floor

show at

Hamilton has resumed deal with

Ed

Fisher, Scotch talent agent who
sent many American acts and bands
to China for continuance of the for-

mer arrangement.

LITTLE BUYS PIECE OF

in the season.

Currient

Waldorf summer

band July

EL PATIO, D.

opera-

Starlight roof, which now
has Griff Williams' orchestra and
Phil Regan, turns to Guy Lombardo's
tion, the

10.

Repealed Ohio Booze Law
Still Bothers Fair Areas
Columbus,

Marcos, and currently has Jacques

Other inns to be booked by Miss
Abbott as part of the chain operation will be the Stevens hotel. Chicago, as well as the Palmer House.
Before going into the new deal
she will take a trip to England and
She -leaves from
the Continent.
N. Y. this week by boat.

in Fall

LQ

.

Tivoli loop, headed by Dave Martin, is copping strong coin with two-

Y„

A

George Murphy, president of the has absolved Joe Howard, operator
Hollywood Coordinating Committee, of ill-fated Vanity Fair, N.Y., of
is lining up film players to provide
blame on $1,750 salary check to Max
entertainment for American armed Baer (& Rosenbloom) which latter
forces in Europe.
claimed had bounced.
Move is a response to a request
Matt Shelvey, head of union, who
by Gen. Lucius Clay, commander of had been in Chicago when complaint
U. S. troops over there.
was filed, thought it odd about the
"bouncer", since Howard had paid off

VAUDERS GOING STRONG
ON ANZAC CIRCUITS

AFM

to

Earl Carroll, who is closing hig
Theatre-Restaurant in Hollywood,
Aug. SI and leasing the property to

Frances Faye, Murray

a no cover-no

Peals.

Falomar, Seattle, Tosses

spot's license.

Held Check Too Long
17.

Than Bow

Featherbedding; Rep. Hartley Perks

permit division's re-

its

renew the

For the past 23 weeks the Band
Box has been presenting Angie
Gay Boy Revue, featuring
Litz*

Vanity Fair, N.

USO-CS Sets Final

•

Nitery Rather

Acting upon testimony of local
that "indecent floor shows"

police

fusal to

Rejuves Frisco Niteries

setting acts is
state bookers from
point. There is no pro- per trade.
still a moot
New
vision in the bill to prevent
York or Chicago agencies from doby phone, wire or
ing business
however, feel
letter. Local agents,
blocked
that this loophole will be
Legislaat the 1949 session of the
ture For the next two years, however, the big outfits can get
the law in that manner.

17.

were offered at the Band Box, local
nitery, Ohio Liquor board last week

-1

the

law

June

Quinn's Celtic Revue
Pacted for RKO 1-Nifers

O.,

June

17.

Though the Ohio Legislature has
repealed an old law barring the sale
of liquor within two miles of an agricultural fair, the effective date of
the action Sept. 8 will be too late

—

—

C.

NITERY

Little Jack Little, crooner and
disk jock, has bought interest in El
Patio
nitery,
Washington,
from
Johnny Longo. They'll reopen spot
which has been shuttered for past

eight months.
Little will head floorshow doubling

from jock program on

WEAM.

William Quinn and his Irish revue
for most of this year's fairs, includhas been pacted by Irving Barrett
ing the Ohio State Fair.
Dry Strip
for a tour of RKO one and twoOld law, dug up last year by the
Los Angeles, June 17.
nighters in N. Y. Unit tees off at
Drought in Sunset Strip niteries is
the Royal, Bronx, N. Y., June 24, Ohio Women's Christian Temperance
Union, much to the embarrassment the aim of an ordinance before the
with 22 other houses to follow.
Quinn, Irish balladeer, is produc- of state liquor enforcement officials County Board, introduced by Superand local police officers and sheriffs, visor William A. Smith. Bill calls
Acts
ing and heads up unit which includes
Pitt Cafe
John Conlan, Peter Smith, Jimmy caused numerous night clubs and for the total absence of alcoholic
Pittsburgh, June 17,
liquor in all danceries.
Quinn hotel spots to be closed.
Henry,
Peggy
First of the local lounges to put on Reynolds,
Ciro's and the Mocambo, located in
Ohio State Fair will be held Aug.
the Federal tax of 20 percent so it McElligott and others.
Quinn records for Columbia plat- 23-29. Some of Ohio's county fairs, unincorporated county territory on
can use live entertainment will be
Hollywood Show Bar, which switches ters and has also had several Irish however, will be held after the ef- the Strip, will be hit hard if the profective date of the bill's repeal.
posed law goes through.
programs on radio.
policy June 23.

Demand

Adds

'
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4A's Committee Splits with Sheivey

U.S. Cafes Stymied In

Night Club Reviews

Quest of Postwar B.O.

Continued from page 4$

On the Proposed AGVA Constitution
Actors
mittee

&

working

early in the meeting over the constitutional clause allowing the
AGVA national administrator to hire

AGVA

constitution to be presented

and

Associated
the
Artistes of America comon the proposed

between

Split

at the forthcoming AGVA convention, and Matt Sheivey, AGVA's national administrator, widened at the
meeting held Monday (16). Major
point of difference is the degree of
democratic procedure to be given
the union membership.
AAAA is pressing for wide governing powers to be invested in the
members through a board of governors, while Sheivey feels that too
many members mixing into union
affairs will hamper the running of
the union.
As things now stand, matter is
«et to go to a complete committee
of the AAAA before being presented
by the membership. No more meetings between the constitutional committee and Sheivey are slated, although there may be an attempt for
one more confab before AAAA
takes over.
Points of disagreement c a me

COMEDY
PATTER
GAG
@

FILES

Nas. 1 thru 13 for $10.00
$1.00 each
Not. 14 thru 22

@

$20.00 Ptr Vol., or
$50.00 for 3 Vol..

10 Sock Parodies for $7.50

"HOW TO MASTER
THE CEREMONIES"
(Hon

to

n« an Emcee)

*

$3.00 Per Copy

4

No

C.O.r>.'»

.

on any material 1 It en
send permanent address.

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54th

St..

Hew

to

Dario,
N.Y.,

La Martinique,
inspecting

American market,
given up
new talent on

haven't

unearth

continent.

the

acts of con-

many

acts

operator of
currently

is

England

in

and

while Max Gordon, boniface at the Village Vanguard and
co-owner with Herbert Jacoby at
the Blue Angel, is propping a European trip for the same purpose.
Jacoby flew to Europe last week.
tion.
Delegates
Other cafe owners, including Lou
of the Latin Quarter, New
Walters
Another point of disagreement
gone on European
hinges on selection of convention York, have also
hunts without unearthing any
talent
Sheivey proposed that
delegates.
have developed into name
that
members vote through locals in acts
fodder.
which they joined. AAAA protested
Sole continental turns that mean
because of the fact that many members do not work out of original top grosses are still those that had
them are
locals and consequently proposed a prewar reps.
national ballot allowing membership Maurice Chevalier, Lucienne Boyer
Basis for and Jean Sablon. Charles Trenet,
to vote on entire slate.
proposal of a national ballot is the clicked for a time at the defunct
migratory nature of the performers Embassy, N.Y., but failed to hold
who they feel are vitally concerned up on a subsequent visit. Latter is
with all jurisdictions inasmuch as the only postwar import that
they work most towns at various looked like a name possibility.
times of the year. Both plans will
Withal, bonifaces feel that there's
be reviewed by the complete AAAA plenty of new faces overseas that
board.
warrant exploitation, and as long as
There were some fireworks near name shortage of American acts
the end of the meeting when Jack exists, they'll keep trying.
Irving,
Chicago AGVA executive
secretary, who accompanied Sheivey at the meeting, said that his
membership preferred that they
write the document themselves.
George Heller, American Federation
of Radio Artists executive secretary
who is chairmaning the constituional
committee, then reminded Irving
that he had held no meetings in
Abbott and Costello, set last week
several years and intimated suspicion of a document that would re- for the Roxy theatre, N. Y„ in August, may also go into the Copacasult.
Both the AAAA constitution com- bana, their first New York nitery
mittee and Sheivey feel that the first date since hitting the bigtime. Duo
convention is the most important as is dickering with Monte Proser,
it will establish the degree of demCopa's boniface, to open following
ocracy for many years.
Conse- the current Mitzi Green engagement.
sequently the stiff battle.
Roxy deal differs from that under
which comics last played the house.
Comics will go in alone, instead of
coming in with a troupe. Sammy
Rauch, Roxy booker, and the house
staff will build a show around them.
They got $20,000 last time in. CurColumbus, O., June 17.
rent deal hasn't been disclosed.
Ohio Liquor Board met last week
Copa date is still up in the air,
(12), to consider whether to melt inasmuch as it's not known how
the war-time freeze on issuance of much time will be open between
new liquor and night club licenses. Miss Green's date and Lena Home's
Acting Chairman Frank M. Krebs preem which occurs at the conclupromised a decision some time this sion of her Capitol theatre, N. Y.,
week.
engagement.
Spokesmen for the Ohio Taverns,
France,

Among

deadpan effect, and "I'm Glad I'm
a Tree."
Do Do Do Like You" which she Not
June Christy who is another Stan
His glee
duets with Heatherton.
Kenton graduate joins the boys' neat
club (all band members) rounds out
version of "Across' the Alley from
the outfit.
Minevitch's
Harmonica Alamo." Follows with catchy, throbBorrah
bing job on "Willow Weep for Me."
Rascals prove a sock novelty. Boys
The Honeydreamers, two gals and
win solid returns running the gamut
from "Heartaches" to "Donky Ser- three boys, are snappy in "Movie
enade." While the rascals score with Tonight." Their background consists
of
several local radio shows and
their
knockabout c om i c antics,
midget Johnny Puleo points up their four of them are former members of
famed St. Olaf Choir. "Mahzel," an.
routines with his own clowning.
Arthur Ravel's relief band, con- other turn-table favorite and "Besisting of five rhythm and a saxo- ware My Heart" complete their stint.
phone,
capably supply
Mel Henke fits in perfectly with
Latino
rhythm for the rhymbaddicts. Cas- his stylings of classical "Fire Dance"
cades, on the whole is off to a good by De Falla, and dressing up "Tea for
start in New York's summer hotel Two" half of which he presents irr
roof sweepstakes.
slow, lazy manner and rest in
stepped-up beat. In his finale "Honky
Tonk Parade" he receives salvos
Iceland,
"I

N. Y.

from a hep boogie crowd. Honeydreams give neat assist on number
from off-stage.
Lorraine,
Ice-Ettes
(6),
Linn Burton, popular local disk
Blimpy Blank Orch, Lou Menschel
spinner,
weaves show together,
trio; $2 minimum.
emcees and does skit with Rosemarie
The Iceland's current show brings Dempsey, presented as "Model of
home the fact that the iceshow in- the Month."

McGowan & Mack, Jerry Mapes,
Jo Anne McGowan, Bobby Temple,
Harriet'

Carl Marx is now doing several
dustry has come of age. Blades displays are now showing second-gen- short swing dance numbers with the
Musso group, aside from his always
eration performers.
Hunt.
Show is highlighted by the pres- popular antics.
ence of McGowan & Mack, the vet
adagio team, Jerry Mapes, son of

Evelyn Changler and Bruce Mapes,
and Jo Anne McGowan, daughter of
the adagio team. Both indicate
they'll

York 19. N.Y.

'Comedy Dance
Dir.:

Antics'

HATTY ROSEN

i

Geo. M. Cohan, Jr., Makes
N.Y. Bow at State Aug. 7
George M. Cohan, Jr., will make
his N. Y. bow at Loew's State, Aug.
Son of the late song-and-dance
debuted" several months ago in
Providence and clicked.
Later he played a cafe date in
7.
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WA'APPENS!

orch leaders, Blimpy Blank and Lou
Menschel who with one of the sidemen go through an old burlesque
routine, which the hen-party trade

America's No.

Rumba

1

Personality

eats up.

Spot in order to put on the icers

Y

PUPICAMPO

had to overcome considerable
Unable to put in a tank
which disappears under the bandstand, it has had to cup the skating
has

difficulty.

George Jessel may make a onenight appearance at the Roxy theatre, N. Y., around Aug. 6, when film
he produced for 20th-Fox "I Wonder
Who's Kissing Her Now" debuts at
that theatre.
Jessel played the Roxy last season

and

surface with a sectional dance floor,
which makes for a laborious job of

removing and replacing.

orchestra

Atlantic City

(HOTEL SHERMAN)
Chicago, June 11.
Vido Musso & Stan Kenton All(9)
with June' Christy, Mel
Henke, Honey-Dreamers (5), Linn
•Burton, Rosemarie Dempsey & Corl
Marx; $2.50 minimum.

his

Now... Chelsea Hotel

Jose.

College Inn, Chi

for $10,000 weekly.

man

LEONARD GREEN AGENCY, inc.
139 E. 57th St.. N. Y. C.
PL 9-7470

LADIES....

dance-

Other billed is Harriet Lorraine, a
lush looking singer who has donned
skates for this job. She has a warm
voice but renditions need more color
to put her in the upper brackets.
The line of six with choregraphy
by John Von Gassner, enliven proceedings considerably with a series
of pictureque numbers. Costuming
is adequate.
Rest of the show Is by the two

May Do 1-Niter With
Roxy, N.

superior

evolved

Another promising youngster is
Bobby Temple, who does a good job
of hurdling. He jumps over chairs
and tables to garner warm mitts.
The McGowan and Mack twain do

Inc.,

Jessel

has

stuff.

LIQUOR PERMIT FREEZE

the Buckeye Brewers Assn., and
the Buckeye Retail Liquor Dealers
Assn., agreed that the need for the
freeze had ended, and that the whis.ky shortage was over.

DIAMONDS?

"

COLUMBUS MAY MELT

HELENE and HOWARD

displays

and

turesque patterns.
His spins and
glides are facile and routines imaginative.
Work at the Iceland gives
only fair indication of capabilities
inasmuch as the 18 to by 20 skating
space doesn't permit him to pick up
enough speed to really let go.
Miss McGowan shows indications
of becoming an ace ice aero artist.
Also because of space limitations,
work is confined to comparatively
simple flips, but they're done with
agility. Sole weakness is in routines,
but as she gains broader experience,
she'll
pick up more imaginative

& C. Talking

WHY WEAR

go places.

Mapes
form

Copa, N.Y. Date

"BOOK OF PARODIES"

route, aloo

bonifaces

N.Y.

committee attempts

at first suggested powers be limited
subject to "approval of the board."
Sheivey, however, insisted that approval be made to read "disap*
proval," thus giving the Guild head
power to dismiss or take on new
employees at will, with Board retaining power to disapprove the ac-

A.

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
t Vols.

AAAA

While postwar Europe has so far
failed to turn up
sequence for the

Cascades, N. Y.

.

For All Branches ef Theatricals

FUN-MASTER

fire at will.

Europe

in

Ptr Dir. G.A.C.

Stars

Saranac Lake

Chicago.

By Happy Bemvay

Saranac Lake, N. Y.,.June 17.
Birthday greetings are in order
After much to-do about whether
to Tootie Emerson, Sig Mealy, Joe management could deliver
Stan KenDenicolo and Charley Dowe.
ton crew because of leader's illness,
Duncan Mounsey, production as- the Kenton All-Stars under direction
sistant of the recent flop, "Louisiana of Vido Musso are now holding forth
Lady" visiting frau, Elizabeth Moun- in another of the disk-jockey policy
floor shows at College Inn.
sey, who is perting up nicejy.
Band, composed of nine Kenton
Loretta Munger shot in from
Albany to cheer up Jim Wotton, who boys, seven of whom were with him
when he retired and two who are
recently suffered a setback.
former members, has kept original
Al Guffanti, National Screen Ser- Kenton style which recently made
vice staffer who graduated here, in them platter success.
Aside from
for a check-up and back to work their jazz sessions
for dancers, they
with an all-clear.
offer many fine ballads, one of most
Gang at Hippodrome, Marietta, noteworthy being, "Peg o' My Heart."
Ohio, glad to hear that Louise Barnes During show, strongest mitt-getter isVido Musso's alto sax medley of
mastered thoracoplasty operation.
Frank
(RKO) Scheedel, who "Gone With Vido," and "Come Back
mastered recent operations, upped to Sorrento." Ray Wetzel, roly-poly
trumpeter-vocalist, does two numfor pictures once a week.
bers late in bill, "All of Me," with a
Charles Kaufhold visited by wife
who shot in from Harrisburg, Pa.
Victor Gamba, who is showing nice
improvement cheered up via visit
!
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BUDDY CLARK
Recommends

LEO

KAHN

VOCAT, COACH AND ARRANGER
210 West 54th St.
Circle 6-3973
New York City
BIT

APPOINTMENT

!

of Esther Morrisette.

Dick Moore (& Killian) tipped
meals and pictures after a too
bed. Ditto for Joe

for

long siege in
Denicolo and

Thomas Curry, who

skedded for fall go-home papers.
Among those in infirmary responding nicely are Laura Sloan, Sophie
Medes, Helen Inglee and Alice Dud-

THE INK SPOTS

is

t)

ley.

Thanks to Ivan Selig and Harold
Greenwald for their kindness for
"We The Patients" portable

sending

phonograph and record albums
the Rogers Lounge room.
Write to those who are

HI.

for

WEEK JUNE 19
PORTLAND

«9t.-UNIVERSAl
565

Fifth

ATTRACTIONS

Avenue,

New

York
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ciated Booking Agency theatre dept.,
died in New* York June 15.

Variety Bills

Wife, 33, of Frank Chizzini, manager of NBC Radio Recording Division died in Chi on June 11.

ANNIE HART
Annie

Hart,

singing

former

87,

Y.
comedienne who made her N
The Black
bow many years ago in
Gardens,
'

Crook" at the old Niblo's
Fair Haven, N. J.
died June 13 at
spanned vaude,
Her fabulous career
burlesque and legit.
"Crook" she
Subsequent to
branched into vaude as a single at
Tonv Pastor's, where she popularized

C. JERVIS
William C. Jervis, 40, for the last
two years manager of the National
Theatre Supply Co. in Pittsburgh,
died in that city last week.

Before going with NTS, he was
with RCA for 15 years and had been
district

manager

of

photofilms

of

that firm in Pittsburgh.

Leaves widow and two sons.

Numeral*

Father

Tommy

Capitol
is

a

screen actor.

abroad.

sheriff.

Father

Grena-

.

,
She had also appeared in burlesque
troupe
in the '80s with Ida Siddons

and Bentz-Santly, among others. She
was widow of Billy Lester of team
she
of Lester & Allen, with whom
appeared and who died in 1889. She
for
also was with Weber & Fields
music
several seasons in their N. Y.
hall and in the musicomedy series of
apthe Roger Bros. More recently
peared in "Irene" and original
"Show Boat." Her last appearance
was some years ago with Joe Laurie,
revue.
Jr., in his "Memory Lane"
After that she retired.
She was a life member
Actors'

Fund and

is

of

the

survived by a

nephew.

THOMAS

O'BRIEN

.

FLOYD C. FORCE
Floyd Charles Force, 71, screen
actor and one of the 'original Keystone Kops, died June 9 in Holly-

wood.

He

started his film career 35 years

ago and was the first Santa Claus
in the annual Christmas parade on
Hollywood blvd.
C. E.

PEPPIATT

SAM GROSS

is

Louise Ziskind to Irving J. Gitlin, New York, June 15.
Groom is
asst. research director at Columbia
Broadcasting System.
Doris Jacobs to Jay Reich, Pittsburgh, June 8. Bride's the daughter

manager;

WB

groom's
theatrical ad man.

Pittsburgh record distributor.

C. E*. Peppiatt, 53, 20th-Fox midEthel Ornata to Alfred Miller,
east division sales manager, and Sam Pittsburgh, May 15. Bride's on
Gross, 48, 20th's Atlantic district exchange staff.
manager, were killed in the crash of.
Maxine Keim to John Schlichter,
an airliner Friday (13) in West Vir- Kansas City, May 24. Groom is Jack
ginia.
Anthony, announcer at
there.
Details in Pictures section.

WB

—

BIRTHS

Ariz.

Seamen's Institute, N. Y., 'Thursday
(12) night.
Prior to coming to the
U.

from

native Germany, he
worked in companies of Gerhad
Hauptmann, playwright-producer.
In the U. S. he appeared in stock
and also on Broadway in "Fiesta,"
Arthur Hopkins' "Channel Road"
and on tour with "Young Sinners,"
"The Passion Play," "Miracle at Verdun" and other productions.
Survived by a sister.
S.

RRONISLAW HUBERMAN
Bronislaw Huberman, 64, internaknown concert violinist,

tionally

Bd

17

Monogram's eastern publicity staff,
Mr. and Mrs.' Edgar Grunwald,
died June 13 at Lynbrook, L. I. Sur- daughter, New York, June 11. Father
Miss White, are
viving,
besides
was former ed of Variety Radio
widow, four daughters and a son, H. Directory and now managing ed of
Edward White, of Eastman Kodak's Business Week mag.
N. Y. office.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Baltin, son, New
Brunswick, N. J.; June 9. Father is
Wife, 33, of Frank E. Chizzini, secretary-treasurer
Television
of
manager of NBC's recording division Broadcasters Assn.
in Chicago, died in that city last
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Crown,
week. Husband and mother survive daughter, New York, June 10.
her.
Father is foreign sales manager for
Samuel Goldwyn; mother (Marian
Herman Heuser, 52, German legit "Rufus" Crane), was former personal
actor, died in Haifa, June 5. He was rep for Dinah Shore.
former actor-producer of the Berlin
Mr. and Mrs. Esco Larue, daughState theatre. This year he formed ter, Tulsa, Okla., June 7. Father and
the Haifa Art Theatre.
mother (Trixie, the juggler), are in
"Ice-Capades."
Survived by widow.

m

MGM

Father,

63,

of

Edward Stockmar,

ter,

CAMDEN
Towers

Independent!

(I) 18

"

Puppets
19

& Cora Baird
Harry Kahne
Maureen Cannon
Bert Wheeler
Bll

Geraldine DuBoijs
Eileen AyerB

Wind»or

Soo Co

& Laden
& Oliver

Oljmpiu

PHILADELPHIA

Jamaica (I) 18-21
netiick & Diane
Owen & Parker
Jane Ruby 3
Peter Chan

Russ Mack & Page
Duval & Allison

Romano

Jack Oleson
Lenore & Charles

•Atlantic citx

Casino (I)
Ed Sullivan
Dale Evans

Extremes

Robert Sis
3 Arnauts

Carman

19

(1)

14

& White

(I)

19-21

J

M

&

Judy Lane
Bobby Sargent
3

Bright Spots

(1)

18

.

Pierce

Marc Lawrence
Li I

Green

Nype & Cote
Jay Marshall
Ellis Larking t
Cnf« Society

Sarita

Carnival

& Johnson

C & T

Valdesi

Dick Buckley
Blackburn Twins
Michael Edwards

McManua Ore
RcJd Ore

China Doll
John Tlo
Moo Song
Fran Yang
Jadine Li Sun
Tai Sings

Copncabaaa
Mitzi Green.

Mel Torme
Copsey & Ayres
Sutton
Terry Allen

Gerrl

Nancy Doran

Wolfe Trip

Dick & Dot Remy
Wesson Bros

Turner Twins
Rosebuds'

Fashion Fair

SPRINOK1ELD

Court S«

(I)

19-22

Parara'nt <r> 21-28
Louis Prima Bd

Nelson

(L)19

Geo Church
Marilyn Hale
Vivian Marshall

Ralph Slater

Bills

tini), legit

Attendance
gories: first,

Kildle's

ft

actors (Gil

Cathy

in rotation, run
briskly on time.

CITY

Leon

1

ain't got that the
fashion Fair's got is a trained seal,
a tenor (Michael Guido), piano players (Paul Berlin, Dolores De Mar-

What they

Herman, Lou
Grace

MacGregor,

Coppin), a comic with stooges (Lew
Parker), an adagio team (Andre,
Andree & Bonni), a film and now
radio name (Jinx Falkenburg), a
pro set designer (Raoul Pene du
Bois), and a pro producer (Leon
Leonidofl), who has seen to it that,
with the same cast doubling, the
four shows a day on the five stages

WASHINGTON
Capitol

Continued from page
son.

Neistat,

3 Claire Sis

off

falls

precisely

and

into two cateof the garment

members

Eddie Davis

industry (medium-price range) com-

Trudy Richards
Tahja
Mayo Bros

paring their competitors'
dise with their own, and,

Danny

.

Sullivan

Joe Sater Trio
Biseell & Farley
4 Esquires

Waldorf -Astoria
Phil

Regan

Griff

Wiiliams Ore

Mischa Borr Oro
Belmont- Plaza
Bob Dixon
Phil Leeds
June Taylor Dcrs

Rub.m Bleu
Ronna Lord
Day Dawn & Dusb

&

Elliot

Jurist

Cedrie Wallace

%

Wally Blacker
Versailles

Bob Grant Oro
Lisa Kirk

Barn
Harry Ranch Oro

St

Herman Hyde

Johnston'es
Jackie Soo
Joa K ifh Ore

Preston Lambert
Rudells
Hill D'cers

D

Gilbert

Gloria

Myrus

Siri

Coe Davidson Oro
Vine Gardens
Dick Gale
Rita Yoraks

&

Picaud
Haags Elephant

Lucille YorkBilly Farrell

Diamond
Ross

Estelle & LeRoy
The Lovelies (6)

Snyder Ore

Myrtle

SAJi FRANCISO
Golden Gate (It) 18
Dick Haymes
Helen Forrest

Michael Durso Ore
Fernando Alverez O
norneahoi'
La Pierre

Hotel Blachstone
Bill

Henry Busse Ore

Jimmy Kennedy

Judy Sargeant
Shepard Chorus
Art Wan/ir Ore
(Downtown)
Monte Carlo
James MacColl
Mary Lou Williams Joel Shaw Ore
Buck Miller Ore
Rhumba Ore
Roberto
Cafe Society
Hotel New Torber
(Uptown)
V Lombardo Ore
Luclenne Boyer
Marion S pel man
Dave Martin t
June Arnold
Abbey Albert Ore
Olsen

Susan Reed
Abbott D'ncers (12)
Rio Cabana
Thelma Carpenter
Sonny Richards

Randy Brown
Sharp
Denny Miles

Mickey

Sid Fisher Ore

Joe Frisco
H Edgevrater Beach

Jan Rubini Varne

Nip

Herb Shriner

Janet Stevens

SALT LAKE CITY
Lyric

Latin Lovelies

Bob Lee
Buddy Shaw Oro
Pitfmer House
Jack Fina Oro

Helsmca

Chambers & Blair
Moose Quartet
Dick Vernon

Ameche

Lathrop & Lee
Bobby Lee
Lee Gilmore
Boulovar-Dears
Latin Ouarter
Gertrude Nlesen
Doe Marcus
The Garclas (2)

Buddy Worth

ROCKFOR1)
Palace (I) 20
3 Dons & Donna
Johnny Bachman

.v

Lola

Sloan

Paul Rozinl
Eddie Fens Ore
Benno Delson Ore

<W)

Wing

Jack Fulton
Donna Lane
Franks & Janyce

Adams

Louis Jordan Ore

ft

NEW I0EK
Alice

Joey

Arne Barnet Oro
Janet Gay lord
Hotel Bismarck
Debutantes

Cabaret

Blue Angel

Henry Brandon Or

Copucabnna
Tony Cany.oneri

20

22-25

Nagle

Honey Dreamers

.

Rode'es & Phyllis
Adorables (12)

Estelle

Hi Lo Jack & Dame
Martini & Pace
Hippodrome (I) 19 Herraandos 3
Vaughn Monroe Or 'Stagg McMann 3
The Moon Maids
Don Cummings
Prank Fontaine
Grandma Perkins
Johnny Mack
TOLE1JO
State

Stan Kenton Oro
Vido Mu.nho
Mel Hanks
Hotel Steven*

avail©
Miriam
Dorothy Porter
Marty Gould
Barry Sherwood

Mark Plant

The Dunhills
Duke Art Jr
Jay Kirk
M Louise & Chas

BALTIMORE

Royal Whirlwinds
Jack Spoons
Sammy Moss
The Del Martins

Hotel Sherman
Carl Marx

Puree

J

18

(P)

Btackhawk
Ray Pearl
Sherman Bros

Danny Thomas

Johnnie Devereaux

Grace Martin

Ray & Harrison
UJJEKNS

Billy

Smith

Paul

Sabina
('hex

Prltchard & Lord
Eddie Bartell
Joy Hodges
Don Zelaya
H Boyd & Jigsaws

Enrle

22-23

(1)

Zimmerman's

.

CHICAGO

19

(I)

Pat Hill Co
T;m Herbert

BRONX

Louis

Carole

Stuart Langley
Peggy Palmer
D'Quincey & Glv'ns

Joel Herron Oro
Curbello Ore

7.

Tov

Paul White
Elroy Peace

Kim Yen

Bob Lee

Kay

-

Fenton
Pansy 1he Horse
Jayne Walton
Ming & Ling
Ray Lang Ore

Grauman Rev

Strand <W) 20

Ted Lewis Ore

Rose

IVIvel

Jackie

Hudy Cardenas

MIAMI

State (L)

The Del Rios

Riviera
Miles
Grade Barrie
Beatrice Kraft
S Morgan Dcrs
Ray Ma lone

»how

of

Loewi

Janczl Makula
Village Vanguard
& Sanborn Josephine
Premice Zsiga Bela
& Bowser
Paulens
Eddy Marison
The Kayos
Doris Haywood
Three Flames
CHICAGO
Gene Kardos O
Don Frye
Chicago <P) 20
Deal A ma
Bd

Dulcina

Art Lund
Jan August

Saul

<

dny
(L)

(W) Warner

Tony Bavaar

<I> 20-22
Vfillis

4i

Bobby Byron

Oriental

Boxy

3

Lloyd

A & C

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Calhoun, daughBilly Banks
East Liverpool, O., June 5. Tables Davis
Renald & Rudy
network sales manager of NBC Cen- Father and mother, former Jeanne Jack
Mathers
tral Division, died in Chicago June Winkler, are nitery singers.
Noble Sisslo Ore
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cervarios, Syd Stranee Oro
10.
El Chlco
daughter, Pittsburgh, June 1. Father P.oeits Rios
When Arturo Toscanini conducted
Caballeros
H. L. "Pete" Canova, 43, Judy is a theatre owner,
Alice Farrar
the first concert. He appeared with
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Henry, daughCanova's brother and business conHavana-raadrid
«• Y. Philharmonic Symphony in sultant, died June 11, following a ter, Hollywood, June 12. Father is a R & L Reyes
M A Luis
the 1941-42 season under Bruno
radio director.
heart attack in North Hollywood.
SJorq^ Morales
Walter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Lane, daughter, Bertfea Serrano
Sacassas Ore
Mother of Frank Marshall, Warner Los Angeles, June 16. Father is Marc Starr
Iceland
IRMA VINCENT
Paramount;
arranger
at
Theatres exec, died at Markham, Va., choral
Lucille Peterson
Irma Vincent, 58, former musical June 12.
mother is former Betty Thompson, McGowan
& Mack
comedy actress, died in Buffalo, N.Y.,
Jerry Mapee
ex-Conover model.
Joanne McGowan
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sarno, daugh- Blimpy Blank Ore
Mother of Frank Marshall, WarShe was a pioneer in theatrical ner Bros, theatre exec, died June ter, Santa Monica, June 14. Father Tiny Clark
Latin
Oanrtcs
labor organizations, having
is Paramount publicist.
been a 12 in Markham, Va.
Sophie Tucker
member of the White Hats and later
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Morrison, son, Pinicy Lee
Rios
fmuity. Around 1920, she "appeared
Willed, N. Y., June 13, their second child. Del
Rowena Louise
Mrs.
Bonney
vaudeville with Felix Haney in a mother of Barbara Lucas, business Father is treasurer of the Lyceum Debonalrs
skit "Man of
Ralph Young
the Hour."
manager of Daily Variety, died theatre, N. Y.
Cecil Lewin
F«r the past 12 years she was a
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kaplowltz, Chick Gladko
June 13 at her home in Hollywood.
nmi inspector at the
son, N. Y., June 14. Father is War- Vincent Travers O
Buffalo
Little Club
branch office.
Walter Gross
Father of Jack Klotz, of Asso- ner Bros, theatre executive
died June 16 at his home in Geneva,
Switzerland.
After expulsion from Nazi Germany, in 1933, he organized the
Palestine Symphony' Orch in 1936

Tex Terry Co
Sons Purple Sage
Dorothy Peters

Nonchalanls

& Wanda

76,

PAUL DORN

(1*)

Evans

4

Satisfiers

Ann
Merle Rubin Adleman to Jack Julee
Pat ~ Yankee
Young, Miami, May 19. Groom's a Shirley Sharon

who appeared mostly

Paul Dorn, actor, succumbed to a
heart attack after a performance at

Paramount

Lloyd Schafter
Perry Corao
Larry Storch

district theatre

Sun-Telegraph's

Gloria Jean Hunt to Ray Carksky,
veteran character
Chicago, June 6. Bride is daughter
in musiLEON NELSON
of Ray Hunt, manager of Rialto
cals, died in New York, June 14.
Leon
Nelson, Negro entertainer, Theatre, Chi.; groom heads Balaban
stage
Born in Cincinnati, he made
died in Albany, June 13 two .weeks
bow 80 years ago with the Murray- before a benefit in his behalf was to & Katz' candy dept.
Rita Niesse to Frank Sorells, SyraLane Opera Co. in New Orleans. be held.
cuse, Ind., June 1L Bride is daughAfter turn of the Century he acted
Nelson, recently at Duncan's Inn, ter of Carl Niesse, owner of Vouge,
and
with Mme. Schuman-Heink,
Albany, had been ill for several Indianapolis, he's manager of that
bewith the late Camille D'Arville
months.
theatre.
fore appearing in the original proBarbara Blake to Malcolm Gordon,
duction of "Mile. Modiste" with
GEORGE (CHUCK) BARKHAM N. Y, June 14. Bride's daughter of
Fritzl Scheff, and in "Paradise of
George
.
(Chick)
Harkham
Benjamin K. Blake, shorts producer
vaude
Van
Mahomet" supporting Grace
performer,
died
June
4
in
Philadelat
Columbia Pictures.
in
He also, appeared
Studdiford.
Helen Walker to Leonard Fabian,
"Sari," "Maytime," "My Maryland" phia. He formerly teamed with Jack
Reynolds, but more recently had New York, June 22. Groom is nitery
and "Blossom Time."
comedian.
done
single
a
act
in
vaude
and
He was a. member of the Actors'
Margaret Edge to Philip Johnston,
Fund, The Lambs, and Equity since niteries.
June. 14, Tia Juana. Bride is mem1814.
ber of Jerry Fairbanks Hackery;
Requiem Mass will be held today
NINA L. HUDSON
groom
is artist.
(Wed.) at 9:30 at St. Malachy's
Nina L. Hudson, 69, retired musiHelen F. MacFalls to George A.
Church, N. Y. C.
cian, died in Chicago June 11.
Survived by daughter and son.
She was violinist with Boston La- Tasker, Philadelphia, June 17. He's
head
of
artists and repertoire for
dies' Symphony Orchestra for many
Vitacoustics Records.
MRS. EDWARD F. ALBEE
years and later led her own orch.
Betty Wong to Charley Low, San
Mrs. Edward Franklin Albee, 85,
Survived by three sisters.
Francisco, recently. Bride is nitery
widow of the theatre magnate who
dancer; he's operator of Forbidden
was president of the Keith-AlbeeGEORGE W. FOSTER
City nitery in that city. *
Orpheum circuit, died at her home
George W. Foster, 68, manager of
inLarchmont, N. Y., June 13.
the Virginia, St. Louis, died in that
Born in Boston, she married Albee
city last week.
in 1881 when he was managing the
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Stone, son,
He had been associated with Fred
P. T. Barnum road show.
Two Wehrenberg circuit for 40 years.
Hollywood, June 6. Father is a film
years later he teamed with B. F.
producer.
Keith to found circuit that bore their
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer T. BeauHAL STONE
names and develop vaude as it
Hal Stone, of Stone and Nina dette, son, Hollywood, June 12.
flourished until sound films nudged it
in England Mother is Cobina Wright, Jr., socialout.
Circuit was sold, to RKO 17 Kaye, died suddenly
ite-actress.
months prior to Albee's death in June 8 of heart failure while underMr. and Mrs. Jack London, son,
going a hospital checkup.
1930.
Los Angeles, June 11. Father is proSurvived by son, Reed A. Albee,
gram manager for KRUX, Phoenix,
and a daughter.
Father, 82, of Madeleine White, of
Stall,

BATAVIA
New F (W) 20-21

opening

Indicate
or tulit week

Gleason
Howell

Sym Ore

Salici

KCKN

KARL STALL

Karl

actor

.

Kockettes
Corps de Ballet

Jerry Lester

cameraman.

of Sid Jacobs,

19

Selma Kaye
Wier.e Bros

-,

Barnes

CITX

(I,)

Jean Carroll
Music Hull (I) 18
Kathryn Lee
Sharkey
*

Wore" and "The Bowery
later she duplidiers," which years
tour
cated in a long and successful
and other European
of London
She also toured in
music halls.
Sullivan,
vaude show with John L.
world champ pugilist, both here and

Me

18

below

Letter In pnrentheftl* Indicate circuit: (I)
(V) Paramount j <B) KKO;

Lombardo Ore
Summers, Guy
The Pitchmen

Groom

7.

bill*
full

whether

NEW XORK

MARRIAGES
Ann Bogard to
Las Vegas, June

with

connection

In

Howard

Duff, screen
and radio actor, was killed June 7
in an autoaiobile accident in Seattle.

of

Betty Goldstein to Carl Friedan,
N. Y., Friday (13). Groom is summer
Thomas O'Brien, 56, former screen strawhat producer; bride a mag staffactor, who worked for D. W.' Grif- writer.
fith, Thomas H. Ince and other early
Jacqueline Freeman Wertheimer
producers, died June 9 in Los to Henry Edwards, Hollywood, June
Angeles.
11. Groom is a film producer.
O'Brien retired from, the films 10
Margaret Atkinson to George
years go to become a deputy Scott Barnes; Las Vegas, June 7.

such songs as "The Hat

WEEK OF JUNE

WILLIAM

Panchito Ore
Village

Ton! Palmer

Duke Alden

Jimmy Treston
Pappy Below
Eddie Stone Oro
Nino Bd
Hotel Blltmore
Ray Heatherton
Arthur Ravel Ore
Minevitch Rascals
Hotel Commodore
Bobby Byrne Ore
.

Johnny Desmond
Hotel Lexington

Alomas Hawaiians
Hotel

Pennsylvania

Randy Brooks Oro
Hotel Pierre

&

Roberto
Stan Fiaher

Alicia

Chas Reader Ore
Hotel Plaza
Pancho Ore
Jacques Peals

Monte Ore
Hotel Roosevelt

Lawrence Welk Or
Hotel St Regis
Milt

Shaw

Laszla & Pepito
Paul Sparr Ore
Hotel Tart
Vincent Lopez Oro
Charlie Drew
Maya Ore
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Pat Bright

Jack Kerr
Uti7.i\ Webster

Downey &

Funvillt

merchanit is

said,

storebuyers taking advantage of an
opportunity to see several lines in
one place; second, and by far the
larger, the general public;
White Shoes and Giggles
The general public resembles the
ladies who cluster around the. doors
at the radio networks' giveaway
shows, wearing white shoes and already giggling. This group has an
instinct that tips them off just before the finale of each show, to send
them racing away to the next stage
platform in order to grab a seat.
Miss Falkenburg's "Hi Jinx" ex(NBC, 8:30 a.m. daily)
perience
makes her the ideal Fashion Fair

She can now drop manufacm.c.
turers' credits into her patter as
easily as lobbing tennis balls, at
which she's pretty adept, too. And
she's learned to give to her whole
performance the refined schmaltz,
candid girlishness and alert loyalty
to her sponsors that evokes the title
of the junior Mary Margaret McBride.
There can be no higher
praise.
Entrepreneur of the Fashion Fair
is smart operator Jerry Finkelstein,
prez of Leader Enterprises (also
National Antique Show, Pentagon
Publishing Co., Fashion Trades, th«
Civil Service Leader).
Ducats, $2,
plus 40c tax (at these prices Bonwit-Teller's and Lord & Taylor's
windows are better buys); half price
if you're on National Antique Show's
mailing list. And you can stay away
from the dishes in the sink all day
(opens 11 a.m.; last show, 11 p.m.).
Finkelstein has done a nice job for
Leader Enterprises; Lew Parker
plugs the National Antique Show,
too.
Although "Fashion Fair" is a
bit inaccurate as this first production's title— "Assemblage of Some of
the Garment Industry's MediumPrice Range" would be closer, inasmuch as high-style, high-price creators always keep their surprises
secret fortunately, it's got a show
business section that comes through.

—

strong brass section. Arnaz him-

the
ST. Y.
self does his popular Conga drum
Joe Smith & Charlie Dale, "with novelty aided by the band. Canfield
Henry LaMarr, man Chester, Nancy Smith's ventro act gets over solid
Dolinoffs
Don
Cummings,
Donovan,
and Cardenas does nicely in jug& Raya Susters (4), 4 Step Bros., gling stint.
Emerald Sisters, Sammy Fidler
It's a big, colorful show running
House Orch; "The Yearling" (M-G). a little overtime (70 minutes) chiefly because of the insistent applause
Smooth layout of standard acts at after each number. Encores ran a
State on current stanza, with accent little high. Toward the middle of
on novelty and comedy, played with the week, maestro pruned show to
sufficient gusto to make the hours an hour without sacrificing potency.
Rach,
running time a breeze that's refresh- On overall a slick stanza.

State,

esEdwards

.

Sisters,

,

fast
all

nicely timed, to garner neat reception.
Four Step Brothers, colored
hoofing quartet, follow, and register
with hoofology that incorporates
practically everything in the book,
with lads outdoing e in other in
challenge stuff and other contribs
to provoke plenty palm-pounding.
Don Cummings is also likeable
with his lariat stuff interspersed with
running line of comedy chatter that
makes a tasty prolog for his rope
His barb at announcers,
stunts.

.

Olympia, Miami

good-looking

team, pace proceedings with
tumbling and other acto feats,

Miami, June

14.

Harvey Bell, Harry Rose, Flauretta & Co., Barr & Estes, 3 Edwards
Bros., Les Rhode House Orch; "The
Verdict"

(WB).

Current layout makes for diverting vaude though lacking irf "marquee
lure.

Harvey Bell

toplines

and scores

nicely with his ballading. Features
"Melancholy Baby," 'Blue Heaven,"
"September Song" and Irish melodies to healthy mitting. Winds with
blackface
a sock Jolson-Cantor sequence in

•when television comes, is
getaway. Nancy Donovan, attractive
titian haired songstress, with nice
pipes, gets

them from walkon and

Wednesday, June

PftRiETY

HOUSE REVIEWS

so

r

for sock bowoff.

In emcee slot Harry Rose handles

introes in slick manner and in own
laughs via
garners plenty
spot
some slick patter. Biggest laughgetter is interp of opera.
Edwards trio teeoff with tricky

Kelth-Albee Circuit with agents
and producers franchised for annual
London, June 10.
fee, which would freeze other than
Chico Marx, Gloria Jean, Peggy franchised members doing business
Ryan, 3 Peters Sisters, Max Wall,
Bamberger, Halama & with it. Other plan would be to just
Freddies
Konarski, Tommy Burke & Co., route shows ori fee basis, in addition
Veronica Martell, Wheeler & Wilson, to theatre percentage, which would
Skating Avalons, Harold Collins probably be handled by the current
Orch.
which
Boolcing
United
Office,
routes legit shows and in which
Chico Marx is particular bright Shuberts
control
interest.
have
spot on this bill. Marx proves his Shows would be confined to two-amastery of piano, patter and show- day policy.
manship, perfectly blended, to win
Shuberts have three N. Y. houses
solid returns.
Next in popularity is Peggy Ryan, under consideration for new policy,
whose "Ugly Child" song, eccentric Century, Majestic and Winter Garbehavior and dance wins approval. den, the latter when current deal
Gloria Jean, film starlet, scores with J. Arthur Rank interests for
with Irish ditties and other songs. $7,000 weekly rental expires. They
She has a naturaU simplicity and have others in Chi, Detroit, Boston,
charm which won the first-nighters, Philly and other key cities set for
but her voice does not carry in so the plan.
[With her singing
large a theatre.
Shuberts also figure beating most
of "The Lord's Prayer" unfavorably
received, she withdrew from shbw nitery biz around the country is
Thursday (12).] Three Peters Sisters taking will adjust acts salaries from
were well liked and won boisterous abnormal figures of the lush war
applause.
era, because of fewer spots able to
On the British side there's some afford them, as well as developing
lively competition, Max Wall, fave new talent and hew faces for show

Casino,

London

London comic,

is

IS,'

1947

Roy Rogers' Sharpshooting,

'

Thrill

Acts

Spark

a brilliant gagster biz.

Roy Rogers' Thrill Circus which
may become an annual outdoor fix-

who keeps 'em happy. Freddie Bam-

opened an eight-day date at
Polo Grounds, N. Y., Sunday
(15) afternoon to good attendance
mostly children, at 60c scale for
latter.
There are four more bookings to follow current engagement
those dates to be under Shriner
auspices and if profitable a route
will be layed out next summer.
Judged by performance only a
weather hazard will hurt the chances
of the Rogers show. How the small
fry went for Republic's sagebrush
star was something and when he
asked the kids to yell "Happy
Father's Day," they sure did with
plenty gusto. Rogers made himself
more solid with the moppets than
ever with an exhibition of sharp
shooting.
First he used shotguns,
then yanks out six-shooters using
ture,

the

-

either hand to hit balloons and clay
pigeons. He sure exemplified a twogun man to the kids. Singing rider
also brought out Flicka, Thunder,

Shuberts tried vaude once before head and Smoky, three picture
berger, another old-timer here, is
equally good and Wheeler and Wil- in 1923, when legit production was horses.
Tom Packs, wrestling promoter
son, comics capture house in their at even a lower ebb than anticipated
and fight manager of St. Louis, has
seat.
in coming season. The straight vaude
the Rogers show.
He fosmerly
Polish dancers, Halama and Kon- bills clicked in their good houses on backed Larry Sunbrock. Evidently
arski give international flavor to the first season, despite heavy opposi- they quarreled and Sunbrock came
show. Their waltzing and Spanish tion and -threats of "blacklisting" of in ahead of the Rogers show, spotnumber, like a Bolero, of ever-in- acts playing Shubert houses by the ting his troupe at the Yankee Stacreasing
tempo,
has
remakab'le then vaude trust, Keith-Albee. On dium. Whether that took the edge
power and artistry.
second season they formed Affiliated off Packs' outfit is not sure but SunFlying Avalons, Tommy Burke & Circuit, which housed vaude units day night's attendance was slim.
Ernie Young, who staged girl
Co., Veronica Martel and Harold
produced by former burlesque pro- out of Chicago, is associated acts
Collins' Casino Orch turn in class
with
of the old Columbia Wheel, Packs.
Dave Malcolm, announcer,
material to a program that's inter ducers
Also steams up "house" to applaud the
esting rather than sensational. Yet tuning up for the swan song.
it is far
ab6ve any other variety at the time Shuberts were prolific rather far-flung layout.
show in London at the moment. It producers of musicals and revues.
All featured thrill turns appeared
has freshness, fun and novelty
as programed and there are several
"Mammy" for more sackeroo redaredevil acts, along with circus
Luis Russell Orch (16) with Lee Bernard Delfont, who presents it,
sults.
turns, half a dozen of which were
Richardson, Charioteers (6), Billy has started well. The question is
*
Dolinoffs and Raya Sisters click
formerly
with the Ringling, Barnum
whether
he
can
keep
it
up.
Ebet.
Eleanor Byrd, Pete Nugent, Lucille
on terping and novelty in their nifty &Chance, Spider Bruce, John Mason,
and Bailey show. Included among
production act. It's their first apthem is Terrell Jacobs' wild animal
John Vigal, Vivian Harris; "Born to
pearance in some time, having been
Earle, Philly
act.
Cages and arena are parked
Speed"
(PRC).
frozen in Europe during the war.
STAN IRWIN
around second base, with platforms
Philadelphia, June 14.
Their skeleton dance illusion and
Comedian
at first and third, a ring being at
With Luis Russell and the CharioDean Martin & Jerry Lewis, Ches- 15 Mills.
toy shop characters are refreshing
home plate. Giants infield grass
.as marquee lures this week, terfields (3), The Barretts, Susan
Man and teers
Kitty Davis', Miami Beach
and stand out as ever.
section is roped off. Robinson's and
Apollo's bill stacks up as fair hot Miller,
House
Orch with Lou
another of the Will Hill's elephant turns work on
is
Irwin
three gals are accomplished dancers,
Stan
Long a standard Shrader; "The Devil Thumbs a
fare.
hit this town platforms, latter doing best with
to
whom on appearance and talent are weather
grads
belt
borscht
his
band, Russell's combo gets Ride" (RKO).
an asset for either vauders or class Negro
as an unknown and click as a worthy pair of trained mammoths.
There
the show off to fast start with a hot
niteries. »
addition to comedian ranks.
are three former big top perch acts.
followed by novelty, "After
"Windy"
Earle patrons accustomed to long
Sammy Fidler crew, which has Hours Creep." Outfit is plenty strong
Amazingly self possessed for a Five Antaleks which are best, Pape
taken over during hiatus of Lou
run of name bands are in for a youngster starting out on the cafe & Renee and Francisco & Dolores;
in the brass section with seven sidechange of pace this session.
Basil and regular house orch, turns
circuit, he purveys a collection of also several Jap gymnastic acts now
men, while five reed and four rhythm
in nice job on showbacking. Edba,
With Lou Shrader and the house fresh stories and gags that should billed as Chinese troupes.
round out the aggregation.
The Wallendas, former RBB top
Pete Nugent, tall terper, works orch on stage, a pair of youthful have him coming up fast, once he
hard in varied routines to fair re- tapsters,' the Barretts, boy and gal, gets used to getting' full values from thrill high wire act, is a feature,
Capitol,
working under the name of the
his material.
open
show
in
whirlwind
style.
who's
Lucille
Chance,
turns.
Pert
Washington, June 13.
Berosinis.
Youngsters
well,
all
dance
put
Troupe started season
in
takeoffs
deftly
blends
some
fast
dialect
unbilled,
are
Best
items
Douglas,
Sylvia
Froos,
Milton
with their own show but it flopped.
Marie Louise & Charles, Richards- taps while skipping rope, then does they've got into routines, and garner which he twists sometimes familiar
stuff into smart channels via addi- Wallendas are working with a net.
Dancers;
"Buck Privates a back-bend to lift a chair held in nice returns.
Adair
her teeth. Rises to an upright posiSusan Miller, songstress, put lots tion of new and imaginative lines One thriller is A. E. Seldon, who
Come Home" (V).
tion with seat clenched in molars of zip into "It's a Good Day, plenty A lot of it goes over the auds heads, sways atop high steel pole, a stunt
into
"More Than You
Most of the routines are talk, but that seemed to give even adults the
Capitol's quartet of acts are pleas- while stepping for strong applause. lustiness
Lee Richardson, band's featured Know," and a nifty style to clever the lad shows he can handle a song jitters, then slides down a wire supant fare, but lack usual speed and
ported 'by strap on back of neck.
sparkle which typify house's offer- vocalist, pipes three numbers of lyrics of a calypso, "It's a Crazy in his version of "Managua, Nicaragua." Looks ready for hitery ops Another is P. J. Ringens, a guy who
ings. Pace is even, but highspots are which "I'm Yours" is best. Voice is World."
rides a bike down an elevated inlooking
for a young comic in me
too few to give customers the ex- reminiscent of the "OV Man River"
The Chesterfields, three husky
cline and flops into a tank of water.
school. While his tones are natural, muscular guys
Lary.
pected lift.
appeared in dium bracket category.
who
The' Zacchini cannon act is the
Sylvia Froos, headliner, well de- he could improve his salesmanship "This Is the Army," go through in
finale, Victoria being "shot" out of
Billy & teresting routine
serves top billing. Gal's voice is by less clasping- of mike.
of acrobatics, work
COTE
NYPE
&
the muzzle.
along Kate Smith lines, loud and Eleanor Byrd, dance duo (New Acts) ing well and smoothly together so Songs
Two flying acts are in action,
Spider Bruce, John that even most difficult tricks ap
lusty, and well designed for a large register well.
Mins.
10
others in the show include Mark
Mason,
John
Vigal and Vivian Har- pears easy. Win nice appreciation
hall.
Her style is distinctive,
Blue Angel, N. Y.
Smith's horses, also a so-called bareris
handle
comedy
blackout
to
usual
marked by sure-fire showmanship.
Jerry Lewis, up-and-coming young
Nype and Cote, a clean-cut and back ballet with six girls astride the
Gets best returns in a novelty ver- hefty applause.
Charioteers, four lads from radio comic, who emcees, and team-mate. personable boy-and-girl team, are nags, the Mighty Milos, four Eltons
sion of "Chloe," which includes
Dean Martin, give the bill a good an excellent singing duo that can and Alf Loyal's, Gautier and Moore
takeoffs on some of the better known sartorially shine in light blue suits. sock
climax with their clowning and provide relaxation in smart intimer- dog acts.
Generally the show is
competition. Another standout is Open with "Gaucho Serenade" and singing. On
the vocals, Martin dis- ies, but will have hard sledding in spread out too much to be as effecnifty version of "Managua Nicara- follow with "Baby, All I Want Is plays
finesse with straight versions
You." Their class arrangements are
other media, save legit. They have tive as an indoor or tent show but
gua."
of "Mahzel" and "Mam'selle," and
best
pointed
up
with
smash
intera
nicely modulated voices, careful dic- lighting at night helps.
Milton Douglas fills comedy spot
then switches to comedy version of
NBC
televised
the first two perpretation
of
"Ride,
Red,
Ride."
Boys,
with a fast line of chatter, for which
tion, and tuneful arrangements, that
"Maria."
formances using two image orthicon
he gets uneven returns. Much of accompanied by piano and bass, win
make nice blends.
cameras, paying the Rogers outfit
At this point, Lewis gets mixed up
routine clicks, but a good part of it sock returns.
Numbers are mainly from musicals. for the rights. Only night performin the proceedings for some satirical
is over the heads of homey type
Tunes like '.'All the Things You Are" ances during the week until Saturimpersonations
of
film
stars,
audience Capitol garners. Does best
Oriental,
showcasing.
Neat day and Sunday (22).
provides
best
parody of "That Old Gang of Mine,
Ibee.
with a series of capital-flavored
Chicago, June 12.
treatment of Jerome Kern number,
comic twist to "Donkey Serenade,
jokes, well paced, and right up this
Jayne Walton, Ming & Ling, Al &
town's alley. Bit of singing he does Connie Fenton, Pansy the Horse and a hilarious bit of business on that includes a deal of counterpoint,
Man
"Old
River"
make for melodic moments. Other
as
Martin
attempts
reveals a voice which might well with Anne Evans, Ray Lang Orch
to warble.
tunes, "Isn't It Kinda Fun" and
become a more integral part of act. (14); "Copacabana" (UA).
"Sunny Side of the Street," give
Martin and Lewis are young, tal
Richards-Adair dancers, four gals
Continued from page 1
Jose'.
dressed as leopardesses, with two
With lengthy picture, "Copaca- ented, but need to learn that gags them sufficient variety.
male trainers, has been here before, bana" as box-office draw, spot has panning the audience are not in good
month shindig at the Grand Central
but is flashy and eye-filling enough shortest stage show (half hour) in taste. Biz fair when caught. Shal.
JACK PARKER
palace and new construction along
to bear repetition. Aero stunts are
Juggler
some time. Revue is similar to prePark avenue from the N. Y. Central
well handled.
7 Mins.
vious stanza, reminding of yesterN
Bldg. at 46th street. It's planned to
Marie Ixsuise, with male assistant,
Olympia, Miami
vaude, with added modern
makes pleasant curtain raiser in a year
Jack Parker is a slim, blonde build an upper tier to the swank
touches.
circus type aerial act.
Louie.
youngster who shows plenty know- street where the outdoor exhibits
Dance Duo, Al and Connie Fenton
Continued
from
page
1
how in stint here. He impresses as would take place, and normal traffic
teeoff,
with neat hoofology,' acfield,
worka comer in his particular
would proceed as usual underneath.
centuated by clever leaps and spins, their own, chiefly tab
revivals of ing with
Omaha, June 14.
a smoothness and ease that
for good return.
Opening of the Golden Jubilee is
Desi Arnaz Orch, Dulcina, CarAnne Evans, shapely blonde, plays former operettas and musicals. This belies his youth.
expected to coincide with the comdenas, Canfield Smith; "Swell Guy" ringmaster for Pansy the horse. An is cued by recent purchases of
Only fault at present is shortness pletion of the
first group of build(U-I).
ugly, yet lovable animal, the almost scenery, costumes and other equip- of his sequence. His juggling adroithuman horse garnered lots of laughs ment of flop musicals by Jake Shu- ness on clubs and balls garner gasps ings of the United Nations, and is
Closing with the Bob Hope air by disobeying commands of mistress. bert, most recent purchase being and giggles. All adds up to a. fast expected to attract as many visitors
as the previous Whalen display.
show only a few days before openJayne Walton, songstress, looker the effects of "Louisiana Lady," moving, applause getting turn.'
ing at the Orpheum Friday (13), in strapless white gown, wins nice
Invitations to business and indusOnce he adds some additional
which succumbed to boxoffice aneDesi Arnaz had his job cut out for reception on "It's
tricks to stint he'll do better. As try participants are expected to go
Good Day,"
him. Hitting town two days before "CopUllito De Alili" and "Chiapane- mia after four performances two is he's ready for the better vaud- out shortly after official approval o£
opening, a-id adding two acts, the cos" are similar to "Champagne weeks ago.
fllrhers and smarter niteries. Lary.
Whalen's preliminary plans.
Arnaz opus was set in time for Lady" which made her popular, 3hd
It is not unlikely but that Harry
There's also the possibility that
opening day. The Orpheum was medley of top tunes also satisfying. Howard, who
had been a prolific BILLY and ELEANOR BYRD
the Jubilee construction along Park
thronged from the moment the box- Winds with "Maria Elena" to solid
producer of production acts, will' Dancing
avenue will remain permanently as
indicating
new sendoff.
office opened,
a
produce some new ones and revive 7 Mins.
record.
a possible solution to the city's vexMing and Ling, gaudily attired several that played but a few sp.ots Apollo, N. Y.
Arnaz has fast show, stressing
ing midtown traffic problem.
standout. They previously
Latin-American rhythms, inter- Chinese hillbillies are
due to lack of playing
While billed as a team, male
Golden Jubilee, like the World's
do capable job oh tunes like, "My time.
spersed with comedy. Arnaz gags
Same
goes
for
most
chores.
Al
Borde,
partner
of
the
fordoes
Fair, is expected to. provide further
Sing Song Girl" and "Red Rivel
freely, mainly about Hope and gets
mer Chi producer of "Follow the Couple open together, lad in light lift to the
Valley," as prelude to comedy crossNew York's entertainlaughs. Also scores with "Cuban
Girls," hit musical which had long suit and gal in pink gown. Male
battle
Ling
follows
with
of
fire.
his
ment industries and hotels. Terrific
Cabby," "Babalu" and "El Cundancrooners, with imitations of Sinatra Broadway run, who planned a unit follows with a slow tap routine and influx of monied visitors, as well as
chero." With Dulcina, his singerversion of show but abandoned idea works it up to a sock finish.
doesn't
and
Crosby,
and
though
he
riotous
specialty
foreign diplomatic personnel in condancer he does a
Gal rejoins partner for tandem
"Rhumba or Lindy Hop" with the sound much like either, reveals when unable to get enough playing aero
nection with UN, is likely to boost
stuff for finale. On overall, act
rhumba winning. Dulcina contribs good pipes. Also does takeoff on time to warrant investment.
has fair amount of originality and takes in theatres, cafes, etc.
torrid combo of cooch shimmy and Jolson and joins Wing in impresh of
Two
plans of operation of new with further polish
The Silver Jubilee of the merging
should be okay
Ink Spots for plenty applause.
hr'a.
-t
circuit are being considered, One is for
similar
vaude situations or of the boroughs was marked in 1923
Ray Lang orch does usual fine
Band numbers 20 with three
a well-staffed booking office a la the niteries.
by a lesser display.
Hunt,
Btrings plus woodwinds to balance job on show backing.

holds them with soothing vocals of
"Passing By"-"Mam'selle" medley,
Irish ballad and "I'll Be Seeing

You."

comes the comedy panic handstands and lifts. Gasp bringer
when Joe Smith and Charlie Dale is spot in which one lad balances on
ankle on for their perennial, "Dr. teetering array of chairs. Earn
Kronkheit" skit. Despite years of solid reception.
Terp section has Barr and Estes
service it's still sock stuff for laughs
—and got plenty here. It's been' up- with their eccentric hoofery and
to-dated some, tightened- here and comedy biz for good returns.
Flauretta & Co. survey standard
there, and handled expertly as ever
by the vet ..comedians. Henry La- legerdemain, including bird-disapMarr and Alan Chester aid the pearing and beer-appearing trickery
comics in the skit and also display with smooth delivery.
Les Rhode orch backgrounds com
good singing voices in duets on
Lary.
"Onl: A Rose" and "Donkey Sere- petently. Biz fair.
nade," with comics making it a quarSong" and
tet for "Anniversary
Apollo, IV. Y.
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Rex-Wrecker Nathan

Broadway Producers

Shows

Cite

George Jean Nathan has been

Whose Costs Are Unnecessarily High
operation in connec-f
rfigh cost of
With Broadway legits jias been

,
Ddimi NamP«
latce
1> dines TfllfP
Fling at Speaking Parts

tion

ihl tnnic of considerable discussion

managerial circles. There
doubt by most
seems to be little
<hewmen that some shows are unhighly, cause
necessarily geared too
mistakes of the probeing traced to
in

,'telv

Two

roles in
Irina

Baronova, former Ballet
Russe premiere dancer, who had a
dancing-talking role in the Broadway legiter, "Follow The Girls," will
play one -of the leads, along with
Uta Hagen and Paula Lawrence, in

some instances.
ducer in at least
the revelaSubject arises now over
almost as much to
tion that it costs
a
oberate "Alice In Wonderland,"
sum required
straight play, as the
break even for some musicals.
to

"Oklahoma!"
one musical

is

in

"Dark Eyes,"
Playhouse

rated the number
point of moderate

in

Hampton, L. I.,
August. Donald Sad-

at the

dler, of Ballet Theatre, will play
lead roles for the Crest Pier Theatre
Co. at Wildwood Crest, N. J.
third, Vera Zorina, will do the
talking role in the American presymphonic
Honegger's
miere
of
work, "Joan of Arc at the Stake,"
next concert season, appearing both
with the N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony in January and the Chicago
Symphony in April.

being claimed it's
a gross of
able to break even at
mark it has not
$16,000 weekly, a
the
even approximated 'although
show completed its fourth year in
Rainbow" can
"Finian's
March.
break even with $22,000 per week,
operation cost,

names assume speaking
legit this summer,

ballet

it

A

about half the sum it's grossing
now. Same goes for "Brigadoon,"
takes in the thejh both cases that
atre's operation cost.
Recently "Alice" grossed so much
with $1.22
as $21,250. but broke even
the net was
to spare. Statement of
and
for the week ending May 24
included the, cost of moving the
show from the International to the
expenses, thereMajestic, making
fore, higher than for a normal week.
But it's also revealed there are 28
stagehands handling the play, which

Over Thea. Coolers
A number

of

Broadway

legit the-

atre- managers have been served
issued at the inheavy on settings, more men than with summonses
department, orfor the musical "Briga- -stigation of the "fire
dering them to appear in N. Y. mudoon."
explain
A route is being pencilled in for nicipal court June 27 torefrigeratwhy they are operating
"Alice" starting in the fall but by
Matter
the scenery will be cut ing plants without licenses.

backstage

that time

show can

so that the

down

two baggage

operated

Changes
efficiently.
reducing the siz? of the

more

permit
crew when the show takes to the
road, and there will also be fewer
musicians than the 17 men in the

will

at issue pertains to cooling systems,

travel

Understood

cars.

there was considerable discussion
within the American Repertory Co.
before Eva Le Gallienne and Margaret Webster, its heads, agreed to
changing "Alice" so that it could be

those operated with
freon gas, about which there has
apparently been no previous complaint. Understood that Fire Commissioner Francis M. Quayle wants
each theatre equipped for such refrigeration to have an engineer on
the premises 24 hours daily.
« Only seven legiters have freon
systems, which are regarded as the.
particularly

most modern and efficient plants,
also most costly to install, all the
with ice.
There will be no other ART ac- others being operated
chemical refrigerant, the
tivity
next season, according to Freon is a
being explosive if subject to
present plans, "Alice" having defi- gas
pit.

high heat. Theatres with those sysnitely replaced "Androcles and The
the Beck, Miller, Music
Lion" for the road. ART owns only tems are
Box, Ziegfeld, Coronet, Winter Gara minor interest
in
"Alice," Rita
showHassan and associates controlling den and Broadway, latter two
ing pictures.

the balance.

Music Box recently converted
freon from

PITTSBURGH OPERA
June

Pittsburgh,

17.

Tornado which swept through

week made

ice

at

a

to

reported cost

of around $50,000, replacing the ice
system installed five years ago. Cost
of freon operation is around $250
a week, whereas ice costs between
that figure and $400, according to
the size of the theatre and to what
extent the house is kept at a com-

TWISTER ALMOST BALKS

state district last

tri-

a virt-

fortable temperature.

shambles of the summer opera
company's huge removable stage at
Pitt Stadium.
Also put the sound
system on the fritz and virtually
wrecked the lighting plant. It all
happened just a few hours before
performance time; and it looked for
a while as if show mightn't go on.
However, A. L. Wolk, local counual

Bldg. Sale Sees Doom
Of English Theatre, Indpls.
Indianapolis, June 17.
sounded for the English
theatre, historic home of legit in Indianapolis, with sale of the English
hotel building, in which it is located,
to the Equitable Life Assurance- Co.

Doom was

cilman and one of the directors of
Civic Light Opera Assn., got to work
immediately, secured temporary amplifiers and light boards, and put a
crew of 50 men to work clearing the
debris and getting a makeshift stage
in operation, with the result that

of

New York for $2,100,000.
While Vincent Burke, manager

of"

the theatre, declared the deal will
not interfere with its operation next
season, Equitable plans to begin
construction of a department store
under long term lease to J. C. Penney & Co., on the spot within a
year.
The English was built by Capt.
William H. English in 1880, opening Sept. 27 of that year with Lawrence Barrett in "Hamlet" as its

performance went on according to
schedule.
Following day, management took out a big ad in all the
dailies thanking various craft un.tons for the yeoman job in putting
Stadium gear into shape.
Damage was estimated at around
$25,000, most of which was covered
by insurance.

.

remodelled to
It was
present form by the late Capt.

attraction.
its

William

Gt.

.

E. English, his son, in 1897.
theatrical greats of-the
past 60 years have appeared on its

Most of the

Northern to Be Sold
In Chi Foreclosure

stage.

opera
the old
to give new impetus to the drive for a civic audiElimination of
house is expected

Chicago, June 17.
Great Northern theatre and office
the Majestic hotel, theatrical hostelry, will
be sold in a tax
wreclosure sale here June 30. Adjacent properties are
owned by Ben
and Harry Gold, who
have an-'
"° u "ced
intentions
of
spending
700,000 for rehabilitation of the

Wdg and

o|dgs.

torium in Indianapolis. Pending this
development, Keith's and the Murat
are considered as possible outlets for
legit attractions.

New

They have offered a minimum

bid of $122,000
to settle a tax delinquency of $206,000 plus
$392,000 of
accrued penalties and
interest.

—

«

Snubert brothers
w,^ 0 ,have
m »c been
uccu reouuding theatre which
has been
d f ° r over a year to com
P'y
w-nf fire re
ula tions. Spokesman for
S
<a! u
said

that

jneatre would not
e event of a
?

cnangmg hands.

their

be

for
disturbed in
lease

tax sale or property

Curly for 'Okla.'
Pittsburgh, June'

17.

Wilton Clary, who was a permanmember of summer opera company last year and was to have
dittoed this season at Dallas, has
obtained a release from his contract
in order to sign with Theatre Guild
for the role of Curly in Broadway
ent

I

'

'

anubcrts

column

House,"

a

presenter,

was

on

Behind 1946, Both in Biz and Shows

San Francisco, June

"Open

recent floppo, and
Rex Carlton.

nitely running behind

last

is

defi-

year

in,

the number of shows and last year
there were also more lusty grosses
then are current. Legit list totals
23 shows, whereas last mid-June had
28, supporting the forecast that the
most casual summer on the main
stem since before the war is likely.
Mid-July last year saw 22 shows
listed; at mid-August there
were
19 survivors, but at the time there
was an upsurge in attendance. The
next two months will see as many
as 10 shows' departing.

17.

All-year-round professional theatre productions for San Francisco,
under auspices of the new San Francisco Theatre Assn., will be inaug-

its
It's

rumored Nathan defied a Columbia University professor of
word etymology to interpret his

summer on Broadway

This

•f

Year-Round Legit
For Tivoli in Frisco

urated Oct. 1 at the Tivoli.
Non-profit organization plans an
annual budget of $450,000 to be
by public subscription and
membership fees. Ten to 12 professional productions are planned an'Father',
There is little chance that a more
nually in the Tivoli, a Blumenfeld' virile list
will develop this side of
Continued from page 1
house, which is being leased by the autumn,
only one new show being
Oscar Serlin first tried out at SRow- assn.
slated to open before then, as comhegan, Me., in 1939.
pared to approximately 50 tryouts
expected in summer stocks, towards
The record performance was
which interest of show people has
greeted with enthusiastic plaudits.
veered.
There has been no standFlowers were heaped in abundance
outs presented on Broadway for at
Finally, Lindsay
at the footlights.
least two months, so the springtime
addressed the audience and the playwas no more effectual than is exers, with humorous reference to all
pected of the summer,
hands.
He introduced several forHotels are reported crowded with
mer small fry who had acted kid
vacationers and conventionites, but
parts during the early years of
There will be no razing of legit
as there' is a limited number of fa"Father." That they had grown up theatres in Times Square for at least
vorite shows, out of towners do not
to be six-footers provided quite a another year, nor building of new
Everybody who came on houses in the Sixth or Eighth avenue figure to support the in-betweeners.
laugh.
That many of the latter classification
kissed Miss Stickney (Mrs. Lindsay), areas, according to well-informed
including Serlin and finally "Buck" sources. Cost of construction mate- will be able to hold on is doubtful
Crouse. Only Crouse did it several rials is far too high, and it's not even though business should imtimes.
Asked why he didn't say likely that the forecast drop in realty prove because of the visitor volume.
It's evident that outdoor attracsomething, Crouse said he couldn't values by the end of the year will
because he was weeping from ex- affect the situation. The cost of tions have the call, particularly night
citement. Serlin's many guests then building one legiter at normally baseball games, and tickets for them
went to the Crown Room of the $1,000,000 "would approximate double are virtually supporting the ticket
Matchabelli perfume shop on Fifth that amount if a new house of com- agencies. "Laura," now in Chicago,
avenue, where there was champagne, parable construction is created at is dated for the Cort June 26, "Dark
Memory,'' another booking of the
and plenty of it.
this time, it's felt.
month, having been scratched at
First theatres .slated to come down tryout.
"Father" moved to the Alvin last
night (17), a much larger and air- are those owned by the City Investcooled theatre, with prices slashed ing Co., which owns the west side of
in half.
Show is now $1.80 top in- Broadway between 45th and 46th
stead of $3.60. Warners' picture ver- streets and adjacent houses on both
sion,
incidentally,
will
show at east-west streets. City Investing is
making satisfactory profits with the
IN VA.
two film houses directly on BroadIn a steady N. Y.-to-Va. swing the
way, Astor and Victoria, especially
the former C'Best Years of Our past six months, Broadway actors
With "Father" setting a new
Lives"), and is in no hurry "to start have been regaling gobs in the Fifth
longrun record in modern show
Naval District, Norfolk, with verrebuilding.
biz Saturday (14), list of runof current and standard legits.
On 46th street, City Investing owns sions
ners-up, through Saturday are:
A unit including Libby Holman,
the Fulton and the 46th Street, lat"Tobacco Road," ?.,I82; "Abie's
Margaret
Bannerman, Leila Ernst,
ter flourishing with "Finian's RainIrish Rose," 2,327; "Oklahoma!"
Eric Victor, Viola Roache and Donbow." Between the two houses is
1,804; "Arsenic and Old Lace,"
"Dinty" Moore"s restaurant and two ald Burr just finished a two-week
"Hellzapoppi.i,"
1,444;
1,404;
brownstone houses owned by the tour of Virginia and North Carolina
"The Voice of the Turtle," 1,325;
naval station theatres, .hospitals and
Shuberts. City was supposed to have
"Angel Street," 1,295; "LightMarine camps, doing a musical,
acquired Moore's property but option
nin',"
"Harvey,"
1.291;
1,110;
money of $25,000 was refunded by "Best of Friends," which Rex OTWal"Pins and Needles," 1,108; "Kiss
ley staged. A ,-rroup headed by Kelly
the restaurateur, after legal proceedheadline.

raised

Champ

.

Delay

in Bldg.

N.Y. Legits Seen

N.Y. Fire Dept. Hot

is

-with

The

Summer on 6 way Running

Current

subscriber to Variety for
a
many years, and the influence of
this paper's "Stix Nix Hix Pix"
type of headline has apparently
had its effect on the veteran
author and critic.
On Monday (16), in the New
York Journal-American, Nathan
captioned his drama column,
"Rex Bex Hex; Wrex Rex Pex."

'

,

|

cast of "Oklahoma!"

He's currently rehearsing role and
expects to step into the show within the next 10 days.

B'WAY ACTORS PUT ON
SHOWS FOR GOBS

The Runners-Up

and

Tell," 956.

Skowhegan Aug.

which

is

in

third

St.

The

critics

generally

called

the

June

17.

I

expenses, transporting units when
necessary via Navy bombers. Units
are headquartered
at .Bachelors*
Officers Quarters, Naval Air Station,
Norfolk.
Next production will be "Mr. Mergenthwirker's Lobblies," a new tele-

.

the building of a
building,

new

dressing

vision

show by Nelson Bond and
which caused a stir
and which

David Kent

room

when

costume department, reand new offices for

televised recently,

has been bought for films by S. Sylvan Simon. Vaughn Taylor, who
execs.
Wartime restrictions of building played lead in the tele version, will
do same for the legiter. Navy promaterials has held up the improveduction will mark its legit premiere.
ments now expected to be comGregory's efforts at staging these
pleted for the 1948 season.
shows for the Navy came about at
request of Capt. J. M. Kennaday, in
charge of the Fifth District's welfare
office, who was looking lor legit
Ex-GFs Stix Legits
entertainment of Broadway calibre,
Earl S. Peed and Thomas L. Reddy,
with Broadway people, for the gobs.
ex-GIs formerly associated in sumKlar, Kennaday's assismer stock, have formed Theatre For Marguerite
tant, is in direct charge of the Navy
America, to send out legit troupes
side.
on tour to off-the-beaten-track towns.
First production, Keith Winters'
"The Shining Hour," will start tour
Orleans'
Sked
through the south July 1.
hearsal stage,

closes.

The

Louis,

Louis Municipal Theatre

improvements within the next few
years. One of the major improvements will be the installation of new
seats which will increase the present seating capacity of 10,000 by
include
2,000. Other improvements

place;

fighter pilot.

St.

Assn., sponsor of al fresco entertain
ment in the Forest Park playhouse,
completing plans for wholesale
is

Touring in the Fall
Whether or not the stage "Father"
continues, it will be roadshown in
the fall again, as it has every season
since it opened, and it's also possible
that the play will be seasonal on
Broadway for a limited engagement.
That's the same idea planned for
"Oklahoma!", when and if it ever

a

Douglas Gregory, legit actor. Thus
Gregory has presented six shows
the Fifth District, others being
"John Loves Mary," "Denr Ruth,"
"Little Brown Jug" and "Male Animal." Units play each show about
two weeks, in 1.4 or 15 spots in or
just
outside the District.. Actors
work for free, but the Navy pays all

far
for

"Voice of the Turtle" and "Harvey."

No publicity was ever emphasized
about the amount of profits gleaned
by "Father," which has a claimed
total gross approximating $10,000,000
from the New York and road companies.
Stated, however, that the
14 or 15 backers have received over
$20 for each dollar they invested.
There are four players of the original cast still with "Father," Ruth
Hammond, A. H. Van Buren, who
has played the lead a number of
times; Dorothy Bernard and Richard
Sterling. Among the former youngsters in the original cast introduced
Saturday were John Drew Devereaux, who became an Army officer
during the war, and Richard Simon,

opens

St. Louis Muny Maps
Theatre Improvements

"Father" is in its 397th week. It
would not reach a full eight-year
stretch until Nov. 8 but the record
is based on the number of performances, "Tobacco Road" having held
the previous mark. Only other current shows in the longevity sweepstakes are "Oklahoma!", which is
one. notch back of "Abie's Irish
Rose,"

Flint, radio, film and legit actress,
a tour today (Wed.) at Oceana,
Va.,
in
"Personal
Appearance,"
which Frank Merlin directed.
Shows have been produced by

ings forced the issue. He contended
that the option was not obtained with
Understood that the
his consent.
switch will not deter City Investing
in its building plans for the adjoining sites a year or so hence.

the date that
"Father" opened its tryout, and the
next day will start at the Hollywood
on Broadway, around the corner
from the Alvin. It's possible that
stage and film versions will run at
the same time but that's dependent
on whether the play will operate
profitably up to that time. It played
in the red a number of weeks prior
to the record performance. Lindsay
and Miss Stickney, who re-entered
the cast Saturday, will continue for
at least two weeks.
14,

New

Kg

New

Orleans',1

'

June

17.

A

long list of stage and musical
attractions is set for the 1947-48
season. Bookings to show here in-

turn on "Father" even though there
were several partial dissenters;

The -Variety

reviewer

(/bee)

stated, in part: "Another click has
This one originated
to town.
in the sticks, having been regarded
the leading Broadway possibility in

come
I

|

the rural showshops during the past
not be the top
It may
grosser of the new straight plays,
'Life
but it's a likely contender.
With Father' has charm and woos
laughter, two attributes which counterbalance a sometimes lagging per-

summer.

formance

'

[

i

i

!

clude "Annie Get .Your Gun," with
Mary Martin; Victor Borge, "The
Desert Song," Rosario and Antonio,
dance troupe; Micklas Ganfi, Hungarian tenor; "Song of Norway,"
"State of the Union," John Charles

Thomas, Morton Gould orch, Maurice
Chevalier, Markova and Dolin ballet

Don Cossacks' chorus, Guy
Lombardo orch, and others. In addition, Philharmonic and Symphony

troupe;

societies will present long season of

concerts with guest stars.

.

.
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London

For Record High in the Rural Belt

tions

tre.

First production will be Robert
Sherwood's "Petrified Forest."

Strawhat Concerts

•

New angle in strawhats is a series
of one-night concerts which Marks
Levine, National Concert &. Artists
Corp. veepee, is setting up. Idea is
to use the open night of the week
for longhair performances.
•

Lake Shore Players Set
Buffalo, June

A company

'

words

sides

of

John van Druten, author

of

junior even

quired

junior

.

.

17.

comprise

will

10

of

of

.

•

17.

meaning
on both

Council of Equity confabbed last -week, when newly elected members
After felicitations the constituof that body attended for the first time.
tional amendment making it less rigorous for juniors to attain senior
rating was discussed. Amendment failed tb pass at the annual meeting
because so many walked out before it was proposed. Opposition to its
passage inyway, because of a supposedly added "joker," was explained
to have been an error.
Amendment would give the council discretionary power to elect a

1

arrangement with Warren Munsell
and Herman Bernstein.

Chicago, June

Inside Stuff-Legit

17.

if he had not worked the required 30 weeks within the reminimum of two years' membership. It was pointed out that a
may have appeared in a number of shows without having actually
performed for 30 weeks. Amendment would provide that if he played
English."
four or five fewer weeks and appeared in not less than three plays, he
would be eligible if the' council agrees.
Expected that the amendment will go to a referendum and will be
Palmerton's Playhouse, Worcester,
Council is now on a summer schedule, meeting every other
adopted.
23...
June
starting
for one week
week.
DearElwyn
"All For Hecuba" by
be
to
Weaver,
born and Betty Jo
week
Me.,
Island,
Guests with John Kieran, Franklin P. Adams and Clifton Fadiman on
tried out at Peeks
of
Aug. 12, Howard Richardson last Wednesday's (11) "Information Please" radio program, were Cornelia
Otis Skinner and Howard Lindsay. All muffed the poser of what three
staging.
the
to
bucolic
the
from
Switching
shows rated after "Life With Father," "Tobacco Road" and "Abie's Irish
nautical is Lew Danis' Sail Loft Rose" as. longrunners on Broadway. When the answer was fluffed, Faditheatre, Germantown, N. Y. House, man, lamping the records, revealed "Oklahoma!," "Arsenic and Old Lace"
Hudson
the
on
and "Hellzapoppin," so $5Q0 prize money went to the conundrum's proa remodeled sailloft
river, preems July 1 with Somerset poser, plus the Encyclopedia Britannica.
Maugham's "Theatre". .Hunterdon
As Lindsay produced "Arsenic" with Russel Crouse, the fluff provided
J.,
N.
Jutland,
Playhouse,
a laugh. "Father" set the new record Saturday (14). "Oklahoma!," too, is
Hills
opened last night (Tues.) with still on the Broadway boards, as is "The Voice of the Turtle," which is
County
number seven in the longevity sweepstakes. Another candidate for such
Girl". Putnam
"Dream
Playhouse, Mahopac, N. Y., gets un- honors is "Harvey," well in its third year.
derway July 8 with Jill Miller managing. Its second season is offering
It's expected that the Shuberts will settle the $50,000 damage action by
eight plays in honor of various Rodgers & Hammerstein over the gridiron mishap that delayed the openmember nations of the UN... "Glass ing of "Annie Get Your Gun" at the Imperial, N. Y„ last season. UnderMenagerie" will provide the opening stood the settlement considered is a modest sum, and while R. & H. went
3
fare at Cledge Roberts' Harbor to unforeseen additional expense in sending the musical to Philadelphia
Playhouse, Marion, Mass., starting during backstage repairs', the Shuberts had to pay for replacing a steel
June 23, with Madge Skelly in the beam in the grid structure.
mother role... Ken Parker's whoAs expected "Annie" has earned back its production outlay, $340,000.
dunit, "Four Flights Up," scheduled Show opened in May, 1946 and it required a year to get even.
for a tryout at Robert Paine's

A

Chi Rep Troupe

June

the U. S. comedy hit, expressed
his gratitude to the censor for
reminding him, and is now, as
he says, translating "the offendacceptable
into
passages
ing

'

First repertory legit group here
since before the war last week announced a summer schedule of plays,
starting July 5, at the 11th St thea-

in .the

and phrases
the Atlantic.

year,
slated
has
Bamberger
ly 100 strawhats. Most of them are Theron
caliber, and there will be "Grand National Night," a London
of class
meller hit, for production the week
plenty of name players on view.
Number of hew plays to be tried of July 7. Play's debut will mark
out in the hideaways is not definite its American preem.
but those already scheduled include
In lead roles will be Bramwell
At least one of Fletcher and Doris Patston. Latter,
several musicals:
the latter type is slated to appear 'incidentally, is returning from apIn at least two rural places. In- pearances with the St. Louis Muteresting development this summer nicipal Opera Co. for the part.
the
direct
will
Heller
is the release for stock of Broadway Franklin
clicks, which, however, are not per- show, which is being presented by
to tour.

Changes

The Lord Chamberlain has
requested alterations in dialog
of the forthcoming "The Voice
of the Turtle," owing to varia-

also slated to appear
Early this week Equity listed 113 August. She's
Drew
summer stocks, and while a few in the same play at the John week
more are likely to. register, indica- theatre, East Hampton, L. I.,
tions are that the originally expect- of Aug. 11.
125 will not materialize,
ed total
London Show in New Hope Bow
although so far activity in the rural
New Hope, Pa., June 17.
spots is a record high. The summer
As the Bucks County Playhouse's
of 1947 is running ahead of last
when there were approximate- first tryout of the season, operator

mitted

'Turtle'
London,

Uds So bar

113 Strawhats Tip Their

'

.

Shore Playhouse
the new Lake
Players, opening its first summer
stock season June 24 at Derby, on
the south Lake Erie shore near here.
Troupe includes Alice T. Carroll,

Edward W. Holmes, Lorraine Landel, Jo Fischer, Nancy Marchand,
Glen McCausland, Erica Lindquist,
Evan E. TaCkett, Ranee Miller and
Louis Landwehr.

Playhouse,
Garden
Greenwood
Peck's Belasco Revival
Peaks Island, Me., week of July 22
La Jolla, Cal., June 17.
Gregory Peck will give his home- ...Guy .Palmerton's Lake Whalom
town folks an eyeful of his dramatic Playhouse at Fitchburg, Mass., rolls
talent in a revival of the David Bel- June 23 with "The Male Animal".
asco play, -"Girl 'of the Golden West," Veterans Memorial Stage, Inc., proare Mario Berini, Met Opera tenor;
Cast of the legiter, to be staged by ducing Molnar's "The Play's the
Jean Dickenson, soprano; Iva the La Jolla summer stock players, Thing" at the Tanglewood theatre,
Kitchell, dancer; Pierre Luboshutz includes Jane Havoc, Dorothy Mc- Falmouth, Mass., as well as the
and Genia Nemenoff, duo-pianists, Guire and Murvyn Vye.
Martha's Vineyard Playhouse, Oak
and National Male Quartet. Levine
Bluffs, Mass., under auspices of The

start
at
will
series
set
Playhouse, JutHills
land, N. J„ Monday (23) with Thomas
L. Thomas, baritone. Others slated

First

Hunterdon

.

dickering with other
he's
strawhats for similar concert series.

states

Gage Harrisburg Director
Harrisburg, Pa., June 17.
Richard North Gage., director of
the Harrisburg community theatre,
has been named director of the new
Highway theatre,
organized
ly
strawhat troupe, which will operate
near Johnston this summer. Eightweek season, opens June 28.

'Sally'

for San Antonio
San Antonio; June

Theatre Foundation in association
with Arthur J. Beckhard.

17.

Kern's "Sally" will be
here June 26 in the
theatre, with Jane

Jerome
presented

Sunken Garden
Deering in the

late this summer
Also set
test is "All for Hecuba!", by

Tours By Motorbnat
Vancouver, June 17.
Strawhat group here, starting this
for
year
first time, is going to hit
the water rather than the road.
Group, traveling from resort to
resort on the coast, will use a motorboat to fulfill its 10-week tour of
Howe Sound.
sparkplugged
by Juan
Group,

Dearborn and Betty Jo Weaver, at
the Greenwood Garden Playhouse,

.

.

.

Elwyn

Peaks Island, Me., starting Aug. 12
.

.

.Allentown,

Pa.,_

Hayloft theatre

opens July 8 under Don M. Dickinson's
direction
. Reportedly
one
of the country's three strawhats
equipped with a revolving stage,
Hunterdon Hills Playhouse, Jutland,
N. J., preemed last week, with
"Dream Girl". .Tryout of Miles
.

.

.

Malleson's "Unfaithfully Yours" is
on the t' eatre's production slate.
Pasadena Playhouse claims "Oh!
Susanna" as its biggest hit in 30
years.
Play was reduced to a one.

by Florence Ryerson and
Clements from script they
wrote for Michael Todd.
Armina Marshall (Mrs. Lawrence
Langner) stage-directing "The Girl
of the Golden West," season's teeoff at the Westport Country Playhouse. Westport, Conn., on June 30.
June Havoc will star
Four plays,
including two foreign classics of the
'90's, are on the Hillbarn theatre's
production slate at San Mateo, Cal.
Its seventh season starts July 4 with
Eugene O'Neill's "The Great God
setter

Wellesley's July 17 Teeoff
Boston, June

women's

college,

Colin

17.

tees

.

off with its summer theatre and
school July 17 with an enrollment
limited to 52 students to work with
a basic Equity company.

.

Conducting at Indpls
Indianapolis,

June

17.

Charles Hedley, former tenor of

American Opera

Co.

and now head

of voice department of Jordan Conservatory here, was named musical
director of Indianapolis centennial
productions of "New Moon" and
"Naughty Marietta."

Second National Dramatic Arts conference being held at Indiana Uniby several showmen. Speakers include Brock
Pemberton, who talked today (18) on "What Is Good Theatre"; others
being John Byram, Paramount play editor; Donald Oenslager, the scenic
designer, and Clarence L. Menser, NBC veepee in charge of programming.
versity will be addressed

Tops Chi in

'46-47

.

.

Brown"
Sayville, L. I. Playhouse preemed for the season last
.

.

.

night (Tues.) with -"Those Endear^
ing Young Charms."
"Among Ourselves," by Joanna
Roos, slated for tryout June 19 at
the Hedgerow theatre, Moylan, Pa.
Play was originally called "Reveille"
One of oldest summer stock comLillian Gish's Intro to Haylofts
panies, Newport (R. I.) Casino theaDennis, Mass., June 17.
tre opens 21st annual season June
Lillian Gish makes her first sum- 23 with "Dream Girl"
Sayville
mer theatre appearance, at Richard (L. I.) Playhouse tees off season
Aldrich's Cape Playhouse here, in June 17 under Joseph Kramm's manNoel Coward's "The Marquise," agement.
starting July 7.
Ruth Amos to behead in "Errant
Originally Miss Gish was sched- Lady," comedy by Nat Dorfman,
uled to do the Coward play here in Broadway legit press agent, at Guy

Hedley will conduct all performances after opening night of "New
Moon" July 11, when Sigmund Romberg will be on podium.

.

.

.

Chicago, June 17.
Legit boxoffice during the past
season was a good one in Chicago,
with take amounting to an estimated

Nazi Favorites Whitewashed

$6,244,800.

Top grosser for the year was
"Harvey," with
Joe E. Brown,
which, when it closed after 42 weeks
here May 30, took away $862,300.

Continued from page

Gruendgens, Viktor de Kowa, Willy
Birgel, G. W. Pabst, Selpin, Wolfgang Leibeneiner, Oskar Sima, Werner Krauss and Veit Harlan.- Now
they've all been cleafed by the Allied tribunals, and a big furor is
being waged by partisans "certain"
of their wholehearted efforts for the
Nazi cause.
Krauss and Harlan have been
singled out particularly for abuse
because of the part they played in

Second highest money winner was
"State Of The Union," with $734,400
for 31 weeks run.
Musicals still got higher weekly
averages than straight legit. "Song
for a

yet, in August.

'

not to advertise acts that did not appear.

,

a ninetweek season at the town hall in association with Dean Goodman,
June 30, with Harry L. Young as took over County theatre, Suffern,
director. Resident company will con. N. Y., from its former operator, Robtain Nancy Cushman, Anna Minot, ert Cutler. It's planned to schedule
Emily Lawrence, Bert Whitly and at least one tryout among the seaFay Roope, and there will be name son's contemplated 10 productions
guest stars.
..."Free for All, new musical comTroupe expects to try out a new edy, slated for tryout at Guy Palmplay by Gerald Savory, untitled as erton's Playhouse, Worcester, Mass.,

Wellesley,

The agents and managers union refused to assign any of Us members to
Larry Sunbrock's "thrill circus" at the Yankee Stadium, N? Y, recently,
alleging that the outdoor showman didn't pay off last time when playingNew York. One or more members have I.O.U.'s from Sunbrock and ara
willing to sell 'em at bargain rates. »He was called to N. Y. license commissioner Ben Fielding's office during the engagement and was warned!

'Harvey'

title role.

Strawhat Jottings
Bass Rocks theatre, Gloucester,
Mass., tees off this week with a
season of eight revivals along with
one August tryout; its final production... Starting June 24 Greenbush
theatre, Baluvelt, N. Y., tests Conrad

Brattleboro's 9-Week Season
Brattleboro, Vt., June 17.
Smith's comedy "Trial Honeymoon"
Brattleboro summer theatre opens ...Robert Fierman and Aria Allen,

Root; local radio actor, will be made
up of eight teachers and 10 students.
Other members of the teaching staff
include Sam Payne, Frank Lambrett-Smith, Hilda Browne, Dorothy Davjes and Doug Haskins.

In- a couple of months Howard Lindsay and Dorothy Stickney will
celebrate their 20th wedding anniversary. A special streamer with their
photos was placed outside the Bijou Saturday (15), after the matinee of
"Life With Father" started, announcing the reappearance of the stars in
the night performance, when a new Broadway run record was established. Their names, too, appeared in the sign above the canopy.
Names of Lindsay and Crouse, who wrote "Father," appear as authors
of another current click, "State of the Union."

of

Norway"

hit $554,000 for 16

weeks,

and "Up In Central Park" had a
weekly average of $41,200 for 12
weeks of last season, a continuation
of its run in the previous season.

-

the presentation of the violently
anti-Semitic German-made picture,
"Jude Suess." Krauss played four

Quits Pitt Troupe in Huff

Pittsburgh, June 17.
exaggerated and caricatured Jewish
Temperamental
difference
be- Characters in the Goebbels-sponsored
tween Leo Kerz, the scenic designer, film. It was written and directed by
and management of summer opera Harlan. The latter's wife, Kristina
company broke out into, the open Soederbaum, played the feminine
last week after simmering for some lead.
time, and resulted in Kerz' withdrawal from local al fresco project
by mutual consent. He's being re- Viennese Press Spotlights
placed .for remainder of the, season
Nazi-Styled Actresses
by Karl Koeck.
Vienna, June 9.
Kerz had threatened to pull out
right before season opened a fortLatest players to serve as targets
night
ago,
but difficulties were for press attacks as prominent Nazis
ironed out at last minute.
are Zarah Leander and
(again)
Marika Roekk. Storm on Miss
Shumlin's Book Buy
Leander, singer who was a top preLegit producer Herman Shumlin war German pic star, was brought
has purchased the stage rights to on by much publicized
announcean unpublished book by William ment that she'd been engaged
by
Manners titled "Father and the An- J.
A. Hubler-Kahla to do a film at
gels."
Russ-controlled Rosenhuegel studios.
Novel, to be published by E. P.
Arbeiter Zeitung, Social Democrat
Dutton in August, deals with probpaper, pasted the singer, now. In
lem of a rabbi and his wayward son.
Sweden, with a story that she was a
•

.

WELLES SIGNS COLLEGIAN
Keene

Salt Lake City, June 17.
A. Curtis, local member of
Players, headed for

the University

Hollywood

last

week, when he re-

ceived a call from Orson Welles to
join the cast of "Macbeth,' 'in the
Republic picture version.
Curtis, a graduate student at the
University of Utah, appeared in the
stage version of the Shakespearian
drama when Welles produced it here
the last

week

in

May.

Goebbels favorite, played in Nazi
propaganda productions and didn't
retreat to her Swedish estate until
late 1944 when sure the krauts had

1

grounds. But considering names this
tribunal has already cleared (not
always with necessary Allied concurrence) it's likely they'd okay Miss
Leander as well.
Miss Roekk, who's already made
headlines by her suit against Kurt
Singer's book naming her as "Mata
Hari of World War II," has been
signed by Max Neufeld, Viennese

Jewish producer who was exiled in
Italy during the war, to play role of
Fanny Elsler, 19th century Viennese
ballet beauty, in

.a

Rome

studio this

summer. Papers have jumped on this
engagement too: Although tribunal
okayed Miss Roekk for appearances
here, she's had no playdates.

War Dept. On German Films
Washington, June 17.
War Dept. policy regarding the
handling of German films will finally
be straightened out Friday (20),
when Assistant Secretary of War.
Howard C. Peterson expects to confer with Motion Picture Assn. prexy
Eric Johnston before the latter hops
off on his European junket.
Peterson, who was expected to open up
with the program last Friday (13),
at his press

conference, announced

that everything would be held in
status quo until he had a chance to
get together with Johnston.

War Dept. has a policy and explanation in writing which will
probably be released by the weekend.
This Is figured to announce
that the Dept. will push, the German
film industry as far as possible, aiding in exports of the films to get
foreign exchange
Germany.
into
Thus the War Dept. will be overrid-

ing beefs from Hollywood and Capi-

tol Hill about distribution of Gerthe war.
man-made films in the present inPaper warns the Austrian film in- secure
world.
dustry, which it says has little world
MPA, which has objected to the
prestige, not to "make another seri•distribution of German films, will
ous mistake by sponsoring the star- find
itself in a pecular position, it's
dom of so important a Nazi." Miss claimed here.
has been arguLeander's name hasn't as yet come ing for free international trade on
before Austrian
artistic
tribunal the one hand and objecting to the
which passes on qualifications of distribution of German films on the
artists with spotty political back- other.
lost

MPA

May

London,

31.

of operetta
Bwnata Delfont production
tSSS «ct». Directed by Dennis ArunMelford
^t?rV adapted by
original by
2SS" Rudolf Beniauer from
I? West and Ii. Held. Lyrics by Harry
bv Karl Zeiler. By ar
muelo by
ff ' pepper, rnunlr.
Ltd.
"Vecment with Josef Weinberger, Ltd.;
director, Richard Tauber. At Pal'47.
theatre, London, May 20,
ptherlngton
Mam the Bird Seller. .James
Byng
.Douglas
fiiron'Weppa
AUele Dixon
luxabeth of Austria.
•

holiday season approaching, this
may prove as successful as the
authors' previous hit,
Th« Middle
Watch."
Clem.

Win

.

fel

*JSS.

Play Out of

:

Town

SSS
^

.»£

Ronton

Adelaide ......... .Moya
ISSEmJoseph
of Austria. .Barry

MacUuy

Sunt

Stanis.au,
'

S?»nz

.

Nugent

.Trevor Glyn
.Geno^ Marian
Esther MoncrlefC
.Tony Thawnton

Mayor Sohreok
Mistt
Mother
5*"*.

.

Baron' Sylvester

and dazzle. Delfont has brought in
Tauber to conduct the
operetta, Dennis Arundell to direct
and som§ fine singers in James
Etherington, Adele Dixon and Irene
Ambrus.
Richard

This strategy may pay handsomely
because the show had a cordial reception, some of the numbers stopping the show. But the vamping-up
^process only, shows the poverty of;
the original— a confusing story of

.

Displaced Person
Los Angeles, June

6.

Creative Theatre Production of drama in
two acts (six scenes) by Alvin J. Keller.
Staged by Ernst Korngold; settings by
Charles Lucas. Opened at Starlet theatre,
Los Angeles, June 5, '47; $1.50 top.
Burgermelater
Don Ostrov
G.I

Gilbert

,

:

.....Wyman .Spalding

Jim

WHIem

Alvin

MP Corporal
Fraulein
MP Lieutenant
Jennie

.

Tommy.,..
Jake

Vi

Dutchman

J.

Keller

...Lynn Stalmaster
Helen Garet
Bob Rogers
Eleanor Shaw
Savino Munerl
Stanley Glenn

Ned Schneider

Kddle
Hilda

Jerry

Colonel.

f

Another Fraulein

Dutchwoman
Dutch Boy
Another

Haimsohn

Stanley Johnson

Captain Robinson

Bernard Delfont, presenting this
old-fashioned excursion into Viennese romance, offers a species of
necking-party we thought had disappeared years ago. He has improved it with a good deal of finery,
decor and ballet, and vamped it up
into a show of considerable style

G.I..'

Landfleld

..Merry Jo Arends
Charles Lucas
Cynthia Roberts
Joyce Maneri
Bob Lehi er
George Spelvln

'Displaced Person" is the first offering of a new group calling itself
Theatre.
Play is backgrounded in postwar Germany in the
winter of 1945 and features a Hollander with an abiding hate for the
Germans. It's strictly little theatre

a tribute to the general

It's

as a legit director. Direction and
cast brought rave notices. In for
three weeks before taking to the
road, "Skin " started off to packed
house; theatre already is almost completely sold out for entire run.
At El Capitan, Ken Murray's
1947"
"Blackouts
sauntered
of
through its 259th frame with the
usual $17,000.
"Bloomer Girl" bowed in at the
Biltmore for two weeks before the
house goes dark for the summer.
First week drew fair $20,000.

43G

'Carousel'

laura

Up

to $10

:

Chicago, June 17.
"Carousel" tops the town, and
while it isn't selling out all performances,
takings were
around
$43,000 last week, upholding the mu'.,

Saturday.
Estimates far Last Week
"Accidentally Yours," Selwyn (2d

wk)

S3.60).

(1,000;

Quit- Saturday

after small $8,000. Listed to return
to

town next September.
"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (16th
Doing okay,
(1,334:
$3.60).

wk)

around

Me

"Call

wk)

Mister," Blackstone (5th

(1,358: $4.80). Indicates a long
Began last Sunday to

$10,000.

New Haven, June 14.
ing a lot of lilting songs, captivates
with ease. What Douglas Byng is
Yale University Dramatic Assn. producdoing here, wearing shorts and a tion of tragedy In four acts by Albert CaBromley. Staged
spinsterish look, is hard to say. He mus, translated by Harald
by Robert E. Costello; setting, Edward H.
Is too good an artist in his own kind Fell; costumes, Marie Viton; lighting. John

Red Mill," Civic Opera
wk) (3,800; $3.60). Could

"The
House
do

(3d

much

better;

$29,000

approxi-

mately.

comedy to be wasted W. Ryan, John S. Bigelow. Opened at
on these Viennese gallantries. Also Yale University theatre. New Haven, June
he is handed bad dialog. Barry 18. '47; $3 top.
Frank Corsaro
Mackay, as the Emperor Franz Caligula

of sophisticated

across.

Ebet.

Off the

Record
London, June

4.

Daniel Slayer production of new play in
by Ian
"y nn<1 Stephen Kingby William Molllson. At
Apollo. London, June
8, '47.

H

ivT,* *S!?
Hal!
Directed

Mp

D^ Arcy
Hubert Gregg
f?f.
Lleut.-Commander
Fraser
Bill Gates
fashwood.
Pamela Matthews
Admiral Sir Muxmillan Godfrey
Hugh Wakefield
_
,„„., G
°'
• •
Eve Ashley
Lieut. Willy Au hton-Pormby....Tom
K
Gill
H nry T" m Pk'nson, M.P.Roger Maxwell
S,k 1
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Dobson
John Alnsworth
'
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Amusing farce-comedy of a mixup

»n a naval dockyard, suitable
only
tot local consumption. With popular

«ugh Wakefield back in the West
and after a long absence, play has

even chance of attracting family
-audiences wi th whom the authors
are favorites.
,

n

of

Portsmouth

6

about

life

He

on

lower-

calls on his friend, who is
.k ;
aoout
to take over command of a destroyer, saying he wants
to take his
Also that no one knows him
and he can get away with it. They
net on it and, in return,
the sailor
says he will impersonate
the politician on a visit
to Admiralty head-

5™e.

quarters-.

oi

This has a certain amount

humorous angles, most laughs
coming from the landsman and his
errors

-

m

Leselle

Senectus
Metellus
Lepidus
Octavlus.

RACE POLICY STAYS

.".

.

Hanscom

Robert B. Burlln
Robert R. Rodie
David C. Viall
Robert L. Lewis
Edward O. Douglass
Maurice Nessen
William Martin
Catherine Martin

speech, action and irregular
procedure, culminating in accidenty V^g-a -torpede-which blows up
t~ coal
a
barge.

M

and considerable substance

in

week-to-week basis, .also a normal
condition 'at this time of year. Highlight of last week was the establishof a new run record by "Lif«
With Father" Saturday (14) evening.
Little change in business was generally indicated, but there probably
will be a decline up to July 4.

M

excellent considering length
of run plus competition from the
rodeo, night ballgames, etc.
Strawhat season, in offing, continues to pile up lively downtown
season. Besides "Joan of Lorraine"

,$2,500,

WLA.r SPURTS TO 29G
IN 1ST PHILLY WEEK
Philadelphia, June 17.
causing plenty of worries
and anticipatory headaches, "Oklato show its real speed
as the first week of its return enat the Forrest proceeded

homa!" began

gagement

strong Friday and
Saturday biz, reported $29,000 on
this, the first session of the 1947
engagement. That was a long way
from capacity at the $4.55 top but a

and, thanks

,

(Musical), O (Operetta).
"All My Sons," Coronet

(20th

$45,000 tops

"Barefoot
(11th

all.

Boy

With. Cheek,"
(M-1,214; $6).

week)

operating expenses on
its getting
$21,000.

by,

at

summer

Beck
With
basis

approximately

to

—

(16-28).

and leads him along a pathway of
lust and murder. In the end, he is
destroyed by the elements over
which he has attempted to ride
roughshod.
.
Translation from the French of the
original Paris production maintains a

"Blackouts of 1941"— El Capitan,
Hollvwood (16-28).
"Bloomer G'r'"—Biltmore. L. A.
16-21); Aud., San Diego (22-23):
Aud.,
Pasadena
Arlington.
(24);
Santa Barbara (26); Aud., Oakland
f

(27-28).

Script

is

-'

'

m

|

I

CM

—

$25,000.

"Finlan's Rainbow," 46th St. (23d
week) (C-920; $6). Coupled with
Bngadoon" as top musical successes
of past season; .selling out; $42,000.

"Happy
Birthday,"
Broadhurst
(33d week) (CD-1,160; $4.80). Among
the favorites and getting goodly
money, with pace around $24 000
"Harvey," 48th St. (I37th week)
(C-920; $4.20). Faring excellently,
with play well in its third year and
looks good well into next season;

over $16,500.
lot better than had been in"Icetime of 1948." Center
(3d
earlier
when the betweek) (M-2,994; $2.40). Faring very
well, and with natural draw from
wouldn't hit $24,000.
Radio City crowds, it's aimed into
Friday and Saturday perform- new season; up, 836,500.
ances were sellouts in orchestra, and
"John Loves Mary," Music Box
biz on latter day was much helped (19th week)
(C-979; $4.80). Laugh
by cold, rainy weather which kept show is prospering and
indications
much of the crowd home from the are for indefinite continuance;
over
Jersey resorts.
$22,000, one of the best week's since
dicated

was Rodgers-Hammerstein mu-

In

St Loo Muny Opener

opening.
"Life With Father," Alvin (396th

week) (C-1,331; $1.80). Moved here
from Bijou this week after breaking
Broadway run record there; with
Howard Lindsay and Dorothy Stickney playing their original leads,
Saturday night business improved:,!^

_

now halved.
St James (218th
(M-1,505; $4.80). Some talk
another attraction here in fall

$8,000; scale

"Oklahoma!,"

week)
of

but musical record-holder still making money; improved to $24,500.
"Portrait in Black," Booth (5th

week)

(D-712;

$4.80).

Still

isn't

making money but management intends playing meller through summer; estimated at around $8,000.
"State of the Union," Hudson
(83d week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Doing
alright for the second summer
should play into the fall; $18,000.

and

"The Medium" and 'The Telephone," Barrymore (7th weekl (M1,064; $4.20).
Slated to fold this
weekend but jumped to $14,500 and
date again extended into July.
"The
Voice
of
the
Turtle,"
Morosco (166th week) (C-939;

S3..6?).

Plans for three-person comedy not
definite but with two-for-oncs it's

bettering an even break; $10,000.
'The Whole World Over," BiltJune 17.
more (C-920; $4.20). Final and 13th
Sigmund. Romberg's "Nina Rose," week; appeared to have chance but,
St.

—

in this respect drives him to a campaign of denying all normal reactions, such as love and friendship,

'

sical

'Dancing Years' $55,000
(Period Coverinq June 16-28)
"Accidentally Yours"
Selwvn,
Chi. (16-21); Opera Hse. Chi. (23-28).
"Anna. Lucasta"
Geary, Frisco

"

"Call Me Mister," National (61st
week) (R-1,104; $6). Gets' its share
of musical show patronage; has not
varied much in recent weeks; over

whole

ting

Current Road S^ows

moon

consistently interesting level.

and others are on a

expected,

as

ment

Ray Bolger's "Three to Make Week) (D-1,095; $4.80). Holding up
Ready" continued to wow at the Co- to goodly money and is candidate for
lonial, building up to a shade over autumn continuance;
$20,000 plus,
$29,000, estimated,- which is practi"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
cally §RO. "Anna Lucasta," mean- (57th week) (M-1,427;
$6). Strongest
while, finaled at the Plymouth at a musical draw in years
continues
$2.40 top and touched as estimated sellout pace
with standees; over

tions."

desire to acquire the
impels him to a philosophy of
making possible all that is impossible
in the world as he finds it. His logic

Rome, whose

—

—m

possibility

NSG

™

,

There's a

this

"Born Yesterday"— Erlanger, Chi
generously sprinkled with deeply
(16-28).
philosophical passages,- on the whole
"Call Me Mister"— Blackstone.
absorbingly expounded.
Chi. (16-28).
The sailor's impersonation doesn't
Playing the lead, Frank Corsaro
"Carouse'"— Shubert. Chi. (16-28).
oeceive the Admiral's daughter
nor has invested the part with a sincerity
"Dark Memory"— Wilbur, Bost.
th
P S f001 4116 other girl, and enfeUonal range which tends to
?
I
so dual
(16-24).
love affairs blossom. Official offset shortcomings of physical sta"Laura"- Natl., Wash. (16-21).
mGnt is averted by crafty ture. Role calls for a more com«n5'*J?
"Oklahoma!"
Philly
off-the-record" blackmail by the pelling physique but actor, gives itan
Forrest,
culprits.
(16-28).
Casting
creditable.
is
intensity that
Hugh Wajrefield is delightful as and
"Sklit of
Our Teeth"— Coronet.
playing of supporting characters
Pompous senior officer, and the are good in view of student body L. A. (16-21).
younger men are cleverly contrasted source of supply. Mimi Norton, im"Song- of Norway"— Curran, Frisco
by Hubert Gregg and
Bill Gates. A ported as femme lead as Caligula s (16-28).
fl agofficer is cleverly
"Suds In Your Eves"— Shubertetched mistress, does well by the role.
hi ^
G ! U and the Kirls are charmDirection rates a bow for its func- Laf^'etlo Det. (16-28).
SL opposite
ing
"The P«d
types. Smooth and in- tion of holding audience interest deMill"— Opera House.
telligent directing helps.
(16-28).
Warm re- spite limited action. Costuming and
reeted the preem.
to the
M»<V»'eers"
2
assets
"Three
contribute
Philharlighting
also
?u
cessation of heatwave, and overall presentation.
"j™
Bon«.
monic, L. A. (16-21).

1

17.

week saw finale to Hub's risummer with closing of

shows.

National, town's sole legit,

wordage.
Parliament the
Plot concerns Caligula, emperor of

the

three

Washington, June 17.
is dark
Allan Jones in 'Cat'
week, after chalking up a husky
estimated $23,000 for the third and
$38,000, Pitt
Latter
final stanza of "Lute Song."
Patricias
play's
here,
is partake,
best
of
run
Pittsburgh, June 17.
Merela
tially accounted for by fact that
Muclus
Allan Jones in "Cat and Fiddle"
Muclus' Wife
Guild subscriptions had made dents was a disappointment last week at
in first fortnight's grosses, but repre- Pitt Stadium. Second production of
The American premiere of "Cali- sents plenty activity at wicket as the outdoor season did just a little
gula" is an ambitious work for an well.
over $38,000, or about 16 grand less
Meantime, manager Ed Plohn than the opener, "Desert Song."
undergrad group to tackle. That the
and
interesting
squashed any implication that reYale Dramat does an
Inclement weather, although no
capable production of it is a mark vamped newspaper ads of past few performances were lost, kept attendto the credit of the Eli thesps. Being weeks, which have been running ance down to under 28,000 but chief
heavily weighted by a series of tragic sans legend warning against transfer reason for the drop was the show itepisodes that culminate in assassina- of tickets to persons "not conform- self. Crix didn't care for it, claimtion, the play might readily produce ing to known policy of theatre," ing intimate little operetta was lost
a morose effect upon its auditors. might mean a gradual easing of the- in wide open spaces of the Stadium.
However, excellent staging, good act- atre's race restriction policy.
voice
Plohn stated that ads had been Jones himself was having
ing and an absorbing scrint combine
singing in the
shortened as a matter of economy, trouble ,and held his
to prevent such an outcome.
show to a minimum.
"Caligula" is pencilled for a Broad- and that "the National theatre will
Current attraction is "Balalaika,"
way presentation in the fall. For the change its nolicv only if the general with
Irene Manning, John Brownlee
commercial theatre, it offers possi- policy is changed in Washington by
There legislation or if business and civic and Al Shean.
bilities to the intelligentsia.
is a meaty role in the central char- groups will remove racial restric-

Scipio

Chera

acter

A. young member

is anxious of
«!f i S
unofficially getting first-hand infor-

mation

'LUTE SONG' BIG 22G;

Miml Norton
Robert E. Vetault
Richard A. Kebbon

Caesonia
Helicon

Boston, June

Last

alto for the

After

$15,000.

sked three special matinee performances on benefit basis.
"Carousel," Shubert (3d wk) (2,100: $4.80). Looks too show; $43,000.
"Laura," Harris (2d wk) (1,000;
$3). Picked up over first week to

has charm and dash.
Tauber, who knows all about
Vienna and conducts a skillful score
with gusto, goes far In putting this

HUB OPENER

"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (72d
and "Glass Menagerie," the Boston
sical's great Broadway run. "The summer theatre has billed "Heaven week)
(C-993; $4.80). Except for
Red Mill" had house trouble, the Help the Angels" with the Hartmans, midweek matinee, attendance is
Opera House cooling system not "There's Always Juliet" with Mi- capacity; around $20,500 last week.
functioning while the temoerature riam Hopkins, and "Dracula" with
"Briffadoon," Ziegfeld (14th week)
was above 90 degrees. "Call' Me Bela Lugosi. Lucille Ball opens the (M-1,626; $4.80). Several citations
Mister" looks set for a run.
North Shore Platers' season in Mar- from organizations have strengthened
"Accidentally Yours" flonped out blehead with "Dream Girl," June 30. demand for tickets; over $43,000

stay; $27,000.

Josef,

$3,000 IN

estimated at the Wilbur.

James Etherington, In voice and
does handsomely as? Adam,
the bird seller; Roy Royston makes
an attractive count at a time when
counts don't count very much; Adele
Dixon is superb as the Empress and
Irene Ambrus, as Christel, deliver-

Caligula

Some of the low grossers on Broadway have announced closing dates,

'DARK MEMORY' POOR

"Love for Love" will come into the
"Dark Memory," lone new play
Philharmonic Aud, dark last week, Shubert in mid-July, but the legit listed this month, has cancelled, but
resumed last night (16) with "The season as such winds up as of this "Laura" is now scheduled in from
week.
Chicago. Definitely closing this week
Three Musketeers."
"Dark Memory" was the week's is "The Whole World Over."
opener, but it got pretty gloomy noEstimates for This Week
tices which praised the cast but
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
couldn't see the play as anything
CD (Comedy-Dravia) R (Revue),
very much. Result was a poor $3,000

artistry of the piece.

College Play

B way-

as

Preps for Summer; 'Father 8G,

tiny (269 seats) Coronet last week
with its initial presentation, "The
Skin of Our Teeth," to $3,100 in
four.
Robert McCahon production
saw Paul Guilfoyle making his bow

Creative

acting,

Due Out

Low-Grossers

SS

A.

Los Angeles, June 17.
Pelican Productions bowed into the

In Chi;

an Austrian empress, a handsome
count, a bird seller and the Austrian
As a Counter-intelligence Corps
emperor himself who is brushed pff worker,
the Hollander moves about
from'time to time during the mulGermany with ease and knocks off
tiple love affairs.
couple of Germans because they
a
The real hero is the composer, are Nazis and also because they have
proves
whose
score
Zeiler,
Mark
gems he wants. In the end, a miliover and over again that there was tary court finds him insane after he
»omething in this Viennese stuff pleads guilty
to one of the murders.
.after all. Also that an Anschluss
This play apparently is intended as
between Delfont and Zeiler, with a
a message but it turns out to be
half ton of showmanship thrown in,
nothing- more than an empty envelcan still ring the bell.
ope. Lines are dull and repetitious,
Bare knees, loving-cups, tankards
and situations are generally not
and. edelweiss produce a character- credible.
atmosphere of pre-war fun,
istic
Author, who also is exec producer
and Pauline Grant's ballet and a of this ambitious little group, has
spanking chorus do a great deal to
cast himself in the role of the Holgive the show a fast pace while the
lander and Wanders about the stage
plot is growing whiskers. However,
murdering his" own lines with the
the humor is poor; only the incom- same ease with which he dispatches
parable verve of Zeiler -holds inKap.
his victims.
terest.

DRAWS RAVES
IN OPENING AT L

'SKIN'

Plays Abroad
The Bird Seller

LEGITIMATE

PftmETY

Wednesday, June 18, 1947

Louis,

second offering of the 1947 season of curiously, takings never materially
the Municipal Theatre Assn., teed improved; $7,000.
"Youny Man's Fancy," Plymouth
off a seven-night stand last night
(7th week) (C-1.075; $3.60). One of
(Mon.) in the Al Fresco Playhouse the cutraters able to continue
bein Forest Park.
cause no other shows want house;
Despite transit strike and spotty $7,000.
reviews, "Dancing Years" closed its
REVIVALS
11-night engagement Sunday (15).
"Love for Love," Royale (3d week)
Approximately $55,000 at $2 top.
(C-1,035; $4.80). One week more for
oldie although it has been drawing
quite profitably: dipped to $16,000.
"Alice in Wonderland," Majestic
'Mikado'

Weak 8G

(10th week) (CD-1,667; $4.80). Three
matinees, starting this week, and
five nights; extra afternoon should
Lake City, June 17.
make for better takings; over
"The Mikado," opener of the
American Savoy Opera Co.'s 10- $20,500.
"Burlesque,"

At Utah Centennial
Salt

week
at

the

session of Gilbert

&

Belasco (25th week)

Sullivan

(C-1.077: $4.80). Completes the sixth
Utah Centennial Exposition, month this
week; making money,
(.15) with
and date indefinite: nearly $16,500.

wound up its run Sunday
a weak $8,000.

"Sweethearts,"

Shubert

(21st

Plagued by rain six of the 10 days, week) (M-1,382; $4.80). Ability to
"The Mikado" suffered from the fact hold to real grosses indicates chances
"Holiday On Ice" grabbed almost the to stick through and beyond sumentire slim attendance at the ex- mer; $28,000.
position.
Clearing skies Thursdays
NEIGHBORHOOD
"Anna Lucasta," Flatbush, Brook(12) boosted the take for the weekend.

lyn.

-

Wednesday, June 18, 1947

LITERATI

84

Arthur Gaetti, of Mutual. Both the
gave a behind-the-scenes description of the Nuremberg executions and got awards for their

latter

Literati

gesture.

Staff has

Thomas Mann supported a motion
to establish a P.E.N. Centre in Ger-

numerous

many: He named about, 15 German
writers "for whom," he said, "I would
put my hands in the fire." They included aged Ricarda Huch, Anna

been told

this will

mean

discharges and shutting
down of additional bureaus with increasing dependence on wire services for news coverage.

McGraw-Hill'* Farm Business
Seghers, Friedrich Wolf, Johannes
McGraw-Hill farm paper recently
R. Becher, Erich Kaestner, Ernst mentioned in Variety as prepping is
Wiechert, Theodor Plivier, Ernst tentatively titled Farm Business. RePenzoldt, Manfred Hausmann and search on the project has been under
W. E. Sueskind. Considering that way for several months and a pilot
the- latter -was the editor of. a Nazi issue was brought out under date of
newspaper In Kattowitz for several March 1. A second trial run is now
years, it was not surprising that shaping up, but no date has been set
Mann withdrew his nomination later. for its issuance. Work is centering
The Belgian delegate was fierce in the Chicago office of McGrawin his opposition to the scheme, but Hill, and project is labelled Farm
•ventualfy a compromise solution Research.
was found: the German P.E.N, .will
Format of the experimental issue
be established with a control com- was along lines of Business Week,
mission, headed by the international
secretary Hermon Ould, and including one German writer, one German
refugee writer,, and three representatives of small occupied -countries such as Belgium, Norway or
Holland.
When a vote was taken on the
principle of whether or not to establish a German Centre at all, the
voting went as follows: Yes: 19,
No: 1 (the Yiddish delegate), and

The newly

-

admitted

also

mag

-

Lebanese

Centre caused a stir when its deleWhittlesey's Expansion
gate opposed a Palestine Centre moCampaign to enlarge the scope of
tion which was so unfortunately Whittlesey House was pointed up
framed as to sound purely political yesterday (Tuesday) by the naming
On the suggestion of Elmer Rice of Edward C. Aswell as the firm's
(U. S.) the motion was laid on the editor-in-chief effective Sept. 1. His
table and further discussion abannew duties will also include the post
doned.
of veepee of the McGraw-Hill parThe American delegate, Huebsch, ent company.
then announced details Of the next
Aswell,' who started his career
will
International Congress, which
with the old Forum Magazine, joined
May
take place in New York from
Atlantic Monthly in 1930 as assistant
31-June 5, 1948. (The 1949 Congress editor and-left five years later to beand
the
and
Rome,
will be in Venice
come editor of books for Harper's.
1950 Congress will be in CopenSince 1943 he has been a director at
hagen.)
that company and in addition was
hotel near Rockefeller Center
editor-in-chief of the firm's literary
will be at the disposal of the deledepartment.
gates. Special film and theatre shows
will be arranged. An excursion to
Shore Sheets Change Hands
Washington is planned, where it' is
Atlantic City (N. J.) Daily World
hoped that the President will reand Ventnor (N. J.) Crier, edited
ceive the delegates. Alternatively,
and published by Albert Zugsmith,
Hyde Park may be visited.
hands, with Samuel
There will be a special Forum, have changed
Ungerleider, Jr., taking over as edWith a nationwide radio hookup, to
pub. Ungerleider, onetime N. Y.
discuss some such subject as "Can
Journal-American staffer, has been
Culture Grow in a Machine Age."
editing a national mag recently. AlIt is expected that John Mason
Brown will be the next president of vin Friedberg will continue under
new setup as associate publisher.
the American P.E.N. Centre.
Zugsmith, exec veepee of Smith,
Davis & Co., N. Y. newspaper and
Fading Stars & Stripes
radio brokers, will devote full time
Friction between local and head
now to this company.
office staffs of. Stars and Stripes and
Army brass in U. S. Forces Austria
V. S. Journal's Quick Fold
headquarters following Gen. Mark
.

,

,
'

A

Clark's departure has culminated in
Stripes huffily closing Vienna news
bureau. Action followed investigatory visit to Vienna of Charles Kelly,
former N. Y. Herald Tribune cable
editor, newly arrived in Europe as
Stripes executive editor.
Trouble started over public relations and headquarters people's pressure on Stripes news desk to make

the paper an Army house organ
rather than an independent Gl's
newspaper. Julia Edwards, chief of
Stripes' Vienna news bureau, complained that squawks about her
work were being phoned to her
bosses at Pfungstadt, Germany, even
before stories appeared.
This resulted from practice of
correspondents filing dupes o£ copy
with PR in Vienna as a "courtesy" to
information officers and hq. staff.
Miss Edwards wrote Col. R. G. Lowe,
public relations officer, formal letter
withdrawing permission for prereading of her copy. This resulted
in a request to Stripes to yank Miss
Edwards out of Vienna. Kelly's
visit and decision to shut down here
altogether followed.
What's left of Stars and Stripes in
Europe is now .facing crucial period
with possibility paper may be nixed

The U.

new

S.

Journal, Washington's

miniature

slick

paper

****** * **

By Frank

Scully tttrti,,

,

t

t

No

the field is newborn weekly,
the Washington Examiner published
by wife of Benjamin Fields, flack
who figured prominently in the
May-Garsson war contract investigations.
Mrs. Fields puts out the
Still in

president of the National
Press Club, the toastmaster at the
Saturday afternoon affair, held in
Hotel Brighton, awards were made
to Kenneth Force, whoti feature
column in the Dallas News won him
an award; to Eddie Gilmore, chief

Baby

v

He Wins Hands Down

ing) writing an oldtimers column for
the Uptown Observer, Washington
Heights, N. Y., weekly.
Tom Waters, oldtime piano playing vaudevillian and star of "The
Pink Lady," has written a book of
poems about the State Museum at
Harrisburg, where he is a guide,

"Listen, wise guy," said the assistant casing director, "don't be so
smart or you won't be in this picture at all. Put your hand down."
To prove he could take direction, Skip put his hand down.
"Okay," said the A. C. D.; "all the rest with your hands still down, get
on that stage. The rest of you go home."
So because he was honest and too big to be believed, Skip was voted
part of the mob. The first day he worked he told me who was in the
cast. When he said Shirley Temple, I said, "Did she say hello to you?"
Dick Richards, of the London Sun
"Say hello to me?" he repeated. "I don't even know her."
day Pictorial, returns on the Maure
"Why as a kid you played with her," I said.
tania from N. Y. Friday (20) after a
"I did? Well, I"couldn't play with her now. She's married. Besides
Hollywood'sojourn doing interviews,
they rope her off as if she was an untouchable." -.
etc. He does a page a week for the
"An untouchable?" I said. "An untouchable is a member of an uncirculation daily.
•

•

4,000,000

Radio'
finished

wanted

scripter

Walter

Hackett

a one-act play, "Ah, Romance!", which Walter H. Baker
Co. is publishing, and is working on
three-acter.
Meantime doing
scripting on "Yankee Yarns" for
Yankee network.
Harold M. Bone, New Haven
Variety mugg, has completed a bio
graphical sketch on Joseph C. John
son, late merchant of New Haven.

a

Script will be included in an anthology of .outstanding Jewish personalities of America.

caste in India!"

"Okay, but anyway
Dad."

I

,

couldn't have touched! her with a Mankiewicz,

The Polish Question
"Listen, kid," I said, "don't, throw lines like that away. Besides Mank
is not a 10-foot pole. In fact he isn't even as tall as Pulaski."
"Who's he, the Polish general?"
"Listen," I said again, "you're in show business and in our bi«
there's only one Pulaski. He signs reviews Jbee but most people call him
'Jack.' They nicknamed him after his income."
"Did they name that bridge after him, the one we crossed between

New

,

I

Jersey and New York?"
"Yeah. The way they named Shirley after the Angelus Temple. What
•
want to know' is how you felt about her."
"Who, Dad."
"Shirley Temple!"
"Oh, Shirley. But I was there with Dolores."
*

.

Labor Practices
Continued from page 5 ss
erator, and Ed Fishman, Coast talent agent. Carroll has been squabbling with musicians and stagehands
for four months, while Fishman was
slapped on the AFM blacklist sev
eral years ago.

McCann

primary
point in the probe is to determine
Headliners' Awards
if an attempt by unions to punish
Some 200 newsmen from all sec- Carroll has been made because the
tions of the east gathered in Atlan- showman testified in Washington at
tic City over the weekend for the a time the pending Taft-Hartley bill
13th annual Headliners' Frolic, which was being written.
According to
started Friday (13) night, reached its law, any party that attempts to inclimax Saturday noon and ended timidate a Congressional witness is
Sunday afternoon with a gay guilty of contempt of Congress,
cocktail party which included HeadMcCann also handed a U. S. mar
liners' ladies at Babette's night spot. shal 10 subpoenas to be served on
With Warren B. Francis, of Wash- film execs. He said he didn't feel at
staff.

for

Jesuit Mission of Ponape, in the
You take this "Bachelor and the Bobby Soxer." It's terrific. It has mora
Caroline Islands of the' Pacific, is laughs than "Animal Crackers." It makes that Dore Schary the prpducer
planning a memorial to Dinty Doyle, of the year, on account it's fortified on one side by his "Farmer's Daughlate New York radio columnist and ter," and the other by his "Crossfire."
It's got Cary Grant, Shirley
press agent, in the form of a boat.
Temple, Myrna Loy, Rudy Vallee and 14 more on its star-studded casRev. Hugh F. Costigan, missionary ualty list. But nowhere do I see Skippy Scully or Dolores Thurik listed.
friend of Doyle, is handling details.
Listed? I didn't even see them in the picture. And they were in it
Rev. Costigan returns to Ponape That I know, beeause I saw their checks for four days' work, with varisoon and will use the Dinty Doyle ous tax clips to prove it, and while money isn't everything you can't
boat to reach the natives in the 18 deny it's something.
Caroline islands.
But who in Memphis are Skippy Scully and Dolores Thurik? Okay,
you asked for it. Let's be a gentleman about this. Let's start with the
women first. Let's start with Dolores. She's a daughter of Olga Petrova.
Novelist Prizewinner*
And
who is' Olga Petrova? You don't know? Joe, drop these people in
Six fiction fellowships have been
the drainage canal. They died even before vaudeville did, if they do
granted by the United Services
not remember Olga.
Book Contest sponsored by ColumMore than that, at the time of the shooting of "The Bachelor and the
bia Pictures, Thomas J. Crowell and
Bobby Soxer," Dolores and Skippy were classmates" and honor students
George Harrap & Co. of London.
at Blessed Sacrament School, Hollywood. She got a tip that RKO was
Winners, awarded $1,000 apiece for shooting the highschool sequence in the Beverly Hills highschool, but
their prize-winning novels, included could not; use Beverly Hills kids because they wanted bright kids. So
Rowland Barber, Raibert Elder, they picked Blessed Sacrament School. Sg Dolores called Skippy and
David A. Evans, Everard Johnson, suggested he get in on it. At that time they were closer to each other
William Howard Jones and F. A. than the hands of a clock at midnight.
Nanheim.
He and Dolores showed up for inspection, and the assistant casting
director said, "All kids 14 or under raise your hands'."
CHATTER
Skip was a month short of 15, so he raised his hand. It was the first
Vaudevillian Al Friend (& Down- to be seen because at that time he was only 6 feet tall.

was
masterminded
Edward
by
Maher, former Liberty mag editor.

ington,

* *

1

daily,

closed its doors last week after only
Capsule17 days of publication.
sized daily, which sold for a dime,

paper with an all-femme

**** *

Layoff Lane, June 15.
I'll regret having .said this in the morning, but nuts to Shakespeara.
UP; John Galbraith, ABC; John
MacVane, NBC; John McGrath, Nuts to all the world's a stage and all the men and women merely playChicago Daily Sun; Cy Hungerford, ers. Why should producers, playwrights' and grips get all the breaks?
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette; Shirley What's wrong with us actors? If you prick us, do we not bleed? Bleed?
Washington Post; Russell We yell bloody murder!
Povich,
In "The Bachelor and the Bobby Soxer," Myrna Loy makes a crack
Bull,
Minneapolis
Star;. William
Smith, AP; Howard Shirkey, Detroit that she'd as soon have her sister marry an actor as go around with a
Times, Robert De Roos, San Fran- hObohemian who paints his way into the clink.
It shocked all' Hollywood. You could smell the ham burning. Even I
cisco Chronicle; Harry L. Johnston,
Altoona (Pa.) Mirror, and W. Hen- had to feel myself to make sure I wasn't on fire. You see, I too, acted
son, Purcell, West Frankfurt (111.) once. "Once" is the key word there. I never saw the picture. In fact I
*
never even saw the rushes.
...
Daily American.
Cue: "No Vacancy"
AH I remember was that it was an indie production and the producers
Short Order Ornstein
Bill Ornstein, Metro trade press wanted a guy to play a Wall street executive and figured I would do perfectly. Well, they shot the scene in Poverty Row and all I had to do was
contact, has a short story in the current issue of Decade of Short to look at some credentials a vet was handing me. He was trying to land
job. I had to smile sadly and tell him I -was sorry but we had no
Stories, literary quarterly, as he did
plunged 20 stories to the street.
in the previous issue. Also has two vacancy. The vet took my turndown and
After viewing the rushes the producers decided I looked too
yarns published in Scholastic,, two
in Swing, with one upcoming in sympatica au naturel, so they reshot the scene, using an old Max Factor
makeup kit which had been rescued from "a garbage can.' By then they
Screen Writer.
couldn't get the studio again, so they reshot the scene on Frank Tuttle's
Flack has already received bids
estate, using his best mahogany desk and a painted backdrop of tha
from both Houghton, Mifflin and
New York skyline. They lured me into the picture in the first place by
Thomas Y. Crowell to try his hand saying he
was going to direct it.
at books. He's nixed the bids, howWhen I came home with the makeup still on, the kids went screaming
ever, to concentrate on short stories
upstairs. I have never received another call from any studio, but one
for at least another year.
performance was enough for me to know how actors feel, and the
younger they are the more they feel.
Jesuit Memorial to Dinty Doyle
Billing

•

•

Others honored were: Marguerite
Newsweek; Norine Foley,
Chicago Daily News; Lyle Wilson,

Clark, of

McGraw-Hill publication, and
got much of its content from
the established Business Week corIn a statement of
respondents.
policy in the trial issue, McG-H
stated the new mag would be directed at the business-minded farmer.
Mag execs frankly stated that
the question facing them is to decide
whether a book of this type 52 times
a year "would be of value to the
business of agriculture."
nine abstentions.
No date has been set for regular
In addition to the election of publication. Outcome of the trial
Maurice Maeterlinck as Internation- issues and other research still in the
al president, Professor Denis Saurat mill will be a, deciding factor in
(France, residing in England) was eventual decision of the house to
elected vice-president.
publish regularly.

-

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

stories of them.

costs radically up due to necessity
19th P.E.N. Meet A Success
The 19th International P.E.N. of employing civilian staff and purCongress in Zurich was a success. chasing supplies in open market,
Several resolutions were passed, paper has been rapidly accumulatconfirming the principles for which ing deficits in contrast to huge warthe P.E.N. stands among which the time profits.
Management has unsuccessfully
absolute freedom of expression.
It was decided to form an Aus- asked Army permission to either actrian P.E.N. Centre again, and such cept advertising or distribute the
Austrian writers as Friedrich Bur- sheet to civilians. With Washington
schell, Franz Theodor Csokor and cutting appropriations to the bone
Alexander Sacher-Masoch expressed word has been passed that Stripes
gratitude to the delegates for this must become self supporting or else.

stated that his

liberty to reveal identities of future
witnesses until they were notified.
said he was acting on comof union high-handedness
around the studios.
Hearings will be public and prob
ably last several days.
McCann

McCann

plaints

that his work here is
entirely. Only one edition is now of the AP bureau in Moscow (his stressed
published for entire European Com- seven-year-old son, Christopher, ac- "purely preliminary" to probe being
mand. But with troop strength far cepted the ward with Gilmore still made for House Labor Chairman
below wartime level and operating abroad); Kingsbury Smith, INS, and Rep. Fred Hartley.

"You mean you

felt

no popeyed awe of Shirley?

get her autograph"?
He laughed. "Listen, Pop.
a football game and you told

No mad

desire to

Remember

the time we saw Bob Hope at
go over and ask him if he wanted
your autograph?" I remembered it very well. "Well, that cured me of
demanding a literacy test from people who do not claim to be writers."
"Say,". I said, "where you pick up all this?"

me

to

"From you," he said.
"Just a quip off the old bloke, eh?"
Well, a Dead Duck Anyway
He smiled. "Dad," he said, "I- always know when you're tired. Puns(
roll of your tongue like rain off a duck's quack."
"You must be pretty tired yourself," I said, "the phrase is duck'*
back."
"Now can I have six bits to see "The Bachelor and' the Bobby Soxer'?"
See it?" I screamed. "You're not even in it!"
His jaw fell 6 feet 1 inch.
"But don't take it too hard," I consoled him. "I too was. once a face
on a cutting room floor. It's that lousy Shakespeare. He thinks the play's
the thing and everybody else is just, a prop."
"But I thought you; liked Shakespeare, Pop?"
"Get lost! Not today, I don't like him. He gave you a bad notice."
It Gets Better from Here
"But is the scene on the basketball court still in?"
I said it was.
"And the one in the assembly hall?"
'

I said that was in too.
"Well, I'm in both of those."
"You are?"
"Sure. If you come with me I'll show you. Now can I have a buck?"
"Let's crash the foreign press showing instead," I said. "It's worth
seeing at least twice. In fact it's worth being thrown out trying."
He smiled from ear to ear. He may be no Hickey Looney but he's a
born gatecrasher, a gyp off the old block.

•
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tttednesdayj

Charlie Schlatter's 13th
Evelyn and

•"SmilsfBeck to San Frencisco to

^"Handlesman now
in Wonderland."
„.Xr
A
Braden out of

Jyani

d

CHATTER
test some new faces.
Returns to
Hollywood at end of this week, along
with cameraman Peverell Marley.
"Red Mill" cast tossing a Crab
Variety's John Hurley, of the HoU
lywood office, east on vacation, Race Party at Press Row.
Ed Rosen of Syd Aseher office
while paper's London bureau manager
Harry Ragensburg (Reoe) left for New York after confabs here.
Carl Erbe was in with Kate
goes back to London on the Mauretania on Friday (20) after a N.Y. Smith when she received tolerance

Broadway

back with
;

hospital and

holiday.

Rmgling circus.
to rejoin the
Don Ettlinger stresses that he was
KayBuck- not
literally "taken off" the script
Ann Thomas replacing
nn "Burlesque" Sunday (22).
of "This Side of Innocence" (Story

V-olumbia Concerts opened Coast
Hugh Hooks in charge.
office, with
be co-featured
Tack C. Carter to
Jane Kean in "Call Me Mister,"
who sold his interBergen,
Louis
Tavern, off to the
Theatre
th"
estin

;

IBM

night for

Jh

'

.

v

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

.

Curly's has Cross & Dunn.
Jean Maxey Trio into Leonard's
film acon way to Hollywood, visited nitery.
Rita Oehman into Hotel Radisson
Newberry Library with her
daughter and husband, who is book Flame Room.
Nine-day rodeo booked into St.
By Larry Solloway
dealer in England.
Frank Sinatra's appearance at Paul Aud Sept. 13-21.
Sylvia Froos, Ben Beri and Leon
"Here Comes Mr. Jordpn" opened
KC-CYO Benefit Ball this week
Fields into Olympia June 25.
Old Log, strawhatter season.
Fiesta Club granted nitery license with Danny Thomas, Clark Dennis,
Johnny O'Rourke named captain
Gertrude Niesen, Two Ton Baker,
with show to be installed soon.
Skitch Henderson, Jayne Walton, of Monogram sales drive here.
Danny and Doc's Jewel Box re- Jim Ameche,
Edyth Bush Little Theatre offerBilly
DeWolfe,
opened quietly with the "gay" crowd Frankie Masters orch, Mills Broth- ing "Cat and Canary" for two weeks.
jamming spot.
Dick Siebert, former big leaguer,
ers and Dorothy Donegan, drew
anbaseball
quitting
as WTCN
Variety tent, recently granted 25,000.
baseball
nouncer to become U of
charter, will open quarters atop
."-.•'*
coach.
Hotel- Alcazar on Biscanye bouleJ. J. Donahue and Allan Usher,
vard.
Montreal
Paramount western sales and disRobert Crawford, composer of
trict manager, respectively, here for
By' Marc Thibeault
Army Air Force song, joined UniverMonty Woolley visiting incognito. sales meeting.
sity of Miami faculty in music deClaude Morris, Selznick special
Lueienne Boyer scheduled for appartment.
exploiteer, and six field men here
pearance next month.
Room
into
Vagabond
Jeanne Burke
"The Best Years of Our Lives" in beating drums in territory for "Duel
Intime all-nitery
of Clover Club.
Sun," opening in 45 theatres
in
its 12th week at Kent theatre.
reopened Thursday (12), featuring
June
20.
Jimmy Orlando new assistant manthe Vagabonds.
ager of the El Morocco nitery.
Network affiliation switch Sunday
Johnny Coy, wife Dorothy Babbs
(15) saw Fort Industry's WGBS go and baby daughter visiting mother.
CBS with Miami Herald's
John Gielgud returns week of
Distrib
becoming ABC outlet.
June 30 with "Love for Love" at His
Jimmy Method, comic, into Black- Majesty's.
Continued from page 3
amoor room Thursday (19). Weela
Arcade theatre launching series of
trio
held
Bernhard
aims to make the
Frankie
Froeba
Gallez and
weekly vaude bills, exclusively using While
ove.r. Spot doing best biz on beach. French-Canadian talent.
company a topnotch distrib of im
Henrietta Kamern, former LoeW
Lauritz Melchior, with Morton portant new films, there is no
(N. Y.) theatres organist and fea- Gould orch, skedded for concert at thought at least for some years
tured at Copacabana here last sea- baseball Stadium June 28.
hence—of dropping the reissues.
son, signed year's contract with
Phil Brito drew nice biz at Gayety Bernhard, in fact, has a deal in the
Hotel Martinique.' Will be featured theatre. Got his start here with
making this week for a block of ad
in the new Rogue Room.
Lloyd Huntley orch in 1938.
ditional reissues.
Location company of MGM's "On
International division of the CaBranches acquired by FC were
an Island With You" due here the nadian Broadcasting Corp. opened
25th headed by Esther Williams. new offices on Bishop street last in Dallas, where the franchiseholder
Peter Lawford, Ricardo Montalband week.
was John Franconi, and in Atlanta,
and Cyd Charisse. Richard Thorpe
"Aqua Follies," booked for five where the office was /owned by John
directing the Joe Pasternak produc- shows at the Forum only gave one Mangham.
In Philly and Boston,
.
tion.
show, last Saturday, June 14. Small franchiseholders are being circumNew Florida Assn. of Theatrical advance forced canceling of two vented
and FC is opening its own
Agents elected Buddy Alien presi- night shows and matinees.
branches,
rather
than buying out
dent .and Roland Muse vice-presiMaurice Chevalier was feted in
dent. Both are Miami area agents. Ottawa
and Quebec by French- franchiseholders." Jack Engel held
Sam Foor of Jacksonville is secre- Canadian federal and provincial the Philly franchise and Al Swerdtary - treasurer with Wendell C. members of Parliament, with Che- lov the one in the Hub.
Heaton, legal advisor.
valier reciprocating with couple of
Moves leave FC with Al Dezel

20th-Fox.

of business.

...

.

,
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Ben Atwell, who is writing a book,
from California dolled up in a.

in

tress,

^fnt'
is

Monday

Kilty

(16).

Betty Bruce, dancer, off on a
Caribbean cruise Friday (13) aboard
Paula.
the Grace Line's .Santa
Metro production exec Eddie Mannix returned to the Coast after several days of homeoffice huddles.
.

Herman making

:

Justin
featuring

short

-a

Arthur Godfrey for 'his
•Paramount "Pacemakers" series.
Falling plaster from the false ceiling of -the Savoy, West 34th street
ticture house, injured two patrons.
in "Balalaika,"
Carlson,
Violet
outdoors in Pittsburgh this week,
has writen a book' called "I Sang
:
-

many

Tell, for

P„W-

years drama

Home

News,
film critic of Bronx
joined Noel Meadow's pic publicity
Harry Jans (& Whalen), his. sight
Visitrestored, in' from the Coast.

WQAM

New York with Bert Wheeler

ing

and others.
Annette MacQuSrrie left last
;

for Jehnerstown," Pa.,
will appear in leads at

Playhouse.

.

week

where

she

the Mountain

.

American Negro Theatre's drama
*Stege Door."

Margaret Webster received hono-

•

rary degree of doctor of letters at

New

College

Jersey

Women,

for

Rutgers University.

American embassy
in
Mexico
wants to locate
Harlan Wesley
lance,
professionally
known as
Jack (or Jacques) Ravel.
Franz Allers, musical director of
"Brigadoon," to be guest conductor

Toronto Philharmonic Orchestra
and Aug. 28.
William Kurtz, exec
assist
to
Arthur Mayer, Rialto theatre chief,
became a grandfather for a second
time- on Father's Day (15).
A farewell party being planned
for Sophie Tucker at the Latin Quarter July 1. Gift may be a small intimate item like a Cadillac.
Policy'
Canada Lee is regarding Richard
Wright's novel, "Black Boy," for the
Continued from page 1
wind under auspices of the American Foundation for the Blind.
when a fllm-^or a publicity yarn
Joe Shea, back from season's flack 'are new and when old, and who pass
job on "Harvey" in Chicago, vaca- this unpleasant info on to the pubtioning until he goes out ahead of
lic. "Hollywood is trying to Influthe show again for its Coast debut.
ence the world through methods that
St. Clare's hospital, which has.
worked in the past but won't work
nospiced
of show biz and
now," Gris said. "The foreign marR2T™f„ circ,es greats, is launching
• $1.0.00,000 drive to build an annex, ket is eager for good Hollywood picuenes
Psychodramatic
Theatre tures. Even the English prefer them
WW. present case histories dealing to British films because they can
with juve delinquency, with
an all- relax
when they watch them,
aSt °" W6dnesda y s starting
whereas home product makes them
June°25
"
Tar Beach" is what they call the 'think,' but Hollywood has failed to
realize
those people have been
that
£?h,house rooftops where the B'way
war and that
Kiddies take their
sunbaths. ("Tar" through a terrible
es from the P'tch which their logic has been sharpened as a
of

July 24
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'Foreign
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many
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covers
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result."

They resent being shown an old
film blurbed with lots of silly publicity about dynamic love scenes.
Most of all, they resent old pictures,
especially in view of the new and

(Isabella) Perkins,

-

n

of

Paramount's managing dir itain
an ex P er t horsebeen tutored by one-

n
™mV
J?
She
>
8SS
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«V
ume.fllm
actor

Sam Marsh

wiU Personal at the
Ri,m?" i
0 park the fanfare accom.l
metropolitan preem,
Ju?v
of „Eagle-Lion's "Repeat PerItirlL e
" «!,wMch she stars.
a " r ce
JVertheim, banker and
on* ° !
Thea tre Guild founders,
t
1
g
1.800-acre
estate on
?
Leslie

adult
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Lnni Island,
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">ng
valued at $250,000, to
ment as a wild f°wl sanctuary
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ones

being

turned

out

by

British, French, Italian, Czech, Russian and other studios. Gris, whose
column is translated into 22 languages, said that overseas editors
are aware that producers want as
much playing time as possible for
older films. They're also aware of
the economics behind this but they

motw

nn e ynda GIenn clippered believe selling should be conducted
D ns 9because
P
of her ailing more intelligently.*

amISS
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Shortsighted
the

Tyros

—

term this weekend,
performances
of

ichool closes- its
several
giving

the

M

•

Loud."

feature editor.
Phyllis Calvert, British

Miami Beach

-

"Curley" in "Oklahoma!"
Wilton Clary, who replaced Jack

French capital or

songs.

still
controlling
the Detroit and
Quebec Productions Corp. 'ready- Cleveland areas and Milt Hosfeld in
ing another feature by September at
Denver. It's expected that FC withtheir St-Hyacinthe Studios, where
in a short time will have its own ofPaul Lukas, Mary Anderson and Helmut Dantine did "Whispering City" fices in these towns, via one method

or another.

last year.
British films getting more popular
here, getting lots of first-runs. Last
week, out of eight first-run houses,
four were featured: "Stairway to
Heaven" (Palace); "The Overlanders"
(Imperial);
"Bedelia"
(new
Avenue), and "Beware of Pity"

The coming of the three new distributing companies on the scene
during the past year Eagle-Lion
celebrates its first anni at the end

—

of this

(Snowdon).

London
Bonar Colleano leaving "Navy
Mixture" radio show to do some

work in Italy.
Moss Empires net

profit for

Anythi "g Goe s" there on

ow n

1946

almost doubled 1945, being $430,000
Ordinary dividend

against $217,904.
being increased

—

One of London's oldest theatres,
the Palace, Kil'ourn, set to reopen
June 24 after many years, had to
postpone following authorities' insistence on structural alterations.
Anthony Havelock Allan winding
up his producer stint on "Blanche
Fury." He was executive producer
and co-writer with David Lean and
Ronald Neame on "Great Expecta-

Continued from page 3
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& hos P ital there.
l osenstein
Warner

Both
Bros,

K?™? cout '"'h 0 has
been east their reviews rip into American picbV4 week
?
with a crew to screen- tures with vengeance as a result.

c£st
tor

iT
nh

restaurant famserious injuries in
crash in Yonkers.

Gris said, foreign editors
resorted to reproducing photos from
U. S. fan mags. They can't get them
from exchanges abroad, who are
holding them until films are released a couple of years hence so
that the publicity will help the films,
so the editors just steal them. This
makes them sore at Hollywood and
tion,

.

,

.

-

Walter Wanger in town after home
huddles with Nicholas M.
Schenck.
Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake and
William Demarest to Kansas City

office

for a benefit.

Orin Borsten, former Coast manager for Russell Birdwell, opened his

own flackery.
Sam Seidelman

leaves for South

America next week

to set

up branch

offices for

Eagle-Lion.
Anatole Litvak awarded the Order of the British Empire for his
war service in England.

Horace MacMahon

in

town

after

four and ohe-half years of travel
with USO-Camp Shows.

Claude Jarman, Jr., proclainfed
"Boy of the Year" by the National

Day Committee.
Paul Bastid, French senator, in
to observe the film industry'i
handling of Communism.
Joan Leslie crowned queen of tha
U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce
convention at Long Beach.
Vinee Barnett celebrating his 20th
year in pictures and his 300th film
role in "Big Town Scandal."
Father's

town

Dore Schary established Herman
Schary Memorial Scholarships
Immaculate Heart College.
H. Craig and William
Hurworth,
film
executives
from
Australia, guesting at Paramount.
Leon and -Berenice Schlesinger
celebrated their 38th wedding anni.
H.

at

Stanley

Peoples

Education

Foundation

started two annual writing scholarships in memory o* Sid Schumann.
Louis B. Mayer hosted Monsignor
John J. McClafferty, executive secretary of the League of Decency, at

Metro.
Gov. Warren appointed Paul N.
McWilliams, of Warners, to represent California on the Western Safety Council.
Leslie F. Whelan in torn New
York for huddles on international
publicity with Joseph Schenck and
Darryl Zanuck.

Danny Morton

will emcee the CenJewish Committee's Spring Mu-

tral
sic

Festival

for

the benefit of the

Los Angeles Sanitarium.
Chester Morris in Cedars of Lebanon with broken right leg suffered
when he slipped doing trick dsnce
at children's party in his home.
Cecil Barker, assistant to David
O. Selznick, planed to N. Y. for
huddles with Selznick on "Paradine
Case."

Bucks County, Pa.
By Sol Jacobson
Eddie Brackens and Ezra Stone at
Yardley theatre opening Sat. (14).
Yardley director, Edgar Levy,
angling vehicle for Mickey Walker.

Heller
in
Jackie
new
Carousel.
Gail Garrett, ex-model

WB

mer

now

publicist,

show

Diosa

Beverly

at

and forrunning

Costello,

Chito
in

Izar

and

new show

at

Hills.

Pianist Moria
Stewart retiring
Juno 28 when she becomes Mrs.
J.Tne Coleman.

•

.
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'

C. C. Kcll'-nbergs celebrated their

straight pamphlet-

Auction of antiques and art for
benefit of Solebury School scheduled
for Saturday, June 28, in school at
Phillips Mill.

'

local, eatery.

Edwards &. Dianne

is

designing decor for three-day Street
Fair on Logan Inn Grounds starting
July 3.

Barret
McCormick,
Judge Calvin S.
sitting at
RKO's head of the ad-pub dept. Doylestown, loaned Boyer,
chairs from court
said.
"Besides cleverly working its to give authenticity to "Trial of
plea for tolerance into the plot, the Mary Dugan."
film is also a fast-moving murder
Billy Friedberg, B'way flack, in
mystery.
Patrons will draw their for week's vacation with wife; Jar*
own lessons from the film, once they Hoffman, appearing this week at
Playhouse-, New Hope.;
see it."
Elizabeth Mears, daughter of manMcCormick expects the pic to ager
John Henry Mears and former
draw considerable editorial, radio USO easting director, serving as
and magazine comment because of playhouse exec secretary.
Haila Stoddard, commuting beits theme.
He'd rather have word
Mary
of its nature spread via this com- tween N. Y. and starring in
ment than plug it in ads. Hence, the Dugan" at 'Playhouse. Rehearsing in
town for Civic Center debut.
decision to lay off any reference to
Oscar Hammersteins guesting 24
anti-Sem'tism in fanfaring the film. Purple Heart GI's from Valley
Forge
As part of the buildup, RKO will Gen. Hospital today (18) at Doyles-

rt

s

Rooney ordered to pay
$5,000 on account to his wife's attorney.

—

'Crossfire'

F

S

Rome.
Mickey

—

—

hoffe - Jr - commuting
to hkR,t^ i?
Cks Cou n ty farm in between
wo?fcW
,
?" a .„le S ;t musical which
Jed t?&
a ls
Will do. Both just ret£L
flyine quickie to Lon "

Ush

Mort Goodman to Cheyenne for
the world preem of "Wyoming."
H. A. March, Washington exhib,
looking over product at Paramount.
Victor Stoloff in from Italy to
round up talent for productions in

sal, Columbia and United Artists.
from 10% to 12%%.
Phyllis Perlman back at Solebury
UA is thought the most likely to home
Michael Clayton Hutton bound for
following windup of AFL pubNew York to oversee handling of find itself prodded by the new dis- licity chore.
his play, "Power Without Glory," tribs, since two of them FC and
Mady Christians checked out Sun.
which Lee Shubert has acquired for SRO are both seeking further indie (15) to repeat "Papa Is All"
at
Broadway production.
product for release. They're thus Stockbridge, Mass.
Beryl Kaye, dancer from previous cutting down or at least promise to
Don Hershey signed by Theron
Coliseum show, "Night and the eventually the choice of films availBamberger to stage "Arsenic" and
Music," turning to legit in revival able to UA for distribution.
"Christopher Blake."
of James Bridie's "The Sleeping
Frank Godwin, commercial artist,
Clergyman" at the Criterion (19).

k

Sf

month — may eventually have

a marked effect in giving exhibs a
wider" range of product on which
to draw and lessen the relative importance of the traditional "Big
Five'WMetro, RKO, 20th-Fox, Paramount and Warner Bros. Undoubtedly certain to feel the inroads by
the newcomers within a short time
if they haven't been felt already
are the "Little Three," viz, Univer-

Rank controls his showings in the tions."
S., sending us only the films he
wants us to see, Gris pointed out,
Pittsburgh
whereas Hollywood has a whole
flock of companies fighting to -get
By Hal Cohen
their product overseas, no matter
Johnny Harris due back next
how
poor it is. As a result of the week after three months on Coast.
apd[Pari*;
Lee Kelton on vacation from staff
studios' shortsightedness in refusen
ing Lazar sa ys that he's
ontv
ing to supply correspondents with band chores at WJAS until Labor
ifi^
i
the recent airplane
Day.
accLnn u ymCon
M t0stellationing
stories and art on current producPaul Gray and Folie Miller with
back to
the
*
have
tomorrow
ne?

surgery.

•

that, technically, he
completed his scenarizing but that
Leonardo Bercovici did the rewrite.
Engagement of Frances Rafferty,
Eagle-Lion star, to Bob Stanton,
singer on the Sealtest radio program,
will be feted today (Wed.) at a cockC
site on
°01d Maxine Elliott theatre
tendered to the duo in the
a realty tailery Fair room,
Sherry-NetherWest 39th street sold to
Vanity
Monte Proser, Pump Rooming
r
land hotel. San Benito Wine Co. is
ta
Kahn and Jules
Metro 'director Eddie Buzzejl leaves hosting since Miss Rafferty once did with Sammy
vacaStyne before training to New York,
month's
after
a
Sunday (22)
secretarial chores in- the winery.
Liz Rannells,
former assistant
Dick Haymes,
veepee Stanton is a brother of
Metro
drama
critic on Chicago Sun, reRodgers.
F.
WilUam
with
*'
radio singer under contract
placing
late
Donald Kastler as
Chicago for a iew days
over sales, to

Productions);

•

convention.

Brian McDonald, Jerry Mayhall
Dave Lundy hospitalized with sacSam Gerson, head of the Shubert and rest of local "Ice-Capades" con- roiliac trouble.
tingent home from the Coast.
office" here, in Wesley Memorial for
Barry Sullivan vacationing at CoChester B. Story, top theatre
observation.
ronado Beach.
booster
in
republic
schools
here,
Tallulah Bankhead is expected here
Jules Levey in town to resume
22 for strawhat revival of tiring from teaching after 38 years.
Jtfly
John Trent, former WCAE an- film production.
"Private Lives."
Frank Harts in from Los Angeles nouncer, pinch-hitting for ailing
Van Johnson made his 20th donavisiting nephew, Jimmy Hart, man- Galen Drake on WJZ in New York. tion to the blood bank.
Pittsburgh- Savoyards have "The
ager of Ambassador East.
Hal Roach, Sr., piloted his own
Bing Crosby in to make arrange- Mikado" back in rehearsal for out- plane in from New York.
ments with Robey Parks on planned door production at Wheeling, W. Va„
JMike Romanoff to Baltimore for a*
July 29.
world tour of pro tennis stars.
eheckup at Johns Hopkins.
award.

.

lei

55

wedding anni and? Herman
Middlemans their 14th.
Hollywood
New acts at Nixon Cafe are
Dave Chasen hospitalized.
Ruloff Trio, Tommy Tucker (magician) and Vera Richkc\va.
Allan Jones planed in from PittsJack Gwyrfne to present magic burgh.
show at Syria Mosque Thursday
John Loder recovering from minor
20th

invite newspapermen, radio
comtolerance
mentators,
officials
of
groups and others to a series of
prelim
scre?nin«s.
Company is

.

1

rntintinir

on

a

wide word-of-mouth

reaction before the pic precms.

town

farm after theatre pa'rty at
strawhatter.
Bob Sensenderfer, Philly Bulletin
John Beaufort, ditto for
Christian Science Monitor in N. Y.;
spouse Francesca Brifning, Warren
Munscll. Sr., in on visit.

New Hope
critic;

.

,
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UNIT6D ARTISTS PRODUCTION

Ov.r

WINTER GARDEN, New

LOUIS

ARMSTRONG,

York.

«'

*•

TOMORROW

NOW

EXCLUSIVE
RCA-VICTOR
ARTIST

versatility

|;

\

picture, in which his
feature w
9th Tearur*
Vtn

Performer,
nt Musician
Musician, Vocalist and
exemplified as

is

Town

Blues •

Do

You Know What It
Means to Miss New

*

H all

•
S Orleans • Endie

Mahogany
Stomp • Where the
Born
Blues Were
in
I

New

Orleans •

WonWonder_ •

Wonder.

der,

Hall,

My Arms

a Little Longer.
Baby • No Variety
Blues' WhattaYq
Gonna Do • Back
o'

Form, Breaks Up Town

NX, Jazz Concert

Releases:

!

\

s

i

Linger in

I

,

Thi<

Current

:

'Satckio,' in Brilliant
a
marks Louis Armstrong

RECORDING

I

Sugar

•

fazz

fc

I

Believe

it

fore

PERPETUATED
about this Fabulous
k..L< have
kavt been
b*on written
\
Five books

"Trumpet King of Swing"

S

who ten
of jazz musicians
enthusiasm
in with his natural
also
Jack Teagarden at trombone,
on St

i»rouD

"There's a Little Armstrong

in

"Em AW." but the original en-

I

•
• whatta yo Conno Do

this season, rocked
(17
Hall. N. Y.. last Saturday
never rocked before. Be

concerts

was
that
a jammed auditorium
top and
Celled out $4 000 at a $3.60displayed
Armstrong
V 40 bottom.
as he
hi* P
neak form as a showman
exhibition ot
gave out wUlTa driving
special
trumpet playlns and his
a.m..
brand of vocahstics. At 1.30 crowd
the
down,
curtain
with the
for
stomped
and
leave
to
refused
doused
more until the lights were topflight
Behind Armstrong was a

like

dures.

because no matter how hard they

try and they do try,

contributed a sock solo, vocal
and^etted
James Infirmary B ues
version ol
with "Satchmo", in a
Herm
"Rockin* Chair."
,

creative
vitality and gusto of this
the inimitable style, the
never been successfully copied.

-

artist has
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54
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'Health' Plugs
B'way Parking Headache Kate Smith's 9G Weekly
Robert K. Christenberry, Astor
Take From New Show
In Raleigh Ciggie Ads hotel
managing director and
Louisville,

June

24.

Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. has agreed to cease and desist advertising that Raleigh "ciggies
are "right for the throat," the FCC
T. V. Hartnett,
has announced.
Extent of the new law's detrimen- president, Said the phrase had not
tal effect on* the entertainment in- been used for a year, and asserted
dustry's labor groups Is difficult to it was the brainchild of an ad man.
Company also agreed not to use
estimate at the moment, said George,
zjHeUer, executive secretary of. the any suggestion that "the smoke from
such cigarets is beneficial to the
or less harmful than smoke
throat,
tht
recording
in'Altitude of
from other cigarets."
l.dustry towards the Taft-Hartley
.•

'

.

"

J bill, due

to

its

restrictions

on

the American Federation of Musicians, is detailed in the Orchestras-Music section, jan page 41..
Petrilto experienced two other
f>'
* jolts
on the labor front MonT7#av (23) fro?n the U. S. Supreme
.}• Court. Ramifications of the Sut preme Court's approval of the
Lea Act are .'detailed in the
Page 25. The
" Radio section "on
• ~ Court's
vote finding the AFM's
Form B contract a subterfuge,
designed to dodge federal taxes,
'
is detailed in the OrchestrasMvisic ^section on pag e 41.
"

WOR Plans to Air

'•

Rep. Thomas Red

''

-.

Artists,

Federation
of
because "so many

Radio
of

the

provisions are ambiguous and open
to-., a number of interpretations.''
Heller said he could not speak officially for AFRA's
board, which
(Continued on page 16)

I

FAIRBANKS ON PATHE
:

BD.

BY YOUNG'S INVITE

O'Dwyer

(Thursday)

to

parking

relieve

congestion.

Parking problem 'has reached
such serious proportions that
business and amusement, interests

hurt

on Broadway have been
because of shortage of
parking space and ga-

street
rages.

As of Monday (23), when Kate
Smith started her Mutual 15-minute
cross-the-board
co-op show,
her

"take" in the multiple sponsorship
setup approximated nearly $9,000 a
week', or a sure guaranty of $450,000
a year.
Suhn, of course, will shoot up as
additional stations latch on to local
t

bank rollers.

Scalp Treatment
It's

WOR

Washington, June 24.
been revealed here that the
(N. Y.)

programming

dept. has

been huddling with Rep. J. Parnell
Thomas on the likelihood of a show
built around the anti-Communist activities of Thomas' committee.
Station's idea is to do an eightweek series, based on testimony
taken by the committee. Feeling of
is that the Communist
menace since the war has become
than any Fascist menace,
with WOR programming chiefs contending that what they want to do is
an objective, documentary job,

Stir

Federation of Radio
board tomorrow (Thurs.) will
take up a proposal to call a halt to
gratuitous guestsriots on disk jockey
shows by members of the union.
Edict, if approved, would take the
form either of an outright ban or

Of B way Worries

requiring

Midtown Solons
Opening of two amusement arcades

fees,

Tommy

WOR

Buy

WOR

May

H'WOOD RADIO RILED BY
'HUCKSTERS'

Make

_

Moslof

RIBBING

passage
(23),

of

still

the
left

show biz trade unions
in the dark about exactly,,
how they were going to, be affected.
Bill, in general, is being viewed with
distaste as restrictive, but its specific
application to the show biz scene
has been placed by union chieftains
into the laps of legal braintrusters.
"The only clear thing about the bill
is that it's going to be a lawye/'s
field day," said one union exec.
In Hollywood 42 film unions and
guilds will be affected to one degree
or another.
Herbert Sorrell, Conference of Studio Unions head, was
among the first to go into huddles
with his attorney for an answer on
the standing of his group's jurisdictional fight with the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees.

payment

of a star's
air appearances.

very

much

would

formats

has put the Broadway Association
Revelation of the Thomas series
on the warpath. Group of the long
comes at a time when the injection established businessmen and hotelof political overtones into the
keepers along the Stem within the
strucprogramming
special events
past few weeks have taken steps to
little
C.
comD.
ture is stirring no
of
catchpenny
halt
the
spread
ment.
amusement devices, and have conFeeling here is that any Thomas- ferred with N. Y. License Commisinspired show at this time might be
(Continued on page 53)
many years.
ill-advised, particularly after the
Fairbanks will be of value to
criticism leveled at the atom bomb
Pathe because of his long experience
program put on last week by the
in the film industry, Robert Purcell,
Eight
Reds Seek to
station's special events chief, David
Pathe exec, said following the move.
should
is that
Company isn't contemplating a pro- Driscoll. Feeling
U. S. Pix But Selections,
never have permitted itself to go
duction tieup with Fairbanks "at
out on a limb by resorting to an
the present moment," Purcell added.
hysteria approach on atom bomb
Price
Stymie Deal
He's "presently producing "The Exprogramming.
ile"" under loan to Universal.
List of eiglA films which it deDuring Young's recent visit to
sires to purchase for showing in
Hollywood, the railroad magnate
Russia has been submitted by the
stayed at Fairbanks' home. Idea of
Soviet government to American film
taking him on the board is believed
companies. This is the farthest the
td have cropped up at that time.
Russians have gone toward acquisiproduct since
tion of Hollywood
Hollywood, June 24.
their purchase of four pix in July,
If It Be Shakespeare,
Network and ad agency execs 1945.
who caught the preview of Metro's
Neither the American nor the
"The Hucksters" last Friday (20) Soviet participants in the negotiaPix
the
It
are -hopping mad at the "rough" tions-will disclose the titles of the
Hollywood, June 24.
Understood films desired, although the deal apradio.
treatment
of
Don't look now, but Hollywood NBC's Niles Trammell called on
pears to be at an impasse over the
seems to be going classical again.
Metro prexy Nick Schenck for a Russian selections. Irving Maas, v.p.
Currently one of the hottest writers showing in N. Y. and that high brass,
and general manager of the Motion
hi the industry is a guy named Bill
in agencies and networks, will, ask Picture Export Assn., repping the
Shakespeare, who used to write and Metro to make some cuts, especially
distnbs of all but one of the films,
produce for the Globe theatre in in those sequences where radio is.
indicated the Russian choices were
England several hundred years ago. shamed rather than ridiculed.
not all complimentary to the U. S.
One out-and-out Shakespeare proThat was heatedly denied by NichReports of reprisals if Metro induction
is
already
before
the sists the picture goes as is, are be- olas Napoli, head of Artkino, official
cameras; two pictures coming up
ing aired, even if comics have to ad Russe distribs in the U. S„ who is
contain Shakespeare sequences; at
It repping the Soviet in the negotialib cracks at bad pictures, etc.
least one comedy,
revolving around looks like open warfare if Metro tions. He declared:
fthe Bard and Globe company, is sits tight. Local stance is thrt radio
"The films we want are all mu' under
consideration, and there are can do more damage to pictures sicals or have a predominantly mu(Continued on page 49)
(Continued on page 55)
than vice versa.

rather than inspire a witch hunt.

24.

,

Either way it would spell a severe
crimp in this popular practice. Not
Sorrell said: "The bill puts us In
even Paul Whiteman's bankrolled a position to sue the producers and
ABC platter stanza could stand such probably win a very good settlement
guest tabs.
of our present controversy. How.,
.
Cuffo interviewing of stage! film, ever, in the long run, we must work
radio and disk artists on platter hard to elect those who will change
programs, as AFRA sees it, has the legislation."
Echoing Sorrell,
reached the point of jeopardizing Jim Shelton, business%gent of Caremployment for actors.
penters Local 946 said: "Labor's job
Ban, or imposing of prohibitive
(Continued on page 16)

on Broadway within a short period

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has been
named to the board of directors of
Pathe Industries, Inc., parent organization of both Eagle-Lion and PRC.
Addition of Fairbanks to the board
was at the personal invitation of
Robert R. Young, Pathe's controlling
stockholder,
who's been a close
friend of the actor-producer for
'•

AFRA Board

American

Artists'

of

the station

greater

For Disk Jockeys

"customary fee" for

Catchpenny Aura

Hollywood, June

Despite fact that the Taft-Hartley
labor bill has been kicking around'

months, final
measure, Monday

Cuffo Guest Shots

Committee that self-susunderground and above

surface garages be established
as quickly as possible. He also
asked that a group of^ three engineers not employed by the city
be. appointed to study the situation and report on the proposed
plan. Christenberry's wire to the
Mayor declared that money for
such a study was available from
unallocated sources.

DAY,' SEZ If

for

,

Chrisfenbecry proposed that
the Board consider a proposal
made by the Mayor's Special
Traffic
taining

"LAWYER'S FIELD

leaders of the

'

>

American

of the Broadway Associahas asked Mayor Williamfor permission to submit a plan before a meeting of
the Board of Estimate tomorrow

head
tion,

seriously affect the
of
such disk shows as
Dorsey's and Martin Block's

as well as Whiteman's. Latter's staff
is
utilizing a portable recorder to

(Continued on page 2)

SWITCHED 'MERCHANT'

FOR NEGRO B'WAY PROD.

time.

"Jessica," Shakespeare's "Merchant
of Venice," with a switch which favors Shylock, has been pencilled in
by Harry Wagstaff Gribble for fait
production.
Play was written by
Dr. Leon Pritcher, L. A. physician,
who sold it while east taking refresher courses.

Melvin Kells and John Mattias,
operators, are staging pic dances.
Patrons terp to the music of big
name bands via screen short sub-

figuring the controversial angles of
the play will be better handled by
actors who are of no special religious

jects.'

denomination.

Hey, Petrillo!
Toledo, June 24.

When patrons go to Forest Park,
dance pavilion near here, they can
dan?e and see films at the same

Gribble plans an all-Negro cast,

'
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MISCEIXANY

Only 2 of 7 Legits Backed by

War

H wood

Ad Budget

In *46-'47 Paid Off But Still They Come

War

tract for

Beverly Tyler to Cap, N.Y.
Beverly Tyler, Metro

'

Which

RKO

around mid-August.
be on the show with
Parker, Bill Robinson and

Mooney

lost $65,000 of its $80,000

of

these

were prewhich the film

deals

-

Game

262ND WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
1947"

to Climax Coast

"BLACKOUTS OF

Runyon Cancer Drive
Hollywood, June

Drive

24.

Damon Runyon

the

for

Memorial Cancer Fund

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
"Congratulations on 'Blackouts'
birthday Ken. Keep' 'em laughting.
S$x good years deserves another."

EDGAR BERGEN.

reach

will

Coast climax Sept. 28, with a sixhour show in the Los Angeles ColiGoal is to raise $1,000,000.
seum.
Program will consist of a football
game and a lineup of names fr.om
stage, screen and radio, with Walter
Winchell emceeing.
Winchell's emissary, Joey Adams,
has made preliminary arrangements
on the Coast and promoted pledges
of support from the film studios, in
its

Johnston's Air Flight

To Europe for Survey;

s

of the columnist's arrival July 16 to take personal charge
Funds raised in
of the campaign.
California will be used here for the
building and upkeep of a Damon
anticipation

Runyon Memorial Cancer

Hospital.

Others in Sky-Chasing
Eric

Texas State

Johnston,

of

president

the

Motion Picture Assn., who left on
extended economic survey of Europe
on Monday night (23) from New
York's La Guardia Field, thinks the
Taft-Hartley labor bill will help settle the current Hollywood studio
(Further dejurisdictional dispute.

on Page 3.
actor,
Walker,
Metro
Robert
planed to the film capital after appearing on the- "Theatre Guild of
the Air" a week ago Sunday. The
actor is scheduled for a new picture,

tails

Marg Truman May Work

Fair, Dallas
"Upward
June 24.

Dallas,

to the Stars."

KLM

fall.

Metro is the only company which
purports to have no interest in
Broadway. It dispensed with its
whole play department as an econ-

Union Honors Wingate
Schenectady, N. Y., June 24.
James Wingate, first director of
the motion picture division in the
New York State Education Department, has been awarded an. honorary degree of Doctor of Humane
Letters by Union University for his

lest season.

Crosby Does Plugs
For Rival Pic Firm

contribution to pix.

Seen around were Jerry Colonna,
Coast, and Primo
who flew in from Milwhile
from
Pittsburgh
came Monte Kennedy, New York

Ellen Terry

waukee;

Awards

London, June 24.
Terence Rattigan's "Winslow Boy"
won the Ellen Terry award as Britain's best new play, according to a
decision of a judges' committee Friday (20).
Panel included actorolaywright Ivor Novello and Robert

Lantz, Universal-International story
and talent scout in England. Play,

disks.

—

Airlines.

Camera,

Pictures,

Crosby wasn't paid for the job. He
is said to have volunteered the plugs
after witnessing an uncut version in
Hollywood, Film will not be released
until August, at least, and by that
time 20th-Fox will have doped out
how the Crosby plugs will be used.
He has recorded for Decca the two
tunes from the film "You Do" and
"Kokomo, Ind.," being published by
Bregman, Vocco & Conn, and the
transcriptions may be hooked up to

Stern, violinist, left LaIsaac
Guardia yesterday (24) for Honolulu, where he will give a recital
June 27 and on July 2 in Australia.
Gene Tlerney,
20th-Fox
star,
breakfasted at LaGuardia before
taking off for Boston on Northeast

leaving for the

under

contract to
has pulled a
unique stunt designed to help biz of
the 20th-Fox film, "Mother Wore
Tights." Singer has made a oneminute transcription urging radio
listeners to- see what he considers
one of the finest films he has ever
seen. And he's made a trailer for
use in theatres, the language of
which is almost identical with the

incidentally,

New York

I

is

next

slated to be
fall

by John

done

in

C. Wil-

I

son.

Giants pitcher, who was hurt in the
Smoky City last week and came in
for medical observation.

Hazel Scott's Concerts
Columbia Concerts last week
signed Hazel Scott for a concert tour
next fall, and has 20 dates already
lined up. Pianist, will desert stage

Named as the best actress was and nitery appearances for her first
full season tour under a top concert
Eileen Herlie for her performance
management. She played a few
as The Queen in Jean Cocteau's
scattered concert dates during past
("The Eagle Has Two Heads." Fredyears.
crick Valk was voted the best actor two
Pianist will be on straight per;for his work in "The
Brothers
centage. She'll play the Coast in the
Karamazov."
fall, and
already has a Caribbean
tour set for next winter.

!

!

i

Biopic on
Life

of

Ray Clapper

the late

columnist

Ray

Sports Shorts

mond Clapper
It's

the

Met

will be brought to
the screen in a deal closed last week
by prodlicer" Paul Moss (not the

Opera Disk Jcck

Tommy Cowan, one of 'the olcle'st
announcers in radio, is starting the
first opera disk jockey show over
WNYC, N. Y., Tuesday, July 2.
Show, titled "Velvet and Gold" (title
suggested by the Metropolitan Opera
curtain), will run from 9 to 10 p.m..
and be on all summer. Guests from

,

will occasionally assist.

Cowan opened WJZ,

N. Y., in
1921.
One of his subsequent as«istants was Milton Cross.
Latter
will appear on first broadcast to
inaugurate the series with Cowan.

24.

of

and radio industries, is looking to
the Senate to save it from extinction as of June 30. OGR was wiped
out of existence last Wednesday (18)
Ayer copped the duke in a com- by the House, which voted to elimpetition with 12 other leading ad inate all funds for it and
also stuck
War Department said. a proviso in the President's special
agencies,
Only agencies with annual billing fund saying that none of the money
of $20,000,000 or more were figured could be used for purposes
nixed
important enough to be invited to by the Congress.
compete.
Wiping out OGR would put the
No breakdown was given on the film and radio people back to the
portion of the funds to go into each prewar status, when there was
no
medium, but an Ayer spokesman central funnel in Washington and
said about the same percentage is when every agency and department
expected to be spent on radio as that wanted to get some idea on the
was apportioned from the past screen or over the air sought to deal
Army at one directly with the media. Single
year's expenditures.
time during the past year had shows funnel agency plan was worked out
on three networks.
during the war and has continued
up to the present, providing less
confusion for radio and pictures and
'Bugsy' Siegel Said
having fewer government people
chasing the industry execs.
Thus
Other
far, neither radio nor "pictures "Baa
made a glea to Congress for OGR.
There is a strong indication that
Business Ties
the House would be willing to go
Hollywood, June' 24.
along ovi a small appropriation for
Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel, the the film and radio
functions of OGR,
hoodlum who was shot to death Fri- if the Senate restores
them to the
day (20) at the Beverly Hills home bill.
of Virginia Hill, is believed to have
had show business connections, some
of which will not be completely disclosed for some time. While gen- Soph Tucker, Richman,
erally known as the operator of the
Flamingo hotel and club, Las Vegas,
Joe E. Lewis Set For
Nev., which was built at a reported

To Have Had

Show

.

cost of $6,000,000

and which so

far

Spa Spots in August
Harry Richman, Sophie Tucker
and Joe E. Lewis will all work

off, some quarters
that Siegel was part of The
Syndicate operating leading casinos
in Florida, New Orleans and elsewhere. Connections with such spots
are veiled" in the corporate setups
but said to include Joe Adonis and

has failed to pay
insist

Saratoga Springs, N.

Y., during the
racing season. Richman last week
was signed for Riley's Lake House,
starting Aug. 4, while 'Miss Tucker
and Lewis have been signed at the

Frank Costello.
Miss Hill, at whose home Siegel
was mowed down, was at one time

Piping Rock, Miss Tucker opening
Aug. 2, Lewis succeeding Aug. 15.
Another cafe, Outwaite's (former-

the money behind the operation of
the defunct Hurricane, N. Y., which
folded in 1944. Miss Hill, according
to then current reports, got tired of
her nitery interests .and signed the
club over to Dave Wolper who operated it until its foldo.
In addition to Siegel's cafe interests, his film connections are under investigation. It's reported that
he was the money behind some independent film production, but no
visible link has turned up so far.
Many believe that the Flamingo
operation led to his violent death.
Siegel at first finished the elaborate
casino and installed name talent
which included Abbott & Costello
and the Andrews Sisters. At the
advent of the opeiatiojj, it was seen
that the casino alone wasn't a paying proposition inasmuch as the
well-heeied Hollywood guests did
their cube-tossing at spots which
offered overnight accommodations.
Big
shows
were
consequently
dropped until the rest of the plant
was completed. However, it didn't
pay off afterwards, and expensive

shows were abandoned.

Some

Meadowbrook) is similarly signing big-league entertainment during the season.
Spot has tabbed
Phil Regan to start Aug. 15, and is
ly

is still in

.

!

former N. Y." License Commissioner)
with the writer's widow. Set to script
the screenplay are Jack Guenther,
Look mag's managing editor, who
will collab, with Charles Schnee.
Clapper,' who died in the Pacific
riming the war, wrote for some 200
newspapers as well as national mags
and a network radio show. Also in
eluded in the pact are "Watching
the World" and "Washington Tapes
try" by Olive Clapper, based on her
husband's notes. She is a Look con
tribtiting

ed.

'

When Assault came under the
wire in front of the field in the
Brooklyn Handicap Saturday (21) at Aqueduct Park,
N. Y., he became the all-time top
$38,100

money earner

of

the

turf.

It

brought the King's Ranch horse
earnings to $.r>76.670 and put him
in front of Whirlaway's $561,161,
previous top earner.

Frank Sinatra, who promoted
fight between Joey Maxim
and Joe Walcott Monday nighv
(23) at Gilmore Stadium, Los
the

Angeles. also,,,aequired the servof Joe Louis, who did some
exhibition ring work.

ices

for the open-

Emil Coleman's orch has
Aug. 2.

bill.

been

set to start

An

important item to Saratoga
bonifaces this year is the decision
by the Saratoga local of the American Federation of Musicians to permit a seven-day week during the
racing meet. Previous season's regulations called for a six-day semester.

Hoofing to Operas
Mario Salmaggi, son o" longhair
maestro Alfredo Salmaggi, will try
a new approach to dance band music.

He

assertedly will start a new
fall, led by his trumpet,
attempt to set well

band in the
which will

known

operatic

music

dance

to

Band will be built along
sweet-style lines.
Band is due to go into rehearsal
in N. Y. in September.

tempo.

feel

that other hidden money interests
in the Flamingo wanted Siegel to
step out so that the spot could be
put on a paying basis.

The Flamingo

name

seeking a

still

ing

Cuffo Jockeys

deep water

i

financially. Del Webb, a stockholder
in the N. Y. Yankees and who built

Continued from page

1

;

transcribe

informal
conversations
between the maestro and various
showbiz personalities for playback on
his flve-a-week airer. These waxings, where they involve AFRA talent, would be subject to the special
union ruling just as much as live

the spot, is reported to be owed a
hefty balance.
Las Vegas bank is
reported to have $1,000,000 in loans
outstanding.

A

interviews.

Japs to Nip Dancing?

An ABC programming

I

these disks for radio plugs in some
way. 20th doesn't know itself what
will be worked out.

Now

Washington, June
Office

etc.

.

:

Senate for Life

expendi-

Increasingly large chunk of biz
in recent years has been going to

Art

orchestra.

Lillian Windsor, lyric soprano, arMargaret Truman, the President's
daughter, has offered the State Fair rived at La Guardia from Rome, by
Royal
of Texas recital dates in October to way of Amsterdam on
Airlines' plane, early last
of
her
Dutch
for
the
cancellation
make
up
make 'a deal to sew up film rights.
Under the new rule, no money need May 25 appearance. Fair officials week for concerts here.
to
asked
young
soprano
have
the
Roy Rogers and his singing sex
be put up in advance, but a minimum price is set (by negotiation! sing in the Casino during the State tet, Sons of the Pioneers, departed
for" the picture rights and a per- Fair season. She is considering the by plane for Redbirds Stadium, Cooffer.
paid
centage of the play's gross is
lumbus, 0., for a three-day run,
Local group has also informed starting yesterday (24), of his "Thrill
each week until a ceiling is reached.
Universal-International is the only Miss Truman that they would sup- Circus," which ran for eight days at
company to have -made a p.-p. so ply a symphony orchestra to accom- the Polo Grounds last week.
far this season. It purchased screen pany her.
Dolores Del Rio departed for
rights to the Irwin Shaw-Peter
Mexico, where she plans to produce
Viertel play, "The Survivors," with
two films. She will have the leadan option to put up 50% of the Moorehead's Litt. D.;
ing role in one of them.
Broadway production cost.
Other Honorary Degrees Germain* Sablon, French singer
'Except for Paramount, none of
New Concord, O., June 24.
and sister of Jean Sablon, departed
the companies is interested in investActress
Agnes Moorehead re- by Air France plane for Paris and
ing in shows unless they have picture possibilities and, in most cases, ceived an honorary degree of doc- the Riviera for three months. While
unless they can assure themselv:s tor of literature at Muskingum Col- in Paris she plans to sing over the
of picture rights. Par, on the other lege, New Concord, O., where years French radio and appear in several
hand, is willing to act purely in an ago she had received her batchelor's cafes there, returning here in the
degree.
angeling capacity.

Bing Crosby,

Army

Government Reports,
next year to promote recruitwhich provides liaison between the
ing via the mags, daily press, radio, Government agencies and the
film

6-Hour Show, Football

WB

Paramount

deal involves an

1.

the ether.

production setups, in
companies put money in order to insure themselves screen rights. These
were "Eagle," "Barnaby" and "Takes
Two." Columbia made a pre-production deal on "Big Two" with no inon "John
vestment, as did
Loves Mary."
Few Pre-Profl. Deals
There were comparatively few
pre-production deals, despite an easing during the season by the Dramatists Guild of the rules under
which they can be made. Formerly,
a picture company had to provide
at least 25% of the financing for the
Broadway production before it could

omy move

which begins on July

in the

Lew

She'll

Liaison Looks To

Son the con-

ture of from '$4,000,000 to $4,500,000

ing

investment; "It Takes Two," which
nicked RKO for $50,000; "Land's
End," another RKO choice, which
cost it $20,000; and "Park Avenue,"
in which Par took it for $80,000.

Some

The

goes

starlet,

into the Capitol theatre, N. Y., start-

'

&

recruiting advertising for

fiscal 1948,

investments in Broadway
plays last season, all but Metro this
w.eejc indicated their readiness to do
-^*«»»~rangeling if the right
pla'3r».&Ui?.:r*i>^- presented themselves. There was considerable evidence^ however, in a survey made
tey Variety that the companies are
going to be a lot more reticent in
investing their coin this season than
they were last.
Of the seven shows in which film
companies put backing money during 1946-47, only two paid off. They
are "Happy Birthday," in which
20th-Fox has $20,000 and which is
running on Broadway, and
still
"Years Ago," in which Paramount
has $12,000.
On the other side of the ledger
are "Eagle Has Two Heads," in
•which Warner Bros, dropped $25,000;
"Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley," in

$250,000

Govt Radio-Pic

for Recruiting

Washington, June 24.
Department last Friday (20)

awarded N. W. Ayer

Although major film companies-*dropped an aggregate of almost

'•"*.

Dent's $4,500,000

Tokyo, June 17.
Terming the art as "a mean and
decadent enjoyment under the cloak
of social intercourse," the Nihon
Keizai newspaper here last week

nounced

the

AFRA

shortsighted, but
"a minor irritant

mount."

He

exec deproposal as

waved

it

aside as

which we can sur-

declared

ABC

sold the

Whitemah show

to its four sponsors
the strength of the bandleader's

editorially called for the abolition of on
dancing, in Japan. The editorial fol- personality and added he believed
lowed reports from China that danc- Whiteman could Win listeners with-

ing may be banned in that war-torn
country.
"The sincere attitude of Chinese
politicians in prohibiting social dancing in order to call forth the nationwide feeling of sacrifice for the rehabilitation of their fatherland is a
very timely procedure to be followed
by' Japan, although there may be
some difference in conditions of the
two countries," the editorial stated.
"We are sure only a few o£, the
young men and women indulging in
social dancing enjoy it as sensible
social

amusement"

out showbiz guests if need be.
Same net exec pointed out, too,
that there are "plenty of other personalities around," such as songwriters, authors, sports stars and
public leaders, who wouldn't be affected by the AFRA ban.

Proposed rule, according to George
exec secretary "of AFRA,
probably would apply to any show
on which records are played, which
Heller,

means musical-clock and- other type
stanzas on which a disk is twirled
occasionally might be emcompassed
I

by the ban.

PICTURES!
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ABROAD

SELF-POLICING PAYS OFF
Eagle-Lkm

in

Strong Bid to Distrib

FEWER

'Outside* Indie Pix; Eddie Small Deal

Bids;

home-

grown product, plus a half-dozen of
is
3 Arthur Rank's British Alms,
now moving Into the indie field with

both feet. Under negotiations being
pressed by Arthur Krim, E-L's
prexy now on the <3oast, and Robert
Benjamin, head of the U. S. Rank
organization, company expects six
of its 10-12 top releases next season
in
to be indie-produced. E-L's entry
the field in a big way for profitable
outsider deals is one of a number of
tangible steps in the present process
Of widening outlets for indies.
E-L is now dickering to tie in
with three indie producers, accord-

Benjamin, f<Jr two apiece.
Beals Will probably be polished off
•within the next 80 days, he added.
pix will be in the bracket
six
The
ing

Hollywood, June

—

24.

•ast, north, Mexico, Paris locaJerry Wald says he's
tions, etc.

—

producing

a

novelty

picture,

Man With a Horn"
(Jean Negulesco directing), in
it will be produced at the

VYoung

—

that

studio.

Edward Small

will be one of

that
the trio of producers to ink a pact
with E-L. Some of the pix, it's said,
wiH be lensed on E-L's- home lot

with use of the studio treated as
part investment of the releasing
»|r the recent .birth of two other
full-scale distrib outfits which are
expected to vie for indie product.
(C ntinued on page 22)
>

Eric Johnston Off

On

Bill

Aiding Film Labor

Eric. Johnston looks to the TaftHartley bill to solve the current
eight-month-old jurisdictional strike
Otherwise, however,
in Hollywood.

the Motion Picture Assn. prexy
opined, it will
"neither destroy
unions nor solve our labor problems."
Johnston gave his opinion as he
departed Monday (28) from New
York for a 40-day tour of Europe.
His departure was delayed 24 hours
by mechanical trouble in the plane
in which he was to leave. He was
acaompanied by
foreign de-

MPA

partment topper
Gerald Mayer;
Joyce O'Hara, his personal and public relations aide; and Merrie Smith,
his secretary.

Johnston headed by way of Paris
for Brussels, where he was slated to
(Continued on page 18)

BRITISH SEEKING

TO HOBBLE

LAW

U.S.

FILMS

Brahman's Stock

Breen's Production Code Administration endeavors to keep producers out of trouble with censors,
church and civic groups, is likewise
handling the self-policing operation
in the international field. Doubleedged setup, which had its inception
last January, isn't running, at full
power yet, but is rapidly getting
there as the kinks are worked out
and the organization develops.
One edge is the International Information Centre on the Coast,
which, under the direction of foreign
expert Addison Durland, attempts
to catch unfortunate representations
of either the U. S. or foreign countries before they get past the -script
stage. The second edge is the "seleccommittee" in New York,
tivity
which has started to screen every
picture to determine whether or not
it shall go overseas.
Unsound In Many Ways
,
Recognizing that to disregard the,

Deal Keeps Him
Lot

Hollywood, June 24.
Deal has been worked put by
Columbia with Sidney Buchman to
k^ep the producer on the lot. Arrangement is similar to that in which
the four producers of Liberty Films
were amalgamated into Paramount
recently. Buchman turns over to the
studio certain assets he holds in return for a block of Col stock.
Involved in the deal are Buchman.'s 10% interest in "The Jolson
Story," his 25% interest in "Assigned to Treasury" and a group of
.

'

U Drops Showcase

Treasury," now in
being made in partner-

to

production, is
ship with Jay

Richard Kennedy.
Col owns 50% in return for financing and facilities and Buchman and
Kennedy split the remainder.
Buchman, long a top writer and
producer on the Col lot, has been
anxious to break away and go into
(Continued on page 49)

Plan Until U.S.
U

FILM PROD. UNIT
Co.,

comprising

dramatists Robert Sherwood, Maxwell Anderson, Elmer Rice and Kurt
who individually are no
Weill,
strangers to Hollywood, as flirting
with the idea of its own film produc-

company. Fundamental purpose
would be to "preserve the integrity
of their works" when adapted to the
screen. There is also, of course, the
tion

agent

is

now

OK

Dropping of the lease on the
Keith theatre, Cincinnati, by Universal last week brings to light a
decision by
to stay off acquisitions
otshowcases until the U. S. Supreme
Court passes on the anti-trust suit.
U's -legalites visualize the possibility
of the high court ruling against all
theatre ownership by major distribs.
Should the Government gain that
point, the company doesn't want itself in the position of being forced
to disgorge large holdings.
Deal- with City Investing Co.,
owner of the Keith, was rather stiff,
U's officials thought, but when made
company in the new productions.
Several others will be partly bankrolled by E-L but made off the lot.
Impact of E-L's entry is furthered
(Continued on page 18)

PLAYWRIGHTS CO. MULLS

OWN

would apparently remain in the
setup in some
top exec capacity.

UA

'Best Years'

Brussels Fest.
'*;-,.

i

Brussels,

i

June

.

REGULARLY

Chaplin as 'New' Star wow

.

«£*.-..

$45,000

in

first

week

at

two

Hollywood, June 24.
"Monsieur Verdoux" .will get its
national release Oct. 15. Charles
Chaplin picture, recently withdrawn
after a none too successful six-week
Broadway run, won't be changed,
nor will the title. It will, however,
get a new campaign, now being laid
out by Russell Birdwelh

Minneapolis houses, good $16,000 for
second frame in offish Kansas City,
okay $19,000 for third Baltimore
week and hefty $22,000 for second
N. Y. frame at pop prices. "Miracle"
took very sturdy $53,500 from four
L. A. houses in its second week,
strong $22,000 for second Chi frame,
bullish $14,000 for second stanza in

Pitch will be that the film introduces a new star, Chaplin, the
idea being that the producer-star
has shed his baggy pants and derby,

Balto and lusty $94,000 for third
N. Y. week.
"Dear Ruth" (Par) and Cheyenne"
(WB) also show strength. "Ruth"
aided strike-bound St. Louis with
second week take of $10,000, okay
$9,000 in faltering Frisco and very

as a new personality.
Birdwell's first account since he
closed his office here April 20,

now emerging
It's

That

left

Miss Pickford the choice

of (1) appointing Tom J. Connors
as prez, (2) accepting the offer of
Si Fabian and his group for purchase of the company, or (3) starting negotiations with the new candidate for the presidency. With deadline after deadline having passed for
making a final choice, present word
is that a decision will be forthcoming by the time Miss Pickford leaves
for the Coast tomorrow (Thursday).
The entire decision now rests with
her. Her partner, Charles Chaplin,
has virtually withdrawn from the
negotiations. He has given her the
choice of accepting the Fabian deal
or naming as prexy any one of a
list of four candidates that has been

submitted to him. Last weekend's
dark-horse candidate who actually
was one of the first men mentioned
for the post when it was determined
to get a new president more than
six months ago is not on the list,
but it is certain Chaplin would put
his okay on him.
Miss Pickford's advisers have been
urging on her the acceptance of the
Fabian deal. Influencing her against
(Continued on page 21)

—

5 Enterprise Films Cost
$11,000,000, Should Do

$32,000,000—Schaefer

Hollywood, June 24.
generally considered in the race
Enterprise's quintet of pictures,
are "Silence Is Golden" (France),
"Vivere In Pace" (Italy), "Diable which cost $11,000,000, will gross
Au Corps" (France) and "Odd Man $32,000,000, according to figures supplied by distribution chief George J.
Out" (Britain).
Showing of the Samuel Goldwyn Schaefer. Sum is based on present
performance of "The Other Love,"
(Continued on page 20)
which it's claimed will take in
$1,000,000 from England alone; "Ramrod" which has been sold to every
of Leprechauns major U. S. circuit, also to important independent chains. Enterprise
Leprechauns are about to get their
will have between 14,000 and 15,000
due from 20th-Fox. Studio has purcontracts on latter film, according to

50G Worth

chased screen rights to a new novel
Schaefer.
about the mythical mites called "For
Report on sales accomplishments
Fear of Little Men." It's by Guy
(Continued on page 16)
and Constance Jones, who authored
"Peabody's Mermaid," which Nunnally Johnson is to picturize
Universal-International.

for

Men" will be published
by Random House next fall.
Fox
"Little

got screen rights on a flat $50,000
deal.

Trade Mark Registered

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
Published Weekly by

Annual

$10
Single Copies

Louisville,

swift

$19,000

for

its

Loo but only moderately good

Pictures

in Balto.
"Living in Big
(M-G) opened with boff
Cincinnati
and okay
$12,000. in
$24,000 in three L. A. houses in sec:

ond
"Copacabana"
week.
(UA)
chalked up good. $13,000 in its St.
Loo opener but only so-so $34,000 in
second Chi week and tepid $8,500 in
second Frisco week.
(Complete Boxojfice Reports
Pages 11-13).

Y.

on

$11

25 Cents

«^B^s»

no. 3

49

Foreign

Way"

Foreign

Bills

Chatter

$13,500 in offish Pittsburgh. "Calcutta"
(Par) opened with lively
$17,000 in Louisville, raked in good
$12,500 in Providence, slick $14,000
for this week in Detroit and strong
$40,000 for second frame in two L. A.
houses.
Among the latecomers, "Perils of
Pauline" (Par) opened with nifty
$18,000 in K. C. but did only weak
$15,000 in Frisco. "Moss Rose" (20th)
also fared badly in Frisco with weak
$13,500 but pulled solid $22,000 in
opening Detroit Stanza. "Ghost and
Mrs. Muir" (20th) drew fair $11,500
$24,000

'

INDEX

second Detroit frame, neat $20,000
for its Chi teeoff but only average

in St.

Inc.

N.

<,

Vol. 167

good $95,000 for third N. Y. stanza.
"Cheyenne" perked to $8,000 opener
in

VARIETY,

Sid Silverman, President
West 46th St.. New York 19,

SUBSCBIPTION

|

BuyU

(Tues-

of another prominent industry figure
into the. talks as a possibility for.
president.

24.

Spotty Weather Means Spotty B.O.—'Duel,' 'Miracle,'
'Ruth,' 'Cheyenne,' 'Expectations' Set Pace

]

Ask where you WORK
Ask where you BANK

solved as of late yesterday

Most significant -development
was the introduction of the name
day)-.

154

reporting his findings

remained completely unre-

Artists

i

Following a series of disappointing films made in the U. S„ screening of "The Best Years of Our Lives"
before the Brussels Film Festival
jury has put Hollywood among the
front-running ranks aiming to, cop
the "best" award. Four other pictures

National Boxoffice Survey

Statement by Chancellor of the to Anderson, now in Hollywood.
Spotty weather turned the nation's
Exchequer Hugh Dalton is expected Sherwood and Rice are due back
film boxoffices this week into spotty
to include statement that the powers from abroad.
affairs,
with only those pictures
will only be used in an extreme fiDistribution and financing is
that already proved their draw connancial emergency.
deemed no problems relatively, once tinuing strong. Los Angeles led the
the Playwrights as a group acquiesce keys with strong upbeat, aided conto this unified film production insiderably by early vacations. New
S.Savings Bonds vestment. Idea is not to limit them York continued on the downgrade,
to plays produced on Broadway but with Chicago up and St.' Louis, Dealso to embrace original material.
troit, Washington, San Francisco and
most of the other keys covered by
Variety likewise off.
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) and "Miracle
Birdwell Set to Sell
on 34th Street" (20th) continued as
pacemakers, with "Duel" earning

,

literally night and day
negotiating by Mary Pickford and
her advisers in New York during
the past week, the future of United

—

Ups

Chances At

U.S.

i-

(Continued on page 20)

man

The Playwrights

stock, his studio and his interest
in "Monsieur Verdoux."
Miss

Pickford

-

including Howard
"The Last Frontier." Buchgot one-half of his piece in
"Jolson" from Al Jolson and the
other half from Col as payment for a
doctoring job on the pic in its early
story properties,

"Assigned

has made no overUA yet, inasmuch as
Serge
Semenenko,
Boston
banker, is in his syndicate as
well as in the one that is presently backing Fabian. Group reportedly is set to pay $7,000,000
to Charles Chaplin for his UA
Grinieff
tures to

Motion Picture Assn., which via
Joe

On Columbia

in

hold.

tax angle.
London, June 24.
British government is preparing
Irving Lazar has preliminarily disto legalize powers to limit American cussed this with Weill in New York,
film esiports to safeguard dollar bal- along with Victor Samrock. g.m. of
ances.
These powers are to be In- the Playwrights, and John D. Whar
troduced in a finance bill now be- ton, attorney for the group. The
fore Parliament.

UA

the relatively few months since the industry's self-regulatory action has taken

Fast's

European Tour Sees Taft

Harris-Br'oder Pictures, which
recently bought a block of
films for distribution abroad and
last week made a $3,000,000 deal
for Universal reissues.

—

considerably subsided

to

ranging from $1,000,000 to $1,500,000
in production nut. Benjamin leaves
for the Coast over the weekend to
on distrib deals
talks
continue
among other things.
From other sources it's reported

Enter: Grinieff
Waiting in the background in
event the Fabian-United
the
Artists deal does not go through
is another outfit with the coin
and a plan for buying control of
the company. Group is headed
by Jacques Grinieff, exec of

—

so many pictures being
away from Hollywood

With
shot

Another Prez Candidate
f Despite

Film Industry's policy of self -regulation which has operated so successfully in minimizing censorship
difficulties in the United States has
also been paying off in the international field.
Howls from the State
Department, f rorn Americans abroad
and from many sympathetic foreigner's that the U. S. Was being falsely
represented" to> the world by Hollywood
howls that six months ago
were rising to a crescendo
have

Wald's Novelty

Still

s

VS.

Eagle-Lion, which heretofore Urn-*
of
ited itself to distribution
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U. S. Press Overboard For Anglo Pix?

U.S. film Export Ass n Wins Slowdown

Over

AMG

As result of a showdown by the*Motion Picture Export Assn. with
the American Military Government
in Germany recently, it has been
learned, the U. S. industry

is

plan-

ning to take over its own distributing operations some time between
July 15 and Aug. 15. Original takeover date was next Tuesday (1).
Military government officials have
been saying for months that they
desire to "get out of business" and
allow the American companies to
handle their own affairs, but every
time there was a move in that direction AMG officers stalled, U. S.
have privately charged.
distribs

AMG

'..»-.

New Kind

of

Premium

Hollywood, June

24.

Two insurance company sleuth*
had to get special permission
from the Screen Extras Guild to
appear as wedding guests in "It
to Be You" at Columbia.
Detectives were on the job to

Distribs have privately claimed
that the delay in allowing the companies- to take over was the result of
officials handling
a desire of
films to perpetuate themselves in
their jobs. AMG, on the other hand,
maintains that it has been necessary
to keep tight control in order to
further its ideological aims by seeing that only the "right" pictures are
played and getting desired newsreels
and documentaries into German
houses. Distribs have countered that
they can easily handle that task
supervision.
under

AMG

AMG

Latest word, 'following an "are
or aren't we?" demanded by the
physiis that "most" of the
is now ising
cal facilities the
for distribution will be available.
MPEA, which reps the eight majors,

we

MPEA

AMG

hopes to improvise whatever

isn't

provided.

worth of jewels worn by
Ginger Rogers.

000

Cost 25% of a Films first-Run Gross

War Dept Seeks
To Push German

Washington, June 24.
War Department is apparently
going to move ahead with its plans
to. encourage German film production and distribution, although it
may pull in its horns on the matter
of giving international distribution
to the pix.
This is the way the picture shapes
up here following Saturday's (21)
huddle in the office of Assistant
Secretary of War Howard C. Petersen, with aides and Motion Picture
While everything
Assn. toppers.
about the meeting is supposed to be
hush-hush, enough has leaked out
to indicate that Petersen told Eric
Johnston and others they were asking too much and just were riot going to get it. During the 2Vz hour

.

MERLE 0BER0N MULLS

IN ITALY

according to Victor Stoloff, who recently returned from 18 mouths of
picture-making there.
He's negotiating with the actress to handle
direction on the
Stoloff
produced

"When

in

guage

film

Rome,"

film.

In Italy,
directed
English-lan-

and
first

Mason's Manager Due

In U.S. to Handle His Biz
James Mason's manager, Al Par-

New

ker, is slated to arrive in
York
next Monday (30) aboard the Queen
Elizabeth presumably to straighten

be made there. but a number of deals involving the
Whether deal with Miss Oberon goes British film star. He'll be accomthrough or not at this time, Stoloff panied by his wife, Margaret Johnplans to return to Italy within 60 son, who's Just completed "Man
days and take an American cast About the House" for Sir Alexander
with him for one or more pictures Korda.
Former silent screen director, Parwhich he'll turn out.
The director declared that tech- ker is expected to remain in New
nicians and craftsmen operate on York for about 10 days, then will go
high standards in that country. With to the Coast Uti- a two-week stay.
a half-dozen Hollywood motion pic- While in the U. S. he plans to sign
ture producers to point the way to top stars, writers and directors to
greater efficiency, Italian production managerial contracts with a view to
Would be on a particularly high repping such talent in British film
level.
He used native technicians production. Deals with stars would
on "Rome" and will use them again be on a percentage of the gross basis
similar to the Crosby -Rank pact.
for future product.
There are approximately 50 pro- This calls for $175,000 plus 25% of
duction companies, in Italy. Stoloff the gross.
disclosed,
eight
being important
studios. .Largest and most complete
ITS REGULAR 50c DIVVY
in Scalera in Rome. Average picture costs in the neighborhood of
Universal has declared a regular
$50,000, the director stated, with the quarterly dividend of SOc. per share
government usually doling out a on common stock.
bonus of $13,000 to $15,000 to proDivvy will be handed out July 31
ducer upon completion.
to stockholders of record July 13.
.

24.

Are the flacks finally going
after that "recognition" they're
always

screaming

about?

It

Gang of them
looks like it.
were gathered in silent awe Saturday around a chair on the

Deal Will Minimize

Any Korda Damages
Laudy Lawrence's acceptance last
week of the post of foreign sales

•

.

One feature of Lawrence's arwith Selznick is that
either party can call the whole thing
Deal,
off by giving 30 days notice.
incidentally, according to SRO stopper Neil Agnew, calls for Lawrence's
exclusive services, except for any

which he is already engaged. Korda fired Lawrence for allegedly violating the exclusivity
clause in his contract and indulging
in outside activities.
Lawrence, before
going
with
Korda, was a top echelon foreign
activities in

increased as

Trial

Eds With

IntT Witnesses
With final witnesses appearing beSupreme Court Justice
Bernard Botein yesterday (Tues.),
trial of Laudy Lawrence's $302,400
damage suit against Sir Alexander
fore N. Y.

Vidor'« Quickie Sked
Hollywood, June 21
Charles Vidor, pulled off "Man
From Colorado" by Columbia because he was behind on a 30-day
shooting schedule, is now back at
the studio for some real quickie
training.

was

in yesterday (23) and
assigned to "The Crime Doc-

tor's

Gamble" with

of 12 days.

a shooting time

tip-

prices, hag

100% where

weeks it played that house (ending
last Wednesday (18), meaning the
front alone cost
the entire gross.

more than 22%

of

Other fronts cost similar amounts.
Allied Artists laid out more than
$15,000

behalf, Korda told how he had
met Lawrence in 1945 in London be-

for "It .Happened on Fifth

L. A. to N. Y.

<Continued on page 21)

KORDA'S DISTRIB DEALS

AMID LAWRENCE TRIAL

Selznick

for

distribution

of

their

product in this country and abroad
have been completely eliminated

He

N. Y. to Europe
Thomas Baird

„

Maurice Chevalier
Lee Eastman

Edward

Eric Johnston

Oscar Karlweiss

Jan Kiepura
Arthur Lesser

Amparo

Iturbi

Jack Kapp
Stanley Kramer

Joan Leslie
Carole Landis
David Lichine

Sam Marx
Frank McHugh
Lauritz Melchior

Lee Mortimer
John B. Nathan
Donald. Nelson
Eugene Ormandy
Rodney Pantages
James E. Parker
William Pine
N. Peter Rathvon

Tony Keddin
Horace Schmidlapp
Janet Shaw
Robert Stack
James Stewart
Bill

Thomas

Peter Ustinov
Patricia Wilder
Maurice L. Wolf

N. Y. to L. A.

Viveca Lindfors
Gerald Mayer
Joe McConville
Joyce O'Hara
Dick Richards
Jack Segal

Europe

Dick Arlen
Cecil Baker
Richard Berger
Herbert Brenon
Joe Brown, Jr.
Ana Corio
Freddie Fox
Henry Ginsberg
Lud Gluskin
Martin Gosch
Horace Heidt
Katharine Hepburn
Paul Hollister
Fred E. Hutchinson

George Weltner

Eliscu

to N. Y.

Milton Blackstone

Roger Bourder

He checked

as

own

since the British producer-distrib
has been in the U. S. the past week.
is now talking deals with major
companies.
Korda's present plan is to leave
for London next Sunday (29). He
had originally booked plane passage
Assemblymen Vincent Thomas and for last Sunday (22), but
the LawWilliam Rosenthal.
Measure has rence trial has run longer
than anbeen referred to the rules commit- ticipated.
He left England in the
tee for action.
midst of directing Paulette Goddard
Rosenthal said certain agents use in
"An Ideal Husband."
ilisgal methods, "amounting to ex-

agent." Rosenthal said, "We understand the same methods have been
used on other stars."

much

electrical lighting is used, according to Jake Starr, chief of Artkraft-Strauss, which builds most of
them. "Carnegie Hall" sign over the
Winter Garden theatre, for example,
cost more than $50,000. Film grossed about $222,000 during the seven

to

24.

tortion and blackmail," in effort to
control thesps' pacts. "In one specific case an internationally famous
motion picture and radio star was
threatened with disclosure of certain alleged indiscretions of someone related to him unless he transferred his contract to a certain

it's

Parade pf witnesses Monday in- ing to the
way costs have mounted,
cluded Korda, his attorney Arnold
he declared that the multi-colored
Grant, Frederick Strengholt, Dutch
sign over the Palace cost" $120,000
theatre and distribution exec, and
to build seven years ago.
Similar
David O. Selznick, Latter closed the sign
couldn't be duplicated for $350,day's testimony in a session that
000 today.
lasted until 11:30 p.m. On the stand
Spectaculars
considered
espeare
most of yesterday (Tues.) was Walcially valuable for the Broadway
ter Schmidt, Korda's Paris rep.
(Continued on page 20)
Taking the witness stand in his

ment between Korda and David O.

Resolution calling for investigation
into the alleged blackmail and extortion
attempts
by
Hollywood
agents on film and radio stars was
introduced in state legislature by

year,

Korda wound up in late afternoon Avenue," current
at the Rivoli, and
and the court reserved decision. previous
Rivoli fronts cost the film
After Lawrence rested his case on
companies from
deMonday (23), defense, counsel Louis pending on how$10,008-$15,000,
spectacular they
Frohlich (Schwartz &) moved for
wanted them.
Majors currently
dismissal of a major part of the case.
spend more than $1,000,000 yearly for
This was denied by Justice Botein.
•all fronts, according
Starr. Point-

exec with Metro and United Artists.
Sir Alexander Korda is utilizing
His pact with Korda gave him $98,out-of-court time in current trial of
000 the first year, $103,000 the second
the suit against him by Laudy Lawyear and $120,000 the third year, plus
rence in New York to talk distribustock options at below market value.
He worked for Korda from Nov. 1, tion deals for his British-made product in the United States. It's un1945, to July 1, 1946.
He starts for Selznick as' soon as derstood possible that Korda will
the present trial is concluded and have a release deal set before he returns to London.
will headquarter' irt London.
Chapces of a reciprocal arrange-

THIS ANTI-AGENT BILL

Broadway every

Cost of the fronts, because of

breach of contract. These damages
will be minimized to the amount

rangement

visit

much

chief iorjthe Selznick Releasing Organization may .reduce his damage

.

who

believed unlikely that producers and
distributors will try to cut cost corners in that direction.

ped labor and equipment

Lawrence-Korda

suit against Sir Alexander Korda by
more than $100,000. Lawrence is
suing Korda for $302,000, charging

Sacramento, June

Jas.

Hollywood, June

Although business in Broadway
may be easing off, costs of
the spectacular theatre fronts have
skyrocketed to a point where a
single front often costs as much as
25% of the entire gross racked up
by a picture's first run. Because of
the tremendous advertising impact
the signs have, however, much of
which hits the millions of tourists
filmeries

Billing—At Last
•'
.

"That's Life" set at Goldwyn's.
On its back was "Publicity."

Lawrence's Selznick

TAKES IN EVERYTHING

on the marquee."

to

.

.

to Nat Holt, Marty Rackin
and Teddy Totzlaff

that Lawrence receives from Selznick— providing, of course, that
Lawrence wins his suit and there are
any damages at all.
Lawrence is getting $1,500 a week
huddle, Petersen, who is recently from Selznick, which, in the apback from Germany, made clear proximately 16 months more his
three-year
pact with Korda was to
accelerate
Army's
plans
to
that the
the German film industry are defi- have run, will amount to $97,500.
Purpose of Lawrence is also to get from Selznitely going ahead.
interest in a new disnick
a
stock
bring
foreign
these plans is to
money (including U. S. dollars) into tributing corporation which DOS is
Germany in an effort to make that setting up to handle his foreign sales.
this stock is still undeterValue
of
country self-sustaining. Only way
mined, Lawrence said in court last
that could be done filmwise would
week, but it would also mitigate the
be by exporting German-made picKorda damages.
tures.

BATTLE FOR BILLING

1

GIVO.T

About George Glvot in "Riffrait," R.K.O.-Radio Pictures' latest
release, Brog in Vatiiett said: "SupGivot is
port is strong
.... George
good as police chief."

Film Industry

FAIRBANKS, MONTEZ

PRODUCING

GEORGE

Thanks

Joker in all the battling is that
American companies have received
absolutely no income from their pix
showing in Germany since the end
of the war and will continue to get
nothing after they take over themselves.
Film rentals pile up in
blocked marks. As a matter of fact,
It costs money to operate, since rawThe indication here is that Erich
stock must be sent from the U. S.
and salaries of American execs must Pommer has won his fight to build
Pommer,
up German production.
be paid in dollars.
However, the distribs prefer to one of those at the confab, has been
sun their own business, rather than striving to get the maximum drive
have the government do it for them. for German production, distribution
They are also looking to the future, and exhibition. The session .covered
when Germany may once again be every phase of the business.
Among the highlights:
In a position to pay off.
hoped that the economic
1. There
has been a misunderIt
is
amalgamation of the British and standing of what is national War
American zones will be simultane(Continued' on page 55)
ous with the MPEA's assumption of
control in Germany. Agreement is
all set now between the Association
and its British counterpart for a
complete and free interchange of
product between the two zones. The
Hollywood, June 24.
British and American companies will
maintain their own sales and acBilling for "The Exile" will have
counting forces, hut will provide to be decided by the L. A. federal
physical facilities for each other.
court.
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr.,
thinks he is entitled to top billing,
but Maria Montez thinks otherwise.
Actress declares her contract with
Universal-International contains a
proviso that "no name precede hers
Hollywood, June 24.
Merle Oberon is contemplating
producing her own films in Italy,

Times Sq. Spectaculars Frequently

prevent the snatching of $100,-

tem, it was said. As one MPEA exec
explained it: "It was like telling us
to go out and crack a rock and then
refusing to give us the tools to do
it."

market

Had

refused, until the recent battle

royal, to provide the office and vault
space and other physical equipment
needed to operate a distribution sys-

Plethora of space recently devoted by the New York dailies to
British films plus the string of nosegays which the critics have almost
invariably handed them in reviews have a number of major company
ad-pub chiefs at the boiling point. Result has been a series of squawking notes to the dailies claiming their approach has been on the
biased side,
Fan mags have also been pn the receiving end of more than one
complaint that they've gone overboard for Anglo pix and stars. Point
being stressed by peeving flacks is that attention paid to the British
imports far outweighs their actual proportion or weight in the U. S.

Germany

to Distrib in

James Allen
Harold Freedman
Laurence GoWe
Sylvia Hallow
Mark Hanna
Marcus Heiman
Rupert Hughes
John Hurley
Lester Lewis

Mary Pickford

Jose Iturbi

Frank

Margaret Johnson
Yves Montand
Al Parker

Ted Saucier

L.

Rosenberg

Bernard L. Schubert
Robert Walker

•
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JULY

HASTENS

1

Operating Partners in Par Theatres

OTHERS FORESEE
'46

Share in the Profits (on %) Since
Number

Paramount

of

of
year' in two instances. Group
uact-holders consist of Samuel Pi-

and M.

J.

(M&P);

Mullin

prexy of Minnesota
j. J. Friedl,
Amusement Co.; R. T. Barham of
-Intel-mountain circuit; and Frank
Rogers, B. B. Garner, M. C. Talley
ana Fred Kent of Paramount Enterprises (Fla.).

Both Pinanski and Mullin collect'46
ed bonuses of $144,102 each in
as part of their deal to manage the
42-house

New

England

theatres

circuit

controlled

Friedl's take came next,
for the year
ti) -$87,342

which

in

amounting
as added

Miami houses. Barham

Par Bidding For

'

Lean-Neame-AOen

D

of J official told Variety
is
"any situation in
operations of one or
theatres are thrown into the

pool, a

week,
which the
last

more

Call on $25,000,000

or more

When one

jointly operating with

ernment spokesman

defendant

is

an indie, Govsaid,
of J

D

feels there

is a pool if the houses
(Continued on page 20)

Paramount's negotiations for a call
on ready cash are currently being
pushed by Barney Balaban, company's prexy, with the First Nation-

Attacks Par

al Bank of Chicago and the Manufrom Minne- facturers Trust Co. of New York. Suit
Amusement, but took a cut to If the deal is closed, it's reported,
%% late in the.year. Amended pact the cfbmpany will have the option
was pushed through because illness on approximately $25,000,000 or
l»ad forced Friedl to be an absentee thereabouts, which it would be able
from July to October.
to use for theatre acquisitions from
Paramount's new bonus plan for
Rogers, Qarner and Talley have a partners and other steps dictated
ticket for 3^s% of the net exceeding by the anti-trust decree. Chi bank's 45 key execs faces the acid test in
(Continued on page 18)
officials are well known to Balaban, court as a result of a stockholder's
who hails from the Windy City, action filed yesterday (Tues.) in the

in excess of $150,000
fjta

Stock Bonus Plan

while

Rank Deal

Stresses All-English
Cast, Story, Locale
Hollywood, June 24.
Bing Crosby and J. Arthur Rank
reached their deal at Pebble Beach,
Galif., whereby Crosby goes to England next year to make one film.
Beat was initiated by Wesley Ruggles, now in England for the Rank
Organization, who will direct.
Crosby pie specifies It will have
an -all-English cast except himself;
with music by British composers,
and story and locale must be English.
clause also specifies Crosby

the

New York

institute

is

headed by Harvey D. Gibson, who's
also

a director of Par.
While Par has $31,000,000 in hard
money in the company's till and,
therefore, no Immediate need for
cash two factors are dictating an
early move for what's actually an

—

—

option on money at a later date,
Balaban's been motivated, it's said,
by desire to avoid "crisis" negotia-

(Continued on page 18)

RANK-BLUMBERG PARTY

START EAST NEXT WEEK

thirds stockholders' approval at last

week's

annual

meet, is
Schanfarber,

Leah

by

attacked
minority

stockholder, as being a waste of corporate assets.
Injunction to stay
Par's hand until the suit is fought
out in the courts is asked in the
complaint.
Complaint asserts that the plan
would enable participants to "trade

and

gamble"

Any

loss

in

in

company

trading,

suit

stocks.
declares,

would be footed by the company as
an uncollectible debt whereas profits

J. Arthur Rank, Britain's top pro- inure solely to the benefit of the ofhomeward trek from ficials holding stock in the EmInvestment
It's
Co.
the Coast next Tuesday (1) when he ployees'
pushes off for New Orleans, his first claimed, moreover, that the scheme
(Continued on' page 53)
stopoff. Nate Blumberg, Universale
prexy, accompanies him to N.O. and
thence to New York. Also in the
party will be Rank's wife and Jock
TIDIES
Lawrence, veepee of Rank's U.S. organization in charge of publicity, and
E-L
Mrs. Lawrence.
Washington, June 24.
In New Orleans, the Britisher, will
Hollywood, June 24.
The Motion Picture Assn. has
The Duke of Windsor is laying out address a conclave of southern ex- turned thumbs-down on a plan for
$30,000 of his own dough to refur- hibs at the invitation of E. V. Rich- an intensive study *Of theatre telebish his ranch near Calgary, Alberta, ards, one of Paramount's theatre vision. Survey was recommended by
so
it'll
look good in "Rainbow partners. Following that, he, Blum- Loren L. Ryder, Society of Motion
Ridge," all of which will be shot in berg and their party will reach New Picture Engineers prexy, and Paul
York July 14. Rank and his wife J. Larsen, of SMPE, several weeks
Canadian province.
Deal,
arranged by
Eagle-Lion are due to board the Queen Eliza- back. Idea was to get an all-indusprexy Robert R. Young, a friend of beth, July 17.
try survey of the possibilities of
Robert Benjamin, prexy of the large-screen video under way withthe Duke's, also -includes using the
U.S.
organization, planes to the
main ranch house for interiors.
out delay to be ready for this as a
Coast over the weekend for further future step.
huddles but won't accompany his
At that tune MPA Chief Eric Johnsuperior 'to New Orleans. Benjamin
Ginsberg in
Y. Until
ston refused to make a decision but
expects to sail for England some promised to put the matter up to
July 3 on Par H.0. Meets time in September. Lawrence will the presidents of member companies.
make one of his regular crossings in Poll has been taken and the memHenry
Ginsburg,
Paramount's August.
bership has split 50-50. As a result
studio chief, is in New York for
nothing will be done at present beroutine huddles on future product.
memcause a large segment of
Production topper, who was last
Firm
bership sees no immediate future
here seven months ago, planned Del Guidice
in theatre tele.
three trips east yearly but has cut
the frequency to
Years
Pix
in
2
10
two-per-year.
Ginsburg denied reports that an
London, June 18.
Col. Selig's Archives Pix
oversized production nut on
a num.
Filippo del Guidice, ex-chief of
ber of Par's future
Hollywood, June 24.
releases was
concerning the company. In this re- Two Cities Films; has named his
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
gard, he said that
Pilgrim
& Sciences has been presented with
''Welcome Stran- new production company
r
number
of records of the
(Crosby) had cost' $1,650,000. Pictures.
&?
Stock capitalization Is a large
Perils of Pauline"
was turned out $400,000, and financing will be done old Selig Co. by Col. William Selig,
80
one of the real pioneers of the in,^; °.<W0 while the "Emperor by Jack Keeling of London and
waltz"
Included were production
dustry.
hit $3,500,000.
«'The Unconquered," Cecil B. DeMille pro- Yorkshire Trust.
stills, publicity files, clips from early
auction, reached a high
of $4,000,000,
Del Guidice plans 10 films in next films, including the first negative
£ar s studio head said.
Last two hit two years but will put no stars un- made by Selig, scenes of the Chitna costlier strike
lens
period.
der long term contracts. Says Alex- cago stockyards in 1895 and
Gmsburg's 18-year-old son, David, ander Korda offered him four stages used for 'this shot.
is with
him, following colnpletion of at Sound City. He will also make
Gift also included clips of 50
nis semester
and
French
Biograph
at Stanford University. plx in Italy, where contractor Ageo Widescope,
They return west July
3.
Cidonio is building studios for him. sprocket film.

A

ducer, starts his

continue his broadcasts (waxed
shows) from England while filmmaking.

FOR

MPA THUMBS DOWN ON

RANCH

THEATRE-TELE SURVEY

SCREEN TEST

.

N

400G

To Make

™

Team)

MPA

levels rather than the higher April
receipts, general consensus is. Good

was
a

theatre operators felt that it
too early to tell whether
in revenues lies ahead.

still

climb

Weather conditions in the present

Go Separate Ways

season of outdoor sports is calling
the turn on biz more than any other
factor, it was noted. A rainy weekend means terrific turnouts for pix
while the fair-and-warm days have

London, June 24.
Team of David Lean and Ronald
Neame, most highly touted film- been b.o. crushers.
Balaban, later in the week, told
making partnership in the British
Variety that Par's theatres Were
industry, is definitely finished. Both
Lean and Neame will go their sepa- continuing to score up gains. He
stressed
the fact, however, that biz
rate ways so far as future producing
was still considerably behind the
is concerned, though they, as well
showing made last year during the
as Havelock Allen, third member of
comparative
period. Par's prexy bethe Cineguild combo, will remain in
lieves that the dip is now assuming
the J. Arthur Rank organization.
Lean-Neame duo scored in a num- the appearance of the hot-weather
(Continued
on page 18)
ber of pix, topper being "Great Expectations." Breakup is due to de.

sire of

chores

Neame

to

as

well

stint.

His

move

effort,

won

handle directorial
as the producing
away from Lean,

Formation of
who's always acted as director-proan investing company to deal in ducer, became certain when "Take
Par's stock, which handily won two- My Life," Neame's
first directorial
N. Y. federal court.

may

WINDSOR

One Thing Is Sure:

many

(Cineguild

Providing, he added, two
of the defendants were in-

bucket."
volved.

from Two Banks

trailed

with $35,198 from the 21-house Intermountain ehain.
Odd aspect of the Friedl deal is
that the theatre topper originally
held a contract for 10% of all profits

Crosby's

Prexy's Claim) But

(Per Par

Product Doesn't Compare Well with

Sam

part.

compensation for handling the 63
midwest flickerie3. Rogers, Garner,
Talley and Kent each took $49,899
as their slice of profits from the
12

May Not Be Rallying

Major companies pushed ahead
'46
Shayon Sells Pic Yarn last week, and this under forced
draft, to meet the decree-imposed
Sam Shayon, former general man- July 1 deadline on theatre pools but,
"f Whether the steep drop in the
ager of the Beverly Hills branch of
boxoffice take that hit the film inregardless of their success, a court
the William Morris agency, has
clash with the Government now
Laraine Day Back in Pic dustry in early May has reversed
turned film writer with the 'sale of
itself in rallying June revenues conseems a certainty. Conflicting inHollywood, June 24.
a story to Columbia films. Film,
tinues a doubtful quantity.
Questerpretations of the proviso which
patched
up
difLaraine
Day
has
written in collaboration with John
tion was posed by the announcesets next Tuesday as curtain-time
Eugene Hasty, former writer on the for the pools but gives the Big Five ferences with Sam Coslow and will ment of Paramount's prexy, Barney
For
start
work
in
"Champagne
Al Pearce show, is slated to be called two years to finish off partly-owned
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Price
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Threatens

Minnesota
'Jr.

Over

Age' Admissions

Minneapolis, June 24.
An admission-price war threatens
in the territory in consequence of
action by the Minnesota Amus. Co.

Probable fadeout of Cineguild was
reportedly furthered
by friction
over lensing of "Blanche Fury," (Paramount circuit) in
establishing
which Allen produced for the first new reduced "junior age" admissions
time without collaboration of his as- for youngsters between the ages
of
sociates.
It's claimed that pic took
12 and 17.
undue length of time and expendiNorth Central Allied has called
tures. Moreover, Allen used an out- independent exhibitors into conferside director, Marc Allegret, a de- ence to decide if they'll lower their
parture from Cineguild's usual way adult admission scales generally to
of doing things.
meet and exceed the slash, instead of
following the Minnesota Amus. Co.
lead, as RKO Theatres and some
individual independent theatre owners have already done.
The "junior age" admissions are
higher than children's and lower than
Philadelphia, June 24.
adults'.
Business has been much
Joan Crawford received $400,000 stimulated by the new scale, it's
last year from Warner Bros., while declared.
Bob Hope got $275,000 and Bing

JOAN CRAWFORD'S 400G
TOPS FILM SALARIES

Crosby $250,300 from Paramount, it
was disclosed Friday (20) in the annual reports of the Companies filed
here with the Securities & Exchange
Commission.
Hope, Qrosby and Ray Milland,
who received $234,166, topped the
Par payroll, replacing as toppers
Leo McCarey, Oliyia de Havilland
and Henry Ginsberg, who received
the three

highest salaries

in

1945.

McCarey, director of "Going My
Way," was paid $938,770 in 1945,
Salaries and commissions reported
to the SEC, however, are gross figures, before federal or state income
taxes, it was pointed out.
Other salaries included:
WB:
Harry M. Warner, president, $182,Jack L. Warner, vice-president,
$182,100; Hal Wallis, $150,000; Dennis Morgan, $216,000, and Michael
Curtiz, $258,600; Par: Henry Gins-

300;

berg,
Barney Balaban,
$219,500;
president, $159,000; Samuel Pinanski
and M. J. Mullin, $144,102 each as
share In profits; Adolph Zukor,
board chairman, $136,400; Y. Frank

Freeman,

$132,500.

Glennan Case Head
Cleveland, June 24.
Keith Glennan, former Parastudio exec and recently
with the Ansco division of General
Aniline & Film Corp., has been
named prexy of the Case Institute
of Technology.
He succeeds Dr. William E.
T.

mount

Wickenden,

retired.

SAM GRAFTON'S $25,000
STORY SALE TO SCHARY
Sam Grafton, New York Post syndicated columnist, has sold an option on an original story to RKO.
Deal, calling for $25,000, was made
with Dore Schary,
production
head.

RKO

Neither Grafton nor

RKO

would

disclose the nature of the yarn, except to say that it is "an unusual
modern story." Grafton admitted it
"might have some social significance."
Option calls for delivery by December, but Grafton said he has the

project well under

way and expects
Mark Hanna

to be finished shortly.
agented the sale.

20th-Fox Juggles Release

Of 2 Tyrone Power Films
Hollywood, June 24.
Tyrone Power's current starrer,
"Nightmare Alley," still before the
cameras, will be released ahead of
"Captain from Castile," filming of
which was completed weeks ago.
"Alley" is slated to hit the screen
in October, although the shooting
will not be finished until late in
August.
"Castile"
previously
was
announced as a roadshow release for
late November but the chances ar«
that it will be held up until after
the first of the year.
,
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Crossfire
RKO release of Dore Senary (Adrian
Stars Robert Young,
Scott) production.
Robert Mitchum, Robert Ryan; features
Gloria Grahame, Paul Kelly, Sam Levene.
Directed by Edward Dmytryk. Screenplay,
John Paxton, from novel ("The Brick Foxbole") by Richard Brooks; camera, J. Roy
Hunt, Russell A. Cully; asst. director, Nate
William B.
dialog
director,
T.evinson;
editor,
Watts; music, l\ Bakalelnikoff
Harrv Gerstad. Tradeshown N. Y., June
Running time, 86 MINS.
aO, 47.
Robert Young
FInlay...
Robert Mltchum
Kfeley
Robert Ryan
Montgomery
;

Grahame

.....Gloria

(Jinnv

Paul Kelly

The Man
Samuels

Mary

Sam Levene

.

Jacqueline White
Steve Brodie

Mitchell

Floyd

'.

Mitchell

George

I

Cooper

......Richard Benedict

Bill

Detective
Leroy.

»

Harry
White.......

Miss

'.

Richard Powers
William Phlpps
Lex Barker
Mario Dwyer

"Crossfire" is. a frank spotlight
Producer Dore
anti-Semitism.
Schary, in association with Adrian
Scott, has pulled no punches. There
is no skirting such relative fol-de-rol
as intermarriage or clubs that exclude Jews. Here is a hard-hitting
film whose whodunit aspects are
fundamentally incidental to the overall thesis of bigotry and race prejudice. It deserves to do well at the
boxoffice because of its message.
While the murder-mystery aspect is
an exciting overall pattern, the RKO
sales department must depend on the

on

more

serious thesis for b.o.

Some

keys may react in greater or smaller
degree at the wickets but it would
be to the demerit of ttie American
film public should "Crossfire" fail to
get b.o. support. If the recent hoopla
about British pictures commanding
attention because they're "different"
holds true, then here is one Hollywood entry .which is certainly unusual.

.
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The unusualness embraces a number of intra-trade factors beyond the
ken or concern of the average exhibitor and/or his customers. Yet
the press may well seize upon "Crossto the degree it will enhance
fire
the apparent -values.
There are three Roberts (Young,
Mitchum and Ryan) on the marquee,
performances.
capital
giving
all
Ydung is unusual as the detective
captain; Mitchum is the "right" sort
of cynical GIj and Ryan a commanding personality, in this instance the

the interminable narrative
that besetting sin of present-day picture makers— even though it's admirably spoken through clenched teeth

Some

will dislike the unnecessary
flashbacks and the actual repetition
of one incident. Many will squirm
at two operations performed on children, sparing the audience nothing,
and not a few will shudder at the
three principals strewing the stage
as corpses.
But in the final analysis it all boils
down to James Mason. He spells
boxoffice, and "Upturned Glass" will
sweep the b.o.'s of this country, and
probably those in America, just as
surely as "Seventh Veil" did.
Michael, a brilliant young surgeon,
falls in love with Emma, whose child
he has saved from total blindness.
The husband is abroad and her sheltered life is disturbed only by a jealous, widowed sister-in-law, Kate. But

is

emphasized

that,

even

"Frieda" (British) (Gen.) Good

Interesting

Girls

the

of

1924

told in

Paris"
of
Zola
story

Emile
(French).
adapted into okay film far art

doubled on direction. Michel Simon

Lowell

Black Gold" draws

"The Loves of .Joanna Godden" (British). Mild melo with
sheep raising farm background;

its title

Kentucky Derby. Film

is

second Al-

cliff

surgeon

flings himself

over Frieda

That's the skeleton of the story,
and most of it is related by Michael
to a class of students as the case history of an anonymous surgeon. There
is nothing
little- that

heroic about the tale and
is

moving.

One can

al-

Richard
Mrs. Dawson
Edith

Tony
Alan

.*

Merrick
Jim Merrick
Mrs. Freeman

ment must be avoided at all costs.
The end may leave some patrons

in"

too shattered to express an opinion,
but exhibs can. cash in on the angle
of Mason committing murder and
dying to revenge the woman he
loves.

The part has been tailored to fit
Mason, and he gives it complete credibility.
Rosamund John has never

,

The

pic opens with the fatal slugLevene's apartment, when his
hospitality is abused and Ryan kills
fest in

him. Director Edward Dmytryk has
drawn gripping portraitures. The
flashback technique is effective as it
shades and colors the sundry attitudes of the heavy, as seen or recalled by the rest of the cast. The
lensing effectively interprets the
vague, distprted recollections of a
hazy drunken evening as the detective attempts to reconstruct the
crime.
The bully compounds his
crime by killing one of his buddies
to further protect, himself.
Through it all, as Young, the dick,
puts the pattern together, are introduced sundry bits of frank dialog.
There is the adult-looking Levene,
discharged after Okinawa, but still
subject to Ryan's cracks about draftdodging, and Young recounts how
his own grandfather was berated as

an "Irish mick" and "priest-lover,"
and less than 100 years before was
himself a victim of prejudice. The
Tennessee kid, whom Ryan bulldozes
in the barracks as a "hillbilly," is
part of the same secret hate or derision by one American for another;
the prejudices, born of ignorance,
frequently are germinated by an unconscious fear of something he can't
comprehend.
Whatever the hate
philosophy, it's punched over in staccato style by John Paxton's screenplay and effectively linked to the
general action.
Abel.
,

The Upturned Glass
(BRITISH-MADE)
18.

General Film Distributors' release of Syd
ney Box production. Stars James Mason.

okay.
Production is good and dialog
adult, although a little of it may be
too much so for some audiences.
Cane.

Discovery

wife.

Eagle's

life

is

relatively

uncomplicated until oil is discovered
on His land. He becomes a millionaire, dreams of his horse running and
winning in the Derby, .a fact not accomplished until after his death.
'

Eliot

Throughout script points up tearjerker moments, and Phil Karlson's
Makeham direction dwells on such sequences

bit too long. Otherwise, he gives
measured movement to story unfoldGarry Marsh ment and handles the players for
solid effect. Running of the Derby
The thoughtful play, that scored a at finale is as exciting as a real race
fair success on the London stage has as
directed by Reeves "Breezy"
been turned into a'thoughtful pic- Easorr.
ture. "Frieda" poses the timely postThere is a light romance between
war question would you welcome a Elyse Knox, school teacher, and Kane
German girl into your home as wife Richmond. Raymond Hatton regisof your son whom she helped to es
ters as Eagle's friend and horse
cape from a prison camp? And that's trainer, as does Moroni Olsen as a
the best angle for exhibs to exploit, racing rival.
a method being widely adopted here.
Harry Neumann makes good use
Story begins in April, 1945, in the of his color camera in lensing outbombed shell of a Polish Protestant door settings. Tint process, while
church, when Robert, a British of entirely
satisfactory
on exterior
ficer, marries Frieda, a Catholic Gershots, still leaves more perfection to
man nurse who helped him escape. be desired of interiors. Jeffrey BerShe loves him, but Robert is merely nerd has given production sturdy
repaying a debt with a British pass- values that will pay off.
Brog,
port and a trip to his home in a small
English town.
Girls of Paris
Frieda gets a cool welcome. Rob
ert's mother tries to be nice but
(Au Bonheur Des Dames)
Frieda is not the daughter-in-law she
(FRENCH-MADE)
hoped for. His aunt expects Frieda
Mage Films release. Stars Michel Simon,
to be a* handicap to a political career. Albert Prejean, Blanchett* Brunoy; features
His young stepbrother, Tony, hates Suzy Prim, Jean Tissier. Directed by Andre Cayatte. Screenplay, Cayatte and Anall Germans on principle. Ortly person

Herriott

John Ruddock
D. A. Clarke-Smith

Beckwith

:

—

Shop

(DOCUMENTARY)
Boston, June

his.

Renee Gadd

hear Mason saying through Bailey
those tight-clenched jaws that senti- Granger

most

19.

Discovery Pictures,, Inc., release of Joseph
E. Levlne and James R. Irwin production.
Features Adm. Richard E. Byrd. Running
time, 80 MINS.

show any warmth is Robert's sister-in-law Judy, a war widow who
loves Robert. Being the sixth year
of the war, and the era of flying
bombs, there is natural hostility
among the townspeople. Peace comes,
and gradually Frieda is accepted
The shy foreigner is now at home,
and she accedes to Robert's request
that their marriage be ratified by the
Roman Catholic Church so that
Frieda can really be his wife.
On the eve of the ceremony,
brother Ricky arrives dressed as a
Polish soldier. She soon discovers
that beneath the uniform is a fanat
ical Nazi looking forward to the next
war. In the local pub his identity
is revealed by a British soldier whom
Ricky tortured in a camp. Denying
it in public he admits it in private
to Robert, and claims falsely that
Frieda knows and approves.
Realizing that Robert's faith in her
is shaken, Frieda attempts to drown
herself, but is rescued by Robert.
^now-buried Little America, its dif- Aunl is left
to confess she is wrong,
ficulties unloading the ships alongwith the explosive tag line, "You
side the ice barrier, its ordeal in setcannot treat human beings as though
ting up for the incredible gales and
they were less than human, without
temperatures of the south polar win- becoming
less than human yourself."
ter night. Narrative builds up to
Political
implications
constantly
Byrd's solitary five-month stay 150
intruding on this tragic love story,
miles from the expedition's base,
as they are doubtless intended to do,
from which He
Discovery," despite the patchy
quality of much of the film, stands
as a piece of high and authentic

—

adventure. This, coupled with the
current news value of Adm. Byrd's
recent south polar naval operation,
should make it plenty worthwhile
for the action market, especially if
properly coupled.
Actually reverts back to Byrd's
1933-1935 expedition that resulted in
Byrd's best sellers, "Discovery" arid
Alone," and has no connection
whatever with the recent Navy deal.
Begins with shots of the departure
of the Bear and the Ruppert from
Boston and, after a few shots of
Equatorial crossing gags on the ships,
gets right down to business with
scenes of terrific south Atlantic gales
and shots of the birth of icebergs as
colossal hunks of the Great Barrier
topple fantastically into the sea.
There follows the general narrative of the expedition's search for the

was rescued near
Rosamund John. -Pamela Kellino. Directed
by Lawrence Huntingdon. Screenplay, J. P. death by asphyxiation. Lighter moMonaghan and Pamela Kellino, from orig- ments are provided by antics of peninal story by J. P. Monaghan; camera, Reg- guins,
husky puppies, the expediinald Wyor.
At Odeon theatre. London,
June 17, "47.- Running time, 80 MINS.
—, tion's gows, etc,, jjutJhe maiR.theme
Michael Joyce.
James Mason is steadily scientific and businessEmma Wright
.1 .... Rosamund John
like with frequent thrill shots of
Kate Howard
Pamela Kellino everything from pjane crashes to
,,l
Ann Wright;.
Ann Stephens schools of killer whales thrashing
in
Clay
Morland Graham
Dr. Farrell
....Brefni O'Rourke a blow hole in the ice
Coroner
Henry Oscar
Adm. Byrd handles most of the
Miss Marsh
Jane Hylton narrative, and does it well. Camera
Lorry Driver
Howard Douglas naturally dwells on the admiral,
but
Girl Student
-.Sheila Huntingdon
he's photogenic enough to stand it
U. S. Driver
J. Monaghan
Mobile Policeman
..Maurice Dcnham Occasional scenes, such as those in
Junior Doctor
Cjril Chamberlain the winter quarters with the expedition's lieutenants deciding to make
Of the boxoffice merits of "The the rescue, seem staged and phoney,
Upturned Glass,'' there can be no. while the use of sound effects, as the
two opinions. It will rake in hand- dubbing-in of a male chorus a la
some profits for all concerned. But a Romberg operetta when the rescue
about the artistry of the film there crew takes off with flaming torches
will be much debate. Some will con- over the snow, offer a jarring the-

to

manager of the deand Jacqueline Gau-

.

Loves of Joanna Godden
(BRITISH-MADE)

.

..Mai Zetterling
Flora Robspn
Albert Lieven
Barbara Everest
Gladys Henson
Ray Jackson
.Patrick Holt
Milton Rosmer
Barry Letts

Nell

into the sea.

store,

as the old man's ill-fated daugh-

ter.

Sets are confined to the two stores
lied Artists production for Monogram and returns -should be good. but the department store's lavish inRacing scenes are exciting, the west- terior evidences a heavy budget, as
does the extremely large group of
extras. Camera work and lighting are
good, and the symphonic score fits
well into the picture s various moods.
English titles- are adequate but miss
much of the lusty dialog.
Stal.

*

atrical note.
the picture,

•-

a

assistant

from partment
tier,

the Indian-owned winner of the 1924

.

nosis, the

turns in a moving portrayal of the
old man, at times resembling the late

Raimu

lous

houses.

limited b.o. prospects.

Katherine DeMlIle
Elyse Kno2£
.Ducky Louie

'

Dan Toland
Buoky

b.o.

•

preaching.

London, June

story

Okay

Screenplay.

in both appearance and heavyhanded thesping. Albert Prejean as
Kane Richmond the young magnate, is flne and is
...Moroni Olsen teamed well with Blanchette Brunoy
Raymond Hatton as the niece. Suzy Prim has
a role
561.' Caldwell
Thurston Hall
tailored to her talents in the amorous
Senator Watkina
.Charles Trowbridge
.Darryl Hickman widow on the make for Prejean both
Schoolboy.
Commentary of the Kentucky Derby;
romantically and in business. Neat
Clem McCarthy
character parts are turned in by Jean
Commentary of the Tijuana Race:
Tissier, as the prissy and unscrupuJoe Hernandez
Stanley

"Shop

Karlson.

Sarah Eagle

"Black Gold" (color) (Mono).

Cinecolor.

Phil

Ruth Frnser
Davey

ploitation.

Kentuck Derby winner,

by

Agnes Christine Johnston; story, Caryl
Coleman; camera (Clnecolor), Harry Neumann; editor, Roy Livingston. Previewed
Hollywood, June lit,
t Pan Pad lie theatre,
17.
Running time, 89 SUNS.
Anthony Qulnn
Charley Eagle

interrupts a party celebrating the large store's opening to
tell off the .magnate and, returning
home through the streets, is run over
and killed by a horse. His niece unmindful of the tragedy meanwhile
accepts the store owner's offer of
marriage as the film ends.
Cast is unanimously excellent under the guiding hand of Cayatte, who

ern scertery is beautiful and there's a
But the authenticity of family interest in the story that
even when the photog- stands up despite a bit too much emraphy fails to maintain a professional phasis on pathos and soapboxing on
pace, is never open to doubt. Could tolerance.
The story of an Indian and his
have been more carefully edited-^horse, it's played for slowly developand the theatricals omitted entirely
but nobody is likely to figure he ing interest. Accounting principally
the audience tug is the standout
Emma was killed and murders Kate didn't get his money's worth of for
work
of Anthony Quinn as the InElie.
thrills,
her
manner,
throwing
in a similar
dian. Actor demonstrates that all he
from the window.
needs to pack a wallop is the proper
To dispose of the evidence of his
Frieda
role. He has it here and makes it
crime, Michael stuffs the body into
socko.
(BRITISH-MADE)
His fine work is strongly
his car and begins a drive on fogbacked by that of Katherine DeMille
London, June 20.
ridden highways. A stranded doctor
begs a lift on his way to a dying
General Film Distributors' release of as his educated wife, and Ducky
child and Michael, torn between the lulling Studios-Michael Balcon production. Louie as the orphaned Chinese boy
Mai
Zetterling,
Stars
Glynis
Johns,
Flora
whom
adopts.
he
escape instincts of a criminal and
Rbbson, David Farrar, Albert Lieven. DiThe Agnes Christine Johnston
those of a great surgeon, performs a rected by Basil Deardeb. Screenplay, Anmiraculous operation and saves the gus McPhail, Ronald Millar, from play by script, from an original story by
But the doctor has Ronald. Millar; camera, Gordon Dines; Caryl. .Coleman, is commendable inchild's life.
At Studio One, that there is not a single Indianstumbled on the other's secret and music, "John Greenwood.
London, June 10, '47. Running time, 98 uttered "ugh" in the dialog. Plot detells hiirt he is suffering from para- MINS.
picts Charley Eagle, uneducated rednoia. In fact, he tells Michael he is Robert
David Farrar
mad, and obsessed with this diag- Judy
Glynis Johns skin who loves nature, his horse and

without

thought

Directed

Britisher
of
postwar drama
marrying German; will need ex-

these days, Hollywood can turn out looked better nor played better, and
punchy modest-budgeters, "Cross- Pamela Kellino is the perfect shrew.
fire" hasn't been skimped upon, yet
Brefni O'Rorke, in last part before
it has movement, intrigue, tempo and'
his death, plays the other doctor very
purpose. Here's an excellent sample
well, and all the minor roles are
of a film that punches over a con-

temporaneous

Quiun; features Katherine DeElysc Knox, Ducky Louie, Kane
Jlllle,
Richmond, Moroni Olsen, Raymond Hatton.

"The Upturned Glass" (BritJames Mason in
ish) (Gen.).
Looks
medico drama.
stark
good b.o.

Emma

bigoted soldier-killer, whose sneers
and leers about Sam Levene and his
tribe are all too obvious. There are
good performances— Gloria
other
Grahame as a floozy who should get
much audience (and RKO studio) attention; George Cooper as the sensitive, artistic GI, and William Phipps
as the Tennessee hillbilly who is the
key in helping spring the trap on

Ryan.
Herein

Hollywood, June 21.
Monogram release of Allied Artists production, produced by Jeffrey Bernerd. Stars
Anthony

attention.

b.o.

1917

25,,

heart-sick,

(COLOR)

"Crossfire" (RKO). Provocative
whodunit against anti-Semitism
framework. Will get plenty of

by James Mason.

decides she cannot endanger
the child's future nor shirk her responsibilities to her husband, and she
and Michael agree to say goodbye.
Then with tragic suddenness Michael learns that Emma is dead, having fallen from a high window in her
country house. Suspicious or foul
jlay, his notions are confirmed at the
nquest, and he realizes that Kate has
killed her sister-in-law. He decided
to murder Kate, begins an affair with
her, eventually takes her to the
house and the very room where

Black Gold

Miniature Reviews

dre Legrand,

from story by Emile Zola.

At Studio 05, N. T., beginning June 21, '47.
Running time, 83 MINS.
Baudu
Michel Simon
Mouret
Denise
lime.- Desforgee
Bourdoncle
Melievadon

Albert Prejean
....Blanchette Brunoy

London, June

10.

General -Film Distributors' release of Ealing
Studios-Michael
Balcon
production.
Stars Google Withers, John McCallum. Jean
Kent. Directed by Charles Frend. Screenplay by H. E. Bates; adaptation by Angus
McPhail from novel "Joanna Godden," by
Sheila Kaye-Smith; camera, Douglas Slocombe; music, Vaughn Williams. At Odeon

London, June

theatre.

91

Running

'47,

9,

time,

MINS.

Joanna Godden
Ellen Godden
Arthur Alee

..GOogie Withers

Jean Kent
.John McCallum

Martin Trevor
Harry Trevor

Derek Bond

Henry Molllson
.....Chips Rafferty
Sonia Holm
Josephine Stuart
.Alec Faversham

Collard

Louise

Grace Wlckens
Peter Relf

,

Edward

Stuppen
Iaaac Turk

Rlgliy

Frederick Piper

,

Young Turk

Fred Bateman
Rarbara Leake
Ronald Simpson

Miss Luckhurst
Reverend Brett..

As a record of sheep farming in
a corner of England, in 1905, this
picture may have its points.
a story of a high-spirited,

But as
lovely

young woman who inherits a farm
and is expected to marry and let her
husband do the job, the picture falls
short of its intentions. So enamored
did producer and director become
with their location, that they were
determined to teach audiences all
they had learned about sheep breeding.

And

that doesn't ring a

merry

tune at the boxoffice.
Set against the background of the
in Kent, Joanna,
impetuous and self-willed is bequeathed one of the leading farms
on the Marsh. A codicil in her
father's will expresses the hope that
she
will
marry neighbor-farmer
Arthur Alee. Determined to defy the
conventions of the time, she outrages the countryside by running
the farm herself and by her experiments in cross-breeding and plough-

Bomney Marshes

-

,

ing. Stinting herself

and luxury, she
sister, Ellen, to a
school, from which the
returns an accomplished gold-

sends her young
finishing
girl

digger.

Joanna has a mild affair with Colman engaged to look after

lard, the

her

sheep,

before she

falls

for

a

local aristocrat,

Martin Trevor. The
banns are put up, but Martin is
drowned. Meanwhile Ellen has bewitched Arthur Alee, Joanna's "old
Pauline
Jean
faithful," marries him, and deserts
him for an old man with money.
(In French; English Titles)
Which paves the way for Joanna
"Shop Girls of Paris," although a and Arthur to fall into each other's
juicy morsel for the art houses, arms.
Too much attention appears to
doesn't have the stuff to be classed
with some of the screen classics that have been lavished on the atmohave been exported from French stu sphere of the English countryside,
dios. Interesting story, adapted from and too little on the story. Photogone of Emile Zola's lesser-known raphy too, isn't out-of-the-ordinary.
Googie Withers looks as attractive
novels, is played to the hilt in the
best tradition of French realism and as she has ever done, but her characthe cast is known enough to French terization .of the name part has a
soporific monotony. She rings the
film frequenters to constitute a marchanges on a couple of moods, and
quee lure.
Zola apparently wrote the tale to for the main part moons around
like a wounded heifer. Jean Kent
depict the tragedies faced by the lit
has outgrown the pigtail stage, and
tie guys under the survival-of-thefittest philosophy. In transferring the not all the magic of the
camera
theme to the screen, however, script- can make her credible as a schoolgirl.
ers Andre Cayatte and Andre Le
The men fare somewhat better,
grand seem to have been confused
over whether they were filming a although John McCallum Is given
tragedy or a comedy. Result is a little to lighten his dourness. Derek
strange mixture of both, with the Bond gives a natural and pleasant
lighter side predominant. Two cli- performance as Martin, and Chips
maxes, consequently, in which the Rafferty disappears far too early.
little guys are knocked off, come Minor characters are extremely well
with almost shocking surprise.
played.
Tale revolves around a department
Picture has little marquee value
store magnate in Paris who's out to here and must fight hard to win
make his store the largest in the audiences. In the U. S. it may find
Suzy Prim
Jean Tissier
....Juliette Faber
Jacqueline Gautler
Andre Reybaz

hinder it being poignant and moving.
The spark is missing. One reason
may be that Frieda's ordeal In rescuing Robert from prison camp is not
seen. A brief mention that she saved
him does not register sufficiently.
Pic is overladen with symbolism. It world, regardless of the fact that the
will need a campaign to sell it, and small neighboring competitors are
forced out of business. One of these
may rate a prestige pic for U. S.
To play the name part; Mai Zetter- is an old man_with a small dry
shop, who rallies the other in
ling (star of "Torment") was im- toods
ie entrepreneurs on the block to cut
ported from Sweden. No pin-up girl,
their prices to stay in the running
and with a liking for the Veronica His
orphaned
niece, a country lass,
Lake hair-do, she has a strong per- has come
to the big city and, since
sonality. There's no doubt shers a
the old man doesn't have a job for
fine actress, but she's given a limited
her, goes tb work in the large store.
opportunity to reveal her range.
After most of the other small shops
Best performantes
come from are liquidated, the magnate buys out
Flora Robson and Albert -Ltevin, the old man through a
ruse and
less handicapped by their parts than finally succeeds in opening
what
others in the competent cast.
mujst have been the forerunner of toC«>18.
day's Glmbel's or Macy's. Old man

a place in prestige theatres.
Schlne's

Albany Newsreel
Albany.

J.

Meyer Schine, head

theatrical

interests

of

of Schine
Gloversville,

confirmed that his company is contemplating a newsreel theatre in
Albany. Schine said the project has
been delayed because of the shortage of materials, but that it's possible the theatre may be undertaken in about three months.
Theatre would be in the Ten Eyck
hotel building, opening on Pearl
street. The Ten Eyck is owned by
the Schine interests.

AIR SQUEEZE FOR 6.0. WHEEZE
->

Loop Run System Takes Court

Chi's

Beating; Supreme Court Appeal Likely
Chicago, June 24.
upset the sweeping
n S circuit court decision which
Big
UDheid a decree straitjacketing

Attempt

to

this city will
Five sales practices in
to
nrobably be made ..via an appeal
Court. The rulthe U. S. Supreme
Park theatre
ing in the Jackson
the Balaban &
case which also hit
Circuit
Katz circuit, Warner Bros.
Management Corp. and Warner Bros.
Theatres, came down over the weekHomeoffice and local lawyers
'end
determine
to
it
are' studying
whether 'the way to the Supreme

Court

is

clear.

Loop run system which B&K conshould be enjoined the court
ruled, and the decree of Federal
Judge Michael Igoe, which profirst
hibits the chain from playing a
run for more than two weeks and
of one
a subsequent run in excess
week, without clearance, be enIn effect, decree also bans
forced.
1

trols

,

Appropriate Enough

<

B&K

GILLHAM'S FLORIDA

TOURIST BIZ PITCH
Bob Gillham, David O. Selznick'g
eastern pub-ad chief, was in Florida
over the weekend for huddles with
his partner on the future of a spring
they acquired last year. They are
planning a heavy application of
showmanship to attract tourist trade
to the water-hole, at so-much per
gander.

Among

the

will be
bottomed boats,

attractions

special lights, glass

shallow-diving equipment, a liberal
supply of unusual fish and sub-

M

Permits Exhib Groups To
Intervene in Trust Suit
Washington, June

24.

guestints, interviews and dramatizations of story properties.
Even the

affiliated.

Jumping heavily into the trend,
Paramount has lined up some 40
plugs for the month of June alone, and
studio air-grabber Marty Lewis has
his sights set on heavy tieups during
the summer.
Par's big guns, Bing
Crosby and Bob Hope are, of course,
perfect spots for tieups but they're
vacationing during the summer and
studio must look elsewhere. Before

court's ruling yesterday. Exhibs' en- program, William Bendix, will beat
try into the arena was assured by the drums for Par's "Calcutta."
postponement of hearings on their Studio's "Dear Ruth" got a buildup
applications for leave to intervene in Saturday (21) via the appearance of
the suit until the case is heard on the Joan Caulfield on "Truth or Consemerits. That's the opinion of Thur(Continued on page 18)
man Arnold, counsel for the American Theatres Assn., and other legalites who point to the impossibility of

intervention without discussing decree's effect on elhibs.
Hence the ATA, Confederacy of
Southern Assns. and Southern Cali
fornia Theatre Owners Assn. are
hailing yesterday's decision as a victory. Trio of exhib orgs will join in
a concentrated attack on competitive
selling features of the decree. Their
plea for intervention was previously
nixed by the statutory court and

arguing

(Continued on page 22)

With RKO's annual
tion

for

set

BANS 'OUTLAW,' 'CHASE'
After

24.

Despite cast illnesses and numerous delays, Dudley Nichols brought
"Mourning Becomes Electra" in for
RKO Monday (23) night six days

ahead of schedule and

way under

budget.

Top

was caused 'when
had to wait 16 days for
Michael Redgrave to wind a stint
with Fritz Lang. Shooting got under
Way March 24.
delay

Nichols

20th-Fox, s 2-Day Meet
Two-day

meeting

c-f

20th-Fox

managers and salesmen of the company's northeast division wound up
yesterday (Tuesday) at the homeoffice, with the sales force
setting
release and merchandising plans for
the remainder of 20th's
1947 program.

Huddles were led by general salesmanager Andy Smith, Jr., and assistant sales chief

William C. Gehring.
bpyros Skouras, 20th prexy, sat in,
along with most of the
sales and adPUb department heads.
Managers
and salesmen attended from
the Albany, Boston,
Buffalo, New Haven
and New York exchanges.
At the end of the meet, Smith
announced
the
appointment
of
wenti Norris, heretofore Washington branch
manager, to succeed the
we Sam Gross as Atlantic
district
manager. Gross, together
with mid'

converge on New York this week.
N. Peter Rathvon, company prexy,
arrives tomorrow (Thurs.).
Paul
Hollister, eastern studio rep, got in

Monday

(23).

studio

director, and
director.

publicity

ward Dmytryk,

division

.

Ed-

RKO

Hollywood, June

24.

Anne Triola borrowed by Triangle
from Lasky-MacEwen for a comic

from latter. Danny Kaye musicals role in "Sleep My Love."
.H. B.
have caught the censorial scissors
Warner drew a key role in "The
before.
.Turhan Bey
High Wall" at Metro
Censor is also bearing down roughwill warble for the first time on
ly on brutality and a number of cuts
the screen in Eagle-Lion's "Advenin films recently have been ordered
Three
Casanova."
tures
of
for this reason.
Stooges checked in in Columbia for
With "Duel in the Sun" still un- a two-reeler, "Heaven's Above," to
dated in Eire, a campaign against the
directed by Jules
and
produced
be
film has been opened by the Catholic
Ann Cornwall, star of
White.
newspaper Irish Catholic, which de- silent films, signed fox "Ever the Bemands exhibs and patrons should ginning," produced by United States
boycott the pic, although critics
Pictures for Warners release.
haven't seen it yet.
Edward Rebner, concert pianist,
sad.

.

.

.

.

.

After a general brief against
ism on the screen, cracking down on
both British and American product,
the article (second one on same subject) says: "Any Irish cinema which

its patrons 'Duel in the Sun' is,
camouflaged fashion, professing
belief in its patrons' dormant
potentialities towards sadism."
It's believed here there will be a

gives
in a
its

strong religious campaign against
picture should it pass censor and be
booked in Dublin. Opinion is that it
would gross high, but provide anticinema groups and religious press
with new heavy weapon against the
industry.

.

.

signed for a .musical role in "That's
VirLife," Danny Kaye starrer
gil Cay wood, former studio juicer,
draws his fourth heavy role in
.

"Roughshod"

at

RKO

.

.

.

.

.

New

elec-

system, costing $250,000, is
being installed in the Hal Roach'
studio to take care of heavy summer
Joan Blondell tossed
production
a party on the "Nightmare Alley"
set at 20th-Fox to celebrate completion of her role
. Guy Bates Post
doing a Shakespearean role in the
"Othello" sequence of "Imagination"
at Universal-International.
trical

.

.

.

.

Saving ($10flW,00(D Yearly
London, June

The Winnah
Pathe News editor Al Butterfield last week won the unique
distinction of being rated over
Franklin D. Roosevelt,

New

Yorker mag

Jr.,

staffer

and

E. J.

Kahn, Jr., as the outstanding
graduate in Harvard's class of
1937. Selection was made in a
Chicago Sun feature story penned by Adeline Fitzgerald.
Butterfleld,

who came

over to

Pathe from an editorial position
at Life mag in 1942, was cited
for his "phenomenal rise to
editorship" of the reel. He's
just passed his 31st birthday.
FDR, Jr., was ranked second in
the class, with Kahn in the show
position.

Anti-Trust Scare Even

Cuts Par-20th Pool In

Lima, Peru, Showcase
Anti-trust decree

throw

continuing to

is

pall over joint foreign
operation of major companies despite
the fact that it theoretically applies
only to the domestic situation. Feara

Retires

Hollywood, June

24.

techchief of

film

.

retires Sept. 1 as
20th-Fox laboratories, after spending
34 of his 65 years in studios.
Starting as a lab worker for D. W.

nician,

Griffith in

1913,

later

working for

ing... Ward Bond drew a key role
in "War Party," to be produced by
Argosy. .Cornell Pictures acquired
screen rights to "My Sister, Goodnight," a forthcoming novel by GorGrazia Narclso,
don McDonnell
.

'

.

.

,

38,

Navy, with 30 technical experts,
has been working for two years on
a scheme for the prefabrication of
pictures, so that all sets can be built
off
the lot and a corresponding
amount of floor space be saved in the
studio.
Current headache, known
to every director, of films being held
up during takes because of hammers dropping or sets being struck
will automatically disappear; production will be speeded up, and a
vast amount of time and labor saved.
Sets reduced in size and enlarged
by processing and other methods
will be manufactured on an assembly line and, on completion, wheeled
in one piece on to the set and

wheeled

off

again

when no

longer

required.
Thus the whole floor
space will be able to concentrate
on the business of acting and
photography instead of being largely
dedicated to constructional work.
This is the broad principle of the

strictly

RALLY TO UP

LAGGING UJA DRIVE

the Lots

a

move

in that direction,

he

said,

each company will set up its own
Delmar Daves leaves for Paris in committee.
UJA's national goal this year is
two weeks to scout locations for the
Warner production, "To -the Victor." $170,000,000.
..."The Dead Don't Dream" is the
final tag on Bill Boyd's Hopalong
Exec to Supervise
Cassidy oater, "Coward's Castle."...

U

Marjorie Woodward returns to the
screen to appear with Sterling Holloway in a*dog picture to be produced by Jerry Fairbanks. .Pat Buttram shifted from radio to a comic
role in the Gene Autry starrer, "The
.

Strawberry Roan," at Columbia...

Sam Jaffe signed for a scientist role
Agreement" at
in
"Gentleman's
20th-Fox. .Columbia shortened "The
.

Mating

of

McGonigle"

Millie

by

tossing McGonigle out... Allied Artists sent a camera crew to Portland,
Ore., to lens skating routines of
Bclita's revue for inclusion in the
picture, "The Hunted". .Next indie
.

by Harry Joe Brown and Randolph
Scott (or Columbia release will be
"Coroner Creek," starting Aug. 15
on location in Colorado with Ray
Enright directing.
Republic purchased the Faith Baldwin novel, "Miss X," and assigned
it to John H. Auer's production program. .Production of "Daisy Kenyon," co-starring Joan Crawford,
.

.

Mike Leshing

Mike Leshing, pioneer

aged

David Rawnsley,
ex-Denham and Merchant

SHOW

Burkett

S.

—

eted this year.
Art director

monopoly repercussions via
(Continued on page 18)
charges by the U. S. Government,
20th-Fox has withdrawn from a project to jointly operate a newly-conBIZ
structed showcase in Lima, Peru,
with Paramount. House is being
erected by local capital and the
In an effort to boost lagging colAmerican duo were slated to take
over on a long-term lease. Par now lections in the New York area, entertainment division of the United
plans to operate the theatre solo.
Jewish Appeal has slated a luncheon
Ankling by 20th is a repeat on a
rally at the Hotel Astor roof July 15.
similar stunt pulled by the comDecision was made at a meeting
pany several weeks back. Company Monday (23) in which it was disdropped plans for co-op formation closed that the N. Y. committee of
of a 16m distribution unit with Par
the show business division has colafter official announcement of the lected only a trifle over $500,000 of
proposal had been made.
the $2,100,000 goal so far.
In each instance, it was fear on
Disclosure was made by Matty
(Continued on page 18)
Fox, Universal's exec veepee, who
Barney Balaban Parapresided.
mount's prez and director of the entertainment division, appealed for a
speedup on New York collections. As

bought "The Henry Fonda and Dana Andrews,
Midnight Express," authored by will require eight sound stages on
Alfred Noyes, for independent film- the 20th-Fox lot. .Filming of the

James

24.

plans
secretly
Revolutionary
evolved by the Film Research Dept.
of the Rank Organization may result in a 25% cut in production costs
for
all
Rank pictures
about
$10,000,000 on the $40,00(r,000 budg-

ing

From

Briefs

Revolutionize Industry;

•

17.

turning

Jesse L. Lasky and Famous Players,
manager C. E. Pep- he became lab superintendent for
P'att, was killed
two weeks ago in William Fox Studios in 1922 and
an airliner
crash.
Gordon Contee continued in that post when the
..replaces Norris in
Washington.
company changed to 20th-Fox.
east

RKOers

July 7-10,

conven-

sales

Waldorf-Astoria,
are beginning to

.

6 Days Sooner

Hollywood, June

the

Studio party, headed by Dore
Schary, veepee in charge of production, reaches New York July 4. With
Schary will be Perry W. Lieber,

EIRE SCISSORS KAYE;
Dublin, June

RKO EXECUTIVES START
EAST FOR SALES CONV.

for Prefab Pix

By ERNEST BETTS

of star

U. S. Supreme Court has unlocked they blow, however, Crosby will inthe backdoor to exhib groups who tro songs from "Welcome Stranger"
are not parties to the Government and tomorrow night (18) has Hope
anti-trust suit and they'll be heard as his guest to plug "Road to Rio."
on the decree as a result of the high Another studio name with his own

highway about to be cut through is now sharply eyeing
From Brooklyn." Defialong the west coast of Florida. It's and "The Kid
have reportedly not been
about 70 miles from St. Petersburg. nite nixes
given to second pair, but he wants a
fairly extensive dance sequence cut

'Electro'

medium

through the

office

May

%%

Hollywood's film studios, are ro-

current disk jockey trend is being
exploited by the lots, with name
thesps sitting in to spin the platters
and make with the spiel which, by
a strange coincidence, always includes a plug for a current film or,
at the very least, the studio with
which the novice platter-turher is

Supreme Court Decision

Sets

24.

"Frontier Days" celebration, which will be tied in with
the 5ist anni of the first public
presentation of a motion picture.
Film will open at the Lincoln
and Paramount theatres in Cheyenne. Stars William Elliott and
Vera Ralston will 'attend, along
with Foy WiU' n g Bncl tne Riders
of the Purple Sage.
its 51st

New Rank Scheme

PULMOTOR
Hollywood, June

mancing radio more and more this
summer to hypo lagging' box-

thumbs down on
The Outlaw" and 'The Chase" the
tropical underwater life, and such
Dr. Richard Hayes,
fare. The spring is on a new major Eire Film Censor,
"Notorious"

Dud Nichols Brings In

AS

Hollywood, June 24.
Republic will hold its world
of "Wyoming" July 23 in
Cheyenne, sending along a studio troupe to help the city stage

preem

B&K

circuit.
double features in the
Usual length of time, after Loop
run, for a pic to obtain general release status is 10 weeks. Court specifically points out that through the
"Chicago system" of booking, defendants were able to choose the run
clearance, system of release, and
minimum admission prices in the
Chi area. It held that no Chi theatre could operate successfully without the pix released by defendants.
Duals a Gimmick?
While double features aren't ilhad used
legal, court said,
dualers for the purpose of preventing Jackson Park from obtaining
(Continued on page 21)

TOPS

RADIO

football

careers

Felix

of

(Doc)

Blanchard and Glenn Davis, West
tomorrow (Wed.) at
General Service with John W.
Rogers and Harry Joe Brown producing and Dudley Murphy direct-

Pointers, starts

Italian actress, signed for a mother ing... Johnny Indrisano is training
role in William C»gney's "Time of Mickey Rooney and five palookas
Your Life.". .Benedict Bogeftus will for puglistic sequences in "Killer
send his "Lulu Belle" company, McCoy" at Metro". .Warners asby Dorothy Lamour, to New Or- signed James V. Kern to direct "Barleans for three weeks of location bary Host," a tale of vaudeville
(Continued on page 22> » d « a
shooting, starting Aug. 4.
.

.

Reissue Rights Deals
Bulk deal, which leases reissue
rights of almost all features released
by Universal between the 1933-34
and 1942-43 seasons for a 10-year
period, has been signed with HarrisBroder Pictures Corp.

U

takes a

sum in excess of $3,000,000 and a cut
in the proceeds Of distribution from
will still
Indicating that
H-B.
retain some control over distrib
policies on the oldies, pact calls for
naming of Budd Rogers, member of
U's board, of directors, as H-B's veepee in charge of sales.
Rogers, it was stressed, will have
Beauthority over sales policies.
sides his board seat, he's been acting as eastern rep for Walter Wanger

U

and producer Buddy Rogers. (Somewhat similar deal had been in the
works between U and George J.
Schaefer

but

fell

through

several

months ago.)
Lease may be extended to the
1943-44 through 1945-46 seasons, providing certain conditions are met.
Distribution rights to th« reissues
cover continental U. 8., Alaska and
the Hawaiian Islands. Some of the
pix are to be grooved through PRC
exchanges while others will probably be farmed out to other franchise holders, with H-B currently
considering a number of them.
Reissue company is headed by
Paul Broder, of Detroit.
Joseph
Harris, is board chairman; Norman
Eisenstein, exec veepee; and Rogers,

Jack Broder and Jacques Grinieff,
•veepeeg.

.

»,« M
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The

Entire Industry Is Talking

About These Great. Current And Coming Hits From

CENTURY-FOX

'BOB, SON OF BATTLE'

in Technicolor

WHO'S KISSING HER NOW'
"FOREVER AMBER'

• "KISS OF DEATH' • 'MOTHER

in Technicolor

in Technicolor

• "FOXES OF

WORE

TIGHTS'

In Technicolor

•1

WONDER

HARROW' • "NIGHTMARE ALLEY' • "DAISY KENYON'

• "CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE'

in Technicolor

• "GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT'

—

'

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, June 25, 194?

WASH.

Hot Chi Pace

'Noon -Arnaz Sets

IN

DOLDRUMS;

'GRASS'

With $63,000, 'Odd Man' Lusty 20G,
'Cheyenne' 20G, 'Possessed' Hefty 35G

TOPS AT 18G

.Washington, *June .24,
Town continues in- the doldrums.
House managers look to really hot
weather and better product to rescue them before the grosses fall
sizzler
right out from under.
would send customers into the the-

A

Few Newcomers,

Spotty Weather Hit

B'way;'Expectations' Boff $120,<KK), 5th;

'Ruth'-Como 95G, 2d; 'Miracle' 94G, 3d

to cool off, theatremen feel.
Dearth of new pictures opening on
"Sea of Grass" tops town.
Broadway during the last week,
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3.434: 44-80)— coupled with a confusing combina"Affairs of Bel Ami" (UA) plus tion of rain and sunny weather, was
vaude.
Thin $18,000. Last week reflected in the week's grosses at the

atres

Chicago, June 24.
"Blaze of Noon" and stage show
&
headed by Desi Arnaz at Balaban
is easily
Katz flagship house,. Chicago,
$63,000 for
estimated
ton grosser With
bills
new
other
Four
week.
tost
f «

-

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$621,500
(cBased on 18 meatres)
Last Year
$651,000
(Based on 16 theatres)

1

Garrick
fclude "Odd Man Out" at
"Possessed" at
lusty.
biz
State-Lake is headed for hefty
Out
fnd twin bill at Palace. "Time
and "Vigilantes Return,'

&hich looks

$ m$'

at

week

"Jolson Story" in last

2bth,

,

rock bottom. Oldie,
"Great Waltz," in second frame at
World Playhouse, is raising eyebrows with very fancy com for the
at-

ApoUo

is

at

small seater.
Estimates for This

H0.'s Pace

Week

Apollo (B&K> (1,200; 95)— "Jolson
Storv" (Col) (26th wk). Final week
with $10,000.
it bottom of scale
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 95)— "Blaze
Arnaz
of Noon" (Par) with Desi
Tops weeks
heading stage bill.
Last week,
$63,000.
parade with great
^Framed" (Col) (2d wk), with Billy
De Wolfe on boards, $55,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)—"Odd
Man Out" (U). Looks to lusty $20,Last week. "Calcutta" (Par)
000
<5tiv

\vt) (m.o.) after

two weeks

Chicago, $10,000.

Graaa

(RKO)

at

95)—"Egg

(1,500;

I" (U) (4th wk>. Fading to
$17,000. Last week. $22,000.
Orient*! (Essaness) (3,400;

and

about

95)—

''Copacabana'* (UA) (2d wk) with
stage show. So-so $30,000. Last week,

sturdy $45,000.
Palace (RKO)

Out of Mind"
Return."

(2.50ft;

(TJ>

and

Fair

(U).

95)—"Time
"Vigilantes

Last

$22,000.

"Honeymoon" (RKO) and
(RKO),
Tracy's Dilemma"

week,
"Dick
$21,000.

65-95)—
Rialto
(Indie)
(1,700;
"Dillinger" (Mono) and "Violence"
(Mono) (4th wk) (m.o.X Spent first
two weeks at Oriental, this week
should do fine $12,000. Last week,

Pitt;

'Cheyenne' ffl/fi
Pittsburgh, June 24.
Holdovers doing most of the business this week, with "Miracle On

continuing to sock trade
at Harris and "Duel In Sun" grabbing nice second stanza gross for itself at Penn. New entries just so-so,
best of them being "Cheyenne" at
34th

St."

Nothing much for either
"Homestretch" at Fulton or "PerMarriage" at Warner while reissue of "Alexander's Ragtime Band,"
at Senator with "Back Lash," falling
away sharply after a good start.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—
"Homestretch" (20th). Got thorough
drubbing from crix and will be
lucky at $6,500, n.s.h. here.
Last
week, second of "Boomerang" (20th),
about the same.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
Miracle 34th St." (20th) (2d wk).
Holding up smartly and will do sock
$14,000, which will merit at least a
few extra days into third stanza.
Last week "Miracle" got booming
Stanley.

fect

$17,000.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 90-$1.25)
Roosevelt
(B&K) (1,500; 95)— —"Duel" (SRO). Hasn't been up to
"Cheyenne" (WB) indicates very expectations, but gross can't be
sneezed at either. Will do around
neat opening frame with $20,000. Last
on the windup and may go to
$25,000
week, "Carrolls" (WB) (4th wk),
the Ritz for a h.o. Last week "Duel"
$10,500 for last five days.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95)— soared above $43,000.
Ritz (Loew's) (800; 40-70)—
"Possessed" (WB). Skedded for hefty
"Yearling" (m.o.) (2d wk). Going
take of $35,000. Last week, "Duel in
Sun" (SRO) (5th. wk), $42,000 at into fourth week downtown, second
here following fortnight at Penn,
special prices of $1-$1.50.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)— and still going very well. Close to
"George Apley"" (20th) (2d wk). $3,000 on the finish, on top of $3,500
last week.
Dignified $15,000. Last week. $20,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 95)—
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" (20th)
"Miracle on 34th St." (20th) (2dwk).
Strong at, $22,000. Last week, $25,000. (reissue) and "Back Lash" (20th).
World (Playhouse) (Indie) (587; Big musical re-release started off
75)— "Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) very well at this spot but isn't holding up and won't get more than
(2d wk). Fancy $6,000. Last week,
$3,000.
That's almost exactly what
$7,000.
"Undercover Maisie" (M-G) and
"Little Mr. Jim" (M-G) did last
week.

$17,000.

.

loss Rose' Tops
Detroit, Solid
,

Detroit,

22G

June

24.

Moss Rose" at the Fox is the only
new film in downtown Detroit this
week and consequently is taking top
business. Most at the other houses
are showing holdovers or reissues.

Stanley (WB)

40-70)

(3,800;

"Cheyenne" (WB). Deluxe western
just ambling along to an average
take, which means around $13,500,
with an outside chance of going a
above that. Last week Al Jol
son reissue, "Go Into Your Dance"
(WB), and "Sing Me A Love Song"
bit

(WB)

(reissue)-

were

in the

dumps

at just under $10,000.

Warner

"Perfect

(WB)

Marriage"

(2,000;

40-70)—
Only
one and

(Par);

ordinary interest in this
$7,500 looks like the ticket; fair-tomiddling. Last week. "Tarzan and

Estimates for This Week
Huntress" (RKO) under par for the
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)— Weissmuller epics at $8,000; they
'The Yearling" (M-G) (5th wk). usually do much better.
t0
* 9,000, Last week okay
"

$io ooO

'

Broad way-Capitol (United Detroit)
70-95)—"Calcutta" (Par) and
Big Town" (3d wk). Slick $14,000.

(£309;

Last week, solid $20,000.

Downtown (Balaban)

(2,683; $1.50-

$1)— "Best Years" (RKO)

(12th wk).
Tepid $8,000. Last week, nice $9,000.

Cinema

(Marten)

(250;

'Brunette' a Fave In

Omaha at $14,300
Omaha, June 24.
Bob Hope brought business back
to the Paramount with a rush in "My

60-90)— Favorite Brunette."

Fantasia" (Indie) (4th wk). Accept$1,20 °'
LaSt Week> pleasing

"Buck Privates Come Home" (U),

18 first-run houses.

Street dropped

with vaude. so-so $21,000.
Colombia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—
"Last of the Mohicans" (20th) (reLast
issue).
Satisfactory
$9,000.
week, okay $8,000.
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"Dear

almost $10,000, dipping from a mild
$631,000 last week to a disappointing $621,500, Strength demonstrated
by some of the holdovers, however,
proved anew that the slump is still
spotty and that the good pictures
Ruth" (Par). Average $18,000 de- will still rake in good grosses.
spite plugs from drama desks. Last
"Great Expectations"
(Rank)

week, "Cheyenne" (WB), fair $17,000.
Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 44-85)—
"Ivan the Terrible". (Indie), $3,000.
Last week, "Rembrandt" (UA) (reissue).
Holds $2,700.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
"The Web"
(U-D—Okay $14,000.
Last week, "Honeymoon" (RKO),

wk), fine

run.
Holds.

$19,000.

(Loew's)

Capitol

week,

Last

(4,820;

70-$1.50)

wk). Failed to perk above disappointing $41,000 for final session
ending today (Wednesday), after
last week's offish $43,000.
"Fiesta"
(M-G), plus Lena Horne, Georg*
Paxton orch on stage, opens tomorrow (Thursday).
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700; 60-$1.25)
—"Ivy" (U) opens today (Wednesday).
Last week, third and final
final

Globe (Brandt)

"Bel

(1,500:

(U),

off to
$21,000

fair

70-$1.2O)—

Ami" (UA)

(2d wk). Slumping to ultra-low $11,000 after very
thin $15,500 opening session.
Closing after Friday (27) to make room
for "Ramrod" (Ent).
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—
"Drums Along Mohawk" (20th) and
"Swanee River" (20th) (reissues).

Also way down with dull $8,500 in
prospect for second and final week,
after offish $10,500 for the opener.
"Corsican Bros." (PRC) and "South

stage layout, drew a very good $95,- of Pago-Pago" (PRC) (reissues) tee
000 for its second frame at Para- off Friday (27).
Bollywood (WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10)
mount.. "Duel in Sun" continues to
WfB)
(4th
wk).
show strength in second week of its —"Possessed"
pop run at Victoria with steady Fourth round holding well at $23,$22,000, and "Miracle on 34th Street," 000, up slightly over last week's
mild $22,000. Continues.
word-of
-mouth,
still
getting
strong
23G, Balto finished its third week at Roxy, toto
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—
Baltimore, June 24.
gether with stage show, with robust "Woman on Beach" (RKO) (3d wk).
Down in the dumps to disappointing
Continued coolish weather is help- $94,000.
ing the downtown sector, with extraOf last week's two new entries, $15,500 and closes after Friday (27)
good action reported by the combo "New Orleans" is faring okay at night. Previous stanza, only slightly
Hippodrome for p.a. of Vaughn Mon- Winter Garden with $39,000. "Lady better at $16,500. "Hiff-Raff" (RKO)
portion
of Surrenders," another Britisher, re- opens Saturday (28)
roe orch in to.bolster film
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50)
"Millie's Daughter." In good position turned the Park Avenue to its regu(Par) with Perry
is "Miracle on 34th Street," moving lar run policy on the wrong foot, —"Dear Ruth"
into a solid second sesh at the New. eking out very thin $6,000 on its first Como, Lloyd Shaffer orch, Larry
lap.
"Possessed" continues well at Storch, others on stage (3d wk).
Estimates for This Week
Benefiting
from strong word-ofCentury (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 90- the Hollywood with a fourth week mouth and should do very
good
$1.25)— "Duel in Sun" (Selznick) (3d estimate of $23,000. "Happened on $95,000 for round ending
last (Tueswk). Holding well at $19,000 after Fifth Avenue" continues mild at day) night.
Previous week saw
two big previous rounds swelled by Rivoli with second week take of strong $102,000. Continues.
upped prices at $38,800 and $29,400, $17,000.
P»rk Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)
Situation should perk considerably
respectively.
Lady Surrenders" (U) (2d wk).
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240; next week, with nine of the houses Second
frame
starts
tomorrow
newcomers. "Fiesta" re25-70)— "Millie's Daughter"
(Col) getting
places "High Barbaree" at the Cap- (Thursday) after very thin $6,000
plus Vaughn Monroe Qrch on stage.
for first round ending tonight. ConLeaning on stage portion for big itol and "Ivy" opens to.day (Wednes- tinues on non-roadshow policy
at
day) at Criterion, succeeding "The
$23,200 possibility. Last week, "Michregular
admission
scale.
igan Kid" (U), plus vaude headed by Web," "Ramrod" tees off Saturday
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke(28) at Globe, with a dual reissue
Jerry Colonna, all right at $14,600.
(4th

'Millie'

$18,000.

Needs Monroe

Orch

Nab

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20- comprising "Corsican Brothers" and
60) "Blaze of Noon" (Par). Opens "South of Pago-Pago" opening day
earlier at Gotham. "Riff-Raff" comes
today. (Tues.) after two weeks of
Palace
Saturday,
following
"Calcutta" (Par) to $17,800 and $13,- into

—

700.

May fair

25-55)—
(Hicks)
(980;
My Man'! (Rep). Solid $8,Last week, fourth of "Ramrod"
(UA), held nicely at $5,200.

"That's
000.

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
"Miracle on 34th Street" (20th) (2d
wk). Maintaining bullish pace at
$14,000 after fine

getaway

to $18,800.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)-<-"Go
Into Your Dance" (WB) (reissue).
Surprisingly pleasant $12,000 possibility. Last week, "It Happened on
5th Ave." (Mono), fair $11,400.

"Woman on Beach."
"Expectations" makes way at the
Hall
tomorrow
(Thursday)
for
"Ghost and Mrs. Muir" and "Dark
Delusion" opens week's run today at
Rialto.

Second

"Calcutta"

Broadway run

follows

"Lost

of

fellers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Great

Ex-

pectations" (U) and stageshow (5fh
wk). Held up above all hopes to
highly satisfying $120,000 for
final session ending tonight (Wednesday), after strong $122,000 last week.
pull

Ghost and Mrs. Muir" (20th) with
stageshow opens tomorrow

new

(Thursday).

Bialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)— "Dark

Honey- Delusion"

moon" into State tomorrow and "Unfaithful" opens Friday at Strand.
Estimates for This Week

(M-G).
Opens today
Last week, "Brother Talks
(M-G), okay $6,500, after
for "Scared to Death*

(Wed).

to Horses"
fair $7,000

(SG), in the

week

ahead.

Astor (Citv Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092;
25)—
(RKO) (31st wk). Happened on Fifth 60-$l
Avenue"
Continuing well at $22,000 or near, (Mono) (3d wk). On second
week
slightly up over last week's heat- ended yesterday (Tuesday),
rhould
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 25-65)— ridden $21,000. Holds until "Walter do moderate $17,000 after disappoint"Jolson Story" (Col). Brave notiqn Mitty" comes in sometime in August. ing $18,000 for first frame.
Continues
complete
after
downtown
repeat,
70-$1.50)—
of
Broadway (UA) (1,895;
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)—
tour of nabe circuits, n.s.g. at $10f
"Henry V" (UA) (3d wk). Slipping "Miracle 34th Street" (20th)
with
000.
Last week, "The Adventuress' slightly to about $16,500 at pop scal° ferry Lester. Salici Puppets,
Jan
run, but still good after long pre- August. Art Lund on
(E-L), mild $8,500.
stage (4th
wk). Third round winding up last
(Tuesday) night should hit robust
$94,000 after great $101,000 for previous round. Holds one more week,
with "Moss Rose" (20th) following.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
Lost Honeymoon" (E-L) plus Bert
headlillin'g stageshow. Mild•.u *o,
lsh
$21,000 after previous week's fair
$23,800 for "Yearling" (M-G) (2d
run) plus Smith & Dale, Don CumPhiladelphia, June 24.
to mild $15,500. Opener last week,
mings topping stage layout. "CalEarle winds up its vaude activities fair $21,500.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)—"Hit cutta" (Par) (2d run), with Duke
for the summer this sesh, snaring Parade of 1947" (Rep) with Louis Art & Jr., Fred & , Elaine Barry
neaom? stage bill, opens tomorrow
best gross along Philly's Film Row, Jordan orch. Looks like nice $30,000.
(Thursday).
with combo of "Hit Parade of 1947" Last week, "Devil Thumbs Ride"
tr *nd
(VfB) (2.756: 75-$1.50)—
.,J
and Louis Jordan on stage. Begin- (RKO) and variety stage show head- "Cheyenne"
(WB) and Ted Ljwis
ed by. Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin,
ning Friday (27) the vaudfilmer goes
orch heading stageshow (3d v/k)
fair
$18,500.
on a straight film policy with "New
Down to about $35,000 for final
Fox
(20th)
B0-$1.25)—
(2,250;
"Duel
Orleans." Biz moderate, however, in
frame ending tomorrow (Thursday)
in Sun" (SRO) (4th wk). Showing
Man
midtown for opening of "Odd
after not so good $39,000 fof second
Out" and "Blaze of Noon." Ditto- for surprising strength with $19,000. Last week.
"Unfaithful"
(WB).
plus
week, potent $24,000.

—"Best Years"

Holdovers Flood Fairish Philly;

Odd Man OK 15G, Parade -Vaude 30G

.

;

"The Fabulous

Dorseys," coupled with "Little Mr.
Jim" at the Orpheum, had a bad
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866; start. "Framed," at the Brandeis, is
50-60)— "Blaze of Noon" (Par) and
so-so, and "Carnival in Costa Rica" holdovers.
It. Happened on
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300: 50-94)
5th- Ave." (Mono).
Estimates for This Week
Average $2,100 in 3 days. Last week, is not drawing too well at the
—"High Barbaree" (M-G) (3d wk)
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)— "Odd Dipping to $14,000. Last week, good
Imperfect Lady" (Par) and "The Omaha.
Chase (UA), fair $2,000 in 3 days,
Man Out" (U). Oke $15,000 plus $2,- $18,000.
:
Estimates for the Week
Karlton (Goldman) -(1,000; 50-94)
800 for Sabbath pic show from Earle.
ichiffan (United Detroit) (4,039;
on „
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16- Last week, "Guilt of Janet Ames" —"Yearling" (M-G) (5th wk). Still
"Cheyenne"
(WB) and
carrying punch at $13,000. Last week,
That s My Gal" (Repl (2d wk) 65)— "My Favorite Brunette" (Par). (Col) blah $7,500 for second sesh.
Swell $14,300. Last week, "HomeArcadia (Sablosky) (700; 90-$1.80) bright $14,000.
gwift $19,000.
Last week, smash stretch"
(20th), $10,000.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)—
—"Best Years" (RKO) (12th wk).
903,000,
"Calcutta" (Par) (2d run).
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
Branded (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)
Fair $8,000. Last week. same.
So-so
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Great $6,500. Last week, "Farmer's Daugh
'Moss Rose" (20th) and "Brasher 'Framed" (Col) and "Little Miss
Doubloon"
Lively $9,000 Expectations" (U) (2d wk). Slipping ter" (RKO), n.s.h. $6,000 for second
(Col).
(20th).
Solid
$22,000 Broadway"
Last week, "Smash-Up" (U) and Last week. "Sea Hawk" (WB) and
run.
Mastbaum
(WB)
50-94)
(4,360;
"Sea
Wolf
(WB)
(reissues),
$8,300,
Twilight " (Col)
neat
'$30 000
"Cheyenne" (WB) (2d wk). Pale
solid.
Grosses
$16,500. Last week okay $25,500 plus
,ms - stat « (United Detroit) (2,
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)—
o,?*
Film gross estimates, as re976;
$3,000 for added Sunday showing at
70-95)—"Kit Carson" (PRC) "Carnival in Costa Rica" (20th) and
Earle.
ported herewith from the variue) (an d "Last of the Mohicans" "The Big Fix" (PRC). Fair $8,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)—"CoJfRC) (reissue). Surprising $17,000 Last week, "Duel in Sun" (SRO) at
ous key cities, are net, I.e., withpacabana" (UA) (2d wk). Also doLast
week, "The Trouble With 74-$1.20, $17,000, very smash.
Distributors
out the 20% tax.
ing
a dip, with $17,000 for this trip
Women" (Par) and "Shoot to Kill"
Orpheum .Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
share on net take, -when playing
Last week, okay $23,500.
(Screen Guild), loud $18,000.
"Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) and
percentage, hence the estimated
Stanton
(WB) (1,465; 50-94)..united Artists (United Detroit) "Little Mr. Jim" (M-G). Healthy
figures are net Income.
"Blaze of Noon" (Par). Fair $12,000.
1.941; 70-95)—"Great Expectations'
$12,000 despite bad start. Last week,
admission
parenthetic
The
Last week. "Sea Hawk" (WB) and
Ul and "Sarge Goes to College" at 20-85. "Swell Guy" (U) and Desi
prices, however, as indicated, in(Mono) (2d wk), lofty $16,000. Last Arnaz
"Sea Wolf' (WB) (reissues) garnered
terrific
show,
stagehand
clude the U.S. amusement tax.
neat $8,500 tor holdover sesh.
week.-stout $21,000.
$25,000.
$1 500

—

~

.

.

—

Are Net

'

^

—

roadshow

vious

okay

—"High Barbaree" (M-G) with Guy
Lombardo heading stage show (3d-

showed an amazing amount of stay- session of "The Web"
ing power at the Music Hall, chalk- moderate $19,500, after
ing up hefty $120,000, or a hefty for the second round.

$640,000 for the five-week run, topping anything done by a U. S. film
since the Christmas holidays. Figure
is considered especially outstanding
in view of the lack of any names in
$14,000.
the cast and the fact that it's the first
Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-70) Britisher to play the Hall since 1939.
—"Smash-Up" (U) (2d wk). Fell to It demonstrates adequately the way
$8,000 after solid $13,000 for first British pix have caught on in the
week.
metropolitan centre's.
Palaee (Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)—
Also up among the -heavy coin"Sea of Grass" (M-G). Comfortable pullers is "Dear Ruth," which com$19,000. Last week, "Duel in Sun" bined with a Perry Como-headlined

(SRO)

11

.

Vaughn Mpnroe

orch,

Frank Fon-

Beryl Davis on stage, opens

taine,

Friday

(27).

Victoria

(Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)
in Sun" (SRO)
(2d wk).
Continues at strong $22,000 for sec-

—"Duel

ond frame of first pop run on Broadway, after equal opening" stanza.
Holds Indefinitely,
Winter Garden (UA) (1.312; 60$1.20)—"New
Orleans" (UA) (2d
wk). First stanza closing tonight
(Wed.) should get about $39,000, fair
Continues. Last week, seventh and
final frame of "Carnegie Hall" (UA),

down

to $16,000.

•

T

'

Rep Films "Pony" Birth
Hollywood, June 24.
Republic camera crew, headed by
Tony Gaudio, filmed the birth of It
colt, after 15 days of waiting, on
the company ranch at Agoura.
Four-legged moppet went to work
immediately as title roler in "Tht
Red Pony."

M
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Day-Dater

'Duel'

Whammo 24G

'Egg'

Wow 41G in Mpk,

2

In

Spots at Prov.

Providence, June

'Stairway Disappointing at $8,500

Schools Out n LA. Theatres Are

In;

24.

Summery weather weekend
first

iS

for

'Miracle Fast $53,500 in 4 Houses,

time in weeks cut in but "The
I," playing dual houses,

Egg and
Minneapolis, June 24.
with "Duel in the Sun" at two
and "Stairway to
loop h ouses

Heiven" and "The Homestretch" at
film lineup packs
others,, current
By
of boxoffice dynamite
theaI rtue of playing the pair of time
day-and-date, the first
tre
here, and at
this has ever occurred
promises
"Duel"
advanced admission.
biggest gross ever drawn
to cop the
week lobv any picture in a single
Newly established reduced
cally
Junior age" admissions for youngbrought an imsters 12 to 17 have
mediate heavy response, stimulating
Holdovers are at
crosses no little.
confined to two
I minimum, being
natures "The Outlaw m its ninth
leek and "The Two Mrs. Carrolls"
Plenty

Key

City Grosses

Estimated Total Grots
This Week
$2,897,000
(Based on 21 cities, 211 theatres, chiefly first runs, including
N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
$3,008,000
(Based on 22 cities, 189 theatres)

"Carrolls" (WB)

BKO-Orpheum (RKO)
'

—

(2,800; 50-

Transit Strike Hits Biz

$8,000 for first stanza.

'Egg' Plenty Fertile
In

ence
Last

Fair

helps.

$9,000

week, "Two

Mrs.

Seattle Theatres
June

24.

Estimates for This

Week

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Cheyenne" (WB) (3d wk). Looking
50-70)— for around okay $4,000. Last week,

(1.600:

"Two Mrs. Carroljs" (WB)

(m.o.).
initial stanza at Or-

Here after good
pheum.
Heading for profitable
$8,000.
Last week, "Trail Street"
(RKO), good enough $7,500.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Stair-

way

42G

"Egg and I" is currently at two
houses, one the Hamrick-Evergreen's
Orpheum, the other, at Sterling
Theatres' Palomar. Biz started at
clip. It's the town's pacer.

indicated.
Carrolls"

(WB). good $13,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO)

2

Seattle.

"Framed" (Col).
In pretty
smash
company, but Glenn Ford's pres-

fast

Highly

to
Heaven" (U).
praised and well-liked picture disappointing aU $8,500.
Last week,
Ramrod" (UA), fairly good $10,000.
(Par) (1,000; 50-55)
Farmer's Daughter" (RKO). First
neighborhood showing after
downtown run. Very healthy $5,000 sighted. Last week, "Macomber
Affair" (UA), okay $4,000.

—

Uptown

(2d

run), nice

$6,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—"Egg
and i" (UI). Running dual with
Carlton and hitting terrific $16,000.
Last week, "Love and Learn" (WB)
and "Too Many Winners" (WB),
steady $14,000.

State (Loew)

"Bedelia" (E-L).

fair

$4,600.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Ghost and Mrs. Muir" (20th). Expecting $8,500, fair. Last week, 2d of
f
'Sea of Grass" (M-G), good $9,100.
Liberty (J&VH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Calcutta" (Par), and "Little Miss
Broadway" (Col).- Nice campaign
aiding for anticipated big $15,000.
Last' week (4 days), 2d of "johnny

(3,200;

44-65)—

"Yearling" (M-G) (2d wk). Sound
First sesh rang bell for
$15,500.

zowie $27,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200: 44-65)
—"Calcutta" (Par) (2d wk). Very
nice $12,500. First week was sound
$15,000.

'Odd Man' Hub

in

Slow

Buff.;

immense $29,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3.039; 45-80)—
"New Orleans" (UA) and "Danger

Buffalo.

„.
oiz

June

5G
24.

slump continues here. "Duel
Sun" (SRO), with $20,000 on

in

VCV

'

°" ly

S

'

spot

relatively

"right

Estimates for This Week
1 fEaI
°
(Shea)
40-70)—
(3.500;
Uishonored Lady" (UA) and "Fun
on a Weekend" (UA).
Good S12.000.
r^t.week, "The Homestretch" (20th)
and Violence" (Mono).
Nice $14,000.
«.»reat Lakes (Shea)
(3,500; 40-70)
Cheyenne" (WB) (2d wk-3 days)
.Trouble With Women" (Par) and
ve,? ;Were Saved"
(Par) 3 days.
000
Last woe k. "Chey^?^
..r?

!

~

n£

-

enne-'

(WB). On 10 days, $18,500.
(Sh ea) (2,100: 40-70)— "Duel
n (SR0) <2d wk) - Slipped
WU.000. Last week, sock
$32,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,100; 40-70)—
D) tr
Attorney" (Col) and
"kL
Kmg nf1 i£K
Wi d Horses „ (Col) uit
Last week,
'^u,lder $ 5 000
Corpse Came C.O.D.".
(Col) and
6
f
Rl,Sty " (Col)
thIn
°
>

tn

t°

'VPl'

Last week, 2d of "Cheyenne''
(6

"Egg and I" (U). Day-and-date at
Orpheum. Big opening, lookin" for
$14,000.

great.

Last week, end of
days). "Alias. Billy the

sttigeshows (3
Kid" (Rep), fair $2,800.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800: 45-80)—
"Lady Surrendeife" (U). Northwest
premiere advertised. Paced at fair
$4,000. Last woejc. 2d of "Buck Privates" (U) and! "Millie's Daughter"

good $3,600.
Winter GardcA (Sterling) (800; 2550)— "Come and Get It" (FC) and
"Lone Star Moonlight" (Col) (3d
run). Paced at S3.000. Last week. 3d
run of "Wickfed Lady" (U) and
(Col),

"Humoresque" 1WB). nice

$3,100.

t*

,

VnJ

-

-

$8,500.

'She?)

40-70)-"The
''? tch
(20th) and "Violence"
,
tMono) (m.o.).
p 00 r $1,500 on three

(C

(1,400;

days.

Sunday

"Cheyenne"
(22).

(WB)

Under

week, "Calcutta" (Par)

replaced

Last
$5,000.
(m.o.), neat

$4,000.

Twentieth-Century (20th Cent.)
(3,000; 40-70)— "Born to Kill" (RKO)
and "A Likely Story" (RKO). Fair
Last week, "Honeymoon"
$10,000.
(RKO) and "Devil on Wheels"
(RKO) (2d wk-5 days), mild $6,000.

j

-

.

week, great $33,500.

(FWC)

(1,518;

50-

Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

(3d

451;

50-$D— "Calcutta"

(Par)

(1,-

and

"Fear in Night" (Par) (2d wk).
Brisk $15,000. Last week, fancy $17,Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2.048; 50- 500.
$1)— "Miracle 34th Street" (20th) (2d
EKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50»,.„„„ T
ei. »j
W
U
«0 )-"Honeymoon" (RKO) and "Dick
u/Jn drfi
to Lirf
solid $17,900,
well ^h„v.
original
above nr£i„
Tracy s Dilemma" (RKO) (2d- wk).
Pr P
Last week>
h * 13 000
Do wntown (WB) (1.800; 50-$l )-

at 25G,

Isst WGfik

,

$24,

i

^

,

»

i

.

;

% „^

j

'

-

„

"Cheyenne" (WB) (3d wk-5 daysV.
.
„T
J?,
.,
, 1Mn
50-$l )-"Ivy"
<FWC) (1,370;
Light $7,500. Last week, oke $12,600.
Last weefc,
Downtown Music Hall <Blumen- WIL. Stout $12,000.
Great Expectations - (U) (2d wk).
doing very snappy biz. "Ghost of feld) (872: 55-$l)— "New Orleans" fair $d,500.
Mrs. Muir" nice at the Memorial, (UA). Okay $11,000. Last week,
Studio City (FWC) (880: 50-$D—
and "Odd Man Out," following •Ramrod" (UA) (3d wk-4 days)
"Ivy" (UI). Good $6,500. Last week,
strong buildup, is doing very well at scant $4,200.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$D— "Groat Expectations" (U) (2d wk),
the RKO. "Carnegie Hall" is doing
"Living in Big Way" (M-G) (2d wk). $3,700.
fair at the Esquire. Others off from
Fair $7,500. Last week, $11,500.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2.100; 50recent encouraging upswing.
El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)—"Road $1)— "Ivy" (UI) and "Philo Vance's
Estimates for This Week
to Hollywood" (Astor) and "Second
Boston
(RKO) (3,200; 40-80)— Chorus" (Astor) (reissues). Nice Gamble" (PRC). Strong $18,000.
"Great Expectations" (U)
"Odd Man Out" (U-I) and "Dick $5,000. Last week, "Time Out Mind" Last week,
Tracy Dilemma" (RKO). "Man" a (U) and "Thnnder Mountain" (RKO), and "Three On Ticket" (PRC) (2d
wk ), slow $8,700.
prestige item with excellent advance slow $3,400.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$D
nifty.
resulting
publicity;
$25,000
Esquire (Rosener) ,(685; $1.20)—
Last week, "Buck Privates Home" "This Happy Breed" XU) (4th wk). "Miracle 34th Street" (20th) (2d wk).
and "Michigan Kid"
(U), Steady $4,500. Last -week, good $5,000. Handsome $10,000. Last week, fancy
(U)
$20,000.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1)— $12,100.
Center (E. M. Loew) (1,500; 40-80) "Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (4th
Vogue (FWC) (S85; 50-$D— "Road
"Discovery" (Indie) and "Vaca- wk). Smooth $5,000. Last week, firm to Hollywood" (Astor) aiid "Second
Second week $6,100.
tion Days" (Mono).
Chorus" (Astor) (reissues). Good
fair $8,000 after $11,000, first.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$D— "Ivy" $5,500. Last week, "Time Out of
Esquire
(M-P) (1,200; $1.80)— (UI) and "Philo Vance's Gamble" Mind" (U) and "Thunder Mountain*
"Carnegie Hall" (UA). Roadshow (PRC).
Stout $8,000.- Last week. (RKO), slow $3,300.
basis nabbed $18,000 first week, dis- "Great Expectations" (U) (2d wk).
Wilsbire (FWC) (2,296 50-$D—
"Living in Big Way" (M-G) (2d wk).
counting charity preem; expected slow $3,300.
more.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956; Finals with $6,500. Last week, okay
40-65)—
Exeter
(Indie)
(1.100;
50-$l>— "New Orleans" (UA). Okay $11,900.
Fifth $5,500. Last week. "Ramrod" (UA)
WiHern (WB) (2,300; 50-$D—
"Stairway to Heaven" (U).
"Cheyenne" (WB) (3d wk-5 days).
and final week trailed in at $2,500 (3d wk-4 days), faint $1,300.
after $4,000, fourth. This week, subHollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$D— Fair $5,000. Last week, oke $8,600.
sequent runs.
"Cheyenne" (WB) (3d wk-5 days).
Fenway (M-P-) (1.373; 40-80)— Closing with $5,500. Last week, oke
"Trouble With Women" (Par) and $9,600.
Broadway"
(Col).
"Little
Miss
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- 'MIRACLE' ZIPPY 18G
Standard $9,000. Last week, "Moss feld) (475; 50-85)— "New Orleans"
Rose" (20th) and "Sport of Kings" (UA). Nice $4,500. Last week. "RamIN CLEVE. OPENING
(Indie), $11,000.
rod" (UA) (3d wk-4 days). $1,200.
Cleveland, June 24.
Majestic (Indie) (1.500; 40-80)—
(FWC) (828; 50-85)—"Ivy"
Iris
(Col)
and (UI). Good $7,000. Last week. "Great
Janet Ames"
"Guilt
First rainless week is cutting most
"Swing Western Way" (Indie). Still Expectations" (U) (2d wk), light $3,- grosses a bit, although "Duel in Sun"
okay 700.
Translux;
with
day-dating
continues to crack Stillman's records
Last week. "Framed" (Col)
$7,500.
Laurel (Rosener) (890: 85)— "Tor- on h.o.
"Best Years," on special
and "Yankee Fakir" (Rep). Second ment" (Indie). Smart $5,500. Last date at Palace, rolled off so slowly
Boston, June 24.
"Yearling" h.o. at the State and
Orpheum still dominates the town,

I

I

!

|

\

—

—

;

it's slated only for one week.
"Trouble WithrWomen" faring only
moderately at State, surpassed by
Allen's "Miracle on 34th Street."
Estimates for This Week
Allen
(RKO) (3.000; 55-70)—
"Miracle on 34th St." (20th). Exploitation helping to hike it to zippy
Last week, "Egg and r*
$18,000.
(U) (5th wk), swell $14,000.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—

week, "Children Paradise" (Indie)
(2d wk), closed with $2,300;
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2.404:
50-$l )— "Miracle 34th Street" (20th)
and "Her Sister's Secret" (PRC) (2d

that

Balmy Breezes Crimp Frisco B.0.s;

"Cheyenne"

'Besperate'-Haymes-Forrest

(WB)

days). $6,600. good.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350: 45-80)—

.

'

Z

Street" (Per). Indicating fair $8,000.

Dist. Attorney' Only

.

i

Carthay Circle

O'Clock" ,(Col) and "King Wild
Horses" (Col), (2d wk). good $4,200.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 90-$1.25)— week, $5,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 40-80)—
"Duel" (SRO) (7th wk). Expects
good $5,500. Last week, $7,700, great. "Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) and "Child
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)— of Divorce" (RKO). Moderately good
(Continued on page 20)
World (Mann) (350; 50-99)— "Dead "Yearling" (M-G) (6th wk). Anticiof Night" (U). British picture copped pate swell $5,000. Last week, neat
good reviews, but customers' opin- $8,200.
ions
are
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
mixed.
Good $3,000.
Last week, "Johnny O'Clock" (RKO) "Egg and I" (U). Expecting boff $28,(2d wk), mild $1,800.
000. Last week. Ink Spots helped to

20G

.

meagex- $1,300.

smash

'Duel'

50-$D—

to

wk). Sighting $7,000 after good $6,800

Tttiiir'

(1,248;

new bills. "Miracle 34th Street" (20th) (2d wk).
Hollywood" and "Second Brisk $8,000. Last week, bright $9,500.
Chorus," reissues, are also good at
Marcal (G&S) (900; 90-$1.80)—
$29,000 in four houses.
"Henry V" (UA) (3d wk). Steady
t
"Miracle in 34th Street,
$ 7 000 Last week, firm $7,300.
for its
a fast $53,500, is very sturdyrfrl
Orpheum
(D'town-WC)
(2,210;
second frame in four situations. "Cal)—"Road to Hollywood" (Astor)
cutta" and "Fear in the Night" are 50-$l
also strong at $40,000, or close to it, and "Second Chorus" (Astor) (reLast week,
in second frame in two spots. Second issues). Okay $14,000.
"Time
Out Mind" (U) and "Thunder
and final for "Honeymoon," in two
houses, is nearing $24,000. "Living in Mountain" (RKO), dull $7,500.
Palace (D'towr.) (1,237; 50-$D—
Big Way," also second and anal, is
"Great Expectations" (U) (m.o.).
garnering $24,000 in three spots.
Neat
Last week, "Moss Rose"
$6,500.
Estimates for This Week
(20th) and "Twilight Rio Grande"
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)— (Rep) (m.o.) (8 days), fair $4,200.
"Road to Hollywood" (Astor) and
Fantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)—
"Second Chorus" (Astor) (reissues).
Okay $4,500. Last week, "Time Out "Honeymoon" (RKO) and "Dick
of Mind" (U) and "Thunder Moun- Tracy's Dilemma" (RKO) (2d wk).
Finals with $11,000. Last week, above
tain" (RKO), dOll $2,600.
Bcverlv Hills Music Hall (G&S- hopes' at $16,300.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$D—
Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$D— "New Orleans" (UA). Near $4,500. Last week, "Calcutta" (Par) and "Fear in Night"
"Ramrod" (UA) (3d wk-4 days), (Par) (2d wk). Bright $25,000. Last
"Road

$1)— "Great Expectations" (U)

OHub

(FWC)

Loyola.

taneous run with larger Majestic,
doing very good $8,000. Last week, pleasing $51,500 to lead the

(Fay) (1.400; 44-65)—"Twion the Rio Grande" (Rep) and
Last week
Neat $7,500.
"North Star" (SG) and vaude, ok

Paces Town at $13,000;

at $51,

Albee <RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— "Odd
Man Out" (U) and "That BrenLos Angeles, June 24.
wk). Good $20,000. Last week, smart
non Girl" (Rep). Fairly nice $14,School closing brightened business $24,800.
500.
Last week, "Smash-Up" (U)
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
and "Calendar Girl" (Rep) (2d wk), a bit over the weekend, so the local 50-$l )— "Living Big Way" (M-G) (2d
firstrun week is looking for better
good $12,000.
wk). Light $10,000. Last week, fair
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65) than $300,00Q. "Ivy" teed off nicely $17,500.
—"Egg and I" (UI). Despite simul- in five situations an'd is pointing to a

—

]0)

Ivy Plenty Long Green

Week

vaude.

St. Louis, June 24.
With the transit strike in its second-week, biz at the big cinemas is
from 30% to 50% below normal.
"Copacabana," dualed with "Guilt of
Janet Ames," is tops, with "The
Ghost and Mrs. Muir," teamed with
"Vacation Days" in the second slot.
"Dear Ruth" picking up in its sec90-$1.25)—
(Par)
(1,600;
Century
Nabes still doing big biz.
One of ond week.
—"Duel in Sun" (SRO).
Estimates for This Week
two loop spots housing this specAmbassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
tacularly ballyhooed attraction. First —"Trouble With Women" (Par) and
time in local screen history that "Born to Speed" <PRC).
$10,000.
same -picture has played more than Last week, "Sinbad the Sailor"
one downtown theatre day and date. (RKO) and "Banjo" (RKO), $11,000.
Junior -age-reduced tickets do not
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Ghost
although
but,
one,
this
apply for
and Mrs. Muir" (20th) and "Vacaads say it's not recommended for tion Days" (Mono). -$11,500.
Last
children, a 50c. admission for the week, "It
Happened on 5th Avenue"
At 11th
youngsters is announced.
(Mono)
and
"Guilty"
(Mono),
hour "top was lowered from $1.50 to $12,500.
$1.25 in conformity with that elseLoew's
30-75)—
(Loew)
(3,172;
where throughout country. Sky«, "Copacabana"
(UA) and "Janet
rocketing to tremendous $23,000.
Ames" (Col). $13,000. Last week,
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 441 "Kit "Dishonored
Lady" (UA) and "Fun
Carson" (PRC) (reissue). Western
on a Weekend" (UA), $12,500.
oldie dwarfed by big new ones.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
Big $5,000 in prospect. Last week.
"Homestretch" (20th) and "Sinbad
"Brother Talks Horses" (M-G), fair
the Sailor" (RKO). $11,000 on move$3,200.
over.
Last week, "Bedelia" (E-L)
Lvric (Par) (1,100; 90-$1.25)— and
"Lost Honeymoon" (E-L), $8,000.
"Duel in Sun" (SRO). This house
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000: 50-75)—
smaller but better located than other
playing ^ame- picture. Lower capa- "The Chase" (UA) and "For Love
of Rusty" (Col). $5,500. Last week,
city keeping it from doing so well,
"Return of Monte Cristo" (Col) and
but still mighty potent at around
"Singing in Corn" (Col), $6,000.
$18,000. Last week, "Calcutta" (Par)
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
(3d wk), good $5,000, giving it neat
"Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Jungle
$25,000 for run.
Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-75)— "Out- Flight" (Par). Holdover biz buildlaw" (UA) (9th wk). They've been ing and will do $10,000 as against

"Homestretch" (20th). Cornel Wilde
and horses spell draw. Hitting mild
pace with tough opposition. Looks
like $13,000. Last week, "Trouble
With Women" (Ear), fair $14,000.

terrific.

light

'Copa/ Dualed in St L,

its

announcing "final week" for three
weeks, but surprising boxoffice virility permit"; it to keep cheating axe.
Good $2,000 anticipated after fine
$2,500 preceding canto.
Radio Citv (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—

is

$4 500.
Fay's

second.
in
'Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44) ^"Dang(UA), first-run, and
Venture"
erous
"Chump at Oxford" (Indie) (reisSatisfactory $2,500 in
sue), duals.
Last week,
indicated.
five days
"Spoilers of North" (Rep) and "Milwith
split
(Col)
Case"
lerson
"Prairie Raiders" (Col) and "Reg
dual firstall
(PRC),*
lar Fellers"
runs, okay $2,500 in eight days.
;

Majestic and Carlton,
Other stands steady.
Estimates for This

Wow 44G

i

j

|

San Francisco, June

\

Oakland's

Nearby
strike

is

still

24.

transportation

on. and with week of
biz has really taken

$2,200.

Last

Tepid $8,500.
ing $14,000.

)

Fox

(FWC)

"Miracle

on

34th

(4.651;

Street"

60-95)—
(20th).

Last week, "High
(M-G; (2d wk), sad

Colorless $15,000.

Barbaree"
$12,500.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; 65-$l)
"Desperate" (RKO) plus vaude
headed by Dick Hayrhes and Helen
Last
Powerful $40,000.
Forrest.
week, "Betty Co-Ed" (Coli plus
vaude headed by John Calvert, limp

—

$15,000.

35-85)—
(400;
Guild
(Lippert)
wk).
(3rd
"Great Waltz" (M-G
$5,300. Last week, tremendous
I

Husky
$7,600.

Larkin (Roesner) (400:
"Appassionata"
(Indie).

65-85)—
Pleasing

"Nuremburg

Orpheum (Blumenfeld)
85)— "Copacabana"

on the chin.
Estimates for This Week
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85 )— "This
Happy Breed" (U (9th wk). Final
week holding up to $1,700. Last
week, fine $2,100.

it

week.

of

(UA)

Pauline"

(2,646;

60-85)—

(Par).

$15,000.
(WB) (2d

Last week. "Cheyenne"
wk). weak $14,500.
Stage Door (Ackerman) (350; 6085)
"S torm in a Teacup" (DevonLast
shire!" TTeissue"). Nice $2,300.
week, "Thief of Bagdad'' (FC) (3rd

—

wk)

(reissue), six days, $1,600.

Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85 1—
"Dear Ruth" (Par) (3rd wk). Okay
$9,000. Last week, unhappy $11,500.
St.

United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,(UA
207; 55-85)— "New Orleans"
Weak $4,500.
(3rd wk), five days.
Last week, a fair $13,900.
United Nations (FWC) (1.149; 6085) "It Happened on 5th Avenue"
(Mono) (2d wk). Fair $2,700. Last
week, tepid $3,500.
Warflcld (FWC) (2,656: 80-85)—
-

—

"Moss Rose" (20th). Weak $13,500.
week, "It Happened on 5th
Avenue" (Mono), colorless $16,500.

Last

i

!

Paramount (Par)
"Perils

(2.448; 55-

(2d wk).
Last week, disappoint-

Lake

(Warners)

Second

(800;

week

55-70)—

Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) (m.o.).
Shiftover doing gusty $3,000 on
fourth downtown lap, with $4,000 for

"Two
I

Trials" (Indie), dull $1,900.

balmy weather

(WB).

clicking at $12,000, followup to excellent $23,500 for last stanza..

I

last week,
Lower Mall (Community) (570; 5570)— "Happy Breed" (U) (2d wk).
Nice $2,200 after tapping fine $2,700
week.
55-70)—
Ohio (Loew's)
(1,200;
"Calcutta" (Par) (m.o.) (3d wk).
Smart $7,500, following big $9,500
last week.
Palace (RKO) (3,000; 75-$1.20)—
"Best Years" (RKO). Booked in too
soon after long simultaneous runs at
Lower Mall and University, and
higher tariff also hurting. Sighting
okay $18,000 but not hot enough for
Last week, "Honeymoon"
an h.o.

last
|

I

j

i

I

(RKO), thinnish

at $14,000.

85-70)—
State
(Loew's)
(3,450:
With
Women" (Par),
"Trouble
Last
Rather lightweight $13,500.
week, "Copacabana" (UA), averaga
$13,500.

StiUmwn (Loew's) (2,700; 90-$1.2&)
Sun" (SRO). Second weejf

"•Duel in
terrific

$28,000, after initial round'*

record-breaking $39,000.

'YOU'RE
ON THE

RIGHT
TRACK,
MISTER!
The news of M-G-M's gigantic

production program has

literally electrified

the indus-

try! Thanks for the fan mail!

Our

Friendly customers ap-

plaud us for leading the

way

as usual with optimism, daring and greatness!
\

*

.

"
-

,

/
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M-G-M

RELEASES! JUNE! JULY!

Plenty of fop product from Leo

AUGUST!

when you need

most!

it

"THE HUCKSTERS'— Clark Gable, Deborah Kerr
"THE YEARLING* (Technicolor)— Gregory Peck, Jane Wyman, Claude Jarman, Jr.
"FIESTA*

{Technicolor)— Esther

Williams, Ricardo Montalban

"HIGH BARB AREE*— Van Johnson, June Allyson
"DARK DELUSION*— Lionel Barrymore, James Craig, Lucille Bremer
"CYNTHIA*— Elizabeth Taylor, George Murphy
"LIVING IN A BIG WAY'-Gene Kelly, Marie McDonald 7odV)

'

.

^

v

(

OF GRASS*— Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Robert Walker,
"ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE*- Van Johnson
"THE GREAT WALTZ*— Masterpiece Reprint
"GONE WITH THE WIND* (Technicolor)- David O. Selznick Production.
"SEA

M-G-M
"SONG OF

Melvyn Douglas

Masterpiece Reprint.

RELEASES STARTING SEPTEMBER!

LOVE*-Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid, Robert. Walker

"UNFINISHED DANCE* (T^w/Wor)— Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Karin Booth, Danny Thomaf

"MERTON OF THE MOVIES'-Red Skelton
"SONG OF THE THIN MAN* -William Powell, Myrna Loy
"GREEN DOLPHIN STREET*-Lana Turner, Van Heflin, Donna
"THE BIRDS

AND THE

Reed

BEES* (T^Vo/orJ-Jeanette MacDonald, Jose

Iturbi,

Jane Powell

*

IN

PRODUCTION BIGGEST PARADE OF M-G-M HITSr

"HIGH WALL"- Robert Taylor, Aubrey Totter
"IF WINTER COMES"— Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr, Angela Lansbury
"VIRTUOUS"— Van Johnson, June Allyson "KILLER McCOY"-Mickey Rooney, Elizabeth Taylor • "ALIAS THE GENTLEMAN'*
—Wallace Beery, Tom Drake "CASS TIMBERLANE"— Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner . "KISSING BANDIT" (Technicolor) -Frank
Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson
"UPWARD TO THE STARS"- Robert Walker, Donna Reed "ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU"
(Technicolor)— Esther Williams, Peter Lawford, Ricardo Montalban, Cyd Charisse, Jimmy Durante
"SPEAK TO ME OF LOVE"—
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon . "THREE MUSKETEERS" (Technicolor)- Lana Turner, William Powell, Gene Kelly, Van Heflin
"B. F.'s DAUGHTER"— Katharine Hepburn "HOMECOMING OF ULYSSES" -Clark Gable "STATE OF THE UNION "-Spencer
Tracy, Claudette Colbert Irving Berlin's "EASTER PARADE" (Technicolor)-Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, Peter Lawford, Cyd Charisse
•

.

•

.

•

>

•

.

•VARIETY'S' lOJfDON OFFICE
t

St.

Murtln'g rluce, Trafalgar

•

Czechs 5-Year Plan for 2*500 Cinemas;

I of

Them

to Specialize in

16m

Under a five-year plan started the f
will

of the year, Czechoslovakia
theatres, of which
build 2,500 film
according
85% will be 16m houses,
Pilat, spokesman for a
to Frantisek

Morris Goodman Sets Own
Foreign Distrib Outfit

first

Headed by Morris; Goodman, former prexy .of Republic 'Pictures In-

delegation of the Czech
Film Monopoly, now in New
Country, he said, now has
2,000 houses which include 163

technical
State

York
some

narrow-gaugers.

ternational -Corp., new foreign film
distributing company known as Discina International Films Corp., has
been set up in New York. In a reciprocal arrangement the firm has
exclusive North American distributional rights to French films produced by Discina Films of France
while the latter will handle American pictures for release there acquired by its U. S. associate.
Discina International expects to
have two films ready for release in
September. They are Jean Cocteau's
"L'Eternel Retour," film version of
the Tristan and Isolde legend starring Madeleine Sologne, while the

.

.

Nationalization of the Czechoslovakian film industry was brought
of
about in August, 1945, by decree
President Benes. Both the country's
theatres are
four studios as well as
now operated for the government by
and is
the Czechoslovak Film Corp.,
run more or less as a private business, said Pilat.

Production at Czech studios, Pilat
declared, will hit some-35 Czech-lan-

gauge features this year, of which
only two will be Agfacolor. Other
film-making includes one Polish picture and four Russian pix, three to

"La Part de L'Ombre" with
Edwige Feuillere arid Jean-Louis
be in Agfacolor. Output compares
Goodman, an ex-Motion
.to Barrault.
to an average pre-war mark of 20
Next yearjs production Picture Export Assn. rep in Ger48 films.
many, is currently on a sales swing
may exceed 30 pix, he said.
through Latin America.
Czech monopoly, the delegation
said, has also taken steps to develop
technical and professional talent by
founding a film academy in Prague
.where directors, authors, cameramen, etc. are trained. Course is similar to other courses taught at the
University of Prague. Industry there
is in need of .skilled personnel and
the delegation agreed that an exchange of technicians between the
U. S. and their own country would
be an excellent idea.
Other Advances
Washington, June 24.
Pilat, a theatre technical adminisThe Spanish government is using
asserted the Czechs were
trator,
making advances in film research, the film dubbing permit this year to
He a greater extent than ever before to
notably on safety 35m film.
predicted that it would be ready for help pay for and encourage develop•general use within two to three ment of the Spanish motion picture
years and felt that theatre construc- industry, according to the 1947 order
tion would be stimulated by perfec- just disclosed here by the U. S. Detion of this film since it no longer partment of Commerce.
would be necessary to take expenOrder provides that dubbing persive fireproofing precautions.
mits shall go to Spanish producers in
Theatre b.o., said Pilat, is fairly proportion to the volume and quality
steady. American product is coming of their output.
The producers can
in through the Motion Picture Ex- sell or barter these permits to Amerport Assn. which he described as a ican and other foreign studios in or."good partner." In addition to U. S. der that the foreign films may carry
pix, country is using films from Spanish sound tracks.
•Scandinavia, Britain, France, Russia
Dubbing permits will also be
and Switzerland. Others in the dele- granted where a foreign country
gation, which arrived in New York takes in a Spanish film in exchange
last week, include Vilem
Taraba, for the other nation's picture being
technical manager of government screened in Spain.
Finally, t h os e
studios; Frantisek Rubas, manager of
foreign films which do not have
government labs, and « j)r. Jaroslav dubbing permits may be shown, in
Boucek.
Spain in either the original language
Planning to remain in the U. S. for or with Spanish subtitles inserted.
two months, the group will study
Although the order was effective
film equipment and production techas of January 1, it was not published
niques while here.
They'll visit in the official bulletin of the' SpanRochester, Binghamto.n and Chicago
ish Ministry of National Education
before going to the Coast for a three
until Jan. 25, and apparently no acweek stay. Delegation, Pilat said, tion has been taken under it yet.
had no definite instructions, but hope
Hence it is virtually unknown
to improve the quality of their picamong film people in the U. S.
tures by what they observe on their
second

Up Use

Steps

Of Dub Permit

|

•

trip.

Czech studios, according to Pilat,
accounted for one-third of all Gerthe war.

length feature film-making this year,
the industry would turn out six cartoons, some 70 documentary shorts
as well as four puppet films which
will be done in Agfacolor.
This
process, developed by the Germans,
does not require a special camera, he
said.

In addition.it can

be developed

and is largely similar to ordinary black and white stock.

faster

New

Films Stymied In
Paris; 'Casablanca' Boff
Paris,

June

54.

Excellent advance publicity has
made "Casablanca," playing at the
.

Gaumont Palace and Rex theatres,
a standout success.
Current distribution and dubbing
strike is generally
stymying release
of

new

of

unwanted holdovers.

-

;

tr-

~*

TO UNIONIZE RADIO

dio

field.

~

15.

The Rank Organization has instructed three Dutch filmers to make
four shorts in Holland
about special
"utch subjects, which will be reinternationally.

Production
manager is Paul Kijzer. H. M. Josephson and Ch. Huguenot van der
J-inden will do. the
directional work,
•learn was chosen
at suggestion of
trench director Alberto
Cavalcanti.

yellow silk tie.
Gadgets were developed by
MPEA flacks Joe Kanturek in
Czechoslovakia and Alex Fodor
in Rumania.
Unusual angle is
that they thought them up at
the same time but entirely independently of each other.

Playwrights

Clash on Legit

The Hague, June 24.
made in all parts

by British films, U. S.
still far outpacing them at
the boxoffice in Rotterdam. Among
the 20 best grossers in the current
period, the French landed one pic
and Hollywood the other 19. The
biggest English films don't seem to
rate with the customers as well as
lesser productions from the U. S.
Since January ,-the 10 top grossing
pictures have been (in the order
named): "Mrs. Miniver," "Rebecca,"
"Going
".Spellbound,"
"Gaslight,"
pix are

My

Way." "Spring Parade," "Sea
ine four shorts are:
"The Farm- Hawk," "Mark of Zorro," "Always
ers
Ballad,"
"Frontier
Village," in My Heart" and "Tarzan's Secret
portrait -of a Dutchman"
and "Life Treasure." France's "Les Enfants Du
°t a Hero."
Paradis" is among the bottom 10.

Most Majors Making

in Britain

PRC's U.S.-Canada Distrib
Of French-Canadian Pic
PRC

takes on

its first

foreign-lan-

guage pic for U. S. and Canadian distribution,
having closed for the
French lingo "La Fortresse" and its
English language counterpart, "Whispering City." Peddling' of the two
pix else,where throughout the globe
is to be handled by the J. Arthur
Rank organization under terms of
the pact.
Films "are bi-lingual versions of
the same story. Both were turned
out at the St. Hyancinthe studios,
Canada,
by Quebec Productions
Corp,, with Rene Germain bankrolling the venture; French-language
stars

Dupuis,

Paul

Jacques

Auger and Nicole Germain, while
English-speaking version is headed
by Paul Lukas, Helmut Dantine and

Mary Anderson.
*
'London, June 24.
"La Fortresse" preems in a New
Playwright Members of Parlia- York art house while "City" will
ment, Sir Alan Herbert, Benn Levy debut in a Broadway house. Both
and E. P. Smith (Edward Percy), pix will be sold as PRC specials.
are going ahead
speed with
full
their investigations for a special re-

port on changes in entertainment
tax to assist the theatre. On invitation
of Chancellor
of Exchequer
Dalton, they've formed themselves into a unit to carry out the

Hugh

Little

Use Of

Frozen Coin Abroad for Production

opus

Tax

Swede Deal Set

inquiry.

For

Smith and Herbert had urged the
Chancellor to halve the theatre tax,
restoring it to prewar levels. Levy,
instead, supported the scheme by

U.S. Films

On

With millions of rental money still
frozen in Italy and France, comparatively little use of these idla
funds for continental film production has been made by the major
U. S. film companies despite th«
magnet of cheap labor and low talent costs.
Chief stumbling block,
industry producers believe, is tha
shortage of materials along with an
French and ... Italian
of
Hollywood's
tomatch
"know-how."
While some quarters feel that biabroad
production
lingual
film
would result in a broadened pictura
inability

studios

.

market, this type of film-making

was

recently belittled by indie producer
,

Seymour Nebenzal

at

a

New York

On

the basis of
press conference.
his pre-war picture experience in
Germany, he declared that it's impossible to make two versions ona
Ha
equally as good as the other.
scouted the value of continental production and said he planned no ventures of his

own

there.

Columbia, however, has acquired
world rights to four Gregor
Rabinovitch continental-made films.
First "La Traviata," has already
been completed and the second, "La
the

Boheme," will star Jan Kiepura and
Marta Eggerth, both of whom sailed
Friday (20) abroad the America to
start their thesping chores at Rome's
Titanus studios. According to Miss
Eggerth, production will get underway the middle of July.
Following "Boheme," the Kiepuras
will return to the U. S. and expect
to appear in a film to be made in
Mexico for an undisclosed producer.
Then they'll return to Europe next
spring. Team is under contract to
Rabinovitch for two other pictures
beside "Boheme."
RKO's Ideas
.

% Pay Basis

which "non-profit making" theatrical
societies
are exempt. Herbert
claimed this scheme was a racket,
sarcastically
urging the working

%
Washington, June 24.
Hollywood may be given the op-

party should be strengthened by the

tion of unlimited export of films to

making"

manager of Sweden with only about 50% of
Wyndham's theatre who was paying the coin coming out, or of cutting the
big royalties on a commercial basis pix flow in half and taking out all
to Levy for "Clutterbuck."
the revenue.
This was tentatively
Of the other majors, RKO has a
Levy replied that tax isn't payable worked out here last week as a
50% interest in Pathe Cinema's
if
the manager ploughs back his Swedish trade delegation finished
"La
starrer,
Maurice
Chevalier
profits into the theatre, as he should negotiations with our State Dept.
Silence est d'Or," which will ba
do. All three dramatists agreed on
Deal depends upon final okays in known in the U. S. as "Man About
one point current theatre slump
the two nations, with State Dept.
Directed by Rene Clair,
Town."
Herbert and Smith putting it down unlikely to approve anything unless
film is primarily French dialog alto the high tax, -with Levy claiming the industry agrees. The plan is
though Chevalier intersperses Enghigh rents had a lot to do with it. seen as a temporary one, and the
He suggested theatres should be best practical compromise in view of lish here and there. According to a
company spokesman, RKO is pleased
brought under the Rent Restriction
"non-profit

—

Act as he knew of one house rented
at
$360 prewar now
demanding
$1,800. Another getting $600 prewar

was now making

$3,600 on percen-

the shortage of dollars in Sweden.

Belief here is that Hollywood will
elect to continue the unlimited flow
of pix into Sweden to keep control
of that market, leaving half of its

With the Chevalier pic and is contemplating others.
RKO producer Bert Granet is
to

slated

leave

this

summer

for

France, and Germany along with a
crew for his semi-documentary, "Berlin Express." He laid
the groundwork for the film on a
Also
continental trip last winter.
situations in the past, American firms
taking advantage of European backhave built theatres in the foreign
grounds is Edward Small, who's
duction in tax.
countries or bought into foreign cirHerbert and Dalton clashed over cuits and have also become inter- sending a camera crew to Italy Friday (27) for preparatory shots on
"Big Ben," the author stating the ested in foreign production.
The
American-made
forthcoming
public paid altogether $616,000 to Swedish squeeze is believed to be his
see the show, the state took $180,000 temporary and the sort of thing "The Life of Rudolph Valentino."
While Paramount, 20th-Fox, Metro
and Charles Cochran lost $16,000. At which will work itself out in the
Drury Lane "Pacific 1860" lost $152,- next two or three years. At that and Warners all have fingers in the
'tJritish production pie, most of them
000 and the government took $84,000
time, blocked money might be alhave looked askance on continental
tax.
lowed to come out and into .the
production.
Par's European chief,
The average rate of tax on thea- United States.
recently artres throughout the country is 28%
Swedes have been squeezed for John B. Nathan, who
of takings and sometimes in London dollar exchange which they need to rived to attend studio sales huddles,
34%,. said Smith. It was almost a purchase consumer and capital goods declared Par had no immediate
prohibitive proportion for the gov- of immediate need to that country. plans for production in France.
However, there are isolated cases
ernment to mulct. And the govern- The crackdown was first announced
ment does nothing for the theatre; a couple of months back but was where independent' producers are
frozen init toils not, neither does it spin; yet
held up pending protests by the seeking to make use of
Solomon in all his glory never en- American Embassy. At that time the vestments. Josef Auerbach, prexy
joyed such a rakeoff."
Swedes agreed to send a mission to of the International Optima Corp,
this country to talk over the trade revealed that he plans to use some
situation generally between the two $600,000 of tied-up money in Czechotage.

Dalton stated that though desirous
of sustaining the living theatre he
couldn't surrender close to $12,000,000 revenue this year, and had no
guarantee who would benefit by re-

places as spots for showing pictures.

Pace Dutch

of the world

'

MPEA

revenue blocked in Sweden for the
time being. What remains to be decided is what use our industry will
put its blocked kroner to. In such

MPA

location

slovakia for a>picture on the life of

nations.

Hollywood controls 40 to
the Swedish film market.

on Road

to

50%

of

Mandalay

Motion Picture Assn. is setting up
Bombay office, Frederick Albert
Spencer, former Navy commander,
a

being slated to leave for India

composer Anton Dvorak. Then, too,
Arthur. Rank's production deal
with Willy Forst for four films to
be made jointly in Austria and
J.

Britain also points up continental
production, as does Lou Bunin's
plastic puppet "Alice in Wonderland" now in production in Paris.

in

because the Building Restric- August to take charge. His duties will
be of diplomatic and liaison nature
Act makes new theatre con- between the Indian government, U.
struction nearly impossible.
S. State Dept. reps and MPA.
Meanwhile during Johnston's abMost recent instance of this hunt
MPA foreign
for possible locatibns was the strong sence in Europe with
chief Gerald Mayer, Spencer is headbidding by three show biz concerns
quartering in New York. His terrifor the Kojunsha Club meeting hall. tory will include India, Burma, CeySpot is on the fourth floor Of the lon. Siam and British Malaya. From
The Sabaru company, 1931 to 1941 he worked with various
building.
which won the bid, will operate it studios in productional capacities
as a second-run house in the Nik- and while in the Navy assisted John
katsu circuit setup, which handles Ford in film projects.
Export
Assn.
Motion
Picture

This

U.S. Pix

Despite inroads

Amsterdam, June

in fancy dress
is now being offered in Czechoslovakia and Rumania. On sale
in Prague now are yellow silk
scarves decorated with the insignia of the Motion Picture Export Assn. and of each of the
eight major companies which
the
serves. Same design
is available in Bucharest in a

MP.

IS

Top Hat Next?

Something new

Sydney, June 17.
Aussie Actors Equity, which has
a strong foothold in Australian radio, is trying to enforce 100% representation, according to Secretary
Hal Alexander. Having gained control in legit and vaude fields, Equity
now plans strong radio campaign,
and will ask powerful trade unions
to blackball programs not carrying Tokyo Film Biz Expands
100% Equity members, including announcers.
Into Stores, Clubs, Halls
Several radio people have reFilm theatre business Has taken on
fused to join Equity, and a sharp
Heavy pressure such boom proportions in Tokyo,
fight is expected.
brought about via the trade union that exhibitors there are seeking
route, however, looks likely to bring space in department stores, audiabout complete unionism in the ra- toriums and other public meeting

pictures, resulting in a flock

Rank's Dutch Shorts

leased

AUSSIE EQUITY GIRDS

full

its

Tails,

is

Spanish Govt.

man film production during
He added that aside from

INTERNATIONAL

VARIETY

ggugw

is

McConville

May

Set

tion

product.

BRUSSELS

'50

REPEAT

Brussels, June 17.
Brussels World Film Festival will
hold its next session in 1950, according to M. Pierre Vermeylen,
Home Minister and chairman of the
festival.

More

Col. Foreign Pix

Describing his junket as a "routine" trip, Joseph McConville, prexy
of Columbia • Pictures International
Corp., sailed for Europe Friday (20)
aboard the America accompanied by

company veepee-treasurer Jack Se
gal.

Pair will visit Paris.

Rome and

London, among other places, and expect to be away for six or. seven
weeks, according to McConville.
McConville declined to comment as
to whether Columbia was contemplating

further

participation

in

French or Italian film production in
similar to that the firm alhas with indie producer
Gregor Rabinovitch. However, h«
conceded that the possibility exists.
deals

ready

,

•YABIETY'S' T.ONPON OFFICE
A

INTERNATIONAL
Blum, Pincus Road Act

Doyle Confirms Aussie Reaction To

Wool

Dave Blum, Loew's International
ad-publicity chief, is slated to leave
July 2 for an extended tour of Metro

Raps License Policy

Bill;

branches throughout Latin America,
where he'll survey exploitation and

Arthur Pincus,
ideas.
Blum's assistant, will follow several
months after the ad-pub 'chief republicity

Possible tightening up on film im- +
port restrictions by the Australian

government was forecast Monday
(23) by Ralph R. Dolye, RKO Australasia managing director, if the
U.

S. bill

providing for higher

'NOOSE'

HEADS TRIO OF

LONDON LEGIT ENTRIES

tariffs

London, June

on wool imports becomes law. Sent
the
to the White House last week,
measure is expected to be vetoed by

24.

Trio of legit entries this week was
well received, with the exception of
He Who Gets Slapped," revived
President Truman since it conflicts
Tuesday
(17) at the Duchess. While
with the administration's reciprocal the acting of Robert Helpmann and
trade program.
/.
Ernest Milton was generally praised,
With a high tariff barrier in the
considered ponderous and
was
play
U. S. against its export, it's felt that unworthy of revival after 20 years.
measures
retaliatory
Australian
Robert Donat scored in his original
would not be long in developing. role in a revival of "The Sleeping
no
Currently, however, there is
Clergyman" at the Criterion Thursquota on film importation Down
day (19). Handed an excellent reUnder and remittances are unre- ception, show's chances to stay were
stricted. Sole province with a playrated as even. "The Noose," strong
is
books
ing time statute on the
drama of gangsters and the black
HowDoyle.
New South Wales, said
market, bowed Friday (20) at the
ever he added that the law favoring
Saville in a spirited production
obsolescent
British films is largely
which was brilliantly played and enare
pix
British
there since plenty of
Play looks

shown anyway.

Rapping the Aussie governments
Doyle
policy,
licensing
charged that, in effect, it has resulted

thusiastically received.
like a good bet.
,

300 Pix Tied

Up

By

Hollywood, June 24.
More than 300 India films are
unreleased in home vaults,
with the depression in film biz taking a drastic toll of Indian producers, according to a Bombay dis-

lying

.

Dutch Exhibs-Distribs

Government's licensing policy plus
shortage will hold back

of

material

theatre construction for at least

their

electrical

The

complete technical
equipment v

new

foundation,

proximately ..300 producers, who
turned out 1,000 pix. Number has
now been reduced to 170 actively
engaged in film-making. Depression
is largely attributed to riots of the

picture receipts are nosediving.
.

Many

India are

production companies in
now contemplating wide-

scale adoption of

16m mobile

.

45% Top

comes from
Doyle,

New

who

totaling $9,617,000 were
received by the issuing brokers.
Irish Cinemas is associated with
the J. Arthur Rank organization.

plications

Zealand.

arrived in

New York

Friday (6) via a five-day plane trip
from Sydney, will stay in the U. S.
until after the RKO sales convention
slated to be held at ! the WaldorfAstoria hotel, N. Y. July 7-9. He
vill then return by ship and expects
o visit Hollywood enroute.

British Film Briefs
London, June 17.
Harry Secombe, ex-Army come

_

'.

'

•

signed to make six short
comedies, by United Motion Pic
tures,
co-starring
with Canadian
dian,

•

BBC commentator
Shooting
guild has made
Gabriel Pascal
Goose," from

son.

Mexico City, June 17.
and hotels lowering
leir prices 20%, of necessity...
regory Raloff has taken an apartent in Mexico and a house in
lenava for four months. .Only
ery holding its own, with a loyal
sntele,
is
San Souci ... Current
>villera," young bullfighter, who
Restaurants

.

best bet for
:idez

m

to

fall

bigtime,

is

Fer-

Stewart MacPher
Cine
an arrangement with
on producing "Snow
Paul Gallico's book,
starts July 3.

under direction of David Lean.* As

who

intended filming the
story, is tied up to do two Bernard
Shaw pix? in the U. S., he agreed to
release the commitment which the
Arthur Rank Organization intends
producing early next year.
Irish Cinemas, Ltd., controlled by
Pascal,

instruct Rita
re.

>

Hayworth

for a pic-

Three Mexican films were sublitted to the Brussels Film Festival.
La Otra," with Dolores del Rio; "La
:namorada," with Maria Feliz, and
)scar Danciger's "La Perla." Last
amed is due for U. S. release in
/•ptember. .Bryan Foy here Jto
.

leek production of
Captain Casanova".

Eagle

Lion's

Current London Shows
(Fiffure shows weeks of run)
London, June 24.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Col's'm (3)

"Bird Seller," Palace (4).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (9).
"Born Yesterday," Garrick (22).
"Clutterbuck," Wyndham (42).
"Eagle Two Heads," Globe (19).
"Edward My Son," Majesty's (4).
"Eve* Since Paradise," New (3).
"Here There," Palladium (12).
"He Gets Slapped," Duchess (1).
"Jane," Aldwych (21).

4%

"Now

$9,620,000,

closed. Proceeds, around
will stabilize finances of

the company and provide working
capital to modernize and renovate
theatres owned by them.
Alliance

Riverside Studios doing screen ver
sion of the » stage thriller, "They
Walk Alone," directed by Lance
Comfort. Anne Crawford and Maxwell Reed share leads, with a newcomer, Siobhan McKenna, cast for
the homical maiden.

destroy those

who

are try.

it."

in jurisdictional disputes.

Talent Attitude
and allied unions are
how much they will be
affected by the new labor control
law but feel they will come within
the general provisions of the act.
They are awaiting an analysis of the
measure by respective legal departments to get a clearer picture of the

One important

talent

uncertain

all

unions

for a new bargaining
elections
agency be held each time the pact
expires, according to one interpretaPoint is likely to have great
bearing on length of the new Screen
Actors Guild contract currently, being negotiated.

tion.

Feeling appears to be that the
talent unions will come within at
least some of the provisions designed
to curb the large industrial unions,

Screen Actors Guild Affected
law's effect will be felt first
SAG and producers since the
is the only local, group pres-

New

and union shop

by the

restrictions.

Guild

ently negotiating. Provision allowing 30 days before joining a union
will also affect SAG because of the
large turnover ol casual filmplayers
Provisions on the closed
yearly.
shop, which are allowed to stand
under present contracts no late*
than July 1, 1948, will mostly affect
the IATSE which has closed shops
in 12 of its 14 locals.

stations or nets as well as at unions
and other frequent purchasers of radio time for political purposes.

a

Banning of jurisdictional squabbling will be particularly beneficial
to indie producers in the I. E. Chadwick group, specially hard hit by
the battle between the IA and CSU.
Some have had to close down completely pending some kind of settlement. Indies are also reluctant to
make any statement on the law's

political party."

impact on their position until after
a thprough analysis.
Roy M. Brewer, Hollywood international rep for the IA, declared the

As

interpreted by Senator Robert
Taft (R., Ohio) the law would definitely outlaw purchase of radio
time by corporations or unions to
discuss candidates in Federal elections, primaries, caucuses and party
conventions. Such a provision, according to radio spokesmen" here
would be difficult to enforce though
it might have one virtue of relieving
broadoasters of heavy demands for
political time by other than candi
dates or their individual designates.

law Is seriously regretted
since it can do nothing but foment
labor trouble. In his opinion, authors of the bill "did not know their
subject or it* implications" and>
passage of the toill "has resulted in
a 25 years step backwards." Brewer
said that enforcement of the law
was literally impossible.
labor

:

GOP

on

future will be the requirement that

possibilities.

principally closed

effect

obtaining union shop agreements in

Suspects Enforcement

N. Y. Local 306 (IATSE)
Concern on Closed Shop

Congress, which overrode President Truman's labor bill veto, looks

somewhat sourly on the immediate
prospects
will

of

the

In New York, chief concern of
which projectionist Local 306 of the Inter-

legislation

show business through national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
strike
and Employees is the bill's complicated
section on the closed shop. The IA

affect

anti-jurisdictional

its

anti-featherbedding provisions.

Republicans believe that the Administration will hardly lift a finger
to make the new law work, since
the President's stand would be discredited if the law did operate
smoothly. Feeling here is that the
Administration will let the law tangle into snarls

enforcement

and

1

will not press its

in the courts

and other-

local heads, operating in most situations with closed shop agreements,
are wondering whether or not their
existing contracts will conform to
the measure's requirements after the
July, 1948, deadline.
Setup of the
which
projectionists, however,
in
only three or four operators work in

makes any draschanges in present union-manage-

individual theatres,

wise.

tic

ment

relations improbable. Section
of the bill abolishing checkoff payment of dues, will not affect the IA
locals in N. Y.

Republicans are considering a
drive to pin this onus on the Administration, in order to explain
their position when the law starts to
look bad, to the public. There is no
immediate reaction here in show

N. Y. Collarltes

White collarite unions, the Screen
Publicists Guild and the Screen OfAmerican Fed- flee
& Professional Employees
eration
of Musicians
and other Guild, are mainly worried over the
amusement unions will take their T-H bill's weakening of the laws
cue from New York and Hollywood. protecting union members against
Leaders
employer discrimination.
of both unions, operating under unFeeling

is

that the

j

"Life With Father," Savoy (3).
"Man Ministry," Comedy (25).
"Noose," Saville (1).

Ltd., issued 300,000
first mortgage debenture stock to
2.926 applicants June 16, when list

is to

biz circles.

Odeon (Ireland)

Orson Welles took
Hollywood a few years ago opened and
Lopez.

now

ing to' destroy

Seventeen union* holding closed
shop agreements will find theiir
ranks thrown open under union
shop conditions at the expiration of
present contracts. Thirteen uniong
lying down."
"There'i no doubt but that it will and guilds already hold union shop
deter collective bargaining," he add- agreements; titer* are 12 union*
ed, "because it's a complete reversal
which have no" pacts presently, and
of the Wagner Act." Many of the
provisions undoubtedly are in for four which never had pacts. Four
court tests, Heller believes.
other unions are currentlv engaged

with the national convention of

.

;

Hollywood Opinion

It Lying Down'
will get an interpretation of this law
from the union's general counsel,
Henry Jaffe, in a meeting tomorrow
(Thur.), but he said he personally
felt there were many provisions of
the law which AFRA "won't take

President Truman, in his broadwhich have many advantages over cast last Friday (20), made much of
permanent theatres' exhibition of the fact that the legislation's ban on
35m films. By making pictures both political contributions by corporain regular and narrow-gauge sizes,
tions or unions "might prevent an
and producers figure they'll get far wider Incorporated radio network from
distribution, hence better returns.
spending any money in connection

operating

Law Hangover

'Lawyer's field Day,'

units,

with money from the Bond and the
Brockington Odeon Y.P.
thought. No theatres have been built Dutch government, will try to rein Sydney for the past 17 years, he equip the studios so that foreign proToronto, June 24.
declared, and cited the inability of ducers may be attracted to make
Leonard W. Brockington, -first
Warners to obtain a license for a their pictures in Amsterdam, where chairman of the Canadian BroadSydney showcase even though the they can produce on a much lower casting Corp., has been made a vicecompany already owns a site.
level than elsewhere in Europe, as president of Odeon Theatres of Canstudio-rentals and wages are com- ada, Ltd., together with George W.
Rank Solidifying Self
Dutch gain out of Peters, former secretary, according
paratively low.
J. Arthur Rank is further solidifythis will be foreign currency. First to the announcement of Hon. J. Earl
ing himself in the Aussie film indusproduction may start in October. Lawson, president of the J. Arthur
British
try picture, Doyle observed.
French
Several
and English pro- Rank interests in Canada.
tycoon, who last year acquired a
Brockington is Rank's legal ad50% interest in .the Greater Union ducers seem interested.
Bond also decided that exhibitors viser here and has been a director
Theatres Circuit, is now readying a
show,
during
at -least 12 weeks of Odeon since Rank took over chain
must
Construcstudio.
modern Sydney
of the year, Dutch shorts in their of 120 houses across Canada.
arrival
of
the
however,
awaits
tion,
Down Under programs (for the greater part docutechnical equipment.
mentaries).
Production of those
production, said Doyle, averaged
Del Guidice Pacts Betts
shorts will be stimulated by putting
only one picture annually during the
London, June 24.
the Amsterdam studios at the diswar. With Rank's coming, he preErnest Betts, drama critic for the
posal of the Dutch filmmakers, who,
dicted a stepup in film-making.
Daily and Sunday Express, has
till now, didn't have much chance
Grosses have tapered off 25% to of showing their work.
signed a five-year contract with
30% from the wartime peaks, Doyle
Filippo Del Guidice as director of
asserted, and the public is now
publicity and advertising in the
Belgium Lifts
shopping for entertainment. Escapnewly formed Pilgrim Pictures Co.
Brussels, June 24.
ist themes predominate in its state.
Del Guidice recently split from
Belgian
government's
recent ukase the J. Arthur Rank Organization.
He noted that there's a 30% Aussie
limiting.
rentals
to
ceiling
a 45%
has
amusement tax, but didn't consider
been
amended
liigh
to
permit
since
there
are
increased
expensive
it
IRISH CINEMA FINANCING
percentages
when
picture
everything
in
a
is
tabbed
taxes on practically
Dublin, June 17.
Australia. Large cities, such as Syd- meritorious.
,
When $1,200,000 worth of 4% First
Distribs' private checking of exney,
Melbourne and surrounding
areas, make up,55% of RKO's busi- hibs suspected of fraudulent grosses Debenture Stock of Irish Cinemas,
Ltd., was issued this week, 2,926 apness, he said, while another 18% has also been recognized as legal.

Trafalgar SQnara

Continued from page 1

past few months that have closed Sleeper Proviso Vs. Radio
hundreds of theatres throughout the
Time to Unions, Politicos
country.
With average production
reportedly costing $100,000, few pix
Washington, J|jne 24.
have grossed more than $70,000 in
One of the sleeper provisions in
these troubled times.
Because so the new Taft-Hartley labor bill may
many houses have been shuttering, hit hard at politically-active radio

another three years in Aussie, Doyle

'

Showbiz's Labor
•Badio Won't Take

The

India Unrest

During the war there were ap-

Going Into Production;
apis administered by government
pointed officials, who feel that the
Bid to Foreign Filmers
present houses are ample and new
construction is an economic waste
Amsterdam, June 15.
and not in the public interest. These
The general assembly of the Dutch
restrictions apply to 75% of all ter- Bioscoopbond has made some unritories with the exception of Vic- usual decisions this week. The Bond
toria and western Australia.
will form a special foundation to ex-,
One cannot set up shop as an ex- ploit the Amsterdam Cinetone Stuhib, Doyle pointed out, without per- dios. It's the first time an organizamission of these government officials, tion of exhibitors and distributors is
who are guided by certain rules. He going into production here. The
termed this a paradise for the exist buildings on the Cinetone lot have
ing theatre owner, for they can count been modernized dilring the German
on immunity from opposition. "It's occupation (the Germans made
like granting a franchise in per
about 10 films there during the war)
petuity," he added, "and progress is but in the last months before the
stopped."
capitulation they robbed the studios
new

week.

patch.

theatre

In a "closed shop" for existing exhibitors. Licensing system, he said,

turns to the homeoffie'e for a followup check.
Duo followed the same pattern in
Blum toured
Europe.
surveying
England and the Continent last year,
returning about nine months ago.
Pincus then followed three months
ago, returning to the homeoffice last

St. Martin's IPlaec,

Barabbas," Vaudeville (16)
"Off the Record," Apollo (3).

"Oklahoma!", Drury Lane (8).
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (114)
"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales (15)
and Glory," Fortune (37)
s, "Power
"Present Laughter," Haym'k't (10)
"Proudly Present," Yorks (8).
"Sleeping Clergyman," Crit. (1)
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (60)
"Together Again," Vic Palace (10)
"Under Counter," Phoenix (82).
"Winslow Boy," Lyric (57).
"Worm's View," Whitehall (8).

'

Enterprise

Costs

ssss Continued from page

3

featured the opening session of
Ent's first annual planning meeting.
Schaefer
told
David L.
Loew,

Charles Einfeld and other company
executives of special attention given

"Ramrod"

in all key situations and
to "Love," which opens the local
Hill
Street
and Pantages
theatres next Tuesday (1). During
the afternoon, group saw the first
rough cut of "Body and Soul." Meetings will continue through the rest
of the week.

RKO

Sales policy on "Arch o£ Triumph"
be decided this week. Accord-

will

ing to Schaefer, film's "penetration"
equals to date that of two of the
year's
most
important
releases,
"Duel" and "Best Years.'
"Love"
goes into release July 15; "Body,"

Aug.

15,

and "Arch," September

1.

ion shop agreements, feel that passage of the bill has strengthened the
company hand in future negotiations
for
maintenance
membership
of
clauses and other provisions guaranteeing union privileges.
In particular, the SPG leadership is awaiting to see if the film companies will
designate senior publicists as supervisory employees and thereby remove them from the union's province.
lot of

"The companies can make a
if they want to," one

trouble

official

said.

leadership, together with
of the parent United Office
Professional Workers of America, held a general strategy meeting
Monday night (23), following the
Senate's overriding 'of the Presidential veto, to discuss the bill's
meaning. The SPG, at its general

SOPEG's

officials

&

membership meeting tomorrow
will also place the
the agenda.

T-H

bill at

(26),

top of

V&RIETY
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DRAMA SWEEPING CONTINENTS!
ROMANCE SPANNING THE SEVEN SEAS!®.
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theatres, Kingsberg said,
doing better than those of the

New York
were

Squeeze For B.O. Wheeze

Air

Continued from page 9
quences," and "Perils of Pauline"
and "Variety Girl" are due for similar treatment.
Goldwyn For Radio Spots
Samuel Goldwyn outfit has gone
all out for radio spots, with Carl
Post, working under supervision of
Bill
director
Hebert, lining up as much as 13
weeks of plugs at- one time. Part of
Goldwyn plan is a Hollywood gossip-airer offered to all stations and
currently being used by 22 outlets

Goldwyn

pub-ad

coast to coast. Program contains hefty plugs for Goldwyn, of
course, but is prepared as a regular
chatter airer and contains news of
other studios and personalities as
Additionally, the Goldwyn
well.
Girls have been set for disk- jockey

from

and spots on various network
shows. A 13 -week tieup for "The
Secret Life of Walter Mitty" is in
the offing with "Bride and Groom,"
and studio is working hard on its

stints

other free offering, "Stars In Your
Eyes," a 15-minute airer complete
with musical and sound cues which
has been mailed to over 500 stations
for the last 45 weeks. "Stars," according to the studio, carries "a

minimum

of

Golwyn

with "That's My Man,' starring Don
and Catherine McLeod.
Studio also goes for guest spots and,
when Roy Rogers, under pact to Rep,

Ameche

had his own program, company got
free plugs thataway.

Columbia has done nothing sensational since its terrific airspace grab

on "The Jolson Story."

And studios are discovering now
that there are more ways than one
to get pic plugs aired. Scores from
pix are being offered such programs
as "Prudential Hour," "Family Hour"
and the Standard Symphony heard
on the West Coast. Numbers from
tunefilms
are always good since
jocks like to preem a new tune on
the air.
With tele siowly coming to the
fore, studios now are beginning to
map campaigns for video appearances. Only one thing has them
bothered. Thesps can't hold their
scripts in their hands before a tele
lens, and there are no short takes

which can be memorized quickly.

Johnston-Taft
Continued from page 3

plugs."

Special pitch to disk jockeys is being made by Goldwyn, with studio
arranging special screenings for the
exploiters unplatter turners.
der Jack Willen are doing the same
thing and drawing plenty of plugs
for upcoming and current product.
Studios also are showing themselves more willing than ever to permit dramatizations of story properties.
Last night (16) Lux offered
The Other Love," current Enterprise release, with Barbara Stan-

UA

be guest of honor last night (Tues-:
day) at a banquet given by PrinCe
Regent Charles of Belgium." This
was in connection with the Film

Festival being held in the city.
head said he would look into
the economic condition of Europe
because "the next 60 days will be
the most important hi the history of
will know by
the Continent.
then whether it will record recovery
or sink' into despair."
did
plan quota
he
not
He
stated
" Maria
wyck, Richard Conte and
Palmer of the screen cast re-enact- talks with the British this trip, aling their original roles. Studio also though he'd be in London July 24.
to
go abroad
said
he
expects
He
spots,
is going in heavily for guest
with" Conte set for several appear- again in the fall for discussions with
ances and Joel McCrea, Joan Lor- the Board of Trade ,on renewal of
in
expires
which
Quota
Act,
the
Brooks,
Defore,
Hazel
ring, Don

MPA

We

j

patronage continued "rather soft."
Meanwhile, number of exhibs felt
that only a dearth of top-scoring
pix was holding back a sharp rally.
To back their position, it was pointed out that the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics released a report last
week that production and employment had reached high levels with
no dip in sight. Unemployment figures have fallen to record low of
loss than 2.000,000, BLS report said.

c

Par Partners
Continued from page 5

;

$156,000 during '46. When Kent was
added to the directorate of the Florida chain, the trio took a slash to
214% with Kent also cutting in on
the same terms. Barham's pact with

Intermountain hands him

8

.

&

Paramount International and Paramount Pictures Theatres. Consolidated subsidiaries where the company held 85% of the stock paid in

1948.*

Present indications are that Howard Hughes will show at least a small
on "The Outlaw." Much-disputed film has piled up a distributor's
gross of $2,500,000 to date, in the domestic market, with about 5,500 en-'
•

profit

gagements played.
United Artists, the distrib, is still getting dates on the picture, which
has been in release for well over a year. However, they are coming in
very slowly. Apparently a great many potential bookings have been scared
off by the publicity concerning the lurid nature of the film and the resultant threats from church and civic groups. Film of this type would
ordinarily have played 13,000 or more dates by this time.
Picture is reputed to represent an investment of about $2,000,000, plus
approximately $500,000 in advertising. Hughes' share of income so far is
about $1,900,000. It is expected' that he will pick up more than the difference between that and his investment in further U. S. dates and income from abroad.
•

RKO's publicity stunt for ."White Tower" reached its climax over the
weekend when RKO-Pathe cameraman William Deeke became the first
film lenser to reach the top of Mt. McKinley in Alaska. Stunt has already
recently abandoned the picture because
backfired, however, since
of the difficulty in filming in Switzerland, where most of it was to have

RKO

been shot.
Deeke's work was not all in vain, though. Film he took on the trip
will be released as a Pathe short, possibly in the "This Is America" series.
Lenser made the trip as a member- of the Bradford- Washburn expedition.
Additional revenue from old cartoons is anticipated by Walter Lantz
in a deal closed with Castle For Sale and distribution of animated product
turned out in the past for Universal. Cartoons are deemed valueless to
theatres after they have played five years, and these will be reduced to
narrow-gauge form, made available wherever 16m films are sold to the
public. Deal calls for percentage of every print sold.

New classification system of pictures as to type is being set up by the
It's being done strictly for statistical and survey
purposes under the enlarged research program on which MPA has embarked since Eric Johnston became prexy in 1945.
iTobert Chambers, who heads the association's research activities, is
drawing up the new classifications. He "spent some weeks in Hollywood
recently for that purpose. Difficulty has been in analyzing pictures as to
content and type in the past that classifications such as "crime" or "boymeets-girl" or "psychological meller" have been too wide, according to

2/3% Motion Picture Assn.'

of all profits past the $150,000 mark
during '46, and 5% above $250,000 in
net during 1947 and 1948.
Gross income of Paramount Pictures, the parent org., was $85,351,692 in '46, while with consolidated
companies total revenues amounted
to $193,468,673. Par's nut was $9,460,604 to outside producers and
players as the latter's slice in film
rentals. Cost of booking films and
attractions for the company's farflung theatre chains toted to $26,504,261 for the year.
Cash dividends of $13,036,763 were
paid to the Par by such whollyowned s'ubsids as Balaban
Katz,

•

Preston Foster and others lined up
and waiting to go. Ent also has tied
up several local disk jocks, topped,
of course, by Martin Block, whose
new Mutual tieup through
here makes him the number one
market.
Jocks have been set to
play a record billed as "the favorite
record of—with a different studio
player named each time and the current film getting a mention.
Mark Hellinger has knocked off
one of the biggest tieups of the season for his forthcoming "Brute
Force." Deal set with Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn calls for
summer-long plugs for film on CBS

Inside Stuff—Pictures

eircuit located outside the city.

indies also had varying reactions.
West coast operations have improved since June 1, several exhibs
reported, and theatres are now turning in attendance figures approximating those of April. Eastern and
midwest areas, however," showed no
Fabian circuit, for
improvement.
instance, said biz had shown no
gains over May attendance and that

—

1

.

MPA

—

execs.

Unable, because of censorship laws, to depict any cruelty to animals
on the screen, Metro was forced to shoot separate footage for the bullfight sequences in its forthcoming "Fiesta" for prints to be shown in
Mexico and those to be shown in the U. S.
Fact that much of the film was lensed in Mexico made it necessary that
the bullfight scenes be authentic there. Where Esther Williams is depicted ifi, the U. S. footage as putting the finishing touches to a bull by
her hand on the animal's horns, the Mex footage shows the bandilleros actually at work, spiking the bull with their swords.

.resting

another $13,101,763, while non-conItinerary
includes The Hague,
solidated outfits chipped in $5,094,Copenhagen, Stockholm, Oslo, Ber740 in divvies.
Continued from page 9
lin; Vienna, Geneva, Paris, London
'
The 106-house B&K circuit is
and possibly Warsaw and Prague.
evaluated by Par (as to stock hold- scheme. A film titled "Under the by Variety brought negative results,
ings) at $20,819,491 on the company's Frozen Falls" has already been in an official stating that no details
books. Parmount Pictures Theatres production for some weeks to test would be officially handed out unJohnston and Byrnes
is entered at $5,349,817.
out the validity of the experiment. til the experimental picture had
Stage Wash. Huddle
Picture is for child audiences and been completed and the result conWashington, June 24.
At the same time it's obwill only be shown, on completion, firmed.
Eric Johnston went over last
vious that drastic technical changes
to juveniles and technicians.
«
minute problems Saturday (21) with
Pool
(A plan apparently very similar are pending in Britain's studio
his new counsel, James F. Byrnes,
methods and that they are likely to
to that of the British was developed
Continued
from
page
9
prior to the Motion Picture Assn.
and announced in Hollywood about make a clean sweep of wasteful and
prexy hopping off for Europe.
the part o£ 2 oth that the Govern- six months ago. It was invented by inefficient production as known to
Principal subject of the luncheon ment would llse the joint operations
Fred Pelton, who recently resigned date in the British film industry.
gabfest, it's understood, was the
If this time-saving plan cuts the
"Sam Spade" airer. Thesp Howard European situation, with Johnston as added evidence of domestic col' as labor administrator of the Assn.
laboration among the majors. Par's
Producers to fur- price of British films every year by
Duff, who plays Spade, has a feature
reviewing problems in the various legalities, on the other hand, argued of Motion Picture
role in the film. As a result of the
ther refine it and promote its use by $10,000,000 it can, in the course of
Secretary
former
countries with the
that the plan was perfectly proper the studios.
time, and if accepted by American
tieup, "Force" will be released with
eye
keeping
an
will
be
of State, who
experts, cut the price of Hollywood
a special screen credit introducing on things from this and while John- and could not be attacked on any
(Pelton's scheme calls for building
basis.
films by a similar 25%. Results are
Duff as "Sam Spade of Radio." Adsets on movable platforms outside of
ston is abroad. Also considered was
Question is now posfcsd whether
not likely to be promulgated here
ditionally, Wildroot, sponsor of the
the hearings to be held in Septemsound stages. Platforms would be
20th will also take action to end
for several weeks.
Spade airer, will push "Brute"
The Rank orber by the House Un-American Acon
tracks.
to
shoot
When ready
a
pooled exchange operations overganization is saving up this sensathrough drugstore displays while
tivities Committee on Communism
scene, the old set would be rolled
seas. Number of companies in isotion for world distribution.
theatres will plug "Spade" with
in Hollywood. Byrnes will not apout and the new one in through related locales have been working
lobby posters.
pear before the committee, but is
sub-branches together to cut cost of movable stage walls.
Warners recently got a double- working on strategy and tactics.
(It's understood there's no plan for
distribution. Should 20th's stance be
barreled plug when Dennis Morgan,
Shift of plans late last week canJane Wyman and Alexis Smith were celled junket for Edward Cheyfitz, carried down the line, those opera- adopting the scheme now, since it's
heard on Lux. Deal gave studio assistant to Eric Johnston, who was tions may be broken up as bad too costly to reconstruct studios and
Continued from page S 55;
big
a
talent
splurge
and
a supposed to accompany his boss and policy while the anti-trust suit is stages. It possibly will be employed,
however, when new studios are tions later on when, and if, the
swell
kickoff
on the campaign party overseas.
still alive in the courts.
for "Cheyenne,"
in
which MorPar is going it alone in- the foreign built and can be designed expressly decree goes into effect. Secondly,
Instead Cheyfitz will head for the
gan and Miss Wyman star. Tieup Coast shortly, to work on the two 16m field. Company plans to start for such operation.)
there's
an oversupply of ready
was billed as the most expensive series of shorts for the Motion Pic- narrow-gauge distrib activities
Rank experts estimate that with money available for loans and hence
talent package ever aired by Lux.
abroad on a limited basis within tj§e a general speeding-up in the manu- the interest rates are at an unture Assn.
Studio also relies heavily on Louella
next few months. Most likely open- facturing process at least 25%' can precedented low.
Parsons airer for guestints.
ing countries are Britain, France be saved on every picture and the
Par's directorate figures that now's
Lassie Plugs Leo
and the Philippines. In the latter whole turnover for the year be the time to look for coin which
Metro has a newcomer in the field
accelerated.
Behind the may never be needed because the
locale, Par Already has a scattering greatly
of studio pic-air names with the
of 16m prints and it's likely the broad outline of this revolutionary rate for a standby call on cash is at
Continued from page S sSSm
radio bow of Lassie. Dog barks a
new program will be initiated there plan every technical device known a minimum. Company now has time
plug for Leo the Lion on every shot.
to Britain's top studio men is being to maneuver carefully before closing
seasonal slumps which were cusCulver City lot also gets a new
used back projection, stereopticon, a deal, whereas, once the U. S. Sutomary in the industry prior to the
fillip when Van Heflin takes over
stills, slides and an imaginative use
preme Court passes on the decree,
war
but which were not experienced
Bob Hope's summer spot. In addition,
of all existing methods. As there is the sudden demand for cash may
during hostilities.
Metro has a dramatization of "Cyn
nothing in this idea which can be push the rates up.
Pictures
Comparative
; Continued from page 3
thia" coming up shortly on Lux with
patented, there seems nothing to
Moreover, there's now 176 billion
Bros, see
and
Warner
Both
Loew's
Elizabeth Taylor, George Murphy
the company was hoping for further prevent any studio taking it over dollars of money supply compared
and Mary Astor of the original cast, no change in the situation recently. deals with City. When the idea of lock, stock and barrel on release.
to some 60 billions in bank deposits
and is already plotting mentions on Loew's, according to Oscar Doob, picking up other showcases from
It's purely a question of study, exand in circulation before the war.
circuit exec, has continued at the
Lionel Barrymore's fall airer.
City as well as other theatre-holding periment and research, but it seems That fact has depressed rates exLocal indie pub-ad outfit, Davis- May pace, which is still a good dis- outfits was dropped, U decided clear that British studios have taken traordinarily as was recently pointWeiss,
Inc.,
handled radio time tance behind last year. Doob noted against renewing the lease.
a big stride forward in advance of ed out by Thomas I. Parkinson, prcz
grabbing for Sam Coslow's "Copa- that Loew's metropolitan theatres
Folding of the Cincy venture their competitors, and they will cer- of the Equitable Life Assurance Sowere
smash
last
year
playing
such
cabana" tying up "Queen for a Day,"
leaves U with only two showcases
tainly reap the benefit of a pioneer- ciety.
Officials of Paramount note
"Heart's Desire," "Hollywood Tour" pix as "Spellbound," "Lost Week- the Winter Garden and Park Avenue, ing plan.
Every camera angle, for that the big film companies, reand
"Ziegfeld
Follies"
end,"
"Gikla"
and "Bride and Groom" programs.
both in New York.
example, will be filmed without al- gardless of low stock quotations, -can
Similar tieups were effected when and currently have no boxoflice
teration, from script to shooting, put through loans at rates below
Weather
constampeders
match.
to
Rank
Building
in
Minneapolis
Allied Artists, Monogram's affiliate
and no excessive change of setups 2%%. Par's call on cash, consequentwent all out to boost Roy Del Ruth's ditions were largely determining
Minneapolis, June 24.
will be required. In the same way, ly,
would insure the cellar-per- J.
Arthur Rank told Will Jones, a picture made on the Rawnsley centage regardless
"It Happened
on Fifth Avenue." Loew's biz, Doob said.
of future deAs for RKO, the take is holding Morning Tribune columnist, in a plan will be virtually cut and
Dramatization on Lux and guest apedi- velopments which might drive the
pearances on such programs as Jack with that of last year, according to long-distance telephone interview ted on its way jnto the camera, rate
higher.
Benny, Fred Allen, Jack Haley, "We Malcolm Kingsberg, RKO's theatre from HOilywood, that Minneapolis though this does not mean it will not
Statement by Balaban before the
the People" and "Chesterfield* Sup- head. Biz for RKO never did drop will be one of the cities where Uni- be submitted to final revision by the stockholders*
meet last week, which
per Club," were topped when AA more than a few percentage points versal, with which he's associated, cutters.
comprehensively detailed the comgave away a beaten-up Fifth Ave- below the 1946 figures, Kingsberg will probably build or try to buy a
Great Secrecy
pany's outlook and recent performsaid.
Signalling the widely differing theatre as a showcase for Rank and
nue bus on "People Are Funny."
Rank organization has clamped ance drew wide plaudits from Wall
Most other studios go in for radio reactions in the industry, RKOer U pictures. His pictures will share down like an oyster on this process street
biggies. Company plans to folspasmodically. Republic recently set added that last week's business was the playing time in the theatres with since Rawnsley and his
men went low through
forwarding an outSame week was the one in Universal on a 50-50 basis, he ex- into a huddle in a dark room in line of what by
"Angel and Badman" on Hedda off.
occurred at \hc meetHopper's program and was on again which Par scored its major gains. plained.
London's West End. Inquiries made ing to all of Par's stockholders.
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cinemas afford Catholics a unique
opportunity to integrate, in a bewildered and confused world, the
gist of their ideas and doctrines. The
cinema, he added, must be a means
to promo"i.'e understanding and friend,

K.O. of Pools

July 1

Continued from page I

|

Picture Grosses
Continued from page IS

other.

Is

involved for the

instances,
ed as a pool. In other
consider the
it's said, the companies
therelationship as partly-owned
period apatres with a two-year
Government, disagreeing,
plicable.

will go to court for a ruling
majors persist in their stand,

if

D

the
of J

insists.

Loch's Snarl
Most of the intricate pooling snarl
Five
has been unwound by the Big
effect
since the decree went into
while
Jan. 1, theatre heads say,
during
others will be polished off
So far as the
the current week.
Loew's chain, only one pool remains
a particularly intricate deal with

vaude,
when

it

only operation of

mount

24.

circuit) has dissolved its part-

The Minnesota Amusement

Co.

will continue to operate the Palace

and Buchanan, who

Is

divesting him-

Superior theatre interests, is expected to join the company
Buckley will
as Palace manager.
become sole owner and operator of
of

self

all

Gust Carlson, former
Peoples manager, takes over the

the Belgians a terrific international
play with far-reaching results for
the local industry. American film in
dustry is still way up In the running
mainly because of exemplarily prepared public relations, but unfor
tunately, few Americans stars are
still available, aside from Paulette
Goddard, who came to Brussels with
a British group. Marlene Dietrich
also rushed to Brussels doing an
11th hour job for Hollywood.

the Princess.

on
two major tieups— one with Fabian
end Warners in Pittsburgh; another
with Paramount in Buffalo. RKO

operation of .that house.

Theatre Fronts
Continued from page 4

Gamble, prexy of American

Continued from page

squawks

Commandments."

Top price

RKO

are expected to dissolve their partnership
in the Orpheum and Mainstreet
theatres here, pending approval of
the N, Y. federal district court, according to Elmer C. 'Rhoden, Fox-

Midwest

president.

The move would

give the Mainstreet 100% to RKO
and the Orpheum entirely to FoxMidwest, bringing a major change in
the first-run situation here.
has been operated by
„ Orpheum
since about 1937 as a first-run
was a
house.
It seats 1,972 and
former legit and vaude house.
Rhoden said his company has no
immediate plans to change the policy
at the Orpheum, but a possibility is
that the house would be used for
roadshows, specials and possibly for
important moveovers. It is centrally
located downtown on Baltimore Ave.

RKO

Brussels Festival
Continued from page 3

press. La Cite Nouvelle, a Brussels
daily, said: "The most intense bitter-

ness is always hidden behind the
simplicity of the episodes. It is life
itself,
painted by a master-tech-

William

Wyler

•

Wallis Okays Center

Hal Wallis and Ray Milland took
time off from their respective pro.
ducing-acting chores in "So Evil My

Denham

Britain's.

Studios to take in the World

Film Festival here last' week. Producer declared he was wholly in
favor of an international film center
in view of what has been accomplished here. Pair were accorded a
City Hall reception by Burgomaster
Jef Vande Meulebroeck.
Shooting on "So Evil" will wind
up late in August, said Wallis, who
added that the film teed off four
weeks ago with Ann- Todd and

between 12th and 13th.
Geraldine Fitzgerald as stars besides
The Mainstreet has been dark Milland. He described the British
since 1938, except for a spell of films production
venture as
variously
and vaude in 1941. It seats 3,049, and motivated by goodwill, to exchange
is located at 14th and Main nearer talent and to fulfill business obligathe edge of the downtown loop. tions.
is expected to move its curCatholic Congress Meets
rent Orpheum policy into the MainWith some 19 countries represtreet. Before the move can be acsented, the fourth annual Internacomplished extensive reconditioning
tional Catholic Film Congress started
is necessary. RKO officials recently
gave the house the once-over. Vari- last week at the Brussels Palais des
ous estimates on the cost of fixing Academies. Papal Nuncio Msgr. Cenup the house ran from $300,000 up- to, acting as honorary president, dethe fact that in his opinion
wards. Plans call for
to con- plored
too often
tinue operation of the Orpheum until the motion picture has
helped towards encouraging im
the Mainstreet is ready.
The Mainstreet opened in October, morality and wickedness.

RKO

RKO

.

bills,

"Dishonored Lady" and "Living
Way." "The Web," the' other
currently,

Mrs. Carrolls"

"Two

is fairish.

topping the hold-

is

overs.

Estimates

for'

This

(RKO)

Albee

Week

Good

itself,

on

York.
the se-

committee looks at every
feature made. If they consider anylectivity

thing at all dubious in a picture, the
full panel is convened for a screening and a decision made. Inasmuch
as the group is still feeling its way,
it has not been too tough in the few
months it has been operating. While
a number of films have been nixed
outright, a flock of others have
merely" been placed in a "set-asidetemporarily" category and will be
re-screened and given further consideration later.
Selectivity committee may be ex
pected to get considerably tougher
as it gets surer of its ground and its
body of experts is built up. Also,
within a short time all the finished
pix which come through will have
had their scripts given the o.o. by
the IIC in Hollywood prior to going
before the cameras.
In the case of the 13 countries in
which distribution of major product
is
by the Motion Picture Export
Assn., the selectivity committee has
final word on what pix shall go. In
the rest of the world, the committee,'
under its present status, can officially go no farther than making

after

great

$15,000

opener.

(RKO)

Grand

(1,400

50-75)—

;

'

$6,500.

day-date with Esquire. Good $8,000.
Last week, nice $9,500.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Queen
of the Amazons" (SG) and "Don't
Gamble With Strangers" (Mono).
Fair $3,500. Last week, "Captain
Caution" (FC) and "Captain Fury"
(FC). fine $4,500.
Tabor
(Fox)
35-74)—
(1,967;
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" (Mono)
and stage show. Fine $10,000. Last
week, "That Way With Women"
(WB) and "Buffalo Bill Rides Again"
(SG), poor $3,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "The
Homestretch"
(20th)
and "Little
Miss Broadway" (Col), day-date with
Denver. Fair $3,500. Last week,
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) and
"Backlash" (20th), same as Denver,
fair $3,000.

,

Keith's (UP) (1,542; 50-75)— "The
(U). Fairish $7,500. Pic liked

Web"

underwent lotsa
by Ohio board of censors.
Last week, "Out of Mind" (U), $7,500.
50-75)—
Lyric
(RKO)
(1,400;
"Framed" (Col), moveover for three
days, and "Destry Rides Again" (U)
and "When Daltons Rode" (U) (re-

by

local cricks.

It

cutting

Oka>

issues}, last half.

Last-

$5,000.

1
week, "Alexander's Ragtime. Band'
(20th) and "Western Union" (20th),

$5,500.

(RKO)

Palace

honored Lady"
Last

$14,000.

(WB),

(2,600;

55-70)— "Dis-

(UA).
week,

"Cheyenne"

Satisfactory

$13,000.

Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 55-70)—
"Cheyenne" (WB) (m.o.).. All right
$5,500. Last week, "Calcutta" (Par)
(m.o.), $6,500.

Kaycee Light; Fair
11G for 'Expectations'
Kansas City, June
Trade
"Perils

is

of

24.

pretty light except for
Pauline," solo at the

newly named Paramount. Film is
hitting nice coin and is cinch for
second week. "Great Expectations,"
topping an Orpheum dual bill, is
having a fair week as is "Buck Privates Come Home" in the Fox Midwest trio of first runs. "Duel in the
Sun" is racking up strong money in
a second week at the Midland, although turnout for the film is somewhat under expectations. Steady
diet of rain continues and is no help
at the boxoffices. ,Soupthtown theatre Joins firstrun se,tup
pair of English flickers.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-

showing

65)— "Meet John Doe" (WB) (reissue).
Opened Thursday, getting

house back to regular diet. So-so
$3,500.
Last week, "Kit Carson"
(PRC) and "Last of the Mohicans"
(PRC) (reissues) (2d wk) played
only 6 days for slow $3,000.
Kimo
(Dickinson)
(550; 65)— "The
Looks Tops at $17,000 Raider" (indie). Opened
Saturday
for mild trade, $2,500.
Last week,
Louisville, June 24.
Business is okay this week, cool "Angel and Sinner" (indie) got a
weather being a factor. Product Is §ood start but couldn't hold the pace,

L'ville

OK;

'Calcutta'

Top coin indicated by
"Calcutta" at the Rialto singling.
"Late George Apley" at Strand very

quality, too.

o-so $2,000.

Midland (Loews) (3,500; 90-$1.20)
—"Duel in the Sun" (SRO) (2d wk).
Mary An- Giving house good week at $16,000.
"Copacabana" mild- Last week film did large. $30,000, but
somewhat off from expectations due
at the State.
to slow night biz.
Estimates for This Week

good, while "Cheyenne" at

derson
ish

is lively,

Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
40-60)—"Moss Rose"
(20th)
and
"Winter Wonderland" (Rep) (m.o.).
Favorable $4,000. Last week "Tarzan & Huntress" (RKO) and "Code
of West" (RKO) (m.o.) about same.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Sea of Grass" (M-G) and "Blon-

Orpheum (RKO)

"Great

play

for

$11,060.

—

and

(U)

Getting

*

fair

45-65)

(1,900;

Expectations"

"Danger Street" (Par).

Last week,

"Honeymoon" (RKO) and "Dick
Tracy's Dilemma" (RKO) .got moderate $12,000.

Paramount (Par),

(1,900;

of Pauline"

(Par).

"Perils

45-65)—
Off

to

Holiday" (Col) medium $3,000. nifty start by preem with Veronica
week "Favorite Brunette" (Par) Lake, Alan Ladd and William Demand "Way With Women"
(WB) fair arest making p.a.'js opening night,
"
$3,100."
and changinjr name of house from
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100; Newman to Paramount. Pace good
die's

Last

.

40-60)— "Cheyenne" (WB). Western
recommendations. To date, however, subject pulling 'em in for nice take,
there has been no dissent by in- perky $8,000. Last week "Wild Bill
Hickok Rides" (WB) and "Shadow
dividual companies from the comof
Woman" (WB) (reissue) fine
mittee's word.
$7,000.
It is expected that when Mayer
National (Standard) 2.400; 40-60)—
and MPA prexy Eric Johnston re- "Buck Privates Home" (U). Still the
turn in about six weeks from their laugh hit of the town and biz holdpresent trip abroad, McCarthy will ing up well for oke $6,500. Last
either be relieved of most of his week same pic strong $9,500.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40other chores to concentrate on the

Former Belgian Premier Paul van selectivity program or someone else
1921 with vaude. The Orpheum is
the second house to bear the name Zeeland declared that the economic will be named to head it, filling the
international aspects of the place left by Aronson's death.
locally, opened in 1914 and showed and

$15,000

(3,100;

"Living in Big Way" (M-G). Boff
$12,000. Holds. Last week, "Repeat
(E - L),
Performance"
moderate

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
"Dear Ruth" (Par), 2d week. Fine
$13,000, and holding.
Last week,
good $9,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—"The
Homestretch" (20th) and "Little Miss
Broadway" (Col), day-date with
Webber. Good $16,000. Last week,
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) and
"Backlash" (20th), same as Webber,
good $16,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—"The
Egg and I" (U), 4th week, day-date
with Paramount. Good $3,000. Last
week, good $3,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600: 35-74)—
Living in a- Big Way" (M-G) and
Desperate" (RKO). Good $15,000.
Last week, "Honeymoon" (RKO) and
"Dick Tracy's Dilemma" (RKO),
good $14,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200: 35-74)—
"The Egg and I" (U), 4th wejek,

sular reps of the various countries

Modus Operandi
more members of

is

in Big

Aladdin (Fox)
35-74)—
(1,400;
Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) and
"Backlash" (20th), after week at
each Denver, Webber. Fine $5,500.
Last week, "Stairway to Heaven"
(U-I), 2d week, good $4,500.
Broadway! (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)
—"Little Mister Jim" (M-G) and
"Boom Town" (M-G), 2d week. Good
$6,500. Last week, fine $7,500.

and areas of the

or

June 24.
on the climb

Cincinnati,

Downtown trade

"Two

world. He's at the moment engaged
in trying to still further strengthen
his advisory body by lining up con-

New

$18,000 IN HIKING CINCY
for the third successive week, with
"Macomber Affair," socko for the
Albee, fronting two other lively new

50-76)—
to give the Denham a fine second "Macomber Affair" (UA). Sock $18.week, and is holding. Other busi- 000. Last week, "Framed"- (Col),
ness also good because of rains nip- fairish $12,500.
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 50-75)—
ping outdoor lures.
"Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) (2d wk).
Estimates for This

McCarthy now has a committee

One

'MACOMBER' S0CKER00

Ames" (Col) and
Way" (Indie),

Last week, "Framed"
"Yankee Fakir" (Rep)

Denver, June 24.
"Dear Ruth" has built every day

consisting of a group of international

in

40-80)—
Second week,

newcomer

duties.

(director).

light fault to this truthful
picture of moral agony of war ghosts
is the place given to the sentimental
romance and happy ending demanded by the picture-going public."
Other press comment was equally
favorable.

week "Sweetheart Sigma
Chi" (Mono) and "Bringing Up
Father" (Mono) slender $4,500.

13G IN DENVER H.0.

was temporarily given the
of organizing the selectivity
program, in addition to his other

specialists

(20th). Clicking for

of

'RUTH' BUILDS FINE

.

The only

Love" now underway at

execs op-

MPA

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400:
40-60)—"ADley" (20th) and "Jewels
Brandenburg"
$5,500. Last

Week

—

experts from within the

$13,000.

(Col) and
(2d week), $4,000.

his viewpoint clear.

produced film last week provoked plus
a panel of outside
general acclaim from the Brussels
various countries

nician:

$4,500, okay.

Alexander Aronson, who was named
to set it up and operate it, took ill
almost the day he was appointed
last February. He died a few weeks
ago. During Aronson's illness, John
McCarthy, assistant to Gerald Mayer,
head of MPA's international depart-

of

first.

40-80)—

Western

"Swing

On the New York end, the proof reviewing finished product
got off to a slow start inasmuch as

task

24.

4(1-60)—

(3,300;

(3,200;

(M-G).

Janet

"Guilt

gram

ment,

June

made

land has

(1,700;

fine $13,000 after big $20,000, last
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—

3

and

MPA

(Loew)

State

"Yearling"

erating the international self-regulation program. Durland has been
relatively tough in running his part
of the show, making plenty of heavy
slashes and changes in scripts. This
has brought about the expected outcries from writers and producers,
but there has been little trouble in
getting them to go along once Dur-

July 1 date also calls for filing by
the Big Five of its first semi-annual
report on progress of the group in
dissolving partially-owned theatres.
It's not expected that the report will
turn up any large-scale moves in
that direction since all companies
intend sitting out the U. S. Supreme
Court decision on the appeal before
taking steps, if they must.

RKO
KC Pool

official

erative, according to

houses.

City,

(Loew's)

State

Last

$17,000.

would be not only unpatriotic but
poor commercial policy,, major companies have been completely coop-

them all, though, was the $150,000
Theatres Assn., takes over operation
which Howard Hughes shelled out
of the Liberty from Rosenberg for a
front plugging the initial
while NT takes back its three Broadway run
of his "Hell's Angels."

Kansas
Fox-Midwest and

—

big $27,000 after $34,000 for

Paramount (M-P)

unofficial
concerning reception to films abroad

than $100,000 for a single front for
"10

(4,367; 40-80)

$22,000.

"Trouble With Women" (Par) and
"Little Miss Broadway" (Col). Average $16,000. Last week, "Moss Rose"
(20th) and "Sport Kings" (Indie),

Self-Regulation

National Theatres, 20th-Fox sub- what was spent for Broadway spectaculars back in the days when
sid, is also racing to meet the dead
showmanship was at its height. With
line. With a large number of pools
of labor and material about
now out of the way, NT's Spokane costs
one-fourth what they are today,
pool in which its Fox, Orpheum and
Cecil B. DeMille still spent more
are knitted to Michael

Dissolving

still

filmeries, because most distributors
set their policies for the rest of the

State theatres

NSG

"Copacabana" (UA) and "For Love
of Rusty" (Col), not so good at $14,.
000. Last week "Great Expectations"
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)— (U) and "Millerson Case" (Col)
"Yearling" (M-G).
Second week, didn't come up to expectations, mild

British influence has caused the
Prince Regent to request a private
screening of "Odd Man Out," which
will be the only Festival command
performance. Frank Capra's "It's a
Wonderful Life" earned repeated
ovations at its screening but the Festival's grand prize is still uncertain.

has been rushing through dissolu- country on the way the film fares in
tions of a batch of pools and still has N.Y. Starr estimated that about 1,tome distance to travel. Breakup 000,000 neck-craners see the BroadOf RKO's joint operation with the way signs every day, about 50% of
Butterfield circuit in Grand Rapids which come from out of town, which
makes for good word of mouth back
(Mich.) is set for Saturday (28).
in the sticks. Despite the high costs/
Talks last week between Malcolm
therefore, the per-person charge for
Kingsberg, BKO's veepee in charge
each sign is still relatively small.
Pantages
of theatres, and Rodney
Survey taken by the Budweiser
over breakup of the pool between
brewery for its sign in Times Square,
the Pantages -and RKO HiUstreet
for
example, revealed that it cost
no
reached
houses in Los Angeles
less than one-twentieth of a cent per
conclusion. With Pantages returning
each impression. That's much less
to the Coast there's little likelihood
than
the cost to advertise in other
before
dissolved
of the pool being
media, Starr declared.
July 1, Kingsberg said. Understood
Even with the high prices now in
that RKO made an offer to buy the
effect,
they come nowhere equalling
Pantages.

Rosenberg's Liberty fades out July

(Par),

week, "Miracle 34th St." (20th) and
"Vance Returns" (PRC). Fell off to

Belgian Industry Boosted

nerships with H. C. Buchanan and
Frank Buckley in the operation of
the Palace, Peoples and Princess
theatres, Superior, Wis.

other pools including the

Fox-Midwest and

Metropolitan (M-P)

Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (700*
26-31)—"Big Fix"
(PRC).
Can't
blame weajher for slow pace, mikU
ish $2,000.
Last week, "Heldorado' 1
(Rep) moderate $2,400.

$30,000.

June

Loew's houses.
Loew's has already cut the strings

.

(20th), $24,000.

Town"

Minneapolis,
Brussels, June 24.
Taking another step to comply
Brussels World Film Festival is
with the consent decree decision, the
Minnesota Amusement Co. (Para- shaping up as a smash success giving

the Skouras circuit in Astoria, New
Two Loew's houses and
York.
three Skouras* theatres are welded
in an arrangement which has the
(Skouras outfit as lessor of the

L Ted

(RKO)

m.o.

Last week, "Honeymoon"
and "Brasher Doubloon"

—"Cheyenne" (WB) and "Cover Big

Films, Inc.

here.

Minn. Amus. Sheds More

—

all its

RKO

$24,000.

;

Wonderland" (Rep) oke $13,000 and

BOSTON

legit and stock until 1038 ship between nations.
While a majority of the delegates
was switched to films.
compete with^ach
Fox-Midwest ourrently operates were from France, the U. S. had
the
Big Five theatre toppers on
Uptown, Fairway and Es- representation. On. hand for the
fower,
the
houses
other hand maintain that the
also Legion of Decency was Ed Cumand
houses,,
run
first
as
quire
must be in competition regardless has a string of subsequents through- mings while Robert Brubaker repBritannica
whether more than one defendant
the city. The Orpheum is the resented Encyclopaedia
tieup to be treat- out

normally
of the participants would

'

60)— "Calcutta"
have lively week
solid

"Moss

$17,000

Rose"

in

(Par).
Looks to
at the wicket, with
sight.

(20th)

for $18,000

and cinch holdover. Last

week, "Cheyenne"
okay $10,000.

(WB)

(2d

wk)

Southtown (Elmer) (950; 65)—
"Great Mr. Handel" (indie) and
"Jeannie" (indie). Take this house

out of subsequent-run situation for
a policy of English films firstrun.
Had good weekend play despite rain.
May do $4,000, okay.

Tower-Uptown-Falrway (Fox Midwest)

(2,100,

2,043,

700;

—

45-65)
<U).

"Buck Privates Come Home"

Mild $13,000. Last week,
Last week pened on Fifth Avenue"
and "Winter steady $16,060.

Hap(Mono)

"It

_^

—

'
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Labmen Win

N.Y.

UA Prez

EXHIB ON 'HUCKSTERS'

Continued from page 3

have been a combination

it

and

considerations

—

Metro
of.

— much

$101,000 Uppage

tax

more

attachment

strongly a sentimental
which makes her
for the company,
She was a
loathe to leave Its helm.
in 1919 with Hiram
founder of

Winding up a six-months' labor
wrangle, film lab technicians, Local
702, and 18 major New York lab
producers inked a two-year pact
over last weekend (21) awarding
the workers wage increases approxi-

Terms

mating $1,000,000 with back pay of
Agreement, in negotia$250,000.
tion since last January, provides pay
boosts ranging between $6 to $22
per week, a night work differential
pay of 10%, 40-hour week, two
weeks' vacation with pay after three
years of employment, eight holidays
per year, and severance pay ranging
from one to five weeks' salary.
Labs signing were De Luxe, Consolidated
Film Industries; Paramount, Long Island, and Paramount
News; Warners' Ace Film Laboratory and Warners' home office print
department; Pathe, Bound Brook,
and Pathe, N. Y.; H.E.R., Du-Art,
Mecca, Guffanti, Movielab, Circle,
Precision, Malcolm, Mercury and

UA

W.

Abrams, Douglas Fairbanks, D.
Griffith and Chaplin.
'

Fabian deal would
and
$5 000,000 in cash
$7500,000 in the form
would be guaranteed

Chaplin
Miss Pickford
of a loan. This
give

by

outside as-

whatever happened to

so that

sets,

UA-'Miss Pickford would be assured
eventual
of at least a $5,000,000
payoff. She'd also get interest on
the $7,500,000. Return on the principal would begin when a designated
reserve fund is built up by the company. Payoff would then be a small
percentage of the distrib's income
until the $7,500,000 is reached. The
size of the reserve fund and the
percentage return of the capital are
.jstill subject to negotiation.
"Urging on Miss Pickford of the
Fabian deal is based by her advisers
on two major factors. One 4s the
difficulties the compaiiy is having
in getting bookings on the Rank circuits in England. Second, and more
Important, is the recognition that beyond getting a new president is the
necessity of investing a tremendous
amount of Capital to put the com-'
pany back into a first line position.
Feeling that heavy coin will be
needed is due largely to recognition
of the fact that indie production
depends for its exon which
the downbeat and
is on
istence
whatever remains of it in a few
years will be competitively sought
increasing number of
-for by the
"distribs releasing indie films. Thus,
will have to get into
it is felt,
'production itself via financing the
indies it wants.
'

UA

—

'

More Years

As far as the Connors deal is concerned, there are no insurmountable
snags.
Miss Pickford
contractual
thinks he is asking fair terms and
he, in turn, is rather anxious to take
the
post. One significant factor

Richard,

commitment

"One Touch of Venus."
Arnold Grant, her counsel in the
negotiations, is leaving for Hollywood next Monday (30), regard-

UA

New

of the status of deals in
inasmuch as other pressing
is pending there.

York,

business

Chi's Loop

Run

films

before

B&K

9

saved

three

people

in their

Continued from page 4

channeled them

cree

had been suspended during
Pendency of the appeal to the circuit court.

ori ginaUy in 1942,

prepared

is

things, that
to battle any
rates sought by

change in seating
the American Society of Composers,
Authors
Publishers. With almost
500 exhibs attending, Lachman also
disclosed that his group is currently
negotiating on a candy deal which
would turn in revenues to the organization and give its members a
theatre supply of sweets at lower

&

prices.

Convention will discuss resolutions opposing bingo and presentation of 16m films in hotels and
taverns in competition with established theatres, Lachman said. Allied
prexy also said 90% of the Jersey
group has subscribed to the national's master contract for film production. Latter group is considering
a move to foster filmmaking by indies through a guarantee of playing
time from

its

members.

Open forum which followed was
conducted by Jack Kirsch, National
Allied's head; Irving Dollinger, and
Lachman. Among first-day speakers
were Dr. Allan B. Dumont, on tele-

and

it

applies to theatres;

in

Three-day convention is being
staged at the Ambassador hotel. It
winds up Thursday (26) with a banquet feteing Kirsch. Attending that
dinner will be Spyrps Skouras, 20thFox prexy; Andy Smith, 20th's sales
head, and William Gehring, his ass't;

Ben Kalmenson, sales chief for Warner Bros.; Ted O'Shea of Liberty
(Par) Films; Sol Schwartz, RKO
theatre exec; A. W. Schwalberg,
Eagle-Lion sales chief; and Ted
Gamble and Robert Cdyne of American Theatres Assn.

Flacks Ballot by Mail

On Break With CSU
Hollywood, June 24.
referendum w i 11 decide
whether the Screen Publicists Guild
will remain with the. Conference of
Studio Unions or pull out.
-•
This time a bare majority of th«
ballots will determine the issue, instead of the customary two-thirdi
Mail

vote.

;

Holland, Korda said. He
before the pact was

that

"or

the best

in motion picture

sound...

for Korda and London
Productions, and when he
heard rumors about June 15

clusively

Films
later

that Lawrence owned part of Frederick Strengholt's Dutch distributing firm, as well as having bought
certain French pictures, he didn't
believe it, but later obtained documentary proof.

LawStrengholt.
testifying
in
rence's behalf, said that he and
Lawrence had acquired six Dutch
1936-38.
Houses
were
theatres in
first offered to Loew's International,
said, while both he and Lawrence
Loew
Loew's employ.
in
turned them down but Lawrence
and he acquired them while still
Loew employees, he testified. Under cross-examination of Korda's

he

were

that
Strengholt
stated
told that they had
acquired this property but later the

fact

became known.

Strengholt revealed that negotia-

asked

00 which a UI'y awarded
3
Intere st runs from March,
the verdict. Additional

in*; J'
i»44,
date of

Korda films. Although Lawrence had a part interest
the firm, Strengholt said, he
never directly received any money
Final arrangements
for the deal.
were handled by Korda's rep, Sir
David Cunningham, and the pact
was described as a profitable one for
Korda.
Selznick backed up Lawrence's
earlier testimony which referred todiscussions on the Coast in 1945 in
which Samuel Goldwyn also participated. Talks dealt with distribution, he said, and he offered to help
Korda on a friendly basis. Producer
to release certain

also disclosed that prior to his
deal for Lawrence's services,
latter volunteered to
his business interests

reveal

of temperature changes, for the various
materials in the valve have compensating

Electric recording equipment.

coefficients of expansion.

These new type

nevertheless small and rugged, and provide

Other advantages are improved optics
and better damping of the ribbons, which
reduces the resonant peak to small pro-

the highest degree of recording efficiency

portions.

precision in design

valves, a triumph of
and manufacture, are

ever achieved.

The

magnetically sealed valve

Magnetic sealing keeps dust and foreign
material out permanently. And you get

of numerous reasons

stable operating characteristics regardless

tion picture sound.

is

one

why Western Electric

means the best in mo-

own

all

the
of

throughout the
Korda added that he was
world.
paying Lawrence $1,500 weekly.
946 i s still pending.
Korda attorney Arnold Grant testified that although he was instruContract Sparks Sparks
mental in handling the Lawrence
_
Hollywood, June 24.
contract for his client, he had no
Schary,
RKO
prexy,
occasion
to ask Lawrence if he had
handed
t»„k ?
ttobert
Sparks a new contract as outside interests.
Schmidt, under
Producer, with three
features lined direct examination from Frohlich,
"P lor summer and autumn
filming. admitted that he did outside work
g0 wlU b9 "Stations West," for Lawrence but described the
foiw i°uby
tollowed
"The Education of the chores as minor which did not InHeart" and "Weep
No More."
fringe upon Korda's time.

damager for $600,000 treble balm
for
alleged violations
between 1940 and
J

standing feature of the new line of Western

Magnetically sealed light valves are an out-

„3

™
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Th» Wosttrn EUctrie 400 Sorlts Uods m
tint of

1

Mi-

DeAngelis, theatre architect;
Sorin, airconditioning

Arthur

expert.

Loew was never
I

at a rental not to exand reasonable terms.
Judges ruled that such protection
would set up same conditions that
Plaintiffs complained of defendants.
Unless defendants can obtain a
stay the new
system will go into
effect within a
matter of days. De-

'

chael

an-

attorney,
'

side house)
ceed fair

med

vision as

New

among other

clared,

Allied

declared that Lawrence
never revealed his other activities.
Prior to hiring him, Korda asserted
that he went out of his way to win
British treasury .approval of Lawrencje's high salary in April 1946. He
hired Lawrence, Korda testified, ex-

in

i,

24.

by Edward Lachman, prez, that de-

Korda

tion in the decree that it held was
not supported by the facts. It prevented plaintiffs from buying a run
of pictures one week in advance of
the Maryland theatre (B&K south-

it'„

of

28th

outboard motoi'boat.

were started between his
and
Co.
Distributing
Nederland
Appeals court made one modifica- Korda in May, "1945, whereby it was

SU

"Hucksters."

its

Korda-Lawrence

tions

in *

of

June

Owners

fore signing him to a contract. He
said he was very anxious to get
Lawrence in his employ. There were
numerous discussions of film distribution all over the world, particu-

through their system. Therefore, an
injunction against double bills is
proper, court declared.

f ft

playoff

Theatre

curtain-raised

nual convention here with a report

he asked Lawrence his inand Lawrence replied, "only
farms and horses."

UA

S5 Continued from page

each territory. Where David
Selznick's "Duel in the Sun"
.O.
played Loew's Capitol, N. Y., at the
same time as 37 other N. Y, theatres,
"Hucksters" will play first run only

Atlantic City,

Jersey

inked,

to direct

less

rate cities as possible, to open up
the picture fo» subsequent run playoffs in

ASCAP, 16m and Other Problems
Allied

from drowning in Lake of the Isles
after trio had overturned in a canoe.
Maw and his son went to the scene

testified

that Grad Sears,
distribution chief, has four years remaining on his contract.
This angle, as a matter of fact, is
the principal point which led to the
cropping up of new presidential
candidate's name last week. He is a
prime, industry figure and yet not
directly in distribution, so there'd
be no clash with Sears.
Miss Pickford was slated to leave
for the Coast yesterday (Tuesday)
because of the necessity of appearing tomorrow for the $1,650,000 suit
against her by Gregory La Cava.
Her attorneys, however, have won
a postponement.
LaCava charges

breach of a contractual

Besides wanting to get as much
as
out of "Hucksters"
quickly as possible, Metro has also
chosen the simultaneous openings
policy in order to take as much
advantage as possible of the wordof-mouth built up by the- book.
Instead, of spotting the picture in
day-and-date bookings in each key
city, Metro will get as many sepa-

revenue

With the Wind" very soon but is
Trio from Drowning averse
to releasing two Clark Gable
Minneapolis, June 24.
starrers too closely together. Except
Ralph W. Maw, Metro district for certain spots, consequently, genmanager here, and his 14-year old eral release of "GWTW" will await
son,

Nearly 500 at N.J. Allied s 25th Meet;

terests

however, governing the decision on
is

for
"The
day-and-date bookings
Hucksters," which it plans to tee off
on a modified blitz exhibition policy
its
world
July 17. Film will have
preem two weeks earlier in Toronto. Picture is to be tradeshown
tomorrow (Thursday) in all 32 of
the company's exchanges to pave
the way for mass bookings of at
least one week's run each.

to
get as yrapid a playoff as possible on
the picture is the fact that the company also wants to reissue "Gone

Metro Exec, Son Save

21

currently lining up 350

Another reason leading Metro

larly

UA

him

is

at the Capitol.

Producers.

UA
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tagged the Royal- will iave a seating capacity of 800. J. T. Goshen is
readying his new $30,000 house lfi
Clinton, Mo., for an early opening.
It will replace one destroyed by pre.

Manager Cleared on Admissions;

More Mo. Drive-Ins

Other Briefs From Exchange Keys
in the Calvert ad. A picture ol the
Kansas City.
Joe Ruddick, Fox-Midwest city person named is also used.
The people quoted are those who
jnanager in Sedalia, Mo., was cleared
preview at the
61 the charge of violating a city tax attended the sneak
theatre
a couple of weeks ago.
was
ordinance when his appeal
Maurice J. Verbin named Columheard recently in circuit court In
Philadelphia
and suburban
Sedalia. The case against Ruddick, bia's
who handles the Fox and Liberty salesman, succeeding Stanley Kosittheatres, arose late in May when he sky, who went with PRC-Eagle-Lion.
Morris Nemez disposed of his inwas arrested and charged with lmiroperly reporting admissions at the terests in the Ideal and New Emaberty theatre on showing of "Best press to devote hi* time to his real
estate activities. Lou Berger pur'ears of Our Lives."
Ruddick was charged with report- chased the interests.
Milt Young, Columbia exploitation
ing only 92 admissions, while John
"eeks, Jr., checking for the William man, recovering from an appendecBurns Detective Agency, testified tomy in Graduate hospital.

entered the theatre.
,,'eeks charged there were two performances of the picture given, but
Ruddick's record showed only one
performance which accounted for the
Small attendance. A fine of $100 had
been levied against Ruddick, who
immediately appealed from the police tocircuit court.
.3

persons

The downtown
Warner house, due

Tun

Capitol, Stanleyto shift to a firstdouble feature policy, according

to reports along Film Row.
PRC-Eagle-Lion exchange is scheduled to move June 30 from the present crowded quarters to the former

quarters^ Warner

Bros.

.

Midwest House Swaps
Selznick's N. Y. Flackery
Reorganization of the David O.
Belznick press department in New

Louis.

St.

Bros.

Beninati

.

have

reopened

Capitol,
Pinckneyville, 111.,
where they also operate the Court.
The seating capacity of the Capitol
has been increased to 492. Sol Bank
and his sons, who operate the Gem

their

York has been completed by Robert
M. Gillham, who recently took over
$s eastern pub-ad chief. Final move
foas the naming of Aileen Brenon as
his publicity assistant. Miss Brenon

and Fulton, Fulton, Mo., under lendjoined the Selznick staff lease with the Frisina Amusement
Co., planning to open a new house
Jfter 15 years at, Paramount.
She will handle national and fan in a Quonset hut on the outskirts of
The Victory, Khobnoster,
mags. Nick Mamula, who recently Fulton.
moved to Selznick from United Art- Mo., has been purchased by R. F.
ists,, will contact New York dailies Ramsey, Holden, Mo., from E. B.
And tradepapers and also act as unit Kaiser.
Charles A. Meeker, who owns and
publicity man on "Portrait of Jenny"
during the month more that it will operates houses in Everton and
Hardin, Mo., has added the Star,
be shooting in the east.
Mel Strauss completes ,^the New Miller, Mo., to. his chain. The Holt,
York flack setup. .He'll aid Mamula a new 300-seater at Lead Hill, Ark.,
on "Jenny" and handle foreign and has been lighted by J. R. Holt. The
radio publicity. There are also about Maxie, a new 700-seater, Truman,
men in the field working on the Ark., is due for opening July 1.
The recently organized Phillips
openings of "Duel in the Sun."
Joe Roberts, formerly publicity Theatre Co. has purchased the Emmanager, is being shifted to the pro- press, a 300-seater, Rockwell City,
duction department. He has been la., from R. A- David, R.M.Phillips
doing increasing amounts of work for and Oky Gobdmantare the principal
that department in the past few stockholders in the new company.
years. Charlotte Parker, who had Clifford Byler and Lloyd McHenry
been doing fashions and fan mags, expect to open their new $60,000,
lias resigned to open her own office. 227-seater in Bevier, Mo., July 1.
Herb Berg recently resigned to join They also own and operate house
Eagle-Lion,
in Bucklln, Mo. The Roxy, a 400seater, Coulterville, 111., relighted
after a complete facelifting job. It's
The Calvert Touch
owned by the Sparta Theatres, Inc.
.Philadelphia.
The Lookwood Circuit, Chicago,
The Fox is pulling a switch on the
"Joe Blow has switched to Calvert" has taken over the Dolton, a 300routine, with a series of ads spotted seater, Dolton, 111. Robert Polfus is
all over the paper in a campaign for the manager. H- B. Bagley, a farmer,
living near Pajkersburg, la., has
^Miracle on 34th Street."
Theme is "Soandso discovers a purchased the Parkersburg in that
Quonset type of theatre
miracle" with an asterisk after the town.
ftame and the address of the "dis- will soon be opened by Justus
coverer" in agate type such as used Garard, in Warsaw, 111. The house,
fecently

1

m

A

New
Ann Sheridan

York Theatres
JOAN CRAWFORD

Lew Ayres

In

Zachary Scott
Warner Bran. Hit

In

Warner

"POSSESSED"
With

"THE UNFAITHFUL"
with Ev« Ardtn

Raymond Massey •

Directed by Vincent Sherman

Gernldlne Brooks
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt
Produced bj'. Jerry Wald

Produced by Jerry Wald
In Person

"

Vaughn Monroe

BROADWAY
At 5!.l Strett

WAJINEHS"

BROADWAY

STRAND

AT 47TH STREET

VAN Hf FUN

Bro». Hit

^f^!?'
HOLLYWOOD

Maureen O'Hara. John Payne. Edmend Owenn

Kansas

City.

Number of drive-in theatres in
be boosted by two
To the
within the next 80 days.
north, St. Joseph, Mo., Is scheduled
this territory will

to get its first drive-in

opened about

ttosenberg-Schaff's Deal

Permits Off-UI Lot Prod.

mid-July. The theatre figures for
600 cars and is owned by L. E. Pope.
To the south, Joplin, Mo., will
have it first drive-in operating about
the same time. It's a 750-car theaBethe indie productional deal.
tre operated by Elmer Rhoden, Jr.
in production chores,
A drive-in also is scheduled for this sides assisting
he'll also handle the eljploitation.
summer in Kansas City, Kan.
Byron Hasklris may direct while
Universal Is releasing under a unique
Crockett in Dallas Post
deal
which permits RosenbergDallas.
James C. Crockett, formerly with Schaff to produce off the U-i lot.
has
been
Schaff is currently in Mexico Cify
Distributors,
Affiliated
named local manager for Sack laying the groundwork for location
Amusement Enterprises. Main of- filming of the picture which is slated
fices are also maintained here.
for fall production.
In addition to Crockett, several
promotions and additions have been
made to the staff. Albert Flores
switched from booker to salesman;
U-I Buys 'Sons'
John Mitchell was named cashier;
'

Al Levy named ad sales manager,
Hollywood, June 24.
John C. Wojtasik is new billing
Universal-International bought
clerk; Bob Moscow has been named
manager in charge of all Negro pro- soreen rights to "All My Sons,"
ductions and Jerry Musgrave has Broadway legiter which won the
been named office manager and per- New York Critics Circle Award.
sonal assistant to Alfred Sack in the
Chester Erskine will double as
home office.
screenwriter and producer of the
A $75,000 remodeling program has film. 7
been announced for the Strand
theatre here. Building is owned by
Frank Nick. There will be a new,
modernistic front, new marquee, and
posts under the balcony will be re-

moved with

beams being used

steel

instead. Entire building will be airconditioned.

Exhib Intervention

bbe

Continued from page 9

asm

they thereupon filed appeal from
Theatre is being operated by Joy the denial with the high court.
N. Houck, of New Orleans. House
At the same time, Supreme Court
manager Is O. B. Bridges.
came through with the expected by

DA's Brown Tipped

in Pitt

accepting

jurisdiction

of

cross-ap-

Plus on Stage

—

J

booking department to sales staff. atres here to C. C. Parfet, Garret
Joe Vandegrift goes from ad sales Ritz and Dr. Gaylord Schwartz.
to booker.
Houses are the Roxy, Texan, ftitz
Donald Chaban resigned from and Tower. Montgomery has been
RKO booking department to join ill for some time and is in the ScottWheeler exchange in Washington, White hospital at Temple, Tex.
which is operated by his uncle, Sam
Texas theatre, at Pharr, Texas,
Wheeler, Film Classics sales man- owned and operated by Brewer and
ager. Chaban is being replaced by Brltten.-purchased by M. Linn and
Jack Lange, formerly of Columbia M. A. Smith. B. & B. will continue
shipping staff.
to operate the Espana there.
Milton Broudy. with Columbia
Sidney Hale, who owned and opbefore the war, to Philadelphia as erated the Elk theatre at Italy,
salesman for Eagle-Lion. Since be- Texas, has sold the house to Ted
ing in the service, Broudy has sold Waggoner.

PRC's Added Salesmen
Trio of salesmen have been added

PRC's

Hex
HARRISON

Geofjre

•

THE BEST
YEARS OF

OUR
US

32

LIVES'

THE MOST

HONORED
FILM OF

OUR TIME I
coot

Hudson

Air Forces.

House

is

operated by

Enterprises, Inc.

'
'.

which

starts

Nov.

Better,"

a tale

postwar

of

.

.

. .

Joe Bernhard, controlling
stockholder,
is
now negotiating
towards that end.
Consequently,
trade circles see a race for the most
promising of the indies which may
give the latter improved opportunities to shop for better terms.
Exhibs are also expected to draw
comfort out of the new developments.
With an increase in the
number of distribs, prayer of exhibs
for larger choice in product and
added leeway to maneuver for pix
may be the ultimate result of the
new turn in events. An early boost
of competition for Universal, Columbia and United Artists is considered definitely in the wind while the
dies.

—

Big Five Metro, Paramount, Warner Bros., 20th-Fox and RKO— may

same

forces.

Wechsler Joins E-L In N. Y.

Lou Wechsler has been taken on

by Eagle-Lion as N. Y. special
rep.

He

upped

replaces

Max

to the job of

J.

sales
Weisfeldt,

handling circuit

working out of the homeoffice,
Wechsler formerly was with United
Artists and RKO.
Weisfeldt has been with E-L since
deals,

WE ARE HAPPY TO
ANNOUNCE
AFTER CAREFUL ANALYSIS

CF THE

PERSON
Cross & Dunn
IN

Hanson.

1.

Warners bought "Old Enough To

Know

ultimately feel the

BARRY

20th Century-Fax Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

SCREEN

I

SANDERS

"THE GHOST and Mrs. MUIR"
A

Van Baalen equipment.

inception
of the
company nine
Chi's Warner Ahead
months ago and before that was CoChicago.
lumbia's short subjects sales manWarner Chi branch hit first place ager.
for the. fourth week running in the
Thuri., June 26
national sales contest. Harry Seed is"
SAIan LADD
Emerson Made RKO Denver Manager
district manager and Jack Shumow
EXTRA,
GAIL
Joseph C. Emerson was appointed
is branch manager.
Exchange has
Fred S Elaine
RUSSELL
two pix into Loop this week: RKO manager of Denver exchange,
succeeding Thomas Bailey, resigned.
MITT
"Cheyenne" and "Possessed."
Appointment, announced by Robert
OTHERS
tr
Mochrie, sales manager, is effective
Marcus Indpls. Execs Named
at once. Emerson has been with comIndianapolis.
Phil Zeller, late of Boston, named pany since 1941 when he joined as
Fonda- in Indie
ad manager, and Tom Campbell, in salesman, staying in that capacity
Hollywood, June 24.
from Hamilton and Middletown, except for three years he served in
Henry Fonda was signed to star Ohio, booker for Marcus Theatres the Army.
in "Rain Before Seven," to be pro- here.
Zeller also will manage the
Sid Kramer, assistant to Harry
duced independently by Casey Rob- Ritz, Campbell, the Ambassador- Michalsori, RKO shorts, manager,
Alamo.
was given a certificate of appreciainson and Harry Joe Brown.
E.- B. Hoesel has leased El Rancho, tion by Commander J. A. E.
Peter Lorre and Vincent Price
O Handwhich he built, at Culver from Roy ley, of Navy recently. Award was
were previously signed for the film,

ON

Rockefeller Center

•

Louis

Wilson Turner Joins PRC
Wilson Turner joined PRC as
salesman in the Harrisburg territory
under Philadelphia branch manager
Sam E. Diamond. Turner recently
completed a three-year stretch in the

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAUL

One

staff.

Indiana House Reopened
Kendallville, Ind.
The Princess, dark for several
years, reopened recently after remodeling and installation of new

in Dallas.

Army

TIERNEY

Abrams, former exhib, innew neighborhood

joined Cleveland branch; A. J. Bernard, New Orleans; Robert Guy Cox

JOAN BENNETL

.

.

•

to

60th St.

Ann Blyth and Rachel Kempson,
British actress, signed for top femme
roles in the Charles Boyer starrer,
"Mortal Coils," at Universal-International. . .Alice Marble, ex-tennis
champ, will star in Metro's next
Passing Parade short, "Tennis in
Rhythm"... Betty BIythe, star of
silent films, draws a role in "Cass
Timberlane"
at
Metro. Charles
Meredith is returning to the screen
for a key role in "Your Red Wagon"
at RKO. .Henry Wilcoxon signed
for a lead in a mystery film, still
untitled, to be produced by Maurice
Cohn for Screen Guild release...
Hunt Stromberg set Sept. 2 as the
starting date of "Too Late for Tears,' 5
his
next production for United
release.

.

Sammy

"h Ave. &

public.

.

LESTER - ART LUND
JAN AUGUST

I

at

Columbia. . .Robert Rossen checked
Columbia to prepare "All the
Men"... Richard Sale will
direct "Books Are Lighter Than
Rifles," a college musical, at Re-

King's

.

EFIRY

Extra!

Durango Kid saddlers

this year's

in at

office

tends to build a
theatre here.

PnYV
WA
PALACE

Morgan La Fay role in the Bing
Crosby
starrer,
"A Connecticut
Yankee," slated for autumn filming
at Paramount... Ray Nazarro will
direct "Six Gun Law," second of

Pittsburgh.
peals by Government and majors. aviation by Peter Milne and turned
manager and Court attaches figure the appeal will it over to William Jacobs for prohead booker for UA, upped to a
probably be argued in October or duction. .Metro assigned Keenan
sales post, replacing Bill Scott, reWynn as Porthos in "The Three
signed.
Brown, one of original November. No final ruling is likely Musketeers," in
which Gene Kelly
founders
of
the Variety
Club, until early spring of 1948.
will
play
Celeste
D'Artagnan
worked for years at local WB theThus far there's no indication
atre office and in St. Louis before whether the Supreme Court will Holm drew a featured role in "Gentleman's Agreement" at 20th-Fox...
coming back here to enter distribubracket the general equity suit aption. His old post with UA goes to
Argosy closed a deal to film inthe
Schine
peal
with
those
in
and
Jane Peterson,
from booking departteriors for "War Party" on the RKO
"
Griffith cases which will also be up
ment.
Pathe lot, with exteriors to be shot
George Dillon, from N. Y., has for hearing in the fall. There has
on location in Arizona
John Howjoined RKO as Erie district sales- been talk of conducting the hearings
ard doing added scenes in "Love
man, succeeding Dave Silverman, on them in sequence.
Then the
promoted to city salesman with high court could get a true picture from a Stranger," which Richard
Whorf is directing at Eagle-Lion.
resignation of Ike Sweeney who beof the industry's anti-trust situation
comes Rep branch manager.
Steve and George Rodnok have since the D of J won against Schine
bought a lot in Oakmont and plan in the trial court but lost the Griffith
to build a theatre on it.
Rodnoks case.
E-L-lndies
intend to convert their Lehigh into
Justice Robert Jackson took no
a storeroom and sell it. Their fathContinued from page S 555
part in the decision since the suit
er, Steve Rodnok, operates the Oaks
was instituted while he wa§ Attor- Other newcomers are Film Classics
in same community.
ney
General.
Catherine Del Tondo has taken
and the Selznick Releasing Organtwo-month leave of absence from
ization.
FC is now at the tail-end
WB circuit office for second straight
of a drive to pick up its franchise
year to sing again in summer opera started rebuildjng Princeton theatre
at Princeton, In'd. Old house burned holders and has also already set up
company's ensemble.
an international organization. SRQ
With elevation of Charlie Kosco down.
is also more or less fixed for wider
to 20th-Fox branch manager in BufSix Texas Houses Sold
falo, George Ball has been upped
operations.
from city salesman here to Main
Wichita Falls, Texas.
FC, along with E-L, is on the
Line, taking over Kosco's old terriR. B. Montgomery and Jack Ma
make for new product via the intory. Jackie Ellstrom moves from Cullough have sold their four the'

Dave Brown,

insurance.

'Miracle on 34th Street'
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

Briefs from the Lots

assa* Continued from page 9 a v;
former
Rosenberg,
Frank
P.
Columbia Pictures studio publicity troupers, slated to start late in July.
chief, is due on the Coast this week William Jacobs will produce, with
to start independent production with Jack Carson as male topper.
Monte Schaff on Jim Corbett's "Man
Ken Murray returned to Repub.
Tome was a lie for a week of additional scenes
Eaters of Kumaon."
Book 'Of the Month selection and also for his production, "Bill and Coo"...
was serialized in Field & Stream and Orson Welles started shooting "Macl
condensed in Reader's Digest.
beth," on which he is producer, di.
Rosenberg nixed an important rector, scripter and star, at Repub.
publicity post in New York to essay lie... Virginia Field assigned to the

E.

Issued by Navy for meritorious perservice during the war.

W. Thies and Minnie Green sonal

STUB-ROD CONTROL
TICKET BOX
THAI WE ARE PREPARED
FOR THE IMMEDIATE
DELI VEPY Of TICKETS FOR

THIs NON-COLtUSivE BOX

GLOBE TICKET CO.
A Nation wide Service

"

'
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RADIO'S DOUBLE HANDSPRING
Radio Staffers Up 18%

N.Y. Script Buyers Complain Literary

Washington, June

y

24.

Number of staffers employed on radio stations throughout the coun1945, FCC reported yesterday (23), with
try is up 18% over Oct.,
alasmen and commercial employees
upswing in broadcast employment.

employment as of the first week in Feb., 1947,
ghowed 34,831 employees on the payrolls of' network o. and o. stations,
«nd 924 standard broadcast stations in the IT. S. Of this total, 4,731
were part-time staffers. Generally, non-supervisory program people
averaged $63 a week; technical employees, $64; commercial employees, Including salesmen, $91.50 and clerks, $37.60. The 5,587
executive and supervisory employees rated an average of $116 a week.

An FCC breakdown

of

FCC said earnings of, all non-supervisory employees, averaged $61
-weekly in Feb., '47, as against $58 in Oct., '45. The 30,100 full-time
Staffers, Including excess, took in an average of $71.50 a week,
while part-timers generally picked up about $51.50 a week for their

'

Agents Bottleneck Adaptation Market

earning the top salaries

still

among non-executive job classifications. Addition of several hundred
hew AM and FM transmitters was conceded responsible for the

services.

f Summertime
considered a foregone conclu
sion that the White Bill is doomed—
that it hasn't a ghost of a chance.
The truth is that no one except
Sen. Wallace White himself wants it.
That not only goes for a united industry, but for the D. C. politicos
themselves.
It's

Ford

Arms

With Strike Power in

Negotiators

local of the

Web Showdown

Radio Di-

than lying-down discouragement in
the face of the new Taft-Hartley
law's implications, speedily

a

Web

Snooper

Further evidence of the indies' re-

handed sentment over what they term "network encroachment" on their disk

the RDG national negotiating committee a full go-ahead—including a
upon being
strike call, if necessary
informed Monday night (23) that the
networks had flatly refused to negotiate with the Guild on the question
of freelance directors.

—

jockey

"baby" is revealed in the
private memos being passed around
at a couple of the New York indie
stations.

Memos,

caution against
"network snoopers" bent on learning the assorted disk jockey techRDG leaders said the Chicago and niques,
with the word passed along
Hollywood locals, in huddles during
to give the web reps the quiet heavewould be
the coming fortnight,
ho and to "say nothing."
asked similarly to back the negotiatMove follows the revelation that in
ing committee, and expressed full
some instances efforts have already
confidence that they would.
been made toward "raiding" the inN. Y. local was advised that the die staffs of disk librarians, technetworks, with which RDG has two- nicians and other behind-the-scene
year contracts covering staff direc- operators who contribute toward the
tors, refused to- recognize the Guild smooth
operation of disk jockey
as bargaining agent for the free- shows.
lancers (including those employedby agencies and producers), who
in effect,

.

'

constitute approximately four-fifths
of the local's -membership of 250.

Guild negotiators

who met

three
times recently with "second-level"
execs of the webs expressed the
feeling that the fact that the TaftHartley legislation still faced a
showdown at that time undoubtedly
constituted a factor in the networks'
polite but firm refusal to talk seriously with the union. Passage of the
bill was seen as a back-stiffener for
the webs, but the concensus of
director feeling was that a united
(Continued on page 30)

ture before retirement. He desperately wanted the White Bill passed
as a monument, but a cornered industry, drawn into a legislative
without preparation, stood up
in all its strength, particularly Justin Miller, president of the National

making quotations unless a firm offer is immediately made. Program

show, that up to now
&. E hasn't delivered such a
show, and that if JWT can come
through with a package that'll
please the Ford family, It might
still recapture those prize bill-

Assn. of Broadcasters.

ings.

planners point out th'at this is Impractical.
They cannot plan until
or unless they know what propercan be purchased.
Some of the biggest literary agencies in New York are described as
the most dilatory in answering the
networks. There have
been instances lately of taking two or three
weeks to get a straight reply to a
routine
inquiry on availabilities.
This is especially true of authors
who are on the Coast, on their
farms, or vanished into the lake

&

matic

K

The industry will be talking for
a long time about the contribution
made by Miller when he was called
Wednesday

N.Y. Station

Mart

There's heightened interest these
days around New York radio circles
over
newspaper-radio affiliations.
For one thing, the Scripps-Howard

And

Radio Reports;
Mull aC. Setup
Radio Reports, Inc., the monitoring outfit started back in 1936 by

Edward F. Loomis at the request of
some Bethlehem Steel execs who
wanted some method of keeping
their finger on the ebb and flow of
radjo opinion on economic-political
issues, has today developed into a
$300,000-a-year-t>illings operation. It
services about 400 clients at fees
ranging from 75c upward, and including a list of top corporations,
government and trade associations,
ad agencies, sponsors, public relations-publicity organizations, etc.

We

So Proudly

Pen-Pointers In

Question

Mark

As Market Sags

Hail

Perhaps best indicative of industry reaction to NAB prexy
Justin Miller's testimony before
the White sub-committee are the
following excerpts from a letter
addressed by Frank Stanton,
CBS president, to the various
NAB board members and key
broadcasters:
"Justin (Miller) did a magnificent job; he was forthright and
logical, and did not retreat from

that radio should
have equal rights with the
press. .. .This was the first time
that broadcasters took the offensive with a solid position to

the

position

back
.

it
.

up.

.Because

I

am

—

convinced

of the soundness and the necesof maintaining that radio

sity

—

should

.

World-Telly Eyes

(19).

Miller stepped down from the
stand some of the hardened top industry execs were visibly shaken for
they freely admitted they had never
seen a performance to equal it. And

.

300C Billings For

be discriminated
am mighty glad that

not

against, I
we have this kind of forceful
leadership.'. .it is reassuring to
know that, for the moment at
least, we are not going in for ap.

peasement and compromise
You may have gathered from
the above that I think we have
something to be proud of. That's
right. I want to drop you this
note to let you know how I feel
about what I saw and heard,
even though some faint hearts

may

Collapse of the pen market, with
prices hitting

new lows during

past couple of weeks,

is

the
cueing lots

of speculation in the trade as to

how

network programming of the various fountain pen
it

will effect the

manufacturers.
In the Case of Parker Pen, it's already taken its toll, the sponsor having cancelled out its bankrolling of
"Information Please" and also the
Sat.-Sun Ned Calmer CBS news
strip, with Parker relinquishing the
time and checking out of radio.
Reynolds, which manufactures the
low-cost ballpoint pen, has changed
its mind about going into radio even
before negotiating a deal.
Despite Eversharp's drastic price
dip, that sponsor, for one, looks set
to ride along indefinitely with its
"Take It or Leave It." But the
question-marks on program continuance extend to Waterman's, sponsors
of "Gangbusters" on ABC, which
currently has the highest Saturday
night Hooperating in the MutualCBS-ABC audience sweepstakes, and
to Sheaffer Pen, which sponsors Carmen Cavallaro Sunday afternoons

acquiring a station of its own
with reports that it's surveying
the

Hiken Vamps
when,

the time

—

—

Alien Staff

script

editors* in

are that literary agents

of properties,

taining use

is

Apparently

especially when susinvolved.
the
agents
dislike

ties

country.
Literary agents take very little
pains on the average to contact, solicit or service the networks and
apparently wait for the networks to
pressure them for action.
It's beginning to annoy broadcasters, especially in view cf the prices now
demanded for adaptation rights.
Broadcasters are wondering, too, if
certain name writers wouldn't be
annoyed in turn at certain name
literary agents if they knew the
deals that get sidetracked and finally forgotten for lack of information
service.

However,

it

isn't

all

one-sided.

Literary agents in their own defense report that many a name
writer is unwilling to allow the
agent to act without a specific authorization in each and every case
of prospective purchase. Hence the
agent has to write or telegraph only
to find the writer gone away on a
yacht or otherwise detached from
the mundane business world.
At the webs there is a suspicion
that literary agents don't use the
telegraphic medium often enough,
but rely on the slower mails in contacting authors.

'North'

Whodunit

Within 24 hours after the Lennen
Mitchell option on "Mr. and
Mrs. North" expired, Sherman &
Marquette agency last Thursday (19)
grabbed off the Richard and Frances

&

Lockridge-John Loveton package for
Colgate, thus ending the multiple
market for a
agency bidding for the highly-prized
Nat Hiken turned
whodunit, with some offering as high
in his resignation over the weekend,
as $8,000 a week for the show.
after a seven-year association with
Colgate vrill put the show into the
Allen as chief scripter.
Hiken says parting is amiable, Tuesday night 8:30 CBS slot. Mel
that his checkout stems from a feel- Blanc, cancelled by Colgate, checked

Fred Allen

new head

is

in the

writer.

May

-

from radio

Grabbed Up Fast

not agree."

in the future, they hark to
when White tried to steamroller his new set of stiff controls
into law, the industry will, in some
respects, be thankful that it- happened, for out of it came a realization that for the first time radio
had a leader in Washington of

ports

New York

on NBC.

whom
With monitoring offices in five
major areas New York, Chicago, it could be proud.
The White committee literally
Los Angeles, Detroit and in New
England outfit is currently mulling threw the book at the NAB prexy,
setting up a Washington operation, and Miller threw it right back.
market for availabilities.
in an extension of its service for Where others fumbled, he stood his ing that at this stage of the game it
About a year ago the W-T was clients principally interested in an- ground and, armed with chapter and would make more sense to particiRe- verse of constitutional law, told them pate as owner or part-owner of his
linked with WOV, the
Bulova-owned alyzing radio opinion. Radio
ports currently has a staff of 70, off as he made a powerful case for own comedy package. "It's been a
jnaie, as a
prospective buyer, but
with nearly half of that number radio. And as he slugged it out with long haul, and a pleasant one, but
if dea in *e midst of the Rich- monitoring in the five centers an the committee, without conceding I've got some ideas for the fall I'd
*™f O
ard
Dea-Arde Bulova stock tangle.
like to capitalize on," says Hiken.
(Continued on page 36)
average of 10,000 programs monthly,
Sources close to Hiken and Allen,
including the top network shows,
Meanwhile speculation continues plus local programming in the key
however, say that when the comedy
over what will happen
scripter took on the Milton Berle
to WL1B, the cities.
Show Up
NBC commercial show as an added
In addition to its monitoring, Templeton
fh„Y post-owned indie, with reports
mi persisting that owner Dorothy Radio Reports is aUso branching out
starter this season, Allen wasn't parihackrey would like to unload
into survey jobs for clients.
if a
On Coca-Cola Program ticularly happy about it and that
Purchaser can be found. Station has
the association hasn't been the same
Alec Templeton may turn up on
oeen operating in red
since.
Ink for some
one of Coca-Cola's CBS shows this
Douglas Files 10G Suit Vs. fall if he doesn't get a berth on the
Prudential "Family Hour" on the
Billings Shuffle
net.
Durante, Moore, Cohan same
Car Kills
Beverage outfit is understood to
Compton agency, while picking up
Hollywood, June 24.
be romancing Templeton, possibly
Woman, Held for Trial Jimmy Durante-Garry Moore-Phil for a spot on the Friday night coke the Procter & Gamble billing for
Cohan partnership were made de- show, for which only Morton coast-to-coast CBS airing of Lowell
Hollywood, June 24.
fendants in a court suit for damages Downey has been set thus far.- Thomas' news show starting Sept.
Manslaughter charge has been
Jack Douglas wants Stanza is to have a musical variety 29, is losing another piece of P&G's
last week.
lodged
against
Basil
Ruysdael, balm in the amount of $10,000 from format. Percy Faith has been signed
chanter of LS/MFT for
American To- Rexall showmen.
on until the year's end for the Sun- radio bankrolling. "Mystery of the
the result ot th e traffic
com- day night coke show preeming in Week," evening strip on CBS, Is
Douglas, who for years
aIIIu ¥
a^th
of a woman in Los Angeles,
being handed over to Dancer-Fltzmanded a salary of $1,000 a week as August.
ne was released on
$1,500 bail.
Meantime, however, Benton & gerald-Sample starting Aug. 25.
a gag writer, charges he was enRuysdael told police he didn't see gaged by Durante-Moore-Cohan last Bowles has an option on Templeton
With the moveover, the whodunit
WOman in time to avoid striking July 27 and was abruptly dropped for Prudential. It holds for another will advertise P&G's new Dreft soap
her4
flakes instead of Ivory soap.
two weeks.
in October.
World-Telegram has revived inter-

est in

at the networks has
produced an unusual flurry of buying rights to stage plays, .novels and
short stories for adaptation.
Re-

Detroit. They know Ford wants
an institutional 60-minute dra-

Thus Senator White, described as
an unhappy, petulant, hurt guy, will
go down to defeat in his final ges-

when

Sh, Here's

Future?

are extremely slow in giving answers to requests for availabilities

to testify last

New York

rectors Guild (AFL), displaying a
rather
determination
crystallized

JWT

springs eternal in the J.
Walter Thompson breast and
from all indications the agency
still sees a Ford in its future.
Despite the recent loss of its
Eckradio billings to Kenyon
hardt, the JWT boys are still
making eyes in the direction of

fiasco

Directors Guild

in

Hope

—

out of the time last night (Tues.).
"North" will get rolling next week
(1), although originally the client
had planned taking a summer
hiatus on the period.
Actually, Sherman & Marquette
had a pre-option on the "North"
package for some time and when
the
Lennen & Mitchell option
expired S Si M moved right In and

negotiated a deal.

M

S Sc.
agency was particularly
anxious to spot a whodunit following
the Tuesday at 8 "Big Town" program, even though it means opposition

from Mutual with

its

"Falcon"

show.

P&G

Mael

'

Mona Kent's New One
Mona Kent, scripter of "Portia
Faces Life," has a new soaper in the
works and both the Compton agency
and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample are
pitching it to Procter & Gamble.
Unlike "Portia," which is packaged by Benton Sc Bowles for General Foods, however, the new stanza
has been packaged by Miss Kent*»
husband, Erjc Hunter.
Audition
platters

have been cut

RADIO

24
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CBS Sets Up Idea

Wakefield Snub, Jones Nomination

Avoid Usual Round of Nuisance Suits

For FCC Post Burn Govt., Air Execs;
Political Crossfire
Washington, June 24.
Government and radio men here
are currently burned up over President Truman's unexplained action
last week in withdrawing the nomination of Ray C. Wakefield for a
second term at FCC and in sending
to Capitol Hill instead the name of
Congressman Robert F. Jones, GOP
Conservative from Lima, O.
The White House change of heart
came as a surprise to Senate InterState Commerce Committee Chairman Wallace White, who had acquiesced in the Wakefield appointment. Grapevine reports are to the
effect that the Demos and not the
Republicans were primarily responsible for the switch. In the event
of

a.

GOP

Cause of Switch

N.Y.

JOURNAL PHOTOG
50G SUIT VS. MBS

Mutual,
Bamberger Broadcasting
Service and Howard Clothes. Layer
asserts his name was used in the
Sunday 12:30 airer, "Special Assign-

ment" on June

8. Both libel and violation of Civil Rights law is charged.
Program told of how Layer and

victory in '48, Jones is re1 choice for the FCC

garded as No.

Chairmanships.

Sidney Livingston, another Journal
The withdrawal of Wakefield's reporter, broke up a murder mysname leaves California and the Far tery. It was done, complaint says,
West without a representative on without obtaining plaintiff's permisthe FCC, a fact which rankles the sion or investigation of truth of
Coast delegation on Capitol Hill; yarn. Burton B. Turkus and Irwin
FCC Chairman Charles R. Denny Nussbaum rep for Layer.

for Wakefield on the basis of his past
seven years' performance on the
Commission. The unanimous feeling
here is that the California Commissioner was caught in top-level political crossfire and a similar fate would
have met any FCC'er up for appointment this year.
Jones, whose confirmation is regarded as; jroutirie, will have to
withdraw as a 20% stockholder in a
and
recently-granted
station
bid in his
from a still pending
hometown of. Lima, O. The Ohipan

Is

AM

40 years old; a former prosecuting
attorney, and a bitter foe of the Administration; An expert on public
power questions, as chairman of a

is

:

;

House appropriations subcommittee
he was personally responsible for
effecting a drastic cut in Interior
Department funds lor power projects next year. He is a close friend
Senators John W. Bricker
of
and Robert A. Taft and Rep. Clarence Brown in' his homestate delegation. This is his fifth term in the

Due Today

Decision as to whether Colgate
drops Kay Kyser or gives him a new
ticket for another time around on
NBC is expected to come out of
agency-client huddles today (Wed.).
Since the. Kyser show was dropped
from a full-hour to 30 minutes at the
beginning of the season, with Kyser
given the last, half (10:30-11 on
Wednesdays), program nosedived
rating- wise. Previously it had consistently hit the Top 15.
Meanwhile Colgate, via Ted Bates
agency, is reexamining its Whole
NBC programming roster and has
effected a switch with Rexall Drug
and N. W. Ayer, whereby Jimmy
Durante moves into the Kyser
Wednesday period, with one of the
Colgate shows going into the Friday
8:30 time originally purchased by
v
Rexall for the Schnoz.
Whether- Judy Canova, Dennis Day,
"Can You Top This?" or a brand new
show goes into the Friday time for
Colgate is still undecided, with decision on Kyser's renewal one of
.

GOP

1

.

>

Denny and the entire bench for
the factors.
failure to come /through with station
grants for: his and Sen. Kenneth
McKellar's friends. Same report was
SEVEN GET
heard about former House speaker
'Sam Rayburn (D„ Tex.), whose
nephew recently lost out in a con- GRANTS;
1

BOSTON FM

WMEX REFUSED

new

"Boy from the

Country"

Hill

RED ALLEN
"Red"

KLZ's leading mall

Is

pull-

own brand of hill-billy and
Western songs every morning at 8.
er; sings

*LZ, DENVER.

House OK's 'Voice'

Down

But Tones

Budget Volume
Mundt

Kyser Decision

FM

House.
Democratic
dissatisfaction
with
FCC was seen earlier when Sen.
fcom Stewart (D., Tenn.) called for
a hearing on Wakefield's appointment. He admitted a pique against
Commission Chairman Charles

-

Washington, June 24.
Winding up several months of debate, the House today passed the

and approximately' 40 Capitol Hill
members had gone down the line

bill,

otherwise

known

as the

"Voice of America" bill, as part of
the international information and
cultural service of the State Department which is headed by Ass't Secretary of State William Benton.
Mundt bill authorizes the existence
of "Voice of America," which has
been stymied for funds up to now

because

it

lacked such Congressional

authorization.

House vote of 272 to 97 for the
was much higher than generally

bill

anticipated.

Bitter opposition to the

program has come from

Isolationist

quarters and Congressmen opposed
to Benton. Latter is expected to be
replaced in the near future as head
of the information service.
The House is delaying action of
financially implementing the overseas program until the Senate passes
oh its appropriation bill. Latter
amounts to $13,000,000 for the overall
overseas information program
with $6,400,000 allotted for the
"Voice of America" and $800,000 for
Effort is being
the film program.
made to bring the appropriation to
a vote on the Senate floor tomorrow
-

(25).

Passage
anpropriation
of
the
through both houses is virtually assured although the bill provides only
one-third of the funds orginally requested by the State Department.

Of the

$6,400,000 for the "Voice,"
will
be
.$2,000,000

approximately

paid ito the private shortwave transmitter licensees for program devel-

opment with $3,000,000" to be paid
Washington, June 24.
today (Tues.)- made final as rental fees. According to State
grants to seven FM applicants for department, officials, the $800,000
budget for the film program will
the Boston area. Thqse granted licover administrative excenses were: CBS, Yankee Network, barely
Matheson Broadcasting Corp., Mas penses and they will be forced in
sachusetts Broadcasting Corp., Unity the future to rely on handouts from
Broadcasting Corp.
(International private film companies.
Ladies Garment Workers Union),
Templeton Radio Corp., and the
Harvey Radio Laboratories. Latter 'ARMSTRONG,' 'SKY KING'
CBS and the National Manufac- two are radio manufacturers.
HALF-HR.
Commission turned down the ap
turers' Assn. did a lot of screaming
station
for
last
Friday
(20)
when Mutual plication of
Chicago, June 24.
grabbed itself a near coup, wrapping an' FM permit, terming the station
What may be the most important
up an exclusive for Sen. Robert A. not financially qualified.
move to spurt Hoopers of kiddie
Taft to go on the network at 10:46 in
soapers is the. one underway to
connection with the President's vetoSoothing the Nerve
of the labor bill. That gave Mutual
change stanzas of "Jack Armstrong"
what was tantamount to a "Benny$500 Priie Helps Freelancer Forget and "Sky King"
into
half-hour
Bergen-Allen parlay" in terms of
shows. Programs, Chi ABC origiInfected Tooth
Capitol Hill programming, with. CIO
Peggy Mann, freelance writer, de- nated, would be on five-a-week, one
boss Philip Murray, President Trulayed her trip to England because story going on for two days and
man, Taft and AFL prexy William
t>f an infected tooth and during her
the other three, and then alternate.
F. Green in back-to-back slots.
dental siege heard she won second Sponsors, Derby Foods for Peter
CBS squawked over the Taft-Mu- prize, $500, in the "Dr. Christian'*
Pan Peanut Butter (Sky King) and
tual exclusive, feeling that it was enscript
contest.
Having lost her General Mills for -Wheaties (Jack
titled to a pickup, too. Mutual felt
resjervation on the Mauretania. Miss Armstrong) feel that with half -hour
differently, however, claiming it had
Mann now must go on an uncon- drama shots that stronger juve aud
the enterprise to seek out Taft beverted troopship.
might be built.
tested bid
Houston.

for

a

station

in

FCC

,

CBS Pained At

MBS

Taft Coup

AM

fore anyone else. Some of the New
hours before broadcast time Mutual
finally relented, feeling that, in view
of the vital issue involved, if it was
okay With Taft it was okay with
Mutual. So CBS carried talk, too.
complained over fact that its
proxy, Earl Bunting, was scheduled
for an NBC talk at the same time.
It didn't like the idea of inviting a
split audience and tried in vain to
persuade Mutual to shift the time of

WMEX

CBS has just put into effect a new
defensive plan to protect itself
against suits involving breach of
contract, plagiarism, breach of trust,
etc.
Stringent system has been devised on a standardized registration
Mutual has comboed disk jockey and clearance of ideas which, the
Martin Block and bandleader Ray network hopes, will in the future
Bloch into a house show called take CBS off the w.k. hook and give
"Mutual's Block Party" as a summer it an out oh subsequent litigation.
Idea had beeh in the works for
standin for "Treasure Hour of Song,"
with the teeoff set for July 3. Stanza, months, following several nuisance
however, will be more Bloch than suits, but only bore fruition last
Oddly enough, it was put
Block. Latter will come in via tran- week.
scription only long enough to name into effect the flay that CBS got
his choice of the "Song of Songs of word from the Coast that writerthe Week," which Bloch's orch then producer Arthur Kurlan was filing a
will play.
$150,000 suit against the network
Aside from Bloch and his music- claiming that the net's "My Friend
show will feature Monica Irma" show stemmed from an audikers,
Lewis and Larry Douglas in vocals tion platter Kurlan had submitted tp
and have a short audience quiz on the web of an original series based
pop music, with record albums and on characters from the "My Sister;
Eileen" legiter, radio rights to which
radio-phonos as booty.
Mutual has hopes, however, of he had acquired.
Still in litigation is a suit brought
doing more with Martin Block.
Barely under way on his cross-the- against CBS in connection with a
board hour of platter spinning, he's regional web show, "Hollywood Preview."
This is believed to have
being queried on the possibility of
doing a Saturday' night show, pos- been the action that inspired the
defensive
measures.
CBS
sibly a full hour in length, in which new
memorandum
states:
he'd twirl his own' selection of the
(1) No ohe in the organization,
top tunes of the week. Time slot
except
those
specifically
authorized
isn't definite, but it's understood the
to
do
so,
shall
"20
receive
or
discuss
aii
period following Ronson's
Quesidea which is presented orally by a
tions" has been talked of.
person outside of the organization.
' As- an 8:80-9 airer, stanza obviously
(2) Persons outside of the
orwould be aimed at attracting listenganization
who
desire
to
submit
an
ers who would be tuning in at 9 for
idea must be instructed to reduce
Luckies' "Hit Parade" on NBC.
it to writing and submit it to the
Program Clearance Division, together with a signed release in the
CBS standard form.
(3) If any unsolicited script or
written idea is received from any
outside person, such material must
be forwarded immediately to the
Program Clearance Division only
after a cursory lopk to -determine
Before the summer is out, it's what it is, with the Program Writing
probable that Robert Q. Lewis will Division returning the material to
be given the top buildup of any, up- the original sender with an explanacoming network personality, to back tion that it cannot be considered
GBS' conviction that under its long- without an appropriate release form.
range program thinking Lewis could
(4) Any script or written idea
develop into CBS' prize comic which is accompanied by a signed
"baby."
Feeling about Lewis' po- CBS standard form of release must
tentialities, it's known, has generated be forwarded immediately to the
fight into board chairman William Program Clearance Division.
——_—
________ •
S. Paley's chambers.
In addition to his expanded onceweekly Friday night "Robert Q.
Lewis Little Show," plan now is to Pkilco Set for Ail-Out
spot the ex-disk-jockey-turned-liveCampaign;
comedian in the 7 to 7:30 p.m. crossPlant
the-board period starting July 7,
when Procter & Gamble vacates the
Outlay Is $11,000,000
time for the summer.
Atlantic City, June 24,
New

COMBO OF BLOCK-BLOCH
BOOSTS MUTUAL STOCK

IN

Claiming unauthorized use of his
name in a fictitious story of newspaper doings, Jack Layer, photographer for the N. Y. Journal-American has brought $50,000 damage suit
ia N. Y. Supreme Court, against

FORMATS

AS

She has an assignment from Colto do a piece on international
radio but primarily goes abroad as
a summer student.
She was for
merly with the CBS Program Writ-

,

CBS Has Plans

For Bob Lewis

—

'

Ad

>.

SHREVEP0RT GROUP SET
TO BUY WHHM FOR 300G
Memphis, June -24.
A Shreveport group known as the
Mid-South Broadcasting Corp. has
filed

a petition with the

WHHM

FCC

to pur-

chase
here for $300,000 from
Herbert
Herff,
local
automobile
man. Herff established
a
year ago in July on a 24-hour basis
as Memphis' fifth station. He will
continue to operate pending FCC

WHHM

action.

,-

i

and magazine advertising in 1946. He
did say, however, that $1,000,000 was
spent in May on publicizing Philco
products.

Carmine said the greatest camin radio history would get
this September and that
radio shows would be continued
along with the newspaper and magpaign

underway

Associated with the new outfit to
which he proposes to sell are: Cecil azine campaigns.
Beaver, general manager of KBTS
William Balderston, of Philadelat Shreveport; Prentiss Furlow and phia, Philco executive vice-presiGeorge D. Wray. Shreveport Ford dent, said that $11,000,000 for new
dealer, and Allan Morris, Shreveport plant facilities had been expended
Buick dealer.
since tfnd of the war.
Pat McDonald,
manager,
said the buyers have advised him
there will be no change in station

WHHM

MILWAUKEE EXECS BUY

personnel.

DES MOINES' KCBC
Des Moines, June

Bert Greene Quits Radio

New

-

in the history of radio,
James H. Carmine, of Philadelphia, vice-president in charge of merchandising, said the increase for
this and next year would be at least
one-third greater. He didn't reveal
the amount expended on newspaper

all

lier's

,

New

marathon performance is
Twelve hundred distributors, dealplanned as a partly-script-partlyers and the Philco sales organizaadlib "fun in the studio" type of
tion here for their annual convenshow, rather than a calculated
tion (16-18) were told that the corcomedy program.
poration had planned an augmented
advertising campaign in newspapers
with the greatest lineage ever used

Russ Neff of the Knox-Reeves
Girl Friday of WOR's (N. Y.) reagency (Jack Armstrong) and Mel
Brobry, Needham, Louis & Brobry cently retired bo,ard chairman Al(Sky King) and ABC are working fred J. McCosker, Miss Bert Greene,
who's been his exec secretary since
out details.
1929, is herself checking out this
ing Division.
NAM
week. She got into radio in 1925 as
a broadcaster on local stations, even
Hartley's
Series
'TOUCHDOWN TIPS' PACTED
did some air work in her first years
Arnold
NBC Radio-Recording division has
Hartley, program director at WOR.
gave her a
of
pacted its first program for the
WOV, N. Y., has written a series great deal ofMcCosker
responsibility and she
of
forthcoming football season in the
dramatic shows under the general made many
friends in N. Y. radio
fall.
title
"Touchdown Tips" with Sam
"The American Family." "It's circles.
Taft's talk.
Hayes, a recorded once-weekly quar
planned as a 10 or 12-week series,
Miss Greene says she has no plans
ter hour show of pigskin prognosti- with the first, "Till Divorce Do Us
beyond a long vacation this summer.
WNYC-FM Switchover
cations Will go on in viaried sections Part?" scheduled for tonight (Wed.)
She was, incidentally, active in
WNYC-FM, New York's munici- around the country for the sixth in the 9-9:30 slot.
helping McCosker and Harry Hershpal-owned station, is changing its straight season.
Hartley is both writer and pro- fleld organize and
build the Mcfrequency to 93.9 megacycles over
Program, last year, was aired on ducer, with an assist from Virginia Cosker-Hershfield
Cardiac Home, of
.,'{.,
the weekend.
approximately, J.0Q -outlets! *
Momjand.
which. she'?
,

To

Clearance Plan

&

yice-prezi

now,

•

,

j

24.

Capital City Broadcasting Co. has
KCBC to George P. E. Caesar,
Jr. and Myles H. Johns, both of Milsold

waukee.
Sale

is

subject to approval of FCC.

The new owners, who each will own
50% of the stock, will take possession

KCBC

as soon as approval is given.
will continue to operate under the
present name with Caesar as president and Johns- as executive vice-

president and board chairman and
the station will continue as a mem-

ber of Mutual.

At the same time
the

company

it's

announced

will build an

FM

sta-

Johns said an FCC permit alhas been granted and it's
hoped to start work on it before the
tion.

ready

—

'
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LONG PANTS FOR DOCUMENTARIES
'Lower Level of U.

S.

Programming

Seen Meeting Canadian Standards
American radio's basic program-*
hermeticallymine fallacy is the
between its shows
sealed division
and shows that
that purely entertain
to Andrew
dully educate, according
operations from
Allan, viewing U. S.
perspective as director of drahis

Canadian
matic programs for the

This artificial
Broadcasting Corp.
dualism has resulted in a steady
Aldepression of program standards,
that if the
lan remarked, adding
broadcast
trend is not reversed, the
industry will doom itself commercially.

•

Allan

visito$,

of U.
polite reluctance.

By DICK DO AN

Hoops, Sorry!

chart.

—

tary really

Strictly as a gag that went
unnoticed— Stanton spread over
his desk a flock of rating material. It was A. C. Nielsen data

out of the

files

into its

own

of Hooper's arch

it's

felt,

will see

N. "Bill" Bailey, director of
Assn., wired heads of the
four nets to learn how soon network musical shows would bestacome available to 241
Lea Act
tions now on the air.
forbids use of coercion by
to get double payment for stints
duplicated on FM.
Supreme court ruling, it was
reported, would make network
stations put up or shut up on
construction of FM affiliates.
J.

FM

much

FM

CBS, which jumped into the lead
in pushing. documentaries via formation of a special documentary unit

7%G

headed by Bob Heller last year, is
still far and away out in front in
frequency and magnitude of airers
of this class, although ABC and
Mutual are giving them increasing
attention.
NBC has gone in for a
few, such as the "Fifth Horseman"
Deal was closed over the weekend series
on the atom bomb last sumfor Al Jolson to head up Kraft
mer, but still clings in the main to
Music Hall in the fall. Although he
the old format of continuous public
was partial to a transcribed series service through regularly scheduled
either following or preceding Bing
sustainers.
Crosby on ABC, he accepted the
CBS, pursuing

Al Jolson's

AFM

As Kraft Emcee

.

formers.

Replenishing Reservoir

The CBC, he also pointed

out,

was

constantly replenishing its reservoir
of writers, producers and directors

which naturally flows southwards to
the greener pastures of U. S. radio.
Fletcher Markle, CBS producer, is
(Continued on page 30)

Benton
Slug

It

Bowles, CBS

Out on 'Wendy'

News

Insert in Fiction

The new "Wendy Warren and the
News" noontime CBS show for Maxwell

Canada Asks

&

House

Monday
eral

(23),

got

off

as

scheduled

but for the past sev-

weeks there has been a verbal

between the coffee canner's
agency, Benton & Bowles, and the
network over the latter's hard and
fast rulings on 'handling of news.
slugfest

Radio Probe
Toronto, June

24.

First, the net nixed integration of
Lobbying through local members
news into Actionized programming.
government, Canadian
radio artists are seeking revision of CBS finally yielded on that point.
existing radio legislation against the But on the question of letting actress
Importation of American-made re- Florence Freeman, in the role of
corded broadcasts on the claim that femme gabber "Wendy Warren,"
Canada is becoming a dumping read the news before going into her
ground fpr U. S. transcription pro- soap opera act, CBS' Ed Murrow
grams. Angered at seeing part of wouldn't budge. And prexy Frank
Stanton backed him up. Only an
their
livelihood
threatened,
Canadian radio artist spokesmen have "authentic" newscaster could read
asked the Federal Parliamentary the news, Murrow flatly ruled, addin the federal

•

Radio Committee to appoint a Royal ing that Ted Collins, in his stanza
Commission which will investigate with Kate Smith, was the last nonnewsman who'd have this privilege
the whole field of radio
in Canada.
They seek a more equitable valua- on CBS.
tion for customs
B&B, in an attempt to preserve
duties against imported transcriptions to parallel the its show idea, offered not only to
cost of producing
such programs in let the CBS staff prepare the news
Canada. They also want
a more copy, but to direct the inflections
equitable

exchange of sustaining programs between Canadian and American networks.
This request for a Royal
Commissmn is also endorsed by the Assn.
ot Canadian
Advertisers which tabled
• brief Criticizing the regulations,
flings and powers of the Canadian
broadcasting Corp., exercised
by this
«d»ral-operated radio body over
private and national
broadcasting
systems in Canada.
e J^icf to the Parliamentary
nacno Committee said:

„™

Miss Freeman put on it. Net said
nothing doing. Upshot was that the
agency bought a three-minute news
"package" using CBS staffer Doug

Edwards

for insertion in the stanza,

watering

down

Miss

Freeman's

actual gabbing stint to an innocuous
45 seconds to one-minute of items
"on the distaff side."
Agency's reaction is pne of "It
could be better, but it's the best we
could do under the circumstances."

"Our mem-

bers are

Z

equally interested in the
of both systems. Inasmuch

u
ss inese
two are in commercial competition, it
would seem more equito both and to the interest
of

ne
»e general

w0ly body

public
'

if

a separate reguof the CBC,

^dependent

establishe <l

to govern broadCanada. Present needs and
uityire growth
suggest that necessary
tangos mignt best be
studied and
aeterrmned by a Royal
Cbmrnissibn."

mST
tastmg

m

Alaskan Upbeat

a policy of "creating an explosion" with documentary
one-shots or series to focus wide
attention on a notable event or an
issue such as the recent "Eagle's
Brood" oh juvenile delinquency and
"A Short Life and A Merry One"
on public health currently is cooking up documentaries on peacetime
uses of the atom, Abraham Lincoln's
life and letters, the second anni of
V-J Day, and the state of public
education.
"Sunny Side of the Atom" is calendared for a full-hour airing June
30, to be followed July 26 by probably a full-hour broadcast from the
Library of Congress upon the opening of the largest display of Lincoln's papers ever shown.
In a

The

Petrillo ban had been widely quoted as reason for making
building.
haste slowly on

FM

Tom Lewis Quits

Y&R

—

—

I

Treed' by Lea

Washington. June 24.
Immediately after Supreme
Court sanction of the Lea Act,

as a

further expansion and development of
this feature.
year,

rival.

Inevitably
not ideas.
(meaning possibly two or three generatidnsV Allan warned, the public
will awaken to the disparity between what is being palmed off and
what is possible; and then radio will
reap the whirlwind of discontent it's
now sowing.
Comparing the level of CBC and
U. S. network programming, Allan
was once again put in the awkward
gpot of tooting his own country's transaction negotiated by the Wilhorn. "In Canada," he said, "we liam Morris agency whereby he goes
are not so hemmed In by conven- live in the Kraft Thursday spot on
tional tabus. We draw no rigid dis- NBC. Contract is for firm 39 weeks
tinctions between adult entertain- with continuing options and allows
ment and so-called mass consump- him time off in season at his disCanadian programs cretion.
tion programs.
are more chance-taking and our
Control of the show remains with
writers can exploit a greater area of J. Walter Thompson and no other
freedom."
talent has been set.
Agency had
Allan, producer of CBC's stand- been overturing Maurice Chevalier
out dramatic series, "Stage '47," de- to take over "the show but deal
clared that from a technical aspect came a cropper.
Canadian programs compared favorJolson leaves next week for New
ably with the top U. S. airers. Out York to confer with John U. Reber,
of 200 available thespers, Allan said radio head of J. Walter Thompson,
that about 50 were of firstrate cali- on format and talent setup of show.
bre and 20 could take their place
Singer will draw $7,500 weekly
with the topmost circle of U. S. per- and guest stars will be used.
toothpaste,

come

Calls Statute 'Vague

Tom
in

Radio Post

Hollywood, June 24.
Lewis has resigned as veepee

charge

radio

of

Young &

for

His action came as no

Rubicam.

had been
rumored for weeks he was leaving
the company despite denials from
Sigurd Larmon, prexy of Y & R. In
surprise to the trade as

it

serving notice on the"agency's board

Lewis
announced he would formalize his
withdrawal upon contacting Larmon,
of directors of his resignation,

who

is

now

Europe.

in

sequel, perhaps six weeks to two
Lewis gave as his reason for remonths later, the net will give an- signing the top radio post with
other hour to dramatic recreation Y & R "present inflexible circumof the Lincoln material. "We Went stances which preclude the accomBack," a documentary based on in- plishments of my desires for the
vestigations of present day condi- radio division and myself."
His
tions in the Pacific and European future plans, he declared, would be
war theatres, will be aired 10-11 p.m. disclosed upon his return from a
on V-J anni, Aug. 14. The job on two-month vacation.
Understood
public education will follow closely that, Lewis and his wife, Loretta
on the fall opening of the schools. Young, have been contemplating an
independent production of her picAmerican Resources

Major documentary project being

When it was first reported that
Lewis was under pressure at the

on slums, is a series which
would be based on a newly published, 1,000-page report on an intensive survey of U. S. economic
conditions by the Twentieth Century Fund. The report, titled "America's Needs and Resources," includes

Y & R home

port

estimates of the country's conditions
for 1950 and 1960, and the ABC
series, runrfing into four or five
broadcasts, would dramatize these
estimates.

Documentaries tin education and
other subjects also are in the works,
according to Bob Saudek, director
of public affairs, but these are still
under wraps.
Mutual, like CBS, is readying a
full-hour documentary for Aug. 14,
but will focus its attention on the
returned GIs in a stanza titled,
"Where Are the 14 Million?" Program, to be aired in cooperation
with the Veterans Administration,
will look into the present whereabouts of 50 Medal of Honor winners as well as check on the 100.000odd vets still in hospitals, says Jack
Paige, MBS special events chief.
On - the - spot recordings will be
worked in. as well as live pickups
from several points.
Also in the fire at Mutual are documentaries on such subjects .as"
"the war babies" (3,000,000 children
born in wartime who will start to
school for the first time this fall)
and on black -market adoptions of
babies.

office

24.

Supreme Court's rutin? upholding
Lea Act may
Committee to

constitutionality of the
force the House Labor

postpone a scheduled
of

AFM

Investigation

prexy James C.

Petrillo,

according to Rep. Fred A. Hartley,
Jr., committee chairman. A subcommittee was to launch the inquiry
next Monday (30), Hartley said, but
had not anticipated the ordering of
a lower court trial of Petrillo by the
Supreme Court. Trial is expected to
bring up many of the same questions
the House group had expected to ask
of the AFM boss.

Washington, June

James
200.000

Caesar

members

Petrillo
of his

24.

and the
American

Federation
Musicians
were
of
slapped down hard here yesterday
(23) as the Supreme Court in a 5-3
decision upheld the constitutionality
of the Lea Act insofar as it gives
Congress the right to legislate
against featherbedding.
Concurrently enactment of the
Taft-Hartley Bill into law put another ban against featherbedding on
the books. This makes it an unfair
practice for a union to require employers to come through with "exactions for services not rendered."
Despite uncertain fate of the TaftHartley Bill in the courts, broadcasters are now certain they are
protected
for
the
nonce from
featherbedding practices in radio.
The Supreme Court deferred decision on whether the anti-Petrillo
statute could be invoked to outlaw
constitutional
guarantees on
the
right of peaceful picketing or the
right to strike until a specific situation came before it.
As a result, Petrillo must now
stand jury trial before the federal
district court in Chicago for "coercing" station WAAF, Chicago, to put
three -more music librarians on the
payroll than were needed.
The

criminal charge was remanded back
Walter J. LaBuy for prose-

to Judge
cution.

The Supreme Court majority held
the Lea Act constitutional as written and refused to meet the issu«
now of whether it could be applied

tures.

mulled

at ABC, which recently won
critical praise for an hour-long re-

Washington, June

•f

FM

one-two-punch form of "in the public interest" broadcasting.
The next

S.

criticisms

Reed Dissent

Slew of documentary airers are
being prepped by three of the networks for late summer and early
fall, pointing up the growing role
this type of public service programming is assuming in U. S. radio. The
past season has seen the documen-

.

expressed his
radio with a
The networks, he
a mere
said, are being reduced to
technical apparatus designed to sell

A

Court on Teatherbedding' Lea Act;

The Saturday Evening Post is
doing a piece on C. E. Hooper,
Last week it sent a photog to
see Frank Stanton, CBS prexy,
idea being to snap a top industry exec while he's perusing a
Hooper

Down by Supreme

Slapped

Petrillo

(Continued on page 30)

because of the

agency's loss of billing and dissatisfaction with some of his Hollywood
shows, Joe Moran was mentioned as
his successor as head of the Coast
operation, with Harry Ackerman
looking after the eastern end.

Clock Switch
Floors Chi Execs

Ed Downs Also Quits Y & R
Chicago, June 24.
Illinois state senate action of last
Ed Downs has also checked out
of the Young & Rubicam production week that threw th« state back into

He leaves today (Wed.) for the
Coast on a vacation and fn the fall
expects to go^ freelance.
staff.

central standard time aroused furort
by radio station and network heads

who claimed action to take
effect July 1 would result in titter
and was also Identified with "Aid- confusion and untold expense.
Family" and the Kate Smith Sleeper bill, which was put over in
the last minute rush to adjourn legisshow.
lature for the summer and advocated
by down-state farm interests, outlawed home rule on daylight saving
Fort Industry $700,000
time. Approximately 400 cities in
the state have DST.
Heads of the various radio chain
Deal for
Detroit,
divisions urged that bill be set aside
Sets
Sales Record for home rule action on the question.
Downs

the "McGarry
and His Mouse" show for Y & R
last directed

here

rich

WJBK,

New

Washington, June

Commander George

24.

Storer's Fort

Industry Co. swapped an old for a
new station property here last week

And ended up with

its

-former

total.

of seven standard broadcast stations.
FCC. after first calling hearing on
the swap, last Friday (20) approved
Fort's purchase of foreign-language
watter WJBK. Detroit, for $698,285.
At the same time, the company, un-

I. E. Showesman, manager of NBC
Central division, said that bill would
entirely disrupt both the local and
network programs from local NBC
outlet, WMAQ, and would result in

chaotic broadcasting conditions.
Frank Sehrelbcr. g.m. of Mutual'*
said: "We are sincerely convinced that the bill will create a
major crisis for the radio stations
and the networks, but more importantly, would confuse, and in some
instances deny, several million Illinois citizens throughout the state
the opportunity to hear many of
their favorite radio programs." E. R.
Boroff, v.p. of ABC, and Leslie At-

WGN.

Assignment by all three nets of
Seattle, June 24.
in Alaska is looking up, cream evening time to recent and der an agreement with the Comcoupled mission, sold WHIZ, Zancsville, for
documentaries,
with a number of new stations slated upcoming
for the territory. Lathrop interests, with the fact that preparation and $272,500.
Deal which saw 250-watter WJBK
owners of KFAR, Fairbanks, are coin poured into these airers now
KENI, Anchorage, for frequently exceeds that given com- change hands is reported a record lass, v.p. of Columbia, also voiced
readying
opening in October, and William mercial shows, spotlights this broad- sales ticket for a local channel sta- protests urging that the bill be deWagner, owner and manager of casting endeavor as a development tion. Nearest approach was the $500,- feated. House division of the legisKFQD. Anchorage has plans for sta- of growing significance. Feeling of 000 fee paid by the Washington Post lature will hold hearings on the bill
•
for WIMX; W^shingtdrt In 194Hi
today (24),
(Continued on page '30')'
tions in Fairbanks arid" SeVvaf d.
Radio
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Hooper Does Fast Burn as
Off $1,000,000

IN

Love"

With

was

last

week's presentation of the CBS
full-hour series, "Studio One."
In it Fletcher Markle appeared
in the triple role of adaptera feat seldom
director-actor,

Friday (20)— and the jilted Hooper,
who had offered to hand over his

•whole operation for $1,000,000 plus
interest (at $25,000 per quarter), did
fast burn.
,
_
Notified in a "Dear Hoop" letter of
"deshort paragraphs that
cided not to undertake the measureand
ment of program audiences"
was "not in a position to consider
your proposal," Hooper exploded re"The plan I drafted for
sentfully.
to take over the publication of
Hooperatings," he steamed, "could
have kept them in business while
they were solving other problems.
Furthermore, its acceptance by them

My Boy

That's

performed

BMB

in radio.

Andrew Allen, dramatic program supervisor of the Canadian
Corp.

Broadcasting

(Toronto),

and discoverer of Markle, was
in the

CBS

control

room watch-

CLAUDE THORNHILL

BBC Unions

unimportant to

would have made
radio if C. E. Hooper personally
burned up in any given airplane."
BMB via his proposal, Hooper
London, June 17.
added, could have "ultimately
learned to service program rating
The British Broadcasting Corp
reports but what is this standard Staff Assn., which represents about
You half BBC's 11,000 employees, is
setting on program ratings?
have to know more than the horse fighting the Trades Union Congress
to drive the horse! The most valid claim for full union recognition by
criticism of BMB's 1946 survey is BBC. At a special meeting, a resothaa it used the lowest standard of lution was passed calling on the
measurement ever applied in all ad- BBC Governors to reaffirm publicly
vertising. .No subscriber would con- their recognition of the association
the substitution of BMB
standards a progressive

step."

.

Shelves Study 2

Academy

of Medicine

FM

Mulls

Application

—

AGENCIES JOIN

TO SHOWCASE TALENT

>

In a lengthy confab, radio people
indicated their feeling that there
was plenty of time available on
regular stations for a good program,
if the
Academy were willing to
spend the money for scripters, talent, etc. . It was suggested that the

Hollywood, June 24.
KFI and Berg-AUenberg, GAC
Sam Jaffe, Lyons & Lyons, Wil- Academy experiment on WNY.Cliam Morris and National Concerts
FM, N. Y., for a few months with
ti Artists Corp. have banded tosuch program ideas before going to
gether in an effort to bring "new
expense involved in a new station.
talent" into radio.
KFI has set aside 13 half hours
at 8 p.m. Tuesday nights, commencing July 1, for new programs;

represented by the

agencies. Agencies will stand the
cost on artist and writer fees while
KFI will furnish orchestra, air and
rehearsal time free of fee.
Idea, conceived by Charles B.,
Brown, program director of KFI,
will showcase new talent in an effort to open "closed door" of radio.
Appearance of talent on air will be
determined by lottery method, with
each agency allotted two haK-hour
periods through the series.

Mutual Don Lee

Moves

KOOL

,and station
signs on for the first time
.

which
Sunday

have become supplementary
(22)
stations in the Mutual Don Lee set
up.
and
are the beginings of the Arizona Radio Network.
Applications have been made for stations in Nogales and Yuma, which
if granted, will be added to the Ari-

KCNA

KOOL

zona net.
Carl Raymond, network operator
Mutual Don Lee in Pacific
Northwest, has been named general
manager dfl Arizona ~ plan!
for

WMCA

party.

Kay Campbell, Eddie Wragge, Katherine Emmet and Sydney Smith

into

the "Lora Lawton"_cast. Nell Harrison new to "Our Gal Sunday." Curtis
Arnall .added to "Backstage Wife." Edgar Stehli and Kermit Murdock into
"David Harum"
publicity, wed quietly
Pat Hurley, head of
June 12 to Walter T. Gassenheimer, engineer at the station .... ABC announcer Milton Cross recovering from gallstone operation... Walter Gorman, until recently producer-director of "Hollywood Story" on ABC,
annexed by Kenyon & Eckhardt agency for newly-created job of radio
production director
Gabber Dwight Weist taking leave from "Grand
Slam," "Aldrich Family" and other air stints July 6 through 21 to play
to shelve Study- No. 2 until some
time after 1948 and has elected to opposite Jesse Royce Landis in "Hedda Gabler" at the Bar Harbor 'thetake up a long-term search for a atre in Maine
Elaine Rost into the casts of "Rload of Life" and "Aunt
"permanent yardstick for audience Jenny." Patsy Campbell added to "When a Girl Marries." Rosemary
measurement."
Rice in "Right to Happiness"
Dick Gilbert, program director of the
Sun Country Broadcasting Co., planes back to Arizona Saturday (28) after
Effect of the decision is" that
will stay in business, "keeping the a 10-day stay in town .... Murphy Sisters, warbling trio, start two-week
stove warm" with various research stands on the WINS-WLW Moon River show starting July 6.
and evaluation projects, while support is drummed up among broadcasters to put the bureau on a perClare Olmstead brought Dave Elton into Kenyon
Eckhardt to produce
manent footing via something resemRubicam production
bling "the Canadian plan" of levy- "Arthur's Place." He was for years on the Young
ing monthly subscriber fees based on staff.:.. Just as Dennis Day was all set to be received by the Pope and
time rates.
Long-range financing entertained in the Vatican he called off his European trip in favor of a
plans will be unveiled within a vacation in the northwest. .. .When Chester Morris broke his ankle cutmonth, prexy Hugh Feltis an- ting a few fancy steps at a party, Don Quinn wired himi>"What were you
going to do for an encore?" That's easy card tricks. .. .The town is
nounced.
In what, according to all reports, hopping with the arrival of Paul Warwick, Wauhillau La Hay and Miqiie
Martin Lewis, Paramount's
was a complete love feast, marked Kirk. Not a dull moment around them
by unanimity throughout and un- radio contact, set some kind of a record when in a matter of a few hours
marred by a single dogfight, the he set Bill Demarest on three different network shows to plug "Perils of
Producer Manny Ostroff and writers Izzy Ellinson and
board (composed of "five reps Pauline"
each of the NAB,
and AAAA) Johnny Rapp, who took leave of Eddie Cantor after last week's finale, are
polishing up a musicomedy called "Columbus in Ohio." There's an atom
last Friday (20) emerged from a
day-long session with the following bomb theme running through it. .. ."Chick" MacGregor is lining up the
town's top talent for the quarter hour dramatic disks, "Proudly We Hail,"
news:
to spur Army recruiting
The late Dinty Doyle, radio ed, will have his
1.
is dead set against moving into the program rating field "at name across the bow of a boat that will take the Rev. Hugh Costigan on
this
time" and that "closes the his missionary rounds in the far Pacific.

WQXR

IN

HOLLYWOOD ...

&
&

—

BMB

ANA

BMB

—

James Saphier sold "The Saint" to Lever Bros, for. Coast airing over
to intro the new hair conditioner Trim. Bill Gay of Foote, Cone Si
Belding produces
Joe Stauffer pulled into town for a summer stretch
the same day that brother Don headed back to the other seaboard
for further study.
a long-range plan to make BMB a Alan Young will be out of circulation until August, being "cast" for a
continuous permanent operation. De- fractured' spine after a fall
Doris Sharp of Radio Registry tossed a
tails of the plan are to be worked party to celebrate the most envied realty deal of the year.
She swapped
out and submitted first to the NAB the lease on her apartment in New York for a 23-room house on the fringe
TRINIDAD'S
board by a special committee named of Hollywood
Ben Alexander deals out the words on "Noah Webster
Says" for the five weeks of Haven MacQuarrie'a sabbatical
by prexy Justin Miller.
Graeme
IN AUG. 3. Plans for a 1948 nationwide Fletcher takes the^early ayem newsstrip for ABC... Phil Baker liked Joe
study were "suspended." This does Parker's idea of a listener participation program so he's putting up the
Trinidad, June 12.
wherewithal to get it on a platter. .Janet Waldo, who is "Corliss Archer"
(Continued on page 38)
Trinidad and Tobago governments
on radio, takes a flier in legit when she plays a lead in "Arms and the
have given franchise to the Trinidad
Man" at Pasadena Playhouse.
Broadcasting Co. to operate a com-,
mercial Station, and new station will
get under way shortly at Caroni, nine
miles from Port of Spain. Station,
All 14 Chicago radio stations will combine forces to present a half-hour
known as Radio Trinidad, will
VIDEO;
broadcast of an aerial attack over city on Sunday f*8) when 200 planes
operate on both medium and shortStructure of Benton
from Glenview Naval Air Station and Wold-Chamberlin Field present
wave bands, planning to be heard agency's radio departmentft Bowles
has been climax to first anniversary of Naval Air Reserve. ..John Ackerman is
also in adjacent Caribbean colonies
revamped, partly with an eye to the spending the fourth week in sick bed. ...John Mdser has moved to larger
and parts of South America.
emergence of video as an ad me- offices
Milt Marx now heads the sports department of
in InStation hopes to open by middium. Walter Craig has a new title dianapolis
Ted Swift leaves
to return to WEEI in Boston
August. There'll be regular daily
of veepee in charge of radio and Radio Writers' Guild hosted party for disk jockeys
in Chicago last week
transmissions 7 to 9 a.m., noon to 2
television,
and a separate video ....Marcella Hein leaves NBC press dept. for advertising and' sales prop.m. and 4 to 11 p.m., with extendivision has been set up with Herb motion division.
Winifred Cohan and Kurt Roach of
honeymoonsion on Sundays between 9 a.m. and
Leder as head.- Latter has been a ing, ... .Maggy OFlaherty of Wade Advertising won award in the recent
noon. Test transmissions will start
staff radio director for the agency
"Dr. Christian" script contest
WNBY are tentative call letters given to
about July 1.
and currently handles the Jack NBC's future television station here by FCC
"Red" Grange will assist
Acting general manager will be
Berch show on NBC. Bill Vallee Harry Wismer in his description of the "All-Star" football game which
Frank Lamping. Latter, senior exec
has joined B&B as assistant to Leder. will be broadcast over Mutual. .. ."Let's Have Fun" will
be broadcast
of International Broadcasting Co. of
Ted Steele, formerly business man- aboard the S. S. City of Grand Rapids on Lake Michigan, July 4....
London, expects to go to South
ager of the radio department, has NBC-Northwestern Radio Institute celebrates its sixth year last week in
Africa in late August, and will turn
been placed in charge of the crea- June... Chuck Wiley of Mutual in Passavant hospital.
.. ,C. E. Hopper
over Trinidad post to W. A. Mactive division with title of veepee will be in Chi July 3 to lecture at Northwestern
Radio School. .. ."Stars
Lurg, formerly with BBC.
and radio director. Duties of busi
of Tomorrow" given citation by Veterans' Administration
for special proness manager have been passed to gram during visit to veterans in hospital at Downey,
111
E. V. Lyford,
San Antonio "So You Want to be George Kern, chief time buyer. Al assistant station relations manager of NBC conferring with local 'execs
a Flyer?" is the title of a new quarter- Kaye remains as Coast rep in HollyJack Ryan selected to judge beauty contest at Evanston's Fourth of July
hour program which made its debut wood, reporting directly to Craig.
celebration
Patti Page, who recently completed stint at Helsing's. began
over KABC here last Sunday. Idea
Cra'ig has retained responsibilities new musical variety show over
June 21. Program is calkxl "The
for. the program is credited to Alec for client contact, new shows and
Chicagoans."....
J in. Milwaukee .presented Jflualists in Barber Shop
Chesser, KABC sports announcer.'
'general 'radio policy.
Quartet singing contest last' week.

making application for
however, was left open

Possibility of

new

station,

door" on the offer by C. E. Hooper
to sell BMB his operation for $1,000,-

CBS

000.

2.

The board okayed

"in principle"

C0MMI

STATION PREEMS

.

B&B REVAMP PACED BY

IN

.

CHICAGO ...

CRAIG UPPED

.

Into* Arizona

Hollywood, June 24.
Mutual Don Lee Network has invaded Arizona for the first time. Sta
- tion KCNA, Tucson, in operation- as
an independent for the past three

weeks

.

BMB

To

Offset 'Bad Breaks'
vinced of this, board members indiIn belief that public health isn't
cated on coming out of their huddle,
that Hooper's open-arms invitation— getting a proper break on commerwhich had hit BMB with this-is-so- cial stations, Dr. George Baeheiy
sudden impact was given no serious president of the Academy of Mediconsideration. As one BMB board cine, held a conference last week
member cracked facetiously when with various persons to discuss an
asked if there was a BMB-Hooper application by the Academy for a
non-commercial FM license for N. Y.
merger in the offing:
"Oh, no— we're going to wait 'til Huddle included Leon Levine,. CBS
Art Nielsen gets back from England, producer; William 'Boutwell, forwhere he's raking up some dollars, merly of Office of Education; Seyso he can enter a competitive bid." mour Siegel, acting director WYNC,
N. Y., and Dr. Iago Galdston, of t|je
Academy.

-

.

WNEW

View on Survey;

Bucking sentiment in many segments of the radio industry favoring
an early recount of average station
and network listening to supplant
the already badly outdated Study
No. 1 by the Broadcast Measurement
Bureau, the tripartite board of the
bureau has bowed to NAB's request

•

.

.

WOR

cluded in the past year resulting in
more than $500,000 gain in salaries.
Association, itself a registered trade
union, proposes to take a referendum of all members on the question
of applying for affiliation to the
Trades Union Congress.

BMB

.

.

BMB Takes Long

Association's membership ranges
from manual workers to program

"one survey to produce the material
for both 'coverage' and area (protectable) ratings for the price of one"
—so that the industry won't be left
in a "coverage vacuum" until 1949
bigwigs saw things, in quite
a different light. Taking a long view,
they felt the industry had better
make haste slowly in the matter of
standards and take a long look at
Hooper's, Nielson's and all other
techniques or proposed methods of
yardsticking coverage before under-,
taking more surveys or services.
They were so unanimously con-

talent,

t-

NEW

As a parting shot, Hooper an- directors. It claims that salary and
nounced he was going ahead with Wage agreements have been con-

with new

to
CITY ...

CBS

1

as the sole negotiating body.

Hooper

KFI,

»•

—

.

sider*

>

press dept: Caption on Monday's (23) press release:
"Stoopnagle Fubs Sor Hob, Bawk For Wix Seeks Jarting Suly 7"....
Roger Brown, general manager for Earle Ferris office, to wed Elaine
Art Donegan, assistant
Newlin Wall, of Mutual's publicity dept., Aug. 8
ABC publicity chief, home with sprained ankle. .Says he was dodging an
Beldihg, picking up additional 10
auto.... Armour via Foote, Cone
Vic Damone exiting his Mutual weekly
minutes of "Hint Hunt" on CBS
quarter-hour Tuesdays to step into Pet Milk's "Saturday Night Serenade"
on CBS, replacing Bill Perry, who's checking out after 10 years to do
Mutual's "Falcon," which started off for
summer stock and p.a.'s
American Safety Razor with 88 stations, marking its third anni July 1
Jack Hill, who on June 10 parted
by going from 288 outlets to 350
company with NBC, where he was a senior producer, has checked in with
Biow agency as advance promotion man and talent scout for the new
Eddie Dowling "The Big Break" show being sponsored by Adam Hats.
in the

Claude ThonfhiH and Columbia's famous Liedetkranz- Hall combined,
June 18, to transcribe just about the
greatest musical sound that has
ever happened to a dance band.
The recently expanded Thornhill
troupe wrapped up 12 musical show-

—

for

»»>«

Cy Langlois (Lang-Worth Prexy),

In Dispute

.

*

Concerning radio writers: Lynn Stone and Addie Richton are summering at Woodstock, N. Y., and Margaret Lewerth with her son at Cross
.Bruce Stauderman has left Hartford and returned
Bridge, Westchester.
.Parents of CBS' Charles" S. Monroe visiting N.Y
to Manhattan radio.
Larry Menkin handling the
Joe Liss' script anthology has just appeared
regular writing course and Millard Lampell the advanced seminar this
Radio writer Sam Moore reviewed
summer at NYU Radio Workshop
Robert J. Landry's book, "This Fascinating Radio Business," for Hollywood Quarterly and lambasted it. Just ahead Charles Seipmann's "Radio's
pieces for exclusive delivery to 450
\
July, and Second Chance" got a rave in same periodical.
Lang-'Worth affiliates
August.
John Crosby to do his Herald Tribune pieces this summer from Bucks
YORK
LANG-WORTH, INC.,
County ... .Ed Kobak, Mutual prexy, off next week for a Connecticut vacation.
.WOR's Dick (flack) Pack on a motor holiday at end' of week
may air a half-hour cross-the-board midnight show from the Versailles, a la Jack Eigen's stanza from the Copa.'with half a dozen of the
Jack Berch returning tonitery's leading vendors helping foot the bill
subbed
day (Wed.) from a week's fishing trip. Jimmy Atkins of
for him on his NBC daytime strip .... Beatrice Berke, formerly with
and until lately time buyer for Huger Hoge & Sons agency, has
joined Charles Michelson, Inc., platter outfit, as exec secy to the prez. ...
John Alien Wolf, oldest CBS staff announcer in point of service, resigned
last Friday (20) to return to his native city, Montgomery, Ala., where
he'll manage WFSA, a 1,000-watter.
CBS staffers pitched him a farewell

ing his protege.

BMB

it

»»»

&

.

a

»

the Production Centres

NEW YORK

Fun

Richard Sherman's novel "To

Mary

»

From

.,»

Measurement Merger

Romance between the BroadcastMeasurement Bureau and C. E.
Hooper was broken off with cryptic
abruptness by BMB's tripartite
(NAB, ANA and AAAA) board last

two

Shies

Wednesday, June 25, 1947

»»-

WBBM

WBBM

.

—

WTO

'

WOWO

WBBM

RADIO REVIEWS
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FORD SHOWROOM

ARTHUR'S PLACE

With Arthur Moore, Sara Berner,
Helen TraubeL fuest; Jeff Alex-

.

•

ander's orch, others
Writers: Leonard Holton,

Frl.,

0 Mins.;

Ruby Kal-

N. Y.
(.Kenyon & Eckhardt)"

thinking in longof retaining that fat
For
ohunk of radio business.
"Arthur's Place," the newly-created
situation

it's

comedy which K&E served
new Borden dish in place

of Y&R's Ginny Simms show in
the Friday night CBS slot, certainly
isn't the answer to how to sell Borden's cheese and bacon spread. At
least not on the basis of what went
out over the air on the preem per-

formance last week (20).
Even ?s summer replacement fare
mfry spot a top-budgeted show
n the slot next fall), this one is
trictly a class B weakie, lacking
anything suggesting originality or

!K&E

novelty.

around Arthur
Moore, the ex-vauda trouper turned

Show

is

CO.

WCBS-CBS,

CO.
„
CBS-CBS, N. Y.
(Kenyon & Eckhardt)
Kenyon & Eckhardt, which sucBorden
the
snaring
in
ceeded
billings away from Young & Rubioam, better do some fast and fancy

ftp as the

FORD MOTOR

9 p.m.

ORDEN

huddling if
tange terms

Writer-Producer: Willson
30 Mint.; Wed., 9:30 p.m.

Moore

r^duceir'Arthuf

ADVENTURES OF PHILIP MAR-

With" Meredith WUlson, Ben Gage,
LOWE
Paulena Carter, orch and chorus
With Van

built,

adio producer (he was writer -proucer-director on the Borden "Coun,y Fair" show), with the locale a
(midwest beanery located at a bus
terminal, thus permitting for celebs
If
to drift in weekly as guestars.
boys
had another "Duffy's
the

to translate

it

With Florence Freeman, Douglas Ed- With Ted Collins
Beflin, Lurene Tuttle,
wards, Les Tremayne, Lament 15 Mins.; 12 (noon)
Oliver Deering, Davis Ellis, Bill
Johnson, Hugh James
CO-OP
Conrad, Harry Bartell; Lynn Mur- Writers: Frank Provo, John Plcard WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
ray, music; Wendell Niles, an- Director-Producer: Tom McDermott
After an association
nouncer

of more than
CBS through her GenFoods-sponsored programming,
Kate Smith has picked up her beand has moved over to
Mutual to continue her noontime
homespun philosophy on the same
five-times-a-week basis. (Her onceweekly nighttime singing show, also
cancelled by General Foods, still remains unsold.)
If, as was so evident on her initial
Mutual airing Monday (23), Miss
Smith has nothing new up her
sleeve to offer her listeners, from

15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 12 (noon)

"

Writer: Milton Geiger
Producer-director: James Fonda
30 Mins.; Tues., 10 p.m.

a decade with

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

eral

WCBS-CBS,

N. Y.
(Benton & Bowles)
PEPSODENT
This is a soap opera with a gimWNBC-NBC, N. Y.
mick—comboing of a newscast with
(Foole, Cone & Belding)
a daytime serial primary intended
In a summer which may go down purpose being to make the central
in radio annals as the whodunits' character, a femme news gabber and
heyday, this entry in the private-eye columnist, seem more lifelike by
derby looks like a winner. It has having her tee off each episode by
both class and a preferred position, actually delivering real news. The
being Bob Hope's standin for the program preemed last Monday (23)
vacation semester, which make it an as the permanent replacement for
odds-on favorite for the Hooper "Kate Smith Speaks."
stakes.
Wendy, portrayed by Florence
Heflin, who carries the major act- Freeman, intros the stanza, bringing
ing load in the title role (he'll have in CBS staffer Doug Edwards to do
various supporting casts), makes the a fast three-minute spot news roundRaymond Chandler-created Marlowe up, after which Wendy takes over
a standout in the current mob of for a news quickie "on the distaff
radio crime chasers. There's nothing side." From this point, the show is
out of the ordinary about Marlowe fiction. Gabber Wendy walks out of
as a type, but Heflin's carefully re- the studio and straight into the arms
strained but forceful handling of the of a buried love, a U. S. Army flyer
part turns the guy into a slicker she thought was killed five years
sleuth than most. In the preem air- ago in China and here she is enVery
ing last week (17), Heflin got credible gaged to her publisher -boss.
support from Miss Tuttle and the first episode tails off with the announcer intoning: "Wendy Warren
rest of the cast.
Aside from Heflin's capable chore, faces the hardest decision of a

This is the show that Kenyon &
Eckhardt's Bill Lewis came' up with
after wooing the Ford account away
from J. Walter Thompson agency.
It's more or less a reprise of the
"Sparkle Time" show which Meredith Willson did for Canada Dry a'
few months back, with its stylized
"Chiffon Swing.",
Actually, the "Ford Showroom"
on the preem (18) was a none too
satisfactory potpourri.
In striving
for something new. Willson tried too
hard for unfortunately much of it
is of dubious merit.
For example,
there's
Willson's
own emceeing,
which belongs in his "Department of
Utter Bewilderment." for while it
has no other purpose than to be
irrelevant chitchat, he lacks the
breeziness in manner, personality
and, above all, the material essential

longings

—

into quality entertain-

ment.

an industry standpoint there are significant overtones to her switchover
to the new affiliation.
For there's no denying her name
lends stature to co-op programming,
that "upstart" in commercial broad-

I

ship,

'

what

show

considerably
above many of its competitors, of
course, is that Chandler touch for
neat, surprising turns of plot, coupled
profundity hovering over it.
with Geiger's crisp scripting which
Actually, when Willson gets down' loads, without overloading, the diafavern" in mind, they've missed the to the business of playing .music,
the log and narration with vividly demark by as wide a distance as span- show makes a lot of sense,
because scriptive lines. Fonda's production
ning N. Y. to L. A. For it's not only he can achieve
some imaginative skill shows up in the airer's fine
a case here of Moore lacking any arrangements. He has
good singing tailoring, and Murray's original muht the distinctive traits or character- support,
too, from Ben Gage, while sic is well keyed.
istics, as in the case of Ed Gardner,
Paulena Carter, 17-year-old concert,
Niles does a tastefully restrained
feat would invite another tune-in,
pianist, didn't fare badly in an as-, job with the dentifrice, which are
but the scripting lob, too, was of sist with
a piano concerto arrange- moderately repetitious without bestrictly inferior calibre.
ment of Cole Porter.
Doom.
ing offensive.
It seemed as though, the writers
But
orrowed a little here and a little mizes .unfortunately, Willson minithe musical portions of the BEA KALMUS
here, and without too much disshow, as though they were merely Director: Milton
B. Kaye
irimination.
That applied, as well, an adjunct
to the gab stuff. Rose.
Producer: Irving Romm
g the assorted stooges with whom
Writers: Marty Roth, Al Sproul
oore has surrounded himself, 'even
60 Mins,, Daily, 1 a.m.
the cash register, sound effects, LISTEN CAREFULLY
•te.,
suggesting "how-many-times- With Sydney Blackmer, Berry Kroe- PARTICIPATING
ger, Santos Ortega, Elspith Eric, WHN, N. Y.
did-I-hear-this-before" to the lisTed De Corsia; Jay Jostyn, emcee
tener:
The disk-jockey making a stand in
Helen Traubel dropped in as the Writer: Peter Banry
a popular, celebrity-ridden nitery is
Director: Richard Lewis
initial guestar, but a thankless script
still a novel idea in these parts. The
that had her reciting the major 30 Mins.; Sun., 9:30 p.m.
at-home stayups and night-workers
Sustaining
oajeball league standings didn't help
are able to catch up on name enterthe situation much.
few minutes WOR-MUTUAL, N. Y.
tainment via the jockey sessions and
before signoff time she was perThis has the earmarks of a good it seems like a good deal for all conv
mitted to do a Wagnerian aria, show. There's always the question cernedr
Which highlighted the program, but how much you see, hear (and miss)
But as has been evident since the
py then it seemed a pretty hopeless when you see a film or listen to a platter-spinners became a major in•ause.
Rose.
radio program.
"Listen Carefully" dustry, the jock's handling is the mapresents three brief dramats built jor factor in the ultimate success of
NORMAN' BROKENSHIRE
around a situation, and has guest these shows. With minor league
Writer: Louis Reed
listeners answer questions pertain- treatment, no matter which celebriProducer: Clay Daniel
ing to what they've just heard. With ties hit the spot and come to the
§5 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri., 12.30 p.m. dramats well scripted and acted, and mike, show will lack entertainment
PARTICIPATING
Jay Jostyn in a refreshing style as vitamins.
WNBC-NBC, N, T.
interrogator-emcee,
show (judged
This apparently is the case in the'
Keynote of program bringing Nor- from Sunday's (22) preem) is okay Bea Kalmus show slotted from the
man Brokenshire's conversion to disk
Opening situation was built around Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., where Miss
jockey is nostalgia. And the mood the case of a man who went to sleep Kalmus conferenciers a wax exhibit.
fits.
The veteran announcer plays one Friday night, woke up to find it Fact that she's the only femme spinthe angle for all It's worth— in his was Sunday, and then couldn't ac- ner in these parts neither adds nor
chatter, in his choice of records. The count for the 38 hours in between. detracts from the show, but inexperiSimple piano intro; the soft, appeal- He couldn't remember a thing about ence in handling interviews and a
ing drawl; the "take it easy tempo," Saturday a day in which he was to frequently gushy delivery are evitBrokrnshire himself stated it— all .meet his uncle regarding a will; a dent.
md well. And It's commercial. day in which the uncle is murdered.
However, Miss Kalmus' Riviera
ere's room for nostalgia on the Show was divided into three parts, session is not to be given up as a
Stf, and this program will please lots
with a different contestant queried lost cause. This former nitery singer
of mood-struck listeners.
on each as to what he had just knows the roster of the entertain.Opening program was quite listen- heard. Contestants had chance at ment industry as well as a headwaitable.
Brokenshire didn't gab too end to try for a grand prize with er. She's able to spot celebs in the
lone (fatal mistake in some jockeys) other questions.
clubs, and entice a goodly amount of
on his intros. He varied his style in
Jostyn's dramatic approach to the phone calls during her one-hour
ais approach.
A platter by Bing>, stories; his quick way of handling stint. Lacking, however, is interview
fc.rosby was chance for a little perShe also requires dicquestions and the people questioned: experience.
sonal reminiscence. Suddenly there his fast gabbing all helped.
He tion coaching.
were tips to housewives, on picking gave those queried no help in anCurrently, the Kalmus show has
Chickens (edible kind), on glassware. swering the questions; no silly leads five sponsors and plugs are frequentall couched lightly, humorously.
Plugging a pumperobtrusive.
ly
even a baby could grasp. He
The that
oommercials were varied, straight didn't wait too long for answers, and nickel bread from a class roadhouse
and singing, and not too many, nor cut them off when they floundered, like the Riviera raises the point of
too long, to be obtrusive. Songs
a more judicious selectivity in some
jock All of which made sense. The ques
Chose to play accented the memory- tions were sensible points about of the participating sponsors. Jose.
ianc mood, in the Three Suns' "Peg what had just been dramatized.
It
0 My Heart." Crosby's "I've Told," was surprising how quickly certain PLAYS BY EAR
and Guy Lombardo's "I Love You." details slipped one's mind.
That With Stewart Macintosh, Charles
Bron.
made for an interesting p:ogram
Eggleston, Arthur Roll, Will Geer,
Broil-.
Joe Latham, Tom Holer, Fred
sets

the

woman's

life.

How

home

at

if

to

much

in

and

itself,

not more, from the 15-minute gab-

fest.

The

fact that more than 200 stawrapped up sponsorship deals
prior to Drogram's teeoff is. Derhaps.
the payoff that the Kate Smith techtions

niaue

in

is

American

the

dish.

the soaper segment than in her simulated newscaster role. Her distaff
news is too brief and sketchy to

amount

air personalities

will reap a $500,000 a year harvest,

Miss Freeman, an experienced ac-

seems much more

lucrative

its

from multiple local sponsordestined from here on in to

into its fold. It's an interesting commentary that, after about a decade
and a half on the air, Miss Smith

it?"
tress,

is

woo more and more

she meet

will

with

which,

casting
"take"

—

Then there's Willson's quintet of
"precision talkers." around
om
the elaborate Ford commert
is
built.
Elaborate, however,
juld
appear to be an understatement, for
this one could almost be called a
Ford Oratorio, with its Ford-in-yourfuture chant, the specially devised
Ford chord motif, and a Bach-like

27

WENDY WARREN AND THE NEWS KATE SMITH SPEAKS

,

innocuous enough

It's

hausfrau's-

copy

(on

Monday she concerned herself with
summer travel difficulties, champimed the Salt Lake City school

her.

attempt to fast-pace her news delivery ' heightens the jpitch of her
voice.
As a matter for formatting,
it would seem that the business of
starting each episode just outside
Wendy's broadcasting studio door
soon would strain the scripters' in-

kids' safety endeavors, gave
nail sketches of the wives

thumb-

of the
seven presidential aspirants, nothing,
in fact,, of the going-out-on-a-limb
variety) all couched in the homey
Smith monotone. Evidence, perhaps,
that noon-time is no time to jar the

—

genuity.

peoole...

As- a serial, the stanza

may

well

Ted Collins is on the hand- for the
two-way banter, and takes
midway chunk for a

succeed,
having the professional
handling it does.. Question is, will
it do any better because of the gimmick?
Doan.

usual

over a sizable

WOR

news summary.
sor

is

(N. Y.) spon-

Rose.

Sweetheart Soap.

'

A

-

—

.

—

,

!

;

SATIJRn ^Y

CHASE
H

AFTERNOON AT THE

With

carde, Harmonicats,
Apollon, Hal Kanner Orch
r ector: Iack Sexton
„
30 Mins.; Sat., 5:30 p.m.
Sustaining

Banner

BOBBY BREEX SHOW

Writer: Hector Chevigny
Producer: Edward King
30 Mins.: Mon., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.
This series of eight dramats. sum-

Dave With Joel Herion's orch

Writer: Gini Stewart
Director: Bill Bird
IS Mins.; Sat., 6:45 p.m.
Sustaining
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
WHN, N. Y. '
A relaxed session of music and
The kid hasn't lost his touch. Exmiscellany,
this
half-hour
show juve singing star of films, who was
originating from the Hotel Chase in
a spindly, earnest child find when
at. Louis teed off
its summer run
he
did his first broadcast on an Eddie
st Saturday
(21) with Hildegarde Cantor stanza years ago, is 21 now
tt
the pivot spot. As emcee and
and not long out of the Army. His
J"
jnanteuse. her savoir faire with a
voice has acquired lower registers,
mike gave the show an intimate,
quite naturally, but is the more ap"lading tone appropiate for this
type pealing for that reason and hasn't
01 tare. Succeeding programs in the
lost any of that plaintive quality that
r s Will feature
the talent starred first set off his piping.
11 i?
the hotel each week.
Preem last Saturday (21) of his
After a silky rendition of "June
own show on the Metro-owned indie
is Bttshrts
Out All Over7 r Hildegarde gave him a chance to demonstrate
y wovc the rest of the show that, as a grownup singer, he is
faS
.L
rogelner with her sophisticated
nitery something more than a run-of-theHal Kanner's orch played mill crooner. He showed nice range
885
ill Close My
Eyes" competently and fullness in his tones, selling the
mandolinist-comedian
— wiuBUMu ±-> a v c current "Sunday Kind of Love"
,,
pouon strummed hectically through equally as adeptly as two faves.
'iszts_.
ttnapsoa
on the "Peg o' My Heart" and "Night and
hirC'-i Hungarian Rhapsody"
The Harmonicats gave out Day."
Joel Herron's orch nicely
urift
with lu
their mouth-organ version of backed him, and turned in a smooth
"Jen top hit parade tune, "Peg O' arrangement of "Tea for Two."
Heart ''' Allowing which HildeStation, however, ought to give
«.L
garde parried some
His speaking
off-the-cuff w'lt- Breen an announcer.
Bud<J y Messner, a local voice comes through high and kidenm!™ Hildegarde
closed with "Just dish, and it pushes him to announce
b"A of Th ose Things," which is as as well as sing. Be better if he just
COmment
banter
between-songs
little
had
as anv on the Showa
«en«*«
..
Generally;
r.
Doan,'..
with' an" anlidun'cer'.'
jjgfft.
£f

•

"Cavalcade
of
for
mer-subbing
America," broke away with a falter-

.

ing start Monday (23) in a weakly
written and poorly performed show.
Dramat was based on the promising
dea of a modern takeoff on the Wil

«

no

—

.•

S

,

'

.

IT'S

With Jack Haskell, Vivian Martin,
June Christie, Joseph Gallicchio

With Beth Lockerby, Jane Malletts,
Frank Perry, Bud Knapp, Alec
McKee, Glen Burns, Frank Heady,
William Needles, Tommy Tweed,
Lawrence Abbot, Austin Willis;
Sustaining
Elwood Glover, announcer; Arnold
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.
Walter, music
Summer replacement for the Writer: Joseph Schull
"Ellery Queen'' 'dramats, this show Producer-Director: .Essa W. Ljungh
orch

i

adds to the swelling number of light
variety dishes being served up by
the networks' as hot weather fare.
This one, despite some occasionally
sparkling gab by emcee Dave Garro-

way and

a

group of

and musicians,

is

30 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.

Sustaining

CBC-WNEW,

given' a

routine

treatment that makes the total add
up to less than the sum of the individual parts.
Garroway, disk jockey on Chicago's
"1160 Club" and a
man of diverse parts and knowledge,
handles the emcee chore with a
casual line of chatter that masks an
extraordinary (for disk jockeys)
range of interest. He comments with
equal aplomb on the quality of a
trumpet player and the nature of

,

Haskell contributed some pleasant
crooning while Joseph Gallicchio's
full-sized studio orch, including an
internal instrumental combo, played
some highly listenable numbers.
,

Herm.

THE BRAND WAGON
With Iran Berlow, Ursula Brand,
Jack

Farran

,

,

,

mm.

Story itself involved a great deal
of medieval hocus-pocus, carrying a
lo?d of the supernatural and super-

and ringing in much wailing of "dead" voices, which may
have more general appeal to Canadian listeners than to New Yorkers.
stitious

Sustaining
N. Y.

WNYC,

Oscar Brand, heading a dr imat
group on the municipally-o v'lied
WNYC, has hit upon the exccljent

j

idea of ribbing {standard radio formats, often puttW? the satire on a
social plane.
It's an ambitious program for a 15-minute session and
suggests possibilities that a longer
period would do. It more justice.

•

,.

•

,

WNEW

tion.

Jason
!

liam Jennings Bryan-Clarence Dar
Show caught (22) had a newspaper
row "monkey" trial travesty of rib entitled
"The Back Page" in
many years ago. but scripter Hector which the usual
type of demon reChevigny got lost trying to juggle porter
is
stymied by a no-crime
the science vs. religion theme withwave
because the gangster chieftain
Reanybody's
toes.
out treading on
thinks that his visiting mother would
sult was a confusion of religious exappreciate some peace and quiet.
hortation and scientific balderdash.
Th e re porter- convinces him otherStory revolved around a legal suit
wise, and the criminal activity starts
brought by a southwest village atheand culminates with the theft of the
ist against a local preacher who sucsheet's presses.
The bigshot thinks
cessfully prayed for rain and ruined
he'd like to have a printed grapethe atheist's dry weather crop of
vine.
turkeys. The atheist, it seems, was
In so short a space, it's difficult to
just trying to get the preacher to
admit that his prayers didn't end provide strong characterizations and
the drought, but the local editor in- permit the satirical vein to be preUnder such handicaps,
tervened and blew the affair up to dominant.
world-shaking proportions. Unfold- show took the next best line and let
ing slowly and undramatically, the a more-or-less brief recital of the
story wound up limply with the plot through dialog do the trick.
Players gave a uniform brand of
county judge dismissing the case for
lack of jurisdiction.' The cast per- good, but limited enactments, which,
formed with the energy and talent coupled with fast pacing, makes it a
pleasant session worthy of more
of a summer stock. troup.e..
playing .time, , ..
> i *4ose,<
.
,

WNEW

WNEW

modern art.
Garroway, however,
seems fascinated by his fluency and
frequently spMils the effect by using
two or three adjectives where none
would be best.
Musical portion of the preem
show (22) featured sock warbling by
femme vocalist Vivian Martin and
guest artist June Christie.
Jack

Vivian Fox,
Winga-een

Y. indie

—

WMAQ

Director: Asa Berlin
Writer: Oscar Brand
15 Mins.: Sunday, 6:30 p.m.

N. Y.

To begin with,

N.
deserves kudos for going to the trouble to conclude a unique deal with
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for
a direct weekly pickup of CBC's
summer dramatic series— of which
this was the preem, aired last Sunday (22) replacing Canada's top air
theatre, "Stage '47."
The
with
broadcast
is
simultareous
CBC's, originating from Toronto, and
it's the first time a dramat series has
been so aired in the U. S. and Canan air
ada.
(CBC gives
credit line at the signoff as U. S.
outlet for the series.)
Stanzas, which will dramatize traditional legends of 14 different countries, are being given full-scale production frills, with large cast and
Initial show was based
orchestra.
on a folk tale of a curse falling upon
a people because a dying woman's
wish was unkept, moral being that
"the dead won't rest while a wrong
Lines had poetic swing
is done."
and cast was well directed and exOriginal music
tremely effective.
score composed by Arnold Walter,
the Toronto Conse-vatory of
of
Music, and conducted by. Samuel
Hersenhoren, leader of the Buffalo
Pops Orch. added strongly to the
overall high quality of the produc-

firstrate singers

But it was somewhat of a welcome
change from the standard U. S. fare
of sanguinary whodunits and syrupy
serials.
Doan.

YO'IR UNITED NATIONS
With Ray Johnson, Guy Sorel, Lon
Clarke. Art Carnev, Da'iny Ocko,

Michael Fitsmmricc. Alexander
Scourby, narrator; Andrew Cordier, commentator; Jack Costcllo,

announcer
Wi'llam Hodanp
James Harvev.

Write>-:

Director:

Jr.

Supervisor: Sterling Fisher
30 Mins.; Wed
11:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC-NBC. N. Y.
NBC's University of the Air, in
cooperation with the American Association for the United Nations, is
plugging the cause of world security
with this new 13-week series of
dramatizations of vital international
.

issues. First program, in factf preeming last Wednesday (18), was subtitled "World Security," and drama-

tized, the
Council.

,

.

A LEGEND

Director: Parker Gibbs
30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p.m.

'

Dave

.,

DAVE GARROWAY SHOW

i

story

UN's

of

Security

It was an interesting program, sugarcoated for the average listener
by its dramatic form. First 20 minutes were devoted to the dratnatiza(.Continued, on page 38)> ix ,
c>
,

—
...

'
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YOU'LL REACH

MORE LISTENERS PER DOLLAR

People like to buy from salesmen they
"Red Ryder" is more than a radio show
he's an

American

45,000,000

institution!

men, women and children
read this popular comic-strip
feature in 750 daily and Sun-

day newspapers.

If

65,000,000 people see

"Red Ryder" in the

8 feature motion pictures

shown annually

in

more than

8,000 theatres.
12,000,000

"Red.Ryder" comic magazines are sold yearly.

,1,000,000

"Red Ryder and Little
Beaver" Big Little Books are

.

sold yearly.
8

Series

of 52 half-hour

NOW AND FROM NOW ON

THE BEST

IN

surefire transcriptions

TRANSCRIBED SHOW.

COWAN

i

,4
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THAN YOU EVER PULLED OUT OF ANY SKY WITH

know, and everybody knows "Red Ryder.
"Red Ryder" is the most promotable pro-

gram

And we've

ever!

got everything

ready for you radio's greatest fan club,
:

premiums,

self-liquidating

giveaways,

tie-ups galore.

After five sensational years of live broadcasting and successful selling for Langen-

dorf Bakeries, "Red Ryder"

is

now avail-

able for the first time oh transcription;

Both sponsor and agency give great credit
to this

program for

its

contribution to a

! spectacular sales increase in recent years.

"Red Ryder"

is

ready to ride for you

—

in

one or hundreds of markets, at an amaz*

v

ingly low cost. Get the facts today!

offered for local

NEW YORK:
CHICAGO:

.

HOLLYWOOD:

and

.

;

,

.

.

.

.

.

.-

regional sponsorship
.

.

.

.

.

•

485 Madison Ave.,
•

New York

22, N. Y., Plaza 9-3700

8 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Guaranty Building. 6331 Hollywood

Blvd.,

3,

111.,

Randolph 2022

Hollywood

28, Calif.
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so

Long Pants For Documentaries
Continued from page
the people directly concerned in
production of network documentaries is that the past season saw

unprecedented experiment in this
of programming, ranging from
the ABC installment reading of
"Hiroshima" to Norman Corwin's
Skillfully edited use of wire record-

form

ings

his

in

"One

World Flight"

series.

Result,

it's felt, is

that much

ground

25

;

necks out in order to perform »
constructive service.
Producers at the 1 nets know,
though, that there's still lots of room
ior improvement. As one of them
put it, "There's still a tendency for
trade
the
including
everybody,

Inside Stuff-Radio
Y., is inaugurating a new policy, that of picking up magazine
feels are of sufficient interest to its listeners, and reading the
First such program
story over the air straight instead of dramatized.
will be hahVhour reading tomorrow (Thurs.) at 9 p.m. of "Icebergs Bear
Down," story of Rear Admiral Richard Cruzen, which appeared in June 14

WINS,' N.

stories

was gained in improving the effectiveness of documentaries. At the critics, to yell 'hurray!' and 'wontime anything that
same time, they began to be lifted derful!' every
be labeled a documentary is
out of the class of special events could
air. We'd do a lot better
simply keyed to national holidays or put on the
little more criticism."
observances such as Dog Week, be- if we got a
gan to receive long-range planning,
intensive research, better air time
Pawtuckct 'Sen. J. Howard Mcand wider listener promotion. Hot
Grath, erratumed as being a stocktopics- tackled also evidenced grownot,
ing willingness by some of the nets, holder in WFCI, definitely is
notably CBS and ABC, to stick their station execs say.

tion feels
airing.

&

1

Kickoff introduction to WOV's (N.Y.) new audience survey took place
in Chicago last week with Ralph Weil, station manager, and John Pearson,
station rep, presenting the new market evaluation study of the-N. Y. outlet to about 60 local time buyers and agency personnel.
Survey now being printed for distribution next month was augmented
by special Hooper and Pulse ^findings and includes a 50,000 mailcard analyResult is complete breakdown of
sis plus door to door check of market.
listening and including income, age, sex, purchasing habits and' sales poWeil's sked calls for next showing of survey to sponsors including
tential.
Gamble.
General Mills and Procter

—

MAOg/^LLK

by Fred Sparks and Edward T. Morgan. Whenever stasome mag piece has sock radio appeal, it will ask mag okay for

Collier's, written

&

FIRST SERVING JUNE 30th
At 12 Noon
"LUNCHEON WITH

it

Looked yesterday (Tues.) as though John Pattison Williams, exec
veepee of Dayton's 5,000-watt WING, is going through with his switch
on the normal trend in cutting loose from the ABC network to operate
on an indie basis. Efforts of prexy Mark Woods and other net execs to
reopen negotiations with Williams after he let his ABC contract lapse
and refused to sign a new one have elicited only the word from him
that he has 'stopped picking up the network's programs.
Dayton's only other station, James M. Cox'3, 5,000-watt WHIO, is a

HERB SHELDON'

CBS

affiliate.

WNBC's

(N. Y.) unique series of all-day "salutes" to cities in its coveris off for the summer^ but clicked so well as a promotion feature
that it is scheduled to be resumed in the fall with Tarrytowja getting
the first nod on Sept. 18. Meantime, the NBC flagship's promotion crew
has toted up the free-space payoff of the idea thus far and come up with
bows to nine communities, local. papers gave
the finding that* in
the event 19,110 Page One lines (about eight full pages), 64,876 lines on
inside pages, 13 editorials, 203 photographs. Many ran full-page story-pix
spreads. "Saturation" buildups for the salutes included movie trailers,
plugs on local stations, mentions from pulpits, lapel tags for school
kids, mayors' proclamations, sound trucks, billboards and window placards.

age area

WNBC

Listeners did a dtouble-take when thex heard the Sunday "(22) edition
on WNBC (N. Y.). Seems that when Jinx (Falkenburg)
and Tex McCrary were waxing the stanza, they both read off the same
lengthy intro of their guest, an aspiring actress named Macushla Jones,
of '"Hi, Jinx!"

then decided to use Tex's version of it.
Studio control operator was supposed to start the platter where Tex
came in. As it came off, Miss Jones got a double Intro.

Mercury Records is pulling a novel stunt for disk jockeys. It's issuing
albums with background and biographical data about performer, composer,
etc., right on the record, to help the platter spieler.
Records are of special
material, in light yellow, with data plain to read on both sides. First such
album Issued is "Frankie Laine Sings."

committee to probe
the
AFM,
headed by Rep. Carroll Kearns (R.,
Pa.), was considering whether th»
upcomfn'g Chicago trial would give
Continued from page 25
Petrillo a legitimate out in a skedded
among those recently lured from the appearance before the legislators

Canada

CBC

fold.

Unlike the British Broadcasting
Corp., the CBC, Allan said, does not
exist in a vacuum. It's being "conditioned" by U. S. radio with which
it must compete for Canada's audience. "In one sense the competition
is healthy," Allan said, "since it prevents us from becoming stuffy and
compels us to be" showmen. From
another point of view, however, the
level of U. S. radio programming

;

S

|

|

conditioning Canada's tastes and

'•is

affecting our standards."
]

of the manner in which
radio is "conditioning" the
the fact that Allan's "Stage

Sample
U.

S.

CBC

is

'47" is

I

being knocked out of its Sunday night cream time on the CBC
Trans-Canadian
network
service
next fall by the Fred Allen show.
"Stage "47" achieved a notable reputation since it was launched in 1944
for its consistent combination of
showmanship with adult treatment
of significant problems.
The Fred
Allen show moves into the dramatic
series' time spot under a deal with
the CBC in which Standard Brands
will run its Edgar Bergen and Allen
shows back-to-baek on the TransCanadian service.
Commenting on the dispute between Canada's indie stations and
the CBC over the latter's double role
of competitor and industry regulator, Allan upheld the CBC position.

next Monday (30).
Petrillo was
slated to appear one- week after the
Supreme Court ruled on the Lea
Act.

In a separate concurring opinion.
Justice Felix Frankfurter said the
constitutional basis for the antiPetrillo act is the same as that for
the Sherman anti-trust law, he declared: "It would be a usurpation of
the legislative authority for us to
find that, there was no basis in reason for .the judgment of Congress
that the public interest called for
legislation to deal with what is colloquially called 'featherbedding' in
broadcasting."
Justice Reed, for the three dissenters,
statute"

common
sarily

concluded

this

"criminal

was "so vague that men of
intelligence must neces-

guess

at

its

meaning."

He

added

that "Anglo-American law
does not punish citizens for violaof vague "and uncertain statutes."
The majority opinion was
delivered by Justice Black for Justices Vinson, Burton, Frankfurter
and Jackson. The dissenters were
Reed, Murphy and Rutledge. Justice^ Douglas did not participate in
the decision.
tions

RDG

=

S5 Continued from page »S
He. declared that a regulatory commission independent of the CBC, RDG can still do business with the
such as the FCC, would be more networks.
Fac*-«ras pointed out that RDG is
subject to the whims of political
discrimination than the career radio the only group left which has not
experts now administering Canada's yet won full bargaining recognition
broadcasting code.
The CBC has from the webs. (It was reported that
been scrupulously fair in its admin- the Radio Writers' Guild, which reistration.
However, Allan said, he opened negotiations with the networks yesterday, has won tentative
could see the indie's point of view.
recognition for freelance writers.)
First step by RDG's negotiators
following a go-ahead from all three
will he to request a new
meeting with the webs, this time
Continued from page 25
backed by potent strike authority.
to violate constitutional guarantees
Question, in event of a strike, of
of free speech and assembly. They whether staff directors should cross
pointed out that the statute nowhere picket RDG lines would be left up
mentions picketing, "either peaceful to them individually, a guild officer
or violent."
Spokesman for AFM, said. The staff directors have a nocounsel Joseph Padway, said the strike clause in their contracts and
picketing issue will be made the RDG would in no way encourafie
subject of another court test, with them to violate their pacts. It was
the likelihood the Supreme Court pointed out, however, that* the staff
may be called on for another ruling directors' contracts expire at the end
on application of the Lea Act on this of October and that by September
count.
the Guild probably will be negotiatMeanwhile, ,« House Labor Sub- ing with. Jh,e nets on. new- pacts.

Petrillo

"locals

.

;

«

*-'/
.

Washington, June 24.
thought to be the first

In what is
kind in radio history,
instance of its
called on the Federal

Fletcher Wiley in

Of

week

Pitt

Bowout

Setup at

WCAE

Pittsburgh, June 24.

methods of com-

"unfair
to halt the

Fletcher Wiley has bowed out of
his Pittsburgh setup over
after giving the thing a year's fling.
Usual Wiley format was used here,
with a Sunrise Salute for an hour in
ried by
money-give-away
Soring, Md„ and a
the early morning and half hour in
throughout the day by* the afternoon under the label of the
stint aired

suburban radio stanptition" of two
was
Specifically,

WCAE

WWDC
m

Cs

shows carburned at horse-racing
Silver
WGAY, daytimer

another daytimer in Arling-

WARL,
Va.

ton,

Housewives Protective League. Latter session was cut to 15 minutes

accept several weeks ago to make time
Should the FTC decide to
over the piograms, a ,room for Paul
Whiteman's disk
gov- show.
precedent may be set for future
stations
Wiley's man here was Gordon
ernment action wherever
are getting Hall, from the Coast. Whether he'll
think their competitors
own
their
remain with the organization or not
away with something to
iurisdiction

'

WWDC

The

detriment.

brief

that race
broadcasts

effect,

in

acknowledges,

shows and lottery-type

anticipates
are audience-pullers and
tougher
that as the competition gets
stations will tend
in broadcasting,
few
to lower program standards.
ceron
"cease and desist" orders,

A

tain types of shows,
would tend to clean
petitive

was argued,
up unfair comit

throughout

practices

the

country.

Gimmick

WWDC

that

is

earlier

programs on racing
and a telephone quiz show
amended its formats to suit the
FCC and win a hard-fought FM permit. Commission questioned "public
carried similar
results

but

WWDC

interest" of the
daily racing stint wlfen

on Hizzoner's

BBC Song

Strike Holds in St.

Loo

Ping 'Racket' Raises Ugly

Head Again; Cooper Prepping Attack

St. Louis, June 24.
Radio gabbers, news editors and
from three of the four
major stations, KSD, KMOX and
KXOK, are cluttering up the ante-

engineers

WWDC

here last
Trade Commission

Sits

Doorstep While Transit

to Halt 'Unfair' Competition

FTC

indie

Radio

Unusual Bid, Calls On

In<fc. in

D C.
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BBC

booklet will go very much further
London, Jimel7.
than any evidence previously put
is about to flare
forward by Cooper.
it will be
the solu-

bribery war

up again, and once more

It's already known that
of Mayor Alois Kaufmann's of- Wing Commander Goeffrey Cooper, tion to -song plugging is still evading the BBC committee of three top
at city hall while hizzoner is M.P., leading the attack.
executives
who have been trying to
trying to bring about a settlement o''
Cooper told Variety that evievolve a plug-proof system. They've
a transit strike that has tied up all
dence he has received shows that
investigated confidential records gosurface electric street cars and buses.
The strike, called unexpectedly at despite the official anti-bribery in- ing back to the early days of BBC.
recently held, "rackets are These show that every anti-plug
5 a.m. Friday (13), is causing great quiry

room
fice

.

,

inconvenience to downtown workers
and business generally and close observers believe it will be a long one.

back to normal now at Broadcasting
House."
So this racket busting
Member of Parliament is preparing
a new busting campaign.
Part of this new offensive will be
a booklet exposing as far as it legally
dares, complete details of all Broadcasting House rackets. This expose

Radio men were on the job when
3,500 employees of the Public
all-night
in
Co. turned
vehicles and refused to take out
those destined for daylight operation.
During the first day of the strike
news of the, walkout was broadcast

the

Service

the mayor's boardroom he is urged
to make a statement over the air.
of the radio men
resulted in the conferees
designating Hizzoner as the spokesman. The meetings have lasted from
9 a.m. until after midnight and the
radio men are getting a good work-

every few minutes.
Then the radio stations moved
Former
been
decided.
announcer Wiley picked up mikes, etc., to the anteroom, where
for his stable, John Trent, is cur- lines were placed several years ago
rently pinch-hitting for Galen Drake to carry fireside talks by hizzoner
on WJZ in New York. Trent was in and other messages. Tuesday (17)
Boston for nearly a year but Wiley Harold Grams and Frank Eschen
closed that market when it, like grabbed hizzoner, the president of
Pittsburgh, failed to develop for him. the Public Service Co. and head of
•the streetcar men's union for an air
interview and the other stations
Corpus Christ! Bill McRae has rushed up their mikes and horned in
been named new program director for the same purpose.
for KEYS here,- coming here from
Radio personnel arrive at city hall
KRIC, Beaumont, where he was before the conference starts, and reformer special events and sports main until the meetings break up.
editor.
Every time someone emerges from
hasn't

The persistence

WCAE

finally

out.

Ray

Dady,

station

manager

at

i

i

attended has only
further underground.

measure ever
driven

it

BBC

investigators are even taking
verbatib reports of conversations

between

artists, producers and song
pluggers in bars and clubs in the
of Broadcasting House. The
investigators are also probing people
who are managing to slip advertising
slogans through the close net of

shadow

BBC

censorship.
To all these investigations, Cooper
simply- says: "They won't bring the
solution to the plug system. I have
offered my answer and it's a simple
one. Make each music publisher pay
a fee to BBC each year on the basis
of the number of songs he publishes. This fee will entitle him to

BBC-made

arrangements

musical

KWK, said his station has not sent and guaranteed proportion of time
gabbers, etc., to the anteroom when on the air."
But say the publishers: "That's not
the other stations did as he knew the
strike would be a prolonged one. the answer and we'd like to meet
However, he said,
will carry the person who really has an absothe news of the settlement as soon as lutely fair solution to plugging. Just
show us this miracle man."
any other station.

—

KWK

four-hour
the station

was bidding for an •FM franchise.
The WWDC complaint, filed by
the. law firm of Pierson .& Ball,
specified a show called "The Sports
Circus" on WGAY, sponsored by

&

i

Tile Co. The
the Kennedy Floor
complaint said the show gives racing
info on almost all U. S. tracks, including track conditions, scratches
and prices paid. The% indie added
that this info is 'used for illegal
purposes by bookies in paying off
bets and by others who work the

Winning
here.
numbers racket
numbers are determined on basis of
WGAY race results and prices paid,
it was alleged..
Both off-the-track
betting and the numbers lottery are
'

illegal in

D.

C% Virginia and Mary-

No

Jurisdiction?

land.

WGAY

counsel

Leonard

Marks

file answer to the
complaint this week alleging
FTC has no jurisdiction in the case.
Marks said the
program was
cleared with the Maryland state's
attorney general and the local police
soon after it took to the ether.
WWDC pointed out it used to
broadcast prices paid at the tracks
but stopped when the metropolitan
police told the station what uses the
information was' put to.
WWDC's grievance against WARL,
Arlington, hits a show entitled "Dollars for' Answers."
sponsored by
"Zlotnick the Furrier," which is
dubbed a clear lottery in violation

reported he. will

WWDC

WGAY

of local statutes and the Communi
cations Act of 1934. (FCC, it was
learned, has already written the station, for info on what appeared to
be a lottery show.)

"Dollars for

Answers"

is

a five

minute segue carried every halfhour on WARL between 8:30 a.m.
and signoff at sunset. A question
and answer is read over the air and

•telephone number dialed to get
the correct response.
points
out there is no skill
involved and
answers are at hand if listeners have
*ept tuned to the Arlington
station.

Couple

WWDC

Frankly,

was pointed out that in several
Past cases, FTC has held use
of lotteries to promote
sale of goods and
services is clearly illegal.
The
act also outlaws
It

with a

FCC

«

proven

is

How

such shows, once
they involve only

In

Approval Near

.'C&j^jJtate

On

BroadcastAssn

A

Hollywood, June 24.
southern California Broadcasters
has approved formation oi
State Broadcasters Assn.

now

the former.
Northern California Broadcasters
at

directors

be selected;
0m the South four fr»m the
«orth and one Jrom the
Gentra i
district of
California.

The

missed

it.

We

New

York Times, noted that

were too busy improving our weekday radio page
of Radio."

well this already has clicked, Variety reported in

New

York Times

is

its

not only a pioneer, but a pioneer

station advertising. You'll

to reach out for

"All the

New«

229 Weil 43rd

That's

|

Fit to

Street,

tArJawanna 4-1000

will
-

we had

new department, "The News

issue of

June 11th.

and informed people,

who

stays

probably want to talk to us about

one of the most important audiences

monthly

of
in 15th district,
vote will be merely
a perfunctory
matter as the plan
has already been
approved by Northern airers.

Nine

letter to

away

out front

it.

With summer

replacement programs beginning to reach out for audiences, what better time then

activities of

NAB

a

limTtelTS^^hTbf spacFTs available on our weekday radio page for program

and

Assn.

meeting

in

at the head of the procession.

t-a ifornia

win vote on State
Assn.

weeks ago David Sornoff,

covering radio, as well as everything else that interests alert

The
Filial

of

our Sunday radio page was 25 year* old.

Print"

New York

t*

in

America?

P^HRIETY
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BMB provides further
By any standard, day or

night,

NBC
•

America's No.

is

Network

1

•
.

...and the higher the standard, the greater

For the

first

is

NBC's superiority

time, a research organization supported by the entire
jj

industry has measured
of. all radio families

U.

a uniform basis

— the

number and

comprising the weekly listening audience of each

In those counties where 7 5% or more of the radio families
of the four major networks "one or more times a week,"
others by a wide margin

"A"

at night to a

The

— ranging from

33%

listen to

any

NBC leads

all

advantage -over Network

"C"

in the day.

charts opposite present a comparative picture of listening based

this

for

comparison than any lower

75% and

high standard of

basis of

10%,

NBC

has a

ing "one or
listen to

NBC?

NBC's

^Complete

more times
Facts

on

shown in

much more

by

BMB

How much

that subject

on the

significant basis

However, even on the minimum

figures released

a week."

detailed booklet

results of this survey are contained in

total audience figures

over—a.

level.

dominant advantage over

HOW mUCh more? Audience

Network

a

advantage over Network

322%

on

In

location

and network.

radio station

S.

— on

all

are based

networks*

on

more do people

and many others

BMB

other.

will

listen-

actually

be included

survey to be issued shortly.

"Network Area Report" recently published by ilie Broadcast Measurement Bureau. The only
on the level of 10% and over: Nighttime; NBC— 31,127,940; Nettvork "A"- 27,680,570}
KBC-27, 888,770; Network "A" -25, 261, 730; Network "B"—21,557,990;

this report are based

"B"— 22,056,690; Network

"C"-19,161,830. Daytime;

Network "C" -19,160,260

k

AMERICA'S NO.

i

NETWORK I

.
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33

proof
iiiiiiiii

51

DAYTIME

audience is larger than any other

I

;

Audience in counties where

75%

NIGHTTIME
% OF TOTAL

Network

A

Network B
Network

*Tolal radio families

A Service of Radio
Corporation of America

RADIO FAMILIES*

.

.

.

DAYTIME
% OF TOTAL
U. S.

RADIO FAMILIES*

22,856,940

67%

22,689,710

67%

14,558,050

43%

33-%

9,003,670

26%

25%

5,421,670

-

January 1946—33,998,000 as estimated hy

93%

AUDIENCE

89%

8,499,130

H,900,000 radio families or

I

U. S.

30,116,240

12,716,480

*

C

NETWORK

and over of the radio families listen "one or more times a week."

AUDIENCE

NBC

NETWORK ||||| NETWORK

BMB. A

more

recent survey indicates that as of

16%
January 1947

there tvtrt

of all U. S. families.

the National Broadcasting

Company

)
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Intra-Video System Lays Ghost

Bogey of Apartment Houses

nel.

through clear and free of ghosts,
Before the development of Intra- evidencing no interaction among the
video, each set owner was forced to
sets.
erect his own antenna. With 200
One set was short-circuited to
apartments in a building, that might
have meant as many as 200 antennas, point up that one defective set in ah
not throw
to which landlords objected on the apartment house would
grounds that they constituted both a the entire system out of line. It was
hazard and a defacer of the build- also shown that, since each antenna
its own
ing's looks. With no city currently is locked in position for
permitted more than seven tele chan- channel, it's not necessary to adjust
channels, th<^ most that could be possible the controls when switching
nels.

under the Intra-video system would
be seven antennas, plus one more
broadcasts

of

Cost Not High

FM

all

Naturally, the

new system
Revolutionary
of high-speed communications,
which can transmit more than
1,000,000 words a minute, has
been developed by the RCA labs
and will be demonstrated publicly some time this summer,
NBC prexy Niles Trammel disclosed Monday (23) in Senate
sub-committee hearings on the
White bill in Washington. Tennamed

tatively

Cost of installing the system will
difficult the in-

be dependent on how

Whether the Telicon system will stallation job is; that is, whether it
be accepted officially by the tele- will be possible to run the coaxial
vision industry hasn't been made cables down the front of the buildknown. Members of the Television ing or whether the landlord will inBroadcasters Ass'n engineering com- sist that the cables be hidden inmittee saw it in action last Wednes- side the building's plaster. Telicon
day (18). At the time acting chair- engineers estimated it might cost
man Robert E. Shelby of NBC de- from $2,D00-$5,000 for a 200-apartclared that "although the committee ment dwelling, or about $45-$100 for
would issue no official statement each apartment. Whether the cost
until after its next formal meet- will be absorbed by the landlord or
(Continued on page 38)
ing, the members present^expressed

Ultrafax,

The law will have to be changed for television.
In the field of sports, television may result in fortunes being made
for the owners of racetracks and large auditoriums, where fights, etc.,
can be seen. I have seen the fights on television and I would rather
see them on the video set in a comfortable chair than battle my way
through the crowds at the Garden.
And what's to prevent an auditorium of 50,000 seats showing races at
all the racetracks around the country and having betting machines
in the auditoriums.
Can you imagine what a business that would
on it?
be and how would you like to be
1

1

(Second of a series on Tele.

D.C's

the

is an outgrowth of telewhich utilizes video's
microwave radio relay to send

Station

communications instead of ento

Microwave

by Frank

WWJ

.

.

.

«

most familiar

letters

of the alphabet to the

and "pet"

millions of radio listeners in Detroit,

the community for 27 years. Because Detroiters

WWJ so

well,

features,

and

and

like

WWJ's

it

its sister

of

much,

are given

sales

messages

more

trailblazing leadership

and showmanship was again
through

station

know

programs, public servict

policies so

of products advertised on
attentive cars.

its

clearly demonstrated

television station,

WWJ-TV,

scheduled commercial and sustaining programs.'
highlighted by television-broadcasts

of the Detroit Tigers'

ball

games.

Russell,

summer

its

rates.

>«»»» MM

by transforming their
tele show into a com-

film program.
"Ringside," teed

plete

New

show,

off Sunday
(22), replacing "At Home With Tex
and Jinx," the couple's live program.

titled

Bristol-Myers continues as sponsor

»»

»»»«
Television Reviews

off

Sunday night

NBC

through Young & Rubicam.
Since films supposedly represent to

GF Runs Into Tele

AM

» »t

I

"Scoop!'

tele just what transcriptions represent to radio, the McCrarys are getting the same kind of a deal as that

radio.

lower

which recently began the broadcast of regularly-

Tex, Jinx Switch
NBC, long a vehement opponent to
the idea of transcribed commercial
shows for radio, has apparently reversed its policy for television, Net
has given Tex McCrary and Jinx
Falkenburg permission to take the

(Continued on page 38)

.

Princeton, was beamed from the
university to the Philco microwave
relay station at Mount Rose, N. J.
five miles away.
From there the
signal traveled by line-of-sight to
the RCA bldg., N. Y., where it was
sent to the NBC transmitter atop the
Empire State Bldg. for transmission
to the metropolitan N. Y. area and
then relayed to NBC's new Wash
ington station, WNBW, via co-ax.
Show was also beamed via radio
relay to Philco's station WPTZ in
Philadelphia. Program marked the
first time that _NBC had ever used
a radio relay, system to beam a pickup from its point of origination to
the transmitter.
Pickup was considered highly successful despite the fact that the relay system went dead about one
minute after President Truman began his speech accepting a doctor
law degree from Princeton.
of
Breakdown was attributed to a tube
which blew and for which there
were no spares available. Fact that
the show had been on the air more
than an hour before the breakdown,
however, indicates that radio relay
transmission will work.
Although
NBC hasn't gone officially on record
as favoring it over the co-ax, it's
believed probable the web will rely on the system for much networking if the A. T. & T. declines to

.

Change, Okays

circuits, in

carrying printed
addition to
matter, can also carry simultaneous telephone and telegram
messages, as well as provide network service for tele,
and

FM

NBC, In Policy

Show

ambitious opening program schedule that runs from 7:20 p.m. to an
11 p.m. signoff.
Opening of Washington's first network tele station is being plugged
by page ads in all daily newspapers.
Speeches and telecasts are planned

-

page, he, revealed, is treated as
a frame of a tele picture and
each page is flashed in rapid
succession.
At the receiving
end, he explained, the pages are

by outstanding showmen)

to Get Gala

Invitations are out to 200 local bigwigs and the press to witness an

from N. Y.

delivery.

(NBC)

Washington, June 24.
Big doings are skedded for Friday (27) when NBC officially debuts
its Washington video station WNBW.

Tram-

mell, will make "present day
communications appear as slow
as the ox cart compared with
a stratoliner." It can transmit
20 novels of 50,000 words each
to San Francisco in
only 60 seconds. Each printed

,n

Network Tele

Sendoff Via Special

reproduced by new high-speed
photographic processes for-quick

Content

First

system
vision,

tertainment.
System, according

thing that a legitimate showman thinks of when
is, "Will It Hurt the Theatre?"
My

When radio first made its appearance, I told George M. Cohan that I
thought it would kill the show business and George's answer wast
"Don't worry about the radio. The only thing that will keep an American in a, home is a dame."
I have studied television and I believe that it will result in tremendous revenues for the authors 'and producers of legitimate shows. I
can see the day when a farmer in Indiana will drop a quarter in the
slot, a la the jukebox, and see the opening night of a musical show in
New York.
I believe it's too big to be maintained by private companies that
give the entertainment free to the home tolks. As I understand it,
the Government forbids charging the public for radio entertainment,

High-Speed System

New

first

he is confronted with television
answer to that is a simple one.

tele-

vision to air the Princeton Univ.
graduation ceremonies last week
was to gain experience in transmitting
a show from one point to
the
merits
of
the
sysTo
radio relay, instead of
tem, Telicon engineers demonstrated another via
Princeton pickup,
coaxial cable.
it under what they termed the "most
the first
disadvantageous" circumstances pos- consequently, represented
broadcaster
sible.
Nine sets, including at least overt move by a tele
recently
one receiver of each company now against the skyhigh rates
Telephone
manufacturing them, were installed announced by American
use of its co-ax.
in a row, almost touching one an- & Telegraph for
from
aired
ever
first
Show,
other. Engineers then switched each
set from channel to channel, with
the pictures at all-times coming

owners by making possible good reception on as many as 200 sets in a
building from a single unit
atop the building, housing only one
antenna for each broadcasting chan-

receive

NBC

Primary reason leading

MAX GORDON

By

To Combat AT&T Rates

at Rest

stress

single

stations in the area.

Jukebox Television Next?

Move

Held First Overt

themselves as being highly gratified
at the progress which has been made
since the last demonstration."

Television apparently throttled one
in its path last week
the Telicon Corp. successfully
demonstrated the first master antenna system. Labeled "Intra-Video,"
the system should obviate much of
the prejudice and objections raised
against 'video by apartment house

more bogey,

when

to

Princeton Univ. Airing

J

Bankrolling Snag

by Blng Crosby on his
show over the ABC web.
Couple prepare "the film in advance
(Continued on page 36)

enjoyed

transcribed

General Foods, feeing trouble in
interesting

its

individual

member

companies in television advertising,
may be forced to take over its
READY BY '48
Thursday night 8-9 p.m. slot on
Chicago, June 24.
WNBT (NBC, N. Y.) for an institutional show plugging the entire
Call letters WNBY have been
corporation. Year's pact with NBC, tentatively "assigned
WMAQ's
to
which allocated $100,000 for experi- projected tele station last week by
mentation in video advertising, still the FCC. NBC Chi key station has a
has more than six months to run. 10 year lease on three floors of Chi
G-F is convinced of the necessity to Civic Opera Bldg. to house tele and,
hang onto its franchise, according FM transmislon equipment and has
to tele director Howard Chapin, so started construction.
will not give up the time.
Officials predict that station will

WNBY

To

date, three

different

member be on

companies have come in on the deal,
including
Birdseye,
Gaines
Dog
Food and the La France-Satina outfit.
Maxwell House, which has been

the air early in 1948.

bankrolling some of the Dodger
baseball airings on WCBS-TV (CBS,
N. Y.) is slated to take over a halfhour of the NBC time starting July
10 as sponsor of "Author Meets the
Critics."
Jello is reportedly interested and may take over a half-hour
show in the fall. After that, however, G-F finds itself faced with a

blank ledger.

Account is currently split among
Young & Rubicam, Benton & Bowles
and Foote, Cone & Belding. If the
company is forced to stage the institutional show, the commission will
probably go to the agency who can
line up the best program.
There's
also a possibility, however, that the
agencies will share in the entire en
terprise.

CAMERA HIGHLIGHTS

With George Hurrell, Irene ChampBasic

NSC

Associate

UUvUhn

Affl/raf*

FM

Station

Station

WW) -FM

WWJ-TV

/#000 WATTS

.

.

NatM

.

me GKM6E

N. Y,
Here's another good television
idea gone wrong through insufficient
preparation,
poor
scripting
and
faulty direction.
Featuring noted
photog George Hurrell in a show
designed to give amateur camera
bugs some tips on their pet hobby,
it could be worked into an interesting demonstration idea. As staged in

fortably.

Owi..d ond OptrcUti by THi DETROIT

Ktprwntatlvn:

WABD-DuMont,

BuMont's showcase slot Monday (23
night, though, it emerged as something that not even the most fanatic
camera fan could sit through com-

950 KILOCYCIES

FIRST IN DETROIT

lin„ Pat Fay; Natalie Draper, gcest
Director: Bob Emery
Writer: John Haggert
30 Miiis.; Monday (23), 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining

ft

NEWS

HOUINOmY COMPANY

Basic format of the show was good.
Hurrell walked in on an amateur
photog and his wife and quickly took
the guy out of his difficulties by

showing him how to improve
.(Continued, on page. 36)
.
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.
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SAMMY KAYE
Presents

SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL FINALS
of

"So You Wont

to

On June

Lead a Band"

30th of

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
Broadcast Over ABC Network
Every Monday, 9:30 P. M., E.D.S.T.

'
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"REVIEW and PREVIEW"
An important special edition with
important special oditorial features that
analyze the past and blueprint the future
of

Radio and Television.
•
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ownership ceiling was needed now
to ward off future radio mergers
similar to those which have taken

Radio's Double Handspring
Continued from page 23

dozen individual broadcasters.

point, and refusing to be pushed
around, the industry leaders in attendance as one later put it—

a

To

The

NAB

argument
was
chieftain's
couched in terms of a Supreme
Court brief in .defense of free
speech with no less than 45 footnotes quoting earlier court rulings.

—

"wanted

,

to cheer."
criticism that too fre-

some

quently Miller miscued his approach
in his dealings with the committee,
one network president countered
with: "You can't be a Blackstone and
a Barrymore at one and same time.
The simple fact remains, he was a

The nets put

their

case

in

more

terms but concluded to a
would go down fighting a bill giving FCC any program
or business supervision whatever.
Other Developments
great credit to the industry."
These were the other develop"It was without doubt the best
spoken, the best written case, yet ments:
1. A score of net and station men
made in radio's behalf,", was the
lambasted the bill's requirement that
way the network president put it.
equal time be given both sides of
controversial issues and up to douWhite Sez Free Speech Cry ble the air time be provided to anHerring swer an original controversial broadDragged in as

5. MBS prexy Edgar Kobak, Mark
Woods, Joseph Ream, CBS viceprexy and NBC prez Niles Trammell all plugged for equal treatment
for radio under the antitrust laws.

specific

man

Red

Washington, June

Mark Woods
place in publishing.
pointed out the rule would permit
one company to cover 28 states,
providing for much more concentration than is now permitted.

that they

cast. NAB network and station reps
were also unanimous in opposing
the detailed identification required
for political broadcasts and revela-

24.

The radio industry, which formerly looked to the Congress for defrom the FCC, is now
ganging up with the much -hated
Commission to kill the proposed
White-Wolverton radio bill. As the
liverance

They- pointed out that as the law
stands, broadcasters are subject to the usual penalties for violations and, in addition, the court may
order revocation of their licenses.
Even though a court stops short of

now

this drastic penalty, the radio statute
permits the FCC to refuse a license

to

Spokesmen Give
Solons an Earful

provision on controversial shows, local stations would be unable to carry their full quota of entertainment

shows.
Senate Interstate Commerce radio
CBS; prexy Frank Stanton said
will the
subcommittee, the industry
double-time requirement for
probably drop all efforts for any answering controversial stints could
new legislation until the present conceivably exhaust a station's en-

temper and makeup of the Interstate committee is changed.
For it was clear that Chairman
Wallace White and at least three
*ot his subcommittee would never
go for the industry's demand for
parity treatment of radio and press,
with the FCC limited merely to the
role of technical traffic cop. White
said, at one point, he believed the
"free speech" cry was being dragged

Washington, June

Gospel
groups,

broadcast schedule.
2. The network and individual station reps joined hands again on the
question of network regulations as
part of a radio law. They universally opposed the bill's proposal to
limit option time to two out of
every three hours, though CBS chief
Stanton said if there had to be new
rules he preferred them in legisla
tion rather than left to FCC's dis
cretion. Paul Morency, WTIC, Hartin as a red herring.
The White hearings were remark- ford general manager, objected to
able, however, in that for the first the bill's proviso letting nets option
time in recent legislative history, 50% of station time as harmful to
the industry lined up to a man in local schedules. Harry Bannister,
support of NAB president Justin manager of WWJ, Detroit, said he
Miller in his insistence on a com- would lose a third of his nightime
pletely new concept of radio law, audience if he could only option
with strict prohibitions against gov- two rather than three hours of NBC
ernment interference with programs nightime shows. ABC prexy Mark
or business practices of licensees. Woods felt the present net rules had
Miller's argument was that radio is worked out well in practice and
not now given protection of the wanted a ban on future rules. If
First Amendment and that govern- this wasn't possible, Woods preferred
ment controls outside the technical that the Commission rather than
field
are
unconstitutional.
The Congress promulgate the regs on
judge's statements provoked heavy basis of the particular need and
opposition from committee mem- situation.
bers but were later restated by
3. Stations, nets and the NAB were
heads of all four networks and a of one mind too in opposing licensing of new stations on basis of
economic need as well as demand.
They agreed this would place staDo You Meed a New
tire

tions on a

common

carrier footing,

FCC too much power.
Nets gave same tough treatment
proposal to limit station
ownership to those serving no more
than 25% of the U. S. population.
Stanton pointed out that there is no

give

Program Development Dept.?

4.

Radio

Producer-Director with
15 years' experience and excellent reputation in creating
many of the top network shows
with big names
would like
position with active Advertising Agency for their present
radio accounts and new business.
Will present plan by

to

—

interview.

Write Box 2384. Variety. 154 W,
46th St.. New York 19

anti-trust vio-

Gospel, Anti-Booze

NBC

NAB

of

bill's

longer a threat of monopoly in radio
or even a scarcity, of channels. The
owner of the largest newspaper
chain owns three times as many
papers as CBS does stations.
He
pointed out that there are 2,500
stations in prospect and insisted, despite heavy quizzing from Sen. Warren Magnuson (D.,Wash.), that no

preachers,

24.

and

"free

speech" proponents had their day in
court here' today (Tues,), to urge
legislative protection for their points

and when a new radio
bill is reported out of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee.
Rev. Samuel Morris, the Prohibitionists' "Man of Distinction," urged
legislation to forbid wine or liquor
advertising on the air, particularly
of view,

if

•

in "dry" states.

Morris told of his

feud with CBS to get
airtime and his unsuccessful efforts
to get some of Columbia's m.-and-o.
station
count.

licenses

revoked

on

this

On Friday (20) Carl Mclntire, v.p.
of the National Council of Christian
Churches, plugged for the White
Bill's proviso for equal opportunity
for both sides of controversial issues on the air. He declared religion
was "the stepchild of the networks"
and tore into
and CBS, princi-

NBC

pally because they allot more time
to the rival Federal Council of

Churches— which, Mclntire

said,

of the radio, but it is my opinion that such discussions are
employed as red herrings."

.

.

.

...

Chairman Wallace White (in reply to Judge Miller's statement
that radio is denied protection of the First Amendment given the
press): "I never had supposed there was the slightest question as to
the right of the Federal Government to give or to refuse a license . . .
I just do not get at all the idea there is a complete analogy between
and the
a broadcast license, which comes from* the government,
without any let or per.
right of anybody to start a newspaper
mission or hindrance from the government."
.

«

*

.

.

.

*

Senator Ernest McFarland (D., Ariz.) "I will go a long way for
freedom of the press, but when it comes to turning loose these licensees
to do what they please and give such service as they please, while
they take up wavelengths I am against that."

—

(to Miller): ... "Somebody has got to bring conthat the quality and character of programs do not
enter into, as a prime factor, a determination of whether a station
is performing a public service. If you say that has nothing to do with
the thing, then I say you might as well scrap all this radio law and

Senator White

me

viction to

we were in
on that foundation, you are

go back to where
feet

,*

...

1926.

If

you are placing your

just plain dreaming."
.

*

*

probably take the rest of your life
to convince me there are not big differences between the press and
When you come here and say that when it comes to a
the radio.
station's license renewal, or a monopoly, the FCC should not, under
limitations prescribed by law, say whether that, station has been performing a service in the public interest, I think you have gone
completely to the absurdity on the other side."

McFarland
.

.

(to Miller): "It will

.

*

*

»

Johnston (to Miller): "As I understand your testimony, Congress
has full authority to do everything in the interests of the people
you represent; but the moment it does anything on the other side of
the ledger, then it is violating the First Amendment or something
which restricts or abridges constitutional rights of -the people of the

United States."

^

•

was
a snail's pace through the
paced dialog of the guests.

Tex-Jinx

Continued from page 34

,

'

OLAN

'GRAND MARQUEE"

—

broadcast
vice
Inc.,

field.

Gordon H. O'Riley,

prexy of Aeronautical Radio,
urged that FCC be given au-

thority

to

allocate

government

from other

as-

services.

Continued from page

34

of spontaneity,

which

NBC

tele of-

have long held out as one of
video's chief advantages over other
media, also doesn't enter the picture, despite the fact that films don't
have the same spontaneity as live

In beautiful,

shows. The same spontaneity is sometimes not so good for an adlib show,
such as the McCrarys had, since the
program can too' easily be slowed to

Phone Port Washington

ficials

Summer

Rental

spacious surroundings overlooking

Manhassett Bay Yacht Club and bay.

".-rrtiTank you for the swell service and fine cooperation
which you have extended me 'during the past year," writes
Department.
R. A. Moss, of Campbell-Ewald's Media
Plus service for the country's, leading radio stations and
advertising agencies has won for Weed and Company
a reputation foi remaining consistently "On Target."

WEED
ariD

tompnnv

«M>IO STATION HiPMSIHIMIVIt

<£§>
NEW YO*K-IO$TOM-CHICfcG0

DETR0II-$AM

WANCIK0-ATUNTA-H0UYW000

York.

Also small* house suitable for 4 people.

e/o Variety,

154

W.

Box 724,
New York City.

176 or write

46th St..

^

camera technique. After
demonstrating the idea via some of
his own work, Hurrell invited the
wife to his studio for a sitting to
show how he operates. Show then

other two carrying on an ad lib commentary. As a piece de resistance,
the finished picture was shown.
Much of the show's fault lay in its
ad lib methods. Cast was evidently
given some idea of what to say but
had no script to memorize. As a result, there were too often painful
lags in the conversation, meaningless

and self-conscious giggles
on the part of all concerned. Dissolves from the actors into a still
photo was good, but ^better closeups
of the actual pictures under discussion would have helped considerably.
Hurrell demonstrated a pleasant
enough video personality to hold
down a weekly show, given enough
time to memorize his lines.
Pat
Fay and Irene Champlin as the

repetition

husband and wife were okay but
were stymied by the same thing.

Same

goes for film actress Natalie

Draper as the guest, who lent glamor
to the

show but

little else,

Stal.

Apart*

ments or rooms by week or season. All summer sports available.
45 minutes from New

cut to specially-lensed film showing
the gal being made up, posed and
photographed, with Hurrell and the

"SERVICE"

slow-

Whether the McCrarys will alsa
seek to transcribe the "Swift Home
Dr. Dale Crowley, took the stand
Service Club," their other NBC tele
today to urge mor.e radio time for and record a commentary, which show, hasn't yet been decided. Forreligious broadcasts.
Crowley, who is dubbed in on the night the show is mat of that show, however, gave
has a bid on file for a standard aired. System thus saves them long them far less to do than the Bristolbroadcast station here, is secretary
hours of studio rehearsal and an Myers show so that it's believed
of the Society of National Religious
probable they'll continue under the
actual appearance on the show each
Broadcasters.
present setup.
Rolf Kaltenborn, representing the Sunday night. Crosby, by doing the
Committee to Insure Non-Partisan same thing, was able to cut his last
Radio, took the stand to urge even show a good four weeks before it
SOULE
stronger language to give all fac- was aired.
'Starring in
tions equal access to the mike.
System, according to NBC, is by
On the technical side, the commit- no means to be taken as a step in
tee heard retired Admiral E. C. the direction currently pursued by
NBC Coast to Coast
Hooper, former head of Naval Com- CBS, which has foresworn all live
Rayve Creme Shampoo
munications, 'describe the mushroom- studio programming to concentrate'
ing new radio services outside the on films and remote pickups. Factor
;

lighting and

UJElED

being

*

*

Senator Edwin Johnston (D., Colo.) to Pellegrin: "We have heard
a great deal about freedom of speech. But the freedom of speech
you are talking about is your right to sell speech in the market
You sell it, just like they do onions down in the grocery
place
store. Now, what is the use of coming in here and ranting and
raving about freedom of speech, when all you want is the freedom to
sell speech?"

brand of religion."
Another Fundamentalist preacher,

Tele Review

T

Although the sound and fury died down in later sessions when
network and a dozen individual station spokesmen rallied around
the NAB banner, statements of Chairman Wallace H. White and
committee members testify to their firm conviction that Government
has the right to review overall radio programming.
Here are some samples from the record:
Chairman Wallace White (to Frank Pellegrin, NAB Director of
Advertising): "I have heard a lot of talk about the First Amendment
and I have heard a lot of talk from you people about the freedom

pro-Soviet. Mclntire's group represents
"the
old-fashioned
Gospel

signals

.

24.

bill.

longtime

signments so that aviation radio
would be protected from interfering

.

Washington, June

.

church

other

Prohibitionists

Mouth

the Horse's

*

tion of radio- news sources.
prexy Niles Trammell predicted yesterday (23) that big-name
stars like Bob Hope, Jack Benny,
etc., would have to give up network time, since under the bill's

result of six days' hearing on the
measure, it is predicted that no
legislation will be forthcoming this
session. And, judging by the kicking
spokesmen took at
around the
the hands of three members of the

anyone guilty

lation.

From

Broadcasters' unanimous demands for parity treatment with the
press and freedom from all Government interference with past
program performance ran into a stone wall of opposition on Capitol
Hill last week. NAB prexy Justin Miller, who led off the industry
presentation, took the brunt of It with the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee members who were hearing testimony on the White radio

'Did you boys really wish to argue that decision?*

1

!

l^fSIETf
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There's a new yardstick for mea»*
suring the relative popularity of

Today's Facts

Boston radio
ary, 1947,

stations. Since

"The

Janu-

Pulse of Boston"

has been gauging the listening

habits of the 750,890 radio

about Boston Radio

families living in Boston's

home

county — Suffolk— and the four
other adjacent Eastern MassachuThat's the lion's share of your total

setts counties.

potential audience
Average, rating of

I

The

all

(oca! originations,

of

6:00 to 10:00 a.m.,

Mon.thru

J

J "The
§

"The

on any Boston

most important

Pulse of Boston"*

is

—a

(March-April 1947)

larger share than

Of

the listening audience

any other Boston

is

and bought by
way out

programs built for

and spot

local

"Pulse" shows that

»•«,.•-

and national

the relative popularity of each

station's local originations— the

•

station!

particular importance to local

spot advertisers

WEEFs

advertisers.

local

The

programs are

front in popularity— topping the local

shows of

2.

be culled out

that— between 6:00

commands an average of 25.2% of

Pulse of Boston"

station.

fact to

and midnight*, seven days a week— WEEI

a.m.

Fri.

single

all

other competing stations.

I

I

|

From

M

Iffill
,,

,.

.i

6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.,

92%

Friday, for example,

•

Boston's eight stations

>a». w

in the case of

locally

is

of

all

Monday through
broadcasting by

originated locally (94%

WEEI). During these four hours, the

produced programs on

WEEI

score an

1.3
:

Y:

average rating of

i53

As shown on the adjoining

3.9.

chart, that's 70°fa higher than the average rating of

m

the local originations on the second ranking

local

lie

Or

wmm

w

X

ic
13

15

14

...

three times as high as the

of local shows on the

ill!

WEEI

programs on the third and fourth ranking

stations
Si

station:

sta-

tion...^ high as the combined average ratings of

illll

read

"The

fifth

average rating

ranking station

Pulse of Boston" another way.

by comparing quarter-hour

WEEI

'through Friday,

"firsts."

.

Monday

originates fifteen quarter-

Total locally originated^

quarter hours

(

6:8010:00 a.m. I
Mon. thru

Fri

15

II

J

hours of local programming between 6:00 and
10:00 a.m. During fourteen of these fifteen quarterhours, the
...with
local

'Columbia's Friendly Voice in Boston"

WEEI

Columbia-Owned... Represented by Radio

Sales,

WEEI origination is a walk-away winner

more

listeners than

program.

Want

to share

Boston market

on

any other competing

-

to

our success? You can get the big

buy your product by advertising

WEEI— Boston's

best buy.
March-April 1949

the Spot Broadcasting Division of CBS;

New

York, Chicago,

Los Angeles, Detroit, San Francisco, Atlanta

tSixteen hours

on Sunday

«
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only one current, is this Sunday
evening half-hour bankrolled by the
ForIndex Employment Agency.
mat calls for generally standard
music, with no other aim than to
Continued from page
pleasant listening and fit in
make
27
Continued from page
with the pattern laid by the network Washington vice-president; prexy
astound- shows about this time of the day.
Trammell; RCA president
Niles
tion; last 10 to a discussion by An- Thomm has scripted some
Bulk of the music is carried in David
Sarnoff;
FCC Chairman
drew Cordier, assistant-general of ing facts which challenge our past vocals
by Lillian Murphy, a soprano,
previous
fhe UN, commenting on the events historical knowledge. Her Neblett Gene Hollman, a baritone, both with Charles R. Denny, Jr.; D. C. Comof the week as they affected UN's training with the Johnny
missioner John Russell Young and
established
voices
and
well-trained
similarity
the
progress.
The capsule dramatiza- series is evidenced by
general manager
Song
selections
local followings.
presand
style
writing
idea,
backshow
in
tions of current events and
standard Carleton Smith,
these entation which requires same tre- stick pretty much to the
towards
material
musical comedy raves, folk songs
f round
NBC-WNBT, New York City, will
vents; remarks by living and dead mendous amount of research, all
and more melodious pops, with the
to
Statesmen on war, peace, security done by Miss Thomm.
staff feed bulk of first-night shows
Last Sunday's five-minute show singers backed by the
nd international amity; recomWashington via the co-ax. SchedKaufmann,
Harry
batoned
by
that Alexander group
fendations made for furthering proved to listeners
the
singbetween
light
chatter
Some
ule,
arranged by program manager
were somewhat Graham Bell was not the first man
program
tf's
Bill Bates John Gaunt, includes a 30-minute
scripted
by
ing
leads
and
rather
wire,
but
etehy and melodramatic by the to send a voice over
staff is run in midof the
mature of their presentation, though in 1860, six years before Bell applied show, but music is the main forte. stint on dedication ceremonies; a
for a U. S. patent, Dr. Phillip Wright
newsreel;
New York features
effective, nevertheless.
;
Listeners who go foj this music on
Tone of the program was a little invented what was later to be known the net shows find this one suffi- "Campus Hoopla" and" "The World
too superficial, too vague and gen- a3 the telephone. The dramatization ciently good to hold their attention in Your Home"; a 15-minute "Telecompletely absorbing. covered his final experiment with
feral, to be
as
follow,
a
up.
drama"; musical varieties; the MadiBut if one concentrated sharply, his assistant, during which time he
With this show, Index is rounding
two
|here emerged concrete plans for sent musical tones from one room out three years of continuous broad- son Square Garden fights, and
It was Dr.
cutting off to another, via wires.
films, "Washington Cavalcade" and
world improvement—
During the early
casts on WDAF.
words
first
government,
spoke
the
Wright
who
Tosservices to an illegal
months of the broadcasts the music as signoff feature, Arturo
$Uegal war material and supplies, over wire, because during his exstrictly jive and hot pop num- canini's "Hymn of All Nations."
of citement, he exclaimed, "Can you was
communications; UN control
bers, slanted at the would-be emwill be on the air every
atomic energy, of war weapons, reg- hear it?" and these words came ployes. Now Index has about-faced
day during opening week but thereulation of conventional armaments. through clearly.
the more stable numbers, slanted
will probably
Myron Wallace, who is narrator, to
Show covered a lot of ground, and
the
would-be employers, giving after, until Aug. 1,
at
dashed here and there a little too and the co-announcers, Ken Nordine an insight into the trend in the em- program no more than three nights
Confusingly, but its overall effect and Ed Roberts, who all rank tops ployment field.
and two afternoons a week. .An
Bron. - among radio talent locally, follow
was okay.
Show was devised in its present
said that if the A. T.
through with smart direction by form for summer listening late in NBC official
& T. video rates on the co-ax beWallace's, voice has
Russ Young.
April and is scheduled to complete come- effective Aug. 1, the station
ABE PARENTS, TOO
resonance needed for proper build
With Bill Goodwin, Hoagy Car- up to punchline, and because show at least six months in its present will probably do more local promichaei, John Beal, Sylvia Sidney, is so short, his directness of voice makeup. Charles Bebb, regular an"~
nouncer, was on vacation a'rid sup- gramming than originally planned
Gloria. De Haven, Ralph Edwards
and to-the-point procedure, make planted by Bill Leeds for this par- for its first six months' operation.
Reis,
producer - Director:
Irving
program more than just a good five- ticular show.
Quln.
Richard Woollen
press director,
Jay Royen,
minute slot filler. His voice is not
SO Mins.; Thurs. (19), 9:30 p.m.
will handle ditto for the tele station.
tiresome and even on 15-minute
Sustaining
basis, with use of similar narrator JUVENILE DELINQUENT STATES George Sandifer has the title of 'Jb»WJZ-ABC, N. Y.
HIS CASE
theme, without actors, show would
Carleton
manager
sistant
to
station
Bill Goodwin, chairman of the be a potent one.
With Dorothy Gordon, Frank J.
motion picture and radio committee
Cohen, Edwin J. Lukas; Stan Rob- Smith in charge of television." He
Commercials are interwoven with
and
administrative
will
handle
6f the National Safety Council, as- story, and contain same fact or ficerts, announcer
sembled a healthy slice of Coast tal- tion slant. Although there are many 45 Mins.; Sundays, 7:15 p.m.
budget matters for the tele operaent last Thursday (19) to make a (three times
tion.
during five-minute Producer: Dorothy Gordon
serio-comic pitch for sane driving. period), po pressure is evidenced, Director: Stan Roberts
Appearing in their non-:Publicized because they are informative and Sustaining
roles as parents concerned with the dramatic.
WQXR, N. Y.
Hunt,
•afety of their children, the film
This first of a double-header sescolonists did a neatly moderate job
sion of roundtable discussions on
6t mixing the propaganda into a SECOND CUP
Continued from page 26
juve delinquent situation, giving
|ight variety show. Considering the With Mary Elizabeth Gaynor and the
delinquents an opportunity to air
Hank Malioy
fubject, program could have been
their side of the case,' made a most not preclude a possibility that the
more effective if It included at least 15 Mins.; Tues., 10:15 a.m.
interesting stanza over N. Y. Times plans might be revived, it was indiWTRY, Troy
one stark bit.
station
on
Sunday
(22).
cated, but the chances were seen as
"Second Cup" will be a more
With Goodwin handling the emcee
chore nicely, program included stimulating radio drink when this Handled in manner of an open pretty slim. \
Hoagy Carmichael's stylistic Trocal- couple, not married, develops a more forum, youthful inmates of Youth
4. In general, the long-range prohome,
jzing of "Old Man Is Sleeping," a integrated approach to chit-chat and House, N. Y. C. detention
gram calls for thorough evaluation of
tiumorous,
though not hilarious gains experience in adlibbing. It's a were given opportunity to explain audience measurement methods and
will their derelictions and future plans
learning-to-drive skit starring Sylvia question, however, whether this
research techniques, to
Sidney and John Beal, and a plea- soon be possible, with a once-weekly when released. This part of pro- other radio
antly warbled song by Gloria De 15-minute shot. The usual time gram had been waxed, since regula- be undertaken jointly by BMB and
laven, "I'm in the Mood for Love." schedule for breakfast table broad- tions would not permit studio ap- a university, to be selected by BMB's
research committee. Latter recom'rogram wound up with a long and casts is five or six broadcasts a week, pearance of inmates.
duration.
Three
Gordon,
-hour
Dorothy
moderator
of
of
a
half
pud stint featuring Ralph Edwards
mended that a two-year university
seem a minimum, if station's Youth Forum, is credited
:na "Truth or Consequence" takeoff. weekly, would
fellowship, not to exceed $5,000 yearlistener interest is to be sustained. with formulating the idea and also
Herm.
The stanza heard had goocl and did the- interviewing of the boys, ly, be established for this purpose.
weak moments, the general pattern mostly colored lads ranging from This evaluation project, Feltig estiIS IT FACT OR FICTION?
being uneven. Malioy sounded deep eight to 15 in age. Majority were mated, "is at least a two-year job,
With Myron Wallace, Ken Nordine voiced and booming hardly the con- non-committal. Some had been in for and an expensive job."
and Ed Roberts
versational tone while Miss Gaynor armed robbery, one kid claiming he
5. BMB now is engaged in "internal
Writer: Judith Thomm
came through as too strident. One had dug up gun out of garbage pile
Producer: Jack Simpson
of the better mikers and writers on piecemeal and assembled it.
Also analysis" of its findings to data" and
Director: Russ Young
a regular woman's show hereabouts said he found the' bullets when he shortly will issue a report thereon.
5 Mins.; Mon-thru-Fri., 12:59 p.m.
(a matinee "Party Line"), she dug deeper.
Another lad claimed
6. The "total-weekly audience" is
Sc WILLIAMSON
seemed nervous, coy and over-eager. lack of recreation in the Harlem being retained as the basic BMB
WENR-ABC, Chicago
Malioy did more of the talking, too area was mostly responsible for de
(Russell M. Seeds)
much in fact for good balance. Va- linquency and crime wave there. measurement, but it will be suppleSince "Is It Fact or Fiction?" roius topics, including a news flash As he put it "the kids have no free mented with data on more frequent
debuted on ABC, authoress Judy and the running development of entertainment to occupy them, so listening such as "average daily
news on the air, were covered. they just go out and steal. Some audience."
"Life With Father" occupied the jarents can't afford to give their
7. Entire slate of BMB officers was
films are due tids everything they want, so the
theatrical spotlight
reelected for another year. They infor discussion, too.
kids have to get them the unlawful
clude, besides Feltis: Harold Ryan,
Basic weakness of program is that way."
chairman;
Justin Miller, Paul We3t
the couple doesn't have enough conv
After the transcribed stanzas the
mon experiences to share, whereas situation was discussed further by and Fred Gamble as 1st, 2nd and 3rd
the man-wife combination encom
Frank J. Cohen, exec director of veepees, respectively, and Roger
Jaco.
passes plenty.
Youth House; Edwin J. Lukas, exec Clipp, secretary.
director of Society for Prevention
8. Exeo committee was enlarged
INDEX TO THE SONGS YOU LOVE of Crime. Program was of ad lib by election of Joseph Allen, veepee
With Lillian Murphy, Gene Holl- variety and at all times an intelligent of Bristol-Myers, and Leonard Bush,
man, Staff orch, Charles Bebb, approach to the subject.
treasurer
of Compton agency, to give
Next week's stanza will transcribe
announcer
Producer-Director: Harry Kaufmann sessions with girl inmates at the re- the 4A's and ANA two reps each.
formatory in Bedford Hills, N. Y.
Writer: Bill Bates
Mlt.- LOU CLAYTON
Edba.
30 Mins., Sun. 9 p.m.
UNITED KEXAIX DBTJG CO.
Denver Sheldon W. Peterson has
INDEX EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
Friday— CBS— 9:80 p.m., EDST
WDAF, Kansas City
been named director of news and
SI-fi-M "This Time for Keeps"
One of the few live musical shows
special events at KLZ; Denver, suc"It Happened In Brooklyn"
ever produced locally, and about the
ceeding Earl McCain, resigned.

OBRIST TO HEAD WPEN;

D.C. Video Preem

Radio Reviews

LARSEN GOES TO WCAU

M

WNBW

WRC

WDAF

—

WDAF

.

UN

WNBW

Philadelphia, June 24.

Edward C. Obrist, assistant genmanager of WPEN, is skedded
to move up as general manager as
eral

soon as the sale of the station by
the Evening Bulletin to the Nevins
Drug chain gets the okay of the
FCC.
The present general manager, G.
is set to move over
Bulletin's newly acquired
to head up its television acaccording to reports. Present

Bennett Larsen,
to

the

WCAU
tivities,

management of JVCAU—Dr. Leon
Levy and his brother I. D. Levy— is
expected to continue.

The Levy brothers originally sold
the station for $6,000,000 to J. David
Stern, publisher of the Philly Record. Stern in turn sold the station,
along with his newspaper holdings,
to the Evening Bulletin. Acquisition
of WCAU; a 50,000-watter and local
CBS outlet, made it necessary for
the Bulletin to unload
watt indie.

WPEN,

10,000-

-

.

WE

Intra-Video
25

1

;

WRC

.

BMB

i

-

WQXR

•

,

!

I

Continued from page 34 555

meted out

to. the tenants is left to
the discretion of the landlords.
Telicon prexy Solomon Sagall declared that Intra-video may be installed in several N, Y. buildings
within 90 days. Several of the largest N. Y. realty firms have evidenced interest, among them the
City Investing Co. It was stressed
that Telicon would not operate as a

monopoly on installation but would
farm the work out to whatever electrical contractor succeds in getting
a bid from the landlord. Contractors
are to be trained by Telicon engineers to do the work.
"Intra-video will not cost the tenant more than an individual antenna, while insuring reception free
from ghosts and free from interaction which an individual antenna
can rarely obtain in an apartment
house," Sagall said. "At the same
time, Intra-video master antennas
meet all the requirements of apartment owners."

!

>

—

—

BROWN

.

—

Pittsburgh Couple of newscasters
here apparently have lifetime jobs,
or pretty close to it, with two of
town's leading department stores.
Johnny Davis' 13 shots a week for

Gimbels have just been renewed for
the 12th consecutive year and Beckley Smith's six evenings of news a
week on
for Kaufman's has
just been renewed again.
Smith's
been on WJAS twice, daily over
WJAS for same bankroller more
than a decade -now.

KQV

—

Ink

,

Spots

1

•

has switched to
'

ART FRANKLIN

PUBLICITY ASSOCIATES

,

«»«»*«*»*»**

—

:

Follow-up

—

Comment

"America's Top Singing Quartet.

Art Franklin Associate!

214 We«t 42nd Street
BRyont 9-2898-9

Bing Crosby-Bob Hope shenanigans on the former's program last
Wednesday (18) night were of the
usual high grade, for some of the

most amusing banter of the season.
Program was smartly varied, with
the two quipsters gagging, Crosby
crooning, then
permitting golfer
Jimmy Demaret to sing a tune (and
not badly).
It was a gay show—
with one serious flaw. Studio audience laughter was so heavy and
constant (as much apparently at the
comics' antics as for their gags) that
it
marred the reception. Several
times Crosby or Hope were indistinct because of the laughter, while
at other times a home listener wondered what brought on the frenzied
guffaws.
Smarter production on
this-disked ~ show would "have "cut
out or toned down a good deal of
this studio audience hilarity, to the
program's distinct benefit.

Notional
Representative:
Jofin E. Pearson Co.

KCMO
Kansas

City,

Mo. • Bosk ABC for Mid-America

50,000 Wath Day— 10,000 Watts Night

NOW

N EARING COMPLETION;

—

at

810

ke-

Kansas City— E. K. "Joe" Hartenbower, g.m. of KCMO, last week
announced the appointment of C. W.
Jackson as director of agriculture, a
new post for the station. Jackson
comes to K. C. from College Station,
Tex., where he was Extension Radio
Editor for Texas A. & M. and conducted the Farm and Home Program over the four-station Texas
Quality Network.

SALT
For further Information wire, ph»n»

John

Blair

ft

« writ* —

Co.-National Repretontaiiv*

I

UTAMS^
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Here are some of the

GREAT STARSFRED ALLEN

ANDERSON
DANA ANDREWS

'

JUDITH

FRED ASTAIRE

FAY BAINTER
INGRID

BERGMAN
BOOTH

SHIRLEY

RONALD COLMAN
JAMES DUNN

_

MAURICE EVANS

IYNN FONTANNK

JOHN GIELGUD
GISH

LILLIAN

REX HARRISON

says

HELEN HAYES
m.

WILLIAM HOLDEN

again to

OSCAR HOMOLKA
WALTER HUSTON
GERTRUDE LAWRENCE
ALFRED LUNT

MARCH
JAMES MASON
RAYMOND MASSEY
FREDRIC

-

DOROTHY McGUIRE
BURGESS MEREDITH
BASIL

RATHBONC

and

GENE TIERNEY
ROBERT WALKER

sponsor

its

WEBB

CLIFTON

They appeared in such
GREAT PLAYS as these:
MACBETH
BLITHE SPIRIT

OUR TOWN
DODSWORTH
MENlN WHITE
THE ANIMAL KINGDOM
LADIES IN RETIREMENT

for the

successive year!

KIND LADY
CRAIG'S WIFE

A

HOUSE

DOLL'S

BERKELEY

SQUARE

GOLDEN BOY
ABE LINCOLN IN

NO

TIME

ILLINOIS

FOR COMEDY

In

THE FIRST YEAR

THE GREEN GODDESS

ANGEL STREET
THE TIME OF

YOUR

THE

WHAT

more than 200% over the start of the
Guild on the Air's long

their "favorite dramatic

BROADWAY
AGE OF INNOCENCE

MAN

WOMAN KNOWS
A WIFE

WHO CAME TO

DINNER

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING

CAN'T TAKE

IT

way

long

In the

will

WITH YOU

list

to travel in only
fall,

at

an

first

season.

show"

steadily in

climaxing The Theatre

picked

critics

in Billboard's 16th annual poll.

it

What a

two years!

earlier

the

Air

will again

be broadcast on

hour (9:30-10:30 pm).

continue to do everything in our power to
brilliant

And

of awards this past year, the

The Theatre Guild on

Sunday evenings
more

EARNEST

THE MALE ANIMAL

YOU

radio history:

Sunday evening,* the show has gained

BURLESQUE

EVERY

made

other program had ever won. During its second

prestige, in popularity, in listenership: the increase in share of audience is

OF DIVORCEMENT

THE FARMER TAKES
THE

season (1945-6) The Theatre Guild on the Air

season, which ends this

THE OLD MAID

A

its first

won more awards than any

LIFE

THE GREAT ADVENTURE

BILL

it

than the past two have been. It

is

make

We
the

at the

ABC

network

new season even

with a tremendous amount

of pride that we say to The Theatre Guild and to United States Steel:
"Welcome from all your friends at ABC."
* Helen

Hayet Hairing in Sir James M. Barrit'a
eomedy "Alice-Sit-By-Tht-Fire"

celebrated

ABC

A merican
A NETWORK OF

Broadcasting
250

Co mpany

RADIO STATIONS SERVING AMERICA
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handles the vocals very well. These
sides could lead to a comeback by
Miss Williams. She has a distinc-

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

Mich. Jukebox Assn. Admits Reprisal

and fine beat.
Margaret Whiting is out with the

tive style

disk of "Don't Tell Me" (Capitol), the chief number from the
soon-to-be-released "Hucksters." It's
a neat ballad and Miss Whiting,
whose recent album left a good impression on us, handles it with a
restraint that seemed lacking in her
singing up until a few months ago.
On the other side she does a rhythm
first

'

'

By George Frazier
form
news as

to top

Bins Crosby's return

it

I

On

easily.

the

basis

of sheer
deserve it

artistry, no one would
as heartening a bit of
anyone who enjoys pop music could more than Miss Fitzgerald,
wish to hear. Some of his recent
Facts
records had been exceedingly bad.
There have been times during the
Dinah Shore has her points and the
past few months when he resembled public seems to like them. In her
a ballplayer who insisted upon try- Columbia coupling of "Tallahassee"
ing to run with the youngsters after and "Natch" she duets with Woody
Mu- Herman. "Natch" left us something
his legs have deserted him.
sicians who had worked behind .him less than ecstatic, but its backing has
potentialities.
recently had been flabbergasted by sturdy
commercial
the shoddiness of his performances. Miss Shore and Herman start in
proved
Reaction to these comments
harmony and then go into a kind of
nothing beyond the fact that Crosby old vaudeville patter. She sings the
vast
is looked upon as divine by a
words straight and he responds in
number of people. But, where once what they tell us is known as

is

l

!

Wax

tune,

Year's

—

Rhythm—"Anything You Can
Do I Can Do Better" (Bing
Crosby, Dick Haymes, and The
Andrews Sisters), "Tallahassee"

(Dinah Shore and Woody Herman),
Ballad—"The Whiffenpoof Song"
(Bing
and "Kentucky Babe"
Crosby); "JeVous Aime" (Buddy
Clark and Eddy Duchin); "My
Heart"
Foolish
and
Young
(Doris Day); "Don't Tell Me"
(Margaret Whiting), and "Just
Plain Love" (The Pied Pipers
with Paul Weston's orch);

Home"

Hot—"Flying

and

"Lady, Be Good" (Ella Fitzgerald).

'

Dance

— "Tomorrow" (Harry
—"I Cain't Get Offa

James).
Novelty

My

"round" style. (Frank Loesser wrote
the song this way.) They bring it off
Number itself
very effectively.
from the score to "Variety Girl" is
honey and one that's already

Horse" (Modernaires).

started tp click.

we ducked when it came
The number is emphatically not
They show much better
us.

something

*

Best Bets

"What Are You Doing New
Frank De Vol, as
Eve?"

usual, is the batoneer behind her...
Pipers' Capitol of a novelty called "The Riddle' Song" is

The Pied

on.
for

on the reverse, "Just Plain
Love," a lovely new ballad that
shapes up as a summer hit... Latest
recording of "Cecilia" is by The
Suns being
Three Suns (Victor).
the favorites they are, this version
can do business. Backing "Cecilia"
is "The Goofy Gal of Tegucigalpa,"
sense

the newest in an irritating flood of

The Shore-Herman pseudo

sounds like a coin-box
natural. Sonny Burke, a good man
with a baton, handles the accompaniment.
Buddy Clark's -increasing popularity must be a source of comfort
treatment

-

Latin

-

American

novelty

Vs. Fred Waring for

Rap at Machines

As House Royalty Hearings

Close

Assn. of Performing Artists, who
Washington, June 24.
Case of the nation's coinmachine also was instrumental in introducing
operators, desperately trying to stem a coinmachine revenue bill, also
to force them to pay a excoriated the coin machine men for
fee for the use of copyrighted music failure to divulge industry facts,
Speiser was 'also questioned about
wasn't helped here
in diskboxes,
last week at a House subcommittee his move to secure for his NAPA
legislation
granting
inquiry. Testimony hurting was that members
a
members of the Michigan Auto- separate copyright to artists on their
matic Phonograph Owners' Assn. individual interpretation of songs.
had removed all Fred Waring record- He was asked and agreed that as
ings from their machines in view many as 500 separate copyrights
of his testimony during the early would be possible on one tune under
part of the subcommittee hearings his s system. He' also pointed out that
on the. subject. Waring had stated composers would be better able to
that use of his disks in machines control a composition.
hurt his reputation, and removal of
Gene Buck, on the stand for
his disks by the
was re- ASCAP, asserted that his organizavealed as being, in effect, a reprisal. tion would not attempt to issue
legislation

tunes.
We're getting awfully tired
of this sort of nonsense...

MAPOA

When Irving B. Ackerman, official
of the MAPOA, openly asserted that

licenses

his co-members had lifted all Waring
disks from their machines, Congress-

said that fees would be
from machine owners and

men

tor sources.

conducting the hearings perked
up their ears.
"You wanted to get even with Mr.
Waring, did you not," queried Rep.
Earl R. Lewis (R., Ohio), subcom-

and

owners,

from tavern
diskboxes. He

collect fees

etc.,

using

collected
distribu-

Yesterday's (Monday) session was
the last of the hearings. Committee
to a number of his fellow Columbia
delving into the three bills presented
performers with whom he's teamed
goes into executive session today
on an occasional session. This week he
(Wednesday). It's indicated that
cuddles up on the support of Xavier
mittee chairman.
bill for a copyright on
With
Cugat and Eddy Duchin.
"Yes," was Ackerman's reply. "I Speiser's
Duchin, the only Toots Shor habitue
can say that we hit back at him arrangements will be killed. ASCAP's
bill for coinmachine revenue has a
Decca Records will soon market a in the sense that if an artist
ever to be called "Society's Favordoes
fine chance of going into the legisite," Clark sings "Je Vous Aime" and new Blue Label series retailing at not
feel that a jukebox is bene"After Graduation Day." Duchin is 50c, partially to move material it fitting .' .
and is injuring him, we lative hopper. Speiser's bill on the
same subject had been bypassed.
not for all tastes of course, but there hasn't issued for some time and also do not want to
injure him any
are those besides Toots who love to provide disks in all price cate- longer."
him. Combination of his trilby piano gories. New series will in no way
"Waring testified in behalf of this
(whicn, -incidentally, is held in high affect the company's major Black bill, and
you threw his records out,"
IN
regard by such able practitioners as series, on which is issued all major snapped Rep. Kenneth B. Keating
Idea will give Decca
Earl Hines and Count Basie) and pop artists.
(R., N. Y.). "Your operators have
B.O.
Clark's unfrilly singing is a smart 50c, 75c, $1 and $2 single-disk prices.
penalized him for that appearance,"
New series will mark the first time added Rep. E. Wallace Chadwick,
one. "Je Vous," Sam Coslbw's num
..Los Angeles, June 24.
ber from "Copacabana," is beginning Decca has provided a 50c disk since
Los Angeles ballrooms are battling,
(R., Pa.). Subsequently, it was into get considerable of a play, so this last fall, when all top nam^s were
ferred by Ackerman that the same for mid-week grosses. Tommy Dormoved one by one from the then 50c treatment
should be the face to heed.
could be given Waring sey's beach Casino Gardens, which
With Cugat, Clark dpes "Hugo Blue label line to the 75c "Personal- all over the
country through other
and Igo," a guaracho, and "The ity", series. Thereafter, the 50c disks machine
with the Aragon is giving the inoperators' associations.
Story of Sorrento," a beguine. We were virtually discontinued.
town Palladium a pasting, is leading
Schulman's Testimony
Initial release of .the new 50c sides
may be growing sour, but "Hugo and
John Schulman, attorney for the the pack.
consist of five records, by
Igo," a number that Columbia's pub- will
licity department refers to as hu- orchestras of Dick Robertson, Terry Songwriters Protective Assn., testiCasino is flooding the city's stores
morous, left us yawning. Clark's Shand, Dick Kuhn and Freddie fied the same day, Friday (20), and and markets with "Bring your date
handing of "Sorrento," how ("Schnickeifritz") Fisher, plus Bob scored the diskbox industry for free" passes, having printed 500,000
ever, should help this side do busi- Howard with orch, and the Three keeping industry income a secret, ducats, an all time high for the area,
but claimed that it amounted to be- in hopes of building week-night biz.
ness. But neither item seems to us Suns.
tween " $.400,000,000 and $600,000,000 Palladium is issuing a solid 2,000
very important to the nickelodeons.
annually while songwriter members per week.
But neither, for that matter, did Red
,
of his org averaged only between
Ingle's "Temptation."
Aragon Ballroom, meanwhile, is
$1,000 and $1,500 apiece from playing it cozy. Aragon is saving
Eddy Howard's latest Majestic Martin Sues Pacific,
mechanical royalties. There are less printing and distribution costs of adthan 2,000 SPA songwriters. Maurice mission slips by accepting all ducats
Coast Music Jobber,
Speiser, attorney for the National issued by other class "A" ballrooms.

Decca Sets

New

50c Blue Label

.

PASSES FLOOD LA.

.

BALLROOM

BATTLE
.

he had been casual,

now he was
•>

slcppy.

which makes it exceedingly
pleasant to be able to say that
'Crosby has regained his form. Once
again, he is The Master.
His two new Decca faces— "The
Whiffenpoof Song" and "Anything
You Can Do I Can Do Better"— are
The sloppiness
Crosby
first-rate
that had invalidated so much of his
All of

"Whiffenis not in evidence.
which for a while seemed in
danger of becoming Robert Merrill's
exclusive property (although Rudy
Vallee used to do it) is sung with
great sensitiveness and in good, resonant voice. It is reassuring to know
that Crosby won't have to be confined to his room and that he can
now sit on the Yale fence before
Merriwell,
Bart
Frank
joining
Hodges and Stover for a chocolate
malted or two down at Morey's. He
is backed, incidentally, by a Fred
Waring choir.
"Kentucky Babe" on the other
side, is very good too. We under-

work

poof,"

'

stand

that

record

this

•

:

w

Suggested Program

"Anything You Can Do I Can
Better" Crosby,
Haymes,

.

—

was made

Crosby, it
seems, had a car waiting to take him
out to the ball game and decided to
make it good the first try. He did.

from

the

take.

initial

—

Do

The Andrews Sisters (Decca).
"A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody"— Eddie South (Columbia).
"Lady, Be Good"— Ella Fitzgerald (Decca). *
"Back in Your Own Backyard" Paul Whiteman (Victor).
"The Maine Stein Song"—Rudy
Vallee (Victor).
the
"In
Bottom"

—Montana

Taylor (Circle).

In "Anything You Can Do I Can
Do Better," Crosby works with Dick
Haymes and the Andrews trio. Tune

"Don't

Be*

Benny Goodman

That

Way"—

(Victor).

—known

as "The Challenge Song"
from Irving Berlin's score to "Annie,
Get Your Gun" is a fine job and
Crosby, and Haymes, and the Sisters
do ij justice. Here, Bing is a performer with a ready wit and an effervescent personality and shows
one of the most heartwarming man-

brackets "Blue Tail Fly" with

—

Blossom Wedding." We do
not like "Apple Blossom Wedding"
as a tune, but the number's getting
a good play. Since Howard is a con-

Apple

sistent best-seller, it's logical to assume that his recording of it can do
well. For our taste, though, "Blue

ners in show business.
"There's No Business Like Show
Business" by the same group is the
backing. Not only Crosby, but everyincluding Vic
one else concerned
Schoen's band comes across very

the better side. A folk
song popularized by Burl Ives, it is
sung quietly and easily by Howard
and a vocal trio. An extremely unaffected and pleasant performance.
Tail Fly"

—

—

nicely.

Ella Fitzgerald,
-

who came

out of

an Amateur Night in Harlem during
'30's and joined the late Chick
Webb's band, is unquestionably one
the

greatest

girl

singers

is

Harry James' "Tomorrow" and
"Something For Nothing" (Columbia) are nice, competent jobs.
In
"Tomorrow," a highly danceable
face, James' opening to his trumpet
solo will remind hot fans of Louis

the
of

"An

avail-

court,
asking
approxi$23,000 from Pacific MuSales ^o., charging that the

superior

—

—

|

10 Best Sellers

sic

wholesale sheet jobber owes Martin

on Coin-Machines

,

mately

back

coin

from

sa^es.

My

1.

Peg O'

2.

Mam'selle (10)

3.

Chi Baba, Chi Baba (4) (Oxford).

Heart

lark

I

I

Wonder,

Wonder

I

Across Alley

6.

Sunday Kind

7.

That's

8.

My Adobe

of

Desire (11)

Mills Bros

Columbia
Decca

(

Woody Herman

Columbia.

(2) (Morris)

(Mayfair)

)
(

Coming

Sammy Kaye

..... Victor

J^dy Howard

(Peer)

(11)

(

(12)

--^pitol

(

'

Linda

Victor

M-G-M

Capitol
(Jo Stafford
(8) (Maurice)...
( Claude Thornhill. .Columbia
(Frankie Laine
Mercury
(Mills)

Red Stockings, Green Pe're

10.

M-G-M

(Tony Pastor

(7) (Capitol).

(

9.

Dinning Sisters
ay McKinley.

S
Tony

Majestic
Capitol
.

Pastor
Clark-Noble
Charles Spivak

.Ingle-Stafford

Po

Ivy (Burke-VH)

CONTRACT LAPSES
Haifa, June

Believe (Sinatra)

17.

There'll be no music soon in Haifa
apparently, since cafe and
restaurant owners aren't renewing
contracts with their musicians. The
musicra n b union, affi liated—with- the
Histadrut, has termed the action a
lockout of over 100 men.

Stafford

Midnight Masquerade (S-B)

{
(

dd y Howard
£
Sammy Kaye

(

Andrews

16 (Shapiro-B)
Feudin' and Fightin' (Chappell)

Where

Came

That's

Can't Get

Up Nerve

already been given contracts in Tel
Aviv and Jerusalem, and others are
negotiating agreements with cafes in

Tallahassee

(Famous)

Cyprus and India.

It's

My

1

I

J

In (Robbins)

Same Old Dream (Sinatra)
Heart Is a Hobo (Burke-VH)

Time After Time

When

Write

My

Capitol
"...iCapitol

Majestic
Victor

.Decca
Capitol

Victor

Columbia
Capitol

Victor
..Victor

{&^\\7?5tt

(Sinatra)..

jSf^'-coS

(Santly-Joy)

Song (Exclusive)
Dreams Are Dime Dozen (Criterion)
I

Sisters

(Jack Smith
Perry Como
Dorothy Shay
P * rr
'"
\
^"i0
(Jo Stafford
Tommy Dorsey
Tex Beneke

When You Were Sweet

of Hotel, Cafe and Restau
rant Owners claims that no dispute
exists, but that it can't afford to hire
orchestras now that biz has slumped
by 50%. Restricted hours of service, fixed prices, searches and the
closing of roads all combine to afAccording to the Hista
fect trade.
drut, some of the musicians have

Union

Victor

.

Jack, Jack, Jack (Sinatra)

cafes,

'

Columbia
Columbia

Vaughn Monroe ..... Victor
Columbia
Jrank Sinatra
|
Victor
(Louis Armstrong

•

(

IN

..Majestio
.

Up

Temptation (Robbins)

I

.Decca

.

Perry Como
(Blue Barron
$ Martha Tilton

(

Hacienda

.

(

(Robbins)

(2)

Love

.Capitol
Vitacoustics

'

.

i

From Alamo

5.

My

(Feist)

largest outfit of sort in west.

HAIFA MUSICIANS OUT

D ennis

£
Harmonicats
Dick Haymes
(Art Lund

(Robbins)

(5)

(

Im-

mediately after, Artie Schwartz,
operator of Pacific, answered the
suit and over weekend told Variety
lie planned to file
a counter-suit
against Martin.
Schwartz was general manager of
Martin Music from firm's inception
until last summer when he and Martin split, with bandleader retaining
company, in which Schwartz never
really owned any stock. For about
six months past Martin has had accountants
ferreting
through
the
books kept during the Schwartz stay
in the saddle.
Contention brought
before court is that monies still are
owed from period when Schwartz
fronted the publishing firm and handled sales through his Pacific Sales,

Up

with this week, however, Armstrong's lead-in to his magnifirecord-buyers have never really cent solo on the blue label Okeh of
heard her. Two lew Deccas "Lady, "No One Else But You."
The Modernaires' "I Cain't Get Offa
Be Good" and "Flying Home" represent the artist at a peak. What My Horse" (Columbia) is one of the
Miss Fitzgerald does in these- num- most effective novelties they've done
bers seems beyond -the talents of any in ages. This is juke stuff. Backing
other female vocalist. For seven is "I Had Too Much to Dream Last
Mitchell Ayres leads the
choruses of "Lady," for example, she Night."
abandons the lyric and scats as if accompanying band .Doris Day's
her voice were another instrument Columbia of the Don George-Duke
in Bob Haggart's swell little band. Ellington tune "Tell Me, Dream
It's
a stunning demonstration of Face" is a clever rhythm job. Backimagination,
beat,
phrasing,
and ing it up -is-the slower "My Young
humor. (Her Slam Stewart bit is and Foolish Heart." Miss Day sounds
miraculous). Too long a time has better with each new release...
elapsed since Ella Fitzgerald was a There isn't much real jazz in "But
jukebox smash with "A-Tisket A- I Do Mind If Ya Don't" and "That's
Tasket." Perhaps these are the faces Life, I Guess" by Tommy Dorsey
that will restore her to that earlier and His Clambake Seven, but Hanpopularity. Either of them could do nah Williams, "The Cheerful Earful,"
able.

For 23G Back Coin
Hollywood, June 24.
Long-expected court action was
up here last week when Freddy
Martin Music Co. filed suit in
teed

,\

.

.

.

|

g^®^^
Herb Jeffries
Vaughn Monroe

Exclusive
Victor

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
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SCOn FINDS DANCING

Taft-Hartley Bill Passage Puts

Next Move

Up

Lea

probably will have a deep
on the recording Industry. Due

act,

effect

to the fact that

James

PetriDo—Diskers

to

Passing of the Taft-Hartley bill"
over President Truman^s veto Monof the
day (23) and the upholding

C. Petrillo,'

U.S.

FEET PAY OFF BIG
Raymond

Medal Play to Decide
N. Y. Pluggers Golf
Publishers Contact Employees union completely reversed
its ideas of how its annual New

Music

Contract in Reversing Iowa Verdict;

found extreme difficulty selling himself as a danceband maestro because
his ideas as an arranger were in constant conflict with dancing feet, apparently has subdued his pioneering
for a while.
For years, Scott experimented
with big bands in an effort to find
a formula which would at the same
time preserve his advanced musical

among the entire membership. Such
coin must be allocated only among
the men concerned with making
recordings, a plan that Petrillo does
not and probably will not ever agree
with since it's his contention that
the men who make recordings are
the higher wage-earners among his
membership and have no need of
income from such a
additional
tource.

year.

Jan Garber's Daughter
Rejoins

Just what course either Petrillo or
the recording companies will take,

however, probably won't be known
for weeks. The disk manufacturers
themselves are not accepting the
provisions of the Taft-Hartley bill
as an excuse to sit back and feel
that all their possible troubles with
Petrillo and his exaction of fees for
each disk sold, are over. They confidently expect the AFM head to attack what to him is now a difficult
problem from a different angle, if
one is at all possible. And they
don't intend to make any moves unwhich way the
til its ascertained
.opposition will

move.

Meanwhile, it's very probable that
they won't be idle. Since the- TaftHartley bill allows current agreements such as the royalty contract
now in force to run until the expiration date (Dec. 31), all companies
unquestionably
will
take
some
course to protect themselves in the
event the
eventually calls its
musicians off recording. That means
.stocking up on masters. They have
iix months with which to do this and
by the end of the year should have
enough material to last quite some
time in the evemrof a strike. Beyond that, however, none of the recording outfits know, as yet, what
to expect or what they will do.
Neither do they know clearly which
of the other provisions of the labor
bill, which is now iaw, will be applicable to the- disk industry.

AFM

Album Suit

Rainbow Records, New York indie
record
manufacturer,
has
made
plans to fight the suit begun against
it in U. S. district court, N. Y., by
Dan Haynes, manager of the Tex
Rainbow's
current
Glenn Miller" album
competition."
Harry
prez of Rainbow, says
Haynes has no monopoly on the use
of Glenn Miller's name or photograph and is continuing to market
the album in dispute.

connected with Miller.
Haynes' suit asks an injunction,
accounting of profits and damages.
Incidentally, Helen Miller, widow of
the bandleader, is not listed as a
plaintiff although she is financially
interested
in
the Beneke band,

Spitalny Sets Deal

WithBurke-VanH.
Hollywood, June 24.
Hoagy Carmichael is scheduled to
contract
here tomorrow
a
(Wed.) with the Burke-Van Heusen
publishing firm, giving the latter
rights to all material he pens for
five
the next
years. Pact, which has
been in negotiation for weeks, was
finally drafted last week, and Sid
Kornheiser,
general
manager of
B-VH, came here from N. Y. over
the weekend to sign it and clean
up other business as well.
Carmichael's
deal
with
B-VH,
which, incidentally, is the first time
he has ever tied himself to a publisher, calls for the firm to absorb

Get

New Deal In

Petrillo

Shuffle

The American Federation of Musicians, which last week closed its annual convention in Detroit, is now
revealed to have put through some

new

legislation affecting

band-book-

To Market Disks

James

C. Petrillo and put through
on the basis of powers given him to

'

Suit After

Banning New

U-P Road Plug Tune
Hollywood, June

24.

NBC has banned the new pop tune,
Union Pacific
Streamliner,"
on
grounds it is out-and-out commerplug for railroad, and as an
aftermath may face a lawsuit based
on discrimination. Song's author,
Bud Averill, upon learning over
eial

of

network

attorney dispatch

Clarence

edict,

had

his

a letter to NBC
Menser, asking

revocation of ruling within 48 hours,
^ or else.
Averill claims discrimination because NBC permitted plugging of
_ Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe"

Love on a Greyhound Bus" over

channels in recent years, plus
hlimerous other tunes with titles or
ideas based on commercial themes.
As far as can be ascertained no
other web nor indie station has
banned the ditty.
its

JOSEFOVITS GOfcS MAESTRO
Pianist-composer Teri Josefovits,
featured for the past 12 years in the
jttusic room of the Paramount, N. Y.,
« due to switch to bandleading in

Phil Spitalny Is going into -his
own record business to distribute
disks by his "Hour of Charm" allgirl orchestra. He has completed arrangements for two independent
pressing plants in the New York
area to turn out records for him
under the label name of Charm, to
be distributed through channels now
being arranged. He is putting a considerable amount of his own coin
into the venture.

Disks will'be on the market about
1.
First release will be an
of Christmas carols, for which
a leading cleric will write the foreword and do the commentary.
Sept.

is

pressing

the

be forced to go through the
problem of determining what is a

option, to five years with a two-year
option. And the option, incidentally,
may not be exercised unless the
bandleader is secured jobs during
the filth and final year of the deal
which do not pay him a minimum
of four times union scale (for leader
only).
Another new rule restricts agencies

Kaye-Nidorf Heal

Management

declare a management contract void if he wasn't supplied, with
a job for six consecutive weeks. It's
now four, consecutive- or six cumula-

weeks.
Agencies also agreed to see to it
properly and
that contracts are
promptly filed with AFM locals
when bands are booked for road
dates and that deposits for same will
promptly be turned over to the
leader involved, less commissions,
upon completion of dates.
There were other amendments
arid changes, none affecting agencies.
tive

i

I

I

For 343G on Breach

which he had been making platters
last year. About two months ago
severed con nections-jvith the
firm and as part of the separation
deal he took custody of some 14 unreleased masters.

,

Frew Rejoins Glaser

Art

Frew,

who

split

with

Joe

Glaser's Associated Booking Corp.
several months back as head of its
that
to
returns
office,
Chicago

agency next week.
He comes into N. Y. headquarters,
from which he will cover location

work

in the east.

Sues Russell

records

Records, Detroit manufacturer with

Split

Kaye

office

aging

the

in

New

maestro's

York,
affairs.

manDis-

pute which caused split has never
been clarified even to their friends,
but it's said to have been on Kaye's
idea to book himself following expiration of current Music Corp. of
America contract in September:
Nidorf and Kaye laid foundation
for a clean slate and new start
several
weeks back in Chicago,
when the former stopped off to see
maestro while enroute to the Coast.
Talks were completed in N. Y. last
week following arrival of Jim
Peppe from his Columbus home.
Peppe is Kaye's mentor and has
been from inception of his band,
but he has been in poor health and
Nidorf was brought in two years
ago to actively head outfit's interests,
which include music publishing,
book publishing (poems) as well as

—

Of Contract Charge

the band.

— Hollywood, June
Russell has been sued

24.

Andy
for
$343,750 by his former manager.
Personalities, Inc. (Sam Stiefel), on
PI
a breach of contract charge.
claims it had a seven year contract
dated Sept. .22, 1943. under which,
as the singer's exclusive manager, it
was to receive 25'i of all his earnings.

Last March 26, it's claimed, Rusdischarged the agency without
cause. Agency bases its claim on an
estimate of what the singer will
make during the life of the pact.

sell

name band, as they once did when
was made up for the Treasury

a list

Department to ease top names out
from under wartime wage stabilization rules, although the Supreme
Court decision clearly enough indicates that a name band is any
traveling orchestra. However, the
"limited engagement" term in the
opinion of Justice Reed may have

Mike Nidorf and Sammy Kaye
have buried differences, which temporarily breached their relation- an
ship and Nidorf is again back at

from seeking contract renewals unthe final two years of the contract.
Another changes the old
regulation by which a bandleader

-he

'

again

between AFM members and agencies
from seven years, with a three-year

Stiefel

.

—

AFM

album

Spitalny

.

j

tains in New York.
First new rule changes the term
of management contracts allowed

from masters recovered from Vogue

work

to

.

1

help-

Major band agencies assert that
the new rules, of which each got
copies last week, were no surprise,
that they had been agreed upon last
fall when representatives of each
organization met with
chief-

could

NBC Threatened With

name bands booked

limited
engagements. .the
trial
court (Iowa) found that the leader
exercises complete control over the
orchestra... (despite the fact that)
the contract (Form B) states' that
the ballroom operator is the employer of the musicians and their
leader. .contract was adopted by
the union in order to shift the incidence of the social security taxes
from the leader to the operator and
that it had no practical effect on the
relations between musicians, leader
and operator."
Supreme Court's decision affirmed
an opinion of the Iowa district

the writer's own Carmichael Music
Co. without- payment. It calls for
court, which had originally supCarmichael to be paid 5c a copy ported the Crystal Ballroom case.
from sheet sales (mechanicals," etc., This decision later was appealed to
extra at the usual rates) on everythe higher state court and reversed
thing he writes himself or induces then
taken to the Supreme Court.
B-VH to publish from other sources.
While this decision is something
According to the deal, however, bandleaders have been seeking, it
B-VH can refuse- to publish any- is expected to hurt many maestros fo
thing Carmichael brings in, after a
some extent since many one-night
maximum of 45 days' deliberation, and
location ballroom operators had
after which the Edwin H. Morris
flatly refused to deduct social seassofirms, with which B-VH is
curity payments from salaries, and
have
first
choice.
ciated,
others were .simply lax in doing it,
Carmichael contract gives B-VH and so these leaders may be forced
agreements with five writers the to pay the coin themselves if a
firm's co -owners, Carmichael and checkup is made.
the team of Mel forme and Bob
There are many other aspects of
Wells.
the situation. Band agencies may

ing agencies .at the conclave. Several
new rules were promulgated to be
effective next Sept. 15, but they did
not become public at the convention
because they were never placed before the delegates in session. They
were recommendations of President

enact dny legislation deemed
ful to the entire membership.

with

sign

til

aid them.

the fall.

bands, even the top ones, are
set that far ahead.

moment

Contract Terms

to.

To Haynes' claim that Rainbow's
eight-sided album of tunes that
Miller never recorded or played is
"unfair competition," based on the
contention that record-buyers asking for Glen Miller disks are being
sold copies of the Rainbow product,
Fromkes asserts that if the recordings themselves were inferior and
injurious to the late maestro's reputation the public would not buy
them. 'Fromkes also points out that
even a quick gander of the album
and its contents would never lead a
buyer to believe he was purchasing
either Glenn Miller or Tex Beneke
disks.
It's plainly stated that the
band that made them was directed
by Ralph Flanagan, who' was never

gressiveness will have the added
fuel of whatever portions of the
Taft-Hartley bill can be angled to

?

5-Year Contract

Few
at the

"unfair

'

veepee

Carmichael Signs

San Francisco (second trip), for six
weeks, then back Oct. 29 to the
Ankara for 10 weeks. Between them
he plays one-nighters.

Fromkes,

If Petrillo

weekend

:.

closed the Club Ankara,
Saturday (21), goes to CalNcva Lodge, Lake Tahoe, Nev.;
Lakeside Park, Denver; Palace hotel,

that

Tribute

is

does call a strike there which uses the name Miller.
doesn't seem any question but that
Suit was ftled by Don and Polly
the disk manufacturers will fight
(Mrs.) Haynes as Don W. Haynes &
hard this time, rather than accept
Co.
such a move and remain idle as long
as they did last time.
They are in
no mood to take any Petrillo move
against them with the meekness that
marked the last battle and this ag.

opened.

Miss Martin also sang with the
orchestra when it played the same
spot last season. Garber winds up
date at Green's Thursday (26).

Bencke-Glenn Miller orchestra, which
alleges

of Musicians,
got a third nasty jolt Monday (.23),
following upholding of the Lea Act
and passage of the Taft-Hartley bill,
when the U. S. Supreme Court, by a
six-to-three vote, found that th«AFM's Form B contract was a subterfuge designed to dodge federal
tax rules. This decision, which reversed a prior one by the Iowa circuit court of appeals, settles once
and for all the question of Form
B in its relation to taxes, but at the
same time deepens the muddle in
which travelling bands, their agenU
and accountants have been for some
time.
Action was started as a test case
several years ago by the Crystal
Ballroom, Dubuque, la., and the
Larry Greer chain of danceries
against the Collector of Internal
Revenue for Iowa to recover social
security sums paid by the spots in.
behalf of the Griff Williams orchestra, as per Form B rules.
In the decision, Justice Stanley
Reed wrote, "These cases are not
concerned with musicians hired to
play regularly for dancehalls, but

Band for Summer

Pittsburgh, June 24.
With vacation here again, Kitty
Martin, Jan Garber's daughter, has
rejoined her father's band as vocalist for the summer.
She stepped in
here at Bill Green's last week, just
a
couple of days after Garber

Pitt,

To Fight Hapes
Miller

Washington, June 24.
prez of the

James C. Petrillo,
American Federation

Scott

Rainbow Plans

Tax Rules

Calls It 'Subterfuge' Vs.

•.

head of the American Federation of York golf tourney should be run
Instead of match play, ideas plus reviving the b.o. success
Musicians, was given carte blanche this year.
which usually drags out over several he had at one time with his quintet.
by his membership during the reweeks to determine a winner, the He wasn't too successful. For more
cent Detroit convention, to act as
latter this year will be determined than
a year now, however, Scott has
he sees fit in regard to the union's
with recording by medal play and the whole works been successfully leading a band
contract
royalty
manufacturers, and his subsequent wrapped up in one day, Aug. 21.
that has kept to the midwest and
To do this, the tournament will be west. Few people in the east have
threats, Petrillo is now in a position
•where he will have to act to back shifted to Bethpage State Park, heard
it,
even
William Morris
Bethpage, L. I., and two 18-hole agency men, who book it. At the
up the statements of the convention.
courses used.
Bethpage has four moment, the band is the only outfit
Terms of the Taft-Hartley bill courses.
handled
Morris
that
is booked alby
make it unlawful for the AFM to
most solidly until the first of next
collect royalties from the recording
manufacturers and distribute them

B

Supreme Court Nixes Form

who

before and
during the early part of the war
Scott,

41

Rockwell Heads West
Thomas

i

I

j

,

G. Rockwell, president of

shoves off from New
York tomorrow (Thursday) for his
semi-annual visit to his Coast office
and home. He'll be west until early
September, at least.
Larry Barnett, head of the bancl
division of Music Corp. of America,

General

left

Artists,

N. Y. last week for Hollywood
family and swing around
branches.

effect

on

Charities

that.

Mob

Ellington

For Profits of

H wood

Bowl Concert Aug. 31
Hollywood. June 24.
Duke Ellington is being mobbed
by charity organizations, after they
learned over weekend that the Duke
will earmark all profits from his
Aug. 31 Hollywood Bowl concert to
the charity he finds most deserving.
William Morris' band booker Cress
Courtney was here from New York
over weekend primarily to help
Ellington decide on a specific organization to reap the proceeds.

Concert should be a real coin winner, since Ellington grossed $11,100
in a bash at the Shrine here last
July, and potentially could do three
times that figure in the Bowl. The

Duke

himself dated the Bowl nearly
a year ago, -at-$?50 -fkrt-rerrtal; plur
graduating percentage of take. Until

late last

week he planned

to

pro-

mote the affair himself, as he recently did at Water Gate, Washington, D.

C. grabbing

off $6,200.

Aside from rent for Bowl, all the
charity will be asked to
is salary for the occasion

selected

underwrite

the Ellinston band.
Actually; :
leader will lose on the deal, 'ince he
will
premiere his new "Libcrian J
Suite," on which he long has worked,

of

to see his

on commission of Liberia, which

MCA

celebrating

its

j

ii

centenary currently. J
;
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Atlanta Matches

Pluggers Council Names Group To

AFM
June

Atlanta,

Work

rector

24.

Albert Coleman
WSB) learned that the
Musicians is

When

Improved Plug System,

fiut

Oatune Diskers Reciprocity Gives

Disk Fee Distribution
(music di-

at

Same Yowls, Different Names

flatters

American Federation

of
distributing part of its transcription
royalty fund to locals to underwrite
free concerts, he approached the city
fathers of Atlanta and came out with
Almost constant objections bjM
an idea. City coffers will match the
music publishers' contact men, since the causes that brought on the pow- $3,000 allocated to AFM's local here,
the Peatman system of evaluating wow was the fact that for the en- and the whole $6,000 take will be
songplugs was put into effect, were tire current month Peatman has used for a summer series to be
fanned into an eruption last week been forced to compile the plug Jog known as the Atlanta Pop Concerts.
at a meeting in New; York of a without coverage from the Los
Starting July 6, and for five sucmajority of the Music Publishers Angeles area because the operator ceeding Sundays, 50 picked musimembership. there took a. month's rest. This is cians and guest stars will perform in
Employees
Contact
When the hassle cleared, the
happen
concerts of- light Classics and works
one of the -items that can
council had appointed a committee at any time, they say, which makes of American composers. Coleman
of 12 members to digest all ideas and the Peatman system "incomplete."
himself will handle the baton for all
try to evolve a system, using the
concerts.
Peatman sheet as a basis, with which
For Coleman, the pop series is
everybody concerned would be satisculmination of more than three years
Archer, Morris'
fied.
of persevering for a free summer
series in Atlanta. Last year, in a
Most of the complaints have come
Division
Coast
bond show, free but poorly adverfrom small publishers who do not
tised, he and a 50-piece orchestra
employ large plugging staffs. They
to a stand-up crowd of more
played
have pointed out from the inception
Get Help
Head,

Using Peatman Method as Basis
I

I

MPCE

'

Almost

Emptied

By

Fire

Restaurant
most all of, them, backing one anBrill Building, New York home of other on various labels and forming
one of the tightest cliques of any
many music publishers, was emptied phase
of showbusiness. Vast maquickly Monday (23) morning after
jority of the cactus-chanting is cut
a fire in the street-floor Turf Reshere and the way the yodelers back
taurant. Blaze started at 11 a.m.
up one another you'd think they
Blaze was started by a short cir- were all blood-brothers trying to
cuit behind an advertising sign; it make a buck for the family welcouldn't be located at first and, fare.
meantime, billowing smoke was
Quite a lineup is engaged in
heavy enough to make

it

seem

this

as

if

which is a form of reciprocity not engaged in by standard
name orchestras (although back in
the early days of big band recording
the same practice was
employed).
Gang includes Spade
Cooley, Tiny Hunt, Charlie Lingle,
Tex Atchison, fiddles; Jimmy Wakepractice,

the entire building was afire.

of

the

system

Peatman

the

that

Hollywood, June 24.
chief of bandlem of getting plugs almost insur :
mountable. Since the system makes booking, for William Morris agency,
it almost mandatory to have two or breezed in
from New York over
a
three commercial plugs before
weekend and while here is trying
song can pile up enough credits to
an assistant for Jack
to secure
get on the "sheet," and since commercial program producers acquired Archer, who heads Coast band
booking for agency. Archer for
that
the habit of using ohly songs
has been handling the
time
some
they
sheet,
were already" on the
were caught in a squeeze. They con- load alone, doing all the contacting
stantly
beefed that the method west of Rockies and feels that he
cannot
cover the territory.
alone
more
than
favored big publishers

methods made their prob-

latter's

.

•

ever.

,

Bid

method

more

of giving

on

performed

song

Hooper broadcast than
a lesser rating, is not
It was pointed out at
that some programs
•

.

more

than others as far as song performances are concerned, no matter the
difference in listener ratings. For
example, a plug on a Frank Sinatra
show, which may, for -the sake of
argument, have a 15 Hooper, is
better for the publisher's purpose
than a fast instrumental performanCe of one chorus or so on a show
rated at 25. MPCE feels the argument has merit and also agrees with
the beef of the small publisher as

Yogel Batted

In

Chi Infringement Suit

Hotel B.O/s

AKM REPORT CHEERS

.

.

Bobby Byrne* ..Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50>..

3

.

31

800
900

30,075

WAR-WEARY MEMBERS
Vienna, June

* Indicates Floor Show at Waldorf with Phil Regan.
Yorlcer. Commodore, Johnny Pesmond.
t 3 days.

Ice

Revue

at

New

Los Angeies
Graduation parties soared
900; $1-$1.50).
covers to 2,600, dandy. After six years in site, Martin orch closed Sunday (22) for summer of vaudates. Eddy Howard opened last nite (24) for
900; $1-$1.50).

Up

to excellent 2,300 tabs.

,,

Chicago

350; $2.50 min.-cover $1.).
2,300.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los Angeles

i

Barrows (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 3d wk). Fairish 3,800 customers.
Dorsey (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park,' 5th wk). Still sweeping the cream off the top from other terpalaces. Corking 10,000 payees.
Gene Krupa (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 2d wk). Shaded 9,000 admishes,

Tommy

okay.

second

ment

Josef
FraViz

manage-

the

consider-

until

1938, for
able number of relief

Nis-

AKM

packages sent.

Marx, Robert Stolz and
Lehar were elected as hon-

orary members.

(Chnnqo)

Marty Gould (Chez Paree, 650: $3.50 min.). Danny Thomas is setting
tables up on the dance floor. Reservations two weeks in advance. Ca6,000.

Dick Jurgens (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Top favorite came back Tuesday (li). Biz took big hop to 20,000.
Ray Pearl (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Maestro putting this spot back
on its feet; 3,100 for the week.
George Olsen (Trianon: $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Same as last week with fair

Buddy Shaw
fine,

Spotlight

given Wakely, Travers,

is

Tuttle, Fisher and Stone when each
renders his individual due to Capi-

Same

tol.

process covers Rivers on

in July 8.

(Latin Quarter; 700: $2.50 min.). Gertrude Niesen doing
but has to leave June 30. Last week lush 5.100.

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences
The top 30 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey ol Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks.
Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

A Sunday Kind

of

Survey week
Love

10 Best Sheet Sellers
Chi-Baba
Wonder, 1 Wonder
Peg O' My Heart

21)

Oxford
Robbihs
.Robbins

Mam'selle

b eist

Adobe Hacienda....

Peer

Linda

Norris

That's My-nBesire

.-.

:

Mills

Midnight Masquerade Shapiro-B
Sunday Kind of Love. .Maurice
Across Alley Alamo
Capitol

Second

10.

Mood

Anniversary Song
Heartaches
Ivy
1 Believe

tLeerts

Burke-VH

:

Sinatra

Life to Live Over
Red Silk Stockings..

After Graduation.
April Showers.
Time After. Time
Sweet Sixteen
.

.

General
Morris

.T. B.

13-19, 1947

Maurice

.

.

Harms
Harms

,

.

•.

Takes Time

It

Ivy— f'lvy"

.

London
Burke-VH

,

Llhda
,
(
Mam'selle
Midnight Masquerade
My Adobe Hacienda
,
My Heart Is a Hobo— f'Welcome Stranger"
Passing By
Peg. O' My Heart
Red Silk Stockings and Green Perfume
Roses In the Rain

By

Starlight

i...;Morris
Feist

Shapiro-B
Southern

Burke-VH
Chappell
.Robbins
.Morris

.

Me— f'Love

Barton
Beverly

•

.-.

.

My

Mills

...

Remick

and Learn".........'

remaining 21 songs of the week, from the
After Graduation Day— '"Barefoot Boy With Cheek"..'
Alexander's Ragtime Band
...{
Tfie

Ask Anyone Who Knows.
Beside You— f'My Favorite Brunette"
Dreamer's Holiday
I
I

.

'.'.

.

;

.....

It

You
You Should Have Told Me.....,,...,
Filmusicat.

•

Legit Musical.

.'.

.

Maurice
Leeds

.'.

.-

All the Time...
Can't See the Sun When You're Crying

t

.

,

June Is Bustin' Out All Over— '"Carousel"
Kate
••••••
•••
-.
Mahzel (Means Good Luck)
Man Who Paints the Rainbow In the Sky
Old Devil Moon— "'Finian's Rainbow".
Say No More
There's That Lonely Feeling Again
We Could Make Such Beautiful Music.

We Knew

gyC

.........[....'.'.'. ^Melrose
'.Marks

.,

Illusion

T. B.

Berlin

...iwitmark
..........'.'.'.'. .Famous
'

.'

.

Close My Eyes
I'm So Right Tonight.

ACI
Harms

copyrighted

',..,.

.'

Want To Be Loved
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now

I'll

Sinatra

Shapiro-B

,.

,

Desire
Would You Believe

I

June

•

That's

(Week Ending, June

of

Across the Alley From the Alamo.
Capitol
Almost Like Being In Love— *"Brigadoon"
Sam Fox
Anniversary Song— f'Jolson Story"
Mood
As Long As I'm Dreaming— f'Welcome Stranger"
....Burke-VH
As Years Go By
.Miller
Beware My Heart— t' Carnegie Hall"...;\
Feist
Chi-Baba^ Chi-Baba
Oxford
„
Deep Down In Your Heart
Triangle
Feudin* and Fightin'
Chappell
Heartaches
Leeds
I
Believe— t"It Happened in Brooklyn"..!
........ 1 .Sinatra
I Can't Get Up the Nerve To Kiss You~<
.Santly-Joy
1 Do Do Do Like You
Harms
I Wonder I Wonder I Wonder
Robbins
If I Had My Life To Live Over
General

Stella

.

Lawrence Weik

King Records under own name.

'

5.

Au-

general

ASCAP, whose Rudolph

sim was part of the

Joe

Jacli

of

schilling
mark annually (official
rate pf exchange, $300,000).
Pension and social welfare funds
were reaffirmed. Special thanks was

set.

Snyder (Mayfair Room, Blackstone;
Frisco building up nicely with much beitter

(Society

and Music Pub-

meeting, presided over by M. Siecziensky, vice president.
Members
heard a very encouraging report by
director Emil Oswald.
Income of
society has reached almost 3,000,000

sent to

Henry Brandon (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3.50 min.). Several
proms helped biz considerably this week to good 4.000.
Henry Busse (Marine Room, Ec'gewater Beach; 700; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
This is the season, with open air dancing, when spot comes into its own.
Jumped 600 from last week to 3,800.
Jack Flna (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Steady 3,600.
Vido Musso (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2-$3.50 min.). Joe Mooney
quartet opened Friday (20) to hefty reception. Sweet 5,300, all from the
Bill

AKM'

Austrian

thors, Composers
lishers)
held its

Freddy Martin (Ambassador;

14,000.

Paul

—

.

pacity

Clif-

This group jumps back and forth,
backing each other on respective
dates. Cooley is forefronted when
he records his- sagebrushing for
RCA-Victor, and Atchison and Lingle
are headlined when each works for

Over 'Some These

-

junior

Tuttle,

Wenzel,

Broadway

'

14-week stand.
Russ Morgan (Biltmore;

Spitalny goes into the Par,

Wesley

Stone, bass; Art
Sells, accordions.
fie

Trilon label, Bond on Columbia and
he will baton perhaps the largest
band eyer to be accommodated at a Spriggens on Mercury. Stone, in-

Down

Some 180 members of the MPCE commission, witfr. agency agreeing to renewal copyright came up.
attended the meeting, at the Capitol forego cut, without a murmur of
Morton Schaeffer, counsel for dehotel, Thursday (19) night, One of protest.
fendant, contended that his client as
special sales agent could resell accordion arrangement in that he was
not the publisher and that as agent
he was not liable for infringement
Federal Judge Elwin R.
rovers
Total claims.
Wrektt
'Pust
CoverB Shaw -dismissed the complaint and
Hotel
Played M'rek Oil Date assessed court costs and lawyers'
Bnnd
5
5,100
5,100
Carmen Cavallaro. Astor Roof (850;-$l-$1.25)
fees against Vogel.
5
3,275
16,125
Griff Williams* ... Waldorf 1400; $2 )
1,425
0
Skitch Henderson. Pennsylvania (500: $1-$1.50)
fl,425
5
1.300
Vic Lombardo*. New Yorker (400: $1-$1.50>
.12
Lawrence Welk. Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)
1,475
16,925

at

When

Bond,

Travers, Jack Rivers, guitars;

Deuce Spriggens, Shug Fisher,

'

outlined above.

Bands

Phil Spitalny will give up all theatre work with his all-girl "Hour of
Charm" orchestra following his date
at the Paramount theatre, .N. Y.,
where it opens July 9. In the future
he will restrict himself to concerts
in so far as public showings of the
orchestra are concerned.
Theatre
bookings entail too much time and
effort, the maestro stresses, and, incidentally, they do not return as
much coin as the concert field, which
calls for only one show a night.

cidentally, is chief of western disks
house,
exclusive,
of
at Cap, but nevertheless lends a
course, of the old pit bands and the
hand to help all his sombrero-affectlajge Music Hall, N. Y., "symphony."
He will use 52 girls 17 more than ing sidekicks.
Twang-tuners frequently back up
Days' he has ever used in a theatre before Roy Rogers and Gene' Autry, but
and 12 more than used on concerts.
these stars apparently are too busy
Chicago, June 24.
bookers; GAC, with two.
Obviously, the Par's pit elevator
Jerry Vogel Music Co. last week won't hold them all, so some will be with their film frolics to reciprocate.
Case in point in argument that lost a suit here against John Krach-'
on the latter, the remainder on the There's fillip, too, in the situation in
single-b cannot cover whole field in tus, Chi special sales agent in Chi
that Red Egner, who vocals- under
main stage itself.
west for all agency's bands, is fact federal district court. Basis of the
his own name for King diskery, is
that last week Ike Carpenter crew suit was alleged infringement on
Spitalny reveals he's spending the
unbilled howler
on Spade
got itself booked into a vaude unit, song, "Some of These Days." Vogei $27,000 on new costumes for the Cooley 's releases for RCA.
headed by Hoosier Hot Shots, which claimed that Krachtus, who had group's Par date. While ..they are
Several weeks ago Riley Shepdoes three weeks at Music Hall thea- special accordion arrangement rights being made specifically for the lat- herd, who heads up western and
tre, Seattle, July 2. Hal Gordon, who
ter, the
cost, of course,
will be folk departments at Majestic, hove
to song, which he got from Will Rospersonally manages Carpenter,' se- siter, original publisher, lost rights amortized over his next .concert in to glim the Hollywood scene. He
cured the unit spot,' and simply told when tune was assigned to Vogel series.
(Continued on page 44)
Morris that it would get no booking by Shelton Brooks, composer, when

on one with
the answer.
the meeting

.

'

no

Archer

24..

Local 77, American Federation of
Musicians, is sponsoring a series of
free concerts beginning July 6, using
for the purpose approximately $30,000 of the $39,268 allocated to the
union from the recording and transcription fund.
Money will be expended for brass
band concerts, symphonic jazz concerts, and small and large concert
ochestras. Concerts will be held at
the Labor Plaza, downtown Philly.

had

top-rated-

mean

got

It looked recently like he
talked his bosses into hiring
Billy MacDonald away from Frederick Bros.' office here, but deal was
knifed at last minute. Courtney
pitch will be that firm needs more
muscle in band department here to
do battle with MCA, which has four

Johnny

ly,
|

Sets largest' Band Merle

AFM

Series
Philly
Philadelphia, June

where.

credits to a

a

apparently

post

It's felt now by many that "audience coverage," meaning Peatman's

to biggies in Morris' local out-

Work;

All Theatre

6,000.

Cress Courtney,

Up

Spitalny Giving

May

than

all.

sound, alike, because the same bunch
of musicians and singers make al-

Jack

Band

-Hollywood, June 24.
western recordings

-*•

Brill Bldg.

v.... pemora

HarmS
Berlin
Feist
'

Mutual
Crawford

Advanced
Mellen

BM1
Melrose

Simon
^.....Jefferson
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Jewel Sees the

Music Notes
Great Gildersleeve

wound up waxing

to

Fred Yates Music PubTheenk," Santly- Joy's latest, for RCA- Victor
Ernie Andrews
into oatune publishing field
lishing Corp. latest entry
respectively for Columbia label
end Mary Ann McCall sliced two sides
Frankie
Carle
orchestras
and Nelson Eddy
Tony Pastor and
last week.
.Harry
James
will
slice
three
sessions for
week.
this
..
Will wax for firm
Four
Columbia before pulling out for the East again late this month
Chicks and Chuck set for first waxing session with M-G-M label under

new

ASCAP,

Jewel Music Co., which hasn't
been very active in the past year or
so, apparently has been awakened
by the fact that one of its biggest

.

enade," is getting renewed
plugging.
Firm has begun

+

new

pops.

Budget

rence,

Novina

Band

To

Compound

Plant Starts This

and, in the interim, an actual damage action had not been filed pending settlement of the case.

Week

Red

Records'

24.

ty hits in some time, has started a
Cap hassle with RCA-Victor. Disk,
arranged for waxing by Foster
Carling for Cap talent, was duplicated in its entirety by Hollywood

RCA

on

Sammy Kaye
To

West Coast disk jockeys almost

.

Krupa-Verniere

Bury Hatchet
a

long-

between maestro
Gene Krupa and his former partner
and personal manager, Frank Verniere, was effected with' the pay-

Burke- Van Heusen

Doing 'Yankee' Film

manager

dispute

of the original

R&H

in 1938, subsequently taking the
band from personal manager Arthur
Michaud, claimed a branch of conin

1943

when Krupa

shifted

and folksong-

In addition to Tqrme's deal, whichwas signed Monday (23) in New

field

and will act as Morris' rep in the
south, where that market
is strong-

York, Musicraft 5s arranging new
deals with Artie Shaw, Phil Brito
and Sarah Vaughn. Shaw contract
FfeM it is designed solely to take should
be compiled within a few
IUU advantage of the recent
negotiations
have
trend weeks.
Brito's
toward such material 'by even
the been progressing for the past two
ttost powerful
ubJisber^
px .so,
, ,
,B
est.

.

.

D.&H. Takes Unique
Stance Vs. Robbins
Infringement Suit
Two-pronged argument was used
by Denton & Haskins in answers filed
Court last week to
an infringement suit brought against

in N. Y. Federal

it by Robbins Music over the renewal rights to "Somebody Stole
My Gal." Defendant asks the court
first to determine whether the tune

SHARES EX-SELVIN JOB
the latter, which he joined
(23),

Sabin will

ertoire

duties

who was named
Ben Selvin.

split artist

with
last

Meyer Cohen Publishing Co. which
later assigned the number to Wil-

Monday liam

R. Haskins.
In attempting tp substantiate its
contention that the song is public
domain, Denton & Haskins pointed
out that in 1924 the song was published in its original term without
notice of copyright, in violation of

and rep-

Dave Shelley,
week to replace

While Selvin won't leave Majestic
until his contract expires
September, it's reported he won't
apply himself especially to the job
in the interim.
He will do some
recording, but Shelley and Sabin
will handle the majority.
Shelley
is now in Hollywood to record Eddy
Howard, now at the Biltmore hotel,
L. A.
Meanwhile, Majestic is proceeding
with revising its artist lists. It
officially
in

By

statute.

the tune

is

so doing, D & H claims,
public domain and any-

one can publish

it

without permis-

sion.

But

the event the court holds
that the song is not PD, then D &
contends that it is the rightful

.

in

H

owner.

MAESTRO MARKS FIRST
LAYOFF IN 17 YEARS

dropped last week a deal which was
being mulled to take on radio comedian Henry Morgan, and also didn't
renew George Paxton's orchestra,
whose contract had expired. Percy

Los Angeles, June 24.
Pete Pontrelli. who has led a band
this state for more than a
quarter-century, is going to take a
week's vacation from his Figueroa

Faith, recently signed to the company, will make his first album in
N. Y. next Tuesday (1).

around

Col. Hosts Mgrs.

Columbia Records brought 28 disMercury is also killing two birds trict managers into New York Monwith one stone in exercising its plan .day (23) for a two-day sales conferfor special radio disks. Of each new ence.
Group spent the first day at
release by one artist, only one side
Bridgeport headquarters and yesteris used on an advance platter made
by Vogue. For example, one of-^the day (Tuesday) met' in N. Y., where
the company put on a feed at the
first combines a side by Chuck Foster's orchestra
with Ted Weems' Gotham hotel and hosted at "Fin*
igan's Rainbow," musical hit
new. version oi "Peg 0 Mv Heart''
j

]

:

!

!

owns the

renewal rights to the song, on assignment from Feist (sister firm)
which in turn obtained the renewal
from Gertrude Wood Bernstein,
widow of the tune's composer, Leo
Wood. However, Denton & Haskins
Claims that when Wood wrote the
song he was an employee of the

Lee Sabin, sales manager of Musicraft Records, resigned last week to
to Majestic Records. At

DEAL

new company

affect these arrangements.

move over

SONGS

the

England, France, Spain, Argentina, Brazil, et al., and that resigning- from the ICACS would not

SABIN JOINS MAJESTIC,

MGM

leed material to
>n the hillbilly

emphatically be-

it

MEL TORME, MUSICRAFT
AGREE ON NEW PACT

MORRIS

It

ties in

dles.

Hollywood, June 24.
Johnny Burke and Jimmy Van
Heusen take over writing of the

FOR

lieves that the action or any subsequent action by the Justice Department cannot disturb its individual
deals with performing rights societ-

Though he has had talks with
is in the public "domain, but if it is
Kaye's demands are said to
not and D & H subsequently emerges
have so far prevented a deal for one
the rightful owner, it accordingly
to book him.
He wants concessions as
wants a permanent injunction' against
that are difficult to give since, if
Robbins, plus damages and an' acthey are granted, and the terms ever
counting.
At the same time firm
come out, the agency giving them made
a general denial to all Robbins
would find itself in hot water im- charges.
mediately with other artists it hanRobbins holds that

fit

tract

ernment agency.

15,

each,

Krupa out-

will go to
can plants.

Drop Out

of

maestro.

company's South .Ameri- to Gluskin. Quarrel was brought
before the arbitration b6ard of the
Heretofore RCA had raw mate^ American Federation of Musicians
rials
shipped from California to but it failed to hand down a decision.
East where they were processed and An out-of-court adjustment was
score for Paramount' s filmizathen reshipped back here. As 90% worked out by yemiere's attorney,
tion of "Connecticut Yankee." Origof the materials in each platter are Philip F. Barbanell, and Krupa's atinally, Richard Rodgers and Oscar
purchased in California, and the re- torney, Boris Kostelanetz.
Hammerstein 2d were to have done maining
10 per cent from worldKrupa is currently at the Hollythe tunes, but at the last minute
wide sources, Victor hopes to effect wood Palladium. Verniere more repulled out for an undisclosed reahuge savings in operation.
cent'.y has been handling Roy Eldson. Burke & Van Heusen, who do
ridge, Buster Harding and a music
most of Bing Crosby's scores (he
firm, Little Jazz Publishing Co. He
will star in the film), will do about
was credited with having brought
five, perhaps more,
new tunes for
such personnel into the Krupa orthe pic. Rodgers and the late Lorenz
ganization as Anita O'Day, Eldridge,
Hart did the score for the original
Shorty Sherock and Sam Donahue,
Broadway musical.
Hollywood, June 24.
among others.
Van Heusen was on his way to
Mel Tofme and Musicraft Records
Alaska for a vacation when he was
yesterday ironed out some difficulcalled back by Par to do the score.
He was caught during a stopover in ties after several months of spatting, Mercury in Deal For
British
Columbia.
Whether the with general revision of contract by
Yankee" film is part of the B-VH which plattery holds singer for upSpecial Jock Pressings
contract with Par for Crosby's picwards of two more years. New deal
Mercury Records is pouring a
tures, or a separate deal,
is unknown.
guarantees sales of 1,000,000 Torme comparatively large amount ot coin
disks annually instead of 350,000, into its idea to service disk jockeys
with special advance pressings of
definite release dates, and royalty
E. H.
payments quarterly rather than new releases. Company apparently
IN
has made a deal with Detroit's
semi-annually.
Vogue Records to press small batchHILLBILLY
In event sales guarantee is not es of the special disks, rather than
Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris Music met, Tonne becomes a free agent. press them on vinylite at its own
Co. has completed an
arrangement Last month thrush burned when plant. And Vogue is turning out
with Wallace Fowler, Nashville hill- Musicraft refused to let him wax some fancy jobs— the only trouble
billy and folksong
in
Records' being that they naturally resemble
sides
publisher, where- several
by the two will operate F&M Music projected "Good News" album. At Vogue disks instead of Mercury's
Lo., a new firm being
set up by the time he was working in Metro's
despite the large lettering of the
Morris in. N. Y. Wallace will help forthcoming "Good News" film,
latter's trademarked name.

As

Bow

Kaye's contract with Music Corp.
America is due to expire Sept.
and while he has consistently
claimed tljat he was going to book
himself through the office he has in
N. Y. with personal manager Jim
Peppe, he nevertheless has been
having contract discussions with all
the major booking agencies.
As a result, Kaye's opening was
well attended by MCA and rival
camps, a circumstance that was unusual.
Although at times major
openings are covered by agency
men from organizations not involved
with the debuting band, it's not
often that virtually all put in an
appearance. Beside MCA men there
were reps from General Artists,
William Morris and Mus-Art, all of
whom have had talks with Kaye.
Only Joe Glaser's Associated Booking was missing though he, too, has
had contract discussions with the

Leyden, KMPC, followed suit.
his
however,
exposed
Leyden,
thoughts of the Hillbillies waxing
when he broke disk on the air.

Bill

of

Expense

Saramy Kaye's opening at the Astor Roof, New York, last week (16),
looked like a convention of band
agencies.

unanimously refrained from airing
Bill AnVictor's version of ditty.
son, KFWB, aired platter once, and

settlement

Plays

Lotsa

Accts. at Astor

ment of a sum in excess of $10,0P0
Hollywood, June 24.
by the bandleader to Verniere. Pair
will have its $1,000,came to a parting of the ways in
Final terms of settlement amount 000 compound manufacturing plant
assumed
underway here this week. Plant is 1943 when John Gluskin
•re still undetermined.
management ofthe band.
latest addition to RCA's West Coast
activities.
Verniere, who started as road
plant capacity is estimated at the equivalent of 38,000,000
disks per annum. Of this, 30.000,000
disks will be used for domestic distribution while remaining 8,000,000

Justice
Department
complaint
against ASCAP alleges that the Society is the world's largest musical
performing rights society, controlling
virtually all performing rights in the
It also charges that ASCAP
U.S.
has "conspired" with similar societies
in the principal countries of the
world to cross-license each other
for all music rights and to prevent other societies from having access to such music. The "illegal" restraints
have been carried out
through an International Confederation, the Government charges.
ASCAP, it is stated, did not fear
the results of the suit, but preferred
to resign from the International
group rather than go through a longdrawn-out litigation with the gov-

and Prideaux.

'

Amicable

moment.

label.

Victor, after releasing platters to
disk jockeys here, decided against
full release when they received a
telegram from Cap advising that
firm had common law rights on
"Tim-Tayshun" with the Red Ingle
*
cutting.

standing

Selma Kaye, Angelo Pilotto,
Greco, Hizi Koyke, Nino

Laari.
Conductors of the 50-piece symphony orchestra will be Paul Breisach, Fausto Cleva and Wilfred Pelletier.
Anthony Stivanello is stage
director. The Metropolitan Chorus
and Corps de Ballet features Arlova

Ingle-Jo

"Temptation,"

of

RCA-Victor

Compound

ASCAP executives and foreign experts had been given orders by the
Society's board of directors to resign from the international organization immediately upon opening of
the conclave.
The Justice Department's action was based on that
membership, alleging a "cartel."
How the Society's action will affect the suit iS uncertain at the

Scatolini,
Thelma Altman, Kurt
Baum, Enzo Mascharerini, Dorothy
Sarnoff, George Czaplicki and Virgil

Temptation

Hillbillies

Open

ASCAP

season include Rose Bampton,
Astrid
Varnay, Frederick Jagel,
Nicola Moscona, Bruna Castagna,
Cha.rles Kullman,
Marjorie Law-

As RCA Cuts

Hollywood, June

in 'Parade' Suit

ers with engaging in a world-wide
monopoly in violation of U.S. antitrust laws,
representatives
Confederation of
Authors and Composers Societies
in London resigned from the latter
the same day. Aware of the Justice
Department's forthcoming action before leaving here, the delegation of

new

waxing

to block a civil action

at the International

AFM

Cop

Yells

Capitol
Stafford

Reach Settlement

Cincinnati, June 24.
the Cincy Summer

$14,500 loss resulted. Figures were
cited last week by Oscar Hild, managing director, who also is president
of the Cincy
local.
Singers for leading roles -during

one of the fastest spreading novel-

Court action by Music Publishers*
Holding Corp., parent company of
Biz
the Warner Bros, music publishing Belli Blows
firms, against the American Tobacco
Accordion School
Co. and Foote, Cone & Belding, ad
Pittsburgh, June 24.
agency for American Tobacco, may
Deno Belli, for years one of town's
be settled out of court within the
leading accordionists, has given up
next couple of weeks. Action, bethe cafe belt to open a squeeze-box
gun by MPH a couple of years ago
school in his home town, Weirton,
over the manner in which certain
W. Va. Belli had been with Billy
of its songs were handled on the
Catizorie band for some time, both
cigaret maker's Lucky Strike "Hit
before and after war. While in the
Parade" radio program, was the first service,
he got wide publicity breaks
actual legal action of its kind, alall over the country when in Austhough at various times music pub- tria he
gave a concert of typical
lishers had threatened court proAmerican music for Franz Lehar.
cedure against the show's sponsor.
Replacing Belli with Catizone,
When MPH originally filed its now at Hotel William Penn's Ter«uit in N. Y. supreme court it was race Room for the summer, is Bill
tossed out on the theory that dam- Machiko. For this engagement, Catiages could not be determined on so zone has gone from quartet to sex"intangible" an item as whether a tet, adding Joe Lescak on the piano
song's popularity was injured by and Hud Davies on drums.
mishandling on "Parade." Later the
*uit was reintroduced and this time
it went all the way to the N. Y.
Little Dog's $1,000,000
court of appeals
before it was
agreed that MPH had a cause of acWest Coast
tion. This latter decision was handed down more than six months, ago

for

Bob Lee becomes general profes- Opera Assn.'s 26th season, June 29 to
manager in N. Y, Max Lutz August 9, has been trimmed to $168,handling Coast end.
000 from $183,000 last year when a
sional

Cap

move

In a

begun by the Justice Department

push "Serenade" and several

staff to

10.

May

Promptly Resigns ICACS

Suit,

Cincy Opera Slices Budget Monday (23) in U.S. district court,
record
N.Y., charging the American Society
a new
For 26th Summer Season of Composers, Authors and Publish-

.

Warners, American Tobacco

Anticipating U. S. 'Cartel'

sales hits of the past, "Sunrise Ser-

contract.

"Margaret Whiting in- N. Y..... Julia Lee, having completed waxing sesTex Beneke orchestra and
sions for Capitol, returned' to Kansas City
Perry Como'will cut "Body and Soul" respectively for RCA-Victor. Buddy
Clark will wax same for Columbia. .. .Ralph Bass, formerly with Black
Enterprise
race
line.
.Decca reissuing a Ted
producing
and White, now
Weems oldie of "Moonlight" July 1 ... .Columbia also reissuing Guy Lombardo's "Rockabye Your Baby With a Dixie Melody," with Al Jolson
"Fiddle
Leroy
Anderson's
Faddle,"
vocal
composition for
the
handling
string orchestra, preemed yesterday (Tues.) over ABC net via Arthur
Fiedler's Boston Pops Orel).,.. Guy Lombardo's 1946 win of the speedboat
the
Broadway
animated
depicted
on
Schaefer
beer sign.
be
to
Gold Cup
He's participating in the '47 event slated for Rockaway Beach, N. Y., Aug.

43

In 'Sunrise' Revival

of kid album, thu* completing

.Page Cavanaugh Trio and Margaret Field
Capitol.
third tot trick lor
Jangle Jingle," Paramount "Musical Parade" short, this
Itart in "Jingle
week ...Jay Livingston and Ray Evans assigned to ink a "Sadie ThompGene Autry
Hutton in "Dream Girl"
Betty
for
son situation type" tune
Sy Manes in
"Strawberry Roan" at Columbia
will sing four songs in
accompany Dick Haymes on theatre tour. .. .Dennis Day to wax "I

Dawn

|

I

ballroom next month. And that's
news hereabouts. It's Pontrelli's first
layoff in 17 and one-half years, during which he has worked solidly.
For past four years Pontrelli haJ
waved a wand over a crew at his own
site here. Prior to that he worked at
the old Aragon for four solid years,
preceded by five ye,ars at the Paris
Inn, one at the Rainbow Gardens and
three and one-half years at the old
"Palace, Ocean Park.

%
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NEW PALESTINE
Inside Stuff-Orchestras-Music

Clark Dennis booking on the Dinah Shore program proves again what a
A few months ago when Dennis made a pitch for a

hit record can do.

guest spot he- was flatly turned down. "He's a tenor" was the complaint
and as such not commercial. Then Capitol released Dennis' disk of "Peg
O' My Heart." Rest is history now that the platter is in the best seller
brackets.
Bill Burton, manager of Helen Forrest and Dick Haymes, has prevailed
upon Decca to release duetings of pair on "Something To Remember You
By" and 'Till We Meet Again," standards the pair recorded over a year

and a half ago, but which diskery never shuffled off the shelf. Burton
made his pitch in advance of coast-to-coast vaude trek of pair, which
opens today (18) in San Francisco's Golden Gate theatre, and to the Bay
City Decca sent the first releases. Haymes still works for Decca, but Miss
Forrest about nine months ago shifted to new M-G-M label.
the hullaballoo subsided over the new M-G-M recording division's jumping of a release date place on the Peter Maurice tune, "Old
Spanish Trail," and statements by a very few publishers that all .release
dates would be discarded, the old course was being adhered to last week.
New tunes being sent into recording companies for consideration almost
without exception had release restrictions attached. Pubs feel that the
occasional jumping of a deadline on a new song, while it hurts, is something they cannot help, whereas lifting of all restrictions would result
too often in disorder, since songs schedules are planned, not haphazardly
tossed into plug hoppers.

After

Week

Ending June 12)
London, June 13.
Wright
Among My .Souvenirs
Feldman
Gal in Calico
Connelly
Tenderness
Try Little
Southern
M.-.rianne
Chappell
Say
.......
People Will
Connelly
Anniversary Song
How Lucky You Are. .. Kassner
Chappell
April Showers
.

Dick Gilbert, former New York disk jockey and now program director
of the Sun Country Broadcasting Co., Phoenix, who accompanies recordings on the air with his own vocals, publishes music, and owns a platter
company, recently bought back masters of an album he made some five
years ago for Liberty Records for marketing under his Dix label. Disks
featured Frankie Froeba and Mac Ceppos backed by Merele Pitt's band.
Gilbert is now in New York on a visit.

United

Harriet

Oh, But

LA. LOCAL 47 FORCES
DISKER TO PAY OFF

Band

ments and leader's

is

around the keyboard

built

maestro

with

Bogart's
planistics
of three fiddles,
brass and three

combo

leading the
four reeds,

three

any

Latin-American and
sweet music because hotel fnanagement wants what they call the "conversational accent" so can hear
themselves talk; but Bogart's boogiewoogie is also very popular. He
plays much in the style of Eddie
Duchin; and band's subdued arrangements by Bill McKeag and
Cokie Campbell fit In well with the
well-mannered atmosphere of this

that

features

YOU ANYTHING
BUT LOVE, BABY
Music by .

Ben Bloom Music Co.. Inc. is now
two-way partnership, with Abe
Schwartz, longtime business manager

company.
Both are

MILLS MUSIC

ship.

alumni of the for-

Tret

Berlin -Saul Bornstein partnerBloom was 23 .years with Berlin

and Schwartz 26' years, concentrating on the business phases.

Bloom leaves

shortly for the Coast

to

open a Hollywood

in

Chicago.

office; also

one

STORMY WEATHER

Don Redman Remains
Europe After Tour

In
IF

YOU CAN'T GET A GIRL
IN THE SUMMER TIME
(You can't ge? a
•

girl

at all)

'

•

.

SUNDAY

IN THE

MILLS MUSIC,
1619 Broadway,

New

PARK

Inc.

York

19, N. Y.

Don Redman, who
abroad

last

on

fall

took a band
a Continental

concert tour, is still in Paris where
he's
writing
arrangements
for
French musical revues.
Of the
dozen odd sidemen the batoner took
with him on .the junket, several
are still in Europe.
Balance of
the players returned to the V. S.
last January upon expiration of the
bookings set up "by Jimmy Evans.
Others who chose to remain overseas include Chauncey Haughton,

now

in

have married a

Don

Byas,

local

who

gal;

stayed

in

!

|

jo-nj

II

Hit

ftou 2Soirtg

are

still

in

•

m

c

i

• Ntw York, N. Y.
LINK, Gon. Prof. Mgr.

'

:

I

m

ELLIOT LAWRENCE
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

October, for
four weeks instead of spot's usual

in April.

M-G-M

Form Own
Summer Work

THANKS

EDDIE and GEORGE
TAILORS TO THE STARS
Smart

.

attire

Wfnn

.

for

Acta

and Bands

th» East Call or Wir»
with Samples

In

Ropwntativ

for

805

S.

rhonc:

Broad

St.,

FMIn.

rEiuiypaclter

s-lti.v;

.

Records.

.

.

.

CAN'T GET

I

Heywood

.Eddie

combo into Downbeat Club, N.
tomorrow (Thursday)
Dances

UP THE NERVE

Y.,

in

Harris Sidemen

N. Y. parks, sponsored by Consolidated Edison, start at Central Park
tomorrow (Thursday) night with
Hollywood, June 24. „ Ray Anthony. Band goes into ArGroup of musicians from Phil Har- cadia Ballroom, thereafter. .Henry
ris, radio orchestra have banded and
Jerome building new 11-piece band
formed crew here for summer loca- patterned after Hal
Kemp combo...
tion and one-niter work. Led by
Fred Waring taking part of ABC
Bill Fletcher, for 14 years trombonMusic office space. .Johnny Long
ist with Harris, 16-piece crew has
added Jack Mosteller to sax group,
ducked alignment with any agency enlarging
to six men. .Joe Glaser
and booked itself direct into Avodon
to Coast for one week
George
ballroom for four weekends, starting
Frazier, Variety disk reviewer, "to
last Friday (20).
Coast, July 7, to compile data for

Band

for

TO KISS YOU

.

SANTLY- JOY

.

TOMMY VALANOO,

Gtn. Prop. Mgr.

U19

•

Broadway

New

York

.

Anita Boyer will chirp, and featured billing line will be given
for past 16 years guitarist with Harris.
He's the guy

Frank Remley,

who

got so

scripts

of

much

rjarris"

.

For Your Holiday I*ro»;rnm

KENNETH CLARK'S

Coronet and True mag articles on
Amos
Andy, Robert Taylors,
Clark Gable and Mickey Ropney.

V

FAMOUS
MARCH"

"FESTIVAL

OUR

attention in the
radio shows for

GLORIOUS

Hollywood

Fitch last season.

Gene Norman second
at

Pasadena

Aud

AMERICA

jazz concert

will feature

King

Published for Full Band,
Orchestra, Piano, Song and
All Vocal Combination*

Oatune Diskers

.

is

little

customers
who
chanting like a

needed, for the
support
cactus-

is

sameness

to

Northwest

LaRue

replaced

one-niters.

.

.Charlie

i

WANTED

;

.

Dave

Jacobs on J
trombone for Tommy Dorsey...
Ginny McCurdy, formerly with 4
Chicks and Chuck, replaces Pauline
Byrns with Starlighters on Chesterfield show while latter convelesces
in maternity ward. .Dick Kane Trio
set for Club Catalina opening June
27. ..Paul Lavalle will conduct New
York Philharmonic at Lewisohn
Stadium. July 26... Dick Haymes
and Helen Forrest open eight-day

GIRL MUSICIANS

!

all

renditions.

FOR

MARCHING BAND

I

Germany.
Cleveland

$eto feat's

who

i

GEORGE DAUN,Prof.Mgr.

:

Allen Marlburger

A'.p'-o £ p

(roadway

HAXCY

.

Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove,
N J Au* 22
Kenton is currently in Hollywood
recuperating from the illness which
forced him to abandon work early

France aware that

he's believed to be. taking out
citizenship, and John Carmen and

VIOLETS

|

|

Click, Philadelphia, in

one-week policy... Moe Gale to
Lake Tarleton Club, New Hampshire,
for
rest. .Ruby
Newman
opens Statler hotel, Boston, June 30,
for 10 weeks. .Lee Eastman, music
biz attorney, finally got off to England on S. S. America last Friday
(20)... Jack Teagarden working on
RCA-Victor "Music America Loves
Best" pr/gram under conductor Russ
Case in N. Y.. .Milt Herth trio into
Orchid Lounge,
Springfield,
III.,
July 2, replacing Mary Kaaihue
trio... Bob
Houston signed with

saxman

where

^

RCA-Victor artists and repertoire,
away on vacation. .Columbia Records signed Artie Weisfeld combination ... Xavier Cugat goes back into

Cole Trio, Bed Norvo. Charlie Shavers, Willie Smith, Louis Bellson, Red
Callender, Barney Kessell, Andre
Continued from page 42
Previn and warbler Anita O'Day...
Billy Butterfleld orchestra set for
Went back to N. Y. without signing
one week at Buckeye Lake, Ohio,
anyone and remarking that it had
July 4... Delta Rhythm Boys signed
become so much a family affair that for
Last Frontier, Las Vegas, for
there was little "individuality" left
four weeks,, startiug .July 4... .Gene
oil
any
western-song
where he's said to imprinted
Krupa orchestra off on tour of
shellac.
The trade, however,

Denmark

r

.

.

MILLS SUMMER-TIME HITS

MERCURY No. 5052

I

a

for Irving Berlin, Inc., as partner of
the song contact man. Bloom left
Warner Bros. (Advanced Music
Corp.) last week to found his own

!

g
™

,

New York

Dailey's

,

SCHWARTZ NOW BLOOM S
PARD IN MUSIC PUB BIZ

mer

.

.

JIMMY McHUGH

_„

Recorded by

j

To

,

BREAKING FAST!

fee.

conservative night-spot.
Betty Davis, forunet warbler, has See Probable Delay
a good voice and personable appearance that blends in nicely with the
Oct. of Kenton Return
plush setting and polite patronage.
Noticeable is the correct dressing
There is a possibility that Stan
and deportment of the band mem- Kenton will reorganize his orchestra
bers, together with their Unspecmore probtacular but good listenable society late in August, but it's
able that his new start will be demusic.
Bogart. as piano lead, played three layed until Oct 1. Latter date has
seasons at the Granite Club. Brant been set by Kenton, but both GenInn and Royal Connaught, all class eral Artists, his booker, and Carlos
spots, prior to present Royal York Gastel, his manager, want him to
engagement.
McStay.
resume in time So reopen Frank
_

-

Bihari asserts this demand is not
Upbeat
covered nor backed by contract of
sort, and Gordon acknowledges
his orchestra has no written
Art
Mooney orchestra closes
pact with plattery, but has merely Rustic
Cabin,
Englewood Cliffs,
been recording for Modern at scale
and small royalty slice. It appears N. J., July 6, and goes into Club
Carpenter's handlers, in bidding for Ankara, Pittsburgh, July 21, for four
the $600 payoff, are using stunt as weeks, then into Capitol theatre,
a lever to effect release from N. Y. Rustic Cabin run lasted nine
Modern.
months... Eli Oberstein, head of

rhythm.
It

CAN'T GIVE

(27).

York, largest hotel in the British
Empire, on a five-month contract.

Band Review
FRANK BOGART ORCH (14)

I

24.

John Dannaher is the second ex-GI
receive a home through the
"Speed Homes for Veterans" campaign being conducted here in connection with the promotion of the
song, "I Had a Wonderful Time in
Columbus," published by Hudson
Music.
to

.Feldman

Hollywood, June '24.
Dannaher learned of his good
Ike Carpenter's orchestra collected fortune over the "Breakfast in Hol$800 in unpaid recording fees from lywood" program by Tom Brenaman.
Modern Records, Coast odd-label, by Other national broadcasts are schedhailing the plattery up before Local uling programs devoted to the lo47, American Federation of Musi- cal veterans' housing program, and
cians. *Hal Gordon, personal man- each will feature the song "I Had a
ager of band, and William Morris Wonderful Time." It's all part of the
agency, now are pressing Jules exploitation cooked up between the
Bihari, Modern topman, for about song's publisher and the Columbus
which former claim city council.
$600 more,
waxery still owes crew for arrange-

With Betty Davis
Royal York Hotel, Toronto
Frank Bogart crew is in the Royal

JACK MILLS

Columbus, June

'

all

SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

Joe Ricardel, orchestra, which
recently closed at the Hotel McAlpin, N. Y., starts at the Ocean
club, Virginia Beach, Va., Friday

.

Do

I

Songplugging Provides
Vets With Housing in Col.

M

Morris
Time After Time
Ricordi
Back to Sorrento
Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
Dash
I Call You Sweetheart
Dix
Violetta
Punch & Judy Man Strauss-M.
Box & Cox
Hi-Jig-A-Jig
Dash
All Over Again...
I Get Up Every Morning. .Wood
It's Dream Time.
Sun
Linda
New World

17.

court by Helen Cohen, who
charges unauthorized use of her
"To Me," in UA's film, "The
Plaintiff, who
Fabulous Dorseys."
writes also under the name of Helen
Bernard, claims that she and George
co-labbed on "To Me" and later assigned rights to Lincoln
us i c Co.
Lincoln Music, complaint says,
thereafter reassigned the song to the
plaintiff.
George and Wrubel are
charged with illegally authorizing
its use by UA.
Accounting, damages
and an injunction are sought.
tune,

Second 12

.

Jerusalem, June

A new phonograph, record plant
in Nathanya has made its first export shipment, sending disk9 to the
value of $1,000 to the U. S. The firm,
Kol Zion, Ltd., has cut 20 records,
mostly Oriental songs by popular
Palestinian singers.
Plant is geared to produce 200
records a day. Catalogs were widely
distributed abroad, and numerous
requests have been received for
recordings of "Hatikva," the Hebrew national anthem. The reccvd
will be made by the Palestine Philharmonic Orchestra. Original Palestinian compositions played by the
P.P.O. are also to be recorded.

a suit filed in N. Y. fed-

in

eral

..Chappell

.

Brothers

Don George and Allie
Wrubel were named defendants last

Dash

Old Lamplighter
Beautiful Morning

Dorsey

Artists,

DISK

PLANT GETS ROLLING

Pic in Suit

Music, Inc.,

week

Box & Cox
Keith, Prowse

You Went Away

UA

Involves

now

has' a

woman

Another angle of this wrangling
a buck out of showbusiness by
disc pseudo-dogie doggers is the amus-

Betty Nickel, who
handles "Music by Request," a daily
8:30 a.m. program. She also does *
half-hour show at 7:30 a.m. called
"Pat and Mike" in which she does a
husband-and-wife act with Bob God
jockey.

She's

I

I

.

ing drawing of a line between the
group that throws songs for a living
in pictures and the group that throws
lead and cows. Latter thoroughly
despise the chanters and vice-versa
and neither faction associates with stand at Steel Pier, Atlantic City,
:

i

ii'mmi.

<*irlH

pay

who

for

<-un

Ntemly.

rchrars-Hls,

King:

mid do

solos or

•perlultiea preferred,
state experience, ago, height, weight and enclose
reeent snap or pliuln.
lielieitrsals
start Jui> 7.

GEORGE

BIRD'S

MUSICAL MAJORETTES
439 Seventh
Mastillon,

St.,

N.E.

Ohio
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MILLER MUSIC
1619 BROADWAY
NORMAN

CORPORATION
NEW YORK 19
•

FOLEY, Gen.

Prof.

Mgr.

ROBBINS
MUSIC CORPORATION
799 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

19

•

MURRAY BAKER,

Gen.

Prof.

Mgr.
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VAV»EVnXE
Chi Settles Stadium

6.A. Nitery International Flavor

Augmented by Josephine Baker
do another stint at the Capitol in
Buenos Aires, June 20.
New York.
Wearing the rosette of an officer
Tino Rossi, disappointed by the
French Resistance Forces, and
biz done in his Odeon theatre
poor
her new husband,

ol the

hand-in-hand with
performances, is mulling over the
French bandleader Jo Bouillon,
chances of recovering his dimmed
Josephine Baker planed into Buenos
popularity by appearing in some
Aires last week. She was met by a
floor show. Rossi's flop in B.
.nitery
galaxy of Argentine stars, all friends
A.
is attributed to poor showmanArgentina,

from previous visits to
th« last in 1938.

ship.
Italian

tenor

Carlo

and

Buti,

The "Ebony Venus ," as she is Mexican Jorge Negrete, continue
called by her Argentine admirers, grossing heavily in musicals, while
will preem in p. a. at the Foliteama Yank blonde "crooner Jo Meader is
theatre June 25, and is already sing- packing the Pompadour nitery with

Chicago, June 24.
Chi city council subcommittee last
week voted to acqept $2,248 settlement for an estimated $25,000 license
and inspection back fees owed by
Stadium,
the Chicago Stadium.
which paid no fees since 1940, contended that the city had saved over
for poarena
$50,000 by use of the
litical and public rallies, and for
such was entitled to designation as
"quasi-public" building.
agreed that hereafter
Council
should the city desire to use Sta-

dium

that

it

should pay

fees.

.

ing and terping at the Golden Gate
nitery, accompanied by Bouillon's
combo, signed some time ago to provide the dansapation tunes.

her Negro

The Baker-Bouillon arrival adds
yet another item to the roster of international talent currently performing in this Paris of South America.
Gypsy warbler Miguel de Molina,
after a year's stay, is still pulling
strongly at the Odeon theatre. Elvira Rios, Mexican diseuse, is wowing diners at the Embassy Club
nitery, where Dolores and Fernandez, classical Spanish dancers, a?e
another attraction. Joel and Gaucho,
Brazilian comic singers from the
Urea Casino of Rio, are also a bright
spot in the Embassy billing.
Gallic
warbler Charles Trenet
opened at the Metropolitan theatre
on June 18, and may do a week's
nitery work at the Embassy before
cutting into his B. A. contract to

spirituals

"Do

and alluring

Aagain."
The niteries are now doing sock
biz and on May 25, a national holiday, the Embassy Club's gross take
was $5,000, with a cover charge of

version of

being billed in an effort to draw
trade from the Embassy. Although
larger than the Embassy, the Gate
has never managed to establish itself as a favorite
tina's cafe society

chiefly

Argen-

spot' for

and

is

patronized

by junketers from the

stage

and movies.

Sues for Rightful

Share of Toledo Club
Toledo, June 24.

Although

Mike H. Cassam,
50%

al-

in-

Polka Dot night club
here, he received only one out of 55
shares in a corporation established

terest in the

JACK PARKER
"THE JACK
OF CLOIS"

it, he claimed in a suit
recently (20) in Lucas County
Pleas Court. He charged
the other half interest was purchased by Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Becker.

to operate
filed

Common

Opening Jane 26
Hotel
(irmly

AtliaU. G».
'

Beckers and Kamel Osman,

DtrattiMt:

f

TOM FITZPATRICK
I3»

W.424

St.,

Phwe: PE

N.Y.

6-0»7«

who

Cassam his "share," then formed
the First Euclid Corp. to operate the
club, giving Cassam one share. He
seeks: dissolution of the corporation
and. his share of the club's profits.

sold

idea of the type of

many

which may be gathered from the current mid-June bill which spotlights
Lena Home, colored, chirp from

Miller,

Milton

to

Berle,

MUlena

Johnny Desmond, Mel Torme,

Peter Donald,

Monte Proser, Paul

Dudley, Vic Damone, Marion Bell,

and the countless others who have
been

instrumental

making

in

my

-

Nitery Partnership
Breakup of one. of the best known
boniface teams in modern cafe history is imminent as Leon Enken and
Eddie Davis, operators of Leon &
Eddie's, N. Y., are preparing to split
an 18-year partnership. According to
separation papers now being drawn,
Davis will take the 52nd street spot
and Enken will have the Palm Beach
restaurant plus a cash consideration
and percentage of profits of the
N. Y. bistro.
The ,team which weathered Pro
hibition and depression is said to be
unable too overcome some personal
differences. IPs their second major
quarrel in six months.. They Were
ready to separate then, but friends
stepped in and healed the breach.
However, current tiff is said to he
more serious and both have made up
thedr minds. However, same friends
are still hopeful.
It's
not yet been determined
whether same name will be retained
for both spots, although it's believed
Eddie's is too valuable a
that Leon
label to be dropped without serious
consequences to the business.
Spot is considered one of the
most lucrative places in New York.
Talent overhead, major bane of most
niteries, is inconsequential here be
cause of Davis* name value. Cafe al-

Right now, to overcome its imposing nut, it is bulging at seams
with overflow patronage, including
not only natives, but visitors from
miles around and Canada.
Spot features a 60c. admission
weekdays, which is boosted week
ends. A $1.50 early evening dinner
is also underlined, the first evening
show getting a wide play from local
family trade. There are three shows
nightly, with the featured attractions
appearing at 7:30 and 10:30 shows
only, except Fridays and Saturdays,
when entire roster works three performances. Bono's -instrumentalists
play the shows and for dancing.
Front of the house has huge bar with
a circular stage in the center, from
which entertainment is purveyed
during intermissions.
Main auditorium is impressively ornate with
raised parapets lining the walls, the
stage projecting into the auditorium.
Lighting is especially striking and is
used for sharp effect in the stage

&

Sahu.

Hollywood, June
Ben Blue, Jack Cole Dancers

stanza.

18-Year

salvos of applause.

Slapsy Maxie's, H'wood

at a reported $8,000 for the

18.

(10),

Moore & Ben Lessy, Bob Hop.
The Colleens (5), Sid Fields,
Matty Malneck Orch with Milton
De Lugg; $2.50 minimum.
Patti
kins,

Given co-starring status on the
bill. Jack Cole's dance troupe, in its
nitery bow here, walks away with
the current Slapsy Maxie's show.
Cole has assembled a troupe of four
guys and three gals to back up his
own terping and added a vocalist
and tub pounder in the native tradition to key two extraordinary
routines.

Cole dancers

are.,

a sock act that

literally had audience on the edge
of seats.. Final routine particularly

demand

for an
encore made impossible only by the
strenuous demands of the turn.
Ben Blue comes back to his stamping grounds with a series of new

created

prolonged

routines th which he wanders in
and out of the show in blackouts
and monologs and, of course, the
by the three kazatzky. Blackouts, in which Patti
Honey Bros, in some lively and Moore, Ben Lessy and Sid Fields
amusing rough and. tumble acro- join, are flavored with Minsky. Some
others are variabatics. Eddie Schaeffer heats up the are old burly bits,
(Continued on page 48)
diners from scratch with deadpan,
monolog routine interspersed with
hoke balladry. A sure-foot, performer, Schaeffer's stint would be
improved by elimination of the scatology. .Armand and Anita project
some standard ballroomology which
is blunted by too much over-styling.
Lena Horne, accompanied by piano,
electro-guitar and bass, whams across
presentations.

Current show

is teetf

half a dozen top-flight ballads .in her
inimitably languorous and sultry
style. "I Get a Kick Out of You" is
geared perfectly to her delivery and
personality, and the quick succession
of "Don't Want to Cry Any More"

ways used modern talent and bought
performers at low prices because of and "Do I Love You" are climaxed
showcase yalue of the spot. Leon 4 by a knockout rendition of "I Feel
Eddie's talent policy was instrumen- So Smoochy," which left the customers beating their palms. For her,
tal in developing names including
'Smoochy" is something slightly
Jackie Miles and Joey Adams. Mari- terrific. After encores of "Sometimes
lyn Cantor, Eddie's daughter, made I'm Happy" and "Honeysuckle Rose,"

inks
Jinat

the '1,200 seat room

it.

of Irving Berlin hits were a solid
Harry Wallens have built this spot click.
into one of the leading theatreWearing a pink summer formal,
estaurants in the country. Aside with darker hued elbow length
from its other attractions, the Casino gloves for contrast. Hildegarde held
has shown all of the top feature acts them for almost an hour and merited
some

$6.50.

Miss Baker is being paid $575
nightly at the Golden Gate, and is

loved

18.
(3),

current operation, Harry Altman and

films,

Wmd

June

When she wasn't pestering a fat
Lena Home, Honey Bros.
man at the ringside, sha was chaU
Eddie Schaeffer, Armand ft Anita, lenging
white-thatched males to
Line (8), B0710 & Orch; 60c admis- dance floor and accept roses.
sion, dinners $1.25.
In between she either dragged the
mike around the floor or sat at tha
Of the 320 million dollars reported piano to sock over "And So to Bed
spent annually up to now by the "Its the Gypsy in Me," "Show BusiAmerican public in 60,000 U. S. nite ness," "Oh La La" (in English and
clubs, chalk up the Town Casino as French), "The Last Time
I Saw
getting rightfully more than its Paris" and several others. Her
piano
share. In the year and a half of its technique for classical and a medley

available,

To

en who jarnmwl

Casino, Muff
Buffalo,

It

legedly paid $20,500 for a

Henry

Town

& Eddie Set

Leon

Renews

Night Club

License Fee Hassle

HEENE and HOWARD
'Comedy Dane*
Dir.:

her first N. Y. appearance here as she begs off to terrif applause.
*
Marilyn Curtis.
Gal is responsible for what looks
Pair butft up a sizable permanent like one of the biggest takes in the
trade because of bonifacing activi- Casino's history. At this early eveDuo were constantly table- ning's catching, the trick was how to
ties!
find a seat, sale of tickets having
hopping and,, with a good memory
ceased even to standees long before
for names and faces, built up a
show time.
Burton.
huge tourist acquaintance which, in
turn, made this spot their first cafe

Duo met a little more than 18
years ago when Davis, with a large
following at the Old, Parody and
Dover Clubs, jn the speakeasy era,
where Clayton, Jackson & Durante
were headliners, a singer and

America's No.

Enken a busboy who worked up to
a headwaiter spot. They o p e n e
their first venture across the street
from their present location at No. 18,
and Shortly thereafter moved to the
present site, 33 West 52nd, which
they subsequently bought and en-

Come

St. Louis, June
Salvatore Gioe,

(12)

;

and

18.

muny

is

responsible for
>

swank spot.
Long a fave

new

bis

orchestra

theatre

Atlantic City

floods of Just plain bad
weather all of which descended upon
Louis currently, Hildegarde not
only keeps going along at top speed

Per Dir. G.A.C.

St.

this

PonoNality

Now... Chelsea Hotel

season,

but

Rumba

Hal

$1-$1.50 cover.

transit strike,

1

PDH campo

St. Loo
(HOTEL CHASE)

Hildegarde,

Kanner Orch

Antics'

ROSEN

WA'APPENS!

Chase Club,

stop.

II.ITTI

policy at

in this burg the
dynamic, blonde Hildegarde is sureWartime gross fire b.o. She probably is the No. 1
averaged $1,000,000 per annum, but one-woman show to visit this room,
although
at
this
visit
she does give
take is now around $750,000 a year.
Salvatore, her accompanist, Gioe, a

larged several times.

debut at the Flamingo,

New

York, a

few

success.

Latin Casino, Click,

AH

That's Left in PMlIy Area;

fjeck Kelly
Personal

Mgt.—VAL IRVING

lines and couple of solos, and
duets with Kanner near the windup.
But for rest of the session caught it
was all Hildegarde and the custom

—A

the
hishly-decorated
folded and into receiver-

pointed

publicists,

as

receivers

for

hitery, to try to work out a plan of
reorganization so that the spot may

Michael Hall and Frances

remain in business.
Bazarte put in a claim of $82,488
against the club, and Yermich filed
a claim of $8,600.

Lewis

Stillman.

PL. »-7470

St.

THE INK SPOTS

defunct

to those very able

hug

67th

— as

Mocambo

However, Federal Judge George
A. Welsh Instructed Albert Bazarte
and Paul Yermlch,' whom he ap-

big

t

Philadelphia, June 24.
Philly is now down to only one
major nitery—Jack Lynch's Latin

Casino
ship.

P.S.

13f

A

WEEK JULY 1ST
SAN FRANCISCO

Mgl.-UNIVEMAl ATTRACTIONS
3*5

fifth

Avtnu*.

N.w

York

third creditor,
Scherlis, put in a claim for

$817.

The Palumbo brothers,

Click,
while still a bigtime night spot, fea-

tures

2^

name

bands.

Korn Kobblers slated to open July
3 at the Flagship, Union, N. J., for
'ihHefuiite1 stay:

'i-

<.'•<'

Curry, Byrd

» Le Roy

"BEDLAM IN THE BALLROOM"
Direction

MATTY

ON TOUR
RaflKlf

.
,

>

,-,.«.,, C3C,Ef -DATI?S, JIA^JIV

,«B«BN

'

.
.

.
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Those Phoney Charges

Vannerson Runs Bocage

Those fluctuating "minimum charge" cards in the niteries,
like the spurious $1.50 and $2 couverts for non-attraction acts
in hotels, are being rechecked in nitery circles. Hotels, which

heretofore looked upon band and entertainment appurtenances,
as ballyhoo for the hostelry itself,, have gone overboard with
cover charges for in-between types of bands and acts. The cafes
err similarly.

tables in any of the top spots are the tipoff. If business is good, a bad handwriting job frequently sees
the $2.50 and $3.50 minimums marked up to $3.50 and $4i50.
When biz is bad the accent is on the $2 dinners.

The place cards on

As the business gets back to normal— it's subnormal Only in
relation to the mad wartime spending the bonifaces should certainly recheck themselves on goodwill, intelligent operations,
and an eye to greater stability.

—

High Prices Stymieing Summer Vaude,
Nitery Dates for Film, Radio
Summer prospects for the securing 4
of name attractions by vaudehouses
and niteries are the best in some

Drop of

years.

film studio activity

Names

Hamilburg Sets Unit For
Coast Tour at 6^0

'Ken Murray Day' In

lists.

However, the prices asked have already taken some personalities off
'Blackouts' 6th Anni
the market. William Morris agency
Hollywood, June 24.
had been trying to sell Bob Burns,
This is "Ken Murray Day," by ofbut undisclosed salary was deemed
ficial proclamation', not only in El
too high by bookers.
However, agencies are still going Capitan theatre on Vine street, but
«U out in attempting to get film and all over Los Angeles. From the City
radio names to ijo personal appear- Hall, downtown, comes word from
,

•

citizens,

Chi Nitery Clipped

For

60G by Patron
On Dram Shop Act

Chicago, June
supreme court jury

Illinois

week returned a

24.

last

$60,000 verdict for

under state dram
shop act, which permits recovery ot
damages from those selling liquor if
Charles Kuenel,

injuries

deaths

or

from

result

its

Kuehnel, real estate man,

effects.

was shot March
lobby

of

the

12,

in the
Hotel,
people, by

1946,

Devonshire

favorite

of theatrical
Charles Bernheim, currently serving
three to five years in prison for the
assault.

Defendants in the suit were ColiInc.,
Theatre
restaurant;
Michael Bodoglou, owner of the
property; Maurice Ohhren, proprietor
of
Berkshire Hotel cocktail
lounge and Alliance Insurance, owner of the hotel, and Mrs. Mollie
Arnstein, operator of the Devonshire
simo's

hotel

cocktail

lounge.

Bernheim

was

defendant under a separate
count charging assault, and was returned to testily to having 33 drinks
of beer and whiskey in the time preceding the assault. Kuehnel's companion at the time, Mrs. Patricia
Fisher, has a separate suit pending
in the circuit court for $75,000.
-

AYALONS VAMP CASINO
IN HUFF AT U.S. ACTS
London, June 17.
The Skating Avalons walked out
«f the Casino vaudeville bill the second day, claiming they had to wait

around

the theatre seven hours
while band call was devoted to the

American

acts.

Management

peded more
local act.
leano.

claims

newcomers

attention than standard
Replaced by Bonar Col-

K.C, Amus. Park's 235G
Fire Loss; Will Rebuild
Kansas City, June

24.

Fire raged through Fairyland Park
a loss of $235,000. It starter* in
locker room of swimming
Ppol and damaged building, cafete-

»r

men's

game hall, shooting gallery,
rollercoaster.
ria,

and

Maria Brancato, owner, said the
Park woulcl continue 0 6r ation
and
p
octroyed area would -be rebuilt.
(

whom

Kirksmiths had been paying

six per cent of their gross as rent.

The Bocage, under the Kirksmiths,
was heavily in debt to Gastel-managed acts. King Cole Trio, current,
were owed $2,250 in back wages

when

the Kirksmiths bowed out.
During a stay prior to Cole, Peggy
Lee and husband Dave Barbour,
were owed $4,500; June Christy,
$138; Mel Torme, $250.
Consequently, all first profits from
the Vannerson operation will be earmarked for the acts which his
agency had booked into spot. Before the takeover Gastel

was about

Local 47 and the American Guild of
Variety Artists. Billingsley became
worried at this propect because the

Bocage uses a liquor license in his
name and he feared losing it. „

4 A's Sets Special Meet to Hear

Sub-Committee Report on AGVA Setup
For Colisimo's, Chi
Chicago, June 24.

Milton Harrison asked for the ap
committee appointed some weeks
pointment of a receiver for Coli- ago to mull proposed new constitusimo's in Chi circuit court last tion and bylaws
of American Guild
week, charging that the corporation of Variety Artists.
lacked funds to pay a $1,000 note
Meeting will be presided over by
held by him and signed by Irv Paul Dullzell, prexy of Four A's,
Benjamin, prez of operating com- with remainder of committee includpany, until its reorganization May ing George Heller, of- the American
23 when Mrs. Ann Hughes took over Federation of Radio Artists; Florhis job.
ence Marston, Screen Actors Guild;
Bistro has been using colored
Chorus Equity;
"RjWh Richmond,
talent policy with n.s.g. results.
Riieben
Guskin,
Hebrew Actors
Union; Dewey Barto and Dave Fox,
t

.

•

Diosa Cosjello, Wheeler,

Lou Holtz

Into Carnival,

N.Y., for

Summer Run

Nicky Blair, operator of the Carnival, N. Y., is seeking to make the
summer run with a package show

Room & Board

to all and sundry
winding up with:

After a series of meetings between agents handling majority of

mountain and resort bookings and
American Guild of Variety Artists,
the latter yesterday (Tues.) agreed
to modify clause nine of the special
contracts between operator

There have been no contracts as

Meanwhile, a rank-and-file group

yet on any of the talent, but deal
is reportedly near culmination. Ella
Logan was also approached to go
in on that layout, but nixed the
idea-

members has been formed
of
to seek regular union membership
meetings of the N. Y. local. Unit is
headed by Phil Irving, former executive secretary of the N. Y. local.
Petition for meetings is based on
fact being drawn up that no N. Y.
local meetings have been held in the
Other branches,
past six years.

It's possible Martha Raye may go
into the Carnival when Blair puts
on his fall show.

resort

clause

that

wherein union
all
performers

OLE OLSEN ADDS TO HIS

niteries or entertainin the resort area be

SHOWBIZ COLLECTION

1

its

Reps of Associated Agents of
America and other indie agents not
Vaudeville was supposed to be listed in the former's membership
deep under the sod when Murray met with Matt Shelvey, national
opened "Blackouts of 1942," and director of A*GVA, and Dave Fox,
critics wondered what held it up head of N. Y. branch of union, unwhen the show stayed on its feet der whose jurisdiction area inweek after we,ek, month after month. volved is listed, to work out a better
Now it's "Blackouts 'of 1947," and deal for all concerned. Agents set
the same critics are wondering if forth that if clause nine was not
Murray has discovered the secret of modified it might prompt some of
perpetual motion.
To date "Blackout" has registered

seats 1,142 customers,
the 3,000,000 mark.

has

passed

Next to Murray, himself, the most
consistent worker in "Blackouts"
is Marie Wilson, femme lead, who
set a record of 2,332 consecutive performances until she took a vacation
covering 17 shows.

'

JACK UNDER EAST ON
VAUDE AND PIX DEALS
Jack Linder, former N. Y. agent
and independent vaude booker who
shifted to Hollywood when vaude
the toboggan to establish an
agency there, is currently in N. Y.,
hit

his first visit in several years.

He's

gandering shows and pacting talent
for Coast representation.
He's also setting a deal with
lumbia Pictures for sale of
scripts,

"Ladies Room," by

Cotwo

Edward

stresses.

Petition also charges that previous
requests for meetings have been dis-

regarded.

Shelvey and the Four A's constitutional committee have been tiffing
lately on the degree of power* to be
invested in the members and due for
inclusion in the proposed
constitution slated for presentation

AGVA

at the

forthcoming convention. There

sources of friction
between Shelvey and the Four A's
are

also

other

Committee.

lyrics, etc.,

sixth continuous year of produc-

tion."

2,694 consecutive performances. Its
total attendance in El Capitan, which

AGVA

meantime, have met, Irving

and performer.

ment rooms
given same

Matt. Shelvey, national administrator of AGVA, will also be
present.
Although there is expected to be
some opposition to original draft of
constitution and bylaws, Shelvey
will maintain that the membership
be permitted to draw its own constitution and set the modus operandi
for the union's forthcoming convention.
He's expected to hit out at
"malcontents who would destroy the

union's affairs."

out.

Resort Clause

Original

AGVA.

of Bert Wheeler, Lou
Holtz and Diosa Costello, succeeding
Olsen and Johnson, who bow out potency of their union to satisfy selfJune 30 to open at the Roxy thea- ish purposes," and ask certain memtre, N. Y., shortly thereafter, Blair bers of the sub-committee to suboriginally had hopes of having O.&J. stantiate statements attributed to
double between the club and thea- them that he said "too many memtre, but schedules couldn't be worked bers should not meddle into the
consisting

AGVA Revamps

stipulated
booked into

International board of the Associated Actors and Artistes of America, the parent
talent union, has
called a special emergency meeting
for today (Wed.) at its N. Y. headquarters to hear a report of a sub-

•f

Creditor Asks Receiver

accommodations and
Ole Olsen (& Johnson) has just
meals as those of paying guests received from the Coast a carload
upon
premises
where
working, of theatrical memorabilia which he
"Now, therefore, as Mayor of the
seemed to stir up hornet's nest of purchased from the estate of James
City of Los Angeles, I hereby prodisapproval among operators. Latter Madison
(ne Charles Aronstein),
claim Tuesday, June 24, 1947, as
saw a loss of revenue in holding famed in show biz for his "Madison's
"Ken Murray Day" in Los Angeles rooms open for the weekend en- Budgets" which he
sold at $1 a copy
and call the attention of all citizens tertainers when they could other- to vaudevillians.
These monthly
to the outstanding work of Ken
wise be occupied by guests at $75 bulletins contained gags, bits, quips,
Murray as the "Blackouts" goes into or better weekly.
parodies, sketches, song

Mayor Bowron

ances.

associated with the Carlos Gastel
agency,, last week took over
operation of the Bocage nitery, Hollywood, which folded after the Kirksmith Bros., who founded room, became deluged with debtors' demands.
Vannerson now operates with Glenn
Billingsley, who owns site and to

to sue for salaries owed, and also
to bring matter before Musicians'

and summer hiatus of many radio
Mitch Hamilburg agency, Hollyshows has put many top names on
wood, has organized unit to tour
the availability lists of several agenthree weeks in Pacific Northwest at
cies with probability that even presa reported $6,500 per stanza.
ent numbers will be increased.
Lineup, includes
Hoosier
Hot
Sole hitch In getting dates for perShots, Curt Massey, Martha Mears,
sonal appearances is in the prices at
which the names are being sub- Max Terhune, Dewey Sisters and Ike
Carpenter band. Troupe opens July
mitted. Nearly all are geing pack2 at Music Hall, Seattle, then is
aged with lesser names and are seekper- inked for successive stands at. Paraing hefty guarantees against
*
mount, Portland, and Orpheum, Spocentages.
Among those now being peddled kane. One-niters in area now are
include Jane Russell, Ginny Simms, being added.
O'Connor
Jerry Colonna, Donald
paired with Gloria De Haven, AbLA. Mayor Proclaims
bott &'Costello, and DicK Haymes.
.,£>the'r names are expected to make
the availability

As Debts Oust Kirksmiths
Leonard Vannerson, band-booker

now
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and in the long career of the 72year-old comedy author he accumulated

a

wealth of material. When
in March, 1943, his

300G

to

Be Spent On

Madison died

Refurbishing of Site
family in California placed a $25,000
valuation on his accumulated pubIn N.Y. for
lished
and unpublished writings,
but when one of them heard that
The Harem, new operatio to be
Olsen had long been a collector of located on the site of the defunct
theatrical libraries, books of humor, Vanity Fair, N. Y., set to open Aug.
etc. she okayed the sale for $5,000. 28, will do a refurbishing job on the
the disgruntled operators to dis- Over
40
years
of
"Madison's site estimated to cost over $300,000.
pense with professional talent and Budgets," plus much song material
Spot is to be made smaller, with
use substitute entertainment for and many sketches, are now being seating capacity diminished from
their guests.
sorted by Olsen at his Malvern (L.I.) over 700 ta around 575, Stage will
At yesterday's final confab home.
be enlarged.
AGVA agreed to amend clause to Olsen previously acquired the Ned
So far no talent has been set, alread as follows:
Wayburn collection of humor, in"Operator agrees that his pri- cluding many of the Will Rogers though a production policy has been
mary function is to furnish room monologs in the "Ziegfeld Follies" decided upon. Chorus Call went out
Phil
and board above street level for which he staged; the residue of the for yesterday (Tuesday) and
Charig and Milt Pascal have been
artists on premises of their em- NVA "protected material" dept., and
signed to do the production songs.
ployment, if available. If not, to be the like.
Nat Harris, currently manager of
furnished room, comparable to the
1
the Latin Quarter, will be head of
standards of place of employment,
the new venture, with Lou Walters
within radius of five miles. Where Ice' Cracks Salt Lake
and E. M. Loew, Latin Quarter ownroom is off premises, it shall be the
ers, behind the operation.
Arthur
obligation and duty of the employer
Fisher, talent booker for the Walto furnish safe transportation to and
Salt Lake City, June 24.
ters-Loew spots, including the Latin
from the premises and for meals
"Holiday On Ice" closed its 17- Quarters in New York and Miami
and rehearsals, shows, etc."
Both sides feel the amended day run here last Wednesday (18) by Beach, will be exclusive booker for
clause will work to mutual ad- knocking over all attendance records this spot as well.
for this city. Total gross hit an estivantage.
mated $138,000, including $18,000 at
the b.o. for the. three extra days
NIX
played last week.
Death of Harry Scott
In all, some 75,000 people paid,
IN CITY
which tops anything ever presented
Dissolves Vet
here. Company is on a three-and-aWith Buffalo and the surrounding
The death of Harry Scott, 68, half-week vacation, and will resume
territory
already plastered
with
American actor, of the comedy team in Charlotte, N. C, July 18.
announcements of Ringling Bros.
of Scott & Whaley, in London last
Barnum & Bailey Circus coming
week, broke a partnership of 47
there July 8, Corporation Counsel
Ak-Sar-Ben

New Harem

B.0.Mark;138G,17Days

«•'

BUFF S0L0NS

DATE

Team

CIRCUS

PARK

Clark, former vaude actor and playwright, and "Strip Please,"' a saga
of' burlesque by Janet Clark, daughHe's set a years.
ter of the pfeywright.
Skeds
F. C. Maloney this week informed
deal also with Independent ExploiBorn in Cleveland, he and Eddie
at
Track Site the City Council that it would be
tation Productions for "Daughter of Whaley were endmen for many years
illegal to grant permission for the
Omaha, June 25.
Diamond Lil," by Mark Linder, who with the Kentucky Minstrels and
Ak-Sar-Ben which closes its &n- show to appear, at Centennial Park,
co-authored "Diamond Lil," yester- other minstrel troupes. When that
year legit starrer for Mae West. form of showbiz lost its b.o. lure, nual 32-day race meet July 4, will owned by the City. The CorporaSame company will also do screen they teamed in a blackface comedy follow it with another summer activ- tion Counsel ruled "The City Charier prohibits the use of any park for
ity, a scries of- out-door shows.
Chatterley's act for vaudeville.
"Lady
version
of
"Water Follies" a two-tank, one- other than park purposes.
Lover," which. Linder previously
While touring smaller circuits in
The former circus grounds no
produced on Coast as a legit.
the U. S. in 1909 they were seen by stage lure comes in for a week July
15.
Efforts
to
sign
Carmen
Miranda
longer being available, the ruling
Before trekking coastward, some a talent scout from Britain, who
years ago, Linder had given legit pacted them for an eight-weeks en- for top spot collapsed. Gallarini, ac- prdbably kills_any chance of Bufcordionist
has
been
signed.
Also
t'alonians
a
seeing circus this year.
producing a try via "Diamond Lil," gagement in London. They remained
"The Squealer" and others, with there since, building up a reputation circus for kids.
"Lil" paying off top dividends. After in vaude and radio.
Ana Ricarda dancing with FedeRltz Bros, have been set for the rico Rey at Montreal Symphony
Whaley, broke up over death of
N. Y. run Linder sold production
Quarter,
Chicago, starting Latin-American night concert tat
«
and
road rights to Miss West and the partner, is undecided whether' he'll Latin
carry on without fhim> pr </etir*
July 2.
Shuberts. Montreal Friday (27).

Water

Shows

.

Race

•>

VAUDEVILLE
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PftRIETY

with his tapology his strongest point.
Plantation Sold
Gags are tired and corn laden.
Personality songstress Dolly Frye
Dallas, June 24.
does nicely "Great Day," "I'm Not
The 15-acre Plantation Club propThat Kind Of A Girl," 'Takes A
have
been purchased by the
erties
Good Man" and a duet with Boone
Continued from page 46
for a bottle cap
Co.
Armstrong
Cork
which gets some giggles.
recordings and recent stint" in "InTall and a looker, Rose Mane Ma- manufacturing plant.
Slapsy Maxie's,
cendiary Blonde" make Rocco's name grill taps out standard routines. Line
Normal nite spot operations, will
Opener, with good customer lure.
tions, but all pleased.
is typical of the groups which have
continue at the Plantation through
a gag movie trailer, was a trifle
When Rocco finished pounding out worked this room before; all show- the summer months according to Joe
weak.
"Begin the Beguine," "Sentimental girl types who walk through three
Landwehr, one of the owners and
Blue's best, apart from the dance Journey,"
"Donkey Serenade in uninspired routines.
Johnny Silvers and his small unit will close on Sept. 2.
routine, is a 10-minute monolog on Boogie," and "Old Apple Tree" the
get
and
fashion
Moore and Lessy joint was jumping. His cleancut ap- back show in top
his life story.
stand out better in their own rou- pearance and adeptness at the key- them on in goodly numbers for
tines, "Mahzel," *!.Wait Till The Sun board go over for sock returns. For dance sessions.
Shines Nellie" and "Tampico."
Wrangling for Ringling
encore,
Rocco played and sang
Mimic Bob Hopkins turns in some chorus of "Hey Boba Reba" with EdSt. Francis, S. F.
excellent satirizations of names, but die Flenner's band accompanying.
Circus Control Over;
San Francisco, June 19.
suffers to some extent from inferior They brought him back for "Sunny
material. Sharper lines would give Side of the Street" and "Caladonia"
Harry Owen's Orch (12), Hilo
Prez
Robt. R.
him a more punchy turn. Same for additional plaudits.
Hattie, Gil Mershon; cover $1, $1-80
holds for vocal quintette, The ColOpening show are the Del Rays, weekends.
Indications
are that the struggle
show
offerings
leens, whose two
hand-balancing act. Lad handles girl
definite promise.
After several years "retirement" for operational control of the Ringwell in difficult one-armed balancMatty Malneck crew with Milton ing stunts. Stunning wardrobe also Harry Owen and his Hawaiians are ling Bros. Barnum & Bailey circus
Da Lugg handles dancing and backs helps.
back with most of band intact and
Kop.
has finally been settled by the famshow well.
Ted Cook fills his spot with "In the drawing power enhanced. Opening ily itself.
Recently tne supreme
crowd.
Army Now" routine and a jam ses- night drew swank capacity
Wham of show was Hilo Hattie, court of Delaware ruled that Robert.
sion on the? licorice stick. His affable
Portland manner and dialect put his gags who had 'em standing on chairs so a$ Ringling was wrongly supplanted
Cloud
in last year as president of RBB by
Portland, Ore., June 20.
across for good returns. Eddie Flen- not to miss a trick. Barefoot gal
Maurice Rocco; Del Rays (2) Ted ner's boys back show neatly. Brig.
ramshackle outfit, scores with "Cock- James A. Haley, husband of Audrey
Cook, Eddie Flenner's Orch (6); no
eyed Mayor," "Hilo Hattie," "Prin- Ringling, widow of Richard Ringminimum; 85c cover, $1.50 Sat.
cess Poo-Pooly Has Plenty Papaya"
ling, son of one of the former circus
and winding stint by pulling male
Chanticleer, Balto
the
patron to dance floor for hula dance, heads. Friday (20), however, at
When Leo Jaroff, owner of the
Baltimore, June 21.
annual meeting of directors, Haley,
which pays off in sock returns.
Cloud Room, brought Maurice Rocco
Joe E. Lewis, Consolo & Melbo,
to Portland for Rose Festival week
music is entirely Hawaiian, the business head of the outfit, was
Owens'
Dancers
results were very gratifying. His Vicfcee Richards, Milray
comprising the familiar "Sweet Lei- replaced in the presidency by Robert

Night Club Reviews
H'wood

Named

-

.

•

Room,

,

(6), Len Hobbs Orch
minimum.

(8);

$1.50-$2

lani"

"Song of the

Islands," "Little

Butch" and "My Isle of Golden
Dreams," all done in slick style and
Proof that there's nothing wrong keeping floor packed for dancing.
with show business that a top name
Featured singer Gil Mershon does
can't cure is evident here. With the neatly on ballads, especially "Hawaii
local nltery front in the doldrums Will Be Paradise Once More." Also
for the past several months the ropes highlighted
Kawohi,
Prince
are
have gone up here with the advent doing war chants, and steel-guitarist
ol Joe E. Lewis and it's been solid Freddie Kaulana Tavares, who has
turnaway trade from teeoff Thurs. been with Owens 13 years. Ted.
(19).

•

Pleasing surrounding show has the

Milray Dancers, sextet of lookers, to

A.

ROM

references to the nags, a natural
here, where everyone has had the
horse racing routine drilled into
them from childhood.
Customers
kept hollering for more.

ONLY ONI

THERE'S

.

hit a

new high

for

Burnt.

Frye, Rose Marie Magrill, Vine (6),
Johnnu Silvers Orch (7); minimum

Opened Jane 23

Direction:

$2.50.

With an eye to the heavy influx
of southern visitors at this time of
year, Danny Davis has set himself a
mixture of corn and sight acts with
a dash of smart comedy to snag

M.C.A.

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
it Draw from oar library, one of tbe
most

Iftrgest,

Stan Irwin handles

comedy slot in smart fashio'n.
Young comic has a series of fresh
dialect stories, satires on radio programs and special material songs for
solid returns.

Exclusive

*

Holdover

In

BtiowbiaJ
1947 Catalog

it

J.

comprehensive

them.

material our specialty!

*

H.

FREE!

KLEINMAN

25-31-K 30th Road, I. I. City 2, N. V.
Telephone: Astoria 8-6965

Shopping Early For

Winter Season Names
Question of whether Miami Beach
cafes will continue to go in as deeply
for talent as they did last season

and still maintain the past season's
no-cover-no minimum policy is still
being mulled by the resort cale
owners. Likelihood is that most
class cafes in that sector will have
to follow suit if any one operator

Marvin Boone, drawling comic
and hoofer, handles other laugh slot

when

goes for a cover policy

new season

the

under way.

gets

Start Is likely to be made at either
the Beachcomber or Copacabana.
Copa (which is reopening for the
summer July 3 wfth Georgie Price
and "Frank Lingale's orch), is already studying the name situation
and may attempt to -repeat policy ot
last winter when it had names such
as Danny Kaye to whom it paid $20,weekly
and overages and
000
Mickey Rooney, who got around
$15,000.

Beachcomber is set to enlarge its
capacity by 200 before start of the
season and has been discussing the
possibility of shelling out as high as
$25,000 for a single name. Both the
Beachcomber and Copacabana are
nearby and they're likely to attempt
to outbid each other for prime talent.

COMEDY

named

executive vice president,
is understood to be a new
post in the managerial setup. Haley
and North had remained with the
show, after the Delaware decision in
Robert Ringling's favor and it was
then reported that the factional
strife that has existed for years

which

PATTER
For 411 Branches of Theatricals

SUMMER

SPECIAL

PRICES!

GAG

FUN-MASTER

FILES
At $1.00 Each, or

i

Nos. 1 Thru 13 for *10
Nos. 14 Thru 22 at $1.00 Each
or SET OF 22 FILES for *18.00

WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
"IOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
3 Vols, at ¥22 per Vol., or
fSO for S Vols.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Over H> Special-Written
Soot Parodies ONLY *5.00

"HOW TO MASTER

THE

CEREMONIES"
(How

to

Be an Emcee)

93 per Copy, Incl. 2 i.ag Files

NO

Be Sure

C.O.D.'s

to Send

Permanent Address

PAULA SMITH
200

W,

New York

Kith St.

19,

N. Y.

might strengthen

,his act considerably.
Bill Snyder, who has played several previous engagements, is back
doing original variations of "Warsaw
his

ALIEN ACTS ALSO SEEK

SUPER SALARIES-DARIO

Concerto" and
own "Rhapsody
in
Rhumba" and "Choppin' Up"
Chopm." Customers appreciated his
piano work, backed by his small
society band composed of three
Kitty Davis', Miami
strings, three rhythms, and a brass
Miami Beach, June 19.
which combine to do a fine job. His
Stan Irtoin, Marvin Boone, Dolly music is versions of classical and

Lewis should

this spot.

TOWN CASINO. BUFFALO

*

John Ringling North, who produced this season's show and who is
a cousin of Robert Ringling, was

would be dissolved.
open and close with Vickee Rich(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)
ards, smooth songstress (New Acts),
Chicago, June 18.
Directors elected are Robert Ringsending matters off to a good getJoe Frisco, Bill Snyder Orch (8); ling, his mother,. North, Haley, his
away followed by Consola & Melba, $1 Cover, $2.50 minimum.
wife Audrey and Cyril Coleman, a
mixed duo in top-flight ballroomnew
member. Most of the others are
Team works swiftly and
ology.
Opening of Joe Frisco at Mayfair
surely with two interpolated novel- Room is radical departure from the officers, while James R. Griffin is
the Straw" and usual policy of spot for the past few treasurer.
ties, "Turkey in
"Beer Barrel Polka," good pace seasons, when such headliners as
July issue of Fortune, whidh
changers.
Carl Brisson,- Phil Regan, Morton reaches the stands Friday (27), will
Lewis in his first nitery appear- Downey, the Hartmans,' et al, de- have two articles on the circus, one
anco in this town takes hold in mas- livered suave, sophisticated tempo being an extended story about the
terful style and proves his position of an intimate supper room, whereRBB show, detailing the manner in
in the forefront of nocturnal comics. as, Frisco features his same old horse
His gagging is sure, his pace is per- room routine which gets over with which It is operated, and the other
fect and his song salesmanship was a bang with the snooty customers. headed "Ringling Wrangling," tellregistering high when caught. Does Frisco's top number is his famous ing of the "financial feud."
which
would
clearly
Frisco
dance
parodies
his
trademarked
many of
and works in some new ones, with indicate that a little more dancing

Boohec: b,

HARRY

Mayialr Room, Chi.

Ringling.

Miami Cafes Are

Postwar France and England, now
accustomed to a black market economy, have an exaggerated idea of
America, .according to Dario, operator of La Martinique, N. Y. nitery,
who just returned from Europe after
a prolonged talent hunt.
semi-classical tunes dosed with sufDario claims that all talent has the
ficient schmaltz for popular appeal.
idea that with prices so high in
Hunt.
Europe, American tarrifs must be
double
at
least.
Consequently
performers are asking "out-of-theSaranac Lake
world" salaries for work in the U. S.
By Happy Benway
For example, Dario says, lunch in
Saranac lake, N. Y., June 24.
Paris costs as high as 1,200 francs,
Lou. Weinberg and Nat Cohen of around $10 at regular rate of exColumbia Pictures accompanied by change or around $6 if francs are
Sam Goodman and Charles Moses of obtained at black market rates. The
the Century Circuit in to ogle the boniface
declares it's difficult to see
Rogers and visit those connected
how people there get along at those
with their organizations.
prices. Another factor affecting talAmong the IATSE boys flashing ent demands
is the prevailing attigood' clinic reports are Thomas
Curry, William "Whitey" Mathews tude that Maurice Chevalier gets at
least $10,000 weekly and Luclenne
and John Binkley.
Mrs. Lou Perry shot in from Beth- Boyer is cashing in $5,000. Names
lehem, N. H., on surprise visit to are consequently demanding similar
Lillian (Par) Bergson, who is doing sums feeling that they're as good—

Von

(Free)

—

nicely.

Golfing
Cortland! Park

Now

York

"Fostered" by

SOL TEPPER, RKO

20

THEATRICAL RECORD BOOKS
tor recording complete information on every
Fully Indexed,
ante yeii work for a lull year.
so simple a.ehlld could keen It, every heading
each column shows exactly
self-explanatory,
where to enter each Item. Shows at a glance
name and leaatlon ol dates you worked, no.
union dues, expenses, etc.
of shows, agents,
$1.00 per Copy— No C.O.D.'S

SPARTAN AGENCY
AHentown. Pa.

527 Hamilton Street

SALESMEN 21-50
NEAT
AMBITIOUS
Immediate Earnings

at least.

Jack Hirsch, former N.Y.C. and
Dario, however, was able to make
Boston nitery worker, in for the sum- some deals for
his club which he
mer. He'll camp on Lake Colby.
plans to reopen in the fall on an
Kitty Bernard (Stapleton Sisters) intime nitery
idea along Blue Angel
has progressed so well she's skedded or
Ruban
Bleu
lines. He's signed
for go-home paper in September.
Michel Emer, a songwriter who has
Alexis Thompson, .owner of the
written for Edith Piaf and Miss
Philadelphia Eagles, has taken over
Boyer,
whom
-he'll
bring over and
the Haines camp on Upper Saranac
build a band around him. He's also
Lake and will summer there.
Charles Kaufhold, of Yost theatres, pacted Amy Valrez, a Franco-BelHarrisburg, Pa., and Sydney (Loew's) gian radio and minor nitery singer,
Cohen cheered plenty by good clinic who'll be rechristened Amy Val.
reports.
Jack and Daphne Barker, BritishFred Doringer, ex-minstrelman, song team, are also possibilities for
rates thanks for his kindness and aid work at La Martinique.

Bldg.. N. Y.

from First Day

PART OR FULL TIME
Weekly Earnings

*75 and up

in

Commissions

EDUCATIONAL HEALTH MESSAGE
Can Make Your Rounds While Earning
.

APPLY MURRAY

UNIVERSAL
381

Fulton

Street,

Brooklyn

Reem

II

BUDDY CLARK
Recommends

LEO

KAHN

VOCAT, COACH AND ARRANGER
210 Went 54th St.
Circle 6-3973
New York City

BY APPOINTMENT

to some of the neediest here. He is
a member of the West Virginia
House of Delegates and also scout of

now

the Boston Braves baseball team.

Ed deGrood, John Hopkins, and
Milton Bacon, asst mgr. of station
Car-

WCBS, bedsiding Hugh (CBS)
ney, who is skedded for up

priv-

ileges.

Among others progressing 100%
with pneumo-thorax are George Fee,
Lefko, Alfred Michalski, Charles
Kaufhold,
Bob Pasquele, Laura
Sloan,
Margaret Dougherty and

Sam

Helen Morris.
Princess Elda Benedict was given
a 10-day furlough to visit friends at
Five-Tribe Indian Reservation near
Montreal.
(Write to those who are ill.)

lov-ofy

lady

Bach to Boogie
Marimbisr

of Song

JANE

GEORGE

JOHNSON
Now

York Rtp.: EDDIE

SMITH AGENCY

GUEST
Chicago Rep.: PHIL TYRRELL

:
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by mild terp routine for

fair

ap-

Variety Qills

plause.

Band takes over for comic num"Rebop," with screwy lyrics
vocaled for good results by Gillespie

House Reviews

ber,

and Haygood. Bassist Ray

State, N. ¥#
Wheeler with Artie Rice;
Baird,
Maureen Cannon, Btl & Cora
Rert

Grauman (4)
Del Rlos (3), Saul
Harry Kahne; "Lost Honeymoon"
Variety, March
L) Reviewed in
Punch of the State layout is conpart of the show
fined to the early

which doesn't make for sustained
Once the
brand of entertainment.
and Bil
Del Rios in the opening spot
complete
and Cora Baird, following,
values
their chores, entertainment
simmer to a placid pace, with only
occasional sparks coming from Bert

over.

Rudy Cardenas, youthful

juggler,

making American bow, has unusual
and' fresh routine. He balances
twirling 16-inch rubber balls on tip
of sticks which are held between
teeth, and maneuvers with top hats
as he spins and dances. Start is simple baton juggling, with intricate
aero feats following.
He's a hard

worker and wins salvos.
Three Nonchalants complete zippy
bill with comedy aero stunts, and
knock themselves out a la Three
Stooges.

Their

shoulder-on-shoul

der tricks are especially good.
T
"I'll Take the Rhumba' by Arnaz
our good neighbor's answer to
blend of aero and
well-conSouth America, Take It Away;
ure of the house with a
three Smoothest tune is "Babalu."
ceived routine that calls for
highs with.femme in the middle
Although leader tries a few Bob
dance designs Hope gags, he is definitely not a
slot, with decorative
interspersed.
comedian.
Hunt.
,

The Del

Rios,

.

.

trio with fine
terps, get the meas-

a

.

The Louis Jordan show moved

ing,

augmented by

five fiddles, gives

spiffy support to show. Al Lerner
Friday (20) to mark turns in top job as piano accompanist
up a bouncing hour of entertain for both Haymes and Miss Forrest.
ment as finale stage bill of season
Ted.
Management did well in bringing
this aggregation for windup show,
tor it shapes up as one of the paciesi;
Olympla,
bills to hit the Earle in a long time,
Miami, June 20.
and customer reaction was excel
Joy Hodges, Eddie Bartell, Don
lent.
Zelaya, Harold Boyd & Jigsaws,
With Tim Herbert emceeing and Pritchard & Lord, Les Rhode House
house band under Lou Shrader's di- Orch; "The Two Mrs. Carrolls"
rection on stage, show gets off to
(WB).
good start with the dance routines
offered by a Chinese couple, Toy and
Smooth, neatly blended layout
Wing. Gal is a looker with an atup as satisfying fare.
adds
tractive figure, arid the team works
Topliner Joy Hodges rates spot
well in tap and ballet routines.
slick delivery of the curPat Hill & Co. delight customers with her
Looks nifty and works
with puppet act, beginning with a rent pops.
zing that gets palm pounding
pair of jitter-bugs, and then moving with a
from first song.
Into a humorous bit depicting grandEddie Bartell emcees adeptly and
ma asleep by baby's crib, the kid displays
usual parade of radio,
climbing out of the crib and doing
screen and stage. Celebs in impresa dance with the old doll.
Though standard,
The antics of a sepia piano playe. sions" sequence.
and cornetist close act, with good gets over via comedy angled stuff
and fresh approach.
audience response.'
Vet terp duo Pritchard & Lord
Herbert is a clever mimic and
tee off with fancy taps comboed with
monologist, and especially funny
neat lifts and spins, to garner solid
with his
into the Earle

Miami

takeoff on a "theatre guild
actor."
He delivers with plenty of
punch for sock returns.

Topping show, however, is Louis
Jordan and his Tympany Five, a
musical combo of seven men. Jordan

returns.

Don Zelaya

clicks with

and deft pianoing.

Latter

partic

Lookout."

Jordan and lads not only make
music, -but make merry in a manner calculated for plenty laughs
ineir principal ingredients are fun
and informality.
Biz fair when
Shal

Apollo, N. Y.
Di*zy Gillespie Orch (15) with
Milt Jackson, Kenneth Haygood;

Nick & Viroie, Tanza Goyaz, Sarah
Vaughn, 4 Step Bros., Garner &
Wilson;

"Philo

Vance's

Gamble"

(PRC).

Chicago, Chi

With Dizzy Gillespie as the show's
kingpin, Apollo has tied up a sprightly vaude package that falters only
occasionally. Gillespie's outfit, comprising three rhythm five reed and
Nate Piatt had natural lavish pro- six brass, launches the session with
auction material to work with in a fast "Cool Breeze." Milt Jackson
Ultra revue headed by Desi Arnaz. follows with "Man I Love" on vibes,
out failed to take advantage. Con- which resolves into a nifty bit of
sequently it's only routine succession improvisation netting neat returns.
of acts.
Ballad "Sunday Kind of Love"
Opening show was delayed- sev- seems poor choice for vocalist Keneral hours, due to
bands' trouble neth Haygood whose voice isn't
getting through flooded area from suited for this type of tune.
10 8 engagement, but when they
Nick & Virgie, roller skaters, are
!!
made it,
house gave hefty reception a good novelty act. Male holds the
Husky Arnaz opened show with "Cu gal for several gyrating spins and
ban Pete" and "Managua, Nica
climaxes with femme spinning in
ragua " with neat backing from es- midair held by strap attached to
pecially large orch.
her mate's neck. Win solid reception.
Dulcina, blonde,
torrid
tamale Garner
Wilson, comedy team, run
songstress, is best appreciated in
through some stock gags followed
_

Chicago, June

.

Dest

20.

Arnaz

(18), Dulcina,
™ay Carnenas Orch
and the Nonchalants
W; 'Blaze of Noon" (20th
Fox)

^J

&

Capitol

CITY
26

(L>

George Paxton Oro

Lena Home
Johnny Burko

Ruby Ring
Music Hull (I) 26
Luclenno & Ashour
Robt Shanley
Janet & Taul
Roekettes
Corps de Ballet
Glee Club
Sym Ore
Paramount

(P) 24

Lloyd Schoffer BU
Perry Corao
Larry Storch

Evans

4

Acts

(I)

28

State

PAT MILLBANK

(I.)

Freddie Jena]
Black & Dundee
The Del Martins

14 Mins.
F & E Barry
Buttery, Chicago
Strand (W) 21
After fronting orchs of Bob Cros- Vaughn Monroe Or
Prank Fontaine
by, Phil Levant, Les Brown and Beryl
Davis

Louis Panico under name of Patti
Long, and after two year stint for
USO-Camp Shows,. Pat Millbank is
now doing a single at Chi's intimate
Buttery, where her past experience

The Dunhills

QUEENS

Jamaica

(I)

25-28

Tommy- Dowd

Mimic Men
Don Henry 3
Harry & Gerrl

showing up for top results.
J & B Paysee
Gal comes on with good stage V Nicholson
presence to snag and hold attention. Norman & Dawn
White
As in band stints, she has voice that Bob
Mills & Powers
switches from sweet to sultry, but
AKRON
is

selections are of tailored
with variable tempos of

material
new tunes and oldies.

Palace (I) 26-29
Louis Prima Ore
Claire Sis

3

Hunt.

ATLANTIC CITY
Casino (I) 22
B Wells & 4 Fays
Benson & Mann

Phil Brito

Peggy Taylor

3

ROCKFORI)
Pnlacc <I> 27
Pamela & Louise

Adele Parish
& Harriet
Boots & Saddles

12 Mins.
State, N. Y.

20-2

Lane & Claire
and Billy Romano
Maureen
Faye
personable singer, who has been Doris
Large & Morgner
around mainly in musicomedy such
CAMDEN

Cannon,

fetching

as in 'Up in Central Park," has played
previous vaude dates but is unlisted
in Variety's files. As yet Miss Cannon is more suited to the intimate
legit houses than to the vaudfilmers.
There's a deal of subtlety in her de-

Towers

(I)

27-29

Billy

number she's encored.
Pipes are warm and arresting and
once she accustoms herself to vaude
will be perfect for top houses.

of this

work

Jose.

JEANNE BURKE
Songs
10 Mins.
Clover Club, Miami
Jeanne Burke huskj voiced vocalist originally booked into the
small Vagabond room of the Clover
Club, has moved .into the main room

showing which marks her as

for a

having

An
stint
tion,

possibilities.

attractive gal, she turns in a
selec-

which with smarter song

experience should bring
her into the smart room group of
femme chirpers. At present her
throaty style comes off well enough
on such tunes as "Great Day," "How
plus

she reminds of the better

and delivery.
Lary.

VICKEE RICHARDS

Green

Reid Ore
China Doll
John Tio
Moo Song
Fran Yang
Jadine LI Sun
Tai Sings
Coimcntiana

Farrell

A

Turner Twins
Rosebuds
Billy

Banks

Tables Davis
Renald & Rudy
Jack Mathers
Noble Slssle Ore
Syd Strange Ore
El Chlco
P.oslta

Rlos

CabalKros
Alice Farrar

R

Havana-Madrid
& L Reyes

A LuIb
MNoro
Morales

Bertlca Serrano
Sacassae Ore
Maro Starr
Iceland
Lucille Peterson

& Mack
Gov't Okays Longchamps McQowan
Jerry Mapes
McGowan
Sale to Brass Rail Corp. Joanne
Bllmpy Blank Ore
Provisional contract for the sale of Tiny Clark
Latin Ouartct
the Longchamps restaurant chain to Sophie Tucker
Edward and Julius Levine, operators Pinky Lee
Debonalrs
of the Brass Rail restaurants, N. Y., Ralph Young
has been approved by the Federal Cecil Lewln
Chick Gladke
Government. Government has a Vincent
Trovers O
stake in the eatery chain because of
Little Club
Gross
$3,000,000 in back taxes and fines Walter
Leon ft fiddle'*
due.
Eddlo -Davis
Longchamps restaurants are cur- Trudy Richards
-

operating
rently
without liquor
license because of revocation by the
State Liquor Authority.

(6)

Marx

Shakespeare-Pix

FRANCISCO

Continued from page
predictions

Smith

Canfleld

of

1

Shakespearean

film

SPRINGFIELD
productions to come.
(I) 26-20
Sparking the trend,
Owen & Parker

of course, is
the Orson Welles filming of "Macbeth," now under way at Republic.
Just how much of this is going to be

Gobs

Phyllis Willis

Mara & Maurice
Jack Leonard
Geo Ross & Ruth

Shakespeare and, how much Orson
Welles is a matter of speculation.
But Welles being what he is the
show isn't likely to be overly
weighted with the tradition that has
developed around the presentation ojt
Shakespeare.

WASHINGTON
Capitol

(L)

26

—

Burns 2 & Evelyn
Ginger Harmon
Wally Brown
Lane Bros

Howard

27

(I)

The Charioteers

D Gillespie Ore
Congaroo Dancers
Eddie Rector

In fact,

Sam & Eddie

what

started this flurry of

Shakespearean drama, is the success
of "King Henry V," British made
with Laurence Olivier. After seeing
what the British did with "Henry,"
the boys are inclined to stand in awe
of the Bard, and some of them are
even beginning to think he's a top

Bills

CITY
Monte Carlo

Joel

Shaw Ore

Rhumba

Oro.

Roberto
Hotel New

Wally Blacker
Versailles

Bob Grant Oro
Lisa Kirk

Myrus
Panchlto Ore
Village Barn
Harry Ranch Oro
Palmer

Toni

Ceasar
& Trlano

.Lou

f.'orday

Duke Alden

Jimmy

Treston

Pappy Below
Nancy Doran
Eddie Stone Ore
Michael Durso Oro
Fernando Alverez O Nino Bd
Hotel Blltmore
Diamond Horseshoe Ray
Heatherton
Ross & La Pierre Arthur
Ravel Ore

Herman Hyde

Chanticleer, Baltimore
Femme vocalist shows considerable promise via good vocal equipment, looks and svelte gowning.
wholesome looking brunet, she gives
out with arrangements of current
pops in legit style and builds her
numbers to strong climaxes and
solid returns.
Rep when caught included "Sitting
on Top of World," "My Desire,
"Black Magic," "Mam'selle," "Gal in
Calico" and good working out of "St.
Burm.
Louis Blues."

D'cers

Hotel Sherman
Carl

& LeRoy

The LovelleB

Ceo Davidson Oro
Vine Garden*
Dick Galo
Rita Yoraks
Johnstones
Jackio Soo
Joe Klsh Oro

Picaud

screenwriter.'*

Lil

Nype & Cote

Slrl

Songs
11 Mins.

Hill

Sonny Richards

Over at Universal-International
they haven't gone so far as Republic,
but the picture, "Imagination," now
Yorker
Jay Marshall
being filmed, contains two plays
V Lombardo Ore
Ellis Larkins 2
Marlon Spelman
within a play (like "Hamlet," inCafe Society
June Arnold
cidentally) and one of those plays
Joe Satcr Trio
(Downtown)
nissell & Farley
James MacColl
is a sequence from "Othello." Ronald
Mary Lou Williams 4 Esquires
Colman, starring in the picture, has
Waldorf-Astoria
Buck Miller Ore
Phil Regan
Cafe Society
never yet played Shakespeare, but
Griff Williams Ore
(Uptown)
he is called upon to do it in this
Mischa Borr Ore
Luclenne Boyer
picture.
Belmont-Plaza
Dave Martin t
Bob Dixon
Abbey Albert Oro
Republic, by the way, denies any
Phil Leeds
Carnival
foundation for rumors that they may
June Taylor Dcrs
Olsen & Johnson
Ruban
feature Andy Devine as Falstaff, but
Valdez
Bleu
C & T
Ronna Lord
Dick Buckley
Day Dawn & Dnsli the notion has brought expressions
Blackburn Twins
Elliot & Jurist
Michael Edwards
of approval in certain quarters.
Mr.Manus Ore
Cedrie Wallace S

Marc Lawrence

Is

full,

&

Rudells

DeHaven
Gwen O'Connor

Blue Angel

Alice Pierce

Later."

vocalures, both in voice

Estelle

Gloria

NEW YORK

Green
The Ocean" and "Sooner Or MlUi
Mel Torme
Getting away from the Copsey & Ayres
torchy style and letting her voice Gerrl Sutton
Terry Allen

Deep

Abbott D'ncera (11)

H Edgewater Beach

Golden Gate (R) 25
Donald O'Connor

Cabaret

Another factor militating against

Bob DuPont

Oro

Rio Cabana
Thelma Carpenter

D

liveries that's lost in larger halls.

complete acceptance in vauders is
her choice of repertoire. Only item
to register in major manner is a tune
abetted by occasional glee^club riffs
from the pit band. On the strength

Sharp

Pa & Ma O'Hagen
Bob Merrick
Tau Moe 3

3

Fielder

Brown

Miles

Hotel Blacbstone
Bill Snyder Ore
Joe Frisco
Myrtle

Ross
Lang & Lee
P Jenkins & Pals
SALT LAKE "CITY
Lyric (I) 23
Francis Dainty Co

Hippodrome (I) 26
The Marvelettes
Frank Marlowe
Coleman Clark Co

Palmer House

Haass Elephant
Preston Lambert

&

Court So

George Akers

Jack Fina Oro
Herb Shrlner

(2)

Latin Lovelies

Bob Lee
Buddy Shaw Oro

Henry Busse Ore

Svenn

Johnny Knapp
Ross

Leo Gilmoro
Boulevar-Deara
Latin Quarter
Gertrude Niesen

Randy

Sid Fisher

Abdullah Girls

Ameche

Bobby May

Doc Marcus
The Garcias

Denny

26

Roy & Irene Drake
Asta

Lola

Debutantes
Paul Rozlni
Eddie Fens Ore
Benno Delson Ore
Helslngs
Janet Stevens

Mickey

PHILADELPHIA
The Bel Aires
Roger Ray

Paul Kohlev

BALTIMORE

(P). 28

Sis

Leon Fields
Sylvia Froos
Ben Berl
(!)

Henry Brandon Or
Franks '& Janyce

Rode'es & Phyllis
Adorables (12)
Hotel Btsmarcta

EL.HIRA

Carman

Vido Musso
Linn Burton
Hotel Stevens

Paree

Miriam Lavalle
Dorothy Porter
Marty Gould
Barry Sherwood

Nip Nelson

State (1> 26-28

Songs

Chez

COLLMBUS

The Raymonds

MAUREEN CANNON

Ray Pearl
Sherman Bros
Danny Thomas

Palace (R) 30-2
Louis Prima Ore

Olympla
Jacks

Joe Mooney OreStan Kenton Ore

Sabina

Zephyrs

Graham

O

Gone Kardos

Blackhawk

Red & Curley

2

Haywood

Doris

CHICAGO

Oriental (I) 26
Lionel Hampton Or

SAN

Nip Nelson

Tunes from smooth ballads to
rapid delivery material. Numbers
include "Somebody Loves Me," "You
Are So Loveable," a calypso "His
Feet's Too Big for the Bed," "Papa
Don't Preach To Me," and special
treatment of "McNamara's Band."
All go over well enough to provoke
encores. Gal is solid for vauders or

Zimmerman'!

Paul Smith

CHICAGO

Chicago (P) 27
Ore
Rudy Cardenas
Dulcina
Nonchalants

MIAMI

26

Marjorie Knapp
The Cracldocks
Cross & Dunn

Songs

Jan ml Makula
Peggy Palmer
Zslga Bela
D'Qulncoy & Qlv'ns Paulens

Desi Arnaz

'

Loen

<1.)

Stuart Langley

Keeney (W) 2-S
Grand Ole Opry

Puppets
Art Lund
Sallci

Jack De Leon

niteries

Carlell & Rosa
Tucker & Gloria

Jan August

Duke Art & Jr

new song

B

Claire Sis

Jerry Lester

ularly standout.

Harold Boyd & Jig-Saws close
acro-tumbling that gets
carries most of the act, vocalizing in with zany
orch
humorous fashion on "TP Special," howls and gasps. Les Rhode's
I
Know What You're Puttin' does nice Job on the backgrounding.
Lary.
Down," "Jack, You're Dead" and

NEW YORK

Roxy

comedies ride
is

with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week

Satisfiers

New

28

In connection

Letter in parentheses indicates circuit: (I) Independent;
(P) Paramount; (R) RfcO( (W) Warner

up the novelty, "Oom-bops-ze-bop"
then he seques into a wacky dance
while Milt Jackson takes over on
the vibes. Unbilled saxist registers
on long solo.
Statuesque Sarah Vaugh, svelte in
a blue gown, pipes a fair "Across
the Alley from the Alamo," improves
with the oldie, "I Cover the Waterfront," plus "September Song," and
encores with a sock "Mean to Me."
Her expressive voice finds strong
favor with aud. Four Step Bros.,
terp quartet, are a polished turn
that's been around for years. Their
challenge stuff, followed by a fast
group finale win hefty palmwhacks.

The Bairds, skilled puppet manipulators, display a high degree of charm
and comedy in their work. Their
Golden Gate, S. F.
dolls have distinct character, and
San Francisco, June 24.
routining is based on a nitery idea.
Gloria
Dick Haymes,
Gilbert
Wind with a stripper and a trio of Helen Forrest, Wesson Bros., Dick &
cats singing to an Andrews Sisters DoCRemy, Bud Moore House Orch;
recording of "Pennsylvania Polka"
Desperate" (RKO).
for applause winning finish.
Name values of the show are inCurrent layout at Golden Gate
vested in Wheeler, with assistance shapes up neatly with lineup of
by Artie Rice, and Maureen Cannon talent which keeps the customers
(New Acts). Wheeler with his per- happy from moment Gloria Gilbert
petual air of injured innocence is
oes into her spinning routine to
an immediate winning characteriza- )ick Haymes' last encore with Helen
tion, but leisurely pacing of act Forrest. Biz has perked to its best
comes at a time when a punchy since Mickey Rooney was brought in
turn 8 is needed. There are many to lure 'em in; most of credit going
laugh items in his repertoire, ~such as to draw of Haymes.
standard sandwich munching bit,
Miss Gilbert paces and gets sock
and his repartee with Rice. These applause, giving way for Dick & Dot
stanzas make him a winner.
Remy, whose standard hoke stuff,
Harry Kahne, who writes back heavy on corn, but pays off in laughs.
"wards, upside down, and throws in Gal plays up fat-girl routine, with
some math wizardry, is an oldtimer partner turning in good acro-stunts,
who has been around since old especially alligator crawl and skating
Palace days. He contribs display of on hands.
"genius" unrelieved by any light
Miss Forrest, who makes good aptouches that would ingratiate him pearance, scores with "Sunny Side
Nevertheless his act commands re
of the Street," "Them There Eyes"
spect from the house.
and "Sunday Kind of Love." Offs to
Saul Grauman's musical staircase solid applause.
Wesson Bros, kill them as usual
and three femme terping assistants
are the closer. Novelty aspects of with mimicry and knockabout finale
act are still considerable, and terps in Edgar Bergen-McCarthy routine
away from the stairway are stand and double-talk speech to audience.
Jose.
Haymes, who follows, is a definite
ard, but returns are good.
draw, especially with distaffers.
Comes on modestly for "Swanee,"
Earlc, Phllly
follows with "Stella by Starlight,"
»
Philadelphia, June 24.
Mam'selle" and "Old Man River"
Louis Jordan Orch, Toy & Wing. for sock effect. As closer he joins
Tim Herbert, Pat Hill & Co., House Miss Forrest for duet on "I Don't
Orch with Lou Schrader; "Hit Know Why" for additional salvos.
Parade of 1947" (Rep).
House band with Bud Moore front-

caught (20).

Numerals

—

'

Wheeler.

WEEK OF JUNE

Brown

fronts for a sock "One Base Hit."
her rhumba-Lindy Hop dances with Snake dancer Tanza Goyaz writhes
Arnaz.
Piping isn't bad, but she niftily and that's all.
has plenty other assets to put her
Gillespie's torrid trumpet heats

,

(E

'

Mlnevitch Rascals
Hotel Lexington
'

Pennsylvanli

Randy Brooke Ore
Hotel Pierre
Roberto & Alicia
Stan Fisher

ChaB Reader Ore
Hotel Plaza
Pancho Ore
Jacques Peals
Monte Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Lawrence Welk Or
Hotel St Regis
Milt

&

Charlie

Maya
No.

Buchman's Deal

Shaw

Laszla

Drew

Ore
1

S

Peplto

Paul Sparr Ore
Hotel Tnft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Fifth

Are

Pat Bright
Jack Kerr
Hazel Webster

Downey &

Fonvlllt

Riviera
Jackie Miles
Grade Barrle
Beatrice Kraft

Continued from page

3

indie production completely

on his

own. Prexy Harry Cohn has been
endeavoring to sell him on remaining
with the studio. It's believed that
Buchman was finally convinced to
stay by a combination of the attractive Col offer and the difficulties
presently facing the indie producers.

Morgan Dcrs

t ay

Malone
Tony Bavaar
Joel Herron Oro
Curbello Oro
Villago Vangnnrd

Josephine

Premlce

Eddy Mansop

Mayo Bros
Danny Sullivan

Three Flames
Don Frye
Wive)
Bob La*

Judy Sargeant
Shepard Chorus

K&y Carole
Art Wan'jr Oro

Tahja

.

Alomas Hawaiian*
Hotel

Meanwhile, David O. Selznick, who
registered all the Shakespeare titles
with the Johnston office shortly
after the release in this country of
"Henry," still insists he hasn't given
up the idea of doing "Romeo and
Juliet," which was done before.
Supplementing the other Shakespearean activities is the scripting
of a comedy of Elizabethan London
by Morgan Cox and a collaborator.
Cox is not only picture producer and
writer but his background includes
the teaching of Elizabethan drama at
Yale. Yarn, which makes robust
farce out of intrigue in the court of
Queen Elizabeth and in the Globe
theatre, reportedly has been considered by Samuel Goldwyn studios
as possible vehicle for Danny Kaye.

Hcllinger Set With Col.V
Mark Hellinger, checking out of
releasing pact with Uniyersal
following his last production, "Brutt
Force," planed to the Coart ifemd^-y
(22), reportedly to wrap up tii$ deal
his

with Columbia this week.
Hellinger

returns

next Sunday

(29).

to

New

Yorti

.
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LEGITIMATE

so

Up

Coast Tuning

Harbor (Me.) Playhouse resident is implicated when an old ichobl- tuse kidding "Joan of Lorraine," anMrs. Conway— a Harriet other burlesquing Hildegarde type
company rehearsing "First Mrs. friend of colored
comes to Elm- of yodeler tangling with visiting fireMaxwell,
Eraser" in New York, this week,
wood and, by invitation, shows up man at nightclub, and the third,
prior to opening at its strawhat at the Conway house to stay. 'This GI's at college, seem on the
underher
in
Cowl
Jane
Monday (30) with
really throws the proverbial monkey- graduate side. Author Luce appears
Green
is
A"
in all, along with Jane Bishir and
original, role... "Little
wrench into thingsHills theatre's third offering, startMiss Roos, in addition to writing Larry Laurence.
Mohnton,
Pa....
also
creSinger Laurence is spotted besome admirable dialog, has
ing Monday (30), at
Martha Scott makes her first ap- ated a number of interesting charac- tween each sketch. Show, as shaped
pearance on the hayloft circuit next ters, but there are flaws in some of is all Hartmans.
major ones which will be diffiRobert H. Gordon has spotted and
Monday (30) in "Barretts of Wim- the
cult to eradicate. For example, the timed revue skillfully, making
most
pole Street" at Wiiliam Miles' Berk- husband is made out to be so much
of slim material and trotting out
shire Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass. of a chump that his final bewilderwellknown Hartman spots when
...Ann Corio essaying "Dear Ruth" ment elicits laughs instead of sym- most needed.
Monday (30) at Cape Playhouse, pathy—all of which -is not due to
Blonde and decorative Miss Bishir
Cape May, N. J.... Beach theatre, playing of role either. Then, in the provides expert help as comedienne,
in many reOcean City, N. J., preems July 1 case of the young wife, character,
Laurence
demonstrates
pleasing
it
spects an interesting
voice and presence, Luce is surer
with "There's Always Juliet."
will be hard for an audience to bethesp than writer, but it's all in famlieve that Susan Conway would sacily, and audience eats it up.
Soja.
rifice all her friends, domestic hap-

—

for Heftiest

Strawhat Season in Years
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
Los Angeles, June 24.
This area's strawhat season gets evenings, on Friday and Saturday
underway tonight (24) when Ross nights in Chestertown high school
Hunter presents West Coast pre- auditorium. The same plan was folmiere of Elmer Rice's "Dream Girl" lowed last year.
One of the plays will be a tryout
at the Tent theatre in Sherman
Oaks. Virginia Grey is starred and of "This Is It," with music and lyrics
Hunter is planning a Coast tour by Marvin Segal and Jean Laskoff
after local stand, with Santa Bar11-Week Pitt Season
bara, Oakland, Seattle and Portland
Pittsburgh, June 24.
Additionally,
set.
already
dates
Town's going to have an 11-week
Hunter has skedded five Broadway
oldies to round out his season, which season of summer stock at audiSchool in Oakland.
Frick
torium of
ends Sept. 20.
Non-Equity company calls itself
Rice play, now being filmed by
Players and, under direcParamount, also is skedded as the Repertory
Mayville,
each show
Francis
tion
of
first offering of John Meredyth Luopening at will toe presented for two nights

Gryphon Players,
and Friday.
Laguna next Tuesday (1). Film only, Thursday
Opener's "Importance of Being
names have been set for appearances
Earnest" and it'll be followed by
during the summer and Lucas has
cas*

scheduled Coast preems of "Amphitryon 38" arid "Dark of the Moon."
Pic people are directly involved in
the Actors Group, which bows at
La Jolla July 1, with Dame May
Whitty starred in "Night Must Pall."
Strawhatter is an enterprise of Selznlck actors, comprising Joseph Cot-

Mel Ferrer, Jennifer Jones,
Dorothy McGuire and Gregory Peck.
ten,

All are slated to appear during the
season.

Up

at Tustin, Harold

Turney of

the Los Angeles City College drama
department, has skedded "State of
the Union" to open season next
Monday (SO). Group, working under banner of Holiday Stage, will
operate until Aug. 30.
•

Although season actually is at
hand, various other strawhat activities still are in the talking stage
with no money yet In Equity's
hands. Among those reported planning- are. Gene Lockhart, who's eyeing a Lake Arrowhead spot, and
Edward Everett Horton, mulling a
theatre on his own San Fernando
Valley
estate
with,
naturally,
"Springtime, for Henry" as the first
offering.

Not in the strawhat

a

seasonal

.

class,

institution,

still

Gene

is

Mann's Greek Theatre in
,

but

Griffith

Park, which bows July 7 with "Rose
Marie" as the first of five operettas.
Others are "Blossom Time," "Bitter
Sweet," "Desert Song" and "The
Great Waltz."

Classed as a
class

little

theatre but with

"A"

plans, Pelican, Productions
currently is offering "Skin of Our
Teeth" at the C° ronet ner e prior
to a road tour. Group also is prep
ping "Galileo" for a world preem
at the Coronet before Broadway.
Little Theatre group at the Jewel
Box Theatre has arranged a world
.

preem tonight

with Mary

(24)

M

Sheldon's "Dust in the Light," and
Geller workshop group also has a
preem tonight, "Back to Eden," Wil-

liam Bowers-Walter.

on

Gorman

script

Palestine, situation..

Start Operating

Staging by Jasper Deeter and Cathare up to Hedgerow

Form

regarded as a move by

In what is
solution is found,
opera impresarios to get better
Shows with these racial themes arebreaks from unions, particularly the
always problematical, and" this one
Hay Fever," "Night
American Guild of Musical Artists, needs plenty If ever done commernew play; "Tables for Ladies," "The in the matter of basic agreements, cially.
Waters.
Little Foxes," "Angel Street" and various opera producers formed an
•Macbeth."
association in New York last week.
the Angels
Company includes Jack. Brooking, Group, similar in setup to the
New Hope, Pa., June 23.
June Brown, Mary Christopher, Lee League of New York Theatres, legitiBucks County Playhouse production of
Dennem, Laviah Lucking, Ina Olson mate theatre producers' group, plans
revue. Stars the Hartmana. Sketches by
and two local apprentices, William taking a name, shortly and appoint- Ted Luce. Staged by Robert H. Gordon,
Hall and George Eyrich, III. Com- ing a f ermanent exec secretary .or with Paul- and Grace Hartman, Bill White,
Luce, Jane Bishir. Larry Laurence,
pany manager is Belle Roberts.
public relations counsel to handle Ted
Viola Roachs, Mitchell Arguss, Carmen
its affairs on a fulltime basis.
Costi. David Leland, Joan Howcroft, Marl-Schlanger. Settings by S. Syrjala; Phil
Group believes the various unions lyn
Hepkins In 'Juliet'
Ingalls at piano, Jack Alello at drums. At
concerned will prefer dealing with Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.,
Princeton, June 24.'
Miriam Hopkins is to star in tbem as an entity, to save time. June 23, '47.
"There's Always Juliet," with Rich- Group has several grievances, which
Designed strictly for the strawhat
ard Kehdrick in support, at McCar- it hopes to present in toto to various
unions shortly.
Chief problem is circuit, "Heaven Help the Angels,"
ter theatre here, week of June 30.
Play marks second week of new AGMA's basic agreement for next which started a six-stand tour of the
season under management of Harold season, which some managers claim barns, is good fun, thanks to the
contains proposals, they can't accept
J. Kennedy and Herbert Kenwith.
Hartmans. Angled .only for the ciand which they say should have
been discussed with them, individ- tronella circuit, the Hartmans' revue,
Segal To Ogunquit
Alex Segal, who graduated from ually or as a group, before agree- viewed in such light, provides lots of
the Carnegie. Tech drama school ments were submitted by AGMA. laughs. It is definitely not for Broadseveral years ago, has been taken on There's also feeling among impres- way.
preem
Capacity
by George Abbott as director of the arios that AGMA should rate variaudience
at
strawhat stock season at Ogunquit, ous opera companies by classes or couldn't get enough of the Hartmans
Me. Another Tech alumus, Robert categories, with different scales, de- and their droll lampoonery of ballroom "artistes" and other terp spoofGill, is also going -to be a rustic pending on the scope and promining.
Theron Bamberger provided
stager, at Woodstock, N. Y., Play- ence of each group.
musical with svelte produc-4
Members joining the new associa- bandbox
house.
tion. S. Syrjala designed colorfully
tion, who attended the meeting, in- bright backdrops.
clude Fortune Gallo, San Carlo
Strawhat Jottings
Show opens with Hartmans exBass Rocks theatre, Gloucester, Opera Co.; Frank Pelosi, Philadel plaining show biz in Charlie ButterMass., preemed yesterday (Tues.) phia-La Scala Opera Co.; Michael worth type of chart sketch. Show
with "Dream Girl". .Muriel Kirk- De Pace, San Francisco Opera Assn.; starts and ends with them doing faland set for the Katharine Cornell Luigi Dell'Orefice, Lyric Grand Op- miliar knockabout routines and hoke
magic act. Highlight is next-to-closrole in "Barretts of Wimpole St." at era Co.; Paul Keppel, Metropolitan
ing sketch in first act, "Old Time
Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Opera Assn.; Alfredo Salmaggi, Pop Vaudeville," in which comedians kid
Pa.,'
next month. .Lucille Ball, ular Price Grand Opera Co.; Giorgio the bygone family acts and four-atrouping the strawhat circuit, tees D'Andria, National Grand Opera Co.; day corn. It is played against deJoseph Listro, Connecticut Opera lightful local drop of New Hope in
off the North Shore Players season
iri
"Dream Girl" at Marblehead, Assn.; Edward W. Snowden, Charles 1967 as envisioned by artist Syrjala.
L. Wagner Co.; Jack Petrill, AssociaBest non-terp number is second
Mass.,
next Monday
(30)... Jan
sketch, "Up Early With the Upjohns,"
Spencer Scott inked as set designer ted Concert Bureau; Philip Culcasi, burlesquing a.m. spouse air shows.
Miller's
at
Jill
Putnam County, Michigan Grand Opera Co., and Sketch has form and builds.' Like
Felix W. Salmaggi, International
N. Y., Playhouse. .Fordham Uniother sketches in revue it lacks good
Lyric Bureau.
versity theatre," N. Y., opens August
tag. Author Ted Luce, who is Grace
Hartman's son, obviously owes much
summer session with the rural com-

"Playboy of Western World," "An"Blithe, Spirit,"

"Ghosts,*'
Must Fall," a

tigone,"

Heaven Help

.

1

.

.

.

edy,
"Aaron Slick from Punkin
Crick"... "Bonfire," by Elaine Elliot

and Abraham Mandelstam, adapted
from the book by Dorothy Canfield

Catholic U. Festival

Rieser
standard although dramatic climax
of Act II, with appearance of child,
bruised and hysterical, doesn't quite
Bell. Last act is far too talky considering that in the end no definite
erine

Association

Strawhat Reviews

Fisher, set for a July tryout at the
Riverside theatre, Bridgton, Me...
Philadelphia, June 19.
Frank McHugh and his son, Peter,
Hedgerow Theatre production of drama
booked for "Ah, Wilderness" week
by Joanna Roos in three acts. Directed by
of July 21 at the County theatre, Jasper Deetei- and Catherine Rieeer; entire
production
designed
by Ronald Bishop. At
Suffern, N. Y.
Same spot is neHedgerow
Rose Valiey-Moylan,
gotiating with Blanche Yurka to star Pa., June theatre.
19, '47; $2.40 top.
_
in untitled play by the late Laurette
Taylor. .Port Players, Oconomowoc,
"Among Ourselves" is the 157th
Wise, starts this week with "Dream
production in the more than two
Girl". .Sylvia Friedlander businessdecades' career of Hedgerow, and is
managing the Ridgefield (Conn.) announced,
statistically,
the
as
summer theatre. .Paul Green's sym- group's 40th world preem. Actress

Among

36 Strawhats

piness, even her little girl's future,
for this ideal.

Opera Producers

Ourselves

to Fred Allen's air lampoon of same
subject. Setting is bedroom of team
who "have to go to bed early to gab
to people who get up early." Other
sketch which clicks is second act.

Select Garden Club," in
which the Hartmans play lecturing
archeologists garbed in field outfits.
On the Helen Hokinson side, number
also ends with dance team knocking
themselves out in lieu of lantern
slides, which- they find too complicated to operate.
Three other sketches, one an ob

"Salina

Tees Off With Farce

On French Black

Mkt.

Washington, June

22.

Catholic University's new playwriting festival kicks off with a
French blackmarket farce of genuine
possibilities which are never quite
realized in "All Gaul Is Divided."
The idea of American soldiers in
France just after the war tied in with
local French biggies in feeding out
American supplies via the illegal
route is a natural for comedy, and
John McGiver's opus has its share
of amusing moments, all aided and
abetted, by a fine job of acting, of
well above amateur status.
,
The play deals with an American
staff sergeant at a supply depot who
The
is a collector of 'objects d'art.
way he gets his is to swap goods
out of the depot for resale in the
black market. .Woven into this is a
crossplot of a ybting lieutenant just
put in charge of the depot who is
still wet behind the ears, and whose
chief mission in life is to get married This he finally accomplishes in
the end with the granddaughter of
the village's chief ,blackmarketer.
Everything that comes out of the
excellent Catholic U speech and
.

.

'

.

.,

drama department is on display for
Broadway, and this is no exception,
although it lacks the weight. One
angle of this play as it is written is
that it goodnaturedly kids a Catholic nunnery and a saint. While, all
of this goes well when played in the
present university setting, it is the
sort of thing which might rub Catholics the wrong way if it were performed on the outside in the profes5'
sional theatre.
John McGlver, the author, has
been a student of Father Gilbert
Hartke's courses since he got out of
the Army. He also plays a small part
in the show. His acting is one of the
brightest spots in the play. Slick job
on stage is done also by Dick Sykes,
as the sergeant who swaps Army
supplies for paintings and sculptures.
Two girls in the cast, Eileen Whyte,
as a collaborator in the blackmarket,
and Teddy Marie Kinsey r as the
fiancee of the young lieutenant, are
also outstanding.
Opening night drew a fancy audi-

ence which included Admiral Ches-

•

ter Nimitz.
Play is slated t» -*o out via NBC
television July 6. ,','NBW, the NBC
video outlet here, will also televise
the six other plays of the cycle, and
is setting up a television workshop at Catholic University which
will further broaden the work of its
speech and drama classes. The play-

NBC

writing festival

is

being backstopped

by assistance from both Broadway
Lotue.
and Hollywood.

.

By the end of the week there will
be approximately 36 Equity-accredited summer stocks in operation, the
total now registered with Equity for

the summer season having mounted
to 116. By the Fourth of July weekend an avalanche of strawhats will
be bidding for attention from Maine

A

to Virginia.
dozen hideaways
started operating late last week,
four new shows were among the
group.
In addition to the registered stocks
there is at least an additional 38 of
non-professional rating. Such outfits
have drama student casts, embryo
players paying for tuition in school
adjuncts to the barns where shows
are given.
There is an admission
charge but no Equityites are supposed to appear with the non-pros.
I

'Dear Ruth' at La Jolla

Hollywood, June 24.
<«jj|ftr Madison and Diana Lynn will
play the top roles in the strawhat
version of "Dear Ruth" in the little
seaside theatre at

Play

is

ing July

La

slated for
1C.

Jolla.

one week, open-

.

Plays Abroad

.

phonic drama, "The Common Glory,"
preems at the Maitoaka Lake theatre,
Williamsburg, Va., July 17... Elizabeth R. Suppes' Rice Playhouse, Oak
Bluffs, Mass., opens season of eight
plays with "Squaring the Circle"
July 7. .Cliff Self's Bridgeport Playhouse, Bridgeport, N. Y., tees off 10week season today (Wed.) with
"Kempy" Original
revue by
Charles Gaynor, ''After Hours," star.

.

ring

.

.

Joanna Roos makes her playwrighting debut with this one. There is no
question about the controversial na
ture of Mi^g Roos' theme, dealing
very openly with a racial problem.
There is one definite note of novelty
in the plot and writing: sex prob
lems do not enter the proceedings in
any way. From one angle that makes
it all the more remarkable that Miss
Roos' play carries as much steady
interest as it
Scene of

does— with

all its faults.

"Among Ourselves"
Jane Pickens, slated for pro- Elmwood,
small upstate New York
next Monday (30) at, the town (not too far from Albany)
which has built for itself a hot dis
pute on the subject of what school

duction

Shore Players, Town Hall,
Cohasset, Mass...Zasu Pitts essaying
"The Late Christopher Bean" at
George Abbott's Ogunquit Playhouse,
Ogunquit, Me., week of July 7, replacing the originally scheduled "The
Medium and the Telephone". .Berkshire Playhouse opened 1947 season
Monday (24) with Mady Christians

Angel
Stewart) of

.

in Patterson
Is All."

Greene's comedy "Pape

Theatre-in-the-Dale,
Conn., trying out the

New

Milford,

new Frances

Goforth-Howard Richardson
"Catch on the Wing," July

play,
2-6...

Bolton Landing Season
Bela Lugosi stars in "Arsenic and
Bolton Landing, N. Y., June 24.
The
Bolton
Landing
(Lake Old Lace" at Bucks County PlayGeorge) Summer Theatre will open house, New. Hope, Pa., starting next
its season July 1, with a new show Monday
(30). .Constance Bennett
each week, on a rotating-town basis. inaugurates 21st season at Cape
Dennis,
with
.Performances will be given in- Bol- Playhoule,
Mass.,
ton. Central School auditorium on "Over 21" on Monday
(30) ...Bar
.

•

new

play in

two acts by Mary Hayley Bell. Staged by
John Mills. At Strand, London.
Sir Adrian Neve
Alan Webb
Valentine North
Robert North..
Harrison North
Madeleine North

Joyce

Redman
Guard

Philip

Mark Dlgnam
Jane Henderson
Wynne Clark

Nurse
Bob Chlsholm
Samuel
.Maude Neve
Father Lucas
Beale

Hugh Moxey Dignam and Jane Henderson give
Harry Herbert commendable support. Alan Webb,
Anne Leon
Philip

Strange

Arthur Seton

South

the town's colored population shall
attend. City council has worked out
a zoning system by which inhabitants
of the district called Shantytown
will have to send their children to an
old, worn-out building known as the
annex instead of the town's newer
institution. In most big cities, where
whites and colored are inevitably
mixed in schools, such a problem
couldn't exist.
All the play's action takes place in
the home of the Ben Conways
happy young couple with one child.
He's in the real estate game but also
mixed up with the board of educa
tion, and he doesn't like the segrega
tion features of the zoning plan but,
for practical reasons, is going to ride
along. His wife, a college graduate,
feels even more strongly on the subject. Town's colored population begins to seeth, and then Conway home

later

14.

H. M. Tennent production (by arrange-

ment with Gordon

A

solid, factual murder play based
on a Victorian case concerning the
killing of a child by his jealous stepsister.- Although interesting to lovers
of heavy drama, play has patchy

moments and two sep_ara±e

court
scenes which are too repetitive for
good stage construction.
Stpry shows a 16-year-old girl,

moody and

sentenced to death, but this is
commuted to life imprisonment.
Joyce Redman, fresh from a successful season with the Old Vic Co.,
gets the utmost out of the title role.
Her childlike simplicity contrasted
with unbridled passionate outbursts
call on all her acting ability..
In the. roles of stern parent and
long-suffering second wife, Mark
is

London, June

intractable,

who .has

vio-

lent antipathy to her stepmother,
formerly her governess. L a 1 1 e r s
young son is found with his throat
cut and, although suspicion rests on
the girl, the magistrates find insuffi.

'

cient evidence.
When a new son
leaves the district

man who tells the story, carries conviction and gives real faith
to the theory that the girl was in
Not a
fact innocent of the crime.
play for the squeamish.
Ciem. ..
as the

Edward,

My

Son

London, June
Henry

10.

and Gilbert Miller—producIn three acts by Robert
Directed by
Langley.
Voter Astimore, At His Majesty's theatre,
London.
Arnold Holt
Robert Morley
,
Evelyn Holt
Peggy AshcroCt
Dr. Larry Parker
John Robinson
Harry Soumea
Richard Caldicot
Shorelc

tion of

new play

Morley

and

Dr.

Noel

Waxman

James Calrncross
Waldo Sturrey

Cunningham
Ellerby

Hanray
Eileen -Perry
Mr. Prothero

,
.-

t>.

.....Norman Pitt
A. Clarke-Smith
Lueen MacGrath

is born, the father
John Allen
where the family Montague Burton ........James Calrncross
.Elspet Gray
has never been popular and dis- Phyllis Maxwell
Betty Fowler...
..Patricia Hicks
fatches his problem daughter to a
rench convent. Five years later, the
Henry Sherek and Gilbert Miller
girl confesses her guilt, blaming her
this
father for her tainted blood as he have an undoubted winner in
(Continued on page 52)
knew his first wife was insane. She
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Dramatists Guild Turns

Down

LEGITIMATE

Harry Green Touring Eng.

Plan

In Old

Hoffman Comedy

81

Propose Agreement for Equity

Harry Green,

after a brief holiday
in New York, returned to London to
prepare for the 10-week road tour of
his past season's legit hit, "FiftyFifty," teeing off in Brighton (seaside spot near the British capital).
This is the old Aaron Hoffman play,
originally titled "Give and Take,"

For Subsidization of Playwrights
of several plans proposed for-o
of playwrights, outthe subsidization

One

Merrill Herd, has
lined by James
Guild,
been nixed by the Dramatists
•which however may okay
vised form.
Herd and associates, who

it

in re-

Stage Mgrs. Organize;

Ask Higher Pay

Scale

which Green and Jack Pearl produced on Broadway several years
ago under the title of "All for All."
For the British presentation the
roles have been reversed, Green doing the role Pearl did in America,
and Frank Pettingill in the lesser
part which Green essayed on Broadway.

.

during

has been an
the past few seasons
Broadway
adviser to investors in
productions, recently proposed that
over a period
authors
finance
they
years in return for a share of

Due
Stage

to

managers,

Exec Duties
who

recently

were granted several concessions by
Equity, have formed art association,
of
Herd's plan having been recognized as a group
royalties.
anticipated
of as much within the legit actors union. They
payment
the
for
calls
for five years, must be members of Equity although
annually
$12,000
as
which his office would no longer required to act parts or
in return for
royalties, understudy as part of their jobs.
receive 25% of the authors'
Because they have executive
tatter feature of the proposal met
stated duties, more. or less, stage managers
it being
objection,
an
With

•

'Alice

As B'way Flop
"Alice in Wonderland" will close

only a inconsiderable portion of
its estimated $90,000 production outlay.
Revival was put on at the

1

.

such period the Herd office
would have the right to discontinue
the agreement and its designated
payments. In such cases the product
turned out by the writer would be-

Pemberton-Perry

the subsidizer in perpetuity
as to royalty participation.
Another provision scrutinized pertains to plays which may be produced by the Herd office, in which
(

case the dramatist would receive 5%
of the promts. While that apparently

favors

the

author,

the

difference

between royalties and profits is a
factor the Guild figures.
Authors appear to feel that the
proposal may open the door to managerial inroads, but if such protection can be arrived at the idea of
"backing" authors may be tried.
Head's

stipulates

plan

that

the

writer is to concentrate on play
ideas suggested by the backers, another feature that met objections.
Also, that there is no guarantee of

Equity has been approached by

Chicago Opera Co., Too

Far

in

Red, Replaced

On Date by San
Chicago. Opera

Co.

Carlo

went so

far

International, Columbus Circle, by
Rita Hassan and the American Rep-

its

British namesake for an agreement
on reciprocal membership benefits-,
namely that players having British
Equity cards shall not be required
to join Equity when over here, same
to apply when American actors appear in England. It's questionable
if Equity will favor the plan because, under present reuirements,
alien actors, mostly British, pay an

and directors have decided against appreciable sum to the union when
attempting to operate next winter. playing here. Last season more than
Instead the San Carlo Opera Co. will $20,000 went to Equity from that
source.
Clarence Derwent, a Britappear for three weeks at the Civic
isher who heads Equity, will, howOpera House, starting Oct. 6. For- ever, attempt to work out a reciprotune Gallo is teaming with Harry cal arrangement acceptable to both
Zelzer, local concert showman, for associations., when he goes abroad
next month.
the date. Gallo has been unable to
Recently it was announced that
book the stand for five years, his
British Equity would require Amertroupe having played the Civic in ican players
to join, paying $100
1942, when he was managing direc- initiation
and a percentage o£ their
tor of Chi Opera.
salaries earned over there, new. rules
The Chicago Music Foundation being patterned upon those over
sold its interest in the Civic build- here. Move
was inspired by the fact

ertory Theatre, it being the final ing for $266,000 in 1943, when there
show for the latter group, which was an agreement to guarantee' $25,- that a number of American actors
was formed with high expectations 000 yearly for 10 years to the opera are appearing in London this summer. It's seasonally indicated that
last season.
It was recently moved
project to absorb its seasonal deficit. many
more Britishers come to
to
the
larger
Majestic.
"Alice" Understood that during three years
Broadway "than vice versa.
grossed
during

any"

long, to

Closing

Saturday (28), when it will have
played 12 weeks. It has earned back

from other rights, namely pictures.
Another wrinkle to be ironed out
before the plan would be acceptable
concerns stipulations, the proposal
calling for a series of options of
three months each. At the end of

Rights for Their Memberships

into the red last year that officers

that'one of the basic reasons why believe they ..should be granted a
to pro- higher minimum than for the genthe Guild was formed was
then eral membership. They expect to
ject authors royalties. Alleged
Initiation
that some managers demanded and win that objective shortly.
pro- fee to the stage managers outfit is
for
royalties
the
of
part
got
ducing plays, which included income $5; dues are 50c. monthly.

.

With British Union on Reciprocal

Upheld on 'Anna

"

the engage-

$260,000

Author Royalties

ment and the estimated
$6,500.

An arbitration board ruled last
Last week two matinees were preweek that the letter form of agree- sented at reduced prices but the exment by Philip Yordan with Brock pected improvement in attendance
Pemberton and the
Perry,

late

connection

in

failed to materialize* gross dropping
under $19,000 from a level about
$2,000 more for the previous week.
"Alice" is geared so highly that last
week's pace was just about an even
break. Show is slated for a long
tour starting in the fall, when the
production will be revised so that
it will be able to successfully operate to less than abnormal straightplay grosses.
Tour will be financed by Miss

Antoinette

with

"Anna

Lucasta"
author's
royalties,
was
valid, but the amount payable by
Yordan is still to be determined.

Long-drawn-out case was to have
been settled a year ago but Yordan, who wrote the play, then questioned the legality of the agreement, at the suggestion of John
Wildberg,
attorney-manager, who
presented "Anna."

an equivalent of

five years' deficit
up, last season's

was money was used

profit

loss

being $105,000.

D.C. Segregation

Continues Major
Equity Pact Issue
Whether the new Taft-Hartley

bill

Hassan and her backers, of which to curb labor unions will affect nePemberton considered producing there are approximately two dozen. gotiations between Broadway manquoted the drama in 1938, with Miss Perry Management setup calls for the agers and Equity in revising their
$12,000 annually. Herd is
backers having 50 7c of the show's basic agreement, which expires at
saying it is not logical to pay authors to stage it, but they wanted script
who may idle away their talents and revisions which they agreed to ownership and profits, with Miss the end of the summer, started disHassan having 20% and ART own- cussion in show circles immediately
write when they pleased.
make. Agreement signatured at that
ing 30%. That takings dropped was after the senate overrode President
time stipulated that in the event
not surprising because Broadway at- Truman's veto of the bill Monday
they produced the play there was
tendance is in an early-sumrrer re- (23).
their
no
compensation
for
to
be
CAST MUSICALS
As yet no attempt to extend the
cession.
work. If another manager was to
ART otherwise has no plans for contract has been sought by either
do the show, however, they were
next season. When it opened last faction but both have taken a stand
LOUISVILLE
to participate in Yordan's royalties
on the controversial issue of Negro
fall there was a bankroll of $300,000,
Louisville, June 24.
from 2 to 10%, exact share to be
segregation at Washington's National
Casts have been set for the sum- decided upon by Sara Enright, act- and when none of the revivals was
profitable, outside donations amount- theatre.
Showmen concede, that a
mer season of musicals at Iroquois ing as apent.
ing to around $30,000 were given working agreement between manamphitheatre starting July 1 and
Pemberton allowed the rights to ART but to no avail. The rep out- agers and actors is desirable but
«cheduled to run through Aug. 10.
revert to Yordan but the drama, fit is believed to have little
assets those who have voiced an opinion
Opener, "Naughty Marietta," will
which was originally called '.'Anna
are firmly opposed to inserting any
'feature
Andzia
Kuzak,
Morton Lukasca," having Polish-American outside of money deposited with
Equity and other unions to guaran- stipulation into the pact agreeing
Bowe, Tiolet Carlson and Mary
characters, turned out to be a sur- tee
salaries.
ART sold stock not to book the National unless NeHopple. "Rio Rita" will be the bill
prise
hit.
With the characters in the venture, there being over groes are admitted to the house.
starting July 8, with Helene Arthur,
changed to Negro, it was first pre- 290 investors who put in $500 each
Equity spokesmen declare that uncomedians Tim Herbert and Ollie
sented in Harlem by the American or more.
less such provision is made there
Pranks. To be heard in "Sunny"
Negro Theatre. There it attracted
will be no agreement.
starting July 15 will be Maureen
some attention.
Harry Wagstaff
National
management
answers
Cannon, recently in "Up in Central
Gribble restaged "Anna" and Wildwritten pro and con inquiries by
Park." She will appear opposite
'Patsy' for Hosps
berg presented it on Broadway,
mailing printed
ir. return, givcomic Gil Lamb. Marie Nash will be
USO-Camp Shows is prepping its ing the theatre'sslips
where, at the Mansfield, it ran over,
stand in the conprima donna for the week commencfirst
straight
legit
for
hospital
servtwo years. It was not claimed that
troversy. In effect, the management
ing July 22, in "Vagabond King."
ice in "The Patsy, with Rusty Lane
states
that
unless
legislation
Role of Francois Villon will be sung Pemberton or Miss Perry suggested staging
is
and cast of nine including adopted
changing existing statutes
by baritone Ed Roecker. A. J. Herb- the switch from white to colored
Don Gibson, Melba Rae, Irene Poe on segregation,
characters.
or unless business
ert will appear as King
Louis.
and Taul Donah. Show opens in and civic
Arbitrators were Frederick Allen,
groups in the capital
"Queen High" will be the bill
Cheyenne, Wyo., July 21. Miss Rae change
their attitude on the racial
week starting July 29, with Joy of Harper's, the publishers; Herbert and Gibson
played the leads in a issues in
question, the National will
Hodges, comic William Lynn and P. Jacoby, an attorney, and Marcus
USO-CS company of "Patsy" which not change its present
juvenile lead Johnny Downs. Closing Heiman, showman. Yordan reportsegregation
toured the Pacific.
policy.
musical, "Rose Marie," booked for edly, stated that at one time as much
With its first musical show built
Equity is on record, having set
week of Aug. 3-10, will feature Wal- as 32% of his royalties had been
for hospitals, "Girl Crazy," a success, next
June 1 as the deadline, after
ter Cassel, with
paid to Gribble for his staging and
Victoria Schools
USO-CS
is also readying a second
which its members would be prosinging the femme lead.
No musicai, at request
Supporting the Negro group in Harlem.
of Veterans Ad- hibited from
playing the National.
Players will be Violet Carlson, Fred indication was given as to how much
ministration officials.
This will be
iJghtner, Ollie Franks, Maureen
and the royalties have amounted to but "Panama Hattie," with cast of 24,
Dick Cannon.
estimates range to more than $200,including Red Marshall, Mary CarWhen a tentative settlement rell and Peter Meersman. Show,
Denis Du-For'is the producer for 000.
Shuberts
Scotch
the second season.
was made last season the sum menKansas City, June 24.
staged by Harry Krivitt, USO-CS
tioned was $6,000.
Whatever the
Marcel Wallenstein, London novelamount now, it will be split between musicals head, will open in Chicago
July
19
and
tour
the
beist
midwest
and
correspondent
Leatrice Joy in Strawhat Pemberton and Miss Perry's estate.
for the Kansas
fore working east.
"Girl Crazy," City Star, is the co-author of a
Leatnce Joy, former silent screen
with 21 people, has been out since play, "The Scuddievaigs," recently
star, emerges
from 14 years' retireApril 1.
went to make her first legit
purchased by Lee and J. J. Shubert.
In the Old Tradition
appearCall
for
musicals
especially
built
ance ln thfej east
Walleastein's collaborator on the
in "The Vinegar
for hospital and ward showings came
Pittsburgh, June 24.
Tree' at the Chapel
play is listed as M. K. Kennedy, nomtheatre, Great
"Show must go on" tradition got about through the success of the 30
week, L. I.
Her last stage roles another reaffirmation -her«-last-week musicals 4vhich-USQ=CS.^ent_o_ver- de-plume for Marsden Sutcliffe, Engwere
lisrrnovelistrwho spent some years
WJ t h the oW Brissac stQck
Vets
seas.
returned
Lightner,
to
U.
hoswhen
Fred
comedian
in
S.
in San Diego.
Went pitals asked for them, and the au- in Scotland.
Underway since June 16, Chapel "Balalaika" at Pitt Stadium,
Title of the play is Scotch diathrough with engagement despite thorities, who at first believed the
weatre plans a 12-week
season. word shortly after opening that his scheme impractical, then asked USO- lect for "scallywags" and theme is
House producer is
Phoebe Folger, father had died in Philadelphia.
CS for special built shows. Units a comedy side of Scottish life.
wnue managing director
is Bill Corusually contain acts that can do
It was a pretty tough stanza for the
mgton.
Production director is Si comics all around. Violet Carlson, variety turns in wards before or
Queens Community Theatre
Lightner's vis-a-vis in "Balalaika," after the regular production in the
tore a ligament in her ankle opening hesp's auditorium. '/VA has 192 hosQueens Community Theatre, JaK. C, Oscars for Legit
night while doing a comedy ballet pitals, so that it's Estimated a show maica, N. Y., inaugurates a new stock
Kansas City, June 24.
will play 11 month&'on the circuit.
and
number
entirely.
had
to
drop
the
organization
tomorrow (26). Season
Pln„™ «s
League has come up Show was an encore for both LightMeantime, USO-CS reports one opens with "The Male Animal" and
with ^i n
P
t0 award its own 0sca
" ner and Miss Carlson; they had musical ("Pardon Me"), one straight closes Sept. 13.
to thf
!
0r actor contributing previously appeared together in the legit ("Is Zat So"), two, all-girl
Director
of
the project is Marie
the IS?™!?
U
8 P erforman <* <* the local al fresco .opener, "The Desert bands (Ernest Lee's and' Jay Car- Rubenfeld, Everett Lloyd is business
aeason
ler's), and 26 variety units overseas. manager.
Song."
.

•

|

FOR
SEASON

1

,

'

Go

•

"

Conditions under which Americans appear over there and Britishers on this side are quite different. Americans must get labor permits renewable every eight weeks
whereas here Britishers may switch
from the stage to pictures or other
entertainment fields without governmental control. British Equity covers all entertainment fields except
vaudeville, which has its own union.
Other talent unions here haven't the
same alien actor rules because none
was threatened by a British "invasion" such as was feared by Equity
when its regulations were first
adopted.

When Derwent was nominated
and elected president of Equity the
matter of his citizenship was not a
factor.
He took out first papers
but never became naturalized, feel-

ing that if he retained British citizenship it would be easier for him
in England, where
would not be required to obtain
a labor permit.
He is the second
Equity leader with an English accent, the late Frank Gillmore being
the first. Gillmore was born over
here of British parents who were
actors playing in America; He was
raised in England and, when coming back, asserted his right to citi-

when appearing
.ie

,

zenship.

While overseas Derwent will attend a meeting in Paris to be held
for three days, starting July 28, designed for the purpose of organizing
an International Theatre Institute.
Other Americans delegated to the
conference are Lillian Hellman and
George Freedley, sessions to be*
chairmanned by

J.

and

E. Priestley

Louis Jouvet. General objective is
to adopt a program for international
understanding through the theatre.
The American National Theatre and

Academy, which the delegates

will
represent, are slated to hold meetings in New York for the same
purpose.

NIPS FINALLY TO SEE

TOO

GAY' 'MIKADO'
Tokyo, June

17.

•

First public showing in Japan of
Gilbert and Sullivan's "Mikado" has
been scheduled for late this month.

Show had never been allowed here
before on ground players in the
operetta impersonated various members of the Imperial family in an
"excessively gay mood."
Producer-director Michio Ito, so-

prano Mihoko Negato and members
of the Nippon Symphony Orchestra
will be cast in the presentation.
Previously, "Mikado" was performed
at the Ernie "Pyle theatre in Tokyo
by a Japanese cast for the exclusive
benefit of occupation personnel.

Waco Summer Theatre
Waco, June 24.
The Southwest Summer Theatre
began its first postwar season her«
with the presentation in the Baylor
University's experimental theatre of
Maxwell Anderson's "Joan of Lorraine" for six performances.
Show will tour afterwards. This i*
the first of a series of five on th$
theatre's schedule.

.
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SOARS TO 32iG
IN PHILLY REPEAT

'OKLAJ'

Near-SRO

father at Slashed

for

Scale on Broadway; State' Advance Up,

Too; 'Sons Eases to 18G, 'Alice Out
Broadway tapered off, as
upon the approach

ally does

usu- business surprising and summerstock dates set back; nearly $15,000

it

to July,

but several attractions stood up very and now slated to play until Aug. 2;
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
well; in fact, takings bettered rfpon
return of names absent on vacation (167th week) (C-939; $3.60). Among
or otherwise. Two neighborhood the- the longest-run shows on list; mak-

now playing pop-price legit,
switching from pictures for the summer.
"Life With Father" demonstrated
surprising vitality upon chopping the
ticket scale in half. New run recordhoider virtually sold out at the commodious Alvin and is aimed for better than $14,000 this week. Ticket
agencies scrambled for tickets Friday and Saturday (20-21). "State of
the TJ'nion" and "Father" bolstered
advance sales. "Alice in Wonderland" closes this week.
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
(Musical), O (Operetta).
"All My Sons," Coronet (21st week)

ing a

atres are

profit
tickets.

little

bargain

with the aid of

"Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth
(8th week) (C-1,075; $3.60). Accredited laugh show is about getting by

expected
awaited; $7,000.

but

improvement

still

REVIVALS

"Love for Love," Royale (4th
week) (C-1,035; $4.80). Instead of
closing this week, as announced, will
continue another week; off to $13,500.
"Alice in Wonderland," Majestic
Final and 12th
(CD-1,667; $4.80).
week; reduced matinee prices failed
to hypo business; eased under $19 K000.

"Burlesque," Belasco (26th week)

M

(C-1,077;

$4.80).

Experts

span

to

summer; laugh show doing

fairly

quoted

over

(D-1,095; $4.80). Eased off to around
$18,000 but makes excellent profit at

well,
with
$16,000.

takings

.

'CarouselV 46G

Tops

'BLOOMER $23,000
FINAL

$22,000.

"Harvey," 48th St. (138th week)
(C-920; $4.20). Holds to fine takings,
considering length of stay; one of
those attractions that held its own
or better last week; again over $16,500.

"Icetime

Center

1948,"

of

(4th

week)

(M-2,994; $2.40). Natural draw
school students cm vacation
growing numbers and others
drawn- to Radio City; $37,000.
"John Loves Mary," Music Box

among
In

(20th week) (C-979; $4.80). Among
the top straight-play grossers; looks
cinch for summer patronage; around
$20,500.

With Father," Alvin (397th
Played only

"Life

week)

(C-1,331; $1.80):

six performances during first week
in this spot and bettered $10,500; reduced prices should help during

summer.
"Oklahoma!," St. James (219th
(M-1,505; $4.80). Record-run
musical figures to attract visitors
through the summer, as indicated by

week)

improvement

takings

in

recently;

$24,500.

"Portrait

Week)
erate

in

Booth

Black,"

(D-7.12; $4.80).

mild

(6th

Getting mod-

money but engagement

definite;

for

$7,000

is

in-

murder

melodrama.
"State of the Union," Hudson (84th
$4.80). Ralph Bellamy, Kay Francis and original cast
returned last week, with advance
sale better; last week off to around

week) (CD-1,057;

$16,000.

Medium" and "The

"The

Telc-

rhone." Barrymore (8th week) (M,064: $4.20). Steady improvement in

Una Cnsa

fispanola

on Little Neck, L.
SALE
FOR
appreciate

some

I.

one
a well-built house of
Spanish architecture in a pleas.ant suburban setting, 30 minutes
from Broadway. 7 rooms, 2 baths.
to

who'll

fine

FIRST FLOOR:

Entrance

with

colored

floor,

23-ft.
tall

windows,

living

til©

room,

flagged

Maid's room

terrace.
and bath.

SECOND: Master bedroom
on sun deck.

Big

2

opening
double bedrooms.

closets. Tile bath, stall shower.

BASEMENT:

Playroom. Oil burner.
2-car garage.
67x137 ft.
plot,
shaded, landscaped. Barbecue.

good $17,000.
"Laura" closed Saturday (21) with
small $13,000 for its third week.
Estimates for Last

IN

L A. WEEK

Week

"Borri' Yesterday," Erlanger (17th
wk) (1,334; $3.60). Picked up over
last week to about $17,000.

"Call Me Mister," "Blackstone (6th
(1,358; $4.80). Really paid off to
play extra Sunday benefit performance for total week's- haul up to

wk)

Furniture

also

available.

Interested?
See PREVIEWS, INC., 49
East 53d St., N. Y.
PLaia 8-2630.
Ask for Listing 42153.

.

"Carousel," Shubert (4th wk) (2,Went to new high money

Thursday's (26) performance of "A Young Man's Fancy," entering its
third month on Broadway, will be a benefit for the N. Y„ Herald Tribune's
week with $46,000.
Fresh Air Fund, devoted to vacations for under-privileged youngsters.
"Laura," Harris (3d wk) (1,000; Locale of the comedy is a kids' summer camp. Play was authored by
Closed out with small $13,000. Harry T. Thurschwell, theatrical attorney, who studied playwriting under
"The Red Mill," Civic Opera House Hatcher Hughes at Columbia
University, and Alfred Golden, who will
(3,800; $3.60). Comparatively excellent business with $36;500 in enorm- forego royalties for the performance, same going for the manager's share
r
of the takings.
c
ous house and making plenty.
100; $4.80).

$3.00).

My

Edward,

1

Son

saga of a wicked newspaper baron,
his

spoiled

and drunken son, his

F

By

33G

'BIRD'

ago.

"Marietta" $7,200, Toronto
Toronto, June

MAY TAKE FLIGHT
London, June

Unless
24.

Patrick J. Kelly, a native of Eire, who has been in the U. S. for years,
now playing McLonergan in "Finian's Rainbow," the part having been
originated by Albert Sharps, who was imported from Dublin for the show.
Latter left the show recently for films. Kelly was In the "Rainbow" cast
when It tried out in Philadelphia last season, but his part at the time was
written out, James L. O'Neill, who first took over when Sharpe withdrew, has been engaged to stand by. Kelly had been O'Neill's standby.
is

Plays Abroad
Continued from page 50

wife and his 'mistress. It is another
"Citizen Kane" except that the sets
week-to-week nut but considering are not so vast nor as arty. Robert
show's cross-country fares and other Morley gives a clearer and truer
incidentals,
local
stand probably portrait of a powerful newspaper
editor than Orson Welles did in
wound up in red.
Civic Light Opera Co.'s third offer- "Citizen Kane" film.
ing, revival of "The Three Muket
Play opens in 1919, in a Brighton
eers," opened last week at the Phil- flat, with Arnold Holt as a young,
harmonic Aud for three weeks. ambitious man with a pretty wife
Initial frame drew $41,500, good but and a baby son, Edward. When $4,000
below take of previous offerirrgs.
is needed for his baby's operation
Arnold, unable to raise the money
and refused help by his crooked
partner in the furniture business,
'Norway' Husky 40G,
burns down their shop for the insurance money.
'Lucasta'
S.
He starts crookedly, continues
crookedly and is an enormous sue
San Francisco, June 24.
cess, ending up as a millionaire with
"Song of Norway," with Irra Pe- vast interests. But virtue must
tina, concluded its five-week run at
triumph, and so the son he worships
the 1,776-seat Curran Saturday (21)
is killed in the war, his wife be
with a husky $40,000.
comes a dipsomaniac and he, him"Anna Lucasta," at the 1,550-seat self, is driven out of England
by a
Geary, which ends its five-week run
Socialist government. He goes to
chalked
Saturday
this
(28),
up a America.
fourth-week gross of $8,500.
Play throws in a few anti-SocialBoth legit houses will be shuttered
for two weeks following conclusion ist and anti-Capitalist cracks which
of their present presentations. "Three more or less balance. But the play's
Musketeers" will reopen the Curran real merits are in a story as theatJuly 7. No show has been announced rical as Pinero, and in the perfect
for the Geary reopening supposedly acting and staging given It.
due two weeks, following closing of
Morley's monumental newspaper
"Anna Lucasta."
baron, striding around wickedly in
astrakhan fur and sublime com
placency, is a great figure.
His
'Balalaika' Belted
wife, Evelyn, is played by Peggy
Ashcroft with touching pathos. This
Weather in Pitt,
is her best performance in years.
Pittsburgh, June 24.
Lueen MacGrath, as the mistress,
Weather cost "Balalaika" an even makes a lot of a little scene with
break at Pitt stadium last week. her lover, and John Robinson, as
One performance of summer's third the old doctor .friend, lights up a
al fresco production was rained out, suburban characterization with glowholding attendance down to less than ing wisdom and integrity.
25,000 and sinking gross to around
Opening in sweltering weather
$33,000, poorest so far of the series. and
facing
summer competition,
Management looks for the top take play looks strong enough to. overso far with "Roberta," which was come it and settle down to a solid
tremendously popular last summer run. Film rights are an obvious buy.
and is being repeated by popular reEbet.
quest. It's the. only show in the nineweek schedule that was done a year

8ft

'

for

bowed out Saturto close Biltmore for the

season. "Bloomer" closed on stronger
note, taking in $23,000 -for the final
frame to register $43,000 for the two
weeks. Figure is a trifle over the

G. Albert Smith;, is off the boards indefinitely, having been ordered to
Saranac, where he will be treated at the Will Rogers Memorial hospital.
Actor was in the' Original cast of "State of the Union," returning to the
play last week, after a vacation, only to learn ol the adverse medical
report. It was one of the longest engagements Smith ever had but it's
understood that Lindsay & Crousa and Leland Hayward, authors and
presenter of "Union," will continue the actor's salary.
He has been
replaced by Donald Foster, who was In a road company of "Union." During the month's vacation, George Lessey, also of the cast, passed away.

$32,000.

business

improves,

24.

"Bird

Choosing Victor Herbert's "Naugh Seller," which cost $80,000, 'will
close at the Palace theatre, July 5,
Rawley's eighth summer season at after five weeks.
the Royal Alexandra got off to a
Play has been operating at a loss
light start for a gross of $7,200 for despite
the stars accepting half
first four performances, with 1,525
salaries.
ty Marietta" for the teeoff, Ernest

seater scaled at a light $2.50 top.

$21,000.

"

Exit."

Sunday

fireplace.

room overlooking
Kitchen.

foyer

wardrobe.
high ceiling,
Dining

(21)

"No

Chicago, June 24.
John C. Wilson, associated with Lawrence Langner and Armina Mar"Carousel," in fourth week at" Shu- shall in operating the County Playhouse, Westport, Conn., will open
bert, continues to be top grosser in the season next Monday (30) with a revival of "Girl of The Golden
Chi's legit parade, soaring to $46,000 West." Wilson states report of any friction over the starting attraction
"Red Mill" is doing is unfounded and it was he who suggested "Girl." Langner as a director
last week.
plenty well at Civic Opera House. of the Theatre
G uild, an d Wilson have been associated this season with
"Call Me Mister" checked in for a the presentation ofSVM- Gielgud in ""The Importance Of Being Earnest
new high with takings of $32,000 and ,the current "Love For Lpve," also "O Mistress Mine," and are
performance
after extra
"Born Yester- teamed in the Broadway showing in autumn of "The Winslow Boy"
helped lusty haul.
day," in 17th week is holding for being Imported from London,

"Bloornef Girl"

day

lill;

36^G, 'Laura 13G

out except matinees; $20,000.
Los Angeles, June 24.
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (15th week)
Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1947"
(M-1,626; $4.80). Popularity of musical
has not diminished; quoted marked its sixth anniversary at El
around $43,000, which should con- Capitan today (24) with the cash
register still ringing a merry tune.
tinue indefinitely.
"Call Me Mister," National (62d House last week, for 260th frame,
week) (R-1,104; $6). Foi a revue registered its consistent $17,000 and
starting second summer this one still showed no signs of slowing down.
At the tiny Coronet, Pelican Pro
over
has vitality, and the gross well
ductions continued to draw jam
$25,000.
"Flnlan's Rainbow," 46th St. (24th packed houses for its presentation
week) (C-920; $6). Another musical of "Skin of Our Teeth." Fourteen
fantasy more than selling out; fin- seats were yanked to permit staging
ishing the sixth month at a $42,000 and every one of 255 other chairs
has been filled at each performance
weekly pace.
Birthday,"
"Happy
Broadhurst to give a sock $4,700 for first full
(34th week) (CD-1,160; $4.80). Only
half a dozen shows in town topped
by stars, and this one, with Helen
Hayes, still in the running; eased to

Chi;

1'

"Sweethearts," Shubert (22d week)
that level.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial (M-1,382; $4.80). Has done so well to
(58th week) (M-1,427; $6.60), Pos- date that holdover into fall expected;
money; around
goodly
sible that capacity-plus, pace may making
slacken somewhat during summer
NEIGHBORHOOD
bui-.no evidence of that as yet; over
c
*
S45,S00.
"Design for Living," Flatbush,
"Barefoot Bov With Cheek," Beck Brooklyn.
About
"Anna Lucasta," Windsor, Bronx.
(12th week) (M-1,214; $6").
getting by, with takings around $20,000; higher level was anticipated for

campus musical,
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (73d
week) (C-993; $4.80). One of the top
moneymakers on list continues to sell

Inside Stuff-Legit

Los Angeles as a class legit town is given an impetus with the bow ot
Pelican Productions at the tiny Coronet theatre. Outfit, which debuted
recently with "Skin of Our Teeth," has ambitious plans. Producer Robert
MeCahon assembled a name cast for "Skin," including Carol Stone, Keenan
Wynn, Jane Wyatt, Hurd Hatfield and Blanche Yurka. Staging was by
Paul Guilfoyle. Critics raved over cast and production.
ture.
Pelican is an artistic group devoted to presenting good theatre at a
The big musical, which opened
on a four-walls basis by a group connected with Pelican.
rather lightly after a disappointing house leased
mail-order sale and then built stead- Individual producers can; and may, present legit offerings at the Coronet,
Similar apily throughout its first week to grab if the piece meets with the approval of the Pelican board,.
a satisfactory $29,000, last week con- proval is necessary to obtain Pelican's "seal" in the event a road tour is
tinued to gain and finally notched indicated. For the use of the seal, Pelican gets a cut In the take. On
estimated $32,500.
properties in which the group is especially interested as an artistic endeavor, Pelican also may invest.
John Houseman, RKO producer formerly associated with the Mercury
theatre, is on*, of the general. directors of Pelican. Group probably will
present legit offerings here for limited engagements, simply because directors feel the play should be seen. Road tours are planned for some of
the Pelican offerings.
Next slated is the premiers of "Galileo," which Charles Laughton
adapted in part and in which he will star. Also scheduled is "The House
of Bernarda Alba," Garcia Lorca play which has never been done professionally in this country. Vladimir Sokoloff now is assembling the allwoman cast. Also in the offing Is Jean-Paul Satre's existentialist play,
Philadelphia, June 24,
Predictions for an early closing of
the return engagement of "Oklahoma!" at the Forrest theatre seem
now to have been definitely prema-

Piece opened Thursday night (19).
Addie Richton and L>nn Stone,
with this mid-week date causing
some confusion in a traditional Mon radio writers, ha.e collaborated on
day evening opening crowd, but a stage comedy-drama, It's called
"Marietta" is in for a solid second "The Atom and Evie," the hero beweek with an advance sale of $12,000 ing a scientist and the locale Canada.

Louis Lotito, managing director of half a dozen Broadway legit houses,
will be the next president of the Hot Air Club'. He's the youngest;! member ever to head the group of veteran showmen, whose principal Activity
is' an outing annually late In July.
Lotito succeeds Sam Reiter, Pennsylvania R. R. traffic expert, who was the first railroader to have that assignment.

"Heaven Help the Angels," among the season's first stock tryouts, which
opened Monday (23) at Bucks County, Pa., starring the Hartmans, is an
intimate revue with seven players.
It's a Broadway possibility in the
fall under the management of William Herz, Jr., young showman, who Is
currently production assistant to Louis Schonceit in readying- "The Stars
Weep," slated to be among the earliest arrivals of the new season.

USO cast of "The First Year," which played overseas in occupied territory, is scheduled for the road in the show in the fall. Troupe enjoyed'
aoting together so much that the players agreed to continue together
professionally for the road,
"Year" will travel independently, playing
small auditoriums. Money guaranteeing salaries was deposited with Equity
last

week by Theodore

Ritter, representing

the "Year" unit.

Oscar Serhn, producer of "Life With Father," and its press agent,
Harry Forwood (although unidentified) were accorded a double-page
spread credit for the show's ad exploitation in the June 13 issue of Tide,
advertising magazine. Stated that during the record-breaking Broadway
run of "Father" $500,000 was expended in newspaper, magazine, billboard,
radio and other advertising.
i

Producer Brock Pemberton told members attending the conference on
dramatic arts in Indiana University last week that "good theatre is the
kind of theatre that theatregoers like and pay for.'r
His subject was.
What Makes Good Theatre?" He also talked a bit about other facets of
producing.

Current Road Shows
(Period Covering June 23-July 5)
"Anna Lucasta"
Geary, Frisco
(16-28); Mayfair, Portland
(30-2);

—

Stanley. Lane directing second play
of season, "Suds In Your Eye;" by

Dallas Little Theatre.
Children's

World

Theatre,

Ino.,

chartered as a non-profit member"Blackouts of 1947"—El Capitan, ship corporation. New York.
Hollywood (2-3-5).
"Bloomer Girl"—-Aud., San Diego
(23); Aud., Pasadena (24); Arlington, Santa Barbara (26); Aud., Oak-

Met., Seattle (3-5).

.,

Summer

land (27-28).

"Born Yesterday"— Erlanger, Chi
(23-5 J.

"Call

Me

—

Mister"

Blackstone,

Chi. (23-5).

Rental

Cool, hillside house,—4- acres woods,
wild garden) 5 bedrooms, library,
pingpong,
Slow
barn.
barbecue,

housekeeping-. Ideal children, adults
fond privacy, trees, space, oomfort.
$150 week. Chappaqnn, N. Y. (near
Mt. Klsco, parkway). Tel. 180-J.

"Carousel"— Shubert. Chi. (23-5),
"Dark Memory"
Wilbur, Bost.

—

(23-24).

"Oklahoma!"

•«"-':

—

Forrest,

Phllly

(23-5)>.

"Song of Norway"— Curran, Frisco
(23-28).

"Suds In Your Eyes"

— Shubert-

Lafayette, Det. (23-5),

"The Red Mill"
Chi. (23-5).

—

Opera House,

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1830
Play, Brokers

|

and

Authors' Representatives
8» West 45th Street, New York

JOSS Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 40, Cut
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issued in dollar edition
City publishers in July.
J. D.

Spiro

wood beat
while
a

is

covering the Holly-

for the

Tom Brady

month

New York
is

Artistic Association,

Paris
Presidency of Andre Boutet,
lawyer who succeeds Georges Mailduring the German oclard who died
Plans were outlined for the

Collins was with D&C, which specializes in film accounts, only since
last Jan. 1. He was in charge of
new business and, according to prez
Ed Churchill, "was ultimately to
•take my place." Churchill said he
has no successor to Collins yet in

The

Copyright Act

Int'I

International

Literary

and

organization rethe Berne Insponsible for keeping
Copyright Convention
ternational
up-to-date, held its reorganization
under the
meeting in'Paris, June 18,

cupation.
Convention at
revision of the Berne
meeting showed
Brussels in 1948. The
the Washingin
creat interest
Treaty, which is inr
ton Copyright
terpreted here as encouraging for

textile firms.

Composer

Romberg

hits

-

conductor

Sigmuna

Look mag with

three-

page picture layout July 8 issue.
Dorothy McEvoy, J. P.'s daughter,
convalescing from double pneumonia
near Victorville, Calif.
McCullah St. Johns appointed

Hollywood

mind.

SCULLY'S

Times

vacationing for

managing

editor

for

SORAPBOOK

By Frank Scully

in Mexico.

charge of advertising and public rePicture story on Sophie Tucker
lations for the Burlington Mills. Latand her charitable work in July 20
ter is one of the country's largest
issue of Parade.

Map

53

by Garden

(Frank Scully column this week, a tribute to his friend Jim Tully, who
died Sunday (22), is repri?ited in part pom Scully's book o/ profiles,
"Rogues Gallery," published in 1943 by Murray & Gee.)
If you took the physical Dantpn on which Belloc and Robinet, his biographers, agree (if they agree on nothing else), and cut him down a foot
and then gave him something of Longfellow's Village Blacksmith, and
used Bunyan's Great Heart to set this massive and mighty machinery in
motion, you'd get a good working blue print of Jim Tully. But you'd
still be miles from the secret of what made this enfant terrible of Hollywood a mighty oak of American letters.
What would still confuse you is how a man who made a fortune out of
1

Publisher of the European edition Photoplay and Radio Mirror.
Alton Williams gandering Holly- writing for motion-picture fan magazines over a span of 18 years, could
of the N.' Y. Herald-Tribune when
he came to D&C, Collins had pre- wood studios for the Richmond, Va., gain a world-wide reputation at the same time as the leader (and the
founder) of the hard-boiled school of writing. How could one lobe of his
viously been with the N. Y. Times News-Lhider.
Wally Gould huddling with pub- brain turn out stuff that made him the highest-priced peddler of a picture
to and with Gimbel's and Macy's in
adhesion
States
the United
York as advertising and mer- lishers over the printing of his new star's passions and kitchen recipes, and the other lobe of his brain make
Berne Union, thus ensuring world- New
book, "She Made Them Men."
him, currently a best-seller in the USSR for such non-political portraits
books, chandising expert.
wide protection for American
William K. Hutson, ad director of of Americana as "Jarnegan," "Circus Parade," "Beggars of Lite," "Ladies
reciprocal proplays and films and
Omnibook, elected v.p. Hutson has in the Parlor," "Shanty Irish," "Emmett Lawler," "Laughter in Hell,"
foreign litKlein's Now-It-Can-Be-Told
tection in the U. S. for
"Shadows of Men," "Blood on the Moon," "The Bruiser," and "A Dozen &
withHoward Klein, pro hypnotist, who been in charge of promotion.
erary and artistic productions
;
Budd Schulberg abandoned film One."
re- served as an officer in the Medical
out cumbersome formalities now
writing for a while and flew east to
He hadn't been in a-boxcar in over 20 years, but he was still catalogued
quired under the U. S. Copyright Corps, has a yarn in next week's
prac- Collier's telling how he used the complete a novel.
in the country as "the hobo author."
When I first met him he owned a
Statute, which has remained
Svengali treatment to extract info
three-acre, $100,000 estate on Toluca Lake, over the' hill from Hollywood.
tically unchanged since 1909.
A brick mansion, modeled on the lines of George Borrow's, and hidden
Charles Campbell, Jr,, Paris thea- from German officers during the
in war. He was instrumental in cutting
among dozens of giant eucalyptus trees, it housed Hollywood's best library.
trical lawyer, who has been active
1

International Association for
years, was charged with organizing in New York, Washington
»nd Los Angeles, local groups of attorneys and writers adhering to the
International Association, the idea
feeing to develop U.S. interest in
automatic international copyright.
the

many

Catchpenny Aura

American ship sinkings by getting
from a captured Nazi sub. skipper
Continued from page 1
details on how Geggaan agents along
the Atlantic coast were signalling sioner Benjamin Fielding to halt the
growth of such establishments.
ship movements to subs.
Klein has played theatre and club
One of the first results of the
dates for years and has been at the meeting with the Commissioner was
'

Anchorage, Philly nitery, for the the dispatching of a flying squad
past 28 weeks.
to Broadway on Saturday (21) to
the various arcades, record shops
cooperaand certain restaurants to see if
CHATTER
will
tive writer-owned magazine,
Screen
Writer almost tore forms existing city ordinances were being
meet tomorrow (Thurs.) in New of July issue off presses on receipt violated. Squad members warned
York at studio of photographer of a script from Bernard Shaw ex- managers and operators that tbey
Cjon Mill to decide on future of
would tolerate no barkers or shills,
tolling American Authors Authority
pocket-size mag.
but wondering "why in blazes they and warned them against having
Reported that both Clifton Fadihad to tie in with Authors League," loudspeakers blaring into the streets.
raan and John Hersey are editing
reactionary out- Plainclothesmen are expected to
which
he
termed
a
practically full time at '47, in effort
Shavian plug for triple-A will watch these spots and will report
fit.
to improve the mag.
be run as leader in August issue. violations of the anti-barker or antiMull

'47

Stockholders of

Far

'48

new

'47,

There aren't more than three civilized homes in that land of magnificent
mansions, and Jim Tully's was one of the three.

—

Fifteen miles beyond this retreat now too hemmed in for him, what
with the Crosbys, Powells, Astors, Twelvetrees, Brians, Bruces, Brents,
Disneys, and other picture personalities building on all sides of him—
Tully had bought a 100-acre ranch so that he might retreat farther from
the civilization that attacked him from the west, where he found his
fame, and the east, where he had none to lose.

He grew

alfalfa on his acres and thought that when the revolution came
live off his land, because land, in his curiously innocent opinion,
the last thing the revolutionists, whether from the left or right, will
The revolution, to hear him tell it, was just beyond the 10th hill
•
and several leagues this side of the horizon, already.
v
"Let's have another drink!"

he could
is

take.

•

Shakespeare and Billingsgate
If you didn't let him have another drink, you'd find his wrath swerving
from the generality to the particular, and you'd soon be writhing under
the lash of his incredible candor. It was a curious mixture of Billingsgate and Shakespeare a poet pelting you with manure.
If you didn't let him have another drink, his voice got more basso
profundo, and deeper truths came out all of them about you and all of
them destined to make otWers grin, and you squirm. Naturally, such a
talker shocked the more cautious.
In one and the same month he appeared in Vanity Fair, Scribner's,
True Confessions, the American Mercury, and Photoplay. And if that
isn't getting a feel of the public pulse, Lydia Pinkham never had it either.
Nobody ever has been quite so willing to go into doghouses as Tully,
feeling certain he'd bark his way out before dawn. And his bark, more's
the pity, was far Worse than his bite. He had a compassion for men,
which hobbled him at every turn; that compassion, of course, took him
out of the running in the Superman Sweepstakes, the Nietzschean dope
sheet which drove its author crazy, Mencken to beer, and Shaw to clown-

—

Mag, with new format, now carries noise regulations. No arrests were
ads and is driving for increased circ. made Saturday.
Added influx of the arcades is
Whittlesey House bringing out
John Mason Brown's "Insides Out" seen to be a sign of a dwindling
and Mel Heimer's "The Big Drag," economy on Broadway. Main stem,
the latter a book about Broadway no longer filled with well-heeled
personalities.
upcoming servicemen and relatives which freAnother
Whittlesey publication is "How to quented top niteries, legit, film and
Be a Successful Advertising Wom- vaude houses, has been invaded by
salary instead,
an," edited by Mary Margaret Mc- the Coney Island type operator
Floyd Odium, mag's chief backer,
Bride, for the Advertising Women which seeks to cash in on smallhas been having conferences with
change propositions.
mag execs in recent weeks, first at of New York, Inc., contributors including top N. Y. adfemmes.
License
Commissioner Fielding
his California home, and last Friday
Hollywood Women's Press Club disclosed that he conferred on two ing.
in N.-Y., with drastic firing move
When Mencken sent Tully to San Quentin to report the hanging of a
inducted 19 new members: Talia occasions with spokesmen' for the
eventuating.
Bell, Barbara Best, Naomi Black, Broadway Assn., including Robert youth, Tully stood by the scaffold and watched the lad's neck pop, then
Marge Brown, Teme Brenner, Pa- K. Christenberry, Hotel Astor presi- sat down without a quaver of emotion or a break in a line and wrote
Editors' Coast Odyssey
his most hard-boiled report.
Without even one aside, "A California
tricia
Clary,
Ann
Del
Valle,
Wanda
dent,
who
discussed
ways
and
means
Never in anyone's memory around
Holiday" remains the most terrible indictment against capital punishment
these parts have motion picture edi- Henderson, Viola Homer, Lee Hogan, of lifting the tone of Broadway.
ever written in America.
tors, from dailies throughout the Zan Joyce, Audre Lyons, Agnes McIt was disclosed that problem was
Of those who do manage to get their quota of the notoriety which
Kay,
Geral
dine
Maver,
Anne
Meyers,
country converged
on the film
difficult at the outset inasmuch as passes for fame, he was proudest of Jack Dempsey. Both were road kids;
Melvina Pumphrey, Martha Scanlon,
capital in a bunch,
like they're
four arcade licenses had already
and Margaret been granted before he came into both made the grade, Dempsey made more money, but Dempsey sensed
doing this year. As a result, Holly- Virginia Tomilson
that Tully. did more with what talent he brought out of the ring.
wood looks like it's in for a big Waite.
office, and consequently he couldn't
Three of his close friends were such widely different men as Walter
Elizabeth
("Show Window of
splurge of the personal touch type
refuse further licenses because exist- Winchell, George Jean Nathan, and Jack Dempsey.
of publicity. Scribes can't all hope Life") Gregory celebrating 75th an- ing arcade operations would become
Jim's wife -was Myrtle Zwetow, six years secretary to his close friend,
for the breaks Lee Mortimer got, of niversary with promise to write
Virtual monopolies.
Albert Lewin, long Irving Thalberg's lieutenant, and Hollywood film
"The Story of Aviation" which she
course, but now, that travel and hoFielding also declared that cor- producer.
knows from its first rise to its last
tel restrictions have let up it's an
She was as beautiful as a Brenda print, and the best dressed woman in
rective action will have to come
awfully rainy night when you don't flop.
Rick Stevenson rorwarded his from voluntary agreements by realty a town that tells Paris how to dress. The only lady in surroundings
stumble over two or three of the
"The Hangpu Menace," a tale of interests and merchants, rather than where all try to play the part, she protected the ex-road-kid in the social
outianders at Ciro's.
legislative action, and will cooperate clinches, and kept him from those who- would put him back in the chain
Motion Picture Assn.,
through Chinese Communism, to. Prentice- with any group seeking to elevate gang from which he was the world's most eminent fugitive.
which they all clear, has a hefty list Hall for early publication, and is
He went to New York twice a year just to see Dempsey, Mencken,
street. Fielding
of both tentative and definite dates completing "No Place to Hide," a standards on the
Nathan, Winchell, Runyon, and others of the old mob, but after a week
for the guys and gals who wanna novel
about racketeering in war cited the example of 42d street which
at one time was a class thoroughfare, or two he began to die every night, waiting for the dawn, and then sudsee how moom pitchers are made surplus materials.
this summer, besides a heavy smatDorothy Jardon, who starred in but has dwindled to honky-tonk pro- denly he hopped a rattler or a plane and blew for his Hollywood hideaway.
tering of prominent foreign news- vaude, musicals and opera, has be- portions, and stated he would do
The people he wrote about hoboes, prize fighters, circus troupers, prosin
his
department's
paper and magazine people. Latter gun work on her memoirs, working everything
average three a week, an all-time title of "I Wonder Who's Missing power to see that Broadway doesn't titutes, fugitives from chain gangs, and beggars of life generally—are
what the trade knows as money pictures, but Tully's treatment of them
deteriorate to that level.
high. Among domestic
visiting fire- Her Now."
was too tough, in the -main, for the censors. Producers found it easier to
men, those who've already been here
Ann Daggett, new Hollywood ed
steal his raw material and dress it up as society drama, a seduction on a
during past month or so
on vaca- of Macfadden Pubs., is wife of Chuck
drawing-room couch being easier to condone, presumably, than one in a
tions or assignments,
or both, in- Daggett, ex-VARiETY mugg and curbox -car or haymow.
clude:
rently writer for Jimmy Roosevelt
Nuns Taught Him
Wallace,
Cleveland Plain on radio and politix.
Continued from page 5
That he could write at all, he attributed to the nuns at the orphanage
"eater; Miriam Rosenbloum,
Hal N. Colton, author of "Writer
Chattooga News-Free Press; Mortimer, Wrong" in July Esquire, is other- would not assure continued interest where his father led him with far-from-loving care, at the age of five.
The son of a ditchdigger who seemed only too glad to get rid of hirri at
1*
wise Variety muggette from New- of the participants in Par's affairs,
Mirror;
Owen
Wister,
tt JE?
the that early age, Tully might have been considered a success when he could
Charlotte News;
factor for
chief motivating
Alton Williams, ark, Helen Colton Field.
earn $30 a week as a chainmaker.
Sichmond News - Leader; Mitch
EHjott Arnold, who authored best bonus plan, because execs can keep
At lunch once with Walter Winchell, he asked the latter for the loan
Toledo Blade; Irv Kup- book on Norwegian underground, the stock even though they leave
Z*F*E?>
of his column.
ica e> Times; Boyd Martin, spieling for his new book, "Blood Par's employ after one year or are
!*
tJ?
"What for?" asked Winchell.
ijmisville Courier - Journal;
discharged for cause.
Fred Brother."
"To keep a road kid from burning," was the answer.
Moon,
Investment company idea is also
Atlanta
Mordecai Gorelik's "New TheaJournal;
Brick
"Okay," said Winchell.
"ewog, Milwaukee Sentinel; Nat tres for Old," a study of theatrical rapped on the claim that it doesn't
Between the two they saved the kid from the electric chair. He is now
Chester Gibb °n. Seattle production, will be printed in Eng- operate as incentive compensaton.
Timis
On this score, complaint asserts that studying journalism.
land by Dennis Dobson, Ltd.
"I'm sorry now I didn't let him burn," said Tully.
ls
red J«hnson, San Francisco
T. H. Coward, publisher of "Mrs. participants have an interest in drivr„» B
S' £
Of his fights, his battle with the late John Gilbert remains the most
"" etin; Betty Craig, Denver Mike," announced that the 1,000,- ing down the price of common stock
p^t.
£ost.
Marce Thibeault, Montreal Le 000th copy will come off the presses in order to enable the new company hilarious set-to in Hollywood's long list of smacks on the nose. He was
to pick it up cheap for speculation. upbraided, as an old boxer for hitting a matinee idol.
.
V. ,ohn Boscnfleld,. Dallas July 1.
"I didn't hit him," he explained, "He was swinging away at me, and
™8VS.
-Who
Hobart, San Francisco
Sara Salzer, formerly with Tri- Key execs can profit by utilizing init looked to me as if he'd fan himself to death.
tmronkte; Paul Jones,
So I put him to sleep
Atlanta Con- angle Publications, named Seven- side info to buy in advance on good
for his own protection."
ation; Omar Ramiey, Cleveland teen mag's western editor; head- news or sell on bad, it's charged.
How he could hold on to the roots' of his serious writing In such an
Wab*n« Hick s. Fort Worth quarters in Hollywood.
Briefly, proposed plan calls for orRh53.,
2r*-Telegram; Claude LaBelle, San
Three of Lionel Houser's early ganization of company with author- atmosphere was the mast enigmatic thing about Tully. Writers with as
£*ncisco News and Carl Gartner, novels, "Lake of Fire," "Smart Girl" ized capitalization of $4,000,000 con- much industry, leaving out entirely the issue of talent, say, to a man,
"es Moines Register
and Tribune.
and "Smile and Caress," will be re- sisting of $3,760,000 in notes and that they can't work in California. Tully, on the other hand, swore by
number of editors who've printed by- Bantam Books, Inc.
240,000 shares of common at $1 par. Hollywood. He couldn't work in New York.
v
How he turned to writing is one of those incredible accidents of hisone year in the
First issue of Playtime, new Ca- Par underwrites the loan on notes
l
na*T7
tory.
He was 22 at the time, and had been sent by Martin Davey. the
J« 60; this year
MPA
expects nadian
monthly covering travel, and sells the stocks at two-thirds
"rem to number
famous tree surgeon who rose to be governor of Ohio, into the south in
well over 100.
recreation and sports, will come out face value to selected execs in designated quantities. Coin raised is to command of 10 men. His letters to Davey were so interesting the tree
in July and will sell for 25c.
surgeon asked him to write something for the company's bulletin.
Kenneth Collins* New Job
Otis L. Guernsey, Jr., exiting Cue be invested solely in Paramount
Kenneth Collins has resigned from mag
That was his first published piece, and though he didn't make much
stock.
as drama critic.
e
ncy as oi ***
Pomeiantz, Levy, Schreiber & money at writing for « long time, he had averaged $80,000 a year for the
Jo Sanson and Dick Pack's "Quiz
last 10 years.
(30)
to become v.p. in
Book of the Seven Arts" being re- Haudeck represent the plaintiff.

—

Liberty Staffers At Liberty
Liberty mag gave notice to approximately 80% of its staff last Friday (20), leaving only a skeleton
crew in charge of its home (N. Y.)
office. Staffers about to go on two or
three week vacations lost out, all
those .fired however getting a week's
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"Heaven Help the Angels,"
which preemed Mon. (23) at Playin

offices going up on South Michigan avenue.
Brenda Forbes and her Chicago
lawyer bridegroom stopped off on
way to California on honeymoon.

new
Brock Pembertpm Westporting for
th* summer.

Marcus Heiman planed to Coast
Saturday (21).
Legit p.a. Anne Woll to Coast
Sunday (29) for four weeks.
Ted Saucier, Waldorf-Astoria p.a.,
tp the Coast on a Metro picture

make

They'll

their

home

Reginald

Denham here on

vaca-

tion.

and orchestra
Cyril JStapleton
switching from Fischer's Embassy

in Chi.

Peggy Cummins and Lloyd Nolan nitery.
had busy schedule during their short
Vienna State Opera Co. to play a
stay, doing television show, and also
three-week, season at Covent GarFitzpatrick Travelog on Chicago.
den in September.
All Chi hotels and niteclubs preBBC, Symphony Orchestra left
enore.
paring for year's biggest business last week (17) for continent for 10John Golden shaved off his re- with the Zale-Graziano fight on July
tour of Paris, Brussels, Amstercently attempted* mustache and also 16, the All-Star game July 8 and day
dam.
.
parked his cane.
conventions being held here that
Manoug Parikian, young native of
Donohue & Coe ad agency named month.
Cyprus, has been chosen leader of
"to handle Tola Productions' "The
,

,

Roosevolt Story."
Pete Martin's upcoming Satevepo9t piece on Mark Hellinger bills
Honolulu
him as The Softest Touch in HollyBy Mabel Thomas
wood."
Roger Adams playing piano at
John Perona, El Morocco boniface,
room.
•nd music attorney Lee Eastman off new Zebra Brown
of Metro here for
Clarence
to England Friday (20) aboard the
rest at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel.
.'.<'
America.
Chick Floyd and band into Royal
Maurice Chevalier and his manHawaiian Hotel for limited engageager, Arthur' Lesser, back to the
ment.
Continent Friday (20) aboard the
Outdoor showman E. K. FernanMaurctania.
Tigers for
John and Muriel Harding due dez signed Mabel Stark &
from London July 15; he's Jack Hyl- return date.Rosen, Wife of Louis
Rosella
ton's associate and personal rep for
Rosen, of Royal Theatres here for
the Marquess of Queensberry.
Joel Mitchell planed to London annual visit.
Duke Kahanamoku and other top
Saturday (21) to be screen-tested for
Australia for
the Frank Launder (Rank) South swimmers invited to
big meet in December.'
Sea picture, "The Blue Lagoon."
Jack De Mello, of Frisco NBC ofConMarc
and
Dalrymple
Jean
nelly planning their revival of Con- fice, producing transcriptions for
local talent here.
nelly's "The Green Pastures" for Coast studios with
Marina Svetlova's ballet group
International theatre in October.
The Berosini high wire perform- with Robert Roland, Elena Imaz and
ers, with the Roy Rogers show, claim pianist Claude J. Chiasson clicked
that is their correct billing but con- heavily here.
cede being the Wallenda family.
Paul Fagan, millionaire baseball
Thomas Baird, former director of owner of San Francisco Seals,
Film division, British Information opened his Heavenly Hana Hotel, on
Services, to London via BOAC, on Island of Maui, June 15.
vacation in England and Scotland.
Races back at Jamaica will be
topped with a $100,000 Gold Cup
IS
Purses for 24-day meeting
contest.
'

the Philharmonic Orchestra of Liv-

erpool.

total $335,000, against $210,000 last
year.
"Icetime Handicap" at Monmouth
Park racetrack in Jersey Monday
(23) was named for skating show at
the Center, and all hands from there
attended.
Sophie Tucker will conclude rec-

ord breaking three-month run at
Latin Quarter, July 5, and rest for
a 'few days at her sister's home at
Auburn, N. Y.
Jonas T. Silverstone, attorney for
the American Guild of Variety Artists and chairman of Theatre Chapter, AVC, attending the AVC convention in Milwaukee.
The Charley Schlaifers commuting from their first-time summer
place at Sayville, L. I. Recent hospital checkup, incidentally, was good
news for the wife of the 20th-Fox
'

ad-pub chief.
William J. Kupper, who takes
over as 20th-Fox managing director
in Great Britain next month, feted
at bon voyage dinner at Waldorf•

Astoria

Monday

(23). night

prexy

Spyros

Skouras

by 20th
and 200

annual Green Room Club Dinner at
the Savoy, June 15.

Ted Kavanagh, script writer of
popular ITMA comedy radio feature,
to become special correspondent of
the Evening Standard.
Henry Sherek has acquired latest,
as yet untitled play by Edward
Percy, author of "Shop at Sly Corner," which he intends producing in
the

hospital in a serious condition.
Undaunted by failure of her third
play, "Angel," which folded after a
week, Mary Hayley Bell is busy
writing her fourth. Last one was
first to be directed by her filmactor
husband, John Mills.
"Peace in Our Time," Noel Coward's latest opus, has its premiere
in Brighton July 15, and comes to
the West End the following week.
The cast to date includes Elspeth

March, Beatrice Varley, Bernard
Lee, Ralph Michael.
Lou Levy, visiting from U. S., has
lined up publication here of songs
"Across the Alley From the Alamo"
and "Nicaragua." Lou's wife, Maxine
By Les Recs
Andrews, and sisters not arriving
Twin City Variety club rooms till' next summer, due to Campbell's
closed for facelifting.
Soup radio commitments.
Patricia Robinson to be starred in
Hungarian Workers Choir beat
annual "Aqua Follies."
six other male choirs from six na
St. Paul Auditorium had rentals tions at the international Eisteddfod
360 out of 365 days past year.
at Llangollen, Wales, June 12. Held
Plantation, "strawhatter," opening up on their journey by French railseason with "Soldier's Wife."
way strike, the band arrived early
Dick Simmons, M-G-M player, in on competition day after five days
from Hollywood to visit parents.
hitch-hike trek across Europe.
Dorothy Lewis ice show attracting
Imperial theatre, Brighton, albig biz at Hotel Nicollet Minnesota though built as a legit house, has
Terrace.
for many years been running as a
"not
as
advertised
in
Sun"
"Duel
cinema. It reverted to a stage show,
recommended for children," but June 14, when it presented the new
they're admitted at 50c.
musical, "High Tide," starrin-gj ArJoseph Wagner, composer-conduc- thur' Askey, Florence Desmond and
tor, appointed conductor of newly Eddie Gray, prior to its London pro
organized Duluth Symphony.
duction.
Sid Lax, Columbia office manager
promoted to salesman, assigned to
northern Minnesota territory.
Dublin
Clem Ramsland, Univ. of Minnesota 'stage director for many years,
off to Barter theatre, Abindgon, Va.,
as exec director.
Ted Mann, operating sure-seater

resumed shooting in the east Monday (23) after several months lay-

Washington
By

off for script rewrite.

Florence

Lowe

S.

National theatre dark, with no
booking in sight.
Stephen Kisley a hit at Carlton
..

hotel's Congo Room.
Virginia Welles, Paramount player,
By Ted Friend
Deanna Durbin and Felix Jackson beating drums for "Dear Ruth."

The William

Pabsts

celebrating

their 20th anni.

Tony and Sally De Marco held
over at Palace Hotel.
"Great God Brown" set for Hillbarn summer theatre, July 4.
"Breakfast in Hollywood" to origFox theatre today (25).
Victor Borge and Nat Brandwynne's orch at Venetian Room of
inate from

Fairmont Hotel.
"Hasty Heart"
all

veteran

be repeated with

to

cast

by Theatre Arts

Colony June 27.
Robert F. Laws, publicity head for
KGO-ABC on board of directors of
Frisco

Ad

Club, representing radio.

Ted Malone to air from here today
with Westinghouse officials
(25)
throwing luncheon following broad
cast.

"Janice Grey," WTOP-CBS' daily
soap opera, off the air for summer.
Film Council of America announces it now has 25 chapters in
18 states.

The Tunesmen booked in for four
weeks at the Quonset Hunt, suburban niteryNBC preeming its new video station,

WNBW,

in for surgery.
Paul Munis visiting old friends
before training to N. Y.
E. H. Calhoun made prexy of Ad-

next Friday (27) with

a brasshat supper party.
Members of Alcoholics Anonymous
An
invited to view short, "I
Alcoholic" at RKO-Keith's.

Am

Jimmy Dorsey and his orch at
nearby Chesapeake Beach for a onertight stint past Friday (20).
Zero Mostel shared spotlight with
Henry Wallace and Sen. Claude
Pepper at last week's outdoor, rally.
Annual Negro opera convention
and exhibit, sponsored by National
Negro Opera Co. skedded for July
13-19.

Chicago
Lou Kent Fink

Ben Washer, Charlie MaqArthur,

Phyllis Blum, Alfred Katz, Renee
Carroll, Arthur Bronson, Harry Si-

Bill Herz, John Byrams, and ^
for weekend.
Paul McNamara in from New
Phil Bourneuf, Montgomery Clift, York.
Harold Bromley, Francis Reed, Bill
Pat O'Brien back from New York
Doll, Byron McGrath and Kevin Mcvacation.
Carthy in Friday (20) to catch Haila
Zorina in town for work in the
Stoddard in "Trial of Mary Dugan."
Bud Henry and Elizabeth (Lex's Civic Light Opera.
daughter) Carlin started new SunWallace Beery to his Wyoming
over WBUD, ranch for the summer.
day afternoon program
r
Morrisville, Pa., 'Come On BackRobert Douglas
in from
Theron Bamberger, Jessie London to thesp at checked
stage."
Warners.
Royce Landis guests on first shot.
William Henry signed for Gryphon
Harry Haenigsen, Buckmanville
Players,
Laguna strawhatter.comic
strip
resident and creator-of
most
reteenager
picking
a
Bing
Crosby
and
four
"Penny,"
sons off for
sembling his title gal at opening of vacation on his Nevada ranch.
New Hope Street Fair July 3. Kitty
Herbert Wilcox and his wife,
Carlisle, Moss Hart and Doc Turner Anna Neagle, in from London.
on judging committee.
Monte Hale checked in at Republic after a six-week stage tour.
Rosina Paga, Brazilian actress, in
from Rio to start Hollywood career.
Westport, Conn.
N. Peter Rathvon checked in at
By Humphrey Doulens
after two weeks in New York.
RKO
Jean Dalrymple at her farm.
Arthur J; Levys hosting Sally
Donald Nelson to Washington for
conferences with President Truman.
Hunts' Circus at South Norwalk
Blanche Yurka will do a oneJuly 4.
woman show at the Coronet theatre,
Justin Sturm here from Colorado June 29.
Springs.George Schaefer checked in at
Mrs. Bayard Veiller (Martin Vane) Enterprise for a series of sales conpenning new play.
ferences.
Edna Ferber visiting the Moss
Jeannette MacDonald and Gene.
County.
Bucks
in
Raymond
celebrated their 10th wedHarts
Swarthout and Frank ding anniversary.
Gladys
Chapman at Redding Ridge.
Leo Morrison and Frank Alstock
Robert Stack here from the Coast to Mexico City for confabs with
for two weeks at Country Playhouse. President Aleman.
Bill Danziger in town for huddles
Mrs. John Davis Lodge, wife of
the Congressman, again on Country with Cecil B. DeMille on ballyhoo
for "Unconquered."
Playhouse staff.
Lathrop and Lee joining HildeGeorge Jessel leaves Sunday for
garde's stage show at Chicago thea- appearances in Chicago, Milwaukee,
Detroit and New York.
tre, Chi, next week.
Ralph Kraus, general manager of
Murray Howard, manager of Palace, So. Norwalk, transferred to Art Music City, is new president of the
Hollywood Junior Chamber of Comtheatre, Springfield, Mass.
New Ridgefleld theatre opens merce.
Sidney Miller recording a series
June -30 with "Rip Van Winkle,"
with Wesley Addy and Joanna Roos. of voice characterizations for use by
the drama department of Columbia

Moe Behrmans down

.

Canadian Film Board held invitascreening for diplomatic and
Govt, reps, with six new CFB shorts

By Maxwell Sweeney
Paulette Goddard and Burgess
Meredith due here July 3.
Twentieth-Fox U. K. chiefs to hold
conference here early next month.
Carroll Gibbons inked for late
summer appearance at Theatre
•

Royal.
Dublin organist-choirmaster Edgar Boucher named BBC music assistant for northern Ireland.
Producer P. R. Gogan with Dublin
Queen's vaude company in strawhat
season at Kilrush, County Clare.
Patrick Farrell, managing-director,
of Capitol and Allied Cinemas,
named prexy of Irish Theatre and
Cinema Assn.
Harry Dugan, leading camera
unit of Burton Holmes Travelogs,
here from New York for new 16m
feature on Ireland.
Illsley-McCabe Productions will
handle "Harvey" in Ireland, but
Dublin presentation is being deferred
until after London opening.

RKO's

British

managing director

Robert Wolff, general sales manager Joe Vagoda and director of exploitation Davy Jones here from
London for confabs with local office
and leading exhlbs.
-

Bucks County, Pa.
By Sol Jacobson
Red Spooner handling press for
Harold Kennedy at Princeton.
Irving Coopers weekending at Ezra
Stone's Washington Crossing farm.
"Male Animal" set by Edgar Levy
at Yardley for June 30 with Ted Post

tion

staging.

on program.

furnishings at

Auction of Mrs. Jules Mastbaum's
Aquetong estate Satur-

day

(27).

.

College.

Conductor - composer
Sigmund
Romberg to leave here for New
York in mid-July to conduct a concert at Lewisohn Stadium.
at Borsellinos.
Robert Gessner, of New York UniJohnny Morrison joined Frank versity,
starting a series of summer
Sennes talent agency.
Frankie Connor, Irish tenor, into lectures on motion pictures at the
University of Southern California.
Tommy McGinty's Mounds club.
.

Cleveland

Peter Higgins set for four weeks

Smaller
$40,000 are
or less.

cost around
selling for $20,000

cafes 'that

now

Larry Adler's guest-shot with
Cleve Symphony Orch pop concert

-

By Hal Cohen

Jimmy Spitalny left for Coast to
drew 8,000.
„
,
Cain Park strawhatter kicked off try his wings as cafe act.
season with "Barber and the Cow," * Carole Fox filling in on KQV continuity dept. for the summer.
Welsh folk-comedy with music.
Phil Leeds heads new show at
Gourmet club, opened by Steve
Drummer and Mike Ross, denied Jackie Heller's Carousel next week.
Bassist Eddie Safranski home for
liquor license by state.
theatre a vacation until Stan Kenton reorcommunity
Lakewood
closed 17th season with 40,000 at- ganizes band.
Barbary Coast Boys, Velvetones
tendance in seven productions.
Noel Leslie and Edward Binns and Betty Carpenter into Hollywood
quiting Fredric McConnell's reper- Show Bar.
tossed testimonial
staff
tory after "State of Union" and
farewell for Frank Smith, resigning
"Therese."
John Harwood, formerly of West- as general manager.
ern Reserve campus shows, landed
Eddie Andrews, local lad, signed
role in Eddie Dowling's next Broad- for trying out of Patterson Greene's
"Music in the Distance" at Yardley,
way show, "Our Lan'."
Pa.
Vince Aldert on road for Loews
as vacation relief manager and RusSouth Africa
sell Schirra', from Penn, subbing at
the Ritz.
By Joe Hanson
Town's getting a new amusement
Astra Cinema, Port Elizabeth, destroyed by fire. House was on Metro guide to "fun, food and frolic" in
August. Pocket-sized mag will be
circuit.
Adele Astaire (Mrs. Col. Kings- called The Key.
man Douglass) arrived in Cape
Town from U. S. on honeymoon trip.
Highlights of recent royal family
tour incorporated in 45 minute feature, "Royal Cavalcade," made by
By George Gaal
African Film Productions.
Hungary to exhibit at Stockholm s
Lawrence Tibbett is inked for six
festival in August.
weeks tour for African Theatres. 16m
Zoltan Kodaly back from U. S.
Will sing in "Rigoletto" In Johanprepping trip to Moscow.
and
nesburg and give concerts in other
Bona Kokeny, well-known comelarge towns.
dienne, hospitalized due to nervous
Story of Boer trek a century ago
breakdown.
,
was produced and recorded in JoMiklos Palugyay, Mopex general
hannesburg Studios of SABC and director, off to Prague to choose
given nationwide broadcast in EngU. S. pix for Budapest showing.
land by BBC.
Kertay. lead in "Pjpk-UP
Lili
Gainsborough Pictures rep K.
relinquished role in "Rebel
Campbell arrived in Johannesburg Girl,"
get married in Paris.
from Cairo. Material gathered will Women" to Antwerp, sent enougn
Gewaert,
be used in film of overland* "trek16m film here to make 12 pix, which
kers" from England to South Africa.
Cannes Festival.

Australia
Bela Lugosl at Logan Inn, New
Hope, for rehearsals of "Arsenic and
vertising Execs club here.
Zurich
By Eric Gorrick
Old Lace."
Alex Tellis has taken over the
Universal's Tom Cadwallader en
By George Mezofl
Russell Collins checking out of route to U.S. for pic biz gander.
Newt Perry studios in Kimball Hall.
Jooss Ballet's two performances at Playhouse for summer at Westport
Jimmy Wakely. Republic's singing
Kiwis, khakiclad concert troupe,
strawhatter.
cowboy, will headline Soldier Field the Stadttheatre a b.o. smash.
passed six months' run at Comedy,
enthuBrailowsky
Alexander
Housing situation easing up for Melbourne.
rodeo July 14 to 20.
Jay Herbert flying to Coast for siastically received at piano recital boarding actors at strawhatters, ac
Ella Shields is doing a vaude tour
cording to operators.
confabs with Rudy Vallee, who's last week.
of Aussie for the Dave
Martin
singer,
booked
Swiss
Cavelti,
Elsa
Dick Skinner ensconsed in duplex Tivoli loop.
planning new radio show.
Paul Rosini, Dorothy Porter and for opera season, at Teatro Colon, apt. across dam at New Hope; stone's
Pic industry here to honor Alan
Aires.
Buenos
Chicago
throw
from
Playhouse office.
Danny Thomas appeared at
Williamson, Rank's Aussie rep, for
Kirsten Flagstad appearing here in
Muriel Kirkland signed for Kath 50 years in the biz.
Youth 'Conference shindy.
Odette Myrtil of the "Red Mill" opera dates with German tenor Max arine Cornell role in "Barretts of
Aussie Theatre Managers Assn.,
given Doctor of Music degree by Lorenz under baton of Hans Knap- Wimpole. Street" at Playhouse July headed by Robert Cleland, reported
pertsbusch.
Boguslawski College of Music.
28.
bringing out own trade mag for
Benjamin
Britten's
Preem
of
John Beaufort' screened Japanese home circulation.
Basil Rathbone added to HildeHarry Watt, Ealing director, given
garde Chicago Theatre show week of opera, "The Rape of Lucretia," was color documentary he made while
Empire Society's annual
July 4. Henny Youngman also on well received at the Stadttheatre, abroad for C. S. Monitor at New British
Basle.
Alexander. Krannhals con- Hope Recreation Center last week.
award for the best British film of
bill.
Charles Lang in for Johnny Mor the year, "Overlanders."
Pat Tully of Burke-Vah Heusen ducted.
Daphne du Maurier recently holi- gan in "The Barker" opening at
"Wind of Heaven" winds up a
out of hospital after eight months.
Still on crutches result of auto ac- daying in Switzerland with her hus- Yardley last week in 11th hour shift, good run in Sydney late June for
band, Lt. Gen. Sir F. A. M. Brown- which also Included George Baxter Whitehall. Star Meg Jenkins returns
cident.
Maurice Bergman of Universal- ing, commander of British airborne
Bill White signed by Hartmans to to London to take up new film controupe strawhat circuit with them tract.
International in to look over firm's troops.
•

Hollywood
Phil Reagan hospitalized with flu.
Anita Gordon to Reno on vacation.
Virginia Welles to Washington,

ons,

-

World, back from New York, says
Nick Mamula doubling for Selz- he failed to "complete any deals for
nlck as newspaper and trade press more foreign product.
contact in N..Y. and unit publicity
man on "Portrait of Jenny," which

at Amelio's.

fall.

Elizabeth Israel, trapeze artist appearing with Bertram Mills Circus at
Middlesbrough, Yorkshire, crashed
30 feet during her act, and is in

guests.

San Francisco

H

dislocated his
Leslie
e ns o n
-shoulder- in-a fall-doing an act. at the.

.

....

house.

'

WWSW

,

shown

will be

at

Cardinal Mindszenthy and other
high church officials attended Moof "Going My
Way" (Par); expressed great pleas-

pex Studios' showing
ure,

and promised

port

if

all

clerical sup-

necessary.

Atlantic City

By Joe W. Walker
Jose Curbelo band opens at President June 28.
Burlesque season opened at taooe
.
theatre Friday (20).
Brighton featuring water carmvai
.

weekends in new pool.
Jerry Shard band into Holiday
room of Mayflower June 27.
Ocean City to have Beach theatre,
Spirit.
1 with "Blithe
new
Ritz angling nitery biz with
room, Ritz Tavern. Nick DAmico
orch heads show.
„ rad....
*5
Cab Calloway set for Pa
club for five weeks, starting August

opening July

1.

do

whou
He'll follow Count Basie.
six weeks of season here.

first

Wednesday, June 2S, 1947
Marx was piano

player on the job.
Fields quit the business several
years ago and since then bad been

OBITUARIES
DUDLEY

S D.
.

1

(Samuel H. Rous)

.

Thomas Louden),
pose,"

/

known
«s«muel Holland Rous, 83,
as S. H. Dudley, banHayden Quartet, first
?one o "he
make
w?ll-known male quartet to
Victor
Srdtags. and author of the
died in a Los
Book of the Opera,
June 6. His wife,
Angeles hospital,
Romani, former operatic so-

JHmally

Sofia

A

double

prano, died a day
9.
funeral was held on June
while in his
A native of Indiana, with
theatritouring
teens he began
companies. He and his wife were
later.

cal

Emma

members of the

Juch and

that toured
Tavary operatic troupes
the U.

S.,

Mexico and South America

baritone of the
jn i896 he was
on Edison cylEdison Male Quartet

Hayden Quartet on
inders and as the
Berliner (and, later,
the pioneer
members were
Victor) disks. Other
the late

John

S.

later

manager

Bielmg, first
Hooley, hass; and John
retirement at
tenor, now living in

V

U

JIM TULLY
whose
56,

of

E

Jim

Tully,

a

Lynn Lazzeroni, 35, of the vaude
roller-skating team of Lynn and
Lazzeroni, died in Pittsburgh last

fabulous'

The quartet's records had a worldfour- tio Alger fable.
wide vogue, and in 1902 -the
He had been a screenwriter'many
went to England, where it
years. Starting at old Goldwyn stumade hundreds of records for the
dios in 1927. He also authored such
best sellers as "Beggars of Life,"
Al
"Shadows of Men," "Circus Parade,"
STONE, HAl, formerly known
on
"Shanty Irish," "Jarnegan," "The
Stone, formerly with Stone and lee,
Bruiser," "Emmett Lawler," his first
June 15th in London, England. Brother
and
novel.
of Harry Kaplan, New York City,
Gertrude
After hitting his stride, his friends
Etta Sitron, Deborah Meyer,
numbered many showbiz people, as
Buttwinitk, Either Berkson, louit KapThe funeral
well as others in all walks of life,
lan, all of lot Angelei.
from hoboes to H. L. Mencken, Jack
services to be announced.
European companies.

On

their re-

Rous became assistant manartist and reper-

turn,

of, Victor's

ager

toire division.

Rous, who estimated that if he
"had held on to Victor stock he was
given in the early days of his association with the company, he would
have been worth $3,000,000, retired

'

and went to live in Southern
France, after touring the world. He
returned to this country shortly before second World War and settled
in 1919,

Los Angeles.
One of his favorite stories concerned a publicity stunt pulled by
the fledgling Victor Co. at the turn
of the century. To introduce Eldridge R. Johnson's new Victor record, the company advertised that it
would give a record of the S. H.
Dudley's "Put Me off At Buffalo" to
every talking machine owner sending in name on a postal card.
hundred thousand requests came in,

in

'

A

and

the new firm. Eventually, though,
the publicity paid off.
An oddity in the career of Rous
and his associate, Macdonald, was
the fact that each unknowingly appropriated for recording purposes
the name of an established performer.
When Macdonald began
calling himself Harry Macdonough,
was a well-known comedian of
name, of whom Macdonald
had never- heard. There was also a
noted Negro comedian named S. H,
Dudley. Considerable irritation re«ulted when the Dudleys and Macdonoughs received mail intended for

there
that

the other.

A. E.

THOMAS

Albert Ellworth Thomas, 74, playwright, author and former newspa-

perman,

who had preferred to be
professionally
E.
as
A.
Thomas, "died in Wafeefield, R. I.,
June 18 Of his many plays probably the most successful was "Come
Out of the Kitchen," produced in
1916 by the late Henry Miller as
known

-

starring vehicle for Ruth Chatterton.
was cnair man of the Pulitzer
»
Prize drama jury from 1926 to 1928.

He wrote

several novels, among
"Cynthia's Rebellion,"
and
Cross," and motion
picture plays.
He was a director
o£ the Dramatists
Guild of America
!
a member of the Players. »
Thomas wrote and collaborated
w. more than
a score of plays.

them
The

Double

™

nett.

Tully hit the literary jackpot without even elementary school education.
He was a 'road kid," basing
many of his yarns on his experi-

'

bow,"

Too Rah-Rah

PETER ANTONOPLOS

MARRIAGES

;

ring vehicle
Bennett.

for. the

late

..

'

Stroheim,

Jr.,
Fort Wayne, Ind.,
16:
He's son of Erich Von
Stroheim, actor.
Mary Hartline to Harold Stokes,
Evanston, 111., June 15.
Bride is
orch leader at ABC, featured on
"Junior Junction" show; he's pro-'
SYDNEY SAMPLINER
gram manager on same network.
Sydney Sampliner, 49, former
Dorothy O'Brien to Bud Cumbine,
violinist and bandmaster, died June Hollywood, June
14. Bride is vocal18 in Cleveland. He was a member ist; he's drummer with Harry
James
of the Cleveland Symphony Orch.
band.
As a composer, Sampliner, had
Anita Warmbrandt to Benjamin
several of his songs introduced by Astor, New York, June 15. He's
asGuy Lombardo's orchestra. He later sociated with Columbia International
formed his own band. Later quit Pictures.
show business to engage in insurHelena Bliss to John Tyers, Los
ance field.
Angeles, June 29.
Both are legit

June

Richard 50 years ago while with the Ringling former

Survived by widow, Myrtle, secretary to Dr. Joel Pressman; daughter,
Mrs. Trilby Beeman; son,
Alton Tully.

Thomas

BIRNEY IMES
Birney Tmes, 58, newspaper pub
and radio pioneer in Missis-

lisher

died Wednesday (18), at his
in Columbus, Miss., following
a heart attack.
A former president of the Missis
sippi Press Assn., he owned the
Columbus Dispatch and was a part
ner in the Starkville News and Ne-

sippi,

home

shoba

Democrat

at

Philadelphia,

Miss.

He was

associated

Birney Imes,

Jr.,

in

with his son
establishing

s

chain of four radio stations, WCBI at
Columbus; WELO at Tupelo;
at Clarksdale;
at Meridian.
He served as assistant to former
Secretary of State Hull at the 1940
meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics in
Havana and was a press representative to the World Security Conference at San Francisco in 1945.
Surviving, in addition to his son
are his widow, two sisters and two
brothers. Burial was at Columbus

WLOX

million people in this country.
Sequences ordered scissored
are those which have been causing pro-U.S. demonstrations at
practically every performance.
In some cases, audiences have
been so demonstrative it has been
necessary for projectionists to
re-show a sequence before they
could continue with the George

M. Cohan

biofilm.

Russians are understood to have paid
a fiat rate of about $6,000 each.
That's approximately the rental that
might be received from a single
first-run in a foreign city such as

WROX

CHAUNCEY REEVES
Chauncey Reeves, 72, retired min
and father of Winnie and Fred

die Lightner, died at his home in
Greenport, L. I., June 18.
Reeves had been a minstrel performer for many years, appearing
with Dumont. Primrose & West and
Lew Dockstader minstrels. When
that form of showbusiness waned he
did a blackface single in vaudeville

though they are admittedly anxious
to get them on Russian screens. One
foreign department exec stated:
"The sums offered by the Soviet in
stars, he also appeared on vaude Phoenix, Ariz., June 21. Groom in the past have been so insignificant
circuits in act known "as the Gillette disk jockey on KTAR, NBC outlet.
we would never consider them again.
Kathleen Cassidy Fulmis to Rob- However, if the Russians are as hard
Family.
ert
W. Reeve, Riverside, Calif. put to it as they say for dollar exGroom is sound cutter and son of change, and- promise to give our
LOU COHEN
Lou Cohen, 53, theatre owner, Arch Reeve, veteran film publicist. films wide distribution, we'd rather
give them to them for nothing than
died June 15 in Detroit.
Cohen owned and operated theaaccept their inadequate offers."
Pix which the Russians bought in
tres in Detroit for 30 years and was
president of Lou Cohen & Sons,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sickles, son, 1945 were "This Is the Army" (WB);
operators of the Hollywood, Roxie, Pittsburgh, June 12. Father runs a the Charles Boyer-Margaret Sullivan starrer, "Appointment for Love"
Paradise May fair, Rio and Capitol Pitt transcription .studio.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cervone, son, <U); and two Deanna Durbin pix,
theatres in that city.
Pittsburgh, June 6. Mother's former- "His Brother's Sister" and "Spring
Parade," both made by Universal.
ly of radio's singing Weston Sisters.
THOMAS A. CURRY
Mr. and Mrs. William Beegle, son,
Thomas A. Curry, 76, secretary to
Father's Pitt
late David Belasco, died in New Pittsburgh, June 13.
York, June 23. Curry also wrote concert manager.

BIRTHS

plays, "MrrWhistler" and "The
Same Old Game," which Belasco
bought under the title of "Just the
Same As Now."
Survived by widow and son.

two

JOHN D. SPENCER
John D. Spencer, 88, a pioneer in
Utah's cultural movement, died June
16

in

Salt

Lake

City.

He was one of the organizers of
Home Opera Co., and the Evan

the

and also an active participant in the old Salt Lake

Stephens Opera

Co.,

Dramatic Co,

UNO BRADLEY
Charles A. Bradley, 65, died in
Chicago June 20. He was a retired
business man and former blackface
comedian, known professionally as
Uno Bradley. He tourned vaude for
25 years.

Survived by widow.

until his retirement.

BEN FIELDS

.

KPHO

staffers, are shifting
Bros, circus died at Battle Creek, to KYSC, Yuma, where he'll be program director.
Mich.. June 14.,
Helen Belas to Joe
Reputed as one of the top circus
Worthy,

strel

1912;

?

Gloria Lynn to Ray Pearl, ChiJune 17. He's orch leader;
bride is former vocalist and manager
of band.
Mary Alice Jones to Erich Von
cago,

for U,S.?

Bucharest, June 24.
Motion Picture Export Assn.
last week was ordered by the
Rumanian government to cut a
number of sequences from "Yankee
Doodle
Dandy"
(WB),
despite the fact the film has already played to more than a

introduced

inclu «ed

"The Big Idea" (with
Hamilton), 1914; "Come
"Ut of the Kitchen,"
1916; "Thirty
8 S
„' with Clayton Hamilton),
io i«
he Little Missus," 1917, and
in e Ambassador,"
1917.
? mo "8 other plays he wrote were
rthe
^Matinee Hero" (with Leo
hSt* in)
to
l
r» 1919; 1918; "David's Adven»'e.
-The Champion" (with

social or political significance.
of them is in any way derogatory to the United States. There are
no Tobacco Road' or 'Grapes of

by widow and two actors.
Havana.
Ethel Shepard to Sig Frends, HolMaas refused to discuss the price
lywood, June 22. Bride is former question. It is definitely understood,
ALFRED M. GILLETTE
James Cagney to
radio singer.
however,
that the American compaBroadway. Another of his novels,
Alfred M. Gillette, 85, who created
Francie Waite to Bill Lindsey, nies will not again make their films
"Jarnegan," was dramatized as star- upside-down or ceiling walking act Phoenix, Ariz.,
June 14. Couple, available at the 1945 figures, alalso

1910;

Uayton

any

None

a prizefighter, circus roustabout and newspaper reporter. He
also wrote verse, first of which appeared in Cleveland Plain Dealer In
1911. His "Beggars" was made into
a picture, after he and Maxwell
Anderson had dramatized it for
Survived
Broadway as "Outside Looking In," brothers.
which starred Charles Bickford and
ences,

During the past war he had made
"Her Husband's
"What the Doctor Or- spasmodic appearances at nearby
dered," 1911; "The
Divorce Fund," army camps, hospitals and at char"
Llttle Bov Blue " < with Ed- ity affairs.
i
ward Paulton), 1911;
Son and daughter survive him.
"The RainSe

„
m*.
wife."

l

background. None of them has

Her husband and partner, George
Daisy' Evans, 73, retired actress,
daughter of the late Frank Lazzeroni, and two children survive.
Evans, died in N. Y. June 20.
Wrath' type pictures among them."
HARRY SCOTT
Born in New York City, she made
(It
was reported from other
Harry Scott, 68, comedian and sources that one of the films desired
her stage debut at the age of 7 with
her father in support of Maude member of vaude team of Scott & by the Reds is Metro's "Viva Villa,"
Granger and Emily Rigl in Bartley Whaley, died in London June 22.
produced in 1934. Wallace Beery
Further details in Vaudeville sec- starrer, a biopic of Pancho Villa, deCampbell's "The Galley Slave" at
tion.
picts the bandit leader's fight against
Haverley's 14th Street theatre.
the despotic government then ruling
She subsequently played "Oliver
J. J. Goodstein, 66, exhibitor and Mexico
Twist" and was a member of Richand the revolution that
company before former exchange manager, died in overthrew the despots, with U. S,
ard Mansfield's
playing for three seasons with Denver last week. Survived by wi- aid, to set up Mexico's present democratic government.)
Blanche Bates in "The Darling of dow.
•
Maas informed Napoli that he
the Gods."
S. J. Shaffran, 63, manager of the
could not make all the films availPace, Chadron, Neb., died at his able to the Russians, but offered to
LOUIS FOELDES
home there.
Survived by
five submit a list of 50 titles, from which
Louis Foeldes, Universal-Internachildren'.
the Soviets could make a choice.
tional's European general sales manNapoli said he wasn't interested in
ager, died suddenly in Paris ThursMother, 84, of Jimmy McHugh, such a deal, but only in the eight
day (19), according to word received
songwriter, died June 18 in Beverly films in which the Russian governat the company's homeoffice MonHills.
ment had indicated a specific interday (23). His age was 53.
est.
Foeldes, who held the sales post
Father of Sam Nelson, assistant diWhile negotiations haven't reached
since August, 1945, started his film
rector at Columbia, died June 18 in the question of price yet, that promcareer in Hungary some 21 years
Hollywood.
ises to be another hurdle. For the
ago. He had been with Universal in
four pix they bought in 1945, the
various capacities since 1938 when
Mother, 79, of Wanda Hale, assisthe was named supervisor for eastern ant film critic
of N. Y. Daily News,
Europe. His widow survives.
died at Larchmont, N. Y., June 18.

Antonoplos,
veteran
Peter
A.
Pittsburgh theatre owner since 1914,
died Friday night (20) at his home
in that city after after a heart attack.
One of the first houses Antonoplos owned, more than 20 years
ago, was the old Olympic, which
successively became Million Dollar
Grand and Warners. His two suburban houses have been operated by
his two sons, whom he leaves along
Dempsey, Al Lewin, Maxwell An- with widow and daughter.
derson and the late Richard Ben-

them nearly bankrupted

filling

'

week.

,

«

Russia?

Continued from page
sical

and

career ranged from hobo roustabout
to author of best sellers, died in
Hollywood June 22 after a threeyear illness. Death climaxed a colorful career that topped any Hora-

some

widow,

DAISY EVANS

He also revised the text of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" for The Players
revival in May, 1933, with Otis Skinner as Uncle Tom and Fay Bainter
as Topsy.
He also dramatized the
novel "Cora Potts" by Ward Green.

dept.,

Hempstead,

Sup-

"Only Thirty-eight,"
1920;
"The Turn in the Road" (with

MacDonald' ("Harry

Macdonough"),

repertoire
the Victor artist and
William
second tenor; the late

1920, "Just

Fix to

LYNN LAZZERONI

his
Surviving
are
daughter and two sons.

Louden), 1921; "Our Nell" (with
Brian Hooker), 1922; "The French
Doll," 1922; "The Jolly Roger," 1923;
"Embers," 1925; "Fool's Bells," 1925;
"White Magic," 1926; "Close Quarten," 1926; "Lost" (with G. A.
Chamberlain),
"Vermont,"
1927;
1928; "The Big Pond" (with George
Middleton), 1928; "Her,, Friend the
King"
(with
Harrison
Rhodes),
1929; "A Very Great Man" (with
Jack Haussman), 1932; "No More
Ladies," 1934, and "Merely Murder," 1937, a dramatization of the
English novel by Georgette Heyer.

S

he

in

1921;

found on the floor by his wife upon
her return from church.

a furniture dealer.

.

CURT VON FURSCH

Curt von Fursch,

59,

musician, died

of a heart ailment at his home in St.
of the MuniLouis.
cipal Opera orch, von Fursch was
formerly associated with the St.
Louis Symph orch.

A member

His widow, a daughter and brother
Peter Golden, 50, known in the
trade as Ben Fields, and one of Pitts- survive.
burgh's earliest songpluggers, died
WILLIAM STEVEO
there last week after a heart attack.
William Steveo, 56, assistant treasFields belonged to the old school of
sheet music pushers and worked a urer of the Shubert, N. Y. ("Sweetquarter of a century ago for Joe hearts"), died at his N. Y. home o'
He was
'Hillcr in
Pittsburgh when Chicb a heart attnek Jiror 22.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mason, daughter, Pittsburgh, June 10. Parents are
puppeteers.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Henderson,
daughter, Pittsburgh, June 11. Mother's the former Bonnie Carter, nitery
dancer.
Mr. and Mrs. George Beban, Jr.,
son, Hollywood, June 18. Father is
a screen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Quirk, daughter,. Los Angeles, June 19. Father is
a Metro cameraman.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Rapf, son,
Los Angeles, June 22.
Father is
Columbia writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank King, son,
New York, June 23. Father is manager of the "Professor Quiz" program.
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Frankel, son,
June 17, New York.
Mother is
Patsy Abbott, cafe and vaude singer.
Mr. and Mrs. Morty Reid, son,
New York. June 17. Mother is
former Mickey Seiden, dancer; he's'
bandleader,
currently
at
Nicky
Blair's Carnival, N. Y.

German Films
Continued from page 4

Department policy in this matter
and what is merely improvised in
the field by General Lucius D. Clay.
It was pointed out that Clay has
made some decisions and that he
can reverse them, himself, without
any permission from Washington. As
a result of this, Johnston may shift
his European itinerary to get to
Berlin sooner and stay there longer
so as to talk over the situation with
Clay and lay before him the industry's position.
It

appears

Motion

Picture

2.

move

in

unlikely

that

the

Export Assn. will
promptly on July 1 to han-

die distribution in Germany.
3.
lot of what was discussed
and what is planned for the future
of German films is still not ready

A

be put into action. Much of this
has not even been put on paper yet.
In addition to Petersen, Pommer

to

and Johnston, those present included: Francis Harmon, MPA veepee;

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hooke, daughNew York June 7. Father is Irwin Maas, MPEA vice prez; Allen
Dulles,
MPEA advisor; Brigadier
with Mills Music in N..Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Brown, daugh- General Robert McClure, former
head of information control in the
ter, Los Angeles, June 21. Father is
assistant executive secretary of the .U. S. sector of Germany; Brig. Gen.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and G. L. Eberle, deputy director of
civil affairs; Henry Carlton, chief of
Sciences.
Mr. and Mrs. John Howard, daugh- the film and- theatre section of the
Department's
ter, Los Angeles, June 23. Father is War
reorientation
western sales manager for Selznick branch, and Charles M.etz, Carlton'*
Releasing Orffmiypt wt
ter, in

;

.
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My-Beauty Facia Is

new

Loveliness

"

bri ng__q u ick

i

Jane
way Lux Soap

"It's thrilling the

Active-lather

smoother," says Jane
I do: I work the rich fra-

facials leave skin softer,

Wyman.

"Here's

all

grant lather well into

warm

my skin.

Then

I rinse

with

As I pat with a
on fresh new beauty!".

water, splash with cold.

soft towel to dry, skin takes

Don't

let neglect

cheat you of Romance. This

gentle beauty care Jane

make you

Wymart recommends will

lovelier tonight!

In recent tests of

Lux

Toilet

Soap

facials

by

skin specialists, actually 3 oat of 4 complexions

improved in a short time.

I took Jane Wyman's tip!
She certainly knows about complexion
care! Lux Toilet Soap facials are so
easy but they really work!"

"I'm glad

9 out of 10

"The creamy Active lather is so gentle it's
like a caress on the skin. As I pot with
a towel to dry,
smoother."

I

know my

skin

is softer,

•

You want skin that's lovely to look atthrilling to touch.

Lux

Girls find

Active-lather facials give appealing

'
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new beauty that wins Romance!

Screen Stars use Lux Toilet

Soap-^^^/a^r/
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